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Chairman's Foreword 

Elected officials and citizens throughout the United States share the concern 
that much litigation is unduly costly in time, money and human resources. While 
the federal government often has been a target of these concerns, it has tried as 
well to respond to them. During the past fifty years--and with varying degrees of 
lluccess--dozens of regulatory reform proposals have been made, and many 
initiatives undertaken, to increase governmental efficiency, fairness and 
effectiveness. Building on the recent interest of the private sector and judiciary in 
the use of alternative means of dispute resolution (ADR) , the federal government 
now has another opportunity to move toward those objectives. 

Forty years ago, the legislative compromise embodied in the Administrative 
Procedure Act h::d administrative law borrow much of its formal processes from 
the judicial model. However, in recent years there has beeu growing 
dissatisfaction with adversarial procedures which can impose high transaction costs 
on both agencies and the participating public. Such procedures often exacerbate 
conflict and make consensual resolution of disputes more difficult. While agencies 
have sought to provide structured opportunities and incentives for affected 
interests to resolve outstanding issues through negotiation, these efforts have, for 
the most part, been decidedly experimental and tentative. Both agency 
adjudication and rulemaking arc ripe for the application of innovatIve alternatives 
bemg developed elsewhere for streamlining dispute resolution and encouraging 
settlements. 

In fact, the federal government can, and should, take an activ'll leadership role 
in the ADR area. As party to more controversies than any Ilther entity, the 
government has a special opportunity to assess the viability of ADR opportunities, 
use them aptly, and serve as an example for the rest of our society. It must be 
recognized, however, that the government has unique obligations that may often 
make use of these alternatives difficult, or even inappropriate. 

It is time, therefore, to evaluate ADR's potential for federal agencies and to 
address directly the social, economic, political and procedural problems that are of 
concern. Given the enormous numbers of adjudications and other disputes that 
agencies decide, or are parties to, the successful use of ADR in even a small 
proportion of cases can produce better and fairer decisions, gains in efficienc>" 
savmgs of time and energy, and ultimately foster greater confidence m 
government. By using more consensual approaches to dispute resolution whenever 
possible, the federal government can itself become a model for a constructive 
approach to problem solving. 

The Administrative Conference has already undertaken numerous projects to 
increase understanding and facilitate utilization of ADR, and we will continue to 
build on these efforts to explore ways in which mediation, minitrials, arbitration, 
and related techniques can be employed by federal agencies. We also hope to play 
a major role in publicizing the research already completed and urging agencies to 
make greater use of these techniques. Since the Conference is itself an agency of 
the federal government, it is uniquely situated to accomplish these goals. 

I hope t"at publication of this sourcebook on federal agency use of alternative 
means of dispute resolution, and its companion volume on negotiated rule making, 
will stimulate increased interest and activity in this area. Success will lead both to 
greater government efficiency and greater fairness in the resolution of disputes 
involving the government. 

v 

Marshall J. Breger 
Chairman 
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Introduction 

This sourcebook has been prepared in connection with the colloquium on 
"Improving Dispute Resolution: Options for the Federal Government," presented 
by the Administrative Conference of the United States and held in Washington, 
D.C. on June 1, 1987. The colloquium is part of an effort to focus attention 
within the government on the possibilities and potential problems of using 
alternative means of dispute resolution in controversies involving the federal 
government. While the federal government has played an important role in 
promoting the use of aI::lrnative processes in areas such as labor relations (through 
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service), community relations (through the 
Community Relations Service of the U.S. Department of Justice), and consumer 
affairs (throu!!h the Federal Trade Commission), its consideration of alt~rnatives in 
matters to which it is a party has been more recent. 

The materials that follow have been compiled to as.ist government 
representatives to become familiar with various dispute resolution alternatives, 
some of the issues unique to use of ADR by agencies, and the experiences of some 
alilencies that have initiated ADR policies or programs. Certain items provide an 
historical perspective on the subject while others reflect recent activity and 
thinking. 

Section I provides an overview of ADR, both generally and in the context of 
the federal government. Section II focuses in more detail on specific dispute 
resolution mechanisms with primary emphasis on mediation, mini trial and 
arbitration. It also includes articles on other approaches including negotiation, 
mandatory settlement conferences, summary jury trials and court-appointed 
masters. Section III describes the various federal agency policies and practices in 
use at tiiis time. Section IV collects forms and procedures that have been, or can 
be, used te) implement ADR in specific cases as well as on an agency-wide basis. 
It include!! materials developed by private groups as well as by several federal 
agencies. Section V presents articles that consider some of the issues that arise in 
agency imlJlementation, such as acquisition of the services of neutrals, the need for 
confidentiality and the potential for resistance on the part of participants. 

There exists substantial additional literature on ADR and 11 broad range of 
organizations and individuals knowledgeable in the field. Persons desiring more 
information may contact the Administrative Conference of the United States, 
Office of the Chairman. 
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Society ca."U1Ot arrl should not rely exclusively en ':hE. COl!rt.S for the 

resoh.:t.ior. of disput.es. 

cont.roversies. They rray be less e:<p:!':sive, faster, les:. intirrida':.inS, ~ore 

sensitive to disput.ant.s' concerns, and ;.ere restx'nsive to t..."lderlying pro::'lerr,s. 

They may disp:r.se bet.t.er justice, result in less alienat.icn, "?reduce a feeling 

t.'1at a disput.e ·,.;as actually heard, and fulfill a need to ret..ain control by not 

han<'lirg the dispute over to lawyers, judges, an:1 the int.r:c3cies of t..'1e legal 

syste. •. 

This perspect.ive is evident. in :':,e growing interest. in dispute resolution 

at many levels in the public arrl priv:,-.e sect.ors of society. Dispute resolut.ion 

has bee.~ tr.e ~ubject of oover page art.icles in prorrJr.ent news?~p:rs and p~tional 

magazines. Chief Just.ice \'Iarren E.· Burger has repeatedly called for a 

"canprehensive review of the '<.hole ~ubje::t. of alt.ernative~ to oourt.s" for 

settling disagreements. Harvard University Preside.~t !):re}: C. Be}: describes the 

American legal syste.'l1 as flawed and calls for a harJ look at. reform. 

At.torney General William French S;ri th and Griffin Bell, his predecessor, 

advocat.e exploring metheds other than lit.igat.ion to settle differences. St.ate 

and federal courts are implementing a wide range of alternat.ives to 

adjudicat.ion. An increasing number of jurisdictions have est.ablished 

court-annexed dispute resolution programs in which cases are referred t.o 

rrediaticn or non-binding arbi.t.rat.ion beliore they are tried. Other courts are 

exp:?riment.ing with innovative ways to facilitate set.tiernent. 

The Mninistrat.ive Ca1ference of t.'1e united Stat.es reo:mnends test.ing the 

use of negotiations as a way of improving the rulemaking process an:l developing 

bet.ter rules. Scr.1e federal and stat.e agencies are trying n~..J procedures to 
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redure massive backlogs of pendirg canplaints and appeals as well as to improve 

policy development generally. 

Legislatures, too, have demonstrated interest in alternative dispute 

resolutien techn~ques. Congress passed the Dispute Resoluticn Act. in 1980 to 

encourage the development of rretha:ls for resolving civil and criminal disputes 

without litigaticn and to create a dispute resolution clearinghouse. As yet, no 

furds have been appropriated to implp..ment the Act. A nUlrl:::er of stdtes have 

enacted dispute resoluticn legislati01 and, in sane instances, established 

statewide dispute resolution programs. 

'!'here are also significant private sector initiatives which provide for the 

resoluti01 of consumer ccrnplaints, small C01t11ercial disputes, insuranre claims, 

and o:mflicts between b.lsinesses by such rreans as mini-trials, "rent-a-judge" 

and the increased use of arbitrati01 and mediaticn. Grievanre procedures within 

institutions, such as hospitals, universities, prisons, and schcols, have been 

created. ClrTbudsmen, media acticn lines, medical malpractire screenirg panels, 

and divorce mediation are other examples of alternative dispute resolution 

approaches whidl are recei virg !TOre attention. 

In the first half of 1983 alone, major national conferences were conducted 

en peacemakirg and conflict resolution, family dispute resolution, environmental 

dispute resolution, and consumer dispute resolution. The American Bar 

Associaticn, through its Special Cannittee on Dispute Resolution, has encouraged 

the development of neighborhood justice renters--no,.,t totalling rrore than 200 

across the nation-and currently is workirg to establish several "multi--<lcor 

courthouses." The American Arbitration Association has expanded its activities 

to include conflict resolutien, trainirg, and technical assistance in a broad 

range of preas. The Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution has 

similarly g~ to reflect diversificati01 in the field. 
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Mediation is being used to address a::mplex, multi-party controversies and 

to develop consensus positions on difficult policy issues. Applications include 

intergovernmental disputes and issues involving the environment, land and 

natural resources, Indian claims, civil rights, corrections, am COT111unity 

conflicts. 

But, just as alternative dispute resolution mechanisms offer great promise, 

they also raise many questions and create their own problems. Just what are the 

respective roles of courts and the various alternatives? How should they relate 

to one another? Hc:1N should it be detenninro which dispute resolution mechanism 

is IlOst appropriate in a particular case? Do alternatives really save time or 

IlOney? Hc:1N should they be financed? Bo." should settlements be enforcro? Are 

alternatives to the courts "second-class justice"? What are the standards by 

which dispute resolution mechanisms should be evaluated? 

CRFATICN OF '!HE PANEL 

In early 1983, the National Institute for Dispute Resolution convenro the 

Ad Hoc Panel Cl1 Dispute Resolution and Public Policy under the sponsorship of 

the U. S. Department of Justice. The Institute assemblro this group of 

prcrninent citizens to identify pmlic policy issues associated with the ways 

Americans settle their disputes am to suggest strategies for furthering pmlic 

knowledge about dispute resolution. 

This was an inquiry, rot bY dispute resolution practitioners or court 

reform experts, but bY members of the general public fran their perspective as 

potential disputants, as citizens, and as taxpayers. Individuals on the Panel 

were chosen for their first-hand lm::wledge and derronstratro leadership in a 

diversity of areas: labor, business, healtll, roucation, welfare, civil rights, 
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rousing, consumer affairs, the media, federal regulatioo, public ancl judicial 

administration. Sone represent the interests of particular FOPUlations: the 

poor, wanen, blacks, hispanics, the elderly. ~lembers served us individuals, not 

as representatives of any organization. They were invited to raise--not 

resolve-issues. 

A Steering Cotmittee was resp:msible [or directing the \<.ark of the Panel, 

including assembling its members, preparing discussion papers for its 

consideration, and drafting this reFOrt. What follows ar8 hi",:llights of the 

discussions of the Ad H= Panel on Dispute Resolutioo and Public Policy as they 

=urred during three ooe-day rreetings in Washington, OC. 

DEFININ:; DISPUl'E RESOll1l'ICN 

The Panel defined the scope of its inquiry to include all rrethccls, 

practices, and techniques, formal and informal, within and outside the courts, 

that are used to resolve disputes. AI though the term "dispute resolution" and 

the frequently used phrase "alternative dispute resolution" have care to suggest 

ways of settling disputes without gling to trii:!l, the Panel included litigation 

among dispute resolution options to be considered. Because the traditional 

system and the so-called alternative systems are in8xtricdbly bound, the Panel 

explored than as one. Table 2 in Appendix 1 represents different ways of 

conceptualizing the range of dispute resolution methods. 

Dispute resoluti01 techniques can be arrayed along 00 a continuum ranging 

fran the IlOst rulebound and coercive to the most informal. Specific techniques 

differ in many significant ways, including: 

o whether participation is voluntary; 

«) whether parties represent themselves or are represented by 
counsel; 
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;..~ t.:'"':e o~.e= ex of t.:-,e conti:-.-..r: are ~ego-:ia~icr.5 in 'v."hic-" disp: . .l":.an-:'s 

the de::is:'on. S:ne~~ere i:1 tile r-id:11e of the contir.u'r. is ::ediaticn, i.'1 \ow!-'.ich 

a:o i:-?"rtial party facilitates an ex:::hange a-C;l3 disp-l'':.ar.~, s'Jgge!..";.S p:lssible 

s:::l .. "t.ions, a'1d otherwise assists the par+..ies in reaching a vvlt:::tary agree.-e."lt, 

Tne teIT.',s used aro-,'c ar.:5 ochers, like conciliation, 

cr:OXs-a..'1, an:5 rini-trial, are define:l r.ere fdly in the lexic:co in Appendix 2, 

~bst forms of dispute resolution have 1::ee.'1 in use for yeers, '!hat they are 

'['0;.' bei;l3 characterize:l as innovative re:lec"...s the extent to .... Toicr. the-j are 

1::eir.g institutionalize:l a.'1d applied in ne'''' si ':.u;.tions, a'1d the increased level 

of expectaticn beil'l3 attache:l to the.'"\, 

The wide l:oundaries that the Pa.'1el set for its discussior.s of dispute 

resoluticn include: 

-All disputes o,t;ich co'..lld g::> to civil CO~, incl'J1ing disputes 1::e':. .... een 

irrlividuals sudl as t.">los.= ..... nidl occur within fa.~ilies, a.-O;l3 acquaintances, and 
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in neighlx>rho:x:ls; dispo.Jtes a.-org organizations arx:l instituticr.s, for instan:::e, 

l:et'ft'een citize.'1 groups a.'1d coq:o:''ltier.s or g:l'lernr.ents; a:-:d disputes pit ~ing 

ind::;i:]uals ag.3inst i:1s':.i,:uti::r.s, sud-! as ag;!inst coq:oratior.s or a govern::-ental 

age..""4CY. 

-r·~t':.ers s.:b:e-..."t. ':.C cr.:.:,.ir.al law, esp;cially t;h:)se a:nfllcts within a 

':a.-.i::'y :::r r.ei;:::-.J:crhocd "':':l':. colJld l:e hean in CiVll for::s a.'Xl defused be:ore ~t 

is necessa..'1' to in':o:'1e tr.e ~lice a"1d co~s; disputes trodt er.d L:p in c:ri..7~al 

court. beca:.:se cne or all s':'-:ies L.ck the infer::"atico, influence, or :U!'l<:'.s to 

p..::s'~e a civil r&::r?C."/i ?..!".d jisp..:.:.as '",t.ich are a cri."7.i:':a1 ~":.":.er in a.e 

jurisdiction b~t a civil ~atter ~hr.ere else. 

-Disputes heard by a:J:-.l:'.istrative age~cies, for L'1s:'a."":ce t..'1ose related to 

t."e de','elq::r.;ent a.'Xl l..-ple-:-.entatico of govern;:,ental regulations; the allocation 

of feeeral, state, a.'1d local resc:.:rces; ard a broad range of a:r;plaints and 

grievar.~es s"d) as t.'-.e tar-s of ':..'":o'..:sands of cases invol'li.'l9 Social Security, 

veterans' bene:i ts, b~ack l'J::9 pay:~er.ts, ar.d other federal ccr.pensation 

prcgra.~s. 

-Disputes t.'lat are rt:hI left ur.resolved ;Or the lack of a suitable forum, 

Perhaps ene party is intir:lidated by the fon."l1 which is available, lacks the 

r.mds fur acCp.ss to it., or has little confidence in it. In otter instar.ces, no 

single foI1..l!:\ can, or will, address the kim of dispute presented (for exar.ple, a 

h:;r.eo,.mer's cbjection to little leag'..'e baseball ga.-:-es en t.: ,E d-!~rch lot across 

t.'"e stree':.) , Unresolved, t.'1ese disputes ~'1 fester, causirg social antagonisr.s 

and escalation of a ;-inor controversy into a rajor probl!;!rn, 

-Dispu':.es that could be prevented or Ij,rnitee. A significant number of 

actions to define anj challenge legislation and regulations could be avoided if 

interested parties · .... ere rore in':olved in their develcp-ent arx:l the disputes that 

r.ew proorar.s night engender 'Nere anticipated. Similarly, t.~ere are o::rplex 
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SOCiill iS5'':",s (involv:i.r.:; scn:>ol des.;.greg=tlor.. environ..,ent,'jl concerr.s, 

a~ locatior. of p>Jblic resources) tht: t rr.ight be better addressed thro>Jgh 

r.:l ':.i-r.arr.y participatl.::r. 111 the for.:-• .:!aticn of p::>liC'j raL'1er tha:-. throogh later 

last.ly, &.e Pa..--:121 re=o:;:-dz.oo tr.a~ ser,e cor.::l.ct co!"",7-rib;,.:tes to ~d. ir.::5ced, 

is esse;:tial to a healL":y. fur.ctio:-.in;; society. Social cha'1g€ occ.;:s t.."uo.:gh 

dispu:'es a.nd co::~cve=sy. 5:r.e OOSe:-\leZ'3 a~t.:'ib'U:'e the lo:-.g-ter.:: s:.ability of 

t..'le oountry to its ability to hear a'1d reconcile t.'1e disagree::-e:-.':.s of its 

d:".'erse FOp.;lat.ici.. ~ . ..:.s I cr.e S:-.:r..:ld focus rot cnly CT, avo~c1ing di.sp..:t.es, b~t. 

a:50 cr. ::indin;; s.lita!:le ways 0:: hearin;; ard res::.lving those t.'1at ir.evit:;bly 

arise. 

DISPlJI'E RESOllJI'ICN AND 'mE U. S • l..El3AL S'tS'I'EM 

Many experts within the legal establish.~t are joined by lay critics in 

believing that the o::y.mtry is suffering fran "too r.any la",'S, too rra.'1y lawsuits. 

too many legal entanglements. an:l too many lawyers." Contrary to p::>p.llar 

belief. fl::1..IEver, the proble.'r. cbes rot seer. to be excessi vc litigation. Al th:Jugh 

there has OOB1 a rapid gro.rth in the nurrber of cases filed, only 5-10 percent of 

filings actually go to trial. Thc nUJ':/::er of cascs litigated does rot appear to 

be increasing at a rate faster than the p::>p.llatial is growing. This increase is 

rat.'1er r.o:Jest in a country that is experiencing as rruch social and technological 

cha'lge as is the United States. 

So the issue is rot 50 rruch ale of caseload as 'of a:mplcxity, prohibitive 

cost, an:l delay in using the oourts. In fact, the United States has the largest 

bar and the highest rate of laW'Jers per capita of any CO\JJ'1try in the world-the 

nu.--oor having !lOre than doubled since 1960, to /'Ore than 612,000. Aril yet, it 
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has been est.i::tatErl that 1 percent of the U.S. p::>pUlatien receives 95 percent. of 

the legal services provided. As DereK BoK points C\:t, "the elaborateness of our 

laws ani ca;-plexi ty of our procedures •.. raise the rost ani delay of legal 

services such that .:ount.less p::;ar ar>i middle class victi::-s (=st) accept 

ir.ad~a~ settler.Je.l1ts or give up any atta::pt to vi;;dicate their legal rights." 

This is a sit.uat.ion ",ith i.-;:ort.ant i-plicatior.s. ~ enly 1S the largest 

seg:-.ent of our p:)p..llaticn precluded fran real access to t.he jus':.ice syster.1, the 

biggest ·.:sers of legal services--corporations e:-;d wealthy individ1.21s--pay an 

enor;:o.:s price. Legal expenditure.< are growi.:-g at a rate fast.er tha."'I increases 

b the gross I".at.ior.al pro:l:.Jct. ?ro:luct1vit.y is aifect.ed by t:-.<! eraL'1 co ti::-e 

a'l:3 ;-cr:ey a ... ai!able fer ot:1er endea\·ors. 

Enthusias;71 for a .... ider range of disput.e resolution cptior.s is tied, then, 

to a rope t.hat. new ;..e:hcds will not only reduce t..'"ie b~den en t..'1e co:Jrts a-rl the 

e.."'On<:::C:y, l::Ut. • ... ill rl:"ovide rore sat.ist'jing :-:ea."'IS to :.:st.ice for a larger p:)ttion 

of tre !=OFClatien. In ract, -=..'le search fer neN "'aYE of ra.".agi03 our differences 

can l::e seen as signaling a s:.ift. in p..:blic \aL:es. y,'ith i.1creasing aw-.,re::ess 

that "we are all in t.'1is world tcgether," traditional .... 'in-lcse, adversarial 

processes l1'ay be pe:::-sonally and sociall.y less sat.isfactory than ::-ore 

participative, collaborative probl~ soh-ing "',!-.at. recf.lr.:::iles t:-.e int.erests of 

all involved parties. 

It I..e.S withb this larger sec1al c:::nt.ext. ::.hat the Pa.r.el exar.ir.ed dispute 

resol'.lt.icn cptio!1S. 

~lo c:;e appr::ach is best for resol'li03 all dis~.!:es. 
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resoluticn me~'1crl is r.ost appropriat.e. ArrorB the characteristics that might 

S'.lggest Ole approach Oler a'1Other are .... hether the relationship ar.ong disputants 

is of a oontinuirB nature, the disputants' fi~ocial cir~~stances, their desire 

fer privacy and control of t.'1e dispute rese: utio:1 process, a'1:: tr,a urgency of 

resoll.'in;J the dispute. 

One r.ust 1::e warJ' of ascribing particular attrib~.:t.es to one or 1O.'1O'o.'1er 

rr.et.'1cd of dispute resel ution, h::1Wel.'er. Li tigati01 is not al"'=i'S final, al t.hough 

that is a an-only p:rceived be:1efit; rediation rray rot e:11lble parties to IooOrk 

tQ3e'o.;er in the future, as ~s oft.en s'::Sgested; arbitratic::n rey not al\.:ays be 

less expe."1si I.'e than p.!I"S'.!in9 a case 1.'1 co~. A.'Xi all dispute resoh:t.ion 

r.etJ"'.o:1s rray have unanticipated conseque ..... ces t.'1at r-a.\;e thE!:'. r.cre or less 

desirable in pa~~cular ir~tar.ces. 

With 'fr..at caveat, the Pa"1el reviE",.,'eC t..'1e cevar:tages a.1.,j disa;5vimtages of 

tr.ree re jar kiros of dispute re!o:ol utia-. ~t.'1ods: li tigaticn, arbitration, and 

r.ediation. Readers ray wis1! to refer to 7ables 3, 4, anj 5 ll~ At:P=ndix 1. 

lIdvanteges .<':'E Disadvantages of the Courts 

The concern expressed repeatedly by the Pa'1el is t.1-Jat courts are s1. ""'Ply too 

expeI1si va and t.eo tire ODns.zc'in;J' Al t.h:Alg.'1 the govermte."1t s:IDsidiz.es r.any of 

the costs of running the ro~s t:.eir full use req.Jires e.xFCnsive la .... 'Yers and 

the tire of the d:'sput.C..'1:..s. r,,,is r.-ea."\5 that courts are gene.rally ina::ce!.'"ible 

to all rut the ros~ weclthy parties. He..~=e, the co~s t.eoo to re the ?!"c~~:""'1=e 

of large orga~z.atio~s a~ concari~tly the ten-year'anti-t.r"'.Jst case cons~p-s a 

disproportionate s.'1are of jt.Y"..i.cial reSO".lI'ces. Thus, altho'-!gh coUr';.S are vit.ally 

ir;;;:ortant for prote<:ti~ prh'a-ce rl.gh:..s am concerns, the delay e:-L~ costs my 

render t.'1e:- i .. ~effe\:'ti\'c in disc'".orging this cntical d.!'~y, 
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Because of the relatively S1:ructured approach courts use, the range of 

renedies available to the court may I::e quite limited. Indeed, lawyers may have 

to refrar.e t.'1e issues separating the parties to fit a P'lrticular legal cloctrine 

and, t.'1us, T:lay change the nature of the dispute. As a result, the court is 

o~en not able to address the real iss~es a,d tailor an appropriate ra~y. 

Cot:rt.s largely rely en a for.-.al aclversarial process that may further 

antagon:'ze t.'1e disputing parties. TI-:.lS, a judicial approach may rot I::e the 

preferred fon:m for settlirg disputes in wi1ich the parties will continue to have 

a close ·~ri<.ing or living relationship. :n:r+_'":er, l::ecat.:se the process is also 

5Cr'eWhat rystifyin:J to many laYl"en, tl-.ey may beccre estranged fran the court. 

Sace disputes require a techr~cal expertise for their resolution a,d, since 

judges are necessarily generalists, courts may I::e inappropriate for scr.e 

controversies. In ~Jr.ers, even though j~~ges could I::e educated sufficiently to 

::Eke the decisicn, that may net I::e an efficient use of resources. ~breover, t..1-te 

existing a'<pertise of t..1-te pu-::ies is generally not tapped in shaping a 

resolt.:tic:n because of the w-ay roles are nefined. Table I in AppP.ndL-< s=arizes 

sa::e 1=01::1='5 with using the oouns. 

'!t:ese concerns ootwit.'1star.ding. co=ts continue to provide inuispensible 

services to society. They are the appropriate forum wnen the purpose is to 

es-:.ablish a societal no= or legal precedent. Thus, for exanple, if t..1-te 

underlyirg cause of a dispute is net a disagreement over hc1w to apply an 

accepted oor.n rut rather a need to create such a princ:'ple, then COlllts--or the 

legislature--are the appropriate forum. Groups and individuals Who lack 

ecc:1CI".ic p::I'Her or social status are likely to need the courts to pmtect their 

rights and preserve their leverage in dealing with others. 

Courts are also tl;e preferred ret.'lod of establishing a record of =ething 

that h.1ppened in the past. If the resolution of a dispute turns on 
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reconstructirg the facts-ar at least en developirg an authoritative version of 

the facts-then courts best serve that function. '!hey also provide the official 

recognitien an:J basis for enforcement whidl society derrands in the resolutic:n of 

sane disputes, such as divorce and bankruptcy, for example. 

Sore cases get to court not because they have these characteristics that 

comle11d them for judicial resolution, rut because of the exigenc~es of the 

situati01. Sore issues are sufficiently controversial that at least one of the 

disputants does not want to take the responsibility for voluntarily 

participatirg in its resolution. Instead, the dispute will be sul::mitted to 

adjudication to deflect responsibility for the eventual, possibly unpopular, 

decisicn. School desegregati01 an:J other sensitive cases involvirg elected 

officials often fall into this category. An::lther example is the corporate 

dispute where the stakes are too high for a middle level officer to take 

responsibility for losing and, hence, the rratter is sul::mitted to a court to 

neutralize resp::ll1sibility. Court-.s are also used sanetimes when one party wants 

to delay a decision for as long as possible. 

Most cases that are filed do not go all the way to judicial resolutioo. 

Nevertheless, filing a lawsuit may serve imp::>rtant functions and be a necessary 

prelude to usirg other methcds for resol virg disputes. It crystallizes the 

issues and provides the disputants with ways of a:rnpelling participation, 

procedures for sharirg informatic:n, rrotivaticn for takirg action, and deadlines 

for doing so. Thus, many cases are resolved through ''bargaining in the shadow 

of the law." 

In fact, courts themselves engage in a variety of dispute resolution 

techniques. Judges an:J other court officials attempt to prarote pretrial 

settlements in virtually every case thet. a::mes before them. A judge who tries 

to brirg parties to;Jether for a settlement is engagirg in a fonn of rrediation. 
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Sometimes, to avoid any bias, this is done by a magistrate or a judge other than 

the one who would preside should the case move to trial. Here, the judge may 

push very hard for settlement short of trial, and the parties may accede for 

fear of alienating the decisionmaker. This kind of judicial mediation should be 

distinguished from the purer and less interventionist forms discussed later. 

Courts also use special masters and referees as fact-finders, whose 

findings then are used to help parties reach settlements. An increasing number 

of jurisdictions have court-annexed mediation and arbitration programs for 

special categories of disputes. Unaided negotiations between counsel for the 

parties are also common. 

Indeed, only a small minority, roughly 5-10 percent, of the cases filed 

actually go to trial. The remainder are resolved before trial-some by 

abandonment, some by judicial ruling, and the majority by settlement between the 

parties. Those that do reach a decision become ·public goods· that establish 

the standards against which future cases are negotiated or activities governed. 

To an extent, however, this norm-setting might be enhanced wi th even less 

litigation if settlements were also published; alternately, some argue that 

settlements might be inhibited by publishing. 

Advantages ~ Disadvantages of Other ~ of Dispute Resolution 

Arbitration and mediation are the two most widely known nonli tigative 

methods of dispute resolution. Arbitration, widely accepted and used in labor 

and management grievances and in some commercial settings, has special 

advantages over the courts, among them: 

-It can be initiated without long delays; the procedure is relatively 

short; and a decision can be reached promptly. 
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-Relaxed rules of evidence enhance flexibility and the process is !TOre 

streamlined than a judicial proceeding. 

-The parties nay select the applicable oonns--that is, they can specify a 

particular body of law as a.basis for a decision that might not be relevant in a 

court setting. 

-The parties are able to choose the arbitrator. 

-The arbitrator can be required to have expertise in the Subject matter of 

the dispute. 

-The resolution can be tailored to the circumstances. 

-The dispute can be kept private since the decision is not necessarily a 

PJblic cbc\.m1ef1t, as it would be in a court proceeding. 

-Arbitration may be less expensive than going to trial. 

-An arbitrator's decision is final and nay be biooing on the parties. 

-The award in binding arbitratioo usually is enforceable by a court with 

little or no review. 

In sum, with arbitration, decisions can be reached with relative speed and 

finality. Arbitratioo has proved especially valuable to parties that have a 

large nl.llTber of disputes Ioohich must be resolved during the course of a 

contractual relationship. Labor-management and contractor-subcontractor 

relationships are examples. 

But the efficiency of arbitration sometimes nay be achieved at the expense 

of the "quality of justice" in an individual decisicn. In ccmnercial and laror 

cases, Ioohere there is a high ~lurre of cases with fairly low stakes. trade-offs 

between an expeditious, inexpensive arbitration process and the assurance of a 

nore studied decision in each case may be acceptable. In other types of 

disputes, parties may not agree to arbitration because they want the protection 

offered by the courts, or they want to maintain control over a rettlement 
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through a prcx:ess of negotiaticn. Thus, for example, a party may be rrore 

willing to use arbitration to determine the amount in controversy than initially 

to establish liability. 

Further, arbitration has becane so formalized in labor relations that it 

has developed sane of ~ problems of prcx::edure em delay present in judicial 

p' r:ess. It should be ooted, too, that an arbitration hearing may be rrore 

expensive and time consuming than the negotiated settlement which might 

otherwise have occurred. 

Mediation is a valuable approach to the many disputes that are better 

settled through negotiaticn than adjudicaticn. Among the benefits of mediation: 

-It may provide an cpportWlity to deal with underlying issues in a 

dispute. 

-It may build arrong disputants a sense of accepting and owning their 

ev~tual settlement. 

-It has a tendency to mitigate tensions and build understanding and trust 

among disputants, thereby avoiding the bitterness Which may follow adjudication. 

-It may provide a basis by \>hich parties negotiate their own dispute 

settlements in the future. 

-It is usually les~ expensive than other prcx:esses. 

But mediaticn, tco, has potential shortcanings. It can be time consuming, 

lack an enforcement mechanism \>hen done outside the courts (although agreements 

may be enforceable as contracts), am deperrl = the volWltary participaticn of 

all parties to a dispute and their willingness to negotiate in good faith. It 

does not always result in an agreement am, therefore, the resolution of a 

dispute. 

It also raises a series of considerations related to the role of the 

mediator. In general, mediati01 worJr.s best when the parties have a rough parity 
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of fX'o'Ier. resources, an:] infonnatic:n. But, what is the responsibility of the 

mediator if there is a significant p:lWer inbalance anong parties or if c:ne party 

is uninformed ar misinformed about the law or facts needed to make a sound 

decision? Sh:>uld the mediator, or anyone else, have the responsiblity to /rake 

certain an agreanent has a principled basis an:] is not reached out of ignorance 

or fear? Should a mediator refuse to take part in resolvL~g a dispute if one or 

aneth!"'> pari:¥ may be hurt in the process ar have their confidences disclosed? 

Wtv.t are the consequences if the mediator becanes interventionist and is not 

perceived as impartial? In Slnll, assuming they can be defined, hc:::rN are the 

ethics of the mediator assured? And, what is the appropriate role for the 

l~NYer when a client is attempting to reaCh a merliated settlement? 

Beyond the specifics of arbitration and mediation, there are general 

concerns about nonjudicial rnetho:Ls of dispute resolutic:n. These methods, which 

might reach settlements without the use of lawyers or counselors, nay lead 

disputants to make choices they would avoid if they were better infOrmed. This 

is an area of particular concern related to ~, the poor. the elderly. 

persons far whon English is a second language. an:] other classes of disputants 

vtlo are traditionally less fX'o'/Crful or less skilled at negotiation than their 

oFfQnents. Further, nonlitigative methcds may merely give the appearance of 

resolving some disputes while avoiding a finding of more extensive liability or 

leaving fundamental issues unsettled (e.g., an individual settlement in a 

products liability case vtlile the company keeps nanufacturing the defective part 

ar an individual settlement of a discrimination camplaint while the organization 

continues the prohibited practice). 

N:>nlitigative methods usually carry with them no element of coercion to 

force participatic:n in settling a dispute. so they nay not be practical for a 

large category of disputes. 'Ihi s is particularly so for the disenfrQJ1chised 
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tryin:J to pursue disputes wit.1-j the government, because government agencies may 

rot agree to a '-'=>luntary process. F\lrther, settlerrents reached through 

nonlitigative methods of dispute resolution may lack enforceability. 

It should also be roted that efforts to settle disputes may rot be 

productive if the parties have not SUfficiently narrcMed the issues, developed 

the facts, and concluded that ccrnpranise is in their best interests. Disputes 

S01le1'o..l must be ripe for resoluticn before they can be settled satisfactorily. 

Table 3 in Afpendix 1 notes these and other r:otential problems in using 

nonli tiga ti ve met.1-jods. 

DISPIJI'E REOOll1l'ICN PR.IN::IPLES 

Ccmpariscn of various methods of dispute resolution raises complex issues. 

More empirical information is needed before any definite statements can be made 

about the appropriateness of one method over another in a particular kim of 

dispute. The Panel was able to conclude, h:lwever, that there are a number of 

major criteria by Which a dispute resolution mechanism can be judged: 

1. It /lUSt be accessible to disputants. '!his !leans that the forum 
for resoluticn should be affordable to disputants as well as 
accessible in terms of physical location and hours of operation. 
parties sh::luld be canfortable in the forun arrl feel that it is 
resr:onsive to their interests. 

2. It nust. protect the rights of disputants. In cases where there is 
a parity of resources, influence, arrl knowledge, this may not be a 
concern. But v.here cne party is at a disadvantage, his or her 
rights may be jeopardized by choice of the forum. For instance, 
the J.XlOrer litigant may not be able to afford full discovery, 
expert witnesses, etc. Similarly, without counsel in a mediaticn, 
a party may unnecessarily fOrfeit rights. 

3. It should be efficient in terms of cost am t.irre am, so, may have 
to be tailored to the nature of the dispute. Titre is very 
imr:ortant in many instances, arrl the forun for settlement should 
respond to this :iJ~perative. For example, it is chviously vital to 
the elderly that their disputes be settled quickly. Some 
disputes, especially those involving highly charged erotionil1 
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issues, may take scrne tirre to settle; factual disputes may be IlOre 
amenable to expeditious handling. 

4. It lIUSt be fair and just to the parties to the dispute, to the 
nature of the dispute, and when measured against society's 
expectations of justice. 

5. It should assure finality and enforceability of decision. 
Alt.h::>ugh the mechanism itself can discourage appeals, it may be 
the disputants' belief that the process was fair that will be the 
principal conponent of finality. In coercive situations, due 
process concerns will require that there are proceedings for 
review of decisions. 

G. It lIUSt be =edible. The parties, their lawyers, and other 
representatives must r<:.>cognize the fonrn as part of a legitimate 
system of justice. People who practice t.he alternatives, 
especially as judicial adjuncts, must be conpetent, well-trained, 
and responsible. Society, too, must have faith in the alternative 
a.rd recognize its legitimacy. 

7. It should give expression to the CCl'ITlUlI'Iity's sense of justice 
through the creatien a.rd disseminatien of norms a.rd guidelines so 
that other disputes are prevented, violators deterred, and 
disputants encouraged to reach resolutien en their own. 

2S 

The Panel recognized that. it. is I.D1likely that any dispute resolution 

mechanism will be equally strong in all of the seven criteria. Rather, choices 

will have to be made concerning which qualities are the IlOSt essential with 

respect to particular kirrls of disputes. It is through this process of 

decisionrnaking and nonitoring o.ltcanes that sane assessment can be Il'ilde of the 

real implications of various forms of dispute resolutien. For instance, one 

could argue that mediation is a better approach to resolving property and 

custody issues in a divorce because of the interest in facilitating a workable 

long-term relationship; however, sane fear that without counsel present during 

negotiatien, a wanan, unused to asserting herself, will ,settle for less than she 

wculd be awarded through judicial proceedings; others ooserve that courts are 

generally biased against awarding custody to men. These diffarences in 

perspective derronstrate that there is lllllCh information needed before dispute 

resolutien methods for particular kirrls of disputes can be' prescribed. 
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It should also be rated that an assessrrent of ....nat is at stake--and. 

therefore, what forum to use-might be different fran the perspective of the 

disputants than if viewed fran the larger rocietal perspective. For instance. 

what outsiders might tenn as a minor C:ispute may be of major importance to at 

least O1e of the disputants. Further, just because many dollars are at stake 

does not mean that a rrore formal process is required. There is no autanatic 

correlation l;J:':otween the rroney involved in a dispute and the forum that is 

appropriate. Rather, it 1s the nature of the dispute that is important. For 

example, a contest over $200 in reck rent may be as important to the tenant as a 

$2 milli01 contract suit is to a large corporation, and they may be of similar 

complexity to resolve. 

INSTI'IUl'IOOALIZlN3 DISPIJl'E RESOLUrICN MEnH)OS 

Central to the discussi01 of dispute resoluti01 are issues related to 

institutionalizing methcds of non-jt.rlicial dispute resolution--financing them, 

inplementin;J them, and definirg their relationship to each other and to the 

courts. It is in this area that rrore questions than answers surface. O-lr 

ability to address these concerns is limited until we J<no...r rrore about existing 

and proposed rrechanisms and can assess the usefulness and inplications of 

various approaches to resolvirg particular disputes. For example, although 

there is a growing FOpularity of court-annexed arbitration programs, some 

experience srows that aoout the sarre percentage of cases get settled without the 

required arbitration as with it; while the arbitrated cases tend to be settled 

faster. the cost of settlement may 'reM include the arbitrator's fee. Analysis 

is further limited because there are, as yet, no measures of inpact and 

effectiveness that allow canparis01 of different dispute resoluti01 techniques. 
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Arrong the areas addressed by the Panel and requiring further inquiry eire 

the following: 

Funding and Incentives for Alternatives 

Financing alternative means of disp..1te resolution will likely continue to 

be a problem, Those that raJ exist are funded fran a variety of sources, 

including user fees, foundation and corporate support, and goverl1I'lent 

appropriations. Many programs aI\e financially insecure. 

SOme programs may be funded privately fran user fees When all parties to a 

disp..1te can afford to pay, as in inter-corporate disputes. Arbitraticn has been 

funded this way historically, and some of the newer programs, such as the 

mini-trials am rent-a-judge, are similarly supported. But the altematives 

will need p.1blic funding if they are to gain widespread use. M:>st probably they 

will have to be appended to the courts am funded fran judicial Rppropriations 

or frem fees generated frem litigation. 

In addition, h:lwever. it may be desirable to fund rrechanisms to help 

resolve disputes that Cb not, or should not, ream the level of a fonnal 

canplaint • An example of this might be a dispJte resol ution center Where an 

elderly resident could take a complaint with a nursing home or a neighbor could 

take a a:rnplaint al:out mise. It may also be desirable to have a p..1blicly 

funded program that is not p.1blicly controlled ~ihen the government itself may be 

a party to a dispute or \\hen the subject matter may be inappropriate for 

government involvement. sum as same areas of controversy am political or Firsc 

Amendment issues. 

If alternative methods of nisp..1te resolution are to gain widespread 

acceptance. incentives will have to be fourn both to establish appropriate 

programs and to use them. Theoretically, the best incentive wculd. of course. 
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be that the mechanism dispenses better justice-according to the criteria 

enurrerated oo.rlier-than other !tOre traditional rreans. Nonetheless, it is 

likely that there will be resistance to these new vehicles. Incentives will 

have to be developed fbr lawyers and clients alike to ensure the acceptance and 

use of alternatives to li~igation. :m addition, the programs' financing will 

remain precarious unless largely publicly supported. 

If that is the case, officials will have to be persuaded that establishing 

nonlitigative dispute resolution programs is in the p.1blic interest: that th,~ 

programs save the public !TOney in the long run; reduce demands on the courts and 

governrrent personnel; reduce the time and overhead costs required to settle 

disputes; and increase p.1blic satisfaction. Alternately, even without a 

determination of cost savings, the governrrent may conclude the alternatives do 

indeed provide a better path to justice and should be established for their own 

sake. 

Dispute Resolution and the ~ Profession 

Many practical aspects of the legal profession as it is roN structured need 

to be considered in conjunction with any strategy to improve courts and to 

increase use of alternatives to the court. 

lawyers serve as the gatekeepers for disputes. People typically consult 

with lawyers when they have a controversy that has reached an intolerable stage. 

As a result. disputants rely en lawyers' advice en the appropriate path to 

follCM for resolving their problan. Currently. law school curricula take 

inadequate account of the fact that lawyers spend !tOre time negotiating than 

litigating. What is needed. therefore. is to train lawyers in the less 

adversarial negotiating skills und in h::1,.: the various alternative rretl10ds of 
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dispute resolut.iOl work. In that. way, they can assess the optimal path to t.ake 

to resolve a ccnflict. and rray rot autc:rnat.ically be inclined to',mrd court. 

We alro nero to leak at the econanicSl of the legal systan to see if that 

breeds an excessive dependence 01 litigation to resolve disputes. For example, 

the three rrajor ways of financing attemptro resolutiOl of a dispute--the oourly 

charge, contingency fee, and fixed fee-shape l-Dw a disput.e might be I:esol ved. 

It has alro been suggestro that various fonns of fee shifting might encourage 

parties to p.rrsue a particular course of dispute resolution. Sane examples that 

might be considerro are: shifting either attorney's fees or the cost of the 

forum, or 1::oth. to the loser 1 assessing additional costs if an offer of 

settlement. is rejected and the decision does not. reflect a significant 

ilnprovement. fur the disputant 1 increasing the cost of appeal if the appellant's 

positien is not. improvro through appeal. It soould also be roted. l-Dwever. that 

these dlanges might. have a substantial effect 01 discouraging sane cases that 

society views as important.. For a number of reasons. the changes soould not be 

implerrented before extensive and careful study. 

Noting that some at.torneys are already uncomfort.able with excessive 

reliance en adversarial approaches. the Panel questioned ....nether there are 

rrcdifications of the current incentive st.ruct.ure that WCOJld encourage more 

lawyers to rrake greater use of dispute resolution alt.ernatives. It was 

suggestro that sore attorneys may specialize in alt.ernatives to litigatien. 

This approach rray appeal to 5CIT1e portion of the large nurrber of recent. law 

school graduates as they try to differentiate their skills. The legal 

professional 1TU.lSt. also be encouraged to look to the fut.ure and to explore 

pre-paid legal clinics. legal insurance. and other rrechanisms to rrake legal 

services affordable to a larger portion of the population. 
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Nays must also 00 found to prevent 5O'le lawyers frCJ:1 ab\'Jsirlg the litigation 

process by excessive reliance on courts, by filirg frivolous appeals, and by 

providing irladequate service to their clients. Part of thi,s problem is that 

neither the parties themselves nor the lawyers bear the full costs of processing 

cases that have a very small chance of success. Indeed, there are incentives on 

the lawyer's part to pursue them: the lawyer is paid for the effort, and it is 

arguably unprofess.ional rot to pursue any available avenue. Thus, rreans !lUSt be 

fourrl to have the disputant and the lawyer make value choices as to whether the 

process should be pursued. When the process is abused, proper sanctions should 

be .iJnposoo. 

The Relationship of Alternatives to the ~ 

If nonlitigative methcrls of dispute resolution are to gain broad use, 

participation nay have to be o::mpulsory. The disputing party without influence 

may not be able to surrrrcn other parties to a nonlitigative forun if it is 

voluntary. It nay be appropriate in sc:me instances to require parties to use 

non-binding arbitration or mooiation before submittirg certain types of dispute 

to litigation. For example, a court could require a complainant against an auto 

canpany to suhnit the dispute to a consumer action panel (CAP) before the court 

would hear it. A creditor could be requiroo to attempt to reach settlement 

through mooiation prior to going to court. Divorce cases could be referroo 

initially to mediation for settlement of custody and property issues. 

Some suggest that jUdg~ neoo increasoo statutory authority to invoke this 

broader l1Se of alternatives. Certainly, these examples add more weight to the 

suggestion that society pay for options to the court just as it pays for the 

courts. Further, requiring the use of forums other than the courts may raise 
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constitutional due process questions unless disputants eventually could obtain a 

routt hearing. Such hearings could either be narrow appellate-type revi~'S or 

trials de novo. 

To reduce the pressure en judges, adjuncts-such as IlBsters, referees, and 

magistrates-oould be userl rrore widely, even in highly crnplex litigatioo, and 

they could engage in a broader range of nispute resolution techniques. 

Whether the use of alternative processes is nandatory or not, it has been 

suggested that a centralized system be established to screen CXlI11plaints and 

refer them to appropriate dispute resolutien mechanisms. This is an idea wort.h 

examining and testing, as the American Bar Association has been advocating 

through experirnentatien with ''multi -door oourthouses." 

Alternatives and the Public -------

Public acceptance of the full range of dispute resolution rrethods deperos, 

in part, en acceptance of pecple wto provide these services. This raises 

questions of professional responsibility, ethics, and accreditation. SiDuld it 

be assumerl that practitioners have to be lawyers? Is it !:hi! unauthorized 

practice of law, as sane bar associations assert, for practitioners other than 

lawyers (social and health care workers or ccmnunity volunteers, for exarrple) to 

serve as Jrediators? There are a nU!Tber of professional aXles of ethics \\tIich 

have been debaterl extensively over the years and ~dh may .need revisien to keep 

up with new developrrents in this field. 

Because sane nonlitigative net.hods are not _11 la10wn to large segments of 

the general p.lblic (includirg the legal professien), educatien of potential 

users about these rrethods and rerroval of barriers to their use are imp:lrtant 

steps in the institutionalizatien process. Part of this involves accurately 
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differentiating techniques fram eaCh other. something not currently done by the 

press or the public. 

Many disputes are already handled in tribunals within the corrmunity and 

intern<ll to a number of institutions--schools. churches. trade groups. 

businesses. fOr instance. There may be potential fOr enhancing their ability to 

resolve disputes rrore effectivelY and for extending their responsibilities to 

include new areas of ooncern. In fact. widespread use of alternative methods of 

dispute resolutiOl is critic:llly dependent 01 their acceptance by existing 

institutions and at the grassroots level generally. It is when disputes are not 

resolved at these levels that pecpl~ turn to lawyers and the law. 

'Ib date, concern with problems of the courts and with the establishment of 

alternative dispute resolution mechanisms has came primarily ream judges. court 

aaninistrators, dispute resolutiOl practitioners, a few lawyers, acadanicians. 

and special-interest groups. ~ver, the success that variOLlS methods of 

dispute resoluticn will have :in reducing court caseloads. minimizing cost and 

delay. increasing p.Jblic satisfactioll, and contributing to the health and 

productivity of society is directly related to the extent that they are well 

defined, widely understood and supported, adequately funded, used in t.l-Je 

awropriate cirt:Ul11Stances, evaluated, and rn:Xlified as necessary. These are 

objectives that practitioners and scholars cannot achieve alone, but which will 

also require the participatiOl of users, elected officials, and the general 

public. 

It was with this understanding that the Panel formulated its 

recannendations to further tw:l basic objectives: 
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• To ensure that dispute resolution mechanisms operate in the 
public interest, including that they 

--are accessible to disputants; 

--protect the rights of disputants; 

--are efficient in terms of cost and time; 

--are fair and just; 

--assure finality and enforceability of decision; 

--are credible; and 

--express the cor.muni ty' s sense of justice. 

o To increase public awareness of dispute resolution so that it 
becomes an im(Xlrtant part of the p.!blic (Xllicy agenda for the 
country. 

33 

As the Panel members considered the principles which should guide the 

developnent of systems of dispute resolution, they expressed frustration wi th 

the limits of avaIlable information. Clearly, tilere is a great deal of activity 

within the field. 'lllere are mare than blO hundred neighborhood justice centers; 

a range of corporate innovations (mini-trials, rent-a-judge, etc.); family, 

divorce, and child custody mediation; programs attached to the courts; methods 

of deciding p.!blic (Xlllcy disputes (such as annexation, allocation of block 

grants, si ling of hazardous -Eacil i ties, etc.); regulatory reform; and 

wel1-known, established programs such as labor-management arbitration, thE< 

Community Relations Service, and the Federal ~ediation and Conciliation Service. 

But very 11 ttle of the experience with these programs has been documented. 

'l11e Information that does exist is fragmented and housed In many separate 

places. 'llle result is that, wile jurisdictions have problems in common, there 

is no mechanism for findill3 out what has been tried else....tlere and with Iohat 

success. Moreover, dispute resolution methodologies are developing in various 

substantive areas with little cross-fertilization. As a result, knowledge, 

experience, and resources aI e wasted. 
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Thus, better information is necessary for the kirxls of analyses that will 

determine the impact of different dispute resolution approaches, arxl assess how 

they measure up against the public policy criteria listed earlier. 

This informati01 must be disseminated to a nlm'ber of special target 

audiences-sane of v.hich are rot yet aware that dispute resolution should be 

among their concerns. Development of this interest arxl better understarxling can 

cane, in part, through education of the rredia. Further, inforrnati0l1 must be 

specially tailored to the audience--researchers have diffp..ent needs and 

interests than policymakers; the general public has differ~t concerns than does 

the legal profession. 

The Panel concluded that future action should aJ1Fhasize experimentation, 

evaluation, arxl dissaninati01 of informatia'1. The Panel rreni:>ers suggested a 

a:rnprehensive and integrated strategy that focuses on: 

--pilot programs and research to test various approaches to, and 

assumptions about, dispute resolution; 

-centralized collection, analysis, and dissemination of infonnation en 

dispute resolutien options; arxl 

--Efforts to expand public awareness and debate en dispute resolution. 

The Panel identified a number of specific initiatives to advance the 

examination and use of dispute resolution alternatives: 

o Resource Center or Clearinghouse - A central location, in or out 
of government, should re established to collect, analyze, and 
disseninate informatien on dispute resolutien. This information 
is relevant to the concerns of a wide range of people and should 
be presented in different ways dependiTB en the needs of the 
aUdience: dispute resolution practitioners, potential 
disputants, possible funders or sponsors of programs, educat.ors, 
legislators, researchers, the bar, the rredia, and the general 
public. Informatien must be readily available to localities arxl 
at little or ro cost. Canputer networking, production of 
bibliographies, newsletters, topical analyses, arxl a technical 
assistance capability are program componmlts to re considered. 
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" Experimental ProgramrUn:J and Research - There is a need to 
inventory existing dispute resolution meclKmisms and to establish 
'fYiM pilot efforts to determine what works, what does not, and 
what characteristics seem to be associated with success and 
failure, There should be efforts to identify rrodel programs 
which can be replicated. 'nlere are lTEJ1y concepts which warrant 
testin:J. Based en what is kn::I.m, they may sean like goo::1 ideas: 
and yet, without careful research, their actual impact can enly 
be guessed. 

Q Creation of State Ccr.mittees - Special c:omnittees of state mrs 
could be established to study dispute resolutien. Advice and 
information could be provided to the states through a rrechanism 
established at the federal level. 

" National Conference en Dispute Resolution - A national conference 
could be scheduled to focus public attentien and generate debate 
on dispute resolution in the United States. It could provide 
essential informatien en what is happemn:J in many areas and the 
attendant academic analysis: reflect the concerns and interests 
of the government in the area; establish inq;ortant networks and 
coalitions: stimulate local initiative: and heighten the public's 
interest in the subject. The Panel observed that for a 
conference to rraximize its impact, it must be p;lrt of a longer 
term effort whidh includes collectien of information, prep;lration 
of materials, and the capability for follow-up. 

o Legal Professional Educatien - This could involve collaborative 
efforts among the existing continuing legal education programs, 
the American Bar Associatien, and foundations to sponsor seminars 
and short rourses for lawyers interested in improving their 
negotiatin:J skills. Bar associations and judicial training 
programs should be similarly encouraged to include alternative 
dispute resolution methods in their programs. Law school 
curricula should incorp:>rate less adversarial and ronlitigative 
approaches to dispute resolutien. 

o Outreach to Other Professional Associations - There is a wide 
ran:Je of special target audiences who sp:>nsor their own annual 
rreetings and training seminars at the local, state, and national 
levels. Sessions en dispute resolutien could be developed and 
offered for inclusion in their programs. 'lhis approach would 
considerably increase ~ledge about and interest in dispute 
resolution among a diversity of groups of the population. 

o Television and Radio Programming - Programs on specific 
substantive areas in dispute resolution ana the topic in general 
would make a significant contributien to public educaticn and. 
a°wa.reness. 

" Hearings - To generate national attention and increased 
ccmnitment to alternatives, congressional cannittees could hold 
hearings en the need for a broad approach to dispute resolution. 

35 
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This is only a partial listing of possible strategies to fully develop 

and effectively disseminate information on dispute resolution. As 

suggestions, they are based on the recognition that interest anj 

activity in the field are rot enough. careful inquiry, o::mtinual 

policy analysis, am p.lblic involvement are needed to ensure that new 

initiatives nove society closer to having a system of dispute 

resoluti01 that better reflects the carrnitment to justice for all. 
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AppeOOix!: Tables 

General Observations on the Col1parison and Evaluation 
of the various Dispute Resolution Mec'lanisms 

o Dispute mechanisMS do not exist in isolation. but in close proxL~ty to one 
another. They interact with and influence one another. Thus, for example. 
;:any mechanisms that IIOrk by agrew.ent depend on the threat of resort to 
institutions with coercive powers. ~~Ch of what coercive institutions do. 
in fact. is to induce a~d ratify agreeme~ts between disputants. 

o We usefully distin;1uish pure types like adjudication and mediation, but 
institutions usually do not operate in accordance with a single prototype. 
In practice. these types are canbined. and muCh dispute pr=essin;1 deviates 
fran the aVOn'ed prototype. This is particularly true of courts. ",here "'hat 
starts as adjudication may em up as a form of mediation. Arrl. generally, 
the rrechanisms enploying third parties with the p::Mer to rrake binding 
decisions often create a settin;1 for negotiations between the disputants. 

o Each of the types listed on the tables that follow is a composite. spanning 
a wide range of actual instanc'.:!s. For example, arbitration includes 
court-annexed arbitration, arbitration by standing lxxlies of experts within 
trade ass=iations. ccmnercial arbitration by ad hoc arbitrators supplied 
by the American Arbitration Ass=iation. etc. Hence the list of qualities 
ass=iated with a particular mechanism can only be general and suggested 
and must be reassessed in relation to any specific stance of the type. 

• In accounting features as strengths (advantages) or weaknesses 
(disadvantages), ~ should recall that this depends on v.hat we want to 
achieve. For exanple, absence of a constraint to decide accordin;1 to 
pre-existing rules may be accounted an advantage if ~ seek prilrarily 
resolution of the dispute at hand but may be a disadvantage if ~ seek to 
set a precedent for resolution of large nurrbers 'of claims or to forward 
public policy embodied in a rule. 

e We must examine the advantages and disadvantages of the alternative 
mechanisms in both the public and private sectors: In seeking such 
CCI11parisons, ~ must avoid false =parison between the ideal functioning 
of om institution and the actual functionin;1 of another. 

Table 1 - Serre Major Criticisms of the Traditional Court System of 
Dispute Resolution 

2 - Current Efforts to Inprove Dispute Resolution 

3 - Sane Criticisms of Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution 

4 - Advantages and Disadvantages Ass=iated with Dispute 
Resolution Mec~nisms 

5 - Partial Listing of Olaracteristics that May Argue for a 
Specific Dispute Resolution Option 



COST, DELAY 

TABLE 1: Some Major Criticisms of the Traditional 
Court System of Dispute Resolution 

the process is expensive; costs often exceed benefits 

- Ii tigation does not provide timely resolution of the dispute; delay 
imposes additional costs 

- in the aggregate, the process consumes resources that could be 
applied to solve the problem (e.g.,. compensating victims) 

ACCESS, PARTICIPATION 

- court processes are mystifying and difficult to understand 

- using courts requires employment of expensive intermediaries 

- differences in knowledge of the system and in ability to bear costs, 
delay and uncertainty create inequities between parties 

INAPPROPRIATENESS OF FORUM 

- courts may lack expertise in the subject matter of the dispute 

- courts transform disputes in ways that obscure the genuine issues 
between parties 

- courts may be unable to give a remedy that addresses the underlying 
causes of the dispute 

- the adversary setting polarizes parties and deflects them from the 
search for an optimal solution 

WIDER EFFECTS 

- adversarial nature of proceedings disrupts continuing relations 
between parties 

- court decisions may channel energy to preparation for further 
adversary encounters rather than preventive action/aggregate problem 
solving 
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TABlE 2: Current EHorts to Inprove Dispute Resolution 

A. RefoITllirg the Calrts 

1. Improved administration of courts - e.g., efficient use of judge 
tiIre 

2. Improved mmagem:mt of cases - e.g., limited continuances 

3. ReforT11 of procedures - e.g., control of alscovery 

4. Diversion to simplified and expedit.ed procedures -- e.g., small 
claims or arbitration 

5. Requirerent of preprocessing - e. g., ~reening panel s 

6. Settlement facilitation - e.g., at pretrial conferences 

B. Creating forums separate fran the courts 

7. l.abor management dispute institutior.s -- arbitration, mediation, 
grievance procedures 

B. Arbitration of carmercial disputes 

9. Private judging -- e.g., the "mini-trial," "rent-a-judge" 

10. Locally-based dispute resolution - e.g., neighborhood justice 
centers 

11. Media-sp::lOsored =nplaint handling -- e.g., "action lines" 

12. Industry (or individual finn) sponsored canplaint programs -- e.g., 
C01sl.1l:Er Action Panels (CAPs) 

13. Grievance procedures within institutions -- e.g., hospitals, 
prisons, schools, etc. 

14. Qrbudsrren 

15. Medic: tion of large scale multi-party controversies -- e.g., 
environmental, land use, and ccmmunity disputes 

16. Divorce rrediation 

17. Policy consensus-building programs -- e.g., National Coal Policy 
Project, Negotiated Investment Strategy 

c. Systemic changes 

lB. Oelegalization - e.g., ro fault co:1pE!nsation systems 

19. Regulatory innovations - e.g., the "bubble" approach to air-quality 
control 

20. Enhancing the ability to avoid or handle disputes -- lay education, 
do-it-yourself, low-cost ~egal clinics 

Adapted frem Marr.s, Szanton & Johnson, Taking Steel< of Pispu.t:..~ Hes.oluti?n..:. 
An OVerview of the Field, cannissioned by the N"tlonal Institute for 
DispUte Resolution, -(1981) 



TABU: 3: Scrne Criticisms of 
Alternative MethOdS of Dispute Re60lutioo 

- may rot save significant time or noney 

- lack of finality may increase expense and time 

- may rot be known to potential clientele 

- may not be available except to wealthy disputants 

DEFICIEl'oCIES OF PROCESS 

- may lack dlE process and other safeguards 

- may rot involve needed expertise 

- may not redress p::7Wer imbalances 

- may lack finality 

- may lack p:7Wer to induce settlements 

- may lack p::7Wer to enforce its decisions 

WIDER~ 

- may hide dispute fron public scrutiny 

- may be irnpenneable to public standards 

- may rot induce preventive solutions 

- may p.lll into system cases that would best be settle:'! elsewhere 

- may de-fuse pressure to refonn courts 

- diversiCJ'l of larger disputes may rerrove constituencies vital to the 
courts 

relegation of smaller disputes to al ternati ves may increase 
alienation from courts 

---------------------
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!ABLF. 4.= Adv'lntages/Disadvantages Associated With Dispute Resolution Mechanisms 

Cuurt 2. 
A~d.!..c.!!.~~ 
- .lOnounc.cs 

and applies 
public norms 

- precedent 

- deterrence 

- uniformity 

- independence 

- binding/ 
closure 

- enforceability 

- already 1n5ti-
tutionalized 

- publicly 
funded 

- expensive 

- requires 
lawyers and 
relinquishes 
control to 
them 

- mystifying 

- lack of specia 1 
substantive 
expertisl! 

- delay 

- time-consuming 

- issues redeft,ned 
or na.rrowed 

- limi ted range of 
remedies 

- no compromise 

- polarizes, dis-
ruptive 

Arbitration J'. 

- privacy 

- parties con-
trol forum 

- enforceability 

- expeditious 

- expertise 

- tailors 
remedy to 
solution 

- choice o( 
applicable 
norms 

- no public norms 

- no precedent 

- no uniformity 

- Inck of 
quality 

- becoming 
encumbered by 
increasing 
If lcga 1 lza tlon If 

HediJltion/ 
N"gotiat~. 

4. Administrative 
Decision-Making 

- privacy 

- parties con-
trol procesB 

- reflects con
cerns and 
priorities of 
disputants 

- defines problems 
systematically 

- devises aggregate 
solution 

- flexibility in 
obtilining rele
vant information 

- flexible 

- finds integra-

- can accommodate 
multiple criteria 

tive solutions 

- addresses under
lying problem 

- process educates 
disputants 

- high rate of 
compliance 

- lacks ability 
to compel 
participation 

- not binding 

- weak closure 

- no power to 

- no control by 
parties 

- not 
independent 

- not 
individualized 

induce settlements 

- no duc procl!ss 
safeguards 

- reflects im
balance in s!d11s 
(negotiation) 

- lacks enforceability 

- outcome need not 
be prinCipled 

- no .'\pnlica tionl 
development of 
public st .. lnck1rd:; 

5 . .Q.mbud~E-

- not. 
disruptive 
to ongoing 
relations 

- flexible 

6, 

- self-starting 

- easy access 

- not enfor
ceable 

- no control 
by parties 

Internal 
}';[bu-';;;Y 
- privacy 

- responsive to 
concerns of 
disputants 

- enforceability 

.. 

- not independent 

- no due procese 
safeguards 

- not based on 
public norms 

- may reflect 
imbalance 
within 
organiz.ation 

t; 



ARGUES 
FOR 

ARGUES 
AGAINST 

TABLE 5: Partial Listing of Characteristics That May Argue 
For One Or Another Type Of Mechanism As Appropriate 

Adjudication 

- need to create 
a public norm 

- need to offset 
power imbalance 

- need for decision 
on past events 

- need to compel 
participation 

- high volume, 
low stakes 

- continuing 
relations 

- need for speedy 
resolution 

Arbitration 

- high volume 

- premium on 
speed, privacy, 
closure 

- need for 
precedent 

Mediation/Negotiation 

- desire to preserve 
continuing relations 

- emphasis on 
future dealings 

- need to avoid 
win-lose decision 

- premium on control 
by disputants 

- multiple parties 
and issues 

- absence of clear 
legal entitlement 

- need to compel 
participation 

- need to enforce 
agr .. ements 

- need to create 
a public norm 
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Afpendix~: Lexicx:n 

Sal'e re.J terms and the ambiguous use of old ones characterize the terminology 
being used to describe innovative conflict resolution precesses. For example, 
the word ''mediati01,'' traditionally viewed as a fonral. structured precess, is 
now being used by some to describe any effort by a third-party neutral to bring 
disputants to a voluntary settlement of their differences. Others have coined 
Iiu'ases such as "Rent-a..,Judge" to describe a variation of the arbitration 
precess. Tre followin;J is intended to clarify sore of the = terminology in 
the field of alternative dispute resolution. 

Alternative Dispute Resolutioo mechanisms or techniques generally are interrled 
to nean alternatives to the traditional court precess. They usually involve 
the use of impartial intervenors wJ-o are referred to as "third parties" (no 
matter h:7..r many partie~ are involved in the dispute) or "neutrals." Scrne 
define Alternative Dispute Resoluti01 rrore broadly to mean finding better 
ways to resolve disputes, including those that have not reached--and may 
never reach-the courts or other official forums. Ot11ers place the e:nphasis 
specifically 01 the need fOr ways to alleviate the burden on courts. 

Alternative dispute resoluticn is not a new concept to the jUdiciary. Many 
states encourage and utilize Diversioo programs which renove less serious 
criminal matters fran the fonral aOninistraticn of justice systan. Most 
civil cases are settled before going to trial by using a variety of 
techniques to bring about voluntary settlements including Pre-trial 
Settlement Ca1ferences, trediation by magistrates and. at times, mediation in 
charrbers by the judge. 

Arbitratioo, widely used in o::mnercial and labor-rnanagement disagreements, 
involves the sul:roissi01 of the dispute to a third party wh:J renders a 
decision after hearing arguments and reviewing evidence. It is less formal 
and less CClllplex and often can be concluded rrore quickly than court 
preceedings. In its rrost o::mron form, Binding Arbitratioo, the parties 
select the arbitrator and are bound by the decisioo. either by prior 
agreement or by statute. In last Offer Arbitration, the arbitrator is 
required to choose between the final fOsitions of the bo.o parties. In 
labor-management disputes, Grievance Arbitration has traditionally been used 
to resolve grievances under the provisions of labor contracts. Hore 
recently, Interest Arbitratioo has been used when collective b:lrgaWng 
breaks down in the p..1blic sector. \>here strikes may be unlawful. 

Court-Annexed Arbitration is a newer developrent. Judges refer civil suits to 
arbitrators wh:J render pranpt, non-bindin;J decisions. If a party does not 
accept an arbitrated award, some systems require they better their fOSition 
at trial by some fixed percentage or court costs are assessed against than. 
Even Wlen these decisions are not accepted, they sanetimes lead tt.) further 
negotiations and pretrial settlement. 

Calciliation is an infonral precess in which the third party tries t.o bring the 
parties to agreement by lowering tensions, improving communications, 
intel1lreting issues, providing technical assistance, exploring potential 
solutions and bringin;J about a negotiated settlement, either informally or, 
in a subsequent step, through fonral mediation. Calciliation is frequently 
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used in volatile conflicts and in disputes y,here the p:1rties are unable. 
unwilling or unprepared to came to the table to negotiate their differences. 

Facilitation is a collal:orative pr=ess used to help a group of individuals or 
parties with divergent vie .. 'S reach a goal or canplete a task. to the mutual 
satisfaction of the p;trticipants. The facilitator functions as a neutral 
process expert and avoids making substantive contributions. The 
facilitator's task is to help bring the parties to consensus on a number of 
canplex issues. 

Fact Finding is a pr=ess used from time to time priJrarily in public sector 
collective bargaining. The Fact Finder. drawing on roth information 
provided by the parties und additional researcl1. recommends a resolution of 
each outstanding issue. It is typically non-binding and paves the way for 
further negotiations and mediation. 

Mandated Settlerents and Negotiated Settlerents. Alternative dispute resolution 
techniques involving the use of neutrals are often divided into two 
categories: (l) settlements negotiated by the disputants and (2) 
settlements mandated by a third p;trty. A !TOre recent develq::rnent has been 
the rrerging of the two; if the parties are unable to resolve their 
differences voluntarily, the third-party is authorized to dictate the terms 
of the settlements (see Med-Arb below). 

Med-Arb is an innovatien in dispute resolutien under which the med-arbiter is 
--allthorized by the parties to serve first as a mediator and, secondly, as an 

arbitrator empowered to decide any issues not resolved through mediation. 

Mediation is a structured pr=ess in Which the mediator assists the disputants 
to reach a negotiated settlement of their differences. Mediation is usually 
a voluntary pr=ess that results in a signed agreement which defines the 
future behavior of the partieo;. The mediator uses a variety of skills and 
techniques to help the p;trties reach a settlement b..tt is not empowered to 
render a decision. 

The Mini-Trial is a privately~eveloped rrethod of helping to bring 2bout a 
negotiated settlement in lieu of corporate litigatien. A typical mini-trial 
might entail a perioo of limited discovery after -..hich attorneys present 
their best case before managers with authority to settle and, !TOst often, a 
neutral advisor ,,,nu !l\3.y be a retired judge or other lawyer. The managers 
then enter settlement negotiations. They may call en the neutral advisor if 
they wish to cbtain an cpinion on row a court might decide the matter. 

The Multi-D:x>r Center (or Multi-D:x>r Court House) is a proposal to offer a 
variety of dispute resolution services in cne place with a single intake 
desk. which would screen clients. Under one m::del, a screening clerk would 
refer cases for mediation, arbitration, fact-finding, cmbudsman or 
adjudicaticn. The American Bar Ass=iation plans to experbrent wit.l) 
multi-door centers in three cities in 1983. 

Negotiated lnvestrrent Sfrateg)' is a mediatien pr=ess which has been used on a 
limited resis to bring together federal. state and l=al officials and 
COlTllunity I!lElIOOers to resolve differences, disputes and problans related to 
the allocation and use of p..1blic resources. 
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Neighlx>rhood Justice Center (ruC) was the title given to the three local dispute 
resolutien centers (Atlanta, Kansas City am Los Angeles) funded by the 
Departnent of Justice in an experiJrenta1 alternative dispute resolution 
program in the mid 1970's. That experiment contributed to the start of 
about 180 local centers row ~rating througoout the country \Elder the 
sponsorship of local or state governments, bar associations am foundations. 
NJC's deal primarily with disputes between individuals with ongoing 
relationships (landlord-tenant, danestic, back-yard conflicts, etc.) Many 
draw their case10ads from referrals from police, local courts or 
prosecutors' offices with which they affiliated. 'The dispute resolution 
techniques most often offered by the centers are mediation and conciliation. 
Scme centers anp10y med-arb. Referrals to other agencies are a camon 
feature. Many centers rem sane incane providing training and technical 
assistance services. They are also kn::J,.m as Camtunity Mediation Centers, 
Citizen Dispute Centers, etc. (See ABA's Dispute Resolution Program 
Directory) 

An <iri::udsm:m is a third party \<oho receives and investigates a:rnplaints or 
grievances aimed at an institution by its constituents, clients or 
anployees. 'llle Qrbudsman IlBY take actions such as bringing an apparent 
injustice to the attention of high-level officials, advising the complainant 
of available cptions and recourses, proposing a settlement of the dispute or 
proposing systemic changes in the institutien. The CnDudsman is often 
employed in a staff position in the institution or by a branch or agency of 
goverrmerrt: with responsibility for the institution's performance. Many 
newspapers and radio am television stations have initiated arbudsman-like 
services under such names as Action Line or Seven on Your Side. 

Public Policy Dialogue and Negotiations is aiJred at bringing together affected 
representativo:;s of business, public interest groups am government to 
explore regulatory IlBtters. The dialogue is intended to identify areas of 
agreemerrt:, narro.l areas of disagreement am identify general areas and 
specific topics fOr negotiation. A facilitator guides the process. 

Rcnt-a-Judge is the popular name given to a procedure, presently aut.horized by 
legislation in six states, in \<ohich the court, en stipulation of the 
parties, can refer a pending lawsuit to a private neutral party for trial 
with the sa.roo effect as though the case were tried in the courtrcx:m before a 
judge. 'The verdict can be appealed through the regular court appellate 
system. 
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HOW ENDISPUTE CAN HELP: 

ENDISPUTE provides a full range of dispute resolution and conflict management 
services. Through offices in Washington, Cambridge, and Chicago, ENDISPUTE: 

* Helps parties design and implement alternatives to traditional litigation. 
* Provides mediation and other resolution assistance for disputes of all sizes. 
* Helps courts and other institutions develop procedures to rapidly and fairly resolve 

large numbers of disputes arising from a single source, product, or subject matter. 
* Assists corporations, government agencies, law firms, and other institutions in 

reducing the costs of conflict through the better management of disputes. 
* Advises corporations and other institutions on the management of their legal function. 
* Offers 'training programs and workshops in negotiation, dispute resolution, litigation 

decision-making, and legal management 

The overall objective is simple: to cut the costs imposed by disputes of all kinds 
without impairing the quality of the resolutions achieved. 

Dispute Resolution. To create tailored resolution alternatives for individual cases, 
ENDISPUTE professionals set up procedures yielding faster, less expensive, and better 
resolutions. ENDISPUTE helps resolve large corporate, commercial, and insurance disputes, 
multi-party disputes involving public entities, and disputes involving individual tort claimants 
and small businesses. ENDISPUTE has used minitrials, mediation, settlement conferences, 
neutral factfinding, arbitration, and hybrids of each to achieve cost-effective resolutions. 
Recent activities include assistance in disputes arising Clut of: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

Personal injury, product liability, and other tort matters. 
Malpractice allegations against accounting and law fInns. 
Ventures to recycle municipal waste and build mining facilities. 
Patent/antitrust matters in chemical and aerospace industries. 
Antitrust claims arising from price fIxing allegations. 
Construction disputes involving several major projects. 
Alleged securities-related improprieties. 
Dissolutions of an investment partnership and a professional fInn. 

Dispute Management Analysis. ENDISPUTE also assists clients in the better 
management of disputes, particularly in circumstances involving widespread or complex 
litigation and multiple parties. Recent activities ofENDISPU1E principals include: 

* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

Helping to develop better procedures for Superfund enforcement and negotiation. 
Helping to resolve the flood of asbestos claims through: 

Acting as special master to a federal court 
Advising another federal court. 
Helping to design procedures for resolving asbestos claims brought to the 
Manville Personal Injury Settlement Trust. 

Working to cut an insurer's litigation exposure. 
Reviewing the corporate legal function for an investment fInn. 
Advising corporations on the use of alternate dispute resolution techniques. 

Dispute-Related Training. ENDISPUTE provides training in negotiation, dispute 
resolution techniques, litigation decision-making and cost-effective legal management. 
ENDISPUTE principals have designed and participated in more than 200 workshops and 
other training programs for corporations, courts. law fIrms. and federal and state agencies. 
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ADR: MAKING IT WORK 

I. WhatisADR? 

Alternative dispute resolution -- or ADR -- processes are those other than 
the most-used primary processes of adjudication and direct negotiation. They seek 
to avoid the uncertainty, unpredictability, delay, and high transaction costs which 
are key problems of traditional litigation. 

ADR processes can be non-binding or binding. They usually 
involve a neutral. 

Some ADR processes -- such as mediation and the minitrial -
- are non-binding, They facilitate settlement by modifying 
the negotiation process to increase the likelihood of 
agreement. 

A mediator, for example, may calm the emotionalism 
surrounding a dispute. A mini trial's neutral advisor 
provides a non-binding opinion about the legal and practical 
strengths and weaknesses of the parties' cases, and thus 
often helps break a negotiation impasse stemming from 
different views of likely in-court outcome. 

Other ADR processes -- such as arbitration -- are binding. 
Arbitration often can provide a faster and less expensive 
decision resolving a dispute than would be obtained through 
traditional in-court adjudicatory processes. 

ADR processes can be implemented by an ad lwe arrangement of the 
parties or through an established forum. 

The parties to a dispute can agree through an ad hoc 
arrangement to conduct a minitrial, retain a mediator, or hire 
a former judge to conduct a private settlement conference. 
ADR processes can be set up with the assistance of an 
established private forum such as ENDISPUTE. They also 
can be court-anne,xed, as in the voluntary and mandatory 
non-binding arbiuation programs in many state and federal 
jurisdictions. 

II. Making the ADR Decision 

An ADR process often can assist disputants in reaching a faster, less 
expensive, and more appropriate resolution than if they relied on negotiation and 
adjudication alone. In considering ADR. there are two key questions: 

Does the dispute have ADR potential? 

If so, what is the best ADR process? 
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Answering these questions requires both a partisan and a joint analysis. 
Each party must assess the dispute to determine whether pursuing ADR is in its best 
interests. If each party decides independently that ADR may be preferable to 
litigation, then the parties must jointly decide what procedure is best and negotiate 
an ADR agreement. 

A decision to use ADR may be made either before or after a dispute arises. 
Often, dispute resolution provisions are included in the contract negotiated by 
parties to Ii transaction. If there is no contractual provision or if the dispute arises 
independent of contract. consideration of the various mechanisms available to 
resolve a dispute must occur after the dispute arises. 

A. EvalUating ADR Potential 

Assessing ADR potential from a partisan perspective involves 
determining: 

Whether there is a negotiation im~; 

Whether it is in the best interests of each party to seek to break the 
impasse. 

Several factors must be considered in making these determinations. 
In complicated disputes, some factors may favor using ADR while others 
may argue against it. 

Factors which may favor pursuing an ADR option include: 

The expense of litigation. 

The unpredictability and uncertainty of a litigated resolution. 

The delay involved in seeking a court decision. 

Factors which may work against agreement about the advantages of 
pursuing an earlier, £'lSter, less expensive resolution include: 

A seriolls power or economic imbalance between the parties. 

In such circumstances, the party favored by the imbalance 
may believe it can gain an advantage by pursuing a "how do 
you like it sofar?" approach to litigation. 

A linkage between the lawsuit at issue and other pending or possible 
suits. 

When the lawsuit at issue is part of a broader dispute, a party 
may believe thac it should spend much more to litigate the 
case than it is "worth" because of the influence which a 
settlement would have on the other cases. 
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One party as stakeholder. 

Because able to use the money at issue, a stakeholder party 
a/ten can gain a net benefit/rom delay eVen when litigation 
costs are considered. 

Where one or more of the negative factors is strong enough to 
override other considerations, it is unlikely that a party will conclude that it 
is in its ~nterest to agree to an ADR procedure. In most situations, however, 
even when there are negative factors, there also will be factors favoring at 
least the exploration of ADR. Rarely is the choice a clear one against even 
considering ADR. 

B. Choosing an ADR Process 

1. Binding vs. Non-Binding Options 

A key consideration in choosing an ADR procedure is 
wbciher the chosen procedure should be binding or non-bindin:;. 

a. 

* 

* 

Binding Options. A binding process -- some form of 
arbitration -- is likely to be appropriate in 
circumstances where the parties recognize that: 

They are not likely to be able ~sily to reach any form 
of negotiated settlement of a dispute, whether the 
negotiations occur dll'ectly among themselves or with 
the assistance of a neutral. 
The in-court litigation alternative is likely to take 
longer or be more costly than an agreed-to arbitration 
procedure. 
There are 1.ikely to be advantages to a binding 
proceeding which is private and presided over by a 
decision-maker or decision-makers with expertise in 
the subject matter of the dispute. 

Many lawyers who negotiate contracts or who litigate 
shun arbitration. They assert, for example, that arbitration 
too often turns into a proceeding which is as time-consuming 
and costly as litigation, is even less predictable, and too 
often ends in a compromise award. But such criticisms are 
better directed at the designers of arbitration clauses and 
prccedures than at arbitration itself. Choosing a binding 
procedure which will be both timesaving and cost-effective 
requir'!s the partier. or their counsel carefully to tailor the 
agreement to arbitrate. For example, time limits should be 
established and the neutral should be explicitly empowered 
to manage the process to avoid delays and cumulative 
evidence. 
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b. Non-Binding Options. A non-binding process 
is likelY to be appropriate in circumstances where the parties 
recognize that: 

* 
* 

They have either reached or are likely to reach an 
impasse in trying to negotiate a settlement directly. 
They can increase the likelihood of breaking such an 
impasse and achieving a negotiated settlement by: 
-- Changing the terms and conditions under 

which they are negotiating; and/or, 
Obtaining the assistance of a neutral to help 
them fmd an acceptable settlement. 

2. Evaluating Barriers To Successful Negatiation 

Deciding on an ADR procedure involves identifying the 
barriers preventing successful negotiations and choosing an ADR 
option designed to overcome those barriers. 

a. Identifying Barriers. Barriers which create 
negotiation impasses include: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Problems of communication. Negotiation dynamics 
sometimes make it difficult or impossible for the 
parties to be honest with each other, either about their 
views of the facts and law relating to the dispute or 
about what it would take to settle the dispute. 

Problems of emotion and Iw~k of trust. Events 
leading up to the litigatIOn som~times sour 
relationships between the parties and lead each to 
suspect both the motives and the representations of 
the other. 

Problems of the adversary process. Events of the 
litigation itself sometimes further exacerbate the 
hostility of the parties or transform a business 
dispute into a complicated and multi-faceted legal 
battle. 

Problems of differing views of the underlying facts, 
the applicable iaw, technical issues, and the likely in
court outcome on one or all issues. In almost every 
serious dispute, it is likely that good faith differences 
will exist between the parties' forecasts of Iikelv 
outcomes. These differences often create it 
"settlement gap" that is difficult to bridge. 

b. Matching Options to Barriers. After identifying the 
barriers to resolution of their dispute, some parties may 
decide that the barriers to successful direct negotiation are 
insurmountable. If so, they will usually either decide to 
litigate or choose a binding ADR procedure. 
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Other parties may decide that the barriers which they 
have identified can be overcome. These parties will usually 
decide on a non-binding ADR procedure. 

Each type of barrier can best be overcome or 
removed by a different form of non-binding ADR procedure. 
A useful maxim is, where other things are equal, to favor the 
least complicated approach. 

Barriers involving problems of communication and 
lack of trust can be dealt with, for example, by assisting the 
parties to negotiate more effectively through the use of: 

>I< A neutral as "confidential listener; " 
>I< A neutral as more traditional mediator who can help 

break down such barriers by: 
Serving as a shuttle diplomat; 
Helping to filter the parties' communications 
with each other; 
Pushing the parties to focus on underlyinb 
objectives rather than on posturing or staking 
out a position; and, 
Encouraging and assisting in joint problem
solving. 

Bruners involving differing views of the law, facts, 
technical issues, and in-court outcomes can be dealt with, for 
example, by adding new, relevant, and credible information 
to the negotiation process through the use of: 

>I< 

>I< 

>I< 

>I< 

>I< 

Joint fact-finding; 
A neutral investigator, fact-finder, or expert; 
A settlement conference in which a neutral provides 
input about the value of the case or the merits of the 
parties' positions; 
A summary jury trial, in which an advisory jury 
renders a non-binding verdict; 
A minitrial; or 
A specially tailored "hybrid" procedure. 

ill. What A Neutral Can Do 

A neutral can play three distinct but related roles in ADR: 

Serving as an expert in the ADR process. 
Facilitating negotiations. 
Moving the parties toward a substantive resolution. 

A. Providing ADR Process Expertise 

Specialized neutral help in choosing an::! designing an ADR process 
is unlikely to be necessary or cost-effective for low stakes disputes. Parties 
to such disputes may wish instead to rely on available ADR information 
resources. Resources include materials on arbitration rules and procedures, 
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model agreements for minitrials, and simplified or specialized arbitration 
and mediation procedures. Materials can be obtained through organizations 
such as ENDISPUTE. 

As the stakes in dispute and the level of antagonism between parties 
increase, the potential value of obtaining neutral process expertise also 
grows. Especially in larger cases, an ADR procedure is less likely to be 
successful if the parties pay little attention to procedural options and issues 
or rely completely on standardized procedures promulgated by an ADR 
forum. An ADR process is most likely to achieve a cost-effective and fair 
resolution of a high stakes dispute if the parties take care in evaluating ADR 
options and in negotiating the details of the chosen option. Further, success 
in these procedural negotiations can provide impetus to the successful 
resolution of substantive issues. 

In such circumstances, a neutral ADR expert can add value by: 

Getting an ADR process started and keeping it going. Some parties 
are reluctant to agree even to a non-binding ADR process, and may 
view with suspicion any ADR options suggested by another party. 
This makes direct negotiations about ADR options more difficult. 
Thus, the retention of a neutral process expert may be the best -- and 
sometimes the only -- way of getting an ADR dialogue started and 
keeping it going. 

Helping to identify and evaluate ADR options. An ADR process 
intermediary can bring expertise and experience to the identification 
and evaluation of ADR options. Knowledge of what has worked 
and not worked in similar cases can help in identifying ADR 
options, in fine-tuning the option which seems best, in highlighting 
areas where difficulties are most likely to arise, and in bringing ADR 
"precedent" to bear to resolve procedural disagreements. 

Helping to negotiate demils of the process. Negotiating the details 
of and implementing the ADR process may be complicated by the 
same factors which have made direct negotiation difficult or 
impossible -- lack of trust, emotion, and a fear of giving something 
away by being too honest. An ADR process expert can deal 
effectively and efficiently with these and other problems of 
adversarial negotiations by using the same mediation techniques as 
might be used by a neutral helping the parties move directly to a 
substantive settlement. For example, an ADR expert can put a 
"neutral" proposal on the table after consulting with all parties. 

B. Facilitating Negotiations 

A neutral can serve as an intermediary to help facilitate 
communication and effective negotiation of a settlement to resolve the 
dispute by: 

Serving as an intermediary in carrying messages between the 
parties. In the role of "shuttle diplomat," a neutral can act as the link 
between the parties which allows for communication of positions. 
A neutral can help the parties clarify the objectives they wish to 
achieve through resolution of the dispute. In addition, a neutral can 
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help detennine whether each party understands the position and 
objectives of other parties. Further, in situations where pertinent 
infonnation is confidential, a neutral can act as the keeper of 
confidences, enabling infonnation to be used in resolution of the 
dispute without requiring disclosure. 

Helping to filter the parties' communications with each other. While 
perfonning the role of messenger, the neutral also can act as a filter 
between the parties. In this role, the neutral is able to defuse tension 
between the parties and to develop a primarily cooperative rather 
than a primarily adversarial or vindictive atmosphere. 

Encol'raging the parties to put aside emotions and focus on 
underlying objectives, not on posturing or staking out a position. 
Often a party is too emotionally involved or too adamantly attached 
to a position to focus on the true underlying objectives it wishes to 
achieve. A neutral can raise questions in the minds of the parties as 
to the validity of the positions taken and suggest alternative 
approaches consistent with the parties' true objectives. Both steps 
may facilitate agreement 

C. Assisting in Resolution 

A neutral can move parties toward a substantive resolution of the 
dispute by: 

Suggesting appropriate compromises. Although agreements in non
binding ADR processes must be the parties', not the neutral's, a 
neutral can help fashion solutions which seek to reconcile the 
parties' expressed interests. At best, such a solution will be 
acceptable to the parties; in many circumstances, it can provide a 
starting point for further negotiations. 

Offering non.binding views on the merits. A neutral can serve as an 
expert on outcome prediction. For example, a neutral may provide 
input on how a court or jury is likely to decide the case or suggest an 
appropriate settlement value, thus helping the parties toward a 
realistic evaluation of the stakes in dispute. Similarly, a neutral may 
provide the parties with an assessment of the merits of each party's 
contentions and thus help the parties identify their own and the other 
side's strengths and weaknesses. Such opinions -- even though 
advisory in nature -- can provide a strong incentive to the parties to 
be both careful and (;redible in their presentations. 

Rendering a binding decision. If the parties agree to accept the 
resolution reached through an ADR process as binding, a neutral can 
function as a decision-maker. In this role, a neutral listens to all 
sides of a dispute and then renders a decision which is binding on 
the parties. 
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Appendix A - Making the ADR Decision: A Systematic Approach 

. DOES THE DISPUTE HA VE ADR POTENTIAL? . Is there a negotiation impasse? . Is it in the interests of the parties to seek now to break it? 

. IF SO, WHAT IS THE BEST ADR PROCESS? 

* A binding process maybe appropriate Where the parties agree: 
-- They are not likely to be able easily to reach a negotiated settlement. 
-- The in-court litigation aftemative Is likely to take longer or be more costly than an 
agreed-to binding procedures. 
-- There are likely to be advantages to a binding procedure Which Is private and 
presided over by a decision-maker or decision-makers wHh expertise In the 
subject matter of the dispute. 

* A non-binding process may be appropriate where parties agree: 
-- They are not likely to be able easily to reach a negotiated settlement. 
-- The In-court litigation altematlve Is likely to take longer or be more costly than an 
agreed-to binding procedures. 
-- There are likely to be advantages to a binding procedure which is private and 
presided over by a decision-maker or decisIon-makers with expertise In the 
subject matter of the dispute. 

* Barriers to successful negotiation include: 
-- Problems of communication. 
-- Problems of emotion and lack of trust. 
-- Problems of the adversary process. 
-- Problems of differing views of the facts, the applicable law, technical Issues, 
and the likely in-court outcome on one or all Issues. 

. Barriers involving problems of communciation and lack of trust may be 
overcome through the use of a neutral as: 

-- Confidential listener. 
-- Shuttle diplomat. 
- Mediator. 

. Barriers involving problems of communciation and lack of trust may be 
overcome through the use of: 

-- Joint fact-finding; 
-- A neutral Investigator, fact-finder, or expert; 
-- A settlement conference; 
- A summary jury trial; 
- A minHrial; or 
- A speCially developed "hybrid' procedure. 
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APPENDIX B •• ADR ROADMAP: COMPARING THE PROCESSES 

"PRIMARY" DISPUfE RESOLUfION PROCESSES 

Adjudication Arbitration Mediation/Conciliation Traditional 
Negotiation 

Non-Voluntary Voluntary unless Voluntary Voluntary 
contractual or court-
centered 

Binding subject to Binding, usually no Non-binding Non-binding (except 
appeal appeal through use of 

adjudication to enforce 
agreement 

Imposed third-party Party-selected third- Party-selected outside No third-party 
neutral decision- party decision-maker, facilitator, often with facilitator 
maker, with no usually with specialized subject 
specialized expertise in specialized subject matter expertise 
dispute subject matter expertise 

Highly procedural; Procedurally less Usually informal and Usually informal and 
formalized and highly formal; procedural unstructured unstructured 
structured by rules and substantive 
predetermined, rigid law may be set by 
rules parties 

Opportunity for each Opportunity for each Presentation of proofs Presentation of proofs 
party to present proofs party to present proofs less important than usually indirect or 
supporting decision in supporting decision in attitudes of each party; non-existent; may 
itsTavor its favor may include principled include principled 

argument. argument 

Win/lose result Compromise result Mutually acceptable Mutually acceptable 
possible agreement sought agreement sought; 

Expectation of Reason for result not Agreement usually Agreement usually 
reasoned statement usually required embodied in contract embodied in contract 

orrelease orrelease 

Process emphasizes Consistency and Emphasis on Emphasis on 
attaining substantive predictability balanced disputants' disputants' 
consistency and against concern for relationship, not on relationship, not on 
predictability of results disputants' adherence to or adherence to or 

relationship development of development of 
consistent rules consistent rules 

Public process; lack of Private process unless Private process Highly private process 
privacy of judicial enforcement 
submissions sought 
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"HYBRID" DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES 

Private Judging Neutral Expert Fact-
Finding 

Minibial Settlement Conference 

Voluntary Voluntary or Voluntary Voluntary or 
nonvoluntary under mandatory 
FRE 706 

Binding but subject to Non-binding but Non-binding (except Binding or non-
appeal and possibly results may be through use of binding 
review by trial court admissible adjudication to enforce 

agreement) 

PartY-selected third- Third-party neutral Third-party neutral Judge, another judge, 
part)' decision-maker; with specialized advisor, often with or third-party neutral 
may have tf:> be former subject matter specialized subject selected by the parties. 
judge or lawyer expertise may be matter expertise 

selected by the parties 

Statutory procf,'.dure Informal Less formal than Informal, off-the-
(see, e.g., Cal. Code adjudication and record 
Civ. Proc. § 638 et arbitration, but 
seq), but highlY procedural rules and 
flexible as to timing, scope of issues may 
place and pro:edures be set by the parties 

and implemented by 
the neutral advisor. 

Opportunity for each Investigatory Opportunity and Presentation of proofs 
party to present proofs responsibility to mayor may not be 
supporting decision in present proofs allowed 
its favor supporting result in its 

favor 

Win/Iose resul t Report or testimony Mutually acceptable Mutually acceptable 
Gudgment of court) agreement sought agreement sought; 

binding conference is 
similar to arbitration 

Findings of fact and May influence result Agreement usually Agreement usually 
conclusions oflaw or settlement embodied in contract embodied in contract 
possible but not orrelease or release 
required 

Adherence to norms, Emphasis on reliable Emphasis on sound, Emphasis on resolving 
laws and precedent fact determination cost-effective and fair the dispute 

resolution satisfactory 
to both parties 

Priva,e process unless May be highly private Highly private process Private process, but 
judicial enforcement or disclosed in court may be discovered 
sought 
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Reprinted with per.laalon frOCl Chemical Week, AUgust 14, 1985 

Alternative dispSEte resolution 
-. Opening doors to settlements ........ 
When it comes to resolving business or 
environmental disputes. "in this coun
try, there's a widespread belief: 'What 
the hell, let's file n summons and com
plaint. That 'viII get their attention, and 
then we can talk,''' says Peter H. Kas
kell, senior vice-president of the tegal 
program at the Center for Public Re
sources (CPR) in New York City, nn or
ganization devoted to developing alter
natives to litigation. But. Kaskell points 
out, "once you're on this adversary 
track, and the lawyers feet their assign
ment and professional task is to 
win ••. the talk comes later, after a IQt 
of expense/' 

Since the mid-1970s. those costs have 
risen exponentially. The number of mul
tiparty lawsuits is proliferating at an 
alarming rate. "It would have been 
amazing if someone had foreseen 10 
years ago the litigation explosion that 
we have encountered only in the last 

,several years, where you have thou
sands of claims in a single suit/' says 
Robert H. Sand, assistant general coun
sel at Allied. "The pileup in the courts 
that results from all this is very recent 
news." This new trend is forcing in
creasing numbers of e.'(ecutives, lovern
ment officials and environmentalists to 
seek less expensive, less divisive ways 
to resolve their differences. 

A continuum. The search has led to 

and whose decision is binding, to those 
in which a neutral third party acts as a 
discussion facilitator without power to 
render any type of decision. 

What these techniques are labeled 
"depends on whom you talk to," says 
Milton R. Wessel, general counsel for 

'Unlike a typical negotIation, 
ADR gives the primary 
responsibility to businessmen' 

the Chemical Industry Institute of Toxi
cology (CIIT), and a vocal advocate of 
ADR. "There is no dictionary definition 
of thes~ things. The terms are loose 
[box, p. 3n" Because there is no con
sensus on just what each form of ADR 
entails. misunderstanding~ can arise. 
says William R. Drake, deputy director 
of the National Institute for Dispute 
Resolution (NIDR) in Washington, D. C. 

In short, says John R. Ehrmann, di
rector of the science and public policy 
program at the Keystone Center (Key
stone, Colo.), a leading ADR organiza
tion. "you can really get twisted up in 
all the jargon and make it more compli
cated than it needs to be." The bottom 
line. he believes, is that no matter what 
buzzword is used. ADR, as a "comple
ment" to the traditional dispute resolu
tion system. Clgives people more choices. 

A company should be able to think 
through the widest range of choices, 
not just litigate." 

ADR is not just a choice, says Gail 
Bingham, director of the program on 
environmental dispute resotution for the 
Conservation Foundation; it's a choice 
that gets results. According to Bing· 
ham's research, to be published this fall 
in a book entitled Resolving Environ
mental Disputes-A Decade of Expe
rience, in 133 of 162 disputes that she 
studied, "78% of all the times that pe<>
pie have attempted" mediation or other 
ADR techniques to resolve those dis
agreements, meeting ilat least once in a 
good-faith effort to reach agreement, 
they reached agreement. Where parties 
reached agreement," she continues, 
"sor, of the time, they implemented 
[those accords] fully, 13% partly and 
[in] only 7% [of the cases] did they fail 
to implement the agreements." 

Cost-effective. ADR can succeed in a 
wide tange of issue areas, including la· 
bor disputes, business contracts and 
even controversial government deci
sions. Those who have tried and used 
ADR successfully to settle their differ
ences in all of these areas believe that 
ADR has more to offer than just bring
ing the parties to agreement. To begin 
with, says James V. Kearney, a senior 
partner in the law firm of Webster & 

the development of a whole 
spectrum of methods, 
known collectively as alter
native dispute resolution 
(ADR), to defuse adversarial 
relationships and devise co
operative solutions to busi
ness and environmental 
problems. Those involved in 
ADR describe dispute res<>
lution techniques as a con
tinuum, with formal, court
directed resolution at one 
extreme and direct negotia
tions between sides, with no 
third party to intervene or 
mediate, at the other. In be
tween is a panoply of tech
niques, ranb~ng from those 
in which a neutral third par
ty acts as a mediator With 
power to decide lhe matter 

Gould: "It's not Ol'\!y the dollars" ADA can save, but also staff lime. 
Sheffield (New York City), 
which uses _-\DR to resolve 
some of its most difficult 
cases, ADR can be an "ef_ 
fective way to controllitiga
tion costs and risks." Those 
costs, notes ~IDR's Drake, 
include not only lawyers' 
fees, 'which can rIln as high 
as $SOO/hour, but also "lost 
investment, lost revenues 
and inflation." 

28 CMmlC31 Week;/Aw;ust 14, 1985 '-___ .... '"-~ ____ ...:::'__'" 

"Lost opportunities [are] 
a major cost of Jitigntion/' 
says James F. Henry, CPR's 
president. "This is particu
larly true in the chemical in
dustry, which is so reliant 
on intellectual properties." 
For example. he recalls. a 
company "culled me some 
time ago about a patent dis-
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pute in the high·tech area that had 
them stalemated. They realized that 
their competitors were si.x months be
hind them, and they couldn't remain 
stalemated two to five years ",ithout 
losing a major economic opportunity." 

By using ADR to settle a case, all of 
these types of costs can be sharply cur· 
tailed. In one case settled through ADR 
by John Gould, another Webster & 
Sheffield senior partner, the clients 
"saved [approximately] $4 million" in at· 
torneys' fees alone, assuming, he says, 
that the case was "going to gil through 
three years for trial and the risk of 
appeal after that." The savings. he 
says, Hchange from ease to case," de-
pending on the unique facts of the situ· 
ation. HBut," he concludes, lIif you elim· 
inate two years of litigation in a major 
case,.any client looking at that can fig' 
Ure out what that costs." 

Less ill will. "It's not only the dollars" 
that ADR can save, notes GOUld. There 
is also the issue of "the diversion of 
your staff from ongoing activities. " Ad· 
ditionally, ADR allows both sides to get 
back to doing business with each other 
more quickly and with less residual ill 
will than in litigation. "The parties," he 
explains. "particularly in large corpO
rate deals, frequently want to go back 
to doing business with each other in the 
way that they've been doing business 
for years." 

"In many cases," notes Keystone~s 
Ehrmann, ADR "involves the decision 
makers directly in the conflict resoluton 
process rather than their representa· 
tive. Therefore," he continues. "they 
have the opportunity to build under
standing and relationships with the oth· 
er parties at the table." The next time 
those individuals sit across from each 
other over a disputed issue. he says, 
"they will have a better ability to deal 
with the situation." 

Furthermore, since ADR requires that 
company executives become involved in 
resolving the controversy, finding a s<>
lution becomes II business objective. 
rather than just another monkey that 
lawyers have to shake off a company's 
back, "!t's a structured way of getting 
senior officers from the companies in· 
volved and having them assess both the 
business reality and the likely legal out· 
com~ at the same time." says John T. 
Subak. group vice-president and general 
counsel for Rohm and Haas. "It gives 
an added dimension to the discussions. a 
balanced view of what the lawsuit 
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1720 Emerson St. National Academy of Cancilla Cars 
Cenver. Colo. 80218 5530 Wisconsin Aile., Suit. 1130 
t303} 837·1555 ChevV Chue. Md. 20815 
Contact: J.sslca Pearson. Director (301) 654·6515 

Center for Public: Resources Contact: Jacques NaCjon 

680 Fifth Ava-. Nation.l Insthute fOr Dispute Aesolutlon 
New Vorl<. N.V.loo19 1901 L St •• NW. Suite 600 
1212} 541·9830 W.shin!1ton, D.C. 20036 
Contact: James f. Henry. President (202/ 4664764 

Thlt Conservation Foundation Contact: William R, Drake 

1717 Massachusetts Ave .. NW New England Environmental Mldiltion Clint" 
Washington. D,C 1 20036 lOS Lincoln St. 
12021 797·4300 S01oton, Mm. 021 11 
ContlcU Gall Bingham 1617/451·3670 

Council of Better Business Bureaus. Inc. Contact: Rosllmary Nc~c)t'lan 

1515 Wilson Blvd .• Suite 300 Public Modi.tlon Service 
Arlington, Va. 22209 P.O. Box 6109 
(703/276·0100 Falls Church, Vi. 22046 
Contact: Olin W, Determan (703) 534·1526 

Dispute Reso.lution In101'1118\1:'1\ Cantor 
Cont,ct: ROgdr Rlehm.n. Oifectaf 

BOk 6000 Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution 
RockvillCl. Md. 20eSO 1730 Rhode hland Ave., Suite 909 
(3011 251·5194 Washing1on, D.C. 20036 
ContacU En .. n MO\"Ibray t202) 833·2188 

Endispute 
Contilct: Lauren, Huges Church. Dlrlctor 

1333 H St •• NW. Sui •• 460 Triangle Associates 
Washin;ton. D.C~ 20005 461 cotman Buildin\J 
12021 898'()146 811 Firs~ Ave. 
Contact: Jonathan B. MarkS. Presidllnt $eatllo, Wash. 98104 

Enlfironmantal Conflict Project 
(206) 583·0655 
Con1act: Alice Shoratt, President 

2036 DanD Bldg. 
Schoal of Natural Resoutc6'1 Western Network 
Univarsity of Michigan 1215 paseo de Peralta I, Ann Arbor.Mlch.4Bl09 Santa Fe. NoM. 87501 
t313} 763·9022 (505/ 982·9805 
Contact: Karan V ~ Gottlieb Contect: John A. Folk.WiIIIJlms. Presiden' 

\ 
A •• matl ... "p.'. ,eso,.tlon o,gan,,.tlo", I 

addressing the CPl's concerns· 
~ p 

\ 'On .nvlronm.nt.1 dl<put.,. ".ulot"'V (ul. / 
making: government, ctJtporate/bu.lneu IhuH. 
Source: DlJpute A"olutlon AMClUtce DlrltCtorv. 
1984, N.lIon.llnl1ltut. for DllPl.It'- Reaolu· 
tlon, W .. hlngton, D.C. 



might look like. It puts into one rOom 
both the lawyers and the businessmen. 
But unlike a typical negotiation, it gives 
the primary responsibility to the busi· 
nessmen, which is where it belongs." 

That is "the message of ADR," can· 
tends Kaskell. "When you have a $10 
million ciaim, lawyers taik about money, 
whereas businessmen can taik about 
new deals." And, he says, "as disputes 
often arise out of contracts, this is reai· 
ly a business relation." Unfortunately, 
concedes Kaskell, despite growing sup
port within the business community, not 
enough peopie have heeded ADR's meso 
sage, and the "use of ADR techniques is 
far below potentia!." 

ADR's devotees point to several rea· 
sons why ADR is not catching on quick· 
iy. "A iot of iawyers are reluctant to 
use these things," notes Wessel. That's 
because ADR is a relati"eiy new pro
cess, says Gouid. "Lawyers are afraid 
that there is a risk that they and their 
clients will be naive-that they'll go in, 
and they'll iay their facts on the table, 
but the other side won't iay its facts on 
the table." The resuit, he adds: "The 
mini· trial [ADR procedure] leads no
where, because although they go into it 
with good intentions, it does not result 
in a settlement, and then they're back 
in the courthouse and they've already 
put all their cards on the tabie." 

Also, notes Kearney, "ADR is difficult 
to arrange when you don't have a rela· 
tionship upon which to base" the m1!tu· 
al trust that is necessary when parties 
enter into ADR discussions. For e.~am
pie, he e.~lains, companies that are al· 
ready doing business together have a 
vested interest in maintaining that rela· 
tionship once Uie dispute COmes to an 
end. Thus they are more likeiy to enter 
into ADR than disputants whose first 
real contact is .dversarial, as is the sit· 
uation in toxic tort cases such as the 
Agent Orange or Bhopal litigation. 

TIt for tat. The nature of the U. S. 
litigation process is also a factor, as· 
serts GOUld. "You haye officers at a 
company to whom the dispute means .a 
great dea!. They frequently believe it 
will affect their careers adversely." 
Plus, he says, "added to those officers 
you have lawyers who are involved in 
the competitive give-and·take of the pro
ceeding," he explains, which can lead to 
a case of tit for tat. "'That fellow 
served me with motion papers on Fri
day night,' one attorney will say," 
Gould adds, which means spending the 
weekend drafting a response. Then, he 
~ays. the lawyer will retaliate by say· 
109, "I'm not going to think nb,ut talk· 
ing about alternath'e dispute r~solution 
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for another month until the ftow, the 
momentum is quite good for OUr side:' 

Sometimes, there is fear that the op
position will sense weakness in a case if 
a tompany suggests an ADR approach. 
"The party who raises his or her hand 
and says, 'Why don't we think of ADR?' 
looks weak. Consequently, they don't do 
it," says Gould. Instead. he continues. 

'What is new in the chemical 
industry' Is applying mediation 
to environmental disputes 

"they go to cOUrt, they file the lawsuit, 
and they go full steam ahead." 

At least 113 companies have found 
what they believe is a wal' around this 
roadblock. They are subscribers to a 
new program. conceived by CPR's legal 
program, called the "Corporate Policy 
Statement on Alternative Dispute Reso
lution," also known as the "ADR 
pledge." The ADR pledge commits each 
signatory company to exploring ADR as 
a method of first resort, if a dispute 
arises between companies on the sub
scriber list. To subscribe, the chief exec· 
utive officer (CEO) and chief legal offi· 
cer of the corporation must sign the 
agreement. If no accord can be reached, 
then they are free to take their griev, 
ance to court. 

"This relieves the onus of being the 
first to propose settlement discussions," 
says CPR's Kaskell. "The practical ef· 
fect of the statement," explains Robert 

Drako: ADA must become more widely accepted. 
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A. Butler, chief litigation counsel for 
Union Carbide, one of the signatories, 
"is that any company that participates 
in the pledge process can and will raise 
ADR without fear that it \lill be regard. 
ed as a sign of weakness. It also gives 
companies enhanced contidence and en· 
couragement that if they raise ADR as 
a possibility it will be considered." 

The ADR pledge can aiso be a way to 
nip litigious behavior in the bud within 
one's own organization, elaborates Kas
kel!. He notes that "the request to initio 
ate litigation typically does not come 
from the CEO, but from other execu· 
til'es, group presidents, divisional gener· 
al managers. Often. those people are 
younger and more bellicose and closer 
to the situation-and more emotionally 
involved." The company's general coun· 
sel, though, has experienced the head· 
aches a major lawsuit between two or 
more companies Invoives. If that gener· 
al counsel has a statement signed by 
the CEO that the firm will use ADR 

.when a dispute arises, he is, Kaskell 
says, "in a perfect position to say, 'This 
is against company policy. We have to 
try to work this out first.' " 

No sign of weakness. Over the 
course of 1984 and early 1985, he says, 
"the great majority" of CPR's member· 
ship has subSCribed to the pledge. Kas· 
kell believes that signing the piedge has 
not just been a paper promise. There 
have "been general counsels who have 
indicated that they've used our pledge 
as a basis to say to other companies, 
'Let's sit down and talk,' " reports Kas· 
kell. "I've even been told of situations," 
he continues, in which a company that 
has signed the pledge, "in a dispute 
with a company which they knew fuJi 
well had not signed," has used it to 
"smooth the way, to open the door to 
discussions" by asking the other side, 
"'We've adopted this policy-have 
you?'" What that posture does, says 
Kaskell, is show the other side that 
"'we'll talk settlement with anyone
and it isn't a sign of weakness,'" 

Much of industry'S support, says Kas· 
keU, was drummed up by the Chemical 
Manufacturers Assn. (CMA) through a 
letter sent by its president, Robert A. 
Roland, to CMA's members, urging 
them to sign the pledge. C~L\.'s position, 
says David F. Zoll, CM's vice-president 
and general counsel, is that "ADR has 
merit in its own right. If our industry is 
seen as generally inclined to consider 
ADR in intercorporate disputes, that 
reputation may hM·. a spillo"er effect 
when we deal with Washington issues 
in con'lincing people that we ure serious 
about trying to cooperatively solve 
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Alternative dispute 
resolution: A lexicon 
Altemative dispute resolution (ADR) 
mechanisms or techniques generally 
are intended to be an alternative to 
the traditional court process. They 
usually involve the use of impartial 
intervenors referred to as third parties 
(no matter how many parties are in· 
valved in the dispute) or neutrals. 
Some define ADR more broadly to 
mean fiuding bettar ways to resolve 
disputes, including those that have not 
reached-and may never reach-the 
courts or other official forums. 
Conciliation is an informal process in 
which the third party tries to bring 
the disputants to agreement by lower
ing tensions, improving communica" 
tions, interpreting issues, providing 
technical assistance, exploring poten
tial solutions and bringing about a ne
gotiated settlement, either informally 

proble;ns in that arena as well." Zo.l 
emphasizes that "our interest in encour
at. .g ADR is to iurther a trend that is 
already under way!' 

Sometimes, try as a company might, 
ADR does not work out. In other situa
tions, ADR may not be applicable. "We 
have suggested ADR in a couple of dis
putes," says Rohm and Haas's Subak. 
"So far, we have not been able to con
vince the other side to use it." In one 
instance, the other side "felt we were 
simply too far apart in our positions to 
make it worthwhile." However, Subak 
says, "we think we will use it and use it 
successfully" in the future. 

Guidelines. For those instances in 
which companies think that ADR may 
be a viable alternative, a number of 
techniques and ADR centers are avail
able (table, p. 29). Some centers publish 
reference materials to help ,ompanie. 
conduct their own ADR proceedings, 
For eXllmple, CPR has set up guidelines 
on ADR procedures for multipllrty Su
perfund site cost allocation, and loss al
location in toxic tort cases. It also has 
drafted a model mini-trial agreement 
for business disputes . The Keystone 
Center in Colorado has developed a "Sit
ing Process Handbook." outlining an 
ADR approach for siting hazardous 
waste munagement facilities. 

Of the techniques applicable to busi
ness disputes, one at: the most promis
ing is the mini-trial-an out-of-court 
procedure, used with or without an im
partial third party to guide the parties 

or, in a subsequent step, through for
mal mediation. 
Mediation is a process in which the 
mediator assists the disputants to 
reach a negotiated settlement of their 
differences. ~!ediation is usually a vol
untary process that results in a signed 
agreement that defines the future be
havior of the parties. The mediator is 
not empowered to render a decision. 
The mini-trial is often used after com
panies in a dispute have begun Iitiga. 
tion, but before the case has come to 
trial in court. A typical mini-trial 
might entail a period of limited discov
ery after which attorneys present 
their best cases to managers with au
thority to settle and, most often, a 
neutral adviser who may be a retired 
judge (see below) or other lawyer. 
Private Judging is a procedure in 
which a judge, on stipulation of the 
parties, can refer a pending lawsuit to 
a private neutral party for trial with 
the same effect as though the case 

(box, above). Henry says that mini-trials 
have been successful "in reducing legal 
costs and expediting the procedure, ana 
[in] giving a better result than in court. 
Business executives, having a knowl
edge of business procedures, come up 
with a win/win result, which the court 

'A lot of lawyers ••• are 
afraid the other side won't 
lay Its facts on the table' 

woulti love to do but can't because of 
the adversary stracture of its proceed
ings, which give a win/lose result." 

Attorneys who have been involved in 
mini-triais say the technique is most of
ten used after litigation has com
menced, but well before the matter 
comes to trial in court. "Mini·trials oc
CUr generally after six months to one 
year of trilll preparation [and] discov
ery"-that phase "f litigation during 
which both sides collect information 
from each other, says Kearney. "Then," 
he explains, "each side knows the 
law .•. the risks [of engaging in ADR or 
pushing on with the legal case) become 
more clear," the issues better defined. 

Preparing to offer the option of a 
mini-trial to the other side of a dispute 
is not a matter only for the lawyers, 
Gould stresses. The executives involved 
in the contlkt must become actin, par
ticipants. So must officers or maOllgers 
within the corporation who are not di
rectly involved in the dispute. Once 

were tri.d in a courtroom. The verdict 
can be appealed through the regular 
coun appellate system. Parties may 
also engage in private judging without 
a referral from a COUrt of law and 
may agree beforehand whether the 
judge's verdict will be binding. 
Regulatory negotiation (reg/neg) Or 
pubUc policy dialogue is aimed at 
bringing together representatives of 
business, public interest groups and 
govemment. with the help of a neu
tral, to explore regul.tory matters. 
The dialogue is intended to identify 
areas of agreement;, to narrow areas 
of disagreement and to identify gener
al areas and specific topics for 
negotiation. 

Source: Paths to Justice: Major Pub
lic Policy Issues 0/ Dispute Resolu
tion, Report of the Ad Hoc Panel on 
Dispute Resolution and Public Policy; 
prepared by the National Institute for 
Dispute Resolution, October 1983. 

those individuals are chosen, says 
Gould, "we then talk to the other side," 
asking them if they would be interested 
in having "a situation where we would 
come in-the lawyers from XYZ Corp,
and we would present our side of the 
case to officers from our company and 
from your company, "'ith a view that 
when this process is over, you will have 
heard our side, we'll have heard your 
~ide, and people who are not involved in 
the fight or dispute on each side wm 
then go of[ nnd meet with each other 
and try to resolve it." 

'Rent-a-judge.' The mini-trial might 
take a number of forms. even going as 
far as holding a full "mock trial," com
plete with "jurors" who are members of 
the companies in dispute with each oth
er. Sometimes, Gould notes, "the two 
sides hire a retired judge to sit in the 
middle and run [the mini-trial] procedur
ally," as he or she would in a real court
room. This is sometimes referred to as 
uprivatejudging," or "rent·a-judge." 

Again, "" in other ADR techniques, 
reminds CllT's Wessel, "private judging 
is a term that has a lot of variation." 
But in essence, he says, private judging 
is a "form of arbitration," in th~t the 
mini-trial private judge "will in fact ren
der a decision for you." However, Wes
sel says, "sometimes, the private judge 
acts really as a sort of adviser, media
tort conciliator," who will say where's 
what will happen to you if ..•• " 

Allo\\ing a pril'ate judge in a mini
trial to act as an arhitr:ltor, rather than 
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a mediator, can present problems, 
warns Gould. The judge's opinion, 
whether binding or not, he says, could 
Influence the outcome o{ the negotia
tions. "Practically speaking," Gould 
adds, "when the two sides g>D off to 
make a decision on how to se~t1e. it a 
former judge says to them, 'I tbink ABC 
Corp. has a better argument than ;':YZ 
Co:-p.,' that has an impact on the way 
that case gets resoh·ed." 

Mini-trials, while a relativelY recent 
development in the ADR arsenal, are 
not the newest dispute resolution meth· 
od on the block. "What L~ new," says 
NIDR's Drake, particularly "in the 
chemical industry," is the application of 
mediation and other {arms o{ negotia
tion to public policy and environmenul 
and regulatory disputes. The ADR bu~z· 
word of choice for this phenomenon is 
"reg/neg," which st2nds for regulatnry 
negotiation or negotialed rule making. 

Reg/neg. The "heart" of the reg/neg 
approach, explains Ehrmann. is the 
bringing together, usua:ty b, ~ go\'ern· 
ment entity like the Ellvironmenroi Pro
tection Agency (EPA), of all gTOUps that 
might be interested in, or adverse to, a 

regulation or set of rules th~t the agen· 
cy has to promulgate. In lieu of imple
menting the regulation and then allow· 
ing everyone opposed to it to take the 
agency to court, says Ehrmann, the 
agenc)' will bring all sides together to 
discuss the matter beforehand. 

Such dis~ussions, Drake says, are 
"import:lnt t.o the industry, public agen· 

CMA's Zull: 'Our Interest In 
encoura~!!ng ADR is to further 
a tr'i!l'ld already under way' 

cies and the tinvironmental groups" that 
become invol'Jed. By bringing in inter
ested parties prior to promUlgation, he 
e!tplains, "you work out consensus on 
regulations." He adds that, particularly 
with "the sellsitive and controversial 
rule makings, the federal agencies In
volved are frl)quentiy sued after the 
rule is promulgated." After going to 
court over a 'regulation, he notes, it's 
much more difficult to come back to the 
negotiation table. 

The agency with the most experience 
in this area is EPA, which has estab-
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lished a separate reg/neg program, al
though ':he Occupational Health and 
Safety Administration and other agen
cies have dabbled in reg/neg, too. "I'm 
very excited about what we've been 
able to do," says Chris Kirtz, director of 
EPA's regulatory negotiation project. 

Under Kim's guidance, and with the 
help of outside, professional negotiatori 
facilitators, EPA has successfully nego
tiated two regulations. One of these is n 
rewrite of the emergency pesticide e:t
emptions under Section 18 of the Feder
al Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenti· 
cide Act (FIFRA). Those negotiations 
involved both CMA and the National Ag
ricultural Chemicals As.n. (NACA), as 
well as the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
environmental organizations and pesti
cide users. This group had four months 
in which to cogotiate all the provisions 
of the Section 18 regulations. 

Almost a record. "NACA was selected 
as a principal" in the negotiations, re
calls Earl C. Spurrier, NACA', vice-pres' 
ident of regulatory affairs, who headed 
a subcommittee within the discussions. 
It was, he says, "the first time that (all 
these graups] sat around the table In a 
harmonious relationship. We were ablo 
to disagree without being disagree
able." And at the end of the four 
months, the group had drafted a pream· 
ble and the regulations, "which," he in· 
sists, "is almost record breaking.1I 

The draft regulations already have 
been published in the Federal Register, 
and a 6Q.day comment period on the 
draft ended recently. Now, Spurrier 
says. EPA is going over "our comments 
on the comments. EPA will put it into 
the final rule-making language," which 
will then go into the Federal Register 
"as a final rule in January 1986." Usual
ly, Spurrier notes, "it takes the better 
part of two to three years" from the 
time a re:;ulation is proposed until it 
gets to this final stage. Using reg/neg, 
the whole process will have uken 17·18 
months from sUrt to finish. 

"We've saved at least sL~ months to a 
year." Spurrier boasts, partly by get
ting out of the way, up front, the com
ments that, under normal procedures, 
would be submitted after the fact. In 
that way, "we took away about 90% of 
the trash that EPA would have had to 
wallow through." he points out. Be
side3, he says, "I enjo)'ed the procedure. 
I'd do it again. and I'd recommend (reg/ 
neg] for anybody with a controversial" 
government issue to work through. 

EPA is hoping that such enthusiasm 
for its reg/neg process will have a 
"spillO\·er etfect." says ~[iJton Russell. 
a:-;slst:lm ~Hlministrator fm' policy. plan· 
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ning and evaluation. Kirtz's progrnm is 
alreadY Ceeling this within EPA itself. 
With ~o successCul reg/neg proce
dures lIin the bng/' he says, "we have. 
our own resources demanding" that 
Kim: help them with their own reg/ 
negs. tiThe first yeart he reminisct.!s, 
drumming up support "was like (the la
born of] Sisyphus." /If ow, he predicts, 
"in the next five to $l~ months, we'll 
get three more [reg/negs] under way." 

No panacea. Kim: and Russell expect 
that EPA will institutionalize this ADR 
process and turn it into a st:lndard op
tion Cor promulgat.'ng regulations. Kirtz 
points oUt that there are 201).250 regula
tions under development within the 
agency at anyone time. However, he is 
""reCul to say, "r don't want people out 
there to think that we think this is a 
panacea. We have no illusions that this 
is appropriate (or all or even most of 
our rules." Ro.ther, says Russell, ADR 
will be used in the "small percentage" 
oC rule makings that lend themselves to 
that process. But, Kirtz says, every suc
cessful reg/neg saves the agency mon
ey and time. "Our .xperience sug
gests:' he sums Ull, "that looking 
ahead, these ga;ns will be significant." 

"In my view /' says Conservation 
Foundation's Bingham, "the objective 
or' reg/neg, mini·trials, mediatiGn and 
all other ADR techniques "is consensus 
building." ADR as a method of problem 
solving and as a movement "has really 
progressed over the past 10 yearn. 
q. What's coming," she predictst is the 
incorporation of "that understanding 

The objective of mini-trials 
and all other ADR techniques 
'Is consensus building' 

intO public decislon·making institu. 
tions," such as EPA's reg/neg project. 
"I think that's the most exciting thing 
that's going to happen ill the next 10 
years.u 

That evolution will take place in sev
eraJ areas at the same time. ADR's 
champions beliew, that within a few 
yearn, concepts about how to negotiate 
complex disputes over such issues as 
Superfund appodonment; hazardous· 
waste-Cacility siting and toxic tOrt 
cases-and the tel:hniques to do so
wm become more sophistic:>ted. Negoti
atom and mediators will 11so become 

more proficient as the "profession of 
mediation graws and matures," predicts 
Bingham, noting that the membership 
of the Society DC Professionals in Dis
pute Resolution "grew 100% in the last 
year and a half." 

While mediators and techniques be
come more sophisticated, the next gen· 
eration of lawyers and business profe.
sionals will be learning about ADR from 
professorn rather than Cram experience 
after years in the field. What that will 
produce, Bingham hopes, is a "whole 
generation predisposed to dispute resl)
lution as a method of fIrSt resore." 

"When we can get to the point where 
[ADR methods] are just another set of 
tools in a field with a spectrum of possi· 
bilities," says Ehrmann, "we'll really 
have gotten where we want to be," But 
to get there, says Drake, ADR must be
come more widely accepted. "'The most 
direct way" for that to happen, says 
Ehrmann, is for executives, lawyers and 
government officials to experience suc· 
cessful ADR fo~ themselves. "But," can· 
eludes Ehrmann, "word of mouth is the 
best marketing tool." 0 

LA WilE ,L IIICH, .,th 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: PANACEA OR 
ANATHEMA? 

Harry T. Edwards"" 

The Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) movement has seen an 
extraordinary transformation in the last ten years. Little more than 
a decade ago, only a handful of scholars and attorneys perceived the 
need for alternatives to litigation. The ADR idea was seen as nothing 
more than a hobbyhorse for a few offbeat scholars. Today, with the 
rise of public 'I:omplaints about the inefficiencies and injustices of our 
traditionai Cotl,rt systems, the ADR movement has attracted a band
wagon followilng of adherents. ADR is no longer shackled with the 
reputation of a cult movement. . 

At worst, ADR is merely a highly fashionable idea, now viewed 
as worthy of llt:riouS discussions among practitioners and scholars of 
widely diversl~ backgrounds and professional interests. At best, the 
A:DR movement reflects a serious new effort to design V'vorkable and 
fail alternatives to our traditional judicial systems. There can be no 
doubt, however, that the ADR movement has drawn wide public 
attention. During the past five years, there have been literally scores 
of books, articles, conferences, bulletins, newsletters, and new course 
offerings on ADR. Mechanisms for alternative dispute resolution are 
now being established throughout the United States, wit.h well over 
one hundred and flfty minor dispute mediation centers in almost forty 
states,l and cOUlt-annexed arbitration is now actively used in both 
sta,te and federal courts. 2 These are indeed heady times for those in 
the ADR movement. There is reason for concern, however, that the 
bandwagon may be on a runaway course. 

PopUlarity and public interest are not sure signs of a quality en
deavor. This is certainly true of ADR, because the movement is ill
defined and the motives of some ADR adherents are questionable. It 
appears that some people have joined the ADR bandwagon, without 
regard for its purposes or consequences, because they see it as a fast 
(and sometimes interesting) way to make a buck. It has also been 
suggested that some of those people who promote ADR as a means 

'l< Circu!.t; Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the DisUict of Columbia Circuit. Cornell 
University. B.S., 1962; University of Michigan, J.D., 1965. The author wishes to acknowledge 
the research a:;sistance given him by Charlrs Blanchard in the preparation of this Commentary. 

t Edelman, Institutionalizing Dispute Resolution Alternatives, 9 JUST. Sys. J. 134, 136 
(1984). 

2 Sixtllen states and ten federal dist.:ict courts have authorized courl-07dered arbitcation 
programs. See Background and Status, DISPUTE RESOLUTION F., Aug. 1985, at 4. 
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to serve the poor and oppressed in society are in fact principally 
motivated by a desire to limit the work of the courts in areas affecting 
minority interests, civil rights, and civil liberties. And it is sometimes 
claimed that there are those who subscribe to the ADR movement 
because they view efficient and inexpensive dispute resolution as an 
important societal goal, without regard for the substantive results 
reached. If the ADR movement prominently reflects such thinking 
then it is unclear whether the movement is a panacea for, or is 
anathema to, the perceived problems in our traditional court systems. 

My principal concern is that, in our enthusiasm over the ADR 
idea, we may fail to think hard about what we are trying to accom
plish. It is time that we reflect on our goals and come to terms with 
both the promise and the danger of alternatives to traditional litiga
tion. 3 In this essay I will offer some views on the direction this 
reflection should take. 

1. THE PROBLEM IN PERSPECTIVE 

If alternative dispute resolution mechanisms are most significant 
as substitutes for traditional litigation, then it is important to assess 
the '5pecific problems facing our judicial system that ADR seeks to 
address. 4 Fortunately, the literature on this subject is so extensive 
that it is unnecessary here to rehash the issues or to resolve the ongoing 
debate as to whether we are truly an overly litigious society. 5 It is 
enough to note that, in recent years, the cost of litigation has sub
stantially increased and the number of cases filed in state and federal 
courts has mushroomed. For example, between 1960 and 1980 the 
number of filings per capita in federal district courts nearly doubled. 6 

Although our judicial systems recently have been adjusted to meet 

J By "alternative" dispute resolution I mean to focus on any ADR system that resolves 
disputes pursuant to methods other than traditional litigation or government regulatory action. 
Some alternatives - such as court-annexed arbitration - a~t as adjuncts to courts. Others. 
ho ..... ever. use private fora not connected in any way to government ;.nstitutions. 

4 This Commentary will focus on the caseload problems of our judicial systems. However. 
I recognize that ADR is also responding: to other problems with the legal system. See Abel. 
The Contradic.ions in Informal Justice. iii THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL JUSTICE 310 (R. Abel 
ed. 1982); Edwards. Hopes and Fears Jar Altern(!(i'Je Dispute Resolution. 21 WILLAMETI"E L. 
REv. 425 (1985). 

S See, e.g., Edwards, The Rising Workload and Perceived "Bureaucracy" oj the Federal 
Courts: A Causation-Based ,tpproach to the Search Jar Appropriate Remedies, 68 IOWA L. REv. 
871 (1983); Galanter, Reading the Landscape oj Disputes: What We Know and Don't Knotfl 
(And Think We Know) About Our Allegedly Contentious and Litigious Society, 31 UCLA L. 
REv. 4 (1983); Miller & Sarat, Grievances, Claims, and Disputes: Assessing the Adversary 
Culture, IS LAw & SOC'y REv. 5z5 (1981); Trubeck, Sarat, Felstiner, Kritzer & Grossman, The 
Costs oj Ordinary Litigation, 31 UCLA L. REv. 72 (1983). 

6 See Galanter, supra note 5, at 37. 
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this massive increase in caseload,7 it is somewhat pollyanish to view 
the addition of still more judges as an acceptable solution to our 
society's ever increasing demand for judicial resources. 

Of course, it is misleading to look at statistics on court congestion 
as conclusive evidence of the faults of judicial process because, in 
state and federal courts, about ninety percent of all cases are settled 
without adjudication. 8 Although (or maybe because) case filings are 
high, we already have an "alternative dispute resolution" system that 
emphasizes negotiation rather than adjudication. Unfortunately, our 
experiences with litigation-settlement negotiations have been far short 
of satisfactory. Recent research reveals widespread dissatisfaction 
among trial attorneys, with a "staggering" eighty-five percent agreeing 
that the ad hoc processes now employed in connection with litigation
settlement negotiations could be significantly improved. The pa1'ties 
involved complain that compromise comes too late, is too expensive, 
and is too stressful. 9 

While there is obvious room for improvement in the way we settle 
cases - perhaps by encouraging a more active judicial role in settle
ment negotiations - it is probably naive to think that this alone will 
fully solve the problems with our burgeoning car;eloads. Ma,-:' judges 
simply lack the mediation skills necessary for the successful resolution 
of cases through c0mpromise. There is, unfortunately, no obvious 
match between the characteristics that make for excellent judging and 
the skills required for successful mediation. Additionally, we cannot 
depend on private litigants to settle cases satisfactorily on their own; 
too many lawyers view the suggestion of compromise as an admission 
of weakness and therefore delay the initiation of negotiations with the 
hope that the onus of suggesting settlement will fallon opposing 
counsel. 10 Also, lawyers often become so convinced of the merits of 
their clients' positions that they may have wholly unrealistic expec
tations regarding the outcome of a case, thereby lessening the possi
bilities of successful early negotiation. For these reasons, we should 
be highly skeptical of existing trial settlement processes as we search 
for viable mechanisms for alternative dispute resolution. Parties will 

7 See id. 
S A study of cases in five federal district courts and at least one state court in each federal 

district found that less than 8% of the cases went to trial. In 22.5% of the cases, the judge 
either dismissed the case or rendered judgment on the merits summarily. The remainder were 
resolved by settlement. See Trubeck, Sarat, Felstiner, Kritzer & Grossman, supm note 5, at 
89· 

79 

9 See W. BRAZIL, SEn'LING CIVIL SUITS 1 (1985). According to Bra2il, "the process through 
which the parties eventually reach agreement often is difficult to launch, then can be awkward, 
expensive, time-consum.ing, and stressful. The route to resolution can be tortuously indirect 
and travel over it can be obstructed by emotion, posturing, and interpersonal friction.· [d. at 

44· 
10 See id. at 45. 
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continue to settle cases, but it is unlikely that the settlement proces~\ 
will improve jf we rely solely on the ad hoc negotiation processes 
currently in use. 

Given the inadequacy of traditional responses to the manifold 
problems with our court systems, it is not surprising that many com
mentators believe that we must develop new approaches for dispute 
resolution in lieu of litigation. Generally, I concur, but I think that 
there are two critical threshold inquiries that we must make before 
we leap to embrace any system of ADR. First, we should consider 
whether an ADR mechanism is being proposed to facilitate existing 
court procedures, or as an alter:'lative wholly separate from the estab
lished system. Second, we must consider whether the disputes that 
'will be resolved pursuant to an ADR system will involve significant 
public rights and duties. In other words, we must determine whether 
ADR wiIl result in an abandonment of our ~onstitutional system in 
which the "rule of law" is created and principC!lly enforced by legiti
mate branches of government and whether rights and duties will be 
delimited by those the law seeks to regulate. Perhaps the best way 
to conceptualize these critical issues is by reference to a simple matrix: 

ADR in 
Court 

ADR Outside 
Court 

Private Disputes 

Private Disputes Resolved 
by Adjuncts to Courts 

Private Disputes Resolved 
by Independent 
Mechanisms 

Public Disputes 

Public Law Issues 
Resolved by Adjuncts 
to Courts 

Public Law Issues 
Resolved by Independent 
Mechanisms 

Obviously, many disputes cannot be easily classified as solely pri
vate disputes that implicate no constitutional or public law. Many 
commentators have tried to distinguish "public" and "private" disputesi 
but, in my view, no one has been fully successful in this effort. The 
problem is that hidden in many seemingly private disputes are often 
difficult issues of public law. In this Commentary, I offer no easy 
solution to the definitional problem of public/private disputes. I do 
suggest, however, that there are a number of public law cases that 
are easily identifiable as such. These include constitutional issues, 
issues surrounding existing government regulation, and issues of great 
public concern. The latter category might include, for example, the 
development of a legal standard of strict liability in products liability 
cases. ll Although less easily identifiable than constitutional and reg
ulatory issues, such issues of great public concern can be accommo-

II See, e.g., Escola v. Coca Cola Bottling Co., 24 Cal. 2d 453, ISO P.2d 436 (1944) (Traynor, 
J., concurring). 
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dated so leng as ADR mechanisms are created as adjuncts to existing 
judicial or regulatory systems, or if these issues can be relitigated in 
court after initial resolution pursuant to ADR.12 

My purpose in creating a public/private law matrix is not to give 
court administrators a fool-proof method of assigning cases to appro
priate dispute resolution systems. 13 Instead, the matrix helps to illu
minate those aspects of ADR that should give rise to the greatest 
concern. In particular, we must focus on the quadrant of the matrix 
that would allow for the resolution of public law disputes in ADR 
systems that are totally divorced from courts. ADR mechanisms fall
ing within this quadrant, I believe, are wholly inappropriate. 

In the remainder of this Commentary I will explore the hazards 
and possibilities presented by each quadrant in the matrix, beginning 
with two quadrants that involve the use of ADR as an adjunct to our 
traditional court system. 

II. THE ROLE OF ADR WITHIN THE TRADITIONAL COURT SYSTEM 

One way to deal with the caseload problem is simply to divert 
cases from litigation by limiting the jurisdiction of the courts. There 
are two difficulties with such a "demand-side" approach. First, lim
iting the jurisdiction of courts may result in diminished rights for 
minorities and other groups, whose cases in areas like civil rights, 
prisoner suits, and equal employment are likely to be the first removed 
from the courts. Second, the jurisdiction-limiting solution fails to 
recognize the potential role of ADR within the traditional court sys
tems. If we rush to limit the substantive jurisdiction of our courts, 
we may lose our best opportunity to experiment with the promise of 
ADR. 

Implicitly recognizing these two difficulties, many ADR advocates 
have suggested the use of ADR as an adjunct to federal and state 

12 Cf, Alexander v. C ... 'U"dner·Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (1974) (holding that title VII claims 
should be heard de .love ,-" federal court even after the claims are heard ip grievance arbitration). 

13 The recent Supreme Court decision in Thomas v. Union Carbide Agric. Prods. Co., lOS 

s. Ct. 3325 (1985), is not inconsistent with my central thesis that public law should not be 
resolved by private ADR mechanisms. Thomas held that article III does not prohibit Ctlngress 
from selecting binding arbitration as the mechanism for resOlving compensation disputes among 
participants in the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act's pesticide registration 
scheme. In Thomas, arbitration was chosen by Congress pursuant to standards that it s~t. 

There was no danger that private parties would decide iss:Ies of public law. 
Thomas is also noteworthy because it employed a publidprivate distinction. It was, however, 

using the distinction as developed in article In jurisprudence. This Commentary employs the 
publidprivate distinction for an entirely different purpose. While article In is concerned about 
the exercise of judicial power by the political branches of government, my concern is that public 
law issues may be resolved by nongovernmental bodies. Nevertheless, the complexity of the 
publidprivate distinction, as exemplified by Thomas, reinforces my belief that decisions to use 
ADR should be made on a case-by-case basis. 
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court systems. ADR would not replace litigation, but instead would 
be used to make our traditional court systems work more efficiently 
and effectively. Because the vast majority of all court cases are settled 
rather than adjudicated, many commentators believe that ADR has 
an enormous potential for reducing caseloads by enhancing the effec
tiveness of settlement; at the same time, because ADR would be under 
the careful supervision of courts, there is fa.r less danger that ADR 
would become a nefarious scheme for diminishing the rights of the 
underprivileged in our society. 

There are several ways in which the enormous settlement-enhanc
ing potential of ADR can be tapped. Many lawyers insist that a 
neutral, penetrating, and analytical assessment of a case greatly en
hances the prospects of a successful negotiation by offering a realistic 
view of what could transpire if a case goes to full-blown adjudica
tlon.14 Furthermore, because too many lawyers view the suggestion 
of compromi!5e as an admission Qf weakness, mechanisms that place 
the onus of suggesting settlement negotiations on neither party have 
tremendous potential for initiating settlement at much earlier stages 
in the litigation.J.5 

Indeed, many private litigants and courts already use ADR because 
it offers such a neutral assessment and requires parties to think about 
compromise at earlier stages in the litigation. For example, several 
corporations have pioneered the resolution of large and complicated 
business disputes by mini-trials. 16 Although the result is nonbinding, 
mini-trials have been tremendously successful in settling cases quickly. 
Business litigants frequently find the opinion of a third party invalu
able in deciding how best to settle many quite complicated cases. The 
mini-trials also have the virtue of forcing corporate litigants to con
front the weaknesses in their cases. 17 Unfortunately, however, mini
trials are a r~aiistic option only for the wealthy, and the success of 
mini-trials may result from the fact tbat they are initiated by the 
parties, who thereby show their predispositio,l to settle. 

Court-annexed 2rbitration - quickly being adopted in many state 
and federal courts - may offer a "poor man's mini-trial." Many 

14 See W. BRAZIL, supra note 9, at 44-46. 
IS See id. at 45. 
16 The first use of the mini· trial was a patent infringement action brought by Telecredit 

against TRW. After three years of litigation, the two parties held a nonbinding arbitration 
before executives of both corporations and former Judge Jame:; Davis of the Court of Claims. 
Thirty minutes after the hearing, the parties settled. See Green, Recent Developments .in 
Alternative Fonns of Dispute Resolutions. 100 F.R.D. 512, 514-16 (1983). Judge Lambros has 
introduced a "summary jury trial" modeled after the mini-trial. Lambros, Tire Summary Jury 
Trial and Other Alternative Methods of Dispute Resolution, 103 F.R.D. 461 (1984). 

11 The mini-trial has been successful in settling disputes of several major corporations in
cluding Control Data Corp., Burroughs Corp., Gillette Corp., and Texaco. See Green, supra 
note 16, at 517. 
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jurisdictions have compulsory arbitration for particular classes of cases 
- primarily tort and contract disputes with potential damage awards 
below an established dollar ceiling. Critically, therefore, court-an
nexed arbitration is most often used to resolve private disputes rather 
than difficult public law issues. I8 Indeed, by diverting private dis
putes to arbitration, federal and state courts may be able to expend 
more time and energy resolving difficult public law problems. 

The experience in most state court-annexed arbitration programs 
is very encouraging. A large percentage of the disputants accept the 
arbitrated settlements and express satisfaction with the arbitration 
process. In Pittsburgh, for example, court-annexed arbitration ends 
three-quarters of all cases without appeal, and the median time to a 
hearing is three months, in marked contrast to an eighteen-month 
wait for trial. 19 In Michigan, although disputants accept the arbitra
tion award in less than half of the cases, only seven percent of all 
cases in which the arbitration award is rejected actually go to trial. 20 

Of course, in the excitement over the docket-clearing potential of 
court-annexed arbitration, we must not make the mistake of ignoring 
the quality of arbitration outcomes. The evidence on this is sparse, 
but a study of the Pittsburgh program did find that most participants 
viewed arbitration outcomes as fair. 2 1 Additionally, court-annexed 
arbitration has many of the characteristics of adjudication - most 
notably the application of rules of law by neutral decisionmakers. 

Unfortunately, the success of arbitration programs has been less 
than uniform. The seventh amendment right to a jury trial requires 
that arbitrated settlements be nonbinding, unless the parties agree 
otherwise. 22 In cases seen to be very important to the litigants -
whether for monetary reasons or otherwise - losing parties are rarely 
willing to accept the result of arbitration as long as a trial de novo 
remains available and they have so little to lose by resorting to full
blown litigation. Only if parties agree beforehand to waive their jury 
rights can arbitration be fully effective. 23 

18 Obviously, some small tort and contract disputes can often present novel and important 
public law issue,. The danger of this occurring, however, is much less than that which would 
occur if constitutional and regulatory cases were arbitrated. Furthermore, court-annexed arbi
tration ensures the parties eventual access t\l the courts, where novel public law issues can be 
resolved. 

19 See INSTITUTE FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, AN OVERVIEW OF THE FIRST FIVE PROGRAM YEARS 
36 (1983). 

20 See Shuart, Smith & Planet, Settling ':ases in Detroit: An Examination of Wayne County's 
"Mediation" Program, 8 JUST. Sys. J. 307, 31:; (1983). 

21 INSTITUTE FOR CIVIL JUSTICE, SlIfJra note 19, at 36. 
22 The nonbinding nature of court-annexed arbitration has been the key factor permitting 

fedeml court-annexed arbitration to survive seventh amendment challenge. See New Eng. 
Merchants Nat'l Bank v. Hughes, 556 F. Supp. 712, 714 (E.D. Pa. 1983); Kimbrough v. 
Holiday Inn, 478 F. Supp. 566 (E.D. Pa. 1979). 

23 Over half of all arbitrated settlements in the Maryland Health Claims Arbitration System, 
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Even with this problem of finality, court-annexed arbitration has 
increased the ease with which cases are settled. Most parties that 
reject arbitration decisions eventually settle - often earlier than they 
would have in the absence of arbitration. Even if parties do not 
accept the outcome of arbitration, the arbitrator's decision forces both 
parties to focus on a neutral third-party's realistic assessment of the 
case. 24 

As our experience with court~annexed arbitration demonstrates, 
federal and state courts are striving mightily to accommodate and 
encourage the dev.elopment of demonstrably effective dispute resolu
tion mechanisms, especially in cases involving private disputes. At 
the same time, because these alternatives allow for careful supervision 
by the judiciary, there is less danger that the poor will find no room 
on the docket. And, most importantly, under these ADR mechanisms, 
which function as adjuncts to existing court systems, there is little 
likelihood that we will see the creation or. development of public law 
by private parties. Ey focusing on that quadrant of the matrix offering 
the least concern - the resolution of mostly private disputes by ADR 
systems that act as adjuncts to courts - programs such as court
annexed arbitration may diminish the pressure on courts to reduce 
substantive rights in response to perceived or actual excessive case
loads. 

III. THE ROLE OF ADR AS AN "ALTERNATIVE" SYSTEM 

It is clear, however, that a number of ADR proponents have a far 
more ambitious vision of ADR than that set forth so far. Some, such 
ac; Jerold Auerbach, seem to favor community resolution of disputes 

for example, are refused by parties who demand '1 trial de novo. See MacAlister & Scanlan, 
Health Claims Arbitration in Maryland: The Experiment Has Failed, 14 U. BALT. L. REv. 
481, 501 (1985). Similarly, about 60% of the li.:igants studied in three federal district courts 
refused arbitrated settlements in the court-annexr.d arbitration programs adopted by those courts. 
See E. LIND & J. SHAPARD, EVALUATION OF COURT-ANNEXED ARUITRATION IN THREE FED
ERAL DISTRICT COURTS 76 (1983). 

24 A study of three federal district court programs found that, in two of the three districts 
studied, the time from filing to disposition t1ecreas~d as a result of arbitration. In most cases 
this was because arbitration encouraged earlier settlements. See E. LIND & J. SHAPARD, sUfrra 
note 23, at 76-77. 

In addition, some private groups have begun using agreemf,nts designed to prevent litigation 
altogether. IBM and Hitach:., for examp:e, have agreed, as p.J.rt of a consent decree in a major 
trade secret case, to resolve all future trade 'secrets disputes by negotiation and arbitration. See 
S. GOl-DBERG, E. GREEN & F. SANDEr., DISPUTE RESOLUT\ON 545 (1985). Although not court
annexed, this type of agreement bet-neen two private pdrties is not troubling because it is 
unlikely to implicate public law issuf5, 
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using community values instead of the rule of law. 25 Others, such as 
the Chief Justice, complain that "there is some form of mass neurosis 
that leads many people to think courts were created to solve all the 
problems of mankind," and believe that ADR must be used to curb 
the "flood" of "new kinds of conflicts" (such as "welfare . . . claims 
under the Equal Protection Clause") that have purportedly over
whelmed the judicial system. 26 In either case, these ADR advocates 
propose a truly revolutionary step - the resolution of cases through 
ADR mechanisms free from any judicial monitoring or control. 

If we can assume that it is possible to finance and administer truly 
efficient systems of dispute resolution, then there would appear to be 
no significant objections to the use of even wholly independent ADR 
mechanisms to resolve private disputes that do not implicate important 
public values. F9r instance, settling minor grievances between neigh
bors according to local mores or resolving simple contract disputes by 
commercial norms may lead to the disposition of more disputes and 
the greater satisfaction of the participants. In strictly private disputes, 
ADR mechar,' "'TIS such as arbitration often are superior to adjudica
tion. Disputes can be resolved by neutrals with substantive expertise, 
preferably chosen by the parties, and the substance of disputes can 
be examined without issue-obscuring procedural rules. 27 Tens of thou
sands of. cases are resolved this way each year by labor and commer
cial arbitration,28 and even more private disputes undoubtedly could 
be better resolved through ADR than by adjudication. 

However, if ADR is extended to resolve difficult issues of consti
tutional or public law - making use of nonlegal values to resolve 
important social issues or allowing those the law seeks to regulate to 
delimit public rights and duties - there is real reason for concern. 
An oft-forgotten virtue of adjudication is that it ensures the proper 
resolution and application of public values. In our rush to embrace 
alternatives to litigation, we must be careful not to endanger what 
law has accomplished or to destroy this important function of formal 
adjudication. As Professor Fiss notes: 

Adjudicatirm uses public resources, and employs not strangers chosen 
by the par.ties but public officials chosen by a process in which the 
public puticipates. These officials, like members of the legislative 
and executive branches, possess a power that has been defined and 

IS See J. AUERBACH, JUSTICE WITHOUT LAW? 138-47 (1983). HOWeVf!r, even Auerbach 
recognizes ;.erious limitations on the use of local values in modem society, Jee, e.g., id. at 144 
("[Allternatives prevent the use of courts for redistributive purposes in the interest of equality, 
by consigning the rights of disadvantaged citizel1s to institutions with minimal power to enforce 
or prote,:t them. "). 

26 Address by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, in Minneapolis, Minnesota 4 (Aug. 21, 1985). 
27 .S'ee S. GOLDBERG, E. GREEN & F. SANDER, supm note 24, at 189. 
28 'See Meyerowitz, The Arbilra.tion Alternative, A.B.A. J., Feb. 1985. at 78-79. 

8S 
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conferred by public law, not by privat~ agreement. Their job is not 
to maximize the ends of private parties, not simply to secure the 
peace, but to explicate and give force to the values embodied in 
authoritative texts such as the Constitution and statutes: to interpret 
those values and to bring reality in accord with them. 29 

The concern here is that ADR will replace the rule of law with 
nonlegal values. J. Anthony Lucas' masterful study of Boston during 
the busing crisis highlights the critical point that often our nation's 
most basic values - such as equal justice under the law - conflict 
with local nonlegal mores. 30 This was true in Boston during the 
school desegregation battle, and it was true in the South during the 
civil rights battles of the sixties. This conflict, however, between 
national public values reflected in rules of law and nonlegal values 
that might be embraced in alternative dispute resolution, exists in 
even more mundane public issues. 

For example, many environmental disputes are now settled by 
negotiation and mediation instead of adjudication. Indeed, as my 
colleague Judge Wald recently observed, there is little hope that Su
perfund legislation can solve our nation's toxic waste problem unless 
the vast bulk of toxic waste disputes are resolved through negotiation, 
rather than litigation.31 Yet, as necessary as environmental negotia
tion may be, it is still troubling. When Congress or a government 
agency has enacted strict environmental protection standards, nego
tiations that compromise these strict standards with weaker standards 
result in the application of values that are simply inconsistent with 
the rule of law. Furthermore, environmental mediation and negotia
tion present the danger that environmental standards will be set by 
private groups without the democratic checks of governmental insti
tutions. Professor Schoenbrod recently has written of an impressive 
environmental mediation involving the settlement of disputes concern
ing the Hudson River. According to Schoenbrod, in that case private 
parties bypassed federal and state agencies, reached an accommoda
tion on environmental issues, and then presented the settlement to 
governmental regulators. The alternative to approval of the settle
ment was continued litigation, which was already in its seventeenth 
year, with no end in sight. 32 

The resulting agreement may have been laudable in bringing an 
end to protracted litigation. But surely the mere resolution of a 

29 Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. J073, 1085 (1984) . 
• 10 See J. LUKAS, COMMON GROUND: A TuRBULENT DECADE IN THE LIVES OF THREE 

AMERICAN FAMILIES 127 (1985); Lukas, Community and Equality in Conflict, N.Y. Times, 
Sept. 8, 1985, at E5, col. 2. 

31 See Wald, Negotiatiofl 0/ Entlironmental-Disputes: A New Role/or the Courts?, 10 COLUM. 
J. ENVTL. L. I, 8 (1985). 

32 See Schoenbrod, Limits and Dangers 0/ Environmental Mediation: A Review Essay, 58 
N.Y.U. L. REv. 1453, 1466-67 (1983). 
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dispute is not proof that the public interest has been served. This is 
not to say that private settlements can never produce results that are 
consistent with the public interest; rather, it is to say that private 
settlements are troubling when we have no assurance that the legis
lative- or agency-mandated standards have been followed, and when 
we have no satisfactory explanation as to why there may have been 
a variance from the rule of law. 

In the Hudson River example, we should be concerned if private 
negotiators settled the environmental dispute without any meaningful 
input or participation from government regulators, or if the private 
parties negotiated a settlement at variance with the environment.al 
standard that had been established by government agencies. If, how
ever, government agencies promulgated the governing envIronmental 
standards pursuant to legislatively established rulemaking procedures 
(which, of course, involve public participation), and if the private 
parties negotiated a .settlement in accordance with these agency stan
dards and subject to agency approval, then the ADR process may be 
seen to h?ve worked well in conjunction with the rule of law. Indeed; 
the enviJ'Onmental negotiators may have facilitated the implementation 
of the rille of law by doing what agency regulators had been unable 
to achieve for seventeen years. 

A subtle variation on this problem of private application of public 
standards is the acceptance by many ADR advocates of the "broken
telephone" theory of dispute resolution that suggests that disputes are 
simply "failures to communicate" and will therefore yield to "repair 
service by the expert 'facilitator. '''33 This broken-telephone theory wetS 
implicitly illustrated in a speech by Rosalynn Carter describing the 
admittedly important work of the Carter Ct:nter at Emory University 
in Atlanta. The Carter Center recently conducted a seminar that 
brought together people on both sides of the tobacco controversy. 
According to Rosalynn Carter, "when those people got together, I 
won't say they hated each other, but they were enemies. But in the 
end, they were bringing up ideas about how they could work to
gether."34 

This result is praiseworthy - mutual understanding and good 
feeling among disputants obviously facilitates intelligent dispute res
olution - but there are some disputes that cannot be resolved simply 
by mutual agreement and good faith. It is a fact of political life that 
many disputes reflect sharply contrasting views about fundamental 
public values that can never be eliminated by techniques that en
courage disputants to "understand" each other. Indeed, many dispu
tants understand their opponents all too well. Those who view to-

JJ C. KltAUTHAMMER, CUTTING EDGES: MAKING SENSE OF THE EIGHTIES 4-5 (1985). 
J4 May, Ex-First Lady Tells oj Work oj Carter Center, Detroit Free Press, Sept. 13, 1985, 

at 8B. 
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bacco as an unacceptable health risk, for example, can never fully 
reconcile their differences with the tobacco industry, and we should 
not assume otherwise. One essential function of law is to reflect the 
public resolution of such irreconcilable differences; lawmakers are 
forced to choose among these differing visions of the public good. A 
potential danger of ADR is that disputants who seek only understand
ing and reconciliation may treat as irrelevant the choices made by our 
lawmakers and may, as a result, ignore public values reflected in rules 
of law. 

We must also be concerned lest ADR becomes a tool for diminish
ing the judicial development of legal rights for the disadvantaged. 
Professor Tony Amsterdam has aptly observed that ADR may result 
in the reduction of possibilities for legal redress of wrongs suffered by 
the poor and underprivileged, "in the name of increased access to 
justice and judicial efficiency. "35 Inexpensive, expeditious, and infor
mal adjudieation is not always synonymous with fair and just adju
dication. The decisionmakers may not understand the values at stake 
and parties to disputes do not always possess equal power .and re
sources. Sometimes because of this inequality and sometimes because 
of deficiencies in informal processes lacking procedural protections, 
the use of alternative mechanisms will produce nothing {nore than 
inexpensive and ill-informed decisions. And these decisions may 
merely legitimate decisions made by the existing power structure 
within society. Additionally, by diverting particular types of cases 
away from adjudication, we may stifle the development of 1aw in 
certain disfavored areas of law. Imagine, for example, the impover
ished nature of civil rights law that would have resulted had all race 
discrimination cases in the sixties and seventies been mediated rather 
than adjudicated. The wholesale diversion of cases involving the legal 
rights of the poor may result in the definition of these rights by the 
powerful in our society rather than by the application of fundamental 
societal values reflected in the rule of law. 

Family law offers one example of this concern that ADR will lead 
to "second-class justice." In the last ten years, women have belatedly 
gained many new rights, including new laws to protect battered 
women and new mechanisms to ensure the enforcement of child
support awards. There is a real danger, however, that these new 
rights will become simply a mirage if all "family law" disputes are 
blindly pushed into mediation. The issues presented ~xtend beyond 
questions of unequal bargaining power. For example, battered women 
often need the batterer ordered out of the home or arrested - goals 
fundamentally inconsistent with mediation. 36 

35 Address by P:~ofessor Anthony G. Amsterdam, Judicial Conference, D.C. Circuit (May 
21, 1984), reprinted in 105 F.R.D. 251, 291 (1985). 

36 As Carol Lefc:ourt of the National Center on Women and Family Law explains: 
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Some forms of mediation, however, would protect the public val
ues at stake. Professors Mnookin and Kornhauser suggest, for ex
ample, that divorce settlements can be be mediated successfully de
spite disparities in bargaining power by requiring court review of 
settlements that deviate from a predefined norm. 37 Additionally, some 
disputes that are not otherwise subject to court review also might be 
well suited for mediation. 38 Many cases, however, may require noth
ing less than judicial resolution. At the very least we must carefully 
evaluate the appropriateness of ADR in the resolution of particular 
disputes. 

Even with these concerns, however, there are a number of prom
ising areas in which we might employ ADR in lieu of traditional 
litigation. Once a body of law is well developed, arbitration and other 
ADR mechanisms can be structured in such a way that public rights 
and duties would not be defined and delimited by private groups. 
The recent experience of labor arbitrators in the federal sector, who 
are required to police compliance with laws, rules, and regulations, 
suggests that the interpretation and applkation of law may not lie 
outside the competence of arbitrators.39 So long as we restrict arbi
trators to the application of clearly defined rules of law, and strictly 
confine the articulation of public law to our courts, ADR can be an 
effective means of reducing mushrooming caseloads. Employment 
discrimination cases offer a promising example. Many employment 
discrimination cases are highly fact··bound and can be resolved by 
applying established principles of law.. Others, however, present novel 
questions that should be resolved by a court. If the more routine 
cases could be certified to an effective alternative dispute resolution 
system that would have the authority to make some final determina
tions, the courts could devote greater attention to novel legal ques
tions, and the overall efficiency of a.n anti-discrimination law might 
be enhanced. 4o 

The goals of mediation - communication, reru;onable discourse, and joint resolution of 
adverse interests - work against the most imml!diate relief the battered woman requires. 
The goals she seeks are protection from violence, compensation, possession of her home 
without the batterer, and security for her children. Only the judicial system has the 
power to remove the batterer from the home, to arrest when necessary, and to enforce 
the terms of any decree if a new assault occurs. The empirical data now show that the 
therapeutic model for handling battering is ineffective and that firm law enforcement 
including imprisonment is required to deter wife abuse. 

Lefcourt, Women, Mediation and Family Law, 18 CLEARINGHOUSE REv. 266, 268 (1984). 
37 See Mnookin & Kornhauser, Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce, 

88 YALE L.J. 950, 993 (1979). 
38 See R. Abel, The Contradictions in Informal Justice, in THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL 

JUSTICE 309 (R. Abel ed. 1982). 
39 See, e.g., Devine v. White, 697 F.zd 421, 4~18-39 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (suggesting that labor 

arbitrators are just as q"~lified to interpret statutes governing personnel relations as they are to 
interpret labor contracts). 

40 See Edwards, supra note 5, at 925-26, 93'J. But cf. Getman, Labor Arbitration and 
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In other areas, we could capitalize on the substantive expertise 
and standards developed by well-established ADR mechanisms. For 
example, the experience and standards developed through decades of 
labor arbitration and mediation could prove particularly useful in 
settling disputes between non unionized employees and their employers 
in cases of "unjust dismissal."41 Labor arbitrators have developed 
fine-tuned standards for just-cause terminations, which they could 
easily transfer to the nonunion workplace, thus providing similar 
protection to nonunion employees. Similarly, the expertise developed 
over the years by commercial arbitrators could be used to settle other 
business disputes, which now often require years of litigation. We 
should also encourage more private parties to accept binding arbitra
tion voluntarily. Recently, the SEC and the securities industry de
veloped a system of securities arbitration used in thousands of secu
rities law cases.42 If this system is fair to investors and to broker
dealers, perhaps we should permit investors to commit themselves by 
contract to binding arbitration. 

Additionally, the qualities of labor arbitration that make it so 
successful in the context of collective bargaining are readily transfer
able to other fields of law. The presence of a skilled neutral with 
substantive expertise, the avoidance of issue-obscuring procedural 
rules, the arbitrator's freedom to exercise common sense, the selection 
of arbitrators by the parties, and the tradition of limited judicial 
review of arbitral decisions - factors that make arbitration superior 
to litigation in labor cases - would make arbitration superior to 
litigation in other contexts as well. Although the labor context has 
the benefit of a collective bargaining agreement providing rules not 
subject to arbitrary change by one party,43 the experience with federal 
employees demonstrates that arbitration can achieve substantial ben
efits even when it is limited to the interpretation of rules imposed 
unilaterally. 44 Perhaps arbitration could prove useful in moderating 
disagreements between citizens, in resolving grievances of citizens 

Dispute Resolution, 88 YALE L.J. 916 (1979) (suggesting that labor arbitration owes its success 
to the collective bargaining relationship). 

41 There has been a movement in state courts to protect even nonunionized employees from 
unjust dismissals. See Note, Protecting Employees at Will Against Wrongful Discharge: The 
Public Policy Exception, 96 HARV. L. REv. 1931, 1931 (1983); Note, Protecting at Will Em
ployees Against Wrongful Discharge: The Duty to Terminate Only in Good Faith, 93 HARv. L. 
REv. 1816 (1980). 

42 See Kalsoris, The Arbitration oj a Public Securities Dispute, 53 FORDHAM L. REv. 279 
(1984). In Wilko v. Swan, 346 U.S. 427 (1953), the Supreme Court held arbitration agreements 
between investors and broker-dealers nonenforceable. Under SEC rule 15C2-2, such arbitration 
agreements are illegal. Hence, in order for arbitration to be effective in the securities area, 
either Congress must change the law to permit arbitration agreements or the procedures devel
oped by the ir.dustry must be attractive to securities plaintiffs . 

.jJ See Getman, supra note 40. 
44 See Edwards, supra note 5, at 932. 
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against social service agencies, and in resolving complaints of prisoners 
over conditions of confinement. 

Finally, there are some disputes in which community values -
coupled with the rule of law - may be a rich source of justice. 
Mediation of disputes between parents and schools about special ed
ucation programs for handicapped children has been very successful. 
A majority of disputes have been settled by mediation, and parents 
are generally positive about both the outcome and the process. 45 At 
issue in these mediations is the appropriate education for a child, a 
matter best resolved by parents and educators - not courts. 46 Sim
ilarly, many landlord-tenant disputes can ultimately be resolved only 
by negotiation. Most tenant "rights" are merely procedural rather than 
substantive. Yet tenants desire substantive improvement in housing 
conditions or assurances that they will not be evicted. Mediation of 
landlord-tenant disputes, therefore, can be very successful - often 
more successful than adjudication- because both parties have much 
to gain by agreement. 47 

In both of these examples, however, the option of ultimate resort 
to adjudication is essential. It is only because handicapped children 
have a statutory right to educatiori that parent-school mediation is 
successful. It is only because tenants. have procedural rights that 
landlords will bargain at all. 

ADR can thus playa vital role in constructing a judicial system 
that is both more manageable and more responsive to the needs of 
our citizens. It is essential - as the foregoing examples illustrate -
that this role of ADR be strictly limited to prevent the resolution of 
important constitutional and public law issues by ADR mechanisms 
that are independent of our courts. 48 Fortunately, few ADR programs 
have attempted to remove public law issues from the courts. Although 
this may merely reflect the relative youth of the ADR movement, it 
may also manifest an awareness of the danger of public law resolution 
in nonjudicial fora. 

IV. OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

Apart from the issues concerning the appropriate application of 
ADR mechanisms, two additional overriding considerations should 

45 See L. SINGER & E. NACE, MEDIATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION: Two STATES' EXPE

RIENCES (1985). 

46 See id. at IS. 
41 See Janes, The Role of Legal Services Programs in Establishing and Operating Mediation 

Programs for Poor People, 18 CLEARINGHOUSE. REv. 520, 521 (1984). 

48 In order to ensure that public law issues are not resolved in private fora, we must permit 
litigants who raise issues of public or constitutional law to use courts even if private ADR 
systems have already settled the dispute. Cj. Alexander v. Gardner·Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 
(1974) (holding that a title VII claimant does not waive his right to proceed in federal court by 
virtue of an adverse decision in grievance-arbitration). 
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affect the employment of ADR. One has to do with research and 
appraisal, the other with the training and expertise of those who will 
serve as neutrals in ADR systems. 

Because the ADR movement is still in the formative stage, there 
is much to learn about the feasibility of alternatives to litigation. ADR 
is, as yet, a highly speculative endeavor. We do not know whether 
ADR programs can be adequately staffed and funded over the long
term; whether private litigants will use ADR in lieu of or merely in 
addition to litigation; what effect ADR may have on our judicial 
caseload; whether we can avoid problems of "second class" justice for 
the poor; and whether we can avoid the improper resolution of public 
law questions in wholly private fora. In light of these and other 
uncertainties about ADR, we should continue to view alternative 
dispute resolution as a conditional venture, subject to further study 
and adjustment. Every new ADR system should include a formal 
program for seif-appraisal and some type of "sunset" arrangement to 
ensure that the system is evaluated after a reasonable time before 
becoming permanently establish.ed. 

In addition to continued research and appraisal, we must ensure 
the quali~y ·of the suddenly ·emerging ADR "industry." Most partici
pants in the ADR movement have joined with pure motives, but this 
is not true of everyone. Tnere are now a number of self-proclaimed 
ADR "experts," with business cards. in hand and consulting firms in 
the yellow pages, advertising an ability to solve a~y dispute. Unfor
tunately, those who seek to prey on a new idea may wreak havoc 
with our systems of justice and destroy the legitimacy of the ADR 
movement at its inception. One way to limit this problem is to train 
potential neutrals to ensure their expertise in both substantive areas 
and in dispute resolution techniques. 

There are a number of ADR proponents who appear to believe 
that a good neutral can resolve any issue without regard to substantive 
expertise. Our experience with arbitrators and mediators in collective 
bargaining proves the folly of this notion. The best neutrals are those 
who understand the field in which they work. Yet, the ADR move
ment often seeks to replace issue-oriented dispute resolution mecha
nisms with more generic mechanisms without considering the impor
tance of substantive expertise.49 

Some would respond that judges are generalists and yet we trust 
our state and federal judiciary to resolve a broad range of disputes. 
This argument, however, is deceptive because judges are specialists 
in resolving issues of law. Law aims to resolve disputes on the basis 
of rules, whereas alternative dispute resolution mechanisms turn to 
nonlegal values. so If disputes are.to be resolved by rules of law, the 

49 See Edelman, supra note I, at 138-39. 
50 I recognize that legal values may not be wholly absent from ADR mechanisms. See 

Eisenberg, Private Ordering Through Negotiation, 89 HARV. L. REv. 6u lTo'''\ 
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legal experts designated by our state and federal constitutions - that 
is, the judges - should resolve them. If nonlegal values are to resolve 
disputes, we should recognize the need for substantive expertise. 

As we reflect, above all we must remember that the overarching 
goal of alternative dispute resolution is to provide equal justice to all. 
"If . . . reform benefits only judges, then it isn't worth pursuing. If 
it holds out progress only for the legal profession, then it isn't worth 
pursuing. It is worth pursuing only if it helps to redeem the promise 
of America. 1t51 So long as this remains the paramount goal of ADR 
and we continue to focus on the essential role of public values reflected 
in law, the progress of the ADR movement in the next decade will 
surely surpass that of the last. . 

51 Higginbotham, The Priority of Human Rights in Court Refonn, 70 F.R.D. 134, 138 (1976). 
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ONE OF THE KEY fea.turu ot aller· 
natl .... e dispute resolutlon (ADR) 11 III 
adapUl.bUity. Ra.ther thnn lorch~g eY· 
ery problem Into the .omewha.t harTOW 
COruiheJ of the traditional advenary 
lIYlItem. ADR provide!. a wldu range 
ot mechanums that Allow for peateI' 
ne::db1l1t)'., These Include medla.tIon. 
mlnluJa.1. summAr)' jury trial, neutral 
fllct.Undln&, and vulo\1l. comblnatioflJ 
La.llored specifically to. the cue at 
hand. 

The benefiu of ADR', C1exlbllity are 
maximized whcn the .choolwr of UI 
a.pproa.ch takes Into account not only 
the nature of the problem bUI al,O the 
realities of the participants And their 
perhaps unspoken Interests &.nd 
objectlves.. 

Most people arc tamUlu with B.n In· 
ch~enl that gave riJe to a vIcious legal 
baUle In one case and was. ruolved 
through Amicable discussion amon, 
the parties In another, D1tferent mea.ns 
of dl$pute resolution rna)' have been 
used in each case, band ,not so mych 
on the nalUre of the Incident bYl, more 
l1~e\)'. on the nature of the })CoBle In, 
volved In the lnddent. 

ln determining which of the various 
IllternaUve methods of dispute resolu~ 
UOD 10 Use In a puUcuJar cue, Clne 
crltleal concern Is the people Involved. 
This faclor cllnnot be assessed In ad· 
vance 01 the particular conlroveny 
lind IsUkely to remain In a stale 01 flux. 
throurhout the dIspUte. Thut, while 1.1· 
tempu can be made \0 calegoru.e 
cases amenable te ADR. lhey should 

11·, ;I:llll;(H'>("'I'o mC'mlir (/ 1\"(.:'1,' 
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not be viewed u defJn\tive.. Nor ahould' 
such categorl%llUons replace a cue' 
by.cue lIllalysls that evaluatea the elr· 
cumstances and rnotlvlltlons of the 
parties - InsUtuUonal or Indlvldull.l
Involved In or related to the 
coc\roveny. 

These circumstancu and moliva· 
Uons often provide the greatest Insight 
lnto the :oa.h soug-hl and the mosl ef· 
fective approach to achIeving those reo 
suits. For that rea.:son I auggest.. as part 
ot the review to determmt the APR 
polenUal of 0. cue, that a "people anal. 
ysts .. be underta.~en along with the 
more.typlcal legal anI!! factual 
analysis, 

The data obt.alnec1 (rom this mu1tl .. 
faceted revJtw Js llltely to ll1uminate 
lhe. problem more tully, and help the 
parties usess whIch of the mecha. 
nisms lor resolving disputes is likely to 
be most effective., In the process, and 
u a ::-tsult of focusing on their own 
mcre.rtneral ,oals and lhose of the.lr 
opponents, the parUclpants rna)' even 
rethink their positions and dn'be 
more Inno\'aUve approaches to soh'lng 
the problem. 

l.D short.. the availability of wa)ls to 
relolve dl'pules olher than litigation 
pro\'ides a degree of nexJbll1t)' lha.t en· 
abies lawyers a.nd clients to expand the 
.ct:lpt of their Inquiry. Knowing thl1l 
many ways ex.!st through which ,to 
seek ntisfacUon of a client's Interests, 
the lawyer can QtpJore with the cHent 
upects of the. problem tha.t traditional 
processes may not he eqUipped to ad· 
dress.. Understanding those aspects, 
eveD more than the partlculu proce' 
dure u!ec!. may ohen be crJUcal to sat· 
!sfactory resolution 01 the dispute. 

Tlm article attempts to provide a 
Ira1:1('''''c:'. \qi}-.Jr. wtac~ th( broadcr 
('Or.~"t1r("r r,1' rlnU( J7 
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mt)rc people·orlented Inquiry cnn be 
conducted. Some ot the questions posed 
may Item obvious and already Includ. 
ed In many lawyers' repcnolre. What 
Is slg'nltlcant In thotlc instance" Is not 
the questions themsehfcs. but the 
weight {lven 10 the answers In deter· 
mining the nature allhe problem Ilnd 
how best to respond 10 It. 

It hi .. matter of learning to put the. 
leral Jssues In whatever position Is die· 
lated by the clrcumstanees. 1n some 
cues, this rnA)' mean that the leral 
IIsues are vlrt.ually irrelevant. whIle.!il 
other cases they may continue to be ot 
utmost h:nportance. And oHen. the sl,. 
nJtieaner: oC the legal con:dderaUons 
will lie somewhere· belween those two, 
extremes. An essential skill demanded 
of lawyers" the Ability to distinguish 
ameng these dillerent sitUAtions and 
respond a.ccordlngly, • . 
Framework lor Can A.na.lysls 

The questions set forth below are In
tended to eJicU Information consIdered 
Important £0 a broad understa.ndlng 01 
legal problems. The questions should 
be adaptable to And valuable In ~Imost 

A lawyer should develop 
profiles of the key players 
in the dispute. In some' 
cases, attorI)ey profiles" 
should be made as well. 

= Hlstcry 01 ir1,"olvemcnl .:'1 Ie;!! 
problems. 

This question is deslrned to develop 
,I profile 01 the organization involved. 
which will provide the framework 
wUhln Which the Individuals Involved 
are operating And An under.standlng at 
the enllty's Independent motivation,. 
expectations and needs. 

It. lor example. a. corporation or 
agency ha.s plans that will be aUected 
by resoluUQn ot the matter.1l I.s Imporr 
tant to know and under.sland the slgnlf· 
lcanee ot those plans. Such knowledge 
wUI !nere",e under.lla.ndtng 01 the prob
lem'.s scope and the range of pos.slble 
.solutions. Jl abo may explain why a 
propo.sal that make.s perfect unse on 
Its face meets with .strong re!listance 
from the other !llde. 

Obviously. 1l such Inlormatlon were 
known, most II/.W)'ers would lactor It 
In\o their decision· making. Thus, ques
Uons' should be asked at the outset to 
develOp .such taets Independent at the 
tactual development typically under· 
taken concerning the elreumstanCe3 ot 
the particular ma.tter In que.ttlon. 

What l:.t the 'tated crmfr01.'ersy! 

a Fael.s (when. where, what, how 
and w.hy). 

a Sources 01 Information. 
o Reliability of Information. 
Clldentlty of those with knowl':.dre at 

controversy •. 
Thb ls the 'starUng- point tor mO!ll 

Inqulrle!l Into le,al disputes - to flnd 
out WhAt. happened.. The dlUerence In 
this context Is that client and counsel 
must take the Urne to answer thl.s 
question from the perspecUves or the 
other partlclpant1. By forcing conlld· 
eratlon 01 the event.s trom olher sldu, 
thl.s process enables counsel and ellent 
to develop a broader view or the 
situation.. . 

every circumstance. The quesUons 
shouJd be M~wered trom the perspec
lIve.s at each party to the controversy, 
This may be done by ,olng through the Whot aN the "tated positions 0/ the 
enUre series of questions by partlel. /otlowinp! . 
pan1. or by gOitlg through every partlc!. ClPeople. with direct involvement. 
panlln rupo~e to e~ch.quest1~~,. DThose· with' declslon·maklng au. 

»?Io are tile pcrHcip!lnt.t with direct· thrI!ge ':rdC"::~~~U:~OlV:o. 
:~;O~t~r:tt!~ t::n~:!"~~:.s,::~ 'OAny other potenUa) stakeholders. 
dtei"ion.makinp authority and/or Uke the third question," the purpose 
responslbiHty! •. • 01 this one Is to enable counsel and 

D Name. ~:~ee~t ~~ ~~:e~io~~~~l:~~~~~;r ~~ 
DAge. dentand any potential weakne.s.se3 In 
o Physical ducrJptlol\. their poslUon and the potential strengths 
a OeeupaUolL ot tbe other parUe3' posltlon(.s). In the 
OJob title- and de.scrlptlon. proceu of answering this questlon.lt is 
DEconomie situation. helpful to have the client state the ca..se 
o Personality. ", though he or she were the opposing 
OPersonal (!a.mlly) history. party !.DeS. to have counsel respond as 
ORelAtionship 10 other participants:. thourh he or she were counsel for tha.t 

• OGeographle 10caUon." ' • , . part:r •• ' . 
r[f~~~[e~.istOry ot 1n~olvement in Ie- By lnelu,dJnr the jll}Jlttoru of allindi • 
• aObUraUoru to ihird partlcs."... ,;,:. viduals. e,nUUes and. p~tenUal stake· 

• OPeFee ot autonomy. • .' ~~~~I~r; ~t~e~u's~~l~D~~.I~:~~d:o:" 
- . The r~aJ ot thlJ.que:,~Jon Is to de-vel· well u on opposing sIdes that may air 

:~s ~r:::~i!!:'O~:I:h:~ot:~:::r:;~IJ • : fect 'O~}h~. matter pro~ee4a. 
lome situaUons. this may also InclUde 'Wh41 OTt 1M 1Judtrlymg,.l7l!.ert.3t!. 
the lawyer. reprelentinr the varlOU3 (real and pt:rcelvedJ. 0/ each parly 
parties. With these prOfiles It wUl be l1\volved! 
euler to develop an understanding of The purpose of this Inquiry is \0 
how the problem Is pereelved on aU JdentUy objectlvu tha.t may not be apo 
sides a.s well u how dUluent respons· parent in the stated polltlons ot the 
es, proposals and acUolU are likely to parUclpanta. For exs.mple. there may 
be recelvec1. be concerns about reputation or reco,-

Peoplc process Information ara.ln.!ll nltioD sub.umed In a cls.lm tor money 
a baekg:'ound or prior experience, The damages or a desire for retribution In 
more that is known about that pMor a. rcfusu to pay monIes owed. When 
experience. the easier It b to Anticlplu thue and other unspo~en Interest$ are 

reactions and pr~pare Accordingly. ~!~~~l:~~~!t ~~:::!!r,!~ !~:~:~: :sbol~~ 
What enllty or organi.:atlO1l, if any, tlODs Alld thoae AVenuu that may ef· 

are the participanf" employed b-y! tecUvety be precluded. 
o Na.me. The lntere:st. Anal),:shr encouraged 
o Geographic lOCAtiOn.'; here la !llmUu to that used In the "rei, 
OSlze Un pennnnel. revenues and tlnr to yes" - or principled - Ap-

other relnant aspects). proach to negoUaUons. The dltlerence 
o DescnptlQn of mana,emenl. iJ that at thiJ preliminary 'Iage It iJ 
o Govcrntnr philosophy (as stated undertuen In an eflort to g'e\ a .sense 

and In practice), ot the rt.nre 01 po.salblUtlca In term, ot 
o Future plan, and expecta.tlons. CtmJinued· on P1l9t: 18 
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lubat.ance Md procedure 10 that an ap· 
propriate course ot .. cUt"" ca.n be 
charted. lnteresll m&,. or, may Dot 
prove to be: a. buts from .whlch to pur
aue resolut10n. 

Wha.t a.re Che Icgrlt iuuu raLrcd by 
the: contTot.IeT"3I, and lOMt '" the lignl/i. 
canct: 01 the regat u$UU to re.solvfng the 
"ra.ted controv~.sy' and "atLJ/vfng vn· 
dcrJyjng interutJl 

• The UrJ" part ot thIJ question' Is ·I~lt. 
explanatory although aratn there la an 
advant&8'1I: to rolnr .through the,exer. 
cIse of atallor the blues from tach 
party's vantage point. The accond part. 
of the question II Intended to bring Into 
foew the role ot the lega.l luues In re
lolving the problem. This Is designed 
\0 avoid the tendency to ret 1051 In the 
legal nuaiu::es Md 10ILt light. of the 
overa,1I objectives. To the extent cet· 
lAtn Icc-al 'asues 2.ppear contro1l1nr. It 
may be Advinble to ta.ke the next step 
and eVAluate the likelihood of :success 
on the merlu aC than Issues, 

What pra.ctical comidCTOtUnu ~re in
'valued, and what u Uu: lignfJiconce 0/ 
the pTctet~1 C011-S'idmtUon.J to' TUO!I>
ing the "tated controueny and .atLs/yo 
ing underlying intere.Juf ' . . 

• '0 F1n;m~il,i 'cOJUlde'r&U~~.1 
o Time IlmllA\ions. ' 
o Physica.l Impediments.' " 
,0 Georraphtcu ~'ODlllra1nts. 

, The thru:st ot thl:s question b wheth· 
er there ve facton externlll to the 
meril:s. the interesu and Just about 

·ahythlngelse'substanOvi that may aI· 
.feet how parties -respond a.nd behave:. 
This would Include such thlng:s u the 

,abWty to sustAin the cost oflltlgaUon. 
"the need to resolve th'c !Jl~tter quickly 
(or :slowly) to accommodate other cap
Ital needs. the lnconvenlenee of pursu, 
Ing resoluilon In & particular 'geog-rapb' 
Icll.l seltlnr, de. Once these (actors are 
Identified. a.n ellort ahould be made to 
ASsen how the)' a.re IUeel)' to affect the 

party facilitAtors (.uch a.s medl&tlon 
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FEDERAL AGENCY USE OF "ADR": 
THE EXPERIENCE TO DATE 

by 

Charles Pou, Jr.l 

I. OVERVIEW 

We have seen a striking growth in recent years of controversies that manifest themselves 
in governmental proceedings, regulatory and other agency decisions, and court actions 
challenging administrative actions or seeking enforcement of legislative or regulatory 
requirements. Whatever the accuracy of recent statements about a general "litigation crisis," 
one cannot deny that federal agencies are involved in far more disputes than ever as parties 
(even on a per capita basis),2 and decide far more cases than the federal courts--hundreds of 
thousands annually. Many government decisions--ranging from disability applications to 
civil rights cases, from health and safety enforcement to disputes under hundreds of grant, 
loan and procurement programs--now require resource-intensive procedures that are 
expensive, cause delay, reduce the chances of consensual resolution, and disrupt planning. 
While a few agencies have begun to try ways to shape alternative means of dispute 
resolutions (ADR) to meet their needs, so far these efforts have been rather isolated, diverse 
and decidedly experimental. 

Although many of these agencies were created as a result of disaffection with formal 
court processes and are now criticized themselves as unresponsive and hamstrung by 
procedural red tape,S surprisingly little thought has gone into their use of "the gentle arts of 
persuasion." Those interested in using ADR techniques have tended to focus their attention 
more on areas such as private labor, family and consumer disputes than on governmental uses 
of ADR. 

To be sure, government agencies created to relieve courts of burdensome litigation may 
already represent a few steps away from formality. More than a decade of environmental 
mediation, and the work of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) and the 
Department of Justice's Community Relations Service (CRS), evince some agencies' special 
interest in informal alternatives. A few more agencies, several discussed elsewhere herein, 

1 The author is a staff attorney at the Administrative Conference of the United States 
responsible for its program in dispute resolution. Unless otherwise stated, the opinions 
herein are his and do not necessarily represent the views of the Conference. 

2 The number of lawsuits in which the U.S. was a party rose from 25,000 new cases in 
1970 to 64,000 in 1980. Smith, Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution: Practices alld 
Possibilities in the Federal Govemmelll, 1984 Mo. J. of Dis. Res. 9, 21. 

S The ABA's prestigious Commission on Law and the Economy described shortcomings of 
the administrative process in Federal Regulatioll: Roads to Reform (1979), as follows: 

We share the general view that many administrative procedures are too slow, 
costly and cumbersome. As a result, vital economic interests concerned with 
capital formation, plant modernization and business expansion are severely 
handicapped, and reforms necessary for the protection of workers and 
consumers are too long postponed. These delays and excessive costs have 
resulted, in considerable part, from the fact that administrative procedures, 
initially developed as a safeguard against the threat of regulatory abuse, have 
come to mimic the judicial process, with inadequate regard for the flexibility 
available under existing statutes. Improved procedures will serve all citizens, 
both as consumers and producers. 
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have begun to experiment. Several states have created central dispute resolution agencies to 
increase uses of mediation and related devices in public disputes. Still, the trend is hardly 
uniform--some experiments have been unsuccessful, available processes are not always used, 
and FMCS's efforts to tlxlrnd its work into non-labor areas have been largely abandoned for 
budgetary reasons. Cl{SI.'S where government agencies now choose to employ ADR techniques 
comprise but a small frrlction of their decisions. 

n. ISSlJ'"EB CONFR(l?>i'TlNG AGENCY USES OF ADR 

It is worth noting initially that agencies frequently are not well situated to terminate 
controversies '" iii out fuH judicial or administrative airing of all sides. Disputes involving 
the govcnlml::n~ often ale more complex, and have far greater impact and precedential value, 
thaD Ulc·"tindivi(luu\ consUltmr, employment or negligence cases. Where the meaning of civil 
rights law 01' the validity Df a complicated environmental regulatory scheme is at issue, the 
interest in satisfying all parties and avoiding lengthy, expensive ~ontroversies may be 
outweighed by a need for authoritative opinions definitivtlly explicating legal responsibilities, 
for open processes to develop social policies, and for executive flexibility. Agency officials' 
efforts to reduce formalization are complicated by a variety of factors that seldom trouble 
private parties; many are apprehensive over i.DR because of these uncertainties, as well as 
others like the following: 

(1) Finality often cannot be assured. Proposed regulations, orders, and settlements often 
are su\;jected routinely to multiple layers of intra-agency and even inter-agency review, 
public comment and judicial second-guessing, a situation that can only discourage other 
parties from negotiating with federal officers whose agreements' finality cannot always be 
assured. Means must be found to ensure that top decisionmakers are involved in, or apprised 
of, sensitive negotiations, and to streamline agency and OMB review of negotiated rules and 
orders. 

(2) Public officials may feel less able 10 assess their illterests and strike bargains in 
some cases than would individuals or corporations, since public duties are often more 
nebulous and susceptible te second-guessing by Congress or the press. TO take an extreme 
example, the Rita Lavelle case cast a long shadow on agency settlement motives. More 
mundane, but in some ways more worrisome, is the result of a recent mini trial leading to a 
settlement by the Army Corps of Engineers of a large construction dispute, where subsequent 
criticism by regional personnel spurred an investigation by the agency's inspector general. 
The inspector general's report (not publicly available) reportedly was favorable to the 
process, but such investigations, unless infrequent, would almost certainly chill all parties' 
interest in experimenting with ADR methods in place of seeking the "insulation" of a 
"regular" decision. 

(3) Public access and other procedures imposed by statutes like the Freedom of 
Information Act, Federal Advisory Committee Act, and Administrative Procedure Act create 
duties that cart inhibit an atmosphere conducive to negotiation. 

(4) Procedural restrictions are often mandated by court decision. To cite but one 
example, limits on ex parte contacts in all formal proceedings and even some informal 
tulemakings would require changes in judicial doctrine or statute for use of informal 
alternatives. 

(5) The General Accounting Of/ice has prohibited use 0/ outside arbitrators to determille 
liability of the United States, though permitting it where only the amount was subject to 
arbitration. This prohibition has been frequently criticized" and the Administrative 

4. E.g., Administrative Conference Recommendation 86-3, Ag211cies' Use 0/ Alternative 
Means 0/ Dispute Resolutioll, 1 C.F.R.§ 305.86-3; Harter, Points 011 a COlltinuum: Dispute 
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Conference has called on Congress to act in many cases to authorize arbitration of various 
claims. Representatives of Justice and GAO have also suggested that, in some instances, 
delegation of a governmental decision to a private arbitrator may raise constitutional 
questions. 

(6) Budget limits, alld procuremellt procedures imposed by the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation and the Competition in Contracting Act, affect acquisition of the services of 
private mediators and arbitrators. While this has positive aspects--including encouraging 
development of in-house expertise, enhancing inter-agency cooperation (e.g., with FMCS or 
CRS), and ensuring quality work in a field with some "experts" of dubious credentials--it 
may delay, complicate, and even prevent agency action in some instances where ADR would 
help. 

(7) The ullclear extellt of all agellcy official's authority to billd his or her successors in a 
settlement adds uncertainty. 

(8) The Attorney Gelleral's recent memorandum broadly discouraging use of special 
masters in district court cases involving the government may well have the result of 
inhibiting ADR use in many cases otherwise susceptible to mediation or similar methods. 
Some refinement of its provisions may well be advisable. 

(9) The role of judicial review of tell presents fundamental problems. A prime tenet of 
ADR is that an initial investment of time and money to resolve a dispute consensually is 
likely to avoid the cost, delay, and other troubles associated with litigation. Many agencies' 
negotiated rules and other settlements, however, wilI be subject to some judicial review--for 
example, where (1) a court must approve a settlement, (2) a party changes its mind or cannot 
control its constituents, or (3) an affected party not participating directly in the negotiations 
questions the agency's jurisdiction, alleges inadequate representation in the negotiating 
process, or otherwise challenges the legality of the settlement. Should the standard of review 
be relaxed in light of consensus? If so, how does one decide whether representation has 
been adequate and when a consensus has been reached? Can the agency record, which the 
courts use as a basis for review, be curtailed in light of the need for fast, confidential 
negotiations? To what degree should a mediator's confidentiality be protected? The 
implications of' these questions are just beginning to be worked out.6 

It should be clear that ADR techniques are hardly cure-alls and their costs can be 
substantial. StilI, they present government agencies with clear opportunities to resolve 
disputes more quickly and satisfactorily, reduce rancor in their dealings with some regulated 
parties, and stand as counterweights to a perilous trend toward procedural complexity. 

m. SURVEY OF GOVERNMENTAL USES 

A. Gelleral. Some agencies have begun to use ADR techniques in certain proceedings for 
determining a regulated party's rights or liabilities. Few patterns emerge from these isolated 
cases. Congress, unlike several state legislatures, has not established any central agency with 
the task of furthering use of ADR in government decisions. It has called for arbitration in 
several instances. Some processes are simple, like the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Resolutioll Procedures alld the Administrative Process, 1986 Reports and Recommendations of 
the Administrative Conference of the United States ---- (1987); Behre, Arbitration: A 
Permissible or Desirable Method for Resolving Disputes Involving Federal Assistance alld 
Acquisitioll Contracts?, 16 Public Con. L. J. 67, 92 (1986). 

S A recent article by Chief Judge Patricia Wald of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit (10 Colum. J. Envtl. L. 1 (1984» contains 3 perceptive 
discussion of several, as does a reply by Philip Harter (11 Colum. J. Envtl. L. Si (1986». 
The Administrative Conference has addressed some of these issues in its recommendations 
discussed briefly below. 
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Commission's and Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission's appointment of a 
"settlement judge" for many cases. Others, like the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission's three-tiered process for reparations cases, are fairly elaborate. Most ADR 
techniques have been applied prima:i1y to smaller, non-precedential di<putes, though 
minitrials and negotiated rulemaking have succeeded in several large, controversial cilse~. 
The Environmental Protection Agency is beginning to explore ways to emphasize ADR ill 
enforcement cases and in voluntary cleanups of hazardous waste dump sites. Also, the 
statute authorizing EPA to register pesticides requires the use of arbitrators from an FMCS 
roster to determine the amount of compensation to be paid by an applicant when it makes 
use of the data submitted by a prior applicant. The Grant Appeals Board at the Department 
of Health and Human Services and a few others have provided trained staff mediators to 
help resolve some disputes. The Merit Systems Protection Board, which hears federal 
employees' grievances, now offers a voluntary, simplified procedure that provides a rapid 
decision and possible mediation by presiding officials. The Department of the Navy and the 
Army Corps of Engineers have established mini trial programs, and resorted to them in 
several instances to lI .... oid protracted procurement litigation. The Department of Justice has 
begun a pilot pro;ect to use mini trials for some contract cases, though only one dispute has 
been thus haD~ied so far. 

It would be misleading to idad too much into the variety of initiatives noted here.6 

Several of them are experimental or have been used only a handful of times. Nevertheless, 
interest is growing in expanding the uses of ADR. The Department of Justice, the 
Administrative Conference, and a few additional agencies have begun exploring other 
possibilities. The National Institute for Dispute Resolution (NIDR) has begun incentive 
grants to stimulate state action. In addition, the ABA Section of Administrative Law has 
established a Committee on Dispute Resolution, and CPR a Governmental Disputes 
Committee. Their efforts should be useful in helping agencies take the next steps to 
implement these methods in the various kinds of activities they engage in. 

B. Government COIl/racts. Many procuremen.t disputes appear ripe for ADR. The time and 
cost of resolving these cases have risen dramatically in the last decade. Agencies' boards of 
contract appeals, established as relatively quick, uncomplicated alternatives to congested 
courts, are now burdened with vastly increased caseloads and formalized procedures. Cases 
once handled by parties pro se are now heavily lawyered. The boards now generally take 
two to four years, and often longer, to decide claims. 

The minitrial, of course, has been the alternative most commonly used to date in these 
cases. The Army Corps of Engineers and the Navy have each used the process to resolve 
several cases, and the Departments of Justice and Energy and NASA have also used this 
settlement tool with great success. The Corps has also used an informal, internal review 
process and held training sessions for 1Clgal personnel in problem solving and dispute 
resolution. Nonetheless, it is noteworthy that, while mini trials have invariably resulted in 
settlements, they have been used in fewer than a dozen of the hundreds of contract cases 
terminated annually in recent years. Clearly, greater efforts are needed to implement the 
minitrial (or a variar.t), or to supplement it with training or other alternatives. 

Of course, in similar private sector disputes, arbitration is often the methods of choice. 
The Administrative Conference has recognized the value of arbitration in many of these 
cases, calling on Congress to authorize executive branch officials to agree to voluntary 

6 Most of the procedures discussed herein as well as those of some additional agencies, 
are described in greater detail in Philip Harter's Points all a Contilluum: Dispute Resolutioll 
Procedures alld the Administrative Process, 1986 Reports and Recommendations of the 
Administrative Conference ---- (1987), as well as a variety of other sources. Anyone 
interested in obtaining more detailed information on these programs may contact the agency 
involved or the Office of the Chairman of the Administ,ative Conference. 
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arbitration of many of these disputes. Corps of Engineers officials have expressed interest in 
working with the Conference and others to develop a pilot program for arbitrating some 
construction claims. 

C. Employment/Community. FMCS assists parties to private labor disputes through 
mediation and conciliation, and also mediates complaints brought under the Age 
Discrimination Act. During the 1970's, FMCS also began helping resolve a variety of other 
kl'lds of cases, but most of these efforts ceased in the 1980's.7 The Federal Services Impasse 
Panel in the Federal Labor Relations Authority works to assist in negotiations between 
agencies and exclusive representatives of federal employees. The Panel has broad discretion 
to fashion appropriate procedures case-by-case, and has made considerable use of 
factfinding, arbitration, "med-arb" and written submissions. CRS has compiled a 
distinguished record mediating racial, ethic and other community disputes, as well as helping 
communities develop local mechanisms for dealing with future disputes. 

The Merit Systems Protection Board, which hears grievances of federal employees, 
sought in 1981 to meet Congress' call for alternative appeals procedures like conciliation, 
mediation, arbitration and similar methods mutually agreeable to the parties in these cases. It 
created a "Voluntary Expedited Appeals Procedure" with a quicker decision, summary 
procedures and possible mediation by an MSPB presiding officer who has received a short 
(albeit special) training course. This process has been used with some success in a few of the 
MSPB's regional offices (especially the Chicago region) and nearly ignored in several others.s 
Following an initial push in 1982 with agencies, employees groups and regional offices, about 
2% of MSPB cases were handled under the expedited system; recent data suggest that this 
rate has since fallen. 

D. Environment. The Environmental Protection Agency has been active recently in taking 
advantage of ADR, and Justice's Land and Natural Resources Division has begun to consider 
its use. Congress has relied on arbitration to resolve claims against a trust fund created 
under the "Superfund" legislation (Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act). Decisions are made by a Board of Arbitration selected by the 
Administrator of EPA in accordance with procedures used by the American Arbitration 
Association. Structured negotiation techniques have also been used in allocating liability for 
cleanups of some hazardous waste sites under Superfund, partly as a result of 
recommendations to EPA by the Administrative Conference.o EPA has recently issued draft 
guidance encouraging use of ADR in enforcement cases. This guidance, drafted by the 
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Management, includes intra-agency forms and model 
agreements and procedures for implementing available ADR devices. 

E. Consumer Protection. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission offers a civil 
complaint resolution system fOI customers of commodities brokers. This "reparations" system 
was created by Congress in 1977. An innovative three-tier process was devised by the CFTC 
in 1982 pursuant to new congressional leeway intended to reduce a sizeable backlog and 

7 Barrett, The FMCS Contributioll to NOlllabor Dispute Resolutioll, Monthly Labor Rev 31 
(Aug. 1985). 

8 The early experimental program was evaluated, in general favorably, in Adams and 
Figueroa, Expediting Settlement of Employee Grievances in the Federal Sector, Report to the 
Administrative Conference (1985), which found that the process expedited decisions, was 
satisfactory to most parties, and enhanced settlement chances. 

9 Recommendation 84-4, Negotiated Cleanup of Hazardous Waste Sites Under CERCLA, 
I C.F.R. § 305.84-4. 
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encourage informality.l0 The new rules created three available adjudicatory routes: (l) a 
voluntary procedure, (2) a summary procedure for claims less than $10,000, and (3) a formal 
procedure. The voluntary route, which can be used where all parties agree, is the simpltJst 
and most experimental. No findings of fact or law are expected, and there is no right to 
intra-agency or judicial review. The summary, small claim procedure envisions a paper 
hearing based on submissions in the form of verified statements, or occasionally a telephone 
or oral hearing with opportunity for cross-examination. Both voluntary and summary 
proceedings are conducted by CFTC employees known as "Judgment Officers." The formal 
procedure generally envisions a trial-type proceeding conducted by an ALJ. who may be 
aided by a "Proceeding Officer" to handle discovery and other matters. The rules. which 
contain several other innovations intended to contribute to an expeditious resolution. have 
apparently been only partly successful. In recent years. the CFTC's reparations caseload has 
actually been falling, due largely to statutory changes o:educing jurisdiction and the rapid 
growth of the National Futures Association's new arbitration program. 

A few agencies have sought to promote the use of private sector resolution of consumer 
complaints. A controversial Federal Trade Commission consent decree with General Motors 
Corporation, for example, is responsible for a nationwide system of private mediation and (if 
necessary) Better Business Bureau arbitration of auto warranty complaints. The Securities 
and Exchange Commission, of course, oversees a stock exchange program involving consumer 
grievances, and is encouraging implementation of a uniform arbitration code for disciplinary 
cases and disputes between dealers and customers. 

F. Grants. ADR methods like negotiation may be particularly useful in devel ,ping and 
enforcing many rules and conditions for administering programs affecting state and urban 
interests, including any federal grant and assistance programs surviving into future budgets. 
States, with their unique position in the federal system, should certainly benefit from 
processes that emphasize participatory decisionmaking by directly affected interests. 
Agencies so far seem not to have tested this technique formally in grant or similar cases, 
though negotiations of various sorts have occasionally been employed in these programs, as in 
development of federal-state agreements concerning the administration of the Supplemental 
Security Income program. Several recent "regulatory reform" bills--none passed--would have 
relaxed FACA restrictions to reduce obstacles to face-to-face negotiation by agencies with 
state and local governments and their representatives. 

To date, perhaps the most widely noted effort in this area has been that of the 
Departmental Grant Appeals Board at the Department of Health and Human Services to offer 
mediation services to disputants and to train its own personnel in these skills. While this 
mediation alternative has not been widely sought by parties before the Board, Board 
members believe that these skills (in conjunction with related processing tools) have helped 
them reduce a large backlog and decide almost all cases--many involving regulatory and 
accounting questions affecting millions of dollars--in six to nine months.ll 

G. Negotiated Rulemaking. Mediation and negotiation methods are beginning to be used, 
and would appear to offer considerable possibilities, in one of the most fundamental 
administrative activities--agency procedures for adopting rules to implement regulatory 
programs established by Congress. While the thirteen-year effort of the Food & Drug 
Administration to set a standard for the amount of peanuts in peanut butter is admittedly an 
extreme case, environmental, occupational safety, health care, and a variety of other 

10 Marianne Smythe takes a closer look at The Reparations Program of the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission in a draft report to the Administrative Conference, January 
1987. 

11 CappalIi, Model for Case Management: The Grallt Appeals Board, 1986 ACUS --
(1987). 
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proceedings may go on for years and are routinely challenged in court. Today's rulemaking 
process often encourages parties to dig in and take extreme positions, and provides little 
chance for accommodating conflicting interests.12 

To cut through this red tape, the Administrative Conference has recommended an 
alternative procedure.known as "negotiated rulemaking." Under this process, agencies, aided 
by a "convenor" to organize negotiations, identify and bring together representatives of 
affected interests to negotiate, pursuant to specified safeguards, the text of proposed rules 
which are then published for public comment. Negotiated rulemaking is premised on the 
notion that providing opportunities and incentives to resolve regulatory issues through 
negotiation will yield a simpler, quicker process, lead to less litigation, and produce rules that 
are more acceptable to the persons they affect.1S 

The Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, and the Federal Aviation Administration have used it, with several others 
(including the Department of the Interior, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Federal 
Trade Commission) now starting to experiment with the procedure. FAA and EPA report 
great success with negotiated rulemaking. FAA's recently completed proceeding on flight 
and rest time requirements for airline pilots followed three contentious, and unfruitful, 
attempts over a ten-year period to revise a longstanding rule that had become outmoded. 
EPA has established a Regulatory Negotiation Project and is using the process extensively. 
Their successful use in areas involving the environme'lt and the workplace, where 
controversy has prevailed, suggests that similar mediation efforts would work elsewhere. 
Several state agencies, including some from Alaska, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and 
Wisconsin, are exploring ways to use these procedures. 

H. Tort Claims. The current Administration, the Department of Justice and the 
Administrative Conference have all called for greater use of ADR in tOrt claims.14 The 
Conference, though not recommending any radical restructuring of the claims process under 
the Federal Tort Claims Act, has called for a number of changes in agency practices to 
reduce the incidence of "inappropriately adversarial responses to technical deficiencies, 
restrictive policies on information disclosure in connection with the pending claim, and less 
than fully fair and objective approaches to determining the merits and monetary value of a 

12 Typically, an agency itself will draft a proposed rule and circulate it for public 
comment; it must take these comments into account before publishing a final rule, and 
failure to do so can lead to reversal in court. This process represented a major step forward 
when codified in the Administrative Procedure Act in 1946, but subsequent judicial 
decisions, piecemeal congressional tinkering with additional procedures, and the near 
certainty that any major rule will end up in litigation have rendered it considerably more 
cumbersome and time-consuming than originally contemplated. Closer looks at these 
processes can be found in the Administrative Conference's Guide to Federal Agency 
Rulemaking (1983) and its Federal Administrative Procedure Sourcebook (1985). 

is The procedures for negotiated ruiemaking, as set forth in Conference 
Recommendations 82-4 and 85-5 (1 C.F.R. § 305), are based largely on a report to the 
Conference by Philip Harter, Negotiating Regulations: A Cure for Malaise (71 Georgetown 
L.J. 1 (1982», and a subsequent papar by Henry Perritt assessing the first few agency 
experiments with the process. The Conference has encouraged and assisted subsequent 
agency efforts to negotiate rules, organized informal interagency exchanges and hopes to 
publish a sourcebook for negotiated rule making that will compile background information, 
suggested procedures, and workable solutions to problems that agencies have encountered to 
date. 

14 An Administration task force, in its Report of the Tort Policy Working Group all the 
Causes, Extelll and Policy Implicatiolls of the Currellt Crisis ill Illsurance Availability alld 
Affordability (Feb. 1986) strongly supported ADR. The group, chaired by Richard Willard, 
Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division, endorsed experimentation with ADR as a 
means to encourage early settlement of tort claims, and called for greater receptivity to 
proposals to use ADR as a way to resolve tort cases. 
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claim."lS Claimants under the FTCA, which authorizes federal agencies to compensate 
persons injured by government actions in a variety of circumstances, are required to present 
claims to the responsible agency as a prerequisite for suit and give the agency a minimum of 
six months in which to settle them. Agencies exercise considerable settlement authority, 
subject to approval by Justice when the amount exceeds $25,000. 

The Conference has recommended several (,hanges in the FTCA to facilitate settlements; 
it has also called for Justice, among other tr.ings, not to "exerdse its statutory approval 
authority over large administrative settiemer.!s in a manner lli<lt would tend to discourage 
claims officers from making serious efforts to reach a fair and objective settlement with a 
deserving claimant." The Department's Civ~l Division, responsible for these matters, has so 
far declined to endorse most of the Conference's recommendations on grounds that they do 
not adequately take into account the true adversarial nature of the tort claim process. While 
a few agencies currently follow these recommended procedures--as by training claims 
personnel to provide complete information or use nonadversarial methods--much remains to 
be done to reduce doubts as to the fairness of a few agencies' claims handling processes. 

I. State governments. With little fanfare, several states have been considerably more 
imaginative than the federal government in carrying out experiments with these dispute 
resolution methods. Their efforts are too numerous and diverse (and in many cases obscure) 
to discuss in detail here. Of course, public labor mediation or arbitration is more common at 
the state level, as are a variety of other uses fot mediation and other ADR skills in particular 
states. These include following negotiated invl}stment strategies to fix budgetary priorities, 
negotiating disputes over siting of industrial, hazardous waste or other facilities, and 
arbitrating some consumer and other claims. In at least five states, central dispute resolution 
agencies have been established, in part due to incentive grants by NIDR. The agencies are in 
Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey and Wisconsin. IS Their bureaucratic 
placement, missions and accomplishments vary considerably but they may generally be said to 
do one or more of the following jobs: 

(1) Building agency and public awareness of dispute resolution options. 

(2) Mediating disputes, or setting up mediation and negotiation programs. 

(3) Screening controversies for ADR susceptibility. 

(4) Consulting with interested state agencies. 

(5) Initiating policy dialogues on selected public disputes. 

(6) Suggesting legislation, and compiling rosters. 

Several other state legislatures are considering bills that would establish similar offices 
elsewhere.17 

15 Recommendation 84-7, Administrative Settlement of Tort and Other Monetary Claims 
Against the Govemment, I C.F.R. § 305.84-7 . 

16 HI - Program on Alternative Dispute Resolution, Office of Administration, Director of 
the Courts. MA - Massachusetts Mediation Service, Executive Office for Administration and 
Finance. MN - Office of Dispute Resolution, Minnesota State Planning Agency. NJ
Center for Public Dispute Resolution, Public Advo(:ate's Division of Citizen Complaints and 
Dispute Settlement. WI - Screening panel, chaired by secretary of Labor, Industry and 
Human Relations. 

11 Some interesting aspects of the five state offices' limited experience to date are 
discussed in Susskind, NIDR's State Of/ice 0/ Mediation Experiment, Negotiation Journal 
323 (Oct. 1986). 
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IV. THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE AND AGENCY DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

The Administrative Conference believes that the costs, delay and inefficiency that 
characterize much federal agency activity today should be treated as important public policy 
concerns in their own right and not merely as procedural afterthoughts to consideration of 
substantive regulatory issues. Therefore, the Conference has begun a program that has 
developed into the first focused look, under either public or private auspices, at the potential 
for use of consensual dispute resolution by administrative agencies. 

The Administrative Conference is an independent agency of the federal government that 
seeks to encourage procedural innovation at both the legislative and agency levels. Chaired 
by a presidential appointee, the 101 members of the Conference include high-level 
representatives of most federal agencies as well as a substantial number of persons from 
outside the government who are scholars, members of the bar, or others having significant 
experience with respect to administrative procedure. Research is conducted by staff and 
consultants, with working committees of the Conference having responsibility for formulating 
recommendations based on research reports, information submitted by agencies and other 
sources, and experience and judgment of the members. The Chairman and his staff are 
continually engaged in efforts to aid agencies in improving their procedures by helping 
implement the recommendations of the Conference, by exchange of information, and by 
acting as a source of advice on good procedure.18 

The Conference's recent efforts have sought to combine (1) a broad approach that might 
be called consciousness-raising among agencies about ADR with (2) more focused work to 
help individual agencies find practical ways to apply ADR approaches to specific regulatory 
problems. This begins with commissioned reports to serve as background for advice to 
agency decisionmakers. The staff and members of the Conference follow up by working 
directly with agency personnel, expert consultants and others who have key roles in 
regulatory programs. The Conference has tried to take advantage of its unique structure, 
which brings together key federal agency personnel with private citizens who are 
knowledgeable about the administrative process, to persuade agency officials to experiment 
with and adopt the procedural innovations encompassed in its recommendations. 

Before undertaking its current ADR program, the Conference had already completed 
research leading to recommendations that advocated negotiating substantive rules and 
Superfund cleanups, making agency handling of tort claims less adversarial, and mediating 
grant disputes.19 In its most successful previous ADR-related effort, the development of 
negotiated rule making as an important tool for federal agencies, the Conference's pioneering 

18 The statutory mission of the Administrative Conference is (1) to study all aspects of 
federal agencies' procedures; (2) to identify and analyze the causes of administrative 
inefficiency, delay and unfairness; and (3) to recommend to Congress or to the executive and 
independent agencies specific means of Improving the qualify of administrative justice. 5 
U.S.C. §§ 571-76. 

19 See Recommendations 82-4 and 85-5, Procedures for Negotiating Proposed 
Regulations, 1 C.F.R. § 305.82-4 and .85-5 (1986); 84-4, Negotiated Cleanup of Hazardous 
Waste Sites Under CERCLA, I C.F.R. § 305.84-4; 84-7, Administrative Settlemem of Tort 
and Other Monetary Claims Against the Govemmellt, I C.F.R. § 305.84-7; and 82-2, Resolving 
Disputes Under Federal Grant Programs, I C.F.R. § 305.82-2. They were based in part on 
the following consultant reports: Philip Harter, Negotiating Regulations: A Cure for 
Malaise; Henry Perritt, Analysis of Four Negotiated Rulemaking Efforts, 75 Georgetown L.J. 
(1986), 1985 ACUS 637; Frederick Anderson, Negotiation and Informal Action; The Case of 
Superfund, 1985 Duke L.J. 261, 1984 ACUS 263; Philip Harter, Points 011 A Continuum: 
Dispute Resolution Procedures and the Administrative Process; George Bermann, 
Administrative Handling of MOlletary Claims: Tort Claims at the Agency Level, 35 Case 
Western L. Rev. 509 (1985), 1984 ACUS 639; Ann Steinberg, Federal Grallt Dispute 
Resolution, 1982 ACUS 137, published in Mezines, Stein and Gruff, Administrative Law 
(1983). 
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research and innovative recommendations, beginning in 1980, provided a major impetus for 
experimentation. 

The first product of the recent program was Conference Recommendation 86-3, based 
largely on consultant Philip Harter's survey of dispute resolution procedures and the 
administrative process. The 1986 recommendation calls, among other things, for legislation 
authorizing voluntary arbitration of many agency disputes, and advises agencies on ways to 
take greater advantage of mediation, minitrials, settlement judges, organizational streamlining 
and other means now that their disposal--but not widely used in the federal government--to 
encourage settlement of many proceedings. It also describes situations where ADR is, or is 
not, likely to be useful. 

In December 1986, the Conference adopted Recommendation 86-8, giving advice to 
agencies on procedures for obtaining the services of ADR "neutrals." This recommendation, 
resulting from a pro bono project by George Ruttinger of the law firm of Crowell & Moring, 
seeks to help agencies broaden the supply of qualified mediators and other neutrals, inside 
and outside the government, to provide services for federal agencies' use of ADR. It advises 
agencies on practical steps; addresses the qualifications that should and should not be 
required; encourages agencies to take advantage of opportunities to train and employ federal 
personnel as neutrals in resolving disputes; and recommends establishment of rosters of 
potential neutrals on which agencies could draw. It also addresses issues involved in 
government agencies' contracting for the services of private parties to serve as neutrals in 
mediations, negotiated rule makings, minitrials and arbitration. A related Conference 
recommendation on case management as a tool for improving agency adjudication give advice 
to presiding officers and managers on using time guidelines and management systems to deal 
with slow cases, taking steps to define key issues early on, reducing parties' opportunity for 
procedural maneuvering, and using a variety of other methods to limit issues in contention 
and resolve disputes more expeditiously.20 

Considerable implementation and related research efforts were initiated in late 1986. 
The Conference has started several additional projects, both general and agency-specific, 
including work with the boards of contract appeals and others on using minitrials in contract 
disputes, with EPA's enforcement staff on its new ADR guidance, and on legislation to 
create a pilot program for arbitrating some contract disputes. Studies now in progress 
include Professor Harold Bruff's exploration of constitutional and other legal issues 
potentially affecting government agencies' use of arbitration; Eldon CroweU's review of 
agencies' experiences with minitrials; and Professor Marianne Smythe's stu .. :;y of the 
innovative three-tiered system that the Commodity Futures Trading Commission uses to 
decide consumer complaints against brokers. Several agencies have contacted the Conference 
to begin exploring possible ADR uses in their programs. The Conference hopes to help 
several agencies develop rosters of potential "neutrals" for various kinds of proceedings, and 
to propose amendments to, or deviations from, the Federal Acquisition Regulation that will 
simplify agency processes for acquiring the services of ADR neutrals from outside the 
government. The Conference also hopes to begin new studies on the experiences of states 
that have established central dispute resolution agencies; the use of settlement judges by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission; and issues presented by greater use of ADR in 
environmental enforcement cases. 

The Conference has also begun to take advantage of its position in the government by 
sponsoring a colloquium bringing together key agency officials, members of Congress and the 
judiciary, and experts from outside the government to discuss the potential for alternatives to 
some traditional agency decisionmaking processes. 

20 Cappalli, Model for Case Mallagement: The Grant Appeals Board, 1986 ACUS --
(1987); Pou & Jones, Agency Time Limits as a Tool for Reducing Regulatory Delay, Report 
to the Administrative Conference (Sept. 1983). 
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V. STEPS TO INCREASE AGENCIES' ADR USE 

Opportunities clearly exist to use ADR techniques to greater advantage, as in many tort 
claims and grant disputes, and in programs for enforcing civil penalties. In these and many 
other situations, imaginative resort to ADR methods is indicated. Agencies, the groups that 
deal with them, specialists in dispute resolution, and the academic community should work to 
explore the potential of these alternatives. For example: 

(1) Statutory drafters should selectively encourage agency uses of ADR, including 
arbitration, and in any event should not routinely preclude them by specifying detailed 
procedures. Only a few statutes have actively encouraged ADR usage, such as the Civil 
Service Reform Act of 1978. Much more often they stand as a roadblock to reform. 

(2) In some areas, Congress should relax statutory requirements, like the blanket 
limitation on agency use of arbitration that GAO has found. 

(3) The effectiveness of expanded reliance on negotiation will depend in large part on 
the degree of support or opposition from Congress. Congressional oversight and other 
relevant committees should support and encourage these efforts, recognizing that negotiated 
solutions invariably involve compromises. 

(4) Agencies should (a) seek out ADR opportunities; (b) do far more to obtain training 
for many decisionmakers and lawyers in negotiation and mediation skills, so that they can be 
alert to productive opportunities to use alternatives; and (c) solicit views of regulated persons 
on useful ideas for cutting red tape. 

(5) Courts interpreting statutes with procedural requirements should be flexible with 
agencies' ADR initiatives. Many statutes are purposely vague, their drafters having agreed to 
have the executive agency fill in the contours. In such cases, agency authority to forgo trial
type processes should be recognized as long as constitutional rights are protected. 

(6) Federal agencies and observers should seek to examine ADR experiences at the state 
level for lessons and examples. 

(7) Experts in disputes resolution should work with administrative agencies, state and 
local governments, and others to identify particular decisions where informal alternatives 
merit a try, and work informally with interested agencies in putting alternatives into place. 

(8) State and local governments, regulated parties, public interest groups, and others 
affected by agency actions should recognize that their interests are not always furthered by 
routine resort to adversary processes. They should cooperate with federal efforts to develop 
simplified procedures, encourage experimentation, and even exert pressure on agencies. For 
instance, since the APA permits anyone to petition an agency to commence a rulemaking 
l)roceeding, it may be argued that the petitioner can request the agency to commence a 
negotiated rulemaking. The petition process was largely responsible for the start of one 
successful EPA "reg neg" proceeding. Persons dealing with the government should use such 
tools imaginatively, even if only on the chance that a few agencies will occasionally prove 
receptive and benefit from the experience. They, and ultimately all, should benefit from a 
process whereby federal agency decisions are shaped by their participation and not imposed 
unilaterally. 
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Federal agencies now decide hundreds of thousands of cases annually-far more than do 
federal courts. The formality, costs and delays incurred in administrative proceedings have 
steadily increased, and in some cases now approach those of courts. Many agencies act 
pursuant to procedures that waste litigants' time and society's resources and whose formality 
can reduce the chances for consensual resolution. The recent trend toward elaborate 
procedures has in many cases imposed safeguards whose transaction costs, to agencies and the 
public in general, can substantially outweigh their benefits. 

A comprehensive solution to reducing these burdens is to identify instances where 
simplification is appropriate. This will require a careful review of individual agency 
programs and the disputes they involve. A more immediate step is for agencies to adopt 
alternative means of dispute resolution, typically referred to as "ADR," or to encourage 
regulated parties to develop their own mechanisms to resolve disputes that would otherwise 
be handled by agencies themselves. ADR methods have been employed with success in the 
private sector fOr many years, and when used in appropriate circumstances, have yielded 
decisions that are faster, cheaper, more accurate or otherwise more acceptable, and less 
contentious. These processes include voluntary arbitration, mandatory arbitration, 
factfinding, mini trials, mediation, facilitating, convening and negotiation. (A brief lexicon 
defining these terms is included in the Appendix to this recommendation.) The same forces 
that make ADR methods attractive to private disputants can render them useful in cases 
which a federal agency decides, or to which the government is a party. For these methods to 
be effective, however, some aspects of current administrative procedure may require 
modification. 

It is premature to prescribe detailed procedures for a myriad of government activities 
since the best procedure for a program, or even an individual dispute, must grow out of its 
own needs. These recommendations therefore seek to promote increased, and thoughtful, use 
of ADR methods. They are but a first step, and ideally should be supplemented with further 
empirical research, consultation with experts and interested parties, and more specific 
Conference proposals. 

Recommendation 

A. General 

I. Administrative agencies, where not inconsistent with statutory authority, should adopt 
the alternative methods discussed in this recommendation for resolving a broad range of 
issues. These include many matters that arise as a part of formal or informal adjudication, in 
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rulemaking,l in issuing or revoking permits, and in settling disputes, including litigation 
brought by or against the government. Until more el'perience has been developed with 
respect to their use in the administrative process, the procedures should generally be offered 
as a voluntal'Y, alternative means to resolve the controversy. 

2. Congress and the courts should not inhibit agency uses of the ADR techniques 
mentioned herein by requiring formality where it is inappropriate. 

B. Voluntary Arbitration 

3. Congress should act to permit executive branch officials to agree to binding 
arbitration to resolve controversies. This legislation should authorize any executive official 
who has authority to settle controversies on behalf of the government to agree to arbitration, 
either prior to the time a dispute may arise or after a controversy has matured, subject to 
whatever may be the statutory authority of the Comptroller Geneml to determine whether 
payment of public funds is warranted by applicable law and available appropriations. 

4. Congress should authorize agencies to adopt arbitration procedures to resolve matters 
that would otherwise be decided by the agency pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act 
(" APA") or other formal procedures. These procedures should provide that-

(a) All parties to the dispute must knowingly consent to use the arbitration procedures, 
either before or after a dispute has arisen. 

(b) The parties have some role in the selection of arbitrators, whether by actual 
selection, by ranking those on a list of qualified arbitrators, or by striking individuals from 
such a list. 

(c) Arbitrators need not be permanent government employees, but may be individuals 
retained by the parties or the government for the purpose of arbitrating the matter. 

(d) Agency review of the arbitral award be pursuant to the standards for vacating 
awards under the U.S. Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 10, unless the award does not become an 
agency order or the agency does not have any right of review. 

(e) The award include a brief, informal discussion of its factual and legal basis, but 
neither formal findings of fact nor conc1usions of law. 

(f) Any judicial review be pursuant to the limited scope-of-review provisions of the 
U.S. Arbitration Act, rather than the broader standards of the APA. 

(g) The arbitral award be enforced pursuant to the U.S. Arbitration Act, but is without 
precedential effect for any purpose. 

S. Factors bearing on agency use of arbitration are: 

(a) Arbitration is likely to be appropriate where-

(I) The benefits that are likely to be gained from such a proceeding outweigh the 
probable delay or costs required by a full trial-type hearing. 

(2) The norms which will be used to resolve the issues raised have already been 
established by statute, precedent or rule, or the parties explicitly desire the arbitrator 
to make a decision based on some general standard, such as "justice under the 
circumstances," without regard to a prevailing norm. 

lSee ACUS Recommendations 82-4 and 85-5, "Procedures for Negotiating Proposed 
Regulations," I CFR §§ 305.82-4 and 85~S. 
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(3) Having a decisionmaker with l(lchnical expertise would facilitate the 

resolution of the matter. 

(4) The parties desire privacy, and agency fI';cords subject to disclosure under the 
Freedom of Information Act are not involved. 

(b) Arbitration is likely to be inappropriate where-

(I) A definitive or authoritative resolution of the matter is required or desired 
for its precedential value. 

(2) Maintaining established norms or policies is of special importance, 

(3) The case significantly affects persons who are not parties to the proceeding. 

(4) A full public record of the proceeding is important. 

(5) The case involves significant decisions as to government policy. 

6. Agency officials, and particularly regional or other officials directly responsible for 
implementing an arbitration or other ADR procedure, should make persistent efforts to 
increase potential parties' awareness and understanding of these procedures. 

C. Mandatory Arbitration 

7. Arbitration is not in all instances an adequate substitute for a trial-tYlJe hearing 
pursuant to the APA or for civil litigation. Hence, Congress should consider mandatory 
arbitration only where the advantages of such a proceeding are clearly outweighed by the 
need to (a) save the time Of transaction costs involved or (b) have a technical expert resolve 
the issues. 

8. Mandatory arbitration is likely to be appropriate only where the matters to be 
re~olved-

(a) Are not intended to have precedential effect other than the resolution of the specific 
dispute, except that the awards may be published or indexed as informal guidance; 

(b) May be resolved through reference to an ascertainable norm such as statute, rule 01 

custom;2 

(c) Involve disputes between private parties; and 

(d) Do not involve the establishment or implementation of major new policies or 
precedents. 

9. Where Congress mandates arbitration as the exclusive means to resolve a dispute. it 
should provide the same procedures as in Paragraph 4. above. 

D. Settlement Techniques 

10. In many situations. agencies already have the authority to use techniques to achieve 
dispute settlements. Agencies should use this authority by routinely taking advantage of 
opportunities to: 

(a) Explicitly provide for the use of mediation. 

2For example, the Federal Insecticide. Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. § 136 el 
seq., provides for mandatory arbitration with respect to the amount of compensation one 
company must pay another and yet provides no guidance with respect to the criteria to be 
used to make these decisions. The program has engendered considerable controversy and 
litigation. 
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(b) Provide for the use of a settlement judge or other neutral agency official to aid the 

parties in reaching agreement.s These persons might, for instance, advise the parties as to 
the likely outcome should they fail to reach settlement. 

(c) Implement agreement5 among the parties in interest, provided that some means Kave 
been employed to identify other interested persons and afford them an opportunity to 
participate. 

(d) Provide for the use of minitrials. 

(e) Develop criteria that will help guide the negotiation of settlements.~ 

11. Agencies should apply the criteria developed in ACUS Recommendations 82-4 and 
85-5, pertaining to negotiated rulemaking,6 in deciding when it may be appropriate to 
negotiate, mediate or use similar ADR techniques to resolve any contested issue involving an 
agency. Settlement procedures may not be appropriate for decisions on some matters 
involving major public policy issues or having an .impact on persons who are not parties, 
unless notice and comment procedures are used. 

12. Factors bearing on agency use of minitrials as a settlement technique are: 

(a) Minitrials are likely to be appropriate where-

(I) The dispute is at a stage where substantial additional litigation costs, such as 
for discovery, are anticipated. 

(2) The matter is worth an amount sufficient to justify the senior executive time 
required to complete the process. 

(3) The issues involved include highly technical mixed questions of law and fact. 

(4) The matter involves materials that the government or other parties believe 
should not be revealed. 

(b) Minitrials are likely to be inappropriate where

(1) Witness credibility is of critical importance. 

(2) The issues may be resolved largely through reference to an ascertainable 
norm. 

(3) Major questions of public policy are involved. 

13. Proposed agency settlements are frequently subjected to multiple layers of intra
agency or other review and therefore may subsequently be revised. This uncertainty may 
discourage other parties from negotiating with federal officials. To encourage settlement 
negotiations, agencies should provide means by which all appropriate agency decisionmakers 
are involved in, or regularly apprised of, the course of major negotiations; agencies should 
also endeavor to streamline intra-agency review of settlements. These efforts should serve to 
ensure that the concerns of interested segments of the agency are reflected as early as 
possible in settlement negotiations, and to reduce the likelihood that tentative settlements 
will be upset. 

14. In cases where agencies must balance competing public policy interests, they should 
adopt techniques to enable officials to assess, in as objective a fashion as possible, the merits 

3See, e.g., the procedure used by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. 
~See ACUS Recommendation 79-3, "Agency Assessment and Mitigation of Civil Money 

Penalties," 1 CFR § 305.79-3. 
6See a/so, ACUS Recommendation 84-4, "Negotiated Cleanup of Hazardous Waste Sites 

Under CERCLA," 1 CFR § 305.84-4. 
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of a proposed settlement. These efforts might include establishing a smaIl review panel of 
senior officials or neutral advisors, using a minitrial, publishing the proposed settlement in 
the Federal Register for comment, securing tentative approval of the settlement by the 
agency head or other senior official, or employing other means to ensure the integrity of the 
decision. 

15. Some agency lawyers, administrative law judges, and other agency decisionmakers 
should be trained in arbitration, negotiation, mediation, and similar ADR skills, so they can 
(a) be alert to take advantage of alternatives or (b) hear and resolve other disputes involving 
their own or another agency. 

E. Private Sector Dispute Mechanism~ 

16. Agencies should review the areas that they regulate hi !.Ietermine the potential for 
the establishment and use of dispute resolution mechanisms by ;)rivate organizations as an 
alternative to direct agency action. Where such use is appropriate, ~he agency should-

(a) Specify minimal procedures that will be acceptable to qualify as an approved dispute 
resolution mechanism. 

(b) Oversee the general operation of the process; ordinarily, it should not review 
individual decisions. 

(c) Tailor its requirements to provide an organization with incentives to establish such a 
program, such as forestalling other regulatory action, while ensuring that other interested 
parties view the forum as fair and effective. 

Appendix 

Lexicon of Alternate Means of Dispute Resolution 
Arbitration. Arbitration is closely akin to adjudication in that a neutral third party 

decides the submitted issue after reviewing evidence and hearing argument from the parties. 
It may be binding on the parties, either through agreement or operation of law, or it may be 
non-binding in that the decision is only advisory. Arbitration may be voluntary, where the 
parties agree to resolve the issues by means of arbitration, or it may be mandatory, where the 
process is the exclusive means provided. 

Factjindillg. A "factfinding" proceeding entails the appointment of a person or group 
with technical expertise in the subject matter to evaluate the matter presented and file a 
report establishing the "facts." The factfinder is not authorized to resolve policy issues. 
FoIlowing the findings, the parties may then negotiate a settlement, hold further proceedings, 
or conduct more research. 

Millitrial. A minitrial is a structured settlement process in which each side presents a 
highly abbreviated summary of its case before senior officials of each party authorized to 
settle the case. A neutral adviser sometimes presides over the proceeding and will render an 
advisory opinion if asked to do so. Following the presentations, the officials seek to 
negotiate a settlement. 

Mediatioll. Mediation involves a neutral third party to assist the parties in negotiating 
an agreement. The mediator has no independent authority and does not render a decision; 
any decision must be reached by the parties themselves. 
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Facilitating. Facilitating helps parties reach a decision or a satisfactory resolution of the 

matter to be addressed. While often used interchangeably with "mediator," a facilitator 
generally conducts meetings and coordinates discussions, but does not become as involved in 
the substantive issues as does a mediator. 

Con veiling. Convening is a technique that helps identify issues in controversy and 
affected interests. The convenor is generally called upon to detormine whether direct 
negotiations among the parties would be a suitable means of resolving the issues, and if so, to 
bring the parties together for that purpose. Convening has proved valuable in negotiated 
rulemaking. 

Negotiation. Negotiation is simply communication among people or parties in an effort 
to reach an agreement. It is used so routinely that it is frequently overlooked as a specific 
means of resolving disputes. In the administrative context, it means procedures and prOcesses 
for settling matters that would otherwise be resolved by more formal means. 
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T HE invitation to this Symposium described the "concern over 
the backlog in our courts and the high costs to litigants for full

scale trials" and mentioned that alternative means of dispute resolu
tion have become a "timely subject to the legal community."1 Others 
have described the potential of alternative means of dispute resolu
tion in similar terms: 

Society cannot and should not rely exclusively on the 
courts for the resolution of disputes. Other mechanisms 
may be superior in a variety of controversies. They may be 
less expensive, faster, less intimidating, more sensitive to dis
putant!>' concerns, and more responsive to underlying 
problems. They may dispense better justice, result in less 
alienation, produce a feeling that a dispute was actually 
heard, and fulfill a need to retain control by not handing 
the dispute over to lawyers,judges, and the intricacies of the 
legal system.2 

There is no question but rhat a great deal of attention is currently 
being paid to dispute resolution - finding ways of resolving our dif
ferences outside of (or perhaps along side of) the courts - both as a 
way of providing relief to the courts and as a way of reaching more 
satisfactory decisions. 

Interestingly, it also seems customary to describe the purpose of 
many administrative programs and the accompanying process as pro
viding a more responsive, flexible means by which society's decisions 
can be made.3 Trials before agencies were supposed to be less cum-

t A.I'..,- Kenyon College, 1964; M.A., University of Michigan, 1966; J.D., Uni
versity of Michigan, 1969. 

1. Letter from J. Gordon Cooney, Jr., Editor-in-Chief, Villanova Law Review 
to Philip J. HaI:ter (Aug. 10, 1983) (invitation to participate in 1984 Law Review 
Symposium). 

2. OFFICE 0:" LEGAL POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS
TICE, PATHS TO JUSTICE: MAJOR PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
(1984). 

3. &~ B. SCHWARTZ, ADMINISTRATIVE L. ... w 3 (1976). Thus, for example, ad-

(1393) 
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bersome, less expensive, and less time consuming than courtroom 
hearings. 4 Rulemaking was seen as a way of filling in the details of 
legislation or responding to particular needs in an easy, quickly exe
cuted manner as opposed to the vagaries of legislation or using trials 
to develop policy through the common law. Throughout this process, 
the courts were to ensure that the action taken was not arbitrary or 
capricious, and certainly within the bounds of legality, but other than 
that they were to accommodate the agencies' decisions. 5 

It seems equally clear that the administrative process has now 
become part of the problem. Programs founded to be responsive have 
become laborious, unyielding, and repressive. The process itself is 
"increasingly being criticized for being unduly costly, cumbersome 
and slow."6 These problems arose n6 doubt in part through bureau
cratic momentum and an effort to protect past values. But, they also 
arose from quite appropriate responses to very real difficulties. 

It therefore seems incumbent on those of us who are interested in 
the administrative process and in improving the way we make deci
sions affecting each other to be vigilant to see if there are ways of 

ministrative agencies were to address and redress problems created by or beyond the 
reach of the courts. One commentator explained that the definition of an "agency" 
in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) "equates the a!,,~ncr with the executive 
branch." Id.; Se'( Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ J51-559, 701-706 (1982). 
The APA defines an "agency" as: 

[E]ach authority of the Government of the United States whether or 
not it is within or subject to review by another agency, but does not in
clude-

(A) the Congress; 
(8) the courts of the United States; 
(C) the governments of the territories or possessions of the United 

States; 
(D) the government of the District of Columbia. 

5 U.S.C. § 551 (l)(A)-(D) (1982). 
4. Su generally K. DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TEXT 194-214 (3d ed. 1972) 

(describing the adjudication procedures used by agencies) [hereinafter cited as DAVIS 
TEXT]; B. SCHWARTZ, S'dpra note 3, at 263-327 (discussing the fair hea;'ing require
ments which are applied to agencies). In addition to being less cxpen~ive and less 
time consuming, the rules of procedure and evidence were to be tailored to achieve 
justice and ~copomy. Sa generally 2 K DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE 
§ 102, at 308-09 (1979) (discussing "fair informal procedure" as a more accurate de
scription for agency action currently referred to as "adjudication")[hereinafter cited 
as DAVIS TREATISE]. 

5. Su Administrative Procedures Act, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (1982). The APA 
directs the reviewing court to "hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, 
and conclusions found to be ... arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or 
otherwise not in accordance with law." Id.; ret generally 1 DAVIS TREATISE, rupra note 
4, at § 6:6 (diJCussing judicial review of agency rules and the effect of that review on 
the agency's choice of a rulernaking procedure). 

6. Announcement of ABA Section of Administrative Law, Consensus as an Al
ternative to the Advel'sarial Process (program held September 30, 1983). 
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aligning the difficult balance of providing appropriate safeguards 
while reestablishing the original promise of administrative law.' 

The review of the administrative process may be particularly 
pertinent to a general discussion of dispute resolution because it arose 
to meet a need in dispute resolution. In addition, as its processes 
evolved a.nd matured, it had to struggle - and is struggling - to 
define its relationship to tr.e courts. Thus, the "institutionalization"B 
of dispute resolution may learn much from the administrative pro
cess, and in turn the administrative process can profitably draw on 
the insights we are gaining on various forms of dispute resolution. 

To put the complex relationship of dispute resolution and the 
administrative process into perspective, it is helpful to look at its his
tory, the current needs, and the future. 

II. HISTORY OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 

A. Establishment of Programs 

Many administrative agencies, the programs they administer, 
and individual regulations they issue car. be explained, at least some
what, by a dissatisfaction with existing mechanisms for resolving 
either rights or interest disputes.9 The response has been the creation 
of agencies that are designed to alter the substantive rights of the af
fected parties and supplant judicial processes with an administrative 
one that, it is hoped, will better fulfill the goals of the program. Con
sider five examples: 

1. National Labor Relations Act (Act).IO Traditional legal 
concepts and doctrines, such as criminal prosecutions alleging con
spiracy or application of antitrust laws to union organizing, which 
were applied by the courts to labor relations led to broad dissatisfac
tion with the resulting antiunion or antiself-help holdings. I I The re
sult was the passage of the National Labor Relations Act that is 
administered by the National Labor Relations Board (Board). The 

7. For discussion of the appropriate balance between safeguards and responsive
ness, see notes 31-32 and accompanying text infra. 

8. That seems an unfortunate term for the long run establishment of dispute 
resolution programs. While "establishment" has an aura of success about it, institu
tionalization sounds like a commitment to the local mental hospital. Nonetheless, 
that appears to be accepted terminology. 

9. Perritt, "And Ilu W"o/~ Earl" Was of On~ Longuag~JI-A Broad View of Disput~ 
Resolution, 29 VILL. L. REV. 1221 (1984). 

10. 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-168 (1982). 
11. Much of the following analysis applies to regulatory programs that are 

designed to address "social" concerns that arise from an inequality of bargaining 
power. 
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Act itself gave rise to substantive rights of organization that were pre
viously denied, and the Board was to be an expert body that would 
be sympathetic to the cause of the rights of employees to organize and 
bargain collectively. 1'2 Moreover, a. piece of the prolabor legislation 13 

barred courts from interfering with this policy by issuing injunctions 
based on the traditional doctrines. 14 Thus, there was substantive dis
satisfaction with the state of the law as administered by the courts, so 
it was changed. There was also dissatisfaction with the bias that 
judges were reflecting and so a new, more sympathetic forum was 
created to hear the disputes that arose. 

2. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). On first blush, 
the failure of dispute resolution would seem to have little to do with 
the Clean Air Act,15 the Federal Water Pollution Contra] Act 16 or 
any of the other statutes that EPA administers.J7 If those who live 

l2. Stc 29 U.S.C. § 151 (1982). The Act was passed lo protect "by law the right 
of employees to organize and bargain collectively," and as a result safeguard "com
merce from injury, impairment, or interruption." /d. 

13. The Norris-LaGuardia Act "declared it to be the public polic), of the United 
States that employees be permitted to organize and bargain collectively free of em
ployer coercion and sought to achieve that goal by regulating and in most cases bar
ring altogether the issuance ofinjunctions in a 'labor dispute.''' R. GORMAN, BASIC 
TEXTON LADOR LAW 4 (1976); set' 29 U.S.C. §§ 101-110, 113-115 (1982). 

14. R. GORMAN, Stipra note 13, at 4; see gmeral{y A. Cox, D. BOK & R. GoRMAN, 
CASES AND MATERIALS ON LAaoR LAW 55-60 (9th ed. 1981) (a general discussion of 
some of the traditioPlal doctrines upon which injunctions were based prior to the 
Norris-LaGuardia Act). 

15. 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7642 (1982). The Clean Air Act "regulates industrial air 
pollution by two distinct methods: air quality control and emission control." R. 
ZENER, GUIDE TO FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 1 (1981). 

16. 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1376 (1982); see genaaltJ R. ZENER, supra note 15, at 59-
124 (an in-depth discussion of water pollution control legislation). 

17. The analysis that follows applies generally to regulatory programs that ad
dress "externalities." Jre S. BREYER, REGULATION AND ITS REfORM 23·26 (1982); I. 
MILLSTEIN & S. KATSH, THE LIMITS Of CORPORATE POWER 138-'~2 (1981). It also 
applied to those regulatory areas known as "predearance," although not as welt. See 
genera/tJ 1. MILLSTEIN & S. KATSH, supra, at 142-43 (preclearance regulation requires 
agency approval before product is marketed). It would apply, for example, to the 
safety and efficacy of pharmaceuticals, since an expeditious means of resolving dis
agreements would internalize costs of mistakes and other problems. For that argu
ment to work, one must assume the firm will anticipate the adverse consequences 
that would flow from marketing a dangerous drug and hence would conduct the 
op~imal amount of testing to ensure its reasonable safety (and anticipating the need 
to get it on the market to meet a legitimate need). Not surprisingly, some people are 
repulsed by the notion that some individuals would pay with their lives to provide 
the information on hazards, and hence they argue in favor of a regulatory system 
thllR anticipates risks and seeks to prevent unreasonable risks before the drug is mar
keted. Even in that case, the dispute resolution theory might apply to the efficacy of 
drugs which are now regulated by the Food and Drug Administration. There is an 
extensive debate over whether the anticipatory regulation may actually lead to more 
deaths and serious illness than would the dispute resolution model. See, e.g., Roberts 
& Bodenheimer, The Drug Ame1ldmmls of /962: The Analo"!>, of a Regulatory Failure, 1982 
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around a plant that is polluting the air or water had a responsive, 
inexpensive means of enforcing a "right"18 to clean air or water and 
recovering damages from the offending plant, the costs of the pollu
tion would be internalized and the company would be forced to make 
an economic choice between paying and polluting or cleaning up. 
That choice would be enforced better than the EPA is likely able to 
do because those affected would presumably have a greater incentive 
- and appropriate knowledge - to bring an action. Moreover, the 
choice would likely be more nearly economically optimal since the 
costs would be distributed more precisely than is possible in com
mand-and-control regulation. 19 Thus, under this system there would 
be no externalities to necessitate or justify regulation. But, of course, 
such a system does not exist: there is no direct, inexpensive, accurate 
system for internalizing those costs. Doing so would be wildly expen
sive and time consuming so that, as a result, the costs of pollution are 
borne by the neighbors. As a result of what has been perceived as a 
misallocation, the regulatory program was created that prohibits cer
tain conduct altogether as a means of internalizing the costs. More
over, a central agency is called upon to enforce its proscriptions. 
Sometimes that is because the beneficiaries - the neighbors in this 
case - still could not afford to enforce their new rights; and in other 
cases.they could afford to do so, in which case the regulated company 
urges the limitation as a way of raising barriers to dispute resolution 
and hence warding off payments (be they accurate or not).20 

3. Federal Trade Commission (FTC). Several of the FTC's 
rules appear to be based, in fact if not as the stated purpose, squarely 

ARIZ. ST. L.J. 581, 612-13 (recommending informal dispute resolution to expedite 
new drug approval process). 

18. That "right" could be created by statute and administered by the elusive 
dispute resolution mechanism, or it could evolve from a "common law" response. 
There are several ways of altering the resolution of competing interests. The point 
here is the need for a functioning mechanism to resolve the disputes that would arise 
once the interests were identified. 

19. Command-and-control is a type of regulation in which the agency "re
quire[s] or proscribe[s] specific conduct by regulated firms." Stewart, Regulation, Inno
vation, and Administrative Law: A Conaptwl Framework, 69 CALIF. L. REV. 1256, 1264 
(1981). The regulating body enforces the commands with controls such as "orders, 
injunctions, civil penalties, and criminal fines." Id. 

20. Note that disputes over whether the Clean Air Act and its implementing 
regulations have been violated are resolved by a court, not before the agency itself. 
See 42 U.S.C. § 7413 (1982). Given that it has become commonplace to have agen
cies themselves conduct hearings on whether the duties they impose have been met, 
this may well have reflected a concern on the part of business that the agency itself 
would be biased in favor of finding a violation and that it could receive a fairer, more 
impartial hearing before a court. That is certainly the history of the separation of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission from the Occupational Safety 
Health Administration, which issues the standards and citations for their violation. 
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on the Commission's belief that existing dispute resolution mecha
nisms are inadequate to redress what it perceived to be a problem. 
For example, if it were not so expensive and difficult to prosecute 
common law or statutory fraud cases, the Commission's regulation of 
vocational schools21 would make little sense. In order to prevent this 
pattern of fraud more effectively, the Commission prescribed specific 
rules the schools must meet. 22 The violation of these rules was then a 
violation of a duty owed to the FTC; and the Commission would en
force the rule against the errant school. Thus, as a result of the failure 
of a read'l means for seeking redress, specific duties were created and 
the aggrieved party was ch,nged from the individual to the Commis
sion. Interestingly, the student was left in about the same position as 
before: without recourse other than complaining to the Commission 
which might or might not take action.23 The FTC's rules on 
franchises 24 are similar. 

4. Workers Compensation.25 Worker compensation programs 
were in fact established because of dissatisfaction with the tort system 
for compensating injured employees. The programs created new 
rights that overrode the existing substantive law and were to be ad
ministered by an agency. Disagreements are resolved not in courts -
at least in the first instance - but before the agencies themselves. 
The process was likely envisioned as a mix of bureaucratic justice, in 
which expert desk officers make the initial decisions, and a more judi
cial-like, but nonetheless sympathetic, forum resolves remaining dis
putes.26 Only after that were courts invoked. Again, the lack of a 

21. The FTC established regulations with which proprietary vocational and 
home study schools had to comply to avoid committing unf.1.ir and deceptive acts. 
Sa 16 C.F.R. § 438 (1984). The purpose of this rule was "to alleviate currently abu
sive practices" such as "unfair and deceptive advertising sales, and enrollment prac
tices engaged in by some of the schools." Katharine Gibbs School, Inc. v. F'TC, 612 
F.2d 658, 661 (2d Cir. 1979) (quoting 43 Fed. Reg. 60,795-817 (1978». 

The FTC's rule was held invalid in 1979 because the regulation treated viola
tions of the FTC's " 'requirements prescribed for the purpose of preventing' unfair 
practices as themselves the unfair practices." Iii. at 662. 

22. Set' 16 C.F.R. § 438 (1984). 
23. The existence of the rule might, of course, alter the slUdent's bargaining 

power in .nformal negotiations with the school. The student is not, however, pro
vided the right to enforce the duty created by the rule in any forum that can issue a 
binding order. The rule required that the school include specific rights in its contract 
with students, and those rights would presumably be enforceable by the student 
through civil litigation; if the required clauses were omitted, however, it would ap
pear that enforcement would remain solely with the FTC. &e iii. 

24. &e 16 C.F.R. § 436 (1984). 
25. A similar analysis would apply to Social Security Disability, Black Lung, or 

Railroad Retirement programs. 
26. For a thorough discussion of the mix of bureaucratic and judicial justice in 

Social Security disability cases, see J. MASHAW, BUREAUCRATIC JUSTICE (1983). 
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sympathetic, responsive forum led to the creation of an administra
tive program. 

5. Toxic Torts.27 The enormous amount of litigation, both 
before courts and in workers compensation programs, over occupa
tional exposure to asbestos and the current concern over illness result
ing from exposure to toxic materials28 has led to proposals for the 
creation of new agencies, or the adaption of existing ones, to deal with 
the problem.2!l Some commentators have suggested that an agency 
could process disputes over whether a particular illness is sufficiently 
linked to a substance as to impose liability on its manufacturer.so 

Other authorities have suggested that an agency could develop infor
mation and presumptions that would be used in processing future 
claims and disputes. 

In sum, many regulatory programs are created to rectify a per
ceived market imperfections I that may in fact reflect an inal.Jiiity to 
resolve substantive disputes appropriately. That is, some people are 
regarded as "victims" because they lack the redress that would be 
necessary for their rights and duties to be properly aligned with the 
rights and duties of others. The response, then, is the creation of an 
administrative program that both alters the substantive relationships 
and provides a built-in dispute resolution mechanism under more 
sympathetic procedures.32 

The lesson in all of this is simply that dispute resolution and reg
ulation are closely related. We therefore need to consider both how 

27. For a review of the problems in ~he area of toxic torts, see Sromto!mth Annual 
S;mlposium, Toxic Torts: Judicial and L(gisiatiVt' Respon.us, 28 VILL. L. REV. 1083 (1983); 
Comment, 28 VILL. L. RE.v. 1298 (1983). 

28. Su Schwartz & Means, Thr No!(d for Fcdmzl Produci Liabilt'ry and Toxic Tori 
Lq;islation: A Currm/ Asussmm!, 28 \/lLL. L. REV. 1088 (1983). 

29. Su id. at 1109-15. 
30. This rather awkward way of saying (or, rather, avoiding saying) causation, is 

in recognition of the difficulty in establishing "causation" in any rigorous sense under 
traditional tort law. The diseases may become manifest decades after exposure, have 
multiple etiologies, and also have a significant background incidence. Thus, ascrib· 
ing a particular disease to a particular event (even one continuing over a period of 
time) may be impossible under the best of circumstances, and even more so given the 
frequent lack of data. As a result, a new form of resolving the question of illnesses 
that are attributed to exposure to toxic materials has been advocated. Some com
mentators have also been opposed on the ground that the uncertainty would be inap· 
propriately resolved in favor of excessive recovery. The debate will likely be one of 
the lively political debates of the year. S(( Kircher, Ffderal Product Legislation and Toxic 
Torts: T?l( Dtftnu Pmpu/itJf, 28 VILL. L. REV. 1116, 1119·31 (1983). 

31. This theory may not apply to regulatory programs that are designed to cure 
failure of competition. Sf( 1. MILLSTEIN & S. KATSH, supra note 17, at 132·46. 

32. Some programs are, of course, enforced in courts, or by other existing means. 
The dispute resolution mechanism is nonetheless altered by changing the nature of 
the underlying dispute. 
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to improve dispute resolution and whether a regulatory program is 
needed to cure some perceived social ill. Lack of sensitivity to that 
link may result in dysfunctional overkill that will actually hurt in the 
long run. Moreover, one needs to be sensitive to the history of admin
istrative programs when looking at the institutionalization of new 
forms of dispute resolution: perhaps the appropriate response is not a 
new form of dispute resolution but the creation of an agency; or, con
trariwis<!, perhaps in some cases the experience will indicate the na
ture of fi.lture problems that are likely to arise. 

B. Administrative Procedure 

While new administrative programs were being created during 
the 1920's and 1930's to provide new rights, greater flexibility, and 
more responsiveness to new situations, efforts were simultaneously be
ing made to use the procedure by which they operated to confine the 
exercise of the new powers to that explicitly granted by Congress.33 

Moreover, many of the programs that were developed during this pe
riod required quite formal proceedings for developing rules and oper
ated through formal processes.34 Congress passed a bill in 193935 that 
would codify this approach generally, only to have it vetoed by Presi
dent Roosevelt because it was too rigid. In language reminiscent of 
that describing the need for alternative means of dispute resolution 
and the problems with both courts and lawyers, President Roosevelt 
pointed out his problems with the bill: 

The administrative tribunal or agency has been 
evolved in order to handle controversies arising under par
ticular statutes. It is characteristic of these tribunals that 
simple and nontechnical hearings take the place of court tri
als and informal proceedings supl;rsede rigid and formal 
pleadings and processes . . . . 
... [A] large part of the legal profession[, however,] has 
never reconciled itself to the existence of the administrative 
tribunal. Many of them prefer the stately ritual of the 

33. Stewart, Th~ RifoT17UJlion of Ammcan AdminislralitJ~ Law, 88 HARV. L. REV. 
1669, 1671-73 (1975). Professor Stewart has explained the confines placed upon ad
ministrative law as follows: "Coercive controls on private conduct must be author
ized by the legislature, and, under the doctrine against delegation of legislative 
power, the legislature must promulgate rules, standards, goals, or some 'intelligible 
principle' to guide the exercise of administrative power." ld. at 1672 (footnote 
omitted). 

34. A'ITORNEY GENERAL'S COMMI'ITEE ON ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE, FI
NAL REPORT 105-08 (1941). 

35. Walter-Logan Bill, H.R. 6324, 76th Cong., 3d Sess. (1940). 
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courts, in which lawyers play the speaking parts, to the sim
ple procedure of administrative hearings which a client can 
understand and even participate in.36 
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Thus, there has been a tension in administrative procedure be
tween those who desire a relatively formal process and those who de
sire a more flexible process. While the Administrative Procedure Act 
(APA) codified some types of procedures, the battle over the adminis
trative process continues.37 

The APA, unlike Gaul, is divided into two relatively distinct 
camps: notice and comment rulemaking and hearings of some sort, 
with an emphasis on formal, trial-type activities.30 The rulemaking 
section calls only for a notice of proposed rulemaking in the Federal 
Register, the receipt of comments from interested members of the pub
lic, the consideration of "relevant" matters presented, and finally a 
notice of the final rule along with a "concise general statement of [its] 
basis and purpose." In fact, however, a far more comprehensive pro
cedure was contemplated for rules of much substance.39 On the other 
hand, intricate and complex procedures are spelled out for adjudica
tion and formal rulemaking.4O 

But in fact these two models are only the poles of a continuum of 
procedures.41 There is more, and it is complicated. The two models 
do not recognize42 some of the important variations of the adminis
trative process that have arisen in the past twenty years during the 
enormous growth of the administrative state. 

For example, is a permit issued by the EPA under any of the 
several statutes it administers a rule or an adjudication?43 What 

36. 86 CONGo REC. 13,942-43 (1940). 
37. Harter, Negotiatl:"Ig Regulations: A Curefor Malaise, 71 CEO. L.J. 1,2-18 (1982). 
38. For example, the APA first defines a "rule." 5 U.S.C. § 551(4) (1982). An 

"order" is then defined as "the whole or part of a final disposition. . . of an agency 
in a matter other than rule making but including licensing." ld. § 551 (6). "Adjudica
tion" is in turn defined as the "process for the formulation of an order." ld. § 551 (7). 
Thus, the world is divided into two parts: rules and orders, and the correlative proce
dure is either rulemaking or adjudication. 

39. Harter, supra note 37, at 9-10. 
40. 5 U.S.C. §§ 557-558 (1982). 
41. Since rulemaking has some structure, it is not actually the lower bound since 

some administriative actions are without any structure whatever. It is, however, 
likely to be the pole with respect to any defined process since it is so flexible and has 
many exceptions. 

42. Along with the APA, administrative law texts tend to follow the rigid di
chotomy and overlook the other processes. 

43. While reading the definition of a rule (a statement of general or particular 
applicability and future cffect designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law) 
might reasonably lead one to believe that a permit is a rule (it is, of course, of particu
lar applicability; it will take effect in the future; and it implements law) that is not 
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about the restrictions in the Chrysler loan guarantee or other subsi
dies? What about all those conditions put in grants to states-such as 
the 55 m.p.h. speed limit-that are every bit as coercive as a regula
tion but outside the confines of the APA? How are agencies supposed 
to make decisions such as whether to put roads in national forests, to 
approve an environmental impact statement, or to approve a request 
for a rent increase in subsidized housing? And, indeed, what of adju
dication itself? The provisions of the APA are genuinely Byzantine. 
But they apply only to the formal hearings presided over by adminis
trative law judges. Other forms of hearings are not described. More
over, the Departments of Labor and Health and Human Services 
alone employ more than 800 administrative law judges and process 
400,000 cases each year.44 The procedures which agencies actually 
follow are far more diverse than those defined in the APA. They arise 
through ad hoc judgments, are provided for in substantive statutes, 
and are imposed by courts. Agencies have created a broad range of 
alternative means of making the incredibly varied decisions the gov
ernment is called on to make. It might help if we explicitly recog
nize.:l these alternatives. Perhaps the APA could be expanded to take 
account of what is really happening, thereby consolidating our expe
rience so that others could build on it. 

We need also to build on the experience of others. We are gain
ing insights into new forms of dispute resolution or, more accurately, 
the application of dispute resolution techniques in new settings. A 
literature is developing - this Symposium is part of it - on the sub
ject, often along substantive lines. We need to take advantage of this 
trend and marry that experience and understanding with the peculiar 
needs of the administrative process. 

These alternative techniques have been used in the administra
tive process, and much more appears to be developing currently. But 
no particular theory has developed as to how they should be used, 
how they relate to the traditional processes, what forms of procedures 
should be used to ensure that appropriate protections are afforded the 
parties and the body politic, and what their ad vantages and disad
vantages are in particular settings. Research on that front is in pro
gress and our understanding will undoubtedly grow as our experience 
does. 

In the meantime, four areas of administrative procedure seem 

the answer. Su note 38 supra. The adjudicatory sections of the APA are not terribly 
responsive to the needs here, however. 

H. &~ gmffal& Lubbers, Fed~ral Administrativl! LawJudges: A Focus on Our Invisible 
judiciary, 33 AD. L. REV. 109 (1981). 
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particularly in need of various means of dispute resolution that have 
not been generally used in the administrative process, or at least are 
not recognized as having been generally used. 

III. NEEDS OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 

Administrative law has been, as the saying goes with respect to 
the states, a "laboratory" where many alternative procedures have 
been created and experimented with, sometimes discarded and some
times institutionalized.45 But it has lagged behind the private sector 
in its use and adaptation of the various forms of dispute resolution 
that are being discussed at this Symposium. Happily, a number of 
agencies are responding to the challenge and a considerable amount 
of effort is going into looking at new ways of doing things. 

We are on the verge of a new round of experimentation with 
administrative procedure.4-6 While the use and adaptation of these 
dispute resolution mechanisms is needed across virtually the entire 
span of administrative law, it seems convenient to break down the 
analysis into four categories: rulemaking; agency adjudication; forms 
of administrative decisions not specifically mentioned in the APA; 
and dispute resolution mechanisms in the private sector that are used 
in lieu of agency action or are required by agency action. 

A. Rulemaking 

The rulemaking provisions of the APA are remarkably sparse -
consult, draft, consult, publish. They were borne of a compromise 
between those who favored very little restriction on an agency and 
those who wanted everything done in trials.47 While an agency's du
ties are few, the drafters clearly contemplated that more would be 

45. Su, ~.g., Citizens for a Better Environment v. Gorsuch, 718 F.2d 1117, 1133-
34 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (Wilkie, J., dissenting) (judicially created consent decree requir
ing creation of new EPA programs should not be enforced because it limits the flexi
bility of the EPA Administrator in making choices as to priorities, methods, and 
allocation of resources), mi. deni~d,· 104 S. Ct. 2668 (1984). 

46. It is interesting to note that in general over the past twenty-five years, Amer
ican administrative law has become increasingly judicialized. Both its rulemaking 
and adjudicatory procedures have become formal and more courtfOQm-like. Euro
pean procedure, on the other hand, was more informal, contained more direct negoti
ations among the major parties in interest but with little ability on the part of others 
to sway the decisions, and hence relied more on the general political environment to 
ensure decisions consistent with the public will. Recently, however, we have seen a 
leavening of the American approach, with an increasing reliance on oversight, inter
nal controls, and direct participation through informal means, while in Europe the 
procedures are becoming increasingly structured. Thus, the two are converging. 

47. Se~ gmnal!J DAVIS TEXT, supra note 4, at 9 (the 1946 enactment of the APA 
was the result of a compromise between the plans proposed by the Administration 
and the American Bar Association). 
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done when necessary.48 There would be two reasons for faith in the 
resulting regulations: One theory had it that the agencies were "ex
perts" and, in a technocratic way, could figure out how best to re
spond to the situation at hand.49 The second reason was that 
agencies would operate comfortably within the confines of a political 
consensus, so their actions could be judged directly against the pre
vailing norms.50 Both theories broke down, however, as we moved 
into the regulatory state. New regulations require enormous factual 
material and as a result the expert model does not work terribly well: 
indeed it has been repudiated in fact if not explicitly, although ves
tiges clearly remain.51 Few agencies enjoy a consensus as to their mis
sion, and there is a strong feeling by many that the agency has an 
independent agenda, although both sides tend to think it favors the 
other. Thus, that too has waned as a justification for agency action. 

The "hybrid rulemaking proces~" evolved to provide the missing 
legitimacy. Although its details vary almost from proceeding .to pro
ceeding, its basic contours are that all interested parties have a right 
to present facts and arguments to an agency under procedures 
designed to test the underlying data and ensure the rationality of the 
agency's decision;52 a court of appeals will then take a i'hard loo~" at 
the agency's action to ensure that the requirements have been met. 
As a result, the focus is on narrowing the agency's discretion by con
trolling the record, and hence the fight over the record becomes par
ticularly bitter and adversarial. 

But while the factual basis of a rule is unquestionably important, 
there generally is no purely rational answer or response to it. Rather, 
at bottom the resulting rule is a political choice that reconciles a host 

48. The Supreme Court has made clear that the choice as to whether to invoke 
the additional procedures belongs to the agency, not a court or any private party. St~ 
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 435 
U.S. 519, 524 (1978). 

49. Su Stewart, supra note 19, at 1274. 
50. Id. Perhaps the prime example of this was the Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC). While there may have been differences of opinion at the fringes, 
there appeared to be general consensus on its mission, both as to what conduct in the 
private sector was and was not acceptable and how the agency was to go about polic
ing unacceptable conduct. The SEC was, during that time, widely credited with be
ing the "best" agency. Now that the Commission has ventured into new and 
controversial areas such as corporate governance, that consensus has broken down 
and attacks are common. 

S!. For a discussion of the breakdown of the "agency as expert" model of ad
ministrative law, see Comment, An A'tematilJ~ to th~ Traditional RU/t7lolcing PrO((s.f': A 
Cas~ Study of N~goliolion In flu DnMlopmml of &gulations, 29 VII.L. L. REV. 1505 (1984). 

52. While anyone can, of course, submit comments in response to a notice of 
proposed rulemaking, only interested parties can participate in this process fully by 
invoking the aid of courts or forcing participation in agency hearings. 
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of competing values or interests. Usually the way to legitimize such a 
political choice is through a legislative process in which representa
tives of those affected would meet to reach an appropriate resolu
tion.53 Thus, it appears appropriate to look for a process that is 
modeled more on the legislature than on the judiciary: regulations 
developed by those substantially affected would have a political legit
imacy beyond that of the hybrid rulemaking process. The Adminis
trative Conference of the United States has recommended ~hat 

agencies experiment with negotiating regulations directly among Vole 
interests that would be substantially affected.54 The conditions that 
are hospitable for using direct negotiations are: 
1. There are a limited number of interests that will be significantly 
affected, and they are such that individuals can be selected to repre
sent them; a rule of thumb is that fifteen is a practical limit on the 
number of people who participate at anyone time;55 
2. The issues are ripe and mature for decision;56 
3. The resolution of the issues presented will not require any interest 
co compromise a fundamental tenet or value, since agreement on that 
is unlikely;57 
4. There is a reasonable deadline for the action so that unless the 

53. The hist.orical method of legitimizing a political choice was through the leg
islative process. The Founding Fathers of the United States created a "representive 
democracy" as a mechanism to reconcile the competing political values and to legiti
mize the choice which the legislature would make between those values. Su gmually 
G. WOOD, THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC, 1776-1787, at 58-59 (1969) 
(direct election of the representatives of the pl'ople rendered America's government a 
form of representation ingrafted upon democracy). 

54. Administrative Conference of the United States Recommendation No. 82-4, 
1 C.F.R. § 305.82-4 (1984). The following discussion of negotiating rules is a synthe
sis of the discussion in the report upon which the Administrative Conference of the 
United States based its recommendation. &.! Harter, supra note 37; su gma-ally Com
ment, supra note 51, at 1513-35 (discussing Mr. Harter's proposal for negotiating rules 
and summarizing a comparative case study of rules of regulations which involved 
extensive public participation without using Mr. Harter's negotiation format). 

55. Harter, supra note 37, at 46. Bu' suComment, supra note 51, at 1535-36 & n. 
118 (a 15-person limit is too inflexible; the focus should be on representation of all 
important interests at negotiations). 

56. Harter, supra note 37, at 47. An issue may not be ready for resolution be
cause of lack of information, because the interests involved in its resolution are unas
certainable, or because the parties involved are still "jockeying for position." Id. 

57. Id. at 49-50. No party is likely to compromise something it regards as funda
mental or an article of faith. Thus, for example, it is not likely that one could. have 
reached agreement on the role of costs in an Occupational Safety and Health Admin
istration health regulation since industry and labor had fundamentally different 
views on the matter and it was central to how future standards would be developed. 
Now that the Supreme Court has wrestled with the issue and, even if not resolving it, 
has put boulldaries on the matter, standards may be able to be negotiated. Id. (citing 
Industrial Union Dep't v. American Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 639 (1980». 
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parties reach an agreement, someone else will impose the decision;58 
5. There are sufficiently many and diverse issues that the parties can 
rank them according to their own needs and priorities;59 
6. There is sufficient countervailing power so that no party is in a 
position to dictate th~ result;60 
7. Participants view it as in their interest to use the process as op
posed to the traditional one;61 and 
8, The agency is willing to use the process and will appoint a senior 
staff member to represent it.62 

The process envisions that a neutral third party would contact 
the various parties to review the issues posed by the proposed regula
tion and determine whether there are additional parties that should 
be represented in discussions. If the conditions are met, the agency 
would publish a notice in the Fedtral Rtgisttr announcing its intention 
to develop the proposed rule in this way and inviting parties who are 
not represented to come forward. It would then empanel the group 
as an advisory committee.63 Its charge would be to develop a consen-

58. Id. at 47-48. Some party is likely to profit from delay, and because no inter
est is likely to be willing to invest the time and energy in discussions until it is neces
sary, a reasonable deadline for action is very helpfuL The parties will then know that 
delay will be greeted with a loss of control or some unacceptable cost. Id. 

59. Id. at 50. What may be very important to one party may not be that impor
tant to others. One of the major benefits of the discussions is that the parties can 
address the issues directly and attempt to maximize the overall return - against the 
backdrop of the statute, which defines the national interest, and precedent - by 
adjusting the reponse to the various issues. A single, bipolar choice is not the stuff of 
negotiations. Id. 

60. Id. at 45. One of the major incentives for direct discussions is that parties are 
otherwise at loggerheads and cannot move without incurring an unacceptable cost. 
Some parties may gain the power to inflict that cost solely through traditional proce
dures. In that case, the situation must be carefully reviewed to see if the threat of 
invoking that process is sufficient to empower the party to negotiate, or whether using 
the alternative process would disenfranchise them. In short, without countervailing 
power at the table, the process could be badly abused. Id. 

61. fd. at 43. If part i t'S do not view the process as in their overall interest, it is not 
Hkel;r that discussions will be productive. Thus, it may be inappropriate to say simply 
that the rule will be developed this way and if anyone wants to participate they must 
do so in this way. On the other hand, if a process is started, partie!. frequently will 
come and participate fully even if they would have advocated it at the outset.. Id. 

62. Id. at 51. BI1/ su Comment • .flIpra note 51, at 1536-37 (agency should be 
represented by middle-level employees in addition to senior staff members). An 
agency that is not in favor orlhis process can always find creative ways to sabotage it. 
Moreover, experience shows rather vividly that if the agency itself does not partici
pate or have some other intimate connection to it. the fruits of the discussions are 
highly likely to be rejected or atrophy for lack of attention through the "not invented 
here" syndrome. Harter, supra note 37, at 5l. 

63. An advisory committee would have to be em panelled in order to comply 
with the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. app. §§ 1-15 (1982). An advisory 
committee exists whenever a committee, conference, panel. or similar group is con
vened in order to render advice to the President or an agency. H.R. REI'. No. 1017, 
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sus on a proposed rule and supporting preamble. "Consensus" in this 
context means that no Interest that is represented dissents from the 
recommendation.64 This is necessary so that no interest loses power it 
might otherwise have through the traditional process. Note also that 
an individual might object, but overall the interest as a whole does 
no1.65 It may be, of course, that the group is not able to reach agree
ment on a particular recommendation, but the discussions reveal a 
"region" or area within which the parties can "live with the result." 
In that case, the recommendation would be that agency arbitrate 
among the interests by developing the rule within those boundaries. 

The agency would agree to use the results as the basis of its pro
posed rule unless something were quite wrong with them. That is 
appropriate because a senior agency official presumably concurred in 
the result, and he should have received the appropriate internal clear
ances before doing so. Thus, the agreement is not alien to the agency. 
The group is likely to want such assurance before it will be willing to 
incur the time, expense, and anguish of reaching an agreement, lest 
its work simply be disregarded.66 The agency might wish to append 
its own comments on the proposal to flesh out public response, but it 
should clearly delineate between that which is its and that which re
flected the consensus of the group. The agency would then subject 
the proposal to the normal rulcmaking process and would, of course, 
modify the proposal in response to meritorious comments.67 

Several agencies have started using the process. The Depart
ment of Transportation recently announced that it planned to use it 
to revise its rule concerning pilots' flight duty status time.68 The rule 
had proved particularly intractable, and the Federal Aviation Ad
ministration had tried several times to revise it, only to be blocked by 
one interest or another. The existing rule had generated more re
quests for interpretations than any other, with the result being that 
the rule was supplemented by over 1,000 pages of agency comments. 
Nineteen parties69 started the process on June 29, 198370 and held 

92d Cong., 2d Sess. 2-4, uprinltd in 1972 U.S. CODE Cmm. & AD. NEWS 3491, 3492-
94. 

64. Sa Harter, supra note 37, at 92-97. 
65. Id. 
66. Id. at 99-102; Harter, TIll! Pohiica! Legitimacy and Judicial RtlJitUi of Consensual 

Rules, 32 AM. U.L. REV. 471, 480 (1983). 
67. Harter, supra note 37, at 100-02. 
68. Notice of Intent to Form Advisory Committee for Regulatory Negotiation, 

48 Fed. Reg. 21,339 (1983). 
69. Notice of Establishment of Advisory Committee, 48 Fed. Reg. 29,771, 

29,772 (1983). The original advisory committee was made up ofrepreseniatives from 
the FAA, National Air Carrier Association, National Air Transportation Association, 
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seven meetings?! over an eight month period. 
The group was not able to reach a consensus on a single propo

sal, but it did hold thorough and productive sessions. Based on those 
discussions, the FAA drafted a proposal that was reviewed by the 
group, which concurred that it should be published as a notice of 
proposed rulemaking. At this time, it is too early to tell whether the 
discussions will lead to a rule which is acceptable to the parties that 
participated in the discussions, as well as any who did not 
participate.72 

The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 
undertook a "feasibility analysis" to determine whether it would be 
appropriate to use the process for the development of its standard on 
the occupational exposure to benzene.73 Following discussions with 
the interested parties, it appeared that the above conditions were met 
particularly well. The only possible difficulty was that a great deal of 
emotional commitment was attached to the standard because of the 
regulation's history and, since OSHA had announced that it wanted 
a draft standard within only a few mc..nths, there was likely not 
enough time to use the process. But, since the criteria appeared to be 
met and it appeared that the parties did in fact have a great deal to 
discuss, a preliminary meeting was held to determine if it would be 
fruitful to hold further, informal discussions to the end of developing 
a consensus on the contours of a standard. The group decided that 
such meetings would be fruitful, and several informal discussions were 
held. 74 The meetings thoroughly explored the parties' needs and con
cerns and alternative ways of meeting them. The parties came very 

Air Line Pilots Association, Flight Engineers International Association, Alaska Air 
Carriers Association, Aviation Consumer Action Project, Air Transport Association, 
Regional Airline Association, Helicopter Association International, Pan American 
World Airways, People's Express, Nrw York Air, Southwest Airlines, DHL Cargo, 
and International Brotherhood of Teamsters. Id. 

70. Id. 
7 L The advisory committ-::e met seven times between June 29, 1983 and Febru

ary 14, 1984, for a total of seventeen days. Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 49 Fed. 
Reg. 12,136. 12,137-38 (1984). 

72. &e rd. (publication of proposed regulation); Advisory Commiael! Supports FAA 
Draflfor Pilol TIme Rults, AVIATION WEEK SPACE TECH., March 12, 1984, at 194. 

73. Ste gena-ally Industrial Union Dcp't v. American Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 
607 (1980) (rule promulgated by OSHA to replace national consensus standard for 
occupational exposure to benzene held invalid). The API case opened the door for 
negotiation Df a new benzene regulation. Su id. 

74. Fa/lure of Mealalion Group 10 A,lf'ee Will Nol Dela), Rulemaking, OSHA Sllj's, 7 
CHEMICAL REG. REP. (BNA) 1696 (I~ " OSHA did not participate in the discus
sions, but expressed its support for the ld its interest in using their fruits. OSHA 
continued to develop its own proposal m-house, and hence would have been in a 
position to judge rather immediately the merits of any proposal that might have 
emerged. Id. 
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close to a consensus7!> but enough issues separated them that discus
sions have been adjourned. 76 It seems clear that the group got farther 
than virtually anyone thought they would over so controversial a reg
ulation, and there was consensus that it had been a productive, re
warding experience. As with the FAA rule, only time will tell 
whether the discussions have a direct and wholesome effect on the 
development of a standard. 77 

Althoug.l thus far there are no clear success stories that have 
gone aU the way to a consensus on a proposed rule and supporting 
preamble, it appears that regulatory negotiation offers significant ad
vantages. It enables the parties to address the issues directly and to 
explore them in a detail that is impossible in the hybrid process. That 
its first two uses addressed enormously controversial and complex is
sues also attests to its ability to breach previously unresolvable differ
ences between the parties. As will be discussed below, these two 
experiences will likely pave the way for future uses, precisely because 
future parties can be more comfortable with using a "known" process 
and not worry about the vagaries of the unknown. 78 

B. Ad/utizcation79 

The APA defines the adjudication procedure only for those adju
catory proceedings "required by statute to be determined on the rec
ord after opportunity for an agency hearing," except in certain 

75. Id. The participants were representatives of the Chemical Manufacturers 
Association, the Rubber Manufacturers Association, the American Iron and Steel 
Institute, the American Petroleum Institute, the AFL-CIO, the United Steelworkers 
of America, the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union, and the 
United Rubber Workers. Id. 

76. Id. 
77. Mr. Doug Clark, special assistant to the OSHA Administrator, commented 

that the discussions between labor and industry will result in "a strong standard for 
worker protection" when the benzene standard goes into effect. Id. 

One benefit that is likely to come from the experience is that it served to break 
the ground for the actual use of the procelS; doing so entails a new way of looking at 
regulatory questions that can pose practical problems for the participants. For exam
ple, it requires the parties to actually address what they want or need and to bear the 
responsibility for the decisions that are made. It is often far easier simply to blame a 
recalcitrant agency for "not understanding" than to decide what is appropriate. The 
representatives and the parties confronted this difficulty with admirable energy and 
ability. That will likely serve as the foundation for future efforts. 

78. Su gmtra1!J' Comment, supra note 51. 
79. The preceding section on rulemaking was developed extensively both 

because research on it has been completed and because the newly recommended 
procedures are beginning to be used. The sections that follow will be more 
abbreviated and raise more questions than they put to rest. That is because research 
in this area is only now beginning for the Administrative Conference of the United 
States in conjunction with the Department of Justice. . 
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specified instances.8o That limitation notwithstanding, agencies in 
fact provide a wide variety of hearings and a substantial literature has 
developed analyzing the range of procedures.81 Much of the analysis 
was generated in response to the Supreme Court's decision in Goldberg 
v. Kdly,82 in which the Court analyzed the minimal qualities a hear
ing must have to pass constitutional muster prior to the termination 
of welfare benefits. The Court demonstrated the paucity of the legal 
approach by showing a mindset that the only satisfactory way to do 
something is to emulate courts: while it denied it was requiring a for
mal hearing, it required most of the attributes of a Perry Mason 
tria1.83 The concern is not so much for the burden the court imposes, 
which is very likely substantial, but for the irrelevance of its dictates 
to solving the problem, and its insensitivity for the long run conse
quences. Happily, the case has not been followed rigorously.84 

As a result, it is appropriate to ask two questions: what kind of 
proceedings can be provided that meet the constitutional require
ments for "some kind ofhearing"85 and, perhaps more importantly for 
our purposes, what sort of hearings can be offered as a voluntary al-

Id. 

so. 5 U.S.C. § 554(a) (1982). Section 554(a) provides in pertinent part: 
(a) This section applies, according to the provisions thereof, in every case of 
adjudication required by statute to be determined on the record after op
portunity for an agency hearing, except to the extent that there is involved 

(1) a matter subject to a subsequent trial of the law and the facts de 
novo in a court. 

81. Su Friendly, "Som~ Kind q( a H~an"ng, n 123 U. PA. L. REV. 1267 (1975); 
Verkuil,Judlclal &lJi~w of l'!formol Rulanding, 60 VA. L. REV. 185 (1974). 

82. 397 U.S. 254 (1970). The issue in Coldbn'g was "whether a State that termi
nates public assistance payments to a particular recipient without affording him the 
opportunity for an evidentiary hearing prior to termination denies the recipient pro
cedural due process in violation of the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amend
ment." fd. at 255. The Court held that the recipient should have been afforded 
"timely and adequate notice detailing the reasons for a proposed termination, and an 
effective opportunity to defend by confronting any adverse witnesses and by present
ing his own arguments and evidence orally." Jd at 267-68. 

83. Id. 
84. &~ Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976). In Malh~Uls, the Court ex

plained that the nature of the required hearing could be determined by balancing 
the need for accuracy against the magnitude of the deprivation and the burden it 
would impose on the system in which the hearing is being held. Id. at 339-49. It may 
have reached its decision more by an ad hoc determination of the comparative mag
nitude of the deprivation oflosing welfare rights as opposed to disability rights. Id. at 
340-43. 

85. &~ Friendly, supra note 81, at 1267. Judge Friendly explained that the ex
pression "oome kind of hearing" is "drawn from an opinion by Mr. Justice White 
. . . . He stated, 'The Court has consistently held that som~ kind 0/ h~aring is required 
at some time before a person is finally deprived of his property interests.' I> Id. (quot
ing Wolff v. McDonnell, 418 U.S. 539, 557-58 (1974» (empha~is added by Judge 
Friendly). 
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ternative to more formal means. While, to be sure, agencies have 
used informal "modified hearings" for decades, given the current in
terest and the growth of experience with alternative means of dispute 
resolution, it is appropriate to ask when they can be used and how 
they need to be adapted to meet the dictates of the administrative 
process. 

It is also necessary to ask whether any sort of process, in the form 
of an adaptation of trial-type hearings, is the appropriate response to 
achieving the desired goals. No one would seriously contend that a 
disagreement over how much postage should be placed on a package 
should be made by means of a trial. Rather, the better solution is 
likely to be some sort of "quality control" mechanism to ensure that 
the bureaucratic decisions are made with acceptable accuracy. Thus, 
as in any other dispute, the nature of the issue in question must be 
analyzed before the appropriate method for addressing it can be 
designed.s6 

A range of techniques might be used to provide alternatives to 
traditional forms of agency adjudication. 

Mediatlon.s7 The decision that needs to be made may be quite 
appropriate for mediation or direct negotiations among the affected 
parties. The criteria that are described above can also be used to 
determine whether the issues would be suitable. The one major dif
ference between negotiation and mediation in the administrative pro
cess and their private counterpart is that for at least some types of 
decision, the parties themselves cannot dispose of the issue but, rather, 
additional procedures may be necessary. It may be, for example, that 
agency officials who have the ultimate decisional authority are not 
present, or that the decision must be reconciled with existing public 
policy and hence su~ject to review by someone, or that the decision 
may affect other members of the public in such a way that they have 
the right to participate somehow in the decision before it is final. 
Thus, before undertaking discussions, the parties must analyze every-

86. Su Mashaw, Administrative .Due Process: TIu Qpest jor a Dignatary Theory. 61 
B.U.L. REV. 885 (1981). 

87. One authority has described the role of a mediator as follows: 
A mediator is an impartial outsider who tries to aid the negotiators in 

their quest to find a compromise agreement. The mediator can help with 
the negotiation process, but he does not have the authority to dictate a 
solution. He might not even choose to suggest a final solution; rather, his 
purpose is to lead the negotiators to determine whether there exist com
promises that would be preferred by each party to the no agreement alter
native, and to help the parties select on their own a mutually acceptable 
agreement. 

H. RAIFFA, THE ART AND ScIENCE OF NEGOTIATION 23 (1982) (emphasis omitted). 
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thing that must be done before a final decision can be reached and 
what the likelihood is that their efforts could be derailed before frui
tion. That analysis would include factors such as the participation of 
others after the agreement is reached88 or disapproval by agency offi
cials who did not participate. Mediation and negotiation in this con
text constitute a recognition that the great bulk of administrative 
hearings are settled, just like their civil counterparts. What is needed 
is to recognize and encourage the use of mediation as a means of fos
tering settlement. 

Arbitration.89 Arbitration is widely used in the private sector for a 
variety of subjects. 90 Several agencies and programs are beginning to 
use variants of it instead of formal administrative hearings. For ex
ample, the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) began offering it 
as an alternative means of hearing appeals from adverse action deter
minations against government employees.9! The Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC) has just inaugurated a program of ar
bitration for customer claims of $15,000 or less.n Arbitration is also 
used in resolutions of disputes under the Superfund,93 disputes involv
ing patent issues,94 disputes in age discrimination cases,95 and for de
termining the payments from users of pesticide data.96 

These programs typically use regular presiding officers as the ar
bitrators and, unlike traditional arbitration, the parties are not able 

88. For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Review Board can disap
prove an agreement entered into between OSHA and a company that settles a cita
tion issued by OSHA for violation of a standard. 

89. Professor Raiffa has described the role of an arbitrator as follows: 
An arbitrator (or arbiter), after hearing the arguments and proposals 

of all sides and after finding out "the facts," may also {like the mediator] try 
to lead the negotiators to devise their own solutions or may suggest reason
able solutions; but if these preliminary actions fail, the arbitrator has the 
authority to impose a solution. The negotiators might voluntarily submit 
their dispute for arbitration, or the arbitration might be imposed on them 
by some higher authority. 

H. RAIFFA, supra note 87, at 23 (emphasis omitted). 
90. See Perritt, supra note 9, at 1266-70. 
91. Merit Systems Production Board: Practices and Procedures, 5 C.F.R. 

§§ 1201.200-.221 (1984). 
92. Su 17 C.F.R. §§ 180.1-.6 (1983). 
93. &e Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 

Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9612(b) (4) (1982). 
94. See 35 U.S.C. § 135 (1982); 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.201-.288 (1984), 
95. &e Equal Employment Opportunity Commission - Procedure -- Age Dis

crimination in Employment Act, 29 C.F.R. §§ 1626.15-.16 (1983). 
96. &e Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, 7 U.S.C. 

§ 136a(c)(I)(D)(ii) (1982). The constitutionality of this provision has recently been 
upheld as a taking for public use. &e Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 104 S. Ct. 2862, 
2882-83 (1984). 
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to select the arbitrator from among a panel of candidates offered by 
some third party. The decisions are based on agency precedent but 
are not themselves precedential in any way. The cases which use ar
bitration procedures are those where time is quite important to at 
least one party,97 and no complex factual or policy issues are 
presented. They are generally based on some sort of discovery or 
other method of requiring the parties to tender relevant data, not in 
exhaustive detail but at least sufficient for decision. The arbitrator's 
decision may be, as in the case of the CFTC, simply an award98 or, as 
in the case of the MSPB, a brief recitation of findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. The agency itself has limited review authority, 
but even if it does not reverse the arbitrator's decision, it may not 
necessarily mean the agency agrees with the result. The review is 
summary, akin to the judicial review of an arbitration award, except 
that the agency will also look for gross errors in applying agency pre
cedent. The full nature of judicial review has yet to be developed: to 
the extent the award becomes an agency "order," it is subject to judi
cial review under the Administrative Procedure Act. Just what sort 
of review that is to be and the record on which the court would base 
its review has yet to be developed.99 In short, this area of administra
tive law is only beginning. It may be, however, that when all is said 
and done, it may substantially resemble some procedures that have 
been around a long time. Even if that is the case, the area will profit 
from sights gained by private sector experience. 

Minitrials. loo The mini trial that has been developed for commer
cial litigation, in which the lawyers for the opposing sides present 
summaries of their cases in the presence of representatives of the par
ties who are authorized to negotiate a settlement of the dispute, has 
been used successfully in an enormously complex contract dispute 

97. That only one of the parties is in a hurry for resolution can present problems 
when both parties must consent to using the process, since the other one will often 
profit from delay and is not likely to consent to the process. In some cases, however, 
the parties would simply like to get the matter resolved, and hence both would agree. 
The question of whether one party can force the other into use of the process, or 
whether the forum agency can direct that it be used, n.eeds to be explored. 

98. One reason for this is that a decision might haVl: colJlateral effects, and it was 
thought that avoiding them might make the process attl'~ctive to some parties that 
would otherwise profit from delay. 

99. To the extent the parties agree to the process, just as in private sector arbi
tration, a limited form of judicial review may be appropriate on the ground that the 
parties made the choice that it was in their overall interest to use the process and 
hence should not complain if they lose. If, however, the process is forced on a party, a 
different standard might apply. 

100. Set' Lambros, TIlt' Judge's Rolt' in Foslmng Voluntary Selliemmls, 29 VILL. L. 
REV. 1363 (1984). 
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with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 101 Consid
erable work is now being done on the application of the technique to 
more routine - but nonetheless complex - disputes that are heard 
before the Defense Department's Board of Contract Appeals. 
Although not quite administrative adjudication, the Department of 
Justice was reviewing the minitrial's applicability in settling litigation 
over contract claims in lieu of full trials before the courts. Interest
ingly, however, the government may be prohibited from entering into 
an arbitration agreement to resolve its controversies because it is pro
hibited from relying on arbitration to resolve claims involving ques
tions of legal liability.102 

C. Other Forms of Administrative Action 

While the APA, and hence the legal writing, focuses virtually 
exclusively on rulemaking and adjudication, there are many other 
types of agency decisions, and many of them could be improved by 
invoking the ADR experience. For example, the staff of the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Commission regularly acts as a quasi-mediator 
among competing factions over environmental conditions that are 
placed on low-head hydroelectric plants. 103 Agencies have entered 
into mediation over a range of other decisions involving issues such as 
the protection of endangered species or the technologies required to 
meet standards issued under the Clean Air Act. 104 

What is needed for this category of decisions is a recognition of 
the availability of techniques that may be used by agencies to reach 
far more satisfactory decisions than would be possible if the agency 
arrogated them to itself. 

10 1. Johnson, Masri & Oliver, Minitrial Succmfolly &sollMS NASA- TRW Dispu/~, 
Legal Times, Sept. 6, 1982, at 13, col. 1. 

102. &e 31 U.S.C. § 1346 (1982). This section prohibits the government from 
expending public funds for the work of any commission, council, board or similar 
group not authorized by law. The Comptroller General has opined that this section 
prohibits the government from entering into arbitration agreements to resolve ques
tions involving the rights of the United States, absent express authorization. 8 Op. 
Compo Gen. 96 (1928); 7 Op. Compo Gen. 541 (1928). However, this bar docs not 
prevent the government from entering into arbitration agreement$ for the purposes of 
determining a factual question of reasonable value, which does not impose any obli
gation on the government and docs not leave "questions of legal liability" for deter
mination by arbitrators. 200p. Compo Gen. 95, 99 (1940); 22 Op. Compo Gen. 140 
(1942). 

103. &e Kerwin, Environmental Analysis in II.}'dropower Licmsing: A Model for Dm~ 
sionmaJ:ing, ENVTL. IMPACT ASSESSMENT REV., June 1983, at 131, 134. 

104. &e Susskind, Environmenllli Media/z"on and the Accountability Problem, 6 VT. L. 
REV. 1, 2 n.6 (1981) 
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D. Alternatzves /n Lieu of Agency Action 

Section II of this paper argued that much of modern regulation 
can be viewed as a combination of a failure of substantive standards 
by which to judge conduct and, perhaps even more importantly, the 
lack of a suitable mechanism by which rights can be enforced. Profes
sor Perritt's hapless student is a perfect example. 105 vVhen confronted 
with defects in a new car, he sought to enforce his right under the 
warranties against its manufacturer; he even invoked the dispute reso
lution mechanism created for this purpose by the auto company and 
the Better Business Bureau, but it was unavailing. Without satisfac
tion, he had to begin to build power, and that was successful only 
through the invocation of litigation. Coercion won out. 

The question here is, what if the student were not a law student 
itching for some practical experience but rather someone for whom 
the prospect of litigation would be expensive, 106 emotionally wrench
ing,107 and time consuming? The likely reponse would be: nothing, at 
least nothing short of a few letters and some frustration. If that is the 
case, then the lack of a dispute resolution mechanism (DRM) leads to 
a quasi-externality in which the buyer, who may have reasonably ex
pected a product free of defects or the need of repair, must absorb the 
resulting costs. The classic response to that is regulation - an agency 
will prescribe conduct and prosecute violations. lOS Thus there is a 
clear trade-off between a reasonable, responsive DRM and regula
tion. If the arbitration program that the student used had teeth 109 

and the arbitrator was a reponsible neutral party, the issue may well 
have been defused. The company would likely have corrected the 
difficulties instead of dallying, since it too would likely want to avoid 

105. Su Perritt, supra note 9, at 1223-24. 

106. The transaction costs of bringing a lawsuit against an auto company to 
force the repair of a defective automobile would likely exceed the value of the defects 
themselves. Thus, unless some statute, regulation, or common law precept provided 
for a shifting of the fees, the consumer might decide not to bring the litigation. Even 
if the American rule were abrogated, the consumer would still face the gamble of 
whether the claim was sufficientl), meritorious to merit the award of fees. 

107. The plethora of currently popular books on assertiveness and winning 
through intimidation must surely reflect a timidity on the part of most individuals 
when faced with having to pursue something they believe is rightfully theirs in the 
face of either indifference or hostility. 

lOB. &t' notes 3·5 & 31·32 and accompanying text supra. 
109. It should be noted that in fact many of the arbitration/mediation pro

grams for auto warranties are binding on the auto company. Su Brenner, DupUIt' 
Rt'so/ulion MOlMmmt Galht'TS Mommlum, Legal Times, Mar. 21, 1983, at 27, col. I. How 
they work in practice and what happens if their orders are disregarded need to be 
appraised. 
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the costs of subsequent proceedings and the ill-will generated by an 
unpopular result. 

As a result of all of this, one of the areas of administrative law 
that de~erves careful attention is the establishment of private sector 
DRM's as a substitute for agency regulation or hearings. Several pro
grams, for example, either require or permit private organizations to 
estab.lish a forum for reviewing complaints or other issues that arise 
with respect to some particular activity. I \0 If more of such program.',; 
are not created, the government agencies will have to playa larger 
role in resolving contests. 

The use of DRM's is also likely to be an important aspect of 
proposals for "self-regulation." It is not enough simply for companies 
to argue that they are taking appropriate action "volunt .. rily," and 
hence there is no need for government intervention, unless there is a 
correlative right on the part of the beneficiaries of that action to en
force it in some manner. In some cases, of course, that will be 
through market transactions, but in others some sort ofDRM will be 
needed to ensure that the promised actions, as in Professor Perritt's 
example, are discharged. 

The pressing questions, then, are what should the characteristics 
of those DRM's be and what relationship will they have to the 
agency? How, for example, do you ensure neutrality? How coercive 
is the decision to be, and on whom? Is the DRM's use mandatory on 
the consumer? Maya "defendant" decline its use, and, if so, with 
what result? What sort of due process rights are provided the con
sumer and the company against whom an order might run? What 
appeal rights are there and to what body - higher private sector 
authority, the agency, or a court? Is deference given the DRM's deci
sions or is there de novo review? How expensive will it be? How 
much will the reviewing authority be bound by precedent and how 
much will it seek justice under the circumstances? We will need to 
develop guidelines and insights into this emerging area. That will 
entail defining the procedures, or general principles, that are to be 
used in embedded dispute resolution mechanisms that will be suffi
cient to ward off government action. I II The Federal Trade Commis-

110. &<!', ~.g., Securities Industry Conference in Arbitration, Securities Exchange 
Act Release No. 13,470 (Apr. 26, 1977); Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, 15 U.S.C. 
§ 2310 (1982). 

111. The violation of the minimal rules of procedure could result either in the 
agency's resolving the underlying dispute or the agency taking action against the 
organization that was supposedly responsible for compliance with the general proce
dures. While invalidated under the statute under which it operated, the Federal 
Trade Commission took this approach in the vocational school rule when it imposed 
requirements that were prescribed for the purpose of preventing unfair practice, and 
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sion has taken an initial step in this direction. Under the Magnuson
Moss Warranty Act, warrantors that incorporate a dispute settlement 
program must comply with the standards fOT those programs that the 
Commission has defined in its Rule on Informal Dispute Settlement 
Procedures. 112 Another example is the self-policing rules of the stock 
exchanges. 113 They operate under the supervision of the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, but with relative autonomy provided the 
procedural standards are met. 

IV. THE FUTURE OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 

The future of the use of alternative means of dispute resolution 
- or, if the term "dispute" or "conflict" is somehow inappropriate, of 
alternative ways of resolving issues that are complex and affect several 
parties - by the government appears promising. But it will not come 
automatically, and several hurdles exist that need to be addressed. 

A. Familz'ari(y 

Undoubtedly the greatest need is simply to generate familiarity 
with the attributes of the range of alternative procedures. Agencies, 
like most people, are likely to be a little leery of unknown processes. 
As such, they would be unable to determine whether it would be in 
their interest to use them. Moreover, agencies always run the risk of 
judicial and congressional oversight, so they must also be confident 
that the new processes meet the demands placed on them from the 
outside. 

This will come from several sources. First, it is always helpful if a 
complete model is created and analyzed so the agency can determine 
whether it meets its needs, and doing so removes some of the fear of 
the unknown. Second, the experience of other agencies is invaluable 
because it reduces the risk of developing a new approach. Third, the 
growing acceptance and experience in the private sector will lap over 
into the administrative process. That is clearly what is happening 

was prepared to treat a violation of those requirements as an unfair trade practice per 
se. &e Katherine Gibbs School, Inc. v. FTC, 612 F.2d 658 (2d Cir. 1979). For funher 
discussion of the KatMrine Gibbs decision, see note 21 and accompanying text supra. 

General Motors Corporation recently entered into a consent decree with the 
Federal Trade Commission over the repair and replacement of defective engines. The 
decree provides for a system of arbitration, which is binding on GM to determine the 
extent of liability and the repairs to be performed. This dispute resolution mecha
nism was accepted in the face of those who argued for more stringent mandatory 
actions. &e General Motors Corp., 3 TRADE REG. REI'. (CCH) , 22,010 (1983). 

112. 16 C.F.R. § 703 (1984). 
113. Set' Silver v. New York Stock Exch., 373 U.S. 341 (1963). 
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with the minitrial, for example. 114 Fourth, it will come simply 
through talk and through discussions, such as this Symposium. I 15 

B. Particular Needs 

The government also has some particular needs that must be ad
dressed in some manner. 

1. Negotiation/ Mediatioll 

There is sometimes a peculiar problem that arises when the gov
ernment reaches a decision by negotiation with the interested parties 
or, worse, with only some of them. The integrity of the negotiation 
process is generally assured by the self-interest of each party: no one 
will agree unless they think they are better off for doing so, as com
pared with the available alternatives. But it is not always clear just 
what the government's interest is, and someone could be accused of 
selling out its substantive interest to gain some other benefit, such as 
politkal favors or a new job for the bureaucrat. In the abstract such 
motives may be impossible to detect, and hence any government offi
cial who participates in the negotiations may be vulnerable to wholly 
baseless attacks. Thus, a timid official may be reluctant to risk that 
exposure. As a result, it may be necessa.ry in some programs to create 
a mechanism to protect the integrity of negotiate.d decisions. That 
could come through a board of senior officials that reviews settle
ments,116 a structured settlement process, publication of a proposed 
settlement and its supporting reasons for comment,117 or some other 
mechanism. 

2. Acceptance 

Some officials are likely to resist the use of some of the alterna
tives on the grounds that they are inconsistent with the agency's role 
as the sovereign. That is especially the case with respect to mediation 
and negotiation, although it would also likely apply in arbitration. In 
the case of mediation/negotiation, the agency is more likely to have 

114. &e Johnson, Masri & Oliver, supra note 101, at 13. 
115. For example, one government official had been skeptical about some of the 

alternative processes, but decided to accept their merit because they were frequently 
discussed with seeming approval by a variety of well-respected individuals and 
interests. 

116. The Attorney General must !lpprove all tort claims settlements of litigation 
that are worth more than $25,000. Federal Torts Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2671 
(1982). 

1.17. The Federal Trade Commission publishes consent decrees for comment in 
the Federal Register. 
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only an illusion of sovereignty rather than sovereignty itself. That 
results from a confusion of the aUlhon'ty to take some action with the 
power to do so. The reason negotiation may be an attractive alterna
tive is precisely because of the countervailing power that others have. 
For example, an agency may unquestionably have the authority to 
issue a rule but its efforts to do so can be frustrated by others. liS 

Thus, direct discussions may not be an abdication of authority or sov
ereignty but a very real way of furthering the agency's interest: it will 
continue to represent whatever interest it represents in traditional 
proceedings 'but is now in a position to gain information and accept
ance of a mutually developed approach. Since the parties in interest 
concur in it, they are also more likely to be satisfied with the result 
and comply. But that reluctance to yield some perceived power must 
be overcome. 

3. Institutionalization 

Premature institutionalization through codification or rigid re
quirements should undoubtedly be avoided, although there may weH 
be pressure to do so. We clearly need time to experiment and get 
comfortable with the process. But, once we have some understanding 
of suitable approaches, some sort of institutionalization could be 
quite helpful in overcoming the difficulties discussed above. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In short, the future of alternative means of dispute resolution in 
the administrative process would appear to be strong. Indeed, the 
two havc a long and complex history. Moreover, the needs of the 
administrative process have never been greater: to cope with massive 
caseloadsj to develop new alternatives to coercive regulati<;m; and to 
resolve enormously complex litigation. 119 The means of resol ving is
sues that are currently under discussion hold a significant promise for 
the administrative process. 

liB. For a particular example of this, see text accompanying notes 68-69 supra. 
119. One can only imagine the enormous complexity that will be involved in 

litigation over the failure of two communication satellites that were unsuccessfully 
launched from the space shuttle. A controversy of similar complexity, indeed also 
involving satellites, was resolved through the use of a minitrial. Johnson, Masri & 
Oliver, supra note 101. Whether an alternative approach is merited in these instances, 
it is clear that the complexity of the issues presented al'e at an all time high, both in 
their technology and, when considering the social' issues involved in government dis
putes, in their demography. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

p'indings 

The use of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) techniques 

to settle government defense contract disputes holds promise as a 

quicker and cheaper alternative to the currently oversubscribed 

Board of Contract Appeal~ (BCA) system. However, with experience 

to date limited to two successfully resolved cases in the Army 

Corps of Engineers, additional empirical data is required. A 

pilot program involving disputes from all branches of the armed 

services to be resolved through ADR processes would provide a 

broader database from which decisions on future legislative 

amendments could be made. 

OVeryiew 

Excessive litigation, heightened formality, and a growth in 

the number of contract disput~ appeals have dramatically 

increased the time and cost of pursuing a claim before the 

government BCA. A proposal to employ ADR techniques such as 

arbitration, mini-trials, mediation, an~ factfinding to 

supplement the BCA system has drawn a generally favorable 

response. Widespread dissemination of information on th~se 

alternatives and their benefits is now needed, to overcome the 

misconceptions and general unfamiliarity that block their 

acceptance. 
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I. STA,'EHENT ~ PROBLEM 

The time and cost of resolving government cont~~ct disputes 

has risen dramatically over the years. The Boards of Contract 

Appeals (BCA), once a streamlined alternative to the congested 

courts, are now burdened by excessive litigation and increased 

formality. The volume of disputes presented before the Boards has 

also grown with the increase in federal procurement spending and 

accompanying oversight. The number of cases fi1~d with the Armed 

Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA), the largest 

administrative board of contract appeals, jumped from 974 cases 

in fiscal 1981 to 1273 cases in 1982. [1] As these Boards 

inherit the drawbacks of the courts they were designed to 

replace, officials are once again exploring faster and cheaper 

alternatives. 

The Administrative Conference of the United States is 

currently examining the potential uses by federal agencies of 

arbitration, mini-trials, mediation, factfinding, and other 

a1ternutive dispute resolution (ADR) techniques. These techniques 

are increasingly being applied to a broad range of conflicts in 

both the public and private sector, yielding settlements that are 

quicker, less expensive, less contentious, and generally more 

acceptable to the parties involved. Application of ADR techniques 

to date in the defense contracts arena has been limited to two 

mini-trials successfully conducted by the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers in a recent pilot program. 

1. Harter, Dispute Resolution Procedures and ~ 
Administrative Process, Comment Draft, 23 Feb 1986, p.94. 

1 
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This report presents an analysis of the issues surrounding 

the introduction of ADR methods to the defense contract dispute 

settlement process, and 

feasibility. 

offers some conclusions as to their 

Current BeA Procedure 

Under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, all government 

contracts must include clauses identifying the procedures for 

settling disputes resulting from the contract. The Act stems from 

a report issued by the Procurement Commission in the early 1970's 

that called for sweeping reforms in the procedures available for 

resolving government contract claims. The Disputes Clause defines 

"claims" as written demands or assertions seeking as a matter of 

right the payment of money, adj'lstment, interpretation of 

contract terms, or ~ther relief. [21 

Dispute claims are filed by 

contractor with a contracting officer. 

the government 

The contracting 

or the 

officer 

has 60 days to issue his decision or, for claims over $50,000, to 

notify the parties of the time extension required. Failure to 

issue a decision within the stated time period defaults to a 

ruling against the claim. Decisions may be appealed within 90 

days of the ruling to an administrative Board of Contract 

Appeals, or taken directly to the U.S. Claims Court within 12 

months of the decision. 

The Boards of contract Appeals (BCAs) were established to 

provide an alternative to the Claims Court that was "more 

2. Goverment Contracts Report, para. 24,050. 

2 
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informal and expeditious and less expensive than comparable 

proceedings in court." [3] Executive agencies either form their 

own agency Board if they handle a large volume of contract 

dispute claims, or arrange for appeals to be heard by another 

agency's Board. Claims under the Department of Defense are 

resolved in the Armed Services Board of contract Appeals (ASBCA). 

SpeCial procedures for expedited disposition of smaller 

claims are available at the contractor's request. The Small 

Claims Procedure for disputes under $10,000 requires decision of 

the appeal, whenever possible, within 120 days; the Accelerated 

Procedure for claims ut._ler $50,000 requires a decision within 180 

days. 

Problems l!!.th the MBCA Today 

The ASBCA originally succeeded in providing a relatively 

quick, uncomplicated, and inexpensive means of resolving contract 

disputes. Contractors frequently appeared ~ se, representing 

themselves, and claims were often settled within one year. Yet 

the ASBCA has become legally complex, and the time and costs 

of pursuing a claim have risen dramatically. The average case now 

lasts from 

disruptive 

two to fOllr years, often longer. The expense 

effect on management pose significant problems 

both the contractors and the government. 

Underlying Causes 

and 

for 

According to the Administrative Conference of the United 

States, the added procedures which have complicated the BCA 

3. Government Contracts Report, Para. 24,225. 

3 
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system derive fr~m the following: 

" .•. judicial decisions establishing detailed due process 
requirement; lawyers seeking to preserve their clients' every 
arguable advantage; political compromises in Congress; a desire 
to control bureaucracy; the public's interest for open government 
and participation in its decisions; and even agencies' endeavors 
to survive a judicial "hard look"." [4] 

The changing roles of lawyers and government contracting 

officers have also contributed to the problem. 

Government Contract Lawyers. The increased legal complexity of 

the Boards parallels the growth of government contract lawyers. 

Law firms specializing in government contract law were non-

existent prior to the introduction of the BCA system in 1968. As 

recently as 1971, 40 to 50. percent of the cases before the ABBCA 

were ~ eg's with contractors representing themselves. When 

deregulation cut the demand for lawyers ~n other areas, the 

contract dispute arena became a lucrative substitute. "Government 

contract law was considered the bottom of the totem pole," a 

prominent attorney at United Technologies notes. "Now it has 

developed into a money-maker and area of expertise. Today I'd be 

suprised if there were four or five pro eg cases a year." These 

lawyers brought to the Boards their understanding and use of 

legal complexities. 

Contracting Officers. There is an unspoken reluctance of the 

contracting officers to make decisions that might be reviewed 

poorly by government auditors. The Judgment Act has created a 

4. Administrative Conference of the US, "Agencies' Use of 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Techniques", Federal 
Register, 8 Aprll 1986, 111928. 

4 
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monetary incentive to leave disputes unresolved as well, as the 

contracting officer is responsible for paying claims from his own 

budget only if he has issued the decision. As a ~esult, it has 

become difficult to settle disputes at this level and more cases 

are sent to the ASBCA for judgement. Where in the past only the 

most difficult cases continued on, the contracting officer is now 

less effective in this screening role. 

Advantages ~ ~ Techniques 

Advocates propose supplementing the BCA system with ADR 

techniques, most notably the mini-trial. ADR methods are employed 

with success in the private sector, in areas ranging from family 

disputes and neighborhood justice centers to consumer complaints 

and union/management negotiations. When used in appropriate 

circumstances, ADR techniques facilitate dispute settlement at 

less cost, in a shorter amount of time, and with greater 

satisfaction for the parties involved than do traditional 

processes. 

The main advantage of ADR techniques is legal simplicity, 

which translates into lower attorney fees and quicker decisions. 

Parties often agree upon a time limit for proceedings. 

offer privacy, since all proceedings are confidential 

transcript is made, thus exempting the proceedings 

They also 

and no 

from the 

Freedom of Information Act. The focus on cooperation, rather 

than the adveraarial nature of court litigation, produces greater 

satisfaction with the final decision for both sides and helps to 

diffuse future tension in ongOing relationships. 

5 
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Ixpe;lments ~ ~ 

Formal application of ADR techniques in the defense industry 

to date has been limited to two mini-trials in the past two 

years under an Army Corps of Engineers pilot program. Both were 

successfully resolved within the allotted time period of one to 

three months, at a considerable savings to the Corps. The larger 

case of the two involved a $55.6 million claim which was 

eventually settled for $17.2 million, and the contractor involved 

states that he would gladly use mini-trials for future disputes. 

The Naval Air Command is preparing for a mini-trial scheduled to 

take place in July 1986. 

The first reported use of a mini-trial to sol~e a government 

procurement contract dispute was held between the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and TRW, Inc. in 

1982, involving a NASA communications satellite program. This 

successful mini-trial is reported to have saved more than $1 

million in legal fees alone. 

Requirements ~ ~ ~ ADR 

Not all contract disputes are suitable for ADR techniques. 

Appropriate cases contain factual disputes which do not require 

new interpretations of the law but for which clear legal rules or 

standards needed to resolve the issue have already been 

established by statute, precedent or rule. Cases must not involve 

the establishment of major new policies or precedents. ADR 

processes can be valuable when the issues are highly technical 

and require specialized expertise by the decisionmakers to reach 

a decision, or when parties desire privacy as in highly 

6 
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classified matters. ADR methods are inappropriate when the case 

significantly affects persons who axe not parties to the 

proceeding or when a full public record of the proceeding is 

important. 

II. 1\NAI,YSIS OF ISSUES 

There are no forceful arguments for opposing the proposed 

application of ADR processes to gov~rnment contract disputes. A 

request for comments on the Administrative Conference proposal in 

the April 8, 1986 Federal Register drew a generally favorable 

response, as did subsequent hearings on the subject in early May. 

There are, however, several issues which could potentially hinder 

its widespread acceptance. This section briefly discusses those 

issues and .analyzes their implications. 

The two major reservations expressed at the Administrative 

Conference hearings were raised by the Department of Justice and 

the General Accounting Office (GAO), and centered around the 

risks of investing the authority to settle disputes with non

government arbitrators. Both agencies warned against the legal 

implications of delegating major policy decisions to non

government participants unfamiliar with the law. Unlike disputes 

in the private sector, decisions based on agreement between the 

parties alone risk violation of existing laws, regulations, or 

decisions of the GAO. To ensure that settlements comply with 

legal restrictions, the arbitrators or government principals 

selected to settle a case must understand the governing statutes 

and/or consult legal experts prior to settlement. Use of top 

level managers familiar with regulations as mini-trial 

7 
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principals, similar to the Corps of Engineers' pilot program, 

will help alleviate this problem. Arbitrators will eventually 

learn the limits of the law as they participate in more disputes. 

The GAO also fears an imagined bias of private arbitrators 

to resolve claims by compromise -- by splitting them down the 

middle. Parties might accept such a decision on a "nuisance 

argument" they say, simply thankful to end the dispute. I submit 

that this is a naive view of the sophistication of professional 

arbitrators. Such actions can be discouraged by requiring 

decisions to include a brief explanation of their factual and 

legal basis, as proposed by the Administrative Conference. The 

GAO would also retain its traditional settlement authority to 

approve all government payments. 

The hidden agendas of participants may impede the promotion 

and acceptance of ADR processes. Many of the most likely 

instigators of such techniques can not be depended on to advance 

their use, as they may conflict with other interests. 

Lawyers. Several factors deter lawyers from encouraging 

clients to use ADR methods to solve disputes: 

quicker settlements and a diminished role for lawyers 
mean lower legal fees; 

client control over the outcome may be psychologically 
threatening; 

suggesting the use of non-adversarial methods may 
be perceived as a sign of weakness; and 

many lawyers are unfamiliar with ADR processes. 

Once clients become more aware of ADR techniques through 

8 
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other channels and insist on their use, lawyers will have to 

provide them. However, lawyers ar~ not likely to assist with the 

educational process. [5] 

Judges. Ideally, BCA administrative judges should identify 

those cases that are appropriate for ADR methods and suggest 

their use to the parties involved. Yet a recent study reveals 

that 60 to 70 percent of BCA judges are unwilling to "manage" 

hearings and feel no responsibility to resolve cases in the most 

expeditious way. According to the study, judges view themselves 

as merely onlookers who ultimately make the decision. However, if 

the Secretary of Defense ordered ASBCA judges to actively promote 

ADR processes as part of an effort to alleviate the backlog of 

cases waiting to be heard, these judges would have no other 

choice. 

Management. One Corps of Engineers official reports that 

while top management was satisfied with the Corps' mini-trials, 

there was reslstance at lower levels by managers who resented 

being over.ruled by their superiors. They complained that the time 

frame of the mini-trial was too short to afford a complete airing 

of their arguments. Yet Professor Eric Green of Boston University 

Law School, an expert on ADR, states that he has seen very 

complex cases boiled down for adequate presentation within a 

short time period. Until more empirical evidence of this is 

available to convince reluctant lower management, mini-trials and 

other AD~ techniques may require advocacy from the top down. 

5. Goldberg, Green, and Sander, Dispute Resolution, 
pp. 487-489. 

9 
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Government. Government procurement problems have received 

considerable attention in the press lately. To the extent that 

resolving a case is not the government's objective so much as 

sanctioning a contractor as an example to others, as in the case 

of General Pynamics, APR processes will not be successful. The 

determination of both parties to achieve a settlement is a vital 

prerequisite. 

Formalized ADR processes may attract cases that would 

otherwise be settled out of court back into the BCA system, 

limiting the potential for alleviating congestion and backlogs. 

Well over half of the contract dispute cases are currently 

resolved before they reach the seA through traditional means of 

negotiation. Once the best alternative to the lengthy and 

expensive BCA, such infc::maJ_ settlements may be abandoned for the 

more structured ADR processes. To achieve a flexible capacity for 

providing ADR services, the government could retain a certain 

number of arbitrators, mediators, etc. "on call", to be employed 

when the full-time staff are oversubscribed. 

Every effort must be made to protect the informal, 

unregulated spirit of ADR. As with anything in the government, 

the growth of ADR processes in the contract dispute arena will 

induce statutes to insure the conformity to standards, until the 

efficiency of these methods is threatened by the constraints. 

Oversight should be restricted to reviewing the legality of 

decisions to prevent stifling the process. 

Differing Contractor Benefits 

The potential benefits from the widespread implementation of 

10 
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ADR techniques in the defense industry varies with the size and 

legal orientation of the contractor. A closer look at a large 

corporation such as United Technologies illustrates this pOint. 

The legal counsels at United Technologies state that, as a 

practice, they are less inclined to litigate against the 

government over a dispute and more likely to settle out of court. 

As the nation's 7th largest defense contractor, they acknowledge 

the influence possessed by large firms to negotiate settlements 

with government officials outside of BCA channels, explaining 

that large contractors have a lot to offer in such circumstances. 

They have the resources to write off a larg~ claim if necessary 

and not feel the impact as much as smaller firms would. Those 

cases they do bring before the ASBCA usually involve policy 

issues or legal disputes which will establish precedent and 

therefore would be unsuited for ADR methods. As a result, one 

would expect that smaller and mid-sized contractors who depend on 

the BCA process would obtain a greater benefit from the 

availability of ADR methods, and are likely to be more receptive 

to government efforts to promote their use. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

To date, no compelling arguments have been made against the 

use of ADR techniques to supplement the overworked BCA system. 

Both prior experience in the private sector and the limited 

application by the Corps of Engineers have produced attractive 

results. The government and contractors alike stand to benefit 

from the potential time and cost savings and decisions better 

tailored to their needs. 

11 
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Indeed, the expanded role for contractors and management in 

the dispute process offered by ADR methods seems compatible 

with the larger movement toward self-governance and increased 

responsibility advocated by the President's Commission on Defense 

Management. In its report presented to the President in late 

February, the Packard Commission stressed the need for 

contractor accountability through the adoption of better internal 

auditing systems as a preventive means of monitoring compliance 

with pro~urement regulations. As the General Counsel of the 

Commission noted, the government wants the message clear that in 

the public-private partnership arena, the defense industry has a 

responsibility for self-review. 

As a concept, the use of ADR techniques in the realm of 

government contract disputes has already been promoted. The 

governing Council of the Administrative Conference of the United 

states on June 3rd approved a draft proposal calling for 

agencies' adoption of ADR procedures. The proposal will be 

submitted for official approval before the entire Conference on 

June 20th. 

Advocates must now focus on selling the use of these 

techniques on an individual basis. Widespread dissemination of 

information on the processes and their benefits is needed, to 

overcome the misconceptions and general unfamiliarity that block 

their acceptance. One step in this direction might be to organize 

symposiums for contractors and government officials where 

participants from the two successful Corps of Engineers mini

trials discuss their experience and are available for- informal 

questioning. Of course, there will always be cases where parties 

12 
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simply want their day in court, and are willing to accept the 

lengthy hearings and high costs there. Yet both contractors and 

lawyers whom I spoke with stated they would use ADR procedures 

when appropriate if they were institutionalized as an available 

option. 

With so little empirical data available on this subject, 

there is a pressing need for fUrther experimentation. Two mini

trial cases are not sufficient to justify legislative amendments. 

The government should establish additional pilot projects that 

include other branches of the armed forces, followed by careful 

studies on the results. Administrative judges of the ASBCA should 

be directed to select the appropriate cases for the pilot program 

to ensure participation. The Corps of Engineers has experienced 

difficulty, despite earlier success in the program, to attract a 

third case for mini-trial use. 

Only when further data has been accumulated can the decision 

be made on whether ADR techniques merit statutory changes. In 

this era of drastic budget cutting, howevet, any proposal which 

offers the potential for reducing costs should be energetically 

pursued. 

13 
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ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION: PRA(''TICES AND 

POSSIBILITIES IN THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT 

WILLIAM FRENCH SMITH* 

In the early nineteenth century Alexis de Tocqueville predicted that the 
law would become a secular religion in the United States, and that every im
portant political qu.estion would be turned into a matter for law and litigation.1 

History once again has proven de Tocqueville's remarkable prescience. Over 
the past two decades, there has been a staggering increase in litigation.J 

Americans now are filing more lawsuits than ever before, and are litigating a 
"'ide variety of disputes that previously had been resolved through other 
means.3 

At the same time, Americans also have extended the traditional adver
sarial process beyond the confines of the courtroom. From the perspective of a 
government ~ttorney, the most significant extension has occurred in the area of 

.. United States Attorney General; B.A., 1939, University of California at Los 
Angeles; LL.B.; 1942, Harvard University. 

1. A. DE TOCQUllVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 231-41, 263-70 (G. Law
rence & J. Mayer eds. 1969) (1st ed. Paris 1835); Sarat, The Role of Courts and the 
Logic of Court Reform: Notes on the Justice Department's Approach to Improving 
Justice, 64 JUDICATURE 300, 301 (1981). 

2. The workload at the federal level has increased enormously over th~ past two 
decades. In 1960, for example, there were 59,284 civil cases inititated in the federal 
district courts, and 61,829 were terminated. 1983 DIR. ADMIN. OFF. U.S. COURTS 
ANN. REP. 114 [hereinafter cited as REPORT]. During the same year, 3,899 appeals 
were docketed in 11 regional courts of appeals, and those courts disposed of 3,173 
appeals.Id. at 97. For the year ending June 30, 1983, there were a record 241,842 civil 
filings in federal district courts, up 17.3% over the previous year. Id. at 114. The num
ber of cases filed in the United States Courts of Appeals also reached record levels in 
1983. The Courts of Appeals docketed 29,630 cases. Id. at 97. The number of appeals 
filed in federal courts is now more than 600% higher than it was in 1960, see' id., and 
the increase at the district court level has been nearly 300%. See id. at 114. See generJ 

ally Meador, The Federal Judiciary-Inflation, Malfunction, and a Proposed Course 
of Action, 1981 B.Y.U. 1. REV. 617. 

3. As Chief Justice Burger noted in 1982, Americans hav~ turned "to the courts 
for relief from a range of personal distresses and anxieties" and expected them "to fill 
the void created by the decline of church, family, and neighborhood unity.". Burger, 
Isn't There a Better Way?, 68 A.B.A. J. 274, 275 (1982). 
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administrative rulemaking, which now often contains all the elements of a ju
dicial proceeding, including rules of evidence, testimony, and cross
examination:' 

Increased use of adversarial procedures in the courts and administrative 
process has had serious consequences.G Regulatory pr~eedings have become 
more lengthy and complex as a result of conflict between the government and 
private parties,' and have all too often led to unnecessary and wasteful regula
tions.'1 Moreover, lawsuits involving the government have become more num~r
ous. The number of lawsuits in which the United States was a party grew by 
more than 155% in the last decade: from 25,000 new lawsuits a year in 1970 
to 64,000 new lawsuits a year in 1980.° The accompanying costs to the govern
ment have increased at an even greater rate, with legal expenses of federal 
agencies estimated to have more than tripled in the decade of the 70's.0 In a 
time of fiscal constraints, the government simply cannot afford these costs. 

Excessive government participa~k!ll in the adversary process has had 
other, less tangible, drawbacks. One of the most significant is the unnecessary 
antagonism it has generated between the government and private parties. 
Partly because of the conflict created in litigation and administrative proceed. 

4. B. OWEN & R. BRAEUTIGAM, THE REGULATION GAME 23-24 (1978); 
Wright, New Judicial Requisites for Informal Ru/emaking. 29 AD. L. REV. 59 
(1977). 

5. The adversary process has many benefits. It providl;:~ a strong incentive for 
those interested in the outcome of a dispute to present the best arguments for the decj· 
sionmaker to consider, and it thus is "a powerful means of generating informatio,!." 
Harter, Negotiating Regulations: A. Cure for Malaise?, 71 GEO. L.J. I, 19 (1982). 
Moreover, becatlse each party knows the contentions of the other parties, he can point 
out errors in competing positions. /d.; see Schuck, Litigation. Bargaining, and Regula
tion, REG. July-Aug. 1979, at 26, 31. 

6. Cramton, Causes and Cures of Administrative Delay, 58 A.B.A. J. 937, 938· 
39 (1972); Fox, Breaking the Regulatory Deadlock, HARV. Bus. REV., Sept.-Oct. 
1981, at 97, 104; Har~er, supra note 5, at 19; Morgan, Toward a Revised Stralegy for 
Ratemaking, 1978 U. ILL. L.F. 21, 22 (1978). 

7. Fox, supra note 6, at 97. Fox has noted that the federal regulation of indus
try has suffered from a long history of confrontation between government and private 
businesses. As the regulatory process has become increasingly adversarial, both govern
ment and business have approached rulemaking as a battlegound in which combatants 
committed to fixed positions try to outlast each other through several stages of regula
tory and judicial conflict. Instead of attempting to resolve the issue ,at hand, the parties 
approach the process as an opportunity to build a record to later bring to court. More
over, the courts to which the parties finally turn to resolve their disputes are often iII
prep:aed to handle them. The parties do not settle the essential conflict between them, 
but rather expend their imergies arguing minor procedural issu(:5 before a court which 
often has neither the te:chnical expertise nor jurisdiction to resolve the underlying 
dispute. 

S. REPORT, supra note 2, at 121. 
9. Information obt.ained from the Bureau of lustice Statistics in June, 1983. 
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ings, the public increasingly has tended to view the government as an adver
sary, rather than a servant of the public interest. 

Recognizing these adverse consequences, this Administration has sought 
to reduce the intensity of battle between the government and the public. With 
respect to the courtroom, the Department of Justice, among other things, has 
established a policy of litigating ~s a last resort, rather than as a first rea.ction. 
We also have sought to reduce government participation in administrative bat
tles by establishing alternative rulemaking procedures that are not dependent 
on adversarial proceedings. This article will examine a few of the steps taken 
by the federal government to put into practice alternative means of dispute 
resolution, and will discuss possibilities for other steps the government could 
take in the future. 

I. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES: PRACTICES OF THE 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

Alternative dispute resolution processes were developed by the private 
sector as a means of resolving controversies without some of the costs associ
ated with traditional litigation. Techniques such as arbitration and mediation 
have been used for many years in the labor field,I° and have recently been 
extended to minor disputes involving consumers, landlords and tenants, family 
members, and assorted damage claims.ll Unfortunately, governments, and 
particularly the federal government, have been slow to adopt these tech
niques.lll Federal officials have just begun to recognize the potential of alterna
tive dispute resolution processes and only recently have they tried to apply 
these processes in resolving controversies in which the government is a party. 

A. Alternatives to Traditional Rulemaking 

Perhaps the most promising alternative to traditional adversarial 
rulemaking now being explored in a number of federal agencies is "negotiated 
rulemaking." This procedure contemplates an informal process of bargaining 
among parties affected by a proposed regulation. The process is intended to 
culminate in an agreement that becomes the basis for an agency rule.18 The 
i'~'ocedure, still in its infancy, usually takes one of two forms.14 

10. See generally M. BERNSTEIN, PRIVATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 315 (1968). 
11. See generally E. JOHNSON, V. KANTOR & E. SCHWARTZ. OUTSIDE THE 

COURTS: A SURVEY OF DIVE~;jION ALTERNATIVES IN CIVIL CASES (1977); Sander. Va
rieties of Dispute Processing. 70 F.R.D. 111 (1976). 

12. See infra notes 57-58. 
13. See generally Note. Rethinking .'8eg<..llation: Negotiation as an Alternative to 

Traditional Rulemaking. 94 HA1M L. REV. 1871 (1981). 
14. See Boyer, Alternativis to Administrative Trial-Type Hearings for Resolv

ing Complex Scientific, Economic, and Social Issues, 71 MICH. L. REV. Ill, 164-68 
(1972); Reich. Regulation by Confrontation or Negotiation? HARV. Bus. REV .• May-
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In one approach, the government agency merely acts as overseer of the 
negotiations. The agency begins the process by publishing a description of a 
proposed rule topic in the Federal Register and a general invitation to partici
pate in negotiations. The agency selects a manageable number of representa
tives from those responding to participate in the bargaining sessions. Agency 
officials are not present at these sessions. The negotiators develop a proposed 
rule through the process of compromise, which the agency then publishes 
along with a statement of basis and purpose drafted by the negotiators. There
after, the agency receives public comments, evaluates the negotiated proposal, 
and promulgates a final rule. 

In the second form of negotiated rulemaking, the agency actually partici
pates in the negotiations. After a number of private representatives are se
lected as negotiators, the agency presents them with its interpretation of the 
statute involved. Negotiations then begin, and because the agency is one of the 
negotiators, it must agree to all bargains. If the negotiators cannot agree, the 
notice and comment process begins under the current system. If the parties 
reach an agreement, the agency publishes the bargain as a proposed rule and 
accepts public comment. 

In either form, negotiated ru!emaking offers a number of potential advan
tages over traditional adversarial rulemaking.1G For example, negotiation may 
yield better rules. While the adversary system encourages parties to take ex
treme positions,lo negotiation yields a pragmatic search for intermediate solu
tions. In negotiation, one party is more likely to discover and to consider ec0-

nomic, political, and other constraints on another party. In sum, the parties 
are more likely to address all aspects of a problem in attempting to formulate 
a workable solution.17 

Another possible advantage is that negotiated rulemaking may increase 
the acceptability of the rule promulgated by the agency. As one commentator 
has noted: 

The adversary process usually declares winners and losers and designates a 
"right" answer. Thus, adversaries may see each other and the agency as ene
mies and grow alienated from the result. Negotiation, by contrast, fosters 
detente among participants and has few clear-cut losers. All suggest solutions 
and ultimately believe they have at least partly consented to the compromise 

June 1981, at 82-86; Schuck, supra note 5. at 26.32-34; Stewart. The Reformation of 
American Administrative Law, 88 HARV. L. REV. 1667, 1790-802 (1975). 

IS. Phillip Harter has noted a number of drawbacks to the adversarial process in 
his article on negotiated rulemaking. Harter, supra note 5. at 18-21; see also 1 C.F.R. 
§ 305.82-4 (1983) (Administrative Conference recommended procedures for negotiat
ing proposed regulatiOOll). 

16. Oarman IJr. Lynn, The Businl!ss-Governnrent Problem: Inherent Difficulties 
and Emerging Solutiona, in BUSINESS AND Punuc PoUCy 54 (J. Dunlop ed. 1980). 

17. See Eisenberg, Private Ordering Through Negotiation: Dispute-Settlement 
and Ruiemaldng. &9 HAllV. L. REV. 637, 658-60 (1976). 
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rule. II 

While negotiated rulemaking may offer these and other advantages,tO 
there are a number of practical and legal constraints to its use. Not all issues 
lend themselves to negotiations. This is the case with most all-or-nothing is
sues, such as whether to require airbags in automobiles.lIo Broad issues that do 
not directly affect a narrowly concentrated group of persons or entities are also 
unlikely to be capable of resolution in negotiated rulemaking. lI1 

It may also be difficult to select the appropriate representatives for the 
negotiations. The proposed rule will affect large numbers of people in many 
cases, but effective negotiations will be possible only if the number of negotia
tors is kept to a manageable size.u Thus, negotiated rulemaking typically will 
require that groups or persons with a common viewpoint be represented by a 
single negotiator. The practical considerations aside, it may be legally impera
tive that this representative be an appropriate spokesperson for the affected 
group, so as to satisfy the Administrative Procedure Act, which requires that 
informal rulemaking reflect fair consideration of all affected interests,2S and 
due process, which mandates that valid interests not be arbitrarily excluded.1I4 

Perhaps the greatest obstacle to negotiated rulemaking is the statutorily 
and judicially imposed requirement for "open" agency proceedings. Experts in 
the area of negotiated rulemaking believe that it is a process best conducted in 
private.2li Negotiators need to share freely their positions on different issues, 
without fear of reprisal from those not involved directly. The parties must be 
able to exchange confidential data that might be useful to the negotiations, 
without destroying its confidentiality. Similarly, a negotiator must have some 
assurance that a position he an.lounces or data he presents will not be used 
against him in another forum, such as in litigation or a later adversary 

18. Note, supra note 13, at 1877. 
19. Negotiation can also reduce the costs of the decisionmaking process. First, it 

reduces the need to engage in defensive research in anticipation of arguments made by 
adversaries. It also can reduce the "time and cost of developing regulations by empha
sizing practical and empirical concerns rather than theoretical predictions." Harter, 
supra note 5, at 28, 30. 

Negotiations also may reduce judicial chgllenges to a rule because "those parties 
most directly affected, who also are the most likely to bring suits, actually would par
ticipate in its development. Indeed, becauEe the rule would reflect the agreement of the 
parties, even the most vocal constituencies should support the rule." Id. at 102. 

20. Note, supra note 13, at 1880. 
21. Boyer, supra note 14, at 166. 
22. Darman & Lynn, supra note 16, at 54-55. 
23. Moss v. C.A.B., 430 F.2d 891, 894-95 (D.C. Cir. 1970); 5 U.S.C. § 553(c) 

(1982). 
24. See, e.g., Gibson v. Berryhill, 411 U.S. 564 (1973). See generally Stewart, 

supra note 14, at 1756-60. 
25. See R. FISHER, PRINCIPLED NEGOTIATION: A WORKING GUIDE 142-47,202 

(1979); Fox, supra note 6, at 104; Harter, supra note 5, at 84. 
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rulemaking. 

Nevertheless, a number of legislative and judge-made rules may limit the 
use of private negotiations for rulemaking. Three well-known statutes immedi
ately come to mind. The Sunshine Act requires that meetings of collegial 
agencies be open to the public.!O The Freedom of Information Act requires 
agencies to make their records available to the public.27 Under the Advisory 
Committee Act, the negotiators might be required to publish minutes of each 
session in the Federal Registerllll and meet in public.2s 

The rule against ex parte communications may be the most serious judi~ 
cially imposed obstacle to negotiated rulemaking where an agency participates 
as a negotiating party.ao Generally, this rule prohibits an agency from commu
nicating privately with affected groups.ax 

To the extent these rules interfere with negotiated rulemaking, exemp
tions should be considered. Exemptions would guarantee negotiations the pri
vacy and flexibility needed for success, without sacrificing the concerns these 
rules were designed to protect. The negotiation process itself will supply virtu
ally the same safeguards that public meetings provide and, in any event, the 
product of negotiation will be published as a notice of proposed rulemaking so 
that others will have an opportunity to examine any agreements, and partici
pate in the rulemaking process before the rule becomes final. 

In the past year, two federal agencies began experimental projects to test 
the effectiveness of negotiated i"ulemaking. In February of 1983, the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) published a notice in the Federal Register 
stating that it would "use face-ta-face negotiations among interested parties in 
place of EPA's usual regulation development process" as a demonstration pra
ject for two, as of yet unselected, rules.33 EPA explained that its purpose was 

26. 5 U.S.C. § 552(b) (1982). 
27. [d. § 552(3). 
28. /d. app. I § 3(2)(C). 
29. [d. §§ 10(6), (c), II. 
30. See generally Note, Ex Parte Contacts Under the Constitution and Adminis

trative Procedure Act. 80 COLUM. L. REV. 379 (1980). The Administrative Procedure 
Act prescribes procedures for submitting information to federal agencies engaged in 
informal rulemaking. See 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-706 (1982). The APA, however, does not 
explicitly prohibit oral or written submissions outside these formal channels. In 1976, 
Congress amended the APA to prohibit ex parte contacts in formal rulemakings gov
erned by 5 U.S.C. §§ 556-557, and conducted under elaborate trial-type conditions. 
Pub. L. No. 94-409, § 4, 90 Stat. 1241, 1246 (current version at 5 U.S.C. § 557(d) 
(1982». The legislative history of the Act expressly acknowledges that this prohibition 
does not apply to informal rulemaking. S. REP. No. 354, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 35 
(1975), reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS 1241, 1247. 

31. Home Box Office, Inc. v. FCC, 567 F.2d 9, 57 (D.C. Cir.) cert. denied. 43~ 
U.S. 829 (1977), questioned in. Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 298 (D.C. Cir. 1981); 
Action for Children's Television v. FCC, 564 F.2d 458 (D.C. Cir. 1977). 

32. 48 Fed. Reg. 7,494-95 (1983). 
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to test the value and utility of regulation by negotiation, determine the type of 
regulations that are most appropriate for negotiated rulemaking, and explore 
procedures that foster effective negotiations. 3D EPA also announced that it 
would hire an outside contractor experienced in the use of third party inter
vention techniques to assist in identifying the appropriate parties and in con
ducting the negotiations.84 The goal of the negotiations will be to develop a 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that reflects a consensus among the 
negotiators. 

In May of 1983, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) published a 
notice of intent to form a negotiating committee to develop a report concern
ing flight time, duty time, and rest requirements for flight crew members.sa 

For more than thirty years, the FAA's flight and duty time regulations have 
remained essentially unchanged despite dramatic changes in the equipment 
and operating practices of air carriers. These regulations have been a constant 
source of contention between the carriers and employees, and have been the 
subject of frequent requests for enforcement actions: more than 1,000 pages of 
interpretive rulings have been generated on the regulations.:'" Based on its in
ability to promulgate mutually acceptable revised regulations through tradi
tional rulemaking, the FAA has set up an advisory committee composed of 
persons affected by flight and duty time rules which is currently negotiating to 
reach a consensus on a new rule. 

Encouraged by the potential benefits of negotiated rulemaking, Senator 
Levin37 and Representative PeaseS

! .have each introduced bills in Congress to 
establish a procedure for the formation of negotiating commissions. Both bills 
call on the Administrative Conference of the United States to form these com
missions and to determine appropriate issues and representatives for affected 
interests. 

From these and other experiments, we can determine whether negotiated 
rulemaking provides an effective alternative to traditional adversarial rulemak
ing procedures. It clearly offers the possibility of enhancing our present system 
of regulation, and agencies should be encouraged to experiment with negoti
ated rulemaking as an alternative means for dispute resolution.31l 

33. Id. at 7,495. 
34. Id. 
35. 48 Fed. Reg. 21,339 (1983). 
36. Id. at 21,340. 
37. S. 1823, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., 129 CONGo REC. Sll,715 (daily ed. Aug. 4, 

1983). 
38. H.R. 996, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., 129 CONGo REC. HI77 (daily ed. Jan. 26, 

1983). 
39. Phillip Harter has cited a number of innovative regulatory procedures which 

could improve the factual bases of rules, reduce formality, and accommodate compet
ing interests. Harter, supra note 5, at 24-26. 
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B. Alternatives to Litigation 

In addition to using alternative techniques to resolve regulatory disputes, 
the government also can use alternatives to the adversary process to resolve 
more effectively disputes that have reached the stage of litigation. In a sense, 
the government already has devoted much energy to developing alternatives to 
traditional litigation through the establishment of administrative tribunals. 
The administrative review process can provide a speedy and effective alterna
tive to litigation because of the unique expertise of Administrative Law Judges 
and the potential informality of the proceedings.40 In modern times the admin
istrative process has become increasingly formalized and cumbersome.41 As a 
result, the federal government has for some time been exploring other 
alternatives. 

1. Arbitration 

A number of federal agencies have used or are gearing up to use arbitra
tion as a means of resolving disputes. The Department of Justice has been 
participating in an experiment with compulsory pre-trial arbitration.42 This 
program, which has been in effect in only a select number of federal districts, 
calls for arbitration of certain cases, where small amounts of money are at 
stake and where the cases turn on factual rather than legal issues. The parties 
are required to go to arbitration, but the arbitrator's decision is not binding. 
The party rejecting the arbitrator's decision is required to pay the costs of 

40. See J.1.ife, The Illusion of the Ideal Administration, 86 HARV. L. REV. 1183 
(1973). 

41. See note 4 supra. The effectiveness of the adminsitrative process has been 
hampered by the potential for judicial review of administrative decisions. Knowing that 
the courts can be used as a mechanism of delay or to minimize the discretion of ALJs, 
private parties have not always used the administrative process as effectively as possi. 
ble. It has been used by lawyers as an opportunity to build a record to later bring to 
court. Increased resort to judicial review of agency determinations is also due to the 
court's injecting themselves into the administrative process. In the past decades, courts 
began to require agencies to explain the reasons for their actions in greater detail, e.g., 
Portland Cement Ass'n. v. Ruckelshaus 486 F.2d 375, 392 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. de
nied. 417 U.S. 921 (l974), and to establish that they have taken a hard look at all 
relevant factors. DeLong, Informal Rulemaking and the Integration of Law and PoL
icy, 65 VA. L. REV. 257, 257-72 (1979); see United States Lines v. FMC, 584 F.2d 
519, 533-36 (D.C. Cir. 1978); United States v. Nova Scotia Food Prod. Corp., 568 
F.2d 240, 252-253 (2d Cir. 1977). The court has also tightened the standard of judicial 
review, discarding the "rational basis" test in favor of the "hard look" standard of 
review. Greater Boston Television Corp. v. FCC, 444 F.2d 841 (D.C. Cir. 1970), cert'j 
denied, 403 U.S. 923 (1971); see DeLong, supra, at 286 ("Prior to about 1970 the 
courts would uphold a rule unless it were demonstrably irrational."). 

42. E. LIND & J. SHAPARD, EVALUATION OF COURT-ANNEXED ARBITRATION IN 
THREE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS (rev. ed. 1983). 
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going to trial if the judgment is not substantially better for him than the arbi
trator's decision. 

The Department of Labor's Merit System Protection Board is currently 
adopting a new appeals arbitration procedure for resolving matters subject to 
the appellate jurisdiction of the Board.·' This appeals procedure will be used 
in four regional offices for approximately one year, and then will be carefully 
evaluated to determine if it should be extended. Under the procedure, the ap
pellant may request that his petition be processed under appeals arbitration. If 
granted, the Regional Director appoints an arbitrator from a panel of presid
ing officials who are designated for the new procedure." The award is final, 
but there is a limited right to petition the Board for review.411 

2. Mediation 

Mediation also has been used by a number of agencies as an alternative 
to or prerequisite for litigation. The Environmental Protection Agency was the 
first federal agency to formally provide for mediation.·' Under its procedures, 
the Appeals Board, in consultation with the parties, may require mediation to 
resolve a dispute already subject to administrative adjudication. The result of 
the mediation is not binding unless the parties agree otherwise in writing." 

A similar process has also been adopted by the Department of Health and 

43. 48 Fed. Reg. 11,399 (1983) (to be codified at 5 C.F.R. § 1201). 
44. Id. 
45. HUD also has experimented with arbitration. The Land Sales Fraud Divi

sion, which administers the Interstate Land Sales Fraud Disclosure Act, uses arbitra
tion as an alternative to litigation and to fashion consent decrees. The Divison sues land 
developers who have engaged in fraud in selling land developments to the public. The 
Commodities Futures Trading Commission uses an industrial association arbitration 
service to hear complaints by consumers against brokers. The Federal Trade Commis
sion uses the Better Business Bureau to arbitrate a large number of consumer com
plaints. Finally, the Securities Exchange Commission has assisted stock exchanges in 
setting up their own arbitration service. See generally Simon, U.S. Tries Alternatives 
to Litigation. NAT'L L.J., June 27, 1983, at 31. 

46. Mosher, EPA. Looking for a Better Way to Settle Rules Disputes. Tries 
Some Mediation. __ NAT'L J. 504 (1983). Prior to EPA's formal adoption of media
tion, the technique had been used by various groups and agencies to resolve environ
mental disputes. Environmental mediation won its spurs in 1974, when two mediators 
settled a dispute between the Army Corps of Engineers and local conservationists in
volving a flood-control dam on the Snoqualime River near Seattle. As of this year, 
more than 40 major environmental disputes have been settled through mediation. 
Moreover, in the past three years a number of states have passed laws specifying how 
negotiations and mediation procedures can be used to resolve environmental disputes. 
Id. See generally Susskind, Environment and Mediation and the Accountability Prob
lem. 6 VT. L. Rv. 1 (1981); Sviridoff, Recent Trends in Resolving Interpersonal. Com
munity. and Environmental Disputes. ARB. J., Sept. 1980, at 3. 

47. 40 C.F.R. § 123 (1983). 
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Human Services (HHS). For a decade, federal agencies administering pro
grams of grants-in-aid have used grant appeal boards to adjudicate disputes 
between the granting agencies and their grantees.~8 The first of these boards 
was established by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
(HEW) in 1973, and the board has been continued under new and revised 
regulations by HHS}9 Even before it had a regulation formally authorizing 
mediation of pending grantee appeals, the HEW /HHS appeals board often 
pushed grantees and the agency to the conference table. The Board institutiond 

alized this practice in 1979 by routinely informing the parties that the Board 
favored efforts by the parties to resolve disputes by direct discussion.GO In Au
gust 1981 HHS issued a final rule formally providing for mediation to resolve 
disputes.G1 Mediation may be instituted under this rule either at the suggestion 
of a party to the pending case or upon the Board's initiative. Once instituted, 
it has been the Board's practice to suspend its proceedings until mediation is 
concluded. G2 

3. Governmental Entities 

Two important governmental entities that have encouraged use of alterna
tive dispute resolution processes, and helped resolve disputes through such 
processes, are the Community Relations Service (CRS) and the Federal Medi
ation and Conciliation Service (FMCS). 

The CRS, a component of the Department of Justice, is required, under 
Title X of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,°3 to provide "assistance to communi
ties and persons therein resolving disputes, disagreements, or difficulties relat
ing to discriminatory practices based on race, color or national origin, which 
impair the rights of persons in such communities under the Constitution or 
laws of the United States which affect or may affect interstate commerce."&4 

CRS .conciliators and mediators have attempted to fulfill these objectives 

48, 38 Fed. Reg. 9,906 (1973) (codified at 45 C.F.R. § 16.1 (1973». 
49. 45 C.F.R. §§ 16.1-16.23 (1983). 
50. Barrett, Mediation and Adjudication: The Double Track Approach. 30 FED. 

B. NEWS & J. 436 (1983). 
51. 45 C.F.R. § 16.18 (1983), 
52. Mosher, supra note 46. 
53. 42 U.S.C. § 2000(g) (1976). 
54. Id. The CRS function is also addressed in two other statutes. Title II of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits discrimination in public accommodations on 
the basis of race, color, religion or national origin, provides that a federal court may 
refer a civil action under Title II to CRS Hfor as long as the court believes there is a 
reasonable possibility of obtaining voluntary compliance." 42 U.S.C. § 2000a-pd 
(1976). Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 19(j8 requires that the Secretary of HUD 
"cooperate with and render technical and other assistance to the Community Relations 
Service as may be appropriate to further its activities in preventing or eliminating dis
criminatory housing practices." 42 U.S.c. § 3608(d) (1976). 
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from ten regional offices. The CRS has recently taken a more active role. In 
1982, the agency processed 1,996 alerts to potentially serious racial/ethnic 
conflicts, almost 500 more than in the preceding year.B6 From those alerts, 893 
new cases were opened in which the CRS was called upon to help resolve 
disputes arising from school desegregation, police conduct, and resettlement of 
Cubans, Haitians and other refugees and immigrants.56 Through the efforts of 
the CRS, we have helped reduce racial harassment and tensions, improve co
operation between the police and the minority communities, and avoid need
less and time-consuming court litigation. The FMCS has played an important 
role in mediating disputes in the area of labor-management relations. The 
FMCS was created by the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 for the 
purpose of preventing disruptions in the flow of interstate commerce resulting 
from labor management disputes by providing mediators to assist disputing 
parties in the resolution of their differences.57 The FMCS mediators have no 
law enforcement authority, but rather work with the parties to settle disputes. 
The FMCS has closed approximately 20,000 disputed cases in recent years, 
holding mediation sessions with both labor and management present in about 
half these cases. 68 

The FMCS is active not only the private sector, but also in the federal 
government. Approximately 60% of federal employees are represented by a 
union and have concluded a collective bargaining contract.611 Under Executive 
Order 11,491, which became effective on January I, 1970, the FMCS provides 
mediation and other assistance in disputes arising from negotiations between 
federal agencies and labor organizations.60 Title VII of the Civil Service Re
form Act of 197861 gave the FMCS statutory authority to carry out this func
tion, providing that the FMCS "shall provide services and assistance to agen
cies and exclusive representation in the resolution of negotiation impasses."ClI 

4. Other Alternatives 

The federal government has used a number of innovative, alternative 
techniques to resolve or settle disputes in several difficult cases. One of the 
best known examples occurred in a case in which contractors attempted to 
recover additional compensation because the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) imposed certain technical requirements three years 

55. 1982 COMMUNITY REL. SERVo ANN. REP. 
56. Id. 
57. Labor Management Relations Act of 1947, §§ 202, 203, 61 Stat. 136, 153-

54, (current version at 29 U.S.C. §§ 172, 173(d) (1976». 
58. 1981 FED. MEDIArION & CONCILIATION SERVo ANN. REP. 45. 
59. Id. at 13. 
60. 34 Fed. Reg. 17,605 (1969), reprinted in 5 U.S.C. § 7101 app. at 793 

(1982). 
61. Pub. L. No. 95-454, § 701, 92 Stat. 1111, 1208 (1978). 
62. 5 U.S.c. § 7119(a) (1982). 
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after the contracts at issue had been awarded.all Because of the complexity of 
the issues and the anticipated length of discovery and the hearing. the parties 
held a "mini-hearing" to help resolve the dispute. 

In a mini-hearing or mini-trial, both sides agree to present their cases in 
summary form to a panel, which may be composed of senior officials from 
each side or neutral advisors or a combination of the two. At the end of the 
mini-hearing, the panel does not render a decision, but rather comments on 
the strengths and weaknesses of each side's presentation. The parties are then 
in a better position to evaluate both their own and the other side's case, and 
thus to conclude a settlement." 

Unlike most mini-trials, in the NASA mini-hearing the parties did not 
negotiate a detailed written agreement specifying the procedures to be fol
lowed. Rather the parties simply agreed to exchange written briefs on techni
cal, cost, and legal issues, and then to have top management, with written 
authority to resolve the technical issues, come together to hear summary 
presentations by counsel. During a one-day mini-hearing, the Director of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center, the NASA Associate Administrator for Track
ing and Data Systems, and two senior officials for the contractors heard two
and-a-half hour presentations by counsel for each side. No witnesses were 
called. The next day the four persons that heard the arguments met privately, 
and a few days later an agreement was signed resolving the issues. 

The NASA mini-hearing saved more than $1 million in legal fees alone. 
A workable, mutually beneficial solution was developed by involving top man
agement that was superior to any decision that could have been imposed by a 
third party.eG 

The government also used an innovative dispute resolution technique in 
connection with litigation commenced April I, 1976, over the value of the 
properties transferred by seven bankrupt railroads to Conrail. While the gov
ernment estimated a $500 million valuation, Penn Central, one of the bank
rupt railroads, estimated its bolding at more than $4 billion. The case would 
have involved a huge expenditure of public resources in litigating the value of 
the property. The parties settled on November 18, 1980 for $2.1 billion.s8 

The parties were able to achieve this relatively quick settlement because 
they adopted a "two~team" approach, consisting of a Ilsettlement" team and a 
"litigation" team. Corporate specialists, who were put on the "settlement" 
team, could more easily understand the financial analysis than the litigators. 
In addition, the "settlement" team was better able to maintain the privacy 

63. Johnson, Massi & Oliver, Minitrial Successfully Resolves NASA-TRW Dis
pute. LEGAL TIMES WASH., Sept. 6, 1982. at 16. 

64. Business Saves Big Money with the 'MinUrial: Bus. WEEK, Oct. 13, 1980, 
at 168. 

65, ld. 
66, Lempert, Complex Cases Demand Lawyers for All Seasons, LEGAL TIMES 

WASH •• July 27, 1981. at I. 
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needed for disclosure of confidential settlement information.o1 

II. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES: POSSIBILITIES FOR THE 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

Virtually everyone agrees that alternative dispute resolution processes can 
offer a more speedy and cost-effective means of resolving disputes than tradi
tional adversarial processes in some circumstances. While those in both the 
private sector and government find alternative means of dispute resolution at
tractive in theory, they have been less willing to adopt these techniques in 
practice in disputes where the government is a party. 

Government resistance to alternative mechanisms for dispute resolution 
stems from a number of different sources. One of the most important causes of 
this resistance is the fact that government lawyers have traditionally been un
concerned with the cost of defending and prosecuting disputes in court and in 
administrative proceedings. Perhaps because these costs, though immense in 
absolute terms, are such a relatively small part of the national government's 
budget, the public has not pushed for cost-effective dispute resolution by the 
government. 

Those who manage the government's litigation may also be reluctant to 
use informal dispute resolution processes because of a fear that they will be 
criticized. For certain issues, such as public health and safety, the perception 
remains with some that private, informal hearings are inadequate, and that 
public officials who allow such hearings may be abusing their power. 

Finally, and on the more technical level, government lawyers sometimes 
are reluctant to use alternative means of dispute resolution because it is not 
clear whether Congress has authorized such means. Where Congress has, it 
still may be unclear who in the agency has power to approve their use or how 
an agency pays for the nonjudicial forum. 

The government is in no sense solely to blame for its minimal use of alter
native means of dispute resolution. The private sector also has resisted. Al
though private parties are willing to accept as final and binding decisions of 
nonjudicial officials in private disputes, the private sector has been considera
bly less inclined to accept finality in disputes with the government. Private 
parties have long believed that justice cannot be insured in adversarial pro
ceedings with the government unless they have available an endless adminis
trative and judicial review process. As a result, our administrative tribunals, 
which could serve as effective alternatives to court litigation, have become 
places to build a record to later bring to court. 

One final constraint on the use of alternative dispute resolution techniques 
is that they require lawyers both inside and outside government to accept new 
attitudes and learn new skills. Litigators, by long training and perhaps ,qy tem-

67. [d. 
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perament, will typically defend tenaciously all points of their client's position, 
put forth every claim and every argument that can be made on their client's 
behalf, and seek every possible procedural advantage. These skills have a place 
in full-scale litigation, but they are the type of skills that tend to create con
flict rather than resolve it. In order for alternative means of dispute resolution 
to become most useful, lawyers must be willing to relinquish secondary claims 
and arguments to achieve their client's objective. They must be willing to dis
cuss issues in a spirit of candor, and forego minor tactical advantages to 
achieve a workable consensus. Fortunately. attorneys seem to be quickly 
adopting these new attitudes as they face increasing pressurl!s from clients to 
render legal services in a more cost-effective manner. 

To encourage more effective use of alternative means of dispute resolu
tion, a number of steps might be taken. One way to more quickly implement 
alternatives to court litigation in government is to make our administrative 
process more effective. Administrative Law Judges often have unique expertise 
in their area, and the informality of the administrative process can result in 
more speedy and effective resolution of disputes at times, but to improve the 
effectiveness of the administrative process, we must be willing to do such 
things as limit and, in some cases, eliminate judicial review. 

The government could also develop a mechanism to give its la\,'yers a 
greater incentive to resolve disputes in a cost-effective manner. The federal 
government is only now beginning to monitor its lawyers to ensure that the 
costs of their efforts do not exceed the benefits, and to ensure that they are not 
wasting government money and resources. This type of review process is essen
tial to increase the use by government of alternative dispute resolution 
mechanisms. 

Another important step would be to develop a highly effective clearing
house to collect, process, and disseminate information on the use of alternative 
means of dispute resolution in government cases. The clearinghouse could en
able government attorneys to stay up-to-date on successful and innovative al
ternative dispute resolution mechanisms that have been applied by their col
leagues, and could provide lawyers with information regarding the most 
effective dispute resolution devices for various types of controversies. It also 
could make known which theoretically promising techniques have proven un
productive in practice. The Department of Justice has recently set up such a 
clearinghouse, and plans to implement a training program for line attorneys on 
the use of alternative techniques. The Department also intends to work with 
its client agencies to help them develop their own training programs on alter
native means of dispute resolution so that the clients will be aware of these 
options. 

Finally, legislation must be enacted and new rules must be promulgated if 
alternative means of dispute resolution are to become mor,e prevalent. Legisla
tion to facilitate the formation of negotiating commissions would allow for a 
comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness of negotiated rulemaking. In ad
dition, legislation must be considered that would more clearly give agencies 
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authority to use alternative techniques. In turn, agencies must promulgate reg
ulations to give Administrative Law Judges and other government officials ap
propriate discretion to request tha.t parties use alternative means of dispute 
resolution. . 

Our constant resort to "trial by battle" to resolve both traditional litiga
tion and regulatory conflicts has had a number of adverse consequences. Ex
cessive court litigation has not only wasted government money, but has also 
resulted in unnecessary antagonism between the public authorities and the 
public itself. Regulatory conflicts between the government and private parties 
have led to ineffective regulations and to even more complex, time-consuming 
litigation in our courts. Less adversarial methods must be found and imple
mented to avoid needless waste of scarce resources. 

Lord Bacon once observed: 
[He] that will not apply new remedies mt.. .. t expect new evils; for time is the 
greatest innovator; and if time of course alters things to the worse, and wis
dom and counsel shall not alter them to the better, what shall be the end?86 

It is clearly time for us to use "wisdom and counsel" to consider reforming our 
system of resolving disputes and to be unafraid to apply "new remedies" to 
achieve these reforms. 

68. THE EssAYS OF FRANCIS BACON 109 (M. Scott ~d. 1908). 
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Arbitration vSo mediation
explaining the differences 
by Jehn W. Cooley 

Thh article is ;uiaJlIC'd from a \I:uion th.tt ... ppe-.utd 
in the CtflCACO BAil RECORD (january. February, 
1985,. 

I. Robinl. A Cl'IDf: rOil LAlOR. MEDIATORS 6 
(Honolulu: Uni\'f:uitl' Prt'u or Hawaii, 19itiJ. 
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3. Elkoori and Elkouri. How AUITIlATIO/lo 
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A
n amazing number of lawyers 

1 < and business professionals are 
unaware of the differences be

. tween arbitration and media .. 
tion. Their confusion is f'Ccusable. 

In the early development of the £ng-
1 ish language. the two words were USl'<i 
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inl<rchangeably. The Oxford English 
Dictionary provides as one historical 
definition or atbitration~ U lo act as for· 
mal arbitrator or umpire. to mediate (in 
a dispute between contending parties)." 
The Statutes of Edward ur (1606) refer
ring to what today obviously would be 
called a commercial arbitration panel. 
provided: "And two Englishmen. two of 
Lombardie and two of Almaigne shall 
(be) chosen to be mediators of questions 
belween sellers and buyers,lII 

Modern labor relations statutes tend 
to perpetuate this confusion. As one 
commentator has observed: 

Some staIUU:'J, referring to a process as "me
diation" describe [annal hearings; with wit
nesses testifying under oath and transcripts 
made. require reports and recommendar 

tions [or settlement to be made by the neu
tral within lixed periods, andoitherSlateor 
imply the IinaHtyoi the "mediator's recom
mendations." i-~ one statuu: the neuttal 
third parties are called, inlerchangeably. 
mediators, arbitrators and impasse panels,l 

The Federal Mediation and Concilia
lion Service (nole the absence of "arbi .. 
u'ation it in its title) performs a basic 
arbitration function by maintaining a 
roster from which the Service can nomi
nate arbitrators to the parties and sug
gest "certain procedures and guides that 
[the Service believes 1 will enhance the 
acceptability of arbitration.'" 

The National Mediation Board (em
phasis added) performs important func
tions in the promotion o[ arbitration 
and the selection of arbitrators for the 
railroad and airline industries.4 

Libraries also assist in perpetuating 
the arbitration. mediation delinitional 
C'harade. Search under ·'mediation·' and 
you will invariably be referred to "arbi
tration."ln the midst of this confusion
even among {ongressional draftsmen
it is time to explain the differences 
between the processes. 

The most basic direerente between the 
twO is that arbitration involves a deci
,ion by an intervening third party or 
"neutral;" mediation does not. 

Another way to distinguish the two is 
by describing the processes in termsofthe 
neutral's mental functions. In arbiualion, 
th,· neutral employs mostly "left brain" or 
"rational" mental prfA."CSses-analytical, 
mathematical. logical. technical, adminis
trative; in ml'(jiation. the neunal employs 
mostly "right brain" or "creative" mental 

263 
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processes-conceptual, intuitivct artistic. 
holistic, symbolic, emotional. 

The arbilr.ltor deal. largely with the 
objective; thc mediator/ the subjective. 
The arbitrator is generally a passive 
Cunctionary who determines right or 
wrong: the mediator is ~nerally an 
active-{unctionarj whoatlcmptS\o move 
the parties to reconciliation and agree· 
ment, regardless oC who or what is right 
or wrong. 

Because the role oC the mediator in· 
volves instinctive reactions. intuition. 
keen interpersonal skills, the ability to 
perceiv. subtle psychological and be· 
havioral indicators, in addition to logic 
and rational thinking, it is much more 
dj(£icult than the arbitrator's role to per· 
lorm errecti.ely.) It is fair to say that 
while moS! mediators can eCCectivel) per· 
form the arbitrator's (unction, the can· 
verse is not necessarily true. 

Besides these diCCerences the two pro· 
cesses are generally employed to resolve 
two diCCerent types o[ disputes. Media
tion is used where there is a reasonable 
likelihood that the parties will be able to 
reach an agreement with the assistance 
oC a neutral. Usually, mediation is used 
when parties will have an ongoing rela· 
tionship aCter resolution oC the conflict. 
Arbitration, on the other hand, is gener
ally appropriate for use when two condi
tions exist: there is no reasonable lik~li .. 
hood of a negotiated seulement; and 
there will not be a continuing reJation~ 
ship aCter resolution.' 

If the two processes are to be used in 
sequencl', mediation occurs first. and if 
unsucces.s{ul, re!.Ort is made to arbilra~ 
don.' Viewed in terms of thr judicial 
process, arbitration is comparable to a 
Irial and medial ion is akin to a judicial 
settlement confetence. Ther are as diC· 
Cerent as night and day.' The differences 
can best be understood by discussing 
them in terms of the processe, oC arbitra
tion and mediation. 

The iirbitration process 
Arbitration has had a long history III this 
country, going balk to pron'CIures car· 
ried over into thr OJlonies from meTcan· 
tile England. George Washington PUt an 
arbilration clause in his las I will and 
testament to resolve disputes. among his 
heirs. Abr;lham Lincoln urged law)'er< 
to keep their chents OUt of court and 
himself arbitrated a boundary dispute 

bell"een IWO farmers. Today, arbitration 
is being used more broadly Cor dispute 
settlement both in labor-management 
relationsaod in commerical uansacriOlls, 

Aside from its well·known Use in resolv
ing labor disputrs, arbitration is now 
becoming widely used to settle inter· 
company disputl'S in various industries. 
including textile, construnion, life and 
casualty jnsltranee. canning, Ihestock. air 
transport, grain and feed and sen'rities.' 

Simpl)' defined, arbilr.ltion is a process 
in which a disputl' issubmined to a third 
party or neUlr.ll (or sometimes a panel oC 
thrt'c arbitrators) to hear arguments, re· 
\Iiew evidence and nnder a dedsion. 1o 

Court·anncxed arbitration. a relatively 
new development, is a process in which 
judges reIer civil suits 10 arbilr.ltors to 
render prompt. non·bindingdecisions.1f 
" particular decision is not accepted by a 
losing party, a trial d, 7IOt'O may be held 
in the court system. However. adverse 
det:isions sometimes lead to further negG
tiation and pre·trial settlement,ll 

Thearbiuation process, coun·annexed 
or otherwise. normally consists of six 
stages: initiation, preparation, prehear· 
ing conferences. hearing. decisionmak· 
ing, and award. 

Initiatiotj. The initiation smgeoI arbi .. 
tmtion consists of tWO sub~stages: inili· 
ating the proceeding, and seleCling the 
arbi,rator, An arbitration proceeding 
may be initiated either by: submission; 
"demand" OT"notice;" or, in the case oC a 

5. Ai ont" Amcncan pro{C'uioft.11 medl.1tor put 
II, tht" mC'dt.1tor "h<ls no sCience of na\ 1f.:.1t10n, no 
fund mheritroirnm Ihrt'xperirnct'ol ulht'u. HI;' Uol 
solit.n., armt rt"(()~nlllng, at mosl. a IC'\\' ~lmlwg 
st.u, OInd dC'pendmg mJIOI~ on hli pt'uonal PO\H'f 
of d'liUUHIOO.·' Meyer, Fuw:tJon of th~ .\1t"dJtztor III 
Collrrtlt't Bargalnmg. IS l"Dl'~. ~ LAB. REt Ru'. 
159d!I601. 

6, In Idbor reliIlIOIl!larblu.Jlions,()t (OUI$«',(OO' 

dllion 121 IS normall .. 1101 :;>rC'scnt, l..abor dupul('l, 
~rC' genf'Tally di\ .drd mto two C;tlt'gow:s. nghn 
dispute's and mtrH'S( t.hsput('s DupUIt') a .. 10 
"rlghu·· Im·oh·e the' inlt'rprt'ullon or apphtallfln 
of t'xl$tmg laws. ,1~J('t'1I1t'I1IS or tustoma,,, rnac
tices. dUPUIt'S;lS t(J ··mlefC'S!s" 111\01\(' c"QIIIW\(t· 
\It'~ ()~f'f lilt' 101,"0111011 ur (ollt't IIVt' JJ;rt't"mt'"nI~ or 
efforts to stcurr (hrm whert' no sudi agl("t'IIlt'UI 1\ 

\t'l to t'xutenu', £.tkoutl imd lIkuutJ. $uprtl n 3 .• 11 

11 
1 R«.-.ust'oledw.1I (IJn5uluduon), dw,.rbllr.t 

tor and muh.dor norm<llty att'lhff(.'rt:nt Pf'r~om It 
should alSf"J ~ nOll-d Ihat mt'tliauon IS httlut'Ofh 
efft'clIlt'wheo It Is'lItrmpled. \"ilh thtoU)J"li.tnJt'lItt· 
of tht'" p.trues, dUflll,'; Ille (our$( (,I( .m .ublfr.-.uoll 
Wllh:l nrulral olhrof than Iht:arbl,ralO, sen-lng.1S 
thC'mt1h.ttor. O(lt'n lh(' unfold.tll;Of thC'opponent·s 
C'\'ldrn(t-during Iht'"{OUTSt'"O' arhltlJIIOIIJt>.Hls 10.1 
beut'"r 3pprt'tlalloo of du: IOt'flU of Iht'lttnpc'c Iln~ 
posmons olnd hcmt' all at11lUSpht'H· (OIUJUtiW 10 
st'uJelnt'1U dl~(uu.(}n, 

8. Iht'sl.lrkd;mnttlLln bt'tw("'C'n mt'"CilallOIland 
:ubut.luon Wd\ well m.Hk b\ ,} profl'UIOIMI mt'll'd
lor ",·ho lx·,ame' I.halfm.m 1Jf Iht, ~"W \or"- ~Iate-

court"annexed proceeding, court rule or 
COUrt order. 

A submission must be signed by both 
parties and is used where there is no pre· 
vious agreement to arbitrate. It oCten 
names the arbitrator (or method oC ap· 
pointment), contains considerable detail 
regarding the arbitrator's authority. the 
procedure to be used at the hearing, 
statement oC the matter in dispute, the 
amount of money i.n controversy, the 
remedy sought and other matters. 

On the other hand, where the descrip· 
tion of a disputei: contained in an 
agreement and the partces have agreed in 
advance to arbitrate it, arbitration may 
be initiated unilaterally by one party 
serving upon the other a written *'de· 
mand" or "notice~~ to arbitrate. 

However, e\'en where an agreement 
contains a "demand" or Hnotice" arbi· 
tration clause, parties sometimes choose 
also to execute a submi.li:sion after the 
dispute has materialized. In the tourt· 
annexed situation, a lawsuit is manda
lorily referred toan arbitration track and 
the parties mustselect an arbitrator Irom 
a court·maintained roster or otherwise 
by mutual agreement." 

Several types oC tribunals and methods 
or selecling their membership are avail· 
able to parties who wish 10 arbitr.lte. 
Panies may choose between the use oC a 
"temporary" or ··pennanent'· arbitrator. 
The" (an also choose to have single or 
multiple arbitrators. Since success oC th. 

Mediation Bo.ud: ··:\fC'dlation and l'ltbiuatinn •.• 
haH' cOI1u:'ptuallY naililng 10 common. The olle 
[OIC"Chntlonjlli\·oh'e's hdplIfg JX'OpJ(' ro d~ide- EM' 
Ihr-m~t'hes. the OIht'r imoh"!'s hroJpipg prople by 
dt'uuing for Ih['m." ~ft'}'er, Jllpra n, 5,:'1 1&1, as 
tluolt'd 10 CUJJ1\'I.'I. DlsPl"n::.s AND l'EGOTIATION5. A 
(;R()h-Cl'LTl'RAL l'£R5PlClnE., 210 (1'.'C'\\ YOIJ..: ~\ca· 
dt'mll Prt'ss. 1979) 

9. <:.oolt·\·, Arbtlratwn tll an .. llt~T11allt~ to hd· 
rrat Lm.lftlt.on in thr Sn.·mlh C,rrUlt. R1POI\T or 
TII£ ~l·BGOMMlrr[.E O~ AI TtItNA.TI\LS TO illr. PltES' 
E:"iT FEDERAL Col"f{T 'J't'5T£.\t. SE\f~TH (.IMeL·IT AD 
Hot. (.o:'oI~flTT"£ TO Sn·DV Tllr. "lcu COST Of LIT· 
IGAlIO,,". 2/Juh' I~, 1978i 

10. PcJthI to lustrct': \faI!)r Pubh, Pohri' lUlJt'J 
al D,Ipr.tt' Rt'fOltlllQ", RtrOllT OF TUE AD Hor. 
PAo;no:,> DISP1'Tf. RUOtt,.'TIC" A"o:D Pl·Jll..lI' POLICY • 
...\pprndix 2 f\\'ashmgton. D.C.· NauooallllSlllUte 
lor OI\PUIt'" Resoh.Hlon. O(fobt'r. 1983,. 

I) Jd .. \rl' aua J;:VALLATION or C'..cn;Rl·ANS£X£D 
ARBITRAl I!)" IS TItRfE Fr..n£RAL OUTRICf Conn 
i\\:t~hmglon, D.C. hdt'ral Judicial O:nlt'r. 1981). 

12 (.oolt~. supra n. 9, at i, f.lk()uri and ElkotJri, 
JUp,tl n. 3. aI18j:·86 Domkt'on (.;OIlln1t'11i iaJ Arbi. 
tratlnn. §§li·()().,14:0S'J{e .... Ed_198-1).AIbIInHurs.1f 
(hos~n from a hst m;lIntaint"d by all arbur.tlmn 
nrgolUltaflon Of cdun',""lnlamC'd WSIt'r. art'" oor· 
mall ... {"()mpt'nsatt'fi at tht' ddll~ r"tt' h:H.t'd h\' the 
arJ;"anuafioll ur the COUrt. Arbmaloa ~t:Jt'l.tt'd inde
pendt'"nth· b) the patllts art' wmpt'I1S3.lni al the 
dally or houllv talt dt whIch Ihry IUUHlath aglt't', 
In .such casc ... the p.1t1it'5 t'qualh shart thl'C'''pen$(" 
01 tht'" ilrbHraun's servlCt'"S 



arbitration process often hinges on the 
expertise of the tribunal, parties gener· 
ally select a tribunal whose members 
possess impartiality, integrity, ability and 
experience in the field in which the dis· 
pute arises. Legal training is often help
ful but not indispensable. 

Information concerning the qualifica. 
tions of some of the more active arbitra· 
tors is contained in the Direc/ory of Arbi· 
tra/ors, prepared by the Bureau of 
National AHai ... Inc., and in Who's 
Who (of arbitrators) published by Pren· 
tice·Hall, Inc. Also, th~ FeUeral Media· 
tion and Conciliation Service (FMCS). 
the National Mediation Board (NMB) 
and the American Arbitration Associa· 
tion (AAA) provide biographical data on 
arbitralors.u 

Preparation. The parties must (hore 

oughly prepare cases for arbitration. 
Obviously, a party must fully under· 
stand its own case (0 communicate effec
tively to the arbitrator. Dependingon the 
nature of the case, prehearing discovery 
may be necessary and its permissible 
extent is usually determined by the arbi
trator. The advantages of simplicity and 
utility of the arbitration mode normally 
weigh against extensive discovery. Dur" 
ing this stage, the parties also emer into 
fact stipulations where possible." 

Ordinarily, most or all of the arbitra· 
tor's knowledge and understanding of a 
case is based upon evidence and argu· 
ments presented at the arbitration hear
ing. However, the arbitrator does have 
some "preparation" functions. Generally. 
where no tribunal administrator (such as 
AAA) is involved, the arbitrator, after 
accepting the oC£ice, designates the time 
and placeo! the hearing. by mutual agree· 
ment of the parties if possible. The arbilrd' 
tor also signs an oath. if required in the 
particular jurisdiction, and delennines 
whether the parties will have representa· 
tion, legal or otherwise, at the hearing." 

Prehearingconferences. Dependingon 
the complexity of the ~naner involved, 
the arbitrator may wish te; schedule a 
prehearing conference, which is nor ... 
mally administrative in nature. Ii Brief· 

13. Elkouri and Elkouri • .lupra n. 3. at 24·2,5. 
14. Elkouri and Elkouri. Jupra n. 3. <It 197; tfor 

prrparationch«kli5tSttpp.I98·99);Domke • .!upra 
n. t2. §§2l:0t and 27,01. 

15.1d. 
16. Someofthemaucuwhjch might bc-dlKu5w:d 

at a prehearing conference ate: whttherdlsco\'ery 15 

needed and. i£ 10, schrouling orsame; mOlions thai 
need 10 be riled and bridtd ororatl)· argued; and the 

Arbitration is 
a process 

in which a 
dispute is 

submitted to 
a third party 

to render 
a decision. 

~ 
ing schedules, if necessary, are set on 
motions anacking the validity o! claims 
oro! the proceeding. But generally. brief· 
ing is minimized to p~eserve the eCCi .. 
dency of the process. Discussion of the 
underlying merits o! claims 'Or defenses 
of the panies are avoided during a pre· 
hearing conference. Ex paTle conferen~ 
ces between the arbitrator and a part}' are 
not permitted.17 

The hearing. Panies may waive oral 
hearing and have the contfO,'ersy deter· 
mined on the basis of documents only. 
However. an evidentiary· type hearing in 
the presence of the arbitrator is deemed 
imperative in \,irtuallyal1 cases.Sincear .. 
bitration is a private proceeding, the hear· 
ingisnotopen to thepublicasa rulebv, 
an persons having a direct interest in the 
case are ordinarily entitled to attend. 

A formal wrinen record o! the hearing 
is not always necessary; use of a reporter 
is the exception rather than the genend 

setting of finn oral argumt'OI and hl'aring dales. 
11. Q)QJev.supra n. 9, >114·5>; EU.ouri and Elkouri. 

supra n. 3. al 186·90 
18. CooI~)'. supra n. 9. at 5. 
19. Elkoun and Elkouri j supra n 3, at 22-1·25. 
20. Coole}'. supra n. 9, at 5; Elkouri and Flkouri. 

supra n. 3, at 22,'$·28. 
21. Elkouri and Elkouu. supra n. 3, al225. 
22 Coolt')'. supra n. 9. al6. 
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practice. A party requiring an interpre· 
ter has the duty to arrange for one. Wit
ne .... testifying at the hearing may also 
be requirt'<lto take an oath if required by 
law, i! ordered by the arbitrator, or on 
demand o! any party." 

Opening statements are made orally by 
each party in a brief, generalized format. 
They are designed to acquaint the arbitra
tor with each pany's view o! what the 
dispute is about and what the party ex· 
pects to prove by the evidence. Sometimes 
an arbitrator requests each party .\0 pro· 
vide a short written opening statement 
and issue statement prior to the hearing. 
Occasionally, a respondent opts for mak· 
ing an opening statement immediately 
prior to presenting initial evidence.19 

There is no set oider by which parties 
present their cast:$ in arbitration. ala 
though in practice thecomplainingparty 
normally presentsevidencefirst. The par
ties mav oHer any evidence they choose, 
including personal testimony and a!£i· 
davits of witnesses. They may be required 
to produce additional evidence the arbi
tralor deems necessary to detemtinc the 
dispute. The arbitrator, when authorized 
by law, rna)' subpOena witnesses or doc· 
uments upon his or her own initiative or 
by request of a pany. The arbitrator also 
decides the relevancy and materiality of 
all evidence orcered. Conformity to legal 
rules of evidence is unnecessary. TIle 
arbitrator has a right to make a physical 
inspection of premisc!.lO 

The parties make closing arguments. 
usually limited in (luration. Occasion· 
ally, thearbilrator requests POSI hearing 
briefs. "'hen this occurs, the parties usu .. 
all)' waive oral closing argum{·nts.~1 

Decisionmaking. \Vhen the issues are 
not complex. an arbitrator may render 
an immediate decision. However, when 
the evidence presemed is voluminous 
~nd/or time is needed for the members or 
'l.n arbitration panel {Q confer. it might 
'lequire sc\'era) weeks to make a decision. 

The award is the arbitrator's decision. 
It rna)' be given orally but is normally 
writlen and signed by the arbitrator(s). 
Awards are normaiJy short, definite, (er· 
tain and final as toall mailers undersub· 
mission. OCC3sionaJiy. they are accorn· 
panied by a short well·reasoned opinion. 
Theaward is usually issued no later than 
30 WI)S from the closing da,eof the hear· 
ing. When a party fail> to appear, a 
default dward may be entered." Depend· 
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ingon the nature of lheaward (i.e., bind
ing), it may be judicially enforceable and, 
to some extent, reviewable. The losing 
party in a court~i.tnnexed arbiuntion is 
enlilled to trial de novo in coun. 

The medi,ttion process 
Mediation isa Pl"OC<!SS in which an impar
tial intcncnor assists the disputams to 
reach a voluntary seltlementof their dif
ferences through an agreement that de
lines their (ulu.re behavior." The process 
generall), ,ons"'ts of eight stages: initia
tion, preparation. introduction, problem 
statement, problem clarification, genera· 
don and evaluation of alternatives, selec· 
tion of altemal;"e(s), and agreement," 

Initial ion. The mediatiott process may 
be initiated in two principal ways: par
ties submilthe matter to a pu!:lic or pri
v3ledispute resolution organization or to 
a private neutral; 01' the dispute is re
ferred to mediation by court order or rule 
in a court-annexed mediation program. 

In the first instance, counsel foroneof 
the paniesor, i[ unrepresented, the party 
may contact the neutral organization or 
individual and the neuval will contact 
the opposing counselor party (as the 
C'dSe may be) to see if there is interest in 
auempting to mediate the dispute. 

Preparation. As irl arbitration, it is of 
paramoum importanct' that lhe parties 
to a dispute in mediation be as well 
informed as possible on the background 
of the dispute, the claims or defenses and 
the remedies lhey seek. The parties 
should seek legal advice if necessary, and 
although a party·s lawyer might attend a 
typical nonjudicial mediation, he or she 
normally doe, not take an adversal1' role 
but is rather available to render legal 
advice as needed. 

The mediator should also be well
informed about the parties and the fea
tures 01 their dispute and know some
thing about: 

• the balance of power; 
• the primary sources oC pressure ex

erted on the parties~ 
• thf pressures motivating them 

lowaro agreement as weJl 3S pressures 
blocking agreement; 

• theeconomicsoftheindusuyorpar. 
tieular company involved; 

• political and personal conlliets 
within and between the panies; 

• the extent oC the settlement author
ity of each of the parties. 

In mediation, 
an impartial 
intervenor 
helps the 

parties reach 
a voluntary 
settlement. 

tm!1af~g~;fRiI1 
The mediator sets the date, time and 

place (or the hearing at everyone's can
venience.2.5 

Introduction. In the mediation pra
cess, the introductory stage maybe the 
most important." It is in that phase, par
tieularly the (irst joint session, that the 
mediator establishes his or her accepta
bility, integrity, credibility and neutral
ity. The mediator usually has several 
objectives to achieve initially. They are: 
establish control of lhe process; deter
mine issues and positions of the parties; 
get the agreement-forging process 
started: and encourage continuation oC 
direct negotiations.n 

Unlike a judge in a settlement conler
ence or an arbitrator who wields the 

23. SaIC'm,Mrd,lJtJon-The ConuptlJnd th(Pru
UJS, iQ INSTRCcrolUMANUAL rOR TEACUISG ClfIlTI· 
C4.L ISSUES (198". unpublishedj, Stt gtJutally Sim. 
km, MWUTION A"'iDTII£ Dr~AMlcs Of ('..oLl_EcrlvE 
BARCAININC25(BNA.191I" Coun-annl'xt'd mt'dio!. 
lion is a pruttss III which judgcs refer civil t.a~S loa 
neutral (medlalor or masler) fot seHlrmt'nt pur· 
pose~. hal~ incilJdes in·«JurI programs in ~hlCh 
Judgt's perform the St.'ulemem funclion full·mne, 

2". Su gtnmdly Ray, Tnt dll~rna"tJC DUpUIt 
Il~soluhon Mo~mtnt. 8 PEACE AND CHAN{t£ 117 
(Summer 1982). The prOC('Ss of medialiQu and tht." 
roles alld Silalegits ot medialOt5 have bttn gener' 
ally negl«ted m studics ,01 nc-gotialil:m. A\ onf' 
aUlhorrcmarked, "Mc-dlauon ~IJII 1l'1J'l.uns a poorly 
understood prOCtn," Gulliver. Jupra n. 8. 

25. Meagher, "Medlal/on Pwct'dutes and n~th
niques," 18·19 (unpublishl-d paper on file in tht' 
OffIRO! Ihe-Cc-neral Counstl. F;\.fCS, Washington, 
l).e). MI~ ~kagh" is a rormt'r corrunihlolll'r of 
fMCS. 

26. The !t.urcess of thr- Inlrodllrlory slage is dl· 
m:t1yrdaled 10 twoctulC:al (actors:(I) tht"apPlopri. 
ale UmUlg of the me<iiauu's intervenllon. and 121 

266 Jud,(atur~ ~'blum,. 60. Numb,.,; Frbruan'·Marcli. 1986 

clout oC a decision, a mediator does not, 
by virtue of position, ordinarily com
mand the parties' immediate trust and 
respect; the mediator earns them through 
a carefully orchestrated and delicately 
executed ritual of rapport-buiI1ing. 
Every competent mediator has a per
sonal style. The contellt of the media
tor's opening remarks is generally cru
cial to establishing rapport with the 
parties and the respectability of the 
mediator and the process. 

Opening remarks focus on: idemify
ing the mediator and the parties; explain
ing the procedures to be followed (in
cluding c;'ducusing),21 describing the 
mediation function (if appropriate) and 
emphasiling the continued decisionmak
ing responsibility of the pa.ties; and 
reinforcing the confidentiality and integ
rity of the process." When appropriate, 
the mediator might invoke thecommun
ity and public interest in having the dis
pute resolved quickly and emphasize the 
interests oC the constituents in the suc" 
cess[ul conclusion of the negotiations,So 

FinallY, the mediator must assess the 
parties' competence to participate in the 
process. If eithl~r party has severe emo" 
tional, drinking, drug, or health prob
lem., the mediator may postpone the 
proceeding. II the parties are extremely 
hostile and verbally abusive, the media
tor must endeavor to calm them, by pre
liminary caucusing if necessary.JI 

Problem statement. ll1ere are essen" 
tially twO wa),s to open a discussion 01 
the dispute by the parties: Bath.parties 
give their positions and discuss each is~ 
sue as it is raised; oral) the issues are first 
bIielly identified, with detailed exposi
tion of positions reserved until all the 

theopportumty rormt'diatorpreparalion. A media' 
ttlr's sen!>eor ti":ting is the iI.bili.l)' tOJudge the ps)'
(hological rt:admc-u of an mdIVhluaJ 01' group 10 
re'pond 10 the dl"siroo way 10 a parti(ular idt'a, 
sIjggeslion or proposal. ~Jt'aRher, Jupr:z n, 25.:.It S, 
~rt auo Maggiolo.l·[ClINlQ.vr.s OF" MEDIATION IN 
uaok DUPL'1't$ 62 (Dobbs Feny, !,/,\,; Oceana Pub~ 
lic.UlOn5, 1911), The kinds of p(~tator~ .nrtlrma· 
tion needed h)'lhemedialorared,I:Kussrd ~n thele,,1 
~UP'4_ In many mstantts, such mfonnauon IS not 
av:ulable prior 10 inlcn'enuon and thus il must be 
delicately r-liciccd hythentedialorduring Ihemtru. 
dU(lOJl Stage. 

27. ;\.feaght'r, JI~pra n. 25. 3l26-27. Wall, Mtdla
lion, An Ana'yns, Rtvlt'W and PropuJtd RtJrtJrciJ, 
25 j. CoNFLICT RES. 15'(, 161 (1981), 

28. Caucusing is an a parttconlert'nce lxotwttn 
a mediator ... nd II party. 

29 ;\.fC'aght'r, supra n, 25. 01128; M:lgglOlo. supra 
n. 26. at 4!M" 

30./d, 
31 Ray, JuprtJ n. 24, at 121; Maggmlo. Jupra n. 

26. al 52-54. 



iUlles have been identified. The second 
procedure is preCcned; the first approach 
often leads to tedious time-consuming 
rambling about insignificant matters, 
sometimes causing the parties to become 
more entrenched in their positions." 

Generally, the complaining party tells 
his or her "story" first. It may be the first 
time that the adverse party has heard the 
Cull basis for the complaint. The media· 
tor actively and empathically Hstens, 
taking notes iC helpful, using listening 
techniques such as restatement, echo 
and non-verbal respon'es. Listening is 
the mediator's most important disp:lte
resolving tool." 

The mediator also: 
• a,ks open-ended and closed-ended 

questions at the appropriate time and in 
a neutral Ca,hion; 

• obtains important Ifsignalsfl from 
the behavior and body movements oC the 
parties; 

• calms a party, as necessary,; 
• clarifies the ndrration by Cocused 

qUe!tions; 
• objectively summarizes the first par

ty's story; 
• defuses tensions by omittiog dispar

aging comments from the summary; 
• determines whether the second party 

understands the first party's story; 
• thanks the Cirst party for his or her 

conuibution. 
The process is repeated with the sec

ond party." 
Problem clarification. It is in this 

stage that the mediator culls out the true 
underlying issues in the dispute. OCten 
the parties to a dispute intentionally 
obfuscate the core issues. TIle mediator 
pierces this cloud·cover through separ
ate caucuses in which he or she asks 
direct, probing questions to elicit inCor
mation which one party would not dis
close in the presence oC the other pany. 
In a subs~quentjoinl5ession, the medb,
tor summarizes areas of agreement or 
disagreement, being careCul not to dis-

32. Mrogher, supr., n. 25, at 30; Maggialo. supra. 
n.26.3147. 

!!. Ray,supra n.24.al 121;Saltln,supra n. 23.31 
"·5; Robim, supra n. I, at 27; Maggiolo,supra n.26. 
3148-49. 

51. Ray, JUP,Q n. 2-1, at 121. 
"S.ld. at 121·22; Meagher. JUP'Q n. 25 •• 11 57-58; 

Robim.Jup,Q n. 1. at 4'-'14; Maggiolo. JuprtJ n, 26. 
at 49-50. 

'6. Maggiolo. JUp,12 n. 26, at 12. Olher basiC 
nrgaliat.ion principl~ which SOme mediators U~ 
to advantage throughout the mediation process atr 
round in Fi$her and Ury. CETTINC TO Yf.!I, (New 
York: Penguin Books. 198!. Thost'pnncipJesart:(l) 

The arbitrator's 
function is 

quasi-judicial 
in nature. 

mmmAm~--wa 
close matters which the parties shared 
with the mediator in conCidence. They 
are a .. isted in grouping and prioritizing 
issue. and demands." 

Generation and evaluation of .ltema
tives.ln this stage, the mediator employs 
two fundamental principles oC eClective 
mediation: creating doubt in the minds 
of the parties as to the validity of their 
positions on issues; and suggesting al ter
native approaches which may Cacilitate 
agreement • .16 These are two functions 
which parties to a dispute are very oCten 
unable to perform by themselves. To 
(arry out these Cune-lions, the mediator 
has the parties separately "brainstorm" 
to produce alternatives or options; dis .. 
cusses the workability oC each option; 
encourages the parties by noting the 
probability oC success, where approp
riatei suggests alternath.es not raised by 
the parties and then repeats the three 
previous steps,51 

Selection oCaltemative(s). The media
tor may compliment the parties on their 
progress and use humor, when appropri
ale, to relieve tensions: assist the parties 
In elimin:uing the unworkable options; 
and help the parties determine whkh 01 
the remaining workable solutions will 

separate the JX"ople from th~ problem: (2) locus on 
interesu. not positions; (3) Invent options or mut
ual g:lin; (of) insist on u5ing objective aileria. 

37. Ra)'. SUprtJ n. 24. al 122, Meagher. SUP,1l n. 25, 
at 48·49. describes addltlonallcclmiquesol··plant· 
ing S«ds:' "conditioning," and "influencing ex .. 
pet:t.alions." 

'8. Ray. JUp,,, n. 24. at 122-
39.ld. 
40. Domke. Jupra n. 12, §2l:01, aI351·5!, 
41./d. §24:05, .1380. 
42./d. 
43. Id. §23:02, .1 355. 
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produce the optimum results with which 
each can live." 

Agreement. Before the mediation is ter
minated, the mediator summarizes and 
clarifies, as necessary, the terms oC the 
agreement reached and secures the assent 
of each party to those terms; sets a Col
low-up date, if necessary; and congratu
lates the parties ',n their reasonableness. 

The mediator does not usually become 
involved in draCting a settlement agree
ment. This task is left to' the parties 
themselves or their counsel. The agree
mentis the parties', not the mediator's," 

A mediator's patience, flexibility and 
creativity throughout this entire process 
are necessary keys to a successful reso
lution. 

The "neutral's" functlons 
To fully appreciate the differences (or 
the similarities) between the two pre
cesses, and to evaluate the appropriate 
use oC either process, it is instructive to 
Cocus on considerations which exi,t at 
their interface-the Cunction and power 
oC the "neutral." This is a particularly 
important exercise to acquire a realistic 
expectation of the result to be obtained 
Crom each process. 

The arbitrator'S Cunction is quasi· 
judicial in nature and, because oC this, 
an arbitrator is generally exempt from 
civil liability Cor Cailure to exercise care 
or skill in performing the arbitral Cunc
tion." As a quasi-judicial officer, the 
arbitrator is guided by ethical norms in 
the perfonnancc oC duties. For e:<ample, 
an arbitrator must refrain from having 
any private (ex parte) consultations with 
a party or with an attorney reprp.scnting 
a party without the consent oC the oppos
ing party or counscl.il 

Moreover. unJess the parties agreeoth .. 
erwise. the arbitration proceetlings are 
private and arbitrators must take appro .. 
priate measures to maintain the con£i~ 
dentiality of the proceedings." It has 
generally been held that an arbitrator 
may not testify as to the meaning and 
consUllction of the written award.·' 

In contrast, a mediator is nOI nonnally 
considered to bequasi-judicial, unless he 
or she is appointed by the court as, Cor 
example, a speciaJ master. Some courts 
have extended the doctrine oC immunity 
to persons lenned Hquasi.arLttratorsU
persons empowered by agreement oC the 
parties to resolve disputes arising be .. 
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A mediator 
has little 

systemic-based 
power. 

~1¥ri'M'!,,~"Aml 
tween them." Although the law is Car 
from dear on this point, a very persuasive 
argument may be advanced that media· 
tors are generally immune Cram lawsuits 
,relating to the performance of their medi· 
ation duties where the agreement under 
'Which they perCorm contains a hold· 
harmless provision or its equivalent. 

In absence oC such contractual provi. 
sian, it would appear that a functionary 
such as a mediator, selected by parties to 
perConn skilled or professional services, 
would not ordinarily be immune from 
charges of negligence but rather is reo 
quired to work with the same skill and 
care exercised by an average person en· 
gaged in the trade or proCession in· 
valved." 

OC course, weighing heavily against a 
finding oC negligence on the part of a 
mediator is the inninsicnature, if not the 
essence, of the mediation process which 
invests the parties with the complete 
power over their destiny; it also guaran
tees any party the right to withdraw from 
the process and even to eject the mediator 
during any pre·agreement stage." 

Also, in contrast to arbitrators, certain 
ethical restrieti'on. do not apply 10 medi· 
ators. Mediators are permitted to have ex 
parte conCerences with the parties or 
counsel. Indeed, such caucuses, as they 
are called, are the medialor's stock·in· 
trade. Furthennore, while one of the 
principal advantages oC a privately·con. 
dUeled mediation is the non·public or 
confidential natU/~ of the proceedings, 
anel although Rule ~08 of the Federal 
R .. lcs of Evidence and public policy 
considerations argue in favor of confi .. 
dentiality, the current state of the law 
does not provide a guarantee oC such 
conCidemialit),.n However. in'mostcases 

a strong argument can be made that the 
injury Crom disclosure of a confidential 
seUlement proceeding is greater than the 
benefit to be gained by the public from 
nondisdosure. ill 

finally. unlike the arbitrator, the per· 
formance of who~ function may be en· 
hanced by knowledge. skill, or ability in a 
partirular lield or industry, the mediator 
need not be an expert in the field which 
encompasses the subject DC the dispute. 
Expertise may, in (act, be a handicap, iC 
the parties look wrongly to the mediator 
as an advice-giver or adjudicalOr.t9 

Comparative power 
The arbitrator derives power from many 
sources. The person may be highly reo 
spected in a particular field DC expertise 
or widely renowned Cor Cairness. But 
aside Crom these attributes which eman· 
ate (rom personal talents or characteris· 
tics. the drbitrator operates within a pro
cedural and enCorcemen! framework 
which affords considerable power, at least 
from the perspective 01 the disputants. 
Under cerrain circumstances. arbiuators 
may possess broad remedy powers, in· 
c1uding the power, though rare, to grant 
injunctive relieC.'· They nonnally have 
subpoena power, and gener~lIy they have 
nooblig-ation to anyone, ncleven Uta the 
court to give reasons for an award ... 51 

In general, a valid arbitration award 
constitutes a Cull and final adjustmentof 
the controversy." It has all Ihe Corce and 
elCect oCan adjUdication, and eC!ectively 

4:4. Ste Craviollni v. Scholl:r &;0 Flinrr Auodarcd 
Arthilecls, 89Arlt. 2-1. 3!J1 1).2d 6,1 (J960}. ""here an 
archilcct was dt't'mC'd to Lc a "quasi.arbil13lor" 
under an agtttment wilh the parllt's and tht'~do~ 
cntitlrd \0 immunity from ["1\')I habilil\' m an 
aClion brought against him b)' eIther pari) in rda· 
lion 10 the atchilect~ dupule'rnoh'lng 'unction. 
Comprl1e Cammell Y. Ernu Ii: Ermt, 245 Minn. 2<19, 
'12 N.W.2d S64 (1955), where ceruhed public aCt 

countanu. seh:ctc:d (or the specific purpose of mak· 
ing ::1 examinalion and of auditing the books of a 
corporation 10 ascertain ia.s earnings, were heJd nOI 
to h;l.\tt" acquired the status of arbm.:uon so as 10 
crrale immunity (or their actions in the p(r(or· 
manre of such $elVict, ,imply because the rt'port 
was to be binding upon the parties. 

45. Oomke • .lupftJn.12. §2S:01 1 .D;t 352-5l. 
46. As two professional mtdiatlln have poig. 

nanily commtnlm: "Onlike arbitr4/:l.on and other 
means of adjudication. the panies reLain complete 
tonuo' ... U they do not Hke the mediator, they gel 
another Due. lithe)' {ilil to produce rtsuJts, they may 
end the mediation .11 any lime." PhilJips and 
Piaua.HouJ to UJ~M~dleliotJ. IOA.8.A.J.OFS£CT. 
Of, Ln." (S1'liog.1984), 

<17. Stt Grumman Aerospace Corp. v. Tltafiium 
Metals tArp., 91 F.R.D, 8-1 (E.D. N,Y. 1981) (Coun 
graDled a mOlion to e-nrorce a subpoena ductJ 
Ittum in\'olving a It'pon p1t'parrd: by a neutral 
rau·finder on Ihe crrt(u or n1tain price-.lixing 
acti~ities), Mt gttltr4Uy RC'ilivoand "bngu~,Alttr. 
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precludes the parties Cram again litigat. 
ing the same subject.;S The award can be 
challenged in court only on very narrow 
grounds. In some· states the grounds 
relate to partiality oC the arbitrator or to 
misconduct in the proceedings, such as 
refusal to allow the production 01 evi. 
dence or to grant postponements, as well 
a. to other misbehavior in conducting 
tlle hearings so as to prejudice the inter· 
ests oC a party." 

A Curther ground Cor challenge in 
some states is the laHureoC the arbitrator 
to observe the limits of authority as fixed 
by the parties' agreement-such as deter· 
mining unsubmilled mallerS or by not 
dealing deCinitely and finally with sub· 
mined issue5.~!t In J1linois, as in most 
states, ajudgment entered on an arbitra· 
tion award is enforceable u as any other 
,i-"dgment. ""Thus, from a systemic per .. 
speclive, the arbitrator is invested with a 
substantial amount of power. 

In striking contras,. with the eX~fp" 
lion oC <l special master appointed bylll~ 
court or a neutral appointed by some 
governmental body, the mediatorhas Jit. 
tIe j( any systemic· based power. Mas! j( 
not all oC a mediator'S power is derived 
from experience, demonstrated skills and 
abilities. and a reputation for successful 
settlements. 

Any particular mediator may wield 
power by adopting a particular role on 
what might be described as a continuum 
representing the range oC strengths oC 
intervention: from virtual passivity, to 

"attN'Dupult RtJDltd.on: Con/ldcnh41 Problt:mO' 
SollJing or E'"'"'J Men's EIJ,dtnul AlttnletilJts to 
Iht High COlt oJ Litigelnm. 2 LAw &: Bus. INC./Cn. 
Faa PCBUC Rr.soUjtCD • .; (Ma)~ 1984). Panies can 
assist the preservation of conlidentiaHty of their 
mediation protttdings by reducing to "''filing any 
tXpeC"lalion50r understanding Jq;ardiug theconri· 
dmtialityo£ the proettdings::md br beingcarduilo 
prolt:C1 against unn«f-uarydlsc1osure both within 
their fespttti"e conSiitUl:nc.ies and the outside 
world. id. at 9. 

~8. Sec, e.g., NUtS v.Joseph Macaluso. 61H F.2d 
~1 (9th CIt. 1980); Pjpdiuers Local 208 v. ~It.·"hanl· 
cal Clntrllctors Assn. or Colorado, 00 I...ab. Cu:. 
(CC'.!I, • 12.611 (D. CotD. 1980). 

~9, Phillips apd Pialza. Jupra n. 16. at 33. 
50. In ,.Ruppe". 291..\ 77;. 777 IN.\'. CI. ApI'. 

1958); In leCnffin.'12 LASl) (N.V.Sup.Ct, J9&l). 
Su gtncrally Elkouri and Elkouri, .Jupra n. !. at 
2i!·5I. 

51. Domke. supra II, 12, §2t):06. al 436. 
52. Donoghuev. I<ohlmq!C'f8:Cu •• 6llll.App.3d 

919,380 N.E.2d 1001.20 lll. Ike. 1!H (1918). 
53. Borg. Inc. v. MOllis Middle School DisL No, 

lH,lIII.App. 3d 913. 278 N.E.2d 818 (1972). 
54. Oonlke-. JUluo n. 12. §,U;OO. oi63. 
55.ld. In Jllinois,lhecouu's power '0 vacatecU 

rnod.£y arbitration awards is rurrowl,. circum· 
.scribed. Set Iu.. R£v. STAT. ell. )0. " 112. lI3 
(l98t). 

56.tLl.. /l.EV.STAT.(h. IO"tH(t98t). 
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,..~ 1: A compartoon 01 ",bHratlon/modlallon proconoo And to the same exlent, the result i. 
enforceable by one party against another. 
As a practical mauer, where a party 
breaches an agreement or contract which 
is the product of mediation and the 
agreement is not salvageable, prudence 
wo~ld seem to dictate that in most cases 
the underlying dispute-and not the 
breach of agreement-should be litigated. 

Arbitration 

1.
SubmfUlon 
Ootrnandorootlca 
COuftrule Ofon:l" 
SoIection01 arb/ttltor .. ~ ... 
DiteO\'try 
Pl"lhOarlng c;onl.rlne. 
Motion. 
StipUlation. 
Arbitrator'. oath 
Atbltr.ll.lor'$ladmlnlslr.llvlI duties 
Arbltralor does nol nolt outlnloflTllllUon 

.bout p.rdOl or dllpute 

a. Prehlarlng confennco 
AdmlnlatraUv. 
SchtduUng 
No discussion of uncllrfylno mlflts 01 Clalma or d"'I\"' 
No II part. c:onfl ... ncn 

.. -. Not gon,talty open to pUblic-
Witten IltCOrd. oplfonll 
Wltneuel and partin '"III)" under oath 

OpoMlng .t.ahlln.nt 
Madlorally 
Som.llmos e110 In writing 
Order 01 Pf'OC"dlngs and mdMC, 
Compl.inlflg party ulually praunts ItYldoncelltlt 
Amllt.tor may IWbpotna wltnes". 
EvirJlnce rules tell.ad 
Attlllt.lor rut .. on objections 10 t'IIde"ce; 

may t'I'~ hld.ne. 
CSoIlng ¥'gUMmb 
Oral arguments norm.lly permin,d lor cl.rlliCAlIon 

and lynthOSla 
POll-hilling btlflfa .omeUmes permUted 

a.o.cI&lonmAk1n; 
III~. nOn-cQmplu. arbllrAlor cln luue 

an ImmedIate deelslon 
If I"un comple .. , or panel hlllhrH membef., 

... ua Ume may bo requlrod 

.. -Norm.lly In wriling. sIgned by "bUtaIOr(S} 
Short. dellnUe. certain and Ilnll. ISlo Itl maUers under 

.ubmilUlon 
Occ.ulonaUy a ~hert opinIon aecompanles aWArd 
...... ard mAy be ,udic,ally .nforceable Of rtV,e.able 

"chairman." to "enunciator,'" to 
"prompter:' to "leader." to virtual ~rbi .. 
trator." The mediator who can adopt 
di((erem roles on this continuum, chang .. 
ing strategies to fit changing circum .. 
stances and requirements of both Ihe 

57. Cu1th"n. supra n. 8, at 220. 
58. Id. al 226. 
!tl. When':I sculemenl agTttmenl b n'lluCl."d to a 

judgment. for example. through jnlen-entlon and 
aUluantt or a sptcial mallc-r, Ihe "consent judg· 
ment" is gene-ralty enforcrahk, if nr:cn.s.ary. bdOft 
theeault in WblCh IhC'conS(ntju~rll1lent i"t'ntC'roo, 

Modlatlon 

1.lnlllatlon 
Submiuron 
Court rul. Ot order 
,..slonmeni Of salec;tlon 01 mtdlAtof 

2.P\'tpaniitlOtt 
UluaUy, no discovery 
PartlaA obtain background Inlormallon on Claim', 

dalenses.tumedlCrl 
Mod/alGI' ObtAlnl InlormAtlon on parties 

and hr.lory at dispute 
Usually, no medIator o,th 

" IntroducUon 
Mediator: 
Conelotls,. p.". eonlerances.1I neceuary. lot elIlmlng 
Gives opening descriptive remarks 
OevllopslrustlndraspeCI 
Emph:ullU Importance at succe"'ul negollatlonl 
H.lpi parties separal. the peopl. from Ih. problam 

4. Ptobltm .lJIitment 
Conlidentl.1 proceed!n" no w,ln.n Alcord 
Partla. de not lpeak Undar o.th 
luu"ldenllflod 
Issue, dlleulled seperaleiy. 'tor'n lold 
Medlaiorlillens;l.k .. nol .. 
M.dlalor uk. qu •• ltons; reads bahavlora'slgnals 
Medlalor calms partie.; .ummartlOl alories. d.fuses 

10nslo,.oS 
M.dlator delermlnel whether parties undorsland stories 
Modlator ulUslly has no lubpo-:,ne power 

5. Problom darin.c&uan 
Mldlalor! 
Cull. out cor. Issues In caucus 
Askl dlr.ct. probing que.llon. 
SUmmarlle •• fU. ofagr.ament and dlSlgtMmenl 
Anl.lJ parties In groupln; and pflorlllling '"1.111 

anddamanels 
Help. partin fOWl on Inlernts, not polltions 

8. Q.notaUon and .. aluaUon 01 alllfTUIlMl 
Mediator: 
C.~at .. doubts In part,"' mlndl II to vaUdllY 01 their 

positions 
Invents opllons tor hlclUtalino agrfllimenl 
leads "brainstorming." dIScusses workablllly" 

notes protlblllly 01 svcces. of options 

7. h{KUon at al1.nwU"(I) 
Madlalor: 
Compliments partIes on prooreu 
Assists pllrtles In eUmlnahng unworllable epl:onl 
Helps panles 10' use ot!lecll~e crtlefla 
Heips p.rtles determine which solution WIll prodvce 

opllmum,esulls 

a .... gr •• m.nt 
Medlalor 
Summarl,es and clarUles agreement terms 
Silts 'allow-up dala It appropflala 
CongratUlAtes parties on their reason'blene" 
Usually does nol ;jratt or ISSISt In clrathng Igteement 
Agreemenlll enforceable as a contract.nd .ub,ecllo Illar 

modlflcstlon by .graement 

disputants and himself. is inevitably 
mOre e(fcctive in accumulating and 
wielding power which is real, yet often 
not consciously perceptible by the dis
putants themselves.51 

Since, in the ordinary case, the re.!.ultof 
the mediation process is an agreement or 
contract not reduced to a court judg~ 
rnent,59 the result is binding on Lheparties 
only to thecXlent that the lawo£ contracts 
in the partl( ulal jurisdiction requires. 

Summary 
It is clear that both thefunctions and the 
levels of power of the arbitralors and 
mediators are dmmatically different. 
Counsel must assess the nature of the 
dispute and the personalities of the dis
putants prior to detenniningwhich pro
cess, arbitration or mediation. has the 
best chance to achieve a successful reso
lution of the particular conOict. 

For example, arbitration would prob
ably prove to be the better dispute resolu
tion choice where the dispute involves 
highly technical matters; a long-stand
ing feud between the disputants; irra
tional and high-strung personalities; and 
no necessity or a continued relationship 
after resolution of the conOict. 

On Ihe other hand, mediation m~y 
prove 10 be the most effective choice 
where disputants are stubborn but basi
cally sensible; have much to gain from a 
continued reiationshipwilh one another; 
and conOict resolution is Lime"critical. 

Arbitration and mediation are two 
separate and distinct processes having a 
similar overall goal (tenninating a dis
pute), while using totally different meth
ods to obtain dissimilar (decisional vs. 
contractual) results. These differences 
an' best :mderstood by vie\\'ing the pro
cesses side·by·side in Table 1. 

The beneHtsof arbitration and media
tion to litigants, in terms o( cosL and 
time savings, arc just beginning to be 
recognized by lawyer., and business pro
fessionals alike. It is hoped that this dis
cussion or the arbitration and mediation 
processes and their dirrerences will help 
lawyers reel morecomfortablc with these 
two methods or dispute resolution and 
to use them 10 their clients· advantage in 
their joint pursuil of swift. inexpensive, 
simple justice. 0 

JOHN II( COOLEY Is a form.r United Slal.s 
magistrate. He is presently In private practlco 
In Evanston. illinois and serves as a mediator, 
arbitrator, and consultant In alternative dis .. 
pute resolutIon. 
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Reprinted with permission from American Behavioral Scientist, 
Volume 27, No.2, pp. 255-279, COPyright 1983 

Three case studies of mediated negotiation in the public sector are 
summarized. Special allention is given 10 the roles played by the 
mediators in these cases, the difficulties of ensuring adequate represen
tation of all stakeholders, and the problems of protecting the "public 
interest . .. Criteriafor evaluating mediated negotiation as a supplement to 
traditional legislative, administrative, and judicial means of resolving 
resource allocation disputes are offered. The techniques of labor media
tion and mediation in international disputes are compared to see which 
are more appropriate for use in public sector resource allocation disputes. 

Mediated Negotiation* 
in the Public Sector 

Mediator Accountability and the Public Interest Problem 

LA WRENCE SUSSKIND 
CONNIE OZAWA 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Elected officials and administrators in the public sector, confronted 
with increasingly complex choices, must make resource allocation 
decisions that take into account the competing claims of individuals and 
groups. In the search for more efficient and effective means of handling 
these adjudicatory responsibilities, mediated negotiation is being tried 
more and more frequently. While Americans are quite familiar with the 
way mediation has been used in collective bargaining and labor 
relations, for the most part they are unaware of the extent to which 
mediated negotiation is now being used to resolve family disputes, 
community disputes, environmental disputes, intergovernmental disputes, 
and, more recently, scientific controversies and state budget battles. 

The list of cases in which mediated negotiation has been used to 
supplement traditional administrative, legislative, and judicial decision-

• The term "mediated negotiation" rather than "mediation" is used in order to emphasize 
the presence 0/ a neutral intervenor and to distinguish mediated negotiation/rom other 
consellsual approaches to dispute resolution that employ the assistance 0/ a third party. 

AMERICAN BEHAVIORAL SCIENTIST, Vol. 27 No. 2. November/DeceJ'il~r 1983255-279 
© 1983 Sage Publications, Inc. 
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making is growing steadily (Goldmann, 1980; Talbot, 1983; and 
Susskind et aI., forthcoming). Mediated negotiation was used in 
Connecticut to decide on the distribution of federal block grant funds 
for social service programs (Watts, 1983). Several federal agencie!>, 
including the Environmental Protection Agency, have experimented 
with mediation in the rule~making process (Baldwin, 1983). Mediation 
was used to resolve a crisis in the funding of the state unemployment 
compensation fund in Wisconsin (Bellman and Sachs, 1983), to resolve 
water policy disputes in the Denver area and elsewhere (Kennedy and 
Lansfor-d, 1983; Folk-Williams, 1982), and to handle a variet.y of 
complicated cases that the federal district court thought might be 
resolved more expeditiously by a court-appointed mediator (Goldberg, 
1 983). Dozens of land use and facility-siting disputes have been resolved 
through face-to-face negotiation assisted by a "neutral third party," 
(Susskind, 1981; Bacow and Wheeler, forthcoming). Indeed, several 
states have incorporated mediated negotiation into the process of siting 
hazardous waste treatment facilities Caacow, 1982). These and other 
instances of mediated negotiation in the. public sector go far beyond the 
processing of interpersonal disputes between neighbors (Alper and 
Nichols, 1981), husbands and wives (Haynes, 1981), and the more 
traditional mediation of disputes between labor and management 
(Simkin, 197!). 

Mediated negotiation is attractive because it addresses many of the 
procedural weaknesses of conventional dispute resolution mechanisms; 
that is, it allows for more direct involvement of those most affected by 
decisions than do most administrative and legislative processes; it 
produces results more rapidly and at lower cost than do courts; and it is 
flexible and therefore more adaptable to the specific needs of the parties 
in a given situation. 

Mediated negotiation depends on the assistance of a nonpartisan 
facilitator. In practice, the roles played by mediators vary tremendously 
from situation to situation. At a minimum, the prototype mediator 
arranges meetings, assists in the exchange of information, tenders 
proposals at the request of one party or another, and assists the panies 
in developing clearer statements of their interests. Mediators also can 
propose possible settlements that parties themselves would accept but 
not put forward for fear of appearing "soft." Mediators involved thus 
far in mediated negotiation in the public sector have come from various 
backgrounds and have very different operating styles. Most, however, 
look to collective bargaining (labor mediation) for their cues, although 
this weIl may be inappropriate, as we will explore further on. 
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Public sector disputes are special. They differ from conventional 
two-party private disputes in that they involve choices with substantial 
spillover effects or externalities that often fall most directly on diffuse, 
inarticulate, and hard-to-represent groups (such as future generations). 
It is our contention that mediators involved in resource allocation 
decisions in the public sector have responsibilities that transcend those 
facing mediators in more traditional situations. While the record thus 
far is impressive, it is important to ask whether mediation is as 
responsive to the broader public interest as are traditional dispute 
resolution and resource allocation mechanisms. The key question is 
whether mediators are as accountable to those most affected by their 
actions as are elected and appointed officials. 

In this article we will (1) review some examples of mediated 
negotiation in the public sector; (2) analyze the process of mediation 
involved in these cases in an effort to draw some general conclusions; (3) 
examine measures of success appropriate to judge the outcome of 
mediated negotiation efforts; (4) analyze the responsibilities of the 
mediator in public sector resource allocation disputes; (5) assess the 
relative usefulness of various mediation models and strategies insofar as 
they apply to public sector mediation; and (6) specify the critical barriers 
to more widespread use of mediated negotiation in the public sector. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
MEDIATED NEGOTIATION IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

We begin with a review of three cases involving the use of mediated 
negotiation. Each case summary includes a brief chronology of events, 
an analysis of the mediator's role, and an assessment of the outcome of 
the negotiation. 

THE FOOTHILLS CASE 

The Foothills case was sparked by a proposal in the 1970s to 
construct a water treatment facility, dam, and reservoir on the South 
Platte River near Denver, Colorado (Burgess, forthcoming). The U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, the Enviwnmental Protection Agency 
(EP A), the Bureau of Land Management, H,e Denver Water Board, and 
numerous environmental action groups stubbornly debated the merits 
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of the proposal, its projected impacts on urban sprawl, air pollution, 
and on Waterton Canyon, a valuable wildlife and recreation area. 

Congressional Representative Pat Schroeder offered to mediate the 
case but was rebuffed by the Denver Water Board, one of the project's 
supporters. When Congressman Tim Wirth, however, a well-known 
environmental advocate who appeared to favor some version of the 
proposed facility, volunteered to serve as mediator, all the parties agreed 
to negotiate. 

Wirth arranged a series of joint meetings with the Corps, EPA, and 
the Denver Water Board. As soon as these three groups agreed to the 
terms of a basic settlement, a coaIiton of environmentalists was 
consulted. They objected to only a few points in the proposed 
settlement, and a final agreement was reached with only minor 
alterations. Although construction of the dam constituted a major 
concession on the part of the environmentalists and EPA, the parties felt 
that sufficient compensation and steps to mitigate adverse impacts had 
been promised. 

Congressman Wirth's acceptance as a mediator was particularly 
noteworthy because of his public stand on the issues in dispute. His 
position allowed him to bring both subtle and direct pressure to bear on 
the negotiating parties. He had enough political clout that the federal 
agencies involved felt he might "cause problem~ for them" if they did not 
make concessions. The local organizations and actors involved believed 
he represented their best interests, although, officially, Wirth was 
accountable only to the voters in his congressional district. From our 
standpoint, he 'appeared at times to demonstrate little concern for 
interest groups not represented directly at the bargaining table. 

Although the participating parties supported the negotiated settle
ment, in retrospect the negotiation process appears flawed. First, 
Wirth's decision to bring local environmental groups intl? the dialogue 
only after the basic agreement had been drafted by the key governmental 
agencies caused difficulties in implementing the agreement. A discon
tented faction of the environmental coalition later contested the 
settlement in court. Second, the reduced capacity of the negotiated 
water facility could cause severe water shortages in the Denver area in 
the future. Ratepayers and future homeowners will be stuck with the 
costs of expanding the water system (probably at a higher price) 
sometime in the future. Their interests were not well represented in the 
negotiation. 

In the eyes of the federal, state, and local agencies involved in the 
Foothills dispute, the mediation effort spearheaded by Wirth appeared 
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to preempt some of their powers and duties. The court judge who 
presided over the Foothills case trial objected strenuously to the fact 
that the parties were engaged in an informal negotiation outside the 
courtroom. From the standpoint of the parties involved, however, an 
agreement was reached that exceeded what they thought they might 
achieve in court; or, at least they achieved with certainty results that they 
had only a small chance of gaining in court. 

Mediated negotiation does not, in fact, preempt the statutory powers 
of elected and appointed officials. They can choose whether to 
participate in the nepotiations. They can agree whether to be bound by 
the agreements reached. Eventually, they must grant the necessary 
permits, licenses, or permissions under the rules and procedures 
prescribed by law. Mediated negotiation does, however, create a clearly 
stated public consensus that is difficult for elected and appointed 
officials to ignore. 

In the Foothills case, the key agencies and interest groups informally 
reached a negotiated settlement that was later ratified through the 
formal regulatory (permitting) process. No group's legal rights were 
abridged. While there were legitimate stakeholding interests (albeit hard 
to represent), whose interests were probably not well served, the 
mediator used his elected position to force some of the reluctant parties 
to the negotiating table. He did not, however, use his position to ensure 
that all the stakeholding interests were represented (nor did he claim to 
represent the public interest himself). 

BRA YTON POINT CASE 

Acting under authority granted by the Energy Supply and Environ
mental Coordination Act (ESECA) of 1974, the Department of Energy 
notified the New England Power Company (NEPCO) that it would be 
required to burn coal instead of oil in three units of its electricity 
generating plant in Somerset, Massachusetts (Smith, forthcoming). 
NEPCO contested EPA's estimates of the cost of conversion and the 
steps required to meet air pollution standards. It appeared that 
prospects for a conversion at the Brayton Point plant that would satisfy 
all affected parties (Le., NEPCO, federal and state regulatory agencies, 
and energy consumers) were poor. Not only were the relationships 
among the parties uncertain, but the ESECA program itself was new 
and its policies ambiguous. 

In April 1977, the Center for Energy Policy, a nonprofit organization, 
persuaded the principal parties to accept the services of a mediator and 
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arranged a meeting attended by officials of NEPCO, DOE, EPA, and 
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering 
(DEQE) to explore the possibilities for coal conversion. Although 
agreeing to participate in the mediated negotiation process, DOE 
continued to pursue the conversion through formal regulatory channels. 
(The formal conversion process entailed the issuance of a prohibition 
order, the preparation of an EIS, and cooperation with EPA in 
obtaining certification under the State Implementation Plan, as stipulated 
by the Clean Air ACL) Eleven months later, agreement was reached on 
all issues. 

The final agreement allowed for a phased-in conversion plan at 
Brayton Point, set limits on the sulfur content of the coal to be burned, 
and indicated special particulate standards for the facility. 

David O'Connor from the Center for Energy Policy served as 
mediator in the Brayton Point case. He assumed an active role in 
formulating and negotiating the settlement. His activities can be 
grouped under five headings. 

O'Connor served first as .an organizer of the negotiations. He sought 
approval of informal ground rules for setting the agenda, raising issues, 
making proposals, dealing with the press, documenting discussions, and 
formulating agreements. He chaired the meetings, kept written records 
of the discussions, and documented points of consensus. 

Second, he served as an information resource. He helped to explain 
technical and legal matters to all the parties, ensuring that their 
understanding of the situation was accurate. 

Third, he acted as a source of encouragement, emphasizing the 
progress being made by the group throughout the negotiations. This 
provided an important psychological boost and helped to sustain the 
momentum of the meetings. 

Fourth, O'Connor played the role of confidential advisor. He held 
private meetings with individual parties to help them clarify their 
understanding of their own interests and allowed them to articulate new 
positions and proposals in a nonthreatening and risk-free environment. 

Finally, through these private interactions, he so.ught to comprehend 
the groups' priorities and to understand the central technical factors on 
which positions turned. From this standpoint, he was able to develop 
and present composite ideas and options to the groups. 

All participating parties expressed satisfaction with the negotiated 
agreement. DOE, in particular, saw great advantage in gaining voluntary 
conversion. Although the negotiation did not include representatives of 
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consumer groups, environmentalists, or other public interest groups, 
additional procedures (i.e., public hearings) required under formal 
regulatory rules were used to supplement the negotiation process in 
order to obtain the concurrence and support of unrepresented parties. 

While an attempt was made to ensure that the concerns of all affected 
group:} would be heard and presumably incorporated into the ultimate 
conversion plan, the negotiated agreement could be criticized for 
neglecting to consider the interests of residents living in areas adjoining 
the plant. Moreover, while local residents might be satisfied with the 
phased-in conversion plan, distant portions of the Northeast, susceptible 
to increased sulfate effluents and acid rain, were offered no direct 
involvement in the negotiation. 

In the eyes of the key participants in the Brayton Point case, the 
mediated negotiation effort was a success. The parties achieved a 
voluntary agreement that satisfied all their interests. Not unlike a labor 
mediator, O'Connor measured his success in terms of the satisfaction 
with the final agreement expressed by the parties at the negotiation 
table. While he ensured that all sides based their positions on 
scientifically accurate interpretations of the coal conversion process, he 
did not press the participants to address the broader representation 
issue. One could argue that the state and federal agency officials 
involved in the negotiation had an obligation to represent the interests 
of the broader public and that through the elected officials to whom they 
reported, they were indirectly accountable to the public at large. This 
seems, though, to be a rather weak argument. 

THE CONNECTICUT NEGOTIATED INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

The Connecticut Negotiated Investment Strategy (NIS) was aimed at 
developing g strategy for distributing $33 million of federal aid in the 
form of a Social Services Block Grant (SSBG) received by the state of 
Connecticut for fiscal year 1984. Initiated by the Governor's office, 18 
state agencies, 114 municipalities, and numerous private service agencies 
participated in a mediated negotiation (Watts, 1983). 

Three teams, representing the 18 state agencies, the municipalities, 
and the nonprofit public service providers, convened formally in five 
joint sessions held from October to December 1982. Prior to the 
negotiating sessions, representatives from the teams met to select a 
mediator. Training sessions were held to educate the participants about 
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the NIS process and negotiating techniques. Ground rules for the 
negotiations were established by the participants. 

The negotiating sessions involved debating and revising a written 
statement prepared ahead of time by the participants. They addressed 
an agenda ofissues determinedjo'ntly at the first formal meeting. At the 
fourth full session (held on December 7, 1982), the mediator presented a 
draft agreement he had prepared by incorporating items of agreement 
generated during previous discussions. This helped the group narrow 
the discussion sufficiently to bring the process to a conclusion. A final 
agreement was reached in a specially scheduled session on December 23, 
1982. 

The final agreement outlined a process for distributing the SSBG 
funds and established a Tripart\tc Commission to monitor the implementa
tion of the agreement, resolve outstanding issues, and serve as interpreter 
of the agreement in future disputes. 

Josh Stulberg, a lawyer and trained mediator, was selected by the 
negotiating teams to serve as the mediator. The ground rules established 
by the teams specified a rather passive role for the mediator. Hisjob was 
to facilitate the negotiating process by designating official observers for 
the joint sessions, preparing minutes of all joint sessions, coordinating 
meeting schedules, developing agendas, controlling the pace of the 
bargaining sessions, and assisting the teams in writing formal statements. 
Stulberg made little effort to rectify rather obvious power imbalances 
among the teams. Stulberg, furthermore, made no attempt to clarify 
technical issues, although the state agencies' representatives apparently 
had a much more thoroug1f-grasp than others of the complicated 
financial maneuverings that were being proposed. 

The document produced through the NIS process and ultimately 
approved by the governor and the state legislature has been described as 
"a summary statement of all the teams' positions rather than a 
collaborative effort to maximize joint gains" (Watts, 1983: 39). The 
agreement was lacking, it seems, in several important respects: (1) The 
language of the agreement was ambiguous in numerous places, por
tending disputes involving interpretation of the document in the future. 
(2) Incentives and mechanisms to ensure compliance with the agreement 
were specificaUy neglected. (3) No timetable for implementation of the 
agreement was specified. (4) The mediator was not assigned (and did not 
independently assume) any responsibility for the monitoring of the final 
agreement. 

The Connecticut SSBG allocation for FY 1984 represented a 
substantial reduction in the level of federal aid available to address 
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crucial human service needs. The allocation criteria and plan developed 
through the NIS process clearly will affect the entire population of the 
state since it stipulates how some of the state's own revenues will be 
spent to match the federal allocation. Should decisions like these be 
made through an informal negotiation process? While the governor and 
the legislature had to approve the NIS proposal, to fail to do so after 
such an elaborate effort produced consensus would have thrown the 
entire budgetary process into turmoil. 

A few key interest groups were not involved directly in the 
Connecticut negotiations, most notably certain human service consumers. 
Conceivably, the state agency administrators or local elected officials on 
the te~.ms could have claimed to represent these groups, but they did not. 
The mediator in this case made no special effort to take account of the 
externalities, or the spillover effects, of the agreements reached. He did 
not raise the issue of representation with the teams once they had been 
selected. He made little or no effort to respond to obvious imbalances in 
the technical sophistication of the teams. In short, he behaved in a 
manner quite consistent with the traditional role of a labor mediator. He 
assumed a rather passive posture, let the parties at the tabie make the 
agreement their own, stayed out of the substance of the debate, and took 
no positions. 

MEASURING SUCCESS 

Any evaluation of a dispute resolution effort must consider the 
fairness efficiency, and stability of the outcome as well as the process. 
Moreover, an assessment of any method of dispute resolution would be 
incomplete without a comparison of the outcome to other possible 
outcomes likely to result from other available methods. 

At least six criteria have been suggested by which to judge the success 
of mediation efforts in the public sector: 

(1) The negotiated agreement should be readily acceptable to the 
parties involved. 

(2) The results must appear fair to the community. 
(3) The results should maximize joint gains (as judged by a disin

terested observer). 
(4) The results should take past precedents into consideration. 
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(5) AI"' !!.~r~emefJt should be reached with a minimal expenditure of 
til!'1' .;':,1 money. 

(6) The process sho~ld improve rather than aggnlVate the relation
ships between or among the disputing parties (Fisher, ]979). 

In the Foothills case, while the agreement was acceptable to the 
parties directly involved, some groups affected but not involved directly' 
in the negotiation were not pleased with either the outcome or the 
process. While the results appeared fair to the community at large at the 
time of the agreement, there is some question as to whether or not the 
consensus will hold as economic and ecological conditions change. The 
agreement took a great deal of time to hammer out, but the expenses 
were less than what it probably would have cost to pursue all the legal 
opportunities to appeal. Communications among the parties were 
improved somewhat-they learned how to talk to each other-but it is 
not clear whether underlying relationships improved at all. With regard 
to precedents, there were few to take into account. Whether or not joint 
gains were maximized is a matter of some dispute-some observers felt 
that the environmentalists gave away too much. 

In the Brayton Point case, the agreement was acceptable to the key 
parties involved, although, again, some groups obviously affected had 
only the most indirect opportunity to shape the terms of agreement. No 
special attempt was made to publicize the terms of the settlement so it is 
hard to judge whether the results were deemed fair in the eyes of the 
community at large. The agreement was readily acceptable to the parties 
at the table. The way they dealt with their differences certainly improved 
relationships among the key actors. It is doubtful, though, that a 
precedent was established, since so many situational factors were crucial 
and probably will never 'Occur that way again. Most observers feel that 
the agreement did maximize the possible joint gains to the parties at the 
table, but clearly some interests were not attended to in the negotiations. 

The Connecticut NIS agreement was acceptable to the parties 
directly involved, although some concern was expressed by members of 
the Hispanic community who felt they were not adequately represented. 
Relationships otherwise were definitely improved. The time and money 
spent were, in total, probably more than what would have been 
consumed if the state agencies only were involved. However, a unilateral 
decision by the state probably would have created substantial political 
backlash ·and subsequent instability that would need to be calculated 
into the n'et costs. Some observers feel the NIS negotiators in 
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Connecticut sidestepped some of the toughest allocation decisions by 
turning responsibility for detailed decisions over to the new Tripartite 
Committee. 

If the mediated negotiation process undertaken in the three cases 
described here were compared with the typical admin;';~;'ative,judicial, 
or legislative processes used to resolve such conflicts (or competing 
claims), we would likely find that the outcome and the process of 
mediation appeared fairer and more efficient to most of the parties 
involved and produced more stable agreements. It is hard, though, to 
generate convincing comparative data without artificially created 
experiments. Moreover, it is important to point out that mediated 
negotiation is typically a supplement to rather than a replacement for 
the more traditional mechanisms for resolving resource allocation 
disputes. In this sense, an "either-or" comparison is not really appro-

. I 
pnate. 

In our American representative democracy, citizens are given the 
opportunity to affect the decisions of legislative bodies through 
lobbying and voting. Given the general level of (in)accessibility of most 
levels of government, lobbying is commonly an option reserved only for 
the most highly organized and (financially) resourceful groups. 

The vote is the most dominant instrument by which individuals may 
register their concerns; however, it is inadequate in three significant 
ways. First, our system of "majority rule" in most instances allows little 
accommodation of minority views, even though the "minority" might 
comprise a sizable 49% 6fthe enfranchised population. Second, public 
resource allocation disputes often involve concerns that are not 
reducible to a yes-or-no decision. Or, in referenda, an individual might 
wish to vote yes if certain future circumstances become true, and no 
otherwise. The vote precludes conditional decision-making. Elections 
limit the expression of opinion by forcing voters to cast their ballots for 
candidates who usually represent "packages" of positions on various 
issues. Again, the ultimate outcome of initiatives, referenda, and 
elections is unlikely to reflect the true wishes of the voting community on 
any particular public resource allocation dispute. Lastly, the chances of 
attaining pareto-optimal decisions are usually forfeited by the rigid 
yes-or-no structure of the ballot. Trades that might maximizejoint gains 
are precluded. 

Opportunities for concerned and affected parties to express their 
views on the judgments made by administrative agencies usually take 
the form of ad hoc participation in issue-specific public hearings, citizen 
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advisory boards, and public opinion polls and surveys. These methods, 
too, are lih.ited and fall short of the benefits of direct participation in 
mediated negotiation. 

The outcome of disputes resolved administratively may not 
appear fair to the community since public input is seldom binding. 
Decisions are usually made behind closed doors and certain groups 
often feel frustrated about their inability to influence them. The long 
queue of legal suits before the courts provides an indication of the lack 
of success of most administrative dispute resolution efforts. 

The judicial process is perhaps the most visible means of dispute 
resolution. It is not only a means of decision-making, but it is also a 
device for contesting resource allocation decisions made by legislative 
and ad ministrative bodies. The adversarial character oflegal proceedings, 
however, discourages joint problem solving and short circuits the search 
for mutual gain. Typically, the issue is whether a given administrative 
decision is legal, not whether it is wise. Judicial dispute resolution rarely 
leaves the disputants with a better working relationship than they had 
before the conflict erupted. 

While mediated negotiation may raise serious questions about the 
acountability of mediators and the representation of all groups, when 
compared to traditional means of dispute resolution mediated negotiation 
-as a supplement to conventional legislative, administrative, and 
judicial processes-is quite appealing. 

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY OF 
THE MEDIATOR IN PUBLIC RESOURCE 

ALLOCATION DISPUTES 

Public resource allocation disputes invariably involve the interests of 
parties not easily represented, as in the case of natural resource 
management decisions affecting future generations. Consideration of 
the interests of all affected parties, however, often is crucial for the 
successful implementation and stability of agreements. How can 
mediation in the public sector be structured to take account of 
externalities and to ensure appropriate representation of all interested 
parties? 
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In labor mediation, negotiating parties are expected to act in their 
own best interest. While the parties directly involved in public resource 
allocation disputes rarely consider the interests of unrepresented 
stakeholders voluntarily, especially if doing so would impinge on their 
own interests, a mediator might encourage active consideration of hard
to-represent interests. Such prodding might take the form of question
asking. For example, the various proposals on other named (but 
nonparticipating) groups. In other words, the mediator might pur
posefully shape the mediation process in an effort to influence the 
outcome. This would help assure that mediated settlements serve 
unrepresented interests to the greatest extent possible. 

How might mediators achieve such a result without jeopardizing 
their neutrality in the eyes of the parties actively involved, and without 
asserting personal power that nonelected individuals are not expected to 
have? 

One step might be to imagine a credo for mediators to which all those 
practicing in the public sectors would subscribe. Such a credo should 
include normative statements regarding the ethics of intervention in 
public sector conflicts, as well as the following: 

(1) Guidelines for defining stakeholding interests in ad hoc dispute 
resolution and methods of identifying their legitimate spokes
persons. 

(2) A list of the objectives of ad hoc negotiation and standards for the 
conduct of negotiation. 

(3) A description of mechanisms for ensuring the protection of 
interests not present at the bargaining table and not directly 
involved in negotiation. 

(4) Prescriptions about the terms of final agreement and the monitor
ing and implementation of such agreements [Center for Envi
ronmental Problem Solving, 1982: 56-61]. 

We would urge that all potential stakeholdillg interests be informed 
that a mediation process is to occur and be gi.ven advice on how they can 
participate. Second, all stakeholding interests should be told how 
representatives will be selected, and again, how they might become 
involved. Third, those unable to represent themselves ought to be given 
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the assistance necessary to present their views effectively. Fourth, 
private stakeholder representatives, who should be selected by those they 
represent, should be required to state clearly the extent to which they are 
authorized to speak on behalf of theIr constituents. Finally, all 
stakeholding interests, whether represented directly in the negotiations 
l.'lrocess or not, should be provided the opportunity to express their 
views on issues under Iconsideration (through a public hearing, at special 
.m(';e~.ings of the negotiating parties, etc.). 

WI! would further urge that the objectives of each mediated 
ne~;\')tiaHon be stated 4~)xplicitly and approved by the participating 
partir5s. Ground rul~~; should be adopted by consensus to guide the 
pacing of lthc 11,egotiation (with attention to time for thoughtful 
reflectIon .f.j,nd ccmsultl~tioi1 with constituents), confidentiality, and 
communications with the public. 

Procedures should be integrated into the negotiation process to ensure 
the protection of those interests not represented at the bargaining table 
but likely to be affected by the ultimate settlement. The responsibility 
for "second guessing" what views such interests might express in the 
negotiation should not rest with the mediator; rather, the mediator 
should be prepared to question the negotiating parties as to how they 
perceive the welfare of those unrepresented will be affected by proposed 
agreements. If the mediator believes that the interests of stakeholders 
not present at the negotiation would be adversely affected, he or she 
ought to point this out. Responsibility for such action derives from the 
mediator's obligation to help the parties develop a stable agreement, 
since disgruntled parties might seek to block implementation of the 
negotiated agreement. In a similar vein, agreements should not be 
finalized until all the steps necessary to ensure implementation have 
been clarified. This might require public review and comment on the 
proposed agreement, or consultation with administrative bodies with 
relevant jurisdiction. Ideally. mediated negotiation should be conducted 
so as to leave the disputing parties in the best possible working 
relationship in the future. 

In our view, the language of agreements should meet certain 
minimum standards. First, agreements should be comprehensible to the 
lay pUblic. Details such as contingencies, linkages to formal decisions by 
bodies with pertinent authority. and remediation procedures should be 
stated explicitly. All the negotiating parties should carefully review the 
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terms of agreement to ensure that joint gains have been maximized and 
that the agreement is grounded on principles that they will be prepared 
to endorse in the future. 

Finally, from our standpoint, the roles and responsibilities of each of 
the participating parties-and the mediator-with respect to implementa
tion and monitoring of the agreement should be specified in the written 
document. 

The mediator should be required at the outset of the negotiation to 
outline in writing how he or she will ensure consideration of the points 
mentioned above. Such a procedure might protect the mediator from 
subsequent charges of bias, prevent the incidence of a "mediator with a 
mission" from subverting the negotiations, and ensure the integrity and 
credibility of the mediation process in the eyes of the public-at-Iarge. 

It has been suggested by a number of observers that the impartiality 
of the mediator is one of the prominent and critical conditions that 
makes mediation attractive to disputants in the first place. Although the 
mediator is expected to maintain an interest in the mediation process, it 
has been argued that he or she must be neutral with regard to outcome. 
Based on the labor mediation model, mediators assume the roles of 
catalyst, educator, translator, seeker of additional resources, bearer of 
bad news, agent of reality, and scapegoat (Stulberg, 1980). Our 
proposal, that mediators might not be neutral with regard to the 
adequacy of representation, has been attacked as heresy in the 
mediation field (McCrory, 1980). 

While it may be necessary for mediators to be perceived as 
nonpartisan, the claim of neutrality, in our view, is misleading. 
Mediators are rarely disinterested in the outcome of their efforts. Every 
mediator has a motive for engaging in dispute resolution. Whether that 
motive is primarily money, fame, or public service, mediators have an 
interest in bringing parties not only to an agreement, but to an 
agreement that satisfies the disputants and "sits well" with their peers. 

The growing popularity of alternative methods of dispute resolution 
(mediation, arbitration, etc.) has created an increasing willingness to 
experiment with mediation in public sector disputes. Because of the 
substantial and long-lasting impacts that public sector resource allocation 
decisions can have on the public welfare, those who play mediating roles 
in public sector disputes ought to reflect on the special responsibilities 
that face them. 
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SEARCHING FOR AN APPROPRIATE 
MODEL OF PRACTICE 

THE LABOR MODEL AND ITS SHORTCOMINGS 

Collective bargaining has provide-:d the model of practice for most 
professionals interested in public sector dispute resolution. In at least 
one type of public dispute, involving environmental impacts, the labor 
model has been found inadequate (Susskind and Weinstein, 1980). 
There are strong indications that in the larger realm of public resource 
allocation disputes, the labor model may prove similarly inappropriate. 

In collective bargaining situations, the mediator is assumed to be 
preoccupied primarily (if not exclusively) with process. In contrast, as 
suggested earlier, it may be preferable for the mediator in environmental 
and other public disputes to assume the additional responsibility of 
attending to certain key qualities of the results of the resolution process 
(Le., fairness, efficiency, and stability). 

Discrepancies between these two conceptions of the mediator's role 
and responsibilities may be accounted for by differences in the nature 
and context of the disputes and in the relationships among the disputing 
parties. Seven aspects of public sector disput~s which call into question 
the applicability 'Of the labor mediation model to public dispute 
mediation have been identified. 

(1) While the parties in labor disputes are easily identifiable and able 
to select spokespersons to participate in mediation, groups whose 
interests are likely to be affected by public resource allocation 
decisions of en are not. Fifty years of experience in the labor 
relations field has helped to institutionaliz!! both expectations 
and procedures for representation. Such institutionalization has 
not occurred in the public disputes field. 

(2) While the issues at stake in labor disputes are fairly well defined 
(wages, fringe benefits, working conditions), and the distribution 
of eosts and benefits is more or less predictable, in public sector 
disputes the concerns are frequently amorphous and difficult to 
articulate (e.g., the risks involved with the siting of hazardous 
wastes), and the magnitude and distribution of impacts is not well 
understood. 
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(3) In collective bargaining, the relationship between the disputing 
parties is on-going, well established, and involves familiar strat
egies (strikes, lock-outs, etc.). In public sector disputes, the 
conflict may represent a one-time encounter between adversaries 
who have never negotiated with each other before. 

(4) The parties involved in labor disputes are relatively experienced 
in negotiating techniq ues. In public sector disputes the experience 
of the parties in negotiation varies tremendously; often some 
parties may be completely new to the give-and-take of negotiation. 

(5) In labor disputes the parties' interests in settling are usually 
symmetrical (they both incur increasing costs the longer the 
dispute remains unresolved). This is not always the case in public 
sector disputes. In land use disputes, for example, 
environmental groups may come out ahead as long as no decision 
is reached. 

(6) Labor mediation usually entails bilateral negotiations; public 
sector disputes commonly involve numerous public agencies and 
several special interest groups. Multilateral disputes (and the 
attendant issues of coalition politics) make public disputes much 
more complicated and unpredictable. 

(7) In collective bargaining, potential "spillover effects" caused by 
excessive demands are minimized by standard references to 
inflation rates, government consumer price indices, and other 
indicators which guide the fairness of the settlement. In public 
sector disputes, similar constraints have not been developed to 
moderate the demands of individual negotiators (Susskind and 
Weinstein, 1980). 

In summary, since the structure, context, and content of collective 
bargaining is well established, a mediator acting only as the guardian of 
the process might well be acceptable. Representation is rarely an issue 
since the parties are readily identifiable and participate directly. There is 
less need for the mediator to serve as educator since the parties are 
usually experienced in negotiation and well informed about the issues. 
The bilaterr.1 nature of negotiations between parties accustomed to 
bargaining with one another reduces the pressure on the mediator to 
actively coordinate concessions and counterproposals. Also, the parties' 
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continuing relationship tends to ensure their compliance with both 
procedural conventions and the terms of negotiated agreements. These 
assumptions, in our view, do not match the circuIIutances surrounding 
most public sector disputes. 

THE INTERN A TIONAL MODEL 

The role of mediators in international disputes contrasts sharply with 
the labor model of mediation. In international mediation, the mediator 
maintains overt control over the proceedings and plays a much more 
active part in the development of the terms of settlement. This, in our 
view, resembles more closely the appropriate role of mediators in public 
sector disputes. 

Zartman and Berman point out that "nothing requires the third party 
itself to be subtle and indirect, except for the general requirements of 
effectiveness" (1982: 78). It is accepta01e, according to Zartman and 
Berman, for the mediator to take an active posture. He or she can use 
tactics such as pointing out benefits that will flow from a solution or new 
possibilities for resolving the problem, showing harm that will occur if 
no solution is found, or even taking a more active stance and offering 
inducements for a negotiated outcome or threatening deprivations if 
one or both parties refuse to talk. 

Although Henry Kissinger is generally considered exceptional among 
international mediators, Pruitt explains that Kissinger's intervention in 
the Middle East illustrates a number of traditional mediation strategies 
and techniques (Rubin, 1981). These extend beyond the role of 
"facilitator" or "catalyst." As mediator, Kissinger 

(I) directly controlled all communications between the disputing 
parties; 

(2) actively persuaded the parties to make concessions; 

(3) acted as a scapegoat and deflector of the parties' anger and 
frustration, rather than allowing the parties to express their 
emotions to one another; 

(4) coordinated the exchange of concessions, and, by so doing, 
masked the bargaining strengths of the parties to one another; 
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(5) made his own proposals for possible resolution; and 

(6) created and maintained the momentum of the talks. 

Moreover, Kissinger's entry into the Israeli-Arab conflict was 
strongly motivated by the interest of the u.s. government. In Dynamics 
of Third Party Intervention. a collection of analyses of Kissinger's 
Middle East efforts, Rubin notes that "several contributors conclude 
that Kissinger was primarily interested in protecting or enhancing the 
power and reputation of the United States in the Middle East, 
particularly in relation to the perceived interests and objectives of the 
Soviet Union." (1981: 274). Kissinger'S interest in bringing the two 
parties to a settlement was apparently strong enough to warrant 
exorbitant promises of U.S. military and economic assistance aimed at 
inducing the parties to make concessions. 

How can a mediator have an agenda of his or her own and still retain 
the trust of the parties? Both Fisher and Zartman have commented on 
this issue. Zartman (1983) suggests that mediators are not indifferent to 
the prospect of reaching agreement, or to the principles that are 
referenced in choosing among alternative solutions, or to the ways they 
are perceived by the parties before, during, and after a dispute. He also 
suggests that mediators typically exert leverage by taking advantage of 
the parties' relative eagerness for a settlement, suggesting possible side 
payments, and allowing the parties to "be soft, but act tough" (by 
transmitting concessionary offers privately while the parties continue to 
posture in public). Such active involvement in negotiations suggests that 
mediators are far from neutral, although Zartman does emphasize that 
mediators manipUlate the parties only with their tacit permission. Fisher 
(this issue) suggests that mediators can exert influence in the same way 
any party can, by taking advantage of (1) the power of skill and 
knowledge, (2) the power of a good relationship, (3) the power of a good 
alternative to negotiating, (4) the power of a good option, (5) the power 
of legitimacy, and (6) the power of commitment. Mediators can and do 
exert influence. If mediators of international disputes can play such an 
active role and still retain the confidence of all the parties, why should 
mediators in public sector disputes adopt the more passive style of their 
labor counterparts? 
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OBSTACLES TO MORE WIDESPREAD USE 
OF MEDIATED NEGOTIATION 

IN THE PUBUC SECTOR 

There are several obstacles to more widespread use of mediated 
neg,Ptiation in the· pr.bIic sector. 

REPRESENTATION 

One of the first hurdles to overcome, as we have noted already, is the 
identification of all the parties likely to hold an interest in the outcome. 
In private disputes, the affected parties identify themselves. In public 
disputes, especially those with spillover effects, the definition of 
legitimate stakeholding interests can itself lead to conflict. 

Assuming the problem of identifying interests can be overcome, the 
next obstacle is to ensure that appropriate spokespersons are selected. 
The lack of organization or structure of certain interests hinders the 
selection process. However, since the effectiveness of a negotiated 
agreement often depends on the ability of representatives to reflect 
accurately and respond effectively to the needs, priorities, values, and 
interests of the groups involved, the selection of spokespersons is 
critical. Difficulty in ensuring that spokespersons have the authority 
they need to commit their constituents may undermine an entire effort. 

Finally, the ad hoc selection of a representative to participate in 
mediated negotiations may provoke opposition from true believers in 
"representative democracy." Our system of government was established 
on the premise of representation by elected officials. Beginning with the 
I nterstate Commerce Act of 1887, officials have delegated limited public 
policymaking authority to independent commissions and "New Deal"
type agencies. This has not, however, been achieved without criticism 
(Lowi, 1969). Mediated negotiation in the formulation of public policy 
and public resource allocation decisions may suggest to some yet 
another undesirable step away from representative democracy (Haefele, 
1974). 

LINKING INFORMAL NEGOTIATION 
TO FORMAL REGULATORY AND 
ADJUDICATORY MECHANISMS 
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Elected decision-makers may hesitate to participate in a mediation 
effort. They may feel threatened by a process that forces them to 
surrender even a modicum of their authority. Government agencies may 
be unsure about the propriety of participating in ad hoc negotiation in 
light of their legislative mandates. Reporting on recent U. S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) exper
iments with environmental mediation, Sachs found that "federal 
officials fear that mediated settlement might be challenged under the 
Administrative Procedures Act" (Sachs, 1982: 97). 

Individuals and action grou""s participating in informal dispute 
resolution efforts may feel uncertain about the extent to which they 
relinquish their constitutional rights if they agree to participate. They 
may be concerned that statements made during informal negotiations 
will be used against them should negotiations fail and litigation follow. 
Sachs notes that "slOme attorneys feel the use of collaborative procedures 
in the early stages of a case might weaken their position in later court 
action" (1982: 97). 

INSUFFICIENT INCENTIVES TO 
BRING ALL THE KEY PARTIES 
TO THE BARGAINING TABLE 

A significant hindrance to the more widespread use of mediated 
negotiation in public resource allocation disputes is the lack of sufficient 
incentives to bring all disputing parties, particularly the most powerful, 
to the bargaining table. 

In disputes involving groups with unequal bargaining power, the 
party holding the advantage may not recognize the need for mediation. 
The more powerful group may believe that it can achieve its goals 
without making concessions. Negotiations are unlikely to attract all the 
parties to the bargaining table as long as one or more parties is 
convinced that it can "win it all. " 

UNFAMILIARITY WITH MEDIATION 

Another obstacle to more frequent use of mediated negotiation is the 
sheer lack of information about the method and its advantages. Past 
experiments with mediated negotiation in the public sector have not 
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received much attention in the press, government publications, or in the 
university programs that train administrators, planners, and lawyers. 
The concept of mediation remains tied, in the public's mind, to collective 
bargaining, divorce proceedings, and, more recently, community dis
putes (consumer complaints, disputes between neighbors, and other 
small-scale disagreements). 

A VAILABILITY OF TRAINED MEDIATORS 

Even if an administrator or a private citizen involved in a public 
resource allocation dispute wishes to advocate a mediated approach, the 
lack of trained mediators acceptable to all the parties may impede the 
effort. 

Disputants in search of a nonpartisan and qualified mediator are 
often at a loss as how to locate a suitable person. Referral services are 
not yet weIl established. Thus far, most mediators are volunteers. 
Prominent citizens, respected by all the parties in the dispute or 
identified through an ad hoc network of professionals in the field of 
dispute resolution, may be available. This is not a system that can work 
as the demand grows. 

The payment of mediators is a sensitive Illatter. The parties to a 
dispute may question the nonpartisanship of a mediator paid by only 
one of the parties. Most of the experiments in public sector mediation 
have been financed by private foundations. These funds are limited. No 
equivalent to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (one 
source of mediators in collective bargaining disputes) exists yet. 
Mechanisms for equitable sharing of the costs of mediation will be 
needed to overcome a critical barrier to the more widespread use of 
mediation in public disputes. 

CONCLUSION 

Some of the obstacles described above may dissolve as the field of 
public dispute resolution matures and existing institutional arrange
ments are adapted to accommodate the peculiarities of mediated 
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negotiation. Other obstacles will give way only to further research and 
experimentation. 

Our objective in this article has not been to advocate the use of 
mediated negotiation in public disputes, but rather to urge its pro
ponents to consider seriously whether mediators can be held sufficiently 
accountable to the interests of the public at large. In our view, 
mediators might be sufficiently accountable, but only if (1) they choose 
an appropriately activist model to guide t.heir practice (which in our 
view is definitely not the labor mediation model); (2) they adopt an 
appropriate credo that is known to all potential participants in each 
mediated negotiation effort; (3) they assume measures of success that 
emphasize the quality (but not the particular substance) of agreements; 
and (4) they continue to seek better ways of overcoming the obstacles to 
more widespread use of mediated negotiation in the public sector. 
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In recent years this coulatry's traditional reliance on the courts to 
resolve disputes has come under serious question.· Although there is 
some evidence that as a society we are no more litigious than we have 
ever been, the quality and mix of our litigation certainly has changed.2 

Many rights being asserted in litigation today did not exist twenty years 
ago.3 Also, courts have increasingly recognized private rights of action 
for wrongs for which statutory remedies were non-existent or were lim-

$ President of American Intermediation Service, Ul San Francisco-based organization 
specializing in alternatives to litigation; Co-chair of the Alternatives to Litigation and Legis
lation Subcommittee of the ABA Labor Section's Comm.ittee on Individual Rights and Re
sponsibilities in the Workplace; former Assistant U.S. Attorney and private civil litigator. 
A.B., 1957, University of California; LL.B., 1961, Yale Law School. 

.. Attorney with American Intermediation Service. specializing in mediation and 
other non-litigative alternatives to dispute resolution: fr)rmer Special Assistant U.S. Attor
ney and private civil litigator. B.A., 197\. Boston College; J.D., 1974. New York University. 

1. See. e.g., Landsman, The Decline of the Adversar)' System: How the Rhetork 0/ 
Sw!ft and Certain Justice Has Affected Adjudication in American Courts, 29 BUFFALO L. R::.v. 
487,502-03 (1980). 

Professor Leonard L. Riskin attributes the Am.erican emphasis on adversarial alterna
tives to our national culture, which places a high value on "freedOltl as an absence of re
straint and OIi.autonomy and individual liberty as the highest goal." He contrasts the 
Confucian emphasis on harmony as the natural and desirable condition. Riskin, Mediation 
and Lawyers. 43 OHIO ST. L.J. 29. 30 (1982). 

2. See J. LEIBERMAN. THE LITIGIOUS SOCIETY (1981); Cavanaugh & Sarat. Thinking 
Abollt Courts: Toward and Beyond a Jurisprudence of Judicial Competence, 14 LAW & SOC'y 
REV. 371, 420 (1980); Friedman, The Six Million Dollar Man: Litigation and Rights Con

'sciousness in Modern America, 39 MD. L. REV. 661 (1980); Hufstedler, New Blocks/or Old 
Pyramids: Reshaping the Judicial s,mem. 44 S. CAL. L. REV. 901. 907 (1971). These sources 
are cited in an unpublished paper by Marc Galanter. Reading the Landscape 0/ Disputej;' 
What We Know and Don't Know (And Think We Know) About Our Alledgedly Contentious 
and Litigious Society, presented at the National Conference on the Lawyer's Changing Role 
in Resolving Disputes. Oct. 1982, at the Harvard Law School (on file with the authors). It is 
worth noting that in California one out of every hundred citizens files a lawsuit each year. 
Lundquist. Humanizir.g Litigation, LITIGATION, Spring 1978, at 3, 4. 

3. For example, the right not to be discriminated against in employment based on 
race or sex. the extension of the protections of due process to large classes of individuals 
including welfare recipients. prisoners, and the mentally ill, and the requirement of environ
nlental impact reports. are all relatively recent developments. 

[1231] 
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ited to administrative enforcement.4 

The rapid development of public. interest lawS in the past two de
cades has contributed to the expansion of legally cognizable rights. 
Both through landmark decisions 6 and the skillful use of publicity,7 

public interest litigators have had a profound impact on our society 
and the way we do business. Yet, despite the many dramatic successes 
achieved by public interest litigants in the courts, there are good rea
sons to consider alternative approaches for resolving public interest 
disputes. 

The economic motivation propelling other civil litigants toward al
ternatives to litigationS is equally apparent in the public interest sector.9 

4. On the implication of private rights of action under federal statutes. see articles 
collected in Notc. Private Rights of Action {/nder Title IX of the Education Amendments 0/ 
.1972: Cannon v. (/nivel'st~yofChlcago, 3 HARV. WOMEN'S L.J. 141. 142 n.8 (1980). Seealso 
Ronfeldt, Implying Rights of Action For Minorities and the Poor Through Presumptions of 
Legislative Intent. 34·HASTINGS L.J. 969 n983). 

5. The tcrm "public interest law" first was applied in the mid-1960's to the work of 
legal groups making efforts to secure legal services for those lacking them. Note. In Difense 
of an Emballied Mode of Advocacy: An Ana~vsis and Justification of Public Interest Practice. 
90 YALE L.J. 1436. 1436 n.3 (1981). See Cooke. Public Interest Law alld Law}'ers/or the 
Public Interest, J4 Rec. A.B. CITY N.Y. 6, 7 (1979). 

Examples of public interest litigators include the American Civil Liberties Union. 
which emphasizes personal freedoms and assumes that if government is to serve the public 
interest. it must be closely monitored from the outside; the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. 
which uses law strategically to lay the groundwork for political change; the Legal Services 
Corporation. which acts as an independent monitor of government and private activities 
affecting the poor; the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. which involves 
private lawyers in representing and legitimizing unrepresented interests in constitutional and 
statutory law enforcement; and the public interest law firms. supported by foundations and 
the general public, such as the Environmental Defense Fund. the Public Citizen Litigation 
Group, and Public Advocates. Inc .. which address the concerns of environmentalists. con
sumers, the elderly, children, women, prisoners. and many other under-represented constitu
encies. COUNCIL FOR PUBLIC INTEREST LAW, REPORT: BALANCING THE SCALES OF 
JUSTICE: FINANCING PUBLIC INTEREST LAW IN AMERICA 19-21 (1976); Note. supra. at 1436 
n.3. 

6. For a list of cases. see Note. supra note 5. at 1437 n.6. 
7. The public education aspect of public interest practic( ·' .. in be a major service in 

itself. Although Mr. Wolinsky and Ms. Arriola. in their accompal:ymg Commentary. Public 
Interest Practice in Practice: The Law and Reality. 34 HASTINGS L.J. 1207 (1983). point to 
Commilleefor Childrens' Television Inc. v. General Foods Corp .• No. 61056 (Cal. Ct. App .• 2d 
Dist.. Mar. 30. 1982). as a "non-victory." Arriola & Wolinsky. supra. at 1221-23. the public
ity surrounding that suit and the F.T.C. hearings which followed have gone a long way 
toward educating the public about the nutritional value of sugared breakfast cereals. It is not 
suprising that a major consideration in decisions about the initiation and conduct of public 
interest litigation is the potential impact of publicity about the litigation. Letter from Greg 
Thomas (lawyer for the Committee for Childrens' Television Inc.) to Howard Herman (May 
24. 1983) (on file at the HASTINGS LAW JOURNAL Office). 

8. See. e.g., the Keynote Address by Chief Justice Warren Burger to the Pound Con
ference.Agenda/or2000A.D.-A Need/or Systematic Antictpation. 70 F.R.D. 83. 92 (1976). 
More recendy, the Rand Corporation has released a study which found that the average cost 
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Public interest lawyers know that resources are scarce and that their 
commitment to one battle means that another must be foregone. In a 
time of decreased public funding, to survival of public interest lawyer
ing may depend upon the availability of cost-effective alternatives to 
litigation. tl 

Additionally, the subs'tantial delays involved in litigation 12 may 
rob public interest litigants of many of the benefits they turned to litiga
tion to achieve. 13 Too often, the remedies available through litigation 
also fall short of complete relief. 14 

for processing a tort case through jury trial in federal district court exceeded the average 
award for such cases. Report by Dr. James S. Kakalik and Abby Robyn. "Costs of the Civil 
District Court: Expenditures for Processing Tort Cases." Rand Corp .• Santa Mon.:.ca. Cal.. 
Oct. 1982. This is. of course. in addition to the costs and attorneys fees borne by the parties. 
Commenting !>n a preliminary draft of this study, Chief Justice Burger observed, "If tbis is 
correct, we need to ask wbether it is wise to continue using taxpayers' money in this man
ner." Burger, Arbitration, Not Litigation. NATION'S Bus., Aug. 1982, at 52. 

9. See, e.g., Everett. Financial Assistancefor Public Interest Group Participation in En
vironmental Decr:rionmaking. 10 ENVTL. L. 483 (1980) (mounting financial pressures on pub
lic interest group~1 in the environmental sector). 

10. Note. supra note 5. at 1437 n.S. 
,\ 1. See Gn:en. Marks & Olson. Sellling Large Case Litigation: An Alternative Ap

protrch, II Loy. L.A.L. REV. 493 (1978) (cataloguing the expenses oflarge suits, and offering 
an example of all alternative dispute resolution process succeeding in practice in the kind of 
complex litigati"n that characterizes ma.ny public interest disputes). 

12. By way of example, the Judicial Council of California bas noted that the median 
time to decision for civil cases (from tbe date on which notice of appeal is filed to the tiling 
of the Appellate court's decision) ranges from one year to twenty-nine months. JUD. COUl"
CII. OF CAL" 1982 ANNUAL REPORT TO THE GOVERNOR AND THE LEGISLATURE 62 & Table 
XIV (1982). 

13. Burger, supra note 8, at 53-54. 
14. See. e.g .• Comment. The Limits of Litigation: Public Housing Site Selection and the 

Failure of Injunctive Relief. 122 TJ. PA. L. REV. 1330 (1974). Using the example of SUits 
against local housing authorities, this comment suggests the extent to which court victories 
can be nullified by the difficulty of enforcing court-ordered cbange against a public agency 
defendant with broad discretionary powers. The author observes that. for a variety of rea
sons. including the difficulty of identifying a responsible individual. courts are hesitant to 
exercise their sole real enforcement power--citation for contempt-against public officials. 

Even when the defendants attempt to comply with a court-ordered program. tbe practi
cal problems of implementation and monitoring compliance can be enormous. See. e.g .• 
Note. The Wyall Case: Implementation of a Judicial Decree Ordering Inslllutional Change. 
84 YALE L.J. 1338 (1975) (tracking tbe implementation of a judicial decree ordering Ala
bama's state bospital system to deliver adequate treatment to mentally impaired patients). 

An additional problem with judicial resolution of public interest law suits is that it 
forces the judiciary into a legislative role. See genera/~v Chayes. Tlte Role of rite Judge in 
Public Law Litigation. 89 HARV. L. REV. 1281 (1976). Although Professor Chayes felt that. 
on balance. the judiciary could be entrusted with this expanded role. he noted the very 
serious problems inherent in subjecting both the parties to a suit (and a multitude of non
parties) to continual judicial oversight of regulatory policy devised by the court. By con
trast, mediated negotiations allow public agencies to maintain their delegated role of ad
ministering policies set by the legislature: the agencies simply are given the opportunity to 
perform that role with the advantage of input from the most directly concerned sector of the 
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This Commentary addresses one alternative to litigation: media
tion. ls First, the mediation process is described. Then its application to 
public interest disputes is explained. Finally, two proposals are ad
vanced for incorporating mediation into the process of resolving public 
interest disputes. 

The Mediation Process 

Mediation is facilitated negotiation. Mediators are used by parties 
to a dispute to: 1) depersonalize th(; dispute, thus reducing the level of 
emotion; 2) en3.ble discussion to take place when the parties are not 
willing to talk directly to one another; 3) permit confidential informa
tion to be used to facilitate a settlement without revealing it to the other 
side; 4) clarify issues and identify the interests of the parties; 5) develop 
new options for a mutually sp.tisfactory resolution; and 6) prevent con
flict aftermath. 16 

Mediation is distinct from arbitration, the most familiar alterna
tive dispute resolution mechanism. The following chart l7 illustrates 
some of the similarities and differences between mediation and 
arbitJation: 

Mediation 
1. Voluntary 
2. Impartial 
3. Medil3~nr selected by the 

disputants 
4. Mediator can explore 

broad avenues of cause, 
help identify issues, and 
explore alternatives for 
resolution 

5. Disputants rarely submit 
evidence or have witnesses 
since testimony as such 
holds no weight 

Arbitration 
1. Voluntary (usually) 
2. Impartial 
3. Arbitrator selected by the 

disputants 
4. Arbitrator can address 

only those issue-questions 
which the parties have 
jointly agreed to submit 

5. Disputants can submit 
evidence and have 
witnesses 

public. See M. CAPPELLETTI & J. JOLOWICZ, PUBLIC INTEREST PARTIES AND THE ROLE Of' 
THE JUDOE IN CIVIL LITIOATION (1975). 

15. Although this Commentary focuses on mediation, it should be noted that a wide 
variety of alternative dispute resolution procedures have been developed. including neutral 
fact finding, the mini-trial, and a combined mediation-arbitration procedure. See "Alte~a· 
tive Methods of Dispute: Settlement. A Selected Bibliography." compiled by the SpeCial 
Committee on Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution of the American Bar Association. 
Dec. 1979. and updated May 1982. 

16. Conilict aftermath is the continuation of conflict after the apparent resolution of a 
dispute. 

17. Reprinted by permission of the American Intermediation Service and William F. 
Lincoln from a manual on negotiation and mediation. 
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6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Disputants participate in 
developing procedures 

Mediator can have private 
meetings (caucuses) with a 
disputant 
Disputants fully participate 
in the decisionnmaking 
process regurding 
substantive outcomes 
Mediator has no authority 
to render a decision 
No decisions, only 
settlement agreements 
between the parties 
Primarily interested in 
"mutual gain" resolutions 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Disputants do not 
participate in developing 
procedures 
Arbitrator cannot have 
private meetings (caucuses) 
with a disputant 
Disputants do not 
participate in the decision
making process regardi.,g 
substantive outcomes 
Arbitrator has authority to 
render a decision 
Decision is "final and 
binding" 

11. Determines "right" and 
"wrong," or guilt and 
innocence, rectification 
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Mediators are "process" experts. To be effective, they need not 
have expertise in the subject of the dispute. Initially, they help the par
ties decide what is to be discussed and how the discussions are to take 
place. The parties decide whether, and when, to bring in experts. 

Mediation also Qffers the parties maximum control over the pro
cess of resolving the conflict, an opportunity to redefine the area of 
discussion so that the larger interests can be served, and a collaborative 
framework rarely found in formal proceedings. Even when direct ne
gotiations have broken down, mediation can provide a face-saving pro
cedure for reestablishing communication among the parties. 

Fer decades, mediation had proven an effective means of resolving 
complex disputes in the field of organized labor. IS More recently, me
diation has h~come an important adjunct to litigation in family law 
matters. 19 Parties frequently involved in general civil litigation also are 
beginning to investigate alternatives to adverserial processes.20 

To date, state legislation concerning mediation has been limited.21 

However, the number and scope of mediation programs are increasing 

18. For a discussion of mediation in the collective bargaining context. see W. SIMKIN. 
MEDIATION AND THE DYNAMICS OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (1971). 

19. In California, for example. mediation is mandated for child custody matters in di
vorce cases. CAL. CIV. CODE § 4607 (West, Supp. 1983). A substantial segment of the fam
ily law bar nationwide is beginning to utilize collaborative processes. including having the 
same lawyer-<>r in some cases a lawyer and therapist team-work with the separating 
couple. See generally AM. BAR ASS'N, ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF FAMILY DISPUTE RESOLU
TION (1982); Riskin, supra note 1. 

20. See, e.g .. "Managing" Company Lawsuits (0 Sta,." Out of Court. Bus. WK .. Aug. 23. 
1982. at 59. 

21. For a compilation of state laws relating to mediation. see STATE LEGISLATION ON 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION (A.B.A. Special Committee on Alternative Means of Dispute Rc:~olu
tion Monograph No. I, June 1982). 
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dramatically.22 There is reason to believe that mediation also can con
tribute substantially to the resolution of public interest disputes. 

The Value of Mediation in Public Interest Disputes 

Three characteristics of public interest litigation particularly sug
gest the value of mediation in public interest disputes: 1) the tendency 
of the parties to take positions based on principle that put the essentials 
of discussion beyond negotiation; 2) the fact that much public interest 
litigation never actually resolves the underlying controversies; and 3) 
the frequent failure of government defendants to identify someone to 
take responsibility for settling dispu.tes. Following the discussion of 
each of these characteristics is a de:>cription of how mediation can 
help.23 

Much Public Interest Litigation Is Instituted and Maintained -Because the 
Parties Take Positions Based on Principles That Are Beyond 
Negotiation 

Professor Marc Galanter of University of W;.sconsin Law School 
has analyzed non settling cases to determine the reason for their longev
ity. He concludes that these hard-to-settle cases often involve situa
tions in which a party needs the judicial declaration itself, rather than 
simply a settlement of the immediate dispute.24 In some cases a litigant 
wants to secure a declaration of "good law."25 In others, a premium is 
placed on having an external agency make the decision.26 Frequently, 
accepting a negotiated resolution is perceived as weakening the future 

_ 22. Ronald L. Olson, Chair of the A.B.A. Special Committee on Alternative Means of 
Dispute Resolution. notes in his foreword to the monograph STATE LEGISLATION ON DIS
PUTE RESOLUTION, supra note 21, that more than 400 private and government agencies are 
currently providing informal dispute resolution services. In addition, 188 communities in 38 
states have established "neighborhood justice centers." For a description of an exemplary 
program of this type, see SAN FRANCISCO COMMUNITY BOARDS, 1981 ANNUAL REPORT 
(1981) {on file with authors}. Mediation also has come to play an important role in the 
juvenile justice field. See E. VORENBURG, A STATE OF THE ART SURVEY OF DISPUTE RESO
LUTION PROGRAMS INVOLVING JUVENILES (1982). 

23. There are other characteristics of public interest litigation that suggest the potential 
value of mediation. For example, it is the authors' expt;iience that public interest litigants 
often use the threat of litigation to encourage settlement of the underlying issues. Media
tion, as a more direct method of bringing the parties to the negotiating table. would be a 
more efficient use of time and money and would better serve the public interest. 

24. Galanter, supra note 2, at 24-25. 
25. Id. at 26. Among the "good law" cases. perhaps the most famous is Brown v. 

Board of Educ., 347 U.S. 483 (1954). 
26. Galailter, supra note 2. at 25. For example. a government or corporate employee 

not wanting to take responsibility for a settlement might be very anxious to have a third 
party decide the cause. 
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bargaining credibility of a party.27 In other cases a vindication of fun
damental values is sought.28 

Although such perceptions make settlement more difficult, the fact 
is that parties in general civil litigation frequently change their percep
tions of what is and is not negotiable. Almost ninety percent of all civil 
lawsuits eventually settle.29 In contrast, perhaps only fifty percent of 
the public interest cases settle.3D It is unclear how much of this differ
ence in settlement rate is attributable to the inability of particular par
ties to establish and maintain effective communication and how much 
is attributable to the unique nature of public interest litigation. A look 
at the process of mediated negotiations suggests, however, that its ap
plication to public interest disputes could substantially reduce the need 
for litigation. 

The most important function of any negotiation is to educate the 
parties about their own and opposing interests. This enables them to 
take into account the perspectives and needs of all palties to the dispute 
in considering settlement options. By utilizing an intermediary, this 
educational process may even take place without face-to-face discus
sions by the parties. The intermediary permits the parties to explore 
possible resolutions without either party giving up its litigating stance 
or revealing confidential information to other litigants. 

Sometimes this educational process of settlement talks will induce 
even the most committed believer in principle to substitute a negotiable 
objective for a non-negotiable one which has contributed to impasse. 
For example, a group that in principle opposes the building of nuclear 
power plants might be persuaded to negotiate over the terms and con
ditions on which a power plant would be built (or completed) if the 
plant would use only waste fuels already generated by the nation's nu
clear weapons program. 

27. Id. Some trialla?.ryers feel impelled to try the hard cases. to maintain credibility in 
further negotiations. Belli, PremiJl' Aid 10 the New Advocac.v. 43 CORNELL L.Q. 34 (1957). 
A frequent defendant such as a utility company may not want to make settlement too easy 
for fear of encouraging further claims. An employer might be reluctant to compromise in a 
dispute with one employee for fear that other employees will demand equal treatment. 

28. Galanter. supra note 2. at 26. The National Rifle Association's .:lforts to strike 
down legislation aimed at gun control is one example. 

29. fd. at 23. 
30. Letter from Sidney M. Wolinsky, co-founder of Public Advocates Inc. (May 19, 

1983) (on file with the authors). 
A lower rate of settlement is also suggested by statistics published by the Aministrative 

Office of the United States Courts. For the 12-month period ending June 30,1981,16.8% of 
all civil rights cases (excluding United States cases and prisoner petitions) reached trial. 
This is compared to 6.6% for all civil cases generally. AD. OFF. OF THE U.S. CTS .• 1981 
ANNUAL REPORT at table C4 (1981). The Administrative Office does not keep separate 
statistics for public interest litigation other than civil rights cases. Civil rights cases (exclud
ing United States cases and prisoner petitions) terminated within the same period also were 
pending an average of one-third longer than civil cases in general. Id. at table C5A. 
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Much Public Interest Litigation Never Resolves the Underlying Controversy 
and Is Incapable of Doing So 

Litigation. as well as settlement discussions ancillary to an adver
sarial procesl), generally addresses only the legal issues in which the suit 
is framed. Because the parties stand "in the shadow of the law,"3l they 
may never address many of the real interests involved in the dispute. 

Consider, for example, the action filed by Ralph Nader against 
Allegheny Airlines seeking damages for being "bumped" from an 
overbooked flight.32 Although the publicity generated by the suit ap
parently did induce corrective measures by the airline industry and the 
Civil Aeronautics Board,33 the remedy actually sought by Nader
CAB prohibition of overbooking-was not even at issue in the 
litigation.34 

Much of the litigation over environmental impact reports also falls 
into this category. Usually, the plaintiffs want either to stop or to force 
modification of a project. The legal issue employed to reach this result 
is a claim that the project's environmental impact report is deficient. In 
Las Raza Unida v. Volpe,35 plaintiffs alleged that a California highway 
project had failed to comply with various federal statutes dealing with 
impact on the environment and housing. After protracted litigation, 
plaintiffs obtained an injunction, which was upheld on appeal.36 and 
attorneys fees. 37 

The underlying interest of the plaintiffs in this case was to mini
mize destruction of homes and parklands.38 The interest of the defend
ants was in furnishing improved transportation facilities. Were these 
interests so adverse that no plan satisfying all parties could have been 
developed? Or was it the absence of an effective alternative to litiga
tio!l that forced these parties into adversary roles, in a lengthy and 
costly series of court actions paid for by the public? This "successful" 
public interest litigation did force some degree of consideration of the 
conflict between the public interest in housing and recreation on the 
one hand. and in transportation on the other. It did not meet the need 

31. The phrase is taken from Mnookin & Kornhauser. Bargaining in (he Slladow of (he 
Law: The Case of Divorce. 88 YALE L.l. 950, 997 (1979). 

32. Nader v. Allegheny Airlines. 365 F. Supp. 128 (D.D.C. 1973). rev'd & remanded. 
512 F.2d 527 (D.C. Cir. 1975), affd. 426 U.S. 290 (1976). on remand. 445 F. Supp. 168 
(D.D.C. 1978). rev 'd. 626 F.2d 1031 (D.C. Cir. 1980). See Note. Court Usurpation of CAB 
Function: The Problem of (he "Bumped" Passenger, 43 UMKC L. REV. 112 (1974). 

33. B. WEISBROD. PUBLIC INTEREST LAW 413 (1978). 
34. N.Y. Times. Oct. 21. 1973. § 4. at 12. col. I. 
35. 337 F. Supp. 221 (N.D. Cal. 1971). 
36. 488 F .2d 559 (9th Cir. 1973). cerr. denied. 409 U.S. 890 (1972). 
37. 57 F.R.D. 94 (N.D. Cal. (972). 
38. The project. as originally planned, would have diplaced 5.000 persons and de

stroyed a number of parks. fd. at 100. 
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to bring all interested parties together to develop options for satisfying 
these conflicting interests.39 

Public Interest Disputes May Be Forced to Trial Because the Government 
Defendant Fails to Identify Someone Who Will Take Responsibility 
for Settling the Dispute 

Public Advocates Inc., a public interest law firm with an impres
sive record of court victories, believes that the failure of government 
defendants to find someone who will take responsibility for settling dis
putes is one of the most exasperating features of public interest 
practice.40 

In Larry P. Y. Riles ,41 Public Advocates Inc. successfully sued to 
prevent placement of black children in classes for the mentally retarded 
on the basis of discriminatory I.Q. tests. Early in the dispute the State 
Department of Education had grounds to decide that the tests were, in 
fact, of questionable validity.42 The plaintiffs' counsel have told the 
authors that they believe that the inability of the department to find 
someone to take responsibility for settling the dispute forced the case to 
trial. The result was that this case, filed in 1971, went on for nearly a 
decade.43 Had a mediator helped to ide~tify the interested parties and 
to clarify their settlement authority in the early stages of Larry P. , it is 
possible that the jUdgment and lengthy appeal could have been 
avoided. 

39. A particularly poignant example of the need for effective mediation is furnished by 
Bracco v. Lackner. 462 F. Supp. 436 (N.D. Cal. 1978). In that case plaintiffs sought to 
prevent the abrupt closing of a San Francisco convalescent hospital for failure to comply 
with state standards. Most of the primarily low income patients were on Medi-Cal and were 
to be relocated to several facilities outside of San Francisco. Although the plaintiffs agreed 
that the facili~y needed to be brought up to code. they wanted to avoid relocation. the result
ing "transfer shock." and disruption of patient relationships. They brought suit on a due 
process theory and won in district court. Id. The victory slowed down the closing process. 
but the patients eventually were moved, the facility closed. and the much needed convales
cent beds lost. 

Both the state and the patients had a strong interest in maintaining this facility. In fact. 
a bill was subsequently passed by the state legislature providing for the appointment of a 
receiver in such a situation. In a real sense. both the state and the attorneys for the plaintiffs 
were seeking to car.:: for the interests of the same clients. A mediation could have brought 
together all of the interested parties at the beginning of the dispute, allowing exploralion of a 
variety of options including receivership before mounting time pressures forced a closure of 
the facility. 

40. See Arriola & Wolinsky. supra note 7. at 1225-27. 
41. 495 F. Supp. 926 (N.D. Cal. 1979). 
42. Id. at 931-35. See also Larry P. Riles. 343 F. Supp. 1306 (N.D. Cal. 1972). ~tJ'd" 

502 F.2d 963 (9th Cir. 1974) (per curiam) (ordering and affinning preliminary injunction). 
43. See 495 F. Supp. at 932-34 ("For a period of time it was thought that the Master 

Plan for special education in California. enacted in 1974, would address and perhaps rem
edy the problems raised by this case. but that hope never materialized. The case had to be 
brought to trial on the merits."). 
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The Value of Mediation 

Mediation can solve these problems of public interest litigation. 
The mediation process focuses on each party's underlying interests 
from the beginning, when the issues for discussion are being developed 
and clarified. Mediators can help the panies use their differing needs 
and perspectives as the basis for achieving a mutually acceptable reso
lution rather than just seeing these differing interests as reasons to 
disagree. 

Mediation of complex public interest disputes has proven success
ful in practice. The Institute for Environmental Mediation in Seattle, 
Washington, has investigated the applicability of mediation in more 
than fifty disputes and has settled a dozen complex lawsuits. One rep
resentative case is the Riverside Community Landfill Dispute,44 which 
involved a dispute over a proposed replacement site for two existing 
landfills. With the aid of the Institute mediators, the parties realized 
that there could be no negotiated resolution as long as the focus was 
solely on an agreement over the proposed site. They therefore broad
ened their discussion to address the basic issue: what to do with the 
garbage. Indumry representatives and environmentalists were included 
in the discussions. The result was that the entire group reached an 
agreement on a much broader set of solid waste issues in addition to 
agreeing on a replacement landfill site.45 

As this case shows, failure to pursue collaborative discussions may 
be more costly than losing any particular settlement opportunity.46 It is 
a lost opportunity for mutual education, for building consensus which 
will serve imponant long-term interests, and for resolving differences 
which otherwise cause additional clashes in the future. 

One factor impeding the use of mediation in the public interest 
sector is that many public interest disputants only rarely become in
volved in the leg".l process;47 they are consequently less experienced 
than corporate disputants at developing and implementing preventive 
strategies.48 Public interest law firms and organizations do engage in 

44. Institute case files are case name-indexed. This case was mediated by Alana 
Kastner. 

45. THE INSTITUTE FOR ENvtRONMENTAL MEDIATION. SUMMARY REPORT TO THE 
VISITING COMMITTEE (Mav 1982) (on file at HASTINGS LAW 10URNAL Office). 

46. For other exampl~s in the public interest field. 5ee generally AM. ARBITRATION 
ASS'N. MEDIATION: A TRANSFERABLE PROCESS FOR THE PREVENTION AND RESOLUTION OF 
RACIAL CONFLICT IN PUBLIC SeCONDARY SCHOOLS (1976): Conference Repon. "Conflict 
Management: Its Application to Energy Disputes." Engineering Foundation Conference. 
Rindge. N. H. (Aug. 1979) (on file with authors): ReynoldS & Tonry. ProfeSSional Mediarion 
Services/or Prisoners' Complainrs. 67 A.B.A. J. 294-97 (1981). 

47. Galanter. Why rhe 'Haves' Come Our Ahead: Specularions on rhe Limas of Legal 
Change. 9 LAW & SOC'Y REV. 95, 98 (l974). 

48. G. HAZARD. ETHICS IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW 141 (lQ78). 
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dispute resolution planning similar to that in the private sector.49 How
ever, the planning often centers on selecting targets for litigation. It is 
not preventive planning that encompasses consideration of alternative 
dispute resolution procedures. How then, can alternative dispute reso
lution processes such as mediation be incorporated into the process of 
resolving public interest disputes? The present under-utilization of 
mediation comes not so much from a rejection of the collaborative ap
proach as from a misunderstanding of the process and from excessive 
and conditioned reliance upon litigation. Also, governments make no 
budgetary allowance for such settlement services.50 

Some Modest Proposals 

The following proposals are modest in that they do not require 
major cummitments of resources before they can be tested in a variety 
of situations. Indeed, as funding for public interest advocacy becomes 
increasingly scarce,51 the cost-effectiveness of mediation as compared 
to litigation will be more readily appreciated: mediated settlement dis
cussion are measured in days, or even in hours, rather than in the years 
required by litigation. 

Nor is cpmplicated new legislation needed at this time. It seems 
wiser to test new mediation programs experimentally before enshrin
ing-and thus limiting-them in legislation. Moreover, because the 
meqiation process works only with voluntary panicipation, there is less 
need for legislative mandate. All that really will be needed is the op
ponunity to see how mediation can help; the marketplace will decide 
whether it should be incorporated formally into our dispute resolution 
processes. and on what scale. 

Our first proposal is that the courts screen cases for mediated set
tlement dIScussions. 52 In this way, the courts could do much to help 
test the viability of mediation in the public interest field. 53 

The courts are already in the referral business in many areas for 
the purpose of channeling cases into arbitration.54 Although mediation 

49. L. MAYHEW, LAW AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 164 (1968). 
50. From the authors' personal experience litigating both 011 behalf of and against the 

United States government. it would appear that the Department of Justice approaches litiga
tion cost control solely by tinkering with the amounts available for expenditure in litigation. 
Perhaps no one has considered any other alternative. 

5!. See supra note 13 & accompanying lext. 
52. For some time such projects have received serious consideration in federal court 

administration policy discussions. See, e.g .. Dunlop. The Limits 0/ Legal Compulsion. 27 
LAB. L.J. 67 (1976); Johnson. Let the Tribunal Ai the Case-Establishing Criteria/or Chan
neling Mailers into Dispute. 80 F.R.D. 166. 167-80 (1980). 

53. The authors believe that until non-adversarial processes are much better known 
and much more widely understood. court referral is essentiaL 

54. Local Rule 500 of the United States District Court for the Nonhern District of 
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would require initial screening of a sort quite different from that re
quired for arbitration, arbitration programs do demonstrate that a re
ferral process is feasible. Cases appropriate for mediation could be 
referred by the court on its own initiative or at the request of the par
ties. Court referral has the advantage of letting the parties undertake 
negotiations without either side having to be the first to propose settle
ment talks.55 Settlements could be entered as orders of the court in 
appropriate cases. 

Mediators could be drawn from panels of appropriately trained 
persons including but not limited to lawyers. Such a mixed panel is 
recommended to provide for situations where process considerations 
outweigh formal legal considerations. Mediation is faster ~nd less ex
pensive than litigation,56 so a pilot program in the court could be 
funded for a relatively small amount. Costs could be defrayed by re
quiring modest fees from participating parties, thus .giving them an ad
ded psychological investment in making the process work. If a pilot 
project demonstrates cost-effectiveness and settlement results, media
tion referral programs in the courts can readily be made self-supporting 
by fees charged. 57 

Our second proposal is that the federal government explore the 
possibilities for mediated negotiations to resolve its own disputes. The 
United States frequently is involved in public interest litigation as a 
tesult of efforts by both corporate and public interest advocates to fore
stall unwanted governmental action.58 Government officials often rely 
on litigation to avoid politically difficult decisions. This reliance is ex
pensive and time-consuming as well as questionable as a matter of 
policy. 59 

California is repre~ntative of this type of co un ordered arbitration. wit\l trial de novo avail
able on demand of either pany within thiny days of entry of the arbitrator's award. 

55. In the world of the advocate. the initiative and timing of an offer to discuss settle
ment is often a carefully planned pan of litigation strategy because of the perceived risks of 
an untimely overt.ue. 

56. While h ..... llly fees for mediators are comparable to those of litigation lawyers, a 
mediation may require only a few hours of a mediator's time, and rarely more than a few 
days. as contrasted with the enormous billing for litigation. 

57. Fees could be apponioned among the parties, to reflect their relative economic ca
pacities. For example. when one party is substantially less prosperous than another. it is not 
unusual for it to offer to pay the first few days of mediation costs or some substantial pe~
centage of the daily rate. Arrangements such as this tend to even out the risks of trying thIS 
alternative. 

58. An experiment in involving interested panies in negotiations over the tenos of fed
eral agency regulations prior to promulgation has already been set in motion. See Harter. 
Negotiating Regulations: A Cure jor the Malaise? Report to the Comm. on Interagency Co
ordination of the Administrative Conf. of the United States (Jan. 1982). While it is still too 
early to appraise the effectiveness of this model. its existence is a healthy sign of willingness 
by the federal government to explore alternatives to litigation. 

59. Litigation against the government in the public interest area is often a prime exam-
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It will not be enough to make federal mediation services avail
able.60 Officials charged with the responsibility for developing and im
plementing government policy must learn to think in terms of 
collaborative rather than adversarial processes. This would require a 
major commitment from the highest levels of government, for the liti
gation habit is deeply ingrained. 

The current economic situation is a good environment for such 
redirection, however. Even if Congress did no more than include a line 
item in every budget for settlement services, leaving it to each agency to 
decide how to use the money, we submit that there would be measura
ble savings by the end of each fiscal year. 

Conclusion 

Public interest groups, state and federal government~, and priyate 
corporations that frequently engage in public interest disputes .should 
take the lead in increasing the use 9f negotiated alternatives to litiga
tion. Even without the creation of new opportunities for the use of 
mediation, public interest litigants can avail themselves of the services 
of a growing number of private dispute resolution seryices.6 1. 

pie of the limitations of litigation in addressing the underlying issues in a d,ispute. Consider 
the following two cases. In Environmental Defense Fund v. EPA. 636 F.2d 1167 (.D.D.C. 
Cir. 1980). the Environmental DeferLSe Fund (EDF) challenged f\!gulations of the Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) which exempted from statutory ban roughly 95% of com
mercial PCB users. In a second CJlse, Standard Oil Company attempted to secure judicial 
review of FTC prO'.:edures in a pending administrative law action concerned with charges of 
monopoly practices. Standard Oil Co. v. F.T.C., 475 F. Supp. 1261 (N.D. Ind. 1979). 

The EDF eventually obtained a court order requiring reconsideration of the exemp
tions. During the reconsideration period (which was extended to almost two years) no com
prehensive regulation of PCB usage has been in force, other than a limited interim 
inspection program negotiated by the parties. The first of the revised EPA regulations were 
not published until August 25, 1982-and were promptly challenged by both industry and 
environmental groups. The regulations dealing with the bulk of the PCB problem are slated 
for publication before December I, 1983, with final regulations targeted for July 1. 1984. 
This time the regulations have been the subject of intense negotiations among the interested 
parties. the results of which have served as a framework for the EPA's proposals. Conversa
tions with Jacqueline Warren, former EDF counsel, Sept. 1982, and with the EPA's Office of 
Toxic Substances, Oct. 1983. 

In the FTC case, after two rounds in the federal district court wrangling over discovery 
rights in the administrative action. the parties ended up before the court of appeals just in 
time for the FTC's voluntary dismissal of the underlying adr:.mistrative action. Conversa
tion with Marge Coleman. FTC attorney, Sept. 1982. 

The question posed is whether or not these broadside attacks and protracted lawsuits 
were the best way to resolve the legitimate concerns of the parties to these disputes. 

60. The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, which operates pursuant to 29 
U.S.C. § 173(a) (1976). and the Department of Justice's Community Disputes Resolution 
Program are already in place to serve as models and provide specialized services. 

61. Representative are the Center for Public Resources' Judicial Panel in New York 
and the San Francisco-based American Intermediation Service. Such organizations provide 
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Failing some positive commitment to collaborative processes, we 
will remain the victims of our own expertise. Litigation, through in
creased refinement and abstraction, has become unbearably burden
some and is incapable of meeting the needs of litigants in many cases. 
It is as if, by improving our trial techniques, we have actually reduced 
our ability to resolve conflicts.62 Both economy and social justice will 
be served by introducing collaborative conflict resolution techniques 
into our procedures for settling public interest disputes. 

panels of attorneys and retired jurists to assist parties in private dispute resolution processes 
such as mediation. "mini-trials," and neutral fact-finding. The American Arbitration Asso
ciation has also begun to offer assistance in non-adjudicatory dispute resolL1tion proceedings. 

62. As one commentator has pointed out: "At times it is as if litigation technology and. 
support dominate the lawyers' art." Lundquist. supra note 2, at 4. 
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MINI-TRIAL 
IN PRACTICE 

lest!( Edelman II chief counsel dnd Frank 
Cau IS ctuef I.ml .1!forney of /he u.s. Army 
Corps o( Eoglnl.'!r! In Washington. DC. This 
dNlc/e is based on a preJentdtlon by Mr. 
Ede/m.m at the Arnerlciln Arbitration Msoela. 
lion's Mim·TrJal Conference In Ir.tlanta I/J Oc· 
tober 1980. 

The Mini-Trial: 
An Alternative Dispute Resolution 

Procedure 

LESTER EDELMAN AND FRANK CARR 

The U.s. Army Corps of Engi
neers, concerned about the increas~ 
lng time and expense 10 seUle gov
ernment-contract claims, examined 
allematlves 10 Ihe Iradillonal melh
od of resolving dispules before 
boards of ~onlract appeals. The opo 
tlon Ihalll chose was Ihe mini·lrial, 
a voiunlary, expediled, and nonju
dicial process whereby Ihe lop 
managemenl officials of each party 
meel 10 resoive a dispule. 

The Corps of Engineers adapled 
Ihe mini-Iriallo \,esl suil ils own or
ganizational needs. This article de
scribes Ihe ,'actors Ihal were consid
ered in designing the mini·trial and 
lhe Corps' experience with Ihe pro
cess over the past few years. 

A Chinese proverb says that "go· 
ing to law 15 losing a cow tor the sake 
of a cat:t Although the government 
rarely litigates over iI cow. the time 
and cost of litigation has escalated 
substantially over the years. In the 
government.contractlng area; the 
present administrative appeal process 
for contract claims is neither timely 
nor Inexpensive. Typically, a contract 
claim docketed before a board of 
contract appeals will consume years 
of effort until resolution.. For the 
claimant, the cost of litigation, delays 
In recerving a decision, and the dis .. 
ruptlon to corporate management 
have made the present administrative 
system unsatisfactory. 

The costs of pursuing a claIm be .. 
fore a board of contract appeals have 
r1sen dramatically. Now, almost every 
claimant Is represented by an attar .. 
ney whose fees and expenses add to 
the cost of litigation. The rising use of 
attorneys is accompanied by an in .. 
crease In discovery and its related 

MINI·lltIAL IN PR,\CTtCE 
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costs. The experience or the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers has shown 
that the discovery conduded in a 
board proceeding js now as extensive 
and costly as berate a court. Further. 
claimants must continue to finance 
their current projects without the 
benefit of any of the proceeds from 
the daim. 

Another source at dissatisfaction 
to the claimant is that the boards at 
contract appeals are slow in issuing 
dedsfons. The average nonexpedited 

case takes two to three years from 
date of filing to date of decision. Fur~ 
thermore~ in a complex case, it 15 not 
unusual {Dr three to four years to 
elapse before the board releases a de
aSian. Unfortunately. no qUidc and 
easy solutio,. is available fa the pro
cess under the present administrative 
system. 

FInally, the disruptIon to the 
claimant's management is self·evi
dent. To support the litlgarion. the 
claimant is forced to pull technical ex-

THE ARBITRATION JOURNAL. MARCH 1987. Vol. 42, No.1 

perts and professionals from other 
projects. This IS the ripple etfect of 
litigation on management operations, 

For the government. the cosls. 
delays. and disruption are equally as 
great. CI .. ,ly, the delay," getting de· 
cislons IS Identical to that encOUn .. 
tered by the claimant and Just as frus
tratmg. Furthermore. funding the 
litigation is expensive in attorney 
work hours and resources devoted 
bath to discovery and the heanng. In 
addition. secunng funds to pay $UC-



cess(ul claimants, plus accrued lnte(~ 
est. when the underlying project has 
long been completed is not always 
easy. 

THE SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVES 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engi
neers in 1984 recognized these proli· 
lems and decided to consider alterna
tives to the tradltlon.1 method of 
resolving disputes before the boards 
of contract appeals. The goal Was to 
develop a process that was qUicker 
and less costly than a board proceed .. 
Ing. Several different dispute resolu. 
tlon methods Were evaluated.lnclud
ing nonbinding arbitration and 
llIedlation. Expanding the number of 
personnel assigned to handling con
tract claims and appeals was also can .. 
sldered. 

Increases In the number of 
judges and attorneys to handle gov· 
ernment contract claims appeared to 
provide a simple answer: however. 
more employees was not a viable so
luUon, since the government Was In 
a period o{ personnel reduction. 
Therefore, In order to process can· 
tract claim. and appeals In a timely 
manner, the Corps of Engineers had 
to consider Innovative alternative dis
pute re,olutlon (ADR) procedures. 

The Corps of Engineers exam· 
Ined the mini-trial process, which was 
originally developed In 1977 to re
solve a patent infringement suit.· Ar· 
ter reviewIng this ADR lechnique, it 
was decided to fully develop !he can· 
cept to match the Corps' unique or· 
ganlzation. The adapred mini· trial 
was then tested and evaluated In a pi. 
lot program. The result of the pilar 
program was the resolution of several 
complex contract claims In a matter of 
mon!hs. These claims 'most likely 
would have taken years to conclude 
had litigation been used. In addition, 
the mini-trial was inexpensive to use 
and the disruption to management 
was minimal. 

• See CotpOIIt" Dispute M~n~8eml!nr iCenter 
for PlJblrc Resources, 19821 ..... hlch d!sc1.ls.es Itle: 
ftOlutlon of the mlnl-tna' concept from thIs p~t. 
entsull. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
MINI·TRIAL 

The word mlnl·trlal is really a mis
nomer~ since the process Is actually a 
structured '1egotlatlon process father 
than a judl.clal proceeding. It blends 
characterlHlcs from several dispute 
resolution sources-negotiation, ar .. 
bitraUon, ,Ind mediation. 

It is difficult to define a mini· trial. 
A definition has, however, been da
veloped t'or its application In the 
Corps of f.nglneers. A mini-trial. in 
the Corps, is a voluntary~ expedited, 
and nonjudiCial process whereby the 
top management officials of each 
party meet to resolve a dispute. 

Emph.lSlzed In this definition is, 
first, that the process is voluntary. 
80th parties must agree to use Ihe 
mini-trial, Jnd either may withdraw at 
any time without prejudicing Its IItiga. 
live position. Second, the process 
must be expeditious. The parties 
must commit themselves to an expe .. 
dlte~ nrocp.dure to realize the afore
ment:Oned benefits. Third, the mini· 
trial is nonJudicial. In contrast to 
traditJonallitigation, a mini-trial is not 
burdened by the formality and Innexi· 
billty of a judicial proceeding. And. 
finally, management offiCials of both 
parties meet to resolve the dlspute~ 
rather than having a third party, such 
as an attorney or a ludge, take control 
of the process. 

The g~neral characteristics of a 
mini"trlal are easy to unde:stand. 
They expand on the baSic definition 
and may be organized Into five dis· 
tinct elemen1S. These characteristics 
,nclude involving top management in 
the settlement process; limiting the 
time of the mlnl·trlal; conducting an 
informal hearing; holding nonbind· 
Ing discusslons~ and receiving com .. 
menU from a neutral adviser. The 
parties should tailor each of the ele
menrs to achieve the best fit of the 
mini-trial to the dispute at Issue. Re· 
member~ the mlnl·trlal 15 a fleXible 
process. 

Top Managemenl 

The Involvement of top manage· 
ment in the mini-trial is essential to 
the SUccess of the process. HaVing 
top management decide the dispute, 

rather than attorney!! and Judges. en .. 
abies the parties to utilize manage. 
ment skills and policies to resolve a 
dispute that is heavily fact·orlented. 

These management oHiciaJs 
should be from an organizational 
level higher than where the dispute 
arose. The reason for requiring the 
partiCipation of this level of manage .. 
ment is that the principals' delibera· 
tlon •• nd ludgments should not be 
clouded by any previous involvement 
In the dispute. 

At the minl·trlal's Informal hear .. 
lng, the management offiCials will act 
as the "principal" representatives. To 
resolve the dispute at the minl .. trlal, 
It Is crUlcal that the prinCipal. have 
binding authority. They mus! be able 
to bind the parties wilhout incurring 
additional delays by referring the dis
pute to third parties. 

These prinCipals must also have 
the technical expertise to understand 

"A mini-trial. . 
is a voluntary, 
expedited, and 

nonjudicial process 
whereby the top 

management 
officials of each 
party meet to 

resolve a dispute." 

MtNt-TRtA, IN PRACTICE 
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the bas!c problems underlying the 
dispute. ihls is important, since the 
time frame of the process cannot ac
commodate educating the principals 
In the technical areas necessary to re
solY.> the dispute. 

Short Time I'.rlod 

The mini-trial's duradon must be 
short or it will degenerate into an aI .. 
ternatlve as costly and lengthy as IiU
gation Itself. In most cases, the pro
ces!. should be completed withIn one 
to three months, Including the time 
(or discovery and trial. Expressly limit
ing the scope o(the discovery and the 
informal hearing is essential in order 
to complete the process tn a short pe
riod of time. The parties should agree 
to limitations on depositionsl inter
rogatories, and other discovery de
vices. Any }lroblem encountered dur
Ing discovery should be handled by 
the parties, As a last resort, the p.n· 
ties may agree to have the neutral ad
viser resolve any discovery problems. 

As regards the amount of time 
the prir.dpal must commit to the pro
cesst it will be considerably less than 
the one to two months necessary to 
complete the mini-trial. Normally. at· 
torneys acting as representatives for 
each party actually prepare the case 
for presentation to the principals. 
Since the principals will not be In
Volved In the preparation at the case, 
their time commitment Is much 
shorter. The parties may mutually 
agree to prepare the principals before 
tho hearing by distributing position 
papers or other narrative materials. 
The parties should agree at the outset 
on a schedule with which they should 
thereafter strictly comply. 

Informal Hearing 

The actual hearing is Informal 
and, typically, lasts only one or two 
days. Each party, usually represented 
by an attorney, presents its case to 
the principals. The length of time al. 
lowed for the presentation of the case 
and rebuttal Is scheduled In advance 
and Is strictly adhered to during the 
hearing. In keeping with the informal 
nature of the proceeding. no tran
script of the hearing Is produced and 
the rules of evidence and procedure 
are not enforced. 

" . . the disruption to the 
claimant's management is 

self-evident. To support the 
litigation, the claimant is 
forced to pull technical 

experts and professionals 
from other projects." 

10 THE ARBITRATION JOUP.NAl( MARCH 1981~ Vol. 42. No.1 



The proceedings are not adversa· 
rial, since the purpose of the Informal 
hearing Is 10 qUickly Inform lhe prln· 
cipals about the issues and positions 
underlying the dispute. The attorneys 
are allowed much flexibilily In lhe 
manner in which they present their 
parties' position at the t,earlng. Wit· 
"esses, e1Cperts, position papers, doc· 
uments, oral argument, and graphs 
and charts may all be used to quickly 
Inform the principals about the dis
pute. No objections are permitted. 
Furthermore, witnesses are allowed 
to relate their testimony in a narrative 
form. 

In keeping with the voluntary 
and cooperative nature of th.., mini· 
trial. the contents of the hearing are 
kept confidential. Neither party may 
use the hearing In subsequent lltig~· 
tlon as evidence of an admission by 
the opposition. 

Nonbinding Discussions 

At the conclusion of the .nformal 
hearing, the principals meet privately 
to discuss the resolution of the dis· 
pute. During the meetings, the prinr 
cipals may break and consult with 
thearslaff. The staff, however, should 
not be Included in the discussions. 
which are private and nonbinding. 
The partIes are not required to reach 
agreement. 

Neutral Adviser (Optional) 

The last characteristic of the 
mini-trial is the use of a neutral ad
viser to assist the parties In assessing 
~hc merits of the claim. The use of 
such an adviser Is optional. If the par· 
ties decided to use a neutral adviser 
in the hearing, however, they must 
clearly define that adviser's role. The 
neutral adViser may participate ac~ 
tlvely by questioning witnesses or 
passively by merely furnishing advice 
to the principals. The neutral adviser 
may also assi~t in establishing the 
hearing schedule and in controlling 
the discovery process. Furthermore, 
the principals may want to include 
the neutral adviser in the nonbinding 
discussions. 

The neutral adviser's opinion 
concerning the merits of the claim 
may be oral or written, as specified by 

the parties. The parties must remem· 
ber that the neutral adviser's opinion 
Is adViSOry only. In any event, that 
opinion may not be used In later IiU~ 
gatlon. The parties should also pro· 
vide for Ihe confidentiality 01 the neu· 
tral adviser's opinions and prohibit 
him or her from acting as a can· 
sultant or witness concerning the dis
pute in SUbsequent litigation. lastly, 
the expenses of the neutral adviser, 
as with all the costs associated with 
the mini· trial. should be split by the 
parties. 

In selecting the neutral adviser, 
the parties should look for someone 
with considerable experience in gov. 
ernment contrading and in litigation. 
Requiring government·contractlng 
experience will eliminate the need to 
educate the neutral adviser about the 
technical details of the case and, 
thus, expedite the process, While litl~ 
gatlofl expenence will enable the 
neutral adviser to octer reasoned 
opinions on how a board or court 
might resolve the c:ase. Individuals so 
qualified may include former judges 
from boards of contract appeals and 
federal courts and also law profes
sors. 

APPROPRIATE CASES FOR 
MINI·TRIAl 

Perhaps the most crucial part of 
the mini-trial process is the IClltial step 
of selecting appropriate cases. Each 
caSe must satisfy two prerequisites. 
Since the mini-trial process is volun
tary, both parties must first agree to 
the use of the procedure. Second, an 
analysis should be performed to en· 
sure that the purposes of the mini
trial (to avoid management disrup
tions and save money and time) will 
be realized. ObViously, claims lnvolv· 
ing small sums of money will usually 
not be attractive candidates for the 
process. 

When selecting a case for mini .. 
trial, the nature of the dispute must 
be considered. Cases Involving areas 
of law which are unsettled are not 
appropriate for minl·trial. The prind. 
pals involved in resorving the dispute 
will not be qualified to evaluate com· 
plex legal questions. 

Appropriate cases should involve 
clear legal rules so that resolution of 

the factual Issues Will determine the 
outcome of the dispute. For example, 
the benefits contemplated by the 
mini·trial process will not be realrzed 
if the dispute involves issues that may 
only be resolved by a molion for sum
mary Judg",ent. In addition, an over· 
riding consideration may dictate litl· 
gating the claim for a decision if the 
unresolved legal issue involves the 
establishment of Important legal 
precedent. 

AnQthcr factor affecting the deci· 
sian whether to use a mini·trlal is the 
volume of documentation necessary 
to litigate the dispute. Tracking and 
analyzing these documents will reo 
quire a substantial expenditure of re~ 
Sources. Availability of lawyers, need 
for technical experts, and the ex· 
pected length of the litigation must 
be factored Into the analysis. 

The timing of when to initiate the 
mini· trial procedure is also Important 
in order to realize the benefits from 
the process. The iacts and issues In 
the case seleded should be suffi· 
ciently developed to permit a mean· 
ingful anaiysls. The Corps' experi. 
ence has shown that the best time to 
consider the mlni·trial is early in pre· 
hearing discovery. since the facts and 
Issues have been somewhat devel· 
oped but many of the costs of Iitlga
lion have not yet been incurred. 

MINI·TRIAL IN PRACTICE 11 
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"Having top management 
decide the dispute, rather 
than attorneys and judges, 

enables the parties to utilize 
management skills and policies 

to resolve a dispute that is 
heavily fact-oriented." 

The most Important criterion in 
case selection is probably that the 
parties want to resolve the dispute. 
Typically. It is not an .U·"r·nolhlng 
proposition. The parties must be 
committed to resolving the dispute 
with a minimum of expense. delay. 
and dlstuption. 

MINI· TRIAL PROCEDURES 

Corps of Engineers' Organizational 
Siruciure 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engi. 
neers has Issued an Engineers Circu· 
larl which provides guidance on the 
proc"'dures to be used in conducting 
a mini-trial. The development of 
these procedures was shaped by the 
OJrps' internal organization. An un
derstanding of the managerial strucw 

ture is Important to fully appreciate 
how the minl·trial concepts are 3p-
plied to a lipecific organization. 

The Corps' organil.ation consists 
of three levels of management.. First. 
the individual district offices adminis--

ler most of the contracts. 7tJe can· 
tracting officers, who award contracts 
and decide contractor cfaims, are 
normally found at this level. The divi· 
sian of (ice acts as an intermediary 
level of management review ror sev· 
eral districts. The (inal review in the 
Corps' system is at the headquarters 
in Washington, ~C. 

In selecting the top management 
official to represent the Corps, the in· 
ternal organization was considered. 
In the Corps, the diviSion engineer 
has review authority over the dis· 
tritt's claims and appeals but usually 
does not have personal working 
knowledge concerning an Individual 
claim. In addition, he or she usually 
has an extensive engineering back· 
ground. Consequently, in the Corps' 
regulation, the division engineer was 
deSignated to represent the Corps as 
its pnnclpal. In order to be able to 
bind the Corps, the diviSion engineer 
was given contracting officer author. 
ity and the discretion to select cases 
for minHrial. 

Since the division engineer can 
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decide to use a minl·trial to resolve a 
specific dispute, the claimant may 
make a direct request for a mini-trial. 
Within the Corps, the division engi" 
neer has absolute discretion to deter
mine whether to use a mini·triaJ. 

When the division engineer of· 
lers the c:laimant an opportunity to re· 
solve the dispute through a mini-trial. 
it must be deariy indicated that par· 
ticipation In this process Is voluntary 
and will not prejudice the claimant's 
appeal before the board of contract 
appeal!". The diVision engineer also 
describes the procedure to the claim· 
ant and states that a written agree
ment is necessary to outline the pro
cedures used for the mini-trial. 

Mini-Trial Agreement 

A written agreement between the 
parties forms the loundation for a 
successful mini·triaJ. The mlni·trial 
agreement shOUld specify the names 
of the principals. Identify the issues in 
controversy. and state the name and 
role of the neutral adviser, if one is to 
be used. 

The agreement should also allo
cate the expenses of the proceeding 
between the parties, outline the dis· 
covery process, and establish time 
schedules. The dates and times for 
discovery. hearing. and discussions 
commencing after hearing should all 
be specified. By stipulating time 
schedules in the mini-trial agree· 
ment, the parties plan and commit to 
conducting the mini-trial in a timely 
fashion. The agreement discourages 
the tendency to postpone events nec~ 
essary 10 complete the process. 

Since the mini· trial is a nonjudi
cial proceeding, the .adjudication of 
the appeal will continue unless the 
parties take some action to suspend 
the litigation. The parties should, 
therefore, file a motion with the ap
propriate board or contract appeals to 
postpone the proceedings. The mini~ 
trial agreement may expressly pro· 
vide for the joint filing of such a mo
tion. 

Discovery 

After tne mini·trial agreement is 
finalized, the parties will engage in 
discovery, as outlined in the agree· 
ment. The parties may want the mini .. 



trial discovery to be on the record for 
use In subsequent proceedings In the 
event the mini-trial Is not successful. 
To save time, the parties should limit 
the time and scope of discovery in the 
mlnl·trial agreement. For example, 
the parties may limit the number and 
time for depositions and specify the 
number of interrogatories that each 
party may submit. As explained ear .. 
lIer, the mlni·trial agreement should 
set the time lor completion of discov
ery. It is recommended that the par .. 
ties complete discovery at least two 
weeks prior to the hearing. 

Prehe.ring Ma\1ers 

At the conclusion of discoveryi 
the parties should exdlange Written 
position papers, witnesslisls, and ex
hibits, as well as finalize any stlpula .. 
dons for the hearing. The mini-trial 
agreement should specify the length, 
scope, and format of the position pa· 
pers. In addition, the mini-trial agree-
ment should require the claimant to 
submit an analysis of the requested 

damages, since the parties will dis
cuss both entitlement and damages. 
Another subject to clarify at this time 
Is the role of the neutral adviser at the 
hearing. The parties may want the 
neutral adviser to actively participate 
In asking questions of witnesses and 
controlling the time schedule. 

He.rlngs 

At the meeting held in advance of 
the mini-trial, the parties should 
specify all the details concerning the 
Informal hearing. Generally, the hear
Ing should not exceed two days. The 
mini-trial agreement will state the ex .. 
act time of each presentation and the 
order of presentation. If the process 
Is to succeed. the parties must strluly 
adhere to the time limits. The testi
mony will not be sworn and no tran
script or record of the hearing will be 
made. The principals and the neutral 
adviser should be allowed to examine 
the witnesses. Closing statements by 
the attorneys should be made, since 

the principals meet immediately after 
the hearing to begin discussions. 

When the principals di5cuss res
olution of the dispute after the hear
Ing IS completed, this meeting should 
be prJvate, but the neutral adviser 
may be Included. Should the prlncl· 
pals desire additional factual informa
tion. the attorneys may again examine 
the witnesses in the presence of the 
principals and the neutral advIser. 
Because the process is flexible, con
sideration of this evidence is allowed 
after the hearing. 

Termin.llon and Confidentiality 

Two nnal points should be em· 
phaslzed. First. either party may wi';1-
draw at any time during the pr~eed
Jngs. From the time an r~.er of a 
mini-trial is extended t,.. ,ne claimant 
until the concluslro--;. of the final d15" 
cU5sion3 be~<n the principals, eT .. 
ther partV may refuse to continue 
with the process without in any Wily 

prejudicing its case. This Is consistent 
with the voluntary nature of the pro 
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"Ideally, the mini-trial 
provides both parties with 
the opportunity to resolve 

their dispute short of 
incurring the costs, delays, 
and disruptions that would 

result from litigation." 

ceedlng. Second, evidence presented 
at the mini-trial will remain canOden
lial and will nol be used in subse
quent litigation, unless the parties 
have agreed otherwise. Mlnl·trials, 
therefore, are of little risk to the par .. 
ties, since the discussions afe confi
dential and either party may withdraw 
at any time. 

CORPS OF ENGINEERS' 
MINI. TRIAL EXPERIENCE 

In Us first attempt at a mini-trial, 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
successfully resolved a contract claim 
that was pending before the Armed 
Services Board of Contract Appeals 
(ASBCA), The mlni·trial involved an 
acceleration claim in the amount of 
$630,570 by Industrial Contractorst 

Inc. The principals resolved the claim 
In less than three days, and the dis
pute was settled for 5380,000. At the 
mini-trial, the government was repre. 
sented by the Corps' South Atlantic 
division engineer, while the contrac
tor was represented by its president. 
The neutral adviser was Judge louis 
Spector, retired senior claims court 
Judge from the U.S. Claims Court. 

The Corps' second mini-trial 'n
volved a dispute arising out of the 

construction of the Tennessee Tom
bigbee Waterway. The $55.6 million 
(including interest) claim involving 
differing site conditions was flied at 
the Corps of Engineers Board of Can .. 
tract Appeals by Tenn-Tom Construc
tors, Inc., a joint venture composed 
of Morrison-Knuds~n, Brown & Root, 
and Martin K. Eby, Inc. A vice-presi
dent for Morrison-Knudsen acted as 
principal for the joint venture, and 
the Ohio River division engineer rep
resented the government. Frofessor 
Ralph Nash of George Washington 
School of law was the neutral ad
viser. follOwing a three.cJay mini-trial 
(June 12-14, 19851 and a (ollow.up 
one-day mini-trial (June 27, 19a5), the 
prlnclpals agreed to settle the claim 
for S17.2 million, Including interest. 

In addition to the two successful 
mini-trial experiences, the Corps has 
been able to settle several other can .. 
tract appeals as a result of the mini .. 
trial program. When the Corps was 
considering the use of a minl .. trial In 
these other appeals, the pan.ies set· 
tied the dispute. The concentrated re· 
view of these appeals greatly facll/· 
tated the settlement. 

Obviously, the parties reap the 
benefits of the mlni·trial jf the dispute 
Is resolved~ Experience st!ems to indl-
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cate, howevcr I that the parties will 
benefit (rom the mini-trial process 
even if the dispute is not resolved. At 
the very least, the mini-trial proc~ss 
will force the parties to clearly formu
late the Issues early In the p.rocess, 
marshal all the relevant evidence, and 
better prepare the attorneys to 
present the case to the board of can· 
tract appeals. 

CONCLUSION 

Ideally, the mini-trial provides 
both parties with Ihe opportunity to 
resolve their dispute short of Incur
ring the costs, delays, and disruptions 
that would result from litigation. At 
the least, the mlnl·trial forces the par· 
ties to assess their respective posI
tions early in the litigatlve process. 

The Corps of Engineers' mini-trial 
program has been adjudged a success 
both within the government and the 
private sector. It is to be hoped that 
there will be an IncreaSing number of 
successful mini-trials In the future 
and, as a result, the government will 
be saved from the costs and delays 
associated with litigating contract dis
putes. furthermore f the Corps will 
continue to explore other dispute 
resolution procedures. II 
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vm 
lUNITRULS 

Its creators called it an "in:Cormation exchange", but a New York TImes 
headline writer in August 1918 !ound "mini-trial" to be more descriptive <Iud the 
name stuck. The writer was reporting the quick settlement procedure designed 
b~' lawyers to untangle years o! lItigation In a patent case involving TRW, Inc. 
and Telecredit, Inc. 231 

The minitrial is a !1exible, voluntary alternative means tor the resolution o! 
complex disputes successfully used by businesses, governments, and various 
interest groups. The minitrial was developed with the guiding hand ot the Center 
tor Public Resources, a non-pre!1t organization !ol"med in 1979 by a gl"OUp of gen
eral counsel o! well known Fortune 500 corporations. The new procedure has 
made advances in commercial and consumer dispute contexts where reduction in 
litigation expense is a major goal, and the idea has begun to spread to a wider 
segment ot the bar including the government contract field. NASA, the govern
ment pioneer in the program, used a m1nitrial procedul"e to settie a multimillion 
dollar satellite contract dispute with 'Spaceco m and TR W.238 The Justice Depart
ment has run a minitrial pilot program in certain military procurement cases, and 
the Army Corps of Engineers has established a pilot minitrial program In several 
of its regions. 

HLuitrial Procedure. 

The minitrial, sometimes r,eferred to as a mini-hearing to indicate the 
relatively in!ormal nature ot the process, is a highlY abbreviated litigation process 
in which litigants present the heart ot their case to senior o!!icials at the other 
party who have authority to settle. "The primary purpose ot the min!trial is to 

236. What should be min,tma!:ly required mU5t necessarily depend on the nature of 
the questions to be I"p.solved. Thus, they process will depend on the subject 
matter. 

231. "Alternatives to the HIgh Cost, of LitIgation", CPR, N.Y., N.Y., SpecIal Issue 
1985, p. 3. 

238. ~-1 Federal Contracts Report 589. 
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set a stage and create a momentum for settlement."239 Typically the process 
involves the "exchange of· briefs or position papers with supporting documents, 
oral presentations of facts and law to senior o!!!clals of the opposing parties, 
some opportunity for questioning, and negotiation by the senior of!!clals to 
attempt to settle the dispute. "240 An advantage of the minitrial is that It focuses 
the attention and energy of executive9 on both sides of the dispute and forces 
them to participate directly in the negotiated settle ment. t\notber desirable 
feature of the minitrial is its flexibility: the parties can tailor the essential 
elements of the procedure to fit the litigation at hand. 

Parties are motivated to adopt the minitrial procedure by several factors-
avoidance of higll litigation costs, avoidance of adverse outcomes of litigation, 
the need to return employees supporting the litigation to more productive activi
ties, and the desire to maintain a reasonably cordial relationship between litigants 
who may wish to continue dOing bUsiness together in the future. 241 

The parties typically negotiate the groundrules at the outset and often 
suspend or curtail discovery. This would sllggest to parties, who have an eye on 
the possibility of suspending normal litigation and attempiClng the mini trial, to 
make II careful schedule of deposiUons. 242 Because the millitrial may be elected 
before the end of discovery, the parties should depose those individuals whose 
testimony will have the most substantial Impact. 243 

The minitrial Is wholly voluntary so the parties must genuinely want to see 
It used as a means ol settlement for it to succeed. 244 Obviously the threshold 
question lor the parties to consider is whether the nature of their dispute lends 
itsell to the mini-hearing process. 245 One of the developers of the minitrial 
oUered the following observation on the decision of. whether to use the process: 

It may not be appropriate where precedent-setting issues of law and 
witness credibility are the central issues and where the client has made 
a business determination to roll the dice. It can, however, be tailored 
to fit most large scale disputes involving mixed questions ot law and 
fact, particularly where issues of science and technology are important. 
For most large, entrenched cases, the minitrial o:lfers a better alter-

239. Minitrial Successfully Resolves NASA-TRW Disput~::., The Legal Times, Monday, 
September 6, 1982, p. 17. 

240. Parker. Douglas M. and Phillip L. Rado!!, The MJ.ni-Hearing: An Alternative 
to Protracted Litigation ot Fa<:ltually Comple): Disputes, 38 The Business 
Lawyer 35, November 1982. 

241. Minitrial supra 239 at 17. 

242. Id. 

243. "Alternatives to the High Cost of Litigation"" CPR, N. Y., N. Y., Special Issue 
1985, p. 3. 

244. Parker and Rado!!, supra note 240 at 42. 

245. Olson, Dis ute Resolution: 
A.B.A. Litigation Sec. J. 22 
240 at 42. 

An Alternative lor Large Case Litigation, 6 
1980 • cited I.n Parker and Rado!!, supra note 
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native to the more co mmon practice of one side and then the other 
occasionally tossing out a settlement otter. 246 

Two obviously related questions to consider are whether one side will have 
gained a tactical advantage it settlement is not reached and what point in the 
litigation process will be the most appropriate to conduct the minitrial. 247 
Parties should consider that despite a failure in settlement following the min1trial, 
the process itself aids the parties In preparing and focusing the issues of their 
cases for tuture tull-blown litigation. 

It the parties decide to use the minitrial, an important consideration is 
whether to use a neutral advisor to moderate the discussion. 248 Most, but not 
all, minitdals employ a neutral. advisor with special expertise (often a retired 
Judge) to "supervise the discussion and to .furnish the parties with a nonbinding 
evaluation of the most likely outcome of the dispute were it to wind up In 
court."249 In cases of highly technical disputes, some parties have round that the 
introduction ot a neutral. advisor causes additional expense and possible delay 
because the advisor must become 8u:Ct1ciently educated. lI50 In the NASA case 
explaIned below" tor exampl.e, the parties never seriously contemplated using a 
neutral advisor. ,,51 

Ilelatively short written briefs discussing the applicable facts and law are 
u8ually exchanged prior to the minitrial. 252 More comprehensive briets are 
sometim,'ls hell1ful or necessary in narrowing the issues in advance of oral 
presentations. 53 In the NASA case, tal' example, the briefs were rather lengthy 
and also \yere followed by a simultaneous exchange ot written questions to be 
responded to at oral presentation. 2S4 

The heal'lng itse!! usually lasts no more than two days for the parties to 
state their cases (excluding extraneous issues), of1:er evidence for their pOSitions, 
and field questions. 2SS Presentations can be made by lawyers, technical experts, 

246. Parker and Radoff, supra note 240 at 42. 

247. ~. p. 35. 

248. ~. p. 43. 

249. "Alternatives to the High Cost of Litigation", CPR, N. Y., N. Y., Special Issue 
1985, p. 3. 

250. Parker and Rado!!, supra note 240 at 43. 

251. ~. 

252. ~. 

253. ~. 

254. M1nitrial supra note 239 at 13. 

255. Alternatives to the High Cost of Litigation, CPR, N. y., N. Y., Special Issue 
1985, p. 3. 
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or a combination ot both. 256 At the conclusion o! the hearing, the negotiating 
o!!1cers go ott on their own to settle the dispute, w,th legal advisors standing by 
tor consultation. It they rea9h an impasse, and have proceeded before a neutral 
advisor, the parties can request an advisory opinion ~\n the likely outcome. The 
advisory opinion otten acts as a catalyst towardssett)e ment. 257 With or without 
a neutral advisor, any deadline set by the parties c an contribute to lending a 
sense of urgency to resolving the dispute. 258 

UBe by Government Agencies. 

The growing movement in corporate an~\ consumer disputes to save time, 
money, and judicial resources through alternativll dispute resolution techniques -
such as minltrials -- has slowly reached the government setting. 259 Exploration 
ot the new technique should be helplul since the government hM experienced the 
same rising litigation costs and interminable c.ourt delays as private parties. 
Several perceived statutory and practical obstacles have impeded the gov!,>rnment 
in using creative dispute resolution methods, however. The minitrial may be 
particularly well suited to overcome these obstacles. 260 

One obstacle which makes government contract disputes distinct lrom 
commercial litigation is the elaborate disputes resolving statutory procedure 
mandated by the Contract Disputes Act o! 1978. 261 The statute applles to all 
contracts entered into alter March 1, 1979. A key provision o! the statute 
mandates that all government contracts include dispute clauses which set torth 
procedures by which disagreements relating to the contract must be resolved. 262 
The procedure requires the government to make a tinal written deciSion concern
ing the disagreement with the contractor including all the facts and legal 
conclusions which led the government to deny the contractor's claim. 263 Upon 
receipt ol the government's final deciSion, the contractor has three optionsl (1) 
acquiesce; (2) appeal the decision to an al/:ency board o! contract appeals; or (3) 
sue in the U. S. Claims Court. 264 

Whether these statutory procedures are Ilxclusive is a question which raises 

256. Parker and Rado!!, supra note 240 at 43. 

257. Congo Rec. S14707 (November 1, 1985). 

258. Parker and Radolf, supra note 240 at 44. 

259. Crowell and Moring Discussion Paper, Alternative Resolution ot Government 
Contract Disputes, p. 1. 

260. Minitrial supra note 239 at 21. 

261. 41 U. S. C. §§ 601-613 (Supp. IV 1980). 

262. Minitrial supra note 239 at 19. 

26.3. Id. 

264. !!!. 
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an impediment to the governme,nt's use ot the minltrial technique. 265 For 
example, in Davis and Moore,266 the Interior Board ot Contract Appeab held that 
the gl)vernment cannot submit to binding arbitration because ot conflict with the 
s,tatutory procedures. 267 The government's authority to settle and to devise 
means ot settling, however, has never been doubted because in tact a basic 
purpose ot the Contract Disputes Act was to promote more etticient resolutions ot 
disputes. 268 

A second serious obstacle tacing government use ot expedited settlement is 
"the natural inclination ot agency o!ticials to tollow the book, in resolving 
disputes, thereby theoretically avoiding congressional and pubUc criticism."269 A 
plethora ot organizations outside the agency review and second-guess any 
settlement. Potential reviewers and possible critics include overSight committees 
ot Congress, ~udit teams trom the GenerEtI Accounting Ottice, and the agency 
inspectors general,270 as well as the general public. The use ot minitrials may 
actually ease this problem, however. The process requires a written record 
clearly documenting the issues otsettlement, potential Utigation risks are clearly 
described by the legal positions set torth in the bl'iets, and the fOl'mal1ty ot the 
procedure itsel! may lessen criticism.n271 

A third perceived constraint unique to the tedefal contracts context Is the 
question ot settlement authority. Federal agencies have a rigid chain ot command 
and settlements must otten be approved by the legal, tinancial, procurement 
policy, and technical divisions ot an agency.272 Tentative settlements are otten 
upset by subsequent internal agency review. The minitrlal procedure may also 
obviate much ot this problem. In preparation tor the minitrial, the government is 
torced to define the authority of the negotiation and the acceptable negotiating 
position. The advance approval and "written authorization trom the head ot the 
agency, empowering the representative on behalt ot the agency to reach a 
settlement, reduces the opportunities for overturning the settlement."273 

Finally, a related problem tor the government is the question ot settlement 
tunding requirements. 274 A negotiating otticer for the agency obviously cannot 
ultimately make settlement without the funds to cover it. Minitrial reqUirements 

265. 12.. 

266. IBCA No. 1308, 81-2 BCA 91 15,418. 

267. Minltrlal supra note 239 at 21. 
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in some ways relieve these proble mB by involving senior oUicials who have the 
authority to approve "re-allotments".275 Re-allotments can be made within the 
agency to cover the !inancial needs tor a particular settlement. 

Despite the putative obstacles mentioned above, the government has already 
begun exploring alternative dispute resolution (" ADR") techniques, such as 
minitrials, because ot several tactors relating to litigation, some unique to 
government and some particular to all litigants. 

The most obvious catalyst tor exploration ot alternative resolution techniques 
is the rising cost of litigation and the court delays which face all private parties 
and with perhaps even greater torce the government. 276 Disputes between 
agencies and their sUP~1iers has been the natural result ot an increase of federal 
procurement spending. 77 In fiscal year 1982, tor example, 1,273 cases were tiled 
with the Armed Services Board ("AS BCA "), the largest administrative board of 
contract appeals, while only 974 cases were tiled the previous year. 278 Only 95 
of the 1,594 pending cases in 1982 were being processed under optional expedited 
prol'ledures. 279 Although the administrative appeals boards were designed as a 
streamlined alternative to court litigation, the costs are still substantial because 
ot the tormal procedures adopted by the boards. 280 Minitrials have resulted in 
substantial savings tor the parties. In the NASA case, which was the !irst 
minitrial used in the context of government procurement, one estimate suggested 
that the savings "were probably more than $1 million in legal fees alone."281 

Another factor making the· minltrial particularly attractive to the government 
is related to the required procedures ot the Contract Dispute Act ot 1978 itse1.l:. 
The required disputes clause in government contracts requires that federal 
suppliers continue pertormance, notwithstanding a dispute with the gClvernment. 
The contractor may not stop work and immediately challenge iil court an agency 
order or contract interpretation. 282 Another mandatory clause in aU government 
contracts, the "changes clause", also allows the government to insist upon changes 
to the contract during pertormance. 283 Those allowable government changes 
would ot course be considered breaches ot contract in a commercial settlng. 284 
In exchange for those two conditional clauses, the government must pay a tair 

275. Minitrial supra note 239 at 21. 

276. Crowell and Moring, supra note 259 at 2. 

277. ~. 

278. Id. 

279. Id. 

280. ~., at 3. 

281. Eric D. Green, Boston University Law School Protessor in 44 Federal 
Contracts Re,port 591, September 23, 1985. 

282. Crowell and Moring, supra note 259 at 4. 

283. Id. 

284. ~. 
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amount for additional work.285 Problems arise. however, when the government 
does not consider one of its directions as being a "change" in the contract. The 
contractor must continue to pertorm and leave tor later the question ot who will 
bear costs. 286 An efficient, expedited resolution ot the dispute by minitrlal 
liettlement will lessen the adversarial roles between the government and Its sup
plier -- "a phenomenon that serves the ongoing business relationship ot the 
parties to government contracts. "287 

When Illld tor 1Vhlch Cl1ses, Should the Government Consider Using Wnltriala1 

In Its pilot program for using minitrial teC'hniques to resolve disputes, the 
Justice Department has directed government attorneys that cases selected tor 
minitrial should be at an early stage ot l1tlgatlon. 288 The cost savings ot a 
minitrial held atter discovery has already been completed may not be signifi
cant.289 In addition, the case should probably involve more than $250,000 to 
Justity expenditure of at least a full day's time of high-level company executives 
and govel'nment of!1clals. 290 

The minitrial technique lends itse!! well to cases involving highly technical 
concepts and disputes involving mixed questions of law and fact. 291 The NASA 
case was a good candidate to test the minUrial for this reason. The government 
also may wish to consider using the minitrial method in cases involving classUied 
defense contracts. The informal settlement can be conducted without an eviden
tiary hearing in open court that might be harmful to the national security.292 

The minitrial is likely less appropriate where witness credibility is a major 
factor. The technique is also probably not Justified in cases where questions ot 
law can quickly be resolved through summary judgment. 293 Finally, the minUrial 
would not be extremely et!ectLve tor the government in litigation undertaken to 
implement pOlicy.294 . 

285. Id. 

286. Id. 

287. Minitrial Successfully Resolves NASA-TRW Dispute, The Legall'imes, Monday, 
September 6, 1982, p. 19. 

288. 44 Fede~al Contracts Report 591. 

289. ~., at 589. 

290. ~., at 590. 

291. ~. 

292. Crowell and Moring, supra note 259 at 8. 

293. Id. 

294. Oliver, Dale E., Crowell and Moring, Alternative Dispute Resolution In 
Government Litigation; Remarks before the First Judicial Conference of the 
United States Court of Appeals tor the Federal Circuit, p. 1. 
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The following is a brief review of two government cases successfully 
resolved through use of minitrial techniques. 

NASA IUnitrW. 

The first reported use ot the minitrial technique to resolve a government 
contracts dispute was in 1982 when NASA, Space Communications Co. (Spaceco m 
-- prime contractor), and TRW, Inc. (TRW -- the subcontracto!,) settled a 
multi-million dollar technical dispute. 295 The dispute involved one of NASA's 
communications satellite programs. 

Nature ot the Dlspute. In December 1976, NASA awarded a major satellite 
contract to Spacecom for the production ot a tracking and data relay satelllte 
system (TDRSS) and related services to be provlded over a ten year period. 296 
The satellites were to be deployed in orbit by a space shuttle and provide a 
telecommunications link to an earth station. 297 The contract had an initial price 
ot $786 million. 298 

TR W, Inc., the princir-bll subcontractor, was responsible for providing system 
engineering, building the co mmunication satellites and providing the necessary 
sottware. 299 

By the tall ot 1981, the commencement ot the TDRSS services had been 
rescheduled because of delays in production of the space shuttle; the contract 
price had nearly doubled because ot the delays and program changes; and several 
contract disputes had arisen between Spacecom and NASA.300 The disputes, 
ultimately resolved by the minitrial, arose when NASA issued two letters of 
direction to the contractors in early 1979. The letters sought to obtain for NASA 
certain capab111ties that it believed were with!.n the scope ot the contract.301 
Spacecom and TRW maintained that the instructions constituted new work which 
entitled them to increased compensation. 302 Spacecom and TRW appealed the 
tinal decision ot the contracting otticer to the NASA Board of Contract Appeals. 
The consolidated appeal was one ot the largest ever filed with the Board. 303 
These appeals commenced the litigation. 

Scope ot Litigation. The litigation involved a series ot complex issues 

295. 44 FCR 590. 

296. Minitrial supra note 239 at 13. 

297. 44 FOR 590. 

298. Parker and Rado!t, supra note 240 at 37. 

299. Minitrial supra note 239 at 13. 

300. Parker and Rado!!, supra note 240 at 37. 

301. 44 FCR 596. 

302. Minitrial supra note 239 at 13. 
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relating to the interpretation ot the TDRSS performance specification in a variety 
ot highly technical respects. 304 "The merits of the issues Involved Intricate 
questions of computer· capability, electronics, and the laws ot orbital mechanics, 
as well as traditional questions of contract interpretation."305 

The co mplaint and answers were fUed in September 1979 and February 19S0, 
respectively.30G Shortly after discovery began, the parties suspended the pro
ceedings for three months to pursue traditional settlement negaUaUons. 307 
Settlement failed. The parties renewed litigation and engaged in massive docu
ment discovery involving the reproduction of approximately 33,OCO pages ot 
government tiles ar.d 72,000 pages ot the contractors' tUes. 30S 

Depositions commenced in the summer of 1981. 309 Although the contractors 
sought 11 depositions and the government sought 43, only 5 depositions actually 
took place. 3lO By Septemb.er, the highly technical examinations ot the witnesses 
"consumed 3100 pages of transcript. "311 The widening scope ot discovery required 
the l'<Iard to push back the hearing date several times and it was estimated that 
trial was still at least a year away.312 

In the tall ot 1981, Sp'lcecom approached NASA with the suggestion to 
undertake settlement discussion again. The parties agreed on a minitrial aCter 
certain preconditions were set by the parties: (1) the contractors would submit a 
cost proposal with a breakdown o! the six major issues o! appeal; (2) each side 
would give written authority to settle to an appointed negotiator; (3) deadlines 
and rules ot conduct would be agreed upon; and (4) discovery wot!ld be suspended 
during the mlnitrial. 313 

Motivations to use the Minitrial. First, both parties were concerned with 
costs. They had already found it necessary to conduct detailed discovery and 
anticipated substantial additional discovery. The parties had proposed calling for 
the depOSitions of !orty-!Ive additional government and contractor witnesses over 
the next ten n1onths. 314 

3\14. Parker and Radoff, supra note 240 at 37. 

305. Id., p. 38. 

306. Id. 

301. Minitrial supra note 239 at 13. 

308. Parker and RadoCt, supra note 240at 3S. 
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310 • .!~ supra note 256 at 13. 

311. Parker and Rado!t, supra note 240, at 3S. 
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Secand, the parties wer-e mativated ta tighten the schedule. A trial date 
was nat even in sight with delays attr!:'utable ta the camplexities af the case, 
'prablems in caardinatian between the pr-ime and subcantractar, the dl!tlculty af 
securing peaple far litigatian wha were alsa needed in the TDRSS pr-agram, and 
the shcrtage af peaple allacated ta the csse by the gavernment. 315 

A third cancern af bath NASA and the contractar was the uncertainty af 
result. Both parties were aware that the dltficulty af making a clear, camprehen
sive and persuasive presentatian af such camplex issues created an unusual 
uncertainty in the autcame. 316 

Anather mativatian far the minitrial was the parties' need far cantinued 
caaperatian. Utigatian can strain business relatians between parties. In this 
case, the parties were required ta cantinue warking together ta deplay the saten
ite successfully, a natianal asset. They alsa wanted ta release key persannel tram 
the litigatian pracess to resume channelling their energies into the pragram. 311 

Finally, the parties telt the need ta address the merits and invalve seniar 
a:C:Cic1als. spacecam realized that previaus settlement discussians had not ad
dressed the merits af the issues nar invalved face-to-face meetings af seniar 
management. 318 It felt that NASA's willingness to invest such time and maney 
into discavery suggestod that NASA was persuaded that the gavernment's case was 
meritariaus.319 The cantractars telt that a settlement cauld anly be reached if, 
thraugh a minitrial, seniar management af NASA was e tpased ta the cantractar's 
best case and bath parties were able ta address the ''lerits. 320 

The Pracedure. Befare proceeding, the parties agreed thatl 

o Litigatian weuld be stayed during the minltrial,321 but weuld resume it 
ne settlement were reached. 

o The cantractars wauld submit a fer mal claim cavering cast of perfor
mance and prepased allecatian of cast of each legal issue. 322 

Iii The parties would simul taneausly exchange briefs setting farth their 
factual and legal pasitians. All cited dacuments were to be included in 

315. Crowell and Maring, supra nate 259 at 8. 

316. Parker and Radott, supra nate 240 at 39. 
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321. Id., p. 40. 
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appendices. 323 No reply briefs would be tUed. 

o Shortly alter the briers were exchanged, each party would submit 
questions to i}e addressed by the other during its oral presentation. 324 

CI The trial was to be one day. Each side was to have three hours to 
make a presentation and c"uld use whatever combination or lawyers and 
engineers it thought appropriate in making the l>resentations. 325 

o Presentations were to be made to senior o!!icials representing each 
party. An associate administrator or NASA and the director or Goddard 
Space Flight Center tor NASA; a vp or TRW and the president at 
Spacec.om1 :Cor the contractors. Only se'lior o!!icials would ask 
questions. ~26 

o Settlement negotiations would then begin. 

In the actual minitrial, the oral presentations were made exclusively by 
lawyers. 327 Also, the parties chose not to use a neutral advisor because of the 
complex technIcal issues in dispute. 328 

Settlement negotiations began the day after the hearing "behind closed 
doors" at NASA headquarters. 329 Only the four principal negotiators directly 
participated in the negotiations but had advisors and legal counsel stand by to 
discuss positlons. 330 The parties had agreed to a groundrule of limiting the 
settlement negotiat1.l'lns to a single day but decided that an additional day was 
Justified by the progress made. The parties settled after their second day of face 
to race meetings and reached agreement on the claim as well as unrelated dis
putes. 331 All claims and related issues amounted to well over $100 million. 332 

Army Corps of Engineers Uae of the Wnitrial 

In the last two years, the Corps or Engineers has used the minitrial 

323. Id. NAS." submitted a 64 page brief with a 43 document appendix, while the 
contractor's brier consisted of 81 pages and an appendix ot 79 documents. 
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procedure twice to resolve construction contract claims. 333 Spokesmen for the 
Corps have said that" the type of case most suited for a mini trial Is one involving 
a "highly complex factual dispute in which the contractor's arguments have some 
merit. "334 The Corps looks for cases in Which there is a possibility that a board 
of contract appeals will sustain the contractor's position where there is room for 
the government to settle.335 

Industrial Contractors. The Corps tirst used the minitrlal to reach 
settlement on a $630,000 construction contract claim. 336 The claim was made by 
Industrial Contractors, Inc. that the government had "improperly accelerated 
performance on its construction contract."337 The parties agreed to use a mini
trial. The contractor's president and the Corps' division engineer each presented 
his claim In three and one hal! hours. 338 Following an appraisal of their cases 
by a neutral advisor, former Claims Court Judge Louis Spector, the parties settled 
after 12 hours of negotiation.339 

Tenn-Tom. The second case in which the Corps success!ully used the 
l'iilnitrial teChnique to resolve a dispute involved a $61 million construction claim 
by Tenn-Tom Construction. 340 The Corps awarded a contract to construct part of 
the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway, to Tenn-Tom, a Joint venture of Morrison-
Knudsen Co., Brown and Root, Inc., and Martin Eby Construction Co.341 The 
contract was tor excavation ot 95 milllon cubic yards of earth. 342 The dispute 
arose when the contractor sought a $44 mUlion equitable adjustment based on 
alleged d!!fering site conditions. The contractor had experienced performance 
di!ficulties because of drainage problems on site. 343 After receiving written 
denial of the claim by the contracting otticer, the Joint venture appealed to the 
Corps of Engineers Board of Contract Appeals,344 increasing the claim to $61 
million due to interest. 

The parties agreed to a minitrial and chose Professor Ralph Nash, a GW 
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pro:Cessor, as a "neutral advisor."345 The trial was held in Cincinnati on June 
12-14, 1-985. 346 The principal o!!icers :Cor the parties Vlere J. K. Lemley, Senior 
Vice President o:C MOl'rison-Knud:len, :Cor the contracto.rs, and Division Engineer. 
Brig. Gen. Peter J. O!!ringer, tor the C?rp:l.347 The parties presented their 
C8.:les on consecutive days, with a third da;y ciev~'ted to presentation ot evidence 
concel'ning quantum and :Cor remainIng questions.:l48 By agreement, the parties 
reconvened on June 27, :Cor presentation ot :Curther evidence and more questions. 
They .settled the next day.349 Tha government agreed to pay Tenn-Tom $17.25 
million in exchange tor a release ot all prime contral~tor and subcontractor claIms 
under the contract. 350 

345. ~. at 503. 

346. ~. 
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The Effectiveness Of The Mini-Trial In Resolving Complex 
Commercial Disputes: A Survey* 

255 

In recent years, one of the most popular forms of 

alternative dispute resolution employed in large, complex 

cases has been the mini-trial. The mini-trial is a method of 

structuring a case for settlement which generally involves a 

nonbinding information exchange conducted before representa

tives of disputing parties with settlement authority who then 

meet to negotiate a settlement. It was created in the late 

1970's by lawyers who were attempting to resolve a complex 

patent infringement case between Telecredit and TRW, and has 

been used with increasing frequency since that time, 

particularly by large corporate clients in disputes with 

parties with whom they have ongoing commercial relation

ships.l 

* The Subcommittee on Alternate Means of Dispute Resolution 
gratefully acknowledges the substantial assistance of Eric 
Ordway, an associate at Weil, Gotshal & Manges, in the 
preparation of this report. 

1. Descriptions of the Telecredit/TRW mini-trial may be 
found in Green, Marks and Olson, "Settling Large Case Liti
gation: An Alternative Approach", 11 Loy. L.A.L. Rev. 493 
(1978) and Davis, lOA New Approach to Resolving Costly Litiga
tion", 61 J. Pat. Off. Sec'y 482 (1979). For a comprehensive 
description of the mini-trial as a tool for alternate dispute 
resolution authored by one of the originators of the concept 
see Green, Eric D. (editor) CPR - Legal Program Mini-Trial 
Handbook, (Matthew Bender & Co. 1982) and Green, "Growth of 
the Mini-Trial,"9 Litigation 12 (Fall 1982). Se~ also Fine, 
Ericka S., CPR - Legal Program Mini-Trial Workbook, (Center 
for Public Resources 1985) (hereinafter "Mini-T~tal Work
book"); Henry, James F. "Mini-Trials: An Alternative to Liti-

(footnote continued) 
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Over the past year, the Subcommittee on Alternative 

Means of Dispute Resolution of the Committee on Corporate 

Counsel of the Litigation Section of the ABA conducted a sur

vey in which it polled the views of numerous attorneys who 

had participated in mini-trials (hereinafter the "ABA Sur-

vey"). Each attorney polled in the ABA Survey was asked to 

describe the nature of the dispute which was the subject of 

the mini-trial, as well as the participants in, and the for

mat and results of the process. Attorneys were also asked 

generally to comment on the advantages and disadvantages of 

the mini-trial. 

The ABA Survey consisted of interviews with nine-

teen attorneys and one former judge regarding ·twenty-eight 

actual or proposed mini-trials (several of the persons inter

viewed were involved in more than one mini-trial; three of 

the mini-trials never took place). Five of the attorneys 

interviewed were outside attorneys; the others were inside 

attorneys for large corporations; the former judge was affil

iated with a law firm.2 The ABA sample revealed considerable 

gation,"l Negotiation Journal 13 (January 1985); Parker, 
Douglas M. and Radoff, Phillip L., "The Mini-Hearing: An 
Alternative to Protracted Litigation of ~actually Complex 
Disputes," 38 Bus. Law 35 (Nov. 1982); "Use of Mini-Trial 
Seeks to Ease Burden of Corporate Litigation," The Washington 
?ost (Oct. 13, 1985). 

2. It should be noted that because some of the attorneys 
(footnote continued) 
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variety with respect to types of actions and size of damage 

claims. Sixteen of the mini-trials surveyed involved 

straight contract actions, five involved product liability 

claims and four involved patent disputes. Of the remaining 

three Survey mini-trials, one involved an employee grievance, 

another a simple negligence claim, and a third a dispute over 

insurance coverage. At least three of the mini-t~ials in-

volved damage claims of over $30 million (one was for $30 

million, the other two for $40 million); six mini-trials in

volved damage claims between $1 million and $10 million; six 

others involved damage claims ranging from $100,000 to 

$500,000. 3 Additionally, as demonstrated below, there were 

substantial differences with respect to format, setting, and 

method of decision-making from one Survey mini-trial to 

another. 

This report incorporates the results of the above 

ABA Survey, as well as other current information about the 

mini-trial as a device for resolving disputes. The report 

also provides some recommendations as to how to evaluate the 

suitability of disputes for mini-trials and how to deal with 

were subject to confidentiality provisions in their mini
trial agreements, they were unable to provide answers re
garding certain aspects of the mini-trials in whiCh they 
participated. 

3. Various attorneys interviewed did not disclose the dollar 
value of the damage claims at issue in their mini-trials. 

3 
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some of the problems inherent in the mini-trial. In the 

course of preparing this report, committee members reviewed 

numerous mini-trial materials, including sample mini-trial 

agreements, neutral advisor engagement lettels, summaries of 

mini-trials and mini-trial formats. A sampling of these 

materials has been included in the Appendix to this report. 

I. Elements of the Mini-Trial 

A. General 

Ever since the mini-trial was first used, its popu-

larity has been based on a combination of various attributes, 

including speed, cost-effectiveness, flexibility, and confi

dentiality.4 Perhaps the most important of these attributes 

are speed and cost effectiveness. Mini-trials usually last 

several days, or on rare occasions a few weeks, and require, 

at most, a few months of preparation. Thus, they often re

sult in substantial savings on litigation costs. Additional

ly, most corporate clients believe that the settlements which 

result from mini-trials are usually superior to the results 

4. Other acknowledged attributes of the mini-trial include 
the following: narrowing the issues in a dispute by elimi
nating overly technical and/or collateral considerations 
which may obscure the core problem; preventing unnecessary 
diversions of executive time and energy; and preserving 
ongoing business relationships. See Fine, Mini-Trial 
Wc~kbook, ~ at 2-3. 
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achieved at trial for comparable cases. Mini-trials can also 

be tailored to the demands of the parties and can be kept 

confidential by means of special confidentiality agreements. 

To ensure the use of the mini-trial as the initial 

means of resolving a dispute, parties to a contract can in

sert a provision in the contract which requires them to sub

mit their disputes to a mini-trial before pursuing litiga

tion. Such agreements have been looked upon with favor by at 

least one court and appear to be enforceable. See AMF Inc. 

v. Brunswick Corporation, No. Civ-85-2743 (E.D.N.Y. November 

4, 1985) ("General public policy favors support of alterna

tives to litigation when these alternatives serve the inter

ests of the parties and of judicial administration"). 

B. The Agreement 

1. Formal or Informal -- An important element in 

setting up a mini-trial is the mini-tr.ial agreement. In many 

successful mini-trials,5 the agreemen~ is a detailed written 

instrument which lays out the procedures, identity of the 

participants and effect of the mini-trial (Sample mini-trial 

agreements are contained in the Appendix). Through this 

agreement, parties to a mini-trial can do what they are nor-

5. A "successful" mini-trial is defined herein as one which 
results in settlement of a dispute. 

5 
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mally unable to do. in litigation, namely, fashion the entire 

proceeding according to their needs. Most of the mini-trials 

which were the subject of the ABA Survey were conducted pur

suant to such written agreements. 

Mini-trials, however, can be conducted without the 

benefit of a formal agreement. For example, in two of the 

successful mini-trials studied in the ABA Survey, agreement 

with respect to the rules and format of the mini-trial was 

embodied in an exchange of letters. In another successful 

Survey mini-trial, the general ground rules were set forth by 

the neutral advisor in a single letter. Notably, one parti

cipant suggested that although reaching some sort of agree

ment on rules prior to the mini-trial was probably necessary, 

it was more important to bring the parties together by initi

ating the mini-trial process than it was to worry about 

ground rules. 

It should be noted, however, that attorneys who 

choose nor. to agree on specific rules and format in advance 

of the mini-trial or who Q.gree to handle such matters in a 

less formal manner risk that there will be misunderstandings 

between the parties later which may ultimately impede the 

effectiveness of the process. Thus, in one of the SUlvey 

mini-trials in which there was no formal agreement on format, 

the mini-trial broke down during the information ex-

6 
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change/presentation stage. In another such ABA Survey mini

trial, which also failed to reach settlement, the neutral 

facilitator reported that the absence of an agreement on 

ground rules before the mini-trial was a key factor in the 

mini-trial's failure. 6 

It should also be noted that mini-trials are no 

longer exclusively voluntary arrangements. Some courts have 

begun to order parties to engage in a mini-trial before pur

suing litigation. 7 Under court-ordered mini-trials, however, 

the parties usually do not have the luxury of drafting an 

agreement to suits their needs: in these cases, the court 

prescribes the rules and format ·for the mini-trial. As a 

6. In this mini-trial, which involved a $4 million construc
tion claim and three different parties, the neutral, a former 
judge, reported that he discussed the subject of the mini
trial briefly with the parties in a conference call, and 
agreed to meet with the parties subsequently. The ground 
rules for the format of the mini-trial, however, were never 
discussed. When the parties met with the neutral for the 
first time, they showed up with their own witnesses and 
cheering sections. Each side proceeded to present their 
"evidence" in a harshly adversarial manner, which only 
widened the breach among the parties. After the mini-trial 
was over, the parties met separately in different rooms and 
asked the neutral to perform "shuttle diplomacy" to resolve 
the dispute. The neutral reported that the process failed 
and the case did not result in settlement. 

7. Courts in both Michigan and Massachusetts have adopted 
court-supervised mini-hearings or mini-trials in which the 
judge presides as the "neutral adviser." For a summary of 
one court-supervised mini-trial which was conducted in Massa
chusetts and for the rules of the Michigan federal court on 
mini-trials ~ Fine, Mini-Trial Workbook, ~ at 56-9. 
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result of this lack of flexibility, the court-ordered mini

trials may not always be totally satisfactory. Of the 

twenty-eight mini-trials studied by the ABA Survey, only two 

were either ordered or suggested by the court. Although both 

such cases settled, the attorney involved in the court

ordered mini-trial was displeased with both the court's impo

sition of rules and format and the outcome. S 

2. Binding or Non-Binding -- Although most mini

trials are nonbinding, parties can agree to be bound by the 

results of a mini-trial. In one successful mini-trial which 

was the subject of the ABA Survey, an employee grievance dis

pute, the parties entered into just such a binding mini-trial 

agreement. 9 

B. This mini-trial involved an ~sbestos dispute. In that 
case, a court in Philadelphia ordered an expedited mini-trial 
with a trial judge from the Court of Common Pleas as the 
"resolver." According to the attorney interviewed, this 
mini-trial, like most others ordered by Philadelphia courts, 
was run like a medical trial in which the only issue consid
ered is the medical condition of the plaintiff and in which 
much of the evidence usually admitted at such a trial (i.e., 
evidence concerning employee conditions, product identifica
tion, notice of hazard, etc.) is omitted. The attorney's 
main complaint about the mini-trial in asbestos litigation 
was enforceability ("Parties just go through them as quickly 
as possible intending to appeal r.hem afterward"). 

9. In this mini-trial, an employee brought a Title VII claim 
against a large company. The attorney for the company deci
ded to hold a mini-trial because he believed he had a strong 
case and because he thought a mini-trial would be cheaper. 
:~e ~lrties agreed that a local law professor would be the 
"arbitrator" of the dispute with full authority to grant such 

(footnote continued) 
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Additionally, in an effort to put more "teeth" into 

the mini-trial, some parties to a mini-trial have begun to 

include provisions in the agreement which impose monetary 

penalties on a party which declines to accept a settlement 

offer yet subsequently receives less than the offered amount 

at trial. lO There was such an agreement in one of the 

court-ordered mini-trials which w~s a subject of the ABA Sur

vey. In that mini-trial, the parties agreed that after the 

information exchange itself tmey would each provide the court 

with a <hnar figure based on their best estimate of the out-

come of a trial. The court was supposed to choose as between 

the two figures. The agreement provided that after the court 

made its choice the other side be given 30,~~ys to accept or 

reject the figure, with the understanding that if the other 

party declined to accept the figure chosen by the court and 

received less at trial than it would have received had it 

accepted the settlement offer, then a liquidated damage pro

vision would come into play.ll 

relief as a federal court would grant. They agreed that the 
only grounds on which the decision could be challenged were 
grounds enumerated in the United States Arbitration Act. The 
arbitrator rendered a decision for the company. 

10. See Fine, Mini-Trial Workbook, ~ at 5. 

11. This mini-trial involved a $30 million dispute between a 
retail jobber and a large company over alleged misrepresenta
tions made by one of the company's employees over an extended 

(footnote continued) 
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3. Qrafting -- For the sake of simplicity and con

venience, parties who use mini-trials to resolve their dis

pute~ often base their agreements on sample mini-trial agree

ments prepared by the Center for Public Resources, and add or 

revise such samples in accordance with the needs of the case. 

Drafting such agreements in consultation with othet organiza

tions which sponsor alternate dispute resolution, such as 

Endispute or the Center for Public Resources, is also common. 

Of the twenty-eight mini-t~ials which were the subject of the 

ABA Survey, four were based on agreements drafted by either 

Endispute or the Center for Public Resources, while in three 

other mini-trials the attorneys indicated that they had con-

sulted one of these two organizations about some aspect of 

the mini-trial process (e.g. the neutral adviser, the format 

or the setting).12 

Although attorneys obviously can draft a mini-trial 

agreement without reference to a sample mini-trial agreement 

or consultation with an ADR organization, many participants 

period of time. The dispute was described as a "swearing 
contest" and became the subject of a mini-trial largely be
cause the federal district judge before whom the litigation 
was pending suggested that a mini-trial be used to resolve 
the dispute. The matter was settled after negotiations at 
the figure proposed by the large company during the mini
trial process. 

12. Additionally, Endispute participated in the drafting of 
a mini-trial agreement for a Survey mini-trial which was 
never conducted. 

10 
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in the ABA Survey generally believed that discussion with 

someone famili~l with the mini-trial process may be advisable 

for attorneys who have never engaged in a mini-trial. Even 

where an attorney has already participated in a mini-trial, 

several of the attorneys surveyed believed that it may be 

wise to let an ADR organization prepare an initial draft of 

the agreement simply to eliminate the potential for bickering 

with the oppo~ing attorney. 

If an ADR organization does not handle the drafting 

of the mini-trial agreement, it is probably important that 

the drafting be supervised by attorneys, or at least by per

sons who are knowledgeable in negotiating contracts. For 

example, in one of the mini-trials covered by the ABA S~rvey 

which involved a patent dispute, business representatives 

from each side were put in charge of the drafting. That 

mini-trial never took place because the business persons were 

unable to agree on the terms of the format. 

4. Individual Provisions -- Although the precise 

content of mini-trial agreements varies from case to case, 

the Survey revealed that the bulk of these agreements include 

provisions which set forth issues to be discussed at the 

mini-trial and the essential obligations ~f the parties to 

present their cases and attempt to negotiate a settlement. 

11 
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Other types of provisions which the Survey disclosed are 

typically found in mini-trial provisions include: 

a) Provisions regarding confidentiality Unlike 

litigation in the courts, disputes which are resolved through 

mini-trials can be kept confidential by inclusion of special 

confidentiality provisions in the mini-trial agreement. The 

provisions usually stipulate that the parties will not dis

close the contents of the agreement or the information ex-

change conducted pursuant thereto except by consent of the 

parties or through court order. In many of the mini-trials 

studied by the ABA Survey, confidentiality provisions were 

included in the mini-trial agreements. 

In addition to the mini-trial agreement between the 

parties, parties conducting a mini-trial which involves a 

neutral expert will usually ask the expert to sign a secrecy 

agreement in which he agrees to maintain the confidentiality 

of the proceedings (A sample secrecy agreement is contained 

in the Appendix.)13 

b) Provisions regarding neutral exoert -- If the 

parties choose to have a neutral expert, they may want to 

identify the name of the expert in the agreement or else in-

13. It should be noted, however, that these provlslons may 
not prevent disclosure to third parties of information 
obtained in the mini-trial. For a discussion of this 
disclosure problem see infra at 36-7. 
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clude a provision in the agreement determining the manner in 

which the ~xpert is to be chosen.1 4 This prevents the selec

tion problem from arising later, only a few days or weeks 

before the mini-trial itself is sch€duled to begin. lS Many 

mini-trial agreements also contain extensive provisions re

garding the role which the neutral should play in the mini

trial as well as the extent to which the neutral mayor may 

not communicate with each party prior to the mini-trial. 

Some agreements provide that the neutral act as a mediator 

between the two business representatives. Others provide 

that he give an oral assessment of the dispute immediately 

after the presentation and then leave the business persons 

alone to negotiate. Still other agreements require that the 

neutral provide a formal written opinion on the merits of the 

dispute. 

In one of the Survey mini-trials which involved a 

patent dispute, the mini-trial agreement, which was drafted 

by Endispute, provided both for a method of selecting the 

14. One common method of providing for the expert's 
selection is to set a deadline in the agreement for choosing 
the neutral and then provide that if the deadline comes 
without the parties having chosen a neutral, an ADR 
organization, such as the CPR, will make the choice from a 
list of advisors. 

rs. To ensure the neutrality of the advisor the agreement 
may require that prior to retaining an advisor, the parties 
disclose all previous contacts which the parties have had 
with that proposed advisor. 

13 
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neutral and the extent of the neutral advisor's participation 

in the mini-trial. With respect to the neutral's participa

tion, the agreement provided that the advisor would tell the 

parties how he thought a court might decide. 16 

c) Provisions regarding discovery and exchange of 

briefs -- Mini-trial agreements often limit the amount of 

discovery to be had in the mini-trial by specifying that only 

certain kinds of documents be exchanged or by stipulating to 

the number of witnesses, if any, to be examined before the 

mini-trial. Mini-trial agreements may also fix a time limit 

for discovery (usually between 30 to 90 days). This process 

helps to narrow the issues in the controversy and gives the 

parties a "good look" at one another. Most of the mini

trials which were the subject of the ABA Survey provided for 

some discovery (usually an exchange of documents) prior to 

the mini-trial. In one mini-trial which was a subject of the 

ABA Survey, the parties agreed to two sets of depositions 

each and one set of requests for admissions, not to exceed 

twenty requests. 17 Attorneys who failed to provide for some 

16. It should be noted that before giving his oplnlon in 
this mini-trial, the neutral advisor discussed both the 
contentions of the parties as well as what the parties had 
been able to demonstrate at the mini-trial. 

17. In another Survey mini-trial (involving a $500,000 
contract claim), the parties agreed to limited discovery over 
a 90-day period including depositiQ's, document production 
and interrogatories. . 

14 
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discovery before the mini-trial stated that the absence of 

discovery was a disadvantage which led to unfortunate "sur

prises". On the other hand, one attorney cautioned against 

providing for too much discovery, arguing that discovery can 

usually be limited to production of a few key documents and 

the deposition of a few witnesses. 

Parties may also want to provide for the exchange 

of briefs or position papers before the mini-trial. In at 

least four of the mini-trials which were the subject of the 

ABA Survey, the parties agreed to exchange such papers. 

Moreover, in one mini-trial in which position papers were not 

exchanged, the attorney interviewed indicated that he regret

ted not having followed this practice because such an ex

change would have been very helpful. 

d) Provisions regarding length of the information 

exchange -- Most formal mini-trial agreements contain provi

sions regarding the length of the i~formation exchange. 

Typically, such provisions provide that two days be devoted 

to argument (one day for each side).18, and a third day to 

negotiation. 

e) Provisions regarding format of the mini-trial 

-- Many written mini-trial agreements set forth the proce-

18. One Survey mini-trial involved an agreement to limit the 
mini-trial itself to seven hours. 

15 
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dures to be used at the mini-trial itself, including the 

rules of evidence to be used, the manner in which presenta

tions are to be made, the number of witnesses to be called 

and the manner in which questions are to be handled. Those 

surveyed generally agreed that the provisions regarding for

mat should be flexible, so that both parties feel that they 

will have ample opportunities to present their case. For 

example, in three of the mini-trials which were the subject 

of the ABA Survey, the parties had agreed to a schedule and 

rules (regarding questions, for example), only to abandon 

both the schedule and the rules in the interests of cooper

ation when it came time to actually conduct the mini-trial. 

f) Provisions regarding negotiation -- Based on 

the Survey, it appears that provisions regarding the negotia

tions can be extremely important and must be carefully draf

ted. Some mini-trial agreements provide that the negotiation 

take place with the neutral advisor present; others require 

that he not be involved unless the business representatives 

so request. The agreement may also provide that the lawyers 

for both sides be present. These provisions should not be 

underestimated. For example, one of the attorneys polled in 

the ABA Survey indicated that the absence of provisions 

regarding procedures to be followed upon completion of the 

mini-trial in which he was involved was a definite drawback 

16 
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g) Provisions regarding fees and costs -- Although 

the fees and costs of a mini-trial are not as great as those 

for a trial, they are not insubstantial. 20 Thus, a method 

for sharing such costs should be provided for in the agree

ment. The principal costs of the mini-trial are the fee and 

travel expenses for the neutral advisor (including his hotel 

expenses) and the expense of renting a room for the mini

trial itself. These costs are usually shared evenly by the 

parties. In two of the Survey mini-trials the costs for the 

19. In this mini-trial, an insured company sued its insurer 
under a business interruption policy in connection with an 
industrial factory explosion. The insured's claim was for 
$40 million. The insurer offered to settle for $5 million. 
The mini-trial was proposed by the insurance company and took 
place about six months after the litigation began. When the 
mini-trial was over, the parties were still not ready to 
settle but were apparently also unwilling to litigate the 
matter. The mini-trial agreement, however, provided no 
guidelines or directives as to what to do next. Thus, short
ly after the mini-trial, one of the parties suggested that 
there be further meetings at which more detailed evidence 
could be presented concerning some of the factual issues. 
Two or three such meetings took place over the next few 
months. At these meetings, the mini-trial process was con
tinued, with technical presentations made by both sides, fol
lowed by a question-and-answer period. These meetings re
solved most of the major issues. Then a final meeting was 
held at which the insured made another presentation. Follow
ing this, a negotiation session took place on the same day, 
and the matter was settled. 

20. At least two of the attorneys interviewed in the Survey 
noted that the costs of a mini-trial may, under certain 
circumstances, be quite high. 

17 
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advisor amounted to $7,500, while in another the cost was 

$5,000. In one of these three cases, the parties split the 

fee. In an employee grievance suit, however, the employer 

may want to agree to pay all fees and costs as an inducement 

to resolve the case via mini-trial. In one such mini-trial, 

which was a subject of the ABA Survey, the employer assumed 

all the costs of the mini-trial. 

C. The Setting 

Another important element of the mini-trial is the 

setting. Most parties surveyed used a non-judicial neutral 

setting for the proceeding. For example, one of the mini

trials which was the subject of the ABA Survey was held at 

the Second Circuit Federal Bar Counsel offices at the mid

point between the two parties' locations. Another mini-trial 

was held at the law offices of the neutral advisor, while yet 

a third was conducted in the dining room of a private club. 

Hotels or motels and conference centers are also common 

neutral settings. Where neutral settings cannot be found, 

however, a board room (usually of one of the parties) is 

often used. In o~e of the mini-trials which was the subject 

of the ABA Survey, the board room of one of the parties was 

used. In another subject mini-trial, the parties used the 

law library of one of the parties. In yet a third mini-

18 
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The setting may be critical to the success of the 

mini-trial. Some of the participants in the Survey agreed 

that a large, formal setting may lead the participants to 

conduct themselves as they do,in a court, thereby inhibiting 

the flow and style of the information exchange. By contrast, 

it was noted that a smaller busines.s setting may lead the 

participants to view the mini-trial as a large negotiating 

forum and thereby contribute to a speedy resolution. 

D. The Decision-Makers 

1. Who They Should Be? 

a) Use of a neutral expert -- As originally con

ceived, the mini-trial provided for the giving of presenta

tions either to a neutr.al expert alone or else to a neutral 

expert and one authorized executive from each side. The 

expert, of course, was designed to be an analog of a judge, 

~, one who could weigh the merits of the presentations 

submitted by the parties and provide an objective opinion. 

21. One law firm regularly holds mini-trials on its prem
ises, having set up a courtroom and jury-box solely for this 
purpose. This firm sometimes videotapes the mini-trial and 
presents the tapes to the business representatives later, 
thereby making it unnecessary for them to actually attend the 
proceedings. ~ "Fred Bartlit on Mini-Trials," Alternatives 
1, (June 1985). 
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The ABA Survey demonstrated that mini-trials continue to use 

such experts. In the ABA Survey, sixteen of the mini-trials 

employed neutral advisors and most of the attorneys inter

viewed said that tqe advisors were helpful in resolving their 

disputes. Several of the attorneys interviewed indicated 

that the advisor was most helpful when he was the most 

actively involved in the process. Such active involvement 

often include asking questions of the presenters, giving an 

opinion on the merits of the case, either to all assembled at 

the mini-trial or to the negotiators only,22 and engaging in 

the negotiations with the business representatives. 23 

22. One attorney interviewed for the Survey indicated that 
he thought the opinion or "forecast" should be given in 
private to the business respresentatives only. 

23. In one Survey mini-trial involving an alleged manufac
turing defect in a series of trailers, the neutral "moder
ator" took an active role in the presentations, asking ques
tions, pOinting out the strengths and weaknesses of each side 
and focusing the discussion; The attorney interviewed about 
this mini-trial reported that this dispute was settled one 
day after negotiations and saved the parties $250-$300,000 in 
legal fees. He reported that both sides were pleased with 
the result. 

In another Survey mini-trial, the parties agreed before 
hand not to allow the neutral to participate in the negotia
tions unless the business representatives felt comfortable 
with his involvement. Then, after the neutral had given his 
"forecast" of how he thought the case would be resolved at 
trial, both parties chose to involve him in the negotiations 
and the case was settled after only four hours of discussion. 

In addition to volunteering an opinion on the merits of 
a dispute and helping the parties in negotiations, a neutral 

(footnote continued) 
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Although some of those surveyed believe that the 

neutral advisor should be a retired judge, preferably with 

experience in the subject matter, or some other person with a 

legal background (e.g., a law professor or trial lawyer), it 

was generally agreed that in principle the advisor need not 

have any knowledge of the law at all. Indeed, he can be any

one on whom the parties agree. In mini-trials involving 

highly technical issues or highly specialized areas, such as 

patents, the neutral advisor often is an expert in the field. 

In one patent case which was the subject of the ABA Survey, 

for example, the advisor was the former Commissioner of 

Trademarks. In another Survey mini-trial involving patent 

law, an experienced patent lawyer was the advisor. Similar

ly, engineers are often the advisors in mini-trials involving 

construction contracts. One attorney interviewed in connec

tion with the ABA Survey noted that where large corporations 

were involved it was important to choose a neutral advisor of 

some stature and not merely a "local person." 

Although the ABA Survey reflects that the majority 

of mini-trials still use neutral advisors, the Survey also 

reflects that such persons are not indispensable to the suc

cess of a mini-trial. In five of the mini-trials which were 

can also help to design the mini-trial's rules or resolve 
discovery disputes. ~ Fine, Mini-Trial Workbook, ~ at 
14-15. 
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the subject of the ABA Survey the parties did not use an ad

visor. Moreover, in a few of the mini-trials where an ad

visoe was used, the attorneys interviewed expressed doubts 

about the ultimat~ need for their presence, particularly 

given the cost of retaining them. 24 Other attorneys favored 

th~ use of advisors but suggested that their role be limited 

and carefully circumscribed with respect to communication 

with clients. For example, one attorney advised against 

allowing the advisor to engage in discussion with the parties 

(usually after the presentations) unless the attorneys are 

also present. 

b) ase of business representatives -- In virtually 

all mini-trials, business repr.esentatives for each side play 

a I(ey role as decision m~kers. Indeed, the ABA Survey indi

cated that using business representatives as the exclusive 

decision makers is becoming more popular because it avoids 

the costs of hiring the neutral and disputes over his selec

tion, and it encourages negotiation. According to a few of 

the attorneys interviewed for the ABA Survey, however, it is 

important that business representatives o'~ the panel have 

little prior familiarity with the case. This is necessary to 

24. For example, one attorney who participated in a Survey 
mini-trial involving complex issues indicated that the 
parties chose not to use a neutral partly because they be
lieved it would have taken too long for the neutral to "get 
up to speed~ on the issues. 

22 
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ensure that the business persons approach the issues in the 

case freshly and as objectively as possible. One attorney 

interviewed indicated that the mini-trial in which he parti

cipated was almost completely undermined by the fact that 

throughout the pre-mini-trial period the attorney on the 

other side had been feeding his business person with progress 

reports on the case. 

The business person should probably be a true busi

ness person as opposed to a lawyer. This is important be

cause a lawyer may be more inclined to be an advocate than a 

negotiator. One attorney involved in a mini-trial which was 

a subject of the Survey expressed resentment that the oppos

ing side had chos~n a lawyer as their "business person."25 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is essential that 

the business persons have authority to bind the companies 

they represent. Absent such authority, the mini-trial may be 

a waste of time. 

25. This mini-trial involved a dispute between a private 
company and a state government arising out of an oil spill. 
The state government appointed a senior lawyer from the 
Attorney General's office rather than a busines person as its 
negotiator. The attorney interviewed about this mini-trial 
represented the company. Ironically, according to the attor
ney for the company, the appointment of the lawyer from the 
Attorney General's office as a negotiator, though seemingly 
unfair at first, turned out well for the company since its 
appointee was a better negotiator than the attorney for the 
state government. 

23 
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Although the role of business persons as decision

makers at mini-trials has been uniformly held to be positive, 

the attorneys interviewed did have a few reservations about 

the participation of business representatives in the process. 

For example, two attorneys stated that presentation exclu

sively to business representatives foste~s unnecessary cost

splitting. These attorneys argued that when issues are pre

sented to businessmen, the tendency is simply to settle for 

half the amount of damages requested by the plaintiff, rather 

than to deliberate carefully with respect to the merits of 

the case. On the other hand, none of these attorneys went so 

far as to say that this tendency merits recourse sole'p to 

the neutral as a decision-maker. 

c) Size of the panel -- As it was originally con

ceived, the mini-trial decision-makers were supposed to be a 

panel of three. However, mini-trials can be presented before 

much larger panels. One of the mini-trials which was a sub

ject of the ABA Survey was conducted before a panel of seven, 

including one business representative and two attorneys from 

each side and one neutral expert. Another mini-trial panel 

consisted of five persons, two business representatives from 

each side plus one neutral. Still another panel had four 

24 
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Similarly, mini-trials can also be conducted before 

a panel smaller than three. Several years ago, one employee 

grievance mini-trial was put on before one person. 27 Addi

~ionally, as noted above, the Sur'ey disclosed that there is 

a trend toward making the requisite presentations before a 

panel of two, which includes one business person from each 

2ide. Generally, most of the attorneys who were interviewed 

for the ABA Survey and participated in mini-trials with large 

panels expressed a preference for a smaller panel. 

E. The Presentations 

1. In-House Counsel, Retained Counsel, or Busi

nessmen -- Mini-trials can be organized and presented by in

side counsel, retained counselor non-legal representatives 

of each party. Thus far, in most reported mini-trials the 

attorneys have been responsible for both the organization and 

26. Another survey mini-trial also was conducted before a 
panel of four. However, this panel included two neutrals 
(including one retired judge) and two business representa
tives. 

27. Although this form would seem to be unattractive to the 
plaintiff-employee, it was successful in the above mini-trial 
primarily because the employee was allowed to pick the execu
tive to serve as the decision maker and chose someone whom he 
trusted. 

25 
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presentation of the proceedings. Of the mini-trials subject 

to the ABA Survey, for example, all but two were conducted 

exclusively by attorneys on both sides. 28 However, if the 

issues are simpler from a legal standpoint, and a claim has 

yet to be filed, it may be possible to have the attorneys 

work on the drafting of the mini-trial agreement and let the 

businessmen do the presentations. One attorney interviewed 

in the ABA Survey indicated that he thought non-lawyers could 

handle mini-trials. Additionally. even where the attorneys 

are in charge of the mini-trial, the mini-trial can be struc

tured so that the decision-makers ask the questions and the 

"presenters" give the answers (see infra at 31). 

In an effort to save costs, more and more mini-

trials are now being handled by inside attorneys. The ABA 

Survey reflects that fourteen of the subject mini-trials were 

run by inside counsel for the corporation. SOMe attorneys 

feel that using retained counsel is preferable since the in

side lawyer may be too close to the dispute. 

Most attorneys agree that whether the "presenters" 

are inside or outside attorneys, it is particularly important 

28. In one of these two Survey mini-trials, an attorney and 
an expert did the presentations for one side, while two 
"technical" persons did the presentations for the other side. 
In the other mini-trial, which involved a patent dispute, one 
of the presenters for one side was a technical person who 
presented arguments as to one issue only. 

26 
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to make one's presentations simple and with flare. This is 

because the presentations usually have to be short and are 

aimed not at judges but at executives who are accustomed to 

hearing advertising-type presentations from subordinates. 

One attorney interviewed for the ABA Survey likened the pre-

sentations to "closing arguments." Not surprisingly, at 

least three attorneys polled in the mini-trial sur.vey indi

cated that attorneys with extensive ~rial experience are 

particularly well suited to the mini-trial. On the other 

hand, as one attorney observed, any trial lawyer involved in 

a mini-trial must remember to be flexible ant! have a mind set 

toward settlement as opposed to all-out litigati.on. Lack of 

such flexibility will invariably inhibit discove[y and frus-

trate the mini-trial process. Trial lawyers must also remem

ber that the tactics required in a mini-trial differ fro~ 

those which are needed in a normal trial. As one nttorney 

noted, for example, in a mini-trial, it is inappropriate to 

"go for the jugular." Indeed, counsel must appear reasona5le 

and be more "delicate" than usual. 29 

2. Length -- The Survey and a review of relat~d 

mini-trial materials indicates that mini-trials typically 

29. In one of the mini-trials that failed to result in a 
settlement, the judge interviewed ~or the Survey indicated 
that the markedly adversarial nature in which the attorneys 
conducted their examination of the witnesses exacerbated the 
dispute between the parties. 
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last f~~~ one to three days though there are few which have 

gone on for a week or more. There appears to be no correct 

length. Disputes which are particularly complex may require 

additional time. To allow time for the information to be 

digested a few mini-trials have even used intervals of two to 

three weeks between sessions (~, two days of mini-trial 

presentations, two weeks of preparation, then a resumption of 

the mini-trial for two days for examinations, summations, 

etc.). 

In general, however, the ABA Survey reflected a 

preference for speed. All but a handful of the mini-trials 

which were the subject of the survey lasted one day. Attor

neys involved in mini-trials which lasted longer than a day, 

said that they would have preferred a shorter mini-trial. On 

the other hand, one attorney involved in a patent case said 

that the brevity of the presentation period was a disadvan

tage because it allowed the patent infringer to argue all his 

defenses, without giving the patentee sufficient time to 

rebut the defenses. 30 

30. In this case, the plaintiff was a patentee suing to pre
vent infringement of its patent. Although the attorney for 
the patentee sought to set up a three-day mini-trial, the 
other side insisted that each side have only one day to make 
its presentations. According to the patentee's attorney this 
resulted in the defendant's "throwing all of its rocks" on 
the second day, thereby leaving the patentee with too little 
time for rebuttal. The patentee's attorney, however, indi-

(footnote continued) 
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3. format -- The key common elements of the format 

of the mini-trial are (1) presentations by both sides to a 

panel of decision-makers followed by (2) discussion or nego

tiation among the panelists. The ABA Survey revealed, how-

ever, that beyond these two basic structural elements, the 

format of a mini-trial can be subject to sUbstantial vari

ation from one mini-trial to another. The Survey reflected, 

for example, that successful mini-trials can be conducted 

both with and with~ut witnesses, documents or questioning by 

either the presenters or the decision-makers. Similarly, 

successful mini-trial presentations may be made in a partic

ular sequence or in free-for-all fashion. 

(i) use of witnesses -- The use of witnesses 

during the "presentations" appears to be inconsistent with 

the spirit of the mini-trial, with its emphasis on negotia

tion and the avoidance of judicial trappings. The former 

judge who served as the facilitator for four mini-trials 

which were the subject of the mini-trial Survey stated that 

having witnesses at a mini-trial "defeats the purpose" of the 

mini-trial. Nevertheless, at least eight of the successful 

mini-trials in the Survey involved the use of witnesses. 31 

cated that· the matter was ultimately resolved to the satis
faction of his client. 

31. One attorney interviewed in the Survey stated that wit
(footnote continued) 
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In one Survey mini-erial involving an employee grievance 

suit, there were a total of nine witnesses. In another Sur-

vey mini-trial, each side presented five witnesses, including 

three employee witnesses, one expert witness plus outside 

counsel. In almost all of these mini-trials, however, the 

rules of evidence used were either quite liberal or nonexis

tent. Indeed, there was no cross-examination at all in two 

of these eight mini-trials. Moreover, in another of these 

eight mini-trials the witnesses functioned more as presenters 

of facts and arguments than as true witnesses. 32 

(ii) use of documents -- The use of documents 

in the presentation phase of the mini-trial is also common. 

In five of the mini-trials studied in the Survey, the parties 

used documents to illustrate various contentions or facts. 

In two such cases, the attorney used binders or notebooks to 

organize the documents. One attorney said that he used ten 

key documents in the mini-trial, weaving these documents into 

nesses were used at his mini-trial merely to "clarify the 
issues." Another attorney interviewed in the Survey stated 
that he called an three witnesses in his mini-trial merely to 
supplement his narrative presentation. 

32. Same attorneys nave suggested the possibility of using 
court reporters at mini-trials so that the parties might have 
transcripts of the proceedings. Although such a practice 
~iqht have its advantages in certain circumstances, most 
attorneys do not favor the idea because they believe that on 
the whole it would undermine the informal atmosphere of the 
mini-trial and create a record that might be discoverable. 
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his narrative presentation to the decision-makers. Three of 

the survey mini-trials involved the use of videotapes, charts 

or slides. 

(iii) question and answer -- Use of a special 

question and answer period following the presentations is 

also common to mini-trials. Eight of the Survey mini-trials 

made use of such a period. 33 In two of these mini-trials the 

question and answer period was a free-for-all, in whiCh any

one could ask questions of anyone else. One attorney indi

cated that this free-form approach was very helpful in clari

fying matters for the decision-makers because the issues in 

the case were so technical. In two others, the decision-

makers were the principal questioners and the attorney-pre

senters were the ones giving the answers. 34 Although the 

decision-makers in one of these two mini-trials were allowed 

to ask questions, they were prohibited from impeding the 

mini-trial process by asking "argumentative" questions. 

(iv) arguments Virtually all of the Survey 

mini-trials involved 45-minute to three-hour statements of 

position or arguments (or summaries of same) by each side. 

33. In one Survey mini-trial there were two such periods, 
one after the initial presentations, another after the re
buttal presentations. 

34. In one of these mini-trials the lawyers were precluded 
from asking any questions. 
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Six of these mini-trials provided for rebuttal time by the 

other party, with the time for such rebuttal ranging from 

one-half hour to one and one half hours for each side. 

F. The Negotiations 

Like the format for the presentation phase of the 

mini-trial process, the structure of the negotiations is 

usually subject to substantial variation from one mini-trial 

to another. In the vast majority of the Survey mini-trials, 

the negotiations were conducted immediately following the 

presentations and included only the business representatives. 

In ~ few of the Survey mini-trials, however, the attorneys 

also participated in the negotiations. 35 Similarly, in a few 

of the Survey mini-trials the neutral engaged actively in the 

negotiations. In one of the unsuccessful mini-trials, the 

parties caucused in three separate rooms and negotiated with 

each othe~ through the neutral. 

As for length, many of the Survey mini-trials 

involved negotiating sessions which lasted from three or four 

hours to a full day. However, a few of the mini-trials 

involved several negotiating sessions over a period of time. 

35. In one Survey mini-trial, the neutral ended up negotiat
ing with the attorneys rather than the business representa
tives, despite the presence of the latter throughout the 
negotiations. 
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As with other elements of the mini-trial, there is no fixed 

way of organizing the negotiations. However, to the extent 

that the attorneys interviewed had comments in this regard, 

many agreed that it is probably wise to minimize the role of 

the lawyers in the process. 

II. Froblems Associated with the Mini-Trial 
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Like any device for resolving disputes, the mini

trial has some inherent problems whic:h may make it unappe8l

ing to certain parties. Two problems in mini-trials which 

are alluded to frequently by attorneys who have participated 

in mini-trials involve initiating the proposal and preserving 

the confidentiality of the process against third parties. 

These areas are discussed at length below. 

A. Initiating the ProposjU 

The first stumbling block in setting up a mini

trial is persuading both the other side and one's client to 

participate in it. This can often be difficult, particularly 

if neither side has had any experience with mini-trials or if 

one or the other believes that it bas either a clear advan

tage or disadvantage in the case. Most of the attorneys 

polled in the ABA Survey whose adversaries had never partici

pated in a mini-trial indicated that they met with resistance 
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from the other side when they suggested a mini-trial. For 

the same reason, a few of these attorneys indicated that they 

had met with resistance from their own client when they sug

gested a mini-trial. It is therefore important to make the 

proposal as attractive as possible to all the parties. 

1. Timing -- Timing the proposal so that it does 

not appear to reflect weakness or strength to the other side 

is critical. Mini-trials are sometimes proposed after beth 

sides have gone through extensive -- and expensive -- discov

ery and the results have been inconclusive. By this time, 

each side has become familiar enough with each other to 

recognize that the proposal is a genuine attempt to resolve 

the dispute and not merely an attempt to gain an advantage 

over one's adversary. Of the twenty-eight mini-trials which 

were the subject of the ABA Survey ten were undertaken well 

after discovery had commenced. 

Most of the attorneys interviewed in the ABA Survey 

favored initiating the proposal as early as possible, even 

before the filing of the lawsuit. One of the ABA Survey 

mini-trials was initiated prior to the filing of a lawsuit 

and settled successfully. In the eyes of most attorneys 

interviewed, the only problem with mini-trials which are pro

posed early is the lack of discovery. A few of the attorneys 

questioned about their participation in mini-trials conducted 
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either before or shortly after commencement of a lawsuit in

dicated that the absence of sufficient discovery beforehand 

was a major drawback in conducting the mini-trials. For 

example, one attorney stated that as a result of not having 

had sufficient discovery, his adversary had a much greater 

command of the facts and as a result, dominated the mini

trial. 36 This problem can be ameliorated for by providing 

for discovery in the mini-trial agreement as pact of the 

preparation for the mini-trial. At least five of the mini

trials which were subject to the ABA Survey provided for 

pre-mini-trial discovery. 
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2. Selecting the Initiator -- Determining who 

should make the proposal is often a critical decision. Where 

both sides are represented by retained counsel and the liti

gation has been acrimonious, it may be preferable for inside 

counsel to make the proposal to his counterpart on the other 

side. Where the parties have an ongoing commercial relation

ship the proposal can also be made by a business representa

tive in a discussion with his counterpart from the other 

side. Finally, a party may want to consider having a third 

36. Another attorney expressed regret that because of the 
inadequacy of discovery prior to his mini-trial, there was 
insufficient opportulJity to determine whether there were any 
"smoking guns" in the documents of the other side. 
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party with no connection to the dispute whatsoever make the 

proposal. 

B. Keeping Mini-Trial Statements Confidential 

Another major problem is the discoverability of 

mini-trial statements. Although there is substantial case 

law protecting settlement discussions from discovery, which 

should be applicable to the mini-trial context, under Rule 

408 there is little to prevent third parties from compelling 

disclosure of mini-trial statements or even the opinions of 

neutral experts. In one case, for example, Grumman Aerosp~ 

~. v. Titanium Metals Corp., 91 F.R.D. 84 (E.D.N.Y. 1981) 

the court granted a motion to enforce a subpoena for a 

special fact-finding report prepared by a neutral advisor in 

connection with a settlement in an unrelated dispute. Pro

duction of the report was ordered even though the report was 

subject to a confidentiality agreement which limited use of 

the report in litigation. In its decision, the court held 

that private parties could not be allowed "to contract pri

vately for the confidentiality of documents, and foreclose 

others from obtaining in the course of litigation, materials 

that are relevant to their efforts to vindicate a legal posi

tion." The court noted that "(t]o hold otherwise would 
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clearly not serve the truth-seeking function of discovery in 

federal litigation." 

In light of thi~ decision, parties to a mini-trial 

should take great c~re in protecting the confidentiality of 

the neutral's role in a mini-trial. Apart from requiring the 

neutral to sign a secrecy agreement, the parties may consider 

having the neutral give an oral opinion, or no opinion at 

all. 37 

III. Types of Disputes Suitable for Mini-Trial 

Although, theoretically, any dispute might be suit

able for resolution by way of a mini-trial, historically cer

tain kinds of cases have been considered particularly suit

able for mini-trial treatment. Conversely, other kinds of 

cases have been thought to be inherently unsuitable to the 

mini-trial form. This s~?tion of the report discusses these 

case-suitability issues particularly as reflected in the ABA 

Survey. 

37. For an extensive discussion of this problem ~ Restivo 
and Mangus, "Alternative Dispute Resolution: Confidential 
Problem-Solving or Every Man's Evidence," in Fine, Mini-trial 
Workbook, ~ at 61-76. 
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A. General 

participants in and students of the mini-trial as a 

device for resolving disputes typically believe that a case 

is suitable for a mini-trial only if the parties really wish 

to settle their differences. The ABA Survey confirmed this 

view inasmuch as most of the attorneys interviewed agreed 

that a commitment to settle on the part of the parties was 

critical to the success of the mini-trial. Parties in a 

"swearing contest" will neither be interested in nor aided by 

a mini-teial. 

B. Mixed Law and Fact 

Commentators on the mini-trial have always claimed 

that the type of lawsuit best suited to a mini-trial is one 

with mixed questions of law and fact. Theoretically, this is 

because such cases are not "clear winners." By contrast, 

cases involving purely legal questions are thought not to be 

suitable since presumptively they can more readily be re

solved by way of summary judgment. 38 Similarly, it has been 

believed that cases which involve numerous fact issues, be-

cause they oEten require extensive discovery, also do not 

38. In the Survey mini-trial involving asbestos (a court
ordered mini-trial), the attorney interviewed claimed that 
his case could and should have been resolved by way of 
summary judgment. 
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lend themselves to an abbreviated form of dispute resolution 

such as the mini-trial. 

The ABA Survey, however, reflects that the mixed 

fact-and-law case is not the only one suited to the mini

trial. One attorney interviewed for the ABA Survey, for ex

ample, indicated that a dispute involving purely legal issues 

and no fact issues could also be resolved by way of a mini

trial. Moreover, several of the successful mini-trials sub-

ject to the ABA Survey involved disputes in which complex and 

technical fact issues predominated. 

C. Cases Involving Long Term Business 
Relationships 

Cases between corporate entities who have an ongo-

ing comm~rcial relationship have also been viewed as good 

candidates for mini-trials. This is because the bad feelings 

which often arise in the context of long drawn-out litiga

tions can usually be avoided in the mini-trial because of its 

brevity and more informal structure. 

The ABA Survey confirmed that this type of case is 

among the most suitable for resolution by way of a mini

trial. In at least three of the mini-trials which were the 

subject of the ABA Survey, the parties enjoyed an ongoing 

39 
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QQ~~rcial relationship with each other and all of these 

mini-trials resulted in a settlement. 

D. Cases Involving Large Monetary Amount~ 

Although a mini-trial can be used no matter what 

the amount in controversy is, from the point of view of the 

parties, the mini-trial has always been thought to be more 

attractive in cases involving larger dollar amounts. This is 

because the savings to the parties are by comparison more 

significant in big cases. As discussed earlier, nine of the 

subject mini-trials involved claims ranging from $1.9 to 40 

million dollars while three others invoived $500,000 claims. 

Whether or not the mini-trial is suitable for disputes in

volving substantially smaller amounts, however, has yet to be 

shown, since almost all mini-trials have involved sums in 

excess of $100,000 and familiarity with the mini-trial format 

still remains largely the monopoly of a relatively small 

number of attorneys and corporate clients. 

E. Transnational Disputes 

Because disputants are often reluctant to litigate 

in a foreign adversary's court system, mini-trials have be

come attractive to parties involved in transnational dis

putes. As compared with another form of alternate dispute 
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resolution, ~, arbitration, the mini-trial has substantial 

advantages in that 1) it gives the parties much greater free

dom in setting up the format-and rules for the proceeding and 

2i is usually non-binding and, therefore, involves much less 

risk. Although only one of the mini-trials which was subject 

to the ABA Survey involved a transnational dispute, this 

mini-trial did prove to be a success. A recent compilation 

of summaries of successful mini-trials confirmed that at 

least one other successful mini-trial in the United States 

has involved a tran~national dispute. 39 

F. Cases Where Only Damages Are At Issue 

Cases in which the parties agree on liability but 

differ on the question of damages appear to be ideal for the 

mini-trial. These cases often involve parties who truly want 

to settle their differences but simply do not know how. They 

may also involve cases in which the parties are afraid that 

they will lose face, either by paying more or accepting less 

than they think they should. The mini-trial is a perfect 

solution for these cases because it allows for an up-front 

discussion of the damage issue with feedback from an advisor 

whose recommendations need not be binding. One of the mini-

39. See Fine, Mini-Trial Workbook, ~ at 52 (U.S. German 
mini-trial summarized). 
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trials which was a subject of the ABA Survey resolved just 

such a dispute. 

G. Particular Legal Areas suitable to 
Resolutions via Mini-Trial 

1. Patent infringement -- Commentators have always 

held that a lawsuit involving patents is quite suitable to 

the mini-trial because such a lawsuit is potentially long, 

expensive, and highly technical. 40 The results of the ABA 

Survey, however, do not appear to support this widely held 

view. One attorney polled in the ABA Survey was involved in 

two mini-trials relating to patents, neither of which ended 

well (one broke down during the presentation,stage, while the 

other collapsed during negotiations on format). Another 

attorney stated that he thought that patent cases were com

pletely unsuitable for resolution by way of mini-trial be

cause such disputes involve "black or white" type answers 

("Either the patent is valid or it isn't"). 

2. Products Liability -- For the same reasons that 

have been held to apply to patent suits, products liability 

suits have also been thought to lend themselves to resolution 

through mini-trials, particularly if they are between the 

40. For an extensive discussion of why such disputes are 
thought to be particularly suitable ~ Borovoy, Roger and 
Janicke, "The Mini-Trial Approach to Resolving Patent 
Disputes", 62 J. Pat. Off. Soc'y 337 (June 1980). 
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manufacturer and a distributor or retailer. The ABA Survey 

confirms this inasmuch as five of the twenty-eight subject 

mini-trials involved products liability issues and all of 

them settled to the satisfaction of the parties. However, as 

noted above, product liability suits in which the plaintiffs 

are victims of personal injury are generally believed by 

those surveyed not to be suitable for mini-trials. 

3. Contract -- Contract cases involving government 

contracts, or construction and supply contracts are also 

quite suitable for mini-trial treatment because they often 

involve a blending of law and fact. Fifteen of the mini

trials ~ubject to the ABA Survey were contract cases and all 

of them were settled favorably through the mini-trial pro-

cess. Five of the cases involved construction contracts. 

IV. Types of Disputes Not Suitable For Resolution 
via Mini-Trial 

1. Individual Versus the Corporation 

Most mini-trials h~ve been employed in situations 

where both parties are corporate entities. It has generally 

been thought that cases in which an individual is pitted 

against a corporation, ~, personal injury cases, are not 

suitable for mini-trials simply because such cases are usual-
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ly too emotionally charged. 41 The attorneys polled in the 

ABA Survey ag~eed that lawsuits involving individuals do not 

lend themselves to resolution via mini-trial. At least four 

of the attorneys interviewed, for example, stated that cases 

involving individual plaintiffs are not suitable for mini

trials. One of the reasons for this is that individual 

plaintiffs cannot recover punitive damages in mini-trials and 

are therefore unlikely to be attracted to this alternative to 

litigation. 

2. Other Types of Cases Not Suitable For 
Mini-Trials. 

In addition to cases pitting individuals against 

corporations, there are other cases which some attorneys 

interviewed in the ABA Survey indicated may not be suitable 

for mini-trial treatment. One attorney, for example, noted 

that actions in equity are not amenable to mini-trials be

cause they are more difficult to compromise than actions at 

law. This same attorney also noted that cases where a state 

or local government is a party may not be appropriate for a 

mini-trial because such parties often cannot be as flexible 

41. One attorney interviewed in the Survey indicatp.d that 
such mini-trials also are not suitable because they are of ken 
controlled by plaintiffs' attorneys hired on a contingency 
basis, and by claims adjusters, neither of whom has an inter
est in settlement. 
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in resolving a dispute as private parties can be. According 

to at least two other attorneys interviewed, cases involving 

witness credibility are generally less suitable for a mini

trial. 

Additionally, the Survey revealed that for logis

tical reasons mini-trials involving numerous parties may be 

more problematic in setting up than those which concern two 

parties only. In one of the Survey mini-trials which in

volved more than two parties, for example, no settlement was 

reached partly because of communications problems in laying 

out ground rules. Another Survey mini-trial involving more 

than two parties never took place because it was simply too 

difficult ultimately to persuade all of the parties (there 

were four of them) to engage in the mini-trial. 

V. Conclusions and Reco~nendations 

A. Conclusions; Summarizing the Results of the 
Survey 

On the whole, the results of the ABA Survey showed 

that mini-trials continue to be highly effective alternate 

tools of dispute resolution for various kinds of cases. In

deed, all but four of the mini-trials which were the subject 
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of the survey ended in a final settlement,42 and sixteen of 

the nineteen attorneys interviewed indicated that they were 

pleased with the outcome and were enthusiastic about engaging 

in a mini-trial again. 43 Several attorneys indicated that 

even if the mini-trials in which they were involved had not 

led to settlement, they would still have considered them to 

be beneficial because they forced the parties to come to 

grips with the issues sooner than they ordinarily would have. 

One of the attorneys interviewed indicated that the mini

trial also gives each side a good look at the trial skills of 

the other, thereby providing the parties with valuable infor

mation about trial strategy which can be used later, in the 

event that the mini-trial fails to bring about a settlement. 

The results of the ABA Survey also confirmed that 

speed, cost-efficiency, and flexibility, in that order, con

tinue to account for the current popularity of the mini

trial. All the attorneys interviewed in the survey indicated 

that the mini-trial process was an expeditious means of re

solving disputes. Indeed, none of the mini-trials which were 

42. Three of these four mini-trials never reached the 
presentation stage. The fourth mini-trial went through both 
the presentation and negotiation stages but never settled. 

43. One of the three attorneys who did not express his un
qualified endorsement of the process indicated that he 
thought the mini-trial was only a "limited success." The 
other two attorneys were both displeased with the outcome and 
"pessimistic" about their use of the mini-trial device again. 
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the subject of the ABA Survey lasted more than three days, 

and over half of them lasted only one day or less. Moreover, 

the preparation period for most of these mini-trials (a 

period usually devoted to depositions or an exchange of docu

ments) never exceeded 90 days. 

The attorneys interviewed in the ABA Survey also 

stated that mini-trials had led to substantial cost savings. 

One of these attorneys noted that the mini-trial saves costs 

not only because it shortens the dispute resolution period 

but also because it can be organized and run by inside attor

neys and can make use of inside experts. Although the magni

tude of these cost savings is always difficult to measure, 

some attorneys interviewed indicated that their savings 

amounted to as much as $300,000-400,000. Other attorneys 

interviewed !;tated that the costs of their mini-trials were 

10% to 15% of what a trial for the same case would have bp; n. 

Additionally, the cowments of most of the attorneys inter

viewed reflected that the flexibility of the mini-trial, par

ticularly the ability to adjust the format of the mini-trial, 

was one of its most attractive features. 
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As demonstrated above, four of the Survey mini

trials (both actual and proposed) did not achieve their ob

jectives. Although no common factor can account for the un

satisfactory results in those mini-trials, one or more of the 
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following appears to have contributed to such results: 

inability to coordinate multiple parties; lack of commJnica

tion regarding ground rules; a tendency to treat the mini

trial as a regular trial; and a reluctance to settle the 

dispute. Most of these problems (i.e. lack of communication 

regarding ground rules, adversarial treatment of the mini

trial, inability to coordinate multiple parties) probably 

could have been averted had the parties known more about the 

mini-trial process. 

B. Recommendations. 

1. General 

Based on the results of the Survey, both inside and 

outside attorneys should be encouraged to consider the mini

trial as a means of resolving a variety of different types of 

disputes. Although parties should be encouraged to use the 

mini-trial to resolve disputes involving very large sums of 

money, they should not be discouraged from using the mini

trial in cases which involve lesser sums, so long as the par

ties are seriollsly committed to settlement. Similarly, 

although parties should be encouraged to consider construc

tion contract and product liability claims as particularly 

well-suited to the mini-trial, they should not hesitate to 
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view the mini-trial as a means of resolving other types of 

disputes. 
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In deciding how to set up the mini-trial, (i.e. the 

agreement, the presentations, the negotiations, etc.), attor

neys should be encouraged to be as flexible as possible, but 

should be advised against entering a mini-trial without first 

agreeing on a few basic rules. To the extent possible, the 

parties should attempt to avoid replicating the judicial pro

cess at the mini-trial (e.g., examinations of witnesses 

should be dispensed with, or, at the very least, conducted 

very informally). If the parties enter into a detailed 

written mini-trial agreement regarding the'deadlines and 

format of the mini-trial, they should have an understanding 

which allows for occasional departures from the agreement. 

Attorneys should be encouraged to use business rep

resentatives as their primary decision-makers and neutrals as 

facilitators, particularly where the issues are highly tech

nical and the business representatives will likely want ad

vice from an expert. The parties should also be advised, 

however, that they can dispense with the neutral -- and save 

substantial costs i,i the process -- in most other cases, in

cluding cases where the legal or factual issues are straight

forward and the business representatives have a working rela

tionship. 
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In order to encourage resort to the mini-trial the 

parties should be encouraged to incl"de provisions in the 

contracts they draft which proviae for mandatory recourse to 

a mini-trial prior to the institution of a lawsuit. Inside 

attorneys should consider adopting a policy which commits 

their companies to exploring mini-trial possibilities with 

any other company which follows the same policy. Over 200 

companies have adopted a policy which cOlrunits them to explor

ing some form of alternative dispute resolution, including 

possibly a mini-trial, and have signed policy statements to 

that effect. 

2. Evaluating a case for Mini-Trial SuitabilitY 

a) Who should do it? -- In order to increase the 

use of mini-trials, a special mechanism should be devised for 

examining the suitability of a case for ADR both at law firms 

and in large corporations. If the dispute has not reached 

litigation, the review should be done in-house by an attorney 

or committee of attorneys in conjunction with the key busi

nessmen overseeing the commercial relationship with the other 

party. If possible, the inside attorney should, where possi

ble, be someone with prior experience in mini-trials. 44 

44. One of the inside attorneys interviewed for the ABA 
Survey indicated that as a result of the success of a mini
trial in which he was involved, his company instituted a 
policy whereby all cases involving damages in excess of 

(footnote continued) 
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If a claim has already been filed in court, and the 

matter is in the hands of retained counsel, the retained 

attorney(s) should perform the same kind of review before 

pursuing the litigation. 45 If after such a review it is 

decided that the case may be suitable for a mini-trial but 

not until a later time, some mechanism for subsequent review 

should be developed. Another method of evaluation, whether 

the case is in the hands of inside or outside counsel, is to 

consult an organization which ~ponsors alternate dispute 

resolution, such as Endispute or the Center for Public Re-

sources. 

b) What should the review entail? Any review for 

mini-trial suitability should consider the following: 

(i) The extent to which the case lends it

self to summary judgment; 

$50,000 are now reviewed for suitability for resolution by 
mini-trial. 

45. One large law firm in Chicago has established a Negoti
ation-Dispute Resolution Department which explores mini-trial 
and other options with the firm's litigators. Another law 
firm has set up a firm-wide policy of discussing the possible 
use of mini-trials with its clients. This firm has also 
assigned someone to be an ADR ~pecialist to monitor new 
developments in the field and make recommendations regarding 
neutral advisors. ~g Fine, Mini-Trial Workbook, sup~a at 
11-12. 
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(ii) The importance of maintaining a commer

cial relationship with the othe~ party (if such a relation

ship exists): 

(iii) The extent of the costs to be saved by 

use of the mini-trial: 

(iv) The potential harm which might arise if 

information disclosed at the mini-trial is later obtained by 

third parties: 

(v) The probability (if it can be deter

mined) of reaching agreement with the other party as to the 

form, the neutral expert or other aspects of the mini-trial 

process. 
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1'bia report 111'&8 prepar0d for the Adlll1ni1ltrGtiv0 Conference of the United 
Statea. The views expressed are t~<!I author's alone and do not necEisaully renect 
those of the Conference, ita Com~tteea, or staff. Portiona ot the report were 
remed prior to pUblication to .'I'e(ii8(':\t !Subsequent developments in thea CllS0 law. 
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m 
AD WIHIS'l'lU.l'lYE AltBI'rl!.A.'l'IO ~ 

Arbitra tion i.:s !l po wer!ul, widely u.:sed di.:sput e re.:so! ution technique. FOI" 
,C' example, the American ArbItration A.:s.:sociation ha.:s over 60,000 arbitratol".:s on it.!! 

ro.:stet':4~ and more than 45,000 mattet'.:s are retet't'ed to it annually tOI" resolu
tion.45 It.:! u.:se has been endor.:sed and .supported by the U.S. Arbitration Act46 
which direct.:! court!! to entorce arbitration agreement.:! and their re!lulting award.:!. 
The Unitorm Arbitration Act, which !orm.s the ba.sb tor legislation in mOl"e than 
hal! the :state!l, e.:stab!!she.:s a .:slmilat' pl"ovi!!ion tOI" .:state law. C.:Jurt annexed 
at'bitration i.:s growing in populat'ity and cUl"rently at lea.:st 16 .:state.:s employ .some 
.:sort ot arbItration pl"ogram a!l an (l.dJunct to the court.:s. 47 

Becau.:se arbItration re!lult.:s In a dec!.:sion that I.:s Imposed Oli the partie.:s, it.:s 
U.:Ie I.:s particularly appropriate tor re.:solving "di.:!tributional" d.t!lputes in which a 
better bargain ,tOI" one party mean.:s le.:s!l tot" the other. 48 Reaching an agreement 
through direct negot1l\tion !.:s particularly di!!lcult In tho.:se .:situation.:!. Arbitration 
trequently .:serve!l a!l to. :t!muIu.:s to .:settle, however, .:sInce partie.:s are torced to 
prepare theIr ca!le.:! tor llre.:sentation to the arbitrator, and they will al.:so have co 
d1.:scount the poten tial ot !l.n 'adver:se deci:slon. Hence, like pl"eparing tor trial, the 

42. Goldberg, Green, and Sander, !lupra note 9, at 19. 

43. Galanter, ReadIn,!, the Land:scape 0' Disputes: What We Know and Don't 
Know (and Think We Know) About our Allegedly Contentiou!l and Utigious 

,Society, 31 UCLA L. Rev • .{ (1983J. 

44. Telephone interview with Irene Conway, American Arb1tratlon A!I!lociation. 

45. Telephone Interview with Earl Bader.:schneider, American Arbitration A!I!Ioc!ation. 

46. 9 U.S.C. § .l.et .:seq. 

47. Dlscute Re!lolution Porum (Aug. 1985) at 2. 

48. Schelling, The Strate::;" ot Contllct, (1960) at 21. 
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potential of an arbitral award will ltsel! change the parties' BATNA. Similarly, 
the parties can agree to submit their dispute to arbitration but not be bound by 
the arbitrator's decision. In that case, the a ward will serve as the basis for 
further negotiation. 

Voluntary versus Mandatory. 

There are essentially three types of arbitration and, since the relationship 
between the parties and the process itsel! may vary one trom another, it is 
important to keep the distinctions in mind. 

The first two types are voluntary, in which the parties agree to submit the 
dispute to arbitI'ation. In the tirst, the agreement is made betore any dispute 
arises. The agreement will typically be made in a cont1'act which provides that 
any dispute arising under it will be submitted to arbitration. The provisions of 
the arbitration may then be set out. The second torm is where the parties agree 
to submit a dispute that has arisen to arbitration instead ot using some other 
process, such as litigation, tor resolving it. 49 Although the two are d1tferent lor 
some purpoaes, tor the most part they are similar in their e!!ect on the nature of 
the arbitration process. One major ditference, however, is that a party that 
entered into a pre-dispute agreement to arbitration may change its mind once the 
dispute arises and seek to use some other process once confronted with the actual 
prospect of an arbitration. 50 Under such a situation, the parties may not be tully 
cooperative with each other in designing a system, and the coercion of the courts 
in enforcing an agreement to arbitrate may be needed. 

The third type is where the process is imposed on the parties: it is the 
. only forum available tor resolving the matter, at least in the tirst instance. 

Mandatory court annexed arbitration is such an example. In these cases, the 
parties are generally not as tree, it inde.ed at all, to deUne the process that will 
be used. 

Nature ot Arbitration. 

Arbitration has no set, detinite proces5, and indeed that Is one of its main 
attractions. It is an inherently flexible procedure. Common threads run through 
most arbitration programs in the private sector, howeverl 

Private Neutral. A private individual serves as the arbitrator. That is, the 
arbitrator generally does not serve in any oUicial, governmental role, although 

49. There is a perception among some who are tamil1ar with corporate dispute 
resolution that the vast majority of arbitrations are pursuant to pre-dispute 
agreements. Parties appear to be much more reluctant to submit an existing 
dispute to arbitration, but rather tend to tavor litigation instead. Testimony 
of Michael F. Hollering, General Counsel of American Arbitration, at ACUS 
Hearings on Agency Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution by Admin1stntive 
Agencies, May 2, 1986. Conversation with Jonathan Marks, President, EnDis
pute, Inc. 

50. See, e.g., Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, 105 S.Ct, 3346 
(1985); Hergel and Salpeter, Alternative Dispute Resolution May Have Limits, 
Legal Times (Dec. 23/30 1985) at 9. 
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there is nothing to prevent the arbitrator trom being a iSovernment oUielal absent 
any contlict of Interest. 

Parties Choose Arbitrator. The parties are usually able to select the 
Ql'bitrator. This enables them to choose someone in whom they have confidence. 
In some Instances it is Important that they can select someone who has technical 
expertise in the subject matter of the dispute. That enables the parties to get 
right to the merits of the dispute, as opposed to having to educate a generalist
Judge with sutticient background so the matter can be put in perspective. It also 
enables the arbitrator to exercise a professional judgment based on experience and 
technical insight instead of solely on a "record" generated by the parties. 

The parties themselves may Identity an appropriate person or may select 
trom a llst tendered to them by an organization such as the American Arbitration 
Association. That choice may result trom the parties' ranking those on the list 
and the person with the highest rank being selected, or each party may be 
permitted to strike a name, so that anyone not stricken could serve. If the 
parties are not permitted to choose, as Is customary In the court annexed 
arbItration programs, a panel ot three arbitrators olten serves and a decision is 
made by majority vote. The arbitration in such programs Is customartly nonbind
Ing. 

Parties Can Select the Norm. The parties can decide what standard the 
arbitrator will apply. It may be the law of a particular jurisdiction, the rules of 
some or"'6anization, or the ethos ot the milieu in which the dispute arose. The 
norm may also be, and frequently Is, the arbitrator's "own brand ot justice."51 It 
the arbitration program is imposed on the parties, the arbitrator will customarily 
apply the prevailing law or other established norm of the organization imposing 
the requirement. 

Flexible Procedure. Since arbitration is a private dispute resolution process, 
the parties themselves can design its procedures. They can range from a virtually 
total emulation .,r. a court process to the most informal and ad hoc. In some 
instances, full discovery is permitted and enforced on pain of default. In other 
cases major documents or other evidence on which a party will rely, are ex
changed prior to hearing and In others nothing happens bet ore the hearing. 
Organizations such all the AAA and the National Academy of Conciliators publish 
rules that are designed to govern the arbitration proceedings in particular sub
stantive areasi52 they can serve as the "default" rules that will apply unless 
modified by agreement or. the parties. Because it Is not a public process, the 
proceedings and the result can be kept private and contidentill.l. 

The common denominator in the process Is that, '..tnless they settle,53 the 

51. Jones, His Own Brand of Industrial Justice: !lit', iltalklng Horse of Judicial 
Review of Labor Arbitration, 30 UCLA L. Rev. 881 (!S83). 

52. See, PBGe, FIFRA in App. II. 

53. It appears from preliminary research that many fewer cases that are 
submitted to arbitration settle as compared to those that go to trial. 
Whereas many do settle on the eve of the hearing, perhaps only haIt as 
many do 80 as are settled prior ." a trial. This ia perhaps surprising, and 
certainly something that needs to be borne In mind when considering 
InstitutionaUzing arbitration on a broad scale. 
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parties submit evidence and argument to the arbitrator who makes the decision. 
As a result of the !1exible procedure and the fact that the parties can select the 
arbitrator, the process can be conducted quite expeditiously should they wish, in 
terms ot the time trom when the dispute arises to the hearing, the length ot the 
hearing itse!!, and the time from the close ot the hearing to the decision. The 
parties can determine the trade ott between the formality they desire and the 
need tor expedition. 

While certainly one ot the hallmarks and putative benefits of arbitration is 
its reduced transactions cost in terms of time and resources, that is not always 
the case. In some instances the arbitration will look for all the world precisely 
like a trial with a full complement ot discovery, sworn witnesses, briefs, and so 
on. 54 Even then, the process may still be more expeditious than a court since 
pNsumably the hearing can be scheduled more rapidly than a judicial calendar 
would usually permit. But, bel ore embracing arbitration as a means lor resolving 
a dispute the nature ot the arbitration process that is contemplated must also be 
consIdered to 6iiS\i're that the desired beneUts will actually materialize. 

Award. Typically, the decision in an arbitration is only an award: a tinal 
result;""WItilout elaboration on the tacts found or the resolution ot the individual 
issues prest'lnted. 55 Sometimes, ot course, the decision is supported by a brief 
recitation ot the facts and conclusions. 

Finality. One ot the primary benetits attributed to traditional arbitration is 
its finality. Once an award is made it may be subjected to only llmited additional 
reView, in court or otherwise. 56 As one leading commentator has said: 

54. i..~tter ot April 25, 1986 trom Chief Administrative Law Judge Naham Litt to 
Charles Pou; testimony of Stanley Johnson at ACUS hearings, supra note 49. 

55. Goldberg, A Lawyer's Guide to Commercial Arbitration (1919) at 62, 65. 

56. The provision ot the U. S. Arbitration Act pertaining to judicial review is 
extremely limited: 

In either of the tollowing cases the United States court In and for the 
district wherein the award was made may make an order vacating the award 
upon the application of any party to the arbitration --

(a) Where the award was procured by corruption, traud, or 
undue means. 

(b) Where there was evident partiality or corruption in the 
arbitrators, or either of them. 

(c) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in ro!using to 
postpone the hearing, upon sUf!1cient cause shown, or in refusing 
to hear evidence pertinent and mllterial to the controversy; or of 
any other misbehavior' by which the rights ot any party have been 
prejudiced. 

(d) Where the arbitrators exceeded their powers, or so imperfectly 
executed them that 8, mutual, tinal, and definite award upon the 
subject matter submitted was not made. 

(continued ••• ) 
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The essence 01: the law 01: arbitration is that the scope ot jUdicial 
review ot arbitration awards is very limited. When the arbitrators are 
properly selected, conduct an orderly hearing at which all parties have 
a 1:air chance to present their proo1:s and render an intelligible award 
within the scope 01: their authority, the courts wUI confirm and enforce 
the a ward. 57 

Or, as another explained: 

The courts will not review the merits 01: the a ward and confirmation 
will not be denied, nor will vacatur be granted, upon a showing 01: 
error of law or 1:act on the part of the arbitrators. The court's inquiry 
is con!1ned to determining whether the award f&l1s within the authority 
01: the arbitrators, whether In form it re!lects the honest decision 01: 
the arbitrators and whether the hearing generally comported with 
accepted standards of due process. 58 

The relationship between courts and arbitration is !tseIt a bit complex and 
evolving,59 but its essence is that it is very Umited. 

Quality Control. The quaHty control in arbitration -- the reason people use 
it and have con.fidence in it -- is the ability to choose the arbitrator and the 
minimal rules under which the process operates. They obtain in retllrn, an 
expeditious decision60 that is within tile bounds of IIcceptabiUty. 

But, it is likely that the arbitration proceeding will be more abbreviated 
than a trial and that some ot the judicial procedures designed to ensure ac-

56.( ••• con tinued) 

(e) Where an award is vacated and the time within which the 
agreement required the award to be made has not expired the 
court may, in its discretion, direct a rehearing by the arbitrators. 

9 U.S.C. 610. 

57. Goldberg, A Lawyers Guide to Arbitration (2d Ed. ALI 1983) p. 81. 

58. Kreindler, Arbitration Practice Under Federal Law, 18 Forum 348, 357 (1983). 
And see,. 9 U. S. C. 6 10, 11. 

59. Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth Inc. 105 S. Ct. 3348 
(1985); AT&: T Technologies, Inc. v. Communication Workers 01: America, 106 
S, Ct. 1415 U91l6); Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. v. Byrd, 105 S. Ct. 1238 (1985). 

60. The often cHEll! major advantages ot arbitration is Its expedition and its 
.finality -- it is a means of quickly resolving the dispute within the boundS 
ot acceptability. Statement ot Kay Mc Murray, Director, Federal Mediation 
and Conciliation Service, and Michael F. Hollering, General Counsel ot 
American Arbitration Association at ACUS Hearings, supra note 49. Thus, i! 
the procedures of an arbitration are unduly complex or it subjected to 
searching review, its primary value Is lost and, absent other needs the 
matter would likely be better resolved In a luU trial. 
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curacy61 will not be used. It is, therefore, perhaps inappropriate to expect that 
arbitration and trials would reach the same result in every case. In some 
instances arbitration may be viewed as the more accurate because of its !lexible 
nature and its ability to draw on technical expei'tise. In other instances, the 
quality control procedures of the courts would be expected to reach a more 
"accurate" resolution. The question then becomes how much of a spread between 
the two is aaceptable and at what cost.62 

Benefits/Uses. To summarize and extend, arbitration is a particularly 
attractive means of dispute resolution when one or more of the following factors 
are present:63 

o Time or transactions costs are more important than the "accuracy" of 
anyone decision. 64 

o No decision Is of critical importance to any party.65 

o Technice.l expertise is important for the decision maker. 

o The parties want to choose the basis of the decision, especially 1! it is 
to be d1!ferent from the law that would be applied in a judicial 
proceeding. 

o The parties desire privacy. 

Drawbacks. Arbitration is generally not particularly suited where: 

61. E.g. enforced discovery; findings ol lact and conclusions of law; subpoena of. 
witnesses; appeals. 

82. Many people clearly have a knee jerk reaction to arbitration as simply a 
sophisticated way to "split the di!terence" between the parties. That is, 
these people seem to feel impulsively that the arbitrator will not make an 
honest effort to apply the designated norms to the facts. Similar allegations 
can, and frequently are, much of virtually ~ decisional process. It seems a 
particularly unfortunate bias with respect to arbitration, however. In th'3 
abstract, if the parties are careful in selecting the arbitrator, the proble m 
should not arise. More empirically, however, parties familiar with arbitration 
generally tind it a satisfying way at resolving disputes with integrity. 

63. Paths to Justice, supra note 24, at 34; Goldberg, Green, and Sanders, supra 
note 9, at 8-9. 

64. For example, in a commercial or construction dispute, it may be more 
important to reach some decision than ensuring that it is "accurate" in the 
sense of emulating 'til'edecision a court would reach. That is necessary so 
the par-ties can get on with business based on the deciSion. 

65. Arbitration Is frequently used where many claims need to be resolved 
expedItiously, no one of which is of fundamental importance to the parties. 
The parties may in fact integrate a large number of individual claims. For 
example, a labor union and a company will be parties to an arbitration 
agreement to resolve a variety of separate disputes. Whatever the variation 
of the a ward, "on the average" they would not only be acceptable but 
preferable to a more intenSive form of resolution. 
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o Uniform results are desired -- reaching similar results in similar cases. 

o The development of a "common law" or significant policy that will 
govern future d'ecisions is importan· 

" Maintaining established norms or policies is important;66 in these cases 
it is decided that the public policy expressed in established law 
outweighs the ability at the parties to alter it by selecting the norms 
or even the torum where the law will be applied. 67 

o Public scrutiny of the process and the result is desired. 

q Strict "quality control" is important and cannot be'supplied by providing 
for the technical expertise at the arbiter. 

o The matter a!!ects some who are not part1es so that they will lack the 
ability to protect their interests in the outcome. 

Administrative Arbitration 

The putative bene!1ts or arbitration are attractive indeed. Interestingly, some 
of the major reasons for the establishment at administrative programs and 
administrative, as opposed to judicial, adjudication was to tap many or these same 
virtues. For example, one early case, which exhibited a residual concern and 
dhcomfort with agencies, characterized their benefits: 

[T]he obvious purpose or the legislation [is] to furnish a 
prompt, continuous, expert and inexpensive method for 
dealing with a class of questions at fact which are peculiarly 
suited to examination and determination by an administrative 
agency specially assigned to that task. The object is to 
secure ••• an immediate investigation and a sound practical 
Judgment, and the efficacy of the plan depends upon the 
tinality of the determinations of fact with respect to the 
circumstances, nature, extent, and consequences or the 
[issues presented]. 68 

The benefits of administrative decisions have been described more recently 

66. Wilco v. Swann, 346 U. S. 427 (1953); Alexander v. Gardener-Denver Co., 415 
U.S, 36 (1974) (Title VII claims should be heard de novo in Federal Court 
even after they have been heard in a grievance arbitration). Katsoris, The 
Arbitration of a Public Securities Dispute, 53 Fordham L, Rev. 279 (1984);' 
Edwards, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Panacea or Anathema?, 99 Harv. L. 
Rev. 668 (1986); FiBS, Against Settlement, 93 Yale L. J. 1073 (1984); Schoen
brod, Limits and Dangers of Environmental Mediation! A Review Essay, 58 
N.Y.U.L.Rev. 1453 (1983). 

67. Paths to Justice, supra note 24, at 34. 

68. Crowell v. Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932). 
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as avoiding judicial delays, application ot expertise, and their eHiclency.69 Thus, 
the ree.sons giving rise to the current interest In arbitration and other torms ot: 
disputo resolution are a resounding echo ot: the very basis for the establishment 
ot administrativE! agencies. But now agencies themselves tace crushing case-
10ads70 and are themselves accused of exhibiting problems similar to those of the 
courts tor which they were to be the cure.71 It is surely not surprising, 
therefore, that agencies,72 Congress,73 and private organizaUons74 are anxious to 
tind new ways to address the dl!ficul ties. Since the non-JudIcial forms of dispute 
resolUtion frequently fulfill the promise, their use in or adaptation to the 
administrative process is to be encouraged. 

Dispute resolution techniques can provide an entirely new range ot tools tor 
making administrative decisions or even alleviating the need for governmental 
decisions. 75 Thus, for example, they could take the burden ott e.n overworked 
adjudicatory process and provide better ~justice" at the same time. They can also 
provide a means ot partiCipation tar better than that supplied by the APA itself, 
even under judicial gloss adding requirements. 

Some problems that are addre.ssed through command and control regulation 
can also be better addressed by establishing a dispute resolution mechanism to 
resolve individual disagreements in a tar more personal, factual based means than 

69. Administrative agencies are both efticient and speedy; and ••• [a]gencies 
provide modern government with the intormallty of action and decision 
making usually found in large private business enterprises. Mezines, Stein, 
and Gruff, AdmInistrative Law (1983) at 1-13. 

70. For example, 20,000 cases were referred to the 27 Federal agencies that 
employed at least one tuil-time administrative law Judge in 1978. An 
additional 196,428 cases were referred to the Social Security Administration 
during the same year. Administrative Conference ot: the United States 
Statistical Re ort tor 1976-1978 or Federal Administrative Law Judge 
Hearings, 1980 at 33. 

71. For example, the average time trom complaint to disposition ot: a black lung 
case was nearly 1-1/2 years in the period 1976-78; it was more than 2 years 
for Service Contracts Act cases; more than 4 years for a Maritime Ad
ministration case; 2 years for Investment Company Act casas. ACUS, Federal 
Administrative Law Judge Hearings (1980). To be surA, arbitration would not 
be appropriate for some of these cases, but the point is that delay, com
plexity, and mounds ot: paper have surrounc!ed administrative trials. 

72. CFTC, MSPB 

73. Superfund, PBGC, FIFRA, MSPB. 

74. The arbitration provisions of FIFRA were enacted at the behest of private 
organizations apparently seeking an expeditious resolution of a disagreement 
over payment tor the use ot data used to register a pesticide. See text 
accompanying note 409. 

75. Just as one need not find fault with a hammer to advocate including a 
screwdriver and pliers in a tool kit, one need not dwell on the failures of 
trials to advocate th\'.l adoption of ADR techniques. Rather, the techniques 
are alternative means ot making decisions that are better suited in some circumstances. 
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could result trom a generally applicable requirement that may as a practical 
matter I<eave the indl,vidual in the same situation as bet ore a rule was promul
gated.76 The agenc~' may be in a tavorable position to supervise the minimal 
requirements ot the dispute resolution mechanism instes:d ot issuing and then 
policing a regulation. That process may work to the berletft of all concerned. 

Varieties ot Admfni8trative Arbitrdt!on 

The discussion that tollows is based predominately ()17. the case studies ot 
administrative arbitration that are contained in Append1.x II. The arbitration 
programs that were studied are those of the Federal Insenticide, Fungicide and 
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA);77 the Multiemployer Pension Pla.n Amendments Act of 
198018 that is admi~istered by the Pension Bene!1t Guarant.y Corporation (PBGC)~ 
\the reparations pr:>cedures ot the Commodity Futures Trading Commission1 
(CFTC); the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compt~nsation and Liability 
Ac t 80 {Superfund); and the two programs of the Merit Systems Protection 
Board.81 While certain patterns through several ot the pro,grams, no two are just 
alike. Together, they span virtually the tull range ot possible chuacteristics ot 
arbitration programfl. Their attributes are summarized in th,e accompanying table, 
and the details are available in Appendix II. 

16. For an elaboration on this theme of the relationship between dispute 
resolution mechanisms (DRM) and regulation, see Harter, Dispute Resolution 
and Administrative Law: The History, Needs and Future ot a Complex 
Relationship, 29 Yill. L. Rev. 1393, 1395-1400 (1984). 

77. 1 U.S.C. g 136 et seq. 

18. 29 U.S.C. g 1381 et seq. 

19. 7 U.S.C. !l 18(b). 

80. 42 U. S. C. 11 9601 et seq. 

81. 5 U.S.C. 00 1101-8911. 
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TABULAR SUf!IARY or VA!UBTIES or AmtINISTRATIVE ARBITRATION 

awu.cnmISTIC PBOO IIBPB/ 
AAP 

ImPB/ 
VEAl' 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------T----------T---------~--------~ 
Created by rule 
or statute 

: Stat : Stat : Rule : Stat :Rule/ 
:stat 

:Rule/ 
:stat 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Use: voluntary or 
mandatory 

Man Man Vol Vol !or :Vol. 
pri. ; 
man for 
gov't 

:Vol. 

-------------------~---------~---------~-.. -------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Arbitrator: agency 
01' private 

Priv Priv Agency Priv fl'. IAgency 
: agency 
: 1 ist 

:Agency 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~. 
Arbitrator: app'ted: Choose : Choose : App't 
or parties choose 

: Choose :App't :App't 

-------------------~---------~---------~ .. --------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Nonna applied: None Existing: Same as 
agency rule; stat; : : law : !onnal 
none specified 

Rule :Smne 
:as 
:!onnal 

:Ssme 
las 
:!onnal 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Proceeding: : For : For : In! : For :Inf :Inf 
fonnal; infonnal 
-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Record: full w/ tr.: Vol 
limited; or full if: 
requested (vol). 

Vol Docs Full :Vol :Vol 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Decision: tindings FF/CL Fact/ Award; Full :Surnnary :Sumnary 
of tact; conclus- legal brief :of to! 
ions of law; award basis dis.,: IFF/CL :FF/CL 
only; full opinion no find.: 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Agency Review: full: None 
limited; none 

: None : Limited: None : Limited :Full 

-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
Court Review: lim- : Limited,: Unclear:: None: Arb &: :Arb /I: :Arb &: 
ited or arbitrary &:: but arb &: "waived": cap :cap Icap 
capricious standard: Tucker cap or 

Act act.: limi ted 
-------------------~---------~---------~---------~----------~---------~--------~ 
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IV 
THE LEGAL ISSUES OF ADI:UNISTRATIVE ARBITRATION 

Some limitations on the administrative use of arbitration need to be borne in 
mind when considering its 'lse. Some of the problems are conceptual,82 some are 
statutory,83 and some are constitutional. S4 Some are practical:85 arbitration may 
be an inappropriate tool to address the issues presented. Its benefits and 
drawbacks need to be considered when developing a program, and it should not be 
too quickly embraced without analyzing its utility in dealing with the specific 
matters to be I"esolved. With only a tew exceptions, most ot the obstacles can be 
overcome. Properly used, arbitration oUel"s the administrative process the same 
promise it has provIded tor resolving private sector questions. 

Statutory Limitntions when the Government is a Pa:'ty. 

The Comptroller General hall on several occasions, mterpreted an obscure 
statutory provision with seemingly no relevance whatever86 to prohibit agency use 
of arbitration in the absence ot specific authorization. This section, enacted In 
1909,87 bars the use ot public money tor "the payor expenses of a commission, 
council, board, or similar group, or a member ot that group" unless that commis
sion or board is "authorized by law." The Comptroller General has consistently 
found this prohibition applicable to arbitration panels established to determine the 
rights of the United States. The Comptroller General has also viewed Congl"ess's 
express authorization ot agency; use of arbitl"ation to Indicate that agencies lack 
authority to submit disputes to arbitration in the absence ot such authorization. 

The Attorney General I"eviewed the legislative history ot this prohibition on 
the use ot tunds to pay unauthorized commissions soon after its enactment. The 
Attorney General described the breadth ot this prohibition when considering the 
Secretary of War's appointment 0' a committee ot architects to assist in over
seeing the development ot the landscape surrounding Niagara Falls. The statute 
ascribing this duty to the Secretary did not expressly authorize such a commit
tee. Nevertheless, the Attorney General approved appOintment of this committee, 
arguing that "public oUicers have not only the powel" expressly conterred upon 
them by law, but also possess, by necessary implication, such powers as are requi
site to enable them to discharge the duties devolved upon them. n88 The 
Attorney General determined that the prohibition on paying tor unauthorized 
commissions was not intended to aUect this implied authority. The legislative 
history shows that the bill as originally introduced wouid have prohibited all 
payments to all commissions 01" boal"ds not "in specific terms authorized by 

82. See text at note 140. 

83. See text at note 86 et seq. 

84. See text at note 106 et seq. 

85. See text at note 66. 

86. 31 U.S.C. §1346. 

87. Mar. 4, 1909, Ch. 299 § 9, 35 Stat. !l1027. 

88. 27 Op. Atty. Gen 432, 436 (June 26, 1909). 
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Congress." This language was later modHied. The statute as enacted prohibits 
payment to boards not- authorized by law. The Attorney General interpreted this 
legislative history to mean that commissions need not be authol"1zed by specific 
statute but only have to be authorized generally. The opinion states "it would be 
sufficient i! [commissions] authorized in a general way by law. "89 Thus, the 
Attorney General found that t.he Secretary of War was authorized by impUcation 
to appoint a committee o! landscape architects to assist him in performing his 
duties of administration over Niagara Falls. 

The Comptroller General adopted the Attorney General's analysis when he 
approved the payments made to the committee o! landscape architects involved in 
the administration of Niagara Falls. 90 The Comptroller General reaffirmed this 
conctusion when it authorized the payments to a board of experts appointed by 
the Secretary Ilf Interior to assist in administration of Indian schools. The 
Comptroller GSfi.eral stated, "I! a board of experts is necessary to accomplish the 
purposes indicated, the employment of the members thereof would be authorized 
under the proviSions of this appropriation. Such a board would be authorized by 
la w wii:hin the meaning of the act o! March 4, 1909."91 

Despite these initial opinions, the Comptroller General soon began to read 
this prohibition more restrictively. In 1914, he refused to authorize the· use ot 
public funds to pay for the services of a commission which devoted itse!! to a 
matter it was not authorized by law to consider. The Mexican Border Commission 
had been authorized to negotiate boundary disputes. The comptroller determined 
that this Commission could not be paid for its work in negotiating the United 
States' and Mexico's rights to the use of water trom the Rio Grande. 92 The 
Comptroller General also read the prohibition to bar payments to boards which 
were not clearly authorized by law. In 1925, the Comptroller General barred pay
ment tor a board of consulting engineers employed to assist in construction of t_he 
Coolidge Dam. The statute authorized payment for individual consultants bv-. did 
not explicitly authorize the appointment of a board of consultants. 93 In another 
case, the Comptroller General determined that the Navy could not pay its share of 
the cost for arbitration of a contract dispute with a manufacturer because such a 
board was not authorized by law. 94 

In 1928, the Comptroller General applied the prohibition to an agency's 
submission to an arbitration panel. In reviewing a proposed lease between the 
government and a private company, the Comptroller General determined that the 
government could not accept a clause agreeing to arbitrate all disputes concerning 
the condition of the leased property at the end of the lease term. The Com
ptroller General rejected the arbitration clause for two reasons. First, he argued 

89. 27 Op. Atty. Gen at 437. 

90. 16 Compo Dec. 282 (Nov. 2, 1909). 

91. 16 Compo Dec. 422, 424 (Jan. 10, 1910). 

92. 20 Comp Dec. 643, March 18, 1914. 

93. 5 Compo Gen. 231 (August 21, 1925). 

94. 5 Compo Gen. 417 (Dec.9, 1925). 
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that the act of March 4, 1909 95 prohibited the payment of boards not authorized 
by law, stating simply that the arbitration board called for under the lease was 
unauthorized. Second, the Comptroller General argued that the government's 
provision for cont'ract dispute resolution precluded resort to an alternate forum. 

The Comptroller General argued that the existence of established procedures for 
L'esolving disputes with the government precluded the use of arbitration. The 
Comptroller General states, "provision having been made by law tor the adjust
ment of claims that may arise under government contracts, there is no power or 
authodty in any administrative or contracting oUicer of the Government, by 
means of a provision in a contract, to establish or provide for a different 
procedure for the adjustment ot: such claims."96 These two views were 
subsequently relied upon to invalidate arbitration clauses in two additional 
contracts.97 

The Comptroller General subsequently returned to the broad view of the 
term authorized by law re!lected in earlier opinions. In 194298 he quoted 
extensively from the Attorney General's 1909 opinion. 99 Criticizing subsequent 
opinions, the opinion held "Subsequent decisions applying a more strict rule on 
the basis that the creation of commissions, boards, and similar bodies must be 
IIpecifically authorized by statute may not have taken cognizance of the earlier 
history of the matter. "100 Concluding that the question ot authorization did not 
bar government agreement to the inclusion of an arbitration clause in a lease of 
government property, the Comptroller General turned to the more general question 
of whether the existence of a prescribed method for resolving disputes against the 
government precluded agencies from adopting alternative means for resolving 
disputes. 

The Comptroller General determined that there is no bar to the use ot a board 
or panel to determine the factual question of reasonable value. Under the terms 
of the lease at issue, the government could only gain from the arbitration award 
as the lease provided that the value of the property could not be tixed at any 
rate less favorable than the original terms of the lease. The Comptroller General 
approved the inclusion of the arbitration clause under these conditions since the 
government could not lose under the process and the arbitrators were not 
deciding any questions concerning the legal liability ot the government: These 
arbitrators were merely making a tactual determination of the value of certain 
rental space. 

The Comptroller General has refused to extend its acceptance of the use of 
arbittation beyond the function of tact finding or appraising value. In 1953, he 
decided the Navy lacked authority to submit to arbitration as prescribed in a 
contract it had signed with a Swedf"sh company. A:fter reviewing several nine
teenth century Il'lUrt of claims deciSions, the Comptroller General decided, "The 

95. 35 Stat. 1027. 

96. 7 Compo Gen 541, 542 (March 3, 1928). 

97. 8 Compo Gen. 96 (Aug. 28, 1928) and 19 Compo Gen 700 (Feb. 3, 1940). 

98. 22 Compo Gen 140 (July 10, 1942). 

99. Supra, note 90. 

100. 22 Compo Gen. 140, 143. 
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conclusion seems warranted that In the absence ot statutory authorization, either 
express or implied, oUlcers ot the Government have no authority to submit or to 
agree to submit to arbitration, claims which they themselves would have no au
thority to settle and pay. ~101 He also conclUded that Congress's express 
authorization ot arbitration in some statutes, indicates that agencies generally 
lack the authority to submit to arbitration. The Comptroller General states, "The 
actIon ot the Congress, ••• In authorizing the heads ot executive departments to 
arbitrate certain speci!ic and well de!1ned matters might well, indicate ••• that the 
executive branch has no general or inherent power to submit claims against the 
United States to Arbitration."102 The Comptroller General's opInion ot agency 
use o! arbitration remains unchanged. The opinion Is not based upon any statute, 
.but is an interence drawn by the Comptroller General trom Congress's expllcit 
authorization ot arbitration in several statutes. 

The Comptroller General's most recent opinion concerning agency use ot 
arbitration dates trom 1978.103 The Federal Trade Commission requested an 
opInIon concernlng the agency's decision to resolve a tactual dispute with a 
contractor through binding arbitration. The Comptroller General held that such 
substitution tor prescribed dispute resolution procedures would be improper, 
although an arbitrator who is in tact an appraiser is a desirable adjunct to the 
normal dispute resolution procedures. The Comptroller General also reIterated his 
position that he was approving only arbitration's use to determine the tact of 
reasonable value in situations in which the arbitrator did not impose any 
obligation on the government or leave questions of legal liability tor the ar
bitrator's determination. The Comptroller General approved ot the FTC's use 0:( 

arbitration "to render a determination as to the reasonable value ot work per
tormed by the defaulted contractor ••• so long as the prescribed disputes proce
dure and provisions tor judicial review incorporated therein are not displaced."104 

Thus, as a result ot this Hne ot holdings, the government cannot be bound 
by an agency's arbitration program unless it is specifically authorized by statute 
or is limited to tacttinding. Absent these, an agency's arbitratIon must be 
nonbinding and hence the tunctional equivalent ot a mlnitrial. 

Given the erratic interpretation ot the statute read to ban the appointment 
ot arbitrators unless speCifically authorized and the relatively this Justification ot 
a ban based on Congress's inclusion ot specitic provisions for arbitration, it seems 
appropriate :Car Congress to clarity this matter. In particular, an executive 
branch o:Cticial should be all0 wed to use arbitration for making decisions within 
his or her authority it they beHeve that would be a bene!lc1al means of doing so. 
Such authority would not, at course, pre-empt the existing authority ot the 
Comptroller General and the General Accounting O!,Cice tor "determin[ing] whethel" 
payments Ot public tunds are warranted by applicable law and available appropria-

101. 32 Compo Gen 333, 336 (Jan. 27, 1953). 

102. Id. 

103. B-191484, May 11, 1978. 

104. ~. at 3. 
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tions."105 Thus, an arbitral award would still be subject to a determination by 
GAO that its terms can be lawfully met. 

Article ill 

The courts were clearly jealous of their prerogatives during the development 
ot' administrative law, and announced the need for judicial, not administrative, 
resolution of important matters, especially fact:g. 106 The need was raised to the 
Constitutional level. With the growth of the administrative state, the acceptance 
of decisions made by agencies and a limited fo!"m of judIcial review -- to ensure 
that the determinations are based on substantial evidence -- also grew. The early 
doctrines gradually died.107 Indeed, agency decisions became sufficiently accepted 
that tew thought much about the old tension or that only Article III courts could 
hear and resolve some types of issues. Interestingly, the limitation on the use of 
entities other than courta to resolve matters has been rekindled recently. While 
it does not a!!ect most administrative arbitration, the issue has arisen and it does 
detine the oute!" boundaries of what can be done in it. The new requirements 
must clearly be taken Into account when considering whether to develop a new 
administrative program. 

Northern Pipeline Co. v. Marathon Pipe Une Co108 held that the Bankruptcy 
Act of 1978 wrongfully delegated federal judicial power to individuals who are not 
Federal judges. Judges appointed under the Bankruptcy Act are not guaranteed 
the safeguards of lite tenure and Irreducibility of salary deemed essential to 
Judges appOinted under Article III. The arbitration program of the Federal 
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) was challenged on the similar 
grounds that the use of an arbitrator denied the parties their right to have the 
issue resolved by an Article III court.109 The Court upheld the constitutionality 
of private arbitrators determining the amount of compensation a second or 
"me-too" pesticide registrant must pay to a prior registrant when EPA uses data 
submitted by the first registrant in support of the second pesticide registration on 
the grounds that it Is a "public dispute." 

The Court acknowledged Congress's discretion over the adjudication of 
public rights over one hundred years ago: 

There are matters, Involving public r.ights, which may be 
preserved in such torm that the judicial power Is capable ot 
acting on them, and Which are susceptible of judicial 
determination, but Which Congress mayor may not bring 
within the cognizance of the courts of the United States, as 

105. Steadman, Schwartz, and Jacoby, Utigation with the Federal Government 
(2nd Ed. 1983) at 205. 

106. Ohio Valley Water Co. v. Ben Avon Borough, 253 U.S. 287 (1920); Crowell v. 
Benson, 285 U.S. 22 (1932). 

107. DaVis, Administrative Law and Government at 69; Estep v. United States, 327 
U.S. 114, 142 (1946). 

108. 458 U. S. 50 (1982). 

109. Thomas v. Union Carbide Agricultural Products, 105 S. Ct. 3325 (1985). 
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it may deem proper,nO 

FIFRA illustrates that the public rights doctrine e;!tends to disputes between 
private parties. FIFRA empowers arbitrators, who are not Article III judges, to 
ndjudicate disputes between pesticide registrants over amounts of compensation 
due as a result 01: EPA's use of previously submitted data. The Court notes that 
this rIght to compensation Is statutorily based and that pesticide regIstrants lose 
any claim to compensation based upon state property law when they submit the 
data to EPA with knowledge ot FIFRA's data use provisIon.111 

Although this right to compensation concerll~ prIvate partIes, the Court 
determined that this right carrIes many attributes of a public right since Congress 
created the right as part of a comprehensive regulatory scheme governing 
pesticIde regIstration intended to sateguard the public health. The Court justitied 
Congress's delegation to arbitrators by noting it could have granted EPA the 
power to decide the value or compensation due but instead chose to vest ar
bitrators with this authority. The use of thIs alternative does not raise this dele
gation ot Congress's Article I legislative authority to the level ot encroachIng 
upon judicial power so as to violate Article III. 

FIFRA does provide a role tor the judiciary in its regulatory tramework, 
however. It authorizes judicial review of an arbitrator's decision In cases ot 
fraud, misconduct and misreplesentation. In Thomas, the Court tound that this 
scope of. judicial review satis!1es the need to ~ an "appropriate exercise ot 
the judicial [unction" because it provides judicial protection agaInst "arbitrators 
who abuse or exceed theIr powers or willfully misconstrue their mandate under 
governing law. "112 

The Court summarized the scope ot Article III limitation upon the delegation 
ot decision making power: 

Congress, acting for a valid legislative purpose pursuant to 
its constitutional powers under Article I, may create a 
seemingly "private" right that Is so closely integrated into a 
public regulatory scheme as to be a matter appropriate tor 
agency resolution with lImited involvement by the Article III 
Judiciary. To hold otherwise would be to erect a rigid and 
formalistic restraint on the abilIty ot Congress to adopt 
innovative measures such as negotiation and arbitration with 
respect to rights cl'eated by a l'egulatory scheme.1l3 

Thus, the pubUc rights doctrine is a broad, flexible doctrine which author
izes the delegation ot quasi-judicial, decisIonmaking authority to non- Article III 
Judges when Congress adopts innovative approaches to the resolution ot disputes 
as part ot a l'egulatory scheme. 

The latest elltplication ot the nature ot issues that agencies, and hence 

110. Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land, 18 How. 272, 284 (1856). 

111. 105 S. Ct. at 3335, citing Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto, 104 S. Ct. 2862 (1984). 

112. 105 S. Ct. at 3339. 

113. 105 S. Ct. at 3340. 
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administrative arbitration, can hear came as recentiy as the end of last term. 
The D.C. Circuit held the Commodity Futures Trading Commission could not 
resolve a counterclaim involving state law in a proceeding arising out ot the same 
transaction that was clearly within its jurisdiction because doing so would 
transcend Article III limitations. 114 The Supreme Court reversed, pointing out 
that Article III has two purposes: one is to protect an independent judiciary 
trom encroachment by other tora, and the second is to alford parties the right to 
have their controversies heard by Article III judges. 

As to the !irst, the Court found the important factors to be considered are 

the extent to which the "essential attributes of judicial 
power" are reserved to Article III courts, and, conversely, 
the extent to which the non-I\rti-::le III forum exercises the 
range of jurisdiction and powers normally vested only in 
Article III courts, tb:) origins and importance of the right to 
be adjudicated, and the !loncerns that drove Congress to 
depart trom the requirements ot Article III.1l5 

The Court sustained th.e agency's resolution of the state law claim on the 
ground that the courts would still be called upon to enforce the order; the legal 
rulings would be subject to de novo review; the range ot issues presented is 
narrow; and, the scheme did not oust the courts of jurisdiction since the parties 
could still proceed there instead of before the agency. The Court found, there
tore, that the program was not a threat to separati.on of powers. 

With respect to whether the parties could "waive" their rights to an Article 
III court, the Court held in reviewing the CFTC program that 

aa a personal right, Article Ill's guarantee of an impartial 
Ilnd independent federal adjudication is subject to waiver, 
Just as are other personal constitutional rights that dictate 
the procedures by which civil and criminal matters must be 
tried.116 

Thus, Article III does not appear to raise any limitations on the use of 
arbitration to resolve public disputes. Nor is it a limit for resolving private 
disputes so long as consent is freely given by the parties and the courts maintain 
at least some role in reviewing and enforcing the order. 

Article III could conceivably pose some restriction on the extent to which 
Congress could require mandatory arbitration as a way of resolving private 
disputes since the very limited judicial review could be regarded as an impermis
sible intrusion into the prerogatives of the judiciary. That courts are called upon 
to enforce the otherwise private award may not be sut!icient basis ot judicial 
involvement to protect this aspect of the separation of powers requirement. The 
Court's reasoning in Thomas, however, that the limited review of arbitral awards 

114. Schor v. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 740 F.2d 1262 (D.C. Cir. 
1984), vacated, 105 S. Ct. 3325, reinstated, 770-F.2d 211 (D.C. Cir. 1985), 
rev'd, laS S. Ct. 3245 (1986). 

115. Id. at 3258. 

116. Id. at 3256. 
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is su!!icient to provide the requisite level ot Judicial protection necessary to meet 
the standards of Article III would seem to apply with equal vigor to private 
actions. Thus, even the mandatory arbitration ot private disputes appears to meet 
the standard develop in ~. 

COllgl."ess has authorized the use ot arbitration as a means lor adjudicating 
disputes Involving public rights in a numbi~r ot statutes. For example, the 
Randolph- Shepard Vending Stand Act1l7 grants i, preterence to blind vending 
stand operators seeking sites on Federal property, Disputes concernIng thIs 
program may be submitted to an arbitrM.<on panel convened by the Secretary oJ: 
Education upon request ot the Individual, the state agency administering the 
program or by the Secretary. The arbitration panel's award is reviewable in the 
Federal District Court as it it were tinal agency action under the Administrative 
Procedure Act. 

Other Instances ot Congressional authorization ot arbitration inelude CERCLA 
or Supertund,118 the Flood Insurance program,1l9 Department ot Detense design 
bid competltions,120 patent interference cases121 and the largest !ederal sector 
use of arbitration, the Civil Service Retorm Act's requirement ot arbitration ot 
employee grievances. 122 

Administrative arbitration programs have been assailed on several additional 
constitutional grounds. That lower courts have sustained some of the challenges 
indicates theIr potential seriousness. properly designed and used, however, 
admInistrative arbitration tits comtortably withIn the constitutional framework-
at least as much as agencies themselves. 

Article II: Requirement tor Executive DeciDloDll 

Some issues may be so intertwined with government policy that they cannot 
be decided by a private arbitrator. Buckley v. Vale0123 held that the Hpertor
mance of a significant governmental duty exercised pursuant to a public lawti124 
can only be discharged by an Otticer at the United States appointed in accor
dance with the Appointments Clause ot the Constitution. U5 The argument has 
been raised as to whether a private arbitrator could be authorized to make a 

117. 20 U.S.C. Sec. 107. See discussion infra at note 132. 

118. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9612(b)(4)( G). 

119. 42 U.S.C. 4083. 

120. 10 U.S.C. 277(e) • 

121- 35 U.S.C. 11135( d). An advance notice ot proposed rule makIng to establish 
procedures for the arbitrations was published at 50 Fed. Reg. 2294 (1985). 

122. See 5 U. S. C. 4303 and 7512. 

123. 424 U.S. 1 (1976). 

124. Id. at 140-141. 

125. Article II, Section 2, Clause 2. 
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binding decision in P, matter in which an agency must make a !inal, binding deci
sion, such as in rule making or revoking a permit. 126 Even In the case of 
revoking a permit, however, it would not seem inappropriate if the parties -- the 
agency, the permittee, and the interested interveners -- agreed to resolvEl a 
contented issue by submitting it to arbitration.127 DOing so would seem analogous 
to stipulating a tactual premise of the action. The ability ot the arbitral decision 
to withstand challenge from a non-participating third party would likewise appear 
to be similar to the ability of a disgruntled third party to challenge a stipulation. 
In both instances, the decision is made by the government oUicia', albeit in the 
one he has agreed to be bound by the arbitrator's decision. The oUicer or 
government employee presumably will have made that decision on tho ground that 
it is in the government's overall interest to arbitrate the claim as opposed to 
consume resoul'ces to chase the issue through a more elaborate prQcess, 

The real question would seem to concern the extent to which the non
executive branch oUicial is called upon to make policy determinations. As the 
quote from Buckley indicates, it is the significant decisions that must be made by 
government employees, not all decisions. Thus, the restriction would appear to 
bar the arbitrator's deciding major policy qUestions, not the factual basis of such 
a decision or a mixed question of law and !act in which the norms are already 
relatively well developed. Not only are these areas constitutionally doubttw, they 
are the very areas where the utility of arbitration is limited in the first instance. 
The Article II limits, therefore, do not appear to be a practical concern. 

Delegation to Private Parties 

A closely related issue is whether there may be limitations on the ability of 
the government to delegate powers to a private individual or institution. As the 
discussion above makes clear, the use of private arbitrators to make decisions 
closeiy a!!iliated with the government has been upheld on several occasions.128 
Although the law on this issue is far from clear,129 there are Undoubtedly 1I0ma 

limits. Thus, the more central the decision is to an issue that only the 

126. Memorandum of April 24, 1986 for Stephen J. Markman, Assistant Attorney 
General, OHice of Legal Policy, from Samuel A. Alito, Jr., Dep. Ass't 
Attorney Gen., Ot!ice of Legal Counsel, Administrative Conference Recom
mendations on Federal Agencies' Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Techniques. 

127. Indeed, EPA is consiliering doing just that with respect to the permitting of 
hazardous waste facUities. Robinson, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Institutes Alternative Dis ute Resolution in its Enforcement Pro ram, 18 Dis. 
Res. News 6 ABA Cmte. on Dis. Res. 1986}. Memorandum of December 2, 
1986 to Ass't Administrators, Regional Administrators, Enforcement Policy 
Work Group, Draft Guidance on the Use of Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Techniques in Enforcement Cases. The draft recognizes the statutory 
limitations, however, and limits the use of binding arbitration to factual 
situations. Id. at 4. 

128. Thomas v. Union Carbide A 1'. Products Co., 105 U.S. 3325 (1985); Schwelker 
v. McClure, 456 U.S. 188 1982. 

129. OLC Memorandum, supra note 126, citing DavIs, Administrative Law Treatise 
3.12 (2d Ed. 1978). 
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government can make, the more likely it is that an agency must be in a position 
to review the matter bel ore it can be linal. 

As in the discussion ot' the need tor executive branch decisions, the extent 
to which this is a problem would seem to be directly correlated with the extent 
to which the arbitrator is called upon to make policy decisions, and that is 
precisely the area in which the utility ol arbitration is questionable. For 
virtually all areas in which arbltration may be attractive, therelore, it does not 
raise constitutional dUticui ties. 

Due Process 

The manner in which reimbursements under Medicare are determined has 
been criticized as denying participants due process. Part A ot the program 
pravides insurance coverage tor the cost ot institutional health services, while 
Part B is a voluntary supplementary insurance program covering a percentage ol 
costs tor other medical procedures. Both parts are admInistered by private 
insurance carrie~~J, Under the programs, claims lor payment or reimbursement are 
submitted ;:6 tn;-, -:arrler. If the request is denied, the bene!iciary may request a 
reconsideration, HHS' Health Care Financing Administration decides the matter 
lor Part A and a different employee ot the carrier makes the decision as to Part 
B. Under Part A, only controversies involving more than $100 may be appealed to 
the Secretary and judicial review is available only it the amount in dispute is 
,1,000 or more. Under Part B, the decision is final and non-reviewable. Thus, 
under Part B, a private "arbitrator" is assigned to decide the matter, and the 
decision is not subject to judicial review. 

The use ol a private individual to make decisions that are, to some degree 
or another, administrative decisions is certainly anomalous. The question would 
logically arise whether the types ot decisions that are referred to the private 
arbitrators are such that they should be decided by government officials. The use 
of the private carriers to make the decisions in Medicare Part B was challenged 
as a denial ot due process. The District Court agreed "insotar as the final, 
unappealable decision regarding claims disputes is made by carrier appointees 
.... ·130 In applying the test ol Mathews v. Eldridge,131 the court concluded that 
administrative law judges must hear the appeals. The Supreme Court 
reversed. 132 It held that the decidhlg employees did not have a confllct of 
interest since their salaries and any resulting claims are paid by the Government, 
not their empioyers. Moreover, the nature ot the decision Is determined by 
statute and regulation. Thus, the court found there is no reason to believe those 
making the del)isions are not qualitied to perform their tasks and hence that their 

130. Sch weiker v. Mc Clure, 503 F. Supp 409, 418 (N. D. Cal. 1980). 

131. 424 U. S. 319 (1976). In determining the nature o! a hearing that is minimal
ly required by due process, the court is to balance the private interest 
a!tected by the official action; the risk o! el"roneous deprivation ot such an 
interest through the procedures used; and the probable vaiue ot additional 
pl"ocedural safeguards; against the government's interest, Including the 
function and expense ot additional or substitute pl"ocedul"al safeguards. 

132. Schweiker v. McClure, 456 U.S. 188 (1982). 
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margin ot error is any greater than that tor administrative law judges. 133 Thus, 
the court has approved private schemes at least to the extent they operate under 
procedures specified by the agency. 

The need tor minimum procedural safeguards was stressed in a subsequent 
case134 involving the question as to whether an oral hearing must be held for 
claims for less than $100 or whether a paper hearing would be sufficient. The 
court l.dd down gUidelines that must be followed it the oral argument was to be 
avoided, especially the adequacy of notice, access to the evidence on which the 
decision was made, and the ability to speak with someone who knows and 
understands the basis for the decision. 

A second answer to the seeming conflict between using private arbitrators 
for public deCisions is that the decisions are not entirely pUblic: While the 
decisions may implement an administrative program and bear an intimate connec
tion to it, the decisions are not those of the agency and are basically for the 
resolution of a controversy between private individuals and organizations.13S 

Unconstitutional Taking 

FIFltA was also challenged that the arbitration program constituted an 
unconstitutional taking of private property in violation ot the FUth Amendment. 
The Court rejected the challenge in Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto. 136 Monsanto 
alleged that EPA's use of its data for the bene!lt ;::! another applicant's pesticide 
registration eHected a taking of Monsanto's property without just compensa
tion.137 The district court sustained the challenge.138 The Supreme Court 
reversed, tinding that while Monsanto and other data submitters may have a 
property interest in data submitted to EPA, these companies cannot allege that a 
taking occurs When EPA uses this data In a manner which was authorized at the 
time the data was submitted.139 The Court noted, however, that under the 
statutory scheme in eUect ')etween 1972 and 1978 data submitters could have a 
legitimate claim that documents submitted under the designation "trade secrets" 
between 1972 and 1978 were improperly taken when used for the bene!it of other 
pesticide registration appl1cants. 140 Such an allegation would depend upon the 
actual amount of compensation received in arbitration. The Court found that 

133. 456 U.S. at 200. 

134. Gray Panthers v. Schweiker, 716 F.2d 23 (D.C. Cir. 1983). 

135. This is not the case In some of the Superfund cases in which a claimant 
disputes the Administrator's denial of Uabil1ty or the amount claimed from 
the fund. 

136. 104 S.Ct. 2862 (1984). 

137. 104 S. Ct. at .2871. 

138. States Envlronment::-l Protec-

139. 104 S. Ct. at 2872-2877. 

140. 104 S. Ct. at 2877- 2879. 
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Monsanto had not yet had any issue ot compensation submitted to arbitration and 
thus no issue ot taking had yet arisen. H1 

The Court held, however, that any data submitter seeking to contest an 
arbitrator's compensation award retains the right to challenge the amount of 
compensation in the United States Court ot Claims. 142 The Court ruled that the 
Tucker Act oUers a potential remedy to any data submitter whose data is used or 
taken by EPA for the benefit ot another applicant. Thus, any data submitter who 
is dissatis!ied with an arbitration decision may sue the United States in the Court 
of. Claims under the taking clause on the ground that it did not receive just 
compensation tor the use of its data. 

Standardless Delegation 

FIFRA has also been assailed as an unconstitutional deiegation of legislative 
power because the statute is alleged to oUer so little guidance as to the stan
dards an arbitrator should apply in administering the data compensation program. 

The Supreme Court did not address this issue in Monsanto143 because 
Monsanto's claim concerning the constitutionality of the arbitration scheme was 
not ripe lor review since it had not been subject to any arbitration. In contrast, 
the district court144 had found the arbitration provision arbitrary and vague. 
Similarly, the district judge in Union Carbide Agricultural Products v. Ruckel-

141. 104 S. Ct. at 2878. 

142. 104 S. Ct at 2880-2882. The Tucker Act, 28 U. S. C. § 1491 provides that 
any individual who bel1eves that the United States has taken his property 
may bring this claim for compensation before the United States Claims 
Court. The Tucker Act states: 

The United States Claims Court shall have jurisdiction to 
render judgment upon any claim against the United States 
f.ounded either upon the Constitution, or any Act ot Con
gress, or any regulation of an executive department, or upon 
any express or implied contract with the United States or lor 
liquidated or unliquidated damages in cases not sounding in 
tort. 

The Court held that in the absence of specilic legislation addressing their 
interaction, the Tucker Act remedy and FIFRA's data compensation scheme 
must coexist. Thus, the Court interpreted FIFRA as "implementing an 
exhaustion requirement as II precondition to a Tucker Act claim. That is, 
FIFRA does not withdraw the possibility o! a Tucker Act remedy, but merely 
requires that a claimant tirst seek satisfaction through the statutory 
procedure." 104 S. Ct. at 2881. 

143. 104 S. Ct. 2862 (1984). 

144. Monsanto v. Acting Administrator, United States Environmental Protection 
Agency, 56</, F. Supp. 552 (ED Mo. 1983). 
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shaus145 remarked that FIFRA represents a standardless delegation of power to 
'iiriiI'tr a t or s. 

The court in Sathon, Inc. v. American Arbitration Association146 refused to 
issue a declaratory jUdgment as to the standard an arbitrator must apply in 
determining the amount of compensation due. Sathon sought a declara'tory 
judgment to determine whether it must pay to an original data submitter a share 
ot the cost of producing the data used or whether it must pay a share ot the 
value ot its use. The court sustained the vague criteria ot 'compensation," 
saying: 

It is up to Congress to say what standards are to be applied 
or to delegate this authority. There is nothing in the 
statute (or the regulations promulgated thereunder) relating 
to the standard to be applied in such proceedings or provid
ing for judicial intervention in such matters.147 

Another court concurred that arbitrators under this scheme are not required 
to apply an particular allocation formula, and that the absence ot a specific 
standard was not unconstitutionally impel' missive as a denial ot due process or 
excessively broad delegation ot authority.148 

ConclwsioD: Properly Executed Arbitration Programs are Constitutional 

The courts which have interpreted the Multlemployer Pension Plan Amend
ments Act ot 1980's149 (MPPAA) arbitration provisions thus tar have been called 
upon to determine the Act's constitutionality and have not actually reviewed an 
arbitration decision under the Act. MPPAA has been upheld against assertions 
that its provisions violate standards ot due process;150 deny employers access to 
an impartial tribunalj151 commit a taking ot property without just compensa-

145. 571 F. Supp. 117 (SD NY 1983), rev'd sub nom., Thomas v. Union Carbide 
AJjricultural Products, 105 S. Ct. 3325 (1985). 

146. No. 83 Civ. 6019 (U.S. District Court N.D. m., March 30, 1984) 20 ERC 2241. 

147. 20 ERC 2245. 

148. PPC Industries, Inc. v. Stautfer Chemical Co., 637 F. Supp. 8 (D. D.C. 1986). 

149. P.L. No. 96-364, 94 Stat. 1217, codltied at 29 U.S.C. Sec.1381 et seq. 

150. See, Pension Benetit Guaranty Corp v. R.A. Gray, 104 S.Ct. 2709(1984) 
(Court held constitutional MPPAA's retroactive impOSition ot withdrawal 
liability.) 

151. See discussion in text, Board of Trustees ot the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Pension Trust 'Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, I~, 749 F. 2d 
1396 (9th Cir. 1984); Washington Star Company v. International Typographical 
Union Negotiated Pension Plan, 729 F. 2d 1502 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Peick v. 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. 724 F. 2d 1247 (7th Cir. 1983). 
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tion;152 violate the Seventh Amendment's provision for trial by jUrYi
153 

and 
constitute a violation ot Article III of the Constitution by vesting federal judicial 
power in arbitrators who are not federal Article III judges.154 

Administrative arbitration programs have been attacked on a broad range ot 
constitutional grounds. Thus tar all the challenges have been rebutted. It would 
theretore appear that such a program will. pass constitutional muster and CB.n de
cide any issue an agency can so long as they adhere to at least minimal proce
dures, avoid major policy matters, and ar\~ subjected to at least some judicial 
review -- even the narrow standard ot the Arbitration Act. 

152. Board ot Trustees ot the Western Conterence of Teamsters Pension Trust 
Fund v. Thompson Buildin Materials Inc., 749 F. 2d 1396, 1406 (9th Cir. 
1984 taking clause does not prohibit Congress from readjusting contractual 
relationships ot private parties); accord, Peick v. Pension Benetit Guaranty 
Corp., 724 F. 2d 1247, 1274-1276 (7th Cir. 1983). 

153. Washington Star Company v. International Typographical Union Negotiated 
Pension Plan, 729 F. 2d 1502, 1511 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Peick v. Pension Benetit 
Guaranty Corp., 724 F. 2d 1247, 1277 (7th Cir. 1983). 

154. Board ot Trustees of the Western Conference of Teamsters Pension Trust 
Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, 749 F. 2d 1396, 1404-1408 (9th Cir. 
1984) • 
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v 
HYBRID PROCESS 

As shoUld be clear by now, several of the administrative arbitration programs 
are actually hybrids between administrative and private sector processes.155 '!bey 
typically are used to resolve issues that arise because of an administrative 
program and are administered at least in part by an agency, but they are not part 
of the agency itsel!. That is, the decision reached is not an agency order. The 
agency, however, is charged with defining the pr()~ess to be followed. Sometimes, 
as in Superfund, the agency is a party, but in others, such as PBGC and FIFRA, 
it is not. It seems likely that prior to the interest in alternative means of 
dispute resolution the issues submitted to arbitration would have been resolved by 
the agency itself in some sort of trial type hearing. For example, prior to 
FIFRA's amendment, EPA made the determination as to how much compensation is 
due; now the arbitrator does. 156 Since the programs are so intimately connected 
to the agency and implement part of an agency program, they have some ot the 
attributes157 of agency action. Moreover, in some of the programs, the arbitra
tion is the only forum available for resolving the matter. It is therefore unlike 
voluntary arbitration and more like an administrative or judicial hearing in which 
the process Is imposed on the parties. Thus, administrative arbitration might 
sometimes be thought of in conceptual terms as similar to an administrative 
hearing. 

155. FIFRA, PBGC, Superfund. 

156. See discussion intra at note 404. 

157. E.g. judicial review for some, but not all of them. 
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But, these programs also have some ot the attributes ot private sector 
arbitration, such as a reduced record, a private arbitrator, the parties' having a 
role in chOOSing the person who. will decide, and decisions required by rule to be 
reached tar more quickly than is customary tor administrative litigation. 

The administrative arbitration programs are, theretore, to a very real extent 
a hybrid, having both public and private characteristics. Sometimes the two 
collide. 'The diUiculty is made more contusing by no two being alike. 

The Arbitrators. 

ArbItrators are baslcall~: selected in one at three ways In administrative 
arbitration programs, 8.lthough a fourth way is clearly possible. The !irst Is the 
private analog in which the parties participate in selecting the arbitrator. They 
may agree directly on an Individual to serve as the arbitrator. Barring that, and 
the procedure contemplated in several of the programs, the parties are tendered 
a list ot potential arbitrators. Each party may then either strike a deSignated 
number at individuals trom the Ust or rank those on the Ust according to 
preference. The arbitrator is then chosen trom those remaining on the Ust or 
tram those with the highest overall ranking. 158 

The PBGC is a tairly typical example as to how arbitrators are selected. 
Under the PBGC tinal rules\ the parties shall select an arbitrator within 45 days 
ot initiation ot arbitration or at a mutuallY agreed time. Several comments to the 
proposed rule on this issue suggested allowing the parties to select the arbitratol' 
before initiation ot arbitration. PBGC rejected the suggestion because it believes 
that post-initiation selection will reduce the risk ot jeopardizing the arbitrator's 
neutraI1ty.159 

In its proposed rules, the PBGC invited comments on the usefulness of a 
PBGC-maintained roster of qualitied arbitrators. The PBGe agreed with the 
majority of comments that such a roster -.vould duplicate those already maintained 
by private organizations. PBGC will not, therefore, implement the proposal.160 
The American Arbitration Association (AAA) maintains a I'oster ot qualitied arbi
trators trom which it makes selections after parties in dispute haYs had an 
opportunity to rank the acceptability of the candidates.1S1 The PBGC noted In 
the preamble of the tinal rules, however, that plan sponsors may still maintain 
their own rosters without violating preselection restrictlons. 162 

The PBGC rules do not state specitic qualitications tor the arbitrator 
because, atter consIdel'ing comments on the issue, the PBGC determined that the 
arbitrator would assuredly be quaI1tied because the parties are requll'ed to select 

158. Superfund; see dIscussion at note 567. FIFRA; see discussion at note 416. 

159. 50 Fed. Reg. 34686. 

160. SO Fed. Reg. 34679. 

161. AAA rules - Section 12. 

162. 50 Fed. Reg. 34680. 
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him by mutual agreement. 163 

Upon accepting an appointment, each arbitrator must disclose to the parties 
any "circumstances likely to aHect his impartiality. "164 It any party determines 
that the arbitrator should be disqualitied on the ground that he is not impartial, 
he must request, within 10 days, that arbitrator withdraw. It the arbitrator 
agrees that he is no longer impartial, he must withdraw trom the ",roceeding and 
notl!y the parties ot his reasons.16S One co mment to the PBGC proposed rul.e 
on this issue argued that disquali!lcation would be too easy under the rule, while 
another argued that the rule should provide the parties with a mechanism to 
compel the arbitrator to withdraw. The PBGC concluded that its tinal rule has 
struck a reasonable balance .166 

It a selected arbitrator declines appointment or, after accepting, withdra ws, 
dies, resigns, or is tor some reason unable to pertorm his duties, the parties shall 
select another arbitrator within 20 days of receiving notice of the v(!.cancy.167 
PBGC initially proposed allowing 45 days tor selecting a new arbitrator but 
reduced the limit because the parties will have had already identl!ied suitable 
candidates during the original selection. 1S8 The parties may seek deSignation 
and appointment of an arbitrator In a U. S. District Court If they are unable to do 
so within the time limit of the rUles. 169 

The second way is for the arbitrator to be a private Individual who is 
imposed on the parties without their participating in the selection. This process 
is used in any of the case studies, and it is followed in the administration ot the 
Medicare program administered by the Department of. Health and Human Services. 

The third means ot obtaining an arbitrator is for the agency to appoint an 
agency oUicial to serve that function. The CFTC and the MSPB follow this 
model. This Is unlike the typical binding commercial arbitration, but quite similar 
to the non-mandatory court annexed programs. The dispute in both instances is 
submitted to the arbitrator only with the parties' concurrence. Thus, the parties 
can decide Yfhether the nature of the dispute and their respective needs are such 
that this procedure is in their interest to pursue. Hence, although some of the 
protections normally afforded in arbitration Is lacking, the parties are in a 
poSition to make the choice at whether or not to invoke the process. Indeed, the 
Medicare decision would Indicate that the process should be tully acceptable even 
i! imposed on the parties, so long as minimally acceptable procedures are tollowed 
in reaching the decision. 

163. 50 Fed. Reg. 34679. 

164. !! 2641. 3(b). 

165. !! 2641. 3( c). 

166. 50 Fed. Reff. 34681. 

167. !! 2541.3(d). 

168. 50 Fed. Reg. 34681. 

169. !! 2641.3(e). 
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The fourth means ot appointing an arbitrator would be :tor the parties to 
choose trom among a list ot agency personnel. The Ohicago ottice of the Merit 
System Protection. Board are selected in this way,170 and arbitratol's tor Super
tund are selected from an agency approved list ot private Individuals. 

Norms and Precedents. 

Some administrative arbitration programs are directed to apply existing law 
and precedent.171 In such cases, they are alternative procedures to the same end 
as a more tormal proces8. 172 

Several ot the programs are explicitly non-precedentlal, In that an alhbltral 
decision in a matter cannot serve as resolving any Issue Cor any purpose other 
than that bet ore the arbltrator.173 The OFTO bellevea the lack of precedentlal 
or res Judicata e!!ect Is a positive Incentive to use the arbitration process since a 
decision will not have a potentially damaging collateral e!!ect.174 Several 
comments on the PBGO's proposed rule indicated, however, that they thought 
compiling the a wards would provide valuable guidance Cor future decisions. 

170. Adams and Figueroa, Expediting Settlement of Employee Grievances in the 
Federal Sector, (Report to AOUS Evaluating MSPB's Appeals Arbitration 
Procedure) (1985) at 31. 

171. PDGO, OFTO, 
existing law, 
program does 
~ 34,681. 

MSPB. Whereas the arbitrator in the PBGO is to apply 
the agency has noted that the regulation establishing the 
not tell the arbitrator just where or how to tind it. 50 ~ 

172. For example, in reviewing the dltterence between arbitration under a 
collective bargaining agreement and review by the Merit Systems Protection 
Board, the court said: 

While undoubtedly hopin5 tu e;ncvur~ge employes lls!ecticll ot 
the grievance-arbitrathm process, Congress did not wish that 
choice to be made on tne basis of a predictable dltference In 
substantive outcome. To the contrary, it envisioned a system 
that WOUld, as between arbitration and MSPB procedures, 
'promote consistency ... and ... avoid torum shopping.'· Thus, 
"the arbitrator's authority can be no less than the MSPB's 
but also ... it can be no greater." Devine v. Pastore, 732 
F.2d 213, 216 (D.O. Oil'. 1984). 

And see, Oornelius v. Nutt, 105 S.Ot. 2882 (1985). 

173. OFTO. For example, in Superfund, 40 O.F.R. 305.51(c) provides: 

No award or decision shall be admissable as evidence of any 
Issue of fact or law in any proceeding brought under any 
other provision ot OEROLA or under any other provision of 
law. Nor shall any prearbitral settlement be admissable as 
evidence in any such proceeding. 

174. Nelson, OFTO's New Rules: Some Innovative A roaches to Ad udication; 9 
Ad. L. News 1 1984. 
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Unlike the others, the FIFRA program does not provide any guidance to the 
arbitrator as to the norm to apply. Because of its lack of standards, It has been 
attacked as an Impermissive grant of legislative power to the arbitrator, and at 
least two COUl'ts have agreed. 175 Others, however, have not. 176 The matter Is 
likely to be raised again until a definitive resolution is made. 177 Whether 
permissible or not, such standardless arbitration appears Inadvisable. Arbitration 
is generally not appropriate for developing a "common law" or other de!initive 
norm that is to provide guidance for future '.::onduct. 178 Without existing 
standards and without such a common law, decisions would run the risk of being 
arbitrarily ad hoc when criteria should be developed. The major issue -- whether 
compensation shOUld be based on cost ot. developing the data or Its value once 
developed -- is not likely to be resolved by the expertise of the administrator, 
nor supplied by ret.erence to an external standard. At minimum, such a program 
should authorize the aUlliated agency to issue rules to establish the major 
gUidelines that will be applied. 

ilecord and Explanation. 

The Administrative Procedure Act and many of the cases Imposing the 
requirement for "some sort ot hearlng"179 rely largely on paper tor minimal 
quality control: They require a decision to be based on a record and be explained 
as to what tacts the decision maker believes !low from that record, as well as the 
conclusions ot law. This process permits a reviewing court or other body to look 
over the shoulder ot the decision maker to ensurp. an acceptable level of ac
curacy. A major advantage of arbitrs.tion is its speed and finality, with the 
quality control provided by other meantl. In it, paper is a means to the declsioh 
but largely ancillary tor purposes of oversight. The nature and purpose of the 
"record" Is therefore dl!!erent in arbitration as opposed to a jUdicial or ad
ministra tive hearing. 

175. Monsanto v. Acting Administrator, 564 F. Supp. 552 (E.D. Mo. 1983), rev'd on 
other grounds sub nom. Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 104 U. S. 2862 (1984); 
Union Carbide A rlcultural Products v. Ruckleshaus, 571 F. Supp 117 
S.D.N. Y. 1983 , rev'd sub nom, Thomas v. Union Carbide Agricultural Pro

ducts, 105 S. Ct. 3325 (1985). 

176. Sathon, Inc. v. American Arbitration ASSOCiation, 20 ERC 2241 (N.D. Ill. 1984). 

177. The issue was pressed in the Supreme Court in Thomas v. Union Carbide 
Agricultural Products Co., 1055 S. Ct. 3325 (1985) but the Court decided it 

was neither adequatel:r brieted nor argued to thhl Court and was 
not tully litigated beiore the District Court. Without expressing 
any opinion on the me.rlts, we leave the issue open tor determina
tion on remand. 

105 S. Ct. at 3340. 

178. Although addressing problems with settlements and not arbitration, the need 
for establlshing and adhering to norms Is. raised by Edwards, Flss, (1984), 
and Schoenbrod, all supra, note 66. 

179. Friendly, Some Kind ot Hearing, 123 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1267, 1316 (1975). 
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Thus, for example, in most of the administrative arbitration programs that 
were surveyed, a full record could be generated at the request of a party but are 
not as a matter of course. To be sure, the arbitral decisions turn on written 
materials that are disgorged through some sort of dIscovery and introduced at a 
hearing but, absent a request, transcripts of the hearing are typically not kept 
nor are the decisions explained with the rigor of an administrative decision. l80 
The decJsion is usually a review of the factual and legal basis of the deCision, but 
the rules typically indic:ate it is to be more abbreviated. 

If administrative decisions are to be fully reviewed in another forum,l8l 
they may need a fuller explanation and a more fully developed record than is 
customary in private sector arbitration. That, of course, comes at the expense of 
time and cost; and, indeed, subsequent review also comes at the cost of tinality. 

Privacy. 

One of the reasons parties sometimes choose private sector arbitration is 
that the recol"d and the decision itself can be kept private and confidential. To 
the extent the arbitration is viewed as part of an administrative program, the 
expectation would be that they should be accessible to the public, or conducted 
"in the sunshine." In those programs In which the progr&.m is a part of the 
agency itse!! and results in an agency decision,l82 the Freedom of Information 
Act would apply and hence the record would be subject to full public access. 
The others, however, do not result in an agency decision. Thus, it the agency is 
not a party,l83 FOIA would not apply.l84 In that case, the proceeding Ukely 

180. This point was emphasized by the D. C. Circuit in a case reviewing the 
nature of judicial review of an arbitrator's decision concerning disciplinary 
proceedings egainst a government employee: 

It arbitration becomes sImply another level of decision 
making, subject to judicial review on the merits, arbitrators 
may begin to decide cases and write opinions in such a way 
as to insulate their Elwards against judicial reversal -
producing opinions that parrot the appropriate statutory 
standard:! in conclusory terms, but sulfer trom a lack of 
reasoned analysis. Su,~h a shift from the arbitl'al model, in 
which decision makers are free to focus solely on the case 
before them rather thlJ.n on the case as it might appear to an 
appellate court, to the administrative model, in which 
decision makers are otten concerned primarily with building a 
record for review, would Bubstantially undercut the ability of 
arbitrators successfully to resolve disputes arising out the 
employment relationship. Devine v. White, 697 F.2d 421, 436 
(D. C. Cir. 1983). 

181. See Infra concerning agflncy and judicial review. 

182. MSPB, CFTC 

183. PBGC, FIFRA 

( continued ... ) 
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could remaIn confidential absent overriding rules or statute. It, of course, the 
agency is a party, as in Superfund, then FOXA would apply to its records and 
hence likely that ot the entire proceeding. 

Review by the Agency. 

To the extent the arbitration results in an agency order, the traditional 
relationship between the decision made by the hearing otticer and the agenlJY 
would provide tor either appeal to the agency or discretionary review by the 
agency on its motion. One of the attributes of voluntary arbitration, however, is 
ita finality. Thus, again, the two concepts collide in concept. 

The Merit Systems Protection Board, for example, initially provided for 
agency review only to address harmful procedural irregularity or a clear error of 
law. While more review than under commercial arbitration, it Was more limited 
than usual. In response to views of the parties that typically appear before it, 
the Board changed its Appeals Al'bitratlon Procedure into the Voluntary Expedited 
Appeals Procedure. in part to provide full appeal to the agency. 

The CFTC's arbitration program provides that the agency may review a 
decision on its own motion to determine that it is not the result of any fraud, 
partiality, or other miscondvlct. In this case, the agency is providing the same 
narrow review typically accorded voluntary arbitration. 

To the extent the arbitral award becomes an agency order, it would seem 
appropriate for the agency to have some power to review to ensure it meets 
minimal levels of acceptability. To ensurethe benefits of expedition and finality, 
howe'lfer, that review should be quite narrow, probably akin to the standard of 
Judicial review under the arbitration act. Thus, an agency should review only for 
gross, deviation from plJlicy or procedure, which is the administrative analog of 
the Illward's being outfjide the scope ot the arbitrator's authority. 

The hybrid prop;rams,185 however, have no review by the agency. That is 
Ukely stems from 8. view that the very reason tor the arbitration is that the 
ma1;ter is largely a private sector dispute that does not require agency action. 18S 

184. Even if a fJrivate arbitrator is retained by an agency, it would not appear 
that the (,rbitrator's records that are developed in a hearing are agency 
records 1.01" purposes of FOIA. They would seem analogous to records 
developed by a government contractor to which the government has access, 
in which case the Supreme Court held that they are not agency records. 
Forsham v. Harris, 445 U.S. 169 (1980). Moreover, it the record remain 1n 
the possession ot the arbitratol') the agency is not obligated to retrieve 
them. KiSSinger v. Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press, 445 U.S. 
136 (1980). 

185. PBGC, FIFRA, Superfund. 

186. Superfund does not !it this madel. Its arbitration program applies standards 
developed by the agency and determines the agency's liability. Thus, it is 
clearly not a "private" disp'ute, The tact that the decision is not made by 

(continued ••• ) 
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Hence there is no reason for the agency to be involved in reviewing let alone , 
deciding. 

Judicial Review 

There are essentially three forms of. Judicial review ot administrative 
arbitration decisions: none; limited, akin to traditional arbitration; and some 
variant of the APA'I,I arbitrary and capricious standard. 

No Review: Waiver. It parties decio.e to use an arbitration pro(>ram to 
resolve an existing dispute, one component of that elecUe.: QQuid be a waiver of 
any right to seek the Judicial review normally accordod administrative action. 
That is, 'by opting into arbitration, the parties would opt into its tull ramifica
tions, including its finality. The CFTC programs tollow this approach. The 
Supreme Court recently sustained such waivers ot Jltdicill.l review on the ground 
that the right to have the dispute heard by an Article III court is a personal one, 
and hence it may be waived.187 

The extent to which such waivers are entorceable when the election is made 
betore the dispute arises is open to question, at least In some instances. The 
Supreme Court has held that a predispute agreement to a,rbitrate any claim that 
would arise between a securities broker and its customer is not enforceable since 
it could derogate rights provided by the Federal securities laws. 188 Although the 
case has been questioned and Umited,l89 it continues to ~,tand for so me limitation 
on the ability of a person to sign away his or her rightll to an administrative or 
Judicial proceeding. Moreover, the Court has tollowed this Une of reasoning in 
other cases. It recently held that even though some aspects of Ii matter may be 
arbitrated, an arbitral award could not preclude a Judic,!al role in protecting the 
federal statutory and constitutional rights that Sec'tion 1983 is deSigned to 

l8G.( ••• continued) 
an agency of!icial may indicate a distrust tor the ability ot separation ot 
tunctions doctrines to result in impartiality whi'Le still wanting to maintain 
enough control over the process that it will resuJ.t in expeditious, acceptably 
decisions; the alternative would be to rely on the courts, and the agency 
could not set the agenda there. 

187. Schor v. Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 106 S. Ct. 3245 (1986). 

188. Wilko v. Swann, 346 U. S. 427 (1953). 

189. See, Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. v. Byrd, 105 S. Ct. 1:138 (1985). The lower 
courts split as to Byrd's eHect, with some, holding that preentorcement 
agreements to arbitrate"Securities disputes w'ere entorceable, Halliburton a 
Assoc., Inc. v. Henderson, Few a Co., 774 11.2d 441 (11th Cir. 1985), while 
others disagreed and continued to apply Wilko's traditional limitation, 
Conover v. Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc., 794 F:'2if"52il (9th Cir. 1986). 

The Supreme Court has granted certiorari '10 resolve the matter. Me Mahon 
v. Shearson/ American Express, 788 F.2d 94 (2d Cil'.) cert. granted, 107 S. Ct. 
GO (1986). The resolution ot this case should have a slgn1!lcant eHect on the 
extent to which predispute agreements to arbitrate matters involving ot 
public pollcy are entorceable. 
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safeguard. l90 Thus, neither full taith and credit nor a common law rUle ot 
p.reclusion of review would permit a court to accord res judicata eUect to an 
unappealed arbitl'ation award. 

The combined teaching ot these cases is that it a dispute involves important 
public rights, the court may invalidate an agreement to subject them to binding 
arbitration and hence a party could still have the matter heard in a traditional 
mannel'.191 in other instances, however, the agl'eement Is entorced, and the 
mattel' is reiel'red to arbitration, with its limited revlew. 192 While technically not 
"waiver" cases in that such an agl'eement would preclude Judicial review altogether 
and arbitration has some Judicial l'evlew, the cases do mark an outer boundary of 
thfl ability of parties to 'slgn away thelr I'lghts before a dispute arises. 

Limited. Judicial review ot tl'aditional Sl'bitration awards is very narrOw. 
The United States Arbitl'ation Act193 dll'ects COUl'ts to enforce the awards except 
(a) where it was procured by COl'l'uption, fraud, or undue means; (b) where there 
was evident partiality 01' corruption in the arbitrators; (c) where the arbitl'ators 
were gullty of misconduct In the conduct ot the hearing to the extent the rights 
of any party were prejudiced; or (d) where the arbitrators exceeded their powers 
assigned under the agree1Jient.194 

The standard applied in FIFRA tracks this approach. It provides for Judicial 
review only in the case of "traud, misrepr:esentation, or other misconduct by one 
ot the parties to the arbitration or the arbitrator .... "195 The Court has ack
nowledged that limited judicial review Is permissible 196 and has upheld it against 

190. MacDonald v. City ot West Branch, 104 S. Ct. 799 (1984). See also, Alexan
der v. Gardner- Denver, 415 U. S. 36 (1974). 

191. Other aspects of an arbitration agreement may be enforced, however. Thus, 
when a securities agreement provided that" Any controversy between you and 
the undersigned arising out ot or relating to this contract or breach thereof 
shall be settled by arbitl'ation" the portion al'ising undel' the Federal law was 
heal'd by .,a court Since the dealel' assumed It would not be referred to 
al'bitration, but that arising under state law was ordered al'bitrated. Dean 
WitteI' Reynolds Inc. v. BYl'd, 105 S. Ct. 1238 (1985). 

192. Mitsubishi Motors COI'P. v. SoleI' Chl'yslel'- Plymouth, 105 S. Ct. 3346 (1985). 

193. 9 U.S.C. § 10. 

194. As "a mattel' of federal law, any doubts concel'ning the scope of al'bltl'able 
Issues should be l'esolved in favor of arbitration." Moses M. Cone Memorial 
Hospital v. Mel'cul'Y Construction COl'p., 460 U.S. 1 (1983). 

195. 7 U.S.C. Sec. 136a(c)(1)(D)(I1). 

196. Many matteI's that Involve the application of legal standards to facts and 
aaect pl'lvate Intel'ests al'e routinely decided by agency action with limited 
01' no l'evlew by MUcie II! COUl'ts. See, e.g., 5 U. S. C. §§ 701(a)(1), 701(a)(2); 
HeckleI' v. Chaney, 105 S. Ct. 1649 (1985); United States v. El'ika, Inc., 456 
U.S. 201, 206, (1982) (no l'eview of Medicare reimbursements); Monaghan, 
Marbul'Y and the Administrative State, 83 Coium. L. Rev. 1, 18 (1983) 
(administrative agencies can conclusively adjudicate claims created by the 

(continued ... ) 
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a challenge that It cOI1.stitutes a wrongful delegation of JudIcial POW£lr to the 
arbttrator. 197 The Supreme Court left open the possibility, however, that a 
dissatisfIed data ~rovider could sue in the Court of Claims for Ii "taking" under 
the Tucker Act.19 Thus, the Court seems to indicate that it does not regard the 
arbitral award as a judicial !inding, since presumably there would be no "taking" 
it the amount were judicially determlne,1. 199 This may result in the anomalous 
result that a dissatisfied data submitter could obtain judicial review of the arbi
tral award by suing In the Court of Claims, whereas the data user may have 
d1!flculty securing a similar revie w. 

Arbitrary or Capricious. The MSPB and Superfund programs both provide fOI" 
"ubitrary and capricious" scope ot judicial review. 200 For example, the Super
fund I"ules provide: 

196.( ... continued) 
adminIstrative state, by and against private persons); Redish, Legislative 
Courts, Administrative Agencies, and the Northel"n Pipeline DeCisIon, 1983 
Duke L. J. 197 (same). 

Thomas v. Union Carbide Agricultul"al Products, Inc., 105 S. Ct. 3325, 3334 
(1985) • 

197. Thomas v. Union Carbide Agriculturel Pl"oducts, Inc., 105 S. Ct. 3325 (1985). 

198. Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto, 104 S. Ct. 2826 (1984). 

199. The Court has made quite clear that arbitration is not a judicial pl"oceeding 
subject to Cull faith and credIt. Dean Witter Reynolds Inc. v. Byrd, 105 S. 
Ct. 1238 (1985). 

200. Under the Randolph-Sheppard Vending Stand Act, 20 U.S.C. Sec. 107, blind 
persons who are licensed as vendors by state agencies may receive profel"
ence in obtaining vending stands on federal property. An individual who is 
dissatiSfIed with the state agency's actions may obtain a hearing on the 
state level. It he or she remains dIssatisfied, he or she may request the 
Secretary of Education to establish an arbitration panel to hear the dispute. 
A state agency may also I"equest ublt.ration whenever it believes a federal 
agency 01" department is not complying with the Act. 

The arbitration is the exclusive remedy fot an alleged grievance, not
withstanding Congl'ess's saying it "may" be used. Hence someone who 
believes he or she has been denied such a preterence must submit the 
complaint to arbitration before pursuing the matter in court. That is, it has 
been held that the arbitration is an administrative remedy that must be 
exhausted bet ore a court will entertal!: the complaint. .Randolf,h-Sheppard 
Vendors of America v. Weinberger, 795 F.2d 90 (D.C. Cir. 1986 • 

WhUe the awards are "final and binding on the parties," 20 U.S.C. Sec. 
107d-1, they are "subject to appeal and review as a final agency action" 
under the APA, 20 U.S.C. Sec. 107d-2. Thus, the arbItrarj" or capricious 
standard applies to theSE> arbitrations. The court in Georgia Department ot 
Human Resources v. Bell" 528 F. Supp 17 (N.D. Ga. 1981) reviewed an award 
under 5 U. S. C. Sec. 706 as tinal agency action, as it it had been made by 
the agency itself. 



The a ward or decision of [an arbitrator] shall be binding and 
conclusive, and shall not be overturned except tor arbitrary 
or capricious abuse ot the [arbitrator's] dlscretion. 201 
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The scope ot review under PBGC is m'ore complicated. One part of the 
statute indicates that the arbitrator's (indings of tact are to be presumed correct 
subject to rebuttal only by a clear preponderance of the evidence. 202 This would 
appear to provide tor de novo judicial determination ot issues ot law and a review 
ot facts under a "clear preponderance ot the evidence" standard. The mattel" is 
confused, however, by another section of the Act which directs that, to the 
extent consistent with the Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980, 
the awards are to be enforced under the llmited provisions ot the United States 
Arbitration Act. At least one court has held that only the limited scope ot 
review provided commercial arbitration is available. 203 Most courts, however, 
have interpreted the Act as providing for the broader review. 

One case draws an important analogy between the arbitration and admini
strative agencies. 204 It argues that "judicial deference to the arbitration process 
[undel" the Aci] is mandated by the same policies that underUe the pl"inciples of 
judicial deference to administrative agencies."205 Thus, the decisions are 
reviewable, like those of an agency, to determine whether the applicable law was 
correctly applied and whether the findings co mport with the evidence. Like an 
agency, the arbitrator will be someone skilled in pension and labor matters and 
thus l1kely to fashion a I"esolution superior to a court in matters within that 
expertise. 

An MSPB case wrestled with the relationship between an arbitration award 
and the court In words reminiscent of the origins of the "hard look" doctrine:206 

For Judicial deference to arbitral decisions to have meaning
ful application, the reviewing court must be confident that 
the arbitrator has undertaken a thorough review 0' each 
aspect 0' the ••• action. 207 

Thus, the standard that has evolved in several of the administrative arbitra
tion programs is for a court to I"evlew an award as it it were a decision of an 
agency, This standard may be appropriate in those cases where the arbitration is 

201. 40 C.F.R. Sec. 305.51; 42 U.S.C. Sec. 9612(b)(4)(G). 

202. 29 U. S. C. Sec. 1401(b)(2), (c). 

203. Washin ton Star Company. v. International Ty ographical Union Negotiated 
PenSion Plan, 729 F.2d 1502 D.C. Clr. 1984 

204. JAM National Pension Fund Bene!lt Plan C v. Stockton TRI Industries, 727 
F.2d 1204 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

205. Id. at 1207. 

206. Greater Boston Television Cot'p. V. FCC, 444 F.2d 841 (D.C. Cir. 1970), ~ 
~ 403 U.S. 923 (1971). 

207. Local 2578 AFGE v. GSA, 711 F.2d 261, 267 (D.C. Clr. 1983). 
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mandatory,208 in that .It is the only means ava.llable tor resolving the dispute. In 
that case, the tuller judicial review may be an important protection. Even In this 
case, however, the courts should recognize the benetits that were supposed to be 
derived trom the arbitr"ation scheme, as opposed to reliance on administrative 
adjudication under the AFA, and hence accord deterence to the arbitral award or 
some other form ot limited review so long as there is an indication ot the proper 
standards' being applied. 209 Perhaps, the proper standard 0' judicial review 
should be no d1tterent than that ot agency action betore it became more intru-
sivel a rational basis test. 

208. Mandatory arbitration seems inappropriate except in those cases when the 
benetits ot a trial type hearing are clea-rly and substantially outweig~e~ bI 
the need to (1) save time or other transaction costs or (2) have a tee n c~ 
ex ert resolve the issues. Otherwise, the "arbitration" is really strippe 
cl~an adjudication and the hallmark of arbitration -- its voluntartness -- is lost. 

209. Devine v. White, 697 F.2d 421 (D.C. Cir 1983). 
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VI 
COf(CLUSION WITS llESPI'&CT TO ADElIINISTRATIVE ARBITRATION 

Some of the administrative arbitration programs track their private sector 
analogs quite closely. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission's program, for 
example, applies to cases where time and transaction costs probably outweigh the 
need for procedural rigor, and the decisions are final. 210 Other programs, 
however, do not fit so well. The FIFRA program, for example, has the !1nality 
norm~lly accorded arbitratlon, but it would appear that at least in some instances 
a large amount of money would be at ~take and there are no guidelines tor how 
the decision will be made. Moreover, that lack will probably not be recti!led by 
the expertise oC the arbitrator. Some norm -- whether through statutory 
prescription, agency rule, or developed common law -- would be in order. Were 
it established, the matter would then be better suited for arbitration since it 
would be more a matter of accounting or otherwise applying existing criteria. In 
either event, the margin for error would be substantially reduced. As it stands, 
any need for expedition probably does not outweigh the need tor a standard. 

Most of the administrative arbitration programs have two signiticant 
dIfferences between them and traditional arbitrl\tIon: First, this use is not 
voluntary, either before or after a dispute has arisen, but rather it is the only 
avaHable means of making the decision. 211 Second, the greatest difference 
between most ot the administrative arbitrations and private sector commercial 
arbitration is that the arbitral award is subjected to a scope oC judicial review 
very similar to that of an administrative action, even When the award itself is not 

210. Compare this with the criteria at notes 63-67. 

211. Moreover, this relationship between the courts and the arbitration is 
different from that of typical court annexed arbitration where there Is a 
trial de novo before the court, sometimes with disincentives against frivolous 
appeals. 
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an agency order. 212 

Even though each program dit!ers from the others, what seems to be 
evolving is a form of "administrative arbitration" in which the agency is at best 
passive. The adjudication -- in the form of the arbitration -- is outside the 
agency, but the relationship between it and the court is similar to that of. the 
court and an agency with respect to informal adjudication. Once that is re
cognized, it provides a new tool for addressing a range of issues that do not need 
the full rigor of APA trial type hearings but more judicial oversight than 
customarily applied in arbitration. Most seem to contemplate that the decision 
itsel! will be relatively narrow and able to apply existing, well defined stan
dards. 213 

Some of the other programs are only variants of the modi!ied procedure that 
have been used previously.214 In these, there is very little that is new. In the 
others, however, an interesting hybrid has been born that may have potential for 
substantial growth. 

Unfortunately, "arbitration" is a su!!iciently pliable term that it can be used 
to describe Virtually any process in which a third party makes a decision. It 
would be helpful it there could be concurrence on some minimal criteria a 
program must have before legitimately being called "arbitration" even in the 
administrative sense. A first cut at that might be: 

o abbreviated discovery; 

o parties' participation in the selection of the arbitrator; 

o application ot a pre-existing norm that is defined by either statute or a 
rule issued by the implementing agency; 

01) once norms are applied, discretion is relatively narrow; 

III strict time limits tor decision; 

o abbreviated decision, with a discussion ot its tactual and legal basis but 
no tindings; 

o limited review, Arbitration Act or designated as "arbitrary and capri
Cious" but with a recognition of the nature of the process as de!ined in 

212. Some courts have said with respect to the PBGC program that the arbitra
tion is a form of "exhaustion" of remedies that is a precursor to a judicial 
determination. See, e.g. Peick v. Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp., 742 F.2d 
1247 (7th Cir. 1983). Even with this perspective, however, the arbitration is 
the assigned first step in the decision process. 

213. Superfund. Trustees of the Western Con!t1rence of Teamsters Pension Trust 
Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, Inc., 749 F. 2d 1396 (9th Cir. 1984). 

214. Edles, The Hearing Requirement in the 1980s, 31 Fed. Bar Nand J 435 (1984). 
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the criteria. 215 

215. 'Thus, the court should assure itself that the arbitrator applied the right 
norms and performed in accordance with the requirements, but it would not 
attempt to torce the arbitrator to replicate either a judicial or API.. trial 
t-ipe hearing. In either case, the bene!its would be lost. 

216. See supra, at notes 6~-67. 
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RESOLVING GOVERNMENT CONTRACT 
DISPUTES: WHY NOT ARBITRATE? 

By Timothy S. Hardy* and R. Alason Cargill* 

By accepting the disputes clause in his contract, the contractor bears the interim 
financial burden and gives up the right of rescission and the right to sue for damages. 
What he receives in return is the Government's assurances of speedy settlement and 
of prompt payment, not payment delayed for months or ... for years. 

-Justice Blackmun 
S6'E Contractors, Inc. v. United States' 
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SINCE JIJLY 1964 Avondale Shipyards in New Orleans has been building 
twenty-six destroyer escorts for the U.S. Navy. It will complete perform

ance of this long-term contract with delivery of the last ship this winter. 
When the Navy will complete its performance of the contract-and pay all it 
owes for the ships-is anyone's guess. Avondale filed a $100 million-plus 
contract claim in 1969. To date the Navy has yet to issue a contracting offi
cer's opini.<:>n, the first major procedural step in dispute resolution.2 

Avondale is not suffering in isolation. Lockheed Shipbuilding in Seattle 
also built some destroyer escorts, and submitted a $100 million-plus claim to 
the Navy in 1968. A contracting officer's decision was issued in May 1973 
only after Lockheed filed a complaint with the Armed Services Board of. 
Contract Appeals (ASBCA).J Hearings before the ASBCA began this fall, 
but if past experience is any indication, it will be another two years before 
the Board issues a decision.4 

Shipbuilding contractors now despair of receiving the "speedy settle
ment and prompt payment" that Justice Blackmun said was their due in 
S&E Contractors. s Outstanding against the Navy are more than $1.1 billion 
in claims more than two years 01d. 6 This large backlog is often mentioned 
as a primary example of the deteriorating relationships between the Navy 
and private industry. 7 

·~!.mbers. Analysis Group. Assistant S.cr.tary of D.f.nse (Comptroll.r). 

'406 U.S. 1. 20 (1972) (Blackmun.J.. concurring). 
'Hearings befoTt the Seapower Subcomm. of the House Comm. on Armed Services. 93d Cong., 2d Sess. at 822·23 

(974) lh.reinaft.r cit.d as Seapower Hearmgsl (testimony of Edwin Hartzman, Pr.sid.nt. Avondal. Shipyards, Inc., 
and :-'1. Le. Ric., Presid.nt, Ogd.n Corp .. Aug. 2. 1974). 

. 'Complaint. Lockhe.d Shipbuilding and Construction Co., ASBCA ;18460 Uun. 30. 1973). Th. Lockheed "m· 
pl~,~t all.ges two caus.s of action: (1) that the Navy and Lockhe.d r.ached an agreement to settle the claim for 562 
ml~hon in 1971; or, in the alternativ., (2) on the m.rit. of the claim, Lockh.ed is entitled to 5160 million. A d.ci,ion on 
claim (1) i, expected in early 1975. If Lockhe.d loses. hearings on the merit. will follow, and two to three more years will 
pro~ably be required for a deeision by the Board. In a very recent d .... elopment. the Lockhe.d claim was forwarded to the 
JUStice Department for a fraud inv.stigation. Wall Strut Journal. Jan. 9. 1975, at 7. col. 1. 

'Se. n.29 infra. 
'Supra n. 1 at 20 • 

. . 'Includ.d in this total are Avondale's claim for 5142 million (filed in 1969), G.neral Dynamics Quincy" for 5211 
mllhon (filed in 1970.71). Litton Ingall's for 5376 million (tiled January 1972) and for 5101 million (filed in 1971) and 
Lockheed's for 5165 million (filed in 1968·69). Se. Seapower Hearings. supra n. 2 at 1475·79 (testimony of William Mid
dendorr. Secr.tary of the Navv, Sept. 26. 1974) . 

. '''Civilian Shipbuilde~s '!I<lutiny' Against Navy." U.S. N.w, & World Rep. at 51. (Sept. 9. 1974); Seal' ower 
Heanngs. supra n. 2 at 1012 (t.stimony of Fred O·Gre.n. President, Litton Industries, Aug. 13. 1974); at 653 (testi. 
mony of Edwin M. Hood. President. Shipbuilders' Council, July 26, 1974). 
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The basic procedures that the Navy uses to resolve contract disputes 
are the same as those used by most Government agencies. Decisions are 
issued by contracting officers and by boards of contract appeals before most 
claims are presented to the judicial system. This internal agency review has 
long been advocated in Government procurement as a desirable alternative to 
direct judicial resolution. Congress, the Courts and commentators8 have all 
agreed that internal review processes have the potential to provide fast, 
fll!xible, low cost, and fair treatment of contractors. As one House committee 
was told: 

The purpose of the procedure which gives contractors the right to appeal to this 
Board is to provide an administrative method of settling these disagreements speedily 
and fairly, without the necessity of resorting to the courts.9 

In interpreting the standard disputes clause, the Supreme Court has ac
cepted the congressional and execuiive intentions: 

The disputes clause included in Government contracts is intended, absent fraud or 
bad faith, to provide a quick and efficient administrative remedy and to avoid "vexa
tious and expensive and to the contractor often times ruinous litigation." lo 

The administrative procedures have twin goals: fairness and efficiency. 
Little empirical evidence exists on the substantive fairness of existing pro
cedures, and no attempt will be made here to explore whether contractors 
are currently receiving the decisions they merit. The Navy experience is one 
dramatic example, h(Mever, of the current system's failure to fulfill the 
second goal, efficiency. Speed, informality and inexpensiveness, three impor
tant aspects of efficiency, are intended results of the dispute settlement pro
cedures that have not always been achieved. 

The Navy's inability to resolve contract disputes with shipbuilders is 
but the largest example of more general failings of Government contract dis
pute procedures. The Commission on Government Procurement found that 
processing of small claims was often slow and costly. Two-thirds of the small 
businesses told the Commission that they would not bother to appeal an 
adverse contracting officer decision to C1 board of contract appeals on claims 
of less than $5,000. The Commission found that 33 percent of all disputes 
took more than six months to resolve at the contracting officer level; and, of 
those disputes appealed to boards of contract appeals, 70 percent took more 
than six months to resolve, 15 percent more than two years. I 1 

'Sce Frenzen, Sam. Thoughts an th", Similarity alth. Boards 01 Contract App.als and Comm"cial Arbitration, 
3 PUB. COST. LJ. 56,77 (1970); Shedd, Dispuus and App.als: The Armed Services Board 01 Contract App.ais, 29 LAW 

& CONTEMP. PROB. 39, 40-41 (1964); Kipps, Th. Right 01 the Government to Hav. Judicial ReVieW of a Board of Con
lractAppeal.rD.cision Mad. Und" a Disputu Claus., 2 PUB. COST. LJ. 2B6, 296 (1969). 

'H.aring on H. Res. 67 Belore Subcomm. for Special Investigations 01 Ho"I' Comm. on Armed Services, B5th 
Cong., 2d Sess. at 794-95 (195B). For Army, Navy and Air Force views on the ASBCA's goals, see Shedd, supra n.B at 61 .. 

lOS & E Contractors, Inc. v. United States, supra n. 1 at B. As Justice Blackmun pointed OUt in the quotation from 
S 0- E cited at the beginning of this article, a COntractor gives up his right to suspend or halt performance under the 
standard disputes dause in Government contracts. Contractors must abide by the direcdons of Government officials- when 
those directions are given and lealle the resolution of disputes to subsequent determination. As Justice Blackmun implies, 
and other commentators have argued, it is therefore Ucommon fairness" for the Government. in exchange, to guarantee 
an expeditious means for compensating contractors for work required of them althou~h not specified in the contract. 
Shedd, supra n.B at 40. 

"Procurement Commis:ion, infra n.12, Vol. IV at 3-4, 11-12, 16-19. Small claims are the bread and butter of the 
boards of contract appeals. If the early 1970's, twenty-two percent of all claims to boards were for under SI,OOO, fifty-one 
percent under S 1 0,000 and sixty-three percent under S25,OOO. ld. at 15. 
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Numerous suggestions have been made to improve the disputes proc
ess,12 but one possible alternative settlement device-private arbitration
has received little attention. Several Comptroller General decisions-none 
more recent than 1953-held that arbitration bv the U.S. Government was 
illegal. 13 Those decisions have not gone uncha'llenged, H but they seem to 
have stifled effectively any attempt to use in Government contract cases this 
highly popular means of settling private disputes. Outdated arguments that 
it is illegal for the Government to submit contract claims to private arbitra
tion should be discarded so that sound policy decisions can be made by con
trasting arbitration's advantages and disadvantages with those of other 
proposed settlement procedures. 

The remainder of this article will consider the desirability, legality and 
feasibility of using private arbitrators to settle Government contract disputes. 
Description of the existing dispute procedures, analysis of their failings, and 
suggestion of the relative advantages of private arbitration will be followed 
by consideration of the legality and practicality of submission of Govern
ment contract disputes to arbitration. 

WOl:LD ARBITRATION BE DESIRABLE? 

Existing Disputes Procedures 

Under existing contracts disputes procedures, each Government agency 
gets first crack at resolving disagreements. and, if it fails, final decisions are 
made within the judicial system. The head of each executive department has, 
incident to his general authority to run his department, the authority to 
decide contract disputes. 15 Most agency heads have delegated their author-

Lack of spoed in resolvin~ claims can be costly to a contractor, not only because of litigalion expenses. but also be
cause of limited interest penalties against the Government. Until 1972, the Government paid no interest on amounts it 
~as ordered to pav throu~h disputes resolution. !d. at 29. On more recent contracts, the Gflvernment continues to pay 
tnterest only from the date a claim was filed with a board oC contract appeals. which may be I'm~ aCter the work Cor which 
payment is being received was completed. DeCense Procurement Circular No. 97 (Feb. IS, 1972); FPR 1.1.322, ASPR 
7·104.82. As Shedd. supra n.8 at 41. points out. "a contractor could easily be thrown into bankrupt<'Y by delay in pay· 
ment Over a dispute; and it is little consolation to such a contractor to know that years later his trustee in bankruptcy 
will obtain ajudgmcnt a~ainst the government in an action at law.'; 

"Report of the Commission on Govemmtnt Procurement [hereinaCter cited as Procutemtnt Commissionl. Vol. 4 at 
1.4~ 11·34 (1972); L. Spector. Contract Disputes and Remedies: Are Current Procedures for Redress of a Contract 
GTlevance Against the GO"emment Fair and Efficient.' 5 N,\T. COST. ~1GT.J. t (1971). 

"132 Camp. Gen. 333 (l953); 8 Camp. Gen. 96 (1928); 7 Camp. Gen. 541 (1928); 6 Camp. Gen. 140 (1926); 5 
Camp. Gen. 417 (l925); .ee .1.0 19 Camp. Gen. 700 (I 940}. 
. !lR. Braucher. ArbItratIOn under Government Contracts, 17 LAW & COSTE"P. I~R08. 473 (1952); S. Fine, Valid· 
lIy of Arbitration ProvIsIOns in Federal Procurement Contracts, 9 ~lt.\)tt L.Q. 451 (1955). The lively dispute in the 
1940', OVer Government contract arbitration c.n be followed in Note, Arbitration and Governmmt Contracts, 50 YALE 
L.j .. 458 (1941); Anderson. The Disputes Article in Government Contracts, 44 MtC.B .. L. REV. 211 (1945); Kronstein. 
BUSIness Arbitratlon-Int/rument of Privote Govemment, 54 YALE L.J. 36 (l944). The 1940'. dispute over the leg.lity 
of arbitration or Government contract claims was precipitated by introduction of three bills in Congress to authorize 
arbitration, S. 2350 and H.R. 7163, 77th Cong .• 2d Sts •. (1942) and H.P... 3665. 78th Cong., 1st Stss. (l944). None oC 
these. bills were ever acted upon. They were introduced in response to inclusion of arbitration c1au~s in several thousand 
warUme defense contracts; even though prevailing legal opinion was that such clauses were l>=yond agency statlliory 
authority and were not binding on the Government. Greske, Selliement of War Contract Dilputes, 29 A.B.A.]. 13 
(I 943}; GRESKt.:. TilE LAW OF GO"'R""t.:ST DEFESSf. CU"TR.\L'TS §§158·62 (l943). No judicial interpretations oC 
these contract clauses have been discovered. 
( "United States v. Corliss Steam· Engine Co., 91 U.S. 321 (1875); United States v. Adams, 74 U.S. a Wall.) 463 
1868}: see Shedd. supra n.8 at 42·43. 
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ity to 11 board of contract appeals. 16 Government contracts generally provide 
that disputes will first be decided by the Gove:rnment contracting officer with 
a right of appeal from his findings to the boa.rds of contract appeals. l " There 
is thus a two-step process within the agency with the decision-makers at each 
step be:ing agency employees. 1M Unsatisfied contractors also have the right 
to app1eal internal board decisions to either U.S. District Courts or to the 
Court of Claims depending upon the amou.nt in controversy.19 The difficul
ties in reaching satisfactory disputes settlements have occurred at both the 
contracting officer and board of contract appeals levels, and it is at those 
level.~, that arbitration by outside experts appears a reasonable alternative. 

Each Government contract has assigned to it a contracting officer. He is 
in charge of administering the contract, insuring that its terms are fulfilled, 
issuing change orders and resolving contract disputes.2o He is intimately 
familiar with the progress of a contract even before a contractor submits a 
claim. On a large, complex contract, su.ch as thos,e involved in Navy ship
building, submission of a claim will initi.ate a substantial review process.!1 A 
team of engineers, accountants and lawyers will attempt to determine wheth
er legal liability exists, and, if so, what additional compensation is owed. 
Based on t.he findings of this team, a contracting officer's decision will be 
issued. O£t<:n, time lapses of two-to-five years have occurred between filing of 
a claim and issuance of a contracting clficer decision in Navy shipbuilding.22 

Considerable disagreement can and has occurred between Navy teams and 
contractors over the type and amount of i.nformation needed to assess the 
validity of a claim. In many cases, two, three and even five successive Navy 
teams have reviewed and re-reviewed each claim. Meanwhile, the contractor 
may have submitted and resubmitted his daim documentation up to five 
times either voluntarily or as required by the Government.23 

The contracting officer is an integral. part of the Government procure
ment team. In most instances, becausle he is cognizant of the background of 
the claim, he is well-equipped to assess its merits and order payment of it, 
if warranted. When such is the case, there can be great value in requiring an 
initial determination of the validity of a claim by the contracting officer. 

On the other hand, in many instances the contracting officer's naturally 
subjective viewpoint may hinder expeditious disputes settlement. The con
tractor may be attacking Government procurement practices. He may be 
claiming inadequate specifications Clr informal instructions given to him 

"Se •• e.g., Charter of the ASBCA. ASPR Appendix A. Part I. Sec. I (1973) . 
. '·See. ~.~. ASPR 7.103.12 Disputes. ASPR 7.602.1,( •. ) Disputes. In general, exhaustion of these internal proce. 

dures. IS requl~ed bef?re resort to the courts is allowed if the dispute arises under the contract. Se. Sachler, Reso/ution 
of DISputes l,nder uruled Slates Governmenl Contract.r, ;t PCB. COST. L.). 363,371 (1969); n.32 tn/ra; and Megyeri; 
PandemonIum tn 1M Admlntstrallve R'Io/ullon of Got·.mment Contract Disputes 75 W.Va. L. REV. 121 123.124 
(1972.1973). ., 

"For further desaiption, Stt ProcuT<ment Commi"iOI1. supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 11.22. 
''28 U.S.C. §§1346, 1491 (1970). 
"See Procurement Commirsion. supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 11·21; ASPR 1..;06 Contract Admini:,tration Fun'",ions. 
"For a d.tailed desaiption of the process, .... "Shipbuilding Claim. and Their Evaluation by the Navy," F.b. 7, 

197~, an unclaSSified stan: paper by the Counsel of the Naval Ships Systems Command and his Deputy Counsel for 
Claims. For a .~eneral desa,puon of the contracting omcer's role, sec Shedd, supra n.8 at 64.66. 

~Sc:e notes, 1 .. 7 supra. 
"Seapower Hearings. supra n.2 at 1120·22 ... (testimony of F. Trowbnd~e vom Baur. Sept. 16. 1974.) 
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_uring the life of a contract that caused him to incur additional costs. The 
:ontracting ()fficer will often naturally be reluctant to admit Government 
.rrors that reflect badly on either himself or his superiors. He may also feel 
_udgetary pressures that limit his ability to compensate contractors for 
Jovernment··caused additional costS.24 One solution for a contracting officer 
lIay therefor.e be to delay decisions or to grant decisions that evaluate con
-.factors' claims at unreasonably low levels. Requiring the contracting officer 
LO be the first level decision-maker in dispute settlement thus has the poten
tial advanta.ge of encouraging a knowledgeable person to deal expeditiously 
with the iSllue, but also the possible disadvantage of lack of objectivity that 
may pre venn achievement of this goal. 

A contracting officer's decision to grant only a small percentage of the 
Jaim generally leads the contractor to appeal to the board of contract ap
. eals, in the case of the Navy, the ASBCA.25 The boards of contract ap
peals were established as the distincti'/e non-judicial internal agency re
I1iewers tha.t were to fulfill the goal of providing flexible, speedy, inexpensive 
.lisputes resolution. Prior to 1962, the boards were free to adopt practices 
aimed at achieving this goal with an understanding that a de novo review of 
any claim was available in the judicial system if the contractor was dis
satisfied with a board's decision.26 In 1963, however, the Supreme Court 
ruled in the first of several decisions that de novo review of such decisions was 
unavailabll! in the judicial systemT The much more limited scope of review 
in the courts has provided incentive for the boards of contract appeals to 
provide sufficient due process to insure completeness and fairness. As a 
result, during the past fifteen years, Government boards of contract appeals 
have adopted most of the formal procedures of federal trial courts. They 
require formal pleadings, allow each appeal a de novo review, provide many 
.discovery tools to the parties, receive extensive briefs, hold lengthy hearings 
and do their utmost to accumulate a complete record. 28 It has become cus-

• "The ccntracting officer may realize that budgetary problems will be avoided if the dispute eventually goes to 
udlcial determination. Payment of Court of Claims judgments under S 1 00,000 is made not from agency accounts, but 
rom funds provided by the Permanent and Definit~ Appropriations Act. 31 V.S.C. §724a (1970). For jud~ments over 
1100,000, the Department of Treasury must obtain funds from Congress. Procurement Commission, supra n.12, Vol • 
• a130. Sec also Megyeri, supra note 17 at 134-136. 

"The "'Iseloads of the boards of contract appeals vary gready. The ASBCA disposes of more than one thousand 
...... , per year, handling contract disputes of not only the armed forces, but also those of Slate, HEW, AID, USIA, the 
National Science Foundation and the Defense Nuclear Agency. Three other boards handle more than one hundred cas.s 
annually: Corps of Engineers, Veterans Administration and General Services Administration. Less than one hundred 
"'se~ per year are handled by the boards at the Atomic Energy Commission, Nr!Sf\, Postal Service, a;d'departments of 
AgrIculture, Commerce, Interior, Labor and Transportation. Gantt & Burg, The Atomic Energy CommIssion Board of 
Co .• tract App"als-An Experiment in Government Contract DIsputes, 6 PcB. CONT. L.J. 167, 168 (1974). ~Iany of the 
problem, diSCtlSscd in this article are peculiar to the large, ASBCA.type, boards, See note 29 infra. 
. "Contractors, too, were secure in feeling that if a board of contract appeals really blundered. de novo review would 

nght the wrong. Sachter, supra n.17 at 363. 
"United States v. Bianchi & Co., 373 U.S. 709 (1963); United States v. Anthony Grace & Sons, Inc., 384 U.S. 

424 (1966); Crown Coat Front Co. v. United States, 386 U.S. 503 (1967). 
uS .. ASPR, Appendix A, Part 2-Rules 4, 6-10, 13·15, 20·24 (1974); Pracurement Commission. supra n.12. 

Vol. 4 at 17; Spector, supra note 12 at 6-7; Spector, Public Contract ClaIms Procedures-A PerspectIVe, 30 FED. B,\I{ J. 
I, 8 n.43 (1971); Frenzen, supra n.8 at 58.60 . 

. Most of the boards of contract appeals have optional accelerated procedures that allow a sin~le board member to 
dcclde cases and encourage waiver of discovery. pleadin~ and briefs. See. e.~., Charter of the ASBCA, Rule 12; AEC 
procedure in 10 C.F.R. §3.205, These procedures were first instituted in 1958 coincidentally with the Hebert subeommit~, 
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to mary for the Goernment to be represented by a lawyer before the boards 
and a near necessity for contractors to be similarly represented. Therefore, 
when a complex contract dispute involving large amounts of money is liti~ 
gated, it is not surprising that two to three years may ensue between filing 
of an appeal and decision.1,.1 

Although both the contractor and the Government deserve a complete 
examinaJion of any claim, conducted with certain procedural guarantees, 
boards of contract appeals were not necessarily intended to be the bodies that 
conduct such reviews. Providing such reviews can be and often is contrary 
to the original goals of speed, flexibility and inexpensiveness. The boards 
have been placed in a position of having little choice but to formalize their 
procedures if they are to provide full fairness to the parties, who will not 
receive a s(:cond chance to present their cases in full. 

In recent years Government agencies have adopted contracting proce
dures tha,t seek to maximize competition, shift economic risks to the con
tractor a.nd provide cost discipline. 30 At the same time, many contractors 
have been very anxious to continue obtaining Government business during 
otherwise slack times and therefore have made unwisely low bids. On long
term contracts, unanticipated inflation has often made contract prices inade
quate to cover costS. 31 The contracting environment has thus created great 
incentives for contractors to seek price adj ustments through the disputes 
clause;. In most cases, Government actions or inactions during the life of a 
contract have provided a measure of validity for contractor allegations by 

tee of the House Armed Services Commillee', inquiry into slowness of the disputes seulement procedures. Shedd, supra 
n.S at 58·60. Availability of these accelerated procedures, however, has now always made possible expeditious setde. 
ments, because (I) they are available only for claims under $20,000 (AEC) or $25,000 (ASBCA); (2) they are rarely used 
(in only seven percent of pending appeals, ahhou~h fifty.one percent of appeals were eligible, according to a study by 
rhe Procurement CommISSIon, supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 18); and (3) they are mtnimally faster in some agencies, such as the 
AEC, as stated by Gantt &. Burg, ",pra n.25 at t 74. (The AEG handles almost all its appeals expeditiously at present. 
See n.29 mfra.) 

"'Some r<cent complex cases that have required long periods from appeal filin~ to decision include United States v, 
General Dynamics, ASaCA 113,88; (1913) (four )'ears) and United States •. National Manufacturing, ASBGA #l5S16, 
74.1 BCA ;19580 (1974) (three l·ears). In the early t 970's, forty.three percent of all board cases took more than one 
ye~r to resolve, fifteen percent took more than two years. Procurement CommltSion, supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 18. 

The description in the text of the procedures of boards of contract appeals d(le'J not necessarily fit all such boards. 
Gann and Burg, supra 0.25, describe a much more nexible board at the Atomic Energy Commission. The AEG board is 
unique in using both non·lawyers and non·Government employees on its boards. /d. at 179. For each case, a determina· 
tion is made of the best qualified persons to handle the maner at issue. Jd. at 183. The panels act in a very flexible man· 
ncr to encoura~e both parties to clarify the issues and present the relevanr evidence, and, if possible, reach compromise 
setllementS. {d. al 183·86. The board has made special efforts to e"pedite appeals of small businesses, to give It~al as· 
sistance to such contractors who are sometimes not represented by counsel, and to hold hcarin~ wherever it would be 
most convenient. Id. at 190-91. The AEC board, however. normally disposes of less than twenty appeals per year, id. at 
174; and Gann and Burg, who have both worked for the board, admit, "The AECBCA could not do many thing' it does 
Were it subjected to a large number of appeals." /d. at 200. The proposal made in this article for use of private arbitr.· 
tion would anempt to make the advantages of the AEC nexlbilitv more generally available. 

"'See vom Baur, ConstructiUt! Change Order> and the CUTTent Claims Climate, an address before the !'Iational 
Contrart Mana~ement Assoc., June 20 and 21. 1972; Seapower Hearings, supra n.2 at 656·57 ... (statement of the Ship. 
builder's CQuncil); at 1480 •.. (statement of William Middendorf, Sept. 26, 1974); at .... \testimony of John T. Gil
bride, President, Todd Shipyards, Aug. 8, 1974); at 1501·502 (resumony of Adm. James Holloway, Chief of Naval Opera. 
tions, Sept. 26, 1914). 

"S •• pow" Hearings, supra n.2 at 1471·75 (testimony of William ~1iddendorf, Sept. 26, 1974); at l50} (tesrimony 
of AdmiralJames Holloway, Sept. 26. 1974). 
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establishing a basis for claims of constructive changes. 32 Sorting out legal 
liability and related damage calculati.ons is thus often a quite difficult task. 
The established procedures have shclwn themselves often incapable of effec
tively resolving such disputes in the expeditious manner intended for a num
ber of reasons: 

1. StronlS and generally well-rounded Congressional and public pres
sures have been exerted on Government agencies to be hard-nof;ed in dealing 
with contractors to avoid waste of limited Government funds.)3 In reaction 
to the pressures, Government agencies have shied away from making any 
contract settlements other than those which can be fully, comprehensively 
and accurately justified. 

2. Consistent with normal operating procedures in any large bureau
cracy, procurement officials in the Government have been unwilling to stake 
their reputations on approval of any settlements that are other than beyond 
question. The Government negotiator" lack an ability to compromise in the 
best interest not only of the immediate contract, but also of long-term good 
working relationships between Government and contractor.34 The environ
ment has rewarded inaction rather than action at the contracting officer 
leveL35 

3. The established bodies for making final determination of disputes 
within agencies, boards of contract appeals, have been placed in the position 
of being the final fact finders. As such, they have felt a need for trial-type 
due process as a means of guaranteeing fairness. 36 

The motivations of the principal players in the procurement dispute 
settlement process are admirable. On one hand, the Government mllst be 
ever-vigilant in its contracting procedures; and, on the other, contractors 
deserve fair hearing of their complaints. The net result, however, has been 
an agonizingly slow dispute settlement process that in the end often benefits 
neither the Government nor contractors. The poor results that were to be 
avoided through a flexible dispute process have come to fruition. Contractors 
have become exasperated with the inability of contracting officers or boards 
of contract appeals to reach decisions. Good working relationships have 
been sacrificed in the interest of legally precise determinations of liability. 

"A constructive chan~e is defined in Naw Procurement Circular NQ. 31 (March 21, 19i3} as a "change based on 
Government conduct. inc:luding actions or inactions. which ~s not a formal written c:hansC' order but which has the effect 
of requiring the contractor to ptrform work different from or in addition to that prescribed by ,he origin.1 term. of the 
COntract." The boards of contract app.als have over the past fifteen years ~reatly expanded -he types of Government 
action or inaction ahat thev term constructive chan~c I)rdcrs~ Such orders have been considered co involye disputes under 
the contract, which the boards can resolv., as opposed to breaches of the contract, which must be present.d to the courts 
for resolution. Sachter, supra n.17 at 365.71; Prr-curement CommISSion, supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 15·16. For a description of 
the broad variety uf actions or inactions that have been deemed constructive change orders, -SeC vom Baur, Constructive 
Change Orders/Edition Ill, Government Contractor Briefing Papers (1973). The profusion of such problems in ship. 
bUilding is discussed in StOp. weT Hearings, supra n.2 at 952·53 (testimony of Edwin M. Hood, July 26, 1974); at 1485·86 
(testimony of William ;\.Iiddendorf, Sept. 26, 1974); at 933·35 (testimony of John Diesel, President, Newport News Ship
building, Au~. 6,1974). 

HSee, e.g., H~arings be/ore the Subcomm. on Priant~s and Economy in Government JOint Economic Comm., 92d 
Cong., 2d s."s., "The Acquisition of Weapon Systems" (1972.73). 

"Seapower Hearings, supra n.2 at 1118·27 (testimony of F. Trowbridge vom Baur, Sept. 16, 1974); at 1012 (testi· 
many of Fred O'Green, Au~. 13, 1974). 

J\See n.24, 28 supra. 
"'Procurement CommiSSIon, supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 12. 
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Failures to maintain good working relationships have led private contractors 
to refuse to do Government work and the result has been decreased com
petition and higher prices to the Government.}- The suggestion made here 
for use of private arbitration, although unable in itself to solve the prob
lems that cause disputes, does offer an opportunity to ease the settlement 
procedure problems enumerated above. 

Arbitration 

Use of arbitration to settle disputes has expanded tremendously since 
the nineteenth century days when courts disapproved of the procedure 
because it removed cases from their jurisdiction. Private arbitrators are widely 
used in commercial transactions, labor-management relations38 and insur
ance policy claims. The Supreme Court has consistently praised arbitration 
for its role in resolving labor-management disputes.39 Even the interests of 
governments, state, local and Federal, are ruled upon by private arbitrators. 
Public employees are now represented by unions and have their grievances 
submitted to private arbitrators;40 state and local gove'rnments have for 
many years submitted contract disputes to private arbitrators;41 arbitrators' 
decisions on back pay for Government employees are now enforceable;42 
and the NLRB is developing a principle of deferral to private arbitrators in 
cases where they determined statutory, as well as contractual, claims.43 
Resolution of federal Government contract disputes is one of the few areas 
where private arbitration has yet to be used. H 

The rationale for not using private arbitration in Government contract 
disputes does not appear substantive. Arbitration has proven in the com
mercial setting to have its promised advantages over more judicial proce
dures. There are typically few procedural rules which bind arbitrators. 
Although they have the authority to summon witnesses or require submis
sion of books, records or documents, there is no rigid formula for how pro
ceedings are to be conducted. Rules of evidence are not deemed necessary to 
prevent prejudicial presentation of evidence. Affidavits are often used to 
simplify the presentation of evidence. 

"/d., Vol. 4, at 3. see also n.7 supra. 
"By 1971, approximately ninetV·four percent of labor aI\Teements contamed arbitration dauses. BSA. BaSIc 

Palterns In emDn Contracts 51:6 (7th Ed. 1971). 
"Bovs ~(arkets, Inc. v. Retail Clerk's UOIon, Local 770, 398 U.S. 235, 252 (1970); United Steelworkers of Ameri. 

ca v. Warrior and Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 581·82 (1960). 
"Sed U.S.C. §7301, Exec. Order 1149( (1969), 39 US.C. §1207 (1970). 
"District of Columbia v. Ba>ley, 171 U.S. 161 (1898); County of Middlesex v. Gevyn ConSlructlon Corp .. 430 

F.2d 33 (1st Cir. 1971); Cary v. Lon~, 181 Cal. 443, 184 P. 857 (1919); Campbell v. City of New York. 244 N.Y. 317. 
155 N.E. 628 (t 927); see also cases collected in 40 A.L.R. 1370. Authority to arbitrate has in many municipal cases been 
implied without need for a statute. City of Shawneetown v. Baker, 85 ltl. 563 (1877); Smith v. Borou~h of Wilktnsburg. 
172 Pa. St. 121.33 A. 371 (1895). 

"Washington Post. Nov. 4, 1974 at B13. 
"See Isaacson and Zifchak. Agency Deferral to Prll'a/e Arb,tratIOn of Employment Duput.s, 73 CUll'''. L. RE\·. 

1383 (1973). 
"The Defense Department, however. does alicw prime ccntractors to settle disputes WIth their subcontractors by 

.---___ arbitration. ASPR 23·203 (1974); see Federal Contracts Repor'.; No. 530. "Subcontract Disputes; The Case of the 
---Mh.'W5 Remedy?" (1974); M. DO""E. TIIF, L.\w i\~D PK,\~TII;' ." CIl\"".Cl,\l ANntr •. HIO'. 9o.Q~ 11968). Great 

Britain iiii"""~i~ed arbitr.tion of ~overnment contracts SIOCC 1925. Greske. ,upra n.14. 29 A. B;\.J at 16 -- . 
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Arbitrators are free to seek all evidence which will be helpful in decid
ing the dispute and then to determine the relevancy of what they receive. 
They can call on the parties for assistance in researching the law. Hearings 
can be scheduled at the convenience of the parties since no court calendar 
imposes constraints. Arbitrators perform the central role in guiding the 
parties to present the background needed to resolve the dispute. They are 
well-suited for this task as the third party outsiders chosen specifically for 
this purpose by voluntary consent of the two parties. Generally, arbitrators 
will be experts in the area of the dispute, able to use their prior knowledge 
to cut quickly to its heartY' Associated with the advantage of flexibility is 
the possibility for greater speed and less cost. The flexible, informal process 

I allows rapid dissemination of evidence among the parties. 
Parties who have voluntarily agreed to submit a dispute to a private 

arbitrator normally do so in order to achieve a fast, equitable resolution. 
When the process works as intended, it minimizes ill will between the 
parties. The arbitration process, rather than stressing adversary relation
ships, as do current intra-agency dispute procedures, seeks to promote co
operatio~ in setting forth evidence and law needed to resolve a dispute. 

These advantages, which have led to widespread use of private arbitra
tion in other contexts, would also be advantageous in Government contract 
disputes. The Government and contractors are interested in speedy, equit
able, final decisions. It is in both parties' interests not to expend large re
sources settling old differences and to avoid long periods of antagonistic 
contact. The similarity of the advantages offered by private arbitration to the 
goals established for the internal agency dispute settlement procedures 
should not be surprising. Internal dispute procedures were intended to be, 
and have often been characterized as, a form of arbitration.46 The internal 
procedures, however, as we have seen, have often failed to provide the ad
vantages because of a combination of bureaucratic self-interest and judicial 
requirements. 

Arbitration could provide a fair yet expeditious alternative process for 
settling such claims. Disagreements could be submitted to local arbitrators at 
the site of the contractor, thus reliving contractors of any need to haggle 
endlessly with interested contracting officers who are restricted by bureau
cratic and political constraints or to deal with judicialized boards in Wash
ington that have lost their flexibility over the years.47 On the other side of 
the procedural coin, some contractors are reluctant to submit disputes to 
boards of contract appeals because they feel even the boards lack certain 
element:; of due process.4ij Ahhough arbitration proceedings lack in a formal 
sense some of the same due process guarantees, contractors might be more 

- "F. "'<0 E. ElKOl·RI, How AR.ITR.HIO~ WORKS (1973); 0"'11<>. supra nA4, §§20-25, 28·30. 
"4Sce, e.g., Andcrson~ supra 0.14 at 217; Joy, Disputes Clause In Government ContraclS, 25 FUN-I> L. RE\. 1 t 

(t956); Uniled Stales v. Wunderlich, 342 I.:.S. 98,100 (1951). 
""Travel time and expenses are a major deterrent to appealing small claims. Procurement CommISsion. supra 

n.12, Vol. 4 al 17. 
"Boards or contracl appeals. for instance, have no subpncna powers (excepl ror Ihe AEC) and Iimitrd discovery 

tool •• [d., Vol. 4 at 21. 27-8. 
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willing to present their cases in such forums because the deciders would be 
impartial outsiders rather than employees of the opposing Government 
agency.49 Arbitratiofl is certainly not a panacea in cases where contractors 
desire more due process, but it is an alternative that in some cases might 
be desirable to both Government and contractor. 

Submission of Government contract disputes to private arbitrators would 
therefore seem to offer, in many instances, a desirable alternative to the 
normal contracting officer or board of contract appeals method of resolu
tion. 50 A number of legal and practical problems with the use of arbitration, 
however, first deserve examination. Government procurement officials have 
been reluctant to agree to such procedures because of a long line of Comp
troller General decisions that have held that the United States cannot sub
mit to contract arbitration without explicit statutcry authority. The weakness 
of the legal argument against Government arbitration in the Comptroller 
General decisions, as will be discussed next, indicates that change in General 
Accounting Office policy is warranted. Beyond this basic question lie pos
sible problems with (a) the ability of courts to order the Government to 
arbitrate,. (b)'the standard of review that would be used by courts in appeals 
ffom decisions of private arbitrators, and (c) loss of uniformity of decision 
once Government contract appeals are resolved by arbitrators. 

Is ARBITRATIO!'\ By THE GOVE"Q:>:~(E~T LEGAL? 

Unconstitutional Vesting oj Judicial Power 

Much of the concern about the legality of arbitration by the Federal 
Government can be traced to one very old Federal Circuit Court decision. 
The court held in United States v. Ames;1 that the Secretary of War ex
ceeded his authority when he authorized a United States Attorney to agree 
to arbitrate a dispute concerning damage to Government land. 1m: r~ .Irt 
apparently based its decisiun on constitutional grounds, reasoning that no 
government official can create judicial power anywhere except in a court 
established under Article III: 

All judicial power is by the constitution vested in the supreme court, and such 
inferior courts as congress may, from time to time, ordain and establish. Const. 
U.S. art. 3, sec. I. No department nor officer has a right to vest any of it elsewhere; 
and it has been questioned even if congress can vest it in any tribunals not organized 
by itself (citations omitted).;2 

Since the proposition that the Constitution prohibits exercise of judicial 
power by any body other than Art!cle III courts has been discredited since 
Ames,;3 its holding seems to have no validity today. If Ames were still good 

1"As the Procurtmenl Commission, supra 0.12. Vol. 4 at 3, pointed OU1, "the board members are appointed by the 
agencies and must depend on them for career advancement;" conlra~ Gantt & Burg, supra 0.25 at 180. 

"'V", or nexible altern.t;,e disputes ",ttlement procedures is con,i""nt with the ~eneral philosophy or the Pro· 
curement CommiSSIon. supra n.12. Vol. " .t 19-20. 

"Cniled Stales v. Ames, 24 F. C .. s. 784 (~o. 14.441) (c.c.n. ~13ss. 18,,·,1. 
"ld. at 789. 
"E.g .. Reconstruction Finance Corp. v. Bankers Trust Co .• 318 U.S. 163 (1943); Sunshine Anthracite Coal Co., v. 

Adkins, 310 U.S. 381 (1940). 
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law, its apparent constitutional holding would prevent even Congress 
through specific statutory authorization from permitting Government officers 
to agree to arbitrate. Since legislation has purported to authorize arbitration 
by the Government in certain specific instances, 54 it seems that Congress 
did not feel the apparent constitutional rule of Ames was sound. 

Instead of being used as a bar to arbitration by the Government today, 
Ames should more properly be viewed as an example of the general nine
teenth century judicial attitude disfavoring arbitration, even by private 
parties. Indeed, a somewhat later nineteenth century Supreme Court deci
sion, United States u. Farragut,55 upheld arbitration by the Federal Gov
ernment where the lower court had agreed to refer a pending suit to arbi
trators whose decision would become the judgment of the court. Although the 
issue of the authority of the Government to submit to arbitration was not 
discussed in detail in Farragut, its holding that the arbitration was valid 
seems rather authoritative not only on the constitutional issue, but also on 
the issue of whetger arbitration requires specific statutory authority. 

Specific Statutory Authority 

Although the Constitutional objection to Government arbitration of 
contract disputes is rather clearly no longer sound, there remains the ques
tion of whether specific statutory authorization is necessary. The lack of 
statutory authority has been one of the arguments relied on by the Comp
tro1ler General during this century to hold arbitration illegal. 56 It is well 
established that the head of an executive department has, incident to his 
authority to run his department, the authority to handle contract disputes. 57 

This authority extends to the settlement of contract disputes by compromise 
0: through the normal dispute process. In the absence of any statute pro
hibiting arbitration by the Government, this authority of the agency head to 
handle and settle contract disputes certainly should. obviate the need for 
specific legislation permitting arbitration. 

The Comptroller General has argued that the existence of three statutes 
explicitly authorizing the Government to arbitrate in certain specialized 
cases makes clear a general requirement for such legislation.58 Such an 
argument is overstated with respect to the Suits in Admiralty Act and the 
PUblic Vessels Act. Both statutes authorize certain high Government officials 
to "arbitrate, compromise, or settle" certain claims arising in admiralty. 
The Government officials named had not previously had the authority to 
compromise or settle such specified claims, nor to submit them to arbitration. 
Therefore, in authorizing the officials to handle these claims, it was only 

- I'Statutes cited n. 58 mfra. 
"89 U.S. (22 Wall) 406 (1874). 
::See, e.g., 32 Camp. Gen. 333 (1953); 19 Camp. Gen. 700 (1940). 

See n.15 supra. . 
"32 Camp. Gen. 333, 335 (1953). The statutes are: Suits in Admiralty Act, 46 U.S.C. §749 (1970); Pubhc 

Ves~els ACI, 46 U.S.C. §786 (1970); Contract Senlement ACI of 1944, 41 U.S.C. §113(e) (1970). Also. the Foreign 
ASSIStance Act of 1961 contalOs a provision perminim\ arbitralion of claims against Ihe :\~ency for Internalional Devel
opment arising out of the forei~n investment ~uaranlv pro~m. 22 t.:.S.C. §2395(i) (1970). 
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natural for Congr-ess to include the authority to arbitrate. By contrast, the 
authority of the head of an executive department to handle and settle con
tract disputes is not based on any particular statute, but rather on well 
established practice and judicial expression.;? There has been no occasion 
so convenient for Congress to include a specific authorization of arbitration 
for general contract disputes. The specific inclusion of arbitration authority 
in the admiralty claim statutes cannot be viewed as an implicit determination 
that specific authority is required in the case of normal contract disputes. 

The third statute authorizing arbitration, the Contract Settlement Act 
of 1944,60 deals with cases of a type which the military departments already 
had general authority to settle. However, the legislative history of this Act 
indicates that Congress never considered whether or not such a specific 
statutory authorization was required to allow arbitration.(,1 The only 
mention of the arbitration provisions in the legislative history is in letters 
from the American Arbitration Association supporting the use of arbitra
tion62 and the Attorney General opposing it. 63 Neither letter dealt with 
the issue of whether specific statutory authorization would be required. The 
AAA proposed that the Act make arbitration available at the option of the 
contractor in all cases. Since it is clear that legislation would be required to 
force a Government agency to give contractors an option of arbitI:ating, the 
AAA's proposal cannot be taken as an indication that legislation is necessary 
merely to allow a Government agency to arbitrate. Although the Act, as 
passed, merely gave the Government agencies the option of allowing the 
contractor to arbitrate, this difference from the original AAA proposal is 
probably due to the uncertainties and compromise inherent in the legislative 
process. There is no indication in the legislative history that Congress felt 
this Act was required to legitimate arbitration. 

In summary, none of the three statutes specifically authorizing arbitra
tion by the Government should be taken as an expression of congressional 
intent that specific statutory authorization is necessary before Government 
officials, who clearly possess the authority to settle contract disputes, may 
submit such disputes to arbitration. 

Statutes 

Three other Federal statutes have been relied upon by the Comptroller 
General to deny the validity of arbitration by the Government. Title 31, 
Section 672, prohibits payment of expenses connected with any commission 
or inquiry, other than courts martial or military courts of inquiry, unless 
special appropriations have been made. Title 31, Section 673, prevents public 
funds from being used to pay expenses of "any commission, council, board, or 
other similar body" unless the body "shall have been authorized by law." 

"'$ee n. 15 supra. 
b('Sec:: n.58 supra. 
"Hearings on S. 1268, S. 1280, and S./ Res. 80 Before Subcomm. of Ihe Senate Ccimm. on Jlilitary Affam, 78th 

Cong., 1st !:ie.s. (1944) Iherdnafter cited as 1944 H<armgsl. 
"7944 HeaTlngs, pt. 6 at 435·443. 
"Id. at 522·29. 
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For a time these statutes were invoked by the Comptroller General to dis
allow payments for the expenses of arbitration.64 Such an interpretation of 
these late 18th and early 19th century statutes is inconsistent with modern 
practice. So interpreted, the statutes would prevent the payment of expenses 
of boards of contract appeal or most special advisory bodies, which are com
monly used in the executive branch although seldom officially authorized by 
Congress. Fortunately, the Comptroller General has retreated from so ex
pansive an interpretation. He has taken the position that it is sufficient for 
boards or commissions to be authorized implicitly by general statutes author
izing executive agencies to carry out their activities.65 

The third statute that the Comptroller General still appears to rely on 
to disfavor arbitration is the Budget and Accounting Act.66 The Act provides 
that "all claims and demands whatever by the Government of the United 
States or against it ... shall be settled and adjusted in the General Account
ing Office."67 The Comptroller General has argued that arbitration of a 
claim against the Government effectively ousts the GAO of its statutory juris
diction to settle claims. Although strangely similar to the now discredited 
doctrine that arbitration is unconstitutional because it ousts Article III courts 
of their jurisdiction, the Comptroller General has never disavowed this 
position. This argument would also apparently prohibit the practice of 
allowing contractor claims to be decided by agency boards of contract appeals 
whose decisions are not, short of fraud, subject to GAO challenge in the 
courts. 

Although the role of the GAO as a reviewer of agency contract settle
ments was at one time clouded,68 the Supreme Court made it explicit m 
S&E Contractors: 

Since the AEC withheld payment solely because of the views of the Comptroller 
General and since he had been given no authority to function as another tier of 
administrative review, there was no valid reason for the AEC not to settle with 
petitioner according to its earlier decision.69 

Although his lengthy dissent disagreed on other grounds, Justice Brennan 
carefully reviewed the legislative history of the Wunderlich Act and found 
"GAO's attempt to obtain the power of binding review over disputes deci
sions was [aJ failure."7o The clear denial of GAO review authority renders 
this final objection of the Comptroller General insubstantial. 

.. 5 Camp. Gen. 417 (1925). 
"40 Camp. Gen. 478 (1961); 22 Camp. Gen. 140, 143 (1942). 
"31 U.S,C. §§41.56, 71 (1970); 8 Camp. Gen, 96, 97 (1928), 
"31 U.S.C. §71 (1970), 
"See Braucl:er. supra n,14 at 478, 489. 
"s. & E, Con.tractors v, United States, supra n.1 at 10, 
·oJd. at 55. The separate question or the judicial scope: of review over decisions by private arbitrators in Government 

Contract cases will be discussed infra notes 78·88, The argument in the text here is that the broad Budget and Accountin~ 
Act language should not be con,trued to prohibit private arbitrators, rather than the GAO, from decidin~ contract dis· 
pUtes, and not necessarily that the SerE holding that the GAO cannot in any way challenge a board of contract appeals 
decision would also apply to decisions of prj Yale arbitrators, 
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Precedent Supporting Arbitration 

Not only is there an absence of persuasive authority for the proposItion 
that arbitration by the Government is illegal, but there also exists substantial 
modern authority for the opposite conclusion. In George J. Grant Construc
tion Company v. United States,7 1 the Court of Claims held that a contractor 
could not seek judicial relief against the Government in a contract dispute 
when it had failed to pursue the arbitration remedy specified in the contract. 
The Court analogized arbitration to the normal contracting officer and 
board of contract appeals disputes procedure and rejected the argument that 
the arbitration provision was illegal. Speaking of the standard "disputes" 
article, the Court wrote: 

That article provides that, in case of dispute, the decision should be made by the 
contracting officer, subject to the contractor's right to appeal to the head of the 
department, whose decision should be final. That is a sort of arbitration, albeit by 
agents of one party to the contract. Yet, it violates as completely as arbitration by 
third persons, as provided for in the instant contract, would violate, any doctrine 
that Congress has consented to have decisions' made against the Government only 
in the Court of Claims.12 

Another argument in support of the legality of arbitration may be de
rived from a series of Comptroller General decisions. They have held that 
although the Government may not submit the issue of "liability" or the 
existence of a "legal right" to private arbitrators, they may be allowed under 
a contract clause to "appraise" the amount of money owed to or by the 
Government, provided the legal obligation is derived from another portion of 
the contract. 73 There is little basis in policy or logic for a distinction between 
"appraisal" and "arbitration" in a consideration of the arguments discussed 
above as to the necessity for specific statutory authorization. Indeed, the 
"jurisdiction" of the General Accounting Office (or of the Courts) seems to 
be no less encroached upon by allowing private arbitrators to determine the 
extent of liability than by allowing the same arbitrators to determine the 
existence of the liability. The Comptroller General's admission that "ap
praisal" is proper should cause his arguments against the legality of "arbi
tration" to be taken less seriously. 

Thus, the only remotely recent court decision on this issue supports the 
legality of arbitration; and even some decisions of the Comptroller General 
can be used to argue for this position. Although scholarly comment on this 
issue is both sparse and somewhat dated, it unanimously agrees on the 
legality of arbitration by the Government.74 

How WOULD ARBITRATION WORK? 

Even if specific statutory authority is not required before the Govern
ment may agree to arbitrate, certain legal uncertainties and troublesome 
policy considerations nevertheless surround the use of arbitration. 

"109 f. Supp. 245 (Ct. CI. 1953). 
"Id. at 247. 
"22 Compo Gen. 140, 145 (1942); 20 Compo Gen. 95, 99 (1940). 
·'Braucher. supra n.14i :>'1JA'" L.Q., supra n.14. 
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Orders to Arbitrate 

Agreements between the Government and contractors to arbitrate could 
be made either at the time a dispute arises or prospectively in the original 
agreement as part of the disputes clause. If agreement to arbitrate exists at 
the time of the dispute, no legal impediments to such a resolution will arise; 
but, should the Government balk, despite a contract clause calling for arbi
tration, questions of judicial authority to order arbitration become relevant. 
The Federal Arbitration Ac(5 would apparently make an agreement by the 
Government to submit to arbitration valid except for reasons which would 
render any contract unenforceable. !vlost any federal procurement contract 
would be "a contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce, »76 as 
"commerce" is defined in the Act.'7 However, the provisions of the Act pro
viding for the issuance of court orders to compel arbitration do not seem to 
fit well in cases of Government contract disputes. Section 4 of the Act pro
vides: 

A party aggrieved by the alleged failure, neglect, refusal of another to arbitrate 
under a written agreement for arbitration may petition any United States district 
court which, save for such agreement, would have jurisdiction under Title 28, in a 
civil action or in admiralty of the subject matter of a suit arising out of the con
troversy between the parties, for an order directing that such arbitration proceed 
in the manner provided for in such agreement. '8 (Emphasis added.) 

In Government contract disputes in which the amount in controversy exceeds 
$10,000, jurisdiction is vested by the Tucker Act exclusively in the Court of 
Claims.79 Thus, the Federal Arbitration Act does not itself grant, in cases 
involving more than $10,000, any court the right to issue an injunction com
pelling the Government to arbitrate. However, a plausible argument can be 
made that the Court of Claims has the power, under the All Writs Act,80 to 
issue orders enforcing an arbitration agreement which has been rendered 
substantively valid by the Federal Arbitration Act. If the Court of Claims did 
not issue an order compelling the Government to arbitrate, the contractor 
would be left to pursue his remedy via the contracting officer and board of 
contract appeals. At that point, if the case eventually came before the 
Court, it would be in a significantly different posture than the Federal Arbi
tration Act would seem to require when it declares the arbitration clause to 
be valid in a substantive sense. The All Writs Act would seem to be the 
appropriate authority for the Court of Claims to prevent such interference 
~s.c. §I elseq.lI970). 

"IIThe Act provides in pertinent part: H A written provision in ... a contract evidencing a transaction involving 
COmmerce tD settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter arising out or such contract or transaction, or the refusal to 
perform the whole or :::m .... part thereor. or an agreement in writin~ to submit to arbitration an e:xistin~ controversy 
ilrisln~ out of such a contract, transaction, or refusal, shall be valid, invocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds 
as exist at law or in equitv for the revocation of any contract." 9 U.S.C. §2 (1970). 

7"'
h Commert'c" is defined as: ~l •• ~ commerce among the several States or with foreign nations. or in any Territory 

of the United States or in the District of Columbia, or between any such Territory and another, or between any such 
Territory and any State or foreign nation, or between the District of Columbia and any State or Territory or forci~n 
nation .... " 9 U.S.C § 1 (1970). Thus. practically any Federal procurement contract would constitute a "contract 
evidencine; a transaction in\'olvin~ commerce." 

"'9 U.S.C. §4 (1970). 
''28 U.S.C. §§1346(a)(2). 1491 (1970). 
"28 U.S.C. § 1651 (1970). Section t 651 (a) provides: "The Supreme Court and all courts established by Act of 

Congress may issue all writs necessary or appropriate in aid of their respective jurisdictions and agreeable to the usa~es 
and principles of law." 
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with its Jurisdiction by ordering arbitration. Furthermore, since such an order 
would run against an executive agency, it would be in the nature of a writ of 
mandamus, which is clearly authorized in appropriate cases by the All 
Writs Act.sl 

In th.e only instance in which the Court of Claims has dealt with this 
issue (albl~it in a dictum), it indicated a clear belief that the Government 
could not be compelled to fulfill a contractual commitment to arbitrate. In 
Aktiebolaget Bofors v. United StatesS2 the court dismissed an argument of a 
contractor on the ground that the Government could not be compelled to 
arbitrate. :l-Ie had contended that the refusal of the Government to arbitrate 
pursuant to a contractual provision gave rise to a cause of action which 
would star'i the applicable statute of limitations, which had already run on 
the underly.tng contractual cause of action, running again. The Court did not 
reach the is.me of the validity of the arbitration clause, but assumed arguendo 
its validity: 

In the absence of special circumstances such as that one has been misled, to his 
damage, l,y the repudiation of an agreement to arbitrate, the only effective judicial 
remedy fOl' such a reiusal is a decree for specific performance. That remedy is not 
available ai~ainst the United States since it has not consented to such suits.31 

The CO\l1rt in Bofors seemed to feel that the difficulty in compelling the 
Government to arbitrate arose not from the'lack of a statute giving the Court 
of Claims tbe ex.plicit authority to issue orders compelling arbitration, but 
rather from the fact that the Government had not "consented" to be a 
defendant in an action to compel arbitration. This sovereign immunity argu
ment ignores the common sense interpretation that by entering into a con
tract containing an arbitration provision, the Government effectively consents 
to be sued, not merely on an action to enforce an arbitral award, but also on 
an action to compel arbitration. This argument has been accepted by state 
courts in reje cting the contention of state governments that they could not be 
compelled to arbitrate pursuant to contractual provision,84 but the paucity 
of arbitration decisions in Federal Government cases leaves some doubt about 
the enforceability of Federal agreements to arbitrate. 

Standard of Review 

What ~,rould happen should one of the contracting parties be unhappy 
with an arbitral decision? Presumably, the dissatisfied party would seek 
judicial relief from the decision in a federal court.8S In this situation, it is 

"Sce Territo v. United States 170 F. Supp. 855 (0, NJ. 1959) (dictum), appeal dismissed, 358 U.S. 279, mot,on 10 
reinstate denied, 3;9 U.S. 963; Eng. u. Acheson, 108 F. Supp. 682 (D.N.Y. 1952) (dictum). But cf Bard u. Biddle 141 
F.2f278 (D,C. Ci,. 1944), <eTt. denied, 323 U.S. 738. 

"153 F. Supp, 397 (Ct. CI. 1957). 
"!d. at 399. 
"Watkins \. Departmen! of Highways of the Commonwealth of Ken!ucky, 290 S.W.2d 28 (Ky. App. 1956); cf. Dor· 

mitory Auth. of !,late of New York v. Span EleCtric Corp., 18 N.Y.2d 114,271 N. Y.S.2d 983, 218 N.E.2d 693 (1966). 
"If the Government is unsatisfied with an arbitral award, it is undear whether it would be allowed to appeal. 

S & E Contrallors v. United States. supra n.1. held that the Governmen! could not appeal a decision of a board of con' 
tract appeals. 'l1>e lack of clarity in the rationale for Justice Douglas' majority opinion makes it difficult to apply S 0- E', 
reasoning to arbitral awards. However. the opinion relied on the words or the existing dispute clause. ,d. at 9. and on the 
unfairn .... of the procuring agency" final opinion being challenged by another Government agency. id. at 13-14. G,ven an 
amended dis,lutcs clause allowing less than hfinal and conclusive" arbitration and a decision_ not by the agency, but by 
indepcndenr arbitrators, the Court might look more favorably upon Government appeals. 
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unclear what standard of review the court should apply. The standard most 
likely to result in the affirmance of the arbitral award is that provided by the 
Federal Arbitration Act.86 If this statute is deemed applicable to arbitration 
by the Government,87 the award could be vacated only on one of several very 
narrow grounds, including fraud, partiality, or misconduct or actions beyond 
the authority of the arbitrator. 88 Should this standard be deemed applicable, 
the award of arbitrators would be much more difficult to upset than a deci
sion by an agency board of contract appeals. Under the Wunderlich Act,89 
such decisions may be reversed if they involve findings of fact not supported 
by substantial evidence or erroneous interpretations of law.90 As previously 
discussed, the Federal Arbitration Act would seem, by its terms, to apply to 
arbitration by the Government of disputes arising under a contract involving 
"commerce;" however, the Act's provisions for enforcement of an agreement 
to arbitrate do not appear to contemplate the Government as a party. 

The Wunderlich Act is itself arguably applicable to an arbitral decision 
involving the Government. However, as in the case of the Arbitration Act, 
it seems unlikely that this issue was considered by the drafters. The section 
of the Act dealing with review of findings of fact applies to "any decision of 
the head of any department or agency or his duly authorized representative 
or board in a dispute involving a question arising under such contract."91 
The question faced here is whether the words "his duly authorized repre
sentative or board" would be interpreted to include a panel of arbitrators, 
one or more of whom may have been chosen by the agency. The second part 
of the Wunderlich Act, dealimg with questions of law, applies to the "deci
sion of any administrative official, representative or board."92 Again, the 
question arises whether the drafters intended the reference to "administra
tive ... representative or board" to apply only to Government-employed 
personnel, or, more generally, to any panel. 

A third standard of review is also possible, namely that the court would 
find neither the Federal Arbitration nor Wunderlich acts applicable and 
grant a de novo review of an arbitral award. Arbitration would clearly be 
intended as an expeditious substitute for judicial determination of a dispute, 
and, in the absence of Congressional direction of how to view such proce
dures, the courts might determine that it is the Government's duty to con
tractors to make available at some point full due process guarantees. Such 
procedures could be provided by de novo review either in the court or through 
remand to a board of contract appeals. 

Much of the unpredictability of judicial standards of review might be 
tleared up in the Government/contractor agreement to arbitrate. Relying DIl 

the basic contract principle that parties, including the Government, can 
116Scc: n. 7 5 supra. 
"See notes 68·77 supra. 
"9 U.S.C. § 10 (1970). 
"41 U.S.C. §§321·22 (1970). 
9O"fhc: Wunderlich Act has been construed to prevent the Court of Claims from engaging in a de novo review of 

findings of fact by agency boards of contract appeals. at least where such boards provide trial· type procedures. United 
Statts v. Bianchi & Co., supra n.27. 

"41 U.S.C. §321 (1970). 
"41 U .S.C. §322 (1970). 
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agree to be bound by the decision of a designated person, the Government 
and contractor could specify the degree of finality to be given the arbitral 
award.93 If a court did not find such an agreement contrary to either the 
Federal Arbitration or Wunderlich acts, it would review the arbitral decision 
in light of the guidance in the parties' agreement. Without any past experi
ence in judicial review of arbitrated Government claims, however, the finality 
issue remains an impediment to both Government and contractor willingness 
to use such procedures. 

Loss of Uniformity 

One possible disadvantage of using arbitrators might be a loss of umi
formity in Government procurement decisions. The boards of contract ap
peals, especially the ASBCA, have over the years been able to elucidate many 
areas of procurement law and establish recognized precedents. That uni
formity might be lost if arbitrators, who either wrote limited opinions or no 
opinions at all, decided many disputes. 

This disadvantage is somewhat lessened by the predominance of fact1llal, 
rather than legal, questions in Government contract disputes. The Com
mission on Government Procurement found that disputes brought before the 
boards were essentially factual, with most involving specifications, contract 
changes, or default terminations.94 Such factual disputes require little e}i:po
sition of overriding principles of law. Rather, understanding of the particular 
procurement and' commercial practices involved must be applied to sort out 
the facts. It is such expertise that specially selected arbitrators can be par
ticular Iy useful in providing.95 

In some basically factual disputes between Government and contractors, 
it may be desirable to have arbitrators who need not justify their decisions in 
written opinions. As the Navy cases demonstrate, claims based on large 
value, long-running contracts can involve complex factual determinations and 
immense volumes of data and records. In such cases, the basic facts that 
establish the extent of validity of the claim may be clear, but precisely sub
stantiating each portion of the claim in light of the mass of records may 
require inordinate effort and have minimal precedential value. As one com
mentator has said of the disputes involved in many Government contract 
cases: 

[Tjhere may be a legitimate need for a method of dispute settlement using a simple 
jury verdict or statement of award approach with covert premises that will not lead 
to confusing precedents but which perform justice in individual situations.96 

Not all disputes would be well suited for such forms of resolution; some will 
involve important principles of law; others will depend on one crucial factual 
el~ment whose interpretation, a mixed question of fact and law, will be a 
significant precedent. The current dispute procedures at the board of con-

"W,WSTOS, CONTRACTS, Vol. 3, §§794.803 (1936); CORBIS, CONTRACTS, Vol. 3A, §652 (1960); ste also Shedd, 
supra n.8 al 43-44. 

"Procurement Commission, supra 0.121 Vol. 4 at 15. 
95Frenzen, supra n.8 at 64-70, finds that private parties arc: most likely to make use DC commercial arbitration 

when factual questions predominale and legal or policy questions are not e .. ential to resolution of the dispute. 
"/d. al 75. n.91. 75·77. 
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tract appeals level, however, are often unable to supply a flexible resolution 
procedur~< when it would be appropriate, because of the extent to which they 
have been judicialized. 

CONCLUSION: A PROPOSAL 

The ·dme has arrived to give private arbitration an opportunity to prove 
itself as a desirable means of resolving Government conn-act disputes. Al
though grt!at dissatisfaction has been expressed with existing dispute proce-

. dures, no real changes have been made in recent years. In 1972 the Commis
sion on Gov~rnment Procurement made serveral suggestions for improving 
disputes settlement: informal conferences at a level higher than the contract
ing officer to review decisions of contracting officers adverse to the contractor, 
regional small claims boards to resolve disputes involving $25,000 or less, and 
direct access to the courts for contractors not desiring to process their claims 
through the boards of contract appeals.97 These suggestions were made to 
cure many of the same problems of inefficiency in the present system for 
which private arbitration has been advanced as a solution here. Each repre
sents an attempt to add some flexibility to the existing dispute procedures, to 
expedite resolution and to re,duce costs of litigation. Each solution has run 
into resistance from various parts of the executive branch, and none has 
been adopted. 

No attempt has been made here to compare the merits of these sug-
. gestions with those of private arbitration. Any attempt to select the best over

all dispute settlement procedures would entail detailed descriptions of the 
procurement process beyond the scope of this article. It is unlikely, however, 
that anyone procedure would be best suited for all disputes. The apparent 
promise of private arbitration argues for Government experimentation. Such 
experimentation could provide empirical evidence on the efficacy of such 
procedures that would be useful in the future as the Government slowly re
organizes its dispute procedures. 

The GAO should reverse its position on arbitration, and Government 
procurement agencies should encourage their contracting officers to suggest 
private arbitration to contractors. If the contracting officer and contractor 
are having difficulties that are hindering timely issuance of a contracting 
officer's decision, or if such a decision has been issued, but the contractor is 
unhappy about the prospect of processing his claim through a board of con
~act appeals, the two parties may find it advantage{)us to submit their 
dispute to private arbitrators. 

Selection of disputes that would be amemible to arbitration would be 
made On a case-by-case basis. It would seem most likely that factual disputes 
best resolved by persons with expertise in the commercial practices at issue --

t7procurement Commission, supra n.12, Vol. 4 at 14, 11-29. An optional non .. final agency review, similar in 
PUrpo"", t,o the Commission's suggested informal review. was also proposed by Schultz. Wunderlich Revl:ited: New LImits 
~~/Udlcltll Retnew of Administrative Determination of Government Contract Disputes. 29 LAW & CONTEMP. PRO •• 

• 130, 134 (1964), Another approach that would allow Laards of contract appeals to regain their nexibility has been 
P~oposed by Spector, supra netcs 12 and 28. He would rewrite the disputes clause to allow de novo judicial review. See 
a so 5achter, supra n.17 at 378.79 for recommendations aimed at increasing the quasi.judicial nature of the boards. 
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would be the types of disputes best suited for referral to private arbitrators. 
Standard procedures for commercial arbitration could be used. Three person 
panels would seem best suited for large, complicated claims, but one person 
panels might prove acceptable in smaller or simpler cases. Because there 
would be agreement at the time of the dispute that arbitration was desired, 
no problems with enforcement of prior agreements to arbitrate would arise.98 

Although the degree of finality that would attach to the arbitrator's decision 
would be questionable,99 the parties could weigh that problem. Eventually, 
an aggrieved party in such an arbitration would proceed to the Court of 
Claims where the scope of review would have to be clarified. In the interim, 
as long as both parties remained satisfied with arbitral awards, no need 
would arise to resolve this legal issue. lOO 

No legislative changes in procurement laws would be necessary for 
agencies to begin experimenting with use of private arbitration. Nor would 
it seem necesury for adoption of revised contract disputes clauses in new 
contracts before arbit.ration could be given a trial. Contractors would agree 
with the Government to amend existing disputes clauses at tbe time it was 
decided to submit a dispute to arbitration. 101 Arbitration would be substi
tuted for the dispute procedures outlined in existing contract clauses. Strong 
leadership, however, might be required in many agencies to encourage pro
curement officials to use private arbitration. Although arbitration was ex
plicitly authorized for resolving World War II contract claims, it was rarely, 
if ever, used. (02 The long-standing opposition of the Comptroller General 
to private arbitration of contract claims has made procurement officials wary 
of this alternative. 

If a sizeable number of contract disputes were resolved by arbitration, 
evidence would be accumulated on whether arbitration expedited settlements 
and provided fair resolution of disputes, and thus supplemented existing pro
cedures that have on many occasions failed to fulfill those twin goals. Guide
lines could be established to help Government procurement officials deter
mine the disputes most likely to benefit from such resolution. 

It is in the best interest of both the Government and its contractors that 
a quick and efficient remedy exist [or resolving contract disputes. Arbitration 
has proven highly successful as a means of resolving disputes in other con
texts. It is high time that antiquated rulings against use of arbitration in 
Government contract cases be discarded and this modern dispute settlement 
tool be employed. 

"Sce nOles 68-77 supra. 
"Sce noles 78-86 supra. 

,ooAn ahernative (0 private arbilralion Ihal avoids some of Ihe problems of enforceabililY and scope of review, and 
that might b.e especially useful for large. 10ng·Slandin~ claims such as Ihe Navy's. would b.e for the agency head to ap
point a specially scleeted. dislinguished panel as his "designated represcntalives" to resolve claims. This panel would 
substilule for either the contracting officer or board of conlract appeals. It would have many of the same advanlage> as 
privale arbitralion, see nOles 38-13; but. b.ecause it was set up as the agency head's designated representative. il should 
avoid the criticism loveled by the GAO at truly private arbitralion. 

'·'Revision of ASPR and Federal Procurement Regulation dispute dauses, n.17 supra. would probably be required 
to give contracting offittrs (he aUlhorily to enter arbitration a~eement$. 

'''Braucher, supra n.14 at 495. 
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I. Introduction 

Long a !..ubject of scholarly analysis, the issue of whether federal 
entities can or should use binding arbitration to resolve disputes 
concerning federal government contracts deserves thorough re
view in light of the passage of the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 
(the CDA).I That Act provides a unified system for resolving dis
putes involving federal acquisition contracts. This article will com
pare binding arbitration to the CDA dispute resolution system and 
determine if arbitration is a permissible and desirable substitute for 
the latter. 

Before 1978, t.he general rule was that, absent specific statutory 
authority, government agencies could not be bound by agreements 
to arbitrate while government corporations could.2 This is a strik
ing departure from the general judicial climate of the last fifty 
years which has consistently favored the use of arbitration. Pre
vious works have discussed the unique and arguably weakjustifica
tions for the federal prohibition.3 Most observers have concluded 
that the barriers to the use of arbitration are surmountable.4 Some 
have predicted a dramatic increase in the use of arbitration in the 
government contract setting as those barriers are whittled away.5 

1. 41 U.S.C. §§ 601-613 (1982). 
2. See Cogan, Arc Government Bodies Bound b .... Arbitration Agreements?, 22 ARB. J. 

151, 152 (1967)' Braucher, Arbitration Under Government Contracts, 17 LAW & 

CONTEMP. PROBS. 473, 485 (1952); Note, Authority of Govemment Curporatiolls to 
Submit Disputes to Arbitration, 49 COLU:'vl. 1. RE\,. 97, 97-98 (1949); Note,Arbitration 
and Government Contracts, 50 YALE 1.J. 458, 462 (1941); see also infra at 79-83. 

3. See Hardy & Cargill, Resol-L'ing Government Contract Disputes: Why Nut Arbi
trate?, 34 FED. B.J. 1,8-10 (1975); KatzmaIl, /'lrbitration in Governmmt Contracts: 
The. Gh~st At th~ !lan~uet. 24 ARB. J. 133, 135-36 (1969); Comment~ v'a/idity of 
ArbItratIOn Prot'tszons m Federal Procureml'7lt Contracts, 9 MIAMI L.Q, 4!J 1. 454-56 
(1951); Braucher. supra note 2, at 474-i5; ~ote. Authority of Government Corpora
tions to Submit Disputes to Arbitration, supra note 2. at 97-98: Note, Arbitration.and 
GOt'ltrmnent Contracts. supra note 2, at 462-64. 

4. See, e.g., Hardy & Cargill. supra note 3, at 8-14. 
5. See, e.g .• Note. Authority ofGovernme1l1 Corporations to Submit Disputes to Arbitra

tion, supra note 2, at 103. 
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.Most have simply assumed that arbitration is preferable to judicial 
settlement.6 Yet arbitration is still used only in isolated instances. 

\Vhen Congress passed the CDA it redefined the line, perhaps 
unwittingly, between those governmental entities that could arbi
trate and those that cou.ld not absent a specific statutory grant of 
power to do so. Because the CDA disputes process is mandatory, 
government corporations covered by the CDN no longer have 

6. See supra notes 2-4; but see Crowell, Arbitrating Commercial Disputes: More 
Problems Than Promise, 15 NAT'L CONT. MGMT. J. 1 (1981). 

7. The CDA applies by its terms to express or implied contracts "entered into 
by an executive agency .... " 41 U.S.C. § 602(a) (1982). The term "executive 
agency" includes "a wholly owned Government corporation as defined by section 
9101(3) of title 31, ... " 41 U.S.C. § 601(2) (1982). Section 9101(3) is part of 
the Government Corporation Control Act (hereinafter "the GCCA"), 31 U.S.C. 
§§ 9101-9109 (1982), and lists 13 corporations as wholly owned by the govern
ment. 31 U.S.C. § 910 1(3)(AHM). These wholly owned corporations are: the 
Commodity Credit Corporation, the Export-Import Bank of the United States, 
the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, Federal Prison Industries, Incorpo
rated, the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, the Government 
National Mortgage Association, the Overseas Private Investment Corporation, 
the Pennsylvania A venue Development Corporation, the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation, the Rural Telephone Bank (until ownership conversion, 
when it becomes a mixed-ownership government corporation), the Saint Law
rence Seaway Development Corporation, the Secretary of Housing and Urban 
Development when carrying out duties and powers related to the Federal Hous
ing Administration Fund, and the Tennessee VaHey Authority. (The application 
of the CDA to the Tennessee Valley Authority is further limited by section 4(b) of 
the CDA. 41 U.S.C. § 602(b) (1982).) The GCCA lists 10 corporations as "mixed
ownership" government corporations. These are the National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation (Amtrak), the Central Bank for Cooperatives, the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation, the Federal Horne Loan Banks, the Federal Intermediate 
Credit Banks, the Federal Land Banks, the i\ational Credit Union Administration 
Central Liquidity Facility, the Regional Banks for Cooperatives, the United States 
Railway Association and the Rural Telephone Bank (after ownership conver~ion). 
31 C.S.C. § 9101(2)(A)-W (1982). All total, there are 47 government corpora
tions. COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT TO CONGRESS, CONGRESS SHOULD 
CONSIDER REVISING BASIC CORPORATE CONTROL LAWS, (General Accounting 
Office Report No. PAD-83-3, April 6, 1983), Appendix 1. Of the 25 corporations 
not covered bv the GCCA, 8 are categorized as predominantly federal by the 
GAO, 4 as mixed federal/private. and 13 as predominantly private. The eight 
predominantly federal corporations are the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. 
the Federal Financing Bank. the Legal Services Corporation, the National 
Homeownership Foundation, the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation, the 
New Community Development Corporation, the Solar Energy and Energy Con
servation Bank, and the United States Synthetic Fuels Corporation. The Inter
American Foundation, although not specifically listed under the GCCA'; is con
trolled by the GCCA because its enabling legislation so specifies. 22 U.S.C. 
§ 290f(t) (1982). The four mixed federal/private corporations dre the Consoli
dated Rail Corporation (Conrail), the Northeast Commuter Services Corporation. 
the Securities Investor Protection Corporation, and the U.S. Postal Service. The 
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arbitration as an option, at least in the context of acquisition 
contracts.s The CDA not only narrowed the exception to the gen
eral prohibition on the use of arbitration, it also made it much less 
likely that a governmental entity falling within the general ban will 
be successful in surmounting the barriers to the use of binding 
arbitration. 

This article discusses why arbitration is generally not available in 
the context of federal government contracts, and whether its lim
ited availability is the significant restriction on agencies and gov
ernment contractors in light of the new dispute resolution process 
embodied in the CDA. It examines the ability of federal entities to 
arbitrate absent specific statutory authority. It should be noted that 
this article does not discuss labor arbitration, which is an entirely 
different subject, or situations involving state law. State law varies 
and can constitute an additional, insurmountable barrier to ar
bitration by federal entities.9 

Two major questions are answered. First, which federal entities, 
if an y, can choose to arbitrate to resolve their contractual disputes? 

13 predominantly private corporations are the Communications Satellite Cor
poration (Comsat), the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, the Federal 
Land Bank Associations, the Federal National Mortgage Association. the Federal 
Reserve Banks, Gallaudet College. the Gorges Memorial Institute of Tropical and 
Preventive Medic:ne, Inc., Howard University, the National Consumer Coopera
tive Bank. the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships. the National Park 
Foundation. the Production Credit Associations and the Student Loan Marketing 
Association. 

8. Section 602(A) of the CDA states. in part, that; 
Unless otherwise specifically provided herein. this chapter applies to any 

express or implied contract ... entered into by an executive agency for
(1) the procurement of pro\?erty, other than real property in being; 
(2) the procurement of services; 
(3) the procurement of construction. alteration. repair or maintenance of 

real propertv; or 
(4) the disposal of personal property. 

41 U.S.C. § 602(a)(l982). However. for purposes of this article, the terms "public 
contract" or "government contract" will also encompass nonacquisition contracts 
such as grants, cooperative agreements and financial assistance agreements be
tween federal and private entities. All contracts ent'!red into by entities created 
and funded by the federal government are covered. 

9. For example, in a dispute between Amtrak and the state (if IlIinois .... the 
Illinois Court of Claims invalidated an arbitration clause in the Amtrak-Illinois 
contract holding that the court itself had sole jurisdiction under state law over all 
contract disputes involving the state. National R.R. Passenger Corp. v. Illinois. No. 
82-CC-2554, slip Opt (Ill. Ct. Cl. Sept. 22, 1982), reh'g denied. slip Opt (Ill. Ct. Cl. 
Dec. 2, 1983). 
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Second, what factors should those entities that can arbitrate con
sider when deciding whether to do so? Although the first question 
has been addressed br previous commentators, the existence of 
new judicial and administrative decisions and the passage of the 
CDA give cause to reconsider the question. The second question 
has largely been ignored by previous commentators who appear to 
have assumed that arbitration is generally a desirable alternative to 
judicial settlement. 

This article identifies the costs and benefits of arbitration in 
general. It then discusses the potential constitutional and statutory 
barriers to the use of arbitration by the federal government. Next, 
the characteristics of the CDA process are identified. Those entities 
not covered by the Act are also identified, since they have the ability 
to choose arbitration as a means to resolve their contractual dis
putes. Finally, arbitration is compared to the CDA mechanism, and 
the article concludes that the CDA is an acceptable subsritme for, 
and in some situations preferable to, binding arbitration. 

II. Arbitration: Costs and Benefits 

Arbitration has been defined as 

a process by which parties voluntarily refer their disputes to an impartial 
third person, an arbitrator, selected by them for a decision based on the 
evidence and arguments to be presented before the arbitration tribunal. The 
parties agree in advance that the arbitrator's determination, the award, will be 
accepted as final and binding upon them.1O 

Arbitration has both benefits and drawbacks which must be consid
ered in deciding whether to use it. This section addresses those 
costs and benefits. 

A. The Benefits of Arbitration l1 

The relative speediness of arbitration decisions is frequently cited 
cJS a major advantage. Because of the very narrow scope of judicial 

ro. M. DOMKE, DOMKE ON COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION, § 1:01 (rev. ed. 1983 & 
1985 Supp.) at I. 

II. See generally, R. COULSON, BUSINESS ARBITRATION-WHAT You !\EED TO 
Kr-.'ow (2d ed. 1982); Hardy & Cargill, supra, note 3 at 8-9; Note, Authority of 
GO'Jernment Corporations to Submit Disputes to Arbitration, supra note 2; Note, :\.rbitra
liar.' and Governme711 Cuntracts, supra note 2. 
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re\'iew applicable to an arbitrator's decision, lengthy appeals are 
largely avoided. Studies of the typical commercial arbitration sug
gest that the average time from submission of a dispute to a final 
decision is only sixty days. Of course, how expeditious the arbitra
tion process is depends in large part upon the parties. The degree 
of formality in the process, for example, is determined by agree
ment of the parties; and expeditiousness usually varies inversely 
with the degree of formality employed. 

A corollary to the relative speed of the arbitral decision is the 
lower cost to the parties resolving their disputeY Because proce
dural and evidentiary rules may be relaxed, less time and, there
fore, money is spent dealing with them. The limited availability of 
judicial review also results in less money being spent for the case on 
appeal. Again, the parties directly control the process and can 
agree to eliminate the costly elements of the arbitral process. For 
example, the parties may agree to eliminate the use of a transcript 
or to forbid the submission of briefs. Such agreements can make 
the process faster and less costly. From a policy perspective, if 
arbitration is less costly, the promise by the government to use such 
a procedure could encourage more businesses to bid for govern
ment supply contracts, since the potential cost of doing business 
with the government would be lower. 

Because arbitrators are chosen by the parties themselves, it is 
likely that the arbitrator in a given case will be an expert in the (lrea 
involved in the dispute. Presenting a case before an expert elimi
nates the necessity of educating the decision maker about the 
issues. Use of an "expert" should also result in a more informed 
decision. 13 

Arbitration, unlike adjudication, is a private dispute resolution 
system. Because the process does not occur in a public courthouse, 
both parties avoid publicity. It is also less likely that information 
concerning trade secrets or confidential information will be leaked. 

12. Some observers have questioned the assumption that arbitration is cheaper 
than judicial settlement. See Kronstein, Business Arbitration-Instrument of Private 
Government, 54 YALE L.J. 36, 39 n.l 0 (1944); Crowell, supra note 6, at 6. 

13. Others argue that an expert decision maker who is a specialist in the 
particular area of disputes is actually a drawback. An "expert" is more likely to 
have a closed mind or preconceived notions about certain concepts involved in the 
litigation. Unlike an expert witness, an expert decision maker's bias cannot be 
exposed through cross-examination. 
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B. Negative Aspects of the Use of Arbitration 

Arbitrators are not bound by previous court or arbitration deci
sions and they usually do not follow such decisions except in the 
area of labor arbitration. Because of this, parties are less able to 
assess their chances of prevailing. It is thus harder to predict the 
outcome of an arbitration than that of a court case. 

While the ability to choose the arbitrator can result in the parties 
obtaining a person who has a special expertise in the area of 
conflict, it can also result in the selection of a person who is less 
detached and more dependent upon the parties. The parties pay 
the arbitrator's salary. The chance exists that an arbitrator will 
make a decision with an eye toward his role in future disputes 
involving one or both of the parties-that is, an arbitrator's deci
sion might be influenced by the desire for future employment by 
the parties. Closely related to this is the frequent complaint that 
arbitrators "split the difference" too often. The desire for future 
employment could tend to produce such results. 

Although the informality of the arbitration process may reduce 
the time and money needed to resolve the dispute, it may also be a 
drawback. "Formalities" help both to prptect the due process rights 
of the parties and to assure a decision based upon all the facts. The 
formalities of evidence law, however, can keep relevant evidence 
out. 

While finality of decision is an attractive element of arbitration, 
the limited scope of judicial review virtually eliminates the possibil
ity of reversal of an unfavorable decision. 14 Simply stated, the 
parties G\re usually stuck with whatever the arbitrator decides. 

III. Barriers to Arbitration Involving the 
Federal Government 

As noted above, government agencies are generally prohibited 
from submitting disputes to arbitration, while a limited number of 

14. The U.S. Su preme Court in Burchell t' • • Harsh stated that U[i]f the award is 
within the submission, and contains the honest decision of the arbitrators. after a 
full and fair hearing of the parties, a court of equity will not set it aside for error, 
either in law or fact." 58 V.S. 344,349 (1854). Also. the L"nited States Arbitration 
Act limits judicial review. See infra note 62. Finally. many arbitration awards are 
made without written opinions. making judicial review difficult. 
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government corporations can agree to arbitrate disputes. IS It is 
generally believed that this prohibition applies absent some specific 
statutory authorization to arbitrate. 16 Three statutes specifically 
authorize arbitration of contract disputes involving the govern
ment ana private contractors: the Suits in Admiralty Act,17 the 
Public Vessels Act, 18 and the Contract Settlement Act. 19 These three 
statutes~O concern a very small percentage of gc ernment acquisi
tion contracts. Some believe that the fact that Congress saw it 
necessary to specifically authorize arbitration in these instances 
validates the general prohibition.21 However, most observers since 
the 1940s have viewed the prohibition to be valid only where 
specific statutes forbid arbitration.22 

A. Constitutional Barriers 

Although there are apparently no constitutional barriers to the use 
of arbitration today, the prevailing view in the mid-1800s was that 
arbitration by the federal government was unconstitutional be
cause the use of arbitration improperly vested judicial power in an 
entity that was not an inferior court created by CongressY As 

}5. See supra notes 2 & 7 and accompanying text. 
16. See, e.g., Note, Arbitration arul Government Contracts, supra note 2, at 462. 
17.46 U.S.C. §§ 741-52 (1982). Section 749 provides that 

The Secretary of any department of the Government of the United States ... 
is, authorized to arbitrate, compromise, or settle any claim in which suit will lie 
under the provisions of sections 742, 744, and 750 of this title. 

46 U.S.C. § 749 (1982). 
18. 46 U.S.C. §§ 781-90 (1982). Section 786 states that U[t]he Attorney General 

of the United States is authorized to arbitrate, compromise, or settle any claim on 
which a libel or cross libel would lie under the provisions of this chapter, ... " 46 
U.S.C. § 786 (1982). 

19. 41 U.S.C. §§ 101 et seq. (1982). Section 113(e) provides that U[t]he contract
ing agency responsible for settling any claim and the war contractor asserting the 
claim, by agreement, may submit all or any part of the termination claim to 
arbitration, ... " 41 U.S.C. § 113(e)(1982). 

20. A fourth statute, the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, contains a provision 
which permits U[ c]laims arising as a result of investment guaranty operations [to] 
be settled, and disputes arising as a result thereof [to] be arbitrated with the 
consent of the partIes. " ," 22 U.S.C. § 2395(i)(1982). Such disputes could arise 
against the Agency for International Development. 

21. 32 Camp. Gen. 333, 335 (1953); See Hardy & Cargill, supra note 3, at··l1; 
Note, Authority of Govemment Corporations to Submit Disputes to Arbitration, mpra note 
2, at 99-100. 

22. See, e.g., Hardy & Cargill, s1lpra note 3, at 11; Note, Authority of Government 
Corporations to Submit Disputes to Arbitration, supra note 2, at 99. 

23. United States v. Ames, 24 F. Cas. 784, 789 (C.C.C. Mass. 1845) No. 14,441. 
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courts became more receptive towards arbitration, the argument 
was abandoned.2i 

B. Statutory Barriers 

1. 31 U.S.C. § 1346 

Section 1346 of Title 31 prohibits the use of federal funds "to 
pay- (A) the payor expenses of a commission, council, board, or 
similar group, or a member of that group" or "(B) expenses related 
to the work or the results of work or action of that group" unless 
authorized by law.25 Historically, the Comptroller General has read 
this statute as barring the use of arbitration. 26 This reading of 
section 1346 has since been softened somewhat by rulings of the 
Attorney General and the Comptroller General that the use of the 
boards need only to be authorized "in a general way by law," rather 
than specifically authorized, in order to avoid the statutory 
prohibition.27 This concept of "general" authorization probably 
permits government corporations to surmount the hurdle that 
section 1346 poses. 28 

There is a second possible basis for exempting government 
corporations from section 1346. That government corporations 
are closer to private entities than to public entities arguably places 
them completely outside the reach of the statute. The National Rail 

24. The decline injudicial hostility towards the use of arbitration culminated in 
the passage of the United States Arbitration Act of 1925, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1-14, which 
rendered arbitration provisions enforceable and outlines the procedures to be 
used. For a review of the history of judicial hostility toward the enforcement of 
arbitration agreements prior to the passage of the United States Arbitration Act, 
see Kulukundis Shipping Co. v. AmtorgTrading Corp., 126 F.2d 978, 982-85 (2d 
Cir. 1942). 

25. 31 U.S.C. § 1346(a)(I)(1982) (formerly 31 U.S.C. §§ 672.673). 
26. 5 Compo Gen. 417 (1925); see generalZ" Braucher, supra note 2 at 477 (the 

Comptroller General's argument based on section 1346 "has largely been repudi
ated ... but his conclusion has not"). 

27. 27 Op. Att'y Gen. 432,437 (1909); 40 Compo Gen. 478,479 (1961) ("Gen
eral or specific authority to perform functions or duties is sufficient to allow 
payment of the ex penses of boards, commissions, etc., if such duties or functions 
can be performed only by such a group or if it is generally accepted that such 
duties can be performed best by such a group"); 22 Compo Gen. 140, 143 (1942). 

28. Note, Authority of Government Corporations to Submit Disputes to Arbitration, 
supra note 2, at 10 1-02. (Congress's grant to government corporations of broad 
contracting powers and the power to sue and be sued arguably authorizes, in a 
general way, the use of arbitration.) 
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Passenger Corporation (Amtrak) has made precisely this argu
ment.29 

The better view appears to acknowledge that government cor~ 
porations are, in fact, government entities. Amtrak, like all federal 
government corporations, is a creature of Congress which receives 
substantial public funding. Its powers are strictly limited to those 
with which Congress vests it. Any theoretical independence which 
government corporations have is subject to the whim of Congress, 
which can alter the corporate structure or abolish the entity at any 
time. Furthermore, as a creature of Congress, government cor
porations are subject to congressional involvement in the contract
ing process,~o Given these realities, it is best to view any agreement 
that a government corporation enters into as an agreement be
tween the federal government and another party. Thus, the argu
ment based upon the existence of "general" authorization is the 
best ground for avoiding the prohibition of section 1346. 

The legislative history of section 1346 does not specifically 
address the question of use of arbitration by government entities. 
The legislative history does reveal a desire to prevent the expendi
ture of public monies on commissions and boards not authorized 
by Congress.3l The intent behind the statute appears to have been 

29. Letter from Christopher M. Klein, Deputy General Counsel. Amtrak. to 
Kirbv Behre (Aug. 16, 1984). Amtrak views itself as "a private corporation, 
organized under the laws of the District of Columbia pursuant to the Rail Passen
ger Service Act .... " [d. Because it is a private corporation, the reasoning con
tinues. the statutory barriers do not apply to it. Amtrak believes its for-proht status 
and the existence of shareholders in the corporation support its view. 

30. Congressional atte.mpts [0 prohibit the l.."nited Sta~es Synthe~ic Fuds c.,,;-
poration (the SFC), a govemment corporalion. from entering into ':~lOtract~ with 
specific producers of synthetic fuels illustrates the fact that goverument corpora
tions, despite their the0retical independence, are only as independent as em
gress permiis them to be. Congress can reduce that indepencien(c :It mw time 
without altering the legislation [hat creaiecl the corp0ratirJn. The H')l!:,e 0.[ R::prC'
sentJiives I·oted on Aug-ust 2. 1~184. to pmhibit the SFG from emer;ng ior,' 
contracts for the c{Jn~lruction of the Cnion 11 ,llld Cathedr:ll Bluifs proJect:. ~'Ile 
SFC had already signed lette:'s (;f iutent \'ilth dlf' compaliic!' in;-o\<.·ed ill ::he lWO 

prt:jec[s. bllt thusf /ett<:rs were 110! legaliv bind;ns;-. 19.H CO~~G '~!. ~VF.EJ.:I \' RE:' 
1880. The Conference Commit[f'e later deleted this restrict:on on SFC\ newer. 

31. Congr~:ssman Livingston. a member of the t-louse Appropnacions Lom-
minee, stated: , 

[Wje have been \ivin!! uncler a new era ... thai has t:'st:loli-;hed I hat the pui-lic 
moneys ma\' be expended not alone under authority 0t law. but also by "execu
tive choice," as illustrated by innumer:·b!;;: commissions. t "llncih. "'nd Dour,\". 
appointed solely by the Pre~ident. [he e}.lstence am! ,lcr!\'itie.; "i' these b,.ciies 
have made no inconsiciera\;Ic drain upon funds appropriated fur 'ipecinr and 
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to prevent the executive branch from using commissions to cloak 
the ex ;)enditure of funds for unauthorized purposes. Under this 
reading, arbitration panels would not be prohibited since dispute 
resolution is not an unauthorized activity but a necessary element 
of an agency's power to contract. Despite the fact that arbitration 
panels thus appear to be outside the reach of the statute, section 
1346 continues to be read as prohibiting their use. 

Some observers have suggested that, assuming a prohibition on 
arbitration exists, it can be avoided by paying arbitrators from a 
source other than government funds. 32 This reading appears to 
ignore the prohibition of section 1346 against use of public monies 
to pay "expenses related to the work or the results of work or action of 
that group."" The phrase "or the results of' appears to prohibit 
the use of government funds to implement the decisions and 
findings of the arbitration board. If the statute does apply to 
arbitration by a goverhment agency, it.wculd seem to prohibit the 
use of public funds both to pay for the expenses of the process and 
to implement the arbitration decision. 

Despite the Comptroller General's view that section 1346 pro
hibits binding arbitration, he has approved payment in instances in 
which arbitrators functioned only as appraisers.34 Several Comp
troller General decisions have permitted the use of arbitrators in 
situations in which arbitrators did not determine "questions of 
legalliability."35 

In a 1940 decision,36 the Comptroller General held that an 
arbitration provision in a contract between the Secretary of War 
and an aircraft contractor was valid because the arbitrator's role 
was limited to determining the appropriate sale price for the con
tractor's possible purchase of government-built plant facilities. Be
cause the function of the arbitration panel was limited to making 
a factual determination of reasonable value "without imposing 

legitimate functions of government by misapplying the same to expenses of 
junketing about the country and in diverting the services of department em· 
ployees from their proper and lawful occupations. 

55 CONGo REc. 3833, 3836 (Mar 4, 1909) (statement of Rep. Livingston). 
32. Braucher supra note 2, at 478 (arbitration by private citizens without fee or 

at the contractor's expense); Note, Arbitration and Government COtttracts, sukra note 
2 at 463 (charging the contractor with the expenses of arbitration). .' 

33. 31 U.S.C. § 1346(a)(I)(B)(l982)(emphasis added). 
34. See, e.g., 22 Compo Gen. 140, 145 (1942). 
35. See, e.g., 20 Compo Gen. 95 (1940). 
36. [d. 
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any obligation on the Government," the Comptroller General 
reasoned that use of arbitration was not illegal. ~7 

The Comptroller General used similar logic in a 1942 opinion,38 
holding that an arbitration provision in a restaurant lease at 
Washington National Airport was valid despite the existence of 
section 1346 (then section 673). The lease provided for a board of 
arbitrators to fix the rental rate upon the renewal of the lease. The 
Comptroller General reasoned that use of an arbitration panel was 
implicitly authorized by law, since the contemplated duties were 
those of appraisers, and it is generally recognized that such a 
determination is best done by an arbitration pane1.39 The Comp
troller General also relied heavily on the "more important consid
eration ... that under the proposed article any determination [by 
the board] ... cannot serve to impose any additional obligation on 
the Government," since the lease expressly provided that the re
newal terms could be no less favorable than the original terms.40 

The distinction the Comptroller General has chosen to make is 
suspect. An arbitrator functioning as an appraiser does not, strictly 
speaking, decide questions of legal liability; but the result of an 
arbitrator/appraiser's decision is nearly identical to that of an arbi
trator who resolves questions of legal liability. Both types of arbi
trators settle monetary disputes and in so doing require that the 
government either disburse or receive a specific dollar amount. An 
arbitrator/appraiser's valuation is final and binding and in this 
sense does indeed "impose an obligation" on the government-it 
prevents the government from obtaining more money from a 
contractor or from reducing the amount of money it owes a con
tractor. 

2. 31 U.S.C. § 3702 

A second potential barrier to the use of arbitration by a govern
ment entity lies in the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921.41 

37. [d. at 99. 
38. 22 Compo Gen. 140 (1942). 
39. [d. at 145; see also II Compo Gen.495, 497 (932) (expenses not authorized 

because selection of architect and design for federal jails not a duty generally 
recognized as best performed by a commission). 

40. 22 Compo Gen. 140, 145 (1942). 
41. 42 Stat. 23 (1921) (formerly 31 U .S.C. § 41-56, 71, recodified as amended 

in scattered sections of 31 U .S.C.). 
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Section 304 of that Act provides that "the Comptroller General 
shall settle all claims of or against the C nited States Government. "·12 

This statute gives the Comptroller General jurisdiction over 
disputes involving money due on contracts; however. claims based 
upon tort or breach of contractual obligations are not part of 
section 3702 settlement authority." Thus. section 3702 should not 
constitute a barrier to the use of another forum to resolve disputes 
that do not involve amounts owed. Yct, it has been interpreted in 
such a way as to raise a barrier to the use of arbitration by agencies. 
The statute has also been interpreted by the Comptroller General 
as inapplicable to most government corporations.H 

As for agencies, a 1928 opinion of the Comptroller General4S 

found that the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 deprived the 
Department of Commerce of the power to use arbitration because 
the Act gave claims settlement authority to the General Accounting 
Office (GAO), of which the Comptroller General is the head. The 
Comptroller General suggested that the statute's "ample" provi
sion of a forum for claims settlement was evidence that Congress 
did not intend to grant such power to agencies.~6 Another opinion 
in the same year found that where the statute does apply. "there is 
no power or authority in any administrative or contracting officer 
of the Government, by means of a provision in a contract, to 
establish or provide for a different procedure for the adjustment 
of such claims.-I7 

To summarize, whether section 3702 prohibits a governmental 
entity'S use of arbitration largely depends on whether the entity is 

42. 31 U.S.C. § 3702(a)(1982). 
43. United Scates ex reI. Coates v. St. Louis Clav Prod. Co., 68 F. Supp. 902. 

905-06 (E.D. ~o. 1946): accord Dennis \', Cnired States. 20 Cr. Cl. 119. 120-121 
(1885) (the Treasury Department hd.d GAO's authority lO settle claims before 
1921). This distinction rests on the difference between a suit lot· unliquidated 
damages. not quantifiable until pro\'en to the satisfaction of the factfinder, and a 
suit on account for mone), due and owing, the amount of which may be ascer
tained merelv bv arithmetical means. 

-14. Comp: Ger:; B-190806. AP!:\ll:3,:, 19';'~ (Pension Benefit Gu;tl',:nty C~ll'p.); 
Compo Gen. B-1 19464, March 2/ 19,4 (l nlted States Postal Ser\'lce dnci the 
Panama Canal Company); 53 Camp. Gen. 337 (1973) (Federal Housing .\urhor
icy). Because government corp'lrarions are generalI~ 'unhorized to seule Lheir 
own claims and to have their financial transactions treated dS finul, the Curnptrol
ler General lacks such authority. 53 Compo Gen. 33';, 33811973} rilillg '27 Compo 
Gen. 429 (1948). 

45. 8 Come. Gen. 96 n928). 
46. [d. at 9,-98; see also 6 Camp. Gen. 140 (1926); 5 Comp, Gen. 41 i (1~1251. 
47. 7 Compo Gen. 541, 542 WJ28). 
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"an agency or a corporation. Corporations which can sue and be 
sued or settle their own claims are in no way confined by the statute. 
The statute bars an agency's use of arbitration if the dispute con
cerns a claim for money due and owing. For other claims, section 
3702 does not give the Comptroller Generaljurisdiction and conse
quently does not bar arbitration. Of course, section 1346 effectively 
precludes arbitration by agencies in resolving unliquidated claims. 

C. Government Corporations 

That guvernmt:nt corporations are excepted from the general 
prohibition on the use of arbitration is supported by several cases 
upholding and enforcing arbitration agreements involving gov
ernment corporations. However, none of these cases explicitly 
addressed the question of section 1346's general prohibition. 

In In re Reconstruction Finance Corp.,48 the Southern District of 
New York found that an arbitration clause was binding upon the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), a wholly owned gov
ernment corporation and statutory successor to the Rubber Re
serve C0II?-pany. The RFC had tried to defeat the claim of a shipper 
of rubber that had contracted with the Rubber Reserve Company 
by urging that the arbitration clause could not be binding upon it 
since it was not an original party to the agreement. The court 
rejected that contention and referred the dispute, concerning 
allocation of the loss for rubber destroyed by enemy action, to 
arbitration. The court found that the "scope of I he arbitration was 
not in any way confined.";9 The district COHrt used the United 
States Arbitration Act50 as a guide in its decision. On appeal, the 
Second Circuit also invoked the Federal Arbitration Act and 
affirmed the decision to refer the dispute to arbitration. 

Reconstruction Finance Corp. demonstrates that the enited States 
Arbitration Act can be successfully invoked with respect to a dis
pute involving a government corporation. This case, like the ones 

48. 106 F. Supp. 358 (S.D.N.Y. 1952), a/rd. 204 F.2d 366 (2d Cir.), cert. den., 
346 U.S. 854 (1953). 

49. I d. at 361. The court also held that the issue of whether the shipper's claim 
was barred by the statute oflimitations was a question for the arbitrator. [d. at 362. 
That portion of the decision was later affirmed on appeal. 204 F.2d 366, 369 (2d 
Cir. 1953). 

50. 9 U.S.C. §§ 1 et seq. (1982). 
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that follow, implicitly validates the idea that government corpora
tions can agree to arbitrate their contractual disputes. 

In George]. Grant Construction Co. v. United States,51 the Grant 
Construction Company sued the Commodity Credit Corporation52 

for delay damages in the construction of three hemp mills. The 
Court of Claims enforced a binding arbitration clause calling for a 
three-person arbitration panel.S

! However, in rejecting the conten
tion that Congress "consented to have decisions made against the 
Government only in the Court of Claims,"5~ the court blurred not 
only the distinction between government agencies and govern
ment corporations, but also the distinction between arbitration by 
three-person panels and dispute resolution by the contracting 
officer. The court characterized the standard government disputes 
clause (providing for a decision .by the contracting officer and an 
appeal to the department head) as "sort of arbitration. "55 The court 
reasoned that since this "in house" arbitration had been permitted 
by the Supreme Court,s6 arbitration by neutral third parties must 
be permitted as well. 

Because of its broad language, Grant Construction Co. could have 
provided the rationale for use of arbitration agreements by gov-

51. 109 F. Supp. 245 (Ct. Cl. 1953) . 
.52. A predominantly federal corporation as classified by the GAO. See supra 

note 7. » 

53. The arbitration clause specified that in the event of any disagreement 
arising under the contract, a three-person arbitration panel would be appointed. 
One member would be selected by each party and the third member selected by 
both parties' arbitrators. Edward E. Meyer Constr. Co. v. United States, 124 Ct. Cl. 
274, 290-91 (1953) (contract "substantially identical" with contract in Grant Con
struction Co.). 

54. 109 F. Supp. at 247. 
55. [d. The standard disputes clause referred to by the court states as follows: 

ARTICLE 15. Disputes. Except as otherwise specifically provided in this 
contract, all disputes concerning questions of fact arising under this contract 
shall be decided by the contracting officer subject to written appeal by the 
contractor within 30 days to the head of the department concerned or his duly 
authorized representative, whose decision shall be final and conclusive upon the 
parties thereto. In the meantime the contractor shall diligently proceed with the 
work as directed. 

United States v. Wunderlich, 342 C.S. 98, 99 (1951); United States v. Moorman, 
338 U.S. 457, 459 n.2 (l950). 

56. Citing United States v. Wunderlich, 342 U.S. 98 (1951), and United States v. 
Moorman, 338 U.S. 457 (1950). Both cases concern dispute resolution by the 
contracting officer of an agency; however, both cases were explicitly nullified by 
Congress when it passed the Wunderlich Act in 1954,41 U.S.C. §§ 321, 322 
(1982). 
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ernment agencies as well as government corporations. One con
temporary commentator saw the decision as "a beacon" showing 
the bright future for arbitration of government contract disputes.57 

Yet the case has since been ignored.58 

The final line of cases suggesting that government corporations 
may agree to arbitrate involves the National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation (Amtrak). In three separate cases, three different 
courts of appeals have enforced clauses providing for binding 
arbitration by a third party under the terms of the United States 
Arbitration Act. 

In National Railroad Passenger Corp. v. Missouri Pacific Railroad,59 
the Eighth Circuit held that a dispute concerning Amtrak's con
tractual right to use rail lines owned by a subsidiary of the Missouri 
Pacific Railroad was arbitrable. The court stated that in light of the, 
United States Arbitration Act its review was limited to two issues: 
(1) whether an agreement to arbitrate was made, and (2) whether 
there was a failure, neglect or refusal of the other party to perform 
that agreement.60 

In National Railroad Passenger Corp. v. Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.,61 the 
Seventh Circuit upheld a National Arbitration Panel award direct
ing Amtrak to pay C&O more compensation than specified in their 
contract. This case is noteworthy not only because it upheld the 
imposition of a financial obligation on a government entity by an 

57. Comment, Validity of Arbitration Provisions in Federal Procurement Contracts, 
supra note 3, at 458. 

58. One case, Aktiebolaget Bofors v. United States, 153 F. Supp. 397 (Ct. Cl. 1957), 
came close to addressing the issue of whether an arbitration agreement between a 
manufacturer and the Department of Defense was valid. It even cited Grant 
Construction Co. as precedent. However, in lieu of deciding the issue, the court held 
that the agency's failure to submit to arbitration did not give rise to a cause of 
action by the manufacturer against the United States. A decree for specific 
performance, the court reasoned, was not available against the United States since 
It had not consented to such suits, and a suit for damages "can .. '. result in no more 
than the award of nominal damages, since a court cannot know what arbitrators 
would have decided, if there had been arbitration." 153 F. Supp. at 399. There
fore, the manufacturer's assertion that the agency breached the arbitration provi
sion of the contract was not cause for judicial remedy. 

It is also interesting to note that none of the Amtrak cases cite Grant Construcr.on 
Co. as authority for arbitration. See infra notes 59, 61, and 63 and companying text. 

59. 501 F.2d 423 (8th Cir. 1974). 
60. [d. at427, quoting Galtv. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 376 F.2d 711, 714 

(7th Cir. 1967). 
61. 551 F.2d 136 (7th Cir. 1977). 
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arbitrator, but abo because it reiterated the narrow scope of review 
to be employed by the court. The court held that an improper 
construction of a contract by an arbitrator was not a sufficient basis 
for vacating the panel's award. Rather, the court's ability to vacate 
an award is "severely limited" to one of the grounds specified by 
section 10 of the United States Arbitration Act.62 

The third case, Seaboard Coast Line Railroad v. National Rail Pas
senger Corp./3 concerned a suit by Seaboard Coast Line over com
pensation due for services rendered to Amtrak. Amtrak moved 
pursuant to section 3 of the United States Arbitration Act6~ to stay 
the litigation pending arbitration. Both parties had entered into an 
arbitration agreement. SCL argued that arbitration would violate 
various provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act.65 The district 
court referred the case to arbitration and SCL took an interlocu
tory appeal. 

The Fifth Circuit affirmed the lower court's referral to arbitra~ 
tion. It ~eld that the parties' dispute was on its face one governed 
by the arbitration agreement. The court confirmed the standard 
outlined in the earlier Amtrak cases that a stay of litigation should 
be granted "unless it may be said with positive assurance that the 
arbitration clause is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers 
the asserted dispute.'Xi 

62. Id. at 141-42. Section 10 of the United States Arbitration Act permits the 
court to vacate an arbitration award 

(a) Where the award was procured by corruption, fraud, or undue means. 
(b) Where there was e\'ident partiality or corruption in the arbitrators. or 

either of them. 
(c) Where the arbitrators were guilty of misconduct in refusing to postpone 

the hearing, upon sufficient cause shown, or in refusing to hear evidence 
pertinent and material to the controversy; or of any other mIsbehavior by which 
the rights of any party have been prejudiced. 

(d) Where the arbitrators exceeded their powers. or so imperfectly executed 
them that a mutual, final, and definite award upon the subject matter submitted 
was not made. 

(e) Where an award is vacated and the time within which the a~reement 
required the award to be nmde has not expired the court may. in its dIscretion. 
direct a rehearing by the arbitrators. 

9 lJ .S.C. § 10 (1982). 
63. 554 F.2d 657 (5th Cir. 1977). The case was remanded to decide whether 

various provisions of the Intersta£e Commerce Act applied.ld. at 661. See 489 F. 
Supp. 916 (M.D. Fla. 1980), a/fd, 645 F.2d 513 (5th Cir. 1981). 

64. 9 U.S.C. § 3 (1982). 
65. 49 U.S.C. §§ 10761, 11lOI(a)(l982). 
66. 554 F.2d at 660, quoting United States Steelworkers of America V. Amer

ic:m Mfg. Co .. 363 U.S. 564 (1960). 
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These Amtrak cases indicate that the courts have generally 
assumed that: (1) Amtrak can enter into binding arbitration 
agreements, (2) Amtrak can invoke the United States Arbitration 
Act, and (3) the scope of judicial review, whether before or after 
an arbitration decision, is narrow. 

Previous commentators have not fully discussed this increasing 
body of precedent supporting the propo:.ition that arbitration is 
permissible, at least for government corporations.57 It is arguable 
that these cases do not persuasively support the legality of arbitra
tion because the government's authority to arbitrate was never 
specifically at issue in any of them. Neverthe!ess, four federal 
courts of appeals, the Court of Claims and a district court have 
enforced arbitration provisions involving federal entities, provid
ing solid support (albeit by implication) that government corpora
tions can arbitrate. Since there are forty-seven government cor
porations which receive billions of dollars in federal funding, the 
impact of this finding is potentially great. 

IV. The Contract Disputes Act of 1978 

The Contract Disputes Act of 197858 created a uniform dispute 
resolution process applicable to acquisition contracts59 entered into 
by executive agencies. The term "executive agency" is defined as 
including wholly owned government corporations as listed in sec
tion 9101 of the GCCA.70 Some thirteen government corporations 
are wholly owned. 71 The CDA process is mandatory, since the 
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) requires that a disputes 
clause incorporating the CDA procedures be included in all agency 
acquisitIon contracts.72 

67. See, e.g., Hardy & Cargill, supra note 3, at 14 (citing only the Grant Construc
tion Co. case as precedent supporting the legality of arbitration. As mentioned 
above, that opimon contained blurred distinctions between government corpora
tions and agencies and is, therefore, not of particularly strong precedential value); 
Katzman, supra note 3 (article does not discuss either Reconstruction Finance or 
Grant Construction Co., both of which were decided before the article was written). 

68. 41 U.S.C. §§ 601-013 (1982). 
69. Set supra note 8. It is not dire·:tly applicable to grants, cooperative agree

ments or financial assistance agreements, although, given the wording of the 
statute, an agency could choose to use its board and the CDA procedure in 
disputes concerning such agreements. See infra note 105. 

70. See supra note 7. 
71. Id. 
72. FAR 33.214 requires the contracting officer to insert the Disputes clause. 
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The CDA process is faidy straightforward. The CDA requires 
that the contractor involved in a government contract dispute 
obtain a final decision from the contracting officer.73 The contrac
tor can then appeal to either (1) the appropriate Board of Con
tract Appeals (BCA) or (2) the United States Claims Court.1~ 
Appeal from a decision of a BCA or the Claims Court lies to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, but the United 
States can only appeal from the BCA if the agency head so decides 
and the Attorney General approves. 75 

The first step in the CDA process is to attempt to negotiate and 
settle the dispute. If negotiations fail, the next step is to seek a final 
decision from the contracting officer. For claims involving $50,000 
or less, that decision must be made within sixty days of when the 
claim was filed. i6 In situations where the claim involved is more 
than $50,000, the contracting officer need only decide within a 
"reasonable time," but must inform the contractor within sixty days 
of receiving the claim how long that reasonable period will be.77 

The contracting officer's findings of fact are not binding in any 
subsequent proceeding.7s The final decision must be in writing, 
state the reasons for the decision, and inform the contractor of his 
right to appea1. 79 

After receiving the contracting officer's final decision, the con
tractor can appeal to the appropriate BCA within ninety days.ao 
Appeals to the Claims Court must be made within one year.S1 Both 

FAR 52.233-1, in all solicitations and contracts unless the contract is with a foreign 
government, foreign agency, or international organization (or subsidiary body of 
that organization) and the agency head determines that "the application of the Act 
to the contract would not be in the public interest." FAR 33.203(b). The Disputes 
clause states that "[t]his contract is subject to the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 . 
. . . " FAR 52.233-1. It is clear that Boards will not enforce an arbitration agree
ment if it circumvents an establ.ished dispute procedure. Dames & Moore, IBCA 
No. 1308-10-79, 81-Z BCA ~ 15,418. 

73. 41 U.S.C. § 605(a)(1982). 
74. 41 U.S.C. §§ 606, 609(a)(l)(1982). 
75. 41 U.S.C. § 607(g)(I)(B)(l982). 
76. 41 U.S.C. § 605(c)(I)(1982). 
77. 41 U.S.C. § 605(c)(2)(1982). If the contracting officer fails to issue a deci

sion within the required time, the failure to do so will be deemed a denial of the 
claim and wlil authorize commencement of the appeal or suit. 41 U.S.C. § 
605(c)(5). However, a court or BCA may stay its proceedings to obtain'a final 
decision by the contracting officer if it sees fit. [d. 

78. 41 U.S.C. § 609(a)(3)(1982). 
79. 41 U.S.C. § 605(a)(1982). 
80. 41 U.S.C. § 606(1982). 
81. 41 U.S.C. § 609(a)(3)(1982). 
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forums haye similar discovery procedures and the same 
remedies.82 

An important advantage to appealing to the appropriate BeA is 
that, in the case of claims of $50,000 or less, the CDA imposes 
deadlines on the BCAs. For claims involving $10,000 or less, 
("small claims") the contractor may elect an expedited procedure 
that requires a single Board member to issue a decision within 120 
days whenever possible.~3 There is no judicial review available of 
such a small claims decision. a4 For claims involving $50,000 or less, 
the contractor can elect an accelerated procedure, in which appeals 
are to be resolved within 180 days, whenever possible.85 

Only agencies that are found from a workload study to have the 
volume of disputes necessary to justify the establishment of a 
full-time board of at least three members are permitted to have 
their own boards.86 Agencies lacking their own boards may arrange 
to use the board of another agency.87 

BCA members are appointed and serve in the same manner as 
administrative law judges.88 BCA resolution of disputes is to be 
"informal, expeditious, and inexpensive."a9 Any appeal from the 
BCA's decision to the Federal Circuit (the CAFC) must be taken 
within 120 days of receipt of the BCA's decision.90 Appeals to the 
CAFC from the Claims Court must be brought within thirty days.91 
Findings of fact, but not law, are final and conclusive if supported 
by substantial evidence.~2 BCAs have subpoena power.93 

82. 41 U.S.C. §§ 607(d), 610 (1982). See generally Peacock, Discovery before Boards 
of Contract Appeals, 13 PUB. CONT. L.J. 1 (1982). 

83. 41 U .S.C. § 608(a)( 1982). 
84. 41 U.S.C. § 608(d)(1982). The elimination of judicial review of an adminis

trative decision under this section appears to conflict with the Wunderlich Act, 41 
U.S.C. §§ 321-22 (1982). That Act provides that "[n)o Government contract shall 
contain a provision making final on a question of law the decision of any adminis
trative official, representative or board." 

85. 41 U.S.C. § 607(f)(1982).ld. at § 322. 
86. 41 U.S.C. § 607(a)(1)(19R2). 
87. 41 U.S.C. § 607(c)(1982). 
88. 41 U.S.C. § 607(b)(1)(1982). Administrative law judges are appointed 

pursuam to 5 U.S.C. § 3105 (1982). 
89. 41 U.S.C. § 607(e)(HI82). 
90. 41 U.S.C. § 607(g)(l982). 
91. 28 U.S.C.A. §§ 1295(a)(3), 2522 (West Supp. 1985); FED. GIR. R. 10(:.1)(1); 

FED. R. App. P. 4(a)(1). 
92. 41 U.S.C. § 609(b)(1982). 
93. 41 U.S.C. § 610 (1982). 
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V. A Comparison of the Contract Disputes Act 
Process with Arbitration 

Generalizations about either arbitration or the CDA process are 
difficult. The advantages and disadvantages of each will vary de
pending upon the facts and circumstances involved. However, the 
criteria discussed as the costs and benefits of arbitration9-1 offer 
rough grounds upon which to compare the two dispute resolution 
systems. 

A. Speed 

The caveat concerning the imprecision of generalizations is parti
cularly relevant in comparing the relative speed of each dispute 
resolution process. Arbitration has been universally heralded as a 
fast process, at least in part because there are no other cases to 
compete for the arbitrators' time. 

Because of the availability in smaller cases of accelerated proce
dures, the speed with which disputes are resolved under the CDA 
varies according to the amount involved. The CDA process could 
theoretically be quicker than court settlement in light of the time 
limits it imposes on the decisions of the contracting officers and the 
BCA. For example, in a claim involving $50,000 or less, the con
tracting officer must make a final decision within sixty days of 
receiving the claim. The contractor can then ekct to appeal the 
decision to the BCA, which must "whenever possible" issue its 
decision within 180 days. The BCA decision can be appealed to the 
Federal Circuit, but the CDA places no time limit on that court. 
Thus, in a case involving $50,000 or less, a contractor may have two 
administrative decisions made in 240 days or less. 

The similarities between arbitration and CDA resolution are 
even more pronounced when a "small claim" is involved. For 
claims involving $10,000 or less, the contractor will receive the 
contracting officer's decision within sixty days, and a single Board 
member's decision "whenever possible" wi1chin 120 days. Since 
there is no judicial review of the Board member's decision, a final 
and binding decision may be obtained in 180 days or less. Small 
claims dispute resolution under the CDA is thus very similar to 
arbitration in terms of speed and finality. 

94. See supra at Section II. 
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If statistics compiled in the early 1970s accurately reflect the 
present composition of contract claims, the "fast track" procedures 
provided by the CDA for claims involving $50,000 or less could 
affect a large percentage of government contract claims. 

Small claims [during the early 19705 were] the bread and butter of the board 
of contract appeals. In the early 19705, twenty-two percent of all claims to 
boards were for under S 1,000, fifty-one percent under S 1 0,000, and sixty
three percent under $25.000.9~ 

Yet figures compiled by the Armed Services Board of Contract 
Appeals (the ASBCA) suggest that the number of proceedings 
conducted under the accelerated and expedited procedures is 
currently much more modest. In fiscal year 1985, only 262 of 1,293 
appeals (20.3 percent) disposed of by the ASBCA were conducted 
under those provisions of the CDA.96 The average prime contrac
tor claim in 1984 was $241,096, well above the $10,000 and 
$50,000 cut-offs.97 Figures do suggest, however, that the Board 
generally makes its decisions within the time-frame indicated in the 
CDA for the expedited (120 days) and accelerated (180 days) 
appeals. The average number of days on the docket (from date of 
docketing to date of decision) in cases involving such appeals was 
149 in 1985, 151 in 1984, 156 in 1983, 173 in 1982, 171 in 1981, 
and 190 in 1980.98 Overall, the average time a claim of any size was 
on the ASBCA docket was 484 days in 1985, or about 15.5 

95. Hardy & Cargill, supra note 3, at 2, citing REpORT OF THE COMMISSION ON 
GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT, vol. 4. at 15 (1972). 

96. REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARMED SERVICES 
BOARD OF CONTRACT ApPEALS FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING 30 SEPTEMBER 1984 
(October 31, 1984) (hereinafter "ASBCA Report"). The ASBCA is the largest of 
the 12 agency Boards of Contract Appeals with 33 members. With a docket size of 
about 1,300 cases, it handles approximately 42 percent of the 3, 100 cases filed with 
the 12 boards. No other board compiles the figures referred to in the text. The 
other 11 boards. and their number of members and approximate docket size. are 
as follows: the General Services Board of Contract Appeals (11 members and 450 
cases); the Engineer Board of Contract Appeals (six members and 450 cases); the 
boards of the Department of Transportation, the Department of the Interior. the 
Postal Service, the Department of Agriculture. and the Veterans Administration 
(all have four members and handle about 100 cases each); the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration. the Department of Housing and Urban Develop
ment, the Department of Energy, and the Department of Labor (all have-three 
members and handle fewer than 100 cases each). FEDERAL BAR ASSOCI .... TION 
BOARD OF CONTRACT ApPEAI.5 COMMITTEE. ~fANUAL FOR PRACTICE BEFORE 
BOARDS OF CONTRACTS APPE .... LS (1981). 

97. ASBCA Report. supra note 96. 
98. [d. 
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months.9g This figure suggests that for appeals not accelerated or 
expedited, the time it takes to get an agency decision can be long. 

One factor possibly affecting the time and cost of an arbitration 
decision is the arbitrator selection process. If the selection were on 
an ad hoc basis, the government agency involved might spend 
considerable time developing a list of acceptable arbitrators and 
conducting background checks on those individuals. It is not hard 
to imagine the use of government-wide regulations for the selec
tion of arbitrators. Disappointed applicants for arbitrator positions 
might protest the selection of other individuals, and agencies might 
be required to give such applicants a hearing. A search for accept
able arbitrators each time a dispute arose would be costly to the 
government and would require the use of agency personnel. Use 
of the Boards of Contract Appeals requires no such search, since 
they are standing bodies. 

8. Expense 

Because judicial review of arbitration decisions is severely limited, 
the parties to an arbitration need usually only spend time and 
money to prepare and present a case before one forum. Parties to a 
BCA appeal, on the other hand, sometimes must prepare and 
present their case before two forums: the BeA and the Federal 
Circuit. This fact alone can account for higher costs to the parties 
under the CDA system. If the theory of arbitration holds true in a 
particular case, arbitration will produce additional savings because 
there is less judicialization in an arbitration than before a BCA. 
This advantage is negated if the parties to an arbitration demand 
judicialization. 

In large disputes, the reduction or elimination of the use of 
discovery or briefs can result in substantial savings. However, the 
more money that is at stake the greater the chance that parties will 
insist on greater due process protection. Where the claim is for 
$10,000 or less, the CDA's small claims procedure is so similar to 
arbitration 100 that there would not be a financial reason to choose 
arbitration over it. 

99. [d. 
100. See supra at Section IV. 
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A party contemplating the use of arbitration should consider 
what savings, if any, are likely to occur in light of the particular 
dispute. How muchjudicialization will both sides require? Ifit is a 
complex dispute, will discovery and briefs be massive and costly to 
prepare? If so, will the parties agree to eliminate or substantially 
curtail the use of d:scovery and the writing of briefs? Would the 
parties split the cost of paying the arbitrator's salary? Will any 
savings that result from choosing arbitration be offset by the fact 
that arbitrators are more likely to split the amount in dispute, 
thereby reducing a party's potential recovery? Is it likely that a 
disappointed party will seek review of a BCA decision? Because the 
parties have direct control over an arbitration they can directly 
affect the cost of the process. Whether trey are willing to take 
cost-cutting measures, and the concomitant trade-off in terms of 
due process considerations, will vary from case to case. 

C. Formality 

As noted, parties choosing arbitration can agree upon the level of 
formality they prefer. Yet the parties will not always opt for less 
formality. A growing concern in labor arbitration is that it is pe
coming too formalized as the parties demand more and more 
judicialization. 1ol Yet, if figures concerning prehearing discovery 
are any indication of overall formality, the ASBCA has not been 
overly judicialized. Twenty-three percent of the ASBCA cases in 
FY 1985 involved prehearing discovery in which rulings were 
sought. 102 Where the small claims procedure is selected, the CDA 
requires that simplified rules of procedure be used.103 

D. Expertness and Independence of the 
Decision-maker 

The CDA method of selecting members of the BCAs helps to 
ensure that board members are experts in federal acquisition law. 
Section 607(b) requires that board members be selected in the same 
manner as administrative law judges, i.e., solely on the basis of 

10 1. Ashe. ,hbitralion Finality: ,Hyth or Realit)'? 38 ARB. J. 42 (1983). 
102. ASBCA Report, supra note 96. 
103. 41 V.S.C. § 608(b)(l982). 
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merit. In addition, members must have at least five years of experi
ence in public contract law.11}! 

Despite these congressional efforts to ensure expertness, board 
members are arguably not totally independent since they are 
selected by the agency heads and paid by the agency. The BCA 
members might. be viewed as agents of the agency they serve and, 
therefore, more sympathetic to the agency viewpoint. Yet the aPM 
removal procedure helps to prevent the Board members from 
fearing retribution by his or her agency for "improper" decisions. 

The theoretical independence of board members is even more 
uncertain when a board is invohed in a matter which an agency has 
voluntarily decided to assign to it. IC5 There is nothing to prevent an 
agency from taking an issue out of the hands of a board with which 
it has voluntarily invested it. 

The parties are less likely to find-an "ex'pert" decisionmaker 
when they appeal to the Federal Circuit: Because the cases brought 
before the CAFe often concern matters other than public contract 
law, the judges are not as specialized as Board members or arbitra
tors might be. Also, unlike BCA members, judges are selected 
through the political process rather than strictly on merit. 

As noted earlier, the parties to an arbitration select the arbitra
tors and in this way control the qualifications of those who will 
decide their case. In some cases, selection of a.n arbitrator requires 
some research. But while the parties to an arbitration can select an 
arbitrator with particular experience in the area of dispute, it is 
safe to say that the parties do not lose the advantage of having an 
expert hear their case when they choose to use .~he BCA process. 

E. Privacy 

Hearings before and decisions of the BeAs are public, unlike 
private arbitration decisions. While parties to an arbitration can 

104. 41 U.S.C, § 607(b)(1)(1982). 
105. The CDA does not prohibit an agency from having its board decide 

matters not covered by the CDA. The only apparent limit is the requirement that 
members have no otherinconsistent duties. § 607 (a)(l). For example, (he Depart
ment of Energr uses its Board to decide debarment cases. Because an agency can 
use its board for extra-CDA activities. disputes involving grants, cooperative 
agreements, or financial assistance agreements, as well as disputes involving 
government corporarions not covered by the CDA can be given to a board for 
decision. The agency head can remove such matters from board jurisdiction at 
any time. 
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agree to keep silent about their dispute and not release the arbitra
tor's decision to the public, parties using the CDA have no such 
choice. BCA opinions are released to the public. If an arbitration 
decision is appealed to a court, however, the facts of the dispute can 
become public. 

F. Uniformity of Decisions and Precedent 

That an arbitration panel is convened solely for the dispute in
volved and is disbanded once it makes a decision all but eliminates 
the possibility that arbitration panels could establish a body of 
public contract law that other panels would follow. B(;cause the 
panels are entities oflimited purpose and duration, their members 
do not feel compelled to follow previous decisions. Because there is 
no guarantee of uniformity of decisions by public contract law 
arbitrators, the parties are iess able to evaluate their chances for 
success. 

The BCAs, on the other hand, have developed a large body of 
law, and parties to a dispute frequently cite decisions of BCAs 
other than the one hearing their case as support for their position. 
It is only in the small claims area that decisions are deemed to have 
"no 'value as precedent for future cases."I06 In general, a party 
desiring to rely upon precedent is best advised to use the CDA 
process. 

G. Judicial Review 

The statutory language in the United States Arbitration Act con
cerningjudicial review creates a very limited ground upon which a 
court can set aside an arbitrator's award. An arbitration award can 
be set aside only if a court finds corruption, fraud or undue means, 
finds that the arbitrator refused to hear material evidence, or that 
the arbitrator exceeded his or her power. 107 Because it is very 
difficult to have a decision vacated under these standards, parties 
are less likely to appeal the decision. 

Judicial review of BCA decisions is more searching than that of 
arbitration decisions. BCA decisions on questions of law are" not 

106. 41 U.S.C. § 608(e)(1982). 
107. 9 U.S.C. § 10 (1982). See supra nme 62. 
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final or conclusive on the CAFC. The CDA provides for judicial 
review under the "clearly erroneous" standard. 108 The committee 
report that accompanied the CDA specifically states that "[t]he 
'substantial evidence' standard of review will no longer be used for 
review of agency board decisions."lo9 The clearly erroneous stan
dard is fairly limited but it is more searching than the scope of 
review employed by courts in reviewing arbitration deciSIOns. A 
party that hopes to get some review of the decision maker's adverse 
action should be aware that the CDA standard is more advan
tageous. But for parties willing to forego meaningful review in 
order to save time and money, arbitration is the better alternative. 

VI. Conclusion 

This article has addressed two major questions concerning the use 
of arbitration to resolve federal public contract disputes. First, 
which federal entities can agree to arbitrate their contractual dis
putes? Secondly, what are the costs and benefits of arbitration that 
those federal entities mu"t consider in deciding whether to use 
arbitration? 

Concerning the first question, all government agencies and 
those government corporations covered by the Government Cor
poration Control Act (GCCA) and consequently the'Contract Dis
putes Act must use the CDA system to resolve disputes concerning 
federal acquisition contracts. (However, one-time deviations from 
the regulations which implement the CDA are theoretically possi
ble.) Since the CDA covers only acquisition disputes, government 
corporations covered by the GCCA can arbitrate in nonacquisition 
situations. Government corporations not covered by the GCCA can 
arbitrate any dispute, whether it involves acquisition contracts or 
not. 

In addition, there appears to be a flat ban on any use of arbitra
tion by agencies, given the Comptroller General's interpretation of 
41 U.S.C. § 1346. The justification for the flat ban on the use of 
arbitration by agencies is of questionable strength. The Comptrol
ler General's interpretation of a seemingly inapplicable statute as 

108. S. REP. No. 95-1118, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. 1,30, reprinted in 19i8 U.S. 
CODE CONG & AD. NEWS 5235, 5264. 

109. !d. 
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barring the use of arbitration and the fact that the CDA process is 
mandatory is at the heart of the present justification. 

It is not altogether clear why government corporations are ex
cepted from the general ban. Numerous courts have upheld 
arbitration agreements involving government corporations, but 
none have addressed the legal justification for allowing those en
tities to arbitrate. 

The second question concerns the costs and benefits of arbitra
tion. It is simplistic to assume that arbitration is preferable to 
administrative or judicial settlement in all circumstances. Govern
ment entities and government contractors must conduct a 
cost-benefit analysis of arbitration and any alternative dispute res
olution system before deciding which method to use. Disputes 
involving entities not covered by the CDA and disputes beyond the 
reach of the CDA can nevertheless be decided by the CDA boarc~s if 
an agency head so agrees. Government corporations that can arbi
trate should consider arranging to use a BCA to decide their 
disputes. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES 

Proposed Recommendation 

Assuring the Fairness and Acceptability of 

Arbitration in Federal Programs 

The Administrative Conference has recommended that agencies employ alternative means 
f dispute resolution (ADR) in federal programs. l ADR techniques for rulemaking include 
tructured negotiation and mediation; for adjudication, they also include arbitration, 
actfinding and minitrials.2 The bulk of these techniques do not alter the placement of 
olicymaking authority within the agencies, and therefore pose few of the legal and policy 

-oncerns of binding arbitration, which typically involves the use of outside arbitrators 
uthorized to make decisions binding upon the government. If an arbitrator decides a claim 
_ y or against the government, public money will be involved. Arbitration decisions 
'oncerning other issues in administering a federal program, such as the resolution of 
nforcement cases, or disputes between the agency and its employees, affect administration 
f the program. In programs where the agency's role is to resolve disputes between private 
arties, arbitrated disputes will relate to the purposes of the program, for example by 
esolving common facts with those involved in program administration. In addition, the 

..:onstitution requires that significant duties pursuant to public law must be performed by 
Jfficers of the United States and their employees. Fidelity to this principle can be ensured 
'f Congress in authorizing the use of arbitration or the agency when adopting arbitration 
~onfines it to appropriate issues and provides for the agency's supervision of arbitration. 

Existing law authorizes resort to arbitration in a variety of different contexts, including 
claims by and against the government, disputes between private individuals that are related 
to program administration, and labor relations issues between the government and its 
employees. Recommendation 86-3 calls on Congress to act to authorize agency officials to 
choose arbitration to resolve many additional disputes. 

This recommendation contains procedural guidance for Congress, and occasionally 
agencies, in an effort to ensure the fairness and acceptability of arbitration in federal 
programs. The criteria are necessarily general, and the appropriateness of particular arbitral 
procedures must be judged in the context of the particular functions they serve. Agencies 
are generally in the best position to assess the need for informal and expeditious process, and 
to weigh that need against considerations of accuracy, satisfaction, and fairness. While the 
Conference encourages granting agency officials broad "on-the-spot" discretion to use 
arbitration, it recognizes the need for preliminary steps to meet concerns that the process 
provide some executive oversight, preserve judicial functions, ensure quality decisions, and 
to minimize concerns over the legality and fairness of the process. This recommendation sets 
forth procedural criteria to aid Congress and agencies in taking these first steps. 

1 See generally Recommendation 86-3. 
See Recommendations 82-2, 82-4, 84-4 and 85-5. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

J. In all cases, congressional authorization for arbitration should ensure that Congress 
has made, or the agency will make, an explicit judgment that arbitration is appropriate for 
the case or class of cases in question. Criteria for determining whether arbitration is 
appropriate include the follcwing: 

(a) Cases subject to. arbitraticn shculd invclve questicns cf fact cr the application of 
well-established norms, even if statutory, rather than precedential issues cr npplication ef 
fundamental legal ncrms that are evelving. 

(b) In determining whether to. empley arbitration, Congress er the agency sheuld 
censider the nature and weight cf the private interests invelved, the nature and weight ef the 
gevernment's interests, and the tradeeffs between the cests and benefits of arbitratien and 
thcse cf more fcrmal processes. Fcr example, que5ticns about eligibility to participate in a 
federal entitlement program are not likely to be suitable for arbitration, because the need for 
prccedural prctections is likely to outweigh cost considerations. Still, once eligibility to 
participants has been established, disputes over particular monetary claims er levels cf 
benefits under such a prcgram are prime candidates fcr arbitraticn, due to. the heavy 
adjudicative caselcad and need for specialized decision. 

2. Ccngress shculd as~es5 the desirability cf authcrizing mandatory arbitraticn in light 
cf the extent to. which a person's participaticn in the affiliated pregram is voluntary.s Fcr· 
example, participatien in an entitlement pregram is more likely to. reflect need than censent, 
and sheuld net be regarded as censent to. arbitratien ef eligibility. 

3. Ccngressional authorizatien fer arbitratien should ensure that: 

(a) The agency has an epportunity to. cheose whether to resert to. arbitration,4 and to 
review the cverall compcsiticn cf the arbitral pecl to ensure its neutrality and, where 
appropriate, specialized competence. Agencies should either empley arbitral pools and 
procedures that are well-established, such as thcse of the AAA, or should develcp pools to 
meet their special needs.5 

(b) The agency that is a party to an arbitrable centroversy has a role in the selection of 
the arbitrators, consistent with preserving the neutrality of the decider, for example by 
striking names from a list; and 

(c) Arbitral awards are reviewed by agencies or by courts under the criteria of the U.S. 
Arbitration Act, which authorizes review of the facial validity of the award and the integrity 
of the prccess. Review of individual awards can be allocated to the agency.6 If so, no 
special prcvisicn need be made for judicial review of individual awards. JUdicial review of 
the overall structure and fairness of the arbitration program should suffice. In the rare case 
in which a serious constitutional issue attends all individual arbitration, such as an allegation 
of a taking, existing law provides avenues for relief. 

4. Agencies should ensure that the stanclard for arbitral decisiens is reasenably specific, 
by promulgating administrative standards where statutes do not sufficiently guide arbitral 
decision. A substantial justice standard for arbitral awards should be used only when 

S See Conference Recommendation 86-3, Agencies' Use 0/ Altemative Means 0/ DisPlJte 
Resolution, for other Iimitaticns on the use of mandatory arbitration. 

4 See M. 
5 See Conference Recommendation 86-8, CJI l(c), Acquiring the Services of Neutrals for 

Alternative Means of Dispute ResollJtion. 
6 See Recommendation 86-3, Agencies' Use of Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution. 

,. 
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explicitly approved by the agency, because of the resulting difficulties of administrative or 
judicial review of the outcoml~. The sufficiency of other standards should be judged by 
whether the parties can consent meaningfully to arbitration and can prepare their cases, 
whether the arbitrators can plroduce reasonably consistent decisions, and whether reviewing 
en.tities can judge the facial validity of awards. 

5. The folIowing consid.erations should govern the ongoing administration of arbitral 
. programs: 

(a) Agencies should be careful to preserve the neutrality of arbitration by avoiding 
instructions to arbitrators Ol( forms of oversight that would threaten to undermine the 
arbitrator's neutrality in particular cases. Any effective guarantee of the arbitrator's 
neutrality, such as mutual ilelection by the parties, will suffice. 

(b) Authority to determine the arbitrability of particular disputes can be placed in the 
courts, as under the U.S. Arbitration Act, or in another neutral third party, such as the 
administering agency where arbitration concerns private parties, or in an agency other than 
one which is a party to alrbitration. 

(c) Rulemaking can 'alter the standards for future arbitration when monitoring of awards 
reveals outcomes inconsilltent with the agency's expectations in employing arbitration. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: THE EMERGENCE OF THE NEGOTIATED 
RESOLUTION 
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In Western societies there have been two approved arrangements 
over the past century or two for resolving conflicting interests among 
groups or organizations and their constituent members: the market
place and government regulatory mechanisms established by the 
political process. Markets in various institutional forms I bring to
gether buyers and sellers without visible hand, to set prices of goods, 
services, and various factors of production, including land and capital 
assets. Markets provide the terms of exchange and thus resolve, 
largely impersonally, disputes between potential buyers and sellers 
over the countless features of transactions. Adam Smith stated early 
in the Wealth of Nations more than two hundred years ago: 

Give me that which I want, and you shall have this which 
you want, is the meaning of every such offer; and it is in this 
manner that we obtain from one another the far greater 
part of those good offices which we stand in need of. It is 
not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer or the 
baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to 
their own interest.2 

In addition to providing markets with legal status, the political 
process has established government institutions, from courts to ad
ministrative tribunals, to resolve many other conflicts and differences 
of interests and to restrain methods of conflict. Also, the political 
process has established and nurtured the "public household"3 or pub-

t Lamont University Professor of Economics, Harvard University. University 
of California at Berkley, A.B., 1935; Ph.D., 1939. 

I. SU J.T. Dunlop, Labor O'lJanization, Markds, and Economic Vitalization, in 
STRATEGIES FOR PROOUCTIVITY, INTERNATIONAL PERSI'ECTIVF.5 11-20 (1984) 
(symposium sponsored by Japan Productivity Center). 

2. A. SMITH, AN INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE ANO CAUSF.5 OF THE WEAI.TH OF 
NATIONS 14 (1937) (discussing the principle which creates the division of labor). 

3. D. BELl., THE CUI.TURAL CONTRAOICTIONS OF CAPITALISM 220-27 (1976). 
Bell defines the "public household," as it is expressed in the government budget, as 
"the management of state revenues and expenditures." Id. at 221. This con'cept 
stands in juxtaposition to the concept of "domestic household," the goods "not val-

(1421) 
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lie sector that complements, competes with and alters the private 
market economy. 

It is not this article's purpose to recount or explain the develop
ment of markets or the growth of the "public household," including 
regulatory institutions, in Western societies or the United States:~ 
Rather, the starting point is to note that the received ideas and insti
tutions present to resolve conflicting interests consist of both markets 
and governmental regulation. 

There is abundant evidence that the American community since 
the Great Depression places less reliance on markets to achieve social 
purposes, including the resolution of conflicting interests, despite the 
deregulation movement of the past decade.5 In international trade, 
for example, the doctrinaire support for free trade and free markets 
for international commerce has been supplemented or replaced by a 
complex network of reciprocal and bilateral agreements negotiated in 
various forums as reflected in the arrangements for sugar} coffee, tin, 
wheat, textiles and apparel, steel and other manufactured goods, 
maritime cargos and airplane fares, not to mention the migration of 
people across national boundary lines. In the labor market, the pres
ence of collective bargaining, minimum wage regulation, health and 
safety standards, and pension and nondiscrimination requirements 
emphasizes the extent to which reliance on the market has been qual
ified. The regulations of the SEC, Federal Reserve System, Comp
troller of the Currency and the housing finance agencies, fair housing 
rules, and the Internal Revenue Code, among others, constrain capi
tal flows and money markets. The complex of regulations affecting 
specific product markets, from public utilities through consumer and 
producer goods, including agricultural products, has greatly ex .. 
panded, constricting buyers and sellers and changing the nature of 
these markets. Moreover, wage and price controls, or some form of 
incomes policy, were in effect for twenty-two out of the forty-four 
years that followed 1940. 

ued ..• because they are not exchanged in the market," such as a housewife's serv
ices, and "market economy," valuing goods by the prices used in the exchange of 
money. Id. at 220. The idea of "public household" stresses the use of the govern
ment's budget to distribute its assets to various sectors of the society. Id. at 226-27. 

4. S~~ A. CHANDLBR, JR., THE VISIBI.E HAND; THE MANAGERIAl. REVOI.U
TION IN AMERICAN BUSINESS (1977); C. LINDI.OOM, POUTlCS ANI) MARKETS, THE 
WORLD'S POLlTICAI.-ECO:-lOMIC SYSTEMS (1977); C.L. SCHUI.T7.E, THE PUBI.IC USE 
OF PRIVATE INTERESTS (1977). 

5. Dunlop, Th~ Limits of L~gal Compulsion, in ISSUES IN HEAI.TH CARE REGUlA
TION 184-91 (R. Gordon ed. 1980). Su also M.L. WEIDENBAUM, THE FUTURE OF 
BUSINESS REGULATION: PRIVATE ACTION AND PUBLIC DEMA:-iD (1979) (discussing 
methods by which the business system best serve the public). 
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The costs of the complex of regulatory mechanisms, including 
the distortion of decisions, financial outlays, litigation, delays and 
greater uncertainty, have come to be increasingly recognized as a 
heavy burden which complicates the resolution of conflicting inter
ests.6 The uneconomic consequences of some regulations have helped 
to cause the rediscovery of the market in the past decade and to ad
vance deregulation, as in developments affecting airlines, trucking 
and communications.7 The deregulation movement may still ex
pand, although it is difficult to see deregulation growing faster than 
the political propensity to regulate. The main thrust of the past gen
eration must clearly be characterized as a movement away from reli
ance upon the market. 

Negotiations and negotiation processes appear to be on the as
cendancy as compared to markets; in recent years, they have been 
increasing even when compared to public regulations. It is not un
common, for instance, for private corporate suits to be settled by di
rect negotiations between the companies, or with the government, as 
in the instance of a telecommunication antitrust case after more than 
twelve years.s The major disputes involving the price and supply of 
uranium between Westinghouse and certain utilities have been set
tled by direct negotiations and the withdrawal of court suits.9 The 
device of plea bargaining on economic questions likewise is illustra
tive of the general distrust of pure regulation and public agency deci
sion and the tendency to resort to negotiations to limit uncertainty, to 
speed resolution, and to assure greater attention to features of a settle
ment that are of special concern to each party. Contestants often 
achieve a more satisfactory and less risky settlement by direct negotia
tions, or negotiations with the staff of a public agency, than would be 
likely were the proceedings to run their full litigious course. 

6. Su, e.g., Arthur Anderson & Co., Cost ojCovtmmmt Regulations Study for Busi,ltss 
Roundtable (March 1979) (a study of the direct incremental costs incurred by 48 com
panies in complying with the regulations of six federal agencies in 1977) (available at 
University of Pennsylvan library); E.F. Denison, Elficts oj St/ecttd Changu in the Institu
tional and Human Environmmt upon Output ptr Umi oJ Input, SURV. CURRENT Bus., Jan. 
1978, at 21-44 (explaining the costs of pollution abatement, employee safety pro
grams, and crime). 

7. Su D. MARTIN & W. SCHWARTZ, DEREGULATING AMERICAN INDUSTRY 
(1977) (comparing advantages and disadvantages of deregulation). 

8. Su Telecommunications Regulation Today and Tomo"ow (E.M. Noam ed. 1983) 
(discussing the 1982 consent agreement in which AT&T agreed to divest itself of the 
Bell Operating Companies after the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department 
brought suit against it). 

9. For a discussion of the facts surrounding this occurrence, su Westinghouse 
Elec. Co. v. Kerr-McGee Co., 580 F.2d 1311 (7th Cir.), urt. denied, 439 U.S. 955 
( 1978). 
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A variety of specialized mediation and arbitration devices also 
have been developing in recent years to facilitate agreement-making 
and to reduce litigation and formal court processes in fields outside of 
the industrial relations arena, which has used such methods for many 
years and where the institutional arrangements are well established. 10 
Thus, malpractice suits, home or product warranty controversies, 
price or product differences among owners, contractors and architects 
in construction, or differences between manufacturers and converters 
in textiles and apparel, or some equal employment opportunity con
troversies are new areas in which disputes have been submitted to 
mediation or arbitration under voluntary arrangements developed 
and administered by the American Arbitration Association. A 
number of courts have experimented with special mediators, includ
ing the Bronx Housing Court in disputes between landlords and ten
ants, and in some courts in divorce cases. t 1 A number of 
organizations have sprung up, such as Resolve, to encourage the set· 
tlement of complex controversies between environmentalists and busi
:1esses by using direct negotiations and mediation. 1 2 In all these cases, 
procedures that are faster, less expensive and more subject to the in
terests of the contending parties are replacing more formal and legal
isti~ determinations. 13 It can be expected that these methods of 
dispute -esolution will spread and be more extensively utilized. 

Negotiations have not only extended into the resolution of indi
vidual cases and disputes; they are also utilized to resolve controver
sies over public regulations and rule making,14 and indeed, in the 
accommodation of differences over the legislation itself. The proce
dures used to enact the Arab boycott legislation, the 1979 Trade Lib-

10. SU M. DOMKE, COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 24·30 (1965) (discussing the 
American Arbitration Association and how arbitration protects victims injured by 
uninsured motorists); G. GoI.DBERG, A LAWYER'$ GUIDE TO COMMERCIAl. ARBI
TRATION 93-109 (2d ed. 1983) (arbitration in a ch;"ute between an architect and a 
home owner). 

11. Su Kraut, noma/ic Rdalt'ons Adt'ocaC)'-/s Th~r~ a Bd/~r A/lema/iud, 29 VII.L. 
L. REV. 1379 (1984) (outlining the special role of the mediator in family dispute 
proceedings in Chester County, Pa.). 

12. Su G. Cormick & L. Patten, Environmental Mediation: Defining the Pro
cess Through Experience (Feb. 1977) (paper prepared for the American Association 
for the Advance of Science, Symposium on Environmental Mediation Cases, Denver, 
Colorado; the authors are associated with the Office of Environmental Mediation, 
University of Washington). 

13. Su gtnera/Iy L,S. BACOW, BARGAINING FOR JOB SAFETY AND HEALTH 
(1980). For example, Bacow notes that the GM-UAW and the steel industries have 
provided for more stringent health and safety arrangements than the standards set by 
OSHA. /d. at 86·87. 

14. Harter, Dispu/~ Rao/ulion and Adminis/ra/iu~ Law: Tht His/ory, Nuds, and Fu/ure 
oJa Comp/a Rdalionship, 29 VILL. L. REV. 1393 (198-!). 
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eralization Act and the 1983 Social Security amendments, are 
iIIustrative of the succes~ful resort to negotiations procedures prior to 
and outside the established process. In Massachusetts, the legislation 
reforming the administration of public employee pensions, including 
disability pensions, and creating the Public Employee Retirement 
Administration was negotiated and mediated among various private 
and governmental interests, including legislators, before enactment. 15 

One needs to be careful about the meaning of the statement that 
negotiations are an alternative to or replacement for markets and 
governmental determinations. It is easy to see that there may have 
been a change in form or appearance, but the reality is more com
plex. As with wage and price controls or collective bargaining, mar
ket forces are not entirely displaced or replaced. Sooner or later, they 
continue to operate, limit and shape, to some degree, the decisions 
made through the new institutions. It is erroneous to assert either 
that the new institutions make no difference, or that the decisions are 
entirely different since the market or the regulations have been al
tered to a negotiations form. Rather, the reality is that both old mar
ket forces and new ones generated by the new institutions operate 
through the new institutions, yielding more or less different results, to 
be assessed in each situation. 

Collective bargaining, for instance, does change the performance 
of labor markets in many ·ways not appreciated by econometric stud
ies. The tendency of collective agreements in many industries to be 
set for three-year terms, or differences between the parties in pure 
bargaining skills and power, or institutional interests in fringe benefits 
or union security may be expected to result in somewhat different 
terms and conditions of employment over time than would arise 
through markets or under governmental dictation. The quality of 
management and its policies as well as the characteristics of the labor 
force are altered. But it would be simplistic to hold that market con
siderations have been entirely displaced or eliminated. The substitu
tion in form, from market to a negotiations form, has complex results 
that differ significantly from the market results. 

The penetration of negotiations into the arena of governmental 
determinations, similarly, is not merely a change in institutional 
form. The costs and time of settlement are likely to be less than pro
tracted litigation. The opportunity to influence more directly the 
outcome and to secure attention to issues of most vital concern is 
often greater. These factors are likely to yield different results 

15 •• S'u Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 7, §§ 49-50 (West Supp. 1984). 
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through negotiations than through litigation or other formal 
processes. It must be remembered, though, that in the course ofnego
tiations, the possibility of reverting to a court, to an administrative 
agency or to legislative bodies is likely to b~. a continuing influence, 
and the emerging precedents of litigation are likely to influence rela
tive positions and bargaining tactics. With regard to negotiations on 
some i!isues subject to regulatory decisions, such as employment dis
crimination or protected activity cases, agreements or settlements are 
subject to attack and to displacement in the very tribunals that nego
tiations are intended to circumvent. It cannot be denied, however, 
that negotiating a settlement with one or more adversaries, or with a 
governmental administrative agency or in a court is a different pro
cess with somewhat different results than a commitment to litigation 
and formal processes. 

The field of industrial policy has come to be an area of intense 
ideological debate, including the role of negotiations and tripartite 
committees in establishing and administering policies relating to eco
nomic growth and industrial configuration. Business Week, in an edi
torial on (he strategy for rebuilding the economy, urges "[t]he leaders 
of the various economic and social groups that compose U[nited] 
S[tates] society to agree on a program for reindustrialization and pres
ent that program to Washington.'~16 The AFL-CIO has repeatedly 
proposed a tripartite National Reindustrialization Board "to carry 
forward a rational national industrial policy."17 The Wall StrutJour
nal takes a different editorial position: 

The only industrial policy we need is one that offers the 
maximum possibility for individual decision makers to ap
ply their· initiative and imagination, take their risks and 
reap their rewards when their judgments are correct. As a 
group they will be right far more often than government 
bureaucrats not subject to the disciplines and incentives of 
the market. IS 

16. A SIral!!%rR!!buildingiluEconomy, Bus. WEEK,june 30,1980, at 146. This 
editorial recognizes the necessity of reindustrializing the United States and proposes 
a five step method to redo the manufacturing sector of the economy. Id. These five 
steps include: 1) agreement on a program of reindustrialization between the leaders 
of different sectors of the economy, 2) tax cuts for investments and subsidies or tax 
preferences for research and development spending, 3) a different type of federal 
budget, 4) redirection of investments away from housing loans and toward research 
and expen activities, and 5) promotion of exports. Id. 

17. Jobs: Tlu Agmda For RlCOllI!TY, THE AFL·CIO AMERICAN FEDERAI.IST, jan. 
8, 1983, at 5, 8, rl/mnlltd In AFL·CIO NEWS, jan. 8, 1983. 

18. Ntolib Nonslarl!!rs, Wall St. j., Oct. 19, 1982, at 34, col. 1. This editorial dis· 
cussed a new industrial policy which would favor winning or "sunrise" industries 
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These introductory observations have been to call attention to 
the reality of the growing importance of negotiations in resolving real 
or potential conflicting interest among groups in our society. Negoti
ations have been making inroads on both markets and governmental 
mechanisms. These changes are more complex than the apparent 
changes in form. The expansion of negotiations brings with it grow
ing controversy over the independent consequences of negotiations. 
The study of markets and, more recently, the study of regulation, are 
both well established in the disciplines of economics and law. The 
negotiations process deserves to be much better and more widely 
understood. 

II. ApPROACHES TO NEGOTIATIONS 

There are a variety of approaches to explicate the negotiations 
process. A considerable amount of literature utilizes formal models 
seeking to explain bargaining generally and collective bargaining ne
gotiations in particular. 19 At one time I developed a model of bar
gaining power (with Benjamin Higgins) based upon different degrees 
of competition in related product and labor markets and the "pure" 
bargaining power of negotiators to determine a wage rate.20 

There are at least two major difficulties with the applicability of 
abstract models of negotiations. The first is that they are typically 
simplified to a single issue, such as money, or they assume that other 
issues are translatable into money on some stable trade-off, effectively 
creating a single issue. The second difficulty arises from the usual 
presumption that the negotiators constitute monolithic f!ntities. They 
are portrayed as having no significant internal differences among the 
constituent members of the negotiating organizations and no differ
ences between these members and their negotiator. Also, in these ab
stract models any internal differences which are used are entirely 
constant throughout the negotiations. In my experience, these si:u-

with tax breaks, loan guarantees and other subsidies, while not doing the same for 
losing or "sunset" industries. Id. The editorial expresses skepticism about the ability 
of government telJ:hnocrats to predict which industries will be winners and which 
losers and instead favors a more market oriented indus~rial policy. Id. 

19. See W.N. ATHERTON, THEORY OF UNION BARGAINING GoALS 3-30 (1973); 
J. PEN, THE WAGE RATE UNDER COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (T. S. Preston trans. 
1959); I. STAHL, BARGAINING THEORY (1972); C.M. STEVENS, STRATEGY AND COL
LECTIVE BARGAI:>IING NEGOTIATION (1963); Korman & Klapper, Came Theory's War
time Connections and /he Study of Industrial Conflict, INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV., Oct. 1978, 
at 24-39. 

20. Dunlop & Higgens, ((Bargaining POW"" and Market Structures, J. POL. ECON., 
Feb. 1942, at 1-26 (this model utilized the concepts of supply and demand of labor, 
indifference functions of enterprises and degrees of monopoly). 
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plifcations, essential to analytical rigor, are too abstract to be very 
helpful for providing much insight into the class of negotiations 
which are of central concern to me. 

Another approach to explicate negotiations is through the use of 
experimental or simulated bargaining games.21 In some instances a 
class is divided into groups to represent the negotiating parties, initial 
positions are defined for each, and rules of play are specified. The 
process can generate substantial interest and apparent involvement of 
the participants. 

There has been some effort to use econometric methods to mea
sure aspects of arbitration or collective bargaining. Public sector bar
gaining has been used most often in view of the availability of data. 22 

The results appear to me to be unimpressive; situations are always 
changing in some respects, and these studies do not appear to center 
on fundamentals. 

There is an approach to negotiations that constitutes an almost 
verbatim account of the exchanges from the earliest stages of negotia
tions to the achievement of a settlement.23 In recent years more con
densed case studies of negotiations have been developed for courses in 
schools of business, law and public policy.24 

A somewhat different approach is developed in this article: to 
limit the types of negotiations considered and then to outline a 
number of key principles that are central to an understanding of the 
negotia,tions process. These principles grow out of reflecting on expe
rience; they seek to blend analysis and art forms. 

The types of negotiations considered in this article have at least 
three characteristics that eliminate some negotiations from our con-

21. Stoe H. RAIFFA, THE ART AND SCIENCE OF NEGOTIATION (1982) (setting 
forth several game methods involving games against specified players, games not in
volving any interaction with any player, and games of deception). &e also DeNisi & 
Dworkin, Final Offir Arbliralion and lire NailJe Negotlalor, INDUS. & LAB. REI.. REv., Oct. 
1981, at 78-87. This article analyzes a game in which undergraduate students played 
the role of labor and management. Id. at 78-79. It concludes that negotiators try 
harder to reach their own settlement and feel more positively about their opponents 
when they fully appreciate the final offer procedure. Id. at 86. 

22. Set' Butler & Ehrenberg, Estimating tire Narcotic Effict of Publli: Stoclor Impasse 
Procedures, INDUS. & LAB. REI.. REV., Oct. 1981, at 3-20. 

23. See, e.g., A. DoUGLAS, INDUSTRIAL PEACEMAKING (1962) (describing events 
at the negotiating table and beyond, and providing an update on the mediation pro
ceedings between the Atlas Recording Machine Company and Local 89 at the OPQ 
International Union); E. PETERS, STRATEGY AND TACTICS IN LABOR NEGOTIATIONS 
(1955) (using examples and case materials drawn from the author's experience as a 
California labor conciliator to analyze the nature of industrial conflict). 

24. Stoe J.A. HENDERSON, CREATIVE COLI.ECTIVE BARGAINING G.]. Healy ed. 
1965); B.M. SELEKMAN, S.K. SEI.EKMAN & S.H. FULI.ER, PROBI.EMS IN LABOR RE
LATIO:-:S (1950). 
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cern in the universe of all negotiations. First, parties or organizations 
expect to continue to be engaged and to interact over a future period. 
Thus, the direct sale/purchase of a house between individuals who 
are unlikely to have any interaction in the future ever again or a 
transaction by a visitor to a garage sale are a species of negotiations 
excluded from. these principles. In the negotiations under considera
tion in this article, events during negotiations, in the agreement-mak
ing process, or in the breakdown of negotiations, are likely to be 
significant to the performance of the parties following negotiations. 
Second, the negotiators represent organizations or groups within 
which there are important differences in preferences among the con
stituent members. These relative preferences for bargaining objec
tives may even shift during the course of negotiations, particularly 
when the negotiations are protracted. The parties to our negotiations 
are not monolithic. Third, the negotiators are concerned with more 
than a single issue, or with one that can be decomposed into more 
than one subissue. Thus, whenever money is an issue, there is the 
issue of effective dates of any change in money. Compensation typi
cally has a variety of dimensions. While one issue may be more signif
icant to one party, as compared to others, I have yet to meet a real 
single issue dispute, recognizing that issues typically are decomposed 
into a variety of dimensions, or components. 

The framework for analysis of negotiations outlined in the next 
section may provide some insight into these excluded classes of negoti
ations, but that is not the present primary purpose. 

Labor-management negotiations in the United States are char
acterized by the three inclusions defined above, although few private 
negotiations are so precisely specified by public policy. The labor or
ganization is certified by law as the exclusive representative of the 
employees in a precisely defined job territory.25 The management is 
clearly identified by law. The subjects over which the parties are or 
are not required to bargain are a!so defined by law. The obligation to 
bargain in good faith26 has been defined by statute and case law in 
great detail. The labor organization has the obligation to represent 
all employees in the bargaining unit fairly and without discrimina
tion,27 including discrimination against any minority group of em
ployees confronting a majority of employees. Negotiations are to 
begin a specified number of days before the expiration of the old 
agreement. Some methods of conflict in negotiations, for example, 

25. 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (1982). 
26. Irl. § 158(d). 
27. Irl. § 158(b). 
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relating to a picket, a boycott or'violence, are permitted by law while 
others are prohibited.28 

II!. FRAMEWORK TO ANALYZE NEGOTIATIONS 

The central purpose of this urticle is to assist those who observe a 
negotiation through the press, second-hand accounts, or report of iso
lated events of negotiations to understand better direct negotiations 
and the role of associated mediation. 

No outsider can ever fully participate in an ongoing negotiation 
or a mediation process. This framework and statement of principles 
is designed to facilitate a keener intellectual appreciation of what is 
happening.29 Despite a spate of recent volumes that advertise that 
one can learn to "negotiate agreement without giving in" 'or "get the 
best out of bargaining," I ~m inclined to believe that the art ofnegoti
ations can only be learned by experience, and often hard experience. 
A framework for analysis may, however, provide a perspective on 
what happens in negotiation and reduce the learning time or, per
haps, the pain of experience. 

The framework presented below is not highly abstract or elegant. 
It does, however, reflect a first approximation of experience and anal
ysis of the roles of various negotiating parties in diverse settings. 

A. Internal Agreement 

Each group or organization that is party to negotiations to seek 
an agreement has diverse internal interests. Therefore, an internal 
consensus or formal approval by each party is required to permit the 
consummation of a negotiated agreement. Thus, in the instance of 
two parties, it takes three agreements to achieve one! agreement: a.n 
agreement within each party as well as one across the table. In the 
instance of three parties, it takes four agreements to achieve one 
agreement. This simple proposition is a fundamental to agreement
making. 

The parties to negotiations, among continuing groups or organi-

28. &e', e'.g., I'd. § 158(b). Subsection (b)(4)(ii)(B) of this section is intended to 
prohibit secondary picketing by a union involved in a dispute with a primary em
ployer, where the picketing forces a secondary employer to choose between keeping 
its customers or continuing to deal with the target of the worker's dissatisfaction. 
Kroger Co. v. NLRB, 947 F.2d 634, 637 (6th Cir. 1981). However, under 
§ 158(b)(4), informational picketing at a common work situs, such as picketing 
designed to advise the public that an employer pays wages that are lower than union 
wages, is lawful. Texas Distribs., Inc. v. Local Union No. 1005, 598 F.2d 393, 398 
(5th Cir. 1982) (interpreting 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(4) (1982». 

29. SU J.T. DUNI.OP & J. HEAl. Y, COI.LECTIVE BARGAINING: PRINCII'I.ES AND 
CASES 53·68 (1953). 
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zations, are never a monolith. Attention to the conflicting interests 
and internal governance for negotiations is essential to observe pe.r
ceptively agreement-making or to participate effectively in the pro
cess. A great deal of the negotiations process is devoted subtly to 
communications concerning internal priorities and reactions to vari
ous proposals and counterproposals. 

In the negotiations in 1975 over the five-year grain agreement 
between the Soviet Union and the United States, for instance, there 
were diverse interests within the United States. These diverse inter
ests were concerned with the volume of grain to be sold in 1975r and 
beyond, the urgency of reaching an accommodation, the c.onse
quences on domestic living costs, how to resolve a longshoremen's 
work stoppage and achieve the use of American tonnage in grain 
shipments, and the need to include in the document an agre.ement 
with the Soviets for oil purchases below the OPEC price. These di
vergent interests were in part reflected in the diffenent agencies of the 
government. The Departments of State, Agriculture, Labor, Com
merce, OMB and the White House, among others, Were all involved 
in making recommendations to the President on the positions in the 
negotiations. Although the United States negotiators may have had 
less hard information, it could be presumed there were some internal 
differences to be accommodated at some levels within even the Soviet 
government on ques}ions of immediate needs, agricultural policies, 
storage capacity, shipping rate structure and oil prices.30 In the end, 
the United States had to abandon any linkage to oil if it was to 
achieve an agreement and the Soviets were under pressure to reach a 
negotiated settlement if it were to secure the grain volume it sought. 
The grain agreement, and the related shipping agreement, required 
considerable internal accommodation and congruent internal posi
tions within each side-three agreements to achieve one formal 
agreement. 

The private collective bargaining process well illustrates the 
same principle. The negotiating proposals of a labor organization are 
ordinarily initially put together from the aspirations of a wide range 
of members and subsidiary groups; the management proposals are no 
different. The union comprises diverse interests. Younger workers 
may be more interested in health care, older workers in pension bene
fits and retired workers in adjusting pensions for increased living 

30. R.B. PORTER, PRESIDENTIAL DECISION MAKING: THE ECONOMIC POLICY 
BOARD 123-56 (1980). It appears that the Soviets were looking at other grain mar
kets, and some Russian officials did not like the publicity that the purchases would 
generate. Id. at 125 & n.3. 
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costs. Workers in various departments or plants may place high pri
orities on local working conditions. Women or minorities may regard 
as their top priority new elements in an affirmative action program. 
Unemployed workers may be most concerned with supplemental un
employment benefits and the extension of health care benefits. In 
multi-company bargaining the marginal company employees may be 
concerned with job security and employment compared with a high 
priority for wage increases among higher profit companies, and so on. 
The collective bargaining and negotiations process requires the labor 
organization (and management) to assess these competing opportuni
ties and to seek a settlement, before or after a work stoppage with a 
"package" which is congruent with management's (the labor organi
zation's) internal acceptances. The negotiation process eliminates 
many of the initial aspirations of both sides and seeks mutually consis
tent items and magnitudes-three agreements to achieve the agree
ment ratified by the internal procedures of each party and made 
public. 

The diversity in management is evident most clearly in public 
sector negotiations where mayors, city councils or boards of 
selectmen, finance committees and personnel bodies may be at odds. 
These differences are exacerbated by partisan and personality rival
ries, and they materially complicate agreement-making and 
ratification.sl 

The emphasis on the internal diversity and complexity ot each 
organization that is party to the negotiations suggests that each nego
tiator appreciate the informal governance of <each side in order to un
derstand the proposals and counterproposals made in the 
negotiations. It is vital to sense the priorities sought by each side, and 
the severity of their opposition to proposals, in practice, rather than 
merely in formal positions or in public pronouncements. Each nego
tiator, and indeed mediator,32 needs to be sensitive to the possibilities 
of putting together "packages" of items to constitute an acceptable 
settlement in view of the respective priorities and negative evalua
tions of particular proposals. Indeed, negotiations or mediation is 
often the art of putting together packages that recognize the true pri
orities on each side that will "sell" to both parties informally as well 

31. Su J. BROCK, BARGAINING BEYOND IMPASSE: JOINT RESOLUTION OF PUB
LIC SECTOR LAnOR DISPUTES 144·49 (1982). Brock writes: "A personality conflict, 
even if it has little to do with the issues at hand, can be damaging to the bargaining 
relationship ... and thus impede settlement." It!. at 147. 

32. Su W.E. SIMKIN, MEDIATION AND THE DYNAMICS OF COLLECTIVE BAR· 
GAI:"II~O (1971). 
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as in any formal ratification process. It takes three agreements to re
solve the dispute. 

B. The Initial Proposals 

In negotIatIons the initial proposals for an agreemt:nt by any 
party tend to be large or extreme relative to eventual settlement 
terms, except in the case of a very few negotiators. It is important for 
observers or negotiators to understand the reasons for such inflated 
proposals and the functions that large initial proposals play in the 
negotiations process. They should not be simply dismissed with 
moral indignation as unreasonable; they often reveal a great deal 
about the internal complex of the side making the proposals. 

Many initial proposals are large because they reflect the way 
they were put together, usually by simply assembling the aspirations 
of the divergent groups which comprise each party to the negotia
tions. In order to cut back or scale down proposals, it is essential to 
establish priorities among groups within the negotiating organiza
tions, as suggested in the first principle. While some culling of raw 
proposals may be made initially, the process of priority setting and 
scaling back proposals for one party or another is often an integral 
part of the bargaining process itself. 

Initial proposals may be extensive or large as a deliberate act on 
the part of negotiators to secure the reactions of the other side. At the 
outset it is not always clear which items or proposals may be of inter
est or be most acceptable to the other side or elements of the other 
side. A wide and diverse menu may permit explorations that other
wise may not take place. Some proposals are also planted for future 
years. John L. Lewis initially proposed the novel idea of royalty per 
ton of coal mined for health care of miners as a means to compel the 
diversified owners to study the approach seriously for the next 
negotiations.33 

When negotiations may be protracted or when the environment 
of the negotiations may be expected to change significantly, the initial 
proposals may be large to accomodate such changed circumstances. 
Parties are likely not to want to make proposals which may appear 
grossly inadequate to their constituencies after six months or a year of 
negotiations. Therefore, larger or more extreme initial proposals pro
tect the negotiations from drastic changes in circumstances. 

Initial proposals may be substantial to facilitate negotiations 

33. Sc~ D.F. SEl.VIN, TilE THUNoERI:>:a VOICE OF JOHN L. LEWIS 193-220 
(1969) (outlining benefits achieved by Lewis as president of the UMW union). 
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strategy calling for the abandonment or reduction in some items in 
response to movement by the other party. If a negotiator has ad
vanced only a minimum or final position, it will not be possible to 
make concessions to see what effects such a change may have on the 
other party. The need to maneuver in negotiations also encourages 
large initial proposals. 

It was observed above that there are a few situations in which 
initial proposals for an agreement by a negotiator may be close to the 
final settlement. Such a strategy may be followed, in my experience, 
by a negotiator with very considerable authority and prestige so that 
there is credibility, and when there likely is strong support for the 
approach within the organization represented. The tactic has the ad
vantage that once it has been successfully established in a previous 
negotiation, it may contribute to its own success in future negotia
tions. But the tactic has very limited applicability. The tactic of 
take-it-or-leave-it from the beginning of negotiations is a dangerous 
ploy for all but the strongest and most prescient. The process of nego
tiating from large initial proposals to more reasonable ones is still the 
ordinary course of negotiations. 

C. The Art of Changing Positions 

Negotiations constitute the process by which authorized repre
sentatives from the different sides, starting from positions that are ini
tially apart, often far apart, change their positions to seek to achieve a 
procedural or substantive agreement. A procedural agreement would 
settle a dispute, for instance, by referral to arbitration or to some 
other tribunal for resolution. 

The change in the formal position of a party in negotiations is 
alway~ accomplished with a certain amount of difficulty since a con
cession may be interpreted as a weakness and invite expectations for 
further yielding. Yet changes in positions by negotiators, ordinarily 
substantial changes, are required if the differences between the parties 
are to be narrowed and an agreement is to be achieved. But each 
apparent concession tends to create on the other side the impression 
of a willingness to yield further in continuing negotiations. If a nego
tiator has reduced (or raised) his offer ten cents an hour, the other 
side will argue that a further movement is appropriate to close the 
remaining gap between the parties on that issue. Moreover, an ex
plicit concession once made is almost impossible to withdraw as a 
practical rather than as a formal or legal matter. It should be no 
surprise that concessions from initial or previous proposals are often 
accompanied by the refrain, "This is our last offer" or "This is our 
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last proposal" before some deadline or projected breakoff in 
negotiations. 

At the outset of negotiations, after the lists of formal proposals 
have been submitted, each negotiator is likely to enjoy the full sup
port of its organization, and there are sharp conflicts across the table. 
The positions are far apart and each side has a united constituency on 
rather extreme proposals. In the course of negotiations, as spokesmen 
change their positions and make concessions, more and more tension 
tends to arise within each group just as it may ease across the bargain
ing table. As each initial proposal is dropped or modified, internal 
support from additional constituencies may be lost. Indeed, it is a 
practical rule-of-thumb that as one is nearing agreement across the 
table, there is more difficulty within each side than between the lead
ing spokesmen across the table. Each principal negotiator is often as 
much preoccupied with handling the internal conflicts and shaping 
proposals to satisfy the internal necessities as in handling controversy 
with the opposing negotiator. Changing positions creates internal 
tensions, making internal agreement more difficult. 

The way in which negotiators for organizations change their po
sitions in order to move toward a settlement is an art form involving 
considerable style in handling tensions internally as well as across the 
table. In my experience the characteristic which most distinctively 
separates experienced from inexperienced negotiators is the way in 
which they are able to effectuate changes in position8 without creat
ing expectations of further concessions and the way they can "read" 
suggestions of the other side for possible changes in previous positions. 
The~e differences in talents and skills do make a difference in the sub
stantive outcomes of negotiations. A related element, absolutely es
sential to the art of changing positions, is the capacity to listen 
perceptively and to read between the lines. Timing or mutual under
standing of the moods on the two sides is likewise critical to effective 
negotiating. 

In the early stages of negotiations, it would not be unusual for a 
change in position to be reflected by the withdrawal or scratching of 
some items from the agenda of one or both sides. But as the negotia
tions proceed the discussions are often centered on various "packages" 
of proposals. While a change in position may be reflected in a modifi
cation in the magnitudes of the items in the "package," a change may 
also be signaled by discussing a "package" modified to exclude some 
items or to add some items more desirable to the other side. These 
combinations may not be presented as formal offers or modifications 
in positions but only as different "packages" for exploration. Only 
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later maya formal change in position or a withdrawal of an item be 
conceded. 

There is often considerable ambiguity over the status of various 
package proposals and their composition. At a given stage of the ne
gotiations it may be quite uncertain what is in dispute and what, if 
anything, has been agreed upon. This is due to an axiom of negotia
tions providing that there is no agree1l?:ent until all items in dispute 
have been resolved one way or the other, unless otherwise explicitly 
specified. The negotiations process ordinarily consists of steps involv
ing changes in position, or indications of willingness to change, while 
preserving positions should the negotiations fail to reach a settlement 
in the current round or forum of negotiations. 

Regardless of how artful or clumsy in execution, negotiations is 
the process of changing positions in. movement toward a resolution of 
the dispute. 

D. The Role of .Deadlines 

A deadline serves a vital function in negotiations. It compels 
each side to reach decisions and establish priorities that would not 
otheIJVise occur, at least not so rapidly. The temptation to procrasti
nate and to hope the issue will go away or can be postponed is recur
rent. In the absence of a deadline, as with a strike or a lockout in 
collective bargaining, or in a court proceeding or other mandated de
cision-making in government regulatory agencies, the negotiators or 
mediators often create artificial deadlines to try to bring issues "to a 
head" and to resolution. 

The passage of time is not ordinarily neutral with respect to the 
interests and fortunes of each party. Time may run more towards one 
party than the other, and one or the other may hope for a more 
favorable setting in which to settle or reach agreement. A deadline is 
an institutional design in negotiations to reduce dilatory postpone
ment. It could be a natural deadline, as in the expiration of an old 
collective bargaining agreement, or a synthetic one, created by no less 
a necessity than to catch an airplane or report to another scheduled 
meeting. 

The question is repeatedly asked as to why negotiations are not 
settled until a deadline, often at midnight or in the wee hours of the 
morning, even after a symbolic stopping of the clock. An apprecia
tion of this distinctive feature of negotiations involves the series of 
points made above concerning the essential nature of negotiations be
tween continuing organizations. The "end game" of negotiations in
volves concessions, from one side or the other or both, that arc more 
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vital than those changes in position previously made, and they are 
likely to prove more difficult to make. The less valuable "chips" have 
already been surrendered. Moreover, settlement involves complex 
trade-offs, often in "principle," between one group of the constituency 
and another as they involve different aspirations of the same constitu
ency that is now required to face more realistically the opportunity 
costs of any priority ~.!1d what Jl1ust be conceded to achieve the 
objective. .. 

These internal decisions involve complex communications. 
Often there are sharp differences of internal views which are likely to 
have become acute as negotiations have continued and more conces
sions have been made. A deadline requires a reconsideration of the 
easy view that the other side is likely to "blink" first, and it forces a 
hard review of the consequences of nonagreement. These conse
quences are more realistic when they are imminent than when viewed 
in anticipation months ahead. A deadline is an essential ingredient to 
such hard choices and decisions. Students well understand that it 
often takes a deadline to produce a term paper. 

E. The Anal Concession 

The endplay of negotiations poses distinctive problems and op
portunities that may facilitate agreement or freeze positions into ob
durate obstacles to seJtlement. In the endstage of negotiations the 
number of issues is reasonably limited and defined, and the distance 
between the parties are moderate. The critical problem is that each 
side would prefer the other to move to avoid a further concession it
self; any move creates the serious enigma of creating the impression of 
being willing to move all the way to the position of the other side. 
The negotiating situation is delicate. As explained in the next sec
tion, a mediator can playa vital role. In the absence of a neutral, it is 
common for the one or two key persons from each side to meet pri
vately at lunch or elsewhere, even without the advanced knowledge of 
their colleagues, to span the remaining gap. The final steps are sel
dom taken at the table, although they must be confirmed there and 
by ratification. 

Ronald Reagan, in his autobiography, reports on his experience 
in negotiations as President of the Screen Actors Guild: 

I was surprised to discover the important part a urinal 
played in this high-altitude bargaining. When some point 
has been kicked around, until it swells up bigger than the 
whole contract, someone from one side or other goes to the 
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men's room. There is a kind of sensory perception that gives 
you the urge to follow .... Then, standing side by side in 
that room that levels king and commoner, comes an honest 
question, "What do you guys really want?". . . Back in the 
meeting, one or the other makes an offer based on this newly 
acquired knowledge. . .. Then the other returnee from 
the men's room says, "Can our group have a caucus?" That 
'is the magic word, like the "huddle" in football-it's where 
the signal is passed.34 

F. The Changing Slie of Negotiations 

An essential feature of all negotiations is the determination by 
each negotiator at an early stage whether the other part," is serious 
about reaching an accommodation at the current "table" or whether 
the parties are engaged in "going through the motions" to end in 
some subsequent further negotiations in some other forum with some 
other representatives, or whether the negotiations are a sh!;\rn conceal
ing a prospective conflict designed to end h the ~,xtinct1on of one 
party. This judgment is often not easy to make., trut h has decisive 
effects upon the negotiations. There are many negotiations that are 
perceived by both sides to be preliminary to further negotiations; as 

~ long as both sides have the same perceptions, serious difficulties may 
he l<tvoided. Different expectations, however, can be the source of 
major conflict and lead to charges of bad faith. 

It is axiomatic that negotiations recognized to be preliminary to 
a further stage are unlikely to elicit best offers. However, very impor
tant functions relating to factual information, exploring priorities 
among issues, alternative approaches, and sensing internal considera
tions may be achieved. 

In some labor-management negotiations it is possible to envisage 
a succession of "tables" at which the dispute may be negotiated. Lo
cal parties may be followed by national and headquarters representa
tives of the two organizations; top officials may participate; a 
succession of mediators and government officials may seek to mediate 
the dispute; formal factfinding with recommendations may be volun
tarily agreed upon or required by legislation; a succession of further 
negotiations and mediation may follow factfinding; the physical lo
cale of the negotiations may shift a number of times. The White 
House or the governor may intervene in certain disputes. The negoti
ators will want to anticipate such shifting "tables" because the timing 

34. R. RF.ACA:-: & R.C. HIJUI.F.R, WHF.RE'S Tm: R~:ST OF M~:? 225 (1965). 
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of concessions is vital to the negotiators, and mediators may expect 
additional flexibility in positions. 

Some negotiations, at least on the part of one side, may be re
garded as a way to secure delay, to postpone legal proceedings, or to 
secure a lapse of time thought to be favorable to one's position. In 
such instances the procrastinating side is likely to pay scrupulous at
tention to the form and protocol of negotiations but to avoid problem 
solving. While it is vital for a[~ observer or a participant to know 
whether a case has these characteristics, the determination is often 
not easy to make. 

Among continuing organizations that deal with each other on an 
ongoing basis, negotiations may at the outset take on the character of 
mutual problem solving. The process involves careful development of 
the factual basis of a problem, areas of agreement or disagreement 
over the facts, including the need for further investigation. The iden
tification of both the more objective character of the problem and the 
organizational concerns for both parties are likely to be explored. 
There follows an exploration of alternative resolutions of the prob
lem, as redefined, and the costs and acceptability of each approach to 
each party. An accomodation, formally or informally, ~nay then be 
accepted for a temporary or a longer period. In this mode negotia
tions are problem solving; the negotiators are not characterized sim
ply as traders seeking a sharp advantage. The difference is vital to 
long term constructive relations between the organizations or groups. 

G. The Use of ConJlict 

Negotiations do not preclude overt conflict, and both may take 
place simultaneously. Thus, negotiations may beg~n or continue with 
a strike or lockout, litigation, political activity, or while public cam
paigns are also under way. It may be difficult for an organization to 
conduct warfare and diplomacy simultaneously, but separate repre
sentatives of an organization are often involved. In these circum
stances, conflict is another form of pressure directed to the bargaining 
table, and bargaining strategy may take on the form of another ele
ment of conflict. It must, of course, be recognized that overt conflict, 
in the circumstances of ongoing negotiations, may in the course of the 
conflict, or as a consequence of the resu lts of conflict, alter the posi
tion of one side or the other in negotiations. Indeed, that is typically 
the purpose of the conflict, to facilitate agreement on more favorable 
terms or more rapidly. 
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H. Th~ M~d for Secr~cy 

Negot~ations are not fruitfully conducted in public, in the press 
or in the media. Indeed, an indication that negotiators may be seri
ous abou~ reaching a settlement or be willing to explore their 
problems in earnest is signaled when they exclude the press and re
frain from press comment, save in the most general terms, such as, 
"we met for so many hours" and "explored our mutual proposals con
structively." In public sector bargaining, negotiations are ordinarily 
excluded from the requirements of conducting public business under 
the open meeting laws. It is important to be analytically clear as to 
the reasons negotiations need to be conducted in private. 

Negotiators desire to explain the concessions they make and the 
terms they have achieved directly to their constituents rather than 
have the press or media initially make that explanation and state the 
merits, or deficiencies, of the settlement. The negotiators know their 
own constituents and the political alignments within the group. 
Moreover, the performance in negotiations and the appraisal of the 
results of negotiations is a major feature of the political life of an or
ganization that is decisive to the performance of leadership. Since 
negotiations may treat different members of the group somewhat dif
ferently, the leadership desires to deal with these differences directly 
rather than have the media or press present an initial view. 

The injection of the press into negotiations would make it even 
more difficult for the principal negotiator, or the committee, to 
change positions. The press reports would encourage those opposed 
to generate hostility as the negotiations proceeded, before the settle
ment can be considered as a whole. Moreover, as has been noted, 
much of negotiations is contingent upon overall agreement, so that 
initial proposals and counterproposals may not even appear in the 
final settlement. 

The proclivity of the press and media to highlight particular 
items or give a special cast to events does not appear to serve well the 
success of negotiations in process, particularly when an agreement is 
subject to a ratification procedure. The public report of the settle
ment, with any desired editorial comment after the fact, does not af
fect the outcome. 

1. An Essential Cap Fill~r 

The negotiation process, ending in an agreement, typically needs 
to provide for some procedure to administer or to interpret the terms 
of the settlement. It is literally impossible to provide for all details, 
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circumstances or contingencies. Sometimes minor gaps are deliber
ately left in an agreement since a full understanding cannot be 
achieved, leaving the resolution to a future process of administration 
or adjudication. Some questions can only be resolved in the light of 
future developments. Specialists, or those subordinately involved in 
particular operations, may be more appropriate to resolve the appli
cation questions than the principals involved in the negotiations. The 
long hours of tiring negotiations may overlook a problem, requiring a 
subsequent procedure to resolve it. 

In many instances the procedures for interpretation or adminis
tration may simply constitute a reconvening of the negotiating com
mittees or a subgroup. In other situations the procedures may involve 
a separate group, including the possibility of resorting to arbitration 
on a question of the meaning or application of the original agree
ment. The parties may also agree on voluntary arbitration after a 
period of future negotiations over the issues raised subsequent to the 
agreement. 

In a continuing relationship the process of interpretation and ad
ministration of any agreement develops a substantial body of cases, 
questions and answers, issues, interpretations and applications that 
corne to constitute, with the original negotiated agreement, a complex 
and expanding body of common understandings. The terms of those 
understandings may involve different levels of the organizations' par
ties to the original agreement, from the top level to the lowest operat
ing level in each. These processes provide the "flesh and blood" of 
the interaction of the organizations, beyond the "bare bones" of the 
formal agreement. In 'a sense, the negotiations process and the ad
ministrative process create a complex interrelation of the organiza
tions, on a day-to-day basis, and not merely the written words of the 
formal agreement or protocol. 

J. The Persona/iljl Factor 

There is at least one facet of the negotiations process about 
which it is most difficult to generalize in principle. This facet relates 
to the importance of the personal relationships among the principal 
negotiators. Agreements are made not merely among organizations 
but also among individuals acting on behalf of these organizations. 
Some individuals in these settings get along well and some do not. 
This factor of personality, experience, skill, chemistry, attitude, de
meanor, as well as status in the organization, does not tend to make 
much difference in the agreement-making process in some situations, 
while in others it matters very much. It is not unusual in negotiations 
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for the chief negotiator of each side, sometimes with an aide, to meet 
to talk "off-the-record" about procedures, timing or substance, or to 
"try on for size" next moves or proposed settlements, and even to 
compare notes on constituencies. Therefore, these personal relation
ships may be pivotal. Even with respect to entirely professional nego
tiators, the factor of personality influence is not inconsequential in 
many cases. 

While it may not be possible to adjudge its quantitative impact, 
a careful observer of any negotiations or a mediator will want to ap
praise and take into account the personality and the interaction of the 
principal negotiators. The reference to this factor may not be analyti
cally neat, but it does reflect a principle of practical import in many 
instances. 

In summary, the framework developed to elucidate negotiations 
among continuing organizations that expect to continue to relate to 
each other involves the following propositions: 

1. It takes an agreement within ~ach side to reach an agree
ment across the table; in two-party negotiations, it takes three agree
ments to make one. 

2. Initial proposals in negotiations are typically large compared 
to eventual settlements, to serve a variety of purposes. Priorities 
within each side are often actually established in the course of 
negotiations. 

3. Negotiation is the process of changing positions and making 
concessions from initial positions while moving toward an agreement. 

4. A natural qr artificial deadline is an essential feature of most 
negotiations. Time is not neutral in its effects on the relative position 
of the negotiators. 

5. The end stages of negotiations are delicate, where issues are 
limited and the distances apart may not be large. Private discussions 
between one or two key persons on each side are often used to close 
the gap in the absence of a mediator. 

6. Negotiations will be significantly influenced by whether the 
negotiating table is the final one or merely a step toward further ne
gotiations, in new locales, with other higher-ranked negotiators or 
with neutrals. 

7. Negotiations and serious conflicts may be carried on simulta
ne' Yj the purpose of the overt conflict is typically to serve as a tool 
of agreement-making, although the conflict, and its results, may affect 
the bargaining objectives and priorities of the negotiators. 

8. Agreement-making in ficgotiations does not flourish in pub-
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lic, with press and media coverage. Serious negotiations require that 
the leaders at the table first communicate directly with their constitu
ents concerning settlement and explain their recommendation, in 
terms of the internal political" life of the organization. 

9. An agreement typically reflects the need for a recognized 
procedure to resolve questions of the meaning and application of the 
agreement or fill in lacunae. 

10. The personality of negotiators and how they relate to each 
other does affect the outcome in some instances. 

IV. THE COURSE OF NEGOTIATIONS 

There is one further set of ideas that may give insight into inter
preting negotiations from the perspective of the observer or the nego
tiator. Ordinary negotiations tend to follow a pattern or course, and 
it may be helpful to locate a given session or point in time in the 
course of this succession of stages or life cycle. A number of stages 
have been reflected in the above discussion. 

The initial stage involves each side presenting its credentials, for 
whom they speak and their authority to settle or to recommend settle
ment. Each organization then formally presents its proposals for an 
agreement, with supporting facts and argument. 

The next stage-involves each side in asking questions about the 
proposals, seeking to understand how they would operate and in 
probing the reasons for the proposals and searching for the true prior
ity items for the current negotiations. Factual material may be devel
oped and sidetables or subcommittees may be asked to generate data 
on particular questions in dispute. 

Some effort may next be made to narrow the number of issues or 
the magnitudes involved. The next stage is likely to involve the at
tempt to develop a package or alternative packages of proposals for a 
settlement. This process involves a search for relative priorities and 
trade-offs. The internal tensions within each side complicate this 
process. 

The endplay stage of negotiations, closing the gap, often involves 
side-bar and private discussions of principal negotiators, or a media
tor if one is involved. Seldom is agreement reached directly at the 
negotiating table. There is typically considerable emotional release 
on reaching agreement; there are joys of settlement. 

An agreement needs to be reduced to "legal" language, to the 
extent that has not been accomplished, and typically checked by both 
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counsels. The appropriate ratification and approval processes also 
need to be accomplished. 

Not every day' or night at the negotiating table is the same. 
There is typically a beginning and an end and a sense of flow or a 
process through stages toward an agreement. While there is often a 
good deal of backing and hauling, and even starting over again, the 
negotiators and close observers need a sense of location or stage in the 
course of the negotiations process.35 

V. THE ROLE OF MEDIATION 

The framework of the negotiation process among continuing or
ganizations, summarized above, provides a setting to consider the 
questions: What do mediators do to facilitate agreement making? 
What are the potentials and the limitations of the mediator? 

It has often been appropriately observed that there are various 
types of mediation and mediators; the extent of penetration into the 
substantive bargaining discourse, as well as the bargaining process, 
varies a greal deal. Moreover, just as among negotiators, personality 
factors and status may be significant factors with some mediators. 
Some mediators may do little more than preside over meetings and 
maintain a modicum of order, while others may be deeply involved in 
proposing packages for settlement and in seeking acceptances of these 
proposals. But whatever the role of a mediator in an individual situa
tion, the concern, as with negotiations, is the analytics of the media
tion process. 

A. Controlling the Flow of Infonnatlon 

The strategic position of the mediator relates fundamentally to 
the communication flow between the parties, and on occasion, de
pending on location and time, the flow between the principal negotia
tors and their larger committees and constituencies. Particularly in 

35. The discussions of negotiations and mediation in this article has significant 
implications for public policy. The NLRB and the courts have created the concept 
of "impasse" in negotiations, and public sector agencies in various states have fol
lowed their lead. An employer may be free to make unilateral changes in working 
conditions, withdraw from an association, or take similar action if an "impasse" ex
ists. This is an utterly unsatisfactory and ambiguous standard. The parties may not 
be able to settle the dispute directly; with one mediator they may but not with an
other; the dispute may remain one night but be settled in a further week; an "im
passe" may be largely in the eye of the beholder. Or, it may be an excuse to destroy 
the other side. As a mediator, I am unwilling to recognize or to announce a perma
nent "impasse." For a discussion of the law, see C.]. MORRIS, THE DEVEI.OI'ING 
LABOR LAW: THE BOARD, THE COURTS, AND THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIO:-:S 
ACT 330-32 (1971). 
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mediation in which the parties are separated, and the parties meet 
separately with the mediator (which is true at the most critical stages 
of most negotiations with mediation), the control over information 
flow between the parties is in the hands of the mediator. 

This is a substantial and significant tool. What the parties know 
of each other's changing positions, the explanation and rationales for 
changes, any view as to how far apart the parties may tnlly be, the 
status of internal conflicts of view, and critical atti.tudes and feelings 
all are within the control of the mediator. An encouraging or dismal 
picture may be portrayed by the mediator to each party. The way in 
which this "switch" in the control over information is utilized is the 
first principle in understanding the function of mediation in negotia
tions. The parties might have transmitted to each othel; some of the 
information available to the mediator were they meeting across the 
table. But the mediator alone is privy to some informadon as a conse
quence of private discussions with each side, due to the confidence 
and trust with each side. 

In the event the parties communicate directly with each other, 
around the mediator, a signal has been given as to the mediator's 
limited usefulness, probably restricting the role t.o housekeeping 
functions. 

B. Impartial Factjinders 

The mediator function often involves the development of mutu
ally acceptable factual data to provide a setting for the more in
formed and more dispassionate discussion of particular issues. In 
some cases the costing of various proposals and the validation of data 
regarding other settlements or levels of wages and benefits may be 
significant to settlement. The costing of complex pension plans or 
health care arrangements may be done with the mediator or with 
agreed-upon outside experts. It is difficult to exaggerate the impor
tance and effectiveness, as a mediation tool, of working through back
ground factual material with the parties in a di.spassionate mode. 

C. Engendering Understanding 

The mediator serves privately as an informal advisor to each side 
in the delicate art of putting together packages for consideration by 
the other. This role involves a sensitivity to the internal priorities and 
constituencies of each party. It also includes a sympathetic interpre
tation of each side to the other as to its problems and aspirations. 
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D. The Neutral Proponent 

The mediator has the opportunity to formulate a distinctive and 
imaginative package proposal on his own out of an independent and 
creative perspective. The mediator is free to try on ideas without hav
ing to commit to either party as to where the ideas originated. The 
parties may have so pursued particular solutions of course that they 
have neglected new or original ideas that might more acceptably re
solve their differences. Mediators differ greatly in their willingness to 
take such initiatives, although the most distinguished in the past gen
eration, such as George Taylor or David L. Cole, were never bashful 
in this respect if the option appeared to offer an alternative for 
settlement. 

E. Finalizing Agreement 

The mediator has a special opportunity in the "endgame" of ne
gotiations. When the parties are relatively close to settlement, and 
they are aware of it, the final steps may be very difficult. Each side 
may well believe the other should make the final concessions. The 
dispute may appear particularly intractable at this juncture; each 
side has made many moves that have hurt and the internal hostility 
to a further accommodation is likely to be very high. In these circum
stances a third party may greatly facilitate agreement. The separate 
conditional acceptance to the mediator by one side of a proposal does 
not prejudice the position of that side if there is no agreement. It is 
not unusual for a mediator to secure the separate acceptance of each 
side to a "package" of the mediator's design and then to bring the 
parties together to announce that, even if they do not know it, they 
have an agreement. 

F. The Importance oJ Mutual Respect 

A critical factor affecting the role of the mediator is the circum
stances by which he or she entered the dispute. In general, the strong
est possible position derives from a joint invitation of the parties to 
the mediator to assist in the resolution of the controversy. The past 
relationship of the parties with the mediator, if any, is also likely to be 
a factor. A mediator may have so sought to induce agreement in a 
previous case as to be unacceptable to either one or both parties in 
another situation. 

G. Potential Arbitrator 

A mediator may be asked to serve as an arbitrator, with author-
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ity to determine a settlement on one or more specified issues. While 
arbitration is a different proceeding, and l:ears a different relationship 
to negotiations than mediation, there is a class of arbitrations which 
involve the mediator in formally decreeing an agreed-upon settlement 
which the parties for one reason or another desire to be formally spec
ified as an arbitration award. The arbitration format of a settlement 
may be more acceptable to certain internal constituencies or external 
groups. 

H. The Publz"c PerspectIve 

Finally, some mediators may playa role in settlement of some 
disputes by asserting a moral authorify or position for the public in
terest that they may seek to represent or to project. This role may be 
supported by public officials, by the press, or by interests among af
fected businesses or communities. In some limited circumstances this 
role may help to induce settlement, although rarely has this factor 
alone been very effecti ve. 

In summary, in the negotiations process among established orga
nizations as analyzed earlier, mediations may play an independent 
role in achieving settlement. The analytical process of mediation 
achieves its outcome through the following processes: 

1. Control of the communication patterns among the 
parties and the use of these flows to encourage settlement. 

2. The dispassionate development of factual material 
thought to be relevant to the issues in negotiations. 

3. Assisting the parties in developing settlement pack
age proposals. 

4. Developing distinctive settlement packages differ
ent from those initiated by the parties. 

5. Facilitating settlement without prejudicing the po
sition of the parties when further movement is required dur
ing the "end game" of negotiations. 

6. The role of the mediator is significantly influenced 
by the circumstances and sponsorship under which the neu
tral entered the dispute. 

7. The mediator may facilitate acceptance of a settle
ment, on occasion, by issuing an arbitration award. 

8. A mediator may, on rare occasion, be in a position 
to exert a moral authority or reflect a public interest in the 
resolution of a dispute. 
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VI. CONCLUSION: THE CASE FOR NEGOTIATIONS IN DISPUTE 

RESOLUTION 

As a means for the resolution of conflict between organizations, 
negotiations and agreement-making have a variety of advantages 
compared to litigation, governmental fiat, or warfare to extinction, 
although there are some agreements that may be unacceptable to the 
society expressed in its political and legal processes. The significant 
feature of an agreement is that its parties are committed to live by it 
rather than to continue conflict and warfare after a decision unac
ceptable to one side. There is simply no decision so precise or detailed 
that parties cannot continue to fight about its meaning, application 
and scope if they choose to do so. There is an important sense in 
which no decision among groups can genuinely resolve a controversy 
unless the parties agree to accept it. The likelihood of parties enforc
ing their own agreement is far greater than their accepting a decision 
adverse to one party. 

Beyond the basic superiority of genuinely settling a controversy, 
if agreement is achieved, negotiations have the virtue that they may 
reduce the high costs to the parties of litigation, the time required for 
a resolution, and the uncertainty of the resolution. Further, the two 
sides are ordinarily capable of more imaginative solutions to 
problems than any outsiders, since they presumably know more about 
their problems and controversies than do others. It is also the case 
that many of the conflicts among groups are so complex, or groups 
are so powerful relative to each other, that increasingly issues cannot 
be decided with a winner and a loser. The negotiations process often 
discovers a viable form of accommodation not previously evident. 
Negotiations can be creative and problem-solving, while most litiga
tion tends to be £;xmalistic and sterile. 

These observations suggest that an understanding of the genera.l 
principles of negotiations and some rudimentary skills are an essential 
feature of the education for managers of public, nonprofit and busi
ness organizations alike. The emphasis that-is placed in education on 
an appreciation of markets and governmental processes including liti
gation, for practitioners and officers alike, needs to be shifted to some 
degree toward negotiations and agreement-making, since they playa 
growing role in conflict resolution today, and they are likely to be 
even more significant in the future of organizations.36 

36. The substance of this article appears in Mr. Dunlop's new volume, J.T. 
DUNI.OP, DISP{JTE RESOLUTION, NEGOTIATION AND CO:-lSENSUS BUII.D1:-:G 3-28 
(1984). 
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Thill report was prepared for the Administrative Conference of the United 
States. 'l11e views expressed are the author's alone and do not necessarily reflect 
thoee of the CI.)nference, ita Committees, or staff. Portions of the report were 
revilsed prior to publication to reflect suboequont developmenta in the case law. 
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IX 
SBTTLXHBNT TECHNIQUES 

Agencies use a variety at techniques that are less structured and less tormal 
than minitrials to encourage the settlement ot contested issues. The unHying 
principle ot all the processes is that the parties make the decision themselves 
throulh a negotiated agreement. That is,~procedures are unlike arbitra
tion3 1 whera someone makes a'decision and imposes it on the parties. 

-Need tor Structure to Facilitate Settlements 

Settlements happen all the time. Most, no doubt, occur by "doing what 
come" naturally'.' While successtul In resolving many cases, .an ad hoc approach 
does not recognize settlement as a spec1!ic process that can result in both more 
and better settlemenU. 352 Explicit recognition oC their potential by the devel
opment ot procedures to induce them in appropriate situations353 ang to provide 

345. 

346. 

M7. 

348. 

349. 

350. 

351. 

Id. at 503. 

Id. 

Id. 

Id. 

Id. 

.!!!. 
To a very real extent, however, non-binding arbitration is a settlement 
techniques since the parties return the authority to make the tlnal decision 
aner a ward. 

352. Testimony ot Erica Dolgin ot Environmental Protection Agency at ACUS 
that settlements have a lite 
and that the procedures and 

Hearing supra note 49. Ms. Dolgin observed 
span -- a beginning, a middle, and an end 
skUls required tor each phase may ditter. 

353. While It 
attention 
means ot 

should be unnecessary to point out, but given the enormous 
paid recently to managing dockets and using ADR techniques as a 
reducing the backlog ot trials, It bears emphasIzing that not all 

(continued ... ) 
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tor the participation ot those who would be a!tected can help agencies handle 
thellr caseloads and make tully satis!actory decisions with fewer resources than 
would 9. more formal process. It is, theretore, helpful to establish procedures to 
enhance the settlement process. Moreover, settle ment procedures can help 
allElviate problems peculiar to the government in settling cases. 354 

As in any bureaucracy, the distance between those on the line and those 
with decisional authority can be a major inhibition to negotiating a settlement. 
The employee who is handling a particular matter may lack guidance as to the 
agency's policies concerning settlement, and hence may be reluctant to engage in 
discussions simply because he or she is unclear whether the agency has the power 
to settle355 or as to what would be acceptable. 356 Or, as a result ot the same 

'(-------
353.( ••• continued) 
cases can or should be settled. The thesis of this paper is that trials are 
one, but only one, means of making decisions, and that other techniques may 
be more appropriate in particular circumstances. ADR techniques are a 
positive means of resolving important issues, not a second best alternative to 
the "real thing." 

Formal deciSions become public goods that guide future conduct and provide 
a means of ensuring that the pubUc weltare is achieved. For example, it 
someone was the victim ,ot severe discrimination, the public may demand a 
full vindication of the violation of the pubUc's standards, even though the 
individual may be willing to settle for less. There is, therefore, some public 
pollcy against se ttle men t, although its full reach and reason is not always 
clear. 

The result, however, is that agencies and parties should always consider the 
matter in perspective and recognize that some issues should be resolved in a 
formal, public manner because they involve issues transcending the immediate 
parties. See Edwards, Fhs, and Schoenbrod, supra note 66. On the other 
hand, there seems to be no particular reason for believing a federal judge is 
the only one able to pronounce justice in such cases and that properl:y 
structured and supervised settlements may otten do a better job of rectifying 
the problem. 

354. Rosin, EPA Settlements of Administr.ative Litigation, 12 Ecology L. Q. 363 (1985). 

355. Former Attorney General William French Smith observed, 

government lawyers sometimes are reluctant to use alternative 
means of dispute resolution because it is not clear whether Con
gress has authorized such means. Where Congress has, it still may 
be unclear who in the agency has power to approve their use or 
how an agency pays tor the nonjudicial torum. 

Smith, Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution: Practices and Possibilities in 
the Federal Government, 1984 Mo. J. ot Dis. Res. 9, 21. 

356. Richard Robinson, Director, Legal Entorcement Policy DiVision, Environmental 
Protection Agency, testified at the ACUS Hearings that settlement techniques 
are not used frequently because there are too many layers involved in 
getting permission to use a new approach and, even if granted, the official 

(continued ... ) 
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phenomenon, a proposed settlement may be subjected to multiple layers ot review 
within the agency.357 In that case, those with whom the agency is negotiating 
may be reluctant to be torthcoming since the tentative agreement may be upset as 
it wends its way through the agency. People negotiate to reach a binding 
resolution ot the controversy. Hence, it the agreement that was crafted atter 
days ot pressing discussions does not have a tairly good chance ot being accepted, 
parties have a sign1!icantly lessened incentive to bargain. 

These problems with settlement can be addressed by providing those who 
would normally negotiate with the public with guidelines as to the agency's 
policies concerning settlements. 3S8 Another means at addressing similar problems 
is tor the agency to make lines ot authority clear and provide a means tor 
involving policy-level o!ticials In the deciSions as they mature, so that once the 
agreement is struck there is a reasonable likelihOOd that It wUI be upheld. 

Another Inhibition to settlements -- one certainly not limited to government 
is that the parties beco me overly convinced ot the strength ot their respecti're 

Cllses. Since each believes he or she has a winner, and hence a high BATNA, 
they also see little to be gained in settling, unless ot course the other side sees 
the light and capitulates. That is not conducive to settlement. Thus, another aid 
in the settlement process is to provide some sort ot "reality check" on all parties. 
This is some means ot helping a party assess the strength ot its case In a rela
tively honest, straight tor ward way so that they can put its settlement potential 
into perspective. The minitrial, for example, is designed to use a neutral advisor 
who will render an intormal, non-binding opinion should the executiveo tall to 
negotiate an agreement.3S9 

Yet another problem tacing government o!ticials in settling cases is debili
tating second guessing. 360 Direct negotiation among those attected customarily 

356.( ... continued) 
is UJ:.tJly to teel he or she will not receive enough credit tor using a new 
approach. Thus, it is easier and sater to stick with traditional litigation. 
Indeed the government has never used ADR in an entorcement case. 

357. See discussion supra at note 272. 

358. Testimony ot Kay Mc Murray, Director, Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
SerVice, at ACUS Hearings, supra note 49. 

The Attorney General recently issued guidelines to executive branch agenCies 
concerning settlements. It cautions agencies against yielding tuture discre
tion in settlements and provides examples ot the types ot settlements the 
Department ot Justice will oppose. While perhaps negative In tone, it does 
provide agencies with guidance they can take into account when initiating 
settlement discussions. It is tar better to know ot the limitations at the 
early stages ot negotiation than having a tully developed tentative agreement 
knocked down. 

359. See discussion supra at note 33. 

360. Those who manage the government's litigation may also be reluctant to use 
intormal dispute resolution processes because ot a fear that they will be 

(continued ... ) 
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relies on the parties' sel! Interest tor Its integrity; Indeed, the ability of those 
affected to actually make ~he decisIon is one ot the most attractive aspects of 
'direct negotiations. Thus, whether or not the agreement Is a "good dealn tor any 
one party can be judged by comparing It to that party's goals and what might 
have occurred if some other process tor reaching a decIsion were followed. The 
dlUlculty with using direct negotiations when the government Is a party is that 
the government's own goals may sometimes be unclear. Thus, for example, It may 
not. be clear In the abstract whether a settlement was wise under the circumstan
cell because tho government's case was weak, or the orncial wanted to :I.chleve 
some other end,361 or whether the settlement Inexplicably gave too muon away. 
The potential tor seccmd guessIng an oUicial can have a debilitating e!!ect on 
negotiations In some controversial areas. In that c::aS<l:, it I,lay be that the agency 
would want to establish a panel ot senior ot.!icial.!! tIl" it. group ot neutral ad
viserll,362 publish the settlement In the Federal Regist~ tor Clomment,363 or some 
other means to ensure the in tegrlty ot the decision at\d to curtail pernicious 
second guessing. 

Overview of Taclm1ques364 

The Environmental Protection Agency drafted, but has not published rules to 
encourage the negotiation of test rules under the To"!c Substances Control Act by 
providing procedures leading to a "consent agreement" that will have the cltect of 
an EPA rule. 365 The proposal provides "EPA intends to use enforceable consent 
agreements to acco mplish testing where a consensus exillts among EPA, a!!ected 
manufacturers and/ or processors, and Interested members o! the public concerning 

360.( ... continued) 
criticized. For certain Issues, such as public health and safety, the percep
tion remains with some that private, informal hearings are inadequate, and 
that public ottlcials who allow such hearings may be abusing their power. 

Smith, supra note 355, at 21. 

361. There is always the possibilIty that someone will attack a settlement as 
motivated by the government officIal's seeking bene!icial employment or 
otherwise currying the favor of thll one with whom he or she Is settlIng. 

362. See, Railws'j Labor Act, § 2, Ninth; Switchmen's Union v. National Mediation 
Board, 320 U. S. 297 (1943). 

363. The Department of Justice and the Federal Trade CommissIon publish notices 
concerning proposed mergers. 

In addition to providing information tor the agency's conSideration, the 
publication can also help diminish allegations of backroom deals since the 
world at large will know that the decision Is beIng made and what Its 
contours are. 

364. See Appendix I tor a survey of settlement techniques used by administrative 
agencies. 

365. Dratt ot August 7, 1985 of a notice ot proposed rule making. 
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the need for and scope of testing."366 Procedures have also been recommended 
for using negotiation to resolve complex Superfund matters. 31l7 EPA has issued 
guidelines tor settling enforcement actions. 368 

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission uses as "settlement judge" to help 
the parties settle a case. 369 'l'he Chief Judge has the authority to designate an 
ALJ who is not assigned to a case to meet with the parties in an eUort to clar1!y 
and narrow the Issue and to see It they can settle the matter. The settlement 
Judge does not have the authority to Impose a decision, and because the judge Is 
not the one who will try the case, the parties are likely to teel treer to be more 
direct and open In attempting to reconclle their d1!terences. One judge indicated 
that he was able to review the fUe and provide a fairly accurate appraisal ot the 
caiSe for certain types of matters, and that had a salutary eUect on the parties 
by putting their case into perspective. To an extent, the settlement judge acts a 
bit like a mediator and a bit like the neutral adviser in a mini trial by giving his 
reaction to the case. 

Agencies have also established a number ot explicl t mediation programs. The 
Secretary ot Commerce mediates disputes under the Coastal Zone Management Act 
between a federal !lgency and the aUected costal zone state. 370 The Ottice of 
Ocean and Coa8ta~ Resources Management mediates several disputes per year 
between state agencies and federally licensed activities. Complaints over a~e 
discrimination are mediated by the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Servlce,3 1 
and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission seeks to reconcile d1!ferences 
over unlawtul employment practices. 372 The Grant Appeals Board ot the Depart
ment ot Health and Human Services provides a "two track approach," one ot 
which is mediation; this process is the subject ot a separate, comprehensive study 
oy the Administrative Conference. 

The criteria tor determining whether an Issue Is likely to be resolved 
through negotiation were developed in ACUS Recommendation 82-4. 373 Whiie the 
recommendation itseIt toe used solely on the prospects for negotiating regulations, 
the criteria are applicable to Issues ot public policy generally. BrieflY stated, the 
criteria for deciding when a matter would lend it3elt to a negotiated solution 

366. Id. 

367. ACUS Rec. 84-4; Anderson, Negotiation and Informal Agerncy Action: The 
Case of Superfund, 1985 Duke L. J. 261 (1985). 

368. See, e.g., 50 Fed. Reg. 5034 (1985). 

369. Appendix I. 

370. Appendix I. 

371. For 11 discussion ot FMCS's non-labor activities generally, see Barrett, The 
FMCS Contribution to Non-labor Dispute Resolution, Monthly Labor Rev!e'W 
31 (August 1985). 

372. 29 erR 11 1601.24. 

373. Harter, Negotiating Regulations, 3upra note I, Perritt, Negotiated Rulamaking 
in Practice, 5 J. Pol. Ana. a: Mgt. 482 (1986). 
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o The number o! interests that must participate in the discus
sions at anyone time is limited to approximately 15-25; 
others can be accommodated by means o! "teams" or cau
cuses" • 

o Each interest is su:C!iciently organized that individuals can be 
se Ie c ted to represent it during negotiations, or several 
individuals together can span the range ot interests. 

o The issues are mature and ripe for decision; that is, they are 
su:C!iciently crystallized that the parties can focus on them 
directly. 

o There is a realistic deadline; this may be an agency commit
ment to move forward on its own if su!!icient progre.ss has 
not been made in the negotiations. 

·0 No party will have to compromise an issue fUndamental to its 
very existence. 

o The outcome i5 genuinely in doubt, in that no party can 
achieve its will without incurring an unacceptable sanction 
from some other party; thus, the parties have reached a 
5talemate or I1n impasse. 

o The parties will commit themselves to negotiating in good 
!aith (which is not to say that they have to agree to yield 
whatever other tool5 they have at their disposal to achieve 
their ends). 

Many of these provisions have direct applicability to deciding whether it would be 
appropriate to settle a pending matter. 

374. Harter, Regulatory Negotiation: An Overview, Dispute Resolution Forum, (Jan. 
1986) at 4. See also, Cormick, The "Theory" and Practice of Environmental 
Mediation, 2 Envtl Prof. 24 (1980); Susskind <It Weinstein, Toward a Theory 
ot Environmental Dispute Resolution, 9 B. C. Envtl At!. L Rev. 311 (1980); 
RaHfa, The Art and Science ot Negotiation (1982). 
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FOR AND AGAINST SETTLEMENT: USES 
AND ABUSES OF THE MANDATORY 

SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE 

Carrie Menkel-Meadow* 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the motivating impulses behind the alternative 
dispute resolution movement is the notion that dispute reso
lution outside of f'Ull adjudication is a good thing. l Because 
dispute resolution is considered a good thing, many judicial 
administrators and rule drafters have reasoned2 that the pro
cess of settlement, compromise,3 and alternative dispute res-

• Professor of Law, University of California, Los Angeles. A.B., Barnard 
College, 1971; J.D., University of Pennsylvania, 1974. An earlier version of this 
Essay was delivered to the 1985 Annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Conference on 
Advocacy-Dispute Resolution in a Democratic Society and will be published in the 
conference proceedings. I thank the Roscoe Pound Trial Lawyers Foundation for 
permission to reprint portions of my earlier paper. I also thank Carole Goldberg
Ambrose, Marie Provine, Judith Resnik, Murray Schwartz, and Carroll Seron for 
their comments on the earlier draft and Lois Scali for her excellent editing. 

1. See Burger, Isn'/ There a Beller Way!, 68 A.B.A.]. 274 (1982); Sander, Vari
eties of Dispute Processing. 70 F.R.D. 79, Ill, 112-13 (1976). Marc Galanter has 
noted that these are not separate processes but part of one larger process-"li
tigotiation"-in which the boundaries between pure adjudication and negotiation 
are blurred. Galanter, " ... A Settlement Judge, Not a TriaIJudge:" Judicial Jledialion 
in the United Slates, 12 J.L. & SOC'y 1 (1985). 

2. See FED. R. CIV. P. 16; Fisher,Judidal.Uediation: How II Works Through Pre
Trial Conference, 10 U. CHI. L. REV. 453 (1943); see also Title, The Lawyer's Role ;11 
Settlement Conferences, 67 A.B.A.J. 592 (1981). 

3. "Compromise" is the key word in both bibliographic sources and in the 
descriptions of what settlement conferences are supposed to encourage. Com
promise is a problematic term, connoting the necessity for both parties to give 
something up and reach an agreement "in the middle." Settlements do not nec
essarily result in compromise, and the settlement officer who begins by pushing 

485 
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olution should be made mandatory. At the same time, a 
dispute about the value of dispute resolution is taking place 
in the law reviews and judicial administration journals. Sev
eral articulate and sensible critics have asked us to consider 
what we gain and lose when we divert cases away from the 
formal adjudication system." My difficulty with this debate is 
that both sides make unspecified assumptions about the em
pirical reality of both the formal adjudicatory system and the 
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. In addition, they 
misinterpret the purposes of each of several dispute resolu
tion devices and assume that they are applicable to all cases. 
In an attempt to "mediate" this dispute, this Essay explores 
the theories developed by those for and against settlement, 
particularly in the mandatory settlement conference con
text.5 It is here that commentators make their most vigorous 
arguments about the advantages of settlement. Whether 
and when settlement is a good thing is one question; 
whether settlement conferences should be mandatory is an
other. On the assumption that many courts will continue to 
require settlement conferences, I will take up yet a third 
question; how mandatory settlement conferences can be 
conducted to maximize their usefulness without seriously 
threatening the appropriate role of judges in formal 
adjudication. 

t THE ISSUES: DISPUTES ABOUT DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

One of the most fundamental disputes about nonadjudi
catory dispme resolution concerns the values it is intended 
to promote. Some commentators contrast the quantitative, 
efficiency, process axis to the qualitative, justice, substance 
axis. Some extol mandatory settlement conferences, arbitra-

for compromise has already severely limited what may be achieved. See Menkel
Meadow, Toward Another View of Legal Negotiation: The Structure of Problem Soh'ing, 31 
VCL-\. L. REV. 754 (1984); NOMOS XII, COMPROMISE IN ETHICS, LAw, AND POLI
TICS O.R. Pennock &J. Chapman eds. 1979). 

4. Among these critics are Owen Fiss, whose article Against Sell/emelll sug
gested the title of this paper, and Judith Resnik. See Fiss, AgaillSt Settlement, 93 
YALE LJ. 1073 (1984); Fiss, Oul of Eden, 94 YALE LJ. 1669 (1985); Resnik, .\lanage
rial Judges, 96 HARV. L. REV. 376 (1982). 

5. 1 focus here on the mandatory settlement conference because it raises the 
full gamut of issues addressed by the alternative dispute resolution movement. 
The conference is a good example of hybrid settlement processes, exposing 
judges' "formal" roles in an "informal" context. 
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tion, and mediation programs because they decrease delay6 
of case processing time7 and promote judicial efficiency. 
This claim is not supported by the empirical research at this 
stage.8 Others assert9 (and I am affiliated with this school) 10 

that the quality of dispute resolution is improved when mod
els other than the formal adjudication model are used. Solu
tions to disputes can be tailored to the parties' polycentric 
needs II and can achieve greater party satisfaction and en
forcement reliabilityl2 because they are not binary, win/lose 
results. Still others assert that quality solutions are more 
likely to emerge when the dispute resolution process is not 
privatized and individualized. 13 This argument is charac
terized alternatively as the "cool efficiency/warm concil-

447 

6. See. e.g., T. CHURCH, A. CARLSON, J. LEE & T. TAN, JUSTICE DELAYED: THE 
PACE OF LlTIGATION IN URBAN TRIAL COURTS (1978) [hereinafter cited as T. 
CHURCH); R. GILLESPIE, JUDICIAL PRODUCTIVITY AND COURT DELAY (1977); L. 
SIPES, MANAGING TO REDUCE DELAY (1980); Church, Civil Case Delay in State Trial 
Courts, 4 JUST. Sys. J. 166 (1978); Flanders, Case .Hanagement in Federal Courts: Some 
Controversies and Some Results, 4JUST. SYs.j. 147 (1978); Grossman, Kritzer, Bumil
ler & Me Dougal, :v[easuring the Pace oj Litigation in Federal and State Trial Courts, 65 
JUDICATURE 86 (1981); Rubin, The .\[anaged Calendar: Some Pragmatic Suggestions 
About Achieving the Just. Speedy, and Inexpensive Determination oj Civil Cases in Federal 
Courts, 4 JUST. Sys. j. 135 (1978); Ryan, Lipetz, Lustien & Neubauer, Analyzing 
Court Delay-Reduction Programs: Why Do Some Succeed?, 65 JUDICATURE 58 (1981). 

7. j. ADLER, W. FELSTINER, D. HENSLER & M. PETERSON, THE PACE OF LITIGA
TION (1982); Church, The "Old and the Nw" Conventional Wisdom oj Court Delay, 7 
JUST. SYs.j. 395 (1982); Luskin, Building a Theory oJCase Processing Time, 62jUDICA
TURE 115, 116 (1978). 

8. T. CH.URCH, supra note 6; S. FLANDERS, CASE MANAGEMENT AND COURT 
MANAGEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURTS (1977); M. ROSENBERG, 
THE PRETRIAL CONFERENCE AND EFFECTIVE JUSTICE (1964); see inJra notes 44-59. 

9. See McThenia & Shaffer, For Reconciliation, 94 YALE LJ. 1660 (1985) (a re
sponse to Fiss. which he attempts to rebut in Fiss, Out oj Eden, 94 YALE LJ. 1669 
(1985». 

10. See Menkel-Meadow, supra note 3; Menkel-Meadow, Legal Negotiation: A 
Study oj Strategies in Search oj a Theory, 1983 AM. B. FOUND. RESEARCH j. 905; 
Menkel-Meadow, The TransJormation oj Disputes By Lawyers: What the Dispute Para
digm Does a71d Doesn't Tell L's, 2 Mo.j. DISPUTE RESOLUTION (forthcoming 1985). 

11. A polycentric dispute is one in which the issues are many, rather than one, 
and the disputants see their differences as implicating more than one aspect of 
their relationship. See Eisenberg, Private Orden'ng Through .vego/iation: Dispute Settle
ment and Rulemaking, 89 HARV. L. REV. 637 (1976); Fuller, .\lediatioll-lts FomlS and 
Functions, 44 S. CAL. L. REV. 305, 315-18 (1971). 

12. See McEwen & Maiman, .\iffdiation in Small Claims Courl: Acflievillg COlI/pHclI/ce 
Through Consent, 18 LAw & SOC'y REV. 11 (1984); McEwen & Maiman, Smail Claims 
.Hediation in .Haine: An Empin'cal Assessment. 33 ME. L. REV. 237 (1981). 

13. See Abel. The Contradictions of IIlJannalJustice. in THE POLITICS OF INFORMAL 
JUSTICE 267 (R. Abel ed. 1982); see also Fiss, Against Sel/lement, supra note 4; Resnik. 
supra note 4. 
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iation," 14 "quantitative/qualitative," or "managerial! 
substantive" justifications for nonadjudicative dispute 
resolution. 

A second dispute concerns the appropriate role of 
judges when they become involved in alternative dispute 
resolution or settlement conferences. The judges them
selves characterize this issue as whether they should be "ac
tive" or "passive."15 Academics debate whether judges 
should be "managers" or "adjudicators."16 

A third dispute falls on the micro-macro axis of analysis. 
Is the appropriate unit of analysis the particular or individ
ual disputes that are resolved and with which the parties and 
lawyers are satisfied or should the unit of analysis be the 
larger system as measured by judicial management statistics 
or by the quality of precedents produced?17 Owen Fiss has 
recently suggested that if too many cases are diverted from 
the courtroom into settlement, appellate judges will have an 
insufficient number18 and quality of cases from which to 
make the law. 19 Fiss's prediction, if true, could have grave 
implications for the legitimacy of the entire legal system. 

The three disputes outlined above raise issues that 

14. See M. GALANTER, THE EMERGENCE OF THE JUDGE As A MEDIATOR IN CIVIL 
CASES (1984). 

15. See F. LACEY, THE JUDGE'S ROLE IN THE SETTLEMENT OF CIVIL SUITS (1977); 
H. WILL, R. MERHIGE & A. RUBIN, THE ROLE OF THE JUDGE IN THE SETTLEMENT 
PROCESS (1983); Fox, Settlement: Helping Ihe Lawyers to Fulfill Their Responsibility, 53 
F.R.D. 129 (1971); Peckham, The Federal Judge As Case .\1anager: The New Role in 
Guiding A Case From Filing to Disposition, 69 CAUF. L. REV. 770 (1981). 

16. See Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation, 89 HARV. L. REV. 
1281, 1296-98 (1976); Eisenberg & YeazelI, The Ordinary and the Extraordinary in 
Institutional Litigation, 93 HARV. L. REV. 465 (1980); Galanter, supra note 1; Resnik, 
supra note 4, at 380-82. See the other articles in this issue for some of the difficul
ties judges have in their "simple" role of adjudication. Schlag, Rules and Standards, 
33 UClA L. REV. 379 (1985); Wilson, The Morality of Formalism, 33 UCL<\. L. REV. 
431 (1985). 

17. See Newman, Rethinking Fairness: Perspectives on the Litigation Process, 94 YALE 
LJ. 1643 (1985). 

18. Concern for an "insufficient number of cases" for quality rule making 
runs counter to the more common argument that large caseloads make it difficult 
for judges to devote the proper time and care to those cases that require serious 
deliberation and opinion writing. 

19. Fiss, supra note 4, at 1087-88. However, there is no empirical evidence 
that settlemf:nt rates have changed in response to increased settlement confer
ence activity. Settlement rates of about 90% are remarkably constant in civilliti
gation, criminal cases, and family cases. See Galancer, Reading the Landscape of 
Disputes: What lVe Know and Don't Know (and Think We Know) Aboul Our Alleged(I' 
Contentious Societ}'. 31 UClA L. REV. 4 (1984). 
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should affect significantly our assessment of the strengths 
and weaknesses of any dispute resolution device. In order to 
evaluate the arguments advanced in these disputes, we must 
explore the underlying values and the empirical claims made 
in support of these arguments. 

There are, as I see it, three value claims. First, there is 
the efficient-justice claim: Full adjudicatory trials are too 
long, and there could be too many of them to permit expedi
tious justice. Ultimately, failure to provide "speedy and in
expensive justice"20 can become a substantive justice 
problem. Thus, proponents of mandatory settlement con
ferences, court-annexed arbitration, and mediation21 argue 
that more efficient justice is better justice. 

Second, there is the substantive justice claim: The prin
cipal function of our legal system is to provide fair and just 
results to the individual disputants and to society. These re
sults are dependent on rules, generated from other people's 
disputes, that help define appropriate behavior. Thus, in 
considering any dispute resolution device we should ask if 
this process is the most likely to produce ajust result for the 
parties and/or the best result for the future guidance of soci
ety. (The answer to this compound question is sometimes 
different for each of its parts. This contributes to the diffi
culty of assessing whether settlement is appropriate.)22 

Third, there is a claim I will call a substantive process 
claim, made most recently by Judith Resnik.23 Proponents 
of substantive process argue that whether a process is public 
or private (subject to accountability), coercive or voluntary, 
reasoned or rationalized, matters a great deal, both for the 
substantive justice achieved and for the legitimacy of the en
tire process as viewed by those inside of the dispute and by 
those outside. A corollary substantive process claim, with a 

20. See FED. R. CIV. P. 1; see also Fox, supra note 15, at 131. 
21. See D. HENSLER, A. LIPSON & E. ROLPH. JUDICIAL ARBITRATION IN CALIFOR

NIA: THE FIRST YEAR (1981); K. SHUART, THE WAYNE COUNTY MEDIATION PRO

GRAM IN THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN (1984); K. TEGLAND, MEDIATION IN 

THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON (1984); see also Levin, Court-Allnexed Arbi· 
tralion, 16 U. MICH. J.L. REF. 537 (1983). 

22. I associate much, though not all, of Owen Fiss' argument with the second 
part of this claim; in other words. Fiss seems more concerned with "societal" jus
tice and precedential authority than with the justice offered the individual 
disputants. 

23. See Resnik, s1lpra note 4. 
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focus different from the focus of the claim asserted by Pro
fessor Resnik, is that the quality of the process (for example, 
the "warmer" modes of dispute processing24 such as concili
ation and mediation which give greater involvement to the 
parties and permit greater flexibility in solution) serves im
portant human values different from the value of a quality 
substantive outcome. 

These three value claims are not as distinct as they may 
appear: All assume that the process chosen affects the out
come and the outcome desired affects the choice of process. 
To complicate matters further, as reviewed below, there are 
differences of opinion as to how effective particular dispute 
resolution forms are in advancing these values. 

II. THE SETfLEMENT CONFERENCE: 

A VERY BRIEF HISTORY 

The origins of the modern court-initiated settlement 
conference can probably be traced to local courts' efforts to 
apply Scandinavian conciliation techniques to local cases in 
the hope that communilY norms could be brought to bear to 
help resolve disputes. Several municipal courts in the 
United States began utilizing both voluntary and court
structured conciliation in the early twentieth century.25 
From what we know of this early history, the primary im
pulse behind these efforts seems to have been related to sub
stantive process-producing harmony among the parties 
and resolving disputes with communitarian values that the 
court assumed were shared by the disputants. At some point 
in the 1920's efficiency concerns became a part of the rheto
ric surrounding settlement. Judicial reformers spoke of con
ciliation as a method of curing court delay.26 In the late 
1920's the judges of Wayne County Circuit Court organized 
a "conciliation" docket to help manage what was perceived 
as a highly congested court docket. The conciliation process 

24. See Smith,.i Wanner Way of Disputillg: .Hediat;on and Conciliation, 26 AM. J. 
COMPo L. 205 (1978). In the context of this Essav, warmer means more direct. and 
more "caring" forms of dispute resolution th;n adjudication-i.e., more direct 
party involvement. 

25. P. ESENER, COURT EFFORTS TO REDUCE PRETRIAL DELAY 68-70 (1981); M. 
GALANTER, supra note 14. 

26. M. GALANTER, supra note 14, at 3--! (quotingJudge Lauer of the Municipal 
Court of New York, who discussed both conciliation and delay reduction 
motivations) . 
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was originally voluntary ~nd informal, but was eventually 
made mandatory.27 Similar conciliition dockets were estab
lished in city courts in Cleveland, Milwaukee, Boston, and 
New Jersey.28 Conciliation or settlement methods were 
largely dependent on the practices and personalities of par
ticular judges and on an informal transmission and socializa
tion process.29 As is so often the case in legal reform, the 
debates of today reflect the two different past justifications 
of conciliation: Substantive process values and efficient de
lay reduction. 

A parallel, but largely separate, move to facilitate judi
cial administration was the development of the pretrial con
ference to streamline trials. Pretrial conferences facilitated 
the specification of issues, evidence, and rulings on prelimi
nary motions. This procedure, largely derived from English 
and Scottish practices of the early nineteenth century that 
provided for oral presentation of preliminary matters in 
open court,30 became part of federal practice in 1938 with 
the promulgation of Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure. During the drafting of the rule and its first appli·· 
cations, disputes developed about the relationship of the 
pretrial procedures to settlement, raising the question of ap
propriate judicial role.31 Although the rule, as originally 
drafted, explicitly excluded the use of the pretrial confer
ence for settlement purposes, some local rules and individ
ual judges encouraged settlement discussions with some 
form of judicial intervention.32 As judges and academics ar
gued about the appropriateness of judicial involvement in 
settlement discussions, distinguishing between jury and 
nonjury cases, or magistrate and jUdge-managed settlement 
conferences,33 pressures from the absolutely increasing 

27. Fox. supra note 15. at 133. 
2S. See P. EBENER. supra note 25; M. GALANTER. supra note 14:; Fox. supra note 

15. 
29. Fox. slIpra note 15. at 133. 
30. /d. n.5. 
3!. M. GAUNTER, supra note 14; Pollack, Pre-Trial Conferences-Eighlh Circuil 

Judicial COl/jerence, 50 F.R.D. 427, 451-67 (1970); Tober, The Seillen/eni COl/jerma, 
15 TRIAL L.Q 42 (l9S0). 

32. M. GAUNTER, supra note 14, at 5. 
33. See Annual Judicial Conference. Second Judicial Circllil of Ihe L'lli/ed Siales, 10 I 

F.R.D. 161, 221 (l9S3) [hereinafter cited as Second CircllilJudicial COl/ftrencel; Pol
lack, supra note 31; Sunderland, Theory and Praclice of Pre-Trial Procedllre. 21 J. AM. 
JUDICATURE SOC'y 125 (1937). 
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numbers of cases34 gave rise to proposals for rule reform. 
As Arthur Miller, one of the drafters of new Rule 16, has 
indicated, the rule is intended to encourage judges to put 
more time into the management of the "front-end" of cases 
and explicitly to encourage, if not require, judicial involve
ment in settlement discussions at the two pretrial stages 
(preliminary, following filing of the complaint, and final, im
mediately preceding trial).35 The question at the heart of 
the debate about the role of settlement in pretrial confer
ences under Rule 16 is whether cases and settlement should 
be initiated and controlled by attorneys (or parties) or by 
judges.36 This issue involves fundamental conceptions of 
our adversary system as distinguished from more judicially 
activated inquisitorial systems.37 

As the Rule 16 controversy38 continues, another recent 
development promises to influence greatly the debate about 
settlement conferences. Federal Rule 6839 and state 
equivalents that t~ the failure to reach settlement by impos
ing penalties for failure to accept "reasonable settlements" 
increase the burden of "doing justice" by presupposing suf
ficient opportunities for settlement offers to be made and 
discussed. 

Finally, the magistrates in the federal system40 provide 
another class of judicial personnel to conduct settlement 
conferences. In some cases, their presence moots the de
bate about judicial role by creating a set of "settlers or man
agers" distinct from the set of "adjudicators and decision
makers."41 

34. See generally 1980 DIRECTOR AD. OFF. U.S. CTS. ANN. REP. I use the term 
"absolutely increasing" to differentiate thl" question of numbers of lawsuits from 
whether we are in fact more litigious. See Galanter, supra note 19. at 3. 

35. Second Circuit judicial Conference. supra note 33. at 199. 
36. Connolly, Why We Do Need ,Vlanagerialjudges, JUDGES' j .• Fall 1984, at 34. 
37. See M. SCHWARTZ. UWYERS AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION ch. I (2d ed. 

1985). 
38. The local rules are frequently even more coercive. See Resnik, Failing 

Faith: Adjudicatory Procedure in Decline. 53 U. CHI. L. REV. (forthcoming 1986). 
39. Proposed Fed. R. Civ. P. 68. 98 F.R.D. 337. 361-63 (1983). , 
40. See Federal Magistrates Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 631-639 (1982);' see also C. 

SERON. THE ROLES OF MAGISTRATES: NINE CASE STUDIES (1985); Seron, The Profes
sionalization of Parajudges: Findings jTflm a Stud,v of CS. JIagistrates. 70 JUDICATURE 
(forthcoming 1986); Note, .-Micle III Constraints and the E.'I:panding Civiljll1isdictioll of 
Federal J/agistrates: .1 Dissenting {'lew. 88 YALE LJ. 1023 (1979). 

41. This is not as neat as it appears. In some courts magistrates are used as 
judges to hear trials. if the parties agree, in order to reduce dockets. In other 
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As the debate about federal practice continues, many 
state courts have already made settlement conferences 
mandatory. Evaluation studies have attempted to assess 
their impact.42 Federal courts, state courts, and smaller local 
dispute resolution units have provided a variety of other 
forms for more rapid processing and better dispute process
ing. Among these are arbitration, mediation (both 
mandatory and voluntary), and such innovations as the mini
trial and the summary jury tria1.43 

III. THE EVIDENCE ON SETTLEMENT CONFERENCES: WHAT 

Do THE DATA DEMONSTRATE? 

Proponents of the settlement conference point to its 
ability to dispose of cases efficiently, decreasing the delay of 
case resolution and increasing the likelihood of achieving 
settlemen ts. 

The first systematic study of the pretrial conference was 
undertaken by Maurice Rosenberg on mandatory confer
ence, voluntary conference, and nonconference cases in New 
Jersey.44 That study reported findings, as yet uncontra
dicted, that mandatory pretrial conferences improved the 
quality of trial proceedings, but actually reduced the effi
ciency of the court by consuming judges' time in handling 
conferences, rather than in trying cases. Plaintiff "victories" 
were as frequent (all cases were personal iJ1jury cases) in 
mandatory conference cases as in other cases, though pre
tried cases were likely to result in higher recoveries. Most 

courts magistrates perfonn other functions including acting as settlement officers. 
Roger Fisher has suggested that some lawyers should specialize in negotiation. 
separate from litigation. Fisher, What About Negotiation as a Specialty?, 69 A.B.A. J. 
1221 (1983). The same suggestion could be made with respect to judges and 
magistrates. 

42. See. e.g .. P. EBENER, supra note 25; Aldisert, A Metropolitan Court Conquers Its 
Backlog, 51 ]umcATuRE 247 (1968); Title, supra note 2. 

43. See E. GREEN, THE MINI-TRIAL HANDBOOK (1982); Green, Marks & Olson. 
Selliing Large Case Litigation: .-1n Alternate Approach, 11 LoY. L.A.L. REV. 493 (1978); 
Green. "Gelling Out oj Courl"-Privale Resolution oj Civil Disputes, 28 B.BJ. 11 
(1984); see also S. GOLDBERG, E. GREEN & F. SANDER. DISPUTE RESOLUTION (1985). 

44. M. ROSENBERG. supra note 8. Rosenberg's study involves three c1as~ifica
tions of personal injury cases in New Jersey in 1959-60. Originally designed as a 
"pure" experiment between mandatorily pretried and nonpretried cases, a third 
sample was created when the Supreme Court of New Jersey relaxed the experi
ment by instituting a category of permissive pretrials available to lawyers on re
quest. Thus. there were cases in mandatory pretrial. voluntary pretrial. and non
pretrial in the completed study. /d. at 19. 
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significantly, cases submitted to mandatory pretrial confer
ences were no more likely to result in settlements than those 
that were not. Settlement rates were fairly uniform across all 
three types of cases studied:~5 In addition to quantitative 
analysis of the data collected, the Rosenberg study also con
sisted of interviews with and observations of judges with a 
variety of views on the judicial role in settlement confer
ences. Some judges participated as passive, neutral referees 
of the dispute; others were actively engaged in case manage
ment (i.e., issue clarification); still others saw settlement as 
one of their most useful functions. One of the most interest
ing and seldom noted implications of the Rosenberg study is 
that if parties achieve settlement with equal frequency in 
mandatory, voluntary, and nonconference cases, judicial set
tlement management may indeed be an inefficient use of ju
dicial time. More sophisticated study is necessary for us to 
determine whether cases in particular substantive areas are 
more likely to settle with judicial intervention than without, 
or whether settlements "improve" case resolution from a 
substantive justice perspective, before we can conclude that 
the mandatory judicial settlement conference is inefficient. 

Slightly more recent data do not support convincingly 
the efficiency argument. The Federal Judicial Center's study 
of six district courts revealed that courts with the greatest 
settlement activity had the slowest rate of case terminations, 
or conversely, the "faster" courts in terms of dispositional 
speed were those that minimized judicial involvement in set
tlement.46 There are some data to support the proposition 
that case management may reduce the time required for dis
position, but these findings concern nonsettlement interven
tion devices, such as scheduling, discovery management, 
and motion disposition.47 Studies of state court pretrial 
management programs have uncovered similar findings.48 

Part of the difficulty in assessing the effectiveness of set
tlement conference activity stems from serious methodologi-

45. !d. at 45-50. 
46. See S. FLANDERS, supra note 8; see also S. FL\NIJERS, DISTRICT COURT STUD

IES PROJECT INTERIM REPORT (1976). 
47. Brazil, ImprouingJudicial COl/trois over the Pretrial Developmellt ojCil,il.-Jctiolls: 

,\Iodel Rilles for Case Jlanagement alld Sallctiolls, 1981 AM. B. FOUND. RESEARCH J. 
873; L. SIPES, MANAGING TO REDUCE DELAY (1980). 

-l8. See Church, supra note 6. 
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cal and definitional problems. As Mary Lee Luskin has 
argued, we cannot assess what is a delayed process until we 
have a better theoretical and empirical sense of what consti
tutes "normal" or "optimal" case processing.49 More puz
zling for the evaluation scientist are questions of variation in 
the time required for the disposition of cases of different 
types, (should antitrust cases take more or less time than 
constitutional cases?), in jurisdiction (what should be mea
sured-case processing by court unit or by individual case?), 
and in cause (showing direct linkages between particular 
court innovations and processing time reductions is difficult 
in nonexperimental conditions in which frequently more 
than one delay reduction device may be in place simultane
ously). As any student of elementary statistics knows, corre
lation is not causation. Association of various factors with 
reduced delay may demonstrate simply that some unmea~ 
sured condition encourages the exist~nce or interaction of 
other factors. In the language of many scholars of judicial 
administration the "local legal culture"50 (vague as that term 
may be) may make it easier for judges to confer with lawyers 
to attempt to settle a case, while simultaneously producing a 
climate conducive to relatively contest-free discovery. In a 
recent study of attorney attitudes toward judicial settlement 
Wayne Brazil found that lawyers in the Northern District of 
California were more enthusiastic about judicial intervention 
in settlement than lawyers in Florida or the Midwest.51 The 
likely reason, Brazil posits, is that litigators in the federal 
courts of northern California are acculturated to judicial in
ten'ention in settlement because of the active involvement of 
judges in mandatory settlement procedures in the state 
courts of California. 52 

A greater methodological or metamethodological prob-

49. Luskin, supra note 7. 
50. See Church, supra note 7 
51. Brazil, Selliing Civil Cases: What Lawyers Wanl From Judges, JUDGES' J.. Sum

mer 1984. at IS [hereinafter cited as Brazil. What Lawyers Wallt]; Brazil, Set(lillg 
Civil Cases: Where Attorneys Disagree AbolltJudicial Roles. JUDGES' J •• Summer 1984. at 
21; Brazil. Selllillg Civil Cases: The Quest For Faimess, JUDGES' J.. Summer 1984. at 
33. For a more detailed discussion of Brazil's study, see infra notes 109-11 and 
accompanying text. 

52. This is a chicken and egg problem. Are attitudes different in Northern 
California because of the state rules or were the state rules possible because 
Northern California lawyers were amenable to a mandatory settlement culture? 
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lem arises from the relationship of method to findings. The 
studies that report legal cultural factors (Church's local dis
cretionary system53) rely on anthropological measurement 
techniques-interviews and informal observations in which 
rich detail and variation may be observed. More quantitative 
studies, not surprisingly, report on the achievements of 
structural factors that lend themselves to easy categorization 
and bimodal analyses. Indeed, one might argue that the 
very concern with delay, efficiency, and the pace of litigation 
is, in part, a product of the assumed ease of measuring such 
phenomena through the increasingly comprehensive quanti
tative data collected by the Administrative Office of United 
States Courts, the Federal Judicial Center, and other court 
administrators and managers.54 How much harder it is to 
debate and measure the quality of justice. Even when at
tempting to measure quality, we tend to use operationalized 
measures of justice like "party satisfaction" that are easier to 
categorize and measure (very pleased, somewhat pleased, 
nO,t very pleased) than other possible measures (most legiti
mate, took account of both parties' valued interests).55 

It is no accident that the protagonists of the recent de
bates about whether settlement conferences and other judi
cial management devices are reducing delay are professional 
court administrators56 and critical academics.57 On the one 
hand, Steven Flanders and Paul Connelly argue that mana
gerial control of the case (including nonsettlement func
tions) shortens case processing time by bringing the parties 
together and reducing lawyer control of the case.58 On the 
other hand, Judith Resnik argues that such devices as the 
mandatory settlex:nent conference may create greater delays 
because they force all cases through a settlement process, 
whether it is appropriate for a particular case or not. This, 
Resnik argues, takes a great deal of judicial time without 
necessarily producing a more efficient result or any final re-

53. Church, supra note 7, at 401-04. 
54. See Resnik, supra note 4, at 395-99. 
55. See Fiss, Agail/sl Selllemel/l, supra note 4; see also Fiss, FOl1vard: The Forms oj 

juslice. 93 HARV. L. REV. 1 (1979) (providing criteria for the evaluation of "quality 
of justice"). 

56. Connelly, supra note 36; Flanders. Commentar),: Blil/d (·mpITes-A. Respol/se 10 
Professor Resl/ik. 35 HASTINGS LJ. 505 (1984). 

:> I. See supra note 4. 
58. Connelly, supra note 36; Flanders. supra note 56. 
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sult at all.59 Professional court administrators argue that 
rule changes can change behavior which in turn will affect 
rates of settlement and dispositions. Academics and evalu
ators60 argue that more complex relationships govern 
(1) whether rules can or should affect behaVIor, and (2) the 
costs of the rules themselves in routinizing increased man
agement Uudicial time and paperwork). 

What do we learn from all this? Efficiency and reduc
tion of delay do not necessarily increase with judicial settle
ment management. Indeed, the available data seem to 
suggest the opposite. Yet many commentators still perceive 
mandatory settlement conferences and other judicial and 
court management devices as good ideas. Why? At least 
some of the reasons are grounded in the substantive justice 
and substantive process values associated with dispute 
resolution. 

One study of the role of courts found that 75% of fed
eral judges and 56% of state judges. initiate settlement dis
cussions in jury trials.61 I will exp~ore what judges actually 
do in settlement conferences below, but it is instructive to 
note that despite all the academic criticism of the judicial 
settlement role, lawyers overwhelmingly seem to favor judi
cial interventIon. In a recent study of lawyers from four fed
eral district courts, Wayne Brazil (then law professor, now 
United States magistrate) found that a "staggering 85 per
cent of our respondents agree that 'involvement by federal 
judges in settlement discussion [is] likely to improve signifi
cantly the prospects for achieving settlement.' "62 A major
ity of these lawyers felt that settlement conferences should 
be mandatory. A more detailed analysis of the data63 reveals 
that most of the respondent lawyers in this study do not see 
the principal advantage of judicial involvement as efficiency, 
but as a complex web of qualities that are thought to pro
duce better, and perhaps earlier, settlements. The lawyers 
valued judicial intervention in settlement proceedings most 

59. Resnik, supra note 4, at 423 n.184; Resnik. J/anagerialjudges and Court De
lay: The Unproven Assumptions, JUDGES' J., Winter 1984, at 8. 

60. See generally Church, supra note 7. 
61. YANKELOVICH, SKELLY & WHITE, INC., STUDY OF THE ROLE OF COURTS 83 

(1980). 
62. Brazil, What Lawvers Wallt. suPra note 51, at 16. 
63. See infra notes 97-117 and a~r.ompanying text for a discussion of particu

lar judicial roles and techniques used in settlement conferences. 
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when it was analytic, active, based on the knowledge of spe
cific facts of the case, rather than superficial formulas or sim
plistic compromises, and there are explicit suggestions or 
assessments of particular solutions.54 Thus, these lawyers 
believe that there is a role for mandatory settlement confer
ences in producing particular kinds of settlements. Whether 
or not it is true that judicial intervention in settlement con
ferences actually produces a better result is not yet estab
lished on an empirical basis. But that lack of knowledge has 
not inhibited the debate about whether judges65 should be 
involved in the settlement process. 

IV. THE ROLE FOR SETTLEMENT CONFERENCES IN 

PROVIDING SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE: WHEN 

SETTLEMENT? 

Those who criticize the role of the judge in settlement 
functions assume the judge's proper role is purely adjudica
tive. Owen Fiss has stated starkly: "Courts exist to give 
meaning to public values, not to resolve disputes. "66 Judith 
Resnik has argued that judges are required to provide rea
soned explanations for their decisions, are supposed to rule 
without concern for the interests of particular constituen
cies, are required to act with deliberation, and are to be dis
interested and disengaged from the dispute and 
disputants.67 Those who criticize the settlement function, I 
fear, have enshrined the adjudicative function based on an 
unproven, undemonstrated record of successful perform
ance, just as the efficiency experts have exalted settlement 
conferences relying on unconvincing statistics. For me, the 
more fruitful inquiry is to ask under what circumstances ad
judication is more appropriate than settlement, or vice
versa.68 In short, when settlement? To answer this question 

64. See Brazil. What Lawyers Want, supra note 51, at 16. 
65. I have been focusing thus far on judge-managed settlement conferences. 

See supra notes 25-43 and accompanying text for a discussion of the role of magis
trates in settlement conferences. 

66. Fiss, supra note 55, at 30. 
67. Resnik, supra note 4, at 445. 
68. Scholars are now beginning to address themselves to the question of 

whether it is possible to develop a typology of cases or a framework of variables to 
specify in advance which cases are appropriate for which dispute resolution de
vices. See Bush, Dispute Resolution Alternatives and Aclzieuing the Goals oj Citlit justire: 
jurisdictional Principles lor Process Choice. 1984 WIS. 1.. REV. 893. 
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we must separately examine the aileged functions and pur
poses of adjudication and settlement. 

A. The Functions of Adjudication 

In criticizing the alternative dispute resolution move
ment, Owen Fiss has eloquently, but incorrectly, I think, ar
gued that settlement is dangerous because it robs us of the 
essential functions of our legal system that can be provided 
only by adjudication. Settlement, which Fiss sees as "the 
civil analogue of plea bargaining" is "a capitulation to the 
conditions of mass society" in which "justice may not be 
done. "69 Fiss argues that settlement fails to deal with ine
qualities of power. The terms of settlement reflect the raw 
power of the parties in a bilateral exchange that permits no 
intermediation by a superauthoritative judge, as in adjudica
tion. Fiss suggests that "the guiding presence of the judge 
. . . can employ a number of measures to lessen the impact 
of distributional inequalities" such as asking questions, call
ing his own witnesses, inviting other persons to participate 
as amici and employing ':,judgment w~dch aspires to an au
tonomy from distributional inequalities."70 

These arguments are problematic, though instructive. 
First, two unsubstantiated empirical claims are asserted: 
(1) judges use techniques to balance the equities between 
parties, and (2) these techniques have the desired effect. 
Second, assuming arguendo that these assertions are true, 
the ameliorating techniques could be used in settlements 
managed by judges through court-sponsored settlement 
conferences. 

In complaining about the ill effects of settlement, Fiss 
collapses a wide variety of settlement processes (bilateral ne
gotiation, mediation, arbitration, court-sponsored settle
ment conferences, rent-a-judge71 ) into one general category. 
He fails to take account of the diversity of settlement struc
tures, each of which may utilize some aspect of adjudication 
processes. Thus, Fiss is correct to point out the dangers of 

69. Fiss, ~gaj7lst Set/lement, supra note 4, at 1075. 
70. [d. at 1077-78. 
71. See generalZ\' Coulson, Private Settlement For the Public Good, 66 JUDICATURE 7 

(1982); Gnaizda, Secret Justice for the Priveleged Fro!, 66 JUDICATURE 6 (1982); Note, 
The California Rent-A-judge Experiment: COllstitlltiollal and Policy COllsideratiolls oj Pay
As-You·Go Courts, 94 HARV. L. REV. 1592 (1981). 
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unequal power, but fails to consider the potential of judges 
in settlement conferences to serve the express purpose of 
reducing unfairness when parties have unequal resources. 

Striking closer to the core of adjudication, Fiss argues 
that courts are not designed to be simple dispute resolvers. 
Their function is to "explicate and give force to the values 
embodied in authoritative texts"72 and to provide public 
guidance about the normative order: "a settlement will 
thereby deprive a court of the occasion and perhaps even 
the ability to render an interpretation. "73 According to Fiss 
this is particularly true in cases in which the issue is not the 
"neighborhood" dispute romanticized by the proponents of 
settlement, but an important constitutional or institutional 
reform issue. 74 

Fiss makes several claims that should be unpacked sepa
rately. First, Fiss asserts that the primary adjudicative func
tion of courts makes settlement inappropriate in many, ifnot 
most, cases. When an authoritative ruling is necessary, I be
lieve Fiss is right-the courts must adjudicate and provide 
clear guidance for all: Racial discrimination is wrong; op
pressive prison conditions are intolerable in a decently hu
mane society.75 This tells us something about when 
mandatory settlement conferences might be inappropriate: 
when the issue has an impact on the public; or when, even in 
a "private" dispute, there is a need for authoritative third
party ruling (i.e., when one party seeks vindication or when 
the force of a court order is necessary to bring about. compli
ance). Even assuming public adjudication is necessary to es
tablish a rule or a basic right, court-guided settlement and 
management still may be necessary to implement such rul
ings. A greater difficulty may be determining in advance of 
litigation or settlement which disputes are "public" or re
quire adjudication and which are "private"76 or can do with-

72. Fiss, Against Settlement, supra note 4, at 1085. 
73. Id. 
74. See generally Chayes, supra note 16; Eisenberg & Yeazel!, supra note 16; Res

nik, supra note 4. 
75. I have previously considered when negotiated settlements may not be ap

propriate. See Menke/-Meadow, supra note 3, at 835-36. Some courts have explic
itly exempted certain categories of cases, for example constitutional cases, from 
mandatory settlement conferences. 

76. The distinction between the private and the public is an elusive one. Set' 
Symposium: The Public/Private Distinction, 130 U. PA. L. REV. 1289 (1982); Sft' ((/so 
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out public airing. 
Second, what should be done when the disputants to an 

important and "public" dispute prefer private resolution 
and settlement (as in some school desegregation and many 
employment discrimination suits)? Who should decide 
when public adjudication is necessary-the parties (which is 
the principle behind our party-initiating adversary system) 
or the judge, or a group of legal scholars and critics? Fiss 
suggests that parties in such situations choose peace, 
through settlement, over justice, through adjudication. I 
question whether this perceived dichotomy is accurate. In 
my view, parties will frequently opt out of adjudication pre
cisely because the limited remedial imagination of courts 
makes justice less possible in adjudication than in individu
ally tailored settlements.77 

Finally, Fiss acknowledges a genuine debate about the 
numbers of cases that may require public, authoritative rul
ings. Although I do not think most cases are of the "neigh
borhood dispute" variety, I also do not think most are of the 
"structural reform" variety. The point may not be how 
many cases are in either category, but that "the settlement 
movement must introduce a qualitative perspective, it must 
speak to these more significant cases. "78 Those who ap
plaud settlement, like those who applaud adjudication, must 
be more sophisticated about when and how to apply sett:le
ment or adjudicative devices.79 

A more significant point about adjudication embedded 
here is that, if adjudication is the process by which our rules 
are fleshed out in their principled and practical way, 
mandatory settlement may pose a problem. So many cases 
may be diverted away from the system that we will not have a 
good or representative sample left for rule making. Adjudi-

Grady, Settlement of Government and Private Cases: The Court, 50 ANTITRUST LJ. 43 
(1981) (discussion of judges' duties in considering the public interest when ac
cepting settlements in privately conducted antitrust cases). 

77. See generally Menkel-Meadow, supra note 3. 
78. Fiss, Against Settlement, supra note 4, at 1087. , 
79. It could be argued that judge involvement in settlement will produce 

more law or norm-based results than in bilateral negotiations. With a third party 
"facilitating" settlement in an environment of rule-based decision making, judi
cially managed seltlement conferences may increase the altention paid to law, 
rather than simple attention paid to nuisance value or other estimates of cases. 
Seeking a "fair" solution, mediated by a third party could lead to more law-based 
solutions. Eisenberg, supra note 1 I, at 655-65; Galanter, supra note I. at 19-20. 
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cation in a common law system may require gradual and rich 
decision making based on a wide variety of fact situations 
that test the limits of the rules. This, however, is the need of 
adjudication for good rule making; it is a policy or constitu
tive issue on a different level from what is best for each indi
vidual case or for the system management problems the 
efficiency experts pose. Over 90% of all cases (both civil 
and criminal) are currently settled and taken out of the sys
tem and, thus, are unavailable for common law rule making. 
If Fiss is suggesting that the settlement movement will take 
particular types of potential rule making cases out of the sys
tem, he is asserting an interesting, but at this point specula
tive, and empirically untested, notion. 

Fiss's picture of adjudication poses another issue for 
settlement-legitimacy and enforcement. At the first level 
Fiss argues that only after a "full day in court" (rather than a 
"mini-day" in court) with an airing of the arguments about 
applicable law and disputed facts will the parties fully accept 
the legitimacy of the decision. And only the combination of 
this airing and an authoritative ruling by a third party will 
encourage the parties to obey and subject them to the con
tempt power of the court if they do not. In Fiss's words: 
"Courts do not see a mere bargain between the parties as a 
sufficient foundation for the exercise of their coercive pow
ers."BO This statement, if true, would seriously undermine 
the power of the settlement process. But once again, the 
statement has not yet been empirically verified. Further
more, Fiss focuses on an aspect of the adjudication process 
that is not necessarily absent in settlement conferences. If 
judges participate in settlement conferences, and if most ma
jor cases settle in court or out of court in conferences, the 
entry of a consent decree or formal settlement agreement in 
the court's record would alleviate some, though not all, of 
the legitimacy and enforcement problems. More impor
tantly, Fiss fails to deal with what is perhaps the most effec
tive argument made on behalf of settlements:81 If the 
parties make their own agreement they are more likely to 
abide by it, and it will have greater legitimacy than a solution 
imposed from without.82 

80. Fiss. Against Selllemellt, supra note 4, at 1084. 
81. See infra text accompanying notes 91-96. 
82. See McEwen & Maiman. supra note 12. 
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Finally, Fiss asserts that adjudication and the adherence 
to the procedural rules are more likely to assure authorita
tive consent of the parties (particularly when the parties are 
groups). Again embedded in this one particular concern is a 
more general concern. The long history of procedure 
should tell us something about the value of having specified 
rules of the game established in advance. Whether it is the 
rule about consent in a class action or evidence rules that 
attempt to assure reliability and avoid prejudice, there is a 
serious danger embedded in the informal and idiosyncratic 
aspects of the settlement process. I do not think these 
problems are insurmcuntable (it may be easier to bring all 
interested parties into a mediated settlement83 than into a 
courtroom), but they are worthy of attention. If settlement 
conferences become mandatory we must be conscious of the 
need for flexibility as well as the danger of carelessly tossing 
aside several hundred years of procedural protections. 

Fiss focuses on the process of adjudication, but other 
critics of settlement focus on the role of the judge as an es
sential personage in the story of adjudication whose robe 
will become sullied if settlement is added to the judicial du
ties. As discussed above, Professor Resnik has argued that 
judges, as public officials whose function is to judge, must 
remain neutral, disinterested, and public in their activities in 
order to fulfill the traditional roles Fiss describes: power 
equalizers, enforcers, interpreters, and explicators of the 
law.84 

It is a nice story-but is it true? On a historical level we 
know that courts have often done more than adjudicate in 
the pristine fashion described by Fiss and Resnik. Profes
sors Schwartz, Eisenberg, Yeazell, and Chayes85 tell us that 
courts have always managed and administered not only 
themselves, but also the criminal justice system, probate 
matters, and other matters as well. Courts have promul
gated rules, acting as a superlegislature on occasion.86 

83. See L. BACOW & M. WHEELER, ENVIRONMENTAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
(1984). 

84. Resnik, supra note 4, at 445. 
85. Schwartz, The Other Things That Courts Do, 28 UCLA L. REV. 438 (1981); 

Eisenberg & Yeazell, supra note 16; Chayes. supra note 16. 
86. In some states the supreme courts promulgate the procedural rules for 

rest of the system and/or the ethical rules that regulate the practice of the 
profession. 
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Judges have been asked to mediate or settle important pub
lic issues outside the formal structure of adjudication.87 

Contrary to Fiss's restrictive view, courts and the judges who 
sit in them historically have filled more roles than solely au
thoritative norm explicators. 

For a meaningful appraisal of the adjudication and set
tlement controversy, we need to know more about the em
pirical reality of judging. Some of the empirical evidence we 
have suggests that courts (and legislatures) are not very ef
fective at making or interpreting laws.8s In addition, Marc 
Galanter's work suggests that courts may not be particularly 
good equalizers of disparate resources.89 Thus, whenever I 
am confronted with a critic of the settlement movement, I 
am inclined to ask-settlement compared to what?90 We 
should learn from the trenchant criticisms of settlement that 
it can be problematic and may not be appropriate in all 
cases. We should seriously address those criticisms. But we 
should be similarly demanding of what is offered as the al
ternative to settlement. 

B. The Functions and Purposes of Settlement 

I will not repeat the often stated assertion that settle
ment is a "docket-clearing" device. We have examined the 
efficiency argument and found it wanting. What settlement 
offers is a substantive justice that may be more responsive to 
the parties' needs than adjudication. Settlement can be par
ticularized to the needs of the parties, it can avoid win/lose, 
binary results, provide richer remedies than the commodifi
cation or monetarization of all claims, and achieve legitimacy 
through consent. In addition, settlement offers a different 

87. An example is Chief Justice Earl Warren's service on the Kennedy assassi
nation commission. 

88. Macaulav, Non-contractual Relations in Business: A Preliminal1' Study, 28 AM. 
Soc. REV. 55 (1963); White, Contract Law in "'[odem Commercial Tl'al~aclio;s, All drti
Jact oj Twentieth Century Business Life?, 22 WASHBURN LJ. 1 (1982). 

89. Galanter, Why the "Haves" Come Dut Ahead: Speculations on the Limits of Legal 
Change, 9 LAw & Soe'y REV. 95 (1974). 

90. See the growing literature on the feminist critique of mediation in-domes
tic relations disputes that argues that women, with less power in our society tradi
tionally, will be taken advantage of in less formal processes. Lerman, .\ledia/ioll of 
Wife Abuse Cases: The Adverse Impact oj InJormal Dispute Resolution 011 1I'0tlll'll, 7 HARV. 
WOMEN'S L.J. 57 (1984); Rifkin, Mediation From a Femillist Pmpectit1e: Promise aud 
Problems. 2 LAw & INEQUALITY 21 (1984); Woods. J/ediatioll: A Backlaslt (0 f!'olllell: 
Progress 011 Family Law Ismes 19 CLEARINGHOUSE REV. 431 (1985). 
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substantive process by allowing participation by the parties 
as well as the lawyers. Settlement fosters a communication 
process that can be more direct and less stylized than litiga
tion, and affords greater flexibility of procedure and 
remedy.91 

465 

But settlement is not all things to all people. Settle
ments can be coerced, either by the power of the parties, by 
a strong judge in a settlement conference, or by inexorable 
trial dates. Settlements can be economically wastefu192 if the 
participants fail to consider all of the information bearing on 
the dispute and prevent thorough investigation and airing of 
all issues. They can be achieved in illegitimate and private 
ways. For example, several parties may gang up on another, 
parties may distort facts, or make incorrect predictions 
about the probable trial outcome. They can be unfair and 
unprincipled, based on factors extraneous to the merits. As 
discussed above, private settlements also can be problematic 
when there is a need for a clear or authoritative ruling.93 
Significantly, settlements may be disturbing on a systemic or 
societal level if separate classes of disputants are allocated 
routinely or by paid choice to one form of dispute 
resolution.94 

For me, the central question in this dispute about dis
pute resolution should not be whether cases should always 
be settled or always be adjudicated, but rather when and 
how settlements are most appropriately achieved. I remain 
agnostic on the issue of whether we can specify in advance 
which types of disputes are best settled and which are best 
adjudicated. Like Fiss I fear that tracking in advance will not 

91. These arguments have been made in greater detail in Menkel·Meadow, 
supra note 3. 

92. See the discussion of Pareto optimal seulements in H. RAIFFA, THE ART 
AND SCIENCE OF NEGOTIATION 138-39, 158-64 (1982). 

93. The Asbestos Claim Facility will be a good test of whether semi."private" 
settlements can effectively deal with important public issues of liability. See 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC RESOURCES, PROCEEDINGS OF ANNUAL MEETING (1984). 

94. This argument applies to both ends of the economic spectrum. At one 
end, it is argued, those with few economic resources are forced into separate dis· 
pute resolution devices like neighborhood justice centers and away from the 
courts where significant rights have most recently been won. See Abel, supra note 
13. At the other end, wealthy litigants may be able to buy their way out of the 
formal adjudication system by purchasing judges, see sources cited supra note 71, 
or mini·trials. see sources cited supra note 43. 
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work95 or that it will be more expensive to make predictions 
in some cases than to proceed with litigation. I also remain 
more skeptical than Professors Green and Bush96 about the 
feasibility of establishing criteria for tracking to appropriate 
dispute resolution mechanism in advance of case processing. 
What I am certain about is that, if settlements are to be en
couraged and if judges are to maintain or increase their in
volvement in producing settlements, we must confront the 
weaknesses of the mandatory settlement conference in order 
to provide the best possible substantive and procedural jus
tice. By so doing, we also will continue to pursue the elusive 
goal of efficiency. 

V. THE FUNCTIONS AND PURPOSES OF THE MANDATORY 

SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE: THE How AND WHY OF 

SETTLEMENT PRACTICES 

As greater numbers of judges and courts use settlement 
conferences, our information about particular practices In
creases. Our current sources of data include reports and ar
ticles written by judges and settlement officers, training 
materials written for new judges, some survey data collected 
by social scientists and court administrators, and descriptive 
and critical reports by academics. As we review this data, it 
is useful to think about how the manager of the settlement 
conference, whether judge or magistrate, views his or her 
role. What emerges from the data is a variety of role con
ceptions that parallel the various conceptions of the goals of 
settlement. For some, efficient case management is the pri
mary role; for others, the primary role is the facilitation of 
substantive or procedural justice. For others still, the pri
mary role is simple brokering of what would occur anyway in 
bilateral negotiations. Some judges avoid active settlement 
activity because they view adjudication as their primary role. 

My concern with the settlement management role con
ception is twofold. First, role conception seems to have a 
direct effect on the choice of techniques used. In tUrI:, the 
techniques may have a direct influence on the type of settle
ment reached. Second, without an open debate about the 
merits of particular technique choices, we may be unaware 

95. Fiss, Against Sell/ell/ent, supra note 4, at 1075, 1087-88. 
96. See Green. supra note 43; Bush. S/lpm note 68. 
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of both primary and secondary effects of making settlement 
conferences mandatory. 

It is not surprising that the literature describing prac
tices in settlement conferences reflects the full range of iltti
tudes toward the appropriateness of judicial intervention. 
Those judges least comfortable with intervention in settle
ment describe the settlement process as a mere "by-prod
uct" of the mandatory pretrial conference.97 Such judges 
see themselves simply as facilitators of what the lawyers 
would do anyway, providing a meeting place for lawyers to 
get together and discuss their cases. In one well-docu
mented case, the judge arranged several days of cocktail par
ties and country club dining to encourage a meeting of 
counsel in a .complex case.98 Moving slightly closer to the 
activist line are those judges who maintain that the best in
tervention on behalf of settlement is the setting of a firm 
trial date, thereby expP.'diting discovery," improving estimates 
of costs and predictions of trial outcomes, and setting firm 
deadlines for discovery and tria1.99 

At the other extreme are the activist judges who see set
tlement of cases as one of their principal functions. In one 
of the more thoughtful judicial analyses of the advantages 
and disadvantages of judicial intervention, Judge Fox of the 
federal district court in western Michigan has analyzed both 
the quantitative efficiency, docket management arguments 
and the substantive values (results more closely related to 
the merits of the cases as the parties and their lawyers un
derstand them) arguments in favor of intervention. 10o 

A. The Dangers of Efficiency-Seeking Settlement Techniques 

For those who seek to use the settlement conference as 

97. See F. L-\CEY, supra note 15, at 3; Galanter. supra note I. 
98. For a fuller description of judicial settlement activities, see sources cited 

supra note 15;j. RYAN, A. ASHMAN, B. SALES & S. SHANE-DuBOW. AMERICAN TRIAL 
JUDGES: THEIR WORK STYLES AND PERFORMANCES (1980); Kritzer, TheJlldge's Role 
in Pretrial Case Processing: Assessing the .VeeclJor Change. 66 JUDICATURE 28 (1982); 
Shafroth, Pre-Tn'al Techniques oj Federal Judges. 28 J. AM. JUDICATURE Soc'y 3.9 
(1944). The Federal judicial Center has been conducting a study of judges' settle
ment activities. 

99. See H. WILL, R. MERHIGE & A. RUBIN. supra note 15. While many lawyers 
report anecdotally that a firm trial date is the best device for settlement, especially 
when one party has a stake in delay, data seem to suggest otherwise. Set' Galanter. 
supra note I, at 12-13; Kritzer, supra note 98. at 35-36. 

100. See Fox. supra note 15. 
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a docket-clearing devi.ce, the conference becomes most 
problematic in terms of the substantive and process values 
(i.e., quality of solution) previously discussed. Judges see 
their role as simplifying the issues until the major issue sepa
rating the parties (usually described as money) is identified 
and the judge can attempt to "narrow the gap." In one 
study judges and lawyers were asked to report on judicial 
settlement activity. Seventy-two percent of the lawyers re
ported that they participated at least once in settlement con
ferences in which the judge requested the parties to "split 
the difference." 101 The same study noted that when local 
rules require settlement conferences judges tend to be more • 
assertive in their settlement techniques (using several tech
niques that some of the lawyers considered to be unethi
cal).102 According to the study, jurisdictions with mandatory 
settlement conferences took more time in moving cases to
ward trial. This confirms the findings of earlier studies. 103 

A much touted settlement technique is the use of the 
"LIoyds of London" formula: The settlement judge asks the 
par.ties to assess the probabilities of liability and damages 
and, if the figures are within reasonable range, to split the 
difference. 104 The difficulty with such settlement techniques 
is that they tend to monetarize and compromise all the is
sues in the case. Although some cases are reducible to mon
etary issues, an approach to case evaluation on purely 
monetary grounds may decrease the likelihood of settlement 
by making fewer issues available for trade-offs.105 Further
more, a wider definition of options may make compromise 
unnecessary. As the recent outpouring of popular and 
scholarly literature on negotiation illustrates, the greater the 
number of issues in controversy between the parties, the 
greater the likelihood of achieving a variety of solutions. 
Parties may place complementary values on different 
items. 106 The irony is that settlement managers, who think 
they are making settlement easier by reducing the issues, 

101. Wall & Schiller.Judicial Illvolvemeni ill Pre-Trial Selllemelll: :l judge iJ' .\'01 a 
Bump On a Log. 6 AM.J. TRIAL Aovoc. 27 (1982); see also Schiller & Wall.judicial 
Selllemeni Tech II iques. 5 AM. J. TRIAL Aovoc. 39 (1981). 

102. Wall & Schiller. supra note 101. at 37. 
103. !d.; see supra notes 44-48. 
104. H. WILL, R. MERHIGE & A. RUBIN, supra note 15. at 4. 
105. See H. RAIFFA. supra note 92. 
106. See gfllera/(l' R. FISHER & W. UR\', GETIING TO YES (1981); H. R.\IFFA, supra 
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may in fact be increasing the likelihood of deadlock by re
ducing the issues to one. Furthermore, as I have argued at 
length elsewhere, using money as a proxy for other interests 
the parties may have, may thwart the possibilities for using 
party interests for mutual gain. l07 

In addition to foreclosing a number of possible settle
ments, the efficiency-minded settlement officer seems prone 
to use coercive techniques such as suggesting a particular 
result, making threats about taking the case off the docket, 
directing meetings with clients or parties. Lawyers find 
these techniques problematic. lOS Thus, the quest for effi
ciency may in fact be counterproductive. 

B. The Search for Quality Solutions 

Some recent data seem to indicate that greater satisfac
tion can be achieved with a different settlement management 
role-the facilitator of good settlements. Brazil's survey of 
lawyers practicing in four federal districts reveals that law
yers favored intervention techniques that sought to produce 
the "best result." Lawyers favored such techniques because 
judges who analyzed, the particular facts of the case (as op
posed to those who used formulas like "Lloyds of London"), 
offered explicit suggestions and assessments of the parties' 
positions, occasionally spoke directly to recalcitrant clients, 
and expressed views about the unfairness of particular re
sults. l09 Brazil's data are interesting in that they point to 
variations in the desirability of particular settlement tech
niques, depending on size of case, case type, defense or 
plaintiff practice, and other demographic factors. I 10 

What emerges from Brazil's data is that lawyers want 
different things in different cases. Thus, a routinized settle
ment agenda is not likely to be successful in satisfying their 
desires. More significantly, the data show that lawyers do 
not perceive judges' settlement role as significantly different 

note 92; Lowenthal. A General Theory of Negotiation Process. Strategy. and Behavior • .31 
U. KAN. L. REV. 69 (1982); Menkel-Meadow. supra note 3. 

107. See Menkel-Meadow. supra note 3. 
108. See Bedlin & Nejelski. Unset/ling Issues About Sellling Civil Litigation: Examill

ing "Doomsday Jladlilles, Quick Looks" and Other .Hodest Proposals. 68 JUDICATURE 9 
(1984); Wall & Schiller. supra note 101. 

109. See Brazil. II'hat Lawyers Wallt. supra note 51. 
110. See id. 
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from their adjudicative role when the judges employ the 
more favored settlement techniques. In alternative dispute 
resolution parlance, the lawyers of Brazil's study seek a hy
brid of the adjudicator-the "med-arb" (mediator
arbitrator); 

They prefer that jUdges express opinions, offer sugges
tions, or analyz.e situations much more than they value 
judges asking the attorneys to make a presentation or 
conduct an analysis. Our respondents consistently give 
higher effective ratings to settlement conference proce
dures that revolve around inputs by judges than (hose 
that feature exposition by counsel. Thus, the lawyers' as
sessments of specific techniques reinforce the major 
theme that what litigators want most from judges in set
tlement conferences is an expression of analytical opinion. I I I 

The lawyers wanted help in achieving specific results 
through analysis and reasoned opinions, not fonnulaic com
promises. Whether judges will deliver such help is another 
issue. If, as Resnik argues, there is a danger that judges will 
manipulate results to serve their own ends when the results 
do not have to be justified in print, we should view with dis
trust some of the techniques suggested here. But if judges 
(or magistrates) will serve as Howard Raiffa's "analytic 
mediators" (I.e.; asking questions to explore the parties' in
terests and attempting to fashion tailor-made solutions from 
an "objective" outside-of-the-problem position, but with ad
ditional infonnation), then judicial and magistrate settle
ment managers may be providing both better and more 
efficient (in the Pareto optimal sense) solutions to litigation 
problems. 

Judges who perform these functions are not necessarily 
mediators, though they are frequently called that by them
selves l12 and others. I 13 Strictly speaking, a mediator facili
tates communication between the parties and helps them to 
reach their own solution. As a mediator becomes more di
rectly involved in suggesting the substantive solution, his or 
her role can change and he or she can become an arbitrator 
or adjudicator. It appears that the role judges and magis
trates assume in many settlement conferences is this hybrid 
fonn of med-arb. Med-arb uses all the techniques associated 

Ill. !d. at 16 (emphasis in original). 
112. See Fox. supm note 15. at 148. 
113. See M. GAUNTER. supra note 14. 
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with mediation and arbitration-caucusing (meeting with 
the parties separately), making suggestions to the parties, al
lowing closed or best-offer bidding, and meeting with princi
pals (clients) who have authority to settle or to reconsider 
and reconceive the problem. As the med-arb process moves 
toward arbitration, "settlements" may closely resemble ad
judication with rationalized, normative, or law-based 
solutions. I 14 

To the extent that settlement procedures are used to 
achieve substantive outcomes that are better than court-de
fined remedies, they have implications for how the settle
ment conference should be conducted and who should 
conduct it. First, those with knowledge about the larger im
plications of the litigation-the parties-should be .present 
(this is the principle behind the mini-trial concept with busi
ness personnel in attendance) to offer .or accept solutions 
that involve more than simple money settlements. Second, 
such conferences should be managed by someone other 
than the trial judge so that interests and considerations that 
might effect a settlement but would be inadmissible in court 
will not prejudice a later trial. Some argue for a separate 
"settlement officer" because the skills required for guiding 
negotiations are different from those required for trying 
cases. Third, some cases in which issues should not be 
traded off should not be subjected to the settlement process 
at all. For example, in employment discrimination cases, 
parties should not be asked to accept monetary settlements 
in lieu of a job for which they are qualified. Finally, a more 
traditional mediator's role may be more appropriate when 
the substantive process (i.e., direct communication between 
the parties) may be more important than the substantive 
outcome (i.e., employer-employee disputes, some civil rights 
cases). 

CONCLUSION 

Several important studies are now available to docu
ment the variety of settlement techniques and the frequency' 
of their use. t 15 The question remains, with the choice of so 

114. At least one commentator has made this observation with respect to pri
vate negotiated settlement. Eisenberg, supra note II, at 661-65. 

115. M. PROVINE,JUDICIAL SETILEMENT TECHNIQ.UES (1985); Kritzer, supra note 
98; Wall & Schiller, supra note 101. 
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many different goals, techniques, and bases for evaluating 
them, should settlement conferences be mandatory? Both 
federal courts, through Rule 16, and state courts seem to be 
moving in this direction. The state of California has intro
duced such devices as "trial holidays" for weeks at a time 
(during which all judges work at settling cases and 
mandatory settlement and readiness conferences). 1 16 There 
are costs associated w~th such practices. If all cases had to 
pass through the mandatory settlement conference sieve, 
the queue for trial might get even longer and the additional 
rounds of settlement conferencing might cost clients more 
than they save in litigation fees. Until we know that more or 
better or different types of settlements are achieved through 
conferences, it may be a mistake to require all cases to pass 
through the process. Lawyers and clients may change their 
behavior if they expect to go through mandatory settlement 
conferences in all cases; they may increase initial demands 
and engage in more puffing as they dig in their heels for 
more settlement rounds. They may add to the number of 
negotiation sessions by engaging in routinized behavior to 
counter the routinized behavior of the settlement officer. If 
the merits of the dispute are explored in such conferences, it 
probably would be better practice to avoid settlement by the 
trial judge, especially in bench trials. On the other hand, 
some of the settlement authority of the third party may be 
directly related to the judge's power, control, or knowledge 
of the specific case, and the value of the conference may be 
diminished if another person is used. 

Most importantly, we should ue concerned about mea
suring what is accomplished in settlement conferences. On 
the one hand are important quality control issues: Judges 
with different personalities or role concepts may vary in the 
extent to which they use particular devices to achieve effi
ciency or substantive justice. Since some judges may be bet
ter at fostering settlement than others, should some judges 
or magistrates specialize in settlement conferences? Should 
all judges and settlement officers be trained to conduct the 
settlement process? On the other hand are important issues 
of substantive justice: Are judges, relieved from the pu.blic 
scrutiny of a written decision, settling cases to serve their 

116. See Title. supra note 2. 
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own ends? Does the settlement conference compromise se
rious issues of public importance by hiding cases that should 
be aired in open court and achieve binary results? 

473 

The settlement conference is a process that can be used 
to serve a number of different ends. How we evaluate its 
utility depends on whether we are looking at the individual 
dispute being settled, the numbers of cases on the docket, 
the quality of the results (measured against cases that would 
have settled anyway and cases that would have gone on to 
trial), the effect of the number and types of settlements on 
the number and types of cases that remain in the system, or 
the alternatives available. These considerations do not all 
point in the same direction. The evaluation of settlement 
conferences is something we will have to keep watching. 

We might ,!-sk the procedural question: Who should 
bear the burden of proof on success? Critics like Fiss and 
Resnik assume that adjudication is the preferred process and 
challenge the "settlors" to prove up their claims. Judges 
and judicial administrators argue vehemently that settlement 
devices speed cases along and provide better settlements, 
and assert that adjudication be used only when a strong 
need for it can be shown. My own view is that settlement 'is 
now the norm. The pertinent question is how can it be used 
most effectively (for the parties and for other users of the 
system) when traditional adjudicators are brought into 'the 
process. Can judges, who are historically neutral rule de
clarers, fact finders, and expeditors, perform this new func
tion without a new socialization process? As settlement 
conferences become mandatory, socialization of settlement 
officers and research and evaluation of the settlement pro
cess must be conducted simultaneously. If many judges use 
the sorts of "Lloyds of London" formulas described above, 
additional training will be necessary to expose settlement of
ficers to the problematic aspects c,f these practices. Settle
ment officers will have to learn not how to commodify and 
monetarize all issues, but rather how to identify alternative 
issues that the parties may value differently, in the hope'of 
reaching settlements that are fair, perhaps norm-based, and 
that take account of the parties' needs. To the extent that I 
have criticized the limited remedial imagination of courts, 117 

117. See Menkel-Meadow, supra note 3. 
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the settlement conference provides an opportunity to tem
per the rigidity of win/loss trials with flexible solutions. 
Thus, on balance I support the movements toward 
mandatory settlement conferences, as long as they are 
"properly" conducted by settlement officers sensitive to the 
efficiency-quality problem. The usefulness of the mandatory 
settlement conference as a procedural device to improve 
quality settlements should not blind us to some of the dan
gers discussed above. Since settlement conferences are be
coming mandatory, those who criticize settlement should 
join the efforts to understand, study, and deal with the 
problems presented by the process so that the interests of 
justice they value will not be lost in the search for more effi
cient ways to administer the litigation process. 

One thing is certain-despite all the doubt about settle
ment conferences, they will continue to be held, perhaps in 
increasing numbers, in both state and federal courts. It be
hooves those of us who care about justice to be sure that 
those who conduct them understand the impact and effects 
of what they do, and carefully consider whether the overrid
ing goal ought to be efficiency, case management, or better 
quality solutions. I cast my vote for quality. 
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The Litigation] JP3nrttsl<elr 
and the §etttIel1l1ellllt Partner 

by PaulJ.1o/iode, Jr. and Deanne C. Siemet' 
l'ressure from couns and clients to resolve disputes without 
the cost and delay of full-scale litigation is increasing. We have 
had success in settling disputes that have descended into liti
gation (or are moving in that direction) by establishing sepa
rate litigation and settlement effons under the direction of differ
ent partners. The litigation partner is responsible for getting 
the case ready for trial. The settlement partner is responsible 
for finding creative ways to bridge the gap between the disput
ing parties. 

This approach results in part from the growing awareness 
that the litigator handling an active dispute may often be in the 
worst position to settle it. The things that make a great litiga
tortend to make a mediocre settler. Many oftne most success
ful trial lawyers are driven by an overriding desire to win
preferably in a way that makes the ene!lly's defeat most public 
and unmistakable. Listening to someone else's views, under
standing someone~lse's interests, solving someone else's 
problems-these essential aspects of settlement are likely to 
rank fairly low on the litigator's Jist offun ways to spend a busy 
day. 

In addition, once the case has been tiled, many of the aspects 
of "shepherding the litigation" are "antithetical to the search 
for compromise." Freund, Bridging Trollbled IIblers: Negolial
inc Dispules, 12 LITIGATION. No.2 at43 (Wimer 1986). In Ihe 
push and shove of pretrial proceedings, whatever credibility 
had existed between the two sides is often further frayed, More
over, an essential part of litigation-indeed an essential part 
of settlement-is the trial lawyer's ability to demonstrate his 
confidence in the outcome, his aggressiveness in attacking the 
other side, and his eagerness for the battle itself. There is a 
pervasive fear that any party making a settlememoverture will 
be signaling a fatal weakness or lack of resolve, And as the 
trial date approaches, the same pressures that make settlement 
more likely are robbing the trial lawyer of the time and patience 
that may be essential to compromise. 

Finally, the clients themselves contribute to the problem. 
Clients properly want their g!adiators to be tough, loyal, and 
loo-percent committed to the cause. Many clients are reluc
tantto heartheir trial lawyer suggesting, particularly atan early 

71lt fililflll" lin-I"lrttr~rs in Wilmer. ClIl/C!r &: Pid.(·rlll~ ill 1UlSlllnI:rm,. D.C 

stage, that there should be serious consideration of compromise. 
And unless the client relationship is a long-standing one, the 
trial lawyer may fear that suggestions of compromise on his 
part would not be well received; "I was hired to win this case, 
not settle it." 

In the face of these barriers to compromise, it sometim,s 
seems surprising that trial lawyers settle as many cases as they 
do. Nevertheless, we believe that the new sensitivity to these 
issues is justified: lawyers are not settling as many cases, as 
early in the process, as we ought to be in the interests of our 
clients and of the public. We think that the Use of a two-track, 
settlement-panner Iitigation-panner approach has promise in 
this regard, because it deals head-on with many of the prob
lems described above. Out of our firm's successful experience 
using this technique in several major malters over a half-dozen 
years, we have drawn some general guidelines. 

1. 17le selllemenr panna Slans on Ihe case when the litiga
lion panllu Slans. Nearly every dispute deserves a good faith 
effort at settlement. The settlement pannercan have the most 
impact ifhe stans as early as possible. Settlement often involves 
a long-term effon to overcome years of bad feelings among the 
parties. It is difficult to aSSUre that every reasonable effort has 
been made to settle the matter if the settlement partner comes 
in at the last minute. Even midway through the pretrial prepa
ration of the case, Important opportunities to settle may already 
have been lost, And remember, there is always the possibility 
that the client will end up needing to negotiate a settlement after 
the trial is over. Good Iitigators understand better than anyone 
that every trial is a roll of the dice. 

In an appropriate litigation matter, we explain to the client 
our preference to assign a settlement partner to the case at the 
outset or at some other early point, and we discuss the added 
costs of this effort. Settlement opportunities arise unexpect
edly, and the c1;cnt needs to be positioned to take advantage 
of them. Often the settlement partner's efforts will be dormant 
for months because of developments on the opposition's side, 
But there should be someone scanning the horizon for possi
bilities, so that when an ollening occurs, the settlement effort 
can proceed promptly. The persistence required to gel a good 
settlement is often underestimated. And there must be continu-
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ing effort to build credibility and understanding when the time 
is available; it is too late to start on the courthouse steps. 

2. The selliement partner works apan from the litigation 
team. Settlement is fundamentally different from litigation. 
titigators search for the most forceful presentation of their 
client's position, the most damage they can do to the other side, 
and the most limited disclosure of useful information. Settle
ment lawyers have to concentmte on understanding the other 
side's position, finding ways to meet the other side's problems 
(including lack of information), and dealing with the client'S 
concerns about whether settlement is a worthwhile proposi
tion. Litigators can hardly avoid barbed comments or enjoy
ing pretrial victories that create hostility on the other side. Set
tlement lawyers need to present a demeanor that will facilitate 
continued, meaningful communication even while the pretrial 
process is going on. 

For these reasons, one of our first guidelines is that the set
tlement partner works apart from the litigation team. The set
tlement partner and the lead litigation partner need to be on 
the same wavelength to work comfortably together and to keep 
each other well-informed of developments. But the rest ofthe 
litigation team will actually function better without knowledge 
of the settlement developments. The settlement partner's 
research requirements, if any, should be met by lawyers not 
on the litigation team. The settlement partner's contacts with 
the client should be outside the normal contacts of the mem
bers of the litigation team. 

There is always the danger that the senlement effon will break 
down and the trial will have to go forward. It is a benefit for 
the litigation team ifthey have not been coasting while settle
ment looked promising. Indeed, the unremitting pressure of 
vigorous litigation will often facilitate settlement. 

3. The selliement panner stays current on major develop
ments in the litigation. Although the settlement partner's effons 
are sepamte from the litigation function, he stays current on 
major developments in the case. This involves reviewing the 
most important pleadings and meeting informally with the liti
gation partner to keep current on matters that could affect the 
climate of negotiations. The settlement partner needs this 
knowledge to be effective in dealing with the other side. 

Moreover, the settlement panner can frequently advise the 

litigation panner on the settlement-related aspects of a pend
ing tactical or strategic decision. For example, in addition to 
the normal litigation consequences, a decision about whether 
to move for summary judgment or about the pace of pretrial 
activity may affect the negotiating environment or some par
ticular interest on the other side. A well-informed settlement 
panner can provide useful input into that decision. 

The litigation partner is by no means isolated from settle
ment. He is kept fully informed by the settlement panner, and 
the two consult on important changes in settlement stmtegy 
and tactics. Ifnegotiations look promising, there may be advan
tages to having the litigation partner join in the settlement dis
cussions. But the two partners continue to hnve differing prin
Cipal responsibilities. 

4. The selliement panna is in charge o/anal}1icalll'ork that 
is critical to selliemelll. In sepamting the settlement and liti
gation functions, it is necessary for the settlement panner and 
the litigation panner to have a good working relationship and 
an understanding of who is in charge of what. We have found 
that it is useful to have the settlement panner in charge of three 
basic types of analysis: 

Independent Risk Analysis: The settlement panner 
does the litigation risk analysis. The litigation partner 
contributes to risk analysis by identifying the probabili
ties of certain outcomes, but the settlement partner pro
vides a useful balance to the Iitigatioli partner's combat-

oriented approach. The settlement panner tends to have 
a more independent view of the litigation prospects than 
thedown-in-the-trenches litigator, panicularlyas the case 
draws closer to trial. Often the settlement partner will 
suggest different probabilities and, with the benefit of 
a personal computer, will tryout these various 
approaches to see what changes they make in the out
come. The settlement partner maintains the risk analy
sis as the case proceeds, updating it and changing the 
analysis as the case progresses. 

Bl/siness Analysis: Settling or litigating can have sig
nificant business consequences with respect to customer 
relations, supplier relations, shareholder relations, bank
ing relations, public relations, accounting matters, access 
to debt and equity capital, product development costs 
and other business factors. The settlement partner should 
be in charge of reviewing these with the client because 
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that will provide a beuer picture of the true costs on both 
sides of seuling or not settling. 

Tax Analysis: The settlement partner is responsible for 
any tax analysis with respect to seulement opportuni
ties orpossible litigation outcomes. Tax considerations 
are often very important in bridging gaps between par
ties: agiven dollar amount can have very different after
tax consequences depending on the form and characteri
zation of the payments and the circumstances oftlle par
ties. A thorough understanding of the tax positions of 
both parties will help the settlement partner find a com
mon ground. 

Of course. the seulement partner should keep the litigation part
ner advised of useful information discovered in the cours~ of 
his analysis. There is a possibility of materia I slipping between 
the cracks when two people are playing these roles, and both 
should be attentive to avoid that danger. 

The seulement partnershares responsibility with the litiga
tion partner in one significant area: 

III/ormation Sharing: To seule, it is often necessary 
to share information with the other side. Much of this 
information may be sought by the other side in discov
ery. The settlement partner and the litigation partner need 
to decide what can be shared and when and how best to 
achieve the desired results. 

The settlement partner relies on the litigation team's work 
in one other area: 

LegalAllalysis: The seulement lawyer does not revisit 
or redo any of the litigation team's legal analysis. The 
settlement lawyer may want to present the results of this 
research to the other side in a less combative but equally 
persuasive way. This aspect of the case, however, is con
trolled by the litigation partner. 

Within these general guidelines, the litigation partner and the 
seulement partner work out an appropriate allocation of other 
work that arises as the case proceeds. 

5. 77.e settlement panner works with Ihe client in a contexl 
separalejrom the liligalion effort. One of the principal benefits 
of the litigation-partner seulement-partner approach is that it 
helps overcome the ambivalence of the client about seulement. 
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Clients expect their Iitigators to be hardnosed. It is often con
fusing when the litigator shows up to discuss settlement. The 
client may wonder about the litigator's devotion to the cause 
and whether he or she has had achange of heart. Even sophisti
cated clients find it difficult to shift gears from a discussion 
about obliterating the other side in court to a discussion about 
concessions to the other side in negotiation. 

Vndenheseparate partner approach, when the trial partner 
shows up, it is for the purpose of talking about litigation. When 
the settlement partner shows up, it is forthe purpose of talking 
about settlement. Although the two partners work elosely 
together and both may be present at important meetings with 
the client, the settlement partner does not bear the "two hat" 
burden that may impede the trial lawyer who is also acting as 
theseulement contact point. A settlement lawyer can avoid the 
elient's concerns about whether approaching the other side is 
a sign of weakness, because the client is reassured that the liti
gator is battling away in the trenches regardless of the settle
menteffort. 

The settlement lawyer may start to draft the proposed settle
ment agreement early in the process, sometimes even before 
the other side has begun to work seriously at settlement. This 
helps to focus the client on what he really wants and flushes 
out diffiCUlties that might sabotage a seulement if they appeared 
unexpectedly later on. The seUlement partner also brings a 
problem-solving approach to the client's difficulties with com
promise that helps put settlement into adollars-and-cents busi
ness context rather than the "mauers of prmciple" that often 
dominate such discussions. 

6. 17Ie serrlement portlier makes recommelldations all the 
appropriate/arms a/ allernative displlle resollllion to be IIsed 
ill the case. The settlement partner may decide that one of the 
available forms of alternative dispute resolution is appropri
ate to the case. These include: 

• mediation 
• arbitration 
• mini·trial 
• sum.nary jury trial 

and othe.· ways to get the parties to focus on the facts of the 
dispute. The settlement partner may also recommend a mock 

(Please 111m 10 page 50) 
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the costs are borne by seriously injured 
plaintiffs and by consumers who ulti
mately pay for these costs through higher 
prices for goods and services as a result 
of increased insurance premiums. And 
yet these same consumers are the ones 
who sit on the juries. Are we really in a 
crisis from lack of consumer understand
ing and education of the impact of their 
actions? 

It is incum.bent upon the trial bar not 
to supporr the stattls quo merely because 
it is in our economic interest. Change is 
in the wind, and our torr system will be 
blown away on the winds of change for 
change's sake. unless we panicipate in 
correcting deficiencies in the torr system 
and civil jury trial process. We must also 
preserve the efficient. appropriate, and 
productive aspects of that process. At the 
same time, it is appropriate to oppose 
legislative effons to graftonto the torrsys
tern those remedies that are more 
appropriate for administrative and alter
native means of dispute resolution. The 
American public still demands access to 
ourciviljury system, and wcshould resist 
any efforr to reduce that access. Our torr 
and civil jury system has been a valuable 
and indispensable means of dispute reso
lution by allocating responsibility 
between the parties. A new broom 
sweeps clean, but We do not need a new 
broom-merely an examination and 
modification of the existing one. 

Partners 

(Continued from page 35) 
jury trial to orient thedient to the likely 
outcome if the matter proceeds to trial. 

7. 11le sell/emelll partner's time is 
billed separale/>~ In one recent experi
ence. !he separate senlement efforr addea 
about five percent to the c1ient's overall 
bill from our firm for a large case which 
settled on the eve of trial. (Some of this 
amount would have been spent even if 
there had been no settlement parrner, 
because the litigation panner would have 
brought in others to consult on some 
important tactical and strategic judg
ments.) If Ihe case settles earlier in the 
pretrial process.lhe percentage cost may 
be higher, but the total bill almost cer
tainly will be substantially lower. It is use-

fitl to have clienlS view settlement as a 
separate effon that can be controlled with 
respect to cost. Separate billing of settle
ment (parrner and associate time on scI
tlement matters), even ifit is only asep
arate entry on a consolidated bill. will 
help the client accept the process and 
enhance !he client's control. which is 
often critical to success. Where the cli
ent is a corporale law depanment. the in
house lawyer supervising the maner may 
well have !he necessary interest and avail
ability to serve effectively as the separate 
settlement attorney. 

We think this two-track approach has 
real merit in the right case. Cenain kinds 
of cases seem panicularly well suited to 
it: expensive, high stakes cases of sub-

stantial complexity; cases in which a 
defendant must deal separately with a 
number of plaintiffs in paraUel proceed
ings; cases in which mUltiple defendants 
must senle bo!h with a plaintiff (or plain
liffs) and among Ihemselves. Even in 
smailer. less complex cases, it may be 
cost effective to pursue !his approach for 
a few hours or days at the outset. 

We were interested to see the two-track 
approach advocated recently by Profes
sor Roger Fisher, whose Gellillg 10 Yes: 
Negotialing Agreement Without Givi/lg 
III (Houghton Mifflin 1981. Penguin 
1983) has become a touchstone of the new 
settlement consciousness. Indeed, it is 
one of Ihe major proposals Fisher sets 
fonh in a hypothetical letter from a chief 
executive officer to his cutside litigation 
firm urging efforts to settle more matters 
and to settle them earlier. Fisher. He Who 
Pays the Piper. 63 HARV. Bus. REV .• No. 
2 at 156-57 (March-April 1985). 

Just as every case is different. every 
settlement is different. We are stilt 
experimenting with and still learning 
about how to use the two-partner 
approach 10 settlement. But we think it 
is a useful device that should be consid
ered in any major litigation. 
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byThomas D. Lambrm, 
Most cases settle. Although the jury trial continues to be at 
the core of our system of justice, the expense and burdens of 
taking a case that far suggest that it should be a method oflast 
reson. 

Fair settlements can be reached in even the most complex 
cases through the thoughtful use of other methods. One that 
has proved panicularly valuable is the summary jury trial. 

A summary trial is an abbreviated presentation to an advj· 
sory jury to show the panies, the lawyers, and the judge how 
jurors react to the dispute. The procedure is nonbinding, unless 
all panies agree otherwise, and so it does not impair the con
stitutional right to a trial by jury. Summary jury trials foster 
settlements by immersing the parties in the trial experience and 
giving them an advisory verdict. 

The summary jury trial is my way of linking the great heri· 
tage of the jury trial with modem methods of resolving dis
putes. Before joining the federal bench in 1967, I was a trial 
judge on the Coun of Common Pleas for Ashtabula County, 
Ohio. On both the state and federal benches, as I watched the 
growth of coun dockets across the country, I saw a need for 
new, efficient procedures that retain the good aspects of the 
jury trial while encouraging settlements. So I invented the sum· 
mary jury trial as a way to reduce the stres~es on the judicial 
system while safeguarding the time-tested process of trial by 
jury. 

The summary jury trial is not intended to replace the tradi
tionaljury trial. Instead,judges can use it to settle cases when 
negotiations fail. 

In the right case, a summalY jury trial is effective for a vari
ety of reasons. The parties are generaUymore receptive to set
tlement after they see how jurors react to the conflicting evi· 
dence, test the strengths and weaknesses of their arguments, 
and have the satisfaction of speaking their piece in coun. 

A summary jury trial often produces the same sons of psy
chological strains on lhelitigants as a full-blown jury trial. The 
specter of an approaching summary jury trial usuaUy intensi
fies the parties' effons to settle. 

1M awhor is a United StIJUS Distrier Judge/or tht Nonhem District ojOlUo. 
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Because the panies are required to attend the summary jury 
trial, the procedure is panicularly effective when the trip 
through the legal labyrinth begins to tax their patience. And 
when the summary jury trial shows them what they have been 
too blinkered to see on their own when they were sitting across 
the table glaring at each other, settlement discussions may 
become more meaningful. 

Conserving Valuable Resources 

Summary jury trials are also v.uuable because they conserve 
resources. Coun dockets are more crowded than ever, and the 
costs of litigation are spiraling upward. Summary jury trials 
result in substantial savings because they settle cases at an early 
stage. 

The savings are twofold. First, the costs to the panies arc 
reduced because the litigation is abbreviated. The costs they 
avoid include lawyers' fees for prolonged court appearances, 
expenses of support staff and paralegals. fees of expert wit
nesses, and the other costs to the litigants When they have to 
spend weeks on end in a counroom. Second, because sum
llIary jury trials facilitate seniements, they free up court time 
for those cases that really require full jury trials. 

In every case, thejudge should consider whether a summary 
jury trial will make a settlement more likely. Whether it will 
be the most effective way to settle a case depends more on the 
dynamics of the controversy than on the causes of action 
involved. Summary jury trials have been used in cases rang
ing from simple negligence and contract actions to complex 
mass·tort and antitrust cases. 

The summary jury trial is intended for hardeore cases that 
defY settlement and appear destined for trial. A summary jury 
trial is appropriate if the discussions have reached an impasse, 
but thejudge believes that he can break the deadlock by expos
ing the parties to the objective verdict of an impartial jury. 

Federal and state judges have the authority to manage their 
dockets by using alternative methods to settle cases. Under Fed· 
eral Rule of Civil Procedure 16(c)(7), adistrictcounmay adopt 
a local rule specifically authorizing summary jury trials. Even 
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withOllla local rule. Federal Rule J6(c)(7) empowers a district 
judge to "consider and take action with respect to the possibil
ity of settlement or the use of extrajudicial procedures to resolve 
the dispute~ Thejudge's broad pretrial management powers 
under Rule 16 plus the mandate of Rule 1 that the Federal Rules 
be applied "to secure the Just, speedy and inexpensive deter
mination of every case" give thejudge the authority to conduct 
summary jury trinls. 

Lawyers should consider requesting summary jury trials. 
The final pretrial conference is wher. the judge and counsel 
most often explore alternatives to the full-scale war of a jury 
trial. Particularly then. lawyers should ask themselves: Have 
I done everything I can to resolve this case fuvorably to my cli
ent? Is there an alternative to exposing my client to the stress 
and expense of trial' Is my client (and am J) too emotionally 
involved in the case to evaluate it objectively? 

The summary jury trial is effecllve when settlement seems 
impossible because of a client's unyielding amrude. The proce
dure is a safe and inexpensIve way to show a recalcitrant client 
that his case is weak. 

It may also be helpful if a client feels that settlement would 
be an admission of weakness. The psychological satisfaction 
of courtroom combat is important to many litigants. A sum
mary jury trial gives them the opportunity to tell their story 
to an impartial group of their peers. Having had their day in 
court. they may no longer regard settlement as cowardly. 

The summary jury trial has three phases: pretrial conferenc
ing;jury selection and fortnal presentations; post-trial discus
sion and conferencing. 

Effective pretrial conferencing is essential. At the beginmng 
of the Iiligation. thejudge should suggest a summary JUry trial. 
so that counsel will be prepared if this alternauve IS later 
adopted. In subsequent conferences. the judge should 
thoroughly explore settlement and again raise the possibility 
of a summary jury trial. The deCIsion to use a summary jury 
trial is usually made at the last regularly scheduled pretrial 
conference. 

Once the judge decides to use a summary jury trial. the 
remainder of the conference is devoted to questions about the 
procedure. With proper preparation. the proceedings will go 
smoothly and quickly To ensure that everyone understands the 
process, the judge should distribute a written explanation (or 
a COPl of this article) to the lawyers and their clients. 

Preparing for Trial 

During the conference. the judge should make sure that all 
necessary discovery has been completed. He should also rule 
on all pending motions on the merits. so that the panies' presen
tations will closely parallel the actual trial. 

Because the summary jury trial is nonbinding. evidentiary 
and procedural rules should be few and flexible. Nevertheless. 
at the conference, the lawyers should raise any questions about 
the ma(erials they want to present. inclUding any opinions. and 
the judge should rule on antiCipated objections and consider 
motions ;/1 limine. 

No later than three working days before the date of t~t 
proceedmgs. counsel should submit proposed jury Instructions 
and briefs on any novel issues oflaw. Each party should file 
a trial memorandum and may submit proposed voir dire ques, 
tions. If necessary. the court may require the pames to submit 
exhibit lists and lists of witnesses whose testimony will be 
summarized . 
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If the case warrants, the judge should schedule an additional 
confer~nce right before the summary jury trial. It is a good 
idea to require the litigants to be there. The final conference 
i, an excellent opportunity for the parties to engage in inten
sive settlement discussions. At this point in the litigation. the 
lawyers are practically ready for trial. The strengths and weak
nesses of each side's case are coming to light. The parties real
ize that the verdict of the advisory jury will unalterably affect 
their bargaining positions and that all further settlement 
demands will be measured against It. 

If the case does not settle, the proceedings begin. A sum
mary jury trial is like a regular JUry trial. only shoner. A venire 
of a sufficient number is called to provide a jury of six;' alter
nates are unnecessary for this abbreviated proceeding. 

To expedite JUry selection. the jury commissioner gives the 
prospective jurors a questionnaire asking for name and occu
pation; mantal status; spouse's name and occupation; names 
and agewfchildren; previous knowledge of the parties, coun
sel, or the case; and any prejudicial attitudes toward the par
ties or thelT caUSes. In certain cases involving complex issues. 
a more detailed IOqui!) is appropriate. 

While the potential jurors complete their questionnaires. the 
Judgeagain meets with counsel. Often. the imminence ofa sum
mary jury trial produces a settlement. 

If not. the judge calls the court to order and makes a few 
IOtroductory remarks. He briefly explains the nature of the case. 
as well as the summary JUry trial procedure. He says that the 
lawyers have reviewed the relevant materials. interviewed the 
witnesses. and condensed the evidence. which they will pre
sent to the JUry in narrative form He tells the Jurors that they 
will later be instructed on the apphcable law and the use of 
a verdict form. 

The jurors are told that the proceeding will be completed 
In a single day and that theIr verdict will help the panies to 
resolve the dispute, The nonbinding character of the trial is 
not emphasized. The Jurors take an oath to return a true ver
dict based on all the evidence, 

After this introduction. the judge conducts a brief voir dire, 
generally posing questions to the full panel of jurors. The judge 
and the lawyers also have the jurors' responses to the profile 
questionnaire. Counsel may exercise challenges for cause, as 
well as two peremptory challenges. The first six jurors sealed 
after the challenges constitute the pane\. 

Before the formal presentations. each side should give a five-
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minute overview so that the jury can see the entire landscape 
of the controversy. Normally. the lawyers then have one hour 
each for their presentations. 

Usually, the plaintiff devotes 45 minutes to its case-in-chief, 
followed by the defendant's presentation of about the same 
length. The parties may then use their remaining IS-minute 
periods for rebuttal and surrebuttal. In complex cases, coun-

: sel should be given additional time so they have an opportU
nity to make comprehensive presentations. 

Regardless of the time allotted, the lawyers should remem
ber the overall goal of brevity. Just as the summary jury trial 
is a streamlined version of a formal trial, so should the anor
neys' presentations be pared to the bone. 

Summary jury trials eliminate the long, drawn-out process 
of direct and cross-examination. There is no time for pettifog
gery or verbal sophistry. The most effective presentations are 
those that, early on, highlight the unique personality of the case. 

The lawyers' presentations are limited to summaries of evi
dence that would be admissible at trial. Although counsel are 
permitted to mingle representations of fact with legal argu
ments, they shOUld be responsible and restrained in their argu
ments. They may summarize, comment on, and quote from 
the evidence, depositions, interrogatories, responses to requests 
for admissions, and sworn statements of potential witnesses. 

In the absence of a sworn slatement from a witness, the law
yer may summarize the witness's probable testimony on the 
basis of his conversations with that witness. But he must tell 
his adversary beforehand that he plans to do this, so that the 
adversary, too, has an opportunity to speak to the witness. 

Physical evidence, including documents, may be exhibited 
during the lawyers' presentations and submined for thejury's 
examination during deliberations. One effective way to pre
sent documents is to prepare an exhibit notebook for each juror, 
as well as an enlargement of each exhibit to display during coun
sers oral presentation. 

The most effectiye 
presentations are those that, 
early on, highlight the unique 
personality of the case. 

Although most objections should be handled before the 
proceeding, the court may entertain objections at trial ifcoun
sel exceeds the limits of propriety. Besides applying the rules 
of evidence in a practical way, the judge should ensure that the 
representations made by counsel accurately reflect the nature 
and the weight of the evidence. 

For example, if the plainti ff tries to establish a crucial fact 
by the rather questionable testimony of one wimess, and the 
defendant can present five independent witnesses to refute that 
testimony, the plaintiffs lawyer shOUld not be allowed to assert 
the crucial fact as.irrefutable truth. The lawyers should also 
be reminded ofDiscipJinary Rule 7-106 of the Code of Profes
sional Responsibility, which forbids them from asserting per
sonal knowledge of the facts in issue, or personal opinions as 
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to the justness of a cause or the credibility of a witness. 
Given the general flexibility of a summary jury trial, there 

are few hard and fast limitations on the lawyers' presentations. 
A lawyer should not hesitate to ask the judge to adapt the 
proceeding to the requirements of the particUlar case. Forexam
pIe, the judge may permit key witnesses to testify in an 
abbreviated form, especially in a case that turns on the credi
bility of a particular witness's testimony. 

A lawyer may also be allowed to use a videotape to summa
rize his case or to show the jury actual witnesses or physical 
evidence. This method was used in a personal injury case before 
Judge Lee R. West, of the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Oklahoma. The tape gave an overview of 
the plaintiffs case, and it included an animated reconstruction 
ofthe accident scene. It also showed the huga,;!'s injuries and 
their effect on his everyday life. 

A Practical Charge 

At the close of the lawyers' presentations, the judge shOUld 
give thejurors a practical understanding of the applicable law. 
He should avoid unnecessary detail and should explain to the 
jurors, in a straightfor .... '3rd manner. the basic principles they 
need to apply to decide the case fairly. 

The jurors are told that they should attempt to return a unani
mous verdict. They are given a verdict fonn containing specific 
interrogatories, a generalhability inquiry, and an inquiry about 
damages. The judge may tell the jurors that if, after diligent 
efforts, they are unable to reach a unanimous verdict, they may 
return separate verdicts. He may distribute separate verdict 
forms initially or wait until after the jury reports a deadlock 
to mention separate verdicts. 

Once the jury has been excused to deliberate, the judge may 
engage the pames in further settlement negotiations. These 
negotiations have a special urgency, since they are conducted 
in the shadow of an impending verdict. 

When the jurors complete their deliberations, they return 
either a consensus verdict or separate verdicts. Then the judge, 
the anorneys, the parties, and the jurors talk. 

Thejudge may ask thejurQr< to gIve their perceptions of the 
anorneys' presentations or to explain the reasoning behind the 
verdict. The lawyers are encouraged to discuss the case with 
the jurors. 

If the case cannot be settled during or immediately after the 
summary jury trial. another conference is scheduled for about 
a month later. The delay gives the parties a chalice to digest 
l~e results of the advisory procedure. 

During the subsequent conference, the discussion focuses 
on the advisory verdict and the jurors' comments on the case. 
Everyone must recognize that another jury would probably 
return a similar verdict if the case goes to trial. Settlement is 
the next logical step. If the case still cannot be settled, it is set 
down for a regular jury trial, which is normally held within 
a month, but which may be postponed if settlement negotia
tions contin~\;e. 

Summary jury trials focus the parties on the essential issues. 
So, if the regular trial does go forward, it takes less time and 
runs more smoothly than it otherwise might. 

The traditional jury trial is still the foundation of Our system 
of justice. But the summary jury trial has proved to be effec
tive in resolving complex disputes because it provides an objec
tive prediction of how a regular jury would decide the case. 0 
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Court-Appointed Masters a§ Mediators 
Lawrence E. Susskind 

Judges often appoint special mas
ters to help with complex cases. 

In many of the desegregation cases of 
the 1970s, for example. special mas-
ters were assigned to oversee the de
velopment and implementation of 
court-ordered busing plans. In bank
ruptcy proceedings, special masters 
serve as court-appointed executors 
to preside over the liquidation of 
holdings. Judges have also appointed 
special masters to serve as 
"receivers" of public agencies and to 
oversee implementation of consent 
decrees involving reforms at prisons 
and mental i,lstitutions.' 

And, duril~g the past few years, 
federal and Mate judges have em
ployed special masters 111 a new way 
-as mediators in complex public 
policy disputes. I recently served as a 
special mJlster in a multi-party, multi
issue environmental dispute, and the 
experience proved to he bOth novel 
and instructive. Functioning primar
ily as a mediator, my assignment was 
to help the panics develop a strategy 
for allocating the cOSt!> of a long-de
layed pollution cleanup effort. 

More than forty municipal, region
al, and state agencies have a direct in
terest in this casco One of the munici
palities in the region brought suit 
against the regional sewage author-

ity, challenging the design of the pro
posed county-wide sewage system 
and the proposed allocation of costs 
for the cleanup. Other communities 
and interested parties also filed suit, 
and the regional authority asked the 
court to consider all the claimants to
gether, in order to avoid a succession 
of separate suits. 

Some of the smaller towns in the 
county believe that they should not 
be required to join an expensive re
gional sewage system. They assert 
that septic systems which naturally 
percolate waste through the soil or 
other small-scale, locally-managed 
waste disposal systems are adequate 
for their needs. 

There is a great deal at stake. Ac
cording to the sewage authority, it 
may cost as much as S600 million to 
meet the federal clean water stand
ards that go into effect in 1988. By 
one estimate that will require addi
tional sewer fees of more than S;'lOO 
per household each year for at lea:>t 
20 years. 

The state Superior Court imposed 
a ban on all new sewer connections 
pending a resolution of the cleanup 
dispute. bringing the development 
community and a great many land
owners into the conflict. 

The C.S. Environmental Protec-

Lawrence E. Susskind is Professor of Urban ~tudies and Planning at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology :lnd Executive Director of the Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law School, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. Co-author of Nl!soll,jllX EIll'irOlIll/i!/Ilal Regulatory Disputes (Cam
bridge, Mass.: Schenk man, 1984). he has bcrvcd as a mediator of public disputcs at the local, state 
and federal levels. 
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tion Agency and the state environ
mental agency have sought through 
the courts to require the communi
ties involved to clean up the rivers 
and streams in the county. For the 
fourteen years that the parties have 
moved in and out of court, only l1)in
imal investments have been made to 
keep the older local treatment sys
tems in operating order. In the mean
time, no cleanup has taken place, the 
regional authority has run up a large 
debt in preparing engineering stud
ies, the cost of building any kind of 
system has inflated tremendously, 
and federal funds to subsidize the 
construction of sewage treatment fa
cilities have dried up. To put the cost 
of the dispute in perspective, 1 was 
shocked to discover that the entire 
sewage system could have been built 
in 1972 for an amount equal to the 
current S72 million debt the author
ity has accumulated in legal fees and 
borrowing (neceSSitated, in large 
part, by the unwillingness of the 
cities and towns to start paying sewer 
charges to the .-egional authoritr). 

I cannot provide more details 
about this case because it has not yet 
been fully resolved. However, sever
al key lessons regarding the use of 
court-appointed masters as mediators 
seem ohvious to me even at this 
point. amll want to share them while 
my impreSSions are still fresh. I invite 
Other court-appointed masters in 
complex public disputes to share 
their experiences anti to react to my 
comments. 

Why Use a Special Master 
As a Mediator? 
There are at least three reasons why a 
judge might ask a special master to 
mediate. First, in highly complex 
cases, where a judge feels the judicial 
process is [00 constraining to work 
out the elaborate interplay of techni
cal issues and competing economic 
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interests, he or she may use a master 
with specialized expertise to try to 
work out an accommodation among 
the parties. Along the same Jines, a 
judge might ask a master to seek a 
mediated solution as a way of en
couraging speedy resolution of a 
conflict in a situation in which con
tinued appeals would only exacer
bate the problem. One mediator I 
know was appointed as a special 
master in a complex dispute because 
any further delay in settling the hos
tilities might actually have cost addi
tional lives. 

A second reason for appointing a 
special master to mediate is to nal
row the range of issues that the court 
must address, saving time and money. 
In complex disputes the process of 
discovery can go on for an t:!xtended 
period. Also, when technically so
phisticated witnesses must be cross
examined, the judge and jury may be 
hopelessly beyond their abilities to 
follow the arguments presented. I 

In my case, I was fortunate to have 
a highly skilled team of assistants and 
expert consultants. With thdr help, 
and the help of my co-mediator (who 
pro\'ided a local point of contact for 
the parties since I am from ollt-of
state), we produced a computer 
model that the parties can use to test 
the cost implications of alternative 
~ettkl11ent packages. 

The complexity of some court pro
ceedings can be reduced or avoided 
if a mediator can bring the parties to 
a stipulated agreement on some of 
the issue" or, at least, get them to 
agree CO a certain body of factual 
material through an informal process 
of joint fact-finding. L'nconstrained 
by the formal rules of eVidence and 
court procedure, a mediator may be 
able to assist the parties (and the 
court) in narrowing ~Ind illuminating 
the issues. 

A mediator. meeting pri\';ltely wi~~ 

'" 



each of the p;J,rties, may also be able 
to pinpoint the most serious con
cerns of each party as well' as their 
true "walk away positions" on key 
issues. Armed with this information, 
especially in cases that do not in
volve questions of fundamental 
rights, the court may be better able 
to develop an order that all sides will 
accept; such an order, in turn, would 
head off lengthy and costly appeals. 

A third reason a court might ask a 
special master to mediate is to help 
generate new ideas for the parties to 
conSider, thereby encouraging out
of-court settlement. Judges are rarely 
expert enough on the issues before 
them to propose entirely new op
tions for the parties to consider. A 
special master (with access to inde
pendent technical assistance) may be 
able to come up with good ideas that 
Clone of the parties had considered. A 
technically-skilled, nonpartisan inter
venor is often in an ideal position to 

invent ways of reconciling the inter
ests of the p:mies that all sides will 
find satisfacto;'Y. 

Many special masters function 
solely as fact-finders or arbitrators (in 
the sense that they make recommen
dations to the court suggesting ways 
of handling the differences among 
the parties). Special masters function
ing as mediators, as I did. seck to as
sist the parties in reaching an out-of
court settlement, or at least an accord 
that the coun will accept. Unlike 
other informal mediation situations, 
however. the special master has 
certain powers that most mediators 
do not have. I found these a bit over
whelming at first, and, in the end, I 
discovered that the)' also have their 
drawbacks. 

The Powers of the 
Special Master 
The court can require the parties to 
appear before a special master. This is 
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certainly something that mediators 
arc not used to. Usually a mediator 
has to spend a great deal of time es
tablishing his or her credibility and 
convincing all the parties to come to 
the negotiating table. When mediat
ing as a special master, it is not neces
sary to "sell" the parties on the ad
vantages of using an outside helper. 
In general, there are few problems of 
entry (e.g., being asked to mediate by 
one side and then having to convince 
the others of the mediator's non
partisanship). 

Because the court can issue an or
der embodying the results of an in
formal negotiation, the parties to a 
dispute are not as likely to be skepti
cal about the value of the informal 
process. Indeed, the prospect of 
court enforcement of a negotiated 
agreement frees the parties from 
having to invent ways of holding 
each other to their commitments. 

A special master can use the threat 
of the formal discovery process to 
encourage the parties to be forth
coming with technical information. 
In addition, if the special master has 
access to his or her own technical ad
visers (which was the case for me). 
he or she may well be able to head 
off conflicts over facts and forecasts. 
This should help focus the parties on 
ways of dealing with their differing 
interests. 

While I would not nece!>sarily ad
vise it, the master can ;;-;k the judge 
to require the parties to provide a 
written indication that they have 
considered certain option!> put for
ward by the other side or by ti1t: me
diator. Most mediators have no way 
of forcing the parties to give serious 
consideration to such alternatives, or 
to force a party to spell out why a 
certain proposal is unacceptable. 

The court can monitOr implemen
tation of an agreement and guarantee 
the partie!> that, if circumstances 
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change, an agreement can be re
opened. This promise may encour
age the parties to explore contingent 
commitments that would otherwise 
seem unrealistic. The possibility of 
contingent agreements, in my view, 
increases the likelihood of settlement. 

As a mediator, it was a heady feel
ing to be able to tell the parties where 
and \vhen I wanted to meet. By the 
way, thiS made it possible for me to 
accomplish a great deal more in a 
shorter time, since I didn't have to do 
as much travelling. All in all, the pre
negotiation stages of the mediation 
process were much easier than usual. 
I should point out, though, that we 
still had enormous difficulty reaching 
an accord. 

The Drawbacks 
There is a downside to each of the 
points I've mentioned. For example. 
when the parties don't feel that their 
participation in the mediation pro
cess is really voluntary, they spend a 
great deal more time behaving like 
adversaries. 'jhc\' treated me as if I 
\Vere a judge, making it difficult for 
us to move into a problem-so!\-ing 
mode. 

The panics felt they needed to 
have their lawyers present when they 
met \vith me. As even' mediator 
knows. that is not nec~ss:lrily the 
best context in \vhich to work on the 
invention of ways to maximize joint 
gains. 

Also, since the panies were not 
consulted explicitly by the judge 
about my selection, they did nm ne
cessarily feel that J was going to be 
responsive to their concerns. 1 
should note that the judge did give 
the parties a chance to comment on 
his intention to appOint a mediator. 
He also chose an organization within 
the state as the institutional setting 
through which 1 could work; that or
ganization had suggested my name to 
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the judge. 
When the mediation process takes 

piace within "the shadow of the 
robe," constraints emerge that gen
erally do not affect mediators who 
operate informally. One such issue 
was the question of due process. 
Should all parties be given a chance 
to cross-ex:.tmine those presenting in
formation to the mediatOr? Should 
thc mediator be bound by ex parle 
rules? Should all mediation sessions 
be conducted in public? 

All of these questions were raised, 
and 1 know none of the answers. I do 
know that, beyond a certain point, 
the imposition of too many due pro
cess requirements will undermine 
the valL'; of mediation. On the other 
hand, if the judge issues an order 
based on a mediator's report (regard
ing the progress the parties have 
made in trying to reach agreement) 
and the parties are not entirely happy 
with what the mediator has to say, 
they may have a legitimate due pro
cess complaint. ' 

The judge in my case responded to 
these concerns in what seemed to me 
to be a very intelligent manner. First, 
he asked for a written report that he 
could distribute to all the panics. He 
gave them a chance to comment on 
both the substance of the report (i.e., 
primarily a statement of principles 
for handling the cost :llIOcatlOn prob
lem) as well as the mediation process 
by which the principles were devel
oped. He did this before he made any 
comment or took any action. Sec
ond, he offered to 'hold plenary 
hearings on particular issues that any 
party felt had not been adequately 
addrcssed. 

The judge encouraged me to meet 
privately with each of the parties. I 
promised them confidentiality to the 
extent the law permitted me to do so. 
Based on the ideas generated in these 
private meetings, we circulated drafts 
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of proposed agreements that I wrote 
(with the help of my co-mediator amI 
a very able staff from within the 
state). Then, we organized a public 
session to review reactions to a draft 
of the proposed agreement. Still 
other drafts were developed, follow
ing further private communications 
with concerned parties. 

While my goal was to help the par
ties achieve an agreement, it seemed 
from the outset that the most likely 
outcome was a court order embody
ing as much of the negotiated agree
ment as possible. Some of the parties 
clearly felt that only a court order 
would ensure compliance by the 
others; in addition, it would allow 
many of the public officials involved 
to explain to their constituents that 
the agreement was something they 
had been ordered to accept. 

A mediator operating as a special 
master may find, as other mediators 
often do, that for some parties delay 
is their best option. Under normal 
mediating circumstances, a mediator 
explains to the parties that there is no 
point continuing if a key player de
cides to "sit out" the negotiations or 
remains doggedly uncooperative. A 
special master, however, must keep 
going as long as the judge says to 
keep going. Since the master is work
ing primarily for the judge rather 
than the parties, he or she must con
tinue with the process. I was ex
tremely uneasy about the conflict 
this situation created between my 
obligation to the parties and my re
sponsibility to live within the time 
and legal constraints imposed by the 
judge. 

Some Guidelines 
Based on my experience and weigh
ing the advantages and disadvantages 
of mediating as a special master, I 
would urge judges to consider using 
masters as mediators in ce~"ain com-
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plex cases, particularly those involv
ing a great deal of scientific or techni
cal uncertainty. 

Judges, however, should be aware 
of the conflicts that mediating as a 
special master can create for the me
diator and the confusion that this 
form of mediation can cause the 
parties. 

Also, mediation takes time. If the 
court is only interested in saving time 
(and not necessarily in working 
toward an out-of-court settlement), 
mediation might not be appropriate. 
While I believe that mediation can 
save time in the long run (by avoid
ing a lengthy appeals process), it may 
initially take extra time. 

The court should try to clarify at 
the outset what its due process ex
pectations are, and these should be 
explained ahead of time to everyone 
involved. The extent to which the 
mediator can promise confidentiality 
should also be clarified at the outset. 
in disputes involving the allocation 
of public resources, I would urge 
masters/mediators to include as 
many public sessions as possible. 

In addition, I would encourage 
masters to maintain close contact 
with the news media and to serve as 
the point of contact for reporters in
terested in keeping track of develop
ments. An unwillingness to talk with 
the press is likely to lead to pressure 
on the parties to negotiate through 
the press. This guideline, of course, 
should be discussed ahead of time 
with the judge. 

I believe that the parties to a dis
pute should be given a chance to 
help design the process of mediation 
that the master/mediator will use. 
They should also, in my view, have 
veto power over the selection of a 
particular special master. The more 
involved the panies are in the design 
of the mediation process, the less 
troublesome the mandatory nature 
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of court-supervised mediation wiN 
be. 

In my view, judges should try to 
select mediators with expert knowl
edge of the substantive issues at 
stake, or at least be prepared to pro
vide sufficient financial resources for 
the mediator to build a technical 
staff. This, I think, is key to encour
aging jOint fact-finding. 

Finally, when judges circulate 
copies of the master/mediator's final 
report (especially if it is a negotiated 
agreement), I would urge they not 

=. 

ask the parties if they are entirely 
happy with the product. This will 
merely encourage the parties to re
treat to their original positions if they 
have not gotten everything they 
\vanted. Instead, judges should use a 
single text negotiating procedure
inviting all the parties to improve the 
mediator's proposed agreements 
when they are in draft form. 

Obviously, one case is insufficient 
as a basis for drawing firm conclu
sions. I look forward to hearing from 
other special masters. 

NOTE 

1. For more information, see Henry R. Perrin, Jr" .. 'And the \,'ho!e Earth Was of One 
Language'-A Broad View of Dispute Resolution," l'i/lallOl'a fAll' Rel'iell' 29, np, 6 (November 
1984): I 297-130-i, Also, see "Implementation Problems in Institutional Reform Litigation:' 
lIarmrd Lau' Rl!l'ieU' 91 (I 97"'}:428-463. 
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3. GOVERNMENT ADR POLICIES AND PRACTICES 

A. SURVEY OF FEDERAL AGENCIES 

This survey seeks to "catalog" the current uses by agencies of alternative means of 
dispute resolution, other than negotiated rulemaking. It is based on ~ review of all 
references in the United States Code to the, terms "arbitration, mediation. conciliation, 
negotiation. or informal", on questionnaires to federal agencies, and on reports of programs 
that have come to our attention informally: 

It excludes for the most part programs dealing solely with labor relations, even though 
historically these programs have made the greatest use of ADR techniques. They are not 
included because in the context of ADR, the labor area is viewed as unique and because they 
so closely resemble their private sector counterparts. 

Commodity Futures Trading Commission. 

The Commodity Exchange Act of 1974 (Pub. L. 93-463) established a reparations 
procedure by which individuals alleging injury under the act, as a result of a violation 
caused by a registered commodities trading professional, could have their claims adjudicated 
by the CFTC. The Act offers this reparations procedure as an alternative to civil litigation 
or resort to a privately sponsored dispute resolution mechanism. Congress amended the 
reparations provision in 1982 (Pub. L. 97-444, 96 Stat. 2308, 7 U.S.C. § 18 (b» to grant 
CFTC the power to promulgate rules, regulations, and orders necessary to provide for the 
efficient and expeditious administration of reparations claims. CFTC's subsequent rules 
created a three track decisionmaking procedure including (1) a voluntary decisional 
procedure (analogous to commercial arbitration), (2) a summary decisional procedure for 
claims of up to $10,000, and (3) a formal ALJ decisional procedure for claims exceeding 
$10,000. 

The Commodity Exchange Act also encouraged private sector mechanisms for dispute 
resolution in requiring designated contract markets and registered futures associations to 
provide a voluntary equitable procedure through arbitration or otherwise, for the settlement 
of customers' claims and grievances against any member or employee. See 7 U.S.C. §§ 7A(Il), 
21(b)(l0). There is currently no limitation on the monetary value of claims which may be 
subject to arbitration. The Commission recently amended its rules under 17 CFR §§ 170.8. 
180.2 to encourage the use of arbitration as a means of dispute resolution. See 48 Fed. Reg. 
22,136. The National Futures Association has recently introduced an arbitration program that 
has been used in many disputes. These processes are discussed at length in Philip J. Harter, 
Points on a Continuum: Dispute Resolution Procedures and the Adminiotralive Process and 
Marianne K. Smythe, The Reparations Program at the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission: An Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution, both reports to the Administrative 
Conference of the U.S. 

• The content of this survey is derived largely from an appendix in Philip Harter's 1986 
report to the Conference, Points on a Continuum: Dispute Resolution Procedures and the 
Administrative Process. That appendix has been updat~d and expanded by the Office of the 
Chairman of the Administrative Conference. 
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Consumer Product Safety Commission. 

Under the Federal Hazardous Substances Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1266, the Commission must 
provide any person alleged to have violated the Act appropriate noti<:e and opportunity to 
present his views either orally or in writing prior to the Commission's referring a case to the 
U.S. Attorney for criminal prosecution. The Commission is also required to use informal 
dispute resolution procedures under 5 CFR § 752.404 in the settlement of any employee 
disputes. 

Department of Agriculture. 

Packers alld Stockyard Division. Private parties may file complaints under the Packers 
and Stockyards Act. See 7 U.S.C. § lSI et seq. This complaint is filed in the field offices of 
the Packers and Stockyards Administration. Thb office will investigate the complaint and the 
regional supervisor may then express his opiDlons to the parties orally or by letter as to 
whether respondent may be liable to pay the coinplainant. After this process, if the parties 
wish to litigate, the case is referred to the Office of General Counsel for a reparation 
proceeding. Records of the numbers of such mediations which have not been followed by 
reparation cases have not been kept in recent years. In fiscal year 1974, the number of 
mediation cases was approximately 600 which far exceeded the number of formal reparations 
proceedings. 

Natural Resources Division. The agency conducts agency-initiated methods of dispute 
resolution under the National Fore$t System. The procedures for dispute resolution include 
appeals of decisions of forest officers under 36 CFR § 211'\S. This is a broad informal 
appeals process which is applied in approximately 300 cases annually. Other rules of 
procedure include 36 CFR § 228.14 which is an appeals process available to mineral operators 
aggrieved by decisions in connection with the regulations governing locatable minerals and 36 
CFR § 292.15 which is an appeals process for owners of private land within the Sawtooth 
National Recreation Area. A line officer of the Forest Service resolves disputes in each of 
these specified procedures. 

~partment of Commerce. 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admillistration. The Office of the Secretary conducts 
a mediation of coastal zone management disputes under the Coastal Zone Management Act 16 
U.S.C. §§ 1451 et seq. Under the Act, the Secretary of Commerce is authorized to mediate 
disputes between a federal agency and a coastal state concerning a coastal management 
program. The Act also authorizes the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resources Management to 
mediate where a state agency intends to object to a federally licensed activity. The 
mediation must be agreed to by all parties. ·It is used once or twice a year. The mediation is 
governed by 15 CFR part 930, subpart G. See also, 15 CFR § 930.124. If the mediation is 
not agreed to or fails, all parties have recourse to the courts. If informal mediation fails, 
formal appeal may be taken to the Secretary of Commerce. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration also administers the Deep Seabed 
Hard Mineral Resources Act, 30 U.S.C. § 1401 et seq. with implementing regulations at 15 
CFR part 980. Under this Act, U.S. companies seeking licenses to mine manganese must 
resolve all disputes involving overlapping mine sites. The administrator of NOAA may 
resolve these conflicts applying principles of equity. Under 15 CFR § 970.302 the 
administrator will encourage companies to resolve the conflicts voluntarily. The NOAA will 
then review any subsequent voluntary agreement. This method of dispute resolution has 
been used one time. 
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Office 0/ Anti-Boycott Compliance. This office uses the procedures followed by the 
Office of Export Enforcement in all of its disputes. 

Office 0/ Export En/orcement. Under the Export Administration Act of 1979 50 U.S.C. 
Appendix 2410 the Office of Export Enforcement (OEE) issues an initial contact letter 
informing a party of its intention to issue a charging letter. The party may discuss the 
proposed charges with the OEE and attempt to reach a precharging letter settlement. This 
method is used approximately 50% of the time and results in settlement of the dispute 95% 
of the time. This settlement is governed by regulations at 15 CFR § 388.17(b). If the dispute 
is not resolved, the charging letter is issued. The consent agreement which results from this 
process is reviewed by the Deputy Assistant for Export Enforcement. 

Personnel Law Division. The Division conducts arbitration of employee grievances under 
the Civil Service Reform Act, 5 U.S.C. § 7121. Arbitration has been used approximately eight 
times a year and is governed by regulations in 29 CFR § 1404 and Collective Bargaining 
Agreements. 

Department of Defense. 

The vast majority of dispute resolution mechanisms within the Department of Defense 
are not conducted pursuant to the APA. The following are the responses of the component 
agencies within the Department of Defense which use alternative forms of dispute resolution. 

Army Corps 0/ Engineers. The Corps of Engineers has made a significant effort to 
implement ADR into its decisional processes. It uses an intervening management level 
review to attempt to resolve contract disputes that would otherwise have to be resolved by 
resort to trial-type hearings before the Engineers Board of Contract Appeals. This informal 
review is called Division Review of Final Contracting Officer Decisions Made at the District 
Level. This review involves a document review and an informal hearing held by the division 
engineer or his deputy at which both the contracting officer and the contractor appear and 
present their vi,~ws and arguments. The division review informal hearing process is used at 
the option of th.e division engineer. The process is used in about 1/4 to 1/2 of all contract 
dispute cases. Thece; are no formal rules of practice or procedure for this review process. 
'. he hearing is informal and within the sole discretion of the division engineer who presides 
at these informal hearings. If the dispute is not resolved, the Engineers Board of Contract 
Appeals may hold a more formal hearing and subsequently render a decision. In at least one 
region, a panel of experts has been used to resolve controversies at the pre-litigation stage. 

The minitrial has been used successfully by the Corps of Engineers to resolve several 
construction disputes, including one valued at more than $50 million (44 Fed. Cont. Rep. 
501; 43 Fed. Cont. Rep. 257). Pursuant to its written policy statement, the Corps' minitrials 
have generally featured use of a private "neutral advisor" to preside over the proceeding and 
facilitate a settlement (44 Fed. Cont. Rep. 501). During the summer of 1986, the Corps held 
three mini trials involving overhead cost disputes between $2-5 million; two were settled, and 
issues were narrowed for trial in the remaining case. Charges that the settlement in the 
Corps' "Ten-Tom Constructors" mini trial was too generous to the contractor resulted in an 
Inspector General's investigation (46 Fed. Cont. Rep. 352) that vindicated the outcome. 
Several more mini trials were subsequently used. 

Armed Services Board 0/ Contract Appeals. All the appeals to the ASBCA may 
potentially result in hearings; however, ASBCA Rule 11 allows the parties to submit their case 
on a documentary record without a hearing. Additionally ASBCA Rule 12 provides for a 
faster decision making process on truncated proceedings where the amount in controversy is 
$50,000 or less. 
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Navy Department. The Navy conducted three successful minitrials in allowable cost cases 
during the summer of 1986, involving disputed amounts in excess of $2 million. The Navy 
has also developed a policy to evaluate cases pending before the Armed Services Board of 
Contract Appeals for possible use of certain alternative. This new program was approved by 
Navy Secretary John Lehman on December 23, 1986. It is to be implemented on a test basis 
by all Navy contracting activities under guidance from the Office of the General Counsel. It 
provides guidelines for use of minitrials and other ADR procedures by which each contract 
dispute pending must be reviewed. Each party in a minitrial is to be given a specific 
amount of time to present its position before the principals who are authorized to settle the 
dispute. Parties to a mini trial may choose to have a neutral advisor present and the preferred 
source for them is the roster of ASBCA administrativ\~ judges. A "Summary Binding ASBCA 
procedure" is also offered, primarily for resolving large numbers of contract claims involving 
similar issues. 

Office of Dependent Schools. The Department's regulations governing the education of 
handicapped students in a DOD dependent school make mediation a prerequisite to a due 
process hearing to resolve a dispute between the parents of a handicapped student and school 
authorities. 32 CFR § 57, Appendix II, <JIC2. School administrators who are usually not 
from the handicapped student's own school serve as mediators. If the mediation is 
unsuccessful, the parents or the school may petition for a due process hearing. 

Department of Education. 

Olfice lor Civil Rights. Mediation is provided for under the Age Discrimination Act 
(42 U.S.C. 6101). Conciliation is also in use in cases of early complaint resolution, pre-letter 
findings negotiations, and statutorily-required voluntary negotiations under Title VI (42 
U.S.C. 2000d), Title IX (20 U.S.C. 1681), and Section 504 (29 U.S.C. 794). 

Division of Research & Improvpment. Vocational Education and Rehabilitation. The 
Randolph-Shepard Act, 20 U.S.C. § 107 et seq. provides for the use of arbitration in the 
resolution of disputes concerning blind persons' priority in the operation of vending facilities 
on federal property. Blind vendors who are still dissatisfied with state action arising from 
the operation or administration of the program after being provided a full evidentiary 
hearing by the state may request the Secretary of Education to convene an arbitration panel 
to resolve the dispute. The three member arbitration panel issues binding decisions that are 
considered final agency action. The Rehabilitation Services Administration has developed 
procedures for convening panels and conducting arbitration. Tl." procedures are contained in 
a policy issuance program instruction, ISA PI 7817. They provide for a formalized 
evidentiary hearing including oral argument, examination, and cross-examination, as weIl as 
submission of written briefs. Disputes are handled through this arbitration mechanism 
whenever requests to convene panels are received. The RSA reviews panel decisions for 
consistency with federal law and regulations. 

Education Appeal Board. The Department of Education is currently considering offering 
mediation to appellants who file appeals with the Education Appeal Board. The regulations 
governing the Education Appeal Board are found at 34 CFR part 78. 

Department of Energy. 

The Department of Energy's adjudications are non-APA adjudications. In one instance, 
however, DOE uses an alternative method of dispute resolution. 

Ecollomic Regulatory Administratioll. The administration generaIly employs informal 
administrative procedures in authorizing applications to import or export natural gas. These 
procedures include the use of public conferences, pre-hearing conferences, oral and written 
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resentations, and opportunities for reply comments. The Economic Regulatory 
~ .dministration almost always uses informal mechanisms in its consideration of natural gas 
import and export lI).lthoriz!ltions. Procedures aro governed by 18 CFR, Chapter I, but new 
rules have been proposed. The agency decides which procedures will be applied. The ERA 
administrator acts as the decisionmaker in the process. The ERA also, in certain instances, 
has required opposing parties to meet privately to resolve certain problems or to obtain 
'additional factual information. Under this private sector mechanism, the ERA establishes the 
timetabltl under which parties will meet. This private sector mechanism has not been used 
frequently. 

Energy Board of Contract Appeals. A minitrial was used in a large construction dispute 
during the summer of 1986. The minitrial, held following a five-week hearing but before 
issuance of a decision, successfully resolved the appeal in less than two days. 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. Approximately 80% of thll Commission's 
caseload is resolved through negotiated settlements. A settlement judge may be appointed 
wheil informal discussions have not been fruitful but one or more parties believes it is 
possible to settle the case. Settlement judges are appointed pursuant to 18 CFR § 385.603. 
This process is discussed at greater length in Daniel Joseph, Use of Settlement Judges in 
Administrative Hearings (a draft report to the Administrative Conference). 

In addition, the Commission staff engages in a form of mediation in developing 
environmental conditions on licenses for hydroelectric generating plants. It also uses a form 
of mediation among interested parties in developing environmental impact statements and 
developing nationwide plans. 

Nuclear Waste. The DOE is required to resolve disputes concerning the siting of nuclear 
waste repositories through a written agreement with the affected state or Indian tribe, arrived 
at through negotiation or arbitration. See 42 U.S.C. § 10131 et seq. 

Department of Health and Human Services. 

Within the Department of Health and Human Services, the Public Health Service, the 
Health Care Financing Administration, the Office of Human Development Services, and the 
Office of Community Services provide for a variety of non-APA adjudications. Informal 
dispute resolution, where it exists, has no predetermined procedures or personnel. 

The Health Care Financing Administration, however, is required under 45 CFR 
§ 201.6(c) to pursue informal efforts to resolve disputes with a state, before instituting a 
formal hearing. In addition, all the agencies with which the Health Care Financing 
Administration deals attempt to informally resolve disputes with grantees prior to the 
commencement of formal proceedings. 

HHS is also required to publish regulations to provide for appropriate investigative, 
conciliation and conference procedures for the resolution of age discrimination suits in 
federally assisted programs. See 42 U.S.C. § 6101. 

The Departmental Grant Appeals Board of HRS has established a J').ediation program. 
The process was modeled on one established by EPA which created a program in 1979. 
RRS's rule provides that the Board in consultation with the parties may suggest the use of 
mediation techniques and will provide or assist in selecting the mediator. The mediator may 
take any steps agreed upon i>y the parties to resolve a dispute or clarify the issues. The 
results of mediation are not binding upon the parties unless they so agree in writing. The 
Board will also provide people trained in mediation skills to aid in resolving a dispute that is 
not pending before the Board itself. At least seven cases have been heard under this process. 
(See Model for Case Managemem: The Grants Appeals Board, report to the Administrative 
Conference by Richard B. Cappalli (1986); Conference Recommendation 86-7: Case 
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Management as a Tool for Improving Agency Adjudication, Adopted December 5, 1986 1 
CFR § 305.86-7.) 

Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

Bid protests under National Housing Act Contracts, 12 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq, 42 U.S.C. 
§3535(d) and 24 CFR Part 20 Subpart C, may ue decided by the HUD Board of Contract 
Appeals upon written submission of the protester and procuring agent. This procedure is 
followed in all cases of bid protests under a National Housing Act Contract. The procedure 
is used in approximately 8 cases per year. 

The Fair Housing Act of 1968, 42 U.S.C. § 3601 et seq directs the secretary to attempt to 
resolve all complaints under the Act through informal methods of conference, conciliation or 
persuasion. 

Department of State. 

The State Department uses of ADR include the following: (1) administrative settlement 
of tort claims under 22 CFR Part 31, (2) debarment or penalty proceedings under the Arms 
Export Control Act (22 U.S.C. 2778), resolved without oral hearing under 22 CFR 128.5, and 
128.8, (3) preliminary adjudication of EEO complaints by applicants or employees in 
accordance with 29 CFR Part 1601, (4) contested requests for refund of annuity 
overpayments under 22 CFR Part 17 (subject to appeal to Foreign Service Grievance Board). 
and (5) disciplinary action against former officers or employees under the Ethics in 
Government Act in accordance with 22 CFR Part 18. 

Department of Transportation. 

Urban Mass Transportation Administration. The Department's Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise Regulations require an UMTA recipient who is unable to meet a 10% goal to meet 
with a UMTA administrator to discuss how best to meet that goal. The UMTA currently is 
considering the possibility of encouraging private parties with complaints against UMTA 
recipients to try to resolve those disputes locally before involving UMTA. 

Ol/ice of Civil Rights. The Office uses alternative methods of dispute resolution in 
considering participation by minority business enterprises in Department of Transportation 
programs. Any firm which balieves that it has been wrongly denied certification as a 
minority business enterprise may file an appeal with the Department of Transportation. This 
appeal is governed by regulations in 49 CFR § 23.55. The Secretary of Transportation serves 
as fact finder over these cases with delegation to the Departmental Director of Civil Rights. 
Approximately 180 cases are handled per year in this program. 

The DOT also encourages recipients of financial assistance to establish procedures for 
hearing appeals of denials of minority business enterprise certification. These recipients are 
usually local or stllte governments. This non-federal mechanism is not widely used. Perhaps 
less than 10 recipients have established their own procedures for hearing these appeals. The 
recipients who have established such a procedure address a rather high number of cases -
possibly 150 to 200 per year. The Department of Transportation does not monitor the 
operation of these hearings. Businesses denied certification maintain the right to file an 
appeal with the Department when they are dissatisfied with the results of recipient's 
hearings. 

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. Where the agency believes civil 
penalties may be appropriate for violations of the Motor Vehicle Information and Cost 
Saving Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1981-1991, or the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards promulgated 
under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1392, NHTSA has 
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,veloped procedures for informal resolution without resort to an agency hearing. The 
ocedures are not incorporated by the agency in its regulations. Generally the agency sends 

,e manufacturer a notice letter advising it of the agency's view that a violation exists and of 
e possible liability for civil penalties. This letter informs the manufacturer that it has the 
portunity to submit data to use in arguments that would show that the violation did not 

'cur and/or that there is a reason to mitigate the amount of the penalty. The agency then 
nsiders the information submitted by the manufacturer and arrives at what it views as an 

_propriate civil penalty amount. Further negotiations may proceed before the final figure is 
-tablished. From August 1982 to August 1983 the above procedures have resulted in the 
_l1ection of $146,000 in penalties for 11 standards enforcement cases and a total of $9,000 for 
ine odometer cases. 

nvironmental Protection Agency. 

EPA has recently promulgated guidance encouraging use of ADR in enforcement cases. 
he guidance, drafted by the Office of the Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring, has 
rheria for evaluating cases' susceptibility to various kinds of ADR, and includes forms, 
rocedures and model agreements. It also lays out procedures for obtaining agency approval 

use various ADR methods i'1 particular cases. 

In the area of hazardous wastes, Section 3013 of RCRA authorizes EPA to issue orders 
.. quiring parties to conduct testing or monitoring of hazardous waste sites or facilities. 
ection 106 of the Superfund authorizes EPA to issue orders requiring parties to take action 
ecessary to protect the public from the dangers associated with the release of hazardous 
ubstances. Recipients of either type of order may take advantage of the opportunity to 
lforma11y confer with the agency concerning the terms of the order. There are no set 
rocedures governing the conduct of the proceedings. In 1983 there were IS Section 3013 
rders and 26 Section 106 orders issued. The selection of presiding officers for this 
roceeding has not been standardized. 

Under the Superfund program, arbitration may be used to resolve federal claims where 
he total response costs for the facility involved do not exceed $500,000. Arbitration is to be 
-onducted under EPA rules issued after consultation with the Attorney General. 

Arbitration is also authorized by the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide nnd Rodenticide Act 
FIFRA), 7 U.S.C. § 136 which requires the use of arbitration to establish the compensation 
_ue for one applicant's use of prior submitted data in an application for registration of a 
esticide. 7 U.S.C. § 136(a). 

'qual Employment Opportunity Commission. 

Under 42 U.S.C. § 2000-e-S(b) the EEOC is authorized to attempt to eliminate alleged 
.mlawful employment practices by informal methods of conference, conciliation and 
ersuasion. 

_--ederal Communications Commission. 

The FCC uses several agency-initiated alternatives to dispute resolution. 

Mediation. A mediator/facilitator was used in 1986-87 to help settle a controversial 
Jispute involving disposition of several televisions stations. 

Paper hearings. Under 47 U.S.C. § 30ge, the FCC may conduct paper hearings in 
:ituations where there are competing applicants for low power television service. To date, 
none have been conducted. The rules of practice governing these hearings are found at 47 
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CFR § 1.241a. If the Commission cannot resolve the controversy, a regular trial-type hearing 
is conducted. 

Expedited hearings. Under 47 U.S.C. § 30ge the Commission may conduct expedited 
hearings involving basic qualifying issues for competing applicants for cellular radio service 
facilities. The FCC reports that this procedure basically involves strict adherence to a 
hearing schedule already prescribed by the rules. The rules governing this expedited hearing 
are found in 47 CFR §§ 22.916 and 22.917. 

The FCC also provides for private sector mechanisms for some licensees who are 
encouraged to resolve electrical interference problems without the Commission's intervention. 
Absent industry cooperative efforts the resolution of these interference issues would trigger 
agency proceedings. The agency does not keep detailed information about the exact 
measures taken by communications industries in private sector negotiations. The agency also 
does not review measures negotiated and placed into effect through private action. The 
agency's Field Operations Bureau does monitor and reinforce the effectiveness of these 
measures. 

Federal Election Commission. 

Under 2 U.S.C. § 437(g), if upon investigation of a complaint or upon its own initiative 
the FEe condudes a violation of federal campaign laws has occurred, the FEC has 30 days 
to make every effort to conciliate a resolution of the violation. Any resulting conciliation 
agreement wiII conclude the FEC's interest in the matter. If infor".al dispute resolution 
methods fail, the FEC may file a civil action. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

The agency uses alternative methods of dispute resolution in tWl) instances. (I) FEMA 
uses arbitration under the Urban Property Protection and Reinsurance Act, 12 U.S.C. 
§1749(b). The procedures are set forth in 44 CFR § 56.37. No cases have been brought 
under this Act to date. (2) FEMA uses standard dispute resolution techniques in such 
matters as equal opportunity cases, adverse actions, performance ratings, and Merit Systems 
Protection Board cases. 

Federal Labor Relations Authority. 

Title VII of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 established the Federal Service 
Impasses Panel as an entity within the FLRA. This panel is to provide assistance in resolving 
negotiation impasses between federal agencies and exclusive representatives of federal 
employees. The Impasses Panel is not required to use any particular procedure in the 
resolution of negotiation impasses. The Panel has broad authority to fashion procedures 
appropriate to resolve disputes and does so on a case-by-case basis. The following are the 
most often used procedures. 

Factfinding. Factfinding involves a hearing before a Panel member or a Panel designee 
the purpose of which is to establish a complete record of the issues in dispute and the 
p'J&itiom of the parties. This involves a trial-type hearing after which the Panel issues its 
own settlement recommendations or it may issue a binding decision. 

Written submissions. This procedure does not involve a hearing. The parties exchange 
written statements of position and supporting evidence and may subsequently exchange 
rebuttal statements. After consideration of the written material the Panel may make 
recommendations for settlement or issue a binding decision. 
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Arbitration. The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 authorizes the parties to voluntarily 
submit their dispute to an independent arbitrator after the procedure has been approved by 
the Panel. 

Med-Arb. When med-arb is used a neutral is given the authority to both mediate the 
dispute and make a binding award on those issues not resolved during the mediation. This 
procedure often leads to a resolution without the neutral having to issue a decision. 

The Federal Service Impasses Panel makes the decision as to which procedures will be 
used to resolve a dispute. To date, factfinding has been directed 14 times, written 
submissions have been employed 42 times, outside arbitration has been recommended in 14 
cases and the med-arb procedure has been used in 20 cases. The Impasse Panel's regulations 
governing factfinding hearings can be found in 5 CFR Parts 2470 through 2472. There are 
no published rules or procedures applicable to the other procedures. Factfinding hearings lire 
held by a panel member or a panel designee. There is no designated representative when 
written submissions are used. Outside arbitration is conducted by a panel designee or a 
person chosen by the parties. Each of these procedures will result in a final and binding 
decision unless the parties have negotiated a settlement. 

Federal Maritime Commission. 

The Commission uses several alternative methods for resolving disputes without resorting 
to formal hearings. 

The Commission uses an informal procedure for adjudication of small claims -- those 
claims for less than $10,000. The proceeding is conducted under the APA by a settlement 
officer and by the Secretary of the Commission. The record consists of written evidence and 
arguments. The decision of the settlement officer is not subject to appeal by the parties but 
may be reviewed by the Commission on its own motion. The parties, however, may seek 
review in federal court. The regulations governing this informal procedure are fou!ld at 46 
CFR § 502.301. 

The Commission uses a shortened adjudicatory procedure conducted before an ALI. 
The proceeding is limited to the submission of memoranda, facts and arguments. The parties 
must consent to this procedure which is used frequently. 

The Commission has also used a non-adjudicatory fact finding investigation. These 
investigations are conducted by agency personnel designated by the Commission. The 
regulations for this investigation procedure are found at 46 CFR § 502.281. 

The Commission also has a conciliation service. The regulations are found at 46 CFR 
§ 502.401. This conciliation service is rarely used. This dispute resolution mechanism is 
applied when all parties consent to the conciliation service. The parties must also consent to 
any opinion developed as a result of the conciliation Service. 

The Commission also develops compromise agreement~ in its application of civil 
'penalties. The Commission's Bureau of Hearing Counsel is authorized to assess penalties, 

enter into negotiations and reach a compromise with the person involved and to obtain 
payment of the pena.lty. Any compromise agreement is executed between a party and the 
Director of the Bureau of Hearing Counsel. The regulations covering this procedure are 
found at 46 CFR § 505.4. If agreement cannot be reached on the terms of a civil penalty, 
the matter is referred to the Commission for a formal proceeding. 

The Commission also oversees two private sector mechanisms for dispute resolution. 
First, the Commission oversees a selfpolicing mechanism used by shipping conferences or 
other ratemaking associations under Section 15 of the Shipping Act of 1916 found at 46 U.S.C. 
§ 14. Under this mechanism a neutral body investigates alleged violations of agreements by 
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members of the conferences or ratemaking associations and determines if fines are merited. 
All conferences or rate making associations of more than two members llre required to emplo 
such self-policing mechanisms and to report to the Commission periodically on their 
activities. The Commission does not generally review decisions of the neutral bodies. 

Second, shippers may also file complaints with conferences and other ratemaking bodies 
concerning the rates and practices of the conferences. The procedure is required by Section 
IS of the Shipping Act, 46 U.S.C. § 814 and by 46 CFR Part 527. If the conference does not 
respond favorably to a request, the complaining party may fIle a formal complaint with the 
Commission. 

Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. 

The function of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service is to assist parties to 
labor disputes through conciliation and mediation. The Service's mediators, located across 
the country, are utilized in disputes which significantly affect commerce. FMCS also 
mediates complaints brought under the Age Discrimination Act. During the 1970's, FMCS 
worked with various federal agencies in the non-labor relations arena, mainly through its 
Office of Technical Services. The efforts included: (I) work with the Community Relations 
Service of the Department of Justice regarding civil rights disputes, (2) FBI police training 
assistance in domestic disputes and hostage taking, (3) helping the Department of 
Commerce's, Science and Technology Division in disputes over voluntary standards for 
manufactured products, (4) providing mediation training to the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, (5) mediation of age 
Jiscrimination disputes, (6) helping the Office of Environmental Planning of the Federal 
Highway Administration in training in negotiation skills for conflicts resulting from the 
condemnation of property :md exercise of eminent domain in the construction of highways, 
(7) pr,oviding training assistance to the Veterans Reemployment Office of the Department of 
Labor, th", Office of Civil Rights (then located in the Department of Health and Human 
Services),'and the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and (8) providing 
conflict resolution advice to the Division of Standards of the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the Environmental Office of the Department of Energy, and the Council on 
Environmental Quality. 

During the early 1980's, nearly all FMCS non-labor related activities, except for the age 
discrimination mediation program, ceased due to budget cuts. 

Federal Reserve System. 

The Federal Reserve System processes consumer complaints against state member banks 
and forwards any complaints it receives against other creditors or businesses to the 
appropriate state or federal enforcement agencies. In 1982 the System received 2,840 
complaints of which 1,226 were against state member banks. The Federal Reserve banks 
respond to these complaints in writing. The Federal Reserve Board monitors the complaint 
resolution process by periodically reviewing complaint investigations and responses and 
complaint handling activities of the Federal Reserve Banks. 

Federal Trade Commission. 

The Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act is administered by the FTC and encourages 
warrantors to establish procedures to resolve disputes concerning warranties. The FTC then 
supervises a dispute resolution mechanism (DRM) that operates as a part of a private 
organization. The act requires the FTC to issue rules prescribing the minimum requirements 



for a DRM to which a complaining consumer must first turn before proceeding to court. 
Some states have passed "lemon laws" going beyond FTC's minimal procedures. 
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On September 19, 1986, the Commission initiated a negotiated rulemaking proceeding 
for the purpose of amending the Rule on Informal Dispute Settlement Procedures, 16 CFR 
Part 703. Rule 703 establishes the minimum standards for any informal dispute settlement 
mechanism that is incorporated into a written warranty pursuant to Section 110(a) of the 
Consumer Product Warranties (Magnuson-Moss) Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2310(a). The Commission 
has established an advisory committee to develop, through negotiation, specific 
recommendations for amending Rule 703. The advisory committee has divided itself into 
three "working groups" on program neutrality, independence, and access; program procedures; 
and enforcement and compliance issues. 

Additional1y, the Better Business Bureau operates a program for processing disputes over 
some automobile warrantees, pursuant to a consent decree with General Motors Corporation 
in settlement of its allegation that GM failed to notify customers of high failure rates of 
certain auto components. The Commission agreement with GM established a DRM (BBB) to 
determine whether a car is afflicted with these problems and what should be done. The BBB 
first seeks to mediate an agreement between the dealer and the customer, with the issue 
being arbitrated if mediation fails. The Commission's Enforcement Division of the Bureau 
of Consumer Protection monitors General Motors' compliance with the order on an ongoing 
basis, GM Corp., 102 F.T.C. 1741 (1983). 

General Accounting Office. 

The GAO provides an alternative to trial-type dispute resolution in its Bid Protest 
Forum which is described in 4 CFR Part 21. This Forum handles approximately 1,000 cases 
each year. An attorney with GAO writes the initial draft decision. All final decisions are 
signed by the Comptroller General. 

The GAO uses alternatives to trial-type hearings in settling doubtful claims and in 
considering advance decisions. See 31 U.S.C. § 711, 31 U.S.C. 3529 and 31 U.S.C. § 3702. The 
agency chooses when to use alternative procedures. Such procedures were used in fiscal year 
1982 in rendering approximately 1,000 advance decisions and in determinations of accountable 
officers' liabilities. In the claims area the GAO handled 1,000 waiver requests, 7,241 claims 
by the U.S. and 2,400 claims against the U.S. The procedures are set forth in 4 CFR Ch. I, 
parts 22, 30-35, 53, 91-93, Ch. II, parts 101-105. Claims are handled by claims examiners, 
with appeals taken to attorneys in the Office of General Counsel. Individuals dissatisfied 
with GAO actions may appeal to the courts. 

Interstate Commerce Comrnissi .. n. 

Most of this Commission's cases are decided through its modified procedure whereby the 
agency decides a case exclusively on written submissions under the APA. The Commission's 
Office of Proceedings prepares all modified procedure decisions. 

Merit Systems Protection Board. 

The MSPB was created to protect the federal merit system from political abuse and to 
resolve employee grievances. Its enabling legislation (Civil Service Reform Act of 1978), 
encourages the board to provide for ADR. The Board began in 1983 and 1984 with an 
experimental voluntary expedited procedure. With the assistance of the Administrative 
Conference, the MSPB developed the "Appeals Arbitration Procedure" (AAP), later modified 
as the "Voluntary Expedited Appeals Procedure" (VEAP) to reduce the confusion of the AAP 
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with labor arbitratitm and to emphasize the parties right of choice. (See, MSPB Practices an. 
Procedures, Section .1201, Subpart H) The Board's objective was to design an informal, 
simplified, less costly system to adjudicate routine, non-precedential appeals while preservin. 
fair, impartial forums. While this experiment had only limited results, the mediation 
emphasis it included ha.s led to increased settlements in some regional offices. 

The MSPB recently established a committee to \~onsider the use of mediation and ADR. 
Both mediation and conciliation are under consideration for greater use by the regional 
offices, and some regions have already increased the incidence of settlements using these 
techniques. 

National Mediation Board. 

The Railway Labor Act, 41 U.S.C. § lSI et seq. createi the Board to settle 
railroad/employee disputes. If mediation fails, the Board .is to induce the parties to enter 
arbitration. Arbitrators are selected under procedures found in 45 U.S.C. § 157. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

The NRC has experimented with the use of informal procedures in its licensing 
proceedings. On several occasions the Chairman of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board 
Panel has selected a member of the Panel to act as a presiding officer. This presiding officer 
may allow parties to present oral arguments at his discretion. An order may be issued by the 
Commission based upon written comments received by the presiding officer. Reguiations 
have not yet been developed to govern this type of informal dispute resolution. The 
Commission's authority to conduct these informal proceedings is found in 42 U.S.C. § 2239. 

Occupational Safety and Health Review Commission. 

OSHRC has promulgated rules governing negotiations before a settlement judge. (29 
CFR § 2200.101) Any party to certain proceedings may move for appointment of a 
settlement judge, or the Chief ALI or Chairman may appoint one with the consent of the 
parties. 

Office of the Federal Inspector, Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. 

This agency oversees the construction of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. 
The agency employs informal dispute resolution mechanisms in its determination of rate based 
decisions and in its investigation of claims of racial discrimination. The procedures are set 
forth in 46 Fed. Reg. 51726 and Enforcement Procedures for Equal Opportunity Regulations, 
10 CFR Part 1534. The agency attempts to resolve disputes through conciliation, however, if 
matters are not resolved the Federal Inspector has the final decision. 

Pension Benefits Guaranty Corporation. 

The PBGC has an appeals board which has the discretion to grant an oral hearing, 
however no such hearing has ever been held. The board handles approximately 250 cases per 
year. The board's procedures are found at 29 CFR § 2606.52 et. seq. 

The PBGC has two alternatives to the appeals board, reconsideration and informal 
review. An aggrieved party may request reconsideration of a PBGC staff decision. This 
reconsideration will be undertaken by a person of higher authority than the original 
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ecisionmaker. The procedurEis for reconsideration are found at 29 CFR § 2606.31 et seq. 
'he decision to request appeal or reconsideration depends upon the type of determination 
lad\~. The PBGC makes over 900 reconsiderations per year. A person dissatisfied with the 
esull of a reconsideration may sue in court. 

The second informal procedure used by the PBGC is an informal review process under 
9 CFR § 2606.l(c). 

The (MPPAA) Multi-emp)'oyer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980 (P.L. No. 96-364, 
4 Stat. 1217, codified at 29 U.S.C. (1381 et. seq.) amended the (ERISA) Employee 
"etirement Income Security Ac:t of 1974 (P.L. No. 93-406, codified at 29 U.S.C. § 1001 et. 
eq.) to impose liability upon any employer that withdraws from a multiemployer pension 
Ian. (A multiemployer pension plan is one which is maintained under collective bargaining 

,greements and covers employees of two Dr more employers. Employers contribute to the 
Ian fund, which are paid into a pooled fund administered by trustees designated by 
mployer and union.) MPPAA required pension plan sponsors and withdrawing employers to 
rbitrate disputes over the amount of an employer's withdrawal liability (29 U.S.C. § 1401). 

","S originally enacted the employer's obligation to the plan ceased upon withdrawal. MPPAA 
:reated withdrawal liability to prevent employers from withdrawing and leaving the plan 
'rom being obligated to pay the benefits from the reduced pension fund pool. Any dispute 
,hat arises concerning any determination made by the plan sponsor is resolved through 
,rbitration. The Act directs thel PBGC to promulgate rules governing the conduct of the 
rescribed arbitration. The final rule was published on August 27, 1985 (50 Fed. Reg. 

34679). 

Postal Rate Commission. 

The Postal Rate Commissi'on currently follows a complaint case procedure set forth in 39 
CFR § 3001.85. The Commission, however, has a proposed rulemaking [check status] which 
would amend its current proce:dure to include a provision that would allow the Commission 
to use informal inquiry methods to resolve complaint cases. Under this proposal, the 
Commission may choose to conduct a preliminary investigation before filing a formal answer 
in a complaint case. Under this proposal, a Commission employee would act as a facilitator 
of a pending dispute. If the informal inquiry method did not resolve the dispute, a formal 
complaint case would proceed. 

Railroad Retirement Board. 

The board's adjudications are non-APA adjudications. The agency, however, has 
proposed using a board of real estate appraisers in resolving disputes concerning a value of a 
home under the Railroad Retirement Act. See 45 U.S.C. § 395.8(d). The board has also 
considered using a similar mechanism to resolve benefit disputes under the Rock Island 
Railroad Transition and Employee Assistance Act, 45 U,S.C. § 1001 et seq. 

Securities and Exchange Commission. 

The SEC does not employ any alternative methods of dispute resolution. However, the 
Commission does in 17 CFR § 202.5C provide for a procedure by which the subject of a 
Commission investigation may submit a written statement to the Division of Enforcement 
explaining why no enforcement action should be brought against him. 

Additionally, the SEC has er,lcouraged the security industry's self-regulatory 
organizations to adopt a uniform code of arbitration. This arbitration is available for 
resolution of certain disputes between broker/dealers and their customers. The Commission 
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also relies on the self-regulatory organizations to discipI:ne their members for violations of 
security laws and the regulatory organization's own rules. This practice is authorized by 
Sections 6(b)6, 15a(b)(7) and 19(9)(2) of the Exchange Act of 1934. 
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3. GOVERNMENT ADR POLICIES ANI) PRACTICES 

B. Descriptions of Specific Initiatives 
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THE FEDERAL MEDIATION AND CONCILIATION SERVICE 

Mr. Kay McMurray, Director 

Mediation is an established process for resolving disputes 
between individuals or groups who sincerely seek a peaceful 
solution to their differences. Mediation represents an 
alternative to the use of force. 

The mediator is a neutral third party whose methods and 
practice may vary because of the individual approach to 
mediation or the circumstances of a specific negotiation. 
It is the mediators function to listen, review, analyze, 
reason, explore and suggest possible ways and means of move
ment with both parties to generate a basis for reaching 
agreement. 

The Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service is an 
independent agency of the Federal Government that uses 
mediation and other techniques to promote labor mangement 
peace. The Service was established by the Labor-Management 
Relations Act of 1947. 

Our specific mission is to prevent or minimize labor
management disputes having a significant impact on 
interstate commerce or national defense throughout the 
nation, both in the private and public sectors of the 
economy, excepting in the railroad and airline industries. 
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The Office of Arbitration Services, located in the Washington 
D.C. National Office of FMCS, maintains a roster of qualified 
arbitrators who are located in all parts of the country. When 
parties to a dispute require a third party decision they may 
jointly request a panel from which to make their choice. The 
Office of Arbitration Services will then select by tandom 
method a list of arbitrators available to hear the dispute. 

FMCS has also provided assistance to other agencies in dispute 
resolution and other types of mediation services. The Service 
has mediated Environmental Protection Agency, Department of 
Transportation and Department of Labor negotiated rulemaking 
cases. We have provided mediation training and technical 
assistance to several other agencies. 

If you have any questions about FMCS involvement, call 
our Legal Counsel, Daniel P. Dozier at 653-5305. 
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Reprinted with pemiuion from Monthly Labor Review, pp. 31-3-4, 
Copyright August 1995 

The FMCS contribution 
to nonlabor dispute resolution 
During the 1961-80 period, the Federal Mediation 
and Conciliation Service shared its expertise 
with parties outside the labor-relations arena; 
results demonstrate the promise of mediation 
for the speedy, low-cost resolution of many 
different types of economic and social conflicts 

JEROME T. BARRETI' 

Four fonnal procedures-litigation, arbitration, negotia
tion, and mediation-are commonly used for the legitimate 
resolution of disputes between individuals or groups. In 
litigation and arbitration, a third party is empowered to 
decide the issue in question. Negotiation has the advllJltage 
of allowing the parties to participate fully in developing a 
solution with which each can live. Mediation blends the 
advantages of the other three methods, employing an ob
jective third party, but leaving the decision on the outcome 
to those who must abide by it. 

Since its establishment in 1947, the U.S. Federal Me
diation and Conciliation SeNice (FMcs), the oldest and larg
est mediation agency In the world, I has acquired considerable 
expertise through the resolution of labur-management dis
putes. During the past two decades, the :;Lrvice increasingly 
shared its skills by helping to resolve disputes outside the 
private-sector industrial relations arena. This article reviews 
the recent contributions of the SeNice to problem resolution 
in nontraditional areas. The discussion is based on !-"ldCS 
documents, inteNiews with mediators and recipients of Ser
vice assistance, and the author's own experience as fonner 
head of the staff involved in tile expanded sco?e. 

Ierome T. Barrett is aD leave from Northern Kentucky Universiry w~Ue 
on assignment with the Bureau of Labor·Manage.ment and CoopctiWve 
Programs, U.s. Depanment of Labor. 

Testing new waters 
Prior to the appoinunent Of William Simkin as director 

of the FMCS in 1961, the SeNice had not worked beyond 
its legislative mandate in private-sector labur-managel]1ent 
relations. The emergence of public employee unionism in 
the 1960's changed this. 

Although the Service lacked legislative authority to han
dle disputes between public employees and their employers, 
no other organization was available in most instances to 
provide assistance. In response to public pressure and the 
urgent requests of the parties, the SeNice began providing 
mediation on a case-by-case basis. Because many of these 
public employee disputes in large cities were civil rights 
disputes as well, the SeNice was droiwn further afield from 
its usual work into new and unfamiliar areas. 

J. Conus Counts, who followed Simkin as FMes director 
in 1969, continued the policy of ad hoc mediation of public 
employee disputes, but otherwise made no changes In the 
mission of the SeNice. However, the appoinunent of Wil
liam Usery to the post in July 1973 ushered in what was to 
be a major growth period for the agency. By strongly urging 
an expanded role for the SeNice, Usery persuaded the Ad
ministration and the Congress to increase his staff and bud
get accordingly. 

In 1973, Usery's plans for the SeNice led him to create 
the Office of Technical SeNices within the agency's national 

31 
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office. This office was to coordinate and promote technical 
assistance cases. conduct an improved professional devel
opment program for the mediators. provide a technical in
formation and research function to assist the field mediator. 
and experiment with new uses of mediation. During the 4 
years of its existence. the office was the focal point of an 
increasing amount of non-labor-relations work within the 
Sen>ice. 

In early 1974. Usery convened a 3-day meeting of all 
Sen>ice managers to discuss the agency's role. The major 
result was the adoption of a five·part mission statement. 
While four partS specifically referred to labor-management 
relstions. the fifth envisioned an expanded role in 
"[d)eveloping the art. science and practice of dispute res
olution." This mission statement remains in effect today. 

During the oil crisis in 1974. Director Usery personally 
became involved in some non-labor-relations disputes be
tween independent truckers and oil companies. and between 
independent gas st2tion operators and the oil companies. In 
the $ame year, the Service undertook whllt is probably the 
most noteworthy example of nontraditional mediation. the 
settlement of a longstanding dispute between two Indian 
tribes. 

The Hopi-Navajo dispute. Geugraphically the largest In
dian reservation in the United States. covering 2'/2 million 
acres in northeastern Arizona. the Hopi-Navajo reservati!;>n 
had been created by executive order in 1882. There followed 
yeJll"S of disagreement over land use by the two tribes. during 
which many traditional dispute-resolving procedures were 
us<:d with only partial and tempornry success. In 1974. 
Congress enacted a statute directing the FMCS to try to me
diate the dispute. 

Accordingly. the Service hired former Director Simic,in 
as principal mediator for the project. Congress appropriated 
5500.000 to finance the mediation. and 550 million was 
made available to other Federal agencies to help implement 
the settlement by relocating fences. villages. families, burial 
grounds, and monuments. If settlement were not fuUy achieved 
within 6 months. the mediator was to make a report with 
recommendations to the Federn! District Court. 

After months of work by the mediation telllTl. supported 
Wlth information from other government agencies. agree
ment was reacbed in principle on most issues. The media
tors' report and recommendations to the Federal COUrt were 
adopted and enforced by the terms of a March 1977 ruling. 
However, because many questions remained on the imple
mentation. the COUrt and the tribes requested that the me
diation effort continue. For the ne~t year. Simkin continued 
to help the parties on an as-needed basis. 

The success of this mediation effort was praised by the 
court. the tribes. the Bureau of Indian Affairs of the De
partment of the lnterior. and the media. The length of the 
dispute. the sacred nature of some issues. the uniqueness 
of the Indian culture and habits. and the failure of the nU-
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merous prior efforts to settle the problem all had contri~ii!ed 
to the difficulty of the mediation project. But unlike the 
earlier efforts-treaties. litigation. court orders. executive 
orders. and acts of Congress which produced answers to 
narrow questions-mediation allowed the parties to deal 
with their needs and desires. nnd in that way to develop 
solutions with which they both could live. 

The Home Owners' Warranty program. Anotherextensive 
project begun during the Usery directorship involved the 
Home Owners' Warranty (HOW) program of the National 
Association of Home Builders. The HOW program was started 
in 1973 as a method of formally resolving disputes th.t arise 
between home builder; ',nd home buyers. The program. 
provided under a warranty, used mediation and arbitration 
to resolve differences. Before HOW was created. the Na
tional Association of Home Builders caroe to the !'MCS for 
advice and assistance. 

The Service provided numerous suggestions on how the 
program might work. and extensive help in prepanng and 
conducting more than 20 training sessions for HOW staff 
throughout the country during J 973 and 1974. Once the 
program was operating. technical advice was offered to HOW 
conciliators who encountered mediation problems. And in 
1976. when Ihe Federal Trade Commission issued rules on 
warrantys and guaranties under the newly passed Magnu
son-Moss Bill. the Service assisted HOW in getting approval 
from the commission for the program to operate as an ex
periment under the neW rules. Without this approval, HOW 
mediators trained by the FMCS would have become ineligible 
to participate in dispute resolution. 

The Oglala SiOlLt election. Former Deputy Director James 
Scearce became Director of the FMCS in the spring of 1976. 
As Deputy. Scearce had acted as the liaison with the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs and other Federal agencie~ during the 
Hopi-Navajo mediation effort. As a result of these contacts. 
the Oglala Sioux Tribe of Pine Ridge Reservation in South 
Dakota contacted Scearce in 1975 to discuss us need for a 
neutral organization to oversee a tribal election. (The pre
vious election had been hotly contested and the results con
troversial.l After considerable discussion-and an urgent 
request from the Bureau of Imllan Affairs-the Service 
agreed to help. 

The Pine Ridge reservation. geographically the second 
largest in the country. was home to 12,000 tribal members 
and 3,500 non-Indians. Twer,ty-one polling places were 
needed to cover its 2 million acres. The Service was to 
oversee the election conducted by the mbal election board 
by developing the election rules and procedures. training 
the election judges and observers. and providing a tramed 
election adviser at each polling place during the primary 
and general elections. These advisers were FMCS mediators 
and retirees from the Department of Labor and the National 



Ubor Relations Board who were selected by and who worked 
under the direction of the Service. 

Both elections were held without major problems during 
January 1976.' 

Federal agencies. A number of Federal agencies also re
quest:d help from the Service during the tenure of Usery 
and Scearce. A few examples will illustrate both the types 
of requests and the Service's responses. 

• CommunitY Relations Service (CRS). The CRS is a branch 
of the U.S. Department of Justice charged with mediating 
civil rights disputes. During 1973-79, FMCS h~lped de
velop position descriptions for its mediators, conducted 
a number of training sessions for the mediators, developed 
an internship program, and arranged for liaison between 
field mediators of the two agencies in cases involving 
both civil rights and labor relations. 

• Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The FBt training 
facility in Quantico, VA, conducts training for State and 
local police officers. At the Bureau's request, the FMCS 
in 1975 critiqued training sessions and instructional ma
terials intended to aid officers in dealing with domestic 
disputes and hostage taking. The Service also helped de
velop suggestions for nonviolent response to these ex
plosive situations. 

o Department of Commerce. Between 1976 and 1980,the 
Service helped the Science and Technology Division of 
the Commerce Department develop a system to resolve 
disputes over voluntary standards for manufactured 
products. 

• lAw Enforcement Assistance Administration and Equal 
Employment Opportuniry Commission. The Service 
provided mediation training to the staff of both agencies. 

The Washington Lab. During much of the 1973-77 pe
riod, the Service's Office of Technical Assistance responded 
to the many opportunities in the Washington, D. C., area to 
provide assistance in resolving nonlabor disputes. This was 
a mutually beneficial arrangement-the parties were guided 
toward long-term solutions for their problems, and the Ser
vice got the opponunity to experiment and apply its skills 
in new areas. The range of Service activities included: 
I) mediating a racial dispute within tl>." Pistrict of Columbia 
fire department; 2) setting up a Prl,~·:ure for settling dis
putes between landlords and tenam' in L~e District, and 
mediating several cases to help get the system work
ing; 3) mediating a racial dispute between custodians and 
tea~hers in the Arlington County, VA, schools; 4) working 
behind the scenes with the Environmental Protection Agency, 
the Steelworkers union, and an interested citizen group on 
a proposed District of Columbia City Council ordinance 
bantling the sale of beverages in cans; and 5)- training the 
staff of the Montgomery County, MD, Consumer Complaint 
Office-in negotiation and mediation skills. 
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The later years 
Wayne Horvitz, who became Director of the FMCS in 

April 1977, was acquainted with nontraditional mediation. 
having spent 2 years as a consultant to the National Center 
for Dispute Settlement during the late 1960's. During his 
tenure, the first continUing Use of FMCS mediators in non
labor-management cases began with age discrimination dis
putes. Under the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, discrim
ination on the basis of age is prohibited in programs and 
activities that receive Federal funds. Responsibility for en
forcing the Act was assigned to the Secretary of Health, 
Education, and Welfare (HEW). Following months of dis
cussion and planning, the FMCS and HEW developed a system 
for handling these Cases that featured mediation. The 
uniqueness of this system was emphasized by HEW Secretary 
Califano in a 1978 speech on aging: 

We propose, for the first time in the history of civil rights en
forcement. to enlist the Federal Medjation and Conciliation Ser· 
vice to review claims of discrimination and resolve them, within 
no more thnn 60 to 90 days. No other civil tights program in our 
government employs such a process of third party mediation. But 
perhaps. in time, every one of our civil rights programs sbould 
feature such a mediation process.' 

FMCS used the introduction of this program to test a mod
ified ~lassessment center' I concept for recruiting, selection, 
and training.' An evaluation phase was conducted using an 
innovative case handling system: In one-half of the Service's 
regio~al offices, the cases were mediated by spedally trained 
FMCS mediators who also continued to handle their normal 
labor-management caseloads. In the other regions, individ
uals' from outside the agency were selected to mediate on 
an as-needed basis. These persons, called community COQ
ciliators, were recruited and trained through various com
munity-based mediation centers. S 

During the first 18 months of the program, the Service 
handled a total of 94 age discrimination cases, with 55 
percent requiring no funber action after mediation.6 

He/ping other Federal agencits. The Horvitz directorship 
was characterized by an increase in the amount Qf ngo-labor
management work done by the Service for other Federal 
agencies. One such effon involved the Office of Environ
mental Planning of the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHA), which contacted FMCS in the spring of 1979 to discuss 
its need for training in negotiation skills. The employees of 
FHA and their State counterparts were involved in the con
demnation of propeny and the exercise of eminent domain 
in the construction of highways, activities which often give 
rise to conflict. After discussions OVer several months, an 
agreement was reached between the two agencies providing 
for the detailing of two mediators to learn more about en
vironmental disputes and the work of the FlIA, and several 
week-long training programs by FMCS covering a variety of 
dispute-resolving methods such as negotiating, prioritizing, 
consensus bu;;ding, and problem solving.7 
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The Service also received requests for training assistance 
from a number of other agencies which had concluded that 
their programs would be helped by having a staff more 
skilled in conflict resolution. Among these agencies were 
the Veterans' Reemployment Office of the Department of 
Labor, the Office of Civil Rights of the Depanment of 
H,clth and Human Services, and t:lll DIIpMment of Housing 
"ud Urban Development. Some agencies simplY sought ad
vice on how to systematically deal with conflicts. Although 
staff c,inU limited the number of requests which FMes could 
satisfy. such help was given to the Division of Standards 
and Regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency, 
the Environmental Office of the Department of Energy, and 
the Council on Environmental Quality within the Executive 
Office of the President. 

Non·Federal work. Although the emphasis during the 
HO!'Vi~ directorship was on helping Federal agencies, some 
assistance was given to other organizations. A rew of these 
cases, discussed below, will demonstrate the nature ofthese 
Service efforts. 

In 1979, FMCS and the Home Owners Warranty (H('IW) 
prognu:n staff cooperated to create the National Academy 
of Conciliators to assume responsibility for administering 
the HOW prognu:n and to provide other dispute settlement 
services. Over the next 2 years, the Service gave extensive 
assistance to the Academy in developing its staff. Since its 
establishment, the Academy has served more than 30 clients 
in dispute settlement work, and continue.. to increase its 
role and impact in new areas of dispute settlement. 

In 1978-79, the Service provided assistance to the Family 
Mediation Association, a nationwide organization of law
yers, psychologists, marriage counselors, social workers, 
and clergy. Since its establishment, the Association had 
typically employed a very fonnal and structured fonn of 
nlediation in its sensitive and important work. At the request 
of some Association members, FMes undertook a cooper
ative aaining and ~<lnsultation program, which ultimately re
sulted in some modification of the fannal mediation techniques. 

In a 1980 case, the Attorney General of Alaska requested 
FMCS assistance in developing a dispute settlement system 
for land use problems. A new State law required local gov
ernments to clear their land use p1ans with the Alaska Coas1al 
Management Council. The Council wanted to adopt a dis
pute settlement system that could resolve conflicts among 
local planners, natives, and land resource developers. A 
State Assistant Attorney General met with FMCS in Wash
ington, D.C., to discuss a system that would include Service 
participation. A mediator then travelcd to Alaska to meet 
with the Council and to discuss the system and the FMCS 
role in it. The Council adopted the system, which designated 
FMC;:; to select and assign mediators as disputes arose. 

In a final example, the FMCS was asked to serve in an 
advisory capacity on a project funded by the Department of 
Education and administe(l:d by the National Association of 
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Social Workers. The intent of the project was to apply 
mediation techniques to conflicts arising from a law re
quiring the educational mainstrcaming of handicapped chil
dren within public school systems. Doring 1979-80, the 
Service provided advice and suggestions to, and sh=d in
structional materials and training strategies with. the director 
of the mainstrc!alling prognu:n. 

Mediators carry on the tradition 
Because of budget cuts in 1981 and 1982, all Service 

involvement with noolabor work was stopped, except for a 
small prognu:n dealing with age discrimination mediation. 
However, interviews conducted by the author with FMCS 
field mediators during 1983 revealed that many of them 
continue to initiate their own work in the nonl.bor field, 
motivaled by personal interest, opportunity, community in
volvement, feelings of professional responsibility, or intel
lectua! curiosity. The range of activities reported by these 
mediators includes providing general or specific infonnation 
about medi.tion; providing training; helping to develop dis
pute settlement systems; and the actual mediation of cases. 
Examples of recent projects undertaken by interviewees pr0-

vide evidence of the value of mediation to such diverse 
entities as governments, communides, universities, minor .. 
ity groups, troubled families, and even to the Nation's ju
dicial system. [t is noteworthy that most of the mediators 
who reported taking on nonlabor cases enjoyed the work 
and intend to continue their involvement in some capacity. 

CERTAINLY, the use of nontr:lditional mediation has in
creased greatiy dUring the past 10 years. Given the expe
rience of FMCS in mediation, and its demonstrated willingness 
to share that expertise, there is nO doubt that the Service 
contributed immeasurably to the evolution and spread 
of this highly effective, low-cost means of conflict re
solution. 0 
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I. Introduction: The Need and Impetus 

The genesis of the idea to use third-party neutrals in some 

enforcement actions at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) came in early 1985 from two independent sources: (1) the 

need for Agency enforcement personnel to more effectively 

negotiate resolutions to enforcement cases, and (2) a growing 

enforcement case backlog. In response to the former, EPA 

enforcement staff developed a course designed to enhance the 

skills of Agency and Department of Justice (DOJ) personnel work

ing as a team, in negotiating settlements in enforcement cases. 

The exploration of better ways to resolve enforcement matters 

led the developers of the negotiation course to the use of 

third-party neutrals. 

At the same time, EPA was beginning to open new enforcement 

cases faster than it closed existing ones, and the gap was start

ing to widen. This fact forced the Agency to look at new ways 

of making its enforcement program more efficient as it also 

became clear that EPA would not be receiving significant addi

tional enforcement resources. ADR was suggested, along with 

other innovative enforcement ideas such as environmental aUditing 

as a means of improving EPA's enforcement effort. 

Two other offices within EPA had already begun using ADR to 

aid in the resolution of o"thE'l. types of disputes. First, the 

Agency had used facilitators to help in the promulgation of 

certain regulations, a program that became known as negotiated 

rulemaking. To date, EPA has used this technique in six rulema~

ings. Second, the Superfund Community Relations Office began u 
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ilot program to use facilitators at Superfund sites where there 

las no enforcement action, i.e., EPA could not identify any 

arties who may be liable for cleanup. At these sites, the only 

'nterested parties are the various governmental entities and the 

2itizenry. EPA has successfully used facilitators at several of 

~hese sites to negotiate a cleanup agreeabie to all parties. 

As discussion about the use'of ADR in enforcement began and 

~arious individuals raised concerns about its use in this context, 

it became necessary to address these concerns in writing and to 

set forth procedures for the use of ADR in enforcement actions 

at EPA. The result was a draft guidance on this topic, issued 

on December 2, 1986, and planned for completion in the spring 

of 1987. This article discusses two sections of the draft 

guidance: (1) the selection of enforcement cases appropriate 

for ADR, and (2) the selection and qualification of neutrals. 

The article also addresses the advantages and concerns about 

ADR in EPA's enforcement program. 

II. Selection of Appropriate Cases 

In order to employ neutrals in enforcement actions, it was 

necessary for the Agency to develop a process for the selection 

of appropriate cases. One of the first questions that arose in 

this context was how to describe the kinds of cases that may be 

suitable for ADR, i.e., how can one choose from an ex~sting 

caseload those actions where ADR might be helpful. 
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A two-part process seemed to be the most useful way to 

handle this problem. The guidance, therefore, first describes 

criteria which EPA enforcement personnel can use to search throu 

their existing caseloads to make a preliminary determination as 

to which cases might be suitable for ADR. After this first step 

of a preliminary determination, those working on a case meeting 

the criteria are to hold more detailed discussions to: (1) reach 

consensus among government negotiation team members on using ADR 

in this case, (2) evaluate in greater depth those aspects of the 

preliminary criteria which are specifically applicable to this 
f 

case, and (3) evaluate the willingness of the violators to parti-
)1 

cipate in ADR. 

Development of the criteria for the preliminary determinatio 

proved to be a difficult task. A search of the relevant litera-

ture revealed little that was useful. It, therefore, became 

necessary to develop such cheracteristics from the experience of 

EPA enforcement personnel. 

We concluded that cases appropriate for ADR appeared to fall 

j,nto two rna jor and one minor ca tegory. One rna jor category in-

c.ludes actions where the parties have reached, or anticipate 

re,c,lching, a negotiation or litigation impasse. Such impasses 

arise for many reasons including personality ~onflicts, poor 

comm'.lnication between parties! multiple parties with conflicting 

agend,'ls I inflexible negotiating postures, sophisticated technicd 1 

circumstances leading to a myriad of factual disputes, and any 

other r,easons slowing or halting progress toward the resolution? 

of the a,,::tion. 
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The second major category encompasses those cases that 

equire an inappropriate level of Agency resources. In such 

ctions the resolution of the dispute would require an e~cessive 

xpenditure of government time or money so that it would be more 

fficient to use a neutral to resolve all or parts of the case. 

his category includes cases with a large number of parties; with 

large number of issues; where the issues are complex, divisive, 

r controversial; or which are so routine that they do not merit 

he usual expenditure of resources required for enforcement. In 

his latter subcategory, streamlined, binding ADR techniques 

uch as arbitration are extremely useful. 

The minor category involves actions where the remedy a court 

ay award would not achieve the long-term environmental results 

esired. These cases usually require the involvement of persons 

r entities not parties to the lawsuit such as state or local 

uthorities to resolve an underlying political problem or provide 

unding for the remedy. 

II. Selection and Qualification of Neutrals 

A. Selection of ADR Mechanism 

The Agency encountered similar problems in drafting its 

uidance regarding the selection and qualification of neutrals 

or specific disputes. Prior to the actual selection and quali

ication, however, the question arises as to which ADR mechanism 

s most appropriate for a specific dispute. One can safely 

ssume that at least some of the parties to most enforcement 

ctions by EPA will be unsophisticated about the use of ADR. 
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Therefore, it is important that tHere be someone to advise the~ 

parties as to which ADR mechanism to use. The Agency is consi

dering a number of proposed approaches, yet all appear to have 

drawbacks. 

One suggestion is for the parties to hire a professional 

neutral to help them select the appropriate ADR process. While 

such a person would no doubt be helpful, this approach would 

extend the time period required for ADR, thus making ADR less 

attractive to EPA personnel. The existing enforcement process 

is already viewed by many Agency personnel as overly time 

consuming and cumbersome. Additionally, this approach would 

make the process more costly for all parties. 

A second suggestion is to the use trained EPA personnel to 

aid in the selection of an appropriate mechanism. While this 

idea would save time and expense, there is no guarantee that 

violators would view such personnel as unprejudiced, and may 

consider any suggestions by such EPA personnel to be unaccept

able. 

For now, the Agency has determined to let the parties 

decide this issue on a case-by-case basis, using whatever deci

sionmaking method upon which they can agree. The experience 

gathered in actual cases should suggest the best method for 

handling this issue. 

B. Neutral Selection 

In its use of third-party neutrals, EPA is likely to draw 

from two different kinds of sources. First, assuming that the 

Agency will eventually use neutrals on a fairly regular basis, 
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t!will be necessary to have a comprehensive list of neutrals 

ith certain disciplines from which the Agency can make selec

ions. These disciplines would include mediation, arbitration, 

nd certain others. Because the list would be used by a federal 

gency, it should be open to anyone who wishes to be considered 

s a potential neutral in an EPA enforcement action. On the 

ther hand, there needs to be some screening of applicants to 

uild a reliable list of candidates. Further, an organization 

ther than EPA should compile and maintain this list. Thus, 

eutrals drawn from such a list would not automatically be 

onsidered tainted by other parties to the dispute. 

Second, the Agency also needs an organization with the 

apability to find appropriate neutrals with specific expertise 

or fact-findings, mini-trials, and other ADR processes requiring 

uch expertise. Because each case will require a different k~nd 

f expertise, it is not possible to maintain a list of such 

xperts. For the same reasons enumerated above concerning the 

ist of mediators and arbitrators, this search capability should 

e maintained by an organization other than EPA. 

C. Qualification by EPA 

After obtaining a list of names of potential neutrals for 

case, it is necessary to evaluate their credentials before 

~election. In developing guidelines for the qualifications of 

leutrals, the Agency drew heavily from the draft ethical guide

-ines of the Society for Professionals in Dispute Resolution 

.nd its emphasis on disclosure. The qualifications suggest that 

,'PA personnel require that candidate neutrals disclose relevant 
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p 
Based on these disclosures, the .. 

government can then choose a neutral with which it is most 

comfortable. These categories are: (1) demonstrated experience 

as a neutral, including other relevant experience such as trainin 

or judicial experience; (2) independence based on interests or 

relationships; (3) subject matter expertise, if applicable; and 

(4) other roles in the case in which the neutral may be serVing. 

IV. Advantages and Concerns 

A. Advantages 

The advantages of using ADR in a federal agency like EPA 

are generally the same as those enjoyed by any other partiCipant 

in an ADR process in any other context. For EPA, like others, 

ADR is a case management tool. It is but one way to improve the 

efficiency by which a person or an organization resolves its 

disputes. 

For binding ADR mechanisms such as arbitration the primary 

benefit is an expeditious resolution of the matt€lrs to be decided 

Binding ADR mechanisms provide streamlined procedures and an 

abbreivated time period prior to hearing and decision. One 

result is that EPA saves manpower resources which it may then 

devote to other cases. Further, by selecting the issues it 

wishes to submit to binding ADR, the Agency retains control over 

that part of the dispute resolution process. 

For non-binding ADR mechanisms such as mediation, many of 

the benefits are more subtle. First, such techniques give the 
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arties almost complete control of the dispute resolution 

rocess. Second, resolutions arrived at in this way are usually 

lore creative, and there is greater commitment to them. Because 

,here is no winner and no loser, the solutions "~eel fairer." 

-'inally, a neutral can help the parties to stop wasting their 

~ime on collateral issues like personalities, and to devote their 

_nergies to the solution of the dispute. 

B. Concerns 

In the process of discussing ADR with EPA and DOJ personnel, 

Jne naturally hea.rs the concerns they have about using these 

mechanisms. Strangely enough, a number of these concerns are that 

ADR will cause the problems that these techniques are designed to 

cure. While most of the reservations I encountered are those one 

may expect from any individual not familiar with ADR, there were 

a few that appear to be specific to a bureaucracy if not EPA 

itself. 

Some of the concerns reflect fear of appearing inadequate or 

losing control of the case itself. One EPA official stated that 

the primary reason for resistance to ADR is that enforcement 

personnel believe that the act of bringing in a neutral is an 

indication of a failure to resolve the case on one's own. 

Coupled with this feeling is an often expressed belief that by 

"turning the case over to a neutral" one loses control of it. 

Some of this reaction to ADR is attributable to the initial 

viewing by some individuals of all ADR as mechanisms by which 

neutrals decide cases. Some education in how non-binding 

techniques, such as mediation, work may mitigate this reaction. 
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EPA enforcement personnel are rightly afraid that ADR will 

be used by some violators as another means of drawing out 

negotiations and delaying compliance with environmental laws. 

Without appropriate lit~gation pressure and a deadline for the 

use of ADR. this f.ear can become reality. 

DOJ expressed concern that neutrals may be compelled to 

testify regarding matters the parties tell them in confidence. 

This concern is more pronounced for Superfund cases where actioI 

are usually pursued against multiple defendants. In these case~ 

EPA may reach agreement with some of the defendants (with or 

without the use of a neutral), and then pursue the others for tl 

balance of the government's costs. In such cases, EPA and DOJ 

are concerned that those parties who have not reached agreement 

with EPA would attempt to compel a neutral who worked with the 

settling parties to testify regarding information imparted to tr 

neutral during settlement discussions. 

There appear to be a number of ways of meeting this concern 

about confidentiality of discussions with neutrals. EPA is 

considering either promulgating its own regulations or amending 

those of DOJ which do not allow neutrals to testify regarding 

information learned from parties to disputes without specific 

authorization from a high ranking agency official. Additionally 

there is case law both regarding settlement discussions and the 

Freedom of Information Act which indicates that it is against 

public policy to compel neutrals to testify as to what parties 

confided in them. 
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Another often expressed concern is that ADR will not save 

esources, but will take additional time to introduce a neutral 

'nto a case. In this view, use of a third-party is an extra 

·tep in the enforcement process. Similarly, there is the 

elief that the process of obtaining a neutral will take too 

ong, especially when one considers how slowly anything moves 

~hrough the bureaucracy. To meet this latter concern EPA has 

.eveloped a process for using ADR which not only fits within 

xisting Agency enforcement procedures, but is as expeditious 

.s possible. 

Unique to EPA is a management system which provides 

ewards and incentives for certain types of enforcement activi

~ies, most important of which activities is the bringing of 

~nforcement actions. One of the often mentioned concerns by 

·'PA personnel is that the existing management system at EPA 

oes not provide any incentives for the use of ADR and, in 

.rder to encourage its use, such incentives must be included. 

'PA is presently developing such rewards and incentives. 

Finally, many DOJ and EPA personnel view enforcement actions, 

lot as disputes between parties, but as quasi-criminal actions 

~gainst violators. Whether expressly stated or not, there is a 

.ridely held. belief that ADR is inapproriate in such matters. It 

is my opinion that these individuals believe that courts will deal 

~ppropriately harshly with violators, and that use of neutrals 

will blunt the government's prosecutorial vigor. 

There are several responses to this view. First the environ

mental statutes which EPA administers have criminal provisions, 
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and both EPA and DOa have a separate criminal office to prosecute 

offenses falling under these provisions. EPA does not presently 

advocate ADR in its cr:Lltttnal cases. Second, while some govern

ment personnel may view-all violators as criminal, most violators 

and judges do not. There are usually some mitigating circumstance 

from the violator's viewpoint as to why the particular facility is 

not in compliance that makes the great majority of environmental 

enforcement cases inappropriate for criminal action because 

criminal intent cannot be proven. Thus, most EPA enforcement 

actions must proceed like otheJr civil lawsuits. Some EPA and DOJ 

personnel, however, tend to treat civil violators as criminals 

which naturally causes violators to become defensive. In such 

cases, a spiral of combativeness and non cooperation begins, and 

cannot easily be stopped. It is in exactly these kinds of cases 

where a neutral can help the parties to turn their attention from 

their positions to their interests. 

V. Conclusion 

While there are many concerns about the use of ~DR in 

enforcement actions at EPA, the benefits clearly outweigh the 

concerns. Further, both EPA and violators need to find creative 

ways of resolving disputes without tying up extensive resources. 

The greatest challenge is to convince Agency personnel and viola

tors of this fact so that they will suggest the use of ADR in 

specific cases. 
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With the recent draft guidance, on which much of this 

rticle is based, EPA has taken the lead among federal agencies 

n developing a process for using ADR in a major agency program. 

e believe that with the experience of a few case examples, and 

-PA's 3uccess in negotiated rulemaking and Superfund Community 

elations, EPA and other agencies will want to integrate the use 

f ADR into its approach to resolving the many types of disputes 

n which federal agencies are involved. 
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Mediation and Adjudication: 
The Double Track Approach 
By ST. JOHN BARREn' 

As burgoonin, caseloads have imposed 
ioc:rcasing stress on our adjudicative sys .. 
tcms. renewed attention has been given to 
attitntion f mediation and other less for .. 
.. hlleM. of keeping disputes from reach
"" the adjudicative track. Relatively little 
attention, however, has ~en given. the 
pow"l, parallel use of mediation to re,olve 
diJpltes already on that track. This article 
wnlexaminc recent expe:ience oflhe U.S. 
Depoutm,nt of Health and tluman Service. 
In fonnally establishing for its grant-in-aid 
pI'OSr'8JI1s a mediation process to resolve 
c!Ispute! already in administrative adjudi
c:adcrI. The HHS experience suggests this 
process would be useful to other agencies 
ill resolving both grant and non-gr.u" dis
pula under adjudication. 

1M HHS Mediation SysleM 

in the 1970s, Federal ag<nei,. charged 
willi responsibility for administering Fed
eral programs oC grants .. in·aid have 
illl:r'ea5ingJy used formally established grant 
appeals boards to heas and adjudicate dis
putes between granting agencies and grant .. 
C=!. The first of these appeal boards, and 
G!Ie that has served as a prototype for other 
•• ,eh boards, was established by the 
~par!\Ilent of Health, Education, and 
Welf"'" (HEW) in 1913.' The HEW Grant 
Appeals Board has been continued, under 
a new and revised regulation.2 by the 
Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS), HEW's sUCcessor agency. The 
regulation accords HHS grantee. under 
designated programs the right to appeal final 
decisions of an HHS constituent agency on 
a dispute arising under an existing &rant~ 

-The author. a practicicliawyerin Washing~ 
taD. D.C., served ten yean as deputy seneral 
counsdofthe U.S. OepartmentofHealth, Edu
estion, and Weltare~ 
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The Departmental Grant Appeals Board, 
upon the basi. or written submittals by the 
grantee and the sranting agency, supple. 
mented in some cues by a hearing that 
affords opportunity to produce evidence 
and witnesses ror cross..f:xamination and 
oral argument, renders a reasoned, written 
decision on the dispute. J 

Although HEW was the first federal 
granting agency to establish a grant appeals 
board. it was one ofHEW'.s emulators, the 
Environmental Protection Agency, that first 
formally provided for mediation as an 
adjunct to board review. The EPA PI'<"''' 
dure, adopted in 1979, provide" 

/2J Mediation. 
If the Board decides that mediati('( 1I'ould W. 

useful to resolution of a dispute, tJ ~ nl)ur~t, It'I 
consultation with the panics, may !, I.,j~ JJ;C 

of mediation techniques and will asS1..\ \\ se;rcl· 
in& a medla!or. The mediatornulY take lu;'; 'ftt~>I' 
agreed upon by the panics to :tc:ek resolUlH>.:o ~·f 
the dispute or c:!1\';f!.catlon DC issues. The results 
of mediation:ue n.')( bindin, on the parties unless 
the parties so agree in writing. The mediator and 
the Board may not e.'lmmunicate about the mer· 
it, oC the case in the absence of the panics.· 

Although EPA was the first agency to 
adopt such a provision. it had. as of c~.rlr 
1982, yet to use ml!dintion techniq!~~ hl 
any pending appeal. 

Long before it had a regulation author
izing or requiring mediation of pending 
grantee appeals, the Grant Appeals Board 
at HEW pushed grantee-appellants and 
agency·appeUees to the conference table in 
appropriate cases. J The Board institution· 
a1ized this practice in 1979 by routinely 
including in a letter to the parties acknowl .. 
edging the receipt of the appeal a paragraph 
reciting that the Board favored efforts to 
resolve the dispute by direct discussion 
between partie., aUowilli thirty days within 
which such discussions could be instituted. 

And requiring the grantor agency \l,ithin that 
time either to submit a written report on 
the status of such discussions or to file irs 
written response to the appeal. 

On lanuasy 6, 1981 HHS published • 
notice of proposed rule making in the Fed
eral Register propo$ing extensive revision 
of its .£011nt a!)peal procedures. includin; 
adoj)t~ lj' ::'If mediation s.imilar to that in use 
pl BPJ ~:.,~ tl~. ~~J.fS Board commenced usina 
(MC:t:i~'OI~ Froc:~QI.. ~s without waitina. 
.>nWt:~··-:r. i))~· l,lf(tm.!I&;~tion of a final rule. 
! In ~iin.!h ;':.1), l'';~~j, It . '~sign!lteC: at the 
'~'l'Ie:::( '.11' 11 gec.ute.; ~.:~'i~.i"nt . ,mba" 

H~·"!.'i ~;~ulto a.1::;i::!t ·t;.-tl1C~nb;~ ~. ~; ,!PCtlled 
. .jI1!,Ul": . 011 ;\ugll'St i: M.I! .' :.t',o '1. 1981 
lbr:noma:;:'!.icr.~(,-d:~n::d .~, :ntachd 
IWO .,.-.enchr.:~ :"~t:1,~~,; .. .Ita' • -'w earlier been 
fihl or ;he "<" : 0' '.alifomia.' Shortly 
ther .. <i!l":t, 0-' ",u$ust3l. 1981 I HHS issued 
its i::ml ru\ ~ ,wising the grant appeal pro
r;t;l!u;-es ;,nd including the following new 
y,uvb.on on mediation: 

§ 16.18 Altdlallan 
(a) In ClJS~S p~ndjn, htfor~ Iht /f01:Jrd. If the 

Board decides thc mediation would be useful to 
resolve a disputc, the Board. In consultation 
with the panies l may suggest use of mediation 
tecllniques and will provide or as~i!ol ir! selectina 
a mediator. The mediator may take any steps 
agreed upon by the parties to resolve the dispute 
or c:1ariCy the issucs. TIle results o( mCfhatlon 
are not binding on the parties unless the parties 
so agree in writing~ The Board will internally 
insulate the mediator from any Board or staIf 
members assigned to handle the appe.dl. 

(b) In olhercases.in an), other grants dispute. 
the Board nul)', within the limitations of its 
resources, offcr persons trained in mediation 
skills .0 aid in resolving the dispute. Mediation 
services will only be offered at the request. or 
with the concurrence of a responsible federal 
progrnm official in the program under which the 
dispute arises. The Board will insulate the 
mediator if any appeal subsequently ariscs from 
the dispute.' 
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In aU instances, the Board has desig
nated as mediator a member of its OWn 

staff, although under Its regulation it could 
go ouuide its staff or even outside the 
Department. In designating a mediator, the 
Board fonnally instructs the mediator and 
advises the panics that the mediator will 
be insulated from !Ill contact with the Board 
and the rest orits staff concerning the case. 
Those designated as mediators have 
received special training from the Federal 
Mediation and Conciliation Service. 

Despite the felt need to insulate the 
mediator from th. Board, both the Board 
and mediating parties perceive advantages 
in designating a staff member to mediate. 
As a gr1UlfOr representative has said, it puts 
"the psychological weight of the board" 
behind the mediator." Similarly. a grantee 
repre""nt.tive emphasizes that the long
term need of the grantor agencies to main
tain =dibility with the Board has a mod
erating influence on their stance before a 
staff member of the Board." 

The HHS Experience 

Although there were only seVen cases 
under the HHS procedure available for 
study by the author, they presented a SUr
prising number of variables. Of the seVen 
mediated cases: 

-four involved mandated state plan 
progJ1lms, while three involved dis-
1:fetionary project grants to -private 
grantees; 

-in four the mediated issues were largely 
factual, while in three they were largely 
legal; 

_two cases arose from a component 
HHS agency having a highly struc
tured process within the agency for 
resolution of grant disputes, while the 
others did not; 

-mediation was prompted in three cases 
by the Board itself and in four cases 
by the granteej": 

-the amounts in dispute ranged from a 
low of $1.346 to a high of over S4V, 
million. 

Examination of the cases suggests that 
Uk(ly success of mediation is related \0' 
whether the Issue is primarily of fact or of 
law, but is unrelated to any of the other 
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above variables. The four successfully 
mediated cases were: 

(I) a $1.8 million dispute with California 
concerning the proper count of eli
gible patients fordental services under 
a Medicaid "pilot project"; media· 
tion prompted by the grant •• :" 

(2) a S4V, million dispute with California 
concerning adequacy of documen
tation of cllrlms ror nursing care; 
mediation prompted by the grantee:" 

(3) a S4V, million dispute with California 
concerning adequacy of documen .. 
lation to support state clalm for fed
eral funding of aboftions under Med
icaid: mediation requested by the 
grantee;I' and 

(4) a SI,346 dispute with a HeadSlI1rt 
Program projcct grantee regarding the 
legal adequacy of claimed grantor 
approval of grantee expenditures: 
mediation prompted by the Board." 

The three California mediation suc
cesses clearly lumed on further. coopera
tive development of the facts. In the fourth 
mediation success, on (l smaU claim under 
a Headstart project, the issue. ostensibly 
legal, clearly would have been adjudicated 
agmns! the grantee. The legal issue was 
avoided, however, by a progrnm adjust .. 
ment, suggested by the Board, that per
mitted federal funding. While none of the 
mediation successes resolved a seriously 
disputed legal ;,sue, both of the mediation 
failures did. 

The first ofthe cases in which mediation 
failed was a $190,000 dispute between the 
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health 
Administration (ADAMHA) and a propri
etary recipient of a research grant, con
ceming proper construction of the tenns of 
a project extension and the leg.l efficacy 
of retroactive approval by a grantor reP'" 
resentative of cenain grantee expendi" 
tures .. \1 The grantee engaged private ~oljn
sel who, after exhausting the informal review 
procedures within ADAMHA, filed a for
mal appeal with the HHS Grani Appeals 
Board. Thereafter, he requested a funher 
opportunity to negotiate, and on March 20, 
1981 the Board chair designated a member 
of its sta.ff to serve as m~Jiator. Despite 
direct discussion between the parties under 

the dire.tion 1'( the mediator, ADAMHA 
adhered to its ~ositlons that (I) the expen
ditures were beyond the scope of the grant 
eKtension ond (2) retroactive approval was 
ineffective. The mediator advised the Board 
that voluntary resolution of the dispute was 
unlikely, and on Juno 16, 1981 the Board 
terminated mediation. Formnl adjudication 
resumed. and the Board on February 23, 
1992 reversed l~~ audit disallowance upon 
the ground that the expenditures had been 
within the terms or the gront extension: 

Although mediation failed. counsel for 
the grantee expressed satisfaction with the 
mediation process. It enhanced the credi .. 
bility of the agency in the 0tes ofthe grant
ee; it permitted counsel to promote hi! own 
credibility with the agency: it sharpened 
the issues; and it effectively afforded the 
grantee some factual discovery. Counsci 
also felt. for several reasonS, that it gave 
him a better shot (although unsuccessful) 
at a mediated settlement: tirst, it intro.. 
duced a neW actor (the mediator) onto the 
scene with some independent standing; 
second, it provided a more formal structure 
for (and hence greater care and thought
fulness in) negotiation; third, it tended to 
mute what he fcit had ~en lhe controlling 
influence DC department~' auditors in the 
disallowance. 

The second mediation failure involved a 
$19,000 dispute with North Carolina can
ccming the legal sufficiency of documen
tation of patient consent for sterilization 
under a mandated state-plan program." The 
State asscrted that consent forms had In 
fact been executed; that they were prop
erly retained by the attending physieians 
for later submittal with the physicians' 
claim" [orp.yment: that the disallowed costs 
were for collateral service providers, such 
as clir;tics and anaesthcsioJogis15, who hap-. 
pen(;d to submit their claims for payment 
before the physicians submitted theirs; and 
ihat when the physicians submitted their 
claims with the accompanying consent 
forms, the earlier payments to the collat
eral providers should then be approvable. 
Thefederal !!{lener, on Ihe olherhand, relied 
on the literal language of its regulation that 
the consent documentation be received by 
the state disbursing agent "before making 
payment." After having first "strongly" 
recommended to the parties a follow-up 
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audit to determine wIJcther the consent 
forms had In fact been executed, the Board 
on its own initiative designated a mediator. 
Four months later the regional attorney, 
on behalf of the grantor agency. withdrew 
from the mediation process on the ground 
that the clear terms of the program regu
lation left nothing to mediate. The formal 
a<ljudication then proceeded to a final deci
sion In favor of the grantor agency. In 
uplooldins the disallowance. the Board 
commented that the "literal application of 
the reguhUion in the facts of this case is 
unfortunateH and recommended that the 
"II.DCY consider the possibility of a 
"waiver" of the disqualifying precondi~ 

•• n. unsuccessful mediations strongly 
.,..at that ifa disputed legal issue has not 
to.. resolved by the time adjudication 
c:mnm:nces, it is not likely to be resolved 
by aoediation, even though the Board or 
tbc mertWor may seek to promole cquita~ 
bIe compromise. The successful media
tioM, oa the other hand, vividly demon
_ how a mediator can help resolve dif
forinl perceptions of facts or, perhaps more 
importantly. guide a grantee in filling gaps 
in its documentation of the facts* The 
importance of the latter function may be 
peaWar to grant or Contract disputes, where 
proper documentation of the facts may be 
as important as the facts themselves. But 
evea where documentation gaps cannot be 
filled, a mediated compromise of factual 
isaucs may ensue. This is illustrated by the 
tIuec cases mediated with California. 

Each of the California cases involved 
large disputed sums, ranging from almost 
two million to almost four and one-half mil
lion dollars; each involved problems of 
documenting the eligibility of individual 
patients for .ategories of health care pro
vided under state programs receiving fed
eral financial assistance; in each, the ulti
mate success of mediation derived largely 
from the medialor's leadership in chardng 
a course for further factual development. 
The reasons why this f.ctual development 
did not occur before initiation of (\)r~lal 
adjudication may be somewhat peculiar to 
grant programs. Time constraints, self
imposed by the granting agency, may require 
submission of claims by the granU:c and 
rejection by the grantor before full docu-
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mentation can be developed or discussed. 
Mediation may allow time to breathe tino 
regroup. By introducing a neW and inde
pendent party it may also permit modera
tion of positions that would remain rigid in 
the framework of adjudication. 

Thus far. we have been consideringsim
ply whether and why medialion may sue· 
ceed in cases already in adjudication. The 
RHS e.perience ,uggests th.1 while such 
mediation is of tit tic, irony. usc in resolving 
legal disputes, it is highly successful in 
resolving complex factual disputes. In 
appraising the overall value of mediation 
procedure in conjunction with adjudica
tion, however, We must consider more par .. 
ticularly the interests that mediation may 
serve or disserve. 

Value of Mediation to HHS and 
Possible Value to Other Agencies 

Mediation may serve any or all of the 
following purposes: 

(I) To reduce the volume offormal adju
dication; 

(2) To enhance the speed of decision
maldng; 

(3) To enhance the accuracy of decision
making; 

(4) To reduce the cost to the parties: 
(5) To foster general program goals by 

encouraging negotiated decisions 
unattainable through more formnl-· 
ized, visible and prec~dent~setting 
adjudication; 

(6) To permit the appeal hoard to focus 
its resources on disputes that are most 
appropriate for adjudicative resolu
tion; and 

(7) To foster the grantor-granle. rel.
tionship by encouragina amicable 
resolution of grant disputes. 

At the same time, it may involve the 
following detriments or risks; 

(I) Possible nonuniformity of outcomes 
among grantees; 

(2) Erosion of regulatory rules; 
(3) Unfair pressure on parties 10 resolve 

dispute. by mediation In order to 
reduce atljudicative casclond; and 
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(4) Delay in the appeal process in case 
of unsuccessful mediation. 

The HHS experience suggests th.1 sub
stantially all of the potential advantages 
have been rewed and that detriments have 
been nonexistent or minimal. 

Although the number of mediated cases 
was small-e.g., in 1981, of 221 appeals 
filed five were m~diated-the success rute 
was high. Of six cases in which mediation 
had been concluded, four resulted in """"'" 
settlement. The results, anecdotal thOUJh. 
they are, prove mediation an tffcctive devie.: 
for reducing adjudicative case load. 

The overall speed of decision-making was 
generally about the same for mediated as 
for non-mediated cases: In the mediated 
cases, time between filing of appeal and 
final decision and time devoted to media
tion itseliwere: 

ToW 
Y .. r Time Medlallon 

Case No. FlIed (months) Time a"aJt 
I 1981 12 3 Failed 
2 1980 16 ,v. Setlled 
3 1979 27 I Sellied 
4 198t 8 7 Settled , 1981 , 4 Settled 
6 1981 14 6 Settled 

1981 10 21'. 
in part 
SettJed 

Average 13 

For the five 1981 cases the average total 
time was ten months. This compares with 
average adjUdication times for all cases filed 
in 1980 of fourteen months, and in 1981 of 
seven months. 

We can only speculate whether media .. 
tion has enhanced the accuracy of HHS 
decisions in appealed cases. However, the 
usc of mediation to develop the factual rec· 
ord and to shilI'pCn the issues suggests that 
any effect on accuracy should be positive. 

In some cases, mediation appears to have 
achieved results unattainable adjudica .. 
lively. Two cases were compromised on a 
dollar basis without fully resolving the dis
puted issues, and in a third the legal issue 
was avoided by a program adjustment. 

There is no doubt that successful media· 
tion reduces the total adjudication cost for 
both grantor and grantee. Coun .. e! for Ca:· 
ifomia cites this as a signlticant factor 
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favoring mcdiation~ 19 Mediation also 
assisted the adjudication process by elim· 
inating some cases on which the limited 
resources of the Appeals Board would have 
been ill spent. Thus mediation eliminated 
three cases which, ii' heard. would have 
involved an inordin,,:,·c amount of complex 
fnctunl detail and another involving a very 
small dollar amount. 

It is difficult to estimate any beneficial 
effect of mediation on grantor·grantee rela .. 
tions. Although grantor agencies them· 
selves do not seem to place a high value on 
this possibie c!'f::.c. this may be attribut" 
able to the natural tendency to beliove the 
possibilities ofinformal re,olution have been 
exhausted before resort to the departmen
tal appeal stage. On the other hand, media· 
tion would seem almost inevitably to 
enhance the credibility of the department, 
if not of the particular granting agency. 

A!! already noted, possible detriments 
from mediation seem not to have materi .. 
wed at HHS. There is no suggestion that 
granting agencies have relaxed their regu· 
latory rules in panicular cases in response 
to mediation. Indeed, in one case in which 
the Board pushed mediation on the agency 
!Uld later described "literal application of 
the regulation . . . unfortunate," the agency 
stood by its rule in its adjudicated decision. 

Although the Board has occasionally 
pressed panics to mediate, this does not 
appear to have unduly discouraged either 
side from pursuing its right to an adjudi· 
cated decision. 

In sum, the HHS experience confirms 
that by formally providing for mediation as 
an adjunct to adjudicatory appeal proce· 
dures a grantor agency can CUrther the fair 
and efficient disposition of grant disputes. 
There is no apparent reason why the HHS 
experience should not be transL'ltable in 
whole or pan to other grantor agencies. 
Nor do case histories or the Comments of 
participants indicate any need for modifi .. 
cation of the panicular procedures uscd by 
HHS or of the terms of the implementing 
regulation. 

Whether HHS experience is translatable 
outside the area of federal grant adminis
tration is another question. Coun adjudi .. 
cation, where time constraints on a com
plainant to initiate a proceeding or be barred 
nre perhaps less severe, may have little to 
gain from post·suit mediation. On the other 
hand, in any administrative program. 
whether grant·in·a.id, regulatory or other· 
wise, in which the administrator and the 
administered have an oncoing relationship 
and in which di:tagrecment can trigger 
administrative adjudication, mediation 
deserves a role in resolving disputes even 
though they are already on the adjudicatil'e 
track. 
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Before the 
Federal Communications Commission 

Washington, D. C. 20554 

In re Applications' of 

PKO GENERAL, IN:. (KRJ..JI'V) 
Los Angeles, California 

For Fenewal of License 

FIDELITY TELEVISION, IN:. 
NorwJ.k, California 

For Construction Permit for New 
~levision Broadcast station 

Jfl{0 GENERAL, IN:. (WEBQ-'1V) 
MeIrphis, Tennessee 

and Associated Dockets 

mo GENERAL, IN:. [WGffi(AM&FM} 1 
Bethesda, Matyland/Washington, D.C. 

and Associated Dockets 

PKO GENERAL, IN:. [WR{O & lOOR(FMJJ 
Boston, Massachusetts 

and Associated Dockets 

R<O GENERAL, IN:. !WFYR(FM) J 
Chicago, Illinois 

and AsSOCiated Dockets 

DOCKET NO. 16679 
File No. BRCT-58 

DOCKET ID. 16680 
File No. BPCT-3655 

MM DOCKET ID. 84-1212 
File No. BRCT-790402LC 

MM DOCKET IDS. 84-1213; 84-1214; 
84-1218 TO 84-1222; AND 84-1224 

MM DOCKET ID. 84-1148 
File No. BR-1403 

MM DOCKET IDS. 84-1149 to 84-1151; 
84-1159; 84-1162; 84-1163; 
84-1166; 84-1167; 84-1170 t~ 
84-1173; and 84-1178 

MM DOCKET 00. 84-1057 
File No. BR-953 

MM DOCKET IDS. 84-1058; 84-1059; 
84-1061; 84-1063 to 84-1065; 
84-1070; 84-1072; 84-1076 to 
84-1078; 84-1080; 84-1081; and 
84-1083; and 84-1084 

MM DOCKET NO. 84-1085 
File No. BRH-79080lA3 

MM DOCKET IDS. 84-1086; 84-1089; 
84-1094; and 84-1096 



~O GE:NE:RAL, IN:. [WAXY (FM) 1 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 

and Associated Dockets 

~O GENERAL, IN:. [KBJ & KRl'H(FM) 1 
Los Angeles, california 

and Associated Dockets 

~o GENERAL, IN:. (WHBQ) 
Menphis, Tennessee 

and Associated Docket 

~O GENERAL, IN:. [OOR & WRKS(FM) 1 
New York, New York 

and J..ssociated Dockets 

~O GENERAL, IN:. (KFIC) 
san Francisco, california 

MM DOCKET NO. 84-1112 
File No. BRE-78100ZWR 

MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1113; 84-1114; 
84-1116; and 84-1118 

MM DOCKET NO. 84-1184 
File No. BR-22 

MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1186 to 1188; 
84-1190; 84-1195; 84-1196; 
84-1198; 84-1199; 84-1201; 
84-1203; and 84-1207 

MM DOCKET NO. 84-1051 
File No. BR-790402CZ 

MM DOCKET NJ. 84-1053 

MM DOCKET NO. 84-1122 
File No. BR-177 

MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1123; 84-1124; 
84-1126; 84-1128; 84-1132; 
84-1133 to 84-1135; 84-1138 to 
84-1140; and 84-1146 

MM DOCKET NJ. 84-1098 
File No. BR-43 
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and Associated Dockets MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1099 to 84-1101; 
84-1110; and 84-1111 

To: The Ccmmission 

rlD.Al~ 
.Qf. Y& 

M..ed iator/FaciJitator 

I • Intrc:x:luctlon 

In accordance with the· Conmissionls direction m paragraph 9 of its 
Memorandum Opmion and Order released Septenber 12, 1986 (the BRID 
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Settlement Proceed jng Order"), 1 the Mediator/Facilitator hereby submits 
his f.ina1 'II ritten report detail.ing the results of the settlerrent 
negotiations. 

A. Exeq.Jtiye ~ 

The Commission's stated goal of a mediated ccnprehensive settlement of 
litigation relat.ing to all the RKD properties is clearly not achievable. In 
two proceed.ings (Fort Lauderdale and San Francisco) the conpetjng applicants 
apparently do not wish to negotiate further. In Chicago, the demarxls 03H?'=ar 
to exceed any reasonable p.1rchase prk:e, one ccnpetjng appljcant refuses 
to move to the ·sell s:ide" of the table, arxl further progress seems 
impossible. 

SJme proceedings nay yet settle. New York, Boston, and Bethesda were 
active at the tjme this report was bejng prepared but mernorarxlums of 
understand.ing had not yet been agreed to. Bethesda is the IIXlSt likely of 
the three to reach agreement. ~ Appen:1ix XIV. 

In Memphis (TV), while the CO!Ipetjng ar;:plicants could agree to an 
outside offer, RKD could not. And, in Los Angeles (Radio), while only 
min:irnal .information has been prov:ided to the mediator, the chances for 
settlement there 03H?'=ar to be extremely renote. 

The only firm settlement 'agreement reached as of January 31, 1987, was 
in Memphis (Radio) where only one ccupeting applicant renained on file arxl 
",''here the p.1rchase prk:e was $750,000 as caxpared to other R!'D properties 
\:here values ranged upwards to 70 million doDars in each narket. In the 
case of the Memphis AM station, both R!'D arxl the corrpeting applicant were 
rJ)tivated to sell the station and the mediator's servjces were not needed. 

B. ~ Mediator lUlJ.. NQt. ~ ~ 

Hav.ing worked closely with the 39 parties for the past four IOOnths it 
is tempt.ing to assess responsibility fi:lr failed negotiat:ions in several 
markets. But, I will not do that. First, it serves no p.1rpc6e. The 
Commission, and virtually everyone else, recognjz.ed that the expedmental 
mediation process .involved high risk of failllre. And, secord, perhaps I am 
too close to the process to accurately assess responsjbility. There is a 

1 RKD General, Inc. (mJ'-TV), FCC 86-383 (Sept. 12, 1986). Ss:!i. 
lIppendix I. 
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tendency of anyone :in a mediation role to expect when one party has been 
successfully moved toward another's position that the other party should 
then yield as well. The fact that some were unbending could s.inply Jrean 
they .... ere ~ not that they were recalcitrant. 

C. Oraanization.Q.f. ~ ~ 

535 

For convenience of the Ccmnission we open this report with a scxnewhat 
extensive revie .... of the mJ proceeding. That is followed by a detailed 
chronology of the mediation process itself :in the event this procedure may 
be tried again at scme future date. A set of appendices is attached for the 
same reason. Brief explanations of the outcome of the mediation process on 
a mar" ,;':-by-rorket basis follows. Flnally, I have appended a few 
recor.. ~ations which the Ccmnission may wish to consider. 

lI. packgrouOO: ~ Protracted ~ SIlQ. ~ Eyolution 
Qf~w.~ 

The settlement procedure established by the Carmissjon :in its Order of 
September 12, 1986, and the resu1t:ing negotiations constitute the latest 
chapter in a continuing litigation drama at the Ccmnissjon and :in the courts 
involving RKO General, Inc. (RRID"), its numerous televisjon and radio 
licenses, and the var ious charges of wrongdoing leveled against mJ and its 
parent corporatjon, the General Tire and ~r Conpany . (now GenCotp). 
Since 1965, the Review Board has had to deal .... ith 00 related proceedings 
six times, the Commiss ion twelve tjmes, and the Court of lIj;peals five tes. 

A. ~!.Q§. ~ ProoeeC!ing 

This proceeding began .... hen, in 1965, 00 filed an awlication for 
rene .... al of the license for Channel 9, Statm mJ-T\T .in Los Angeles. The 
renewal wa,; .:hallenged by Fidelity Televisjon, rnc. (Fidelity) .... h1.:.~ filed a 
competing app ... lcation. Confronted with these t .... o carpeting app.llc:atlOllS, 
the Commission, after finding both applicants qua.J..ified, designated a 
standard comparative issue for hearing to resolve mJ's renewal app.llc:ation 
and Fidelity's mutually-exclusive at:P.llc:atjon for a construct jon permit. 2 

2 Order, FCC 66-503 (released June 8, 1966). 
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While the proceeding was pending before this agency, the Department of 
Justice (DOJ) in March 1967 filed a civil suit in the u.s. Distr:ict Court 
for the Northern District of Ohio against mJ and General Tire alleging that 
the corporations had conspired to force parties to whem they sold goods and 
services to purchase, as fi condition of such sales, gO<Xls and services from 
General Tire and/or RKO. Similarly, it was alleged that General Tire and 
RFD had conspired to force parties who sold them goods and services to 
J;:Urchase goods and services from General Tire and/or mJ. OOJ sought to 
enjoin them from such reciprocal dealing practices as a violation of the 
Sherman Anti-Trust Act. 3 In light of this civil suit, Fidelity petitioned 
to reopen the hearing record and present evidence on mJ's recjprocal trade 
practices. The ALJ received evidence on the reciprocity issue only insofar 
as it was "patently germane to mJ's stewardship of RHJ-'IV." 4 

1. ~ Initial Declsion 

In an Initial Decision issued August 13, 1969, the AI.J fOUnd Fmelity 
to be the cOlllDaratively preferred applicant 9J'ld denied mJ's renewal 
IIpplication. S The ALJ granted Fmelity's appl:ication over mJ's "pdrnarily, 
because of KHJ-TV's poor record and, secondarily, because FXlelity does have 
marked superiority over General Tire in the areas of local O'Wnership, 
diversification of mass communication media and favorable survey and poll 
support." 6 

2. :rM Consent ~ 

While the Los An~eles Initial Decision awaited liIll Ccmn.lssion rev lew I 
General Tire/mJ and OOJ entered into a consent decree in Octcber, 1970, 
to settle DOJ's suit against General Tire and mJ. The consent decree, 
which was applicable for a period of ten years: 0.) preclJJded General Tire 
from conditioning the J;:Urchase of goods or serv:ices from any person or 
entity upon General Tire's sales of goods or services to that person or 
entity 1 (2) prohibit.ed General Tire from discussing with its custa:ners the 
relationship between their lIIJtual J;:Urchases and Sales1 and (3) required the 
abolition of the position of "director of trade relations" at General Tire 

3 No. C-67-155 (N.D. Ohio, fU£d March 2, 1967). 

4 RKO General, Inc., 44 F.C.C. 2d 149, 152 (Initial Decision 1969). 

5 IIi. at 149. 

6 lQ. at 227. 
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and wdirector of corporate relations" at R<t>. 

3. ~ CQITDDission Decision 

In December, 1973, the Cc:mnission, reversed the AI.J's decision in Los 
Angeles, and granted RKDls renewal awl.ication for FSJ-'N.7 The opinion 
reversed much of the AI.J's analysis and foond the two awlk:ants equal as to 
the standard comparative factors. The chojce of R<t> turned on the policy 
judgment that ·credit nust be given in a conparative renewal proceeding, 
when the applicants are otherwise equal, for the value to the ~ljc in the 
continuation of the existin;! servjce."8 Tms, R<t>'s awlicaticn was 
granted, but because 00 was facing character issues in a cO!tp:lrative 
renewal proceeding involving WNAC-'N in Boston, this grant was expressly 
conditioned on the ootcome of the Boston proceeding.9 

The Commission IS decision was af:EiLmed on appeal to the D.C. Circuit in 
Fidility Teleyision lnQ...~. ~. 10 The coort ruled that the Comnission djd 
not act arbitrarily in granting RaJ's renewal awlication and that the 
Commiss ion finding concerning the awlk:ant's relative equality was 
supported by substantial evidence. However, the coort stat~ that the 
affirmance of the Commission's decision was ·corrlitional (as was the 
Commission IS decision) on the ultjnate ootcome of the Boston proceeding.· 11 

B. ~ ~ Proceeding 

Meanwhile, the Boston proceeding was still :in pr03ress at the 
Commission, having begun :in 1968, when RID awlied for renewal of WNAC-'N. 
Community Broadcasting of Boston, Inc. (CO!IJlLUlity) and the Dudley Station 
Corporation (Dudley) filed separate construction permit applications which 
were mutually eXClusive with 00's renewal awlication. In Decel!ber, 1969, 
the Commission consolidated and desjgnated for hearing the nutually 

7 Decision, 44 F .C.C. 2d 123 (1973). 

8 Id. at 137. 

9 Id. at 137-38. 

10 515 F. 2d 696 (D.C. Cir. 1974). 

11 Id. at 703 n. 45. 
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exclusive applications of mJ, Ccmrunity and DJdley.12 

1. ~ Initial Recision 

The AW found Dudley financially unqua.J..i£ied and 00 conparatively 
preferred over Connunity and DJdley. The AL1 conc.lJJded that the I=Ublic 
benefits accruing from RID's superior record of performance throughout the 
renewal perilXl and service reasonably to be expected in the future on the 
basis of this prior record substantiallY outweighed the public benefits that 
~uld be present through the added divers.i.ficat:ion of ownershjp of mass 
media that would be achieved by grant of the ~lication of CO!IIlI.Inity or of 
Dudley, were the latter not f:inancially disqualliied. 13 

2. I<Y..mu Following m lnit.ial. Decision 

After the ALJ issued his recomrendation that OO's license for its 
Boston station be renewed, but before the Cornnission acted on it, new 
allegatiOns arose relating to a Securities and Exchange Cornnission (SEX:) 
investigation of RKO and General Tire. The natter raised .in that SEX: 
investigation included alleged use of cOtpOrate Dmds for unlawful domestic 
plrposes and improper paynent to forejgn goverrurent officials. A consent 
decree entered .into between General Tire and the SEX: on May 10, 1976, 
provided for the preparation of a Special Rep:lrt by General Tire which would 
treat the matters raised in the investjgation.14 Although the COIIJllission 
heard oral argument in JUne, 1976, on an appeal of the AL1's Initial 
Decision, it postponed further action until after the Special Rep:lrt was 
cOllilleted • 

a. General ~~&m:Qtt 

General Tire's Special RepOrt was issued on July 1, 1977, and among the 
IDany conclusions were the following: General Tire and certain of its 
subsidiaries (a) engaged .in varmus schemes and practices that resulted in 
:improper domestic political contributiOns; (1:» systematically defrauded its 
affiliates; (c) paid bribes to foreign agents and officials not only to do 

12 Order, 20 F .C.C. 2d 846 0.969). 

13 Initial Decision, 78 F .C.C. 2d 147, 347-348 (1974). 

14 SEC v. The General Tire and ~er Co. and Michael Gerald O'Neil, No. 
76-0799 (D.D.C., consent injunction filed May 16, 1976.) 
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bus:iness abroad but also to r ':?e!p conpetitors cut: (dl i.ll.egally avo.iCed the 
payment of foreign taxes in llL"St of the forejqn ccuntries in which it 
operated through its affiliates i (e) violated forejgn exchange laws; (f) 
na:inta:ined illegal secret and unrecorded fi.lrx3s; and (glfalsifi.ed books, 
records and other dOCUIrel'lts to conceal the miscorXIuct. In arldition, the 
Special Report found that RKD had filed inaccurate annual financial reports 
with the FCC becaus e of deficient recordkeeping and acccunting practices .15 

b. FUrther Cgxmissioo Proceedings 

Before the Commission could act in ljght of the Special RepOrt, RID, 
Community, and D..ldley propcsed a .settJement whereby 00 would sell WNN:..IJ.'Il 
to the Bqston cha~ers for $54,000,000 cont!ngent 00 the FCC Dnding that 
RKD was qualified to be a broadcast licensee.16 This proposed Dnding would 
have applied to the IJ:ls Angeles and New York proceedings as well since both 
of those proceedings were corx1itiCfled on the cutccme of the Boston case. 
Fidility and the competing applicant in New York, Multi-State 
Communications, Inc. a1ulti-Statel accordingly sooght, and on June 21, 
1979, were permitted by the Cc:mnission, to particjpate as parties in the 
further proceedings to cons.iCel' the proposed settlement in Boston and to 
doterm:ine the impact of the Special RepOrt on RID's qua.l.ifications.17 

Oral argument was conducted on July 18, 1979, before the Comnission, M 
~. Follow:ing lengthy oral argument the Ccmn.ission concluded, 00 the 
basis of the record, it c'ould not f:ind RID qualified to rerrain a broadcast 
licensee. At the same time the CO!ltlIission dec.iCed that it wanted 1iJrther 
submissioos from the parties before it dec.iCed what action to take.18 The 

15 Special Report (released July 1, 1977, and .filed with FCC 
July 19, 1977). 

16 ~ -iii F. .C.C. 2d at 20-2l. 

17 Order, FCC 79-403 (released June 28, 1979). The Ccmnission also 
directed the parties to file sUltll'aries of the positions arXI to present oral 
argument on the natter to the 1iJll Comnission. 

18 Order, FCC 79-453 (released July 20, 1979). 
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Commission reopened the record fOr the p.lrpose of accepting .into evmence 
the Special Report. In response to the Ccmn.i.sswn's request, all of the 
parties, including Multi-State and Fidelity, filed prc::posed f.indings of fact 
and conclusions of law and reply p.l.$.adings. 

C • ~ Cornmis s ion Is Dec is ion 

In June, 1980, the COtranlsswn .in perhaps the most str:iking eniorcerrent 
action in the agency's history stdpped RID of its license fur WNAC-'lV 
(Channel 7), Boston, and denied RID renewal of licenses fOr WOR-';lV (Channel 
9), New York, and RHJ-'IV (Channel 9), Los Angeles, as it had conditwned the 
latter renewals on the outccrne of the Boston renewal case. The Ccmnission 
found RKD unqualified to be a licensee and denied renewal on groonds of 
corporate misconduct by RID and its lack of candor .in dealing with the Fa:: 
in the renewal proceeding. 19 The action ' ... as based on the record developed 
in hearing and on the Special General Tire Report prepared in response to 
the 1976 C01rPlaint by the SEX::. 20 

In disqualifying RKD( the Ccmn.i.ssion found that the record of the 
WNAC-TV proceeding clearly and convincingly dem:mstrated that: 

-- In close cooperatiOn with its parent, General Tire and R.U:ber 
Company, and its sister subsmiaries, RID particjpated .in an 
improper reciprocal trade program that was anticCll'petitive. 

-- RKD knowingly filed false financial statements with the Fa::. 

-- RKD failed to exercise sufficient control over trade and barter 
record-keeping at its statwns and \l'ilde policy j,ldgrrents which 
contributed substantially to the continued inaccuracy of those 
records. In this, as well as at least one other area (sponsorship 
identification), RKD's derelictions reflected a lack of supervisory 
control and a lack of concern fOr catpliance with FCC's rules and 
applicable law. 

-- RKD lacked candor in its dealings with the Ccmn.i.ssion an:1 willfully 
withheld from the FCC information relevant and material to the 
WNAC-'IV proceeding. 

19 RKO General, Inc. (WNAC-'IV), 78 F .C.C. 2d 1 and 78 F .C.C. 2d 355 
(1980) • 

20 Id. 
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- The relatjonshjp between RID and General Tire was such that the 
conduct and character of General Tire bore substantially on RID's 
qualifications to be a licensee. The record dem:mstrat\!o that 
General Tire had engaged in serioos misconduct including: mproper 
domestic political contr:ibutjons; schemes which defrauded partly 
owned affiliate companies of millions of dollars, thereby cheating 
General Tire's partners; improper payments to forejgn officials in 
Morocco, Vene21lela, Mexico, Iran and Ch.iJ.e, not only to obtain 
business but to prevent other firrrs from ct>tainiD3 business; and 
improper secret accoonts designed to avojd foreign tax laws and 
foreign exchange laws. The activities of General Tire standing 
alone, however, would not have warranted disqualification of RID.21 

The O.S. Court of Appeals for the District of ColuIrbia Circuit in 
December, 1981, affirmed the Conrniss.ion's act.ion on WNAC-TV on the limited 
ground that RI<D had lacked candor in its dealings with the Ccmnission. 22 

The court rejected the Corraniss ion's conclus.ion that RID disqualificat.ion was 
wrranted due to recjprocal trade practices. 23 hklitionally, the court 
rejected the Corranission's conclus.ion that RID had intentionally, and with an 
intent to deceive, filed false annual financial statements. 24 Finally, the 
court held that the lack of candor issue could not sustain the denials in 
the New York and LtG Angeles cases without further review and then remanded 
those proceedings for consjderat.ion of the jnpact of the Boston 

, dillqualification on RKO's qualifications to remain licensee in New York and 
Los Angeles. 25 

21 IQ.. at 3-5. 

22 RKO General, InC. v. FCC, 670 F. 2d 215 (1980), ~. ~ 456 U.S. 
927, 457 U.S. 1119 (1982). 

23 IQ.. 

24 ld. 

25 lQ.. 
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E. ~RKO~.2.!!~ 

The D.C. Circuit Court of Aweals in August, 1982, vacated the 
Commission IS 1960 order wh.ich suspended the r:ight to file conpeting 
applications for the frequencies of m:l's 13 renaining stations. 26 In 
response, the Commission, in February, 1983, waived its application OJt-off 
rules to permit the filing of applications challengiog the remaining 13 
teleVision and radio station l.icenses held by m:l. 2T Over 17l applications 
were filed. Thirty-nine of those renained active during the mediation 
period. 

In December, 1982, the Comn.ission authori:z:ed m:l to relocate WOR-'IV 
from New York City to SecauOJs, N.J., issued a new station l.icense for a 
five year term, and terminated the conparative New York proceeding. 28 
This action was in corrpliance with l.egis1;ltion enacted 
earlier that year wh.ich required the Ccmnission to renew the l.icense -of any 
station that ~reed to relocate to a state wh.ich djd not have a comnercial 
VHF station. 29 

The Commission i'l July, 1983, bi1ilrcated the mJ-'IV proceeding, with 
Phase I focusing exclusively on resolution of RID's bas.ic qualification and 
Phase II including an evaluation of Fidelity's bask: qua.l.ificaticns and 
consideration of the comparative qual.ificatiOns of both m:l and Fidelity. 
30 In order to expedite matters and avo.id relit:igation of cO!lIl'Pn issues, 
the Con'lrnission stated its intentions to apply findings and conclusions 
reached in the REJ-TV proceeding as to RPD's basic qualifications to the 13 
other proceedings where RID's broadcast l.icenses were being challenged. 
JIoccordingly, the Comnission stated that the awl.icants for the other 13 
stations would be permitted to participate in the FaJ-'IV proceeding 10r 
the limited purpose of adj,ldicating and resolving cO!!tllOn questions as to 
R'<O's overall basic qualif:icatiOns. 31 

26 New South Media Corp. v. FCC, 685 F. 2d 708 (1982). 

27 ro:o General, Inc. (KBJ-TV), 54 Rad. Reg. 2d (P&.F) S3 0.983). The 13 
broadcast facilities are: WQ\S(AM (, FM) Bethesda/Washington; Wm:l(AM) and 
WROR(FM), Boston, Massachusetts; WFYR(E'M), Ch.ica90, Illinois; W1IXY(E'M), Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida; KHJ(AM) and KRl'H(FM), Los Angeles, CalifOrnia; WHBQ-JlV 
and WHBQ{AM), Marphis, Tennessee; WOR(AM), and WRP:S(FM), New York, New York; 
WFRC (AM), San Francisco, CalifOrnia. 

28 Channel 9 Reallocation, 53 Rad. Reg. 2d (p&F) 469 (1983). 

29 ~,47 U.S.C. Sec. 331 (1982). 

30 Rro General, Inc. (l'iBJ-'IV), FCC 83-341, released July 19/ 1983, ~ 
~, 96 F.C.C. 2d 1161 0.984). 

31 1£. 
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F. ~ commission's Settle!rent ~ 

On November 5, 1985, 00, Fjdelity, and Westinghoose Broadcasting arXI 
Cable, Inc. (-Group W") annoonced plans, subject to CcmtUssion awroval, 
whereby RID would dismiss its application for renewal of its license for 
KBJ-TV, Fidelity would have been licensed to cperate on Channel 9, the stock 
of F ideUty woold have been transferred to Group W, Group W woold have 
acquired the mJ-TV assets from 00, arXI Group w, through a corporate 
merger, would have becane the sole shareholder of Fjdelity, which woold have 
operated Channel 7. In the proposed transaction, Fjdelity stockholders 
would have received $98 million arXI RID woold have received $212 m.illi.on. 

In its RKD Settlelll"'...nt Proceeding Order of Septerrber 12, 1986, the 
Commission waived Secticm 1.3010:» of the rules preclUding appeals of 
interlocutory rulings without the presjding Adrn.inistrative Law Judge's 
permission, thus allowjng it to consjder the merits of the proposed 
settlement agreement. 32 It was suggested by the parties, however, that 
even if the Commission awroved the transfer to Westinghcuse, the ALJ coold 
still be permitted to rule as to the basic qualificaHons of RID to rema.in 11 
licensee of the Corrmission. 

In the RID Settlenent Proceeding Order, ~ ~ix I, the Conmission, 
;'loting that the proposed settlement raised basic arXI far-reaching policy 
~estions which warranted tLIrther consideration, did not reach a final 
'1ecisiorl on the nerits of the proposed settlenent agreenent. 33 
'ievertheless, in an attenpt to resolve the IIt)re than twenty years of 
?!<D-related litigation, the CcmtUssion unan:im:lusly endorsed a mediation 
;,;rocedure to seek settJ.errent in the nine other 00 conparative renewal 
;roceedings. Thus, the Conmission invited the awlicants in those nine 
.1ther comparative proceedings to particjpate in conprehensive settlerrent 
negotiations looking toward termination of all mJ-related litigation. '34 

32 RKD Settlement Proceeding Order at Para. 6. 

33 ~. As noted elsewhere in this report, the FaJ-TV Settlerrent 
Agreement has since cOllapsed. ~ Appenjix XlII. 

34 IQ. at Para. 7. 
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The Commiss ion suggested that I serve as Mediator/Facilitator dudng the 
settlement proceeding, but left the final determination to the parties 
themselves. 35 The Mediator/Facilitator was erpowered to convene neetings, 
assist the parties in reaching amicable settlement agreetrents, ard keep the 
Commission apprised of develcpnents. 36 The Mediator/Facilitator's role was 
designed to encourage all parties to the RID proceedings to reach a 
comprehensive settlement which would save the Ccmnission ard the parties 
years of litigation and incakulable t:ime ard money. 37 ~reenent on any 
settlement was left to the parties ~nd awroval or dis?f'!?roval of any 
settlement agreement was reserved to ule Ccmnission. 38 

Whether or not I had been selected as Mediator/Facilitator, I was 
required to convene the first rreeting of all of the parties within 15 days 
of the release ::late of the Comnission's Order, remain as a participant in 
the settlement discussion process, submit a written report to the 
Commission within 75 days of the release of the Order awrising the 
Commission of the progress of settle!tent negotiations, submit a final 
written report by January 31, 1987, detailing the results of the settleme.'1t 
negotiations, 39 and serve all parties with copies of all written reports to 
the Commiss ion concerning the settlement negotiations. 40 

To foster a climate favoring settlements, the Corrrnission stated that 
n.ll RF:O proceedings other than Phase I of the mJ-JIV proceeding involving 
resolution of Fro's basic qualifications, would be held in abeyance to allow 
llPplicants to concentrate their • individual energies· on the settlement 
nego.tiations. 41 Phase I of the m:J proceeding is ongoing with Proposed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law scheduled to be filed with the 
presiding AIJ on February 13, 1987. 

35 .!Q. at Para. 8 . 

36 !d. 

37 N. at Para. 7. 

38 IQ.. at Para. 8. 

39 lsi. at Para. 9 ard 16. 

40 lsi. at n. 11-

41 lQ,. at Para. 10. 
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III. l:he. Med iation ~ 

A. Notification.Qf. Separation 

On September 16, 1986, I filed a "Not:if:ication of separation" with the 
Commission in the 00 5ettlerrent Proceeding. ~ lI{:pendix VII. I stated 
that, effective bnmediately and permanently, I was separating myself from 
overseeing the Mass Media SJreau's trial staff in any subsequent proceedings 
involving RKD matters. Further, I annOJnced that Rs:x:lerick K. Porter, ~ty 
SJreau Chief for Operat:ions, would assist Ire in the settlement process and 
was also sep::ated from the SJreau's trail-related 00 matters. Finally, I 
stated that William E. Johnson, Def;Uty SJreau Chief for Pol.i.cy, would be 
responsible for RKD trial-related matters and would be separated from the 
settlement negotiat:ions. Slbsequently, on Octd:>er 9, 1986, Donald W. 
McClellan, Jr., Comnission staff attorney, was added to the 
Mediator/Facilitator staff and was separated from filture particjpation in 
any RKD litigation. Finally, on October 16, 1986, I filed a "Not:if:ication 
of Separation/ReCUSal" with the Co!rmission recusing myself, Mr. Porter, and 
M.r. McClellan from any involvrnent in In .m lIpo1j.catipn .Qf. m2 General. ~ 
(For Ass:igrurent of License of WOR-'lV, Secaucus, New Jersey to GI'li'"-lOl, 
Inc.). While I did not believe that recusal was legally required, the 
action was taken out of an abundance of caution. 

B. Announcement Qf f.IDl.t ~ 

On September 18, 19R6, I sent a letter to all parties in the .RID 
proceedings inviting them to a meeting on &.ptenber 25, 1986, where the 
Mediator/Facilitator would be selected. The letter requested that all 
principals attend the meeting. ~ AH?endix VII. 

C. Preliminary Discussions f.tiQx". ~ lM ~ ~ 

Hr. Porter and I engaged in discuss:ions with 00 and various other 
parties, at: t:heir request, preliminary to the initial meeting of all 
parties. 

D. ~ Initial 5ettJcmer.l.t. ~ 

At the first settlement meeting on Septenber 25, 1986, I carried rut 
the initial responsibilities ass:igned to Ire by the Cannission prior to the 
selection of the Mediator/Facilitator. ~ lI{:pendix VIII. Nommat:ions were 
taken from the floor and a "roll call" vote was taken, with one vote 
assigned each applicant, inclUding 00. 

I was ratified as Mediator/Facilitator by 36 of the 39 parties with 
three parties absta:inm=. An attorney for the three parties abstaining 
questioned the legalit::" of the Ccmnission's entire procedure and abstained 
to preserve any rjghts ::.he clients might otherwise have waived by 
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acquiescing in the selection of a mediator. 

Follow ing the Mediator/Facilitator election, a discussion of a variety 
of issues followed. A. William Reynolds, Presldent and Chief Executive 
Officer (and now Chairman of the Board) of GenCorp, Fro's parent, stated 
that the conpany :intended to try to achieve sett1errent in such a way that 
aU of the 13 broadcast properties :involved would be sold and FID WQlJld 
extricate itself from broadcast wnersrup. Fro also lnd.il:ated that neither 
they, Fidelity I nor Westinghouse were :interested :in re<:pening REJ-'IV to 
fresh settlement negotiation. Mr. Reynolds further suggested a process be 
utilized whereby the carpetjng awlicants attenpt to resolve, on a 
percentage basis, how much they mivX!ually wished to cbtam from a sale of 
the properties, then FID would work to fin:'! buyers at the highest possjb1e 
price. This process was not acceptable to the applicants but Mr. Reynolds 
personally remained active throughout the mediation process, as dld other 
GenCorp and FID executives and counsel. 

The parties were told that six potential third parties had expressed an 
interest in some or all of the contested properties. There was a consensus 
reached that the a inside" parties <i&..., RID and the carpeting awlicants) 
woulcl discuss settlement possIDilities am:l!'lg themselves through OctOOer 3, 
1986, a deadline that was stretched for an addit.ional month. They were to 
report- on their progress to the Mediator/facilitator's office and indicate 
whether they were mterested m brjngjng third parties into the process. 
After the meeting's adjournment, indivldual narket negotiating sessions were 
held by parties mvolved in- the Menphis TV, Bethesda,! Wasnington, New York 
and Boston proceedings. 

The Commission in the RfID Settlem::nt Proceeding Order of Septertber 12, 
1986, specifically provided for possible participation of third parties "if 
such entities participation will serve the greater p.lblic :interest of 
bringing all of the RRO proceedlngs to an expeditious conclusion. II 42 The 
procedure of the Mediator/Facilitator's office was to (1) conplle a list 
of contact persons for those third parties who had already expressed an 
interest in making offers for some or all of the contested properties; (2) 
periodically issue a listing of those potential third parties to all of the 
"inside" parties, and (3) ask those potential third parties to remain on the 
sidelines unless contacted by RID or one of the corrpeting appl..ic2lnts. 
Memoranda containing a listing of potential third parties were issued on 
October 1, 10, 20, and NovE!Ilber 6, 1986 to all parties to the i~O Settlement 

42 Id. at para. 8. 
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Proceed.ings. ~ AB?endix XII. These lists contained a total of 27 
potential third parties. At the request of certain parties, I prov:ided a 
final comprehensive listing of the CQ'ltact persons for the third parties on 
December .s, 1986. The listing included deletions from the prevjcos 
memoranda and additions since the issuance of those listings. The nurrber 
had grown to a total of 32 third parties. Finding willing buyers for the 
RID properties was never a prci:ll.em. 

Because of the lack of finality .in any market and because certa.in 
• insjde" parties had already brought in ·outs:ide" parties in certa.in 
negotiations by early Noverzber, 1986, I perceived that a consensus was 
developing that the process should IIJ:lVe toward !rore active third party 
involvement. Therefore,.in order to hear the ".ins:ide" parties' desires on 
whether third parties should be brought into the process and to exPlore the 
procedure by which third parties mjght partjcjpate in the settlement 
proceeding, I scheduled a meeting for Noverrber 18, 1986. At the meeting, 
there was a ccnsensus to welccme third parties in all markets based 
generally on an interest by the 39 particjpants to see how IIJ.Ich m:>ney such 
third parties were willing to pay, i...e..., to see what the market would bear. 
Further, there was a consensus on the process by which third parties would 
be permitted to participate in ~ settlement proceeding. 

Those third parties interested in making an offer for some or all of 
the properties were .invited to submit b:ids for the properties on a 
III!lrket-by-narket basis. The bjds were to be submitt'ed to the 
Mediator/Facilitator's office no later than 5:30 p.m. ,Decerrber 8, 1986. 
The bjds were to be accompanied by: (1) a statement of citizenship; (2) a 
statement of cross-ownership and llUltiple ownership .interests; (3) a 
statement regarding character qualification; and (4) proof of financ:ial 
capability to close at the bid price and the financial wherewithal to 
operate the station fOr three m:nths after closing without revenues from 
operation of the station. F.inancial and other relevant data required to 
make an offer was prov:ided by RID to the third parties once the third party 
signed a confjdentiality agreement. 

The Mediator/Facilitator's office ~de an .initial analysis and ranked 
the offers for each market on a priority basis. A total of 45 bjds for the 
13 RKO stations involved in the cOlparative process were received. At that 
time, I declined to name the bidders or the offered price at the request of 
the parties to the proceeding alt.hough one of the trade press reporters did 
ci:ltain and publish this information the following week. Because such an 
extensive period of time was prov:ided fOr the submission of third party 
bjds, I Urgently requested the .ins:ide parties to arrange antlng themselves to 
call meet.ings of all parties, including RID and a Mediator/Facilitator, at 
the earliest possilile date fOr each market in order to establish the 
negotiation procedure which would follow. 
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F. Notification ~ .tM ccnni.i.ssion 90nceming ~ 
~ f!,lrsuan t ~ l....2.5. 

In an effort to keep the Ccmnission apprised of pert:inent tratters :in 
the settlement process, I submitted a -Notification To The Ccmnission" on 
November 21, 1986, stat.ing that it was the op:inion of the 
Mediator/Facilitator that the Ccmnission :intended that filings required to 
be made pursuant to 1.65 of the Ccmn.ission's :rules and other such required 
filings in the nine cOll'parative proceed:ings need not be submitted until the 
Commission issues an approprjate order either approv.ing sett1eIrent proposals 
or terminat:ing the stay action. 43 

G. In.t.1.tim ~ Qf.~ MediatorlFacilitator 

In my Interim ~ of Novenber 26, 1986, :in addition to apprising the 
Commission of the pro;Jress of the settlement negotjations, I noted two 
obstacles requiring resolution before there was any hope for a cC1Iprehensive 
settlement in the public interest: (1) the division between 00 and the 
competing applicants of the p.roceeds from sale of the 13 broadcast 
properties; and (2) the division of any sale pr:ice mrong the corrpet.ing 
applicants. 44 In order to overcOOle those eCstacles and move all of the 
parties towards the CollJllission's desired goal of a conprehensive settlement 
and end of litigation, I made two recormendations: (1) that the COIlIllission 
take expeditious action on the proposed RHJ-'lV sett1erent agreerrent at an 
early date; and (2) that should litjgation be resumed :in any proceed:ing as a 
result of a stalemate occurr:ing :in any mrket, the CQrmisslon should 
expedite the entire process thereby qu:ickly and effectively resolving the 
issue of the best qualified coaparative applicant. 45 

H. Corrgnission ~ Directign l&tlli 

In response to the reccmnendation trade :in the Inter:im Report, the 
Commission in a By Direct.ion Letter on Decenber 19, 1986, stated that it 
would be inapproprjate to act en the KSJ-'IV settlement agreement prlor to a 
report on the devel.q:.mmts of negotiatlons by "January 9, 1987, the date on 

43 Notification to the Ccmnisslon (submitted Novenber 21, 1986). ~ 
llppendjx IX. 

44 Interim Report of the Mediator/Facilitator (submitted Novenber 26, 
1986) at pp. 8-9. 

45 lit. at 9-10. 
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which the Mediator/Facilitator antic:ipated knowjng the outcome of 
negotiations foliowjng the the third party b:iddjng process. 46 ThUs, the 
Cormnission requested a filther report from the Mediator/Facilltator as soon 
after January 9 as possible so as to inform the Comnission of the status of 
each of the pendjng settlerrent negotiations. 47 

I. Supplemental ~ 2f. ~ MediatoriFacilitator 

On January 16, 1987, I filed the requested SJj;plerrental Report advisjng 
the Cormnission that: (1) no filrther progress was possible in the Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida and San Francisco, california proceedjngs; and (2) in 
all other proceedjngs discussions and negotiations were ongojng. 48 

J. Negotiations 

Negotiations since the initw settlement neeting of Septenber 25, 
1986, were intense in all markets. While there has been only one settlement 
agreement reached, there was some progress in IlPSt markets. There were 
numerous face-to-face reetjngs and negotiation sessions on a 
market-by-market basis with and without a Mediator/Facilltator present both 
in and out of Wasjngton, D.C. Sctre meetjngs incJl.lded counsel while others 
were attended only by princ:ipaJs. There was constant and continual 
person-to-person telephone cc:mrunication as well as occasional conference 
telephone conversations. Tl}e Mediator/Facilitator's office received between 
20 and 40 telephone calls pel: day. calls to the Mediators I h<xne were ccmu::>n 
at nights and on weekends and holidays. Letters, mem::>randa, and other 
written cOllllUIlication were passed on a regular basis. 

IV. ~ 

Foliow ing is a market-by"'1!'arket analysis of the results of the 
mediation process as of midnight, January 31, 1987. In view of the coJJapse 
of the KEJ-TV settleIrent contract no Comnissicn decision needs now to be 
made. Unless the Commission is 1i:>mall.y advised to the ccntrary withln the 
next j;xQ ~ it shoold be assumed that all proceedjngs shoold be restmled 
at the point where they were halted on SeptE!llber 10, 1986. The Mediator 

46 By Direction Letter, FU: 86-551 at 1 (released Decatt:ler 31, 1986). 
~~ixXI. 

47 lQ.. 

48 SUpplemental Report of the Mediator/"acilitator (submitted 
January 16, 1987). ~ Aj;pendix XI. 
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does not recommend further extensions be granted while negotiations contlnue 
in any market, nor does the rrediator plan to file sllFPleme.!1tal reports 
unless requested to do so. 

A. Bethesda/wa,sh.ington (WGlS-(AM (, PM» 

As this report is bejng prepared, the :Cna.l outcome In Bethesda is not 
known. One outside party did obtam the concurrence m prlncjple of all 
competing applicants for withdrawal of their applications if RID can agree 
to the amount of the payment to RID. A critical corrplicating factor m the 
Bethesda settlenent discussions was the extremely high value of the AM 
antenna site in the vicmity of the Montganery Mall ShOpping Center, and 
thus, the future ownershjp of that prcperty. RFO and the buyer are 
currently negotiat.ing on this matter. ~ Appendix XIV. 

B. ~ (WOO & WIDR-PM) 

As this report is being prepared, the final outCO!lJ; .in Boston is not 
known. One competing awlicant has c:bta.ined written concurrence of all 
other competing applicants for withdrawal of their awlications if 00 can 
agree to the am::unt of the payment to RID. RID and the buying applicant were 
continuing to negotiate as the mediation pericd ended. 

Ken Nash of Nash Corranunications is s:ingled out for part.icular praise 
for his continued assistance .in working with the rrediators to br.ing about a 
settlement in Boston. He frequently served as a local contact pClmt for all 
the parties throughoot weeks of hard negotiations. 

C. Chicago (WFYR-FM) 

Settlement discussions .in Chicago have apparently failed. One of the 
competing applicants together with an outside entrepreneur, has atterrpted to 
"buyout" the others. While an .initial agreement was awarently reached at 
one point, applicants later recanted or failed to obtain C19reement of their 
own partners. Even if all applicants manage to reach agreement it is 
unclear that the amount which may be prcposed to RID will be acceptable. 
Further progress m Chicago awears to be.unJjkely. 

D. tQ.ll Lauderdale (WAXY-PM) 

As previously reported in the 9.lW1emental Report of the Mediator! 
Facilitator ,one of the conpetma applicants, Laudersea BroaCicasting 
Company, declined to 1iJrther ?ltsue sett1ement discussions. No 1iJrther 
progress in Ft. Lauderdale awears to be possible. 
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E. LQa Angeles 1Y (mJ-'lV): 

While not part of thjs medjation process, it js awroprjate to note 
that two days before the me<ljation perio:l ended, Westjnghoose announced that 
it had decided not to exteril the January 31, 1987, deadline on its offer to 
plrchase KBJ-TV. The offer had odgmally been announced Novenber 5, 1985 
and the settlenent agreement was filed with the COmnission on February 5, 
1986. Commiss ion action on the transfer awlication had been pegged to the 
conclUsion of this medjation process. 

RRO has advised the Medjator that it mterXIs to p.1rsue another 
settlement agreement m the case of KHJ-TV. The mture cutcome of that 
effort is unclear at this tme. 

F • I&li Ang eles &\ili.Q (KID & KR!'H (E'M) ) : 

As this report is bejng prepared, the final outcome :in Los Angeles 
Radio is not known. One conpeting awlli:ant has advjsed the Medjator that 
it plans to merge with a awell known grcup broadcasterR and plans to make an 
offer to RKO if all other cC!Ipeting awlli:ants agree to witiXlraw upon 
payment of varied arroonts. Whether the other appJJcants will agree, and 
subsequently, whether RID will agree, zq:;pears unlikely. 

G. Memph is EsQ.iQ. (WBEQ): 

RRO advised the Medjator on Jananuary 31, 1987, that settlement of this 
matter had been achieved. For consideration of $750,000 to be split 
A70/30·, with $525,000 going to RID aOO $225,000 to the sjngle conpetjng 
applicant, the station js to be transferred to an cutsme third party, 
SUbject to FCC approval. ~ ~ix X'N. 

Settlement was reached late :in the medjation perio:l aOO applications 
have not yet been filed. The basio policy decjsion before the Comnission in 
this matter will be virtually menticaJ. to that presented earlier :in the 
case of KHJ-TV, Los Angeles, althoogh the sale prioe is a mere fraction of 
the price that was to be pam for FJ3J-'1V. 

H. Memphis lY (WEB;l-'IV): 

Early in the process, at a meetjng :in Menphis, all of the parties, 
including RID, ~red to reach a settlement agreement. However, one of 
the cornpetin~ aFPlioants later declined to accept the agreement. 

Late in the mediation period an cutsjd2 third party succeeded in 
obtaining the tentative written concurrence of all con:peting awlioants to 
withdraw their applications if RID ccuJd agree to the arroont of the payment 
to RRO. On January. 31, 1987, RID advised the Medjator that it wcuJd reject 
the present offer. While another offe,r rema:ins on the table, mrther 
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progress in Memphis wouJil seem difficult to achieve. 

I • ~ XQ.ds. (WOR & WRKS-FM): 

Negotiations were on-go.ing .in New York as the mediation period 
concluded. One conpet.ing appl.lcant twice achieved the tentative concurrence 
of the other compet.ing awl.lcants and RID .in an effort to buy the stations. 
Both times, settlement came ·off trackR over procedural and flnancial 
details raised by the buy.ing awl.lcant or concerns regard.ing payments to 
applicants viewed as less qual.ifieK1 by one of their peers. 

Special note should be taken of the heroic efforts of one pr.incjpal 
(Boward SqUadron, Esq.) of S/G COimUn:icaticns who worked tirelessly 1n New 
York to help achieve settlement. As this report is be.ing prepared, Ml:. 
Squadron was attenpt.ing to oota.in agreen-ent of all the parties to an offer 
made by an outside third party. The future likelihood of settle!rent .in New 
York is lU1clear. 

J. ~ francisco (KE'RCWI): 

Settlement discussions .in San Francisco have apparently failed. CfIe of 
the competing appl.:icants offered to buy the station at a price that was 
considered too low by both lim and the other awl:icants. That potential 
buyer appeared unwill.ing to move to the "sell slde" of the table. 
Additionally, one of the other catpet.ing awl.:icants was demand.ing a pr:ice 
for withdrawal which wouJil clearly have doomeCI further negotiations. No 
further progress in San Francisco awears to be possible. 

V. RecgrmenOations 

A. Extension 2.f. ~ Federal ~ Qf. Evidence 

At footnote 12 of the Ccmnission's Septeri::>er 12, 1986, Order, ;it was 
stated that Federal RUles of EyXlence, RUle 408, 28 O.S.C.408, wcu.ld apply 
to "evidence of Corxluct or statements made dur.ing the ccurse of these 
set tlement negotiations.· 

1.t is recommended that the Coranission exteril or clarify this 
detennination to assure that any projected agreements reached or witb:lrawal 
commitments made, whether verbally or in writ.ing, are Jjkewise not 
admissible in any subsequent RID proceed.ings. 

The mediator fears that sorne catpet.ing awl:icants may atteupt to 
suggest that other awlicants who agreed "to take less· In any settle!nent 
negotiations have somehow admitted they are "leSs qual.ified.· The entire 
mediation process, includ.ing all discussiqns, statements, tentative 
agreements, reports, etc., shouJil be .inzdnissilile .in future litjgation. 
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B. Expedite All. W Litigation 

In the Inter im Report of the Mediator/Facilitator, I reccmnended 
certain actions which could expedite the various RID proceedings. Now that 

. the mediation process has run its ccurse it would awear awrcpriate to 
p.1rsue any avenues which hold the possJ'bility of such expedition. 

553 

Therefore, I recommend the Comniss.ion proaptly lift the stay in arty and 
all proceedings which have not settled within the next .tilQ ~ with 
instructions to the Administrative Law Judge's that they proceed 
expeditiously to conclUde the proceedings and issue Initial Decisions 
promptly. The COIrollission should also direct that aweaJ.s from the Partial 
Initial Decisions be made directly to t..'1e Ccmnission, by-passing the Review 
Board. The Commission wculd then be in a position to determine r.apldly which 
of the competing applicants is "best qualified.· 

I strongly recc::mrerxl expedited conslderation of the Menphis. /li! 
lIettlement and any others that may occur after this report is filed. The 
policy issues w ill have to be addressed sooner or later and the p/lrties in 
ill the proceedings need to receive Comnission guldance if they al:e to ,be 
expected to work toward sett.lerrent in the future or, alternatively, awly 
their rescurces to the hearing process. 

There may well be other acceptable steps which can be taken to expedite 
the process. Any procedure which will provlde finality will Cf:rtainly 
inure to the public interest. 

C. Strengthen ~ ~ .t.2 ~ tm Cooparatiye ~AtiDa ~~ 

Only one enemy of the p,lblic interest stanis cut crysttJ. clear at the 
end of my involvement in this exercise. That is the coaparative renewal 
process itself. It is difficult to imagine a lIPre harm1iJl CQ'ltrivance of 
government than one which would submerge lIPre than a d02l:1l broadcasting 
voices in nine major cities of the tln.ited states in a sit'llation of petpetual 
lintlo for years on end with no clear vision of the future. The present 
licensee has no choice but to sjphon off revenue to cont.inue litjs;jation ad 
infinitum. It can neither add nor subtract broadcasting prcperties to 
strengthen its position in the marketplace. Progr~l to the p,lblic is 
bound to suffer. Good management and talent is d:ifficult to hire or retain 
under such a cmd, arXI conpeting applicants are encourliged to enter the 
fray a.1d begin paying the cash they might later use to operate the stations 
for legal fees to first obtain them. 

The entire process is a tragedy and one that no one seems to be able to 
stop--not the COIrollission, not RID, not the applicants. If the RID saga is 
doomed to continue on a treadmill of litjs;jation, so be it. Blt every effort 
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to rid the public of this offensive process cal.led CO!q?arative renewal 
should be made. The p,lbllc interest dewands it. 

VI. Ac!s.nowlegments 

The mediation process has been extremely difficult and very t:i!re 
consuming. Certain individuals have helped to make it poosilile and at 
times, even pleasant. 

Of the 29 individual counsel fi::lr the afPlicants the Mediator has foord 
almost all of them to be extremely helpfill to the process. Few have 
violated our initial commibrent to corrluct these negotiations In private. 
The Mediator has develc:ped considerable respect fi::lr the quality, slncerity, 
and good-faith efforts of the cotmUllications bar In general. 

The effort took abaJt 70 percent of my own t.ime from a.treau management. 
Bill Johnson and the rest of my front office staff took most of that burden 
and it is sincerely appreciated. Ed Minkel, our Managing Director, provided 
full administrative sUFPOrt and resources whenever they were needed. 

Rod Porter who also served as a Mediator devoted hlmself to this 
process at a time when his wife was busy delivering their second child. My 
thanks to Rod and my apologies to his wife, Rathy. 

And, Don McClellan did exceJlent staff \1Iork and br~lght to the process 
his own level of enthusiasm that often kept us all from sinking lnto pools 
of depression. Be has a great future in cc:munlcations law. 

There are no regrets when you know you did all you could to succeed in 
a task.. OUr faiJ.llre to r.chieve settlement In JOOSt of the Irarkets was not 
for the lack of trying. My awreciation to the Camtission for giving me the 
opportunity to try. 

<1~c.Iife~ 
James C. McKinney / 

D. McClella:n/R. Po5"f(Jr/J. McKinney 

A/LJI( P 
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Before the 
Federal Communications Commission 

Washington, D. C.20554 
FCC 86-383 
36973 

In re Applications ot 

I<l<<.l CD.EP.AL, It:.<:. (J<HJ-lV) 
Los Angeles, california 

for Renewal of LicensE 

FILt:LI'Ii' TtLEVlSION, I "-C. 
Norwalk, california 

For Cbnstruction Fermi t tor New 
Televlsion Broadcast Station 

RJ<D CDlERAL, It:.<:. (~scr'IV) 
Memphis, l~nnessee 

ana Assoclated Pock~ts 

Rl<O GEN£AAI., INC. (\DIS) 
bethesaa, ~f1ryland 

lind Associatea Pockel;.s 

fli<D GENERAL, ue, (\i'RXO) 
Soston, Massachusetts 

line Associated Dockets 

RJ«'J CD<EAAL, It:.<:. ( W R-lV) 
Cl,icago, I.l.linois 

and Associated pock~ts 

Hl<O GENI::RJ\L, INC. O .. AXY (fH) 
Ft. Lauoerdale, florida 

and Associatea Pockets 

RJ«'J tD.£F.A:L, m: . ( I<HJ ) 
Lo:; Angeles. callfornia 

) 
) 
) r:xJClD' NO. 16679 
) File No. BRCT-58 
) 
) 
) 
) DOCl<ET NO. 16680 
) File No. BPCT-3655 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) W1 DOCKET NO. 84-121 2 
) File No. BRCT-790402LC 
) 
) MM DOCl<ET NOS. 84-1213; 84-1214; 
) 84-1218 to 84-1222; and 84-1224 
l 
) MI1 DOCl<ET NO. 84-1148 
) ~ile No. BR-1403 
) 
> MI1 DOCKET NOS. 84-1149 to 84-1151 ; 
) 84-1159; 84-1162; 84-1163; 84-1166; 
) 84-1167; 84-1170 to 84-1173; and 
l 84-1178 
) 
) ~l DOCKET NO. 84-1057 
l rile No. BR-953 
) 
) M.f.1 DOCKET OOS. 84-1058; 84-1059; 
) 84-1061; 84-1063 to 84-1065; 
) 84-1070; 84-1072; 8~-1076 to 
) 84-1078; 84-1080; 84-1081; and 
) 84-1083; and 84-1084 
I 
I MI1 DOCKET NO. 84-1085 
I File No. BRH-79080lA3 
) 
) MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1086; 84-1089; 
l 84-1094; and 84-1096 
) 
) MM DOCKET NO. 84-1112 
) File No. BAA-7810021<R 
) 
) MM DOCKET NOS. 84-1113; 84-1114; 
) 84-1116; and 84-1118 
) 
) MM IXJCKET NO. 84-1184 

File No. BR--22 



, and Associatea I:ockets 

RI<O GENEAAL, INC. (~SEl.J) 
l1ertphis, ~nnessee 

ana Associated Docket 

JU<D GENERAL, B.c. (lOR) 
New :tori<, New :torX 

ana Associated Dockets 

RKCl W<ERAL, Il-lC. 
lOan francisco, California 

and ~sociated Dockets 
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) hM DOCKET NOS. 84~1186 to 1188; 
) 84-1190; 84-1195; 84-1196; 84-1198; 
) 84-1199; 84-1201; 84-1203; ana 
) 84-1207 
) 
) MM OOCKET NO. 84-1051 
) File No. ~790402CZ 
) 
) MM OOCKET NO. 84-1053 
) 
) !olI-1 OOCKET NO. 84-1122 
) File No. ~177 
) 
) M1-1 OOCKET NOS. 84-1123; 84-1124; 
) 84-1126; 84-1128; 84-1132; 
) 84-1133 to 84-1135; 84-1138 to 
) 84-1140; and 84-1146 
) 
) MM OOCKET NO. 84-1098 
) File No. BR-43 
) 
) MM DOCIn NOS. 84-1099 to 84-1101 ; 
) 84-1110; and 84-1111 

MEMORANDUM OPINION }NO OReER 

Mq,tt?d: 5epter.'ber 10, 1986 Releasee: Septarber 12, 1986 

by the Car.mission: 

1. ~ perxling before the Cormlission are a series of pleadings 
pertainif"l;j to resolution ana settlarent of the KHJ-'IV, Los Angeles, California 
car~arative renewal prOO!!eding. Ole of these was filed I:¥ R<O General, Inc. 
(R!l.lJ) ana f'ia~lity Television, Inc. (Fidelity) on June 2, 1986, and is a 
request tor waiver of Section 1.301(b) ot cur Rules, 47 C.F.R. 1.301(b), which 
preclooes appeal of intedoctory rulings al:sent the permission of the 
presiaing Aaministrative law Judga (ALJ). 11 In his unoer1ying Order, FCC 
ijbM-1394, releasea At;ril 24, 1986, ALJ KuhlllBnn denied the joint request of 
RKO ano Fidelity to certity to the Ccmrrdssion their prcposed settlei2nt 
agrearent oesigned to terminate the car.;erative phase of the KHJ-'IV, Los 
Angeles, California proceeding. By Order, FCC 8tr1-1738, released /oIay 23, 
1986, the ALJ oenied RKO ami Fidelity's request tor permission to file an 
a~al of his earlier Order. lbe instant ootion for waiver fo11o.red. Also 
penaing before the CCmndssion is a retltion for Leave to File Applications, 
Approval of Settlement Jo:greanent am Related Relief filed Februaty 5, 1986 by 
RKO, Fioelity, anci loastinghOJse Broadcastin;j and Cable, Inc. 
OJestirl;lhOJse) • 11 
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Background 

2. The KHJ-lV carparative rene"",l proceedin;J had its genesis in 
1965, when ~O filed its a;;plication for renewal of that station's license. 
Since that time R!{O and its a:lversaries have expended cons iderable funds, 
ccnsuned CO-Int.less hcurs in litigation arrl generated an endless clOJd CNer the 
KR)-lV license. 'Ihe.re have been three cc:urt c:pinions on the case. 3/ In 
resp:>nse to the Court's latest order, we rernan:led the l<HJ-lV proceeding to the 
ALJ for further evioentiary hearings on RKO's overall basic qualifications as 
a result of its disqualification as the licensee of W-IAQ-lV, 9:lston, 
Massachusetts. ~, 94 FCC 2d 879, released June 8, 1983. See RKO Qmeral, 
Inc. (hNAC-lVl, 7tl FCC 2d 1 and 78 FCC 2d 355 (1980), affiz:med in part and 
reverso;o and rencnoed il1 part, RKO Qmeral, Inc. v. FCC, 670 F.2o 215 (D.C. 
C1r. l~tll), cert. oenled, 45b U.S. 927, 457 U.S. 1115rii1982). 

3. To expedite !ratters, we biturcated the KHJ-'IV proceeding, with 
Phase. I fOOJsin;J exclusively on resolution of ~O' s basic qualifications. 
Ebllcwi~ canpletion ot this aSpE:ct of the ease, the ALJ lo'Ould then be in a 
pos1tion to ccrnrrence Phase II at the l<HJ-lV proceedin;J, which includes 
evaluat10n ot, r'ioelity's basic qualifications and consideration of the 
cOTq)arative qualifications of both R<O arrl Fidelit.y. Since questions of R<O's 
oasic qualit ications applied equally to all of RKO's licenses, we made the 
aw1ieants t:arq;letin;J tor I<KO's thirteen other broadcast stations 4/ parties to 
the J<HJ-lV ~oceedin(;. 21 1"inoings and conclusions reached in the KliJ-lV 
proceedin;J regaroin;J RKO'S qualifications w:luld then be applied unifor:mly in ' 
all proceedings involving f<l{0. y 

4. J«O arxl Fidelity new seek \ooeiver of Section 1.30l(b} of OJr 
Rules to' appeal the AW'S rulings on the grOUrd that their prOp::lSed sett.lerrent 
agresnent raises basic and far-reaching p:>licy questions ..nich can only be 
resolved 1:rt the ConnLission. '!hey assert that approval of their prop::lSal is in 
the pulJlic interest and that it is consist.ent witr. Section 311(d) of the 
Canmunications Act, W1ich authorizes sflttlemmts in carparative renewal 
proctle<lings ana takes precedence CNer other p:>licies which appear to disfavor 
t.ht:ir prol,-C6al. Aawave and the other objecting parties contend that the ALJ 
prcperly applied existing law and p:>licies in disposing of RKO arxl Fid,elity's 
request for certification and the prop:l6ed sett.lerent &greerent. They also 
argue that grant at RKCJ and Fidelity's waiver request arxl approval of the 
settlerrent prop::lSal will &:iYersely :iJtpact on their own catparative cases 
against 1«0. 

Discussion 

5. The prc:posed settlanent agreenent contE!1plates the simultaneOJs 
oismissal of RKD's renewal application, grant of Fidelity's construction 
peoni t application, as aneroea to st-ecify ~O's facilities, grant of a license 
to F'ioeli ty, merger at Fidelity into ~stinghOJse and bmnediate transfer .of 
Fiaelity's newly obtained license to ~stiTQhOJse. ~O, Fidelity and 
hestinghOJsc have jointly requested the O:mmission to assert jurisdiction oYer 
all aspects ot the set.tlerrent &greernent so that a CCITprehensive deter:mination 
can be reached. They argJe that the prOp::lSed settlerent &;jreenent enc~ses 
the: transter of allot RKO's licenses and equipnent associated with the 
op:!ration OJ: J<HJ-lV, as 'oIell as the application for transfer of control to 
\lestinghOJse and a request tor new call letters representing the new 
licensee. To expedite !ratters, petitioners have pc-offered for acceptance all 
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api-J,icat:'ons 7/ neeoed to irnplarent the settla:ent agrearent. ~titioners 
urge that these applications be accepted at this time and a ccrnrron pleading 
c~le be established so that ccrrurents on all aspects of the settlarent 
agreanent can be filed at ene time. 

6. t+on preliminary review, the prq:x:sed setUanent a;/reenent has 
sane appeal. '!he plblic interest would be greatly benefited I:¥ termination of 
the 20 year ole KHJ-1V proceedin;;l, ranoval of the clwd CNer the KliJ-1V 
license and grant ot the i<HJ-lV license to an llJ"questionably qualified 
broadcaster. lbwever, the agreanent leaves c:pen the prcspect of nany mre 
~ars of litigation, first to reach a final decision regarding RKO's overall 
qualifications to ranain a Carmission licensee and secord to deteIJT\ine which 
ot the nany carpetin;;l applicants will ultinately prevail in their ongoing 
carparativ," cases, not to rrention further contrCNersy as to the agreerent 
itselt. As to the latter, all parties concur that the agrearent raises 
seriws ana difticult policy questions bearing en the Canmission's exeOJtion 
ot its puolic interest responsibilities. '!hese tactors would have to be 
weighec a;ai"s-: -3r.. ~'ene±its to be gainec fran the prcposed settlanent. he 
Are not now _: :? reach a final oeterrnination on the rrerits of the 
settlanE:nt a;l.,:: "= ,- .IS prcposed. Ibwever, we are persuaded, based on all of 
the cirCUlTStances set torth herein, that a sufficient showing has been made to 
warrant a \oi.iiver of Section 1.3UI(b) of the ~les and acceptance of the 
tenoereo applications.!y '!his .... ill enable us to give full consideration to 
the rrerits of the prc:posed settlanent a;/reanent in a subsequent order. jf 

7. At the sarre tiJre we share RKO and Fidelity's ccncern that this 
prolonged litigation should end. OJr perspective of the relevant pililic 
interest factors, however, is broader than that st:ggested I:¥ those parties. 
Betore reachin;;l a deteoninadon on the rrerits of the KHJ-lV settlanent, 
therefore, we will take steps to tacilitate, and afford the parties an 
opportunity to reach, a carprehensive settienent of all of the wtstandin;;l RKO 
cases involving 69 carpetin;;l applications. A carprehensive settlarent would 
save the Ccmmission and the parties years of li tigation and incalOJlable time 
ard roney. 

8. he will of COJrse le/IVe the fotm of any setUanent to the 
parties thern:.elves, thereby providin;;l then, with the greatest latitude p:ssilile 
to fashion a COT\'lrehensive settlement in the pililic interest. In this regard, 
we do not rule Olt any prop:sed settler.ent that will be agreeable to the 
parties involved, includin;;l the possible participation of non-parties (1. e. 
·'ohite knights"), if such entities' participation will serve the greater-
public interest of bringing all of the !<KO proceedin;;ls to an expedi tiws 
conclusion. ,;Ie will, Ot course, reach a decision on the nerits of any 
settlement after we are presented with a specifit;; prc:posal. '.It> assist the 
applicants' settler.f:otll_ ";.rorts, we are directing the parties to select a 
meaiator/tacilitator. 10/ AlOn;;l these lines, we suggest th<lt the Chief of the 
K:lss foIeOia Bureau, JaniS C. McKinney, and his staff would be the best cooke 
to till this role, althaJgh the ultimate cleteonination lies within the 
ai&eretion of the parties to these proceedings. ():)nsistent with our objective, 
authority is grantee the rrediator/facilitator to convene rreetings, assist the 
parties in reachin;;l amicable settlarents and keep the Car.mission apprised of 
develc:pnents in a rranner consistent with the ~ parte rules. ~ Sections 
l.l:lCJl et ~ of the Canmission's Rules. In carrying C1.It these 
responSIbilitleS, the meeiator/tacilitator can solicit the assistance of the 
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National ~dlation and COnciliation Service and aV.Jil himself of thei r 
e)(perti&e and personnel in oreer to bring these proceedings to an expedi tiOJs 
conclusion. 

9. Since it is OJr concern to CCImEnce settlanent negotiations as 
expedi tOJsly as p::6sible, we will direct Mr. McKinney, if p::ssible, to convene 
a rreeting with all parties or their attorneys wi thin 15 days of the release 
date ot tilis creer. At this It'e€ting, to be chaired I:¥ Mr. McKinney, the 
parties are to choose the t=erson they wish to serve as rrediator/facilitator I:¥ 
majority vote. In the event that Mr. McKinney is not chcsen as 
mediator/tacilitator, the parties are to bear the expense of any oanpensation 
to be paid to the t=erson so n<lred. l1r. McKinney, if not selected, is 
nonetheless to renain a participant in the setUanent discussions process. 
Regarcless. ot ..nether he is selected, Mr. McKinney is to submi t a written 
report to the CoImli ssion wi thin 75 days of the release da te of this Order 
apprising the: Canmission of the pt'ogress of settlarent negotations and to 
sUl:IlU t a final written report I::!r Jaruary 31, 1987, detailing the results of 
the settlarent na;;lotiations • .ll! In the event Mr. McKinney is selected as the 
meoiator/facilitator, OJt of an atundance of caution and in order to 
facilitate settlsilmt disOJssions, we are also directing Mr. McKinney and 
trose nern.bers of his statf ..no will be functioning as rrediators/facilitators 
to se~rate thanselves trOll overseeing the Bureau's trial staff in any 
s\JbsE:quent proceedings involving these IlBtters. Mr. l't::Kinney, and the rrembers 
ot his staH involVed in the negotiations, are also not to participate in any:· 
'Way as a fotnlal party or decision mKers, and are to strictly c::i:serve the ex 
~ rules. Bureau personnel not so ioentified will mntinue to perform the 
t unctions Ot a party in all subsB;juent RKO proceedings and will be totally 
separated trOll the Bureau's personnel acting as mediators/facilitators. 

10. OJring the time these settlanent efforts are ocOJrring, Phase I 
ot ~1e KHJ-TV caSE: dealing with resolution of RKO's basic qualifications shall 
proceec in a manner consistent with OJr previOJs orders. In the event 
settlenents are not reached and evaluation of RKO's qualifications is still 
rB;juired, this COJrse of action will expedite the overall Ildjudicatoty process 
ano i& consistent with ~Ie views of RKO and Fidelity expressed in the latest 
rOJnd CIt oaments filed. At the sane time we will direct the presiding ALJs 
to holo in abeyance the nine other RKD proceedings, including the filing of 
exceptions to partial Initial Decisions, peroing further Coranission order. 
D1is 'Will allow the parties to devote their undivided energies to this 
sett16lrE:nt ef:l:ort in a non-adversarial envirol'lllent. 111 

11. ACCORDlhGLY, IT IS ORLERED, 'lhat the Request to waive the Pcge 
Limitation of Section 1.301(c) and the M:ltion for waiver of Section 1.301(b) 
0:1: the Rules to Permit Interlocutory Jlppeal, both filed June 2, 1986 by RKO 
General, Inc. and Fidelity Television, Inc. ARE GRANTID. 

12. IT IS roRnlER ORtERED, 'lhat the Jlppeal fran Presiding Ju:lge's 
Order ot },pril 24; 1986, filed June 2, 1986 by i<KO General, Inc. aro Fidelity 
Television, Inc. ;:r;s ACCEPrED. 

13. IT IS fUR'IHER ClmEl<ED, That the M:ltion for haiver of Page 
Limitation ti.lee June: 12, 19l:!6 by Adwave Cotpany, bton. Radio Cbrporation, 
East Lake Cbmmlnications, Inc., ~gna Media Cbrporation and Potanac 
Broaocasting Cbrporation IS GRANTeD and their cpp::sition to Iobtion for loaiver 
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ot Section 1.301(0) 15 ACCEPTED. 

14. IT I~ ~:UR'IHER ORDERED, That the »;rroranc1ml in SUpp:>rt of />ilpeal 
ana Rf,qU£:tst tor ptlproval ot Set tlarent filed June 3, 1986 and the Fep1y 
Mernoran:::turn filed June 23, 1986 bj hestin;JhaJse Broadcasting and cable, Inc. 
ARE ACCEPTED. 

15. IT IS ruRnfER ORDERED, That the Petition for Leave to File 
Jopplications, />ilproval ot Settlerrent Iqreerrent and Related :Relief filed 
I-'ebrual:} 5, 1986 by R<O Q!neral, Inc., Fidelity Television, Inc. and 
\oestinghOJse I:!roaacasti~ and cable, Inc. IS GRIINTED to the extent indicated 
in rote 8, herein, and IS J:£FERREIl in all other respects. 

16. IT IS FllRlliER ORJ:£RED, That Jarres C. McKinney, Chief of the 
kass l-Edia Bureau IS DIRECTED: 

( a) To convene a l!'eetl~ wi th all parties (or 
thelr attorneys) to ::.'l.e ongoing RKO 
proceedings 13/ ..,i thin 15 days at the 
release dateot this Q:'der, for the purp:l5e 
of taking steps to atterpt to reach a 
cc::rnprehensive settlarent of these p:-oceedings. 

(b) To sutmi t a written report to the O:rrani.ssion 
within 75 days of the release date of this ceder 
apprising the COnmission of the progress of 
settlarent negotiations. 

(c) To submi t a final written report bj January 31, 
1987 oetailing the results ot the settlerrent 
negotiations. 

IT IS ruRTHER ORDERED, That the nine comparative proceedi~s, 
involving tacilities other than KHJ-'IV, SHALL BE HELD IN ABEYAN:E, rending 
tw:ther Ce. _ssion Order. 

~·EDEm.. W1~UNlCATIOOS CDMMISSlOO 

William J. 'D:icarico 
Se!cretary 

11 Pleaaings have also been filed l:¥ ldwave O:rtpa.r(i, Ebston Radio 
Corpx-ation, East Lake Ca.utlunications, Inc., Magna Meoia O::lrporation and 
Potallac Broadcasting Corporationl bj New SoUth Media, Riggs Radiocasters and 
Lau:iersea Broa:lcasting; by Radio Broadcasters Limited Partnershipl by 
westin;Jhcu5e Broadcasti~ and cable, Inc. I aoo l:¥ the Mass Media Bureau. 
J:I hesti~aJse is not a party to this proceedi~. U10er the terms of the 
prq:.OSE:C ::'.~ ::. anent Agreanent, which starXlS to expire if not approved bj the 
CanrrJ.ss::.:;~ . .:;: ~anuary 31, 19t!7, \oestinghaJse ~uld cecare the eventual 
1 icensee CIt O:annel 9, Los Angeles. 01 February 20, 1986 h:lwave Cla1l;lany, 
boston Radio Corp:>ration, East Lake c:::c:nm.nications, Inc., Magna Media 
Coz:poration and Potcmac Broadcasting Corporation filed a joint reSp:mse to the 
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Fetlt.ion tor Leave to File I(:;plications. These parties are applicants in 
other ~arative rene..ta1 proceeain;;s involvin;J RKO an:! are participatirg in 
the l<HJ-lV Los Angeles pcoceeain;; for the limited purp:se ot aaju:licating 
RKO's tasic qJaliticatiOfl6. R<O, Fidelity and hestirghOJse filed a joint 
reply to M .... ave's res1-Onse on March 4, 1986. 
11 Fideli ty Television, Inc. v. l£f., 502 F .2d 443 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Fideli ty 
TelevlsLon, Inc. ,vO FCC, 515 F.2d 684, reheariro denied, 515 F.2d 703 (D.C. 
Cu.), ~~, 423 U.S. 926 (1975); and RKO General, Inc. v • .!Sf, 670 
F.~d ~15, cert. cenled, 456 U.S. 927, 457 U.S. 1119 (1982). 
Y These TITr~ facilities are: WfBQ-lV aOO WiEQ, Memphis, Tennessee; 
\i)x anc IYRKS(FM), /'lew York, New York; IYRKO and hROR(FM), I3cston, 
Massachusetts; KHJ and I<R'IH(FM), los lIngeles, california; Y&IS, Eethesda, 
i'aryland; ~,(J.s-r~l, rashington, D. C.; KFRC, San Francisco, california; 
hAX:t(FN), Ft. Lauderdale, F:l.orida; an::l IvTIR(FM), Olicago, Illinois. 
2! RKO General, Inc. O<HJ-lV), FCC 83-342, released July 19, 1983, recon. 
cenied, !Jo fCC 2c 1161 (1984). ---
!d }{KO General, Inc. (\.HB..-'lV), FCC 83-341, 54 Fad. Jleg. 2d (P&F) 717 (1983), 
recon. C&nleC, !J6 rCC 2d 1161 (19~4). 

11 .!<KO, Fioeli ty and hestirghCl.Jse have tendered the follO<lirg applications 
for acceptance: 

(1) License tor Channel 9, los lIngeles; 

(~) Q:)nstruction permit and license for 
auxiliary antenna; 

(3) Licenses for variOJs broadcast auxiliary 
se~ices (Television PickUp station, Remote 
Pickup fubile relay SystEm, Low ~r 
Auxiliary Statiun, Television Studio -
Transmitter Links, Ramte Pcikup Ease/fubile 
l>ystEm, and lV Ielay Stations); 

(4) License tor dcnestic satellite earth station; 

(5) License tor b.lsiness radio services; 

( 6) Call sign charge to lCGPlI; 

(7) Transfer of oontrol of Fidelity to WestirghOJse. 

B/ ct. Canrnunications satellite Q:lrp., 23 Rad. Reg. 2d (P&F) 286 (1971). 
]it 1ilthis regaro, the Mass Medla, Private Radio and Ccnrron carrier Bureaus 
are cirected to accef!t the applications listed in footnote 7, supra, and to 
set a =.on pleaaing cycle for any sul:rnissions relating thereto. 
lQ( Our determination to rely on a mediator/facilitator to encourage the 
parties to reach a settlement in the public interest derives fran the />Brual 
tor COnplex Li tigation (see, for example, Sections 1.21, 1.46 and 3.20l':'"1!l'e 
~Ianual llas prevlOJsly ooen relied up:>n ~ the O:mni.ssion in these proceedings 
~cer, supra, 90 F'CC 2a at 11b5) and has proven invaluable in 
e~"'ITStilng procedures AI-prcpriate for these o:::mplex RKO cases. OJr action 
is also conslstent with JlecCl1llsnaation 86-3, !gencies' Use of Alternative 
~H~ans of Dispute Jlesolution, a:kpted ~ the kirninistrative COnference of the 
Unltec States on June 20. 1986. 
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11/ 'Ihe written r~pJrts concerning the settlem:nt negotiations are to be 
served on all parties pursuant to the provisions of Olr Ex Parte rules. 
12/ F'eoeral Rules of EVidence, Rule 408, 28 U.S.C. 408,""iiill apply to these 
discussions. kcordingly, evidence of conduct or statements lIBde ciJring the 
course of these settlem:nt negotiations will not be edmissible in any 
pcssiole, subsequent RKO proceedings • 
.l¥ ~ n.4, supra. 
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Commission Discussion 
September 10, 1986 

Olairman: All right, sir, that pennission is granted. CollJl1issioners , are 'there 
cmy conrnents or questions? Cornmissioner Q,lello. 

CollJl1issioner Quello: I've been here for over 12 years and the RKO decisions have 
been bugging us all that time. I think 'this is a very creative, novel 
a'pproach. It works! I have great confidence in Mr. McKinney. I kno'" 
he does 'the impossible immediately, but miracles may take a little 
longer, Jim, and I think it will take that to get this thing going. 
I hope it works. It's certainly worth trying and without judging the 
merits of 'this particular issue, I just want to have a little history 
of what happened before the Collillission in 19S0. By a very close 1 vote 
margin; 4 to 3 at that time, we voted against the license reneh'al of 
~~C-TV Boston on the basis that RKO was unqualified. In doing this 
remember they had to overturn 'the jud~nt of an Administrative Law 
Judge and 'the reco!11llendation of 'the Broadcast Bureau. CAJr own Br03dcast 
Bureau and the Administrative Law Judge at that time found RKO qualified 
I characterized it at that time as gross bureaucratic overkill. It 
represented confiscation. At that time I maintained a judgment that 
this whole decision could cost RKO $600 million cmd 1 or 2 of the trade 
papers thought that was a gross exaggeration, and just to put this in 
proper perspective; when you lose a Boston station today, like RKO has 
already lost, is 400 million, one wallop. and 'then in the meantime, 
when we have had law judges tied up, our own facilities tied up, and 
our lal.;yers working on this, and this is pretty far to go to a case at 
that time you can even come up with a criminal or civil indictment. 
Here some action or other' 4 out of 7 Commissioners decided to go ahead 
with this type of. punishment and I think they have been punished enough. 
I think the punishment should fit the crime and I hope we can come to 
some kind of reasonable settlement -- at least a good creative try. 

Chairman: I thank you, Commissioner Q,lello. Are there any other comments on this 
item, Commissioners? Commissioner Patrick. 

Commissioner Patrick: Yes, Chairman. Thank you. I would only re-emphasize the 
point CollJl1issioner Quello made initially and that is by this Order we 
didn't reach any conclusion on the merits of the proposed solution 
to the KHJ matter nor do we pre-Judge any possible settlement of the RKO 
matter generally. Rather we atteJl¥lt to explore the possibilities or 
will explore the possibility of a generic settlement, and I think that, 
as Comnissioner Q,lello said, is well worth a try. Our principal 
mtivation here, of course, Mr. Olairman is the public interest, and 
the public is not well served by over 20 years litigation with respect 
to a number of facilities that ought to be serving the public without 
that sort of cloud hanging over it OT them. We hope that the parties 
will enter into these discussions in good faith and make every effort 
to present to the Commission something that we can take a good hard 
look at at that time. 
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I<li:nnan: Thank you, Conmdssioner Patrick. I want to thank you and comnend you 
for your very good suggestions which I think made this item a much 
better item and 1 really thank you for that vet}' IIl.1ch, and I for my 
part agree with what both of you have said. Litigation that has gone 
on almost 21 years, actually now, is litigation that has gone too long, 
and I want to stress also, as you have, this in no way means there's 
any pre-disposition on the merits, but like all stewards of litigation, 
including judgments in district courts, ... tere we can foster settlements 
especially in a case like this, it seems to me we ought to make the try. 
Having said that, what we've done here is simply set up a mediation, 
not an aribtration, but a mediation mechanism which is designed to 
attempt to narrow differences and to foster possible successful settle
ment negotiations. No party should feel in any...<ly obligated if it feels 
its interests are not served by entering into a formal settlement 
agreement to do so. But if indeed through these discussions a settlement 
could be achieved it seems to me that would be something that we would 
then want to look at in the context of ending litigatior.. We still have 
some difficult policy decisions we would then have to re3ch at that 
point which you touched upon in your presentation, although more 
specifically. If there are no other conrnents on this item, Conmissioners 
all in favor say "Aye" those opposed "No." The Aye's have it, so 
ordered. 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTIOM UNDER 
AGREEMENTS FOR COST-SHfiRED WATER RESOURCES PROJECTS 

Given its success with alternative dispute resoluion (ADR) in 
contract and procureMent Mattersl the Corps of Enoineers has sought 
to expand the use of ADR to other arenas. ADR techniQUes, for 
exaMple, have been applied in the Corps' regulatory and perMit 
prograM. Within the past year, the Corps has Made ADR available in a 
COMpletely new field: cost-shared water resource developMent. 

Public Law 99-66, the 1965 SuppleMental Appropriations Act, 
provided funds for the Corps of Engineers to initiate forty-one new 
water projects if the Corps and non-Federal project sponsors entered 
into cost-sharing agreeMents by June 30, 1966. By allowing water 
projects to Move forward under new cost-sharing forMUlas, P.L. 99-66 
signalled the beginning of the end of a dispute over water resource 
developMent that had existed since 1976. If agreeMents could be 
reached with non-Federal project sponsors, the efficacy of ~he new 
cost-sharing principles would be deMonstrated to a still-wary 
Congress, and perManent tegislation Making cost-sharing applicable to 
all new projects could be enacted. 

The Corps successfully concluded cost-sharing agreeMents by June 
,30 in all but one instance in Which agreeMent was sought. Less than 
five Months later', Congress enacted into law the Water Resources 
DevelopMent Act of 1966, P.L. 99-662. Under the new law, virtually 
any civil works project within the Corps' 'jurisdiction raJst be 
constructed in cooperation with a non-Federal sponsor that is 
responsible for between twenty and sixty percent of that project's 
cost. The cost to the project sponsor generall.y includes the 
provieion OT ,,11 real estate interests needed for the proj.ect; other 
non-Federal obligatiorls include operating and Maintaining the project 
after COMpletion (except for COMMercial naVigation projects) and 
agreeing to indeMnify the Corps for daMage claiMS not resulting frOM 
the negligence of the Corps or its contractors. 

Mandatory cost-sharing, and the conCOMitant shartng of risk and 
responsibility, is the new reality for the Corps and its non-Federal 
sponsors. Legally required cooperation, however, is not necessarily 
free frOM dispute. In fact, because both parties to cost-sharing 
agreeMents usually are sovereign entities dOMinant in their own 
spheres, the potential for serious disagreeMent seeMS great. Isw\~s 
concerning project Modifications, construction schedules, valuation 
of real estate interests, or even the choice of accounting 
Methodologies will arise in alMost all cost-shared projects. How 
those issues ultiMately get resolved Will, in large part, deterMine 
whether c05t-sharing succeed5 or fails. 
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Bacause ongoing cooperation is essential in the con~truction and 
operation of Major water project~, and becau~e cost-sharing in 
ganeral will continue to be scrutinized closely by Congress and 
interest groups, SOMe type of dispute-resolution MechanisM needs to 
ba available to address the issues certain to arise under 
cost-sharing agreeMents. The cost, divisiveness, and negative 
publicity associated with litigation clearly are inCOMpatible with 
the goals of cost-sharing; thus, the Corps cannot afford to have 
disputes be settled in traditional judicial fOrUMS. Alternative 
dispute re~olution, on the other hand, seeMS especially COMpatible 
with the principles underlying cost-sharing and cooperative 
agreeMents between public entities. 

To ensure that ADR Methods are applied to disputes ariSing under 
project cost-sharing agreeMents, the Corps proposed that the 
following prOVision be included in each agreeMent negotiated pursuant 
to P.L. 99-88: 

Before any party to this AgreeMent nay brine suit in 
any court concerning an issue relating to this AgreeMent, 
such party MUst first seek in good faith to resolvo the 
issue through negotiation or other forns of non-binding 
alternative dispute resolution nutually acceptable to the 
parties. 

Project sponsors uniforMly accepted the ADR provision; all thirty-two 
agreeMents reached under 'P.l. 99-88 contain it. Moreover, project 
sponsors seeMed pleased that ADR is required before suit nay be 
broueht under the agreeMents. A few, in fact, asked that the word 
"non-binding" be eliMinated frOM the proviSion, in eHect inviting 
the prospect of binding arbitration. Because the Federal GovernMent 
is not authorized to enter agreeMents for binding arbitration, the 
proposed change was not adopted. Nevertheless, project sponsors 
agreed that any forM of ADR was preferable to traditional litigation. 

The ADR provision of the Corps agreeMents is deliberately 
"aQUe: it does not specify a parhcuiar forM ~f ADR, but 'Merely 
requires an atteMpt to use SOMe forM of ADR before resorting to the 
court systeM. The Corps considered specifYing various ADR options, 
sUdh as proceeding6 before the Engineer Board of Contract Appeals or 
~ini-trials before a neutral party nutually selected by the Corps and 
the project sponsor, but in the end recognized that the unliMited 
nuMber of types of disputes that could arise precluded the prior 
selection or a particular forM of ADR MechaniSM. By perMitting the 
parties to choose an ADR forun after learning what type of dispute 
exists, the ADR provision seeks to preserve the availability of the· 
"best" MechaniSM for resolving a particular dispute, whatever that 
Might be. 

BecBUse of the clear value of the AOR proVision and 1ts ready 
acceptance by project sponsors, the Corps will seek to include this 
proviSion in every local cooperation agreeMent it siens. Although 
the Corps anticipates that Most disputes can be avoided by open 
COMMUnication between the parties, the presence of the ADR option 
Means that the Mere existence of a dispute will not autOMatically 
lead to the disabling iMpact of a lawsuit. 
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Minitrial Successfully Resolves NASA-TRW Dispute 
BI W. Sbnneld Johnson, 

Sldnt,. C. Murt, 
I,nd Dale lI. Other 

J,{tUfS. lo/mlon am.I OUVlr. JUJrt. 
ffln In ,ht Washington, D.C. ttlW firm 
0/ CUJlwl/ &; MorinG. Wilt Iht attor
Iftpfor TRW Inc. in 'hi procttdinSf 
Jncribtd In thlt arlfr:lt. Mr. MlUri, 
fijtl I,ial tOIl/Uti lor tht NlJJioflal 
AtrollDlltla and SpOCt Admillislrallon. 
IN! IItad o/Ibt NASA trial tttmtJor Iht 
!ffX'ttdillgl. 

: JltSliCC' Robert BrJ~cher. a distin· 
pis.hcd eonlraelS proll:ssor lit the Hat· 
nfd l.Iw School, lf3ditlon:llly began 
WI diu e:u:h year with the admonition 
that IIwycl1 ben served clients by 

~t:Jmt:~mo~ui~ ~r~~~I~o~~t:~~J 
'b7 the tnc:rcOlscd use or mini!riol 
~wings, 

.. r.nilri:als alloW' p.3flics 10 r~olve 
likpulet while avah,hng or redudng Ihe 
COSI and lnvall/emenl ofrull·bllJwn 1,1i· 
,.tlon. "'Hnilrl31s :He choraclerileU by 
• YOiriel), 01 fe:uurcs. but Ihey involve 
III Informal. OUlo()ro<ourt procedure 
dcvclaJl(\J by the parties 10 proyide: It 
,rud), ShOrletle:d venion of the ui:al 
L~~ltl~~cnn:.nd Itn en":anced scltlng 

This proceu has evolved milinly In 
tonnCCllon wllh complel (tHnmerdal 
'dlspurcsl" Recently. howeYer. NASA 
lnd 5eVer:a1 or ilS conlrOiClon under. 
toak. 10 fewlve complex liligulion 
rhrouDh a minirrial. This experience: Is 
I finl rot 'he governmenr ;md may of· 
rcr J model (or Ihe fl!lure. 

NASA, at the end of 1976, awarded 
• filcd-pIII:e contract 10 Space Com· 
munkauens C~pllny (Sj:l3cccom),l 
The contract caw:d lor !he nroouclion 
01. Iracking and dOli. rela)' s:alellile 
s)"Slem (TORSS) Imd relaled services 
10 be p!:~ded b)' the contractor for a 
100tcll period, The S41lelliu: s)'Stem 
1I'i11 provide Ie:lecommunicatlon link· 
.," from NASA salellltt's to an earlh 
,Iillion and b3ck. The present v31ue of 
lhatTORSS contrDcl iJ more than S1.5 
billion. 

The princip~1 subconlra.;ror is TRW 
Inc..lhc compan), respo~s,ble (or pro
ridina: system engineenn&.. building 
Ihe communiC:llioll satelliles. and pro-
ridina: the necessary !Oftwnrc. The 
canlracton will abo provide autumatic 
datt processing equipment ror the 
NASA ground 1I:alioR 10 be used In 
mllcding Dntl rel:aying Ihl: V31ious 
mcasufcmeN 3nd tontrol commullic:a
tions required 10 establish lind miun· 
taln the TDRSS scrvice. The fint s:alel· 
tile WIll be bunched on the space shut. 
lie fti&hl scheduled tUHenlly f"r 
JanuuyI983. :lnd is tD be pl.1ced in Dn 
olbil2l.000 miles from earlh. 

J The TDRSS s)"tem benefils NASA 
by Imusing communicluion with a 
ulelhlc Irom approlima~ely IS per· 
(tnl tnYerilge (If ilS orbit untler the 
presenl sy)lem It) 8S percent C'ovcrJge 
unJ~r TOItSS, nCJ1IJ~illg the prc~t:nI 
5)",h:m IIIi:nlunJ: ~1.lll1ms. Cm 1:;11111·lIr
ttlll1ll! u!dhl.:'~ \\nll the \U1~I ... fmull,1 
~11Ij.tli ,l\ul 111 lilt,.' 11>1b"l ""!L'Ul 
"."'~I.l ~t~Ii.II • .Iil") fc,fu,t; '. \, \ .. 

The rDRSS cont.l'iltt conl:l.ins 0, r.ct. 
rormance spec:ific=luon whlch t.lescflbes 
the reqUirements of the rommuni!::I' 
lion system. _Thc disputes ultim3te:fy 
resolved b)' the mlRllrhd concerned 

~~[~:~n~nl!n~r~~~:lsa~~~~Jca~i~nl_hc fe· 
After it K'ries of technical d,scus· 

sions :lnd negotialions. NASA issued 
IWO lellen of direttion to the COntnc· 
ton in e;uly 1979. These leuen direct
ed certain performance and indicated 
the government's view thai this per
(onn3ncc was. required by Ihc COnlr:act 
speeific:llions. Both Spacerom Dnd 
TRW believed that this perCormance 
constituted new work which entitled 
them to incre:lsed compensallon. 

Sixlssuts 
The lelten of dir' ~1ion raisc Sill ba:· 

sic issues, Of greilteU signlficiUlcC 10 
lerms of dollars wa! NASA's require
ment Cor cOnllnuous commUQlcahOns 
with thOle I:1lellites undergoing pro
pul!ive events. The problems of pro-

;:~l~e~~~t:~u~~,~~~Pr:~'sr:b:~C:!~~!~ 
to the onset or propulsive cv!:nts was 
pluticularly difficult. This probl1:m was 

f~~r~~~i~n~~~;~hg~:~~r:ae~':O~ed 
major \!Sue, Ihat the tp3cecrafl foc:l· 
Iional data whicb NASA provu.led to 
the contractor could be in enor by up 
to plus or minus nine Jeconds. 1111! 
time untenainlY required. III NASA's 
vicw. Iholt ihe (OntraClQrs he J\1!,! til 
nccommodJte etron as to the \cht~u)'. 
the .:1ccclcr.lliun. Jnd thl! lCf~ tlf 'I' .':c· 
t;'rJlt, v.hll..: m.Iln1,Fl\lllg "'!'hm\l!T!~J.· 
ttnn'i wllh the mer ~p.hurAt ll:I,; t.;· 
lIuuun~ ','Uf Ihll\.~\I.'.,J1 \.\11.'1 11" ",11· 
".u~· ,li1d \;llllll'I1I,'r \7.,)',' :'r- II., I, 
", "', " 

JIIuIllIlIlUflb;fSwItIWlO"Jfrnrr 

cOOnaclOn to provide. 
The issues were highly lechniC31 and 

inyolved Slale·ef-the.:nt techno,logy. 
Indeed. lechnlcal represenlallves of 
the parties spenl a year resolving lech~ 
mC31 disagrecments about how 
NASA'S requiremen15 could be Imple· 
menlcd. DlSagreemenl pcrsimd. how. 
ever, about who had conl~ctual few 
sponnbility and would bear thc cost of 
this Dddilional work. . 

Spncecom appuled the final de(j .. 
slons o( the (oncrac!ing officer 10 the 
NASA DOllrd of Conlra.ct Appe3is! 

~~~J~!~~d l~ t~sa~:~~!~~~~u~~~ 
appeals commenced the litigation. 

Scope or Utlglltlon 
Litigation of these complex Issues 

was a herculean task. Framing the cue 
in the complaint and iln~Wer was itself 
a tarmidable accomplishment. bc('Uuse 
ofthcneed to undel1land and describe 
the science :lnd technology of space 
communicalioJls. Shorlly aCler drC"J
ment discovery begnn. the 113rties su:,,
pended litigation efforts for three 
months to conduct seulemenl discus
SIons, These discussions were docu· 
mented IIpaTI from Ihe hllS:Jtlon and 
failed to produce a selllerm r ,'"!":Ie lilt
gouioR effort was reslarted 3nd exten' 
slve document discovery on bolh side, 
ensued. 

The doeuments involved hundreds 
or thousands or p.lgc:s of rctutds. In· 
t.kclJ, NI\:'A ch:'I.:d-.gi\cn tho: SC()p:! 
uf the ,IOcumcnl.lhol1-I!' [I!'tte \!:c 
1!')~"l!'1f1 ,ln~U!r.':I~t~ \!l\~l1\cr.;·1 HI 01 
"',lnll'uTCr 1t1\k~ln!.l ~\ql,;'n "1'j1t<1'I· 
T111fd\ l:illltMl 1'.'':,'\ ,II ,!,·,'I,II,;llT\ 
'.hf..: ~,~Il.t:.: ... l h. ~)l.·!, ,TIl., 

\ 1\.111 1,. f "r ,~, I' ",t, ,~I" t\ '1,,· 

depositions and the government Indl· 
entlngils desire to take 43 deposillons. 
Five depoSitions aclu:.lly look plate. 
The)' ranged from a wcek or IWo weeks 
in lensth nnd inyolved highly lechnical 
are:l!. Counsel on bOlh sides had to 
have :I suffidenl technical understand
ing of !he s)"tem 10 be lIble 10 (ormu. 
liue deposition questions and ID pre
pare for dc{ending deposulons. 

The eyer-widening scope ot Ihe dis
covery required Ihe he3ring d:ale set by 
the NASA bo.ud 10 be push~d b:.ck 
S4;vcral times. Atlhe time of Ihe mini· 
lri:ll. the besc eSllmnte of Ihe pardes 
WilS Ihar a !rinl was still a ),e3r away. 

Mlnltrbl Strut,ure 
In Ihe midsl at Ihe discovery. Space· 

com appro:u:hed NASA with the possl
bilit)' of once Dcoin underlilkinsto sci· 
tie the: disputes. A minilrinl WIJ sus· 
gested but certain preconditions wtrc 
sel b)' Ihe pnrlles. A cost propos:ll ",as 
to be submitted by the contraclon. 
wilh a brf:Jkdown (or the Sill major Is
sues involve~ In (he appeals. Negotl,· 
ton h:ad to be appointed (or each side 
with written authoruy 10 settle the 
elise. The piluics required thai .n ex. 
plicit unde:stllntling be re:lched as to 
the conduct of the minitrlal and the 
d::ullines for 1he v3rious ph3!es. And 
discovery-with IIgreement or !he 
NASA Hoard of COnlraCI Appe31s
would be suspended pending the mini
tri:lldrou. 

The pilnicul.u minitrlal proccdure 
was tho sublect of necoli3110ns be .. 
(Wcen the aUorneys. As negothlled. iI 
Inyolved fiye major aspects! 

• Fint .. ,he detailed cost proposal 
was submitted by the conlrDclon • 
Armed with knowledge aboullhe cost 
ascribed 10 the vanous iuues. nil par. 
ties could Ihen apply their percentagcs 
or prob:lblc success I1gainsl Ihnl dollar 
apportionmenllo dcriye II bottom·line 
IWCssment for scillemeni. The cost 

t~~:,~I~~~t~:~~e r~i:tive i!po';:!~:! 
or Ihe vanous technical issue~ bein& 
disputed. 

- Shonly afler submission or the 
COSI proposal. the parlies simulta
neously exchnnged wriuen briefs sci· 
ling fonh the faclual and '.eg:al posi· 
tions upon which the .pilrtleS relied. 
The briers conl:lined t!lalion! to the 
depositions and pertinent documents 
upon which the parties relied. These 
documents were Sel forth in appendl· 
ces tD the brids. II W:l5 agreed Ihal 
there would be nD reply brids, 

• Several dllY' arcer submission or 
the bru:rs. writlen questions were si· 
multancoully exchanged by Ihe par~ 
Ilcs. No hmilallon was sct on the num· 
ber of questions 10 be "'skw. The par~ 
.(1:' did nOI stipulale that Ihere be a 
wtilten responsc 10 Ihe questions, but 
rotthcr Idl th.u response (or the oral 
mlmtll31. WrilleR responses were ell· 
ch:mged. howe!'·er. immet.halcly afler 
thl;mlOllwJ\. 

-1111:' m1mlu.li 11~1r W.l$ (nco C,!O' 
du,!.:.1 ('.1,11 ~l<h: ~,lS tl\~fi th • .;¢. 

!hl!II" f<) rnA.co ,1 )1r~'>~lll.ltl,\n 1IIIh h:-
1;',,1 ~ .. !'~' 1)'1'; W;l,: ~\ l~ .:pp1rfH'ltc.i 
mt., lilt ...... ·,\·.'l1Jdll lit .. jlf~t \\ 1'" ;l 
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Knowledgeable Parties Reach Speedy Conclusion 
CotUlmttdjrmn pDst 13 

l"-hour prcscnrarlon by Ihe tanlrOle· 
iOn. nle aovCrnmcl11 then had three 
lours 10 ptc:scnt itS crue OInli ID re
spond to the c;:ontfaC1orl' po,ition. The 
","1~0r1. had a half-hour rchutl:lI. 
The aral prcsenl:lIion was mild,,: only 
~ b~rs rOf each sitle. 

Onl), Ihe principill nCGolial!m coold 
aU qUC1liolU. IIhho\Jsh Icc:fmit"JI :lnd 
other iltiyiSCr1 '\!fere ·prcscnl :lnd avail
.ble: fo,consuh;llion~ A (uri her rule ot 
the oral presentation "','35 thlll no new 
Nller-not previously dis.eussel1 in 
the briefs or w,iUcn qucslinns-<ould 
be prcsented. Vicwgraphs Were used 
by bolh silles during the pr~cnfalion. 
1bc pilrties h .. d ugrccd in advance Iflur 
CO(1id ur Ihc~c viewgr.lphs \lrould ~c 
prn~Wcd 10 the other side. upon com· 
pklion o( Ihe mlnihc1nins. 

• Stllh:ment negoliations then ~. ,In. Ar. imJXlrl:tnl ground rule w~s 
lUI thl! m:lIIer was to be: negotiated 
b I si~t=ll!' day immr.:tJialdy ro/luwir1S 
ttl.:minllri:d. As it turned oul. cmlugh 

~f!n":J;i~~~lbJ;1~h!tlr;l;~~~lj~~ 
• .aIllS, Those (urther I"II!!:Uli;1lillns uftl· 
~Ielyn:sullcd in a scllh:mcl"lt. 
~Sl:Ull!mcnl r\ll:goliutio(\$werc: at-

Ienlk,J only by Ihe rrincipill ncgulil1-
IOn. Advisors "nd ICS'l1 counscl were 
\Undin~ by. but did nat diNelly {lac· 
tiiJl'llt in Ihl! nl!saliufions. Pl!riudlcnl. 
IJ.lhe Jltincip"ls would brl!:!k '~(i' rrlJm 
~ no:,-utladolls to di!CU$$. ~,ubl.:. fK'
~1_1lIS Of prnpol:JIs with till., sla((s 
anllio rC!.jxmd to prcSl:f1Iatk·ns m;ldl! 
b)'.I1u:: u\l\cr side.. As the Ilt\' Jli:U\\lIlS 
IOIIu/{r developed. !lu: ncsoli:'lurs 
"1:rc ul1fc! 10 gu hcyaml the specific i~ 
~." (Qmcd b:f the up~ats ;\II~ ~ule 
OI/lcr oUlSlanding qu~uons betwcen 
thl: p.1r1ics us D purt o( Ibe ovcrol.U SCI' 
\l.:lnI:n1. AU c\;lilns ;.il\.! ftl.llC\! \S$ucs 

which were :tenled amounled 10 well 
oyer 5100 millioll. 

The negolialed proccIJurc5 (or Ihe 
mlnilrial provided II mechan1sm for 
successrul resolt!tlon. bot Ihere were 
tenain Chtu.lcleristlcs of this minitrial 
whIch seemed 10 have contrihuted 
moSI to its success. 

Prior DIs(1)vtf), 
The IIl1g::ulon background provided 

D conlexl which allowed gre::tter IJnder~ 
slandil'l-S by the parties bolh or the 
templexilY .Jf bringing Ibe m.:Uer (0 

Irial and af add/donal (acts previously 
not tensidcred In the Initi:.1 evalua· 
lions or the. case. Discovery had pro
ceeded (at a year ;lnd a h;dr prior 10 Ihl! 
minilrial. Importunl ~~limcnts and 
~bre:~(ilh~ ~~~:'pts wcre Ihus avail· 

This discovery allowcd Ihl! p:Hlh:s to 
narrow :ueas o( dis:lgrcC'ment during 

~~~I~oS:~~I~e~a~li~~!~~~~li~~; 
bo,h sides were dclineil!«;d more prc' 
cisi:ly. A more re:l!isllc eViJluJlitln o( 
the chances D( suetess waS Ihu5 made 
possible by the subsl:lntial discavery 
Ibal had occurred. 

'The depositions 01 seYer-II key tech· 
nielll individuals were: impartanl Itl this 
prace:ss. Their lestimony clarified wh:u 
Ihe parlic$ intended in writing Ihe 
specific-oIliens ::rond what was untlcr· 
stood 611 Ihe. lime the cOnlrm:ttlrt bid 
waS suhmitted. 1ltis sussesls Ihal PUf
lies. )V,ilh an eye to Ibe pouibililies o( a 
mmitnat type oC pro(l;:cdins~ .!hiluM 
c:lrdully priorilile Ihe int.lividuabi 10 
be dj,'posed durins the enursccf litisa. 
tian. Decaute the mhtiuwt may tal;e 
place bC(\)le thl! d~overy procciS is 
compleh:. Ihe parllC$ shlluJd depnsc 
those individuals. fi~s.t whuse:. \~til\\uny 
Coin h,m: Ihe mosl substunllal impact. 
An carl): Stltlement-wlth the: aUen· 
dant ceduttlcn in litiga,tiul\ cO!i\'i-may 

be pcomoledby Ihis lillgadon slr:lII~gy. 
The sequencillg or wilnes.scs ~uld wj:1! 
be diftcrcnt j{ Ihe parlies do l'Iot lnlend 
to usc D mInhrlal procc:dlH:. 

No Neutnl! Advlsor 
A second irnponant characle:rislie or 

this minitrial wus Ihe decislCln not to 
use :1 n,:ulral party In Ihe proceedings. 
Other proponenl$ o( minilrials have 
Slated Ihal usc or II ne:utril' advl;.)r Is 
essenlial. This proved. at least in Ihis 
eonlexl. nal 10 be true. Hcre a neulr;ll 
advisor miShl have impeded a seul~
ment r.nber Ih::ron baving contributed 10 
iI. 

A :5::1.l/enl cb.artlClerbtic of this settle .. 
ment Was tbe invol'fcmenl ot people: 
having delailed knowledge ot tbe ex .. 
Ir.lordinarily eomp!ex and (cchnit:lll is· 
sues. An outs!lJer. without Ibis back
ground. would have to have been 
p:.tnslllkingly eLlucaleJ on Ib~ teehnl .. 
e:t! aspects of the case! For exnmple. 
because of tbc knowfc:dsellblc parlki· 
pOInts. it W;:lS nOf necessary fO spend 
~~:h~~1~:ning the prinelph:s of orbil 

Mon:avcr. both sIdes had consis
tently (ound during tbc teursc or lilisa~ 
lion thlll brief explanations o( Ihe tcch~ 
niClJI issues to those not (amiliar with 
TDRSS oflcn creUlellll1isimrression:i. 

~r:~r~i~:aj.eTh; ::C:h~~I(Q~~r:~ri:; 
o( Ihe negotilllON llCrmilled. mellninc· 
(ul diillpgue during Ibe oral prcsenta~ 
lions. 6c:cOlust: the di$pUleS involved 
COnttJct intcrpcctaUons and the. app!i. 
COIl1on of those interpret:uions (0 tech· 

~~~~k!~I~l:d~~s~~~~~n:~a:i:~~,I:~~ 'a the successful re.so/Ullon "r these 
disputes-. TIle panics. by deciding not 
'0 U~ II ntutr::l.' ndV\5Qf. yoete able '0 
shonen the prc$Cntllliuns subslilnlmlly 
Dnd avoid the risk of mlsundcr
stanlling. 

his axlamath:thal nosctdemel1lcan 
be reached ..... hbou~ participation or 
thClse authorized 10 seufe. Thus, tIM 
Involvement o( tdgh·level munagc:inenc 
and n::godators was crucial (0 succw. 

The rule or Ihumb employed 11\ .',:
lectlng intlivduulS: for the negotltllions 
was 10 obtain par1itipadon from the 
blgbestlcYc! which would be invDlved 
In Ihe review and approv;d or any sel· 
tlernent. The ullinlatc dec:isionmakers .. 

~:i~li~~3te!~~e aal~ y~~I:~~:}~~n~~ t!:s~ 
armed with Ihe (Ilets.' 

In the TDltSS cuse, Ihe ne&olilliors 
were of such II high levellhat Ihn had 
aUlhority lodenl wilb both the inues In 
Ibc: frnmedicle disputes and olhc:r Is· 
sues relaling to the contruCi. This ;:Ibill· 
Iy 10 re::roch beyond the iuues diredly:u 
hUCld &QVt: Additfonalnes,otiulin&,room 
to the pnrtlcs to ::tchic:ve II s:lIis(aCtory 
solution. and enh:mced tbe possibility 
ofseulc:menl. 

Most imporltlRt. Ihe commhme/1t or 
high·level manaSe:ment-.lRd the in·, 
vesimcnt or their liml! nnd energy in 
Ihe minllri;tl procf.!ss-Iu:lpcd crcl)le a 
momentum (or seUlemerll. 

Momtnfunt 
No dispute Will be scnh:d unless the 

pilrties. ~{ll to ~ttle. With. thts. in 
mind, one ,nay wonder why a minitrial 
is nceded .n all. The answer is th:I.I, 
..... hile most di~pUlanls. htw(' :m undc~ 
fined d ... 'Sire to settle. Ih. .. (re· 
quently relieent about being 1._ ,Int to 
apre!.S It. Fut1hcrmo~e. their undc ... 
lined instinct remains vague Dnll non· 
productive In Iht! absence or .events or 
procedures wlltch f\lCUS their attcn~iol\ 
and energy on rc:salving the disp~tc, 
The primary purpose ulll min;I">I' illo 
'11:\ \he ~hIYC. 11m! tr'CMe " momentum 
rorsellfemcnt, 

COlllinll~d 011 pagt" 19 
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Ie rhc me or Ihe TORSS dispulc. 
$c f:cI !h:u bl"h·lcvcl rmln::lgcmcnt 
1IIIf'"d .. ~rtldp:ah: In" minilri:!;1 w~ 
~ lhe: piVUIOlI clem.:nl In senin, 
lbI1lIO=. How-cycr. there were olher 
In:tum which cnh;m«d che ch;nces 
oIl1fUmc:nc. 

All "';nl Ch:UOlclcrisdc W:11 the 
~nl o( ;;1 ,j~id lime schedule 
III' • e( Ik cv('nlS pcrt .. ining 10 the 
~. Time limits were ncC1:s" 
"'J 50 lUI (::Icll sid~ would seled I" 
.... impo11anl poinls to argue. Pre
IrI'Kations. "';lhQUI limits. alull.l haye 
pc CM rur weeks. Indeed. bolh sifles 
#Micip::llal Ih.u Ih~ rull h.::trlna; on 
lheK dispules would 1:l1i;c over a 
DORlh1o pf'¢SCnt. 

Mote imporl:ml, ih!! PiUlics asreed, 
it n(';oliatiunt. could nOI be carnplc:lcd 
.ilhin the schcdull!d lime, Ihotl nu rur .. 
Ilb:r discunions would I:lke ('Ilare :lnd 
the r~nic:s "'Uu/d P(l.)CtctJIO Irl:l1. The 
~rlics rcct1.;ni;u:d IhOiI t~.: miniu~1 
rq'lf.:u:nlet.llhl!ir last. besl op(IOf1uni
I)' II,) seule the C:;lst wilhllut incurring 
Inc CMls nr pnll.ocetJins In ;n e~iJ.:n. 
Ii~? hQrins: Thq p;mi,,'$ Ihm:hy 
~$r-:etJ 10 IlrLOUUre lhl!nucl~es to 
kille. 

111!: rormOllities oC the minhrial ~lso 
nC;lletJ mosnenlum 'or scuh:menl. 
The c:Xlensivl! brids cl:th.msed by Ihe 
p.;Irllcs. e:u:h :Jppro~jnt.:ltl!ly 15 J1:l~C:S 
In len,lh. with clt:nillns 10 t.liscuvcrcd 
doc'umcnls :anLo! lIcp¢)hion Icstimony. 
ptrrnith:Lo! the ncsmi:ullrs to b3ve :n 
on.: plOlC'e a l~g:1I :UIIJ ''&L'tual lliscunion 
ur Ihe hlues :mtJ (he unt.lcrlyinU JOurec 
wra.1Th..: briers OInd oral prcscnl:1lions 

~~Ca~h~r:~::i::nCo~lh~rl;;:i1\~~~~' 

NASA's ef(ec:tive ule or Ihe mini
.lri:lIIO resolve Ihl! complex. potcnti:ll! 
Iy protr:lI:tc:d TDRSS disputc ~iscs the 
queslion whclhcr this esc will be :In 
isulOiled inst:ncc-or whether the gov· 
emmenl and hs c:ontr:laots shoulJ 
pursue allern:ltivc: Jispule reJOlulion 
method's more rrequenlly. While Ihere 
are oSlcnsibl.: ImtwdimcnlS. 3 minilri:ll 
appro:leh 10 senlcmcnl may be or (1:1.r· 
lieul",r \lse(ulncu in the government 
conlt:clS seiling. Goycrnment con· 
Ir:aa disputes. O1lthough in m:lny w:l.ys 
slmil~r to commem:l.l lilic,:ltion, h:lve 
unique (e.llures. The most relcvant of 

~:~: ~:~i:r~t~~:::~II~'!rr:~: 
cr:,-c1SlIw~rded :lCler M:lrch t.I979.lhe 
COnlf3ct Disputes Act o( 1918."l1ds 
SI:lIUle m:lndates that :1.11 go ... crnmcnl 
c:onlr:a~IS h3vc II disputes d:luse Which 
sell (orlh Ihe procL·th.lre hy ""hlch dis· 
acreem!:nlS ll!latilll: tllihe conlr:lCI :u': 
10 he resolvet!' 

These SI:lnd:wJ. rn:lntblory proce. 
dures require the ~,)vCrnmCnllo make 
a fin:ll weill!:n JeL'isiun c:onc:erning tJls
:lSfl!Cmcnts wllh thl.! cunU:lClors. 11lls 
fin:ll decisioll sets rouh Ihe go~etn· 
mcm1's view 1,)( thl.! (aels :lnJ Ihc ll!yal 
conclusions whic:h h:d lhl! So\'clnntent 
fa deny the allltr.lCIIIC·S cl.lim (or :It.lJi. 
donal compcns:uiiln ur olk!:r conlr;u: .. 
lual felld. 111": ('(-nlmaor. upon re· 
cei{'lt or lil!.: linOiI Jccbion. (:In ",cqui· 
CSte. Or elect eillier to :ppc:l1 the 
dcchilln IIl:an U&CIICY IWl:l.rd or cunlD« 
apPI!OIls or 10 sue in Ihe U.S. O.&ims 
Cuun. ' 

nlese bOOlrw of l."Ont~CI ilppc::lls 
hOl~e :du(1tct.l usu,lI liliJ;:llion {'Ifacc
dures, For eX:llllple. rI!Lkr",' couu 
pleut.lins rr.lCILC",,: is nJhen:d (0 Mil Ihe 
feder:1I Rul..:s of EviJc:na: :Ire em
ploytd. Dolh siJes h.'lYe r\JII oPporluni
lies ror dis.co~ery in Subsl:lnli<ll :l(CO~~ 
dan:t with the F(J~r:l1 Rules or Civil 

pfOCedure. The he:lring IeselC is con
dUCled much as nQnjury liti!::ldon in a 
redci.l1 court and a .. kcislon is written 
b~set.l on the record derived rrom Ihe 
Irial. Appeals (rom Che agency boards 
on be laken to wh"t will soon be the 
U.S. Court o( Appe:lls ror t~c Fcdc:ral 
Circuil.' 

Excfudvc Proc:edurts! 
An impediment 10 Ihe minitrbl :lp. 

pro:lch ls niset.l by the question whelh
cr these S!:ltUIOry procedures arc ex· 
clusiye:. One baan.l or conU.II:t :lrpe:lls 
has held th:lt the government e:mnol 
submfl to binding arbllndon bcCluse 
or the connia with these statutory prg.. 
ttJures," But the lovemment's ,Ilt
IhorilY 10 Kille-and thus 10 devise 
means 10 sctdc-h:lS neyer been 
doubled. Indeed. m:my or Ihe provi. 
sions or Ihe Conlruct Disputes Act 
wcre designcll 10 eneoura!;~ 111..: J:;llv· 
emment 10 seltle mare conlr.lct dis
putes sconer. A basic: purpose or the 
nel was to promote more etlleienl rcsa. 
tUlion o( disputcs,lI 

Continued rcr(orm:lncc 
One aspect or Ihe st:lIUIOry disJlules 

proceJure mOlkcs dOcicnt dispulcs res· 
olullon pOirticul:trfy iRlpon:mt: The: 
Uispllles c:Iause requires the contractor 
10 ccnlinut: pcrfIlJn\:lnce nlliwith. 
slan'iins the Jispulc. Thus, in Ihe 
TDltSS dlspulc. NASA had Ihe right. 

pursu:lnt to the ch:mgcs tI:luse (also I 

m:md:'IIory c:IOIuse in :III govcmmes.t 
conlr::lcu) 10 insist upo:t ch:ln~ to the 
CCnlr:1et during Ihe COUNe of pcifo .... 
ance. \Vh:ll woulJ :lmOuntlo brcadlcs 
or contr:1CI in a commerc:i:ll contelllN 
consiJercd :lllow~bll! conlt:lct cha"an 
10 :I Government conlt':la. In exc:h:J"CC 
(or this flexibility 10 ch:lngc the con
I~a :lnd rcquire condnued perCo"". 
:lnce. the lovernment promises lt,c 
conlt':lC:lor fO pay J. rair amounl ror tbe 
:JlIdidon:l1 wotk. 

Not :III difeaions (rom the lovern
mcnl. howcvcr. will nect:SS:llily be rl:(;· 
O&nilCd by Ihe &o~cmmCnl as beine 
ch:lnsc:s. Insle:ld. the lovcrnment 
m:ly-:ls in TDRSS-insist thOlt Ibc In· 
ct'e;1scd work is alrc:ldy required by the 
co"lrnc:I.11\1! COnlr:lClor-punu:IM' to 
bath the dispules and ch:l"tCS 
dOluses--tJoc:s not h:l.YC the: option of 
5illl11ly ~h)jllliIlS Wl,)fk. unJ tesling tIM 
lc!;litim:lCY or the government's potl. 
tiun through liIi!;l:ltion. R:lther. Ihll 
govc:mmC:JlI COnlf:lC:1 requires th:ll IItt: 
conlr.lctor conlinue te; {'Ier'orm. ~ay.. 
Ing (Ilr I:lh!r the question of who wi!( 
bc:lrthccoSlS, 

Emcienl disputes resolution thcrc
(are is an imparl:lnt :lnd very neec*,ty 
(C:lIUre of Ihe government's tontrxt
IllS pr~s." Unfike most commen:iDl 

Contmurd Otl pasr 11 
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dispulcs. lbe p:lnics 10 it govetnmcnc 
C'Cnu~CI mninl:lin iSn on:golng eon!C:lC· 
rU:l1 fcl~lIonshlp ~OIJ pcrform::lm:c p.ro
(teLls on Ihe b:lSls .of .one p;lfty's view 
Cflhcdispulc. 

Ob$I.uI" 10 Scnllng 

The levcrnmenr, (or a V'U/CIY' .o( 
reasons, h;a hinorlCJlly cncounlercd 
1I,mliQnl .obmIC:!e! in Killing ils ccn· 
IUtl lilignlion. These obsl:1dcs may 
aha be ~cn :IS impcLJimcnls te It-e use 
of mmlln:ll procedures Ie bring. nboul 
SoClllernenis. However. Ihc mlnilri,tI 
1111)' be puueul:1rly well suiled to over· 
C'Cmins: Ihese very QbSlJ.dcs. 

The mon serious obsl:1clc 10 the 
IOvc:rnmetu's selltemcn' of oses is the 
I1«d (or:a consensus on Ihe desirOlbililY 

'Cityof New York' 
Yields Conflicting 

Industry Standards 
COltllltutd/rorrt pagt J.I 

probability of c~I:ISI:ophic .aC'cidcnIS 
3nt.! broadening the dc:p:artment's co,· 
sEI1erallon of the consequences or such 
VoddcnlS. much 3~ comp:lnics involved 
in licensing moaners tor which NEPA 
environmental implC1 ll:llcmcnts 
lEIS) arc re:quired orlen develop data 
1~:l1 the licensing :lSl!ney (:In use when 
If wriles the EIS. Leg:!1 challenges 10 
fhe diuner court's dclermln,uion Ih:u 
DOT must u3mine psycholoGical :lnd 
sea;1 con~cquc:nces 01 the rcgul:uions 
:lIsa mighl be cilised. AI .. minimum. 
imJumy presum3bly will seck 10 en· 
SlIre thOl' Ihe coun's fuling is construed 
nlltfO .... ly 10 apply only to local rcgul3# 
110ns afrectlng densely papul,lIcd ur .. 
b;narc:ls. 

Simtl:uly. where SI31es and IOt'.3lilic:I 
conSIder "dapllns rcstnClions on the 
lunspcrt::..llon of rndioiSctive: maleri· 
als, indu,SIrle! may wnnt to provide t.he 
appropriate commillees ~nd 1!:['SlOltlve 
bodIes with .dat~ opposing sUl;h regula. 
lion. Partlclp.luon 10 Ihe proceedings 
aho (oulll lead to Stille: court Iitisation 
on Ihe validity ot I'1Y legul310ry 
s.cheme ::uJopled by J Sl,Ue or TOCiST GOv
erning bollYk 

The City of Ne ..... York. decision' 

:t;::u~:I~I~I~~ ~~~i~~~~~r~~~:~~h: 
tlUl it docs mJke dC'ar the ImpOrt:lnCe 
-of faclual, techmcl documentation In 
.l challenge 10 NULcuJar regulaIIOn!. 
As Ihe next rouni.lcf DOT and lllLJIC/.Jl 
proccedings commcntt:s, nil Jffet!ed 
poutlcS would be ",,"cll nJvlset.l lO) under. 
IJke Inc prepl!ratlUll 013 cOll1prchcn· 
sjye: fcconJ su:jlOrung their poslliom. 
In any evcn!.I~1! ilt:bJte on Ihl.!mpor. 
13nl 50(1011 rIJhcy Will r:lee on, and no 
doubt wilf !:"..c the subject 01 addiliCnal 
judicial pron:Juncemenls in the months 
10 come • 

• r l' nI f.4t ... YI~rl. y lIrUlf<J"S'.lU Otr'''' 
"'f'l~1 rf'.tl!'f'iI'n-l1t,m IIll,~ I~·II 1', II 'Ij 't 
,J" J~ J " •• r;- :' ~~I "" Ifr><.>I, Ii' ,\ ,:~" • 

" ..... ', '"~ ~ " t." ~,,' .. " ",,(Ito 
,~ .. t \ I ~,' _ , 

oC the setllement. Even though it ls agencies seeking to sell Ie litigation Is 
hornbook law that the gO'lernmen,'s Ihe plethora ot organizadons outside 
OJntr:u:ting oUiccr posseues DimaSI the agency which also review and pos· 
plenary power IQ resolve contiolc:lu:1l sibly sccond.gueu any sculc:ments, 
m:men,lhc intern;).1 J'll'OCedure.s within The ovenight commltlee! o(Concrc:!S, 
procuring agenc:iC$ and the connols on thc: audit te3ms (rom the Gcnet:JI Ac
the commument of appropriated Cunds cOllnling Offiee, anl! the agency in
require thai :I numb.:r of individul!ls !peC:lors gener:d all ;ue potenllal rc
within an agency approve a seUlement. viewers ::I.nd pouible c:riua. The 3gcn
Orlen approvals musl be obl;).incd ey, seek.lng 10 avoid controveny, mus' 
trom the legal. tinrlnctal, procurement scllle: therdore with a vicw low:mJ 
poliCY, :and lec~nl~1 tomponenlS of:an outsi&!c tnticism. The minurial may 
a&e;:,,")'. Tenlatlve setllernc:ms1reaehed ense this problem, It creates :Ii wrilten 
between p:lflles r"olving lillgallon record clearly documenting Ihe bona 
hOlve been UpSCI when tt~ose selUe- tides of Ihe seUlement. The briefs set 
menLS have then been subJected to In· torth Ihe leC:ll positions so IhOit the po' 
tern.l1 agency review. The inability 10 lenti:al litigation risks are clearly dis· 
come to a decuion wilhout the subse· closed, The proc:eu ~Jso offcrs a ror
queRI approval by ;all, df:lSs OUI the mill procedure whieh iude mlly leuen 
selliemenl procedure and allows uRin' criticbm, 
(armed and preJudi:i:l1 second·guess- The key anribute or the miniuJillls 
Ins. that II facilitates SC:lllemenls.u The 

The minim:11 obviales much or Ihls presc::m:e of lap management on bolh 
problem. In prep.l!'Jlion for the mini- sides. coupled with SCI d:1fes (or the 
1ri31, the governmenl defines both Ihe exch:1nge of briefs OInd other minilri.l1 
authorily.of the negoli:llor ::md the :le· e\·ents. S:llvOlnlzes the plIntes 10 be ful
cepl:able nesotiJling posni,ns. The Ie- Iy prep,Ired :lnd',rellcs:a momentum 
quiremenllh:at lIpprov01I bc eSI:lblished which pushes Ihe process [orw::lrCJ 10' 
in adv:lnce-<ouplelJ wuh Ihc wrillcn w:ud senlemc:nl. The resolution ollhe 
authorization from the he:ld of the dispute shou,ld. of course. be: Ihe pri
agenc.y empowering Ihe reprcsent:llive m3ry objectlye or all Involved in Ihe 
on beh.a1C of the agency 10 re:1ch :1 sci- process. And with the resolution come 
dement-reduces the opportunities for II number or additional bencfits. Firsl, 
overturning Ihe seillement: The mini· 10 resolve II dispule Wllhout fuU liliga. 
Iri:1:/ fon;es the parli1:110 develop con- lion (including a he3ring all Inc merils) 
sistent . positions as parI of their resulu in sa~'"S5 to the p:lrties. These 
preJ'l~ratlOn, savings include litig:ltion costs and a 

A rel31ed problem Cor the govern· reduction in ~isrupuon orlhe program 
men" is· its. fumJlI'1g r.;quirel11enU. A m:.nager and olheremptoyees who .lrc 
contr:lcling officet ~nnol ullimOilely diverted l.y the IillG3110n process, Sec· 
.sclll!!: a ~s!!: wllhout haYing :lv:ulable (lIld.:l seulemenl otters the possibll. 
tllRds to cover the Jenlernent. These ily-noIOlv;!llable 10:1 judge deCldln! a 
run ding problems are in somc wilysob- dispute-to reach beyol'1lJthe mOlller 31 
vi:1tcd by the minilrial proceS'S, The ... bsue in crealtvcly f:lshioning remedies. 
Dsencies gencr:ally can fe·allot monie~ _Third."'l"seltlement lessens the .. dver
,wlIhm the :agen'lc in oflJ~r 10 cover the s.1n:l1 roles between the government 

~e:l:I~i~~::~':l~!~,afl1~~~~~~~~I:r~~~~: ::~~!5Ih~~~~~:;~ ~~~fnoe~~c~~~t:g~~ 
ior agenC:Y:lpproYnI. The minlUlal's in· ship of the p:lflies to government 
volvemenl of thcse senior offiCl.lIs contrncts. 
helps insure Ihe :lpproval. Another impoMant benefit is thnt 

A tbird problem facing gO'lernmenl Ihe signifiC:lnl partlcipallon oC m:m· 

agemen' in Ihal process and Ihe degree 
or neGotiation which transpires 3S .. re
suh of the minitri:ll of len results In a 
much beucr understanding of the can· 
l!'Jet. This greoner knowledge 3nd its 
cst:lblishmenl at b3seline agreemenls 
gre:llly (:lellit.lIes future s:uis(:lctoty 
per!onnante under the conlt:lel. 

A ceneral ulseun.on lit "minilria"" i, 
tounu In 01s0li. Ohpult Ruolutlon; An Allcr· 
nall.c (Ot UI1C Cltle Rcwiul,ol!;. ASA J. Sec. 
l.h"~lIon.W.nterl'lIlO.Jl21. 

I The CCnLra!;1 r.u 3I:lually aw.rdcu 10 We". 
em Unum SpI!;( COlIImUnlQliOnl, Inc •• bul 
Ihen wu 11:I1!;1(cneu 10 Sp~cecDm--.1JOinl ,cn· 
Iun: o(Wutcm Union and It¥cral olhct toml 
p.:InlU. . 

IThne ./t1lQ1I wne denomlnaled NASA 
BCANul.jl'l-tan.l'T9·ll •. 

"An lIIeldcnl in 1M liliptlO/\ beron: lhe. 
NASA DOlIN a( Conlnel Appeall ,Uullralct 
Ih" PQ4111. SmUie oIlhl Itthnlc~t compluilY 
.ndlophllll(;lt,ono(lhciuun.lheao.lmlRlltn-
I."e jl/fJ~Cllunnlcu Iht ponlbililY llutlhey 
m,cht ltlea ~n In.scpcl\llenllc~hnital rapen 10 
help lhem resolve Ihe Juun. One ofll\c p"r11f1 
IC,pon"elllhal.bcnulc of the IIIle-o{·lhe,,11 
nlurc orlhe juun, Ihe JUf1iu tl:id ifill" o(lt\t 
rdcy~nlt.pc"itc. 

'The uu orlop rn:1n~;tmcnl may hue_ 
olllcrbcndiIILncClllttnlhviduah'Wllopr«ipi
bltdlh,rJ"rutt~rcllfMnllt"II{1ON'ojud'ttllt 
nit. 

"Scheuu!, riJlllilY w;u arlO nCfeu:uy 10 
,YON rJcby ullhe rClurn 10 UUflIhon Ih .lellr" 
menl\O'll,~ll(llieud. 

'The ucllan't ofbrl," I\:Id a con1in,fnl 
bcnettl ~ulC.1\.l1i the ul1lemcnt 1~lkl aFIII!; 
(aile". II _,.I h~ve :uhlnte.l Iht rillc~lIon II
ulr, Th¢ bncl\n, cf}mlUzcd c;l(II pattr"s Ult
d.!I1I~,",U"Orlll own calC. IS wdlal pm.lOfin, 
.nln .. chllnlolheOlhcr~nY'I(aclu;lwn,Jlcpl 
pCuulo.kIl .... hlth'U .... cdllll:lno'"".n;orltlc.1. 
SUet, 
1"4I'U.S.C.I60I40IJ. 
·TIUlne .... eou" 11 trcalnl b,Tht Eedetll/' 

C()\Inl tmllroyemenll Atl uf 1911, Pub. L. No':: 
91·Ir..4,'16 SI~I.15. 

.. O~mc,.t t.\lICtC./UC" 1'I0.llot.IG.79.!I ... 
10(A'76.)9). . 
," S. RCIl, No.lllll. 'mh Con, .. ~,w Sen. I 

119711 

.S·I::;:'i"~t~S,~OI~~~;~"" I~c;""', ~~ntl...J 
" Ar..Dlhc,bcncl\lllrlhtmin,jtM.irthtproc· 

hlt\prupcnflnyohd.lllhttl.lrtu .. ,n,llru,,· 
pUlaJIUuctbr\ .... eCll;ll!cp;lllfu-ucn'tthe 
P~"lct 11ft un~b!t \0 I":'.aLiIC lin o.tr~:I lOlulKm. 
Therefllrc. the mlnllli;d m~r lub'l;anh~lIf tc
uucclheeo\lotUhplillnntnll'lI&!>l'!:\/IUt 
1(lUall,. rcmO,e lhe IICcd rorll,cvlllc/l.llllr}' 
hurln!:. -
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GOV'T AGENCIES, COURTS USING MINITRIAL 
PROCEDURES TO RESOLVE CONTRACT DISPUTES 

The use of alternative disputes resolution proce
dures is growing in the government contract field. 

The Justice Department and the National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration, for instance, have used 
ADR procedures that are similar to the Corps of 
Engineers' recent "minitrials" (44 FCR 502), to spur 
settlement of complex government contract disputes. 

Morecver, several federal courts are following a 
similar "summary jury trial" process to encourage 
settlement of complex cases. 

Justice's Pilot Program 
The Justice Department bas bad a pilot program in 

effect for nearly two years that uses m1nitrial tech· 
niques to resolve dlsputes between the government 
and its contractors. 

The program, which was developed with the assist· 
ance of the Center for Public Resources, a New York
based nonprofit organization, was intended to apply to 
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defense contract disputes. Minitrials under this pro
grrun were to bave been held before the Claims Court 
and the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals. 

When Justice began the program, the Center drew 
up guidelines to be used in determining the kind of 
dispute that would be appropriate for the program. 
"The pel'celved strength or weakness of tbe govern
ment's case is not a criterion," CPR noted in an article 
of January 1934. "Senior officials of the contracting 
agency, Justice, and the private party-all with 
decisionaking authority-will hear both sides' 'best 
case' presentations, and th~n will attempt to negotiate 
a settlement." The parties can jointly choose a neutral 
advisor to aid in the settlement process, the article 
noted. 

The program calls on government attorneys to se
lect a limited number of cases for possible minitrials. 
One criterion is that the case should be at an early 
stage of litigation. "Both parties should be more than 
willing to make expenditures directed toward settle
ment in an early stage In the litigation, before signifi
cant time and money has been spent on discovery," 
the article said, adding that th<> cost of a minitrial held 
after completion of discovery proceedings may not be 
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significantly less than the cost of a trial in the Claims 
Court. 

In addition, a case selected for mini trials should not 
raise significant legal issues. "If the case turns on a 
legal Issue ..• which either the government or the [pri
vate] contract bar sees as needing resolution, lthe 
minltrlal] technique Is probably not appropriate; a 
mini!rial obviously will not provide the legal prece
dent sought by one or the o. ber party," the CPR 
article pointed out. 

In addition, CPR observed at the time that the 
minitrial technique Is best suited for cases involving 
more than $250,000. "A minltrial probably will re
qulre at least a full day's time of blgh-level company 
executives and government officials; the amount at 
isslle ... must be significant enough to justify that ex
penditure of time, even though a settlement agree
ment Is not guaranteed." 

Mlnltrial Guldallnes at DOJ 

Once a case Is selected as a minUrial candidate, the 
contractor stlll must agree to the minUrial process, 
according to a CPR policy paper prepared for Justice 
in December 1983. "The mini trial procedure Is intend
ed to be flexible so that the government and the 
contractor can tailor U to the particular case or to 
either party's special needs. 

It Is Important that both parties understand that the 
discovery process for a mini trial would be quite dif
ferent irom discovery at the Claims Court, the paper 
explained. Whereas lower-level officials often are de
posed first in traditional litigation, the parties can 
expect dlscovel7. agalnst their key declsionmakers 
early in the mlmtrial process. 

The mini trial format also requires that tbe partici
pants have sufficient authority to settle a dispute, 
provided they actually reach an agreement, CPR em
phasl2ed. The contractor's representative should be a 
management official above the rank of contract nego
tiator or contract admlnlstrator. The government 
agency's representative similarly should be ranked 
above the contracting officer-a deputy program 
manager, for instance. Justice should be represented 
by a Deputy Assistant Attorney General from the CiVil 
Division, because any settlement would require DOJ 
concurrence. 

Justice agreed to select a sample of cases, and to 
contact the contractors' attorneys to propose use of 
the mlnUrlal techniques. CPR warned the agency, 
however, that contractors might fear that cases were 
being selected for an Improper purpose. "It will be 
important to explain to contractors' cOWlSel that the 
cases selected were not chosen because of a belief that 
either side's case Is especially strong or for any other 
reason going to the merits of the dispute." 

But Mlnitrlal Procedures Not Uoed Frequently 

However, Justice has used Its mlnltrial pilot pro
gram sparingly. In fact, only one dispute-which In
volved a non-defense contract with the W.M. Schlosser 
Co.-has been settled with the aid of minitrial tech
niques, Justice spokesman David Cohen told FCR last 
week. "But we're exploring using it In several pending 
cases," he added. 

Cohen, who is chief of the Civil Division's Commer
cial Litigation Branch, sald that Justice has never 
consIdered the pilot program to be limited to defense 
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contract disputes. "We will consider [usIng] it In all 
types of government contracts," Cohen said. He added 
that Justice had asked several contractors to agree to 
use of mini trial techniques to settle certain contract 
disputes, but that the contractors had declined the 
offer. 

The Schlosser mini trial was used solely for pur
poses of determining quantum, Cohen told FCR. Attor
neys for the contractor and the government each 
presented a summary of their views. Representatives 
from the company and the contracting agency, along 
with a deputy assistant attorney general, listened to 
these arguments, and then began settlement negotia
tions, he said. "They decided how much each was 
willing to give, and reached a settlement," 

Cohen acknowledged that one contractor had asked 
DOJ about the availability of minltrial procedures, but 
was turned down on grounds that DOJ did not believe 
the government was liable In that case. "There was no 
point in trying to settle; there has to be a litigation 
ris!: . .. before the [minitrial] procedure is appropri
ate," he pointed out. 

NASA Settles Malor Satellite Dispute 
NASA has used the mlnltrial procedure to settle a 

multimillion-dollar dispute invol~g one of its com
munications satellite programs. The agency in 1976 
awarded a major satellite contract to Western Union 
Co. for the production of tracking data relay satellites. 
These communications satellites were to be deployed 
in orbit by a Space Shuttle, and would serve the 
function once performed hy ground stations. Western 
Union selected TRW, Inc. to be major subcontractor 
on the project. 

NASA subsequently Issued instructions to the COD

tractor, seeking to obtain certain capabillties that It 
believed were within the scope of the contract. West
ern Union and TRW maintained that the Instructions 
constituted a change order, prompting one of the 
largest appeals ever filed at the NASA Board of 
Contract Appeals. 

After several years of delay and expensive discov
ery proceedings, the parties In 1982 agreed to try to 
seek a settlement through use of minilrial techniques, 
TRW Vice President T. Richard Brown told FCR. 
Western Union had, by that time, sold its stake in the 
project to Spacecom, a joint venture of Fairchild 
Industries, Inc. and Continental Telephone, Inc. 

NASA was repr'lSented at the one-day mlnltrial by 
an associate administrator and by the director of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Spacecom and TRW 
were represented by senior executives. There was no 
neutral advisor (44 FCR 502) present; the parties had 
decided that one was not necessary, citing the hlghly 
complex technical Issues of the case. The representa
tives listened as attorneys for NASA and the contrac
tors presented oral argument on the technical Issues. 
A question and answer session followed, alter which 
the representatives f!l1tered into settlement negotia
tions. The negotiations resumed several days later, 
leading to a settlement that was highly satisfactory to 
both sides, Brown observed. 

According to Brown, the idea for t~e mini trial came 
in part from TRW, which has used the process to settle 
commercial disputes. In the late 1970s, TRW had 
settled a series of patent Infringement and breach of 
contract suits involving its commercial electronics 
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business, through use of minitrial techniques (43 FCR 
257), he noted. The NASA case was the first time the 
mlnitrial concept was applied in the context of gov
ernment procurement, he said. 

The mini trial concept Is also advantageous In cases 
involving classified defense contracts, where public 
disclosure would be harmful to the national interest, 
Brown told FCR. The dispute Is settled I/.Ifonnally, 
without the need for evidentiary hearing in open court, 
he explained. 

"The advantage of the mini trial over litigation be
fore the NASA Board of Contract Appeals was more 
than the time and money saved, which was probably 
more than $1 mlllion in legal fees alone," according to 
Boston University Law School professor Eric D. 
Green. 
~More importantly, this case involved extraordinarily 
~omplex technical problems which both sides would 
eventually have had to explain to a trial judge," 
Greeen said, in "The CPR Legal Program Mlnitrial 
Handbook," published by Matthew Bender, Inc. in 
1982. "By Involving top management. .. and their 
stalfs in a distllled, focused process, a workable and 
mutually beneficial solution was worked out that was 
superior to what litigation probably would have 
produced." 

Florida District Court's Summary Jury Trial 
Some federal courts, including district courts in 

Florida and TIlinols, have used a similar "summary 
jury trial" procedure to encourage litigants to settle 
complex technical cases. "These cases involve issues, 
like that of the 'reasonable man' in negligence litiga
tion, where no amount of clarification of the laws can 
aid in resoluti"n of the case," according to a bandbook 
prepared by thl! U.S. District Court for the Southern 
District of Florida. 

"In these cases, settlement negotiations must often 
involve an analysis of similar jury trials within the 
experience of counsel and the trial judge as to the 
findings of liability and damage," according to the 
court's handbook. 

"In this type of case, counsel Is given a chance to 
sound a lay jury on Its perception of liability and 
damages withont affecting the parties rights to a full 
trial on the merits, and without a large Investment of 
time and money," the handbook says. "The summary 
jury trial provides a 'no-risk' method by which counsel 
may obtam the perception of six jurors of the merits 
of their case ... 50 as to give [them] a reliable basis 
upon which to build a just and acceptable settlement," 

The "summary jury trial," as practiced in the 
Southern District of Florida, begins witb the 
empanelling of six jurors. The attorneys for plaintiff 
and defendant then are generally given half a day to 
set forth their respective cases; no witnesses are 
permltted to testify. The attorneys may, however, 
refer to depositions, interogatories, and other discov
ery materials to indicate what witnesses would say 
during testimony. The judge will subsequently give the 
jury abbreviated instructions as to the law, after 
which the panel renders a decision. 

These jury proceedings are nonbinding, the hand
book stresses. ''Evidentiary and procedural rules are 
few and flexible, and lactical maneuvering is kept at a 
minimum." The jury Is encouraged to return a consen
sus verdict, but 15 not obligated to do so. 
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One government contract case that is a liI,ely sub
ject for the summary jury trial is Solitron Devices, 
Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc., DC SFla No. 84-8382. The case 
Involves a dispute between a government prime con
tractor and Its sub. According to Solitron's attorneys, 
Honeywell failed to pay the sub its share of a settle
ment arising out of defective government specifica
tions. The money was withheld to offset amounts that 
Honeywell claims are due for breach of ,ubcontract 
terms. 

U.S. District Judge Jose Gonzalez had scheduled 
oral arguments on the parties' motions for summary 
judgment for Sept. 26. However, the argument was 
postponed late last week, and will likely be resche
duled in November. If the judge finds that questions of 
fact exist, he has sald that he will set this case for 
summary jury trial. 

The "summary jury trial" procedure is pennitted 
by Rule 16 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
which gives the federal courts wide discretion in 
utilizing pretrial methods for processing cases, the 
handbook emphasizes. 

The procedure has been used in other districts be
sides Southern ~"orida. Earlier this year, a summary 
jury trial was used in the Northern District of illinois 
to settle a complex antitrust case. In Olympia Equip
ment Leasing Co. v. Western Union, DC NTII. No. 
77C4556, the six-member jury concluded that the 
plaintiff was due $27 million, according to the hand
book. Western Union insisted on a traditional trial, 
however. After a six-week trial, the traditional 12-
member jury returned a $24 million verdict against 
West&rn Union, which was then tripled pursuant to the 
Shennan Antitrust Act. 

Moreover, the procedure appears to be used even 
more frequently at the' U.S. District Court for the 
Western District of Oklahoma, the handbook points 
out. That court has'reported that of five summary jury 
trials which have proceeded to conventional trials, the 
verdict in four of them approximated the summary 
jury verdict. 

"The lesson {rom OLympia and other cases that 
were first tried before the summary jury ... is clear; If 
the parties proceed in good faith to present their case 
to the summary jury, they can expect to receive a true 
verdict which, If heeded, will save valuable time and 
considerable expense," 

CPR Advocates Mlnltrtsl Concept 

Government and Ind'lStry representatives are inter
ested in the use of tbese minitrial techniques, accord
ing to Washillgion attorney Flldon H. Crowell. Crowell 
chairs a CPR committee that focuses on the use of 
alternative disputes resolution procedures in govern
ment contract cases. The industry/private bar mem
bers of his panel include: 

• Douglas Beighle, vice president and general coun
sel, Boeing Co., Seattle 

• John E. Cavanagh, attorney, McKenna, Conner & 
Cuneo, Los Angeles. 

• Martin Coyle, vice president & general counsel, 
TRW, Inc., Cleveland. 

• James Dobkin, attorney, Arnold & Porter, 
Washington. 

• Jay F. Lapin, attorney, Wilmer, Cutler & Picker
ing, Washington. 
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• Douglas Parker, attorney, Mudge, Rose, Guthrie & 
,\1exander, New York. 

The government is currently represented on the 
panel by DOD General Counsel Chapman Cox and 
Acting Assistant Atto-ney General Richard Willard. 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General Carolyn Kuhl has 
also worked extensively with the group, according to 
CPR sources. 

The mini trial procedure will not be successful un
less the parties have a desire to settle their dispute 
and are willing to negotiate, Crowell told FCR. Also, 
the p'arties must be represented by people with au
thority to settle, he added, adding that a neutral 
advisor, such as was used in the Corps' minitrials (44 
FCR 502; 43 FCR 257), Is not necessary. The parties 
can make up their own rules for the conduct of the 
minltrial; they can decide what limits to place on 
discovery, whether to allow witnesses' testimony, and 
set a timetable for negotiations, he pointed out. 

The Department of Energy and the General Ser
vices Administration are aware of the Corps' exper
ience with the mini trial, and Crowell's committee is 
seeking to convince other agencies to look into the 
concept. The panel has invited the general counsels of 
the major procurement agencies to attend the group's 
Dext meeting, which will be held Oct. 16 at the offices 
of Crowell & Moring tn Washington, D.C. 

Both of the Corps' mini trials and the NASA satellite 
minltrial were held after cases had heen filed at the 
boards of contract appeals, Crowell observed. But 
IIllng first at the board isn't necessary to have a 
Sl.\Ccessful mini trial, he emphasized. 

CPR also has prepared a model mini trial agree
ment for resolving business disputes. Further details 
are available from the Center for Public Resources, 
680 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10019. Tel (212) 541-
9830. 

EPA Enforcement Programs 

Meanwhile, the Environmental Protection Agency 
is considering use of alternative disputes resolution 
techniques to aid In the agency's enforcement efforts, 
EPA spokesman Richard Robinson told FCR last 
week. The Center for Public Resources is providing 
assistance to EPA in this area, !te noted, adding that 
CPR Senior Vice President Peter Kaskell had recently 
briefed EPA Deputy Administrator James Barnes on 
the subject. 

Robinson, who is director of EPA's Legal Enforce
ment Policy Division, said the agency EPA is planning 
to send a memo to all its regional offices and program 
offices, requesting assistance in implementing a "min
!tri.li" alternative disputes resolution program. These 
offir.~es will be asked to seiect test cases, he said. "We 
want to try it, write the guidance, and train [other] 
peallle [at EPA] how to implement it." 

Rubinson said that he e"pected the test cases to 
coml! from EPA's major program areas, Including 
clean air enforcement, clean water enforcement, and 
the sLlperfund program. In an Aug. 8 letter to Kaskell, 
he listed some of the criteria lor selecting enforce
ment cases for resolution via minitrial techniques: 

[Text] 
• A large number of defendants, thus rendering case 

management unwieldy. 
• Different plaintiffS with different agendas. 
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o Failure of defendants to establish an effielentiy 
operating steering committee, or to otherwise reach 
agreement among themselves on settlement issues. 

• Personality conflicts between opposing 
negotiators. 

• Inflexible negotiating postures resulting from each 
party's overestimation of the strength of Its case. 

• Sophisticated technical circumstances leadiung to 
a mYrIad of disputes over issues of fact. 

o And controversial Issues of law and lact. 
[End Text]. 

Construction grant dIsputes would not be affected 
by this alternative disputes resolution program, Rob
inson said. These are not enforcement cases, and are 
resolved through other procedures (44 FCR 248), he 
noted. 
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DROP IN MINITRIALS ANALYZED AT ABA MEETING 

ConstructJon DlsplJles: The ENGBCA's Perspective 

Contract disputes take too long 'to resolve, and 
alternative disputes resolution procedures are part of 
the solution, Corps of Engineers Board of Contract 
Appeals Chairman Richard Solibakke told the con
ferees at a panel session on construction disputes. 

There are too many disputes and too few people to 
resolve them, the ENGBCA chairman observed. A 
growing lack of trust between the government and 
contractors also contributes to the delays. And con
tracting officers who believe that the contractor's 
clalm is not worth the amount requested more often 
has auditors and attorneys to back him up. "I can't 
blame them," he observed. "They've got IGs and 
auditors looking over their shoulder." 

Moreover, the disputes resolution process is moving 
more slowly be--...ause the ratio of cases to administra
tive judges has increased. The Armed Services Board 
of Contract Appeals is taking in 2,000 new cases per 
year, but its disposals are not keeping up with the 
arrivals (44 FCR 927). "And its getting worse," he 
declared. "As long as you have auditors and nitpickers 
looking on, the contracting officers will do nothing .and 
the cases will continue to come to the boards," 

In addition, pretrial takes more time, Solibakke 
maintained. "There's a good deal more discovery than 
in the 'good '01 days,' with more lawyer and judge 
time," Pretrial briefs were unheard of ten years ago; 
now they're common, he added. The boards of 
contract appeals should consider more minimal fact
finding, issue shorter decisions, and decide some mo
tions without extensive explanations, he said. The 
boards could also implement more arbitration-type 
awards U the parties agree, he pointed out, adding 
that these procedures cut down on trial time and don't 
require a written decision. 

Board, Corps' Views 01 ADR Procedures 
The boards and the courts do not oppose use of 

mini trials and other alternative disputes resolution 
procedures, Solibakke emphasized. "We strongly sup
port them, and will give you the time to utilize them," 
he declared. "No BCA has a vested interest in hanging 
on to its cases; you don't have to worry about hurting 
our feelings." . 
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But, contractors that want a precedent should not 
use the minimal for resolving a construction dispute. 
"To make minimal and alternative disputes proce
dures work, you must have the will on both sides to 
settle, not litigate," he stressed, explaining that the 
minimal Is a structured negotiation leading to 
settlement. 

Utigation costs are escalating, whlle delays in
crease in obtaining decisions, Corps chJef trial attor
ney Frank Carr told th2 conferees. However, the 
mlnitrialls not a panacea for resolving disputes; some 
cases do have to be tried, he acknowledged. 

The Department of Justice recently issued a policy 
statement on alternative disputes resolution, which 
Included procedures for engaging In mlnitrials, he 
pointed out. In addition, the Administrative Confer
ence of the U.S. last month recommended that federal 
agencies make greater use of mlnitrials and other 
alternative disputes resolution procedures (46 FCR 
150). 

Construction contract disputes which are highly de
pendent on expert testimony are "very appropriate" 
for minitrials, Prof. Ralph Nash added. However, it is 
not a good idea for cases involving unsettled questions 
of law, especially if precedential value is desired, he 
conceded. 

IG Probe of Mlnltrial Settlement 
Nash, who served as the "neutral advisor' in the 

landmark "Tenn-Tom" minitrial last year (44 FCR 
502), pointed out that a disgruntled regional staffer 
had smce charged the Corps representative In that 
case with incompetence, prompting an Inspector Gen
erallnvestigation. The DOD Inspector General is con
ducting an investigation Into charges that the Corps 
official was "incompetent" In agreeing to settle In the 
minimal. 

Tenn-Tom Constructors, a joint venture of Morri
son-KnUdsen Co. and two other corporations, had re
ceived a Co:ps contract to construct part of the Ten
ImiSee-Tomblgbee Waterway. The contract required 
the excavation of some 95 million cubiC yards o! 
earth. Because of drainage problems, the joint venture 
encountered difliculties In getting heavy equipment to 
the site and in performing the work. The contracting 
officer subsequently denied the joint venture's $60 
million equitable adjustment claim, prompting an ap
peal to tbe Corps of Engineers Board of Contract 
Appeals. 

The Corps and Teno-Tom subsequently agreed to try 
to resolve the claim through the minimal procedure, 
which had been used successfully once before on a 
much smaller case (43 FCR 257). After three days of 
presentations, the parties-with Nash's assistance
were able to negotiate a $17.25 million settlement (44 
FeR 502). 

Carr confirmed that a Corps technical staffer at the 
regional level had charged the Corps' division engi
neer with incompetence, maintaining that the case 
was too complex to be settled aIter a two-day mini
triai. This accusation did precipitate an ongoing IG 
Investigation, be conceded, 

"If settling [a dispute] means an IG Investigation, 
[government officials] have a real problem," Nash 
pointed out. In that kind of situation, the government 
official can't just settle the case, he has to be able to 
justify it and defend it from subordinates' criticisms. 
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A.~ked whether the Corps intended to pick up the 
pace of mlnimals now that the Justice Dept. and 
ACUS have embraced the concept, Carr responded 
that "top management supports it, but there is 
internal resistance at the operating level," 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARl.INGTON, VIRGINIA 2.2.2.02. 

I~ 7 GCT 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (CIVIL WORKS) 

SUBJECT: Public Release of Inspector General., l)ep4l:l:ment of 
Defense Report of Inquiry on Tennessee-Tom Bigbee 
Mihi-Trial proceedings 

This is in reply to your request of September 12, 1986, to 
disclose publicly the findings of the Inspector General, 
Department of Defense, report of inquiry on the Tennessee-Tom 
Bigbee mini-trial proceedings. 
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I have no objection to your making public the findings and 
conclusions of the report. As you are aware, the report is not a 
blanket approval of the mini-trial procedure but is based on the 
specifics in the Tennessee-Tom Bigbee situation. I applaud the 
innovative approach taken by your Department to lessen 
administrative burdens in resolving contract disputes. In my 
opinion, our current administrative proceduras for settling 
contract disputes have become overly litigious and time 
consuming. Given this situation and your current procedures, 
where each case is scrutinized for mini-trial use on its own 
merit, I see good things ahead for the mini-trial program. As 
our report indicates, I am concerned about the current mini-trial 
documentation procedures and look forward to reviewing tt.·a 
recommentations by the Chief Counsel of the Corps of Engineers 
for better documenting the Government position in these cases. 

Should you have any questions, please contact me or 
Mr. David Comer, Office of the Director for Special Programs, 
at 697-6592. 

RECEIVED 
. 29 OCT 1986 .09 05 

1!.3J.~.y 
Deputy Inspector General 

MICRO'".E ~ 4.f.7f k..,(,Zr. 
. FICHE ~.,....;; I ••.• "' • • IMAGE I ~ S.,1? 

ADMIN. SUPPcnr GRCUr O:A 

86/4039Z 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

TENNESSEE-TOM BIGBEE 
CLAIM SETTLEMENT 

July 29, 1986 

A memorandum of January 31~ 1986, from the Deputy Inspector 
General for Program Planning, Review and Management, requested an 
inquiry.into the settlement of a claim made under a U.S, Army 
Corps of Engineers contract for the Tennessee-Tom Bigbee waterway 
project. Specifically, we were requested to determine if the $17 
million settlement of that claim was justified. We were also 
asked to review the experimental claim settlement procedures used 
in the case. Our inquiry included a review of the documents 
associated with the settlement and on-site interviews of the 
personnel involved with the case. 

II. BACKGROOND 

A. Claim. The Nashville Tennessee District of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Nashville) entered into a contract 
in March 1979, which resulted in the claim under review. The 
contract was with a joint venture known as Tennessee-Tom 
Contractors. The primary work required under the contract was 
the excavation of about 11 miles of the Tennessee-Tom Bigbee 
waterway. That task involved the removal and disposal of 9S 
million cubic yards of earth. The contract was a formally adver
tised firm-fixed price contract in the amount of $270.6 million. 

Prior to soliciting bids for the contract, Nashville 
performed an extensive testing program to determine the geologic 
r.onditions that the successful bideer would encounter. The 
program included a test excavation of a I,SOO-foot wide section 
in the area where the contract effort would be perfoFmed. A 
report of the conditions encountered during the test excavation 
and other data acquired in the test program Were incorporated as 
a part of the solicitation package for the contract. 

Nashville received formal notice in August 1980 and 
again in April 1981 that Tennessee-Tom Contractors was 
experiencing soil conditions different from those they had 
anticipated based on the test program data in the solicitation. 
Subsequently, Tennessee-Tom Contractors and Nashville held exten
sive discussions about the data on which the alleged differing 
site condition was based. Several claims for equitable adjust
ment were submitted during that period; the final one in the 
amount of $42.8 million. Nashville established an in-house task 
force and brought in outside consultants to further evaluate the 
merit of the differing site condition allegation. After their 
extensive evaluation and additional discussion with Tennessee-Tom 
Contractors, Nashville issued a contracting officer's decision in 
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August 1984 which denied the Tennessee-Tom Contractors claim in 
its entirety. The Tennessee-Tom Contractors filed an appeal of 
that decision with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Board of 
Contract Appeals in October 1984. 

2 

B. .Settlement Procedures. The U.S. Corps of Engineers in 
1984 developed a pilot program'designed to expedite settlement of 
claims pending before the Board of Contract Appeals. The term 
"mini-trial" was coined to describe the se.ttlament procedures 
used iri the pilot program. The term "mini-trial" is, however, 
somewhat misleading. Although the "mini-trial" incorporates 
some characteristics of the judicial process, it is essentially a 
negotiation. 

Under the "mini-trial" procedure, top level management 
officials of each party voluntarily meet to present thei.r best 
case and negotiate an expedited resolution to a pending Board of 
Contract Appeals case. The "mini-trial" is designed to resolve 
disputes arising from matters of fact rather than matters of law 
and to take no longer than three or four days. The procedure 
also provides for a neutral advisor who can assist the nego
tiators in understanding matters of law and assessing the merits 
of the claim. No transcript of "mini-trial" proceedings is main
tained. Either party may withdraw from the "mini-trial" pro
ceeding at anytime. 

Nashville is a subordinate command of the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, Ohio River Division, Cincinnati, Ohio (Cincinnati). 
Cincinnati believed the Tennessee-Tom Coh~ractors' claim was a 
viable candidate for resolution under the "mini-trial" procedure 
because it only involved matters of fact. An agreement between 
Cincinnati and Tennessee-Tom Contractors was reached in April 
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1985 to attempt to resolve the claim under a "mini-trial." The 
Cincinnati Commander, Brigadier General Peter J. Offringa, was 
designated as the top level management official representing the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the "mini-trial." A contracting 
officer's warrant was issued to authorize Brigadier General Offringa 
to negotiate a settlement of the Tennessee-Tom Contractors' claim. 
Mr. J. K. Lemley, a vice president of one of the joint-venture 
contractors, was empowered to negotiate on behalf of Tennessee-
Tom Contractors. Pursuant to the "mini-trial" agreement, 
Dr. Ralph C. Nash, Jr., Professor of Law at George Washington 
University, was designated as "neutral advisor." 

C. Settlement. The "mini-trial" for the Tennessee-Torn 
Contractors differing site condition claim was convened on June 12, 
1985. Prior to that date, all interested parties agreed that any 
final settlement arrived at in the "mini-trial" would be for all 
outstanding claims, including subcontractor claims. The "mini-trial" 
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proceedings dealt primarily with the following four issues: 

1. Soil density 
2. Distribution of clay lenses 
3. The amount o:E clay 
4. A Government 2(A) test report 

The first two is,sues, soil density and the distribution 
of clay lenses, were determined to be of minor importance. The 
remaining two issues, however, dealing with the amount of clay found 
in the excavation site and the Government 2(A) test report, were 
determined to be significant. Brigadier General Offringa, as the 
Government negotiator, fE~lt there was sufficient Government 
liability in the last twc~ areas to negotiate a settlement in the 
"mini-trial" proceedingb.. The negotiated settlement totaled 
$17.25 million and included $1.25 million in subcontractor 
claims. 

III. FINDINGS AND RECOMl'1ENOATIONS 

Based on the interviews we conducted and a review of the 
available "mini-trial" documentation, we believe the Government had 
sufficient liability to justify a $17.25 million settlement. The 
use of the "mini-trial" process, in this situation, appears to 
have been valid and in the best interE!st of the Government. 

We did, however, find a distinct lack of supporting docu
mentation showing how the $17.25 million settlement amount was 
reached and the basis on which it was all~cated to the contractor. 
We recommend that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers review its 
"mini-trial" procedures with regard to documenting prenegotiation 
objectives and contract settlements. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We believe the "mini-trial" procedure, in certain cases, is 
an efficient and cost-effective means for settling contract 
disputes. The procedure, however, is relatively new to the mili
tary, and we believe its use should be carefully considered on Ii 
case-by-case basis. The Tennessee-Tc)m Bigbee claim appears to 
have been a valid claim and reasonably settled tn the best 
interest of the Government. 
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DAEN-CCF 30 March 1987 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. EDELMAN AND MR. ROBERTSON 

SUBJECT: Alternative Disputes Resolution Update 

ADR's held to date: 

Industrial Contractors. lng. (Atlanta, GA/December 3-5 
1984) 

The mini-trial resolved a contract claim that was 
pending before the Armed Services Board ot Contract Appeals. 
The principals resolved an acceleration claim in the amount ot 
~630,570 1n less than three days, and the dispute was settled 
for ~380,OOO. At the mini-trial, the Government was represented 
by our South Atlantio Division Brtgineer, BG Forrest T. Gay, III, 
while the contractor was represent~d by its preSident. The I 

neutral advisor was Judge Louis Spector, who has since retlred 
as the Senior Claims Court Judge trom the U.S. ClAims Court. 

Tenn-Tom Constructors. Inc. 
& June 27-28 1985) 

(Lexington, KY/June 12-14 

Our second mini-trial involved a disput~ at the 
Engineer Board arising out ot the oonstruction ot the ~ennessee 
Tombigbee Waterw~y. The contractor was a joint venture composed 
ot Morrison-Knudsen, Brown &.Root, and Martin K. Eby, 
Incorporated. The $55.6 million (including interest) ditfering 
site conditions claJ.lll was settled tor s17.2 million. A vice 
president tor Morrison-Knudsen acted as principal tor the joint 
venture and the Ohio River Division Engineer, BG Peter Otfringa, 
represented the Government. Protessor Ralph Nash of George 
Washington UniverSity School of Law was the neutral advisor. 
Following a three day mini-trial on June 12-14, 1985 and a 
tallow-up one day mini-trial on June 27, 1985, the principals 
agreed to settle the claim. 

Appeals of Saudi Building Technic General Contracting 
Co. I Ltd ./Erectors. Inc. (JV) (Docember 1986) 

In a procedure similar to the mini-trial, the Middle 
East/Africa Projects Otfice succossfully used ADR to settle 1105 
million in claims ariSing out of the construction at tho King 
Khalid Military City, Saudi Arabia. Atter a week long 
negotiating sess10n that included presentations by tho attorney~ 
and claims conSUltants to oach party and reprosentatives trom 
tho Saudi Arabian and Philippine Governments, the parties 
sottled the claims tor S7 million. This caretully structurod 
negotiating procedure resulted in the rosolution at sixty claims 
which otherwise would have clogged the Engineer Board docket. 
At this time, the formal settlement agreement has not boen 
aigned because of tinancial arrangements which hAVe to be 
completed between the joint venture partners. 
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W.G. Coo§truction Corp. (Norfolk, VA/January 26-27 
1(87) 

Tho Norfolk mini-trial concorned the appeals of W.G. 
Construction Corp. under a contract for the construction of the 
Administration Building - Visitor's Center, Morris Hill 
Recreation Al'Qa, Gathright, VA. The appeals weNI pending be! ore 
the Engineer BoaI'd. Tho amount ot tho claima were ~764,783.l2. 
A settlement of C288,OOO was reached on February 10. The 
interesting aspeots ot this mini-tl'ial were that tho contracting 
otficer at tho District was. tho govol'nment's pl'incipal and that 
thQl'o was no neutral advisor. 

Walter T. Dickol'son (Cincinnati, OH/Februal'Y 18-20, 
1(81) 

This mini-tl'ial concol'nod nine appeals pending betol'G 
tho Enginoer Board Al'ising from a Qontl'act tal' tho constl'uction 
tor the Modification & Repair ot Tainter Gates at Greenup Locks 
& Dam, Ohio River. On FebrulJl.l'Y 20, the Ohio River DiVision 
Engineer, Col. El'nost J. Harrell, succossfully concluded 
settlemont at these appeals atter a two and one-half day 
mini-trial. The neutral advisor was Frederick Lees, former 
Chail'man ot tho NASA BoaI'd and the contraotol' was repl'eaented by 
its vice president. Tho dollar valuo ot tho appeals, which 
concerned issues such as incroasod wOl'k due to dlttol'ing site 
conditions, weatha~ ~QIAted delays and impact costs, totalod 
0516.123, plus 1nte~est. Tho amount ot the settl~ment was 
$155,000, inclusivo of intol'est. 

Gl'an1to Construction Co. (Mobile, ALA/Mal'ch 19-20, 
1987) 

This particula~ ADR p~ocoduro combined elements ot the 
mini-tl'ial with non-binding technical al'bitl'ation. In this 
instance, non-lawye~s presented the Gove~nmQnt and contractol' 
positions on a delay claim to an 'export' neutral adv1so~. Tho 
neutl'al advisor also was not an attorney, Within thirty days ot 
tho pl'osontation, tho neutral adviso~ will be requi~od to 
prepa~o a Wl'itten recommendation and mQke an oral presentation 
concerning the mo~its ot the claim to the contracting otfico~ 
&nd tho oontl'actor's designated principal. Tho ~ocommendation 
will not be binding on tho pal'tioa and will not be admissiblo 1n 
a sub~oquont hearing it the pa~tles tail to ~each a settlement. 
The a~ount of the claim im approximatoly C3,OOO.OOO, plus 
~etainod liquidatod damages ot e35,OOO and ia ponding at the 
Engineer Board. 

FRANK CARR 
Chiet Trial Atto~nQY 

SABRINA SIMON 
T~ial Attol'ney 
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Dispute. 

NAVY TO EVALUATE ITS ASBCA CASES FOR 
POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES RESOLUTION 

The Navy will evaluate more than 700 cases now 
pending before the Armed Services Board of Contract 
Appeals for possible alternative disputes resolution, as 
part of a new program, FCR has learned. 

The new program, approved by Navy Secretary 
John Lehman Dec. 23, provides guidelines for the 
agency's use of mini trials and other ADR procedures. 
Under the policy, "each contract dispute now pending" 
must be reviewed and "ADR techniques be used if 
reasonable.1I 

The Navy conducted three successful mini trials in 
allowable cost cases last summer, Navy attorney John 
Turnquist told FCR. The cases invoived disputed 
amounts in excess of $2 million. and showed again-as 
the Corps of Engineers had demonstrated previous
ly-that ADR techniques couid be used successfully in 
resolving contract disputes. 

(Vol. 47) 341 

Lehman's Memorandum 
"The Navy has experienced an explosion In many 

areas of its litigation "ver the past five years, includ
ing a 100 percent increase in contract disputes before 
the Armed Services Board of Contrll~t Appeals," 
Lehman observed In his Dec. 23 memorandum. "We 
must explore alternative methods of resolving cases 
in litigation which both efficiently use scarce re
sources and adequately protecl the Navy's interests." 
Every reasonable step must be taken to resolve dis
putes prior to litigation, he noted. 

Lehman sent all Navy Assistant Secretaries the new 
procedures to be used In conducting the alternative 
disputes resolution program. "I believe that tech
niques such as these bear great promise in contract 
disputes resolution and should be tested throughout 
the Navy acquisition community." 

The memo directed 'that the new ADR program be 
implemented on a· test basis by all Navy contracting 
activities, under guidance from the General Counsel's 
Office. "Each contract now pending and those filed 
during this test period will be reviewed and ADR 
techniques used if reasonable," Lehman said. "At the 
conclusion of the test, the General Counsel will assess 
and report on the test resUlts." 

ADR Techniques 
"It is the policy of the Department of the Navy to 

utilize ADR in every appropriate case," according to 
the new procedures. "The approval of the General 
Counse\. .• or his designee must be obtained before the 
Navy agrees to utilize ADR with regard to any par
ticular case." 

In selecting cases for possible mini trial or other 
ADR techniques, the new policy states that the fact 
that legal issues (such as those involving contract 
interpretation) are involved should not necessarily 
eliminate a case from consideration. "Similarly, the 
amount In dispute is a relevant factor to use, but 
should not solely control the decision." 

[Text] The besl candidates for ADR trealment 
are those cases in which only facts are in dis
pute, while the most difficull are those in which 
disputed law is applied to uncontroverted facts. 
Two types of cases have generally proven to be 
poor candidates: those Involving disputes con
trolled by clear legal precedent, making compro
mise difficult, and those whose resolution will 
have a significant impact on other pending cases 
or on the future conduct of the \,<avy's business. 
In these cases. the value of an authoritative 
decision on the merits will usually outweigh the 
short-term benefits of a speedy resolulion by 
ADR [End Text]. 
The procedures then explain the featUres of the 

mini trial, which has been used successfully by the 
Corps of Engineers to resolve construction disputes. 
including one valued at more than $50 million (44 FeR 
501; 43 FCR 257). The Administrative Conference of 
the U.S. has defined lhe minitrial as a "structured 
settlement process in which each side presents a 
highly abbreviated summary of its case before senior 
officials of each party authorized to selUe lhe case." 

The Navy, though not specifically adopting this 
definition. notes that each party in a minitrial is to be 
given a specific amount oilime to present its position 

3·~-al Fedoral Contracts ReD-,rt 
001".C}()6J!1 SOO!iC 
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before the "principals," or senior contracting officials 
who are authorized to settle (hE' dispute. 
. The Corps' mlnitrials have featured use of a "neu
tral advisor" to preside over the proceeding and facili
tate a settlement (44 FCR 501). The Navy acknowl
edges that parties to a minitrial may choose to have a 
neutral advisor present, and that the "best source" for 

·them Is tbe roster of ASBCA administrative judges. 
However, there is no requirement for such an advisor, 
particularly In the smaller and less complex cases, the 
Navy says. 

In negotiating a minUrial agreement, officials 
~hould consider the following additional factors: 

• The principals should not have had the responsibil
Ity for either r.reparlng the claim or denying it. 

• The Navy s principai must have contracting offi
cer's authority. 

• Post-hearing discussions should not be used in any 
subsequent litigation as an admission of liability or as 
an indication of Willingness to agree on any aspects of 
settlemenl. 

• The Navy's p,rinCipal must have tUE' right to con
sult with "non.lltigation, In-house counsel" prior to 3 
final agreement on resolution of a dispute. 

Summary Procedur •• 

While the Navy's alternative disputes resoiution 
program acknowledges that the mini trial will be the 
most frequently u.'Ied ADR technique, It does not ex
clude other methods. Consequently, a "Summary Bind
ing ASBCA Procedure" may be appropriate for resolv
ing large numbers of contract claims involving 
:similar issues. This procedure, which would allow a 
1.lUmber of cases to be resolved together or sequential
III In a short timeframe, encompa""es the following 
h:atures: 

• 'n,e parties agree to submit a joint motion to the 
ASBCA, allowing the case to proceed under summary 
procedures. 

• The parties would be given a limited time to 
present their cases before the ASBCA administrative 
judge. .. 

• The administrative judge would decide the case 
"from the bench," without the need for a written 
opinion: the only document would be a binding order 
stating the ASBCA's decision and the quantum award
ed, if any. 

• The parties would waive their rights to appeal 
under the Contract Disputes Act. 

• The parties might wish to limit the persons mak
ing the presentations before the ASBCA to non-law
yers (the contracting officer and his counterpart In the 
contractor's organization). 

Prospects tor ADR Activity 

AnR is a disputes resolution tool, but it is not a 
panacea for dealing with the "litigation explosion," 
Turnquist told FCR last week. The Navy has to evalu
ate more than 700 :,SBCA cases, and that is a time
consuming project, he observed. Statistics on the num
ber of cases that might be appropriate for ADR 
techniques probably will not be available until this 
fall. he added. 

The role of the General Counsel's office will be to 
provide overall gUidance, and to assure consistency in 
Implementing the program, Turnquist said. He added 
that the Navy was nol planning to establish an office 
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that would be responsible for conducting minitrials. 
"We have no basis for concluding that there will be a 
big volume [of casest, even in the private sector they 
are not burled in mini trials." 

The Navy and the Corps are the only DOD comptl
nents with alternative disputes resoltion/minltrial 
programs, Turnquist observed, adding that he was 
unaware of any efforts by the Army, Air Force or 
DLA In this area. However, those agencies have reo 
ceived copies of Lehman's memo and the ADR proce
dures, he said. In fact, the Corps was virtually alone 
among government agencies in doing mini trials until 
Lehman signed the memo, he maintained. "[ADR] is a 
coming subject; there's a lot more talking going or. 
within the government [about it] because of the bur
geoning workloads and shrinking resources." 

Navy'. 1986 Mlnltrial. 
"We validated the Corps' experience" before recom

mending that the Navy Implement an ADR program. 
Turnquist told FCR Feb. 27. He was referring to three 
mini trials held last summer. The three cases involVed 
overhead cost disputes between ;2 million and $5 
million; two were setUed, and issues were narrowed 
for trial in the remaining case, he pointed out, calling 
the efforts a success. However, the Navy attorney 
indicated that neither the Navy norcth,! contractors 
wished to elaborate on the speci.6cs of these mini
trials, saying that it "did not further thl! program." 
Minitrials have not been free from controversy: 
charges that the settlement in the Corps' Tenn-Tom 
Constructors minitrial was too generous to the con
tractor resulted in an Inspector General's investiga
tion (46 FCR 352). 

Agencies are not going to resolve every case 
through ADR techniques, Turnquist emphasized, "but 
it Is a useful tool." 

The Navy ADR procedures appear in the texl 
section. 

CopyrIght :- 1987 by Tro. 9"'eau ~I ~dfJr;)r'a "l1alls tr..,: 
00'" 10-•• ' ~~ S'll'>~ 
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Alternatives 
to the High Cost of Litigation 

Center for Public Resource. (CPR) New York, New York 

Federal Reclamation Bureau 
Soon to Adopt an ADR Plan 

The hrst IS the <llltering site" dis
pute, he snid. e'plaining that in these 
cases contmctors allege that the bu
reau was wrong about the conditions of 
a construction site. Ne't are those dis
putes in which the bureau changes its 
mind about. the work to be per
formed-changes that the contractor 
claims puts it at a disadvantage. And 
last ure tht: "defect in specs" disagree
ments, Mr. Muller said: in the~e cnses 
the contractor alleses that the bureau's 
instructions for a particular project 
3re impossible to fulfill. 

The Interior Department's Bureau of 
Reclamation is now ironing out the 
details of a /Tlini-trlal policy for can
t."act disputes. The policy will likely 
take .!fect early in 1987. according to 
the chief of the bureau's policy 
bmnch. 

The policy chief. Edward ;\Iuller, 
said that the final mini-trial plan will 
·pretty much" resemble a drnft of the 
initiative circulated for comment to 
contrnctors last fall. That detailed 
droft describes how to select cnses 
suitable for a mini-trial, to compose a 
mini-1M3 I agreement; to choose a neu
tml to preside over the Inini-trial; and 
so forth. 

A mini-trial is n non-binding, 
structured settlement process 10 

which each side. often after a brief 
discovery period, makes a brief and 
informal presentation ofits cnse. Fol
lowing that infonnation e:cchange, set .. 
tlement-empowered party principals 
try to negotiate an accord. Sometimes 
a neutral will conduct the abbreviuted 
hearing and even assist in negotia .. 
tions; sometimes no neutral is used. 

Mr. Muller believes the mini-trial 
holds out great promise for the com
plex contract disputes that arise from 
the work of the reelamntion bureau. 
"Our contmcts nre primarily for heavy 
conslruction," he said. "We build 
dams in lhe West, canals and olh,.r 
major construction works," 

Such projects are fertile sources 
of disputes between private contrac
tors and the federal government, Mr. 
Mullercontinued. In un interview ,vith 
AII~rntllil'f!s in mid .. Df!Ct:rnht:'r. Itt: s~id 
Ihal Ilwrt" arc' ,hrl't" nhljur 1~lwS • j 

,'utttw\t°rsi,'s th.11 JriSt' 1)\I'r lill' h J. 

.. ,' ",' .. ~i ~ .. ,f -1·"I,,·t! ' "I'll "'!'" 

In the December interview, Mr. 
Muller estimated that the bureau hod 
S100 million in pending claims 
ngainst it on these and other grounds. 
How are these coses resolved? The 

present dispute resolution system, 
based on the Contrncts Dispute Act of 
1978, is both slow and potentially e,· 
pensive for the bureau, he snid. 

When a contmctor thinks he hns a 
grievance against the bureau, he files 
a claim with the contracting officer, 
who is the bureau official who signed 
the contract at issue. Mr. Muller said. 
That claim is a request for a cortnin 
sum, known as on Uequitable adjust
menl." 

60 Davs 
The Co~tract Disputes Act gives the 
go,'emment 60 duys to answer the 
e1aim but-especially when the gov
ernment audits the books of the con
tractor in a sizable dispute-that 
period is seldom sufficient to resolve 
the molter. In «.Iity. the purties usu
tilly negotiate during this period. anti 
iidw gfHt>rnlnt"nt f"t>l ... illl.lt"..; nlll h.l"· 
.1d"qll.t1t' illfIlIUl;.ltll)1I 1111 till' Ill.HIt'r 

\\"1.,,, .t.,. !~Llflll.lh.d {II) ,1.1\- .... if ·.\·11 
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If this happens, the contructor can 
do one of two things. He can appeal 
the rejection to the Interior Depart
ment's Board of Contract Appeals 
(BCA). or he can file a suit in the 
fed,,,,,1 Court of Claims. Most D~

grieved contrnclOrs opt for the former, 
Mr. Muller said. explaining that the 
BCA is "cheaper" for litigants be
caUse its proceedings are relatively 

informal. 
But "our board is so backlogged it 

can take two to three years to have a 
case heard," Mr. Muller said. This 
delay. costly to both the private can
tmctor and the government. is par
ticularly onerous to the lalter if it 
loses. "Ir we lose :1 case we have to pay 
interest," said Mr. Muller. And with 
the current BCA backlog. he ob· 
served, ~thnt co,~ld be three years· 
worth of Interest. 

And so the bureau searched for 
cheaper and faster alternative meth
ods of dispute resolution. The "pri
mary inspiration" for the proposed 
mini-trial policY1 he said .. were docu
ments he received from the CPR Legal 
Program Government Disputes Com
miltee. That comlniltee is a group of 
leading lawyers searching for ADR 
methods suitable ror such cases. 
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.' 
Policy Details 
Under Ihe bureau's mini-lrial policy 
dro(I, conlrocling officers are inviled 
10 selecI a pending BCA conlracl case 
ror a mini-trial-or to entertain a re~ 
quesl for such from Ihe conlroclor. The 
procedure is volunlary and non-bind
ing; if selliemenl is not reached Ihe 
parlies c.n proceecllu Ihe BCA. Only 
Ihose cases wilh polenli.1 preceden
liul value or with minor sums at 
slake-I he •• act sum was undeler
mined al Ihis writing-are nOI suit
.hle for mini-lrials. Ihe guidelines 
:\uE~est. 

The policy dr-dft also require. Ih.1 
parties 10 a mini-trial enler a mini
lrial agreemenl, which will describe 
Ihe procedures 10 be used. Ihe role of 
Ihe neulrol. lime limilalions and olher 
mailers. The drafl.lso direclslh.llhe 
neulral be "un imp.rlinl Ihird parly 
with significant c:<perience in Govt!rn
ment contracting and Htigilliono'" 

The burenus selll"m.nl-em-
powered official must be its chief ad
ministrative officer or his designee, 
according 10 Ihe dran. And Ihe con
lruclurs represenlnl;"". Ihe dmft pro
\·idt'~. "'shall hto u ri~l1ilJr l1Ialla1!('Ult~f11 
"nil·jal ... ,,)u) nfrli'rahi\, h,,:- nut 
been previously involved in Ihe prepa
rolion of Ihe claim or presenlalion of 
Ihe appeal." 

The drofl also caulions Ihal, be
cause speed is a "'major {actor'" in a 
mini-lrial, "Ihe schedule sel forlh in 
the agreement must be striclly fol
lowed." The ADR procedure is 10 be 
confidenliul as well, uccording to the 
drofl, which also fealures a sample 
mini-trial agreement and mini-trial 
lime schedule. 

While some of Ihese provisions may 
be revised in Ihe final drafl, Mr. 
Muller said, Ihe fall 1986 drofl will 
"p'Ubably not be subslanlially 
changed." Some conlraclors who re
ceived the drafl submilled commenls 
on them, howe.ver, and those com
menls hali nol been scrulinized at Ihe 
lime of Mr. Mullers inlerview. 

But Ihe goal of the initialive re
mains constant. "We wllnt to creole a 
structured process for negotiating so
lutions 10 Ihese dispules," Mr. Muller 
said. 
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This report was prepared for the Administrative Conference ot the United 
'tates. The views expressed !u'e the author's alone and do not necessarily renect 
.hose of the Conference, its Committees, or statf. Portions of the report were 
'~vlsed prior to publication to reflect subsequent developments in the case law. 
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APPENDIX II 
CASE STUDIES OF ADUINISTRATIVE ARBITRATION 

Fedcl<'tU InsecticIde, FungicIde and Rodenticide Act. 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act380 authorizes the 
Environmental Protection Agency to use data received trom one applicant tor a 
pesticide registration in support of another applicant's request for registration. 
The Act requires the applicant which benefits from the use of another's data to 
compensate the original data submitter tor its use. 381 FIFRA's 1978 amendw 

ments382 mandate the use ot arbitration to resolve disputes between pesticide 
manUfacturers concerning the amount of compensation owed. 

EPA's use of previoullly submitted data in support ot sUbsequent "me-too" or 
Htollow-on" pesticide registration applications was !1rst authorized by statute in 
1972383 in the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act,384 which amended 
FIFRA to o::onvert it from a licensing a,d labelling statute into a comprehensive 
regulatory scheme governing the use, sale and labelling of pesticides. 385 These 
1972 amendments created the data use provision which requires an applicant to 
compensate an original data submitter tor the benefit derived trom the use of its 
data. 386 Originally, EPA was to determine the proper amount of compensation 
due in cases in which the parties could not negotiate a price. 387 However, 
Congress amended FIFRA in 1978, restructured the data compensation system and 

3BO. Pub. L. No. 80-104; 61 Stat. 163 (1947), codified as amended 7 U.S.C. !l 138 
et seg. 

3111. !l 3( c)(l)( ol; cod!!ied at 7 U. S. C. !l 136 a( c)(l)( 0). 

382. Federal Pesticides Act, Pub. L. No. 95 w 396; 92 Stat. 819 (1978). 

383. Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act, Pub. L. No. 92-516; 86 Stat.977 
(1972) • 

384. See Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto, 104 S.Ct. 2862 (1984). 

385. As enacted in 1947, FIFRA was primarily a licensing and labelling' -tatute. 
Under the Act, each pesticide had to be registered with the Secretary of 
Agriculture prior to sale. The Act required a manutacturer seeking a 
pesticide registration to supply the Secretary with information necessary to 
support the claims made on the label.- The Act prohibited the Secretary 
trom disclosing a manufacturer's formula but was silent concerning the 
Secretary's obligation in regard to health and safety datu aubmitted with an 
application. The 1972 amendments expanded FIFRA to regulate the use, sale 
Ilnd labelling ot pesticides. Congress added Iln environmental criterion to ' 
the requirements tor a pesticide registration. Since 1972 the administrator 
ot the Environmental Protection Agency must !lnd that a pesticide will not 
cause unreasonable adverse aUects on the environment betore registering a 
new pesticide. 

386. !l 3(c)(1)(0); 86 Stat. 

387. Id. 
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-escribed the use of binding arbitration to resolve disputes concerning the 
"ount of compensation one applicant should pay to another tor the use of Its 
ta. 388 

Congress's reason lor establishing binding arbitration tor resolution ot these 
sputes is not entirely clear. 389 Although the data compensation provisions 
ere the subject ot much debate, the central issues involved what data would be 
... mpensable and the duration ot any compensation period accorded to Original 
~t'a submissions. 390 The legislative history does not explicitly reveal why 
ongress instituted binding arbitration. Congress was concerned that the 
_solution ot the controversies that had developed over the existing compensation 
~heme was consuming too many agency resources. It, and EPA, Celt that these 
_chlons did "not require active government involvement, [but rather should] be 
wtermined to the tullest extent practicable, within the private sector."391 The 
",tion ot using binding arbitration emerged as a compromise between the data 
_ppUers and the data users. 392 

It operates only It the parties have tailed to agree on an amount of 
ompensation or to a procedure for reaching agreement. Thus, the legislation 
rimarily encourages the parties to resolve a dispute over compensation through 
rivate agreement and authorizes binding arbitration only as a last resort. 393 

FIFRA grants original data submitters a right to compensation when data Is 
sed for the benetit ot another applicant within tltteen years ot the original data 
.Ibmission.394 Under the Act, any applicant who will benetit from EPA's use ot 

~8. 7 U.S.C. § 136a(c)(1)(D). 

~9. U.S. Congress, House Joint Committee on Conference, to accompany S.1678, a 
bill to amend the Federal Insect.~nide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 95th 
Congress 2nd SeSSion, H. Rel.'ort 95-1560, September, 1978; U. S. Congress, 
House, Committee on Agriculture, Report to accompany H.R. 7073 a bill to 
extend the Federal Insecticide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act, 95th Congress, 
1st Session, H. Report No. 95-343; U. S. Congress, House, Committee on 
Agriculture, Report to accompany H. R. 8G81. 95th Congress 1st Session, H. 
Report No. 95-663. 

90. U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Agriculture, Report to accompany H. R. 
7073, 95th Congress 1st Session, H. Report No. 95-343, p. 3. 

91. Statement ot Sen. Leahy, !loor manager ot S. 1678, 123 Congo Rec. 25709 
(1977). See the description ot Congress's concern In Thomas v. Union 
Carbide Agr. Products Co., 105 S. Ct. 3325, 3329-3330 (1985). 

92. Hearings on Extending and Amending FIFRA betore the Subcommittee on 
Department Investigations, Oversight, and Research of the House Committee 
on Agriculture, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., 522-523 (1977) (testimony 01: Robert 
Alikonis, General Counsel to Pesticide Formulat.lrs Assn.). 

93. 7 U.S.C. § 136a(c)(1)(D){Ii). 

94. § 3(c)(1)(D) divides the data EPA may use into three categories, data 
supplied to EPA bet ore 1969, data supplied atter 1969, and data supplled 
atter 1978. The Act permits EPA to use data supplied prior to 1969 In its 

(continued ... ) 
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ds.ta submitted less than tHteen years earlier by another applicant must malte , 
oUer to compensate the original data submitter tor this use. It atter ninety da 
the new applicant and the original data submitter have not reached agreement c 
the amount and terms ot compeilsatlon either party may submit the dispute 
arbitration by tUing a request with the Federal Mediation and ConclUatic 
Service. 39S Participation of l;Hlth parties is compelled since an original da 
submitter who fails to pil.l'th:.!pate fortelts its right to compensation and any ne 
applicant who fails to part~()lpate will be denied reglstration. 39S 

For the purpose of co mplying with FIFRA, the Federal Media tion and Co. 
ciliatic)n Servlcll has adopted the roster ot commercial arbitrators ot the Americl 
Arbitration 1.8soclation as well as AAA's FIFRA arbitration rules. 397 Requests f. 
arbitration ara forwarded directly to the AAA which notl!ies the other party ( 
the request. 39S Unless the parties agree to a dl!!erent procedure, AAA selects: 
arbitrator from the AAA roster atter each party has reviewed a list ot potenti. 
arbitrators and rated these Individuals by degree of acceptabllity.399 Unless t. 
parties specify otherwise, a single arbitrator hears each dlspute. 400 Neutrality 
the central qualification for serving as an arbitrator. 401 Each person appoint" 
as a neutral arbitrator must dlaclose to AAA any circumstances which could aUe 
his Impartiality Including any tlnancl'al Interest, bias or past relationship with a., 
ot the parties.402 AAA determines whether an arbitrator Is or Is not neutral.4~ 

395. 

396. 

397. 

398. 

399. 

400. 

4'01. 

402. 

394.( ... continued) 
consideration ot any application tor registration without the permission ~ 

the original data submitter. This data submitter is not entitled to an 
compensation tor the u'se of its data. EPA may use data supplied to It afte 
1969 in its consideration of any other manufacturer's application so long s 
the benefitting applicant makes an cHcr to compensate the data submitte 
for the use of its data. The third category of data is that which Is supplie 
to EPA after September 30, 1978. FIFRA guarantees that the applicant wh 
submits data after September 30, 1978 will have exclusive use ot this dat 
tor a period of ten years. At the end ot this ten year period this dat 
submitter will be entitled to compensation tor the use ot Its data tor 
period of five yeara. See, 1I 3(c)(1)(D)(Ui). 

FIFRA also provides tor the use of binding arbitration to resolve th, 
question of compensation when pesticide registrants agree to share the cos 
of supplying EPA with any additional data requested and are unable to agre. 
on the amounts of contribution. 7 U.S.C. 1I 136a(2)(B)(iU). 

7 U.S.C. 1I 136 a( c)( 1)( D). 

Id. 

29 C.F.R. 1I 1440.l(b). 

29 C.F.R. 11 1440.1(a). 

29 C.F.R. 11 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 6. 

29 C.F.R. 11 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 9. 

29 C.F.R. 1I 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 5. 

29 C.F.R. 11 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 11. 
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AA's determination is 11ppealable to FMCS whose decision is conciusive. 404 

Once the arbHratou- is selected, the claimant or person seeking compensation 
as 60 days in which to tUe a statement detaUing the amount claimed and the 
easons to support the 01airn.405 The other party then has 60 days to respond. 406 
he parties may move for discovery through written interrogatories or requests 
or production ot documents. 407 The arbitrator grants requests designed to 
.roduce relevant eVidence and allows discovery to a degree, "consistent with the 
bJective ot securing a Just and inexpensive determination ot the dispute without 
nnecessary delay."408 The arbitrator is empowered to order depositions upon a 
howing ot good cause.409 The arbitrator may arrange a prehearing con!el'ence in 
.hich the parties appear before him to consider the possibility of settling the 
__ spute, narrowing the issues, obtaining stipulations or otherwise expediting the 
lsposition of the proceeding.410 At the hearing, the claimant presents his case 
ollowed by the respondent. U1 The claimant must carry the burden ot coming 
orward with evidence to support his claim.412 The arbitrator decides each issue 
ased upon a preponderance ot the evidence. 413 Any party may request that a 
tenographic record at the hearing be kept and designated the otticial transcript 

_t the proceeding. 414 Alter the hearing, the parties may submit written briets 
upporting their position and the arbitrator may at his discretion permit oral 

_rgumen t on these briefs. 415 

The arbitrator must !:ssue a decision atter the proceeding has closed.416 
mis c!ecision must contain findings of tact and conclusions of law with reasoning 
covering all issues in dispute in the case. The decision must also contain a 
determination cor'cerning any compensation due. 

403. ~. 

404. ~. 

405. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Apl,<':ndix Sec. 13( a). 

406. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 13(b). 

407. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 23. 

408. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 23( a). 

409. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 23(b). 

410. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 24. 

411. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 26. 

412. 29 C.F.R. § 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 28. 
~ 

413. Id. 

414. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 29. 

415. 29 C.F.R. !l 1440.1 Appendix Sec 30. 

416. 29 C.F.R. o 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 32. 
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Parties involved in cases in which the disputed amount is $25,000 or Ie' 
may opt for resolution of their dispute through an expedited procedure.417 Und 
this procedure the claim proceeds to hearing within thirty days without discove, 
or the submission of briefs. The arbitrator's decision consists of short summa, 
findings of tact and conclusions of law. 

FIFRA provides that an arbitrator's decision Is final and conclusive.418 Th 
decision is reviewable in court only in the case ot "fraud, misrepresentation, 
other miscol!duct by one of the parties to the arbitration or the arbitrator •• 
• "419 This narrow scope of Judicial review is typical of the level of judici. 
review available In commercial arbitration. 

The arbitration provision has sparked a host of constitutional challenges tho 
are reviewed above.420 

Penaion Benefit Guaranty Corporation. 

The Multiemployer Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1980421(MPPA. 
amended the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974422 (ERISA), t 
impose liability upon any employer that withdraws from a multlemployer pensio 
plan. 423 MPPAA requires pension plan sponsors and withdrawing employers t 
arbitrate disputes over the amount of an employer's withdrawal llability.424 

As ol"lginally enacted, ERISA permitted employers to withdraw trom multi 
employer plans free of any future liability so long as the plan did not terminat 
within !ive years of that employer's withdrawal. 425 The employer's obUgation t 
the plan ceased upon withdrawal. However, the plan itsel! remained liable to pa 
the benefits Which had been promised to that employer's emplQyees during th 
period of participation. MPPAA created withdrawal liability to prevent employer 
from withdrawing and leaving the plan obligated to pay the benefits from 

417. 29 C.F.R. 11 1440.1 Appendix Sec. 22. 

418. 7 U.S.C. § 136a(c)(1)(D)(U). 

419. Id. 

420. See discussion in text at notes 114-119; 154-165. 

421. P.L. No. 96-364, 94 Stat. 1217, codltied at 29 U.S.C. § 1381 et.seq. 

422. P. L. No. 93-406, codifIed at 29 U. S.C. § 1001 et. seq. 

423. A multlemployer pension plan is one Which is maintained under one or mor 
collective bargaining agreements and covers employees of two or mor 
employers. Employers contribute to the plan fund at rates specified in thei 
agreements. These contributioml are paid Into a pooled fund which I 
administered by a board ot trustees composed ot employer deSignated an 
union deSignated members. 

424. 29 U. S. C. 11 1401. 

425. 29 U.S.C. 11 1001. 
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educed pension lund poo1.426 Upon an employer's withdrawal from a plan, 
.PPAA requires the plan sponsor to determine the extent ot the withdrawal 
abUity.427 Any dispute that arises concerning any determination made by the 
Ian sponsor is resolved through arbl.tl'ation. 428 

MPPAA's legislative history does not reveal why Congress instituted compul
ory arbitration to determine a withdrawing employer's liability to the plan 
ponsor. 429 The bill which originally passed the House430 did not contain an 
rbitration provision. The Senate passed 8. bill431 in the torm ot a substitute to 
he House bill. This Senate bill contained an arbitration provision. There is no 
.nate Report. The House amended the provision to aUect the level ot judicial 
eview, and this was accepted by the Senate. ,The Conterence Report is sUent 
'oncerning the arbitration provision. 432 ' 

The Act directs the Pension Benetit Guaranty Corporation to promulgate 
ules governing the conduct ot the prescribed arbitration. 433 The PBGe published 
_ proposed rule on July 7, 1983. 434 PBGC received 20 comments and incorpor
ted many ot the suggestions In the Unal rule which was published on August 21, 
985. PBGC resolved contlicting suggestions by determining which views best 
ultilled the statutory mandate to establish "tail' and equitable procedures."435 
. rior to the rules' becoming e!tective, employers and plan sponsors arbitrated 
heir disputes under Multiemployer Pension Plan Arbitration Rules jointly spon
ored by the International Foundation ot Employee Benetit Plans and the American 
.rbitration Association. 436 The new rules apply to arbitration proceedings 
nitiated, pursuant to Section 42221 ot the Act, on or atter September 26, 
985. 437 

• 26. U. S. Congress, Committee on Conterence, 96th Congress H. Rept. 96-1343 • 

.27. 29 U.S.C. § 1381-1399 • 

• 28. 29 U. S. C. § 1401. 

.29. U. S. Congress, Committee on Conterence, 96 Congress H. Rept. 96-1343; 
House, Committee on Education and Labor, H. Rept. 96-889 • 

• 30. H. R. 3904, May, 1980. 

~31. S. 1076 July, 29, 1980. 

432. H. Rept. 96-1343. 

433. 29 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(2). 

434. 48 Fed. Reg. 31241 (July 7, 1983). 

435. 50 Fed. Reg. 34679 (August 27, 1985). 

436. The Multiemployer Pension Plan Rules are sponsored by the International 
Foundation ot Employee Benetit Plans and administered b!, the American 
Arbitration Association. The rules became eitective on June 1, 1981, and are 
available from the AAA. 

437. 50 Fed. Reg. 34683 (August 27, 1985). 
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In lieu ot the PBGC's tinal rules governing arbitration, disputing parties II 

also use other plan rules procequres It they are consistent with the PB 
rules438 or 1:[ they are approved- by the PBGC in accordance with procedures 1 

torth in !l 2641.13. 439 The PBGC wili approve the alternative procedures 
the proposed rules will be substantially talr to all parties involved and if t 
sponsoring organization is neutral. 440 

Under the Act and the PBGC tinal rules,441 either ot the parties m 
initiate arbitration within the 60 day period beginning on the 121st day atter t 
date on which the employer requested reconsideration, or i! the plan sponsor c 
sponds earlier to the request, within 60 days atter the employer receives t 
notitication ot reconsideration. The parties may jointly request arbitration I 

180 days atter the plan sponBor has noti!ied the employer ot the con tracL 
liability and demanded payment. 442 

The arbitrator's powers and duties are, with a tew exceptions, the same 
an arbitrator conducting a proceeding under Title 9 ot: the U.S. Code. 443 T 
rules require the arbitrator to tollow existing law, as discerned from pertine 
authority.444 The regulation does not, however, tell the arbitrator exactly whe 
settled law is to be !ound.445 

The tinal rules dl!!er from the proposed rules in that they do not paraphra 
the statutory presumptions that the arbitrator must make as set forth in Sect! 
4221(a)(3) ot the Act. The PBGC agreed with several comments that it w 
super!! uous and omitted the paraphrase fro m the tinal rules. 446 

\ 'nder MPPAA, a plan sponsor's determinations are presumed correct unle 
it is shown by a preponderance of evidence that a determination is unreasonab 
or clearly erroneous.447 Withdrawing employers criticized th!s presumptio 
arguing that plan sponsors have an incentive to tind large amounts ot liability a. 
thuti are not impartial and do not deserve a presumption lavoring their de termin 
tions. For example, in Board of Trustees ot the Western Conference of Teamste 
Pension Trust Fund v. ThompsonSUTIding Materials, Inc.44~Thompson-con-tencr; 

438. § 2641.1. 

439. 50 Fed. Reg. 34686 (August 27, 1985). 

440. § 2641.13(d). 

441- § 2641. 2( a)(1)(2). 

442. 29 U.S.C. 1401 (a)(l). 

443. § 2641. 4( a). 

444. !l 2641.4(b). 

445. 50 Fed. Reg. 34681. 

446. 50 Fed. Reg. 34681. 

447. 29 U.S.C. !l 1401(a)(3)(A). 

448. 749 F. 2d 1396 (9th Cir. 1984). 
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,that the trustees ot the plan sponsor have an interest in establishing a large 
liability and therefore the presumption :Cavoring their determination constitutes a 
'denial ot the employer's right to resolution ot disputes betore an impartial 
tribunal. 449 The court rejected this contention, finding that trustees do not have 
an institutional bIas and rather have a tlduciary duty to assess withdrawal liability 
neutrally and rellsonably.450 The court also noted that MPPAA caretully pres
cribes the methods tor computing liability and allows trustees discretion solely In 
the selection ot the specitic method ot co mputation to apply in a particular case. 
The court held the exercise ot this limited discretion ins ut!icien t to impugn the 
impartiality ot the trustee's determinations. 

The PBGe has included discovery provisions in the tlnal regulation based lar
gely upon the views expressed in the comments. Discovery provisions were not 
part ot the proposed regulation. The PBGe believes that tairness will otten 
require that discovery be available to the parties due to the nature ot the 
withdrawal disputes. 451 The arbitrator controls the scopr ot discovery.452 

The arbitrator also has discretion as to the admissibility ot evidence. The 
proposed rules had quali!1ed the arbitrator's discretion, however, by requiring 
contormlty to the legal rules ot evidence It the rights ot the parties would be 
prejudiced otherwise. The PBGe omitted the qualitlcation trom the tinal rules 
because it agreed with several comments that such a requirement was unnecessary, 
would invite appeals based on technicalities, and would put non-lawyer arbitrators 
at a disadvantage. 453 

Although the arbitrator may call a prehearing conference under the !inal 
rules,454 the PBGe is not authorized to do so as it suggested in the proposed 
rules. Several comments objected to the proposed authorization because it would 
too deeply involve PBGe in an essentially non-governmental arbltration. 455 

The arbitration hearing date must be no later than 50 days atter the 
arbitrator accepts his appointment, unless the parties agree to proceed without a 
hearing as allowed under 2641.4(c). 456 The proposed time limit ot 30 days had 
been criticized by the comments so the provision has been extended in the tina I 
rules. l! the parties cannot agree on a date within a 15 day period atter the 
arbitrator's acceptance, the arbitrator has 10 additional days to set the date. 457 

449. The denial or the right to an impartial tribunal violates the Firth Amend
ment right ot due process. 

450. 749 F. 2d at 1404-1406. 

451. 50 Fed. Reg. 34631. 

452. !l 2641.4(2). 

453. 50 Fed. Reg. 34681. 

454. !l 2641.4(b) 

455. 50 Fed. REg. 34681. 

456. !l 2641.5(a) • 

457. § 2641.5(a). 
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The parties may appear in person or by counsel and will be subject to th_ 
arbitrator's order 1! they faH to appear or fUe documents in a timely manner.45 
A stenographic or taped record at the proceeding wUl be made upon the reques 
and expense ot any party.459 The arbitrator must establish a procedure t
allow each party full and equal opportunity to present his claims and proofs. 
cross-examine witnesses and fHe a brief. 460 

The arbitrator may reopen proceedings tor good cause at any time atter th_ 
close of the hearing and before the !lnal a ward is rendered. 461 Although the 
proposed rule required the consent of both parties, the PBGC agreed with several 
comments which objected to giving the parties the power to trustrate the reopen
Ing.462 The tinal rule, therefore, does not contain the consent requirement. 

The arbitrator must make a written a ward Within 30 days of the close of. 
proceedings. 463 The close at proceedings is marked by either the date the 
hearing was closed, the date the last brief or reply brief was filed, the date the 
reopened proceedings were closed, or i! the parties waived a hearing, the date on 
which final statements and proof.s were filed. 464 

Two comments objected to the time limits on the arbitrator to l'~nder an 
award because they were unreasonably short and ambiguous. The PBGC cla.-itied 
the ambiguity by explicitly de!ining what marks the closing of proceedings but did 
not adopt the time 11mit suggestions. The paGe believes that the limits are ade
quate because it is the duty of the arbitrator to make sure before he accepts the 
appointment, that he wHI be able to render awards promptly after the close of 
proceedings.465 

The arbitrator's final award must include a hctual and legal basIs for the 
his findings, adjustments for amount and schedule or payments, and a provision 
for an allocation ot costs. 466 

The requirement in the final rules that the arbitrator state a tactual and 
legal basis for his award is a sUght revision from the proposed reqUirement that 
the arbitrator explicitly characterize his statements as "!indings of fact" or 
"conclusions or law." Some comments argued that non-lawyer arbitrators would be 
burdened by ClInking the proper categorization. The AAA also criticized the need 
tor the arbitrator to make conclusions at law and noted, in fact, that the Pederal 

458. § 2641. 5( c). 

459. I! 2641. 5( d). 

460. I! 2641. 5( e). 

461. § 2641. 6( a). 

462. 50 Fed. Re~. 34682. 

463. !! 2641. 7(b). 

464. § 2641.7(c), (d), ,and (f). 

465. 50 Fed. Reg. 34682. 

466. I! 2641.7(a)(1), (2), and (3). 
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Arbitration Act does not require it. The PBGC agreed that the requirement Is of 
little value and, therefore, made clear in the linal rules that the arbitrator need 
only state a lactual and legal basis lor the award.467 

After the tinal award has been rendered, the plan sponsors are required to 
'make copies 01 the awards available to the PBGC and contributing employers. 46B 

One comment suggested that the PBGC publish and index awards. Although the 
PBGC lacks the resources to comply with the suggestion, it does agree that the 
awards should be made pubUc. 469 

The arbitrator's award is reviewable in a United States district court.470 
The scope 01 judicial review 01 the award is not clear under the statute, however. 
MPPAA § 4221(b) contains two distinct references concerning judicial review of 
an award. 471 § 4221(b)(2) authorizes any party to bring an action in a district 
court in accordance with 29 U. S. C. § 1451 to enlorce, vacate, or modl!y an 
award. 29 U.S.C. § 1451 provides that a party adversely a1tected by the Act may 
bring an action in a district court "(or appropriate legal or equitable relief or 
both." This provision for review is modified by § 4221(c), which provides that in 
any proceeding under § 4221(b) an arbitrator's findings of fact will be presumed 
correct subject to rebuttal only by a clear preponderance of evidence. Thus § 

-'221(b)(2), modi!ied by § 4221(c) appears to authorize de novo review of all issues 
01 law and review of factual tindings under a clear preponderance of the evidence 
standard. This has been the conclusion of most courts which have interpreted the 
MPPAA arbitration provision. 472 

'!'he provision for judicial review described above is confused by § 4221(b)(3). 
This section provides that to the extent consistent with MPPAA, arbitration 
proceedings are to be enforced as an arbitration carried out under the United 

467. 50 Fed. Reg. 34682. 

468. II 2641. 7(g). 

469. 50 Fed. Reg. 34682. 

470. 29 U.S.C. II 1401(b). 

471. Id. 

472. See, Board of Trustee-'l of the Western Conference of Teamsters Pension Plan 
v. Thompson Building Materials, 749 F. 2d 1396, 1400 (9th Cir. 1984) (Court 
interpreted MPPAA as prescribing de novo judicial review of questions of 
law, while arbitrator's findings of fact are presumed correct unless rebutted 
by a clear preponderance of evIdence.); see also, Peick v. Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corp., 742 F. 2d 12,,(7 (7th Cir. 1983) (Court rejected contention 
that MPPAA denies employers their right to access to courts stating that, 
"Arbitration is ••• merely the tirst step in resolving con!Ucts arising under 
the Act." 742 F. 2d at 1277. The court viewed MPPAA as providing a means 
for encouraging parties to settle dispute and not as a means for reaching a 
tinal determination.); see also I.A. M. National Pension Fund Benefit Plan C 
v. Stockton Tar Industries, 727 F. 2d 1204(D. C. Cir. 1984) ( Court analogized 
MPPAA arbitration to administrative agency action and determined the scope 
of review to be equal to that accorded to administrative adjudications). 
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States Arbitration Act. 473 The Arbitration Act provides very limited judicial re
view, applicable only in cases of fraud, partiality and misconduct. To date at 
least one appellate court has interpreted 9 4221(b) as authorizing only the limited 
scope ot Judicial review provided in the United States Arbitration Act. 474 

The courts which have interpreted MPPAA's arbitration provisions thus tar 
have been called upon to determine the Act's constitutionality and have not 
actually reviewed an arbitration decision under the Act. MPPAA has been upheld 
against assertions that its provisions violate Btandards of due process;475 deny 
employers access to an impartial tribunal;476 commit a taking of property without 
just compensatlon;477 violate the Seventh Amendments provision for trial by 
j ury1478 and constitute a violation of Article III of the Constitution by vesting 
federal judicial power in arbitrators who are not federal Article III Judges.479 

Commodity futures Trading Commission Reparations Procedures 

The Commodity Exchsnge Act ot 1974480 established a reparations procedure 
by which individuals alleging injury under the act as a result ot a violation 
caused by a registered commodities trading professional could adjudicate their 
claim within the Commodities Futures Trading Commission. The Act otters this 
reparations procedure as an alternative to civil litigation or resort to a privately 
sponsored dispute resolution mechanism. 

473. The Washington Star Company v. International Typographical Union Negotia
ted Pension Plan, 729 F. 2d 1502 (D.C. Clr. 1984). 

474. 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq. 

475. See, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp v. R.A. Gra , 104 S.Ct. 
2709(1984 Court held constitutional MPPAA s retroactive imposItion ot 
withdra wal liabiUty). 

476. See discussion in text, Board of Trustees ot the Western Conference of 
Teamsters Pension Trust Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, Inc, 749 F. 2d 
1396 (9th Clr. 1984); Washington Star Company v. International Typographical 
Union Negotiated Pension Plan, 729 F. 2d 1502(D.C. Cir. 1984); Peick v. 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. 724 F. 2d 1247 (7th Cir. 1983). 

477. Board of Trustees of the Western Conference of Teamsters Pension Trust 
Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, Inc, 749 F. 2d 1396, 1406 (9th Cir. 
1984) (Taking clause does not prohibit Congress from readjusting contractual 
relationships ot private parties); accord, Peick v. Pension Benettt Guaranty 
Corp., 724 F. 2d 1247, 1274-1276 (7th Cir. 1983). 

478. Washington Star Company v. International Typographical Union Negotiated 
Pension Plan, 729 F. 2d 1502, 1511 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Peick v. Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corp., 724 F. 2d 1247, 1277 (7th Cir. 1983). 

479. Board ot Trustees of the West'i!:rn Conference of Teamsters Pension Trust 
Fund v. Thompson Building Materials, 'f4~ F. 2d 1396, 1404-1406 (9th Clr.1984). 

480. Pub. L. 93-463. 
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The reparations procedure has processed approximately 1,000 claims each 
year since its inception in 1976. 481 From the outset, ho wever, CEA's repara-

, tions procedures frequently resulted in long delays and backlogs.482 Because the 
procedure was not providing tor expeditious, Inexpensive resolution of claims as 
intended, Congress amended the reparations provision in 1982 to grant CFTC the 
power to promulgate rules, regulations, and orders necessary to provide for the 
efficient and expeditious administration of reparations claims.483 Under this 
authority, CFTC issued reparations rules, completely revising the reparations pro
cedures originally established by CEA.484 CFTC's current rules create a three 
track decisionmaking procedure including a voluntary deQisional procedure 
analogous to oommercial arbitration, a summary decisional procedure for claims of 
up to ~10,000 and a formal decisional procedure tor claims exceeding $10,000. 

A person who believes he has been injured due to a registrant's vio,lation of 
the Act may apply for reparations by filing a complaint with the proceeding clerk 
of CFTC's Of !lee of Proceedings.485 This complaint must contain a description 
of the relevant tacts undet· which the alleged violation has occurred, a claim for 
damages, and an electio.\'! of nne of the three decisional procedures. The OHice 
of Proceedings initially reviews the comph.int and either serves it upon the named 
registrant, terminates the complaint, or returns it to the complainant tor correc
tion of deficiencies. 486 The Of !ice ot Proceedings may terminate a complaint 
only it it raises claims which are not cognizable in a reparations proceeding. 

Upon receipt of a complaint a registrant must tile an answer within 45 
days.487 The answer must contain a detailed statement ot the tacts which 
constitute the ground for a defense, any counterclaims, and an election of a 
decisional procedure. The answer also may include a motion tor reconsideration 
ot the determination to forward the complaint under Which the registrant may 
request a review ot the complaint tor any patent defects such as a statute ot 
limitations defense. The complainant is permitted thirty days in which to reply to 
any counterclaim.488 The failure to answer a complaint or reply to a counter
claim acts as an admission of the allegations and waives a party's right to a deci
sional procedure.489 The Office ot Proceedings may designate a proceedings 
ot!icer to enter findings ot tact and conclusions ot law, including a reparations 
award against a non-responding party. A default order so entered will become a 

481. Raisler, Nelson, and Wright, CFTC Reparation Rules OHer Novel Adjudication 
Angle, Legal Times, April 16, 1984. 

482. Id. 

483. Pub. L. 97-444, 96 Stat. 2308, 7 U. S. C § 18(b). 

484. 49 Fed. Reg. 6602-6644. 

485. 17 CFR !l 12.13. 

486. 17 CFR § 12.15. 

487. 17 CFR § 12.18. 

488. 17 eFR § 12.20. 

489. 17 eFR § 12.22. 
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!inal order of the Commission unless set aside within thirty days.490 Withi 
thirty days, a proceeding officer may set aside a defaul t order upon a party' 
showing that it has a reasonable likelihood cf success on the merits and that n 
prejudice would result from proceeding to the merits of the claim. Once thirt 
days have passed and a default order has become a tinal order of the Commissiol 
the proceeding ofncer may only set it aside H, in addition to showing reasonabl 
likelihood of success and that no prejudice would result, a party establishes tha 
the order was obtained through !rauc) mistake, excusable neglect or that th 
Commission lacks Jurisdiction. In either case, the proceeding o!!icer's decisio 
may be appealed to the Co mmlssion. 

Parties may pursue discovery under each of the three decisional procedure 
through requests for production o! documents, serving depOSitions on writte 
interrogatories and requests for admisslons. 491 Parties may seek all relevan 
subject matter not subject to a privilege, except that tax returns and person.-' 
bank account records are discoverable only upon a showing that such Intormatio 
cannot be obtained by other means. A p8~ty ser .... ed with a discovery request ma 
seek to limit discovery through a motion for a protective order by the Office <
Proceedings. In each of the three decisionai proceedings discovery must b 
completed within a period of sixty days atter the OHlce of Proceedings notifie 
the parties of its commencement. 

In the tirst year following institution of the new rules, from April 23, 198 
to April 30, 1985, CFTC received 441 complaints. 492 The number of complaint 
Increased over the last six months 50 that CFTC projects that it will receiv 
approximately 500-550 complaints In fiscal year 1985. Of the 441 complaint 
received under the current rules, 125 have been forwarded for a hearing, 25 
remain pending in the Complaints Section of the OHice ot Proceedings and S 
have been terminated ~hrough settlement (28) or due to a complainant's failure t 
correct deficiencies or because the claim is barred by the statute ot llmitations <- . 

other patent defense. 

Among the 125 cases forwarded tor hearing, 56 have been pursued throug 
the tormal decisional proceeding, 46 through the summary decisional proceedin 
and in 23 cases the litigants have elected the voluntary proceedings. 

As of June, 1985, 6 of the 56 cases tollowing the [or mal proceedings hav 
been completed. These 6 cases were all resolved through settlement on th 
average ot 119 days after the case was torwarded trom the Complaints sectiol. 
No case under the formal decisional proceedings has yet concluded throug 
jUdgment. 

490. 17 CPR § 12.23. 

491. 17 CFR Subpart B §§ 12.30-12.36. 

492. The statistics detailing the Commission's experience under the new repara 
tions rules are taken trom a Commodities Futures Trading Commission Stat 
Document in the torm ot an Informational Memorandum to the Commissio 
trom Executive Director Molly G. Bayley, "Report to the Commission on th 
Opera.tion of the New Reparations Rules," June 11, 1985. In addition to th 
cases processed under the new reparations rules, from AprU 23, 1984 to Apr 
30, 1985, the Commission also processed 320 reparations cases which ha 
been tiled prior to April 23, 1985, under the old reparations rules. 
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Under the summary proceedings, judgments have been reached in 4 cases out 
of the 46 forwarded to a judgment oHicer. In addition, one case was settled and 
another was resolved through a Judgment against one party and settlement with 
the other parties. These case have concluded on an a.verage of 47 days alter the 
cases were torwarded trom the Complaints section o! the OUice ot Proceedings to 

,the Hearings section. 

O! the 23 cases following the voluntary proceedings, live have been decided 
by judgment otficers. These decisions have been reached an average ot 40 days 
atter the cases were torwarded to the judgment otficer. 

In June, 1985, 254 cases were pending in the Ottice of Proceedings. 
Approximately 80 percent ot these cases had been In the OUice tor less than six 
months and more than 50 percent had been In the Ottice tor less than three 
months. The length ot the time pending before a case Is forwarded tor a hearing 
is attributable in part to the time lags in waiting tor respondents' answers and to 

> the time spent waiting for complainants' to correct de!iciencies in original 
complaints. 

The voluntary decisional proceeding is patterned after commercial arbitra
tion.493 This procedure is adopted only upon the consent of both the com
plainant and the registrant. Under this procedure the parties waive any right to 
an oral hearing and any right they may have had to receive written lindings of 
lact, Commission review or judicial review. 494 Upon the election of the 
voluntary proceeding, the Ottice of Proceedings appoints a judgment oHicer, who 
is an employee of CFTC to hear the clalm.495 This judgment ofticer hears all 
motions concerning discovery and upon close of discovery makes an a ward on the 
basis of the written documents submitted.496 The judgment officer's !ina! 

'decision contains a brief conclusion concerning any alleged violation or counter
claim and an a ward of damages without any linding of fact. 497 No damage 
award may exceed the amount requested as damages by a party in its pleading. 
The judgment oU!cer's decision Is linal; it may not be appealed to the Commission 
or to a court although it may be entorced in a United States district court. 498 
Despite this tinality, the CommiSSion, upon Its own motion, may review an award 
to determine that It is not the result ot any fraud, partiality or other miscon
duct. 499 The judgment otticer's conclusion concerning a registrant's violation ot 
the Commodity Exchange Act Is not a Commission finding lor purposes ot denying 
or revoking a person's registration under the Act; it is considered a !inal 
Co mmission order however lor all other purposes and thus may have res judicata 
e!tect. 

493. 49 Fed. Reg. 6611; 17 CFR Subpart C, §§ 12.100-106. 

49<1.. 17 CFR § 12.100(b). 

495. 17 CFR § 12.26(a). 

496. 17 CFR § 12.101. 

497. 17 CFR § 12.106. 

498. 17 CFR § 12.106(d). 

499. 17 CFR § 12.403(b). 
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The summary decisional procedure is avallable for resolution ot reparatio. 
claimn ot $10,000 or less. SOO In this proceeding, as in the voluntary proceeding 
a Oommission employee known as a judgment oUicer serves as decisionma!.er. 50 
The judgment oUlcer plays' a very active role in the summary procedure whic. 
primarily resolves disputes based upon writ1:en documentatlon. 502 The jud 
gment oUicer rules upon discovery related motions, may conduct prededsio. 
conferences between the parties and additi(mally, on occasion may permit ora 
testimony either in person in Washington, I). C. or through a telephonic hear 
Ing.S03 Oral testimony may bf! received only after a party shows that oral test 
imony Is "necessary or appropriate to resolv,a tactual Issues which are central t 
the proceeding. n504 The jUdgment o!fice.r has discretion to limit th,e issue 
upon which oral testimony will be received. At the close of the evidel1ce, th 
judgment oC!icer must issue lin initial decilJi,)n contRining briet finding$ ot tac 
and determinations ot all questions ot law including an award ot. dama!~es.505 
Upon receipt ot the judgment ottlcer's initiell decision, eiH!er party may appeal t 
the Commission. It no appeEII Is taken, or ie not taken within 30 days and 1! th, 
Commission does not review the decision upon its own motion, the judgment ofti
cer's decision becomes a tinal decision ot f;he Commission. 50G 

On appeal, the CommiSSion reviews briElts tUed by the parties and mlty at it
discretion hear oral argument. 507 The Commission is not bound by the tinding 
or determinations made by the judgment oUicer although it may summarily aUirll' 
an Initial decision which Ls substantially ,~orrect.508 The Commission remaint 
tree to make any !Indings or conclusions it deems warranted on the basis ot the 
record develop&d. The Commission's dec'lsion is appealable to the United State. 
Court ot Appeals under § 14 ot CEA where its !lndings ot tact are conclusive 1. 
supported by substan tial evidence. 509 

The tormal deciSional procedure I.s the most detailed ot the reparations 
proceedings and is available lor resolution ot claims ~xceeding $10,000. 510 Uncle. 
this proceeding an administrative law judfre presides over a trial-type hearing an_ 
decides all claims, while a proceedings i)!!1cer handles prehearing motions includ-

500. 1?' CFR § 12. 26(b). 

50l. ~ 

502. 49 Fed. Reg. 6613. 

503. 17 CFR § 201. 

504. 17 CFR § 12.209. 

505. 17 CFR § 12.210. 

50G. 17 CFR § 12.210(d). 

507. 17 CFR !l 12.401. 

508. 17 CFR !l 12.406. 

509. 7 U.S.C. !l 18. 

510. 17 CrR § 1.2.26(c). 
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g ruling upon all discovery motions. 511 A proceeding o!ticer's decisions are 
pealable to the ALJ assigned to the case. 512 Either the proceeding of!1cer or 
e ALJ may preside over Il. prehearing conference for the purpose ot narrowing 
e issues tor hearing 01' encouraging settlement or the use ot the voluntary 
cisional procedure. 513 

An administrative law judge presides over the hearing514 and has the power 
dispense with oral testimony concerning any tactual issues that can be 

solved solely through review of submitted documentary evidence. S1S However, 
a rule, administrative law judges are expected to allow the opportunity tor tull 

-al hearings. 51S At the hearing, the parties may conduct direct and cr05S
_amination and introduce any documentary evidence which is relevant, material 
,d rellable. 517 All hearing proceedings are recorded and transcribed under the 
_pervision ot the ALJ.518 At the close of the hearing the ALJ may request the 
arties to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions ?f law. 519 

At the conclusion of the proceeding, the ALJ issues an initial decision 
ontaining !lndings of tact and conclusions of law. 520 The ALJ's decision 
ecomes a !ina I decision of the Commission unless a party appeals to the Commis
,on within thirty days or the Commission itsel! moves to hear the case. 521 The 
·ommission's power to review an AW's decision is the same as its power to 
eview initial decision's developed in the Summary Decisional Procedure. The 
-ommission receives briets and at its discretion hears oral argument and ultimate
_ may make any findings or conclusions which it determines are warranted by the 
ecord. A decision ot the Commission is reviewable in the United States Courts 
t Appeals under €I 14 ot the CEA where the Commission's !Indings ot tact are 
onclusive it supported by substantial evidence. 522 

uperfund Arbitration. 

11. 17 CFR II§ 12.300-12.304. 

12. 17 CFR €I 12.302. 

13. 17 CFR €I 12.303-304. 

14. 17 CFR €I 12.304, 312. 

15. 17 CFR €I 12.311. 

16. 49 Fed. Reg. 6616. 

17. 17 CFR €I 12.312(d). 

,,18. 17 CFR €I 12. 312(t). 

519. 17 CFR €I 12.312(g). 

520. 17 CFR €I 12.314. 

521. 17 CFR €I 12.314(d). 

522. 7 U. S.C. €I 18 (1982). 
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The Co mprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and LiabUit 
Act523 (CERCLA or Supertund) relies upon arbitration to resolve contl1cts arisin 
troom the Environmental Protection Agency's Administrator's determinations 0 

claims asserted against CERCLA's Hazardous Substance Response Trust Fund. 52 

The Superfund Act created a Trust Fund to pay tor the clean up ot hazard 
ous waste spUls and disposal sites. 525 The Trust Fund may be used to pay th 
tederal government's costs to clean up hazardous waste sites, the costs lncurre 
by any person responding to actual or threatened hazardous substance release 
and the costs incurred by a state or tederal agency in restoring, rehabilitating 0 

replacing natural resources harmed as a result ot a hazardous substances re' 
lease. 526 A person who has responded to a haza:-dous substance release or 
state responsible tor restoring natural resources harmed by a release may asser. 
claims against the tund whenever they have not recovered trom any other poten: 
tially liable party. EPA may award claims tor response costs incurred by arl, 
person so long as the costs were expended in compliance with the Nationh 
Contingency Plan ot the Clean Water Act and were preauthorized by EPA. EP~ 

may pay the costs incurred by a state acting as trustee ot natural resources l§ 
long as they were expended either in accordance with a plan developed unde 
CERCLA or in response to an emergency. 

Upon presentation ot a claim, the EPA administrator, must attempt t 
negotiate a settlement and it unsuccesstul, make an award trom the tund or den 
the claim.527 The administrator must submit denied claims for arbitration. 528 " 
claimant may request arbitration ot an award the claimant nnds unsatistactory.52 

Undel' CERCLA, the President must establish a Board ot Arbitrators to hea 
claims. 530 The members ot this Board must be selected in accordance wit. 
procedures utilized by the American Arbitration Association. CERCLA authorize 
an arbitrat or to conduc t intormal pubUc hearings and issue written decisions. 53. 
The Act provides tor judicial review ot arbitrators' decisions in a United State 
district court. The district court is to uphold an arbitrator's decision unless i' 
tinds that decision constitutes an "arbitrary or capricious abuse ot the members 

523. Pub. L. 96-510; 94 Stat. 2767 (1980>; 42 u. S.C. 9601 et. seq. 

524. The arbitration provision is tound in Sec. U2(b)(4). 

525. 42 U.S.C 9631-33. 

526. CERCLA Sec. 1U( a). 

527. CERCLA Sec. 112(b)(2)-(3). 

528. CERCLA Sec. 112(b)(3). 

529. Id. 

530. CERCLA Sec. 112(b)(4)( A). 

531. CERCLA Sec. 112(b)(4)( B)-( D). 
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iscretion."532 

The Environmental Protection Agency Issued a proposed rule to establish 
rocedures ior the conduct of arbitration on March 8, 1985,533 followed by a 

'O-day comment period. EPA made minor alterations to the rule and published 
.he !lnal rule on December 13, 1985. 534 The rule provides that the EPA Adminis
trator will appoint the members of the Board ot Arbltrators. 53S The Adminis
trator will Jicreen applicants for membership to the Board by evaluating such 
.lrlterla as background In hazardous substances or administrative procedures. 536 
In compliance' with CEItCLA, the Administrator will forward the names and 
,:!ual1!1cations of those applicants he selected to the American Arbitration Asso
ciation (AAA}.537 If the applicant meets the reqUirements at AAA, his name will 
be returned to the Administrator for possible appointment to the Board. 538 Board 
members will receive three year appointments and serve at the pleasure of the 
Administrator. Board members may be removed for any reason the Administrator. 
deems appropriate except that a member may not be dismissed during the pend
ency ot a claim In the absence of a showing ot bias, personal or financial In
terest. The total number ot arbitrators 01' board members will be determined by 
the Administrator. 

A member ot the Board may arbitrate a claim in one ot two situations: (1) 
whenever the Administrator denies a cllllm; or (2) whenever a person dlssatistled 
w!th IiU award requests arbitration. The arbitrator may only make a wards which 
are compensable trom the Fund under CERCLA's complex scheme. Thus the arbi
trator may not award claims which would reverse EPA decisions concerning the 
preauthorizatlon ot claims under the National 011 and Hazardous Substances 
Contingency. Plan and may not aViard costs tor the harm caused to natural re
sources unless the costs are distributed unde\" a plan developed under CERCLA or 
were expended In respons,~ to an emergency.539 

The proposed rule limits the arbitrator's role to tact tlnding. 540 In deciding 
a claim, the Board must apply legal standards as prescribed by EPA in the 
"tJummary ot appUcable standards and principles" which EPA must develop tor each 
claim.541 The rule also directs the Board to accord "substantial deterence to EPA 

532. CERCLA Sec. l.12(b)(4)( G). 

533. 50 Fed. Re!!:. 9586. 

534. 50 Fed. Re!.!:. 51196. 

535. 40 CFR 305. 20( a). 

536. 40 CFR 305.20(b). 

537. 40 CFR 305.20(b). 

538. Id. 

539. See 40 CFR 305.21. 

540. 50 Fed. Reg. 51198. 

541. 40 CFR 305.21(g). 
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decisions as re!lected In the administrative record. "542 Additionally, the rule 
absolutely prohibits the Board from reviewing an Administrator's decision to deny 
a claim whenever that decision is made "based on competing priorities tor the 
expenditure of Fund monies •• 543 Finally, claims by other rederal agencies are not 
eligible for adjudication by the Board.544 

The Administrator must submit all denied claims to the American Arbitration 
Association within !ive days.545 The Administrator must include with this denial 
an explanation ot the decision, a statement ot. the Ie gal standard applicable to the 
claim, any other supporting documentation which EPA deems necessary to explain 
the reason for denial and, it known, the identity ot any potentially responsible 
parties. At this time the Administrator may also request AAA to use expedited 
procedures to hear any claim involving $20,000 or less. 546 

A claimant dissatisfied with the Administrator's award may initiate arbitra~ 
tion by submitting the claim to AAA within 30 days of the Administrator's 
decision. 547 The claimant's submission must include an explanation of the matter 
and amount ill dispute, and the remedy sought. The claimant must also include a 
copy ot the Administrator's decision, any supporting documents the claimant deems 
necessary to support its claim and the identity ot any potentially liable parties, it 
known. 548 Within 5 days ot receipt ot a claim, AAA must notify the other party 
of the di.spute's existence by sendIng that party a copy o! the cl1lIm.549 

Once the claim has been submitted, AAA will distribute to the parties a list 
ot potential arbitrators drawn tram the Board of Arbitrators.SSG A!ter the partiel'l 
have an opportunity to rate these members in order oC preference, AAA will 
invite the parties to accept one arbitrator trom the list to hear the claim. It the 

"parties do not agree upon an arbitrator, AAA may appoint a member to hear a 
claim. Arbitrators must immediately disclose to AAA any circumstances Ukely to 
a!!ect impartiality including any bias or personal or financial interest or past 
relationship with the parties, their counsel, or any potentially responsible par
ty.551 AAA will share this information with the parties but retaina sole discre
tion to decide Whether an arbitrator should be disqualified due to bias or interest. 

The responding party to an arbitration has seven days atter receipt ot the 

542. 40 CFR 30S.21(h}. 

543. 40 CFR 305.2l(f} • 

544. 50 F.R. 51199. 

545. 40 CFR 305.30(a). 

546. 40 CFR 305.30(b). 

547. 40 CFR 305.30(a). 

548. 40 CFR 305.30(c). 

549. 40 CFR 305.30(d). 

550. 40 CFR 305.31. 

551. 40 CFR 305.32. 
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notice ot the claim to file an answer. 552 It arbitration is initiated by a claimant, 
EPA must tUe a statement detailing the applicable legal standards and principles 
governing the dispute. Either party may tile an amended pleading atter arbitra
tion has been initiated, however, once the arbitrator has been appointed new 
claims may only be added with the arbitrator's consent. 553 Whenever an amended 
pleading is filed, the other party has seven days from the date of receipt of such 
pleading in which to file an answer. 

Either the arbitrator or the parties may request a prehearing conterence. 554 
At such a conterence the parties are expected to lI.rrange for the exchange of 
information, including witness statements, exhibits and documents, and to stipulate 
to uncontested tacts in an eUort to expedite the proceeding. Arbitrators may 
encourage further se:ttlement discussions during the prehearing conference to 
expedite the arbitration proceedings. 555 The hearing must take place at a 

M site selected by the administrator with due consideration to any requests by the 
a claimants and it must occur no more than 60 days after the arbitrator's appoint
'! ment. 556 The arbitrator is responsible tor making a full record of the hearing 
:~ proceedings. The hearing consists o! direct examination ot witnesses, cross
"examination and the submission o! documentary proof. The parties may oUer any 

evidence they wish, subject to reasonable limits established by the arbitrator. 
The arbitrator may receive the evidence of witnesses by aUidavit, interrogatory, 
or deposition. If the arbitrator determines that an inspection or investigation is 
necellsary, the arbitrator may request that the Administrator conduct an investi
gation or ~nspection under CERCLA § 104(b). The administrator decides whether 
or not to go forward with such an investigation or inspection. 

The arbitration may even proceed in the absence of any party, who after 
due notice fails to be present, faUs to obtain an adjournment, or fails to have 
evidence presented on his behalf. The party will be deemed to be in default and 
the arbitrator will require the party who ia present to submit such evidence 
necessary for the arbitration to make an award. 557 

Atter the parties have completed their presentations the arbitrator may cloS'd 
the hearing, 0'· request the submission ot. briefs or additional documents. 

The arbitrator must make his decision within 90 days of the submission of 
the claim to the Board. 558 This period may be extended upon consent of all 
parties or by the Administrator when a large number of claims arising from a 
single incident or set o! in~idents have been consolidated for hear-ing. The 
arbitrator's decision must be written and contain a full statement of the basis and 
rationale tor the arbitrator's determination. 

552. 40 CPR 305.40. 

553. 40 CPR 305.40(b). 

554. 40 CPR 305.41. 

555. 40 CPR 305.41-

556. 40 CPR 305.42. 

557. 40 CPR 305.42(1). 

558. 40 CPR 305.43(a). 
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Expedited procedures are used to resolve claims that do not exceed ;20,000 
unless the Administrator demands full procedures. 559 In addition, the parties mao 
con-sent to the use of expedited procedures to resolve claims of more thai 
~20,000. TIle $20,000 figure refers to the amount in dispute bet ween the c1aiman 
and EPA, regardless of the amount of the original claim. S60 The expedite_ 
procedures dilfer from the lull arbitration procedures in that the parties agree L 
receive all required notices by telephone, followed by written confirmation. u 
addition, the arbitrator selection process is streamlined in that AAA submits a Us_ 
of !lve potential arbitrators to each party from which each party may strike two_ 
AAA will then appoint an arbitrator who will serve, subject to any !1nding 0_ 

partiality, bias or interest requiring disqual1ficalion. TIle hearing must commence 
within 60 days of the selection of the arbitrator. Most expedited cases will be 
heard within one day. TIle arbitrator's decision is due live days alter the clos~ 
of the hearing unless the parties agree to an extension. 

TIle arbitrator's decision, whether rendered under the lull procedures or 
under the expedited procedures, may be appealed to the United States district 
court in the district in which the arbitration took place. S61 CERCLA instructs 
the courts that an award or decision of a member of the Board is binding and 
conclusive and is not to be overturned except in cases ot arbitrary or capricioua 
abuse ot the member's discretion. CERCLA turther provides that the arbitrator's 
decision is to have no collateral eUect. An arbitrator's award is not admissible 
as evidence ot any issue of fact or law in any other proceeding under CERCLA or 
any other provision ot law.562 

Finally, Il 305.52 of the tinal rules includes additional miscellaneous provis-
o Ions. Parties to arbitration must make objections, whether oral or written, at the 
earUest possible opportunity or will be deemed to have waived the right to ob
Ject. 563 TIle tinal rules also forbid the Administrator, the parties and other 
interested persons from engagi.,g in ex parte communication with the arbitra
tor. 564 

lIedt Systema Protection Board. 

Background. Congress passed the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 (CSRA or 
Act),565 to promote a more elticient "civil service while preserving the merit 

559. 40 CFR 305.50(a). 

560. 50 Fed. Reg. 51200. 

561. CERCLA Sec. 112(b)(4)(G); 40 CFR 305.51(b). 

562. rd. 

563. 40 CFR 305.52( a). 

564. 40 CFR 305.52(b). 

565. 5 U.S.C. Illl 1101-8911 (supp. IV 1980). 
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rinciple in Federal employment. "5G6 The Ac t abolished the C1vil Service 
'ommi'ssion and replaced it with the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB 01' 

..Jard). Under the CSRA, the Board is an independent, quasi-judicial regulatory 
gency created to protect the Federal merit systems from political abuse and to 
esolve employee grievances within th'e systems. 5G7 

To resolve employee grievances, the MSPB began with- a tormal appeals 
rocedure (FAP) established under the CSRA. The Board, however, examined 
Iternatives to the FAP because ot Congressional interest in expediting the 
ersonnel actions subject to the Board's appellate Jurisdiction. 5G8 illustrative of 

;ongressional intent is the Senate report, accompanying CSRA, urging the MSPB 
.0 develop alternative methods tor resolving appealable matters including "suitable 
orms of conciliation, mediation, arbitration, and other methods mutually agreeable 

.0 the parties. "56 9 

in 1981, a new chairman of MSPB, tamiliar with "expedited arbitration" as 
iliied by unions, began to focus discussion on that procedure as interest in it 
tncreased dUring the Air Traf!1c Controllers (ATC) union strike. The appeals trom 
the strikers, terminated from tederal employment, eventually increased threefold 
the FY 81 caseload of the MSPB:570 With the assistance of the Administrative 
Conference ot the United States (ACUS), the MSPB began development ot what 
became the" Appeals Arbitration Procedure" (AAP). The AAP, later modified as 
the "Voluntary Expedited Appeals Procedure" (VEAP), is an alternative to the 
more formal appeal procedure (FAP). The Board's objective was to design an 
informal, simplUied, less costly system to adjudicate routine, non-precedential 
appeals while preserving fair, impartial !orums. The Board's expectations are 
reflected in its statement of goals and objectives: 

o The system will not only be fair and fast, but also one which is 
recognized and accepted as such by employees and agency management. 

o It will encourage the informal resolution 01: disputes in the proceeding, 
including settlement by agreement between the parties. 

o It will cover as many kinds of appealable matters as are feasible .tor 
resolution through the more intormal process. 

• It will improve the timeliness and cost-e!!ectiveness of the process 
leading to the resolution of disputed personnel ac tions. 

566. S. Rep. No. 969, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 2, reprinted in 1978 U.S. Code Congo 
and Ad. News 2723, 2724 (hereina!ter, S. Rep. No. 969). 

567. S. Rep. No. 969. The powers and !unctions ot the MSPB are set out in 5 
U.S.C. § 1205 (Supp. IV 1980). 

S68. Pub. L. 95-454, 92, Stat. 1111 (1078). 

569. S. Rep. No. 969. 

570. in Fiscal 1981, the MSPB issued 5,610 decisions at the regional level as part 
of the regular caseload and received 10,356 Air Tra!!ic Controller Appeals. 
U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board, Study o! MSPB Appeals Decisions In 
FY 1981, December 1982 cited in Adams, supra note 170. 
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o It will exclude sensitive cases requiring more intense adjudicatL 
proceedings, based on the nature, gravity and complexity of the issu 
involved. 

~ It will preserve the parties' rights to llnlited Board review ot maJ 
procedural and legal errors in the arbitration award. 571 

The MSPB introduced its proposal lor the AAP in October 1982 to Feder 
agencies, unions, bar associations, and pubUc interest groups.572 Comments we, 
requested and received in December 1982. MSPB mod1!ied the plan atter revie. 
ing comments and distributed a new version, Bulletin No. 12, tor pubUc comme. 
on January 13. MSPB received comments on Bulletin No. 12 through January a. 
February and published Interim tinal rules e!!ective In the Federal Register _ 
March 18, 1983, announcing the introduction ot appeals arbitration (AAP), and 
pUot study ot the procedure to be conducted in lour MSPB regions. 573 Commen 
were invited through July 1, 1983. The preamble to the interim rules did n 
discuss the comments MSPB received nor reasons tor changes trom the earU 
drafts. 

Several important revisions ot the early proposals were included in tL 
interim tinal rules. 

MSPB originally took the position that the AAP would only be avaIlable t 
those appellant3 who were not members ot a certified collective bargaining uni 
The major concern of uniorl'COmments was that it would be "discriminatory" an 
"anti-union" to only provide AAP to non-union member3. In the interim !in_ 
rules, MSPB extended AAP eligibility to include the union appellants. 
Perhaps the most important revision !romthe agency's viewpoint was the propos 
in Bulletin No. 12, and retained in the interim rules, to allow agencies a choice i 
whether AAP would be used. Originally, agencies would have been required t 
participate in AAP it the Regional Director so directed. All but one agenc 
commented that agency agreement should be necessary. Unions still lavore 
unilateral election ot the AAP by the employee. 574 MSPB compromised in Bulled 
No. 12 in proposing that it an employee elected AAP, the linal decision would b 
made by the Regional Director atter review ot the petition for appeal and th 
agency's response. -- --

Another revision involved the parties' right to petition the tull Board lor 
review ot the initial decision. Initially MSPB proposed that the Board would no 
reconsider any AAP case with the exception ot those requested by the Ottice 0 

Personnel Management. Other appellants could tile civil sults trom the arbitratio 
decision with a Circuit Court ot Appeals or with the U. S. Court ot Claims. Bot 
agencies and unions, in their comments, objected to the lack ol appeal to th 
Board. In Bulletin No. 12, the MSPB proposed a change allowing either party t 

571. Merit Systems Protection Board, 48 Fed. Reg. 11399. 

572. The packet was entitled Voluntary Arbitration: An Alternative to Resolutio, 
o! Employee Appeals. 

573. 48 Fed. Reg. 11399. 
Seattie, and Denver. 

The tour MSPB cities were San Francisco, Chicago. 
Dallas later joined the pilot program. 

574. Lawson, Roseann, Evaluation ot the Merit Systems ProtectIon Board's Appeal 
Arbitration Procedure, p. 11. 
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He a petition for review to the tull Board if the party could (1) demonstrate 
armful procedural irregularity in the proceedings before the arbitration, or (2) 
emonstrate clear error of law. 575 The Interim rules retaIned this change. 

Appeals Arbitration Procedure. The election ot the AAP begins with the 
gency's notice ot proposed action. The notice explains to the employee his right 
o appeal and his option of using the FAP or AAP. The employee has 20 days to 
_ppeal and has two chances to request appeals arbitration; !irst, at the time ot 
iling a petition tOI' appeal, or, second, within 10 days from the date of the 
_oard's order ot acknowledgement to the agency. The agency has 15 days from 
he date of the Board's order to consent or decline to use AAP. Upon consent
ng, the agency must file a designation of representative form and a summary of 
_acts and legal issues raised in the appeal. Final decision to process the case 
nder AAP or the FAP is left to the regiona.l director after review of the petition 
or appeal and the agenc:y's response. The regional director or his deSignee re

.'llins the right to convert the case to a formal appeals procedure (FAP), at any 
_tme prior to issuance of the arbitration award, in the event circumstances 
warran t. 576 

If the appeals arbItration procedure is granted, the regional director will 
appoint an arbitrator, on a rotating basiS, from a panel of presiding officials who 
are designated for the new procedures and have received special training. 577 

The initial role of the presiding oUicial Is that of mediator; to explore the 
potential for a settlement and to encourage the parties to settle the case 
1I'oluntarily. If an informal settlement cannot be reached, the presiding oUicial 
will assume the role of arbitrator and proceed with the hearing if one has been 
requested. The parties may still reach a voluntary settlement agreement at any 
time until the issuance of an arbitration award. 578 I! the parties voluntarily 
resolve the dispute without an award, the settlement agreement is final and 
binding and the appeal will be dismissed with prejudice. If the terms are re
corded and signed, they will be made part of the arbitration record and the Board 
will retain jurisdiction to ensure compliance with the agreement. If the settle
ment is not recorded, the Board will not retain JurisdIction to ensure com
pUance. 579 The presiding officIal has the authority to take all necessary action 
to conduct a speedy, fall', and impartial hearing and, unless expressly provided 
otherwise In the regulations, to follow the regulations under 5 CFR Part 1201, 
Subpart B.580 

Unique to the AAP is the requirement of both parties to file a JoInt 

575. The formal appeals procedures (FAP) uses the less restrictive review stan
dard: "contral'Y to law, rule or I'egulation." 

576. €I 1201.201(a)(b)(c). 

577. 48 Fed. Reg. 11399. The training of presiding oUicials and regional directol's 
for the four pilot study sites was held at MSPB headquarters in Washington, 
D. C. on March 14 and 15, 1983, three days prior to the introduction ot the program. 

578. €I 1201.216(a). 

579. €I 1201.216(b)(1)(2). 

580. €I 1201.204 (C)(D). 
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Arbitration Record (JAR) with the purpose ot bringing the parties together tv 
narrow and toe us the issues in dispute. The JAR is to be tiled within 30 day~ 
tram the date ot the Board's order ot acknowledgement and should include a 
statement at issues, witness Usts, a request for heari.lg and two possible dates tOL
the hearing. 58l Informal discovery will usually precede preparation of the JAR. 
While the rights to formal discovery are waived by the parties in elec ting to use 
the AAP instead at: the FAP, the parties have the duty to include all known 
relevant materials with their submissions.582 

Either party may request a hearing which is to be held at the employment 
site and must be scheduled within a 15-day period tollowing the due date, or 
receipt, at the JAR.583 The AAP hearing is similar to but more informal than 
that under the FAP. Formal rules ot procedure do not apply but may be liberally 
construed and used as a guide to admissibility at evidence, motions, tHings of 
briefs, etc. 584 

!\ 

Agencies are required to make their employees available as witnesses when 
requested by the presiding 0!iicial. 585 The arbitrator may also request the 
production ot additional information or witnesses 11 needed for resolution at the 
matter. 586 In the event a party lails to cooperate, the presiding o!!icial may 
impose appropriate sanctions. 587 

UnUke the Formal Appeals Procedure, MSPB keeps no oflicial transcript of 
the AAP hearing, although the parties may provide tor an uno!!icial one with use 
ot a tape recorder or court reporter. . 

The record is closed at either (a) the conclusion ot the hearing or, it no 
hearing has been convened, (b) on the date set for receipt of submissions at the 
parties. The presiding oUicial has discretion to accep_t additional evidence or 
arguments atter the closing of. the record if it can be shown that the new and 
material evidence was not available prior to closing at the record. 588 

The presiding oI!1clal is to issue the arbitration award no later than 30 days 
from the date the JAR was received by the Board, (60 days !rom the date a! the 
acknowledgement order) which is hal! the time allowed under the FAP.589 It no 
hearing was conducted and settlement was not reached, the presiding oUicial is to 

581. II 1201. 202(c). 

582. 48 Fed. Reg. 11400. 

583. § 120l.205(a)(c). 

584. 48 Fed. Reg. 11400. 

585. § 1201.206(a). 

586. 48 Fed. Re~. 11400. 

587. II 1201.213. 

588. II 120l.2l5{a)(b)(c). 

589. II 1201. 204(b). 
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issue a written decision within 15 days aHer the record is closed. 590 The 
decision is to be briefer in scope than it is under the FAP due to its non-prece
dential character and reliance on the Joint record. It is to include a summary of 
the basic issues, tindings of tact and conclusions ot law, a holding affIrming, 
revising or modi!ying the appealed action, and an order ot appropriate relief. 591 
The award will become final after 35 days if no petition for review is flled. 592 

Under the interim rules, the Board would grant only a limited review of the 
decision of the presiding <;l!!ici lOll. By electing the AAP, the parties waived thei:
right, which was available under the FAP, to petition tor review on grounds of 
new and material evidence. 593 The Board would only grant review ot a petition 
Which established: (a) demonstrated harmful procedural irregularity in the 
'proceedings before the arbitrator, or (b) clear error of. law. The Board will issue 
a !lnal decision no later than 15 days f.rom the close of. the resporident's f.iling 
8eadline. The appellant retains the right under the AAP to tile an appeal of the 
iinal order or decision ot the Board with the U.S. Court of Appeals. 594 

Voluntary Expedited Appeal.s Procedure. In response to early evaluation 
tindings, the MSPB made severai mOdi!ications to the AAP in July 1984, before 
the pilot study was completed. First, the name of the AAP was changed to "the 
voluntary expedited appeals procedure" (VEAP) to reduce the confusion of the 
'AAP with'labor arbitration and to emphasize the parties' right of choice. Second, 
'the MSPB a1so changed the standard of. review of VEAP decisions to be uniform 
with those of the FAP to ensure fairness regardless of forum. Finally, the MSPB 
extended the time allowed for its final decision on a petition for review from 15 
to 35 days to conform to that permitted by FAP.595 

Evaluation ot Appeals Arbitration. The success of the AAP program can be 
measured by using the MSPB's statement of goals and objectives for the AAP as a 
basis tor evaluation. It retrects an interest in providing federal employees and 
agencies with a more expeditious, less costly means of resolving personnel 
disputes while also affording a fair, impartial forum tor hearing these disputes. 
From the MSPB perspective, employee rights should be balanced against the 
efficiency ot the system. 59G The MSPB would also measure success by the 

590. § 1201.217. 

591. § 1201.217. 

592. § 1201.217. 

593. The waiver reqUirement was dropped in July, 1984 as a result of the AAP's 
mOdification. 

594. § 1201.221. 

595. The provisions tor Judicial review are found in 5 U.S.C. § 7703. 

59G. Meeting of Roseann Lawson and Paul D. Mahoney" Assistant Managing 
Director f.or Management, MSPB, April 19, 1983. Cited in Lawson, Evaluation 
of the Merit Systems Protection Board's Appeals Arbitration Procedures, Part 
II - IntrodUction, p. 19. 
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number ot parties who use the procedure time atter time. 597 

At the onset ot the program, agencies and appellants shared the concern 
that procedural and substantive equity might be a!tected in an expedited proce
dure and would measure success by tairness to the parties. They would consider 
the procedure a success it the elements ot "due process" were preserved while 
ensuring that the outcomes remain consistent to those ot the more formal 
procedure. 598 One attorney, who represented employees, believed that to be suc
cessful and fair, decisions ot pl'esiding o!:C1cials should rellect the tacts and 
issues l'alsed in the JAR and in the proceedings. 599 Another commentator 
suggested that the AAP w111 be successful l! it is attractive and workable for 
inexperienced l'epl'esentatives and Pl'O se appellants. 600 Another appellant's 
attorney believed that fol' the AAP to be a success, the presiding o:C:Cicials' awards 
should withstand judicial review. 601 Finally, from the Congressional perspective, 
the AAP would be labeled successful i:C the procedure could get away from the 
confrontational mode that exists at present and it the pl'ocedul'e could reduce 
costs. 602 

A stUdy evaluating the AAP pilot program was conducted by the Publlc 
Pollcy Program at the George Wallhington University under contract with the 
Administrative Conterence of. the United States. The study was conducted to 
evaluate the success at the AAP in achieving the objectives mentioned above. It 
focused on measures ot: timeliness, cost et!ectiveness, equity and fairness. The 
following is a summary at the study's tindings and l'eco mmendatlons. 

The study applied a classic evaluation model by treating all AAP appeals 
cases as members at the experimental group matched against a control group 
consisting at similar FAP cases in the same regional site. The FAP cases used in 
matching Wel'e chosen from those that were eligible tal' the AAP but instead 
followed the FAP. The gUideUnes used for matching encouraged selection ot FAP 
cases which would have used roughly the same resources it converted to AAP.603 
The study intended to isolate the true eUects at the AAP. 

The matching process began on July 1, 1983, in the lour MSPB regions, and 

597. Paul Trayers, Labor Counsel, MSPB at MSPB Training Session, March 15 and 
16, 1983. Lawson, p. 19. 

598. Adams, supl'a note 170 at 37. 

599. Interview with Joseph Gebhardt, attorney pl'acticing before the BoaI'd, May 2, 
1983. Lawson, p. 19. 

600. Edward Passman, attorney practicing belore the Board in April 18, 1983 
article in Federal Times. Lawson, p. 20. 

601. Interview with Joseph B. Scott, attorney practicing before the MSPB, May 
18, 1985. Lawson, p. 20. 

602. In tel'view with James Co wen, Chiet Counsel, Subco mmittee on Civil Service 
and General Services, Senate Government A!!airs Committee at the time of 
the debate and passage of the Civil Service Reform Act. Mr. Cowen was the 
minority counsel to the Subcommittee. Lawson p. 21. 

603. Adams, supra note 170 at 41. 
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then after October 1, 1983, in the Dallas req;iQn which joined the pilot program 
late. The matching stopped on March 31, 1984. I'i!ty-!our appeals cases formed 
the experimental groups.604 

The data used to develop the measures o! the AAP's timeliness, cost-e!!ect
iveness, and equity and fairness were drawn from administrative records and 
surveys. The observed d1!t:erences between the two groups in the four measures 
ot: success were tested statistically to determine it they reflect di!ferences due to 
the appeals procedures used or merely di!ferences due to random error. 605 The 
statistical !lndings were supplemented by field observations o! the implementation 
ot the AAP. 

Implementation of the AAP. The study assessed how taithfully the design of 
the AAP program had been followed in the !leld and examined departures trom 
the design to measure the impact on the program's success. 

The results were mixed. The MSPB tound that it could increase the number 
ot parties exposed to AAP by being flexible in allowing parties to use the AAP 
even after the election time expired. As a consequence, however, the presiding 
o!!icials and the parties themselves felt extra pressure to meet the 60 day sche
dule. 606 The MSPB was also tlexible in solving the logistical problems of creating 
a JAR by allowing the parties to submit separate statements. 607 

The presiding o!!icials varied in their emphasis on their roles as mediators in 
e!!ectively faCilitating voluntary settlements. 608 The study group has reco m
mended more extensive training of the presiding o!!icials. 

The study also found that the regions applied d1!ferent AAP eligibility stan
dards. San Francisco, for example, was very strict in accepting the expediting 
appeals cases and in closing the appellants' ten-day window for electing AAP. 
The study group has reco mmended setting a un1!orm standard closer to the more 
fiexible one applied in Chicago and Dallas. 609 The experience in Chicago indi
cated that persistent outreach eUorts by MSPB officials also can signi!1cantly 
increa~e the number of agencies and appellants electing to use the AAP. During 
the 18 month study, only 102 appeals, just over two percent, of 4,475 appeals 
tiled, were processed under the AAP and YEAP. Chicago handled 59.3% ot the 
total. 

Timeliness and Cost-E!!ectiveness. The study found that the AAP is 

604. The distribution o! appeals was as tollows: Chicago - 32, Dallas - 4, Denver 
- 1, San Francisco - 15, and Seattle - 2. 

605. The statistical procedure employed was a "pair wise test of mean di!ferences 
tor correlated samples" from T. H., Wonnacott and R. J. Wonnacott, Intro
ductory 'Statistics, 2nd ed., New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1972, pp. 
171-173. Adams, supra note 170 at 58. 

606. Adams, supra note 170 at 92. 

607. Id. at 62. 

608. Id. at 92. 

609. Id. 
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unequivocally more expeditious than the FAP. The AAP ,cases in the pUot study 
were processed in less than hal! the time ot their matched FAP cases. 610 Also, 
the odds ot cases reaching voluntary settlement are one out ot seven, which is 
better than. twice those in similar FAP cases.611 

Por the MSPB, the AAP is clearly cost-e!!ective at a savings ot over 40 
percent per case. The agencies have also tound the procedure tn be l'ill!s costly 
in cases where travel was required, where a hearing was requested and witnesses 
called, and when there was an interest in voluntary settlement.612 The savings 
tor the appellants was di!!icult to judge due to the variance among the appeals 
observed. The di!terence trom the PAP Is not statistically signiticant for that 
group. 

Equity and Fairness. The study tocused on whether the gains ot cost-et
fectiveness and time came at the expense ot equity and taIrness in both substance 
and procedure. These issues were examined using data drawn trom administrative 
records and mall survey of experimental and control groups. 

One ot the most important concerns ot agencies and appellants was whether 
the AAP decisIons would be consistent with those IInder the FAP. The 'study 
made an indirect test by describing the llkelihood that the appeals decision would 
support the initial agency decision in matched AAP and PAP cases. No di:Cterence 
in the outcome was observed. 613 

Another measure of equity was whether AAP was more accessible to appel
lants who wished to represent themselves. The results do not point to pro se 
appellants' ready adoption ot the AAP where only 2596 ot the experimental'"TAAP) 
group involved pro se appellants compared to 3996 pro se appellants in the control 
group and 2996 ~ appellants in a larger group ot FAP cases in the tive study 
8ites. 614 The study recognizes that appellants have strong Incentives under both 
procedures to employ counsel. 

Another measure ot equity is the parties' continued willingness to use the 
AAP. While the evidence does not indicate a steady increase In the number of 
appeals adjudicated under the AAP, it does show a continued willingness to use 
the procedure. In Chicago tor example, at least seven agencies consented to use 
the AAP a second time atter using it once. 615 The reason the overall number ot 
cases adjudicated under the AAP remained low was that many ot the agencies 
were reluctant to try the AAP at all. Throughout the pilot study, agencies in 
three study sites tor example consented to use the AAP in little more than ten 
percent ot the appeals eligible whereas appellants consented in no tewer than 25% 

610. Id. at 95. 

611. Id. at 96. 

612. Id. at 121. 

613. Id. at 120. 

614. Id. at 121. 

615. Id. at 130. 
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C the cases. 616 

Both the appellants and the agencies who used the AAP were also relatively 
atisCied with the tairness ot the various pro~edural steps ot the AAP. The Clrst 
rocedural step examined was the preparation oC the Joint Arbitration Record 
.hich is unique to the AAP and intended to bring the sides together to reduce 
nd tocus the areas of dispute. The presiding o!!icial's response was that the 
AR worked "reasonably" well despite initial logistical problems. The agencies and 
~ppellants also agreed that the JAR expressed all the impol:'tant facts and issues 
ut more so from the agency's perspective than the appellants'. 

Initially, the parties had expressed concern about the AAP's requirement that 
_hey waive their rights to Cor mal discovery which is available, it necessary, under 
.he FAP. The parties' response to the study's questionnaire revealed that less 
.han halt oC the appellants Celt they were able to obtain the information needed 
.0 prepare the JAR while six out oC ten agenllY representatives either agreed or 
_trongly agreed that they were able to get the needed information. In comparison 
to the responses trom the FAP group, the AAP fared well although the di!!erence 
s not statistically sign1!icant. 611 

The parties were also satistied with the use ot the intormal hearing under 
the AAP. There is no signi!icant dit:Cerence in satisCaction between the AAP and 
FAP in this respect. This response is consistent with the presiding o!!iclals' 
observations that they had already considered the FAP hearings to be rather 
intormal. 

Finally, there was some concern that Cairness might be sacr1!iced In the 
expedited schedule that parties are required to tollow In presenting their case. 
Although the parties responded Cavorably to the question oC whether the AAP 
allowed enough time Cor presenting an appeal, their satisfaction Is signi!icantly 
less than the parties appealing under the FAP.61a 

The study found that the parties' general perception was that the AAP was 
fair and equitable. Seventy-six percent oC the appellants strongly agreed or 
agreed that the AAP was equitable and eighty percent oC the agency representa
tives reached the same conclusion.619 A comparison of these responses to the 
responses from the control group showed no statistical di!!erence In the level oC 
the parties' satisCaction. 

616. Id. 

611. Id. at 136. 

618. Id. at 141. 

619. Id. at 142. 
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_vi8ed prior to pubUcatlon to reflect !lubllequ6nt developmentl:l in the calle law. 
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VII 
AGENCY OVERSIGHT OF PRIVATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION UECHANISlf 

Two basic, structural .corms o! administrative arbitration emerge tram th 
preceding analysJs: (1) Pr'ograms that are explicitly within the agency Ltsel! an 
are used to resolve Issues th!!.t would otherwise be decided under the customar 
agency processe~.217 (2) Prog~!\ms that decide Lssues that arise becau~e o.c agenc 
action, or cion ely a!!lliated with It, Dut which are not actually a part of th 
agenc:y;21a While distinct, they can be viewed in some ways as "associated" wit, 
the agency. A third model ot administrative arbitration ~- or, more accurately 
admInIstrative dispute resolution -- Is where the agency supervises a disput 
resolUtion Mechanism ("DR:rI") that operates as a part ot a private organization. 

A number 0.( programs require, or permit, private organizations to establish 
to rum -- a DRM -- .cor reviewing complaints or other issues that arise wit, 
rl!spect to some particular activity. The circumstances are auch that It such _ 
program were not established, the agency itself might be required to hold a hear 
Ing to resolve the matters pres en ted. Under these programs, the agency rna, 
spec!!y minimal procedures that must be tollowed by the private organizatlon21 . 
and it will review hoI'( well the process is Working, but it does not typically /!t 
In review ot any individual decIsIon. 

The Magnuson- Moss Warranty Act220 .cor example Ls admlnlstl!red by the 
Federal Trade Commission and encourages warrantors to establish procedures t ... 
resolve disputes concerning warranties, fairly. nnd expedlt1uusly.221 The Act 
requires the FTC to Issue rules prescribIng the minimum requirements !or.<1 l)RM 
to quaIl!y .cor special treatment. It such a program 15 established, a complaining 
consumer must first turn to it bel ore proceeding to court or other remedy.222 A 
DRM Is required to be Independent ot warrantor; have procedures that minimize 

217. MSPB, CFTC. 

218. FIFRA, Superfund, P BGC. 

219. For example, see discussion ot Medicare procedU'.'es in text associated with 
notes 130-134, supr~. 

220. 15 U.S.C. §!l2301-2310. 

221. 15 U. S. (;. !l 

15 C. f. n, '1 703. 
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burdens on the consumer; be financed by the warrantor; and be designed to 
achieve the basic goals of speed and !airness. 223 These programs can obviously 
be massively large. The Better Business. Bureau, for example, operates the 
program for some of the auto companies and processes in excess of a quarter of a 
million disputes over automobUe warranties per year. 224 

Programs such as these ar"! caught In a dile mma. On the one hand the 
procedures used by the DRM must be su!!iciently rigorous to provide confidence 
on the part of the users that they will receive a fair hearing. On ~h'l other 
hand, it the procedures are too stringent, there will be no Incentive to establish 
them -- either because they would be too expensive to operate or because they 
would not oUer an attractive alternative to other available means ot resolving the 
disputes. The tension between the two needs Is clear and has been the subject ot 
controversy over the years. 225 Several states have become dlssatisried with the 
process and have passed "Lemon Laws" going beyond the FTC's minimal proce
dures. 226 The FTC has recently begun a negotiated rule making to review and 
revise its rules. 227 

What is needed for such a program Is to strike the delicate balance of 
providing an incentive to establish 8. fair and eUective program228 and an 
incentive to use the process as opposed to others that may be available -- or to 
ensure that it is indeed fair and eHectlve if those a!!ected are forced to use it 
at least in the !irst instance. 

The FTC also entered into a consent decree with General Mot ors in settle
~ent of its allegation that GM had failed to notHy customers of high failure rates 
of certain automobile components and that constituted a violation of Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. 229 Instead of !lghting the matter through 8 

trial type hearing befor", the agency itself and on through the courts, the 
Commission entered into an agreement with GM whereby it would establish a DRM 
-- the Better Business Bureau -- to det"'J;mine whethel" a particular car Is afflicted 
with the problems and what should be done to rectHy the matter. Under tho 
process, the BBB attempts to mediate an agreement between the dealer and the 
customer and, failing satisfaction at that point, the issue is arbitrated. 

The process was criticized both on the grounds that a refund should be 

223. Appendix III. 

224. Testimony of Dean Determan at ACUS Hearings, supra, note 49. 

225. See, Rossi, Incentives for Warrantor Formation of Informal Dispute Settle
ment Mechanisms, 52 U. S. C. L. Rev. 235 (1978); Greenburg and Stanton, 
"Business Groups, Consumer Problems: The Contradiction of Trade Associa
tion Complaint Handling," in L. Nader, No Access to Law (1980) at 193. 

226. E.g. Connecticut. 

227. 51 F~d. Reg. 5205 (Feb. 12, 1986). 

228. One person who is tamiliar with the e!!ect of the Magnuson- Moss Act's 
"exhaustion" requirement argued that It was otten not an Incentive at all 
because it raised other torms o! legal uncertainty and potential liability. 

229. In the Matter ot General Motors Corporation, Dkt. No. 9145; see Appendi:c III. 
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provided generally to all owners ot the a!!ected cars -- whether or not they 
displayed any ot the symptoms -- and that the mediation entailed a burdenso me 
extra step that would Ukely not prove e!!ective since the customers had already 
tried and tailed to reach agreement with the company. BBB has reported that 
nearly 9096 of. the caBes in one test sample were settled by mediation, however. 230 

Another major example ot an agency's oversight ot private dispute resolution 
mechanisms is the Securities and Exchange Commission relationship with the 
DRM's ot the selt-regulatory organizations such as the exchanges and the 
National Association ot Securities Dealers. 231 The Commission must approve 
particular rules that are adopted by the SRO's, so me ot which deal with their 
mechanisms tor resolving issues that arise through their actions. The Commission 
deterred developing rules establishing a nation wide system tor resolVing disputes 
between broker-dealers and their customers when the industry organized the 
Securities Industry Con terence on ArbItration Which in turn drafted a Unitorm 
Code ot Arbitration. The code has been adopted by all ten ot the SROs and the 
Commission. As o! 1984, the SRO's had resolved almost 5,000 cases. 232 

Other examples ot the private DRMs that are overseen by agencies are the 
Medicare procedures dis'~ussed above233 and medical ethics panels In hospitals.234 

Supervised DRMs can provide particular, specitic decision.s that can serve in 
lieu ot a ffeneral regulatIon. 235 As a de!ense against what It tears may be more 
intrusive regulation, industry trequently argues that it will provide needed 
sa!eguards, and h",n.:e that additional regulation is not needed. Even it the 
industry developed a satistactory rule, it will not be e!!ective unless those 
a!!ected by it have some opportunity to entorce it and that will likely require a 
means tor resolving disputes that ariSing under the program. These would entail 
determining whether, in fJ. particular instances, the rule was broken; whether it 
appUes at all; Whether it takes into account appropriate considerations; what 
damages so meone sustained; and so on, raising all the issues that arise in an 
administrative program. One means 0; dealing with this situation Is to encourage 
the sell regulation, but require the establishment ot a DRM to resolve the issues 
that will J.nevitably arise. Otherwise, either an agency or court will have to 
resolve the issues or the program will provide a privilege and not right, which of 

230. Testimony ot Dean Determan at ACUS Hearings, supra note 49. The process 
has been controversial however. See, FTC, Consumer Group Clash over GM 
Program, Washington Post, p. E3 (October 25, 1985) which quotes the Center 
tor Auto Satety as arguing "that the program is ta disaster lor consumers'." 
TIle Center alleged that the reviews ot the program have not taken su!!i
cient account ot consumers who did not know about the program or who 
gave up beiore reaching a final resolution. 

231. See Appendix III tor a tuller discussion. 

232. Katsoris, The Arbitration ot a Public Securities Dispute, 53 Fordham L. Rev. 
279, 284 (1984). 

233. See text accompanying note 130-134 supra. 

234. See, e.g., 50 Fed. Reg. 14,878 (1985) lor regulations that implement the Child 
Abuse Amendments ot 1984, P. L. 98-457. 

235. Harter, Dispute Resolution and Adm!nl.strative La w, supra, note 76. 
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course is very d1!terent trom the regulation sought to be torestalled. 

Several issues need to be considered and balanced when establishing a DRM 
that is overseen by an agency: What the incentives are to establish the program 
in the !1rst place ~ .. why would the private organization want to do it; what are 
the alternatives to doing so. Secondly. why would those a!!ected, such as 
consumers, want to use it instead ot some other process available. Or, 1! its use 
is mandatory, then the agency will need to assure the public that minimally 
acceptable procedures will be tollowed. 236 Finally, the agency needs to develop 
an entorcement mechanism by which it will oversee the execution ot the proces
ses. That generally means the agency not an individual appeal, but that it will 
review how well the system is working overall to determine whether the minimal 
procedures are being met and whether the procedures should be modi!led. 

236. What should be minimally required must necessarily depend on the nature ot 
the questions to be resolved. Thus, they process will depend on the subject 
matter. 
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APPENDIX III 
AGENCY OVERSIGHT OF PRIVATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION tJECHANISMS 

.ecuritles and Exchnnge Commission Oversight of Self Regulatory Organizations 

The Securities .and Exchange Commission oversees the activities of the 
lational securities exchanges and the over the counter securities markets. The 
'EC's relationship with the exchanges is referred to as sel!-regulation oversight. • 
• s one commentator notes: 

Unc.er a commonly held perception of this relationship, the 
exchanges and the National Association of Securities Dealers 
(NASD) supervise their respective markets while the Com
mission asserts its reserve power only 1.t the SRO's (sel!
regulatory organizations) initial exercise of authority is 
inadequate. 620 

In an oiten quoted passage William O. Douglas, one-time Chairman of the 
.EC and later Supreme Court Justice describes the relationship bet ween the 
.xchanges and the SEC: 

The exchanges would take the leadership with Government 
playing a residual role. Government would keep the shotgun, 
so to speak, behind the door, loaded, well oiled, cleaned, 
ready for use but with the hope it would never have to be 
used. 521 

This general description of the SEC's role in the regulation of securities 
narkets may understate the central position the SEC actually holds in the !leld of 
ecurities regulation. Although the emphasis is upon selt-regulation, the SEC 
.lays more than a residual I"ole. The SEC's power over this self regulation is 
..:learly set forth in the Securf.ties Reform Act of 1975. This Act sanctioned the 
Commission's broad authority over the exchanges. An exchange must apply to the 
CommisBion to register as a national securities exchange.622 The Commission is 
elso empowered to "abrogate,. add to, and dele te from the rules of a self-regula
tory organization as may be necessary to insut'e the fair administration of the 
SRO and to insure compliance with the Securities Exchange Act. "623 The 
Commission must also recei'le notice of all disciplinary actions taken by SRO's 
against their members and ill empowered to review these actions. The Commission 
may also review denials ot membership or parUcipation in an SRO. Finally, the 
Commission may suspend, revoke, censure or impose limitations upon the activity 
of an SRO it it finds "after notice and opportunity for hearing, that such 
self-regulatory organizaUon has violated or is unable to comply" with the 
Securities Exchange Act or rules promulgated under it, or the SRO's own rules. 

620. David A. Lipton, The SEC or the Exchanges: Who Should Do What and 
When? A Proposal to Allocate Regulatory Responsibilities tor Securities 
Markets, 16 UC Davis LR 527, 528 (1983). 

621. Id. quoting W. Douglas, Democracy and Finance 82 (1940) (speech delivered 
on May 20, 1938). 

622. 15 U.S.C. 78s(b)(1). 

623. 15 USC 78s(c). 
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The Commission also may at its discretion conduct investigations to determin~ 
whether any person has violated, is violating or 15 about to violate any provisio. 
ot the Sec uri ty Exchange Act, its rules or the rules of a National securitie_ 
Exchange. The Commission may not, however, seek an injunction or mandamu_ 
order against any person tor violation ot a rule ot a national. securities exchang~ 
unless that exchange is unable or unwilling or otherwise has not taken suc. 
action. 624 Thus the Commission has Significant power with which to exercise 
oversight over the selt-regulatory organizations. 

An example ot the interaction between the Commission and the exchanges is 
the experience ot the SEC's encouragement ot the use ot arbitration tor the 
resolution ot disputes between registered broker-dealers and their customers. 
Binding arbitration clauses are not enforceable with respect to Federal Securities 
laws,625 but the Commission has strongly endorsed the use ot "tairly administered 
arbitration procedures as the most cost effective means of resolving certain 
disputes between broker-dealers and their customers."626 

On June 9, 1976, the Commission invited comments concerning the develop
ment of a nationwide dispute settlement procedure Cor resolving disputes between 
registered securities broker-dealers and their customers. 627 The Commission 
sought to establish a unitorm system tor resolving disputes involving small claims 
to be administered by the SROs. The Commission explained "this system could 
provide tor the e!!icient and economical disposition ot grievances and shouid not 
bo burdensome, complex or costly to the investor; in other words, the system 
could function in a manner similar to a small claims court." The Commission 
anticipated that "a streamlined dispute grievance procedUre will increase the 
effectiveness ot existing arbitration fac1lities made available by the American 
Arbitration Association, The American, Boston, Cincinnati, Midwest, New York, 
Pacific and PhUadelphia Stock Exchanges, the Chicago Board Options Exchange, 
and the National Association of Secul'ities Dealers." The comments received by 
the Commission were to be placed in fUe No. S7-639. 

On November 15, 1977, the Commission requested comments on a proposed 
dispute resoiution mechanism prepared by the SEC's Ottice ot Consumer Aftairs. 
The Ottice ot Consumer AUairs recommended a three part integrated nationwide 
aystem tor complaint processing and resolution ot investor disputes atter conclud
ing that "existing mechanisms tor resolving such controversies viz. litigation and 
industry sponsored arb!tration could be more responsive to the needs tor inves
tlOrs."628 The tirst stage ot the mechanism recommended by the OUice ot 
Consumer AUairs consists ot requiring brokerage tirms to establish a system tor 
the receipt, processing and disposition oC investor complaints. The tirms would be 
re!!llired to keep records of this system and periodically report on the system to 
the Commission and the SROs. The second stage would consist ot the creation ot 
a unitorm mediation/ arbitration program. This program would be administered by 
an independent organization which would attempt to mediate all disputes and 

624. 15 U.S.C. 78a. 

625. See, Wilco v. Swann, 346 U.S. 427 (1953). 

626. Securities Exchange Act Release No. 19813, May 26, 1983. 

627. Securities Exchange Release No. 12528. 

628. Securities Exchange Release No. 12974. 
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provide arbitrators. tor disputes where mediation is unsuccessful. This stage would 
include a streamlined arbitration process for resolution of disputes o! less than 
$5,000. The third !ltage concerns claims ot less than $1,000. These claims would 
be decided by a network o! small claims adjusters on the basis of written submis
sions. 

On April 28, 1977 in Securities Exchange Act Release No. 13470 the Commis
sion deterred direct action on the development o! arbitration procedures in 
response to th'll securities industry's selt-regulatory organizations' decision to 
establish a cOT/,terence to consider the imple mentation ot a nation wide investor 
dispute resolution system. The Commission states" Although the Commission does 
have extensivlfJ authority over the self-regulatory organizations, their rules and 
procedures, it is o! the view that it would not be useful at this time to interpose 
itself in this area since the industry has manifested its intention to take a!!irma
tive action." The SRO's organized the Securities Industry Conference on Arbitra
tion (SICA) lI(hich dra!ted a Uni!orm Code ot Arbitration which has been adopted 
by all ten of its seU-regulatory members and approved by the Commission. 

The sirnpll!ied procedures established by SICA may be applied in any dispute 
between an investor and a broker-dealer in which the claim involves an amount ot 
U,500 or l'ess. A person with a claim commences this process by filing a claim 
letter, a submission agreement (an agreement to submit to arbitration and to abide 
by its de/lision), and a $15 deposit with the Director of Arbitration of an SRO. 
The Diree;tor o! Arbitration noti!ies the respondent ot the claim and allows the 
party twenty days in which to tile an answer and/or counterclaim. The Director 
also sele,cts an arbitrator to hear the dispute from a roster maintained by the 
sponsorIng SRO. The arbitrator may request that two additional arbitrators be 

.empane!ed to hear any dispute. The parties will be noti!1ed of the name(s) and 
at!lliations ot the arbitrator(s). Each party may request that an arbitrator be 
disquali!ied u: the party has cause to believe the arbitrator cannot make a lair 
and impartial a ward. 

Once selected, the arbitrator will make a decision and grant an award on the 
basis o! the written submissions o! the parties unless the investor requests or 
consents to an oral hearing. The arbitrator may require the parties to submit 
additional documentary evidence. The arbitrator's decision need not detail the 
reallons tor an award and this decision is !inal. 

This example illustrates the relationship between the SEC and the self-regu
lat,ory organizations. The SEC proposed the establishment o! unUorm arbitration 
procedures tor the administration ot small claims, but deterred governmental 
action when the SROs undertook to institute a program themselves. 

Federal Trade Commission 

The Federal Trade Commission encourages the development ot intormal dis
pute settlement procedures to resolve disputes concerning written warranties as 
well as disputes concerning matters within the Commission's jurisdiction under 
Section 5 o! the Federal Trade Commission Act. The use o! in!ormal dispute 
settlement procedures to resolve warranty disputes is encouraged in the Mag
nuson- Moss Warranty Act629 The FTC also' encourages the use of informal 
dispute settlement procedures through the use o! consent orders under Section 5 

629. 15 U.S.C. §§ 2301-2310. 
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ot the FTC Act. The most signiticant eHort in this area involves the consent' 
order approved in the case.630 

Informal Dispute Settlement Under the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act. The 
j\fagnuson- Moss Warranty authorizes the establishment ot informal dispute settle
ment procedures by one or more warrantors to resolve disputes concerning written 
warranties. The Act states, "Congress hereby declares it to be Its policy to 
encourage warrantors to establish p!'ocedures whereby consumer disputes are fairly 
and expeditiously settled through informal dispute settlement mechanisms."G31 The 
Act directs the Federal Trade Commission to issue rules prescribing the minimum 
requirements for an informal dispute resolution mechanism. These rules appear at 
Hi CFR Section 703. A warrantor who' complies with the Act and the rule 
promulgated under it may make resort to the mechanism a condition precedent to 
a civil suit under the Act. The Commission Is authorized to review these 
mechanisms. The Conferen<!e Report makes clear, however, that thIs authority Is 
not intended to preclude the courts trom "reviewing the fairness and compliance 
with FTC rules ot such procedures."632 

The Federal Trade Commission Issued its Intorma! Dispute Settlement 
Procedure Rule on December 31, 1975. 633 The CommIssion noted, "the intent ot 
the Act is to provide for It tail' and expeditious settlement ot consumer warranty 
disputes, through intormal mechanisms established voluntarily by warrantors. "634 
The rule seeks to "avoid creating arti!icial or unnecessary procedural burdens so 
long as the basic goals of speed, fairness and independent participation are 
met. "635 

Under the rule, a warrantor must inform a consumer of the existence of the 
mechanism on the face of the warranty. This D.QUCe must include the name and 
address or toll-tree telephone number of the mechanism. The notice must inform 
the consumer that the mechanism is a prerequisite to a suit under the Magnu
son-Moss Act but is not a prerequisite to any other legal remedy. 

The warrantor must provide a consume!" with either a form to tHe with the 
mechanism or a toll-tree telephone number to call in the event a d1spute 
ar1.ses. 636 The warrantor must also provide the consumer with a description ot 
the mechanism procedures.637 A warrantor is free to ma1ntain its own wholly 
internal complaInt resolution procedures in addition to establishing a mechanism 
under Magnuson-Moss so long as consumers are not requ1red to seek redress tram 

630. In the Matter ot General Motors Corporat1on, Docket No. 9145 (1983). 

631. 15 U.S.C. § 2310(a)(1). 

632. Consumer Products Warranty and FTC Improvements Act: Conference 
Report to accompany S.356, December 18, 1974, p. 26. 

633. 40 Fed. RelI' 60190 (1975). 

634. 40 Fed. Reg. 60193. 

635. 40 Fed. Re~. 60193. 

636. 16 CFR 703.2(c)(1). 

631. 16 CFR 703.2(c)(3). 
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.is in ternal process. 

The cost of the mechanism Is to be borne by the warrantor. The Commis
on's rule prohibits warrantors trom charging consumers a tee tor use ot the 

.echanism. 638 Thls prohibition satis!les the concerns raised In the House 
ommittee Report which states, "intormal dispute settlement procedures must also 
rohibit saddling the consumer with liny costs which would discourage use of the 
rocedures. "639 The Commission's prohibition on charging a tee for use of the 
echanism has been criticized as encouraging trivolous comptaints. 640 The 
ommission adopted this position, however, because, 1) the warrantor may compel 
consumer to use the mechanism prior to suing under the Act, and 2) the 

eciaion of the mechanism Is non- binding. 641 

A mechanism established under the Act must tunction independent ot the 
arrant or's control. 642 The rule requires that a mechanism be "sutticiently 
,sulated" from a warrantor's control or in!luence but does not prescribe the 
.ructure of the mechaniam. The majority ot the decision makers in a given 
ispute must be persons "having no direct involvement in the manutacture, 
Istrlbution, sale or service ot any product. "643 The rule also Includes the general 
bUgation that "members rot the mechanism] shall be persons interested in the 
_Ir and expeditious settlement of consumer dlsputes."644 

The minimum operating procedures tor a dispute settlement mechanism are 
_t forth In 16 CFR 703.5. The mechanism must first notity both parties upon its 
wcelpt ot a complaint. The mechanism is further directed to "investigate, gather, 
nd organize all information necessary for a tair and expeditious decision."645 In 
.e event that information obtained trom the parties Is contradictory, the 
.<I!chanlsm must ofter each party the opportunity to submit a written rebuttal or 
xplanation. The mechanism may allow oral presentations only In disputes where 
oth the warrantor and the consumer consent. The rule does not require the 
.echanlsm to otter this option nor does it prescribe the form ot oral presentation 
hich may be o!!ered. 

The mechanism must issue a decision within 40 days of receiving a com
laint. This time llmit may be extended if the delay is attributable to the 
onsumer. The mechanism decision is non-binding. Upon making its decision, the 
,echanism must determine the extent to which the warrantor will abide by its 

38. 16 CFR 703.3(a). 

39. House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Con
sumer Product Warranties and FTC Improvements Act, Report to accoiiiPiiiiY 
HR 7917, June 13, 1974, p. 40. 

40. .0 Fed. Reg. 60204. 

41. Id. 

42. 16 CFR 703.3(b). 

43. 16 CFR 703.4(b). 

44. 16 CFR 703.4(c) • 

• 5. 18 CFR 703.5(c). 
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public not1!1cation" of the deceptive act or practice. In the case of the Gen
Motors agreement, the Commission chose to forego this lltlgation option in 

1" of the settlement agreement. 

Under the consent order signed by the Commission, GM agreed to establish a 
Jnwide arbitration program to settle customer complaints concerning GM 
~rtrain components, including transmissions, camshafts and fuel Injection 
ems. This arbitration program expands upon an existing arbitration program, 
Council of Better Business Bureau's National Mediation/ Arbitration program in 
·h GM has participated since 1981. The program established under the consent 
1" modities BBB's existing arbitration program in several fundamental respects. 

_1" BBB's existing program, upon receiving a consumer complaint the BBB stat! 
_acts the business involved in the dispute and attempts to resolve the dispute 
ugh mediation between the consumer and the business. If mediation fails, the 
ies may agree to enter into binding arbitration. The consumer pays no fee 
participation in the program. The mediation/ arbitration steps remain the same 
_1" the FTC consent order except that under the consent order the arbitration 
It is binding- only upon GM; the consumer remains free to reject this result 
seek compensation in court. 

Arbitrators are drawn from the rolls of BBB's trained volunteer arbitrators. 
, consumer and GM each receive a list ot 5 potential arbitrators whom they 
t rank in order of preference. BBB then appoints the individual with the 
lest mutual rating as arbitrator. Under the consent agreement GM must 
ke trom consideration any arbitrator who has heard three or more disputes 
_lving the components specified in the order. This situation should not arise 
ever as it is BBB's practice to limit its arbitrators to no more than two cases 
the same division ot GM. This serves to avoid unfair selection advantage. 649 

echnical experts may be provided by the BBB to assist the arbitrator in 
.ing a decision. The parties, ho wever, remain free to bring their own techni
experts to testify at the arbitration. 

The arbitrator is to render a decision within 10 days. The BBB states that 
cisions by the arbitrators, who represent a cross section of their communities, 
1 be based on standards of consumer expectation rather than legal or en
eering standards. "650 The decisions are intended to reflect the consumers 
ception of fairness. 

GM agreed to submit all complaints concerning powertrain components to 
_ arbitration Pl"OCess. Arbitration will be offered initially in 39 cities, however 

is prepared to administer GM cases in all of its 156 Bureaus. 651 This 
gram is open to all individuals with complaints concerning GM powertrain com
lents, regardl.ess of whether the consumer still owns the automobile. 

GM agreed to tlotH:; by direct mail all those who have complained either to 
FTC, a st8.te agency or GM about a speci!ied component of the existence ot 

• Comments of Council of Better Business Bureaus, FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 2036. 

Comments ot Council ot Better Business Bureaus, FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 
2026. 

Lettl/!r trom Dean W. Determan, BBB Mediation/Arbitration Division to Carol 
Cra1vtord, FTC Bureau ot Consumer Protection, June 17, 1983, FTC Docket 
No. 9145b, p. 1740-1. 
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the arbitration program. GM also agreed to publicize the arbitration program i, 
tull page advertisements in national magazines to appear initially twice and late, 
three times each yesI'. GM will also maintain a toll-tree telephone number L 
provide intormation concerning this program. The consent agreement binds Gr. 
tor a period ot eight years. 

In addition to agreeing to submit all powertrain component disputes to th. 
BBB's arbitration process GM also agreed to make its product service publication_ 
(PSPs) available to consumers .cor the next eight years. PSP's are notices an. 
articles distributed to GM dealers and employees which describe repair and main
tenance procedures tor GM vehicles. These documents may help consumer 
identify the source o! problems they have experienced with GM cars. GM als_ 
agreed to prepare an index o.c these previously internal documents and to mak. 
the index anel the documents themselves available to the public. These indexe 
will begin with the model year 1982. Under the consent agreement GM als_ 
agreed to publicize the availabllity ot the PSp's in the same manner as it wU 
publicize the existence o! the arbitration process. GM is permitted to charg 
consumers tor each PSP ordered in accord with a price scale established in th_ 
consent order. Consumers may also obtain subscriptions of all PSPs for a give, 
model year, beginning in 1984, at a cost not to exceed a reasonable cost or th 
cost charged to GM dealers. 

The Federal Trade Commission and GM also developed "Background State 
ments" or tact sheets which consumers may submit to an arbitrator. A separat 
background statement was prepared to address the THM 200 transmissions 
camshafts and litters, and diesel fuel injection systems. The purpose of thes 
statements is to provide arbitrators with a general background ot the dispUL 
involving these specific powertrain components. 

This consent agreement has been described as the best alternative availabl 
by which the Commission may obtain redress .cor consumers who purchased G., 
cars with powertrain defects. The Commission's rejection of GM's otter t 
establish this arbitration program would have lett GM car owners awaitin 
resolution ot the FTC's complaint against GM through litigation -- a proces 
estimated to take up to ten additional years. As FTC Commissioner Patricia P 
Bailey comments, "the settlement offers the commission the tastest and indeed th 
only feasible way to redress the injuries suftered by many GM owners. Our sol 
alternative is continued litigation which would take until at least the end ot th 
decade to resolve."652 Commissioner George W. Douglas agrees with Commis 
slonel' Bailey noting "while the settlement is not perfect -- as is true of an 
negotiated agreement -- it nevertheless provides an immediacy ot relief and a !a 
higher degree ot certainty .cor a much wider range ot injured consumers than th 
Commission could expect to secure through litigation. n6S3 The GM consen 
agreement was criticized by FTC Commissioner Michael Pertschuk. He argile 
that despite the attractiveness o.c several ot the features of this program, arbi 
tration which resolves consumer disputes on an individual case-by-case basis i 
inappropriate in a situation where "there is proof ot systematic detects common t 
an entire class o! similarly situated consumers. "654 Commissioner Pertschu. 
contends "the' only rational and equitable remedy for the common injury su!!ere 

652. Statement issued April 26, 1983. 

653. Statement issued November 16, 1983, FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 2722. 

654. Statement issued, April 26, 1983. 
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a case like this is automatic compensation lor damages, not standardless 
ini-trials pitting individual consumers against the largest company in the 
orld."655 He would have preferred the Commission settle the case by obtain
g direct ,automatic relunds lor consumer~ as had been obtained in several cases 
. the past. Commissioner PertBchuk notas however that GM relused to agree to 
.y direct redress program in dettlement negotiations. 

The majority of FTC Commissioners believes GM's establishment ol a private 
spute resolution mechanism designed to speedily resolve disputes, coupled with 
.e increased disclosure ot information contained in GM's PSPs and the availabil
y of FTC/GM background statements at!orded the Commission the best oppor
ntty for providing GM car owners with a viable remedy for Injuries su!!ered as 
result ot purchasing defective GM cars. The Commission preferred this consent 
_reement to the alternative ot. pursuing resolutioa ol the dispute through 
.otracted litigation. 

During the 60 day public comment period which followed the Federai Reg
ter's publication of the consent agreement the Commission received comments 
om consUmers, consumer advocates, GM, the Council of Better Business Bureaus, 
ate attorneys general and other Interested parties. GM del ends the consbnt 
der as a reasonable negotiated compromise to a suit the FTC had little chance 

winning. Initially GM notes the long delays and dit!1cult course the Commis
on would have to pursue in order to obtain consumer redress through litigation • 
• e Commission would have to win in an administrative proceeding under Section 
of the FTC Act, succeed through appeal, then file suit In a U.S. District Court 
.der Section 19 for consumer redress and succeed through that appeal. GM 
_ntends that the FTC's Section 5 case Is grounded in a novel ill-defined legal 
.eory. The FTC alleged GM committed an unfair or deceptive trade practice in 
'olation of Section 5 by failing to disclose to consumers the existence ot 
_normally high rates ol failure in certain ol Its products. GM comments 
xhaustive legal research of this theory corroborates that neither the Commiaaion 

_r any court has ever announced a duty to disclose abnormal failure rates."656 
M contends that even if this theory were accepted by the Commission and the 
.urts it has a strong tactual defense with which to prove that its products 
_rtormed satisfactorily. 

GM argues that an FTC eitort under Section 19 ot the Act, which is neces
_ry to obtain consumer redress, has less chance tor success than a case under 
_ction 5. GM points out that in order to succeed under Section 19 the Commis
on must prove to a court that GM's !ailure to disclose failure rates constitutes 
.nduct which "a reasonable man would have known under the circumstances was 
shonest or fraudulent." GM concludes that such a judgment would be di!ficult 

obtain where the CommIssIon relies upon a legal theory being applied tor the 
rst time whIch consists ot vague terms such as the failure to disclose the exis
nce ot abnormal failure rates. Finally, GM explains its motivation for settling 

_e case as resulting trom a desire to resolve a lawsuit which has generated a 
eat deal of adverse publicity. 

The attorneys general of 29 states tiled a joint comment con()erning the 
'C/GM consent agreement. The attorneys general tocused on several aspects of 
.Is agreement rather than upon the relative merits of settlement versus lItlga-

5. Statement issued November 16, 1983, FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 2716. 

S. FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 2198. 
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tion. Their comments criticize the notitlcatlon procedures provided in the 
agreement, the mediation stage required In the BBB program, and the use of 
arbitration to resolve these disputes. 

The agreement requires GM to notify Individuals w"o have registered com
plaints with either the F'TC, a state agency or GM of th .. existence of the arb
Itration program. The attorneys general contend that notice should be sent to all 
owners ot record. They criticize the order's national advertisement requirement 
as lacking speclticity. GM may comply with this requirement by explaining and 
promoting'the arbitration process without mentioning the allegations of the FTC 
complaint or the specitic products named In the complaint. 

The attorneys general also criticize the BBB requirement for mediation prior 
to arbitration. They view this step as excessive. The comment states "most 
owners who have complained about detects have already tailed to resolve their 
disputes by dealing with GM's zone managers. To require them to repeat this 
once-failed process may strike some consumers as a frustrating waste of time. 
Consequently, they may well decide pursuing remedies is not worth the 
trouble."657 The attorneys general also criticize the current rate at which BBB 
resolves disputes through mediation (ninety percent). They felt that such a high 
percentage of dispute resolution through mediation, In the absence of set param
eters for relief, indicates that personal factors such as a consumer's sophistication 
or perseverance rather than the merits ot a case determine whether a consumer 
receives redress. 

Finally the attorneys gp.neral criticize the use of arbitration to resolve a 
large number ot suits alleging common or systemic defec.ts. They argue that the 
background or fact statements prepared by GM with the FTC fail to provide 
enough Information to insure any unitormity in the resolution of disputes. 

The Council ot Better Business Bureaus' comments to the consent order 
report the results of a study concerning 180 completed arbitration cases concern
ing GM components specified in the order. One-hal! of these cases concerned the 
THM 200 transmission, one-hal! concerned camshafts and one case involved a 
diesel fuel injection failure. These arbitrations account for approximately 1196 of 
all complaints filed with BBB concerning these components. The remaining 8996 of 
these complaints were resolved through mediation. The BBB has no data on the 
result of the mediations. Data on mediations will be kept under the terms of the 
consent order. In arbitrated cases consumers received awards in 5496 of the 
cases. BBB reports that 4396 ot these awards were for the full amount of the 
repair bill. The average award to the consumer in a transmission case was $348 
and in a camshaft case $363. Reasons cited by arbitrators tor not !1nding in 
tavor of the consumer include the car being too tar out ot warranty (39 cases), 
poor maintenance (31 cases), and the lack ot proof of repairs or maintenance (24 
cases) .658 

The Center tor Auto Safety also fUed comments with the FTC concerning 
the consent order. The Center criticized the use of arbitration to resolve these 
disputes, the background statements prepared by GM and the FTC, BBB's capacity 
to handle the number ot complaints which may be filed, and the dates from which 

657. FTC Docket No. 3145, p. 1893. 

658. All statistics taken from comments submitted by Council of Better Business 
Bureaus, FTC Docket No. 9145, p. 2039-40. 
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M's product service publications will be made available. The Center also noted a 
rther drawback to the agreement. According to the Center lor Auto Safety, 

M has entered Into negotiations with several GM consumer groups, particularly 
wners ot· GM diesel motor vehicles. The Center reports :Cor example that a 
Jnsumer group, Dleselgate, negotiated a claims procedure with GM which has 
andled over 2,000 claims and resulted in payments to consumers averaging more 
Ian $1,DOO. The Center reports at least two other groups, Lemon on Wheels 
iY), and DOGMAD (CA), have also processed hundreds ot claims each. The 
enter predicts that the consent order wili crowd out these successtul private 
~torts as GM will direct all claims to the BBB program. 

Despite the variety ot criticisms levelled at the consent agreement the 
ommission approved It on November 16, 1983. The Commission's responses to 
lose who tiled public comments stress the substantial and Immediate bene!its the 
_reament provides. It cautions critics to weigh the imperfections. ot the redress 
echanism established by the consent order against the prospect of litigating the 
cde an additional seven to ten years. 
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Reducing the delay, expense and unproductive legal maneuvering found in many 
adjudications is recognized as a crucial factor in achieving substantive justice. In recent 
years, the negative side effects of civil litigation and agency adjudication procedurjls have 
begun to receive increased attention, and many judges, informed scholars and other 
experienced observers now cite lawyer control of the pace and scope of most cases as a major 
impediment. In the federal judicial sphere, and increasingly in the state judiciary, a 
consensus is developing that efficient case management is part of the judicial function, on a 
par with the traditional duties of offering a fair hearing and a wise, impartial decision. 
Many federal di~trict judges have begun to practice and advocate increased intervention to 
shape and delimit the pretrial or prehearing process. 

Some federal agencies have begun to make regular use of case management processes 
wherein those who decide cases interject their informed judgment and experience early in 
the pretrial stage, and consistently thereafter, to move cases along as quickly as possible 
within the bounds of procedural fairness. One such agency is the Department of Health and 
Human Services ("HHS"), whose Departmental Grant Appeals Board ("DGAB" or "Board") 
makes active, planned use of special managerial procedures. The Board, which decides cases 
brought by state and local governments or other recipients of HHS grant funds, has a three
tiered process that relies extensively on use of action-forcing procedures for completing each 
stage of a case. The Board adjudicates almost all its cases--well over two hundred 
dispositions and one hundred written decisions annually with an average "amount in 
controversy" in excess of one million dollars--in three to nine months. Most disputes before 
it involve financial issues concerning the allowability of grantee expenditures, but the Board's 
jurisdiction extends also to disputes over grant terminations and some renewals. A recent 
studyl indicates that the Board's process reduces the opportunity for maneuvering by the 
parties, facilitates an expeditious, inexpensive disposition of all but the most complex cases, 
and is overwhelmingly approved by most attorneys who practice before it. 

The Board's s"ccess should not be discounted because won in an environment unusually 
favorable to efficient dispute resolution.2 The fact is that similar procedures are now used 
with apparently equal success at other agencies. They merit the attention of appeals boards, 
administrative panels, administrative law judges ("ALJs") and all others involved in the 
decisional process. Though recognizing that many factors affect the procedures to be 

1 This recommendation is based largely on the report "Model for Case Management: The 
Grant Appeals Board" by Richard B. Cappalli (1986), which explores how the methods 
described separately below interact in an integrated case management system. 

2 E.g., a moderate caseload per judge, a shared program objective among all parties and a 
long-term relationship between the agency and the claimant. 
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followed in any particular dispute, the Administrative Conference encourages this trend 
toward reducing the transaction costs of agency proceedings and believes that this is a key 
r"sponsibility of all presiding officers and their supervisors. The Conference has, in several 
contelt.ts, already called on federal agencies to make greater use of internal time limits,s 
alternative means of dispute resolution,4 and case management and other techniques5 to 
elt.pedite and improve their case handling. The Conference now calls upon all personnel who 
conduct or oversee processing of adjudicative proceedings for the federal government to 
make more determined efforts to use the kinds of case management methods described below 
as may be appropriate. 

RECOMMENDATION 
The Conference encourages the prompt, efficient and inexpensive· processing of 

adjudicative proceedings. Federal agencies engaged in formal and informal adjudication 
should consider applying the following case management methods to their proceedings, 
among them the following: 

1. Personnel managemellt devices. Use of internal agency guidelines for timely case 
processing and measurements of the quality of work products can maintain high levels of 
productivity and responsibility. If appropriately fashioned, they can do so without 
compromising independence of judgment. Agencies possess and should exercise the 
authority, consistent with the ALJ's or other presiding officer's decisional independence, to 
formulate written criteria for measuring case handling efficiency, prescribe procedures, and 
develop techniques for the expeditious and accurate disposition of cases. The experiences 
and opinions of presiding officers should play a large part in shaping these criteria and 
procedUres. The criteria should take into account differences in categories of cases assigned 
to judges and in types of disposition (e.g., dismissals, dispositions with and without hearing), 
Where feasible, regular, computerized case status reports and supervision by higher level 
personnel should be used in furthering the systematic application of the criteria once they 
have been formulated. 

s Recommendation 78-3 calls on all agencies to use particularized deadlines or time limits 
for the prompt disposition of adjudicatory and rulemaking proceedings, either by announcing 
schedules for particular cases r' adopting rules with general timetables for their various 
categories of proceedings. Time Limits on Agency Actions, 1 CFR § 305.78-3. The 
Conference has also called on agencies to establish productivity norms and otherwise exercise 
their authority to prescribe procedures and techniques for accurate, expeditious disposition ot 
Social Security claims and disputes under grants. E.g., Procedures for Determining Social 
Security Disability Claims, 1 CFR § 305.78-2; Resolving Disputes under Federal Gram 
Programs, 1 CFF § 305.82-2. 

" Recomme.ldation 86-3 calls on agencies to make greater use of mediation, negotiation, 
minitrials, and other "A DR" methods to reduce the delay and contentiousness accompanyin~ 
many agency decisions. Agency Use of Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution, I CFR § 
305.86-3. The Conference has called previously for using mediatIOn, negotiation, informal 
conferences and similar innovations to decide certain kinds of disputes. more effectively. 
E.g., Procedures for Negotiating Proposed Regulations, 1 CFR §§ 305.82-4, .85-5; Negotiated 
Cleanup of Hazardous Wasle Sites Under CERCLA, 1 CFR § 305.84-4; Resolving Disputes 
under Federal Gram Programs, 1 CFR § 305.82-2. 

6 Many of the practices recommended herein reflect the advice contained in the ManUal 
for Administrative Law Judges, prepared for the Conference by Merritt Ruhlen 
Recommendation 73-3 advises on using case management in adjudIcating benefit anJ 
compensation claims. It calls for continuous evaluation of adjudicative performance pursuan 
to standards for measuring the accuracy, timeliness and fairness of agency procedures 
Quality Assurance Systems in the Adjudication of Claims of Elltitlemelll to Bene/its 01 
Compellsation, 1 CFR § 305.73-3, In addition, Recommendation 69-6 urges agencies te 
compile and use statistical caseload data about their proceedings. Compilaiioo 0/ Statistics 01 
Administrative Proceedings by Federal Departmelll and AgenCies, I CFR § 305.69-6. 
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2. Step-by-step time goals. Case management by presiding officers and their 
supervisors should be combined with procedures designed to move cases promptly through 
each step in the proceeding. These include (a) a program of step-by-step time goals for the 
main stages of a proceeding, (b) a monitoring system that pinpoints problem cases, and (c) a 
management committed to expeditious processing. Time guidelines should be fixed in all 
cases for all decisional levels within the agency, largely with the input of presiding officers 
and others affected. While the guidelines should be flexible enough to accommodate 
exceptional cases and should maintain their non-obligatory nature, they should be 
sufficiently fixed to keep routine items moving and ensure that any delays are justified. 
Agencies should encourage a management commitment by including specific goals or duties 
of timely case processing in pertinent job descriptions. 

3. Expedited options. Agencies should develop, and in some instances require parties to 
use, special expedited procedures. Different rull!s may need to be developed for handling 
small cases as well as for larger ones that do not raise complex legal or factual issues. 

4. Case file system. 

(a) Agencies should develop procedures to ensure early compilation of relevant 
documents in a case file. This will help the presiding officer delineate the legal and factual 
issues, the parties' positions and the basis for the action as promptly as possible. The 
presiding officer may then structure the process suitably and issue preliminary management 
directives. 

(b) Disputes preceded by party interactions or investigations which create a substantial 
factual record, as in most contract and grant disputes, are especially amenable to this 
approach. Cases involving strong fact conflicts or in which data arc peculiarly within the 
possession of one party who has motivations to suppress them may be less suitable for a case 
file system. 

S. Two stage resolution approaches. In proceedings where the case file system is less 
appropriate, as where factual conflicts render discovery important, agencies should consider 
using a two-phase procedure. 

(a) Phase one might be an abbreviated discovery phase directed by a responsible official, 
with the product of that discovery forming the "appeal file" for the next phase. 
Alternatively, parties could be channeled into a private dispute resolution mode, such as 
mediation, negotiation or arbitration, which, even if unsuccessful, can serve to define major 
issues and to advance development of the record. Before employing this alternative, agencies 
would have to determine whether the confidentiality rule that normalIy attaches to 
arbitration, mediation and negotiation is so critical that it cannot be abandoned for the sake 
of a more efficient second stage. 

(b) A second stage, if necessary, should proceed under active case management, as 
recommended. 

6. Seeking party cOllcessions and offering mediation. Presiding officers should promote 
party agreement and concessions on procedural and substantive issues, as well as on matters 
involving facts and documents, to reduce hearing time and sometimes avoid hearings 
altogether. Agencies should also (a) encourage decisional officers to resolve cases (or parts 
thNeof) informally, (b) provide their officers training in mediation and ot,her ADR methods, 
and (c) routinely offer parties the services of trained mediators. 
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7. Questioning techniques. 

(a) Requests for clarification or development of record. If a party makes a statement in 
a notice of appeal, brief, or other submission which a presiding officer does not understand, 
doubts, or wishes clarified, the officer should consider requiring the party to expand upon its 
position. The ambiguity may relate to a factual matter, or an interpretation of a legal 
precedent or a document. Similarly, by preliminary study of the case file, the presiding 
officer could identify missing information and require the party with access to such 
information to remedy the deficiency. The officer could also issue "invitations to brief" 
difficult questions of statutory interpretation or the like. 

(b) Written questions for conference or hearing. The presiding officer should manage 
cases so as to limit issues, proof, and argument to core matters. Having ascertained the 
factual and legal ambiguities in each side's case by careful study of the briefs and 
documentation submitted, the presiding officer should structure a prehearing conference or 
hearing as a forum for addressing these ambiguities by seeking responses to carefully 
formulated questions and providing appropriate opportunity for rebuttal. In this way, and by 
otherwise seeking to identify the specific questions in dispute early on, the presiding officer 
would focus parties' attention on key issues and deflect unproductive procedural maneuvers. 

8. Time extension practices. Time extensions should be granted only upon strong, 
documented justification. While procedural fairness mandates that deadlines may be 
extended for good cause, presiding officers should be aware that casual, customary extensions 
have serious negative effects on an adjudicatory system, its participants, and those wishing 
access thereto. Stern warnings accompanying justified extensions have had good success in 
curtailing lawyers' requests for additional time. 

9. Joint consideration of cases with common issues. Whenever practicable and fair, cases 
involving common questions of law or fact should be consolidated and heard jointly. 
Consolidation could include unification of schedules, briefs, case files and hearings. 

10. Use of telephone conferences and hearings. Presiding officers should take full 
advantage of telephone conferences as a means to hear motions, to hold prehearing 
conferences, and even to hear the merits of administrative proceedings where appropriate. 
While telephone conferences may be either employed regularly for handling selected matters 
or limited to a case-by-case basis at the suggestion of the presiding officer or counsel, 
experience suggests that maximum benefits are derived when telephone conferences are made 
presumptive for certain matters. 

II. Intra-agency review. Any subsequent intra-agency review of an initial adjudicative 
decision should generalIy be conducted pmmptly pursuant to flexible, prees~ablishr.d time 
guidelines and review standards. 

12. Trainiiig. Agencies should offer, and presiding officers seek, training in case 
management, mediation, negotiation and similar methods, and should be alert to take 
advantage of them. The training should be carried out with the advice and aid of other 
federal agencies and groups with expertise. 
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Alternatives 
to the High Cost o/Litigatioll 

Cen;er for Public Resources (CPR) New York, New York November 1985 Vol. 3 No. 11 

FTC Adopts Mandatory 'Fast Track' Rule 
for ALJ Cases 
By David Berreby 

The Federal Trade Commission, reject
ing the objections of a number of law
yers who practice before it, has 
established a si.-month deadline for 
the preparation of cases before Its ad .. 
rninistrative law judges. 

Even lawyers who opp"se this man
datory ~'rast track" rule. which applies 
to FTC-initiated cases, agree that it will 
substantially ~n\!rease the pace of pro
ceedings before the FTC. The rule, 
effective November 12, requires the ad
ministrative law judge on each case to 
set a trial date within two weeks of the 
mandatory scheduling conference. 
That date cannot be more than six 
months away, unless tht> proceeding is 
unusually complex or there are circum
stances "beyond control of the parties," 
FTC Rul .. of Practice and Procedure, 

~3.21. 

Lawyers who oppose the change con
lend that it would give FTC allone)s an 
unfair advantage in preparing for hear~ 
iogs before administrative law judges. 
and for the subsc{Juent litigation that 
'Jrten resuhs when a company uppeals 
an AUs ruling to a rederal district 
l'OUfl. 

Allnrneys who formally registt"rt"d 
Iheirnbjt'l'tions \'ih~n the propo~t'd rule 
was puhh~hed for comment in 19H:) in
duded a group uf six prominent pratt i
tioners headed by Jamt's 1: Hal\t"~on uf 
Ne'" ,ork. Shearman & Sterling, the 
chairman of the Antitrust Law 'section 
of the American Bar Assuciation. 

"We felt it waS a liule bit of a Star 
Chamber procedure. bel'uuse we don', 
hS'r'e the time to prepare that they do ... 
said Irving Scher. one of the signers of 
the Halverson statement and a partner 

at IVeil, Gotshal & 'Ianges in Xew 
York. who has practiced berore Ihe FTC 
for more than 20 yearS. 

Head Start 
"They have all the lime Ihe) need lu 

in\'estigule. and the)' h8\'t~ bruad 
powers. By the time they file th.,\e 
finished their disct ... ·t'ry and Ihey dUll't 
h,l\oe to re ... eal much of their case to \-uu. 
They SHy. 'You'll haH' tll'hanct:' to I~arn 
.11 that at the hearing ... • said ~Ir. ~cher. 
"'\l~ t'xperien('e hilS heen that \\ohen I 
go to discovery. Iht>~ start fighting 
it. which is a right ( didn't ha .. e "hen 
they were imt.>stigultnf;!," 

The commission. ho",e\er. decided 
that many cases ~akf IUI1f;!er than six. 
months to reath trial onh because the 
parties know the timt:' is ~vallable. 

"In the past. most Cum mission cases 
(continued on page IS) 
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FTC Adopts 'Fast Track' RuJe 
fcontinuedJrom page 5) 

have nol b •• n broughl to lrial this 
rapidly," lhe FTC acknowledged in the 
Oct. 10 ruling Ihal (ormaUy .dopled Ihe 
new regulalion~ "It is intended. as a 
result of these chan~ .. , thaI all cas"s 
Ihul can be brought 10 Irial wilhin Ihi. 
schedule be prepared al Ihis !>ace." 

"We're not tr}'in~ to hanl<;'s- people 
into settling be('tluse they don't have 
lime to prepure their cast's. Wf>·rt· ont)' 
trying to ehminute unnt!C't'ssury drla',:
said MarC" L. Willt'rman. an altonu.·'" in 
the FTC general ,'ouns,·I. om,'e, "The 
key issue i~ whether tht'" rt'sponct('nt~ 
han" enou~h time to pri"pa.r~ fur tnat. 
The commissions position is that tlw} 
have su£ririent linit>--1:'x('t'pl in t"xlw
ordinary ('sSt'S. which is \\ Ity ttw t"X'· 

ceptions ('xi!;l." 
The c(lmmt~sions ruling puint!> oUl 

that, beciluse of \',uiQus prt>~eonft'rt'n('e 
procedures that run take up ~() two 
months. the riew rule really !!~H'S fIt .. 
fense counsel eighl months from the 
filing of an FTC complainl W prepare a 
defense. It goes on to cite a number of 
recent proeeeding$ thul were rCfiot"ed 
within that amount of time. 

Mr. Winennan said he did nol know 
how long the average rllse takes, nor 
whut per(,entage of reC'ent case:; have 
laken longer Ihan the new rules would 
allow. I'A, lot ur~ o.,'er in six months or 
less/' he said , "'hut some case& havt' 
easily taken d decade." 

... The commission adopted tlw nile "on 
Ihe generallheory Ihat Ihin~s should be 
streamlined:' said Mr. Winerman. 
"There wasn't uny ~pecific CB'Po(" that 
made everyone throw up their hmuJs 
an(~ say. "'We've gOllo change the ruit""I." 

The new rule attempts to quil'ken 
procedures in several ways. Besides Ihr 
5il(~m.Qnth deadline., for instance .. the 
rnle requirt's parties to exchange non
binding .Ialernenls of claims and de
fenses before the scheduling ('on
ference so that the issues can he 
focused eurly in the cas". The rule also 
mandales Ihat Ihe S{'heduling COII
ference he held no l.ter than len d." 
after the filing of Ihe last IIonbindi~g 
$tatement, and the first such statenwnt 
is due within tcn days of the res pan .. 
dent's answer. 

The new rule was one of sC\,f"ral pro-

posals for chunge~ designed 10 speed up 
FTC proceedings, Other proposed 
chanv.es lnt'\uded: droppingnn t.'xhorta.~ 
lion to lawyers "to make- every effort 
to avoid deiuy" and repiaeing it with a 
rp(luirt"rtI P !1t thal lawyers ""t'ornplete 
f'J.t'il shJ{!e withuut deluy"; mandating 
Ihd( ,\L!s "et a IUfj{et rlate (or Ihe "orn
plf>linn of t'vidt'Jltiury lwarings: autho~ 
rizinl?, A lJs \1.) lmpo;,p ~anC\iOi\5 for 
lIullf'tJrnplinnl't' with tht" six-month 
d(sJ.dlint'; anu reqUlrin~ that1aw~t'rs Til
IP{! pt·titiun~ ur moliuns ('t"rtif~ that they 
hmt'lIl.Jclf' u "wuuJ faith" effort to M,ttle 
tlw {' a~t·. Uf al h."a~l ft'du('e the nutnbet 
uf ('untt':-olt'u hsut-':i, 

Tlw ('tJmrnil'o~iol1 ut'('iued not to adopt 
tht"' fin.r thn't' un tilt' ~r()unJ~ that they 
.lrt' unnt'n's<;an, It did t'JI.Jt't the la!;t~ 
",hi('h hu~ atuU~etllilll.{" ('ontro\ers\, 

In it!; official fuling, lIlt' ('ornn1i!1;~ion 
l'lted dlt" ~rowing hnporlant'"t" of ··t"rre('~ 
ti\-'f:' ('o.l!:it' management," noting thaI 
Rule 161bl of Ihe Federal Hules of Civil 
Procedure had been modified in 198310 
ft'quire <1 scheduling ordt'f in rno::;t civil 
~;uit'5. The orde-r must St" lime limits for 
joind,'r of parlies, filing 
or motions and ('onduct of dis('ovt'r\-'. 
nod a180 may :it't lht' dates for preifidl 
t'ol1ferencr~. trial and olher matters. 

ThaI ordermu,l issue within 120 days of 
Ihe filing of a romplainl. 

The judgment an AU musl make in 
implementillll Ihe neW PTC rule, Ihe 
commission held, "is liUle diff.,enl 
from Ihe judgment a judge or magislrale 
musl muke ullder Rule 16." 

Proposals for j'rust truck" ruJes ure 
not li01il"tilo the FTC. Earlier Ihis Year, 
Richard Mc\lillun Jr. allli O.,i;1 B. 
::iiegel uf\""hingtun. [J.e.', Crowell & 
'lorin~ sug:p;t'~tt'd thoH tht' Ft'deral 
Rules of Ci\iI Pro(,t'dUrt, In' rt'\lsed to 
dllow partil'~ lilt" r)ptWI1 ur ('hou~ing a 

ru.st~lra('k pt{u.'eduft' in rl!lurn fUf a 
guaranteed Irial dalt', I.wrh.lps within 
12 munlhs, IAlIef/WIIII'." ~pril 1965.) 
SOfTIe !>Iutt' rourt prugrJ.nJ'i. such as the ' 
EconUCllIt:al Liti~atiuf1 Pruject (ELP) 
Wtl on an C'xpt'rinuonlal basis in two 
Krntut'ky CQUl1lit.'s. alsu ('ontain sub
stantia1 fast·lruck eleuwn\s. 

Nor i, Ihi. the firsl (ora, of Ihe FTC 
into the field or uhl!rnalil,l" dispute reso~ 
lution. In the pasl few years. the com
mission has estublisht'd two large 
arbitration tllechanisms for resolving 
consumers' disputes with a home con~ 
~truction C'ompany and an nutomobile 
manufacturer, (/IIIematit,",. July 1985.) 

The FTC's New Six-month 
Rule: Text and Rationale 

Edilor's "iol" Reprinted beloit· is R,,·imi 
SWion 3.21 oJthe Rules "/ Pmctice and 
Procedure 0/110, Federal Trade Com mis
_,ion, Thf ru/e~ uhich became e.fffC'lil'l! 
Vot·ember 12, is tnlended to expedile 
tho:u' adjudicotil'e pron'edings that art' 
iniliated by FTC comp/ainu. The rule 
It ill be codified at 16 C .F.R. Part 3, 

Immedialely /oilalting lite lexl oJ Ihe 
new rule afe excerpts from FTC com .. 
meats explainlng {lfldjwtifying the ret"" 
,nOn. Those eX(frplS disctL'iS lhe dews of 
Sfh"nd commenters to the rule. includ
tnt! the FTCl administratit1t law judges 
{"ALl;''!, the .'VeIV York latt firm 0/ Sul-

li"an & Cromwell and jam., 1: Halt'!!r
son, the chairman of thl! Amerit.'cm Baf 
Associations Section of Antitrusl Lau.'. 
.itr. Ha/urson's remarks 'fpreJenl the in.~ 
ditidttal !'ielt's 0/ himself andfi'~ olher 
Swion officials "ho frequenlly "ppea' 
beJore lite FTC. Foolnoles have been 
omitted. 

Sertlon 3.21 ls mlser/ to read nsJoflows: 

§3.21 Prchearing Procedures 
(a) Nonbinding slnlements-Nollaler 

than It'n davsn(lt'rtheansWt>rlS filt.·d by the 
lust answering respondenl. ('omplainl ('aun-
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seiahall file a nonbinding statement selting 
forth in detail the theory or the case, the 
issues to be tried, and what complaint 
counsel expect their evidence to prove. Not 
later than len days eftercomplaint counsels 
statement is served, each respondent shall 
file a nonbinding statement selling forth in 
detail the respondents theory of the de· 
fcose, the issues 10 be tried, and what the 
respondent expects its evidence to prove. 
Such statements mtty be modified upon 
completion of discovery or at such olher 
limes as the Adminislrath'C' Law Judge may 
direct. 

(b) Scheduling confcrence--Not later 
than len days after all respondents have 
filed the nonbinding statement reqUIred by 
subsection (a), the Adminislrath'c Law 
Judge shall hold a scheduling conrerence. 
At the scheduling conrerence. rounl\el ror 
the parties shall be prepared 10 address 
their factual and legal theories, potential 
stipulations of law. fact. or admissibility of 
evidence. a schedule of proceedings I possi
ble limitations on discovery. and other pos
sible agreements orsleps that may nid in the 
orderly and .:xpeditious disposition of the 
proceeding. 

(e) Pr~hearing scheduling order-Not 
later than fourteen days after the scheduling 
conference. the Administrnth'e Law Judge 
shall enter an order that sets forth the re
sults of the conferem:e and establishes a 
schedule of proceedings, including a pin" 
of discovery and dates for the submission 
and he.aring of motions. The schedule shall 
provide for the commencement of the evi .. 
dentiary hearings within six months after 
entry ohhe oroer, unless the Administrath'c 
Law Judge detennines that a later date is 
necessarY'because of the r:omplexity of the 
case or circumstances beyond the control of 
the parties. The Administrative Law Judge 
may modif} this order for good cause 
shown. 

(d) Additional prehearingconferenccs 
and order~-The Administrative Low 
ludge may hold additional preheaTing con· 
rerenees or enler additional orders for the 
purpose of aiding in the orderly and expedi· 
lious disposition of a proceeding. 

(e) Public access and reporting-Pre. 
hearing conferences. shall be publi(' unless 
the Administrative Law Judge determines in 
his or her discretion that the conference (or 
any part thereon shall be closed to the 

public. The Administrative Low Judge shall 
have discretion to determine whether a pre. 
hearing conference shall be stenograph. 
;rally reporlod. 

FTC Comments 
The Commission is •.• amending Rule 
3.21. The amended rule contains sev
eral new provisions governing prehear. 
ing case management and establisht's a 
deadline Ihat will require Ihe evidenli
arr hearing to hegin within six months 
of the entry of Ihe inilial prehearing 
order. The laller requirement will apply 
except wht'rt." the ('omplexity of the case 
or l'ircumstances beyond the control or 
the parties rrquire modification. The 
purpose of these rhanges is to reduce 
delay in adjudicutive proceedings, to 
emphasize the role of the AU in manag
ing and controlling Ihe progress of liti
gation~ and to encourage counsel to pre· 
pare ror trial expeditiously ••• 

The rule requires Ihat Ihe scheduling 
order eslablish a trial dale. Unless the 
complexity of the cases or circum· 
stances beyond the control of the pur· 
ties necessitate more time, the date 
must be within six months after the 
order is enlered. Once established, 
moreover, the date can only be modified 
ror good cause. 

The agenry's ALJ's slrongly sup
porled Ihis proposal. Mr. Halverson, 

'however, vigorously opposed the re
quiremenl. and Sullivan & Cromwell 
commenled thai Ihe AU should be re
quired 10 sel some Irial date but Ihat Ihe 
six-month standard should be omilled. 

Mr. Halverson opposed the six
month requirement 85 unnecessary be
cnuse the Commission can already act 
with the expedition needed to protert 
the public interest; he noted. for exam· 
pIe, Ihal Rule 3.42(c) granls Ihe AU 
"all powers necessary" to avoid delay_ 
Mr. Halv~rson also commented that a 
six-month requirement is unfair b_
('ause complaint counsel often will have 
huu extensive pre.complaint investiga
tion, while respondent ('annat be ex· 
pertt'd to begin preparation until a com
pluinl is issued. Furthermore. he noted 
that Commission cases may mise com· 
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plex legal and factual issues, may re
quire extensive third·party disco\'ery or 
time·consuming survey research. or 
may require the location and prepara
tion of experts and other ..... itnt'sses. For 
these reasons, Mr. Halvt'rson con· 
eluded, many cuses l'annot be brought 
to trial within six months. 

Mr. Hal .... erson is of rourSt' corrt!cI in 
obl:lervin~ that existing Commission 
rules require. t'xpedilion in Part a mal
It'fS. These otht'r fult's. ho\\t:'ver. ad
dress the iss.ue of ex.pediliun in ~t.·nt'ral 
lenns. The changes In Ru"· :1.21 ,·,I"h
lish spt'cific prnC'edurt's lu 111l1l1t'nu.'nt 
Iht' goal and are tlwrt'f<Jrc lIlt'uningful 
supplements to the eXlstll1~ rult's. 

The setting ur u trial datt'o murt'()\er. 
is one significant IwtlUn th.ll will pro
mote the goal of t·Xlwililinn. As \lr. 
Halverson note!;, lIll' dah' ",ill hll\'t' to 
be set on the hasis of int·(Jrt1plt·It.' inror· 
mation, and the ('omplt'xit~ of a ('ase 
may not become apparent until urter the 
order is j$slled. Howt'\t'r, Ihe judgment 
Ihallhe AU /lIust make in selling alrial 
date is lillIe differelll Ihan Ihe judgmenl 
that a judge or magistrate must make 
under Rule 16 of Ihe Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 
16(bl, Ihe judge or magistrate must in 
most cases issue a order. within 120 
days after Ihe filing of a complainl, Ihat 
limits the time to complete discovery. 
Like the Federal Rules. moreover, Com .. 
mission Rule 3.21 addresses situations 
in which the clute proves unrealistic by 
providing Ihat il can be cllUnged for 
good ('BlIse. 

We have also concluded Ihat Ihe six
monlh siandard included in Ihe rule 
should not prove unrair 10 respondents. 
The critical issue is whl!ther the rule 
allows respondents aclc(luate time to 
prepare their defense. The proposed 
rule generally aHows eight or more 
months arter Ihe complaint to prepare a 
('a5e, including [I prriod of more than 
Iwo months thnt may precede the sehed· 
uling conference. Past experie1we dem
onstrates that this is adequate lime to 
prepare many cases. Set'. e.g .• Georges 
Radio and Telet'i.ion Co •• Inc., 94 FTC 
1135, 1139 (19791 (less Ihan i months 
between complainl and trial); E.I. Du
Pont de .Vemours & Co., 96 FTC 653, 
655-56 (1980) (less Ihan 8 ",onth.), Lil
tonladustrie",lnc.,9i FTC I, 10 (1981) 
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(Ie" Ihnn 8 monlhs); Cliffdal. ASlOCi
altS, Inc. 103 rrc 110, 125 (1983) (Ies. 
Ihdn 7 months). 

In the paSl t most Commission CBses 
have not been brought to trial this 
rapidly. It is intended, a. a resuh of 
these changes. that all caseS Ihat can be 
brought to trial within this schedule will 
be prepared at this pace. In any event. 
as noted above. the trial date can be set 
for mOTe than six month. ufter the 
scheduling order if the comple.ity of 
the 'CliSe- or ciscumstanees bc\:und the 
('ontrol ur the parties who req~ire'3. I" 
addition .. as further noted ubo\"e .. a pre .. 
viously-established trial nate ran be 
modified when~ for good caust,>. trial 
preparation lakes longer than anli('i~ 
paled. These prods ions adequately 
prolecl parties who cannot realistil.'ully 
prepare ror trial within six months. 

We have concluded. finallv. thai a 
rule e,tablishing a six-monlh ~Ieadline 
is preferable 10 a rule Ihat simpl.v cli-

rccls the Administrative Law JUdge 10 
sel some trial dale. The commenl filed 
by Sullivan & Cromwell argues that a 
six-month standard with an exception 
for special circumstances will Create 
incentives for a party to seek an ex· 
tended trial date. These incentives, 
however. will exist as long as the AU is 
required to set any tri.1 date in the 
order. The remedy for this problem is 
not \0 elimlnate the sb;·monln standard, 
us Sulli'·.n & Cromwell concludes. but 
\<I rely <In. the jU\l~e t" weigh the a,gu
l11~nts lhut are maJe and to St"l a luler 
trial datt: only "ih~n tht" ar~umenls ~re 
pt"rsUl.l~i ... t". ~ullh'<ln & Cromwell also 
l'ommenl:s that substantiul litigation 
\\iII result bec'ause unrealislic trial 
uules will generate motions to modify 
the s('heduling urder. When a .ix-munth 
trial dtite is nol reuli.':Hic. however. the 
judge ran set a later date at the out
set ... 
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§ 305.82-2 Resolving Disputes Under Fed. 
ernl Grnnt Programs (Recommenda. 
tlon No. 82-2). 

Federal grants to goYernments, publlc 
sen1ce Institutions and other non·prollt or. 
ganlzatloruc have been conspicuous Instru. 
ments of Federal policy since the 1930., 
During the past two decades the growth In 
the number of Federal grant programs, and 
the leyel of resources distributed through 
grants, has evidenced the expanded Influ. 
ence of the Federal goyernment on the ac
.Ivltles of these entities. 

Ensuring, proper conduct of Federal assist
ance programs has assumed Increasing 1m. 
portance as these extraordinarily varied 
programs haYe prolllerated. Federal domes
tic grant spending, which now exceeds $100 
billion annually, 'promotes major social 
goals. Grants, and the actiyltles they assist, 
oiten are cruclal to beneficiaries whom Can· 
gress Intends to aid and to recipients who 
carry out program goals. For Instance, oYer 
One.quarter of all expenelltures by state and 
local goyernments now come from Federal 
ImlOts. and thousands of smaller Instltu
tlons depend on these funds for their very 
existence. 

Each of these grants represents an under
standing on the Part of the Federal goyern· 
ment and the grantee that Is In the nature 
of a contractual commitment. The number 
and Intensity of dlsputes over grants have 
risen In recent years. following both the In· 
creased reliance on Federal grants by other 
institutions and a growing Federal budget 
stringency that has decreased the generosl· 
ty of Federal funding and Increased the 
rigor of auellt review. These disputes run the 
!l3mut from those that Inyolve nearly pure 
QUestions of Federal policy and agency dis
cretion to those that affect substantial 
=tee expectatlons or Involve particular· 
lzed adverse determinations about Inellvld-
uals. • 

Disputes may arlse initially over the 
making or withholding of a grant, the 
amount of funds corrunltted, or the torms 
and conditions Imposed. Once the grantee 
has undertaken the project. controversies 
mal' occur over what actlons the grantee 
has been funded or a.uthorized to take, the 
grantee's relationships with program benefi
ciaries, subgrantees, or subcontractors, arId 
other incidents 01 ongoing project admlnls· 
tratlon. including grantee compliance with 
the terms and conditions of the grant. Dis· 
putes may arise In the form of audit dlsal· 
lowances. FInally, ar. agency mal' choose to 
tennlnate or debar a grantee or refuse to 
provide continued funding based on the 
agency's bellef about the adequacy of a 
grantee's perfonnance of previous projects. 

In prior recommendations. the Admlnls· 
tratlve Conference has called on all Federal 
grantmaklng agencies to adopt In!ormal 
procedures for hearing and resolving com
plaints by the public that a recipient's ad· 
ministration of a grant faUs to meet Federal 
standards (Recommendations 71-9 and 74-
2). Whlle some agencies have carried out 
these recommendations, many stllI do not 
afford grantees or other parsons aHected by 
the operation of Federal domestic grant 
programs any channels lor impartial consld· 
eratlon of their complaints. Congress has 
provided few dlrectlves In this area. except 
as to a few agencies like the Departments of 
Education and Labor, and actual age!)cy 
practices In handling grant disputes haye 
varied considerably. 
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This recommendation goes beyond the 
Conference's prior statements to locus on 
the rights that agencies should provide to 
grantees and applicants lor grant funds. 
Few agencies afforded grant recipients any 
substantial appeal rights until the mid· 
1970's; some .tllI fail to do so. In recent 
years. several agencies haye begun to create 
processes to resolve some types of dlsputes 
with grantees and certain types at grant ap
plicants. Their experience Inellcates that 
these appeal procedures. While sometimes 
flawed. haye been useful for protecting 
grantees' rights and for helping agencies to 
avert needless and troublesome litigation. 
Improve oversight of slgnUlcant aciminlstra
tlve problems. ensure that policies are ap
plied fairly and consistently, and malte deci
sions on a. rational. justfIlable basis. 

Given the Importance of these programs, 
the nature o! the Interests Inyolved. public 
policy factors, and considerations of fairness 
enunciated In recent constitutional declo 
sions. the AdministratlYe Conference be
Ileyes that all grantmaking agencies should 
maintain procedures to hear appeals regard
Ing certain kinds 01 agency actions. For ex· 
ampie, grantees generally have a special In· 
terest In debarment, termination. suspen
.Ion. or certain kinds of renewal or entitle· 
ment situations. Also. dlsputes regarding 
some expenditure dlsallowances arlslng 
from audits. or other cost and cost rate de
terminations, mal' be crucial to a grantee. 
reqUiring payback of large sums. Because 01 
the potential slgnl!lcance 01 these types of 
actiOI', and thelf relative In!reQuency, agen· 
cles should establish appeals procedures for 
them. On the D,ther hand. thousands of ap· 
pllcatlons for competltlve discretionary 
grants are denied each year, and the Imposl· 
tlon of any broad appeal hearing require· 
ment for this type of action could be Quite 
burdensome to some agencles. 

While the variety and coraplexlty of Fed
eral dome.~tlc grant pro!r.'D.lIlS (and grant 
disputes) ultimately rend~rs unfIonn proce
dural prescriptions Inappropriate. this rec· 
ommendatlon sets forth some general can· 
sideratlons that agencies should find useful 
to guide them In ass~ssing the adequacy of 
their present methods of resolving grant ap
peals. The Conference believes that an 
agency should h.,ye considerable latltude to 
lallor procedure. to the characteristics of Jts 
programs and grantees. and In the great 
bulk 01 appeals agencies need not match the 
protections required In adjudications gov
erned by the Administrative Procedure Act. 
5 U.s.C. 554-557. The recommendation 
begins with. and centers on, the notlon that 
In!ormal action-InclUding opportunities for 
conyerJatlons with rei event program oW· 
cials and their superiors, mediation or om
bud_man services. and similar devlces
should fonn the core of the resolution proc· 
ess. StllI. agencies should be aware that at 
least some disputes may arise, especially In 
post. award cases InYolYlng contested Issues 
with substantial funds at stake. In which 
some kind of more fonnal agency review 
should be made available. 

In m:lklng this recomm.ndatlon. the Con· 
ference Is aware that some agencies main· 
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taln appeal procedures which are more 
elaborate tha.n those described below but 
provide equal or greater saiegUai'ds and pro
tective measures. Thls recommendation Is 
not intended to cast any doubt on the pro
priety ot such procedures. or to assess the 
need therefor in light of speci!lc programs 
or agency goals and concerns. 

R.ECO:MM:ENDATION 

I. SCOPE AND INTENT o~' THE 
RECO~ATIONS 

The recommendations in Part II 
concern procedures tor disputes In
volving . domestic "grantees" and 
"vested applicants," A "grantee" may 
be a. non-profit or community service 
organization, a unit of state or local 
government, a school, corporation or 
an individual who has executed a 
grant agreement or cooperative a61"ee
ment with a Federal agency. A "vested 
applicant" Is one who Is entitled by 
statute to receive funds, provided the 
applicant meets certain minimal re
quirements; or one who applies for a 
noncompetitive continuation grant, 
and has been designated in some 
manner as the service deliverer for a 
designated area or Is operating within 
a designated multi-year project period. 
Part III deals with agency-level proc
esses for handling complaints by dis
appointed applicants for dlscretiouary 
grant funds. The procedures recom
mended herein are not intended to dis
place existing hearing mechanisms al
ready required by law in some pro
grams. They apply only to grant pro
grams carried on primarily within the 
United States. 

II. COMPLAINTS BY GRANTEES AND VESTED 
APPLICANTS 

A. In/ormal Review and Dispute 
Resolution Procedures 

1. Each Federal grantmaking agency 
should provide informal procedures 
under which the agency may attempt 
to review and resolve cumplaints by 
grantees and vested applicants with
out resort to formal, adjudicatory pro
cedures, The informal procedure could 
take several forms, including, for ex
ample, advance notice of adverse 
action and the reasons for the action, 
opportunity to meet with the Federal 
officials involved in the dispute, review 

by another or higher-level agency of 
cial, or use of an ombudsman or me 
ator. Attempts to resolVe disput· 
under these informal procedur 
should be pursued expeditiously 
the agency within a definite t·_ 
frame. Notwithstanding .these tk 
limits, a complainant's invocation 
more formal appeal procedures sho 
not prevent further efforts to sett
mediate, or otherwise resolve the d 
pute In!ormally. 

2. The existence of informal revi ... 
procedures should be made known 
:L!fected grnntees and vested app. 
cants in the manner described in pa.,; 
graphs 3 and 12, below. Agenci 
should encourage their program a,' 
decisional officials to resolve grie 
ances informally. and provide trainiI 
to improve their abilities to do so. _ 
undertaking such training, agenci 
should work with those agencies tho 
already have begun to make use of m 
diation and other conciliatory a' 
proaches, such as the Department 
Grant Appeals Board in the Depar 
ment of Health and Human Service 
and existing groups with expertise 
these methods of dispute resolution. 

B. Notice 0/ Agency Action 

3. Upon issuance of an agency del. 
sion which (if not appealed) represen' 
final agency action, each granimaki.t 
agency should provide prompt noti 
of its action to the affected grantee 
vested applicant. II the action is a 
verse to a grantee or vested applican 
the agency's notice, at a minimuu 
shOUld provide a brief. statement 
the legal or factual basis for tL 
action; state the nat:ure of any san 
tions to be imposed; and describe an 
available appeal procedures, includin 
applicable deadlines and the name an 
address of the agency offlcial to b 
contacted in the initial stages of a 
appeal. 

C. Administrative Appeal Procedures 

4. Each Federa.l grantmaking agenc 
should provide the additional opport
nity for some type of administrativ 
appeal in at least certain kinds -
grant.related disputes. This appe: 
may be conducted orally or in writin! 
depending on the nature of the di. 
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. ute, and may be expedited where ap
ropriate. In determining whether an 
dministrative appeal should be af
orded and the form of any such 
.ppeal for F::.rtlcular classes of dis
utes, agencies should consider the 

'robable impact of the adverse action 
n the complainant, the importance of 
rocedural safeguards to accurate de-

-isionmaking in each class of dispute, 
'he probable nature and complexity of 
he factual a:fld legal issues, the finan
-ial and administrative burden that 
:'ould 'Je imposed upon the agency, 
.he need for a perception of the gov
.rnment's fairness in dealing with 
.rantees and vested applicants, and 
.he usefulness of appeal procedures to 
.lve feedback on administrative prob
ems. 

5, In light of the factors described in 
paragraph 4, each Federal grantmak
ing agency should provide the oppor
tunity for some kind of administrative 
appeal with regard to adverse actions 
involving: 

a. The performance of an existing 
grant, including disputes Involving de
barment, termination, suspension, 
voiding of a grant agreement, cost dIs
allowances, denials of cost authoriza
tions, and cost rate determinations; 

b. The denial of funding to appli
cants for entitlement grants, including 
disputes involving the applicant's eligi
bility, amount of funding to be re
ceived, and application of award crite
ria or pre-established review proce
dures; and 

c. The denial of applications for non
'competitive continuation awards 
where the denial Is for failure to 
comply with the terms of a previous 
award. 

6. Where an opportunity for an ad
ministra.tive appeal is afforded, the 
agency should take into account the 
factors set forth In paragraph 4 and 
select from among the following forms 
of proceedings to provide the one most 
appropriate to the particular case: 

a. Decision based on written submis
sions only; 

b. Decision based on oral presenta
tions; 

c. Decision on written SUbmissions 
plus an informal conference or oral 
presentation; or 

d. Full evidentiary hearing. 
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Where a hearing or conference is 
useful to resolve certain issues, the 
agency may limit the hearing to those 
issues and treat remaining questions 
less formally. In addition, the agency 
should provide some form of discre
tIonary expedited appeal process for 
disputes. In such proceedings, the 
agency may, for example, shorten time 
deadlines, curtail record requirements, 
or simplify procedures for oral or writ
ten presentations. 

7. At a minimum, these administra
tive appeal procedures should afford 
grantees and vested applicants the fol
lowing: 

a. Written notice of the adverse deci
sion (See paragraphs 3 and 12); 

b. An impartIal decisionmaker (for 
instance, a grant appeals board 
member, a high level agency o!flcial, a 
person from outside the agency, an ad
ministrative law judge, or certain 
other agency personnel from outside 
the program office) with authority to 
conduct the proceedings in a timely 
and orderly fashion; 

c. Opportunity for the agency, com
plainant, and any other parties to the 
appeal promptly to obtain information 
from each other, and to present and 
rebut significant evidence and argu
ments; 

d. Development of a record suffi
cient to reflect accurately all signifi
cant factual submissions to the decl
sionmaker and provide a basis for a 
fair decision; and 

e. Prompt issuance of a written deci
sion stating briefly the underlying fac
tual and legal basis. 

8. Each Federal grantmaking agency 
should determine in advance, and 
specify by rule or order, the scope of 
the authority delegated to the deci
sionmaker in administrative appeals. 
For example, agencies should specify 
In advance whether the decisionmaker 
has the authority to review the validi
ty of agency regulations or the consist
ency of agency actions with governing 
statutes. 

9. Agencies should accord finality to 
the appeal decision, unless further 
review Is conducted promptly pursu
ant to narrowly drawn exceptions and 
In accordance with preestablished pro
cedures, criteria, and standards of 
review. If the decisionmaker is delegat-
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ed, or asserts, authority to review the 
validity of agency regulations, the 
agency head should retain an option 
for prompt final review of the decision 
In accordance with applicable proce
dures. 

10. Once these adm.inJ.strative appeal 
procedures are Invoked, the decision
maker should discourage all ex parte 
communications on the appeal unless 
the parties consent to such coxv.ununi
cations. Any ex parte communications 
that do occur should be disclosed 
promptly, and placed In the appeal 
record. 

11. Agencies should encourage 
prompt decision of appeals by creating 
time limits or other guidelines for 
processing grant disputes, and should 
pay particular attentIon to resolving 
appeals over decisIons regarding re
newal and continuatIon grants In a 
tim.ely manner. These timetables 
might be fixed generically or In ac· 
cordance with the complexity of par
ticular cases. Decisionmakers' compli
ance shOUld be monitored by the 
agency pursuant to a regular caseload 
management system. 

D. Public Notice 

12. Grantmaking agencies should 
give advance notice and afford an op
portunity for public comment in devel
oping Informal review and adminIstra
tive appeal procedures. Agencies 
should ensure that available proce
dures are made known to' grantees and 
vested applicants. Notice of such pro
cedures should be published in the 
FEDERAL REGISTER, codified in the 
Code of Feder::.l Regulations, and In
cluded In grant agreements and other 
appropriate documents, In addition to 
the individual notice described In para
graph 3. 

13. Agencies should collect In a cen
tral location, and index, those written 
decisions made in administrative ap
peals. These decisions should be made 
available to the public except to the 
extent that their disclosure Is prohib· 
lted by law. Whenever a grantee or 
vested applicant cites a previous writ· 
ten decision as a precedent for the 
agency to follow in its case, the agency 
should either do so, distinguish the 
two cases, or explain its reasons for 
not following the prior decision. 

§ 305.82-' 

III. COMl'LAINTS BY DISCRETIONARY 
GRANT APPLICAN'l'S 

A. In/annal Review Procedures 

The Conference previously h __ 
called on agencies to develop criteri' 
for judging discretionary grant appli 
cations. and to adopt at least lnforma 
complaint mechanisms 'to ensure com 
pliance with these criteria and othe 
federal standards. <See Recommenda 
tions 71-9 and 74-2.) The Conferenc 
reiterates Its belief that these proce 
dures can benefit agency performance 

B. Public Notice 

Each Federal grantmaking agenc, 
should ensure that avaIlable Informa 
review procedures and adminlstratlv 
appeal procedures are made known tc 
grant applicants. Notice of such proce 
dures shOUld be published in the FED 
ERAL REGISTER, codified in the Code 0 
Federal RegulatiOns, and Included it 
application materials and other appro 
prlate documents. (See also Recom 
mendations 71-4 and 71-9.> 

IV. IMl'LEMENTATION OF 
RECOMMENDATtON 

Each Federal ffl'antmaking agenc~ 
should, within one year of the adop 
tion of this recommendation, report it 
writing to the Administrative Confer· 
ence the steps the agency Intends tL 
take, consistent with the above guide 
lines, to improve its dispute resolutiol 
process. 
[47 FR 30704, July 15. 1982] 
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§ ~05.8·t-.t Negotiated Cleanup of Hazard· 
ous Waste Sites Under CERCLA (Rec. 
ommendation No. 84-1). 

By enacting the Comprehensive Environ· 
mental Response Compensation and LlabH· 
ity Act (CERCLA) In 1980, Congress under· 
took to provide a Federal solution for the 
problem of abandoned and Inactive hazard· 
ous waste dlspooal sites. Approximately 
2,000 sites will require action, at a cost of 
tens of billions of dollars. CERCLA created 
a $1.6 billion revolving "Superfund" for 
direct Federal action to clean UP these sites 
and respond to hazardcus waste emergen· 
cles. The Act supplements this public works 
authority with provisions for negotiating 
cleanups by "potentially responsible par· 
tles"-site owners and operators and users 
of sites such as transporters and waste gen· 
erators. It also empowers the Federal gov· 
ernment to sue such parties for the cost of 
cleanups paid for out of the Superfund and, 
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II waste disposal may present an "lmmlnent 
and substantial endangerment," to sue for 
orders directing responsible parties to clean 
up sites themselves. The Act Is administered 
by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). 

By early 1984, although EPA had respond· 
cd to hazardclus waste emergencies at many 
sites, only a handful ol sites listed on a stat· 
utory national priority list by the agency 
had been completely cleaned up by the Fed· 
eral government. A few more sites had been 
cleaned up by private parties. The causes of 
delay were varied: uncertainty about the 
extent of the probler", and the e!!lcacy of 
technical remedies; start·up problems inher
ent In a new program; and a two-year long 
eUort to negotiate cleanups so that no Su
perfund revenues would have to be spent, 
By mid-1983, the strategy of conserving the 
Superfund had fallen apart amidst a major 
leadership crisis within the EPA_ In a policy 
reversal, Superfund expenditures for clean
Ing up sites then took priority over other 
means available under the statute for ef
lectlng cleanups_ 

The current agency approach to CERCLA 
emphasizes cleanups paid lor out ol the Su
perfund coupled with actions to recover the 
expenditures but also relies to a. limited 
extent on negotiated cleanups and on law
suits to compel responsible parties to act 
under CERCLA's imminent endangerment 
provision. This strategy has resulted In a 
CERCLA implementation effort that Is slow 
and expensive. 

Congress, the EPA, responsible parties, 
and other critics have suggested several 
means of speeding up and economizing on 
site cleanups. These Include enlarging the 
Superfund, setting program deadilnes, ex
pan,dlng the EPA program oUlces, empower
Ing citizens to sue, and encouraging volun
tary cleanup by Industry. Although enlarg
Ing the Fund, providing more staff, and set
ting program deadlines would tend to accel
erate the CERCLA effort, the Administra
tive Conference believes that a properly de
signed site cleanup negotiation process, 
through which responsible parties or third 
parties would agree to act directly to clean
u~ .. Ites, would also hasten cleanup while re
ducing Its expense by tapping the technical 
and !inancial resources of the private sector. 
Involvement of the Federal government and 
affected citizens In this process would 
ensure adequate protection of public health 
and the environment. 

Although current EPA policy permits the 
negotiation of cleanups, the agency puts too 
Uttle stress on negotiations and has adopted 
a series of procedural and SUbstantive re
Quirements that unnecessarily constrict the 
number of negotiated cleanup agreements 
that the agency might beneficiallY con
clude. The Conference recognizes, of course, 
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that successful negotiations can only occur 
when private parties as Wllll as the Federal 
government are willlng to respond to the 
problem of hazardous waste cleanup In good 
faith. The Conierence Intends no cnt/cism 
of aggressive EPA enforcement efforts 
where responsible parties refuse to cooper· 
ate. 

In this recommendation the Admlnlstra. 
tive Conference suggests a series of steps 
that the EPA mJght take to encourage and 
facllltate greater reliance on negotIated prl· 
vate party cleanups, in those situations 
where negotiations have a realistic chance 
or success. 

RECOl\.tMENDATION 

1. The Environmental Protection 
Agency (:h.'T A) shOUld emphasize the 
negotiation of volunt.ary cleanups a.t 
hazardous waste dump sites. The nego· 
tlation process for any site should in· 
clude, a.t an appropriate tlme and in 
an appropriate manner, the key inter· 
ests, such as Federal, State and local 
governments, parties potentially reo 
sponsible for cleanup (including site 
users, site owners and operators, ~\.rld 
waste transporters), and local citizens. 
Whenever possible, efforts to negoti
ate a cleanup agreement should begin 
well before the commencement of liti· 
gation concerning a site. To increase 
the likelihood that negotiations will 
succeed, the Administrator and other 
leading EPA officials, both at head· 
quarters and in the regional offIces, 
should support the negotIation proc· 
ess, follow its implementation, and be 
available to explain specific negotiated 
agreements before congressional over· 
sight committees if necessary. 

2. Citizens living in the vicinity of or 
otherwise directly affected by a site 
have a substantial interest In some 
issues related to the cleanup process
for example, medical diagnostic test· 
ing, relocation of public service facilI· 
ties, measures to isolate the site, and 
the overall adequacy of the cleanup 
effort. Their Interest in other aspects 
of the process, such as the allocatIon 
of costs among potentially responsible 
parties (or between potentially respon· 
sible parties and the government) is 
more problematic. EPA should consid· 
er means beY'Jnd complete reliance on 
local political institutions for involving 
these citizens, including the negotia· 
tion of collateral arrangements. par· 
ticipation of citizens' groups In negotI· 
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ations over the type and scope of the 
remedy, and the like. Even if not par· 
ticipants. local citizens ordinarily 
should be permitted to observe those 
aspects of the negotiations that con· 
cern them. 

3. Many negotiations can be conduct· 
ed by EPA without outside assistance. 
In other cases, where outside assist· 
ance is desirable. ElF A should encour· 
age efforts by independent mediating 
organizations or individuals to convene 
negotiations. This can be accom· 
plished by asking such a convenor at 
an early stage-no later than the com· 
mencement oC "remedial investIga· 
tions and feasibility studies" (a statu
tory cleanup stage)-to determine 
whether conditions are favorable lor 
negotiations at a site. Favorable condi· 
tlons include: Issues that are ripe for 
decision; absence of fundamental con
flict about values among those with a 
stake In the outcome; adequate repre· 
sentatlon and organization of key in· 
terests; opportunity for mutual gain 
for those with a stake; a balance of 
power among partIcipants; willingness 
to bargain in good faith and share in· 
formation; and willingness of units of 
government to participate as equal 
parties. Where negotIation appears 
feasible, the convenor should attempt 
to organize a site negotIation group 
from among the parties with a stake in 
the site cleanup. If an initial meeting 
of the parties is successful. the partici. 
pants should consIder retaining the 
convenor or another person to serve as 
mediator for the duration of negotIa· 
tlons. EPA should consIder using Su
perfund resources to support an 
entIty, such as a non·profit corpora· 
tion or another agency. that would un· 
dertake this Initial convening effort 
and provide medIation services if the 
parties desired them. AlternatIvely. 
EPA should consider providing these 
services through personal service can· 
tracts wIth skilled mediators. 

4. In order to take advantage of pri· 
vate funds and expertise while they 
remain available. EPA should encour· 
age and participate in negotiatIons for 
cleanup of sites where there is a high 
likelihood of successful negotiations. 
even If they have not yet been allocat· 
ed Federal funding for remedial inves· 
tigations or been added to the Nation· 
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al Priority List, unless such negotia
tions will distort the agency's prior
ities by diverting substantial agency 
resources or causing undue delay. 

5. EPA should avoid wasting agency 
resources on unproducti';e negotia
tions by establishing. with the concur
rence of other negotiating parties, rea
sonable deadlines for the conclusion of 
negotiations. 

6. Successful negotiation requires 
that participat.ion by all interests by 
through persons who, it not principals, 
have the confidence of, and easy 
access to, principals with the author
ity to make binding commitments. l"or 
EPA, the negotiators or persons read
ily accessible to the negotiators should 
have explicit, broad delegated author
Ity to commit the agency to a negotiat
ed outcome. To the extent that peer 
review and approval of agreements 
within the agency are nonetheless re
quired, EPA should provide expedited 
means for obtaining them. One 
method of achieving this end would be 
for EPA headquarters to consolidate 
review of negotiated cleanups in a 
single panel of key of!1ciaIs. 

7. The final agreement should take 
the form of an administrative consent 
order under section 106 of CERCLA or 
a judicial consent decree. Like other 
parties to the agreement, EPA should 
bind Itself to undertake appropriate 
actions and follow agreed-upon sched
ules. 

8. Negotiations undertaken in the 
context of Utigatlon require proce
dures and standards different from 
the procedures and standards applica
ble to negotiations occurring before a 
matter reaches litigation. EP.>\ should 
acknowledge that existing agency 
guidance memoranda on "case settle
ment polIcY''' are appropriate for use 
only in lItigation situati0ns; to imple
ment the proposed negotiation proc
ess, the agency should prepare new 

. guidance memoranda that bring more 
i appropriate factors to bear on prelltl

gation negotiations. 
9. The Conference recognizes EPA's 

need to maintain a strong litigation 
posture in CERCLA case~ in order to 
strengthen its ability to negotiate 
agrej~ments in the public interest. 
However, the Conference also urges 
the agency to consider the possible ad-
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vantages of greater flexibility in situa
tions where cleanup arrangements are 
being negotiated rather than litigated. 
For example, In some cases it might be 
desirable for EPA to begin to negoti
ate even 1! 80% of cleanup costs has 
not been ~.l!!ered or to agree with the 
parties abG!.lt the amounts of their in
dividual res1;Jonsibilities to pay cleanup 
costs even 1! the total responsibility 
adds up to less than 100 percent of 
cleanup costs (allocating Superfund 
resources to pay fo" the rest), as an in
centive for cooperal.jng parties to join 
promptly in an agreement. The intran
sigence of a few responsible parties 
shOUld not be permitted to block 
agreement with others prepared to 
accept reasonable shares of responsi
bility; moreover, such partial agree
ments may free agency resources to 
pursue the Intransigent parties. 

10. Although the Conference be
lieves that its recommendation can be 
implemented without additional legis
lation, it acknowledges that the effec
tiveness oi expanded reliance on nego
tiated cleanups would depend upon 
the degree of support or opposition 
from relevant congressional commit
tees. If EPA undertakes efforts to 
clean up dump sites through a negoti
ation process like that described In 
this recommendation, congressional 
committees should support and en
courage these efforts, recognizing that 
negotiated solutions inevitably involve 
compromises. 

11. To promote achievement of its 
site cleanup management objectives, 
EPA should publish statements of its 
CERCLA pollcies. such as conditions 
for undertaking voluntarY cleanup ne
gotiations, procedures for public in
volvement In site cleanup decisions, 
and site study criteria, hl the FEDERAL 
REGISTER and allow for public com
ment. 
[49 FR 29942. July 25,1984] 
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NIDR's State Office 
of Mediation Experiment 
Lawrence E Susskind 

T he National Institute of Dispute Res
olution (NIDR) is currentlyprovid

ing mUlti-year matching grants to five 
experimental state offices of mediation. 
At a re<:ent meeting in Washington, D.C., 
the directors of these offices and key 
state goverfl..ment officials exchanged 
ideas and reviewed recent activities and 
future plans. The session was extreme
ly encoumging-thus fat: it looks as if 
the state office idea is ;;mking. 

When NIDR agreee,; W give gr-..nts 
(ranging from 510,000 to 550,000 a 
year) to New Jersey, Massachusetts, Wis
consin, Hawaii, and Minnesota, it had 
several objectives. First, there was a 
desire to demonstmte that dispute res
olution techniques could help state gov
ernments deal more effectively with 
disputes that currently clog the courts 
and bog down administrative and leg
islative efforts. Until NIDR announced 
ito; program of state incentive grants, 
there had been surprisingly few attempts 
at the state level to use mediation, arbi
tration, and other alternatives as a means 
of resolving regulatory, permitting, rate 
setting, budgeting, municipal annexa
tion, facility siting, and £)ther govern
ment policy disputes. While the few 
successful experiments (such as the 
Negotiated Investment Strateg'/ experi-

ments sponsored by the Kettering foun
dation and the State of Virginia's annex
ation mediation program) attmcted a 
great deal of attention. they did not 
lead to additional demonstrations. 

Seco1)d, NID R hoped to create a mar
ket for the services of private di~pute 
resolution practitioners. A great many 
pmctitioners have had problems estab
lishing a regular flow of cases and O\'Cr
coming financial obstacles genemted 
by the unequal ability of disputing par
ties to pay for the services of a neutral. 
A third NIDR objective was to seed an 
array of efforts to institutionalize dis
pute resolution along whatever lines 
make sense in each state. Unless ad 
hoc efforts eventually lead to institu
tionalization, the dispute resolution 
movement will die. 

Five Different Models 
Each state office has a different admin
istrative structure, and each has focused 
on different projects and activities. In 
New Jersey, the Center for Public Dis
pute Resolution (headed by James Mc
Guire) is located in the Department of 
the Public Advocate's Division of Citi
zen Complaints and Dispute Settle
ment. A 13-member Ad\isory Board 
guides the efforts of two attorney/ 
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mediators and a director of training. 
The Center has served as a special mas
ter (appointed by the state court) in 
three complex public disputes. Staff 
has also worked with the state Supreme 
Court to establish a network of dispute 
resolution centers throughout New Jer
se); and initiated a policy dialogue (in
\'olving public officials, citizen action 
groups, and industry leaders) on the 
siting of solid waste di~;posal facilities. 
The Center publishes a periodic news
letter, and has compiled a directory of 
"third party professionals" in the state. 

The Massachusetts Mediation SCnice 
(directed by David O'Connor) is under 
the jurisdiction of the Executive Office 
for Administration and Finance. A 
12-member Board provides ad\ice to a 
two-member staff. The MMS has already 
mediated statewide disputes concern
ing hazardous vvaste disposal, the clean
up of a Superfund site, and long-term 
health care insurance regulation. The 
state'S Appellate Court recently ap
pointed MMS as the coordinating agen
cy for implementation of a long-delayed 
and often-litigated prison construction 
project in Boston. The Mediation SCr
vice has devoted a substantial portion 
of its energies to behind-the-scenes 
consultations with state agencies inter
ested in but still wary of dispute reso
lution techniques. In addition, M~lS 
played a key role in securing legisla
tive approval of a new state law that 
guarantees confidentiality privileges to 
mediators. 

The Minnesota State Planning Agency 
serves as the administrative home for 
that state's Office of Dispute Resolu
tion. An Ad Hoc Advisory Board oversees 
the efforts of Director Roger Williams 
and a small staff. The Office has helped 
develop and implement a fanner-lender 
mediation program within the Depart
ment ofAgriculnlre Extension Program. 
ll1e Office has also sponsored a state
wide conference on mediation and 
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helped to train state officials who want 
additional mediation skills. Current ac
ti"ities include the compilation of a 
roster of mediation professionals. 

The Hawaii Progran1 on Alternative 
Dispute Resolution (directed by Peter 
Adler) is located in the Office of the 
Administrative Director of the Courts, 
directly under Chief Justice Herman 
Lum. ll1e Hawaii Program has helped 
to implement a court-ordered arbitra
tion plan in the civil courts and en
couraged mediation in pubUc resource 
allocation disputes. The Progran1 has 
also sponsored the introduction of 
'~R" legislation and dC\'eloped a state
wide ADR directorY. 

Wisconsin's approach differs from the 
other states with NlDR-funded pilot 
projects. Th,!n:, rather than creating a 
separate office or hiring staff, Howard 
Bellman, the state's Secretary of Labor, 
Industry, and Human Relations, chairs 
an informal screening panel (includ
ing some of the Governor's key policy 
advisers) that determines whether dis
pute resolution techniques might use
fully be applied in certain controversies. 

In 1985, through Bellman's inter
vention, two major statewide disputes 
between the Department of Natural Re
sources and Indian tribes over fish and 
game regulation were mediated. In ad
dition, Bellman has participated in a 
statewide study of Alternative Dispute 
Resolution and worked to implement 
a court-sponsored arbitmtion project. 

Lessons Learned 
In chOOSing among the applications 
submitted by interested states, NIDR 
sought guarantees of official support 
(especially matching funds), indica
tions of a readiness to move quickly, 
and a multi-issue focus. From "i1:tt the 
five states have accomplished thus far, 
it appears that NIDR chose wisel}~ It is 
no small accomplishment to win politi
cal support for slich experimental ef-



forts. gain approval for matching allo
cations. select senior staff. and achieve 
actual case results in only a year or two. 
On the other hand, it is too soon to tell 
whether the states will agree to accept 
full financial responsibility for long
term support once the NIDR grants 
run out. 

As other states contemplate creating 
their own state offices. the problems 
encountered by the first five states 
should be given careful consideration. 

The most vexing, but not surprising, 
problem has been resistance to the idea 
from inside the executive branch and 
particularly from administrative agen
cies concerned about their authority. 
A number of key officials in each state 
have been quite antagonistic to the idea 
of "turning over" highly visible policy, 
siting, or other kinds of disputes to 
"outsiders." They tend to view the en
try of a mediator as an admission of 
failure on their part. If' ~beir view, it is 
their responsibility to resolve di~,.putes 
(using traditional political means). 

Of course, most mistakenly assume 
that mediation is the same as binding 
arbitration, and that the disputants, in
cluding the chief executive, will be 
forced to "give up control" if dispute 
resolution procedures are employed. 
Only with great care and persistence 
have the heads of the fiye state offices 
(and their advisory boards) been able 
to convince the doomsavers that the 
use of formal dispute resolution mech
anisms involves neither an admission of 
fuilure nor a loss of statutory authority. 

A second difficulty involves the iden
tification of acceptable neutrals to serve 
as mediators or fa.cilitators. The notion 
of prescreening :in-state professionals 
for the purpose of creating a roster has 
sometimes provelrl to be very difficult. 
Prescreening turns out to be a form of 
de facto certification, and none of the 
state offices wants to take on that role. 

On the other hand, the state office 

directors agree that they must be ready 
with appropriate suggestions when the 
courts ask for special master nominees 
or regulatory agencies want a list of 
possible mediators. One important pre
mise in all five states is that the offices 
will not serve as mediators in all or 
even most of the cases referred to them. 
Instead. the emphasis is on matching 
disputants with appropriate dispute 
resolvers, thereby, ensuring a steady 
flow of cases for private practitioners. 
TIle matching process. however, has 
not been easy. Ultimately; the parties 
themselves must select 'neutrals; the 
state offices, while prepared to make 
suggestions, are working to avoid im
plicit certification. 

The funding problem persists. The 
NIDR grants and state matching funds 
have been used in four of the states to 
cover the cost of staffing and running 
an office. Each state hopes to create a 
"kitty" or a "revolving fund" that can 
be used to cover the costs associated 
with specific mediation efforts. Ideally, 
at the end of each mediation effort, the 
parties would pay what they could into 
a revolving fund to cover the cost of 
future mediation efforts. TIus way; an 
unequal ability to pay would not be 
seen as influencing the mediation ef
fort in which the parties were involved. 

Unfortunately, the state offices have 
not been in a position to "charge" their 
clients full cost for the services provid
ed. That's not the way to get someone 
to try something new, particularlywhen 
they have worries and doubts about 
it. In addition, it is difficult for the state 
offices to explain to local clients why 
they should pay a fee for a government 
service. 

Finallv, the issue of the rate at which 
mediators should be paid has been the 
cause for some concern. Several of the 
states have tried to set a standard tee 
(ranging from S350 to S500 a day). 
TIlls has eliminated from the mediator 
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pools some of the most experienced 
professionals, whose rates are often 
much higher. 

While the problems of selecting and 
matching neutrals. long-term financing 
of the services provided by the state 
offices, and resistance from inside state 
government have slowed the process of 
institutionalization, SC\'eral other flctors 
have helped create positive outcomes. 

One such mctor is the interest shown 
by the state judiciaries. The state of
fices were initially aimed ~t dealing 
with disputes under the auspices of the 
executive branch-particularly the ad
ministrative agencies. The state courts, 
though, have shown enormous initia
tive in identifYing and adopting alter
native dispute resolution techniques 
and strategies. New Jersey and Hawaii, 
in particul~ have keyed most of their 
state office efforts to cases referred by 
the judiciary. 

A second factor in the sUccess of 
several of the state offices has been the 
realization that mediation and other 
forms of dispute resolution are best 
institutionalized throug..'1 an almost in
visible, behind-the-scenes, set ofInter
actions vdth policymakers and elected 
officials. When public officials are able 
to announce :1. winning solution or proj
ect, thereby getting the credit for the 
success of such efforts, they are more 
inclined to try mediation a second time. 

111e state office directors have all 
opted for the behind-the-scenes ap
proach, and have spent a great deal of 
time consulting with state officials who 
want advice on how best to handle 
difficult disputes. 111is approach has 
helped to build good working relation
ships which, in tum, have enhanced 
the reputation of the mediation offices 
within state government. While the 
public in each of the five states may 
have almost no inkling of what has been 
accomplished thus far. the prospects 
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for institutionalziation have been 
boosted by this str'.ltegy. 

The state offices have Cried to build 
public awareness and acceptance of 
di1>-pute resolution through training ses
sions and conferences, While these ac
tivities have sapped the energy of office 
staff, they have paid off in referrals and 
requests for assistance. All five state 
offices have made a commitment to 
eontinue their training activities and 
other forms of public education (like 
newsletters or community seminars). 

The 'Future 
It is still too soon to predict the final 
results of the first five experiments with 
state oft1ces of mediation. One forecast 
discussed at the NIDR meeting is that 
"the fad will die out" in two to three 
years when the states refuse to pick up 
the costs involved in sustaining the of
fices that have been created. A second 
prediction is that the first few offices 
will continue with modest state fund
ing, but that will be it. 

A third possibility is that as many as 
ten more states will adopt dispute res
olution progranls over the next few 
years-whether by statute or informa1ly 
-with or without further NIDR grants. 
CalifOrnia, for instance, is currently con
sidering legislation that would create 
an office to advise local governments 
on how to proceed with mediation 
when disputes arise. The California of
fice, headquartered in the lieutenent 
governor's office, would be funded with 
a S 1 00,000 loan from the state treasury. 

The final, most optimistic forecast is 
that many states will enact dispute 
resolution procedures that "add a me
diation step" to a host of policymaldng 
and resource allocation processes, and 
that the state courts will create a grow
ing demand for skilled dispute resolu
tion pmctitioners. 

NIDR. the Kettering Foundation, the 



Program on Negotiation at Harvard Law 
School, and the new Center for Negoti
ation and Conflict Resolution at Rutgers 
Unh'ersity have all agreed to provide 
ongoing assistance to not only the first 
five state offices but to other states that 
want to initiate similar efforts. In addi-

tion to California, offidals in New Hamp
shire, Virginia, Ohio, Florida, and Maine 
have indicated interest in the state of
fice concept. Within the next year or 
two, there will be enough experience 
to begin a formal evaluation ofNIDR's 
State Office experiment. 
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A. General 
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---Alternatives 
to the High Cost of Litigation 

;;;:er for Public Resources (CPR) NeW York May 1985 Vol. 3 No, 5 

Model Mini-Trial Agreement 
for Business Disputes 

Purposes 
The informal procedure known as a 
mini-trial, consisting of an adversarial 
uinformation exchange." followed by 
management negotiations, has become 
• highly successful form of business 
dispute resolution. Set forth below is a 
model agreement for a mini-trial to re
solve a business dispute. 

The success of mini-trials has been 
due in large part to the voluntary nature 
and flexibility of the process and to the 
cooperation, flexibility and creativity of 
disputants' counsel in developing pro
cedures best suited for their particular 
situations. The Center for Public Re
sources (CPR) encourages parties to 
modify this model agreement, or to draw 
up their own agreement, which, for ex
ample. may provide for a mini-trial with 
or without a Neutral Advisor or may 
alt.r the role of the Neutral Advisor. 

The mini-trial can be used in a vari
ety of circumstances. Parties to an ex
isting dispute can use this model agree
ment. whether or not the dispute is in 
litigation. The model agreement can be 
adopted for disputes between U.S. com
panies; for dispute,s jnv~h ing ro~eign 
companies; and. with mInor modlficu
lions. for disputes between a govern
ment entity and a pr;'·ate company. Th. 
model agreement should facilitate the 
drafting of commercial agreem~nt 
clauses providing for dispute resolutton 
bv mini-trial. by enabling the drafts
~an 10 incorporate the model agree
ment by reference. 

The model agreement is not self-ex
ecuting, but is to be invoked through 
execution of an hinitiating agreement. I' 
as described below. A party may with
draw from the process at any time before 
its conclusion. 

A semple schedule and a commen
tary follow the model agreement. The 
schedule is illustrative of the time typ
ically required for the various phases of 
the proceeding. 

CPR has established the CPR Judi
cial Panel, consistilig of eminent former 
judges, legal academics and other lead
ers of the bar who may assist in structur
ing a mini-trial and may serve as Neu
tral Advisor in a mini-trial. In 
conjunction with its Judicial Panel ser
vices, CPR is available, at the request 
of a party to a business dispute, to inter
est the other party or parties in entering 
into a mini-trial. A brochure listing the 
members of the Judicial Panel and de
scribing services they may perform is 
available. 

CPR has considerable expertise in 
the conduct of mini-trials and has pro
duced a Mini-Trial Workbook. which 
includes case histories and relevant 
forms. CPR also has. dearinghouse of 
inrormation and literature on aller· 
native dispute resolution. 

Model Agreement 
1. Institution of Mini-Trial 
Proceeding 
1.1 Parties to a dispute may commence 
a mini-trial proceeding by entering into 
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a written agreement (the "initieling 
agreement") to conduct a mini .. trisl. 
The initiating agreement shall describe 
the mailer in disput •• and shall state 
either that the parties agree to follow 
Ihis model agreement. as modified by 
the initiating agreement, or that the par
ties agree to other proeedures sct forth 
or identified in the initialing agree
ment. A copy of the initiating agree
ment will be med with the Center for 
Public Resources. 680 Fifth Avenue. 
New York. N. Y. 10019. 

1.2. Various time periods referred to in 
this model agreement are measured 
from the dale of the initialing agree
menl. which hereafter is called Ihe 
Commencement Date. 

2. Mini-Trial Panel 
2.1. The mini-Irial panel shan consist 
of a Neulral Advisor and one member of 
management from each parly. Each 
sllch member shan have appropriale 
authority to negotiate a settlement 0" 
behalf oflhe party he or she represents. 

2.2. The parlie. shan allempllo selecl 
a Neutral Advisor who is mutually ac
ceptable 10 Ihem. and w~o may be. bul 
need not be. a member of the CPR 
Judicial Panel. The funclions of Ihe 
Neulral Advisor are Ihose slated in Ihis 
agreement. 

2.3. I( Ihe parties have not agreed on a 
Neulral Advisor within 15 days from Ih. 
Commencement Dale, any party may 
request CPR 10 nominale ca.didales. 
Wilhin ten days of receiving such a 
requesl. CPR shan submittolhe Parties 
the names DC not fewer than live nomi .. 
nees, together with a brief statement of 
each nominee'$ qualifications and the 
per diem or hourly rales charged by 
such nominee. Each party msy strike 
from Ihe lisl Ihe names of all perllons 
who nre unacceptable to it and number 
the remaining names to indicate an 
order of preference. Each parly shall 
maillhe list 10 CPR within seven days or 
having received iI. CPR will designale 
Ihe Neutral Advisor from Ihe panel 
members acceplable 10 an parties. in 
accordance with Ihe designaled order or 
mulual preference. if a party does not 
return the list of nominees within seven 
days. CPR will assume th.t all of the 
nominees are acceplable 10 Ihat parly. If 

no nominee is acceplable 10 all parties. 
CPR will schedule a meeling wilh Ihe 
parties to agree or! a Neutral Advisor. 

2.4. Each party shall promptly dis
close 10 the other parly or parties any 
circumstances known to it which would 
caUse reasonable doubt regarding the 
impartiality of an individual under con
sideralion or appointed as a Neutral 
Advisor. Any such indifidual shall 
promptly disdose any such circum
stances to the parties. If any such cir· 
cumstances have been disclosed 1 the 
individual shall not serve as Neutral 
Advisor, unless all parties agree. 

2.5. Prior to the mini·trial information 
exchange described in Section 6 hereof. 
nnd unless all parties otherwise agree, 
no party, or anyone acting on its behalf. 
sh.1l unilaterally communicale wilh the 
Neulral Advisor. excepl as specifically 
provided for herein. 

2.6. The parlies will jo.l1ly and 
promptly send 10 Ihe Neulral Advisor 
such malerials as Ihey may agree upon 
for Ihe purpose of familiarizing him or 
her will. Ihe facts and issues in Ihe 
dispule. 

2.1. The parties may jointly seek Ihe 
advice and asistance of the Neutral Ad
visor or of CPR in inlerpreling Ihis 
agreement and on procedural matters. 
The parties shall comply promplly with 
all reasonable requesls by Ihe Neulral 
Advisor for documents or other informa· 
lion rclevanl 10 Ihe dispute. 

2.8. The NeUlral Advisor's per diem or 
hourly charge will be eSlablished at the 
time of his or her appoinlment. Unless 
the parlies olherwise agree. (a) the fees 
and e.pens¢J of the Neutral Advisor. as 
well as any other e.penses of Ihe mini
trial. will be borne equally by the par
lies; and (bl each parly shall bear ils 
own costs of the proceedings. 
2.9. On or before thirty days from Ihe 
Commencement Dale, by written notice 
10 each other parly and Ihe Neutral Ad
visor. each parly shan select a member 
ofits management to serve on the Panel~ 
If a parly laler desires 10 designale a 
differenl member of managemenl, it 
shall promplly nOlify each other parly 
and Ihe Neutral Advisor of the subslilU
tton. 

3. Court Proceeding. 
3.1. If on Ihe Commencement Dale no 
litigation is pending belween the par
lies wilh respect to Ihe subject mailer of 
the mini-Irial. no party shan commence 
such litigation unlil Ihe mini-trial pro
ceedings have terminated in accor .. 
dance will. Sec lion 9 hereof. Execulion 
of Ihe inilialing agreemenl shan loll all 
applicable slalules or limilation unlil 
Ihe mini-trial proceedings ha"e termi
naled. The parlies will lake such olher 
action, if any, required to effectuate 
such tolling. 

3.2 If tin the Commencemenl Dale liti. 
gation is pending between the parties 
with respecllo Ihe subjecl maner oflh. 
mini-Irial. th. parlies will promptly (a) 
present a joint motion to the Court to 
request a Slay of all proceedings pend
ing conclusion of the mini·trial pro .. 
ccedings; and (b) requesl Ihe Courl 10 

enter an order protecting the con
fidenliality of Ihe mini-Irial and barring 
any coUaleral use by the parties of any 
aspect of Ihe mini-lrial in any pending 
or future litigation; provided, however, 
Ihal Ih. grant of .uch stay and pro
tective order shall not be a condition 
to the contination of the mini-trial 
proceeding. 

4. Di.covery 
4.1. If one or more of Ihe parlies have a 
subslanlial need for discovery in order 
to prepare for the mini·lnal information 
exchange. Ihe parties shan allempl in 
good faith 10 agree on a minimum plan 
for striclly necessary. expedilious dis
covery. Should they f.illo reach agree
ment l sny parly may request a joint 
meeting will. Ihe Neulral Advisor to ex
plain poinls of agree men I and disagree
menl. The Neulral Advisor shall 
promptly make a recommenda~ion as \0 

Ihe scope of discovery and lime allowed 
therefor. 

4.2. Should Ihe mini-lrial not resull in 
t1 seUlemenl of Ihe dispule. discovery 
taken in preparalion for Ihe mini-I rial 
information exchange may be used in 
any pending or (ulure judicial proceed
ing belween Ihe parlies relaling to the 
dispule. Such discovery shall not re
slrict a party's abililY 10 lake addilional 
discovery at a later date in any such 
proceeding. including addilional depo
silions from persons deposed. 



5. Brief. and Exhwiu 
5.1. Before the mini-trial information 
exchange, the partie •• hall exchange, 
and submit to the Neutral Advisor. 
brief •• a. well as all documents or other 
exhibit. on which the partie. Intend to 
rely during the mini-trial information 
exchange. The partie •• hall agree upon 
the length of such briefs. and on the 
date on which .uch briefs. documents 
and other exhibits are to be exchanged. 

6. Conduct of Mini-Trial 
Information Exchange 
6.1. The mini-trial information ex
change shall b. held before the mini
trial panel at a place agreed to by the 
parties. on a date agreed to by the par
ties and the Neutral Advisor. 

6.2. During the information exchange 
each party shall make a presentation of 
its best case, and each party shall be 
entitled t'o a rebuttal. The order and 
permissible length of presentations and 
rebuttals shall be determined byagree
ment between the parties. 

6.3. The presentations and rebuttal. of 
each party may be made in any form. 
and by any individuals. as desired by 
such party. presentations by fact wit
nessess and expert witnesses shall be 
permitted. 

6.4. No rules of evidence. including 
rules of relevance. will apply at the 
information exchange. except that the 
rules pertaining to privileged communi
cations and attorney work product will 
apply. 

6.5. The Neutral Advisor will moderate 
the information exchange. 

6.6. Presentations may not be inler .. 
rupted, except that during ea';h party', 
presentation. and following such pre
sentationt any member of the Panel may 
ask clarifying questions of counselor 
other persons appearing on that parly's 
behalf. No member oC the panel may 
limit the scope or substance of a parl~ '5 

presentation. Each party may ask ques
lions of opposing counsel and witnesses 
during scheduled open question and 
answer exchanges. and during that 
party's rebuttal time if the parties so 
agreed. 
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6.7. The information exchange shall 
not be recorded by any means. How
ever, subject to Section 8, persons at
tending Ihe information exchange my 
take notes of the proceedings. 

6.S. In addition to counsel. each man
agement representative may nave ad
visors in attendance at the information 
exchange, provided that each other 
party and the Neutral Advisor shall 
have been notified or the identity or 
such advisors at least ten days beCore 
rommencement of the information ex
change. 

7. Negotiations Between Manage .. 
ment Representatives 
7.1. At the conclusion of the inrorma
lion exchange. the management repre
sentatives shall meet. by themselves. 
anr! shall attempt to agree on a resolu
tion of the dispute. By agreement, other 
members oC their teams may be invited 
to participate in the meetings. 
7.2. At the request of any management 
representative, the Neutral Advisor will 
render an oral opinion as to the likely 
outcome at trial of esr:h issue raised 
during the information exchange. fol
lowing that opinion t the management 
representatives will again attempt to re
solve the dispute. If all management 
representatives agree to request a writ .. 
ten opinion on such matters, the Neu .. 
tral Advisor shall render .uch a written 
opinion within 14 days. following issu
ance of any such written opinion. the 
management representatives will again 
attempt to resolve the dispute. 

B. Confidentiality 
8.1. The entire process is 1I rom pro
mise negotiation. All offers. promises. 
conduct and statements. whether oral or 
written. made in the course of the mini .. 
trial proceeding by any 'of the parties. 
their agents, employees. ('xperts and 
attomevs. and bv Ihe Neutral Advisor. 
who is' the pl!rlies' joint counsel (or 
agent if not an attorney 1 for the purpose 
of these compromise negotiations, are 
confidential. Such offers, promises. 
conduct and statements are subject 10 
fRE 4{)8 and are inadmissible and not 
discoverable ror any purpose. including 
impeachment. in litigation between the 
parties to the mini-trial or other litiga
tion. However. e\'idence that is other .. 

wise admi.sible or discoverable .hall 
not be rendered inadmissible or non
discoverable as a re.ult of its presenta
tion or use at the mini-trial. 

8.2. The Neutral Advisor will be dis
qualified as a trial witness. consultant, 
or expert for any party, and his or her 
oral and written opinions will be inad
missible for all purposes in this or any 
other dispute involving the parties 
hereto. 

9. Termination of Proceeding 
9.1. The mini-trial proceedings shall 
be deemed terminated if and when lal 
the parties hB\oe not executed a written 
settlement of their dispute on or before 
the forty-fifth day following conclusion 
of the mini .. trial information exchange 
Iwhich deadline may be extended by 
mutual agreement of the partiesl. or Ibl 
any party serves on each other party 
and on the Neutral Advisor a notice of 
withdrawal from the mini-trial proceed
ings~ 

Sample Mini-Trial Schedule 
Before the Mini-Trial 
Information Exchange 
Commencement Date (CD: Parties sign 
initiating agreement and me same with 
CPR (para. 1.1.). 

CD + 10: Parties agree On Neutral Ad
visor (NA! (para. 2.2.1. 

CD + 10: If litigation is pending, par
ties' attorneys move to stay proceedings 
Ipara. 3.2.1. 

CO + 15: Parties' atrorneys agree on 
discovery pia". including a 6O-day dis
covery schedule Ipara. 4.1.1. 

CO + 20: Parties' aUome\'s send mate .. 
rial on dispute to:'<A Ipa;a. 2.6.1. 

CD + 30: Parties' attorneys agree on 
place and date Cor mini-trial and on 
length of presentations. rebuttals. and 
responseslpara.6.1.-6.2.1. 

CD + 30: Parties determine form of 
briefs and date Cor submission oC briefs 
and exhibits Ipara. 5.1.). 

CD + 30: Parties give notice of selec
tion of management members of panel 
Ipara. 2.9.). 

CD + 75: Discovery is completed. 

CO + 90: Parties exchange briefs and 
exhibits Ipara. 5.!.1. 
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CD + 95: Parlie. give lIotice of .d· 
viso", who will attend infonnation ex· 
change (para. 6. B.). 
CD + 105: Infonnation r>xchange be
gins (para. 6.2.). 

At the Mini.Trial Information Ex
change 
Day I: 
9;00-12:00 Plaintiffs case-in-chief 
l;OO- 2:00 Oefendanl'. rebuttal 
2:00- 3:00 Open Question and 

Answer ex.change 

Dar 2 
9:00-12:00 Oefend.nl'. case-in

chief 
1:00- 2:00 Plaintiffs rebuttal 
2:00- 3:00 Open Question and 

Answer exchange 

After the Mini· Trial 
Information Exchange 
Day 2: 
3:00-5:00 Negotiations 

Day 3-21: 
Reserved for negotiations (para. 7.1.). 

Day 17: 
N A submits written opinion, if re
quested (para. 7.2.). 

CPR Commentary on Model 
Mini-Trial Agreement 

Counsel drafting a commercial agree
ment may incorporate the model mini
tri.l agreement by reference. The fol
lowing language is suggested: 

"1'hc panics intend Ihal they will 
allcmpt in good raith to resolve any 
conlroveny or claim arising out or 
or relating 10 this agret'mcnl by a 
minl.trial in accordance with the 
CPR Model :'lini-Trial Agree
ment." 

CPR does not consider the above clause 
as creating an enforceable righl or obli
galion. The model agreemenl is nol de
signed to be self-executing. CPR con
siders it an essential characteristic of 
the mini-trial thaI it be enlered into 
voluntarily by parties which wish to re
solve a dispute in a private. rapid, cost .. 
I~rrective manner through an informal. 
"oUaborative process which will enable 
them to fashion their own solution. A 
mini-lrial i. nOllikely 10 succeed with-

out Ihe genuine motivation of the par
lies 10 make il succeed. 

Belween reputable companies even 
an unenforceable slalemenl of intent 
should cany considerable weight, and 
if a dispute should arise such a state
menl would substanlially increase the 
likelihood thallhe parties would make a 
seriou!!i effort to arrive at a compromise 
through the mini-trial process, rather 
than seeking an adjudicllHve solution. 

The commercial agreement abo 
could provide that if a dis pUle arises, 
ntgoliations between executive, would 
be the Ii",t slep in allempting resolu
tion; a mini-trial the second step. if 
such negotiations should not succeed. 

The role of CPR in Ihe procedure is 
very limited. CPR believes thai the 
mini-trial should he a lruly privale pro
cess which succeeds Ihrough coopera
lion between the parties and between 
counsel. 

CPR may make reasonable lime 
charges for such services as it jg asked 
to perfonn. 

The paragraph numbers below refer 
to paragraphs in the model agreement. 

1.1 CPR will not charge a fee for filing 
or the initiating agreement. 

2.1 The model agreemenl provides for 
the appointmenl of a ['(eulral Advisor. 
CPR believes that a highly qualified 
['(eutral Advisor can substanlially en
hilnce the prospects for success; how .. 
ever, successful mini-trials also have 
been held without a Neutral Advisor. 
The parties have Ihe option of dispens
ing with a Neulral Advisor. 

2.2 In order for the ['(eutral Advisor', 
views 10 cany weight. the Neulral Ad
visor must be 8 person in whose impar
tiality and judgrnentall parties have full 
confidence. It is preferable that the 
Neutral Advisor be selected by mutual 
agreement, ralher than through Ihe 
nomination procedure set Corth in para
graph 2.3. 

2.9 The negotiations following Ihe in
fonnation exchange are more likely 10 

succeed if the negotiators are objective 
and do nQt feel a need to defend past 
actions. It is preferable that Ihe mal!
agemenl representatives shall nol have 
participated directly or aClively in Ihe 
evenls underlying Ihe dis pUle. As a 
rule. the more senior the management 

About These Rules 
Edilor~ nol., The model mini-I rial 

rules on pages I and 8-11 of Ihis 
issue were drafted by Peter H. 
Kaskell, Senior Vice Pre.ident of 
CPR. and were reviewed prior 10 

publication by an ad hoc committee 
consisting of CPR staff members and 
James F. Oa"is, William L. EllisJr., 
Roberl H. Gorske, Eric D. Green, 
Lynne J. Omlie, Douglas M. Parker, 
and Malcolm E. Wheeler. These are 
Ihe first model rules for mini· 
trial. and are designed to be flexible 
enough to be adopted hy virlually 
any company contemplating submit
ting a dispute to mini-trial for 
resolution. 

representatives, the grealer the range of 
options for a constructive solution they 
will perceive, 

4.1 Discovery should be limited 10 Ihal 
(or which each party has a substantial 
need for purposes of the mini-trial infor
mation exchange. As a rule, such dis
covery would be far less extensive than 
discovery conducted in preparalion for 
a trial. The objeclive is to enable the 
parlies, Ihrough limited discovery on 
the merits, in a shorl period tl> define 
the issues and 10 learn the principal 
strenglh. and weaknesses of their 
cases. If Iiligation betwoc:l the parties 
is pending, any prior discovery in that 
Iiligation should be taken inlo account 
in delennining Ihe need for addilional 
discovery, 
6.2 The tone of the mini-trial should be 
one of business-like problem solving. 
Neverthelessf counsel are expected to 
vigorously advocate their positions dur
Ing the mini-trial information elt
change. 
7.1 In some circumstances negotiation 
will be more productive if more thanone 
representative of each party partici
pates. 

7.2 The Neutral Advisor also may •• -
sist in hringing about a selliement by 
mediating the negotiations. The initial
ing agreement may provide Ihat the 
Neulral Advisor will serve as a medi
ator, orthe management representatives 
may call on him to play that role during 
the negotiations. 
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Introduction 
The number and variety of disputes that 
our complex society generll'tes have over
whelmed the court system; leading to 
escalating costs and inordinate delays. 
Use of alternative dispute resolution tech
niques, including arbitration; mediation, 
negotiation, and mini-trials, has become 
increasingly common as businesspeople 
and attorneys seek more effective ways to 
resolve disputes. 

The American Arbitration Association, 
founded in 1926, is a private not-for· 
profit organization committed to the 
development and administration of alter
native dispute resolution procedures. 
Through its national network of twenty
six regional offices the AAA administers 
a variety of such procedures and assists 
parties and counsel in selecting, then us
ing, the appropriate dispute settlement 
mechanisms. 

AAA's Mini-Trial Procedures were devel
oped in response to business needs. Ex
perience indicates that in appropriate 
cases, the mini-trial is an effective dis
pute resolution technique that puts the 
responsibility for resolving business 
disputes bllck into the hands of business
people. 

These procedures were prepared by the 
American Arbitration Association with 
the assistance of a special advisory com
mittee. The committee, chaired by 
Robert A. Keller, included James E. 
Davis, Joseph P. Decaminada. and 
Raphael Mur. 

American Arbitration 
Association Mini-Trial 
Procedures' 

The mini-trial is II structured dispute resolu
tion method in which senior executives of the 
parties involved In legal disputes meet in the 
presence of a neutral advisor and, after hear
ing presentations of the merits of eac'! side 
of the dispute, attempt to formulate a volun
tary settlement. The following procedures 
have been developed by the American Arbitra
tion Association to facilitate the use of the 
mini-trial in business disputes. They are avail
able for the use of any business' organization 
or governmental agency. Any provision, in
cluding those relating to the use of a neutral 
advisor and the imposition of costs, may be 
altered if the parties so agree. 

1. The mini-trial process may be initiated by 
the written or oral request of either party, 
made to any regional office of the AAA, but 
will not be pursued unless both parties agree 
to resolve their dispute by means of a mini
trial. 

2. The course of the mini-trial process sha!l 
be governed by a written agreement between 
the parties. 

3. The mini-trial shall consist of an Informa
tion exchange and settlement negotiation. 

4. Each party is represented throughout the 
mini-trial process by legal counsel whose role 
is to prepare and present the party's "best 
case" at the information exchange. 

5. Each party shall have in attendance 
throughout the information exchange and set
tlement negotiation a senior executive with 
settlement authority. 

6. A neutral advisor shall be present at the 
information exchange to decide question!' of 
procedure and to render advice (0 the party 
representatives when requested by them. 



7. The neutral advisor shall be selected by 
mutual agreement of the parties, who may 
consult with the AAA for recommendations. 
To facilitate the selection process, the AAA 
will make available to the parties a list of in
dividuals to serve as neutral advisors. If the 
partie.~ fail to' agree upon the selection of a 
neutral advisor, they shall ask that the AAA 
appoint an advisor from the panel It has 
compiled for this purpose. 

S. Discovery between the parties may take 
plnce prior to the information exchange, in 
accordance with the agreement between the 
parties. 

9. Prior to the information exchange, the par
ties shall exchange written statements sum
marizing the issues in the case, and copies of 
all documents they intend to present at the 
Information exchange. 

10. Federal or state rules of evidence do not 
apply to presentations made at the Informa
tion exchange. Am' limitation on the scope 
of the evidence offered at the information ex
change shall be determined by mutual agree
ment of the parties prior to the exchange and 
shall be enforced by the neutral advisor. 

11. After the information exchange, the 
senior executives shall meet and attempt, in 
good faith, to formulate a voluntary settle
ment of the dispute. 

12. I r the senior executives are unable to set
tle the dispute, the neutral advisor shall 
render an advisory opinion as to the likely 
outcome of the case if it were litigated in a 
court of law. The neutral advisor'S opinion 
shall identify the issues of law and fact which 
are critical to the disposition of the case and 
give the reasons for the opinion that is 
offered. 

13. After the neutral advisor has rendered an 
advisory opinion, the senior executives shall 
meet for 'a sr,cond time in an attempt to 
resolve the dispute, If they are unable to 
reach a settlement at this time, they may 
either abandon the proceeding or submit 10 
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the neutral advisor written offers of settle
ment. If the parties elect to make such writ
ten offers, the ne1)tral ad.visor shall make a 
recommendation for settlement based on 
those offers. If the parties reject the. recom
mendation of the neutral advisor. either party 
may declare the· mini-trial terminated and . 
resolve the dispute by other means •. 

14. Mini-trial proceedings are confidential; no 
written or oral statement made by any partic
ipant in the proceeding may be used as evi
dence or in adjllission in allY other proceeding. 

IS. The fees and expenses of the neutral ad
visor shall be borne equally by the parties, 
and each party is responsible for its own 
costs, inCluding legal fees, incurred in con
nection with the mini-tri'.!!' The parties may, 
however, in their written agreement alter the 
allocation of fees and expenses. 

16. Neither the AAA nor any neutral advi~or 
serving in a mini-trial proceeding governed by 
these procedures shall be liable to any party 
for any act or omission in connection with 
the mini-trial. The parties shall indemnify the 
AAA and the neutral adviso .. for any liability 
to third parties arising out of the mini-trial 
process. 

MINI-TRIAL FEE SCHEDULE 

Administrative Fee 

Parties initiating a mini-trial under these pro
cedures will make arrangements with the 
AAA regional office for administrative fees 
and neutral advisor compensation. 
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CPR Model Procedure 
For Mediation of Business Disputes 

This model reprp.sents a IIsef"l werking tool. Medialion is 
a most infonnal and flexible procedure. There is no one 
right way to conduct a mediation. PARTIES ARE 
URGED TO ADMYf THE MODEL TO THEIR OWN 
CIRCUMSTANCES AND NEEDS. 

I: Proposing Mediation 
Any party to a business dispute may unilaterally initiate a 
mediation process by contacting the other party or par
ties, orally or in writing, and suggesting the use of a 
neutral mediator to mediate efforts to arrive at a settle
me:\1t. 

II: Selecting the Mediator 
Once the parties have agreed in principle to a mediation 
process, or at least to seriously consider mediation. they 
will discuss the desired qualifications of the mediator, 
and who possesses such qualifications. Any party may 
suggest onf; or more candidates, or may recommend that 
the parties choose a mediator from a roster such as the 
CPR Judicial Panel. The mediator must be selected by 
agreement of all parties. 

Each party shall promptly disclose to the other party 
any circumstances known to it which would'cause rea
sonable doubt regarding the impartiality of an individual 
under consideration or appointed as a mediator. Any 
such individual shall promptly disclose any such circum
stances to the parties. If an) such circumstances have 
been disclosed. before or after the individual's appoint
ment as mediator. the individual shall not serve. unless 
all parties agree. 

The mediators compensation rate will be detennined 
at or before his* appointment. Such compen,ation. and 
an)- other costs of the process, will be shared equally uy 
the parties, unless they otherwise agree. 

III: Ground Rules of Proceeding 
The ground rules of tl1I' proceeding ,\III be: 

(1) The process is voluntary and non-binding. Each 
PJfty may withdraw at any time b, notifying the 
mediator and the other party or parties in writing of 
its intent to withdraw. 

·The male pronoun .applit"s 10 persons uf eilht.r :sex. 
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(2) 1he mediator shall be neutral and impartial. 

(3) TIle mediator controls the procedural aspects of the 
mediation. The parties will cooperate fully with the 
mediator. 

(a) There will be no direct communication between 
the parties or between their attorneys without 
the concurrence of the mediator. 

(b) The mediator is free to meet and communicate 
separately with each party. 

(e) The mediator will decide when to hold separate 
meetings with the parties and when to hold joint 
meetings. The mediator will fix the time and 
place of each session and the agenda, in con
sultation with the parties. 

(4) Each party may be represented by more than one 
person, e.g. a business executive and an attorney. 
At least one representative of each party will be 
authorized to negotiate a settlement of the dispute. 

(5) The pro"",,s will be conducted expeditiousl), Each 
represenldlive will make every effort to ue available 
for meetings. 

(6) The mediator will not transmit infonnation given 
him by any party to another party. unless authorized 
to do so. 

(i) The entire process is confidential. TIle parties and 
the mediator will not disclose infonnation regarding 
the process. including settlement tenns. to third 
parties. unlt'ss the pa;ties othen.-ise agree. The 
process shall be treated as a compromise negotia
tion for purposes of the Federdl Rules of Evidence 
and state rules of e,idwce. The mediator will be 
disqualified a5 a witness. consultant or expert in 
any pendin~ nr future action relating to the subject 
matter of th~ mediation. indudin~ those between 
peNon' not parties to the mediation. 

(8) If the dispute goes to arbitratiun. the mediator shall 
not serve as an arbitrator. unless the parties other
wise agree. 

191 The mediator. if a lawyer. ma~ freely express his 
views to the parties on the legal issues of the 
dispute. unless a party objects to his so doing. 

(10) The mediator may obtain a.sistance and indepen-
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dent expert advice with the agreement of and at the 
expense of the parties. 

(Ill The mediator shall not be liable for any act or 
omission in connection with his role as mediator. 

(12) The parties will refrain from court proceedings 
during the mediation process, insofar as they cnn do 
so without prejudicing their legal rights. Iftitigation 
is pending between the parties regarding the sub
ject matler of the mediation, the parties may agree 
to inform the court of the mediation process and the 
hame of the mediator, and they may request a stay of 
court proceedings. Insofar as possible. discovery 
will be suspended while the mediation is ongoing. 

Once a mediator has been selected, the representatives of 
the parties will meet jointly with the mediator to discuss 
the above ground rules and any different or additional 
ground rules the mediator or a party wishes to propose. 
The parties and the mediator may agree on whether the 
parties will be the first to make seulement proposals, or 
whether they wish the mediator to make such a proposal 
once he has familiarized himself with the dispute. 

IV: Submission of Materials 
to the Mediator 
Upon entering into mediation each party will submit to 
the mediator such material and information as it deems 
necessary to familiarize the mediator with the dispute. 
Submissions may be made in writing and orally. 

The mediator may request any party to provide clar
ification and additional information. The mediator may 
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mise legal questions and arguments and may request any 
party's altorney to brief legal issues. 

The mediator may request such party. separately or at 
a joint meeting, to present its case informally to the 
mediator. 

V: Negotiation of Settlement Terms 
Once the mediator has familiarized himself with the case. 
he will hold discussions with the representatives of the 
parties. The mediator will decide when to meet or confer 
separately with each party, and when to hold joint meet
ings. The mediator may assist the parties in aniving at a 
seulement in a variety of ways (see commentary). 

If the parties should have failed to develop mutually 
acceptable seulement terms, the mediator before termi
nating the procedure may submit to the parties a final 
seulement proposal which he considers equitable to all 
parties. 11le parties will carefully consider any such 
proposal, and at the request of the mediator ",ill discuss 
the proposal with him. 

Efforts to reach n seulement will continue until (a) a 
seulement is reached, or (b) one of the parties withdraws 
from the process, or (c) the mediator concludes and 
informs the parties that further efforts would not be 
useful. 

VI: Settlement 
If a seUlement is reached, the mediato~ or one of the 
parties at his request, will draft a wriUen seulement 
document incorporating all seulement terms. This draft 
will be circulated among the parties, edited as necessary. 
and if acceptable formally executed. 

Introduction 

Commentary on CPR Model Procedure 
For Mediation of Business Disputes 

ment is reached. 
For centuries parties to a disagreement or dispute have 
been known to seek the advice and assistance of a wise 
friend or other third party, in whose impartiality and 
judgment they had confidence, to help them seule their 
dispute. They recognized that self-interest can cloud 
objectivity, and that a neutral may see solutio,:s which 
eluded them. 

Today, medi.tion is commonly used to resolve busi
ness disputes in !he Far East. [n the l'nited States. 
mediation is used widely in sellling disputes between 
organized labor and management and certain other types 
of disputes, but is used infrequently in a disp"te between 
two or more companies. When it is used, "ften a seule-

CPR and its Mediation Commiuee. comprised oftead
ingjuriS15. belit',e lhat a mediation process cond"cted by 
a skill,'d mediator is u pragmatic. effective way 10 re
solye. preferably at an earlystnge. many types of disputes 
between companies which share a genuine desire to 
settle. or between a company and a public instilution. 
Among such types of disputes are commercial disputes: 
construction disputes; technology, trademark and unfair 
competition disputes; priyate anti-trust disputes: dis
pUles between joint "enturers; and mineral extraction 
disputes. CPR is issuing a modified yersion of this model 
for disputes between employers and non-union em
ployees or formef employees. 



AlI:.madtlfl to the Hip co.t or Utitation 

I: Proposing Mediation * 
Parties contemplating mediation should consider that 
mediation is private, voluntary, informal and non-bind
ing. A mediation typically is concluded expeditiously, at 
modest cost. The proce;!8 is far less adversarial than 
litigation or arbitration, typically permitting the business 
relationship to be preserved. Since other options are not 
foreclosed if mediation should fail. entering into a media
tion process is essentially without risk. 

Generally, it is preferable for the disputants to agree to 
a mediation process before resorting to litigation; how
ever, the pendency of litigation does not preclude media
tion. Judges have been known to urge litigants to engage 
in mediation. and some courts have adopted non-binding 
court-annexed processes which resemble mediation. for 
certain types of cases. 

TI,e mediator's fee and other expenses of a mediation 
are normally shared equally. However, a party proposing 
a mediation may offer to pay the entire cost. or more than 
an equal share of the cost. 

The human dimension of conflict is most significant. 
Once a dispute has erupted. anger, combativeness. a 
need to win or "get even" easily become barriers to a 
solution in the best interests of both parties. Typically. 
both believe they are in the right. Even the objectivity of 
an experienced lawyer can become impaired. as he con
vinces himself of the righteousness of his dient's cause. 

A critical event in the mediation procesS'is the fitst 
step-getting agreement to use it. At that point the 
parties' attitude usually shifts toward probiem solving 
and wary cooperation. A skillful mediator will reinforce 
this change in attitude and will defuse hostility. In the 
mediation process psychology works for settlement. The 
negotiators are challenged to find a solution. The mo
mentum of mediation leads toward seulement. Settle
ment equals success. 

II; Selecting the Mediator 
The selection of a most capable mediator is 'ital. The 
mediatoris not vested with the legal authorit,· of djudge 
or arbitrator. He is not given ascript. He mu.t rely on his 
own resources, 

He must be absolutely impartial and fair and so 
perceived. ** 
He mustinspire trust and motivate people toronfide 
in him. 

·Headings J·YI refer to sections of the model. 

··The mediator's laking positions on issues and makin~ ree· 
ommendations is not inconsistent with impartiality. 
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He must be able to size up people, understand their 
motivations, relate easily to them. 

He must set a tone of civility and consideration in his 
dealings with others. 

He must be a good listener. 

He must be capable of understanding thoroughly the 
law and facts of a dispute, including surrounding 
circumstances. He must quickly analyze complex 
problems and get to the core. 

He must know when to Intervene, and when to slay 
out of the way. 

He must be creative, imaginative and ingenious in 
developing proposals that will "fly· and know when 
to make such proposals. He must be a problem 
solver. 

He must be articulate and persuasive. 

He must possess a Ihorough understanding of Ihe 
negotiating process. 

He musl be patienl, persistent, indefatigable, and 
"upbeat" in the face of difficulties. 

He must be an energetic leader, a person who can 
make things happen. 

hcan be helpful forthe mediator to have prestige and 
a personal stalure that command respect. 

Occasionally, a dash of humor helps. 

The mediator can come from various disciplines. He 
might be a former judge. a senior executive, a leading 
attorney, thedean ora professorof a leading law school or 
business school. 

When legal issues are critical. Ihere are significant 
advanlages to selecting a lawyer or legal academic as Ihe 
mediator. When Ihe subject matter of the dispute is 
technical. itmay well be desirable to select a person who 
has an understanding of the technology. but a spedalist 
lacking the attribules described above would nol be the 
best answer. 

In most cases asingle mediator will be used: however, 
in particularly complex cases using two mediators n'uy 
have advantages. They could reprrsenl different disci. 
plines relevant to the dispute. e.g. science and law: and 
by conferring with each other they may develop addi
tional seulement oplions. 

The CPR Judicial Panel consisls of eminent former 
judges. legal academics and other leaders of the bar who 
may serve as mediators. CPR is available, at the request 
ofa partytoa business dispute,to inleresttheotherparty 
or parlies in entering into a mediation, and CPR will 
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recommend neutrals highly qualified for a particular 
assignment. 

In: Ground Rules of Proceeding 
(Paragraph numbers below refer to numbered ground 
rules in model) 

(3) Conceptually, a mediated negotiation has substan
tive, procedural and human dimensions. The medi
ator should control procedure and have influence on 
the substantive and human dimensions. He may 
encourage the parties to take the lead with regard to 
the substance of the dispute, if necessary taking a 
more active role as the process unfolds, propcsing his 
own settlement terms and urging their acceptance. 

(3) The mediator, to be effective, must keep fully in
formed of all developments and must be able to 
control dialogue between the parties. He may con
clude at a given stage that il is preferable to keep the 
parties apart. It is impcrtant, therefore, that the 
parties and their attorneys do not communicate with 
each other directly without the mediator's concur
rence while the process is ongoing. 

(3) At scpamte meetings a party can share information 
with the mediator which it is not then willing to 
share with the other party. Such a meeting also 
provides an oppcrtunity for the mediator and the 
party to consider the party's underlying interests and 
to informally explore settlement options. Joint meet
ings can provide an oppcrtunity for cooperative ex
ploration of pcssible solutions among the parties and 
the mediator. 

(4) Most complex business disputes involve legal and 
factual issues. Lawyers will play an impcrtant role in 
counseling their clients and most likely will partici
pate actively in the mediation process. It is highly 
desimble that the parties' negotiating teams include 
senior executives, who may well be able to develop a 
constructive business solution. 

(4) The negotiations are more likely to succeed if the 
negotiators do not feel a ne~d to defend past actions. 
It is prefemble that the management representatives 
shall not have participated directly or actively in the 
events giving rise to the dispute. As a rule, ihe more 
senior the management representatives, the greater 
the range of options for construct;"e solutions they 
will perceive. Dispute settlement need not be a "zero 
sum garne.fl Often, the pie can be enlarged, not 
merely divided. 

(4) It is impcrtant tblt at I~ast one representative of each 
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party have authority to negotiate a settlement. If the 
subject matteris very large, approval by the parties' 
boards of directors may be a condition of the settle
ment. 

(5) The parties should discuss whether the mediator and 
the parties' negotiators will be able to devote suffi
cient time to the mediation to assure its expeditious 
completion. 

(7) If maintaining the confidentiality of the mediation 
process is impcrtant to the parties, or either of them, 
we suggest that the parties and the mediator enter 
into an agreement confirming their obligsticns with 
respect to confidentiality. 

(10)The mediator may well need administrative assis
tance,legal research, orotherformsof assistance. It 
is desimble for the mediator and the parties to dis
cuss early on the types of assistance likely to be 
needed and the mediator's resources forobtainingthe 
same. 

During the mediator's first meeting with the parties, he 
may well wish to have them confirm to him that they have 
a genuine desire to settle their dispute. 

Many controversies hinge on asingle key factual issue 
which often can be resolved by an independent expert, 
operating under ground rules on which the parties have 
agreed. Does the machine perform in acconlance with 
contractual specifications? Is the former executive using 
information proprietary to his former employer? Were the 
soil conditions as represented to the contractor, and if 
not, how much additional expense did he incur? These 
are questions for persons familiar with the relevant tech
nology. Similarly, a consumer pclling organization can 
determine the extentof confusion caused by two allegedly 
similar trademarks. Once such critical questions have 
been answered by a neutral expert, the controversy may, 
as a practical matter, resolve itself. In appropriatecases, 
the parties and themediatorshouldconsiderretainingan 
independent expert and spellins out the ground rules for 
his assignment. 

V: Negotiation of Settlement Terms 
Negotiation, as Professors Fisher and Uryemphasize; is 
most productive when the parties focus on.theirunder
lying interests and concerns, avoiding fixed positions 
which often obscure what a party really wants. The 
mediator can help the parties crystallize their own inter
ests and understand each other's. He can defuse .dver
sarial stances and develop a cooperati.e, problem solv
ing approach. He can narrow the range of issues. 



pinpoint the m06t serious concernS of each party, and 
generate new ideas for settlement. 

The mediator's role can run the gamut from that of a 
facilitator who arranges meetings between the negotiators 
in a setting conducive to cooperation, to that of an activist 
who will early on announce settlement terms and will 
·urge the parties to accept his terms. It has been suggested 
that there is a continuum in terms of how large a role 
mediators play. Theseactivities have been listed from the 
least to the most active:* 

urging both parties to agree to talk 

helping parties understand the mediation process 

carrying messages between parties 

helping parties agree upon an agenda 

setting an agenda 

providing a suitable environment for negotiation 

maintaining order 

helping participants understand the problem(al 

defusing unrealistic expectations 

helping the participants develop their .own pro
posals 

helping the participants negotiate 

fuggesting solutions 

persuading participants to accept a particular 
settlement 

What a mediator should do will depend on the nature 
of the conflict, the issues in dispute, the kind of parties 
involved, and their relationship with each other and the 
mediator. It will also depend on the mediator's re
sources-his legitimacy, experience, judgment, and 
intuition. 

Ifthe mediation process should fail, litigation is highly 
likely to follow. The mediator, if a lawyer, might give the 
parties his educated, objective appraisal of the strengths 
and weaknesses of their positions and the likely outcome 
of a trial. The mediator also can help each party make a 
realistic estimate of the costs oflitigation-outside coun
sel fees and time devoted by in house counsel. ex
ecutives, and other staff: less tangible costs such as "wear 
and tew;" diversion of executive energies, lost oppor
tunities, prolonged uncertainty. damage to business rela
tionships, and sometimes impediments to financing. 

We urge that business executives play an active role in 
the negotiations, and that ihe negotiations be viewed as 
an opportunity to find the best solution to a business 

·LL. Riskin, '"The Special Place of Mediation in Alternative 
Di.pu,e Processing, 36 U. Fl •• L Rev. __ (19851 
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problem, rather than a forum for argument about legal 
positions. 

Conscientious lawyers make intensive preparations for 
a trial; yet preparations for an imporlant negotiation often 
are quite casual. Preparation is critical. The better pre
pared negotiator has a significant edge. It is equally 
important that the mediator be well prepared. 

VI: Settlement 
If litigation is pending, it may be appropriate for the 
parties to arrange for dismissal of the case upon execu
tion of the settlement agreement, or to reduce the settle
ment agreement to a judgment. 

VII: Commercial Agreement Clause 
We encourage counsel drafting a commercial agreement 
to incorporate the model procedure by reference. The 
following language is suggested: 

"The parties will attempt in good faith to re
solve any controversy or claim e.-ising out of or 
relating to this agreement by mediation in 
accordance with the CPR Model Procedure for 
Mediation of a Business Dispute." 

The above dause may not create an enforceable right 
or obligation. However, if a dispute should arise, such a 
clause. whether enforceable or not, would substantially 
increase the likelihood that the parties would make a 
serious effort to arrive at a compromise through media
tion, rather than seeking an adjudicative solution. In any 
event. mediation is more likely to succeed if the parties 
have a genuine motivation to make it succeed. 

Thecommercialagreementalsocould provide that if a 
displltearises, negotiations between executives would be 
the first step: ifnegotiations become deadlocked. media
tion would be the second step. 

VIII: Transnational Disputes 
Litigation or arbitral'on of disputes between companies 
in different countries tends to be particularly burden
some, protracted and damaging to business rela
tion.hips. TI.~ concept of mediation is not alien to many 
foreign busin~ssmen, and mediation should be consid
ered as a transnational dispute resolution process. The 
CPR model procedure is applicable to transnational dis
putes. When such a dispute involves two parties of 
different cultures, it may be helpful to Use two medi
ators-one from each culture. 
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Introduction 
In some situations, the involvement of an 
impartial mediator can assist parties in 
reaching a settlement of a commercial dis
pute.Mediatiunis a proc~ssunder which the 
parties submit their dispute to an impartial 
person-the mediator. The mediator may 
suggest ways of resolving the dispute, but 
cannot impose a settlement on the parties. 

If the parties want to use a mediator to 
resolve an existing dispute under these 
Rules, they can enter into the following 
submission: 

The parties hereby submit the following dispute 
to mediation under the Commercial Mediation 
Rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
('The clause may also provide for the qualifica. 
tions of the mediator(s), method of payment, 
locale of meetings, and any other item of con· 
cern to the parUes.) 

If the parties lVant to adopt mediation as an 
integral part of their contractual dispute 
settlement procedure, they can insert the 
following mediation clause in their contract 
in conjunction with a standard arbitration 
provision: 

If a dispute arises out of or relat .. to this con· 
tract, or the breach thereof, and If said dispute 
cannot be settled through negotiation, the par· 
ties agree fust to try in good faith to settle the 
dispute by mediation under the Commercial 
Mediation Rules of the American Arbitration 
Association, before resorting to arbitration, 
litigation, or some other dispute resolution 
procedure. 

These Rules were prepared by the staff of 
the American Arbitration Association with 
the assistance of the Harry De Jur Commer
cial Mediation Center AdvisorY Committee. 
The committee, chaired by David A. Bot· 
winik, included Robert F. Borg, Ralph Katz, 
Rob~rt McLucas, Roland Plottel, Frank J. 
ScardiIli, Janet M. Spencer, and Robert 
B. Underhill. 
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Commercial 
Mediation Rules 
1. Agreement of Parties 
Whenever, by stipulation or in their contract, the 
parties have provided for mediation of exlsting'or 
future dlspute~ under the auspices of the American 
Arbitration AlSociation (AAA) or under these 
Ruies, they shan be deemed to have made these 
Rules, as amended and in effect as of the date of 
the submission of the dispute, a part of their agree· 
ment. 

2. Initiation of Me dint ion 
Any party or parties to a dispute may Initiate medi· 
ation by filing with the AAA a written request for 
mediation pursuant to these Rules, together with 
the appropriate administrative fee contained in the 
Administrative Fee Schedule. 

3. Request for Mediation 
A request for mediation shall contain a brief state· 
ment of the nature of the dispute and the names, 
addresses, and phone numbers of all parties to the 
dispute, and those who will represent them, if any, 
in the mediation. The initiating party shan simulta· 
neously me two (2) copies of the request with the 
AAA and one copy with every oth~r party to the 
dispute. 

4. Appointment of Mediator 
Upon receipt ofa request for mediation, the AAA 
will appoint a qualified mediator to serve. Normally, 
a single mediator will be appointed unless the parties 
agree otherwise or the AAA determines otherwise. 
If the agreement of the parties names a mediator 
or specifies a method of appointing a mediator, 
that designation or method shall be followed. 

S. Qualifications of a Mediator 
No person shall serve as a mediator In any dispute 
in which that person has any financial or personal 
interest in the reoult of the mediation, except by 
the written consent of all parties. Prior to accepting 
an appointment, the prospective mediator shall 
disclose any circumstances likely to create a pre· 
sumptlon of bias or prevent a prompt meeting with 
t,he parties. Upon receipt of such information, the 
AAA shall either replace the mediator or Immedi· 
ately communicate the Information to the parties 
for their comments. In the event the parties disagree 
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as to whether the mediator shail serve, the AAA 
will appoint another mediator. The AAA is author
Ized to appoint another mediator if the appointed 
mediator is unable to serve promptly. 

6. Vacancies 
If any mediator shall become unwilling or unable 
to serve, the AAA will appoint another mediator, 
unless the parties agree otherwise. 

7. Representation 
Any party may be represented by persons of their 
choice. The names and addresses of such persons 
shall be communicated in writing to ail parties and 
to the AAA. 

8. Time and Place or Mediation 
The mediator shall fix the time of each mediation 
session. The m<dlation shall be held at the appro· 
priate regional ornce of the AM, or at any other 
convenier!t location agreeable to the mediator and 
the parties, as the mediator shail determine. 

9. Identification of Matters in Dispute 
At least ten (10) days prior to the fust scheduled 
mediation session, each party shall provide the me· 
diator with a brief memorandum setting forth its 
position with regan! to the Issues that need to be reo 
solved. At the discretion of the mediatt>; such memo 
oranda may be mutually exchanged by the parties. 

At the first session, the parties will be expected to 
produce all information reasonably required for the 
mediator to understand the issues presented. The 
mediator may require either party to supplement 
such information. 

10. Authority of Mediator 
The mediator does not have authority to impose a 
settlement upon the parUes but will attempt to help 
the parUes reach a S:ltisfactory resolution of their 
disvute. The mediatorisauthorized to conduct joint 
and separate meetings with the parties and to mGke 
oral and Written.recommendations for settlement. 
Whenever necessary, the mediator may aiso obtain 
expert advice coocerning technical aspects of the dis· 
pute, provided the parties agree and assume the ex· 
penses of obtaining such advico. Arrangements for 
obtaining such advice shaU by made by the media· 
tor or the parties, as the mediator shaU determine. 
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The mediator is authorized to end the mediation 
whenever,11I the judgment of the mediator, further 
efforts at mediation would not contribute to a res· 
olution of the dispute between the parties. 

11. Privacy 
Mediation ses,lons are private.11le parties and their 
representatives may attend mediation sessions. 
Other persons may attend only with the permission 
of the parties and with the consent of the mediator. 

12. Confidentiality 
Confidential Information disclosed to a mediator 
by the parties or by witnesses in the course of the 
mediation shall not be divulged by the mediator. 
All records, reports, or other documents received 
by a mediator while serving in such capacity shall 
be confidential. The mediator shall not be com
pelled to divulge such records orto testify in regad 
to the mediation in any adversary proceeding or 
judicial forum. 

The parties shaU maintain the confidentiality of 
the mediation and shall not rely on, or introduce 
as evidence in any arbitral,judlcial, or other pro· 
ceedlng: 

Ca) views express~d or suggestions made by the 
other porty with respect to a possible settlement 
of the dispute; 

(b) admissions made by the other party In the 
course of the mediation proceedings; 

(c) propoS:lls made or views expressed by the 
mediator~ or 

(d) the fact that the other party had or had not 
indicated willingness to accept a proposal for set· 
tlement made by the mediator. 

13. No Stenographic Record 
There shall be no stenographic record of the medi· 
ation process. 

14. Termination of Mediation 
TIle mediation shall be terminated: 

Ca) by the execution of a settlement agreement by 
the parties; 
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(b) by. written decl.rotlon of the medl.tor to the 
effeclthat further efforts at medl.tlon are no 
longer worthwhile; or 

(e) by a written deel.rotlon of a party or parties to 
the effect that the mediation proceedings are ter· 
min. ted. 

IS. Exclusion of Liability 
Neither the AAA nor any medl.tor Is a necessar; 
party InjudlciaJ proceedings rel.tlng to the medl· 
atlon, 

Nelth·:r the AAA nor any medl.tor shall be Hable 
to any party for any act or omission In connection 
with any mediation conducted under these Rules, 

16. Interpretation and Application of Rules 
The mediator shall Interpret and apply these Rules 
Insofar as they relate to the medl.tor's duties and 
responsibilities. All other Rules shall be Interpreted 
'lnd applied by the AAA. 

17. Expenses 
The expenses of witnesses for either side shall be 
paid by the party producing such witnesses. All 
other expenses of the medl.tion, including required 
trovellng and other expenses of the mediator and 
representatives of the AAA, and the expenses of 
any witness, or the cost of any proofs or expert 
advice produred at the direct request of the media. 
tor, shall be borne equally by the parties unless 
they .gree otherwise. 

FEE SCHEDULE 

Administrative Fee 
Each p.rty shall pay .lllnitl.1 AAA administrative 
fee In accordance with this schedule, at the time of 
filing the mediation request. If the parties to an or· 
bltration pending before the AAA agree to mediate 
under these Rules, no additional administrative fee 
Is required to inItiate the mediation. 

Amount of Claim 
51 to SIOO,OOO 
SIOO.OOI to S250,OOO 
S250,OOI to S500,000 
S500,OO I to 5 IS million 
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Fee 
S250 per party 
S500 per party 
S650 per party 
S850 per party 

Where the claim or countercl.1m exceeds $1.5 
million, .n appropri.te fee will be determined 
by the AAA. 

When no ornount can be st. ted at the time of /lllng 
or the claims and counterclaims .re not for a mono 
etary ornount,'n approprf.te admlnlstr.tlve fee will 
be determined by rhe AAA. 

Additional Sessions 
A fee of $.50 Is payable to the AAA by each party 
for each second and subsequent mediation session 
that Is either attended by an AAA ,taff repres:n. 
tatlve or held In a hearing room provided by the 
Association. 

Mediator's Fee 
Mediators on the AAA's Commercial Mediation 
Panel shall be compensated at a reasonable rate, 
agreeable to the parties, to be .".nged by the 
AAA. The mediator's fee shall be borne equally by 
the parties unless they .gree otherwise. 

Deposits 
Before the commencement of medi.tlon, the par· 
ties sh.ll e.ch deposit such portion of the fee 
covering the cost of medi.tlon os the AAA shall 
direct, and all .pproprlate additional sums which 
the AAA deems necessary to defray the expenses 
of the proceeding. When the medl.tlon has terml· 
nated, the AAA shall render an accounting and 
return any unexpended balance to the parties. 

Refunds 
If a request for mediation is declined by the reo 
spondlng party, the AAA shall refund all of the 
odmlnlstrative fee In excess of 5100 paid by a party. 
Once the parties ogree to mediate, no refund of 
the admlnistiatlve fee will be mode. 
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For the Arbitration 
of future disputes: 
The American Arbitration Association 
recommends the following arbitration clause 
for insertion in all commercial contracts: 

Standard Arbitration CI.use 
Any controversy or claim arising out of or 
relating to this contract, or the breach thereof, 
shall be settled by arbitration in accordance 
with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of 
the American Arbitration Association, and 
judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator(s) may be entered in an), court 
having jurisdiction thereof. 

For the Submission 
of existing disputes: 

We, the undersigned parties, hereby agree 
to submit to arbitration under the Commercial 
Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration 
Association the following controversy: (cite 
brieny). We further agree that the above 
controversy be submitted to (one) (three) 
arbitrator(s) selected from the panels of 
arbitrators of the American Arbitration 
Association. \Ve further agree that we will 
faithfully observe this agreement and the rul,s. 
and that we will abide by and perform any 
award rendered by the arbitrator(s) and that a 
judgment of the court having jurisdiction may 
be entered upon the award. 

If either party is from a country other than the 
United States. be sure to request a copy of the 
Supplementary Procedures for International 
Commercial Arbitration. 
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'ommercial 
..rbitration Rules 
Agreement of Parties 

,e parties shall be deemed to have made these 
les a part of their arbitration agreement when. 
er they have provided for arbitration by the 
merican Arbitration Association or under its 
Jes. These rules and any amendment thereof 
,all apply In the form obtaining at the time the 
bitration is initiated. 

• Name of Tribunal 
ny tribunal constituted by the partil~ for the 
_ttlement of their dispute under these rules shall 
e called the Commercial Arbitration Tribun?1. 

• Administrator 
Ihen parties agree to arbitrate under these 
ules, or when they provide for arbitration by 
he American Arbitration Association and an 
rbitratlon is initiated thereunder, they thereby 
onstitute the AAA the administrator of the 
rbitration. The authority and obligations of 
he administrator are prescribed in the agreement 
f the parties and in these rUles. 

.. Delegation of Duties 
rhe duties of the AM under these rules may 
_ e carried OUt through tribunal administrators 
-r such other officers or committees as the AM 
uay direct. 

5. National Panel of Arbitrators 
fhe AAA shall establish and maintain a National 
Panel of Arbitrators and shail appoint arbitrators 
therefrom as hereinafter provided. 

6. Office of Tribunal 
The general office of a tribunal is the headquar. 
ters of the AAA, which may, however, assign the 
administration of an arbitration to any of its 
regional offices. 

7. Initiation under an Arbitration Provision 
in a Contract 
Arbitration under an arbitr~tion provision in a 
contract may be initiated in the following manner; 
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(a) The initiating party shall give notice to the 
other party of its intention to arbitrate (Demand), 
which notice shaJl contain a statement setting 
forth the nature of the dispute, the amount 
involved, if any, the remedy sought, and 

(b) Shall file at any regional office of the AM 
three copies of said notice and three copies of the 
arbitration provisions of the contract, together 
with the appropriate administrative fee as provided 
in the Administrative Fee Schedule. 

The AM. shali give notice of such filing to the 
.. other party. If so desired, the party upon whom 
the Demand for arbitration is made may file an 
answering statement in duplicote with the AAA 
within seven days after notice from the AM, in 
which event said party shall simultaneously send a 
copy of the answer to the other party. If a monetary 
claim is made in the answer, the appropriate fee 
provided in the Administrative Fee Schedule shall 
be forwarded to the AM with the answer. If no 
anSWer is filed within the stated dme, it will be 
assumed that the claim is denied. Failure to file all 
answer shall not operate to delay the arbitration. 

Unless the AAA in its discretion d.termines other· 
wise, the Expedited Procedures of the Commercial 
Arbitration Rules shall be applied in any case 
where the total claim of any party does not exceed 
$15,000, exclusive of interest and arbitration costs. 
The Expedited Procedures shall be applied as 
described in Sections 54 through 58 of these rules. 

8. Change of Claim 
After filing of the claim, if either party desires to 
make any new or different claim, such claim shall 
be made in writing and filed with the AAA, and 
a copy thereof shall be mailed to the other party, 
who shall have a period of seven days from the 
date of such mailing within which to file an answer 
with the AAA. After the arbitrator is appointed, 
however, no new or different claim may be sub· 
mitted except with 'he arbitrator's consent. 

9. Initiation under a Submission 
Parties to any existing dispute may commence 
an arbitration un:!er these rules by filing at any 
regional office two copies of a written agreement 
to arbitrate under these rules (Submission), signed 
by the parties. It shall contain a statement of the 
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matter in dispute, the amount of money involved, 
if any, and the remedy sougnt, together with tbe 
appropriate administrative fec as provided in the 
Administrative Fee Schedule. 

10. Pre·hearing Conl;~rence 
and Preliminary Heari!lg 
At the request of the parties or at the discretion 
of the AAA, a pre·hearing canference with the 
administrator and the parties will be scheduled 
in appropriate cases to arrange for an exchange 
of information and the stipulation of uncontested 
facts to expedite the arbitration PrQceedings. 

In large or complex cases, at the discretion of the 
arbitrator(s) or the AAA, a preliminary hearing 
will be scheduled with the arbitrator(s) and the 
parties to arrange for the production of relevant 
documents and other evidence, to identify witnesses 
to be called, to schedule further hearings, and to 
consider any other matters which will expedite the 
arbitration proceedings. 

11. Jlixing of Locale 
The parties may mutually agree on the locale 
where the arbitration is to be held. If the locale 
is not designated within seven days from the date 
of fiUng the Demand or Submission, the AAA 
shall have the power to determine the locale. Its 
decision shall be final and binding. If any party 
requests that the hearing be held in a specific 
locale and the other party files no objection 
thereto within seven days after notice of the 
request, tbe locale shall be the one requested. 

12. Qualifications of an Arbitrator 
Any arbitrator appointed pursuant to 3ection 13 
or St"<"~on IS shall be neutral, subject to disquali. 
fication for the reasons specified in Section 19. If 
the agreement of the panies names an arbitrator 
or specifies any other method of appointing an 
arbitrator. or if the parties specifically so agree 
in writing, such arbitrator shall not be subject 
to disqualification for said reasons. 

13. Appointment from Panel 
If the parties have not appointed an arbitrator 
and have nol provided any other method of 
appointment, the arbitrator shall be appointed 
in the following manner: Immediately after the 
filing of the Demand or Submission, the AAA 
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shall submit simultaneously to each party to the 
dispute an identical list of names of persons chosen 
from the panel. Each party to the dispute shall 
have seven days from the mailing date in which 
to cross off any names objected to, number the 
remaining names to indicate the order of preference, 
and return the list to the AAA. If a party does 
not return the list within the time specified, all 
persons named therein shall be deemed acceptable. 
From among the persons who have been approved 
on both lists, and in accordance with the designated 
order of mutual preference, the AAA shall invite 
the acceptance of an arbitrator to serve. If the 
parties fail to agree upon any of the persons named, 
if acceptable arbitrators are unable to act, or if 
for any other reason the appointment cannot be 
made from the submitted lists, the AAA shall 
have the power to make the appointment from 
among other members of the panel without the 
submission of any additional list. 

14. Direct Appointment by Parties 
If the agreement of the parties names an arbitrator 
or specifies a method of appointing an arbitrator, 
that designation or method shall be followed. 
The notice of appointment, with the name and 
address of the appointing pany, shall be filed 
with the AAA by that party. Upon the request of 
any such appointing party, the AAA shall submit 
a list of members of the panel from which the 
party may, if it so desires, make the appointment. 

If the agreement specifies a period of time within 
which an arbitrator shall be appointed and any 
pany fails to make such appointment within that 
period, the .'V.A shall make the appointment. 

If nO period of time is specified in the agreement, 
the AAA shall notify the parties to make the 
appointment and if within seven days thereafter 
such arbitrator has not been so appointed, the 
AAA shall make the appointment. 

15. Appointment of Neutral Arbitrator 
by Parly.A,ppolnled Arbitrators 
If the panies have appointed tbeir arbitrators, or 
if either or both of them have been appointed as 
provided in Section 14, and have authorized such 
arbitrators to appoint a neutral arbitrator within a 
specified time and no appointment is made within 
such time or any agreo<l extension thereof, the 
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AAA shall appoint a neutral arbitrator who shall 
act as chairperson. 

If no period of time is specified for appointment 
of the neutral arbitrator and the parties do not 
make the appointment within seven days from 
the date of the appointment of the last party· 
appointed arbitrator, the AAA shall appoint such 
neutral arbitrator, who shall act a5 chairperson. 

If the parties have agreed that their arbitrators 
shall appoint the neutral arbitrator from the panel, 
the AAA shall furnish to the party·appointed 
arbitrators, in the manner prescribed in Section 
13, a list selected from the panel. and the appoint· 
ment of the neutral arbitrator shall In: made as 
prescribed in that section. 

16. Nationality of Arbitrator 
In International Arbitration 
If one of the parties is a national or resident of 
a country other than the United States, the sale 
arbitrator or the neutral arbitrator shall. upon the 
request of either party, be appointed from among 
the nationals of a country other than that of any 
of the parties. 

17. Number of Arbitrators 
If rhe arbitration agreement does not specify the 
number of arbitrators, the dispute shaU be heard 
and determined by one arbitrator. unless the AAA. 
in its discretion, directs that a greater number of 
arbitrators be 3jJpointed. 

18. Notice to Arbitrator of Appointment 
Notice of the appointment of the neutral arbitra· 
tor, whether appointed by the parties Or by the 
AAA, shall be mailed to the arbitrator by the 
AAA, together with a copy of these rules. and 
the signed acceptance of the arbitrator shall be 
med prior to the opening of the first hearing. 

19. Disclosure and Challenge Procedure 
A person appointed as neutral arbitrator shall 
disclose to the AAA any circumstance likely 
to affect impartiality, including any bias or any 
financial or personal interest in the result of the 
arbitration or any past or present relationship with 
the parties or their counsel. Upon receipt of such 
information from such arbitrator or another source, 
the AAA shall communicate the informa.tion to 
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the parties, and. if it deems it appropriate to do 
so to the arbi!rator and others. Thereafter. the 
MA shall determine whether the arbitrator should 
be disqualified and shall inform the partie:; of Its 
decision. which shail be conclusive. 

20. Vacancies 
If any arbitrator shQuld resign, die, withdraw, 
refuse, be disqualified. or be unable to perform 
the duties of the office. the AAA may, on proof 
satisfactory to it, declare the office vacant. 
Vacancies shail be fiiled in accordance with the 
applicable prOVisions of these rules. 

In the event of a vacancy in a panel of neutral 
arbitrators, the remaining arbitrator or arbitratC)[s 
may (ominue with thf.! hearing arId determinatioi'l 
of the controversy, voless the parties agree otherwise. 

21. Timc and Place 
The arbitrator shall fix the time i\.nd place for 
each hearing. The AAA shail mail to each party 
notice thereof at least five days in advance. unless 
the parties by mutual agreement waive such notice 
or modify the terms thereof. 

22. Representation by Counsel 
Any party may be represented by counsel. A 
party intending to be so represented shail notify 
the other party and the AAA of the name and 
address of counsel at least three days prior to 
the date set for the hearing at which counsel is 
first to appear. When an arbitration is initiated 
by counselor when an attorney replies for the other 
party, such notice is deemed to have been given. 

23. Stenographic Record 
Any party wishing a stenographic record shall 
make arrangements directly with a stenographer 
and shall notify the other parties of such arrang.· 
ments in advance of the hearing. The requesting 
party or parties shall pay the cost of such record. 

24. Interpreters 
Any party wishing an interpreter shall make all 
arrangements directly with an interpreter and shall 
assume the costs of such service. 

25. Attendance at Hcarings 
The arbitrator shail maintain the privacy of the 
hearings unless the law provides to the contrary_ 
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Any person having a direct interest in the arbitra. 
tion is entitled to attend hearings. The arbitrator 
shall otherwise have the power to require the 
exclusion of any witness, other th~n a party or 
other essential person, during the testimony of 
any other witness. It shall be discretionary with 
the arbitrator to determine the propriety of the 
attendance of any other person. 

26. Adjournments 
The arbitrator may take an adjournment upon the 
request of a party or upon the arbitrator's own 
initiative and shall take such adjournment when 
all of the parties agree thereto. 

27. Oaths 
Before proceeding with the first hearing or with 
the examination of the liIe, each arbitrator may 
take an oath of office antt, If required by law, 
shall do so. The arbitrator has discretion to 
require witnesses to testify under oath administered 
by any duly qualified person and, if it is required 
by law or demanded by either party, shall do so. 

28. Majority Decision 
Whenever there is more than one arbitrator. all 
decisions of the arbitrators must be by at least a 
majority. The award must also be made by at least 
a majority unless the concurrence of all is expressly 
required by the arbitration agreement or by law. 

29. Order of Proceedings 
A hearing shan be opened by the liIing of the oath 
of the arbirrator, where required; by the recording 
of the place, time, and date of the hearing, and the 
presence of the arbitrator. the parties. and counsel. 
if any; and by the receipt hy the arbitrator of the 
statement of the claim and answer, if any. 

The arbitrator may, at the beginning of the hearing, 
ask for statements clarifying the issues involved. 

Th. complaining party shall then present its claim, 
proofs. and witnesses, who shall submit to Ques· 
tions or other examination. The defending party 
shall then present Its defense. proofs, and witnesses. 
who shall submIt to questions or other examination. 
The arbitrator has discretion to vary this procedure 
but shall afford full and equal opportunity to all 
parties for the presentation of any material or 
relevant proofs. 
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Exhibits, when offered by either party. may be 
received in evidence by the arbitrator. 

The names and addresses of all witnesses and the 
exhibits in order received shall be made a part of 
the record. 

30. Arbitration in the Absence of a Party 
Unless the law provid .. to the contrary. the arbitra· 
tion may proceed in the absence of any pally that, 
after due notice. fails to be present or fails to obtain 
an adjournment. An award shall not be made solely 
on the default of a party. The arbitrator shall require 
the party who is present to submit such evidence as 
the arbitrator may require for the making of an award. 

31. Evidence 
The parties 'may offer such evidence as is relevant 
and material to the dispute and shall produce such 
additional evidence as the arbitrator may deem 
necessary to an understanding and determination 
of the dispute. An arbitrator authorized by law to 
subpoena witnesses or documents may do so upon 
the request of any party or independently. 

The arbitrator shall be the judge of the relevance 
and materiality of the evidence offered. and 
conformity to legal rules of evidence shall not 
be necessary. All evidence shall be taken in the 
presence of ail of the arbitrators and ail of th~ 
parties. except where any of the parties is absent 
in default or has waived the right to be present. 

32. Evidence by Affidavit 
and Filing of Documents 
The arbitrator shall receive and consider the 
evidence of witnesses by affidavit, but shall give 
it only .Iuch weight as the arbitrator deems it 
entitled to after consideration of any objection 
made to its admission. 

All documents not filed with the arbitrator at the 
hearing but arranged for at the hearing or subse· 
quently by agreement of the parties shall be filed 
with the AAA for transmission to the arbitrator. 
All parties shall be afforded opportunity to exam· 
ine such documents. 

33. Inspection or Investigation 
Whenever the arbitrator deems it necessary to make 
an inspection or investigation in connection with 
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the arbitr2t;u\,. tile arbitrator shall direct the AAA 
to advise the p,;>t.io~ of .u~h intention. The arbitrator 
shall set the tim. and the AAA shall notify the 
parties thereof. Any party who so desires may be 
present at su~h inspection or investigation. In the 
event that on~ or both parties are not present at 
the inspectior or investigation, the arbitrator shall 
m~ke a "erbal or written report to the parties and 
~j'f:l •. \ them an opportunity to comment. 

34. Conservation of Property 
The arbitrator may issue such orders as may be 
deemed necessary to safeguard the property which 
is the subject matter of the arbitration without 
prejudice h> the rights of the parties or to the final 
determination of the dispute. 

35. Closing of Hearings 
The arbitrator shall specifically Inquire of all parties 
whether they have any further proofs to offer Or 
witnesses to be heard. Upon receiving negative repties, 
or if satisfied that the record is complete, the 
arbitrator shall declare the hearings closed and a 
minute thereof shall be recorded. If briefs are to 
be filed, the hearings shall be declared closed as of 
the final date set by the arbitrator for the receipt 
of briefs. If documents are to be filed as provided 
for in Section 32 and the date set for their receipt 
is later lhan that set for the receipt of briefs, the 
later date shall be the date of closing the hearings. 
The time limit within whiCh the arbitrator is required 
to make the award shall commence to run, in the 
absence of other agreements by the parties, upon 
the closing of the hearings. 

36. Reopening of Hearings. 
The hearings may be reopened on the arbitrator's own 
motion, or upon application of a party. at any time 
before the award II made. If reopening the hearings 
would prevent the making of the award within the 
specific time agreed upon by the parties in the contract 
out of which the controversy has arisen, the matter 
may not be reopened unless the partin agree upon the 
extension of such time. When no specific date is fixed 
in the contract, the arbitrator may reopen the hear
ings and shall have thirty days from the closing of the 
reopened hearings within which to make an award. 

37. Waiver of Oral Hearings 
The parties may provide, by written agreement, for 
the waiver of oral hearings. If the parties are 
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unable to agree as to the procedure, the AAA shall 
specify a fair and equitable procedure. 

38. Waiver of Rules 
Any party who proceeds with the arbitration after 
knowledge that any provision or reqUirement of 
these rules has not been complied with and who 
fails to state objection thereto in writing, shall be 
deemed to have waived Ihe right to object. 

39. Extensions of Time 
The part;ts may modify any period of time by mutual 
agreement. The AAA may for good cause extend any 
period of time established by these rules, except the 
time for making the award. The AAA shall notify the 
partics of any such extension and its reason therefor. 

40. Communication with Arbitrator 
and Serving of Notice 
(al There shall be no communication between the 
parties and a neutral arbitrator other than at oral 
hearings. Any other oral or written communication 
from the parties to the arbitrator shall be dhected 
to the AAA for transmittal to the arbitrator. 

(bl Each party to an agreement which provides for 
arbitration under these rules shall be deemed to have 
consented that any papers. notices, or process nee· 
essary or proper for the initiation or continuation 
of an arbitration under these rules; for any court 
action in connection therewith; or for the entry of 
Judgment on any award made thereunder may be 
served upon such party by mail addressed to such 
party or its attorney at the last known address or by 
personal service, within or without the state wherein 
the arbitration is to be held (whether such party 
be within or without the United States of America), 
provided that reasonable opportunity to be heard 
with regard thereto has been granted such party. 

41. Time of Award 
The award shall be made promptly by the arbitrator 
and, unless otherwise agreed by the panies or specified 
by law, no later than thirty days from the date of 
closing the hearings, or, if oral hearings have been 
waived, from the date of transmitting the final 
statements and proofs to the arbit'lllor. 

42. Form of Award 
The ~ward shall be in writing and shall be 
signed either bl' the sole arbit'l1tor or by at least 
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a majority if there be more than one. It shall be 
exeouted in the manner required by law. 

43. Scope of Award 
The arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief 
Which the arbitrator deems just al\d equitable 
and within the scope of the agreement of the 
parties, including. but Itot limited to, specific 
pel·fonnane. of a contract. The arbitrator, in 
the award, shall assess arbitration fees and 
expenses in favor of any party and, in the 
event any administrPtive fees or expenses 
are due the AAA, in favor of the AAA. 

44. Award upon Settlement 
If the parties settle their dispute during the 
course of the arbitration, Ihe arbitrator may. 
upon their request, set forth the terms of the 
agreed settlement in an award. 

45. Delivery of Award to Parties 
Parties shall accept as legal delivery of the 
award the placing of the award or a true copy 
thereof in the mail by the AAA, addressed to 
such party at its last known addtess or to its 
attorney; personal service of the award; or 
the filing of the award in any other manner 
that may be prescribed by law. . 
46. Release of Documents 
for Judicial Proceedings 
The AAA shall, upon the written request of 
a party, furnish to such party, at its expense, 
certified facsimiles of any papers in the AAA's 
possession that may be required In judicial 
proceedings relating to the arbitration. 

47, Applications to Court 
and Exclusion of Liability 
(a) No judicial proceeding by a party relating 
to the subject matter of the arbitration shall be 
deemed a waiver of the party's right to arbitrate. 

(b) Neither the AAA nor any arbitrator in a pro
ceeding unde!- these rules is a necessary party in 
judicial proceedings relating to the arbitration. 

(c) Parties to these rules shall be deemed to ha"e 
consented that judgment upon the arbitration 
award may be entered in any federal or state 
court having jurisdiction thereof. 
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(d) Neither the AAA nor any arbitrator shall be liable 
to any party for any act or omission in connection 
with any arbitration conducted under these rules. 

48. Administrative Fees 
As a not-far-profit organization, the AAA shall 
prescribe an Administrative Fe. Schedule and a 
Refund Schedul. to compensate it for the cost of 
providing administrative services. The schedule in 
effect at the time of filing or the time of refund 
shall be applicable. 

The administrative fees shall be advanced by 
the initiating party or parties, subject to final 
apportionment by the arbitrator in the award. 

When a matter Is withdrawn or settled, the 
refund shall be made in accordance with the 
Refund Schedule. 

The AAA may, in the event of extreme 
hardship on the pan of any party, defer 
or reduce the administrative fee. 

49. Fees When Oral Hearings Are Waived 
When all oral hearings are waived under Section 
37, the Administrative Fee Schedule shall apply. 

50. Expenses 
The expenses of witnesses for either side shall 
b. paid by the party producing such witnesseS. 

The <ost of the stenographic record, if any is made, 
and 211 transcripts thereof, shall be prorated equally 
among all parties ordering copies unless they shall 
otherwise agree, and shall be paid for by therespon. 
sible parties directly to the reporting agency. 

All other expenses of the arbitration, including 
required traveling and other expenses of the 
arbitrator and of AAA representatives and the 
expenses of any witness or the cost of any proof 
produced at the direct request of the arbitrator, 
shall be borne equally by the parties, unless they 
agree otherwise or unless the arbitrator, in the 
award, assesses such expenses or any part tllereof 
against any specified party or panies. 

51. Arbltrotor'S Fee 
Members of the National Panel of Arbitrators 
who serve as neutral arbitrators do so in most 

IS 
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cases without fee. In prolonged or In special cases 
the parties may agree to pay a fee, or the AM 
may determine that payment of a fee by the par
ties is appropriate and may establish a reasonable 
amount, taking into account the extent of service 
by the arbitrator and other relevant ci;cumstances 
of the case. When neutral arbitrators are to be 
paid, the arrangements for compensation shall be 
made through the AM and not directly between 
the parties and the arbitrators. 

52. Deposils 
The AM may require the parties to deposit In 
advance such sums of money as It deems necessary 
to defray the expense of the arbitration, including 
the arbitrator's fee, If any, and shall render an ac
counting to the parties and return any unexpended 
balance. 

53. Interpretation and Application of Rules 
The arbitrator shall interpret and apply these rules 
insofar as they relate to the arbitrator's powers 
and duties. When there is more than One arbitrator 
and a difference arises among them concerning th~ 
meaning or application of any such rUle, it shall be 
decided by a majority vote. If that is unobtainable, 
either an arbitrator or a party may refer the ques
tion to the MA for final decision. All other rules 
shall be interpreted and applied by the AM. 

EXPEDHED PROCEDURES 

54, Notke by Telephone 
The parties shall accept all notices from the 
AM by telephone. Such notices by the AM 
shall subsequently be confirmed In writing to the 
parties. Notwithstanding the failure to confirm 
in Writing any notice or objection hereunder, the 
proceeding shall nonetheless be valid if notice 
has, in fact, been giv~n by telephone. 

55. Appointment and Qualifications 
of Arbitrator 
The AM shall submit simultaneously to each 
party to the dispute an identical list of five members 
of the National Panel of Arbitrators, from which 
one arbitrator shall be appointed. Each party shall 
have the right to strike two names from the list on a 
peremptory basis. The list is returnable to the AAA 
within ten days from the date of mailing. If for any 
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reason the appointment cannot be made from the 
list, the AM shall have the authority to make the 
appointment from among other members of the 
panel without the submission of additionalli.ts. 
Such appointment shall be subject to disqualil1ca
tion for the reasons specified In Section 19. Th~ 
parties shall be given notice by telephone by the 
AM of the appointment of the arbitrator. The 
parties shall notify the AM, by telephone, within 
seven days of any objection to the arbitrator appointed. 
Any objection by a party to such arbitrator shall be 
confirmed in writing to the AM with a copy to the 
other party(les). 

50. Time at1d Place of Hearing 
The arbitrator shall fix the date, time, and place 
of the hearing. The AM will notify the parties by 
telephone, seven days In advance of the hearing 
date. Formal Notice of Hearing will be sent by 
the AM to the pdrties. 

57. The Hearing 
Generally, the hearing shall be completed 
within one day. The arbitrator may, for good 
cause shown, schedule an additional hearing to 
be held within five days. 

58. Time of Award 
Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, 
the award shall be rendered not later than 
five business days from the date of the 
closing of the hearing. 

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE SCHEDULE 

The administrative fee of the AM is based upon 
the amount of each claim and counterclaim as 
disclosed when the claim and counterclaim are 
fild, and is due and payable at the time of filing. 

Amount of Claim 
S I to S2O.000 
S20,OOO IU S40,OOO 

S40,OOO 10 S!O,OOO 

S80,OOO 10 SI60,OOO 

St60,OOO 10 S5,00.1,OOO 

Fee 
3~, (S200 minimum) 
5600. plus 2C1j"o or excess 

over S20.000 
51,000. plus ll7fo orc:xces$ 

over S4O,000 
51.400. plus ~0Ja or excess 

over 580,000 
51,800. plus Y.O;, of excess 

over S16O,OOO 
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Where the claim or counterclaim exceeds SS million, 
an appropriate fee will be determined by the AAA. 

When no amount can be stated at the time of 
filing, the administrative fee is 5500, subject to 
adjustment in accordance with the above schedule 
as soon as an amount can be disclosed. 

In those claims and counterclaims which are not for 
a monetary amount, an appropriate administrative 
fee will be determined by the AAA. 

If there are more than two parties represented in 
the arbitration, an additional !Oar, of the inulating 
fee will be due for each additional represented 
party. 

OTHER SERVICE CHARGES 

SSO is payable by a party causing an adjournment 
of any scheduled hearing; 

SIOO payable by a party causing a second or addi· 
tional adjournment of any scheduled hearing; and 

$SO payable by each party for each hearing after 
the first hearing which is either clerked by the AAA 
or held in a hearing room provided by the AAA. 

REFUND SCHEDULE 

If the AAA Is notified that a case has been 
settled or withdrawn before a list of arbitrators 
has been sent out, all of the fee in excess of 5200 
will be refunded. 

If the AAA is notified that a case has been 
settled or withdrawn before the original due date 
for the return of the first list, two-thlrds of the 
fee in excess of 5200 will be refunded. 

If the AAA is notified that a case has been 
settled or withdrawn during or following a pre
hearing conference or at least 48 hours before 
the date and the time set for the first hearing, 
one·third of the fee in excess of S200 will be 
refunded. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARHY 
US Army Corps of Engineers 

Washington, D.C. 20314-1000 

. EC 27-1-3 

AEN-CCZ 

'ngineer Circular 
ilo. 27-1-3 

EXPIRES 30 SEPTEMBER 1986 
Legal Services 

23 September 1985 

ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: MINI-TRIALS 

1. PUroose. This circular sets forth guidance for the use 
of a mini-trial as an alternate dispute resolution procedure 
in contract appeals. The mini-trial is an alternative to 
litigation before the Engineer Board of Contract Appeals (ENG 
BCA) and the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals 
(ASBCA). Guidance pertains to case selection and procedures. 

2. Applicability. This circular applies to all HQUSACE/OCE 
elements and all fOA processing contract appeals pending 
before the ENG BCA or ASBCA. 

3. Reference. EFARS Appendix N, "Contract Requests 
Contract Dispute Claims and Appeals." 

4. General. 

a. Definition. A mini-trial is a voluntary, expedited, 
and nonjudicial procedure whereby top management officials 
for each party meet to resolve disputes. 

b. Background. The mini-trial was developed ·as an 
alternative to litigation because of the costs, delays and 
disruptions associated with litigation. Although the term 
mini-trial has been coined, it is not really a trial. It 
is a technique used to bring top management officials 
together voluntarily to resolve disputes in a short period of 
time rather than relying upon a third party such as a judge 
to decide the matter. The mini-trial ~onsists of a blend of 
selected characteristics from the adjudicative pro'cess with 
arbitration, mediation and negotiation. This blend can be 
structured to meet the particular needs of the parties. 
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c. Characteristics. 

(1) Top Management Involvement. 'rop management 
officials for both parties are directly involved as 
principals in making the decision to resolve the dispute. 

(2) Time Period Limited. The time period for the 
process is short. In most cases it should be completed 
within two to thre0 months. 

(3) Informal Hearing r'ormat. 
and in most instances should last 
party has a representative make a 
principals. 

The hearing is informal 
only one to two days. Each 
presentation to the 

( 4) 
hearing, 
dispute. 
strictly 

Discussions Non-binding. At the conclusion of the 
the principals meet by themselves to discuss the 

These discussions are non-binding and are kept 
confidential. 

(5) Neutral Advisor Input. A neutral advisor may be 
retained by the parties to assist in the mini-trial. 

5. Case Selection. 

a. Initial Determination. The Division Engineer has the 
authority to select a pending contract appeal for the 
mini-trial process. This decision may be based upon the 
request of the appellant. 

b. Procedures. Upon receipt of the contract appeal file 
by the Division Engineer, it will be reviewed by appropriate 
staff members, including the Division Counsel. When a 
mini-trial is recommended, the Division Counsel will prepare 
a report to the Division Engineer setting forth the reasons 
for the recommendation. 

c. Time of Case Selection. The selection of a pending 
appeal should be made after Division review has been • 
completed so that the facts and issues have been sufficiently 
developed. 

d. Types of Disputes. While most contract appeals are 
suitable for mini-trials, appeals involving clear legal 
precedent or having significant precedential value are not 
appropriate. 

2 
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a. Offer to Appellant. Once the decision has been made 
that an appeal is appropriate for a mini-trial, the Division 
Engineer will offer appellant the opportunity to participate 
in the process. At that time, the Division Counsel should 
notify the government trial attorney and the Chief Trial 
Attorney, CDAEN-CCF) that a mini-trial is being offered to 
appellant. Appellant will be advised that the procedure is 
voluntary and will not prejudice its appeal before the 
Board. The Division Engineer will explain the nature of the 
mini-trial and set forth its basic characteristics and 
participants. Appellant will also be advised that the 
parties will have to enter into a written agreement governing 
the mini-trial procedures. 

b. Participants. 

(1) Principals. 

Ca) The Government's princip?l participant will be the 
Division Engineer. However, in aJpropriate circumstances in 
the discretion of the Division Engineer, the principal 
participant may be the Deputy Division Engineer. The 
authority of the Division Engineer to resolve the contract 
claim shall be set forth in a warrant as the contracting 
officer for purpose of the mini-trial. The request for a 
warrant shall be submitted to HQUSACE (DAEN-PR) WASH DC 
20314-1000. 

(b) The contractor's principal should be a senior 
,management official who has authority to settle the appeal. 
Further, if possible, the contractor's principal should not 
have been previously involved with the preparation of the 
claim or presentation of the appeal. 

(2) Representatives. Each party will designate a 
representative who will act as point of contact and make the 
mini-trial presentation. The government trial attorney. 
should be the Government representative. 

(3) Neutral Advisor. At the option of the parties, a 
neutral advisor may be used to assist in the mini-trial. The 
neutral advisor must be an impartial third party with 
experience in government contracting and litigation. 

3 
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The Chief Trial Attorney (DAEN-CCF) will maintain a list of 
neutral advisors. The name of anyone not on the list may be 
sUbmitted by the Division Counsel for addition to the list. 

(c). Mini-Trial Agreement. The Division Counsel, in 
coordination with the Government trial attorney should 
negotiate the mini-trial agreement with appellant. The 
agreement will contain the procedures to be followed during 
the course of the mini-trial. The agreement must contain 
specific time limitations to assure that the mini-trial is 
handled in an expeditious manner. The agreement should be 
executed by the principals and representatives for both 
parties. A sample agreement is at Appendix A. However, each 
mini-trial agreement should be structured to meet the needs 
of each situation. 

(d) Contracting With the ll/eutral Advisor. The services 
provided by tne neutral advisor are non··personal in nature 
and therefore the engagement of a neutral advisor may be 
handled by entering into a non-personal services tripartite 
contract in compliance with FAR, Part 37, Subpart 37.1. The 
parties to this tripartite contract will be the Government, 
the contractor, and the neutral advisor. The contract 
should, at a minimum, cover the services to be furnished by 
the neutral advisor; the time for performance of such 
services (which shall include a "not to exceed" time for the 
performance of such services); the total price for the 
services of the neutral advisor with a breakdown of the price 
to indicate the amount to be paid by the Government and the 
amount to be paid by the contractor. 

(e) Suspension of Board Proceedings. Upon the execution 
of the mini-trial agreement, the government trial attorney 
should file a motion to suspend proceedings before the Board 
of Contract Appeals. Appellant shall be requested to make 
this a joint motion. The motion should advise the Board that 
the suspension is for the pUrpose of conducting a mini-trial 
and should state th~ time limitation for completing the 
mini-trial. 

7. Procedures. 

a. General. The mini-trial process is flexible and as 
such the procedures should reflect the needs of the parties 
considering the time and costs involved. 

4 
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b. Time Considerations. Since the mini-trial must be 
conducted in an expeditious manner the schedule set forth in 
the mini-trial agreement must be strictly adhered to. The 
agreement must expressly state the time limitations for 
discovery, the mini-trial presentation and the 
post-presentation discussions. 

c. Discovery. All mini-trial discovery should be on the 
record. The scope of discovery should be limited by the 
parties in the agreement. This may include limiting the 
number and length of both depositions and interrogatories. 
Discovery should conclude at least two weeks prior to the 
mini-trial. 

d. Pre ;lini-Trial Conference. 

(1) Timing. At the conclusion of discovery the 
representatives should confer with the neutral advisor, if 
any, and arrange for the timely exchange of written 
submittals. 

(2) Written Submittals. The parties may use any type of 
written submittal which will further the progress of the 
mini-trial. A position paper, the format and length of which 
should be specified in the mini-trial agreement, is 
recommended. The parties should also agree to exchange 
exhibits and witness lists. Appellant should submit a 
quantum analysis which identifies the costs associated with 
issues that will arise during the mini-trial. 

e. Mini-Trial. 

(1) Location. The site for conducting a mini-trial 
should be specified in the mini-trial agreement. The cost of 
the site, if any, ShC'llld be shared equally by both parties. 

(2) Manner of Presentation. The allocation of time 
during the mini~trial is at the discretion of the 
parties. The hearing should not exceed two days. The 
mini-trial agreement should specify the exact time for each 
presentation and the type of presentation, whether direct or 
rebuttal. The time limitations should be strictly adhered 
to. Each representative shall have the discretion to 
structure its presentation as desired. This may include the 
examination of witnesses including expert witnesses, audio 
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visuals, demonstrative evidence and oral argument. Any 
testimony given shall be unsworn. Furthermore, the recording 
or verbatim transcription of testimony will not be 
acceptable. The mini-trial agreement should indicate whether 
the neutral advisor and opposing representatives or 
principals will be permitted to examine witnesses. If 
agreed, a time for such examination should be specified in 
the agreement. Also, closing statements should be made since 
post-hearing briefs are not submitted. 

(3) Role of the Neutral Advisor. The neutral advisor 
shall be present at the hearing and provide such services as 
are specified in the mini-trial agreement, such as the 
application of the agreement and providing an oral or written 
opinion on the merits of the claim. The agreement shall 
provide that the neutral advisor may not be called as a 
witness in any subsequent litigation concerning the claim. 
The cost of the neutral advisor shall be shared equally by 
both parties. 

f. Settlement Discussions. The principals should meet 
immediately following the mini-trial to discuss resolution of 
the claim. The meeting should be conducted privately, but 
the mini-trial agreement may provide for the principals to 
consult with the neutral advisor. Also a principal may 
consult with staff members. Any additional examination of 
witnesses or argument by representatives shall be conducted 
in the presence of both principals and, if applicable, the 
neutral advisor. 

g. Confidentiality. The advice of the neutral advisor, 
if any, and the discussions between the princi~als shall not 
be used in any subsequent litigation as an indication or 
admission of liability or to indicate what either partY'was 
willing to agree to as a part of the settlement discussions. 

h. Termination. Since the mini-trial is a voluntary 
process, either principal may terminate the mini-trial 
agreement at any time. 

6 
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8. Notification. wnen a mini-trial is initiated the Chief 
Trial Attorney (DAEN-CCF) must be notified in writing. such 
notification should include a copy of the Division Counsel's 
report to the Division Engineer and a copy of the mini-trial 
agreement. 

t'OR THE COMHANDER: 

~~~cd/~--
c::::::--

1 Appendix: 
App A - Sample 
Mini-Trial Agreement 

LESTER EDEL~\AN 

Chief Counsel 
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APPBNDIX A 

MINI-TRIAL AGREEt1ENT 
BETI'l8EN THE 

EC 27-1-3 
23 September 1985 

UNITED STATES ARNY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
AND 

APPELLANT 

This mini-trial agreement dated this day of ------, 
19 is executed by __________________ , Division 

Engineer, United States Army Corps of Engineers on behalf of 

the Corps, and by ____________________ , on behalf of 

________________________________ hereinafter 

referred to as 

WHEREAS: On the ____ day of _______ _ , 19 ___ , the 

parties hereto entered into Contract No. 

for the 

WHEREAS, under the Disputes Clause (General Provision No.4) 

of that contract, Appellant on _______ _ ___ , 19 __ 

filed a claim with the contracting officer alleging ______ _ 

WHEREAS, Appellant certified its claim in accordance with th 

requirements of the Contract Disputes Ji.ct of 1978; 

A-I 
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WHEREAS, in a letter dated ,19 __ _ 

contracting officer issued a final decision denying 

appellant's claim; 

711 

the 

WHEREAS, on _________________ , 19 ___ Appellant appealed the 

contracting officer's final decision to the 

Board of Contract Appeals where the appeal has been docketed 

as (ASBCA) (S~G BCA) No. 

WHEREAS, the Corps has instituted an Alternative Contr.act 

Disputes Resolution Procedure known as a "Mini-Trial", which 

procedure provides the parties with a voluntary means of 

attempting to resolve disputes without the necessity of a 

lengthy and costly proceeding before a~oard of Contract 

Appeals nor prejudicing such proceeding; and 

WHEREAS, the Corps and Appellant have agreed to submit 

(ASBCA) (ENG BCA) No. ___ _ to a "Mini-Trial". 

NOW THEREFORE, subject to the terms and conditions of ' this 

ttl-lini-Trial" agreement f the parties mutually a,gree as 

follows: 

A-2 
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1. The Corps and Appellant will voluntarily engage in a 

non-binding mini-trial on the issue of 

The mini-trial will be held on ____________ _ , 19 

at 

2. The purpose of this mini-trial is to inform the principal 

participants of the position of each party on the claim and 

the underlying bases of such. It is agreed that each party 

will have the opportunity and responsibility to present its 

"best case" on entitlement and quantum. 

3. The principal participants for the purpose of this 

mini-trial will be for the 

Corps, and ___________________________ for appellant. The 

principal participants have the authority to settle the 

dispute. Each party will present its position to the 

A-3 
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principal participants through a trial attorney(s). In 

addition, will attend as a mutually 

selected "neutral advisor". 

4. The role of the neutral advisor is that of an advisor. 

The neutral advisor will not be actively involved in the 

713 

conduct of the mini-trial proceedings. The neutral advisor 

may ask questions of witnesses only if mutually agreed to by 

the principal participants. Upon request by either principal 

the neutral advisor will provide comments as to the relative 

strengths and weaknesses of that party's position. 

5. The Government trial attorney will provide the neutral 

advisor with copies of this agreement and the Rule 4 appeal 

assembly. Other source materials, statements, exhibits and 

depositions may be provided to the neutral advisor by the 

trial attorneys, but only after providing the same materials 

to the other trial attorney. Neither trial attorney shall 

conduct ex parte communications with the neutral advisor. 

6, The fees and expenses ()f the neutral advisor shall be 

borne equally by both parties. Except for the costs of the 

neutral advisor, all costs incurred by either party in 

connection with the mini-trial proceedings shall be borne by 

that party, and shall not be treated as legal costs for 

apportionment in the event that the dispute is not resolved, 

and proceeds to a Court or Board determination. 

A-4 
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7. Unless com~leted prior to the execution of this 

agreement, the parties will enter into a stipulation setting 

forth a schedule for discovery to be taken and 

completed ______ weeks prior to the mini-trial. Discovery 

taken during the period prior to the mini-trial shall be 

admissible for all purposed in this litigation, including any 

subsequent hearing before any Board or competent authority in 

the event this mini-trial does not result in a resolution of 

this appeal. It is agreed that the pursuit of discovery 

during the period prior to the mini-trial shall not restrict 

either party's ability to take additional discovery at a 

later date. In particular, it is understood and agreed that 

partial depositions may be necessary to prepare for the 

mini-trial. If this matter is not resolved informally as a 

result of this procedure, more complete depositions of the 

same individuals may be necessary. In such case the partial 

depositions taken during this interim period shall in no way 

foreclose additional depositions of the same individual into 

the same or additional subject matter for a later hearing 

date before a Court or Board. 

8. No later than weeks prior to c;~!lunencement of the 

mini-trial, shall submit to 

the Corps a quantum analysis which identifies the costs 

associated with the issues that will arise during the 

mini-trial. 

A-S 
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9. The presentations at the mini-trial will be informal. 

The rules of evidence will not apply, and witnesses may 

provide testimony in the narrative. The principal 

participants may ask any question of the witnesses that they 

deem appropriate. However, any such questioning by the 

principals shall be within the time period allowed for that 

parties' presentation of its case as hereinafter delineated 

in paragraph 10. 

10. At the minl-trial proceeding, the trial attorneys have 

the discretion to structure its presentation as desired. The 

form of presentation may be through expert witnesses, audio 

visual aids, demonstrative evidence, depositions and oral 

argument. The parties agree that stipulations will be 

utilized to the maximum extent possible. Any complete or 

partial depositions taken in connection with the litigation 

in general, or in contemplation of the mini-trial 

proceedings, may be introduced at the mini-trial as 

information to assist the principal participants 

understanding of the various aspects of the parties' 

respective positions. The parties may use any type of 

written material which will further the progress of the 

mini-trial. The parties may, if desired, no later 

than weeks prior to commencement of the 

mini-trial, submit to the repLesentatives for the opposing 

side, as well as the neutral advisor, a position paper of 

A-6 
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no more than 25 - 8-1/2 X 11 double spaced pages. No later 

than ___ ",/eek (s) prior to commencement of the proceedings, 

the parties will exchange copies of all documentary evidence 

proposed for utilization at the mini-trial, inclusive of a 

listing of all witnesses. 

11. The mini-trial proceedings shall take 

The morning's proceedings shall begin at 

day(s). 

a.m. and shall 

continue until a.m. The afternoon's proceedings shall 

begin at p.m. and continue until ____ p.m. (A sample 

two day schedule follows:) 

A-7 
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SCHEDULE 

~ 

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon 

12:00 Noon 1:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.;n. - 2:30 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

~ 

8:30 a.m. - 12:00 Noon 

12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m. 

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. - 4:45 p.m. 

4:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
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Appellant's position & case 

presentation. 

Lunch* 

Corps' cross-examination. 

Appellant's re-examination. 

Open question & answer period. 

Corps' position & case 

presentation. 

Lunch* 

Appellant's cross-examination. 

Corps' re-examination. 

Open question and answer period. 

Appellant's closing argument. 

Corps' closing argument. 

*Flexible time period for lunch of a stated duration. 

A-a 
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11. Within 

EC 27-1-3 
23 SEP 85 

day(s) following the termination of the 

mini-trial proceedings, the principal participants should 

meet, or confer, as often as they shall mutually agree might 

be productive for resolution of the dispute. If the parties 

are unable to resolve the dispute within days following 

completion of the mini-trial, the mini-trial process shall be 

deemed terminated and the litigation will continue. 

12. No transcript or recording shall be made of the 

mini-trial proceedings. Except for discovery undertaken in 

connection with this appeal, all aspects of the mini-trial 

including, without limitation, all written material prepared 

specifically for utilization at the mini-trial, or oral 

presentations made, between or among the parties and/or the 

advisor at the mini-trial are confidential to all persons, 

and are inadmissible as evidence, whether or not for purposes 

of impeachment, in any pending or future Court or Board 

action which directly or indirectly involves the parties and 

this matter in dispute. However, if settlement is reached as 

a result of the mini-trial, any and all information prepared 

for, and presented at the proceedings may be used to justify 

and document the subsequent settlement modification. 

Furthermore, evidence that is otherwise admissible shall not 

be rendered inadmissible as a result of its use at the 

mini-trial. 

A-9 
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13. The neut=al advisor will be instructed to treat the 

subject matter of this proceeding as confidential, and 

refrain from disclosing any of the information exchanged to 

third parties. The neutral advisor is disqualified as a 

witness, consultant or expert for either party in this and 

any other dispute between the parties arising out of 

performance of Contract No. ______________________________ _ 

14. Each party has the right to terminate the mini-trial at 

any time for any reason whatsoever. 

15. Upon execution of this mini-trial agreement, if mutually 

deemed advisable by the parties, the Corps and Appellant 

shall file a joint motion to suspend proceedings of this 

appeal before the ________________ Board of Contract Appeals. 

The motion shall advise the Board that the suspension is for 

the purpose of conducting a mini-trial. The Board will be 

advised as to the time schedule established for completing 

the mini-trial proceedings. 

DATED DATED ________________ __ 

BY: BY: 

Principal participant for Corps Principal participant for 

Attorney for the Corps Attorney for Appellant 

NOTE: This agreement reflects a mini-trial which involves a 
neutral advisor. In the event a neutral advisor is not used, 
you should eliminate all references to the neutral advisor. 

A-lO 
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SADOC 

REPt.Y TO 
ATTDlTlOH OIJ'; e MAY 1986 

SUBJECT: Implementation of Alternative Contract Disputes Resolution 
Procedure 

Wilmington District 
Charleston District 
Savannah District 
Jacksonville District 
;·tobile District 

1. Forwarded are draft procedures for an alternative disputes resolution 
process which were developed by SAD. I support the concept, and have 
advised the Chief of Engineers that the procedure will be implemented by 
the SAD Districts. I have further proposed'that the procedure be 
implemented Corps-wide. 

2. The mediation disputes resolution process concept should be utilized 
by your district in order to attempt to resolve contract disputes early on 
during construction. The procedures set forth are draft, and following a 
test period as described below, and receipt of comments and suggestions 
from each SAD District, the procedures and guidelines will be finalized. 
DUring this test period, however. you should attempt to follow the 
r.ediation guidelines to the maximum eY.tent practicable, bl;t with latitudl: 
to modify the procedures depending upon the circumstances of each case. 

3. The procedures have been informally discussed within SAD counsel 
channels and the following is further guidance regarding certain issues 
and concerns which have been raised: 

a. Site visits by the Board. It is not required that for every 
contract a Disputes Resolution Board be established, and when established 
the number and extent of site visits is discretionary. For example, on 
large projects with substantial excavation and potential craft 
coordination problems, it may be advisable to have members of the Board 
visit the project site early on, and to periodically observe construction 
progress. On other projects, such as dredglng, slte visits by the Board 
would most likely be non-productive. The extent to which a Board is 
utilized in this regard is discretionary to the district. Constituting a 
Disputes Resolution Board at the initiation of construction is also 
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SADOC 
SUBJECT: 

6 MAY 1900 
Implementation of Alternative Contract Disputes Resolution 
Procedure 

discretionary. However, contacting individuals to determine their 
availability and interest in serving on a Disputes Resolution Soard and 
entering into an agreement, would require the expenditure of minor time 
and resources. Board expenses would not occur until their services were 
actually utilized. 

b. Qualification of Board members. A list of names of suitable 
Disputes Resolution Board members will be developed. During this initial 
test period each district, following coordination with SAD technical and 
legal staff, is to contact and enter into agreements with individuals they 
feel would be suitable Board members. Such individuals selected, however, 
should meet the requirement of Section 5 of the Draft EC, and furthermore, 
should have technical (as opposed to legal) background and experience. 

c. Admissability of Board evidence and proceedings. This is a 
controversial issue which has yet to be resolved. The proposed guidelines 
state that information generated as a result of the Disputes Resolution 
Board proceedings will be admissible in any subsequent court or Board 
litigation. Final decision on this issue will follow the test period and 
receipt of district input on the procedure. 

4. I would request that you implement the mediation disputes resolution 
process for a one year test period from 1 ~fay 1986 through 31 i·larch 1987. 
I would further request that you provide me by 1 June 1987 a report 
detailing your experiences with the procedures, and any recommended 
changes/modification which you feel would improve the process. 

Enclosure 
ti0r 

C. E. EDGAR II. 
Brigadier General, USA 
Commanding 
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In order to assist in the resolution of disputes or claims arising out of this 

project, this contract clause establishes an Alternative Oisputes Review 

process. A Disputes Review Board is being added to the disputes resolution 

process to be brought into play by mutual agree~ent of the parties when normal 

Government Contractor dispute resolution is unsuccessful. The Disputes Review 

Board will consider disputes referred to it and will provide non-binding 

recolllllendatio'1s to assi st in the resolution of the differences between the 

, Government and Contractor. The following alternative procedure may be used for 

1 dispute resolution. Specific procedures to be followed for disputes referred to 

I 
the Disputes Review Board are set forth at Corps of Engineer Clrcular·No. __ , 

1. If the Contractor objects to any oral decision or order of the 

Contracting officer, the Contractor shall request In writing a written decision 

or order from the Contracting Officer. 

2. After receipt of the Contra.cting Officer's written decision or order 

the Contractor shall, if he objects to such decision or order, file a written 

protest with the Contracting Officer, stating clearly and in detail the basis of 

the objection. The Contracting Officer will consider any written protest and 

mak.e his preliminary Contractillg Officer's decision on the basis of the 

pertinent contract provisions and facts and circumstances involved in the 

dispute. Should the Contrac:tor object to the Contracting Officer's preliminarY 
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decision, the matter can either be referred to the Disputes Review Board by 

mutual agreement of' the Government and the Contractor, or the Contractor may 

request that the Contracting Officer issue a final decision on the matter, from 

which the contractor may pursue an appeal in accordance with the "Disputes" 

clause of the contract. 

3. In the event the Government and the Contractor mutually agree to sUbmit the 

di sput,~ to the Oi sputes Revi ew Board, the request for review must be insti tuted 

within 30 days of the date of receipt of the Contracting Officer's preliminary 

decision. Pending review by the Disputes Review Board of a dispute, the 

Contractor shall diligently proceed with the work as previously directed. 

4. The Contractor and the Government shall each be afforded an opportunity to 

be heard by the Disputes Review Board and to offer evidence. The Disputes 

Review Board recommendations toward resolution of a dispute will be given 1n 

writing to both the Government and the Contractor within 30 days following 

conclusion of the proceedings before the Disputes Review Board. 

5. Within 3D days of receiving the Dispute Review Board's recommendations, both I 

the Government and the Contractor shall respond to the other in writing 

signifying that the dispute is either resolved or remains unresolved. If the 

Government and the Contractor are able to resolve their dispute, the Government 

will expeditiously process any required contract modifications. Should the 

dispute remain unresolved after 30 days following receipt of the Board's 

recommendations, the Contracting Officer will issue his final decision on the 

matter in dispute, and the contractor will be entitled to pursue an appeal in 

accordance with the "Disputes· clause of the contract. 
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES REVIEW PROCESS 

EC, ____ _ 

DISPUTES REV I EW BOARD: 

1. Purpose. The Disputes Review Board is an advisol'y body which may be created 

by mutual agreement of the Government and the Contractor for a particular 

construction project. The Board's function will be to assist in the resolution 

of claims, disputes or controversy between the Contractor and the Government. 

Any recommendations made by the Board will be advisory, and will ~ot be binding 

upon either party. 

2. Applicability. This circular applies to all Hel USACE/OCE elements and all 

FOA processing contract appeals pending before the ENG BCA or ASBCA. 

3. Reference. EFARS Appendix N, ·Contract Reques'tS, Contract Ohputes Claims 

and Appeals". 

4. General. 

a. Definition. The Disputes Review Board prol:ess is a voluntary, expedited 

and non-judi cia 1 ;,(1<:1 non-bi ndi ng medi a ti on procedure, whereby an independent 

three-party Board is established to evaluate contract disputes and provide 

recOl!lllenda ti ons to the Corps and its contractor with the objecti ve of resol vi ng 

disputes. 

b. The Board will consider disputes referred to ft, and will furnish 

recommendations to the Government and Contractor to assist in the resolution of 
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the differences between them. The Board will essentially be acting in the role 

of mediator, providing special expertise to assist and facilitate the resolution 

of disputes. 

5. Board Membership. 

a. The Disputes Review Board shall consist of one member selected by the 

Government and one member selected by the Contractor. The first two members 

shall be mutually acceptable to both the Government and the Contractor. The 

parties shall exchange lists of three individuals acceptable as a Board member. 

The ~orps and the Contractor shall each select one individual from the other's 

list. If no individual on the first list is acceptable to the other party, a 

second list with three individuals will be proposed. If no one on the second 

list is acceptable to the other party, the selection process shall not continue 

and the mutual decision to submit the dispute to a Disputes Review Board shall 

be considered terminated. 

b. The two members acceptable to the Government and the Contractor will 

independently select the third member from a list of 20 /lames developed by the 

Government of individuals respected in the field of engineering for their 

ability and integrity, one of whom should be acceptable. If the two members are 

unable to select the third m~mber from this list, the decision to submit the 

dispute to a Disputes Review Board shall be considered terminated. 

c. No member shall have a financial interest in the contract, except for 

payment for services on the Disputes Review Board. Except for fee-based 

consulting services on other projects, no Board member shall have been employed 

by either party within a period of two years prio~ to award of the contract. 
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! , 
6. Selecticn of the Disputes Review Board Procedure. 

If the parties mutually agree that a Disputes Review Board should be 

established for work performed under a contract, the Government and the 

Contractor shall negotiate an agreement with their member within 60 calendar 
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days after execution of the contract. The selection of the Disputes Review 

Board Alternative Disputes Review procedure for resolution of contract disputes 

. shall be void if the two members are unable to select a third member within 30 

calendar days. 

I 17. Procedure fOl' Submitting a Dispute to the Board. 

a. If the Contractor objects to any oral decision or order of the 

. Contracting Officer, t.he Contractor shall request in writing a written decision 

lor order from the ContNcting Officer. 
I 

b. After receipt of the Contracting Officer's written decision or order the 

iContractor shall, if he objects ~o such decision or order, file a written 

protest with the Contracting Officer, stating clearly and in detail the basis of 

the objection. The Contracting Officer will consider any written protest and 

make his preliminary Contracting Officer's decision on the basis of the 

perti nent contract provi si ons' and facts and ci rcumstances i nvol ved in the 

di.spute. Should the Contractor object to the Contracting Officer's preliminary 

decision, the matter can either be referred to the Disputes Review Board by 

mutual agreement of the Government and the Contractor, or the Contractor may 
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request that the Contracting Officer issue a final decision on the matter, from 

which the Contractor may pursue an appeal in accordance with the "Disputes' 

clause of the contract. 

c. In the event the Government and Contractor mutually agree to sUbmit the 

dispute to the Disputes Review Board, the request for review must be instituted 

~ithin 30 days of the date of receipt of the Contracting Officer's preliminary 

decision. Pending review of the Oisputes Review Board of a dispute, tne 

Contractor shall diligently proceed with the work as previously directed. 

do' The Contractor and the Government shall each be afforded an opportunity 

to be heard by the Disputes Review Board and to offer evidence. The Disputes 

Review Board shall submit in writing recommendations towards factual (as opposed 

to legal) resolution of a dispute to both the Government and the Contractor 

within 30 days following conclusion of the proceedings before the Disputes 

Review Board. 

e. Within 30 days of receiving the Dispute Review Board's factual 

recommendations, both the Government and the Contractor shall respond to the 

other 1n writing signifying that the dispute is either resolved or remains 

unresolved. If the Government and the Contractor are able to resolve their 

dispute, the Government will expeditiously process any required contract 

modifications. Should the dispute remain unresolved after 30 days following 

receipt of the Board's recommendations. the Contracting Officer will issue his 

final decision on the matter in dispute, and the contractor will be entitled to 

pursue an appeal in accordance with the "Disputes· clause of the contract. 
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f. In appropriate cases the Contractor and the Government may agree 

that a dispute should be submitted to the Disputes Review Board, but that the 

dispute only warrants the mediation efforts of one Board f·lember. In such cases 

the third Board j·lember will mediate the dispute without participation of the 

other two members. Other than submitting the dispute to only the third Board 

Hember, the procedural requi rements of the A 1 terna ti ve Di sputes Revi ew Board 

Process as set forth in paragraph 7a-e above will be followed. 

8. Board Procedures. 

a. The Disputes Review Board will formulate its own rules of operation. In 

order to keep abreast of construction progress, it is recommended that the 

members, as a Board, will visit the project at least quarterly, keep a current 

file and regularly meet with representatives of the Government and the 

Contractor. '·lore frequent than quarterly si te vi si ts shall be as agreed between 

the Government, the Contractor and the Board. 

b. Should the need ari se to appoint a replacement Board membel', the 

replacement member shall be appointed in the same manner as the original Board 

members were appointed. The selection of a replacement Board member shall begin 

promptly upon notification of the necessity for a replacement, and shall be 

completed within 30 calendar days. The Disputes Board Three Party Agreement 

will be supplemented to indicate ch~nges in Board membership. 
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c. For further description of work. responsibilities and duties of the 

Disputes RevieW Board. and the Government and Contractor's obligations and 

responsibilities with respect to each other and to the Disputes Review Board, 

see the "Disputes Board Three Party Agreelli!l\lt" as set forth in Appendix "A" 

hereto. 

9. Expenses of the Board and Board I~embers. 

Compensation for the Disputes Review Board members. and the expenses of 

operation of the Board. sha11 be shared by the Government and Contractor in 

accordance with the following: 

a. The Government will compensate directly the wages and travel expense for 

its selected member. 

b. The Contractor shall compensate directly the wages and travel expense 

for its member. 

c. The Government and Contractor will share equally in the third member's 

wages and travel. and all other expenses of the Board. 

d. The Government at It.s expense will provide administrative services, such 

as conference facilities and secretarial services, to the Board. 

10. Three Party Agreement. 

a, The Contractor. the Government and all three members of the Board shall 

execute the "Di sputes Rev; ew Board Three Party Agreement" wi thi n 30 ca lendar 

days following the final ~e1ection of third member. 

b. The "Disputes Review Board Three Party Agreement" and the "Disputes 

Review Board Guidelines" to said Agreement are set forth below. 
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GENERAL ORDER NO. 13 

The United States Claims Court is sensitive to rising litigation 
costs and the delay often inherent in the traditional judicial resolution 
of complex legal claims. While the mandates of due process inevitably 
place limits on how expeditious a trial of a complex issue can be, 
there are no such limits when parties voluntarily seek noncompulsory 
settlements. Since justice delayed is justice denied, it is an obliga
tion of this court to further the settlement process in all ways con
sistent with the ultimate gllarantee of a fair and complete hearing tv 
those disputes that cannot be resolved by mutual consent. Courts 
are institutions of last resort and while preserving that "last resort" 
as a sacred trust, they should insure its use only when other methods 
of dispute resolution have failed. In response to these concerns, the 
court is implementing two methods of Alternative Dispute Resolution: 
Settlement Judges and Mini-Trials. The methods to be used in the 
Claims Court are described in the "Notice to Counsel" attached to this 
Order. 

IT IS ORDERED, effective this date, that the Notice to Counsel 
shall be distributed as follows: 

(1) to counsel for all parties in ,:ases currently 
pending before the Claims Court, and 

(2) to counsel for all parties in cases filed after 
the date of this Order. 

April 15, 1987 

BY THE COURT 

~/u!.d 
LOREN A. SMITH 
Chief Judge 
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NOTICE TO COUNSEL 

Alternative Dispute Resolution Techniques 

In response to rising litigation costs and the 
delay often inherent in the traditional judicial 
resolution of complex legal claims, the United States 
Claims Court is implementing two methods of alternative 
dispute resolution (ADR) for use in appropriate cases. 
The Claims Court encourages all reasonable avenues toward 
settlement of disputes, including the usual dialogue 
between the trial judge and counsel. Implementation by 
the court of these ADR methods does not preclude use by 
the parties of other ADR techniques which do not require 
court involvement. 

The ADR methods outlined below are both voluntary 
and flexible, and should be employed early in the liti
gation process in order to minimize discovery. Both 
parties must agree to use the procedures. Because these 
procedures are designed to promote settlement and involve 
the application of judicial resources, however, the court 
views their use as most appropriate where the parties 
anticipate a lengthy discovery period followed by a 
protracted trial. These requirements typically will be 
met where the amount in controversy is greater than 
$100,000 and trial is expected to last more than one 
week. 

When both counsel agree and wish to employ one of 
the ADR methods offered, they should notify the presiding 
judge of their intent as early as possible in the proceed
ings, or concurrently with submission of the Joint Pre
liminary status Report required by Appendix G. The 
presiding judge will consider counsels' request and ma~e 
the final decision whether to refer the case to ADR. If 
ADR is considered appropriate, the presiding judge will 
refer the case to the Office of the Clerk for assignment 
to a Claims Court judge who \dll preside over the ADR 
procedure adopted. The ADR judge will exercise ultimate 
authority over the form and function of each method 
within the gen.eral guidelines adopted by the court. 
Accordingly, the parties will promptly meet vlith the 
assigned ADR judge to establish a schedule and procedures 
for the technique chosen. Should either of these tech
niques fail to produce a satisfactory settlement, the 
case will be returned to the presiding judge's docket. 
Except as allowed by Federal Rule of Evidence 408, all 
representations made in the course of the selected ADR 
proceed.tng are confidential and may not be used for any 
reason in subsequent litigation. 
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I. Settlement Judge 

In many circumstances, settlement can be fostered by 
a frank, in-depth discussion of the strengths and weak
nesses of each party's case before a neutral advisor. 
Although this alternative can be used successfully at any 
stage of the litigation, it is suggested that it be adopted 
as early in the process as feasible to eliminate unneces
sary cost and delay. Moreover, the agenda for these meet
ings with the settlement judge should remain flexible to 
accommodate the requirements of the individual cases. 
Through this ADR method, the parties will gain the benefit 
of a judicial assessment of their settlement positions, 
without jeopardizing their ability to obtain an "impartial" 
resolution of their case by the presiding judge should 
settlement not be reached" 

II. t-lini-Trial 

The mini-trial is a highly flexible, expedited pro
cedure where each party presents an abbreviated version 
of its case to a neutral advisor (a judge other than the 
presiding judge), who then assists the parties to nego
tiate a settlement. Because the mini-trial similarly is 
designed to eliminate unnecessary cost and delay, it 
should be adopted before extensive discovery commences. 
This ADR technique, however, should be employed only in 
those cases which involve factual disputes and are gov
erned by well-established principles of law. Cases which 
present novel issues of law or where witness credibility 
is a major factor are handled more effectively by tradi
tional judicial methods. 

Although the procedures for each mini-trial should 
be designed to meet the needs of the individual case, the 
following guidelines are appropriate in most circumstances: 

(a) 
by strict 
discovery 
months. 

Time Frame - The mini-trial should be governed 
time limitations. The entire process, including 
and trial, should conclude \'li thin one to three 

(b) Participants - Each party should be represented 
by an individual with authority to make a final recommen
dation as to settlement and may be represented by counsel. 
The participation of senior management/agency officials 
(principals) with first-hand knowledge of the underlying 
dispute is highly recommended. 

(c) Discovery - Any discovery conducted should be 
expedited, limited in scope where feasible, and scheduled 
to conclude at least two weeks prior to the mini-trial. 
Counsel bear a special responsibility to conduct discovery 
expeditiously and voluntarily in a mini-trial situation. 

-2-
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Any discovery disputes which the parties cannot resolve 
will be handled by the mini-trial judge. Discovery taken 
for the purpose of the mini-trial may be used in further 
judicial proceedings if settlement is not achieved. 

(d) Pre-Hearing Matters - At the close of discovery, 
the parties should meet with the mini-trial judge for a 
pre-hearing conference. The parties normally should pro
vide for exchange of brief vlritten submittals summarizing 
the parties' positions and narrowing the issues in advance 
of the hearing. The submittal should include a discussion 
of both entitlement and damages. Contemporaneously with 
the exchange of the written submittals, the parties 
should finalize any stipulations needed for the hearing 
and, where applicable, exchange witness lists and 
exhibi ts. The parties also should establish final 
procedures for the hearing. 

(el Hearing - The hearing itself is informal and 
should generally not exceed one day. The parties may 
structure their case to include examination of witnesses, 
the use of demonstrative evidence, and oral argument by 
counsel. Because the rules of evidence and procedure 
will not apply, witnesses will be permitted to relate 
their testimony in the narrative, objections will not be 
permitted, and a transcript of the hearing will not be 
made. The role of the mini-trial judge similarly is 
flexible and may provide for active questioning of wit
nesses. Each party should present a closing statement to 
facilitate the post-hearing settlement discussions. 

(fl Post-Hearing Settlement Discussions - At the 
conclusion of the informal hearing, the principals and/or 
counsel meet to discuss resolution of the dispute. The 
mini-trial judge may play an active role in the discus
sions, or be available to render an advisory opinion 
concerning the merits of the claim. 

III. Comment 

The court welcomes further input from the bar and 
general public on this Notice to Counsel and General 
Order No. 13. This input will be considered, along ~ith 
the initial practical experience under the Order in a 
continuing effort to further the effective administration 
of jus"tice. 

-3-
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U. D. CLAI",. COURT 

NENS RELEASE 

For Further Infor
mation Contact 
Gary Golkiewicz at 
(202) 633-7252 FOR RELEASE APRIL 15, 1987 

U.S. CLAIMS COURT IMPLEMENTS 
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION TECHNIQUES 

NASHINGTON, D.C., APRIL ~5, !987. Chief Judge Loren 
A. Smith of the U.S. Claims Court announced today that 
the Claims Court is implementing two forms of Alternative 
Dispute Resolution. 

The Claims Court will utilize the voluntary Settle
ment Judge and Mini-Trial procedures. Parties may elect 
to use Settlement Judges where it is possible that 
resolution of a dispute may be achieved through frank 
discussion of a case's strengths and weaknesses before a 
neutral advisor (a judge other than the presiding judge) • 
A Mini-Trial is a flexible, expedited procedure where 
each side presents an abbreviated version of its case to 
a neutral advisor who then assists in neqotiation of a 
settlement. In the event these procedures do not result 
in settlement, the case will be returned to the presiding 
judge's docket for trial. 

The procedures are the product of the Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Committee of the U.S. Claims Court 
Advisory Council. The Alternate Dispute Resolution 
Commi ttee f chaired by Judge Lawrence S. Margolis, is 
composed of Claims Court Judges, government attorneys, 
and attorneys in private practice. According to Judge 
Margolis, the Claims Court is sensitive to the widespread 
concern over rising litigation costs and crowded court 
dockets and realizes that action is necessary to help 
expedi te case resolution whenever possible. The new 
procedures will be available for use in all cases cur
rently pending before the Claims Court, as well as cases 
filed in the future. 

For further information, contact Gary J. Golkiewicz 
at (202) 633-7252. 

-30-
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GUIDANCE ON THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

IN EPA ENFORCEMENT CASES 

I. INTRODUCTION 
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In order to effect compliance with the nation's environmental 

laws, the Un~ted States Env~ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 

developed and maintained a vigorous judicial and administrative 

enforcement program. Cases .instituted under the program must be 

resolved, either through settlement or decision by the appro

priate authority, as rapidly as possible in order to mainta~n 

the integrity and credibility of the program, and to reduce the 

backlog or cases. 

Traditionally, the Agency's enforcement cases have been 

settled through negot~ations solely between representatives of 

the Government and the alleged violator. With a 95 percent 

success rate, this negotiation process has proved errective, 

and will continue to be used in most of the Agency's cases. 

Nevertheless, other means or reaching resolut~on, known col

lectively as alternative dispute resolution (ADR), have evolved. 

Long accepted and used in commercial, domestic, and labor disputes, 

ADR techniques, such as arbitration and mediation, are adaptable 

to e.nvironmental enforcement disputes. These ;~DR procedures 

,old the promise for resolution of some of EPA's enforcement 

~ases in a manner more erficient than but as errective as those 
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used in traditional enforcement. Furthermore, ADR provisions 

can be incorporated into judicial consent decrees and consent 

agreements ordered by administrative law judges to address 

future disputes. 

EPA does not mean to indicate that by endorsing the use of 

ADR in its enforcement act~ons, it is backing away from a strong 

enforcement position. On the contrary, the Agency views ADR as 

merely another tool ~n its arsenal tor the achievement ot compl~ance. 

EPA intends to use the ADR process, where appropriate, to resolve 

enforcement act~ons with outcomes similar to those the Agency 

reaches through litigation and negotiation. As ADR is composed 

only ot processes, use of any such mechanisms does not lead 

inevitably to more lenient results for violators: rather, ADR should 

take EPA to its desired ends by alternate means. 

ADR is increasingly becoming accepted by many federal 

agenc~es, private citizens, and organizations as a method of 

handling disputes. The Administrative Conference of the United 

States has repeatedly called for tederal agenc~es to make greater 

use of ADR techniques, and has sponsored numerous studies to 

further their use by the tederal government. The Attorney General 

of the United States has stated that it is the policy of the 

United States to use ADR. By memorandum, dated February 2, 

1987, the Administrator of EPA endorsed the concept in enforcement 

disputes, and urged senior Agency otficials to nominate appropr~ate 

cases. 
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This guidance seeks to: 

(1) Establish Policy - establish that it is E~~ policy 

to utilize ADR ~n the resolut~on ot all or port~ons 

of a~propriate enforcement cases. 

(2) Describe Methods - describe some ot the applicable 

types of ADR, and the characteristics of cases which 

might call tor the use of ADR; 

(3) Formulate Case Selection Procedures - formulate 

procedures for determ~ning whether to use ADR in 

particular cases, and for selection and procu.rement 

ot a "th~rd-party neutral" (i.e., mediators, 

arbitrators, or others employed in the use (.)f' ADR); 

(4) Establish Qualifications - establish qualitications 

for third-party neutrals; and 

(~) Formulate Case Management Procedures - formulate 

procedures for management of cases in which some 

or all issues are subm~tted for ADR. 

II. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION METHODS 
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ADR mechanisws which are potentially usetul in environ

mental enforcement cases will primarily be mediation and 

arb~tration. Fact-tinding and mini-trials may also be helptul 

in a number of cases. A general description of these mechanisms 

tollows. (See also Sect~on VIII, below, wh~ch describes in 

greater detail how each of these techniques works., Many other 

forms of ADR exist, none ot which are precluded by this gU~dance. 

Regardless of the technique employed, ADR can be used to resolve 

any or allot the issues presented by a case. 
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A. Mediationl is the facilitation ot negotiations by a 

person not a party to the dispute (herein "third-party neutra. t") 

who has no power to decide the ~ssues, but whose tunction ~s to 

assist the parties in reaching settlement. The mediator serves 

to schedule and structure negotiations, acts as a catalyst between 

the parties, focuses the discussions, facilitates exchange between 

the parties, and serves as an assessor - but not a judge - of 

the positions taken by the parties during the course of negotia-

tions. With the parties' consent, the mediator may take on 

additional functions such as proposing solutions to the problem. 

Nevertheless, as ~n trad~t~onal negotiation, the parties retain 

the power to resolve the issues through an informal, VOluntary 

process, in order to reach a mutually acceptable agreement. 

Having agreed to a mediated settlement, parties can then make 

the results binding. 

B. Arbi tra tion involves the use of a. person -- not a party 

to the d~spute -- to hear stipulated issues pursuant to procedures 

specified by the parties. Depending upon the agreement of the 

parties and any legal constraints against entering into b~nding 

arbitration. the decision of the arbitrat.or mayor may not be 

b~nd~ng. Allor a portion ot the issues -- whether tactual, legal 

or remedial -- may be submitted to the arbitrator. Because arbitra-

1 For further ~nformation on the med~ation role of Clean S~tes Inc., 
see the Administrator's guidance on the "Role of Clean Sites Inc. 
at Supertund Sites." 
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tion is less formaL than a courtroom proceeding, parties can 

agree to relax rules of evidence and utilize other time-saving 

devices. The Government, however, is currently restricted by 

law to use binding arbitration only for factual issues. 

c. Fact-findin~ entails the investigation ot spec~tied 

issues by a neut~al with subject matter expertise, and selected 

by the part~es to the d~spute. The process may be b~nd~ng or 

nonbinding, but if the parties agree, the material presented 

by the tact-finder may be admiss~ble as an estabLished tact ~n a 

subsequent judicial or administrative hearing, or determinative 
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of the ~ssues presented. As an essentially investigatory process, 

fact-finding employs informal procedures. Because this ADR 

mechanism seeks to narrow tactuaL or technical issues ~n d~spute, 

fact-finding usually results in a report, te~timony, or established 

fact wh~ch may be adm~tted as ev~dence, or in a binding or advisory 

opinion. 

D. Mini-trials permit the parties to present their case, or 

an agreed upon portion ot it, to principals who have author~ty 

to settle the dispute (e.g., vice-president of a company and a 

senior EPA otficial) and, in some cases as agreed by the parties, 

to a neutral third-party advisor. Limited discovery and pre

paration precede the case presentation. The presentation ~tself 

may be summary or an abbreviated hearing with testimony and 

cross-examination as the parties agree. FoLlow~ng the presentat~on, 

the princip~15 reinstitute negotiations, possibly with the aid of 

che neutraL as mediator. The pr~ncipals are the dec~s~onmakers 

while the third-party neutral, who usually has specialized subject 
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matter expertise in trial procedures and evidence, acts as an 

advisor on potential rulings on issues if the dispute were to 

proceed to trial. This ADR mechanism is useful in narrow1ng 

factual issues or mixed questions of law and fact, and in giving 

the pr1nc1pals a realistic view ot the strengths and weaknesses 

of their cases. 

III. CHARACTERISTICS OF BNFORCEMENT CASES SUITABLE FOR ADR 

Th1S section provides character1st1cs and examples which 

enforcement personnel can consider to make a preliminary 

determination ot whether ADR may be useful 1n a d1spute. The 

review should inclUde matters which have not yet been referred 

tor tormal jUdicial or adm1nistrative entorcement act10n as well 

as matters already on the judicial or administrative docket. 

Because ot the threat ot reterral, ADR may prove most ettective 

in the pre-litigation phase of a case. Final determinations 

regarding the use of ADR in a particular case will requ1re a 

more detailed examination of the facts specific to the dispute. 

Of course, the Agency w1ll always litigate a narrow category of 

cases, such as those involving constitutional or statutory challenges 

and precedential legal issues. 

The parties can agree at any point during the course of an 

action to use ADR. Because expeditious resolution ot a port10n 

of a case may make the remainder of the enforcement action more 

manageable for litigation or negot1ation, the characterist1cs 

also apply to selected issues comprising a particular dispute. 
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The character~stics ~n the accompanying charts ar~ not 

intended to be exhaustive of the opportunities for ADR, as 

flex~bility is the mainstay of ADR. Agency personnel should 

rely on their own experience and judgment to evaluate their 

caseload for potent~al appl~cations of ADR. Further, there must 

be a mutual interest by the parties in resolution of some or all 

of the issues in the case. In all instances where the part~es 

demonstrate a willingness to use ADR, the Agency should strongly 

consider its use. 
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The characteristics fall naturally into two categories and 

are theretore, displayed on two separate charts on the tOllowing 

two pages: (1) those applicable to nonbinding ADR mechanisms such 

as mediation, and (2) those applicable to b~ndin9 ADR mechan~sms 

such as arbitration. 

A. Examples of Nonbinding ADR 

1. Impasse 

The impasse characteristics on the nonbinding ADR chart are 

particularly appLicable for mediation, mini-tr~als, and nonb~nding 

(advisory) arbitration or fact-finding. Superfund cases will, in 

many cases, meet character~stics (1)-(7) or (9), and especially 

(2), (3) and (6). A CERCLA case with parties including multiple 

Potent~ally Responsible Part~es (PRPs) that have difter~ng pos~

tions, or state and local authorities, offers an excellent oppor

tunity for ADR pursuant to the impasse characterist~c. 

Regulatory actions, as opposed to Superfund actions, such 

as those in the water, air, toxics or pesticides programs, are 

more likely to fit within the impasse characteristics (1) or 
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Charateristics for Nonbinding ADR 

~ 

Characteristic - The parties 
have reached, or anticipate 
reaching, a negotiation impasse 
because of: 

(1) Personality conflicts among 
negotiators; 

(2) Poor carmunication or co
ordination between parties; 

(3) Pro:::edural difficulties 
due to multiple plaintiffs or 
defendants with conflictir~ 
agendas; 

(4) Inflexible negotiating 
postures which render 
a case self-perpetuating; 

(5) Parties or issues lllith a 
history of intransigence; 

(6) Procedural difficulties 
due to very high canplianC('! cos'.s 
or penalties! 

(7) High visibility concerns 
making it difficult for the 
parties to settle for fear of 
losing face, including partiCJlar
ly sensitive environmental con
~rns such as national parks or 
wild and scenic rivers, issues of 
national significance with 
political implications such as 
acid rain, or significant adverse 
employment implications; 

(8) SOphisticated technical 
circumstances leading 
to a myriad of factual 
disputes where EPA does not 
have the ultimate statutory 
authority to decide such 
issues (e.g., not CERCtA); or 

(9) Any other reasons slowing 
or halting progress in the 
settlement of the action. 

Level of Resources 

Chara:::teristic -
The resolution of the 
dispute would require 
an excessive expenditure 
of government resources 
so that it would be 
significantly more 
cost-and tUne-efficient 
to use a third-party 
neutral to resolve all 
or parts of the case 
on teens acceptable 
to the Govemnent. 
Situations in which ADR 
may be a better use of 
resources inclUde those: 

(1) With a large number of 
parties, including not 
only multiple violators 
but state and local 
authori ties; 

(2) With a large number 
of issues; or 

(3) Where the issues are 
complex, divisive or 
controversial. 

Remedies Requiring 
Parties Not Liable for 
Prosecution 

Characteristic -
The resolution of the 
underlying environment 
problem requires the 
involvement of persons 
or entities not partie 
to the lawsuit such as 
a state or local 
authority. 



Impasse 

Characteristics for Binding ADR 

Level of Resources 

a. Characteristic - The 
parties have reached, or 
anticipate reaching, a 
negotiation or litigation 
impasse because of: 

(1) Parties or issues with 
a history of intransigence; 

(2) Sophisticated technical 
circums~ances leading to 
a myriad of factual disputes 
or remedies involving 
technologies which are 
difficult to implement or 
are not readily available, 
where EPA does not have the 
ultimate statutory authority 
to decide such issues 
(e.g., not CERCLA); 

(3) Inability or unwillingness 
of a court to rul~ on matters 
which would advance the case 
toward resolution; or 

(4) Any other reasons slowing 
or halting progress leading 
to a decision in the action. 

a. Characteristic - The 
resolution of the dispute 
would require an excessive 
expenditure of government 
resources so that it would 
be significantly more cost
and time-efficient to use a 
third-party neutral to 
resolve all or parts of the 
case on terms acceptable to 
the Government. Situations 
in which ADR may be a better 
use of resources include 
those: 

(1) With a large number of 
issues; or 

(2) Which are so routine that 
they do not merit the usual 
expenditure of resources 
for judicial or administrative 
enforcement. In these cases, 
it would be useful to employ 
streamlined, binding ADR 
techniques such as arbitration 
to resolve issues without 
precedential value. 
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(4)-(9). It is most preferable in these regulatory actions to 

use ADR prior to referral of a civil action to the Department of 

JUstice (DOJ). ADR may still be appropr~ate atter t~ling ot an 

.action where, for example, unanticipated facts have arisen 

through discovery that weaken the government's case making 

settlement more desirable. In addition, regulatory cases that 

have been filed for over two years are an excellent place to 

look for cases suitable for ADR. 

2. Level of Resources 

The level of resources characteristics on the nonbinding 

ADR chart w~ll apply to many Superfund actions. Characterist~c 

(3) may apply in some regulatory cases, e.g., an air enforcement 

act~on ~nvolv~ng an ~ntcrnat~onal agreement with industry speci-

fic requirements. Again, use of ADR Is encouraged prior to 

referral to DOJ in regulatory matters. 

3. Remedies Requiring Parties Not Liable For 
Prosecution 

only by hringing the parties described under this 

character~stic ~n the nonbind~ng ADR chart ~nto the negot~at~ons 

may the Agency resolve matters such as a political problem or the 

obtain~ng ot tunding necessary to remedy the s~tuation. Note 

that EPA is specifically not endorsing the use of ADR to substi-

tute alternative payment projects for civil penalties. While a 

municirality may be in Violation of an EPA standard, it may not 

have the tunds to correct the problem. Involvement ot the proper 

state agency may provide funding for eventual compliance. 
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B. Examples of Binding ADR 

1. Impasse 

The impasse characteristics on the binding ADR chart are 

particularly appl~cable tor arb~trat~on and bind~ng tact-t~nd~ng. 

Under present authority nonbinding ADR may be used only for 

factual det.erminations and not ultimate liability except for 

cases under Section 107 of CERCLA not in excess of ~500,000. 

superZund cases may tall within characterist~cs (1), (3) or (4), 

and would include only those factual determinations not left to 

the Agency. Regulatory actions may meet any ot the four charac

teristics. An excellent example is found in Attachment B. In 

these latter cases, the Agency encourages the use of binding ADR 

prior to referral to DOJ. 

2. Level of Resources 
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Superfund cases may fall into eithsr of the two parts 

ot the level ot resources character~stic on the b~nding ADR chart, 

while regulatory actions are more likely to meet the second 

character~st~c ~n certain ~nstances. Cases t~tt~ng w~th~n th~s 

characteristic might include those with a number of factual issues 

or a s~ngle determinative tactual ~ssue, a decis~on on which would 

obviate the need for further proceedings. 

IV. PROCEDURES FOR APPROVAL OF CASES FOR ADR 

This section describes procedures for the nomination of 

cases for ADR. These procedures are designed to el~m~nate contus~on 

regarding the selection of cases for ADR by, (1) integrating the 

setect~on of cases tor ADR ~nto the eXist~ng entorcement case 
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selection process; and (2) creating decision points and contacts 

in the regions, headquarters, and DOJ to determine whether to 

use ADR in particular actions. 

A. Decisionmakers 

To facilitate decisions whether to use ADR in a particular 

action, decision points in headquarters, the regions and DOJ 

must be established. At headquarters, the decisionmaker will 

be the appropriate Associate Enforcement Counsel (AEC). The AEC 

should consult on this decision with his/her corresponding head

quarters compliance division director. At DOJ, the decisionmaker 

will be the Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section. In the 

regions, the decisionmakers will be both the Regional Counsel 

and the appropriate regional program division director. If the 

two authorities disagree on whether to use AOR in a particular 

case, then the Regional Administrator (RA) or the Deputy Reaional 

Administrator (ORA), will decide the matter. This decisionmaking 

process guarantees consultation with and concurrence of all 

relevant interests. 

B. Case Selection Procedures 

Anyone in the regions, headquarters, or DOJ who is partici-

pating in the development or management of an enforcement action, 

or any defendant or PRP not yet named as a defendant, may suggest 

a case or selected issues in a case for ADR.2 Any suggestion, 

however, must be communicated to and discussed with the appropriate 

regional office for its consent. The respective roles of the AECs 

2 At the Region's option, nomination papers may be deemed attorney 
work product so that they are discovery free. 
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and DOJ are discussed below. Atter a dec~s~on by the Reg~on or 

litigation team to use ADR in a particular case, the nomination 

should be forwarded to headquarters and, ~t it is a· reterred 
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case, to DOJ. The nominations must be in writing, and must 

enumerate why the case ~s appropr~ate tor ADR. lSee Sect~on III 

of this document which describes the characteristics for selection 

of cases for ADR.) Attachments A and B are sample communications. 

Attachment A pertains to nonbinding ADR, and Attachment B pertains 

to b~nding ADR. 

Upon a determination by the Government to use ADR, Government 

enforcement personnel assigned to the case lcase team) must 

approach the PRP(s) or defendant(s) with the suggestion. The 

case team should ~nd~cate to the PRP(s) or detendantls) the 

factors which have led to the Agency's recommendation to use 

ADR, and the potential benet~ts to all parties trom its use. 

The PRP(s) or defendantls) should understand, nevertheless, 

that the Government ~s prepared to proceed w~th vigorous 

litigation in the case if the use of a third-party neutral fails 

to resolve the matter. Further, tor cases which are reterrable, 

the defendant(s) should be advised that EPA will not hesitate to 

refer the matter to DOJ for prosecution. 

Nonbinding ADR 

For mediation, mini-trials, nonbinding arbitration, and 

other ADR mechan~sms ~nvolv~ng use ot a third-party neutral as a 

nonbinding decisionmaker, regions should notify the appropriate 

AEC and, it the case is reterred, DOJ of: (1) its ~ntent to use 

ADR in a particular case, and (2) the opportunity to consult 

with the Regl.on on its decl.s~on. The AEC wl.ll consult wl.th the 
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appropriate headquarters program division director. The Region 

may presume that the AEC and DOJ agree with the selection of the 

case for ADR unless the AEC or DOJ obJect w~th~n ten (lU) calendar 

days of receipt of the nomination of the case. 

Binding ADR 

For binding arbitration and fact-finding, and other ADR 

mechanisms ~nvolv~ng the use ot th~rd-party neutrals as binding 

decisionmakers, the appropriate AEC must concur in the nomination 

of the case by the Region. In addition, DOJ must also concur in 

the use of binding ADR in referred cases. Finally, in non-CERCLA 

cases wh~ch may involve comprom~se of claims in excess of ~2U,UUO 

or where the neutral's decision will be embodied in a court order, 

DOJ must also concur. W~thout the concurrence ot headquarters 

and DOJ under these circumstances, the Region may not proceed 

with ADR. OECM and DOJ should attempt to concur in the nom~na

tion within ten (10) days of receipt of the nomination. 

Under the Supertund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), 

Pub. L. No. 99-499, ~l22(h)(2)(l986), EPA may enter into binding 

arbitration tor cost recovery claims under Section 107 of CERCLA, 

provided the claims are not in excess of ~500,000, exclusive of 

~nterest. Until regulations are promulgated under this section, 

EPA is precluded from entering into binding arbitration in cost 

recovery actions. Accordingly, Attachment C is not appropriate 

for use in cases brought under this section. 
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V. SELECTION OF A THIRD-PARTY NEUTRAL 

A. Procedures for Selection 
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Both the Government and all defendants must agree on the need 

tor a neutral ~n order to proceed w~th ADR. In some s~tuat~ons 

(e.g., in a Superfund case), however, the parties may proceed with 

ADR with consensus of only some of the parties depending on the 

issue and the parties. Once agreed, the method for selecting 

the neutral and the actual select~on in both Supertund and other 

cases will be determined by all parties involved with the excep

tion of cases governed by ~lU7 of CERCLA. To help narrow the 

search for a third-party neutral, it is useful, although not 

requ~red, for the partles to agree prelim~narily on one or more 

ADR mechanisms. OECM is available to help at this point in the 

process, ~nclud~ng the procurement of in-house or outside persons 

to aid the parties in selecting an appropriate ADR mechanism. 

In Sect~on VII below. we have indicated some ot the s~tuat~ons 

where each ADR mechanism may be most appropriate. Of course, the 

parties are tree to emplOY wh~chever technique they deem appropr~ate 

for the case. Because the ADR mechanisms are flexible, they are 

adaptable to meet the needs and desires ot the parties. 

The parties can select a third-party neutral in many ways. 

Each party may otter names ot proposed neutrals unt~l all part~es 

agree on one person or organization. Alternatively, each party 

may propose a list ot candidates, and allow the other part~es to 

strike unacceptable names from the list until agreement is 

reached. For additional methods, see Attacr~ents C, D, and E. 
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Regardless ot how the parties decide to proceed, the Go.ernment 

may obtain names of qualified neutrals from the Chief, Legal 

Entorcement policy Branch (LEPB) (FTS 4/':)-'<311'1, LE-l.JOA, E-Ma~l 

box EPA 2261), by written or telephone request. With the help 

of the Adm~nistrative Conference ot the U.S. and the Federal 

Mediation and Conciliation Service, OEeM is working to establish 

a national l~st ot candidates trom Wh~ch the case team ma.y select 

neutrals. In selecting neutrals, however, the case team is not 

limited to such a list. 

It is important to apply the qualifications enumerated below 

in section V.D. in evaluating the appropriateness ot a proposed 

third-party neutral for each case. Only the case team can decide 

whether a particular neutral is acceptable ~n ~ts case. The 

qualifications described below provide guidance in this area. 

At any point in the process ot select~ng an ADR mechan~sm or 

third-party neutral, the case team may consult with the Chief, 

LEPB, for guidance. 

B. Qualifications for Third-party Neutrals 

The tol.low~ng qual~ficat~ons are to be appl~ed ~n the 

selection of all third-party neutrals who may be considered for 

service in ADR proceduree to which EPA ~s a party. While a 

third-party neutral should meet as many of the qualifications as 

poss~ble, it may be d~tticult to ~dent~ty cand~dates who possess 

all the qualifications for selection of a third-party neutral. 

Failure to meet one or more ot these qual~f~cat~ons ~houl.d not 

necessarily preclude a neutral who all the parties agree would 

be satistactory to serve ~n a particular case. The qual~t~cat~ons 
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are, there tore, 1ntended only as gU1dance rather than as pre

requisites to the use of ADR. Further, one should apply a greater 

degree of flexibility regarding the qua11tications ot neutrals 

i11volved in nonbinding activities such as mediation, and a stricter 

adherence to the qualiticat10ns for neutrals making binding 

decisions such as arbitrators. 

1. Qualifications for Individuals 

a. Demonstrated Experience. The candidate should 

have experience as a third-party neutral in arbitration, mediation 

or other relevant forms of ADR. However, other actual and active 

part1c1pat10n in negotiat10ns, judicial or administrative hearings 

or other forms of dispute resolution, service as an administrative 

law judge, judicial officer or judge, or formal training as a 

neutral may be considered. The candidate should have experience 

in negotiating, resolv1ng or otherwise manag1ng cases of sim1lar 

complexity to the dispute in qUestion, e.g., cases involving 

multiple issues, mUltiple part1es, and m1xed techn1cal and legal 

issues where applicable. 

b. Independence. The candidate must disclose any 

interest or relationship which may give rise to b1as or the 

appearance of bias toward or against any party. These interests 

or relationships include: 

(a) past, present or prospective positions with or financial 

interests in any ot the part1es; 

(b) any existing or past financial, business, professional, 

family or soc1al relat10nships with any ot the part1es 

to the dispute or their attorneys; 
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(c) previous or current involvement in che specific dispute; 

td) past or prospective employment, ~ncluding employmenc as 

a neutral in previous disputes, by any of the parties; 

(e) past or present receipt ot a signit1cant portion ot Che 

neutral's general operating funds or grants from one or 

more ot the parties to the dispute. 

The existence of such an interest or relationship does not 

necessarily preclude the candidate trom serv~ng as a neutral, 

particularly if the candidate has demonstrated sufficient 

~ndependence by reputat~on and performance. The neutrals w~th 

the most experience are most likely to have past or current 

relationships with some part~es to the dispute, including the 

Government. Nevertheless, the candidate must disclose all 

interests, and the parties should then determine whether the 

interests create actual or apparent bias. 

c. Subject Matter Expertise. The candiclate should 

have sufficient general knowledge of the subject matter of the 

dispute to understand and tollow the issues, ass~st the part~es 

in recognizing and establishing priorities and the order of 

cons~deration ot those ~ssues, ensure that all poss~ble avenues 

and alternatives to settlement are explored, and otherwise serve 

in the most effective manner as a third-party neutral. Dependl.ng 

on the case, it may also be helpful if the candidate has specific 

expert~se in the ~ssues under consideration. 

d. Single Role. The candidate should not be serving 

~n any other capacity ~n the entorcement prooess for that partl.cular 

case that would create actual or apparent bias. The case team 
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should consider any prior involvement in the dispute wpich may 

prevent I:he candidate from acting with objectivity. For example, 

involvement in developing a settlement proposal, particularly 

when the proposal is developed on behalf of certain parties, may 

preclude the prospective neutral from being objective during 

binding arbitration or other ADR activities between EPA and the 

parties concerning that particular proposal. 

Of course, rejection of a candidate for a particular ADR 

activity, such as arbitration, does not necessarily preclude 

~ role for the candidate in that case. The candidate may 

continue to serve in other capacities by, for example, relaying 

information among parties and presenting offers on behalf of 

particular parties. 

2. Oualifications for Corporations And Other Organiza

tions. 3 Corporations or other entities or organizations which 

propose to act as third-party neutrals, through their officers, 

~mployees or other agents, in disputes involving EPA, must: 

(al like unaffiliated individuals, make the disclosures 

listed abovel and 

(bl submit to the parties a list of all persons who, on 

behalf of the corporation, entity or organization, will 

or may be significantly involved in the ADR procedure. 

These representatives should also make the disclosures 

listed above. 

In selecting a third-party neutral to resolve or aid in the 

3 For further guidance regarding Clean Sites Inc., see guidance 
from the Administrator on the "Role of Clean Sites Inc. at 
Superfund Sites." 
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resolut1on ot a d1spute to which EPA is a party, Agency personnel 

should remain at all times aware that the Agency must not only 

uphold its ob!igat1on to protect publiC health, weltare and the 

environment, but also.develop and maintain public confidence 

that the Agency is pertorm1ng 1ts m1SS1on. Care should be taken 

in the application of these qualifications to avoid the selection 

ot third-party neutrals whose involvement in the resolut1on of 

the case might undermine the integrity of that resolution and 

the enforcement etforts ot the Agency. 

VII. OTHER ISSUES: 

A. Memorialization of Agree~~ 

Just as it would in cases where ADR has not been used, the 

case team should memorialize agreements reached through ADR in 

orders and settlement documents and obta1n DOJ and headquarters 

approval (as appropriate) of the terms of any agreement reached 

through ADR. 

B. Fees For Third-Party Neutrals 

The Government·s share of ADR costs wi!! be paid by Head

quarters. Contact LEPB to initiate payment mechanisms. Because 

such mechanisms require lead t1me, contact with LEPB should be 

made as early as possible after approval of a case for ADR. 

It is EPA policy that PRPs and detendants bear a share of 

these costs equal to EPA except in unusual circumstances. This 

policy ensures that these pa.ct1es "buy in" to the process. It 

is important that the exact financial terms with these parties 

be settled and set forth 1n writing before the initiation of ADR 

in the case. 
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C. Confidentta1ity 

Unless otherwise discoverable, records and communications 

arising from ADR shall be confidential and cannot be used in 

litigation or disclosed to the opposing party without permission. 

This policy does not include issues where the Agency is required 

to make decisions on the basis of an administrative record such 

as the selection of a romedy in rERCtA cases. Public policy 

interests in fostering settlement compel the confidentiality of 

ADR negotiations and documents. These interests are reflected 

in a number of measures which seek to guarantee confidentiality 

and are recognized by a growing body of legal authority. 

Most indicative of the support for non-litigious settlement 

of disputes is Rule 408 of the Federal Rules of Evidence which 

renders offers of compromise or settlement or statements made 

during discussions inadmissable in subsequent litigation between 

the parties to prove liability. Noting the underlying policy 

behind the rule, courts have construed the rule to preclude 

admission of evidence regarding the defendant's settlement of 

similar cases. 4 

4 See Scaramuzzo v. Glenmore Distilleries Co., 501 F.Supp. 727 
~D. Ill. 1980), and to bar discovery, ~ ~ v. Phillips 
Petroleum Co., 638 F.2d 873 (5th Cir. 1981). Courts have 
also construed labor laws to favor mediation or arbitration 
and have therefore prevented third-party neutrals from being 
compelled to testify. See,~, N.t.R.B. v. Joseph Macaluso, 
Inc., 618 F.2d 51 (9th Cir. 1980) (upholding N.t.R.B.'s 
revocation of subpoena issued to mediator to avoid breach of 
impartiality). 
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Ememption protection under the Freedom of Information Act 

(FOIA), 15 U.S.C. 5552, could also accommodate the interest in 

confidentiality. While some courts have failed to recognize the 

"settlement negotiations privilege."S other courts have recognized 

the privilege. 6 

In addition to these legal authorities and policy arguments, 

confidentiality can be ensured by professional ethical codes. 

Recognizing that promoting candor on the parties' part and 

impartiality on the neutral's part is critical to the success of 

ADR, confidentiality provisions are incorporated into codes of 

conduct as well as written ADR agreements (See Attachment D). 

Furthermore, confidentiality can be effected by court order, 

if ADR is court supervised. Finally, as many states have done 

statutorily, EPA is considering the promulgation of regulations 

which further ensure the confidentiality of ADR proceedings. 

D. Relationship of ADR to Timely and Appropriate and 
Significant Noncompliance Reguirements 

The decision to use ADR would have no particular impact under 

the "timely and appropriate" (T&A) criteria on a case where there 

5 

6 

See, ~, Center for Auto Safet,~ v. Department of Justice, 576 
F.Supp. 739, 749 (D.D.C. 1983). 

See Bottaro v. Hatton Associates, 96 F.R.D. 158-60 (E.D.N.Y 1982) 
(i1Oting "strong public policy of favoring settlements" and public 
interest in "insulating the bargaining table from unnecessary 
intrus ions"). In interpreting Exemption 5 of the FOIA, the Suprem~ 
Court asserted that the "contention that [a requester could] obtai, 
through the FOrA material that is normally privileged would create 
an anomaly in that the FOIA could be used to supplement civil 
discovery. • •• Ive do not think tha t Congress could have intended 
that the weight} policies underlying discovery privileges could 
be so easily circumvented." United States v. Weber Aircraft, 
104 S.Ct. 1488, 1494 (1984). 
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is already an administrative order or a civil referral since the 

"timely and appropriate" criteria would have been met by the 

initiation of the formal enforcement act~on. The dec~s~on 
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to use ADR to resolve a violation prior to the initiation of a 

rormal enforcement action, however, would be affected by applicable 

"timely and appropriate" criteria (e.g., if the violat.ion fell 

under a program's Significant Noncompliance (SNC) definition, the 

specific time frames in which compliance must be achieved or a 

formal enforcement action taken would apply). The use of ADR would 

not exempt applicable "T&A" requirements and the ADR process would 

normally have to proceed to resolve the case or "escalate" the 

enforcement response. However, since, "T&A" is not an immutable 

deadline, that ADR is being used for a particular v~olat~on would 

be of central significance to any program management review of that 

case (e.g., the Deputy Adm~n~strato:'s discussion of "t~mely and 

appropriate" enforcement during a regional review would identify 

the cases in which ADR is being used.) 

VIII. PROCEDURES FOR MANAGEMENT OF ADR CASES 

Th~s section elaborates on the various ADR techn~ques: How 

they work, some problems thQt may be encountered in their use, 

and their relationship to negot~at~on and litigation. For each 

ADR technique, we have provided, as an attachment to this guidance, 

an example of procedures. These attachments are for ~llustrative 

purposes only, and do not represent required procedures. The 

specifiC provisions of the attachments should be adapted to the 

circumstances of the case or eliminated if not applicable. 
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A. Arbitration 

1. Scope and Nature 

As stated in Section II, above, arbitration involves the 

selection by the parties of a neutral decisionmaker to hear 

selected issues and render an opinion. Depending on the parties' 

agreement, the arbitrator's decision mayor may not be binding. 

Without additional statutory authority, the Government may enter 

into binding arbitration only to resolve factual issues. Included 

as Attachment C are draft generic arbitration procedures for 

formal arbitration. !o conduct less formal proceedings, the 

parties may modify the procedures. 

2. Use 

Arbitration is most appropriate in ;0solving routine cases 

that do not merit the resources required to generate and process 

a civil judicial referral, and in resolving technical disputes 

that are usually submitted to the courts or administrative law 

judges (ALJs), which disputes require subject-matter expertise 

which federal district ~ourt judges and ALJs may lack.7 

The Comptroller General has on several occasions interpreted 

31 U.S.C. §1346 to prohibit agency use of arbitr3tion in the 

absence of specific authorization. This section bars the use of 

public money for "the payor expenses of a commission, council, 

board or similar group, or a member of that group" unless that 

commission or board is "authorized by law." In more recent 

7 Arbitration is specifically authorized under Section 107 of CERCLA 
for cost recovery claims not in excess of $500,000, exclusive of 
interest. 
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opinions, the Comptroller General has accepted arb~trat~on only 

for purposes of fact-finding or appraising value (see 32. Compo 

Gen. JJ3 (19~3)). The Comptroller General approves the use of 

arbitrati'on to determine facts in which the arbitrator does not 

impose any obl~gation on the Government or leaves quest~ons of 

legal liability for a jUdge's or ALJ's determination (see GAO 

OGC Opinion B-1914!:14, (unpublished) (May 11, 19"/8)). 

Accordingly, with the exception of cases under section 122 

of SARA, EPA policy ~s to use arbitration in enforcement actions 

to decide only factual issues rather than liability or legal 

issues. These factual issues include determinations involving 

technical or scientific disputes, reasonable value, and the 

occurrence of events. 

B. Mediation 

1. Scope and Nature 
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Mediation, an informal process, i~ entered into voluntarily 

by the parties to a dispute and in no way binds them beyond the~r 

own agreement. More than the other ADR processes, mediation is 

best viewed as an extension or the direct negotiation process 

begun by the parties. As in direct negotiation, the parties 

continue to control the substance of discuss~ons and any agree

ment reached. :n mediation, however, the mediator directs and 

structures ~ne course of d~scuss~ons. 

The mediation format varies with the individual style of the 

mediator and the needs of the parties. Initially, the mediator ~s 

likely to call a joint meeting with the parties to work out ground 
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rules such as how and when meetings will be scheduled. Included 

as Attachment D are generic mediation protocols for use and 

adaptation in all EPA med~at~ons. Most of the items covered ~n 

the attachment would be useful as ground rules for most EPA 

entorcement negotiations. Ordinarily, mediators w~ll hold a 

series of meetings with the parties in joint session, as well as 

with each party. In jo~nt meetings, the mediator tacil~tates 

discussion. In separate caucUses, the mediator may ask questions 

or pose hypothetical terms to a party in order to clarity its 

position and identify possible areas for exchange and agreement 

with the opposing party. Some mediators will be more aggressive 

than others in this role; they may even suggest possible settlement 

alternatives to resolve deadlocks between the part~es. In general, 

however, the mediator serves as a facilitator of discussions and 

abstains from taking positions on substantive points. 

There are no external time limits on mediation other than 

those imposed by the parties or by external pressures trom the 

courts, the community or public interest groups. In all cases, 

the Government should insist on a time limit for the mediat~on 

to ensure that the defendants do not use mediation as a stalling 

device. The Government should also insist on establish~ng po~nts 

in the process to evaluate progress of the mediation. As the 

parties approach settlement terms through mediation, f~nal author~ty 

for decisionmaking remains the same as during direct negotiations, 

i.e., requirements for approval or concurrence from senior managers 

are applicable. 
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2. Use of Mediation 

Mediation is appropriate for disputes in which the parties 

have reached or ant1c1pate a negot1at10n impasse based on, among 

other things, personality conflicts, poor communication, multiple 

parties, or 1nflexible negot1at1ng postures. Additionally, 

mediation is useful in those cases where all necessary parties are 

not before the court (e.g., a state which can help with the funding 

for a municipality's violation). Mediation is the most flexible 

ADR mechanism, and should be the most widely used in Agency disputes. 

3. Withdrawal from Mediation 

As a voluntary and unstructured process, med1at1on proceeds 

entirely at the will of the parties and, therefore, may be concluded 

by the part1es pr10r to settlement. A determination to withdraw 

from mediation should be considered only when compelling factors 

militate aga1nst proceeding. It the mediation has extended 

beyond a reasonable time period (or the period agreed upon by 

the parties) without significant progress toward agreement, it 

may be best to withdraw and proceed with direct negotiations or 

11tigat10n. W1thdraw1ng trom med1ation might also be cons1dered 

in the unlikely event that prospects for settlement appear more 

remote than at the outset ot the med1ation. F1nally, 1nappropr1ate 

conduct by the mediator would warrant concluding the mediation 

etfort or changing mediators. 

4. Relation to Litigation 

To avoid being unprepared should the court or the ALJ schedule 

a trial or hearing, EPA shOUld normally continue preparation tor 
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litigation by mainta~ning contact with witnesses, updat~ng tiles, 

and preparing legal memoranda. Just as during negotiations, 

preparat10n should not include actions such as serv1ng ~nter

rogatories, taking depositions, or filing motions because those 

actions may be 1nterpreted by detendants as ta~lure to bargain 

in good faith. In addition, where a case is divisible into 

discreet parts, it may be prudent to proceed with other parts of 

a case such as criminal charges or constitutional or statutory 

challenges. Another option is to suspend litigation for a spec1t1ed 

time during mediation, and use the threat of litigation to exert 

pressure. In t1!ed civ1! judic1al cases, the court usually 

imposes deadlines. As with all ADR mechanisms, it will probably 

be necessary to apprise the court ot the parties' activit1es 

and to build ADR into the court's timetable. For agreements 

relating ADR activities to ongoing iitigation, see paragraph i8 

of Attachment E. 

c. Mini-Trial 

1. Scope and Nature 

Like other ADR techniques, the mini-trial is also voluntary 

and nonb1nding on the part1es. :n the m1ni-trial, author~ty tor 

resolution of one or more issues rests with senior managers who, 

represent1ng each party in the dispute, act as decis10nmakers, 

In some cases a neutral referee is appointed to supervise the 

proceed1ngs and assist the dec1sionmakers in resoiving an issue 

by providing the parties with a more realistic view of their 

case. In add1tion, the neutral's presence can enhance pUbiic 
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acceptability ot a resolution by ettective!y balancing ~he 

interests of the Government and the defendant. 

The scope and format ot the mini-tria! are determ~ned 

solely by the parties to the dispute and are outlined in an 

initiating agreement. Because the agreement wi!! govern the 

proceedings, the parties should carefully consider and define 
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issues in advance of the mini-trial. Points that could be covered 

include the option of and role for a neutral, issues to be considered, 

and procedural matters such as order and schedule of proceedings 

and time limits. Attachment E is a sample mini-trial agreement. 

The mini-trial proceeds betore a panel of decisionmakers 

representing the parties and, in some cases, a neutral referee. 

Preterably, the dec~sionmakers w~!l not have participated directly 

in the case prior to the mini-trial. The defendant's represen

tative should be a principal or executive ot the entity w~th 

decisionmaking authority. EPA's representative shoUld be a 

senior Agency official comparable in authority to the defendant's 

representative. In some cases, each side may want to use a 

panel consisting ot several decisionmakers as its representatives. 

The neutral referee is selected by both parties and should have 

expertise in the issues under cons~deration. 

At the mini-trial, counsel for each side presents his or her 

strongest and most persuasive case to the decisionmakers in an 

informal, trial-like proceeding. In light of this structure, 

strict rules of evidence do not apply, and the format for the 

presentation is unrestricted. Each decisionmaker is then afforrl~d 
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the un~que opportunity to proceed, as agreed, with open and 

direct questioning of the other side. This information exchange 

allows the decisionmakers to adjust their perspectives and posi

tions in light of a preview of the case. Following this phase 

ot the mini-trial, the decis~onmakers meet, with or without 

counselor the neutral referee, to resolve the issuels) or case 

presented, through negotiation. 

2. Role of the Neutral 

The neutral referee may serve in more than one capacity 

in this process, and should be selected with a clearly defined 

concept of his or her role. The most common role is to act as 

an adv~sor to the dec~sionmakers during the ~ntormat~on exchange. 

The neutral may offer opinions on points made or on adjudication 

of the case in litigation, and otfer assistance to the dec~sion

makers in seeing the relative merits of their positions. The 

neutral's second role can be to mediate the negotiation between 

the decisionmakers shoUld they reach an impasse or seek assistance 

~n form~ng an agreement. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, 

no evidence used in the mini-trial is admissible in litigation. 

3. Use 

In general, mini-trials are appropriate in cases involVing 

only a small number ot parties, and are most useful ~n four k~nds 

of disputes: 

1. Where the parties have reached or anticipate reaching 

a negotiation impasse due to one party's overestimation, ~n the 

view of the other party, of the strength of its position; 
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2. Where the case involves mixed questions of law and 

fact; 

3. Where the issues are technical, and the decisionmakers 

and neutral reteree have sUbject-matter expertise: or 

4. Where the imprimatur of a neutral's expertise would 

aid 1n the resolution ot the case. 

D. Fact-finding 

1. scope and Nature 

Binding or nonbinding fact-finding may be adopted voluntarily 

by parties to a dispute, or imposed by a court. It is most 

appropriate for issues involving technical or factual disputes. 

The primary purpose of this pt'ocess is to reduce or eliminate 

conflict over facts at issue in a case. The fact-finder's role 

is to act as an 1ndependent 1nvestigator, w1thin the scope ot the 

authority delegated by the parties. The findings may be used in 

reaching settlement, as "tacts" by a judge or ALJ in litigation, 

or as binding determinations. Like other ADR processes involving 

a neutral, a resolution based on a tact-tinder's report will have 

greater credibility with the public. 

The neutral's role in fact-finding is clearly defined by an 

ini tial agreement of the parties on the issue.( s) to be referred 

to the tact-r1nder and the use to be made ot the t1ndings or 

recommendations, e.g., whether they will be binding or advisory. 

Once th1s agreement 1S tramed, the role ot the part1es 1n the 

process is limited and the fact-finder proceeds independently. 

The tact-tinder may hOld joint or separate meetings or both w1th 
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the parties in which the part~es offer documents, statements, or 

testimony in support of their positions. The fact-finder is also 

tree to pursue other sources ot information relevant to the 

issue(s). The initial agreement of the parties should include a 

deadl~ne for receipt ot the fact-tlnder's report, Attachment F 

is a sample fact-finding agreement. 

The fact-tinder issues a formal report of f~ndings, and 

recommendations if appropriate, to the parties, ALJ or the 

court, If the report ~s adVisory, the findings and recommenda

tions are used to influence the parties' positions and give 

impetus to further settlement negot1ations. It the report is 

binding, the parties adopt the findings and recommendations as 

proviSions ot the settlement agreement. In case of litigat1on, 

the findings will be adopted by the judge or ALJ as "facts" in 

the case. 

2, Relation to Litigation 

Dec~slons regarding pursu~t of l~tigation when fact-t~ndlng 

is instituted are contingent upon the circumstances of the case 

and the issues to be referred to the fact-finder, It fact-f1nd

ing is undertaken in connectior. with an ongoing settlement 

negotiation, in most cases it is recommended that the part~es 

suspend negotiations on the issues requiring fact-finding until 

the tact-finder's report is received. If tact-f~nd1ng 1S part 

of the litigation process, a decision must be made whether to 

proceed with lit1gation ot the rest ot the case or to suspend 

litigation while awaiting the fact-finder's report. 



ATTACHMENT A 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Nomination of U.S. v. XYZ Co. for Non-binding 
Alternative for-Dispute Resolution 

FRml: Deputy Regional Administrator 

TO: Associate Enforcement Counsel 
for Hazardous Waste Enforcement 
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This memorandum is to nominarp, U.S. v. XYZ Co. for alterna
tive dispute resolution (ADR). The case is a CERCLA enforcement 
action involving multiple PRPs as well as a number of complex 
technical and legal issues. The RI/FS and the record of decision 
have both been completed. We anticipate that the PRPs are inte
rested in settling this matter and, we believe, a trained mediator 
will greatly aid negotiations. The members of the litigation 
team concur in this judgment. 

If. we do not hear to the contrary from you or the Department 
of Justice within ten (10) days, we will presume that you agree 
with the nomination of this ca$e for ADR. We look forward to 
working with your offices in this matter. 

cc: Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Department of Justice 
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Attachment 1'1 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Nomination of United States v. ~. for Binding 
Alternative Dispute Resolution 

FROM: Deputy Regional Administrator 

TO: Associate Enforcement Counsel for water Enforcement 

This memorandum requests concurrence in the use of a binding 
fact-finding procedure in United States v. ABC Co. The case 
involves the following facts: ------

ABC Co. ownS and operates a specialty chemical production 
and formulation facility. Wastewater streams come from a variety 
of production areas which change with product demand. Because 
of these diverse processes, the company's permit to discharge 
wastewater must be based on the best professional judgment of 
the permit writer as to the level of pollution control achievable. 

The company was issued an NPDES permit in 1986. The permit 
authorizes four (4) outfalls and contains limits for both conven
tional and toxic organic pollutants. The effluent limitations of 
the permit incorporate the Best Available Technology requirements 
of the Clean Water Act (CWA). 

EPA filed a civil lawsuit against the company for violating 
effluent limits of the 1986 permit. As part of the settlement of 
the action, the company was required to SUbmit a compliance plan 
which would provide for 'llodieication of its existing equipment I 
including institution of efficient operation and maintenance 
procedures to obtain compliance with the new permit. The settle
ment agreement provides Eor Agency concurrence in the company's 
compliance plan. 

The company submitted a compliance plan, designed by in-house 
engineers, which proposed to slightly upgrade their existing 
activated sludge treatment system. The company has claimed that 
this upgraded system provides for treatment adequate to meet the 
permit limits. EPA has refused to concur in the plan because EPA 
experts believe that additional treatment modifications to enhan~e 
pollutant removals are required to meet permit limits on a con
tinuous basis. This enhancement, EPA believes, is possible with 
moderate additional capital expenditures. 
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A fact-finding panel, consisting of expert$ in utility, 
sanitation and chemical engineering, is needed to assess the 
adequacy of the treatment system improvements in the compliance 
plan in satisfying permit requirements. Resolution of this 
issue by binding, neutral fact-finding will obviate the 
expenditure of resources needed to litigate the issue. 

We request your concurrence in the nomination of this case 
for fact-finding within ten (10) days. We look forward to 
hearing from you. 

cc: Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Department of Justice 
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Attachment C 

Arbitration Procedurcs~ 

SUBPART A - GENERAL 

1. Purpose 

This document establishes and governs procedures for the 

arbitration of EPA disputes arising under [insert applicable 

statutory citations]. 

2. Scope and Applicability 

The procedures enunciated in this document may be used to 

arbitrate claims or disputes of the EPA regarding [insert 

applicable statutory citations and limitations on scope, if 

any.] 

SUBPART B - JURISDICTION OF ARBITRATOR, REFERRAL OF CLAIMS, 
AND ARBITRATOR SELECTION 

1. JUrisdiction of Arbitrator 

(al In accordance with the procedures set forth in this 

document, the Arbitrator is authorized to arbitrate 

[insert applicable categories of claims or disputes.] 

(b) The Arbitrator is authorized to resolve disputes 

and award claims within the scope of the issues 

presented in the joint request for arbitration. 

2. Referral of Disputes 

(al EPA [insert reference to mechanism by which EPA has 

entered into dispute, ~., after EPA has issued demand 

letters or an administrative order], and one or more 

parties to the case may submit a joint request for 

arbitration of [EPA's claim, or one or more issues in 

* Regulations applicable to section 112 of SARA are currently 
being prepared. 
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dispute among the parties] (a group 

authorized to arbitrate such matters, e.g., the 

National Arbitration Association (NAA)] if [restate 

any general limitations on scope]. The joint request 

shall include: A statement of. the matter in dispute; a 

statement of the issues to be submitted for resolution; a 

statement that the signatories consent to arbitration of 

the dispute in accordance with the procedures established 

by this document; and the appropriate filing fee. 

(b) Within thirty days after submission of the joint request 

for arbitration, each signatory to the joint request shall 

individually submit to the National Arbitration Association 

two copies of a written statement which shall include: 

(1) An assertion of the parties' positions in the 

matter in dispute; 

(2) The amount of money in dispute, if appropriate; 

(3) The remedy sought; 

(4) Any supporting documentation which tr~ party 

deems necessary to support its position; 

(S) A statement of the legal standard applicable to 

the claim and any other applicable principles of 

law relating to the claim;] 

(6) The identity of any known partie. who are not 

signatories to the joint request for arbitration; and 
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(7) A recommendation for the locale for the arl,itral 

hearing. 

A copy of the statement shall be sent to all parties. 

3. Selection of Arbitrator 

(a) The NAA shall establish and maintain a National Panel of 

Environmental Arbitrators. 

(b) After the filing of the joint request for arbitration, the 

NAA shall submit simultaneously to all parties to the 

dispute an identical list of ten [five) names of persons 

chosen frOm the National Panel oE Environmental Arbitrators. 

Each party to the dispute shall have seven days from the 

dll.te of receipt to strike any names objected to, number 

the remaining names to indicate order of preference, and 

return the list to the NAA. If a party does not return 

the list within the time specified, all persons named 

shall be deemed acceptable. From among the persons 

who have been approved .on all lists, and if possible, in 

accordance with the designated order of mutual preference, 

the NAA shall invite an Arbitrator to serve. If the 

parties fail to agree upon any of the persons named, or 

if acceptable Arbitrators are unable to serve, or if for 

any other reason the appointment cannot be made from the 

submitted lists, the NAA shall make the appointment from 

among other members of the Panel without the submission 

of any additional lists. Once the NAA makes the appointment, 

it shall immediately notify the parties of the identity 
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of the Arbitrator and the date of the appointment. 

(c) The dispute shall be heard and determined by one 

Arbitrator, unless the NAA decides that three Arbitrators 

should be approved based on the. complexity of the issues 

or the number of parties. 

(d) The NAA shall notify the parties of the appointment of the 

Arbitrator and send a copy of these rules to each party. 

A signed acceptance of the case by the Arbitrator shall 

be filed with the NAA prior to the opening of the hearing. 

After the Arbitrator is appointed, all communications 

from the parties shall be directed to the Arbitrator. 

(e) If any Arbitrator should resign, die, withdraw, or be 

disqualified, unable or refuse to perform the duties of the 

office, the NAA may declare the office vacant. Vacancies 

shall be filled in accordance with the applicable provisions 

of this Section, and unless the parties agree otherwise, 

the matter shall be reheard. 

4. Disclosure 

(a) A person appointed as an Arbitrator under the above section 

shall, within five days of receipt of his or her notice of 

appointment disclose to the NAA any circumstances likely 

to affect impartiality, including [those factors listed in 

section IV(D) of the accompanying guidance] 
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(b) Upon receipt of such information. from an appoin"ed 

Arbitrator or other source, the NAA shall on the same day 

communicate such information to the parties and, if it 

deems it appropriate, to the Arbitrator and others. 

(c) The parties may request within seven days of receipt of 

such information from the NAA that an Arbitrator be 

disqualified. 

(dl The NAA shall make a determination on any request for 

disqualification of an Arbitrator within seven days after 

the NAA receives any such request. This determination 

shall be within the sole discretion of the NAA, and its 

decision shall be final. 

5. Intervention and Withdrawal 

(a) Subject to the approval of the parties and the Arbitrator, 

any person [insert applicable limitations, if any, ~. 

any person with a substantial interest in the subject of 

the referred dispute) may move to intervene in the arbitral 

proceeding. Intervening parties shall be bound by rules 

that the Arbitrator may establish. 

(b) Any party may for good cause shown move to withdraw from 

the arbitral proceeding. The Arbitrator may approve such 

withdrawal, with or without prejudice to the moving party, 

and may assess administrative fees or expenses against 

the withdrawing party as the Arbitrator deems appropriate. 
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SUBPART C - HEARINGS BEFORE THE ARBITRATOR 

1. Filing of Pleadings 

(a) Any party may file an answering statement with the NAA no 

later than seven days from the date of receipt of an 

opposing party's written statement. A copy of any 

answering statement shall be served upon all parties. 

(b) Any party may file an amended written statement with 

the NAA prior to the appointment of the Arbitrator. A 

copy of the amended written statement shall be served 

upon all parties. After the Arbitrator is appointed, 

however, no amended written statement may be submitted 

except with the Arbitrator's consent. 

[(c) Any party may file an answering statement to the amended 

written statement with the NAA no later than seven days 

from the date of receipt of an opposing party's amended 

written statement. A copy of any answering statement 

shall be served upon all parties.] 

2. Pre-hearing Conference 

At the request of o~e or more of the parties Q~ at the 

discretion of the ~~bitrator, a pre-hearing conference with the 

Arbitrator and the parties and their counsel will be scheduled in 

appropriate cases to arrange for an exchange of information, 

including witness statements, documents, and the stipulation 

of uncontested facts to expedite the arbitration proceedings. 

The Arbitrator may encourage further settlement discussions 
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during the pre-hearing conference to expedite the arbitr~tion 

proceedings. Any pre-hearing conference must be held within 

sixty days of the appointment of the Arbitrator. 

3. Arbitral Hearing 

(a) The Arbitrator shall select the locale for the arbitral 

hearing, giving due consideration to any recommendations 

by the parties. 

(b) The Arbitrator shall fix the time and place for the 

hearing. 

(c) The hearing shall commence within thirty days of the 

pre-hearing conference, if such conference is held, or 

within sixty [thirty] days of the appointment of the 

Arbitrator, if no pre-hearing conF.erence is held. The 

Arbitrator shall notify each party by mail of the 

hearing at least thirty days in advance, unless the parties 

by mutual agreement waive such notice or modify the terms 

thereof. 

(d) Any party may be represented by counsel. A party who 

intends to be represented shall notify the other parties 

and the Arbitrator of the name and address of counsel at 

least three days prior to the date set for the hearing at 

which counsel is to appear. When an arbitration is 

initiated by counsel, or where an attorney replies for 

the other parties, such notice is deemed to have been 

given. 
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(e) The Arbitrator shall make the necessary arrangements for 

making a record of the arbitral hearing. 

(f) The Arbitrator shall make the necessary arrangements for 

the services of an interpreter upon the request of one or 

more of the parties, and the requesting parties shall 

assume the cost of such service. 

(g) The Arbitrator may halt the procedings upon the request of 

any party or upon the Arbitrator's own initiative. 

(h) The Arbitrator shall administer oaths to all witnesses 

before they testify at the arbitral hearing. 

(i) (1) A hearing shall be opened by the recording of the 

place, time, and date of the hearing, the presence 

of the Arbitrator and parties, and counsel if any, 

and by the receipt by the Arbitrator of the written 

statements, amended written statements, if any, and 

answering statements, if any. The Arbitrator may, at 

the beginning of the hearing, ask for oral statements 

clarifying the issues involved. 

(2) The EPA shall then present its case, information and 

witnesses, if any, who shall answer questions posed 

by both parties. The Arbitrator has discretion to 

vdry this procedure but shall afford full and equal 

opportunity to all parties for the pre.entation 

of any material or relevant information. 

(3) Exhibits, when offered by any party, may be received 

by the Arbitrator. The names and addresses of all 

781 
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witnesses, and exhibits in the o~de~ ~eceived, shall 

be pa~t of the record. 

(j) The arbitration may proceed in the ahsence of any pa~ty 

which, afte~ notification, fails to be present o~ fails to 

obtain a stay of proceedings. If a pa~ty, afte~ notification, 

fails to be p~esent, fails to obtain a stay, or fails to 

p~esent info~rnation, the party will be in default 

and will have waived the ~ight to be p~esent at the 

arbit~ation. A decision shall not be made solely on the 

default of a party. The Arbit~ato~ shall ~equire the 

parties who are p~esent to submit such info~mation as the 

Arbitrator may ~equi~e for the making of a decision. 

(k) Information and Evidence 

(1) The pa~ties may offer information as they desire, 

subject to ceasonable limitations as the Arbit~ator deems 

approp~iate, and shall produce additional info~mation as 

the Arbitrato~ may deem necessa~y to an unde~standing and 

determination of the dispute. The Arbitrator shall be 

the judge of the ~elevancy and materiality of the information 

offered, and conformity to legal rules of evidence shall 

not be necessary. 

(2) All information shall be introduced in the presence 

of the Arbitrator and all parties, except where any of 

the parties has waived the right to be present pursuant 

to paragraph (j) of this section. All information 
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pertinent to the issues presented to the Arbitrator for 

decision, whether in oral or written form, shall be made 

a part of the record. 

(1) The Arbitrator may receive and consider the evidence 

of witnesses by affidavit, interrogatory or deposition, 

but shall give the information only such weight as the 

Arbitrator deems appropriate after consideration of any 

objections made to its admission. 

(m) After the presentation of all information, the Arbitrator 

shall specifically inquire of all parties whether they 

have any further information to offer or witnesses to be 

heard. Upon receiving negative replies, the Arbitrator 

shall declare the hearing closed and minutes thereof 

shall be recorded. 

(n) The parties may provide, by written agreement, for the 

waiver of the oral hearing. 

(0) All documents not submitted to the Arbitrator at the 
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hearing, but arranged for at the hearing or by subsequent 

agreement of the parties, shall be filed with the Arbitrator. 

All parties shall be given an opportunity to examine 

documents. 

4. Arbitral Decision 

(al The Arbitrator shall render a decision within thirty [five) 

days after the hearing is declared closed except if: 

(1) All parties agree in writinq to an extension: or 
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(2) The Arbitrator determines that an extension of the 

time limit is necessary. 

(b) The decision of the Arbitrator shall be signed and in 

writing. It shall contain a brief statement of the basis 

and rationale for the Arbitrator's determination. At the 

close of the hearing, the Arbitrator may issue an oral 

opinion which shall be incorporated into a subsequent written 

opinion. 

(c) The Arbitrator may grant any remedy or relief within the 

scope of the issues presented in the joint request for 

arbit~ation. 

(d) The Arbitrator shall assess arbitration fees and expenses 

in favor of any party, and, in the event any administra

tive fees or expenses are due the NAA, in favor of the 

NAA. 

(e) If the dispute has been heard by three Arbitrators, ~ll 

decisions and awards must be made by at least a majority, 

unless the parties agree in writing otherwise. 

(f) If the parties settle their dispute during the course of 

the arbitration, the Arbitrator, upon the parties' request, 

may set forth the terms of the agreed settlement. 

(g) The Arbitrator shall mail to or serve the decision on 

the parties. 

(h) The Arbitrator shall, upon written request of any party, 

furnish certified facsimiles of any papers in the Arbitrator's 

possession that may by required in judicial proceedings 

relating to the arbitration. 
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SUBPART D - APPEALS, FEES AND OTHER PROVISIONS 

1. Appeals Procedures 

(a) Any party may appeal the award o~ decision within thirty 

days of notification of the decision. Any such appeal 

shall be made to the [insert "Federal district court for 

the district in which the arbitral h~aring took place" or 

"Chief Judicial Officer, U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency") • 
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(b) The award or decision of the Arbitrator shall be binding 

and conclusive, and shall not be overturned unless achieved 

through fraud, misrepresentation, abuse of discretion, 

~ther misconduct by any of the parties, or mutual mistake 

of fact. [Insert "No court shall" or "The Chief JUdicial 

Officer shall not") have jurisdiction to review the award 

or decision unless there is a verified complaint with 

supporting affidavits attesting to specific instances 

of such fraud, misrepresentation, abuse of discretion, 

other misconduct, or mutual mistake of fact. 

(c) Judgment upon the arbitration award may be entered in 

any Federal district court having jurisdiction. The award 

may be enforced in any Federal district court having 

jurisdiction. 

(d) Except as provided in paragraph (c), no award or decision 

shall be admissible as evidence of any issue of fact or 

law in any proceeding b~ought under any other provision 
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of [insert applicable statutory acronyms] or any other 

provision of law, nor shall any prearbitral settlement he 

admissible as evidence in any such proceeding. Arbitration 

decisions shall have no precedential value for future 

arbitration, administratiave or judicial proceedings. 

2. Administrative Fees, Expenses, and Arbitrator's Fee 

(a) The NAA shall prescribe an Administrative Fee Schedule 

and a Refund Schedule. The schedules in effect at the 

time of filing or the time of refund shall be applicable. 

The filing fee shall be advanced by the parties to the 

NAA as part of the joint request for arbitration, subject 

to apportionment of the total administrative fees by the 

Arbitrator in the award. If a matter is withdrawn or 

settled, a refund shall be made in accordance with the 

Refund Schedule. 

(b) Expenses of witnesses shall be borne by the party presenting 

such witnesses. The expense of the stenographic record 

and all transcripts thereof shall be prorated equally 

among all parties ordering copies, unless otherwise 

agreed by the parties, or unless the Arbitrator assesses 

such expenses or any part thereof against any specified 

party in the award. 

(c) The per diem fee for the Arbitrator shall be agreed upon 

by the parties and the NAA prior to the commencement of 

any activities by the Arbitrator. Arrangements fo~ 

compensation of the Arbitrator shall be made by the NAA. 
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(d) The NAA may require an advance deposit from the ~arties 

to defray the Arbitrator's Fee and the Administrative 

Fee, but shall render an accounting to the parties and 

return any balance of such deposit in accordance with 

the Arbitrator's award. 

3. Miscellaneous Provisions 

(a) Any party who proceeds with the arbitration after know

ledge that any provision or requirement of this Part 

has not been complied with, and who fails to object 

either orally or in writing, shall be deemed to 

have waived the right to object. An objection, whether 

oral or written, must be made at the earliest possible 

opportunity. 

(b) Before the selection of the Arbitrator, all oral or 

written communications from the parties for the Arbitra

tor's consideration shall be directed to the NAA for 

eventual transmittal to the Arbitrator. 

(c) Neither a party nor any other interested person shall 

engage in ~ parte communication with the Arbitrator. 

(d) All papers connected with the arbitration shall be served 
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on an opposing party either by personal service or United 

States mail, First Class, addressed to the party's attorney, 

or if the party is not represented by an attorney or the 

attorney cannot be located, to the last known address of 

the party. 
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ATTACHMENT D 

MEDIATION PROTOCOLS 

I. PARTICIPANTS 

A. Interests Represented. Any interest that would be 
su~stantially affected by EPA's action in 
[specify easel may be represented. Parties may 
group together into caucuses to represent allied 
interests. 

B. Additional Parties. After negotiations have begun, addi
tional parties may join the negotiations only with the 
concurrence of all parties already represented. 

C. Representatives. A representative of each party or 
alternate must attend each full negotiating session. 
The designated representative may be accompanied by such 
other individuals as the representative believes is 
appropriate to represent his/her interest, but only the 
designated representative will have the privilege of 
sitting at the negotiating table and of speaking 
during the negotiations, except that any repre
sentative may call upon a technical or legal adviser 
to elaborate on a relevant point. 

II. DECISIONMAKING 

A. Agendas. Meeting agendas will be developed by consensus. 
Agendas will be provided before every negotiating 
session. 

B. Caucus. A caucus can be declared by any participant at 
any tIme. The participant calling the caucus will inform 
the others of the expected length of the caucus. 

III. SAFEGUARDS FOR THE PARTIES 

A. Good Faith. All participants must act in good faith in 
all aspects of these negotiations. Specific offers, 
positions, or statements made during the negotiations 
may not be used by other parties for any other purpose 
or as a basis for pending or future litigation. Personal 
attacks and prejudiced statements are unacceptable. 

B. Right to Withdraw. Parties may withdraw from the 
negotiations at any time without prejudice. Withdrawing 
parties remain bound by protocol provisions on public 
comment and confidentiality. 
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C. Minutes. Sessions shall not be recorded verbatim. 
Formal minutes of the proceedings shall not be kept. 

D. Confidentiality and the Use of Information 

(1) [All parties agree not to withhold relevant information. 
If a party believes it cannot or should not release 
such information, it will provide the substance of 
the information in some form (such as by aggregating 
data, by deleting non-relevant confidential informa
tion, by providing summaries, or by furnishing it 
to a neutral consultant to use or abstract) or a 
general description of it and the reason for not 
providing it directly.) 

(2) [Parties will provide information called for by this 
paragraph as much in advance of the meetings as 
possihle.) 

(3) The entire process is confidential. The parties and 
the mediator will not disclose information regarding 
the process, including settlement terms, to third 
parties, unless the participants otherwise agree. The 
process shall be treated as compromise negotiation 

v. SCHEDULE 

for purposes of the Federal Rules of Evidence and 
state rules of evidence. The mediator will be 
disqualif.ied as a witness, consultant or expert in 
any pending or future action relating to the subject 
matter of the mediation, including those between 
persons not parties to the mediation. Failure to 
meet the confidentiality or press requirements of 
these protocols is a basis for exclusion from the 
negotiations. 

A. Time and location. Negotiating sessions will initially 
be held [insert how often). The first 
negotiating session is scheduled for 
Unless otherwise agreed upon, a deadline of ____ __ 
months for the negotiations will be established. 
The location of the ~eetings will be decided by the 
participants. 

B. Discontinue if unproductive. The participants may dis
continue negotiations at any time if they do not appear 
productive. 
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V. ~ 

A. [Joint Statements. A joint press statement shall'be 
agreed to by the participants at the conclusion 
of each session. A joint concluding statement shall 
be agreed to by the participants and issued by the 
mediator at the conclusion of the process. Participants 
and the mediator shall respond to press inquires within 
the spirit of the press statement agreed to at the 
conclusion of each session.] 

B. [Meetings with the Press. Participants and the 
mediator will strictly observe the protocols regarding 
confidentiality in all contacts with the pre~s and 
in other public forums. The mediator shall be 
available to discuss with the press any questions on 
the process and progress of the negotiations. No 
party will hold discussions with the press concerning 
specific offers, positions, or statements made during 
the negotiations by any other party.] 

VI. MEDIATOR 

A neutral mediator will work with all the parties to 
ensure that the process runs smoothly. 

VII. APPROVAL OF PROPOSALS 

A. Partial Approval. It is recognized that unqualified 
acceptance of individual provisions is not possible 
out of context of a full and final agreement. However, 
tentative agreement of individual provisions or portions 
thereof will be signed by initialing of the agreed 
upon items by the representatives of all interests 
represented. This shall not preclude the parties from 
considering or revising the agreed upon items by mutual 
consent. 

B. Final A~proval. Upon final agreement, all representatives 
shall slgn and date the appropriate document. It is 
explicitly recognized that the representatives of the 
U.S. EPA do not have the final authority to agree to any 
terms in this case. Final approval must be obtained 
from [insert names of proper officials] • 
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VIII. EFFECTIVE DATE 

These protocols shall be effective upon the signature of the 

representatives. 

For the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

Signature Date 

For ____________________ __ [Name of violatorl 

signature Date 
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Attachment E 

AGREEMENT TO INSTITUTE MINI-TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

The United states Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 

and XYZ Corpot'ation, complainant and respondent, respectively, 

in the matter of XYZ Corp., Docket No. , agree to 

the alternative dispute resolution procedure set forth in 

this document for the purpose of fostering the potential 

settlement of this case. This agreement, and all of the 

actions that are taken pursuant to this agreement, are 

confidential. They are considered to be part of the settlement 

process and subject to the same privileges that apply to 

settlement negotiations. 

1. The parties agree to hold a mini-trial to inform 

their management representatives of the theories, strengths, 

and weaknesses of the pa rt.ies \ respective pos i tions. At the 

mini-trial, each side will have the opportunity and responsibility 

to present its "best case" on all of the issues involved in 

this proceeding. 

2. Management Representatives of both parties, including 

an EPA official and an :O:Z ::>fficial at the Division Vice 

President level or higher, will attend the mini-trial. The 

representatives have authority t::> settle the dispute. 

3. A mutually selected "Neutral Advisor" will attend the 

mini-trial. The Neutral Advisor will be chosen in the 

following manner. By __________ , [insert datel the parties 

shall exchange a list of five potential Neutral Advisors 
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selected from the list of candidates offered by 

[insert neutral organization). The potential candidates 

shall be numbered in order of preference. The candidate who 

~ppears on both lists and who has the lowest total score 

shall be selected as the Neutral Advisor. If no candidate 

appears on both lists, the parties shall negotiate and shall 

select and agree upon a Neutral Advisor by 

[insert date). 

4. The fees and expenses of the Neutral Advisor will be 

borne equally by both parties. [However, if the Neutral 

Advisor provides an opinion as to how the case should be 

resolved, and a party does not follow the recommended 

disposition of the Neutral Advisor, that party shall bear the 

Advisor's entire fees and expenses.) 

5. Neither party, nor anyone on behalf of either party, 

shall unilaterally approach, contact or communicate with the 

Advisor. The parties and their attorneys represent and 

warrant that they will make a diligent effort to ascertain 

all prior contact between themselves and the Neutral Advisor, 

and that all such contacts will be disclosed to counsel for 

the opposing party. 

6. Within 10 days after the appointment of the Neutral 

,Advisor, mutually agreed upon basic source material will be 
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joi~tly sent to the Neutral Advisor to assist him or her in 

familiarizing himself or herself with the basic issues of the 

case. This material will co~sist of neutral matter including 

this agreement, the complai~t and answer, the statute, any 

relevant Agency guidance, a statement of interpretation and 

enforcement policy, the applicable civil penalty policy, and 

any co~respondence between the parties prior to the filing 

of the complaint. 

7. All discovery will be completed in the 

[insert number] working days following the execution of this 

agreement. Neither party shall propound more than 25 inter

rogatories or requests for admissions, including subparts; 

nor shall either party take more than five depositions and 

no deposition shall last more than three hours. Discovery 

taken during the period prior to the mini-trial shall be 

admissible for all purposes in this litigation, including 

any subsequent hearing before [a federal judge or administrative 

law judge] in the event this mini-trial does not result in a 

resolution of this dispute. It is agreed that the pursuit 

of discovery during the period prior to the mini-trial shall 

not restrict either party's ability to take additional discovery 

at a later date. In particular, it is understood and agreed 

that partial depositions may be ~ecessary to prepare for the 

mini-trial. If this matter is not resolved informally as a 

result of this procedure, more complete depositions of the 

same individuals may be necessary. In that event, the partial 
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depositions taken during this interim period shall in nv way 

foreclose additional depositions of. the same individual regarding 

the same or additional subject matter for. a later hearing. 

8. By [insert elate] the parties shall 

exchange all exhibits they plan to use at the mini-trial, 

and send copies at the same time to the Neutral Advisor. On 

the same date the parties also shall exchange and submit to 

the Neutral Advisor and to the designated trial attorney for 

the opposing side: (a) introductory statements no longer than 

25 double-spaced pages (not including exhibits), (b) the 

names of witnesses planned for the mini-trial, and (c) all 

documentary evidence proposed for utilization at the mini-tial. 

9. Two weeks before the mini-trial, if he or she so 

desires and if the parties agree, the Neutral Advisor may 

confer jointly with counsel for both parties to resolve any 

outstanding procedural questions. 

J.O. The mini-trial proceeding shall be held on _____ _ 

and shall take ____ day(s). The morning proceedings shall begin 

at a.m. and shall continue until a.m. The afternoon's 
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proceedings shall begin at _____ p.m. and continue until ____ p.m. 

A sample two day sched,;le (ollows: 
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~ 

8:30 a.m. - 12: 00 Noon EPA's position and case presentation 

12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m. Lunch* 

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. XYZ's cross-examination 

2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. EPA's re-examination 

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. open question and answer period 

~ 

8:30 a.m - 12:00 Noon XYZ's position and case prese n ta tion 

12:00 Noon - 1:00 p.m. Lunch* 

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. EPA's cross-examination 

2:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. XYZ's re-examination 

3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Ope'o question and answer period 

4:30 p.m. - 4:~5 p.m. EPA's closing argument 

4:45 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. XYZ's closing argument 

*F1exib1e time period for lunch of a stated duration. 
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11. The presentations at the mini-trial will be informal, 

Formal rules of evidence will not apply, and witnesses may provide 

testimony in the narrative. The management representatives 

may question a witness at the conclusion of the witness' 

testimony for a period not exceeding ten minutes per witness. 

In addition, at the conclusion of each day's presentation, 

the management repesentatives may ask any further questions 

that they deem appropriate, subject to the time limitations 

specified in paragraph 10. Cross-examination will occur at 

the conclusion of each party's direct case presentation. 

12. At the mini-trial proceeding, the trial attorneys 

will have complete discretion to structure their presentations 

as desired. Forms of presentation include, but are not 

limited to, expert witnesses, lay witnesses, audio visual 

• ~ids, demonstrative evidence, and oral argument. The parties 

agrD. that t~ere will be no objection by either party to 

the form or content of the other party's presentation. 

13. In addition to asking clarifying questions, the Neutral 

Advisor may act as a moderator. However, the Neutral Advisor 

will not preside like a judge or arbitrator, nor have the 

p~wer to limit, modify or enlarge the scope or substance of 

the parties' presentations. The presentations will not be 

recorded, but either party may take notes of the proceedings. 

14. In addition to counsel, each management representative 

may have advisors in attendance at the mini-trial, provided 

that ~ll parties and the Neutral Advisor shall have been 
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notified of the identity of such adviso~s at least ten days 

before commencement of the mini-t~ial. 

15. At the conclusion of the mini-trial, the management 

representatives shall meet, by themselves, and shall attempt 

to agree on a ~esolution of the dispute. By agreement, other 

members of their teams may be invited to participate in the 

meetings. 

16. At the request of any management representative, 

the Neutral Advisor will render an oral opinion as to the 

likely outcome at trial of each issue ~aised during the mini

trial. Following that opinion, the management representatives 

will again attempt to resolve the dispute. If all management 

representatives agree to request a written opinion on such 

matters, the Neutral Advisor shall render a written opini:);l 

within 14 days. Following issuance of any such written 

opinion, the management representatives will again atte~Qt 

to resolve the dispute. 

17. If the parties agree, the [adminstrative law judge o~ 

federal district court judge] may be i.,formed in a confidential 

communication that an alternative dispute resolution procedure 

is being employed, but neither party shall inform the 

[administrative law judge or federal district court judge] 

at any time as to any aspect of the mini-trial or of the 

Advisor. Furthermore, the parties may file a joint motio., to 

suspend proceedings in the [appropriate court] in 

this case. The motion shall advise the court that the suspension 
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is for the purpose of conducting a mini-trial. The court ~ill 

be advised as to the time schedule established for completing 

the mi~i-trial proceedings. Written and oral statements 

made by one party in the course of the mi~i-trial proceedi~gs 

cannot be utilized by the other party and shall be inadmissible 

at the hearing of this matter before the [administrative law 

judge or federal district court judge] for any purpose, 

including impeachment. However, docume~tary evidence that 

is otherwise admissible shall not b~ rendered inad.issi~le 

as a result of its use at the mini-trial. 

lB. Any violation of these rules by eithe~ party will 

seriously prejudice the opposing party and be prima facie 

grounds for a motion for a new hearing; and to the extent 
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that the violatio~ results in the communication of informatlo~ 

to the [administrative law judge or federal district court judge] 

contrary to the terms of this agreement, it shall be prima 

facie grounds for recusal of the [administrative law judge or 

federal district court judge]. Moreover, notwithstanding the 

provisions of Paragraph 4 above, any violation of these rules 

by either party will entitle the opposing party to full 

compensation for its share of the Neutral Advisor's fees and 

expenses, irrespective of the outcome of any administrative 

or court proceeding. 

19. The Neutral Advisor will be disqualified as a hearing 

witness, consultant, or expert for either party, and his or her 

advisory response will be inadmissible for all purposes i~ 
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this or any other dispute involving the parties. The Neutral 

Advisor will treat the subject matter of. the presentations 

as confidential and will refrain from disclosing any trade 

secret information disclosed by the parties. After the 

~dvisor renders his or her opinion to the parties, he or she 

shall return all materials provided by the parties (including 

any copies) and destroy all notes concerning this matter. 

Dated: 

By: 
Attorney for United States 
Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Affirmation of Neutral Advisor: 

Dated: 

By: 
Attorney for XYZ 
Corporation 

I agree to the foregoing provisions of this Alternative 

Dispute Resolution Agreement. 

Dated: 

Signed: 
Neutral Advlsor 
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A. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Purpose 

This agreement contains the procedures to be followed 

for disputes which arise over [state issue(s)]. 

2. Definitions 

Terms not defined in this section have the meaning given by 

[state applicable statute(s) and section(s)]. 

All time deadlines in these alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 

procedures are specified in calendar days. Except when 

otherwise specified: 

(a) "Act" means [state applicable statute(s) and citation in 

U.S. Code]. 

(b) "NAO" means any neutral administrative organization 

selected by the parties to administer the requirements of 

the ADR procedures. 

(c) "Neutral Factfinder" means any person selected in accordance 

with and governed by the provisions of these ADR procedures. 

(dl "Party" means EPA and the XYZ Corporation. 

B. GUIDELINES FOR CONDUCT OF NEUTRAL FACTFINDING 

1. Scope and Applicability 

The ADR procedures established by this document are 

for disputes arising over [state issue(s)]. 

2. Jurisdiction of Neutral Factfinder 

In accordance with the ADR procedures set forth in this 

discument, the Neutral Factfinder is authorized to issue 

determinations of fact regarding disputes over 
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[state issue(s)], and any othe~ issues 

authorized by the parties. 

3. Selection of Neutral Factfinder 

The Neutral Factfinde~ will be chosen by the pa~ties in 

the following manner. 

(a) The pa~ties shall ag~ee upon a neutral adminis

t~ative o~ganization (NAO) to provide services to the 

pa~ties as specified in these ADR procedures. 

The parties shall jointly request the NAO to provide 
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them with a list of th~ee to five (3-5) potential Neutral 

Fact-finde~s. Either party may make recommendations to the 

NAO of qualified individuals. within ten (10) 

days after the receipt of the list of potential Neutral 

Factfinde~s, the pa~ties shall numerically ~ank the 

listed individuals in o~der of p~efe~ence and simultane

ously exchange such ~ankings. The individuals with 

the th~ee (3) lowest combined total scores shall be 

selected as finalists. Within ten (10) days afte~ such 

selection, the parties shall arrange to meet with and 

interview the finalists. Within ten (10) days after 

such meetings, the parties shall rank the finalists in 

o~der of preference and exchange rankings. The 

individual with the lowest combined total score shall be 

selected as the Neutral Factfinde~. 

(b) The NAO shall give notice of the appointment of the 

Neut~al Factfinde~ to each of the parties. A signed 
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acceptance by the Neutral Factfinder shall be filed 

with the NAO prior to the initiation of Factfinding 

proceedings. 

(c) If the Neutral Factfinder should resign, die, withdraw, 

or be disqualified, unable, or refuse to perform the 

duties of the office, the NAO may, on proof satisfa.ctory 

to it, declare the office vacant. Vacancies shall be 

filled in accordance with the applicable provisions 

of this section, and the dispute shall be reinitiated, 

unless the parties agree otherwise. 

4. Information Regarding Dispute 

(al Within ten (lO} days after the selection of the Neutral 

Factfinder, basic source material shall be jointly 

submitted to the Neutral Factfinder by the parties. 

Such basic source material shall consist of: 

1) an agreed upon statement of the precise nature of 

the dispute, 

2) the position of each party and the rationale for it, 

3) all information and documents which support each 

party's position, and 

4) [describe additional material]. 

(b) Thereafter, for a period of days, the Neutral 

Factfinder shall conduct an investigation of the issues 

in dispute. As part of such investigation, the Neutral 

Factfinder may interview witnesses, request additional 
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documents, request additional information by written 

questions, and generally use all means at his or her 

disposal to gather the facts relevant to the disputes as 

he or she determines. The Neutral Factfinder shall be 

the sole determiner of the relevancy of information. 

Conformity to formal rules of evidence shall not be 

necessary. 

5. Determination of Neutral Factfinder 

(a) The Neutral Factfinder shall render a determination 

within d~ys of the time limitation specified 

in Section B. 4(b) above, unless: 

(1) Both parties agree in writing to an extension; 

[or 

(2) The Neutral Factfinder determines that an 

extension of the time limit is necessary.) 

(b) The determination of the Neutral Factfinder shall be 

signed and in writing. It shall contain a full statement 

of the basis and rationale for the Neutral Factfinder's 

determination. 

(c) If the parties settle their dispute prior to the deter

mlnation of the Neutral Factfinder, the Neutral Factfinder 

shall cease all further activities in regard to the 

dispute upon receipt of joint notice of such settlement 

from the parties • 

• (d) The parties shall accept as legal delivery of the deter

mination the placing of a true copy of the decision in 

the mail by the Neutral Factfinder, addressed to the 
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parties' last known addresses or their attorneys, or by 

personal service. 

(e) After the Neutral Factfinder forwards his or her deter

mination to the parties, he or she shall return all 

dispute-specific information provided by the parties 

(including any copies) and destroy notes concerning 

this matter. 

6. Confidentiality 

(a) The determination of the Neutral Factfinder, and all 

of the actions taken pursuant to these ADR procedures, 

shall be confidential and shall be entitled to the 

same privileges that apply generally to settlement 

negotiations. 

(b) The Neutral Factfinder shall treat the subject matter 

of all submitted information as confidential, and 

shall refrain from disclosing any trade secret or 

confidential business information disclosed as such 

by the parties. [If XYZ has previously formally claimed 

information as confidential business information (CBI), 

XYZ shall specifically exclude the information from 

such cal classification for the limited purpose of 

review by the Neutral Factfinder.] 

(c) No determination of the Neutral Factfinder shall be 

admissible as evidence of any issue of fact or law in any 

proceeding brought under any provision of [state statute] 

or any other provision of law. 
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7. Appeals Procedures 

(a) Any party may appeal the determination of the Neutral 

Factfinder within thirty days of notification of 

such determination. Any such appeal shall be made to 

the [Chief Judicial Officer, u.s. Environmental Protec

tion Agency, or district court judge). 

(b) The determination of the Neutral Factfinder shall be 

binding and conclusive, and shall not be overturned 

unless achieved through fraud, misrepresentation, 

other misconduct by the Neutral Factfinder or by any 

of the parties, or mutual mistake of fact. The [admin

istrative law judge or federal district court judge) 

shall not have jurisdiction to review the determination 

unless there is a verified complaint with sUpporting 

affidavits filed by one of the parties attesting to 

specific instances of such fraud, misrepresentation, 

other misconduct, or mutual mistake of fact. 

a. Administrative Fees, Expenses, and Neutral Factfinder's Fee 

(a) The fees and expenses of the Neutral Factfinder, and 

of the NAO, shall be borne equally by the parties. 

The parties may employ additional neutral organizations 
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to administer these ADR procedures as mutually deemed 

necessary, with the fees and expenses of. such organizations 

borne equally by the parties. 

(b) The NAO shall prescribe an Administrative Fee Schedule 

and a Refund Schedule. The schedules in effect at the time 

of the joint request for Factfinding shall be applicable. 
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The filing fee, if ~equi~ed, shall be advanced by the 

pa~ties to the NAO as part of the joint ~equest for Fact

finding. If a matte~ is settled, a ~efund shall be made 

in acco~dance with the Refund Schedule. 

(c) Expenses of p~oviding informa tion to the Neutral Factfinde~ 

shall be bo~ne by the party prodUcing such information. 

(d) The pe~ diem fee for the Neutral Factfinde~ shall be 

agreed upon by the parties and the NAO p~ior to the 

commencement of any activities by the Neut~al Factfinde~. 

Arrangements fo~ compensation of the Neut~al Factfinde~ 

shall be made by the NAO. 

9. Miscellaneous Provisions 

(a) Befo~e the selection of the Neutral Factfinder, all oral 

or written communications from the parties for the Neutral 

Factfinde~'s consideration shall be directed to the NAO 

fo~ eventual transmittal to the Neut~al Factfinde~. 

(b) All papers connected with the Factfinding shall be served 

on the opposing party either by pe~sonal service o~ United 

States mail, First Class. 

(c) The Neutral Factfinder shall be disqualified f~om acting 

on behalf of either party, and his or he~ determination 

pu~suant to these ADR procedu~es shall be inadmissible 

for all purposes, in any other dispute involving the 

pa~ties. 

(d) Any notification o~ communication between the parties, 

o~ with and by the Neutral Factfinder shall be confidential 

and entitled to the same p~ivileges that apply gene~ally 

to settlement negotiations. 

-' 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C 20460 

FEB 2 19t7 

THE ADMINISTRATOR 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Alternative Dispute Resolution in Enforcement Actions: 
Actions to Generate Support 

TO: Assistant Administrator for Water 
Assistant Administrator for Solid Waste and 

Emergency Response 
Assistant Administrator for Air and Radiation 
Assistant Administrator for Pesticides and 

Toxic Substances 
Regional Administrators 

I. Purposes and Background 
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The purpose of this memorandum is to encourage the Use of 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in EPA enforcement actions. 
I want to encourage your support and active participation in the 
promotion of this concept. 

ADR is the use of third-party neutrals to aid in the reso
lution of all or part of a dispute. Examples of ADR techniques 
include arbitration, mediation, mini-trials and fact-finding. In 
recent years these techniques have gained increasing support and 
use in resolving private commercial disputes. EPA is already 
applying ADR in various contexts: negotiated rulemaking, certain 
Superfund sites where a facilitator is aiding negotiations between 
EPA and the community, and RCRA siting. 

I am interested in expanding the use of these resolution 
techniques to the enforcement arena. The Office of Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring (OECM) has been investigating ADR's 
application to resolving enforcement disputes for over a year. 
This exploration has recently led to draft guidance on the use of 
ADR in enforcement cases, dated December 2, 19H6 (copy attached). 
This guidance will govern the conduct of any ADR procedures under
taken before the issuance of final guidance. 
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As interest and support for ADR have grown within the Agency 
over the past several years, I have remained supportive of OECM's 
efforts in this area. We believe that ADR may enhance our ability 
to resolve enforcement cases in the same sense that negotiated 
rulemaking has been applied to our regulatory development process. 
ADR can be useful in resolving both large and small cases. It 
can breathe new life into stalled cases, and help find a path 
through complex technical issues. There is ample evidence that 
the regulated community is ~illing to consider the use of ADR 
techniques as a means of resolving enforcement cases. 

II. Assistant Administrator Support 

In order to more effectiv~ly promote the use of ADR in 
enforcement actions, I am asking that the ~ssistant Adminis
trators invite knowledgeable OECM staff. to join with them in a 
presentation on this topic at the next national meeting of key 
headquarters and regional managers. The presentation would 
review ADR applications which can contribute to the resolution 
of the kinds of problems that arise in each program's enforce
ment actions. I encourage Assistant AdminiRtrators to emphasize 
the importance of this prestlntation. 

Finally, I urge Assistant Administrators to continue to 
cooperate with OECM on this proj~ct. AA's should encourage 
the Regions to review the enforcement C:lses i..1 their respec
tive programs and, in consultation w~th ,)ECM and the Offices 
of Regional Counsel, identify cases for whic!1 ADR may be 
appropriate. Please refer specific inquiries :lbout the use of 
ADR to OECM's Office of Enforcement Policy. I believe that a 
memorandum from the Assistant Administrators to their regional 
program division directors which encourages the identification 

'Of pilot ADR cases would f.ostp.r regional support needed to gain 
~xperience in applying ADR to the rp.solution oF. enforcement 
disputes. 

III. Regional Administrator Support 

I urge Regional Administr~~ors to ~ctively seek out 
opportuni ties to apply ADR tel.:;; ,1i'1oel;. Each Region should 
revie~ its enforcement caseload for referred cases which may 
meet the characteristics for case selection in the attached 
draft guidance. In addition, I encourage regions to consider 
whether ADR could enhance the prospects of resolution of matters 
either not yet referred to the Department of Justice or which 
will be administratively enforced. Following this analysis, 
the regions should consult with ORCH on specific cases. 
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This initiative promises to save resources that otherwise 
would be devoted to the costly process of enforcement litigation. 
I welcome such innovative approaches to accomplishing our basic 
mission. 

Attachment 

cc: Assistant Administr~tor for Enforcement 
and Compliance Monitoring 

Regional Counsels 
Regional Enforcement Contacts 
Regional program Division Directors 
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MEMORANDUM 

Ol)fftn of tltp lUtnntPU ~Pnmtl 
Jhll1qingtDn, It (lJ. 2DS3D 

13 March 1986 RECEIVEO 
I,PR 20_ ' 

'to: All Assistant AttoI'neys General 
All United States Attorneys 

'Jor-
AOMINJST~YHR~ONFERfNCE 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

EDWIN MEESE III IJ. ",I 
Attorney General~ 

Department Policy Regarding Consent 
Decrees and Settlement Agreements 

The following policy is a'dopted t.o guide government 
attorneys involved in the' negotiating of consent decrees and 
settlements. Adopted pursuant to the Attorney General's liti
gation and settlement authority, these guidelines are designed to 
ensure that litigation is terminated in a manner consistent with 
the proper roles of the Executive ,and the courts. They are to be 
followed in all cases tried by counsel under the direction of the 
Attorney General. 

I. General Policy on Consent 
Decrees and Settlement Agreements 

Consent decrees are negotiated agreements that are 
g:tven judicial imprimatur when entered as an order of the court. 
Because of their unique status as both contract and judicial ~ct, 
consent decrees serve as a useful device for ending litigation 
without trial, providing the plaintiff with an enforceable order, 
and insulating the defendant from the ramifications of an adverse 
jl!dgement. In the past, however, executive departments and 
agencies have, on occasion, misused this device and forfeited the 
prerogatives of the Executive in order to preempt the exercise of 
those prerogatives by a subsequent Administration. These errors 
sometimes have resulted in an unwarranted expansion of the powers 
of judiciary -- often with the consent of government parties -
at the expense of the executive and legislative branches. 

The executive branch and the legislative branch may be 
unduly hindered by at least three types of provisions that have 
been found in consent decrees: 

1. A department or agency that, by consent decree, 
has agreed to promulgate regulations, may have relinquished its 
power to amend those regulations or promulgate new ones without 
the participation of the court. • 
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2~ An agreement entered as a consent decree may 
divest the department or agency of discretion commH:ted to it by 
the Constitution or by statute. The exercise of discretion, 
rather than residing in the Secretary or agency administrator, 
ultimately becomes subject to court approval or disapproval. 

3. A department or agency that has made a commitment 
in a consent decree to use its best efforts to obtain funding 
£rom the legislature may have placed the court in a position to 
order such distinctly political acts in the course of enforcing 
the decree. 

In Section II these guidelines address each of these 
concerns and limit authority to enter into consent decrees that 
would require the Secretary or agency administrator to revise, 
amend or promulgate regulations 1 that would require the Secretary 
or agency administrator to ex~end funds which congress has not 
appropriated, or to seek appropriations from Congress 1 or that 
would divest the Secretary or the agency administrator of dis
cretion granted by the Constitution or by statue. 

These limitations on entry into consent decrees that 
might include euch provisions are required by the executive's 
positiont that it is constitutionally impermissible for the 
courts t6 enter consent decrees containing such provisions where 
the courts would not have had the power to order such relief had 
the matter been li~igated. 

The limitations in Section II.A. of the guidelines are 
not intended to discourage termination of litigation through 
negotiated settlements. The Attorney General has plenary 
authority to settle cases tried under his direction, inoluding 
authority to enter into settlement agreements on terms that a 
court could not order if the suit were tried to conclusion. 
Settlement agreements ~- similar in form to consent decrees, but 
not entered as an order of the court -- remain a perfectly 
permissible device for the parties and should be strongly 
encouraged. Section II.B., however, places some restrictions on 
the substantive provisions which may properly be included in 
settlement agreements. For example, Section II.B.l. allows a 
department or agency to agree in a settlement document to revise, 
amend, or promulgate new regulations, but only so long as the 
department or agency is not precluded from changing th?se regu
lations pursuant to the APA. Similarly, under SectiOIl II.B. 2. 
the Secretary or agency administrator may agree to exe~cise his 
discretion in a particular manner, but may not divest himself 
entirely of the power to exercise that discretion as necessary in 
the future. The guidelines further provide that in certain 
circumstances where the agreement constrains agency discretion, a 
settlement agreement should specify that the only sanction for 
the government's failure to comply with a provision of a settle
ment agreement shall be the revival of the suit. Revival of the 
suit as the sole remedy removes the danger of a judicial order 
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awarding damages or providing specific relief for breach of an 
undertaking in a settlement agreement. 

Finally, it must be recognized that the Attorney 
General has broad flexibility and discretion in the conduct of 
litigation to respond to the realities of a particular case. 
Such flexibility can be exercis&d by the Attorney General in 
granting exceptions to this policy. 

II. Policy Gui.delines on Consent Decrees 
and Settlement Agreements 

A. Consent Decrees 

A department or agency should not limit its discretion 
by consent decree where it would assert that a similar limitation 
imposed by injunction unduly or improperly constrains executive 
discretion. In particular, the Department of Justice will not 
authorize any consent decree limiting department or agency 
authority in the following manner: 

1. The department or agency should not enter into a 
consent decree that converts into a mandatory duty the otherwise 
discretionary authority of the Secretary or agency administrator 
to revise, amend, or promulgate regulations. 

2. The department or agency should not enter into a 
consent decree that either commits the department or agency to 
expend funds that Congress has not appropriated and that have not 
been budgeted for the action in question, or commits a department 
or agency to seek a particular appropriation or budget a'1-
thorization. 

3. The department or agency should not enter into a 
consent decree that divests the Secretary or agency administra
tor, or his successors, of discretion committed to him by Con
gress or the Constitution where such discretionary power was 
granted to respond to changing circumstances, to make policy or 
managerial choices, or to protect the rights of third parties. 

B. Settlement Agreements 

The Department of Justice will not authorize any 
settlement agreement that limits the discretion of a department 
or agency in the following manner: 

l. The department or agency should not enter into a 
settlement agreement that interferes with the Secretary or agency 
administrator's authority to revise, amend, or promulgate regu
lations through the procedures set forth in the Administrfttive 
Procedure Act. 

2. The department or agency should not enter into a 
settlement agreement that commits the Department or agency to 
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expend funds that Congress has not appropriated and that have not 
been budgeted for the action in question. 

In any settlement agreement in which the Secretary or 
agency administrator agrees to exercise his discretion in a 
particular way, where such discretionary power was committed to 
him by Congress or the Constitution to respond to changing 
circumstances, to make policy or managerial choices, or to 
protect the rights of third parties, the sole remedy for the 
department or agency's failure to comply with those terms of the 
settlement agreement should be the revival of the suit. 

C. Exceptions 

The Attorney General does not hereby yield his 
necessary discretion to deal with the realities of any given 
case. If special circumstances require any departure from these 
guidelines, such proposed departure must be submitted for the 
approval of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or 
the Associate Attorney General at least two weeks before the 
consent decree is to be entered, or the settlement agreement 
signed, with a concise statement of the case and of reasons why 
departure from these guidelines will not tend to undermine their 
force and is consistent with the constitutional prerogatives of 
the executive or the legislative branches. Written approval of 
the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, or the 
Associate Attorney General will be required to authorize 
departure from these guidelines. 
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~ffm Df UtP J\ttnmPl! (iiPnmil 
l!lIUl~ingbm.llI. Cll. 2DS3D 

'1'0: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

All Assistant Attorneys General 
All United States Attorneys 

EDWIN MEESE III ~ 
Attorney General 

Department Policy Regarding Special Masters 

These guidelines are promulgated in order to give 
central direction to the government's positions in cases involving 
apecial masters. They set out the Department's policy on the 
use of masters, the criteria by which master appointments are to 
be assessed, a~d procedures which attorneys for the United States 
are to follow. For the first time, the Department of Justice 
here adopts a policy with respect to the costs of special masters 
in light of the doctrine of sovereign immunity. The guidelines 
are to be followed in all cases tried by counsel under the 
Attorney General's direction, except those in the Supreme Court 
of the United States and those in state courts under the McCarran 
Amendment, 43 U.S.C. S 666. 

I. General Policy on the Use of Masters 

It is the position of the Justice Department that, as a 
general matter, the judicial power vested by the Constitution in 
the courts is to be exercised by judges and their legislatively 
created subordinates, such as United States Magistrates. This 
policy accords with R')le 53 of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce
dure, under which the appointment of special masters and other 
non-legislative judicial delegees is to be considered the excep
tion rather than the rule. Special masters are an acceptable aid 
to judicial officers in a narrow range of cases, but they are not 
a substitute for Article III judges. 

The appropriate role for special masters is in sit
uations uhere the demands on the decisionmaker's time are great 
but the need for judicial resolution is minimal. Masters can be 
useful where decisions are (1) routine, (2) large in number, (3) 
minimally connected to the substantive issues in a case, and (4) 
not sufficiently difficult or significant to require a constitu
tional or legislative officer. A principal example is the class 
of cases involving unusually extensive diocovery proceedings, in 
which a large number of minor decisions must be ~de concerning 
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questions such os discoverability and privilege. In situations 
of thot lort, the special master is a legitimate and valuable 
~art of the judicial process. Masters can alBo play a role in 
~he remedial stage of e proceeding, where there is a need for 
m~nitoriDg of a judicial order clear enough to require no 
adjudicative decisions by the master. 

The fact that masters are not substitutes for judges 
has s~veral significant consequences: 

2. The fact that a case presents difficult technical 
issues should not be considered 8S weiShing in favor of the 
appointBent of a master. Hard factual pro Ierns are to be 
addressed through the normal techniques of trial, including the 
presentation of "xpert testimony. If necessary, the trial court 

"""""'-'iian apeint its Q'(n..expprt witnesses. It is a serious error, 
owpver,-xor a mavter, who is a hearing officer and fact-finder, 

to be confused with someone who develo~ and presents evidence. 
Masters should not he appointed ~is purpose, and their-use 
as de facto experts£hould be resisted when it occurs. 

4. Masters should not be employed as aart of 
~ non-judicial alternative dispute resolution metho s. The United 
~ States favors the use of alternative dispute resolution methods 

such as minitrials, arbitration and ~diation. Insofar as these 
methods are not part of the judicial process proper, masters, Who 
are ad ~c judicial officers, should not be used as neutral 
parties in such situations. And insofar as encouraging or 
facilitating alternative dispute resolution xequires the judgment 
or authority of the court, it is not appropriate for master 
involveaent because the us~ of masters should be restricted to 
more rniDisterial functions. 
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5. Masters should not be entrusted with issues that 
are novel! diffIcult, closely related to the outcome of the case, 
or sianif1cant from the rrint of vIew of poli6y. Such Issues 
deman the attention oile-tenured judges who have gone throu9h 
the rigorous process of judicial selection, and are insulated in 
their decisionmaking by the constitutional protections surrounding 
their office. 

G. It is inappropriate for a court to use a master to 
extend its own power.. Masters should not be a tool for brIngIng 
under the control of the court matters that otherwise would be 
resolve~ elsewhere. This is particularly important tihen the 
United States is a party, because in such cases the enhancement 
of judicial power will usually be at the expense of a coordinate 
branch of government. 

7. Masters should be employed only in cases where 
their utilit ustifies the addItional cost. Judges and magis
trates are a ready ma e ava a e at pu c expense, as a result 
of the decision that certain services are to be provided without 

, ~cost to litigants. The imposition on the p,arties of additional 
~ expenses can be justified only by the prospect of a substantial 

increase in litigation efficiency; such an imposition merely to 
save tbe time of officers that Congress has determined shall be 
available to all is improper. 

II. Pxocedures in Master Cases 

A. The Decision on Appointment 

1. ~lication of the Criteria 

The Department of Justice favors the use of special 
~sters only in the narrow class of lawsuits discussed above. 
Accordingly, before proposing to the court that a ~ster be 
appointed, attorneys for the United States must analyze the case 
in light of the principles set out here. A master should be 
suggested only if counsel judge that (1) the case (or order to be 
implenented) contains enough of the routine, minor issue~ that 
are appropriate for master resolution to justify the additional 
expense and delay, and (2) it appears very unlikely that the 
master would fun~tion in an improper fashion. The same consid
eraticns will govern the response of counsel of the government to 
another party's suggestion that a master be employed. 

2. Sua Sponte Appointments 

The Department believes that courts ohould appoint 
masters on their ow~ wotion only after consultation with the 
parties. Accordingly, any time a judge raises the possibility 
that a master be appointed sua sponte, government ,counsel Dhould 
request the opportunity to be heard on both the advisability of 
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the appoint~ent and the appropriate role of the master. When a 
court appoints a lIIaster without discussing the possibility 
beforehand, the United states will ger"rally seek a reconsid
erationof the deciGion. This should be done even when we agree 
with the appointment, in order to encourage the court to make its 
reasons e~plicit and, if possible, to adopt the principles 
enunciated bere. In the very exceptional case where a motion for 
reconsiaeration would seriously undermine the government's 
overall position, litigation strategy may dictate that a sua 
sponte appointment not be challenged at all. 

3. AcqUiescence in Appointments 

Sound litigation strategy also lIIay dictate that the 
government acquiesce in the appointment of a master even when the 

\../ Depart:aent.'s policies would indicate opposition. Counsel may 
~ecide that a major concession by another party justifies such 
acquiescence, or that a clear intention by the judge that a 
master will be employed should not be resisted. Acquiescence 
should be the exception and not the rule, h~ever, and should 
never occur When there is a significant danger that the master 
would perform essential judicial functions or operate signifi
cantly to increase the power of the court relative to that of 
another branch or level of government. 

B. Selection of the Master 

1. Procedures 

Because. a special master is an ad hoc officer appointed 
for a particular case and paid for by the litigants, selection of 
the individual who is to act as 8 special master should be as 
much in the hands of the parties as feasible. Whenever possible, 
the parties should consult together and ag1;et;!. J!n.Ii\ .. lJIAsj:~:t:"' or. on 
8 list of suggested names. Similarly, the litigants should have 
an opportunity to comment on any candidate the court is consider~n9 
and DaJ request the judge to invite comments on several possible 
masters. Unless case-specific considerations strongly dictate 
otherwise, the United States will press for the exercise of these 
procedural rights. When a judge simultaneously Announces his 
deciuioD to appoint a master and the name of the individual who 
is to qerve, the government will u6u~lly ~~~.tbat~tbe ftPp~~nt
ment be reconsidered along with the decision to make it, and will 
then ~ent on the prospective master as well as on the advisabil
ity of using one. 

2. Criteria for Selection 

a. Qualifications. 7n choosing or c~enting on 
proposed masters, the United States will be guided primarily by 
consi6erations of technical competence and impartiality. A 
master is a hearing officer, not an expert. Therefore, while it 
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is not always vital that a ~astcr be closely conversant with the 
aubject matter of the case, it iA necessary that he be thoroughly 
familiar with any procedural questions he io to handle -- privilege 
iss'ues, for instance. 

b. Independence. It is also important that the 
master be unbiased, not only 6S between the parties, but in hin 
relationship with the judge:' it is the duty of both the master 
and the judge to disclose to the partieF. any personal or business 
association between the~ that might i~pair this independence of 
jud~ent. Moreover, the master should exercise his independent 
judgment, and the judge should review the ~aster's decisions on 
the merits. Accordingly, the United States must examine carefully 
the likely impartiality of any prospective ~aster who is a close 
associate of the judge making the appoin~ent. 

c. Cost. Economy must also be considered in 
assessing possible masters. Individuals whose time is expensive, 
or who operate in institutions the services of which are costly, 
are to be avoided in favor of similarly qualified and unbiased 
candidates who will involve less expense. 

d. Improper Role. Finally, in analyzing a 
candidate's desirability, counsel should take into account any 
indications that he would diverge from the appropriate role of 
the mAs,ter. Any reason to believe that the master would wish to 
exercise significant judicial power, or would be disposed to seek 
to aggrandize the authority of the court, ~ust weigh against the 
candidate. 

Generally, the government will consider first United 
States Magistrates and semi-active judges, whose qualifications 
under these criteria will tend to be strong. 

3. Implementation by Divisions 

In implementing these guidelines, each litigating 
aivisian of the Department shall decide whether its work involves 
fi!j"'~lters often enough to warrant a review of possible candidates. 
lt is anticipated that the Civil Division, Civil Rights Division, 
and Land and Natural Resources Division will probably find such a 
review appropriater others may also. ~hese divisions sball 
develop, by (three months after effective date of guidelines), 
specific criteria of acceptibility along the lines outlIned here 
and Bhall, if the Assistant Attorney General finds it appropriate, 
prepare lists of possible appointees who would probably be 
acceptable to the Department in cases of various kinds. Division 
heads shall establish mechanisms to ensure that government 
litigators in cases that may involve masters have these criteria 
and lists available at the earliest possible stage. These 
mechanisms shall be reported to the Deputy and Associate Attorneys 
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General and the other litigating divisions by (four ~onths after 
effective date). 

c. Statement of Masters' Functions 

These guidelines delineate the functions of masters 
that the Department of Justice believes to be appropriate. It is 
important that. whenever a master is appointed, his role in the 
case be .ade explicit at the outset. Accordingly, the United 
States will always propose a clear statement of the work the 
»aster is to do, and, if appropriate, a reference to the func
tions be 1s not to undertake. Wheney.e.r pos.sible, the parties 
flh.ou~d~9J"~~To .. such...a.-s.t~t~ent, and submit t.he1"r'iigreement to 
th~dge. When this is not feasible, the government wiU"'urge 
£De court to ~ke an explicit statement of function. The United 
States will press for a mandate for the master consistent with 
t.hese policies. 

7t is also important that clear provision be made at 
the outset for fees and e~penBes. The parties should agree to, 
or the court should adopt after comment, an understanding as to 
the master's billing rate, his authority to employ assistants and 
their late of compensation, the expenses ~bat vill be allowed, 
and ~n1 other fUnding matter, including the procedures that are 
to be .sed to monitor and verify spending. The united States 
~ill always resist any expendit~res by the master in the absence 
of such an understanding. Of course, the government vill also 
insist that the master be allowed only such expenses as are 
necessaxy to effective operation. Litigating divisions that 
employsasters frequently. by (2 wonths after effective dote), 
should establish more specific guidelines concerning proper 
categories and levels of expenditures. 

D. tlonitori~ 

'l'hroughout any litigation involving a special wUlter, 
goveraaent counsel shall pay close attention to the master's 
conduct of his office. -Any deviation from the role aSSigned by 
the court, or the role endorsed for masters in general under 
these gnidelines, should be reviewed vith appropriate officers of 
the ~ent and sbould generally be brought to the attention 
first of 1:lae zast~r and then of the court if that proves necessary. 
If thia deviation persists in the face of objection by the 
gov~t. serious considerations ~ill be given to a motion to 
remove the particular master or to revoke the order of reference 
altogether. 

Similarly, financial accountability must be maintained 
during the case. Counsel gener411y should raise immediately any 
doubts concerning the level or types of expenditure being .de by 
the ... ter. Frequently, of course, other parties (on both Bides) 
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will have interests similar to the government's, and should be 
consulted when cost issues arille. 

III. Payments of Masters' Costs by the United States 

~he United States are sovereign, and are subject to 
Buit only by their own consent. Courts will assess judgments 
against the sovereign only on a showing of an explicit and 
unequivocal waiver of this immunity. The fees and expenses of 
special saster.s are a cost of court, paid by parties pursuant to 
judgments: COhgress has not enacted legislation generally waiving 
sovereign immunity with respect to this category of costs. 
Accordingly, except in cases where there is a specific statutory 
waiver that covers the costs of 6pecia~ masters, the United 
States may not be compelled to pay them. These principles are 
elaborated on in the first attached memorandum from the Office of 
Legal Counsel. 
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~he government may elect, nevertheless, voluntarily to 
pay some or all of the costs of a master in a particular case 
(this point is elaborated on in the second attached memorandum 
from the Office of Legal Counsel). When the United States 
proposes a special master, or agrees to one proposed by another 
party or the court, arrangements will be made for the government 
to pay its proper share. Counsel may enter into an agreement 
under which each party will pay some portion of the costs approved 
by the court, or may provide that the losing party or parties 
will pay all of the master's expenses. 

When a master is appointed over the government's 
objection, or with the government's acquiesc~nce in a situation 
where these guidelines would normall)" call. for opposition to 
appointment, the United States will refuse to pay any fees or 
expenses, Bnd will notify the court of that refusal and the 
grounds therefore, when: 

n) government counsel believe the master to be 
unqualified or seriously biased; 

(2) it appears clear that the master will be performing 
essential judicial functions with respect to issues 
closely related to the outcome of the case or sensitive 
from the point of view of policy; 

(3) there is strong reason to believe that the use of 
the master will increase the authority of the court 
over another branch or level of government in derogation 
of constitutional principles: or 

(4) the master's work will clearly have to be reviewed 
by the judge to such an extent as to render the master 
largely redundant. 
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Subject to procedures and policies established by the heads of 
litigating divisions, the United States ~ay refuse to pay a 
~ster'. costs for any other reason comparable in importance to 
those aet out here. ~he decision not to pay for an officer the 
court his appointed should be approved by the responsible Aaaiatant 
Attorney General. 

Only in the rarest of cases will litigation strategy 
lead to a payment in a case where these guidelines dictate 
otherwise. While litigators usually will be disinclined to 
offend the judge conducting their proceedings, the United States 
must be willing to rely on the judiciary's ability to put aside 
unrelated irritations in making substantive decisions. Refusal 
to pay for a court-appointed master should always be explained 
carefully, with streGS laid on the gravity of the considerations 
that h.ve led to the ,decision, and on the imperative nature of 
Departaent policy as set forth here. 

IV. Iaternal Procedures for Payment 

Once a ~r~cial master has been appointed, and the 
governaent has determined that the appointment is appropriate or 
that the government will acquiesce and pay its share of the fees 
and expenses of the master, the government attorney will submit 
an obligation of payment form to the administrative office for 
the di~ision or U.S. Attorney's office. Until the Justice 
Manageaent Division prescribes a form for special masters, 
OBD-47, -Request and Authorization for Fees and Expenses of 
Witnesses,- will be used. The attorney should note on the form 
that it is being used for a special master. The division admin
istrative officer will forward the OBD-47 to Financial Operations 
Services; ~dministrative officers for u.s. Attorneys' offices, to 
the U.S. Marshal's office for that district. 

Internal procedures for paying the master will follow 
the s=-e procedures used for payment to experts and consultants. 
~he Master will submit an itemized invoice (OBD-B4 and 85, ·Pay 
Voucher for Special Services,o may be used for this purpose) to 
the government attorney who, in turn, will submit the invoice to 
the aa.iniutrative officer to be forwarded either to Financial 
Operations Service~ or the U.S. Marshal'. office, as prescribed 
above. Upon the order !)f the court, partial or advance payment 
of fees and expenses will be handled through these same proce
dures. 

Fees and expenses of Land Commissioners will not be 
paid ill' the Department. Funds for the payment of Land Commis
.ionera ere appropriated to the Administrative Office of the U.S. 
Courts, and the commissioners ohonld look to that office for 
their fees and expenses. 
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V. Review of These Guidelineo 

The principles net out here must be teoted and reviewed 
in light of the Department's ongoing experience with special 
~asterB, and in particular its experience under these guidelines. 
Accordingly, as of this date, each Assistant Attorney General 
heading a division that uses masters will institute procedures 
for the analysis of cases involving masters, with special atten
tion to the effect of these guidelines. Counsel in master cases 
ahould report any need for clarification or expanded coverage, 
and any difficulties with other parties or the courts that appear 
to resal~ from the application of these policies. The Assistant 
Attorney General for Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs 
will report on any congressional reaction. In order to coordi
nate review, the Litigation Strategy Working Group will continue 
to meet periodically to discuss masters issues, Assistant Attorneys 
General should call any significant court reactions to the 
guidelines to the Group's attention. 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

lIashin~lon. D C. ]OJ)O 

Commercial Litigation Branch 
Attorneys 

Stuart E. Schiffer 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Civil Division 

Alternative Dispute Resolution -
Mini-Trials 

. .JUN I 9 1986 

Mini-trials, a form of alternative dispute resolution, can 
be a l~ss expensive, less time-consuming means of resolving 
disputes between the Government and private parties. It is our 
policy to encourage alternative means of resolving disputes when 
these goals can be achieved. 

Attached is a statement of policy regarding the use of mini
trials. If you are responsible for a case that you believe is 
amenable to resolution by mini-trial., please consult with your 
reviewer. 

Attachment 
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JUN I 9 1986 

COMMERCIAL LITIGATION BRANCH POLICY CONCERNING 
THE USE OF MINI-TRIALS 

I. 

STATEMENT OF POLICY 

It is the policy of the CQmmercial Litiga~ion Branch of the 
Department of Justice to consider carefully and, where appro
priate, implement methods for resolving disputes that are 
alternatives to judicial proceedings. In furtherance of that 
policy, the Branch will participate in mini-trials as a form of 
alternate dispute resolution. Branch attorneys are encouraged 
to assess cases assigned to them for the potential fo~ resolu
tion by mini-trial and are requested to forward requests for 
mini-trials from opposing counsel to obtain a decision by an 
appropriate Department of Justice official. Branch attorneys 
should make it clear to opposing counsel, however, that the 
Branch will not participate in a mini-trial unless appropriate 
Departmental officials, in the exercise of their discretion, 
determine that participation is appropriate and in the best 
interests of the Government. 

II. 

GENERAL 

1. Definition. A mini-trial ~s a voluntary, expedited, 
nonjudicial procedure through which management officials for 
each party meet to resolve disputes. 

2. E"urpose. A min:',-trial is intended to reduce the cost, 
disruption and delay associated with litigation. 

3. Description. A mini-trial is not actually a trial; 
rather, it is a process designed to facilitate settlement by 
educating the parties' principals regarding the strengths and 
weaknesses of the positions of both parties. The process 
combines the salutary aspects of negotiation and litigation, 
using flexible procedures designed to meet the needs of each 
individual case. 

4. Attributes. The following are characteristic of all 
mini-trials in which the Department will participate: 

a. Involvement of Principals: Management off:~cials wa.th 
settlement authority (or with the authority to make a final 

1 



recommendation as to settlement) for both parties 
participate directly. 
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b. Expedited Time Period: The time period allowed for 
a mini-trial is brief and deadlines are expedited. 

c. Non-binding Discussions By Principals: At the close 
of the presentation, the principals meet by themselves to 
attempt to resolve the dispute. These discussions are not 
binding and may not be used by either party in any sub
sequent proceedings. 

d. Informality: All proceedings are informal. 

In addition, where appropriate, the parties may select a 
neutral advisor to provide advice to the management officials 
involved in the mini-trial. 

III. 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING CASES 

Cases likely to be governed by clear legal precedent are not 
good candidates for resolution by mini-trial. Cases which 
involve factual disputes, which do not depend upon the 
credibility of the witnesses, are preferred. Cases which are 
expected to establish important legal precedent and those which 
are clearly without merit do not lend themselves to resolution 
by mini-trial. 

IV. 

INITIATION OF PROCESS 

The suggestion that a mini-trial be conducted may emanate 
f.rom either party. If the non-governmental party requests a 
mini-trial, the Department's trial attorney is requested to 
submit that req~est, along with his or her recommendations and 
those of the interested agency, to his or her supervisor. !f 
the Department's attorney, in the absence of a request by the 
non-governmental party, concludes that a mini-trial would be 
advantageous, he or she shall obtain the recommendations of the 
interested agency, obtain approval from appropriate supervisors 
and then propose this procedure to the opposing party. The 
opposing party will be supplied with a copy of this memorandum 
and will be advised that a written agreement between the parties 
is a prerequi~ite to initiating the procedure. The decision to 
participate in a mini-trial requires the approval of the Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Branch and is solely 
within the discretion of the Department. 

2 
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V. 

PARTICIPANTS 

The Government's principal participant will be the Depart
ment of Justice official with settlement authority or, where 
that is not feasible, the official with the authority finally to 
recommend acceptance of a settlement. Usually, the official or 
officials within the interested agency or agencies with 
authority to make recommendations which are binding upon the 
agency or agencies will participate as a secondary principal for 
the Government. 

The non-governmental party's principal participant must be a 
senior level management official who possesses authority to 
settle the dispute in the absence of litigation. Where 
possible, the official should be an individual who has not 
participated in preparing the case for litigation. 

Each party will designate one representative who will be 
responsible for conducting the mini-trial and ensuring that 
procedures are followed. The Department's attorney of record 
will be the Government's representative. 

Where appropriate, the parties may agree upon a neutral 
advisor to advise the management officials who participate in 
the mini-trial. The neutral advisor should be a person with 
either legal or substantive knowledge in a relevant field. The 
neutral advisor should have no prior involvement in the dispute 
or the litigation and must possess no interest in the result of 
the mini-trial. The neutral advisor and the parties must agree 
in advance that the neutral advisor will have no further 
involvement in the litigation should the mini-trial fail to 
result in a settlement. 

VI. 

THE MINI-TRIAL AGREEMENT 

The mini-trial agreement is a written document, signed by 
the principals and the representatives, in which the parties 
agree to the procedures to be used. Whi~e each mini-trial 
agreement should be structured so as to meet the needs of each 
individual case, every agreement must contain specific expedited 
time limitations for each aspect of the procedure, a statement 
regarding the non-binding nature of the procedure, and an 
agreement that the parties will seek a suspension of proceedings 
in the pending litigation while the mini-trial process is con
tinuing. The mini-trial agreement will be negotiated by the 
representatives, with the approval of the principals. A sample 
mini-trial agreement is Appendix A to this memoran~um. 
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VII. 

PROCEDURES 

While the procedures to be used are subject to negotiation 
and should be designed to meet the needs of each individual 
case, the following procedures are generally considered to be 
appropriate: 

a. Time Limits: Time limitations are to be explicit, 
brief and strictly observed. 
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b. Discovery: Discovery procedures should be expedited 
and should be the subject of a specific provision contained 
in the mini-trial agreement. The parties should consider 
including ill the agreement a limitation upon the scope of 
discovery as well as the number and length of depositions 
and interrog·atories. Discovery conducted prior to the 
initiation of mini-trial procedures shall not be duplicated 
during the mini-trial process. A nongovernmental party may 
not conduct discovery under the nlini-trial agreement if it 
has pending a request or requests for disclosure of informa
tion under the Freedom of Information Act. The mini-trial 
agreement should normally provide that discovery shall be 
completed at least two weeks prior to the mini-trial. 

c. Written Submittals: The parties should normally 
provide for an exchange of written submittals prior to the 
mini-trial. The mini-trial agreement should set forth the 
timing, format and length of the submittals. The written 
submittal of the nongovernmental party must include an 
analysis of its quantum claim which includes information 
regarding the source of the figures. At the time the 
written submittals are exchanged, the parties should also 
exchange exhibit lists and, if applicable, witness lists. 

d. Location of the Mini-Trial: The location of the 
mini-trial shall be specified in the mini-trial agreement. 
Government facilities may be used; the Government will not 
agree to pay any part of a fee charged for the use of 
nongovernmental facilities. 

e. Manner of Presentation at the Mini-Trial: The 
allocation of the time agreed upon for presentation of the 
case to the principals shall be set forth in the mini-trial 
agreement. The presentation should exceed one day only in 
exceptional circumstances. The time allotted to each 
representative may be used as that representative desires, 
including examination of or presentations by witnesses, 
demonstrative evidence and oral argument. Recording or 
verbatim transcription of the testimony shall not be 
allowed. The mini-trial agreement may provide for an 
opportunity for the principals to examine any witnesses. 

4 
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f. Neutral Advisor: The parties may agree that a 
neutral advisor shall be present during the mini-trial in 
order to provide an opinion, upon request, to the principals 
on any issue upon which the parties agree in advance. The 
neutral advisor should be selected by agreement of the 
parties. The advisor should be a person with legal and/or 
relevant substantive knowledge and should be a person who 
has had no prior involvement in the dispute or the 
litigation. The parties shall agree in advance upon the 
amount of compensation to be paid to the neutral advisor and 
the manner in which this compensation shall be paid. The 
neutral advisor shall agree in advance that he or she will 
have no further involvement in the case should the mini
trial fail to dispose of the litigation. 

g. Settlement Discussions: The principals shall meet 
immediately following presentation of the mini-trial to 
discuss the possibility of settling the claim. This meeting 
shall be private, although the mini-trial agreement may 
provide that each principal may designate an individual to 
act as his or her technical advisor. This individual may 
not be the party's representative. A principal may consult 
with his or her attorneys, although they may not take part 
in the discussions regarding settlement. 

h. Confidentiality: The discussion which takes place 
between the principals shall not be used for any purpose in 
any subsequent litigation. 

i. Termination: Any party may terminate mini-trial 
proceedings at any time. 
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APPENDIX A 

MINI-TRIAL AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE 

UNITED STATES 
AND 

nis mini-trial agreement dated this day of ____________ _ 

9 __ , is executed by ____ ~[~n~a~m~e~l ____ __ ____ J[~t~i~t~l~e~l ____ , on 

'ehalf of the United States and by _______ [~n~a~m~e~l _______ , on 

_ehalf of ____ ~[~n~a~m~e~o~f_p~l~a~i~n~t~i~f~f~lL_ ___ , hereinafter referred to 

_s plaintiff . 

• lliEREAS: On the _____ day of __________ , 19 __ , plaintiff and 

the United States entered into Contract No. 

____ for the ____________________________________ ~ ______________ _ 

WHEREAS, under the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, plaintiff on 

__________________ , 19 __ , filed a suit in the United States 

Claims Court alleging ____________________________________________ __ 

833 
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miEREAS, the United States and plaintiff have agreed to submit 

[name of caseL No. [docket no.] to a "Mini-Trial"; 

NOW THEREFORE, subject to the terms and conditions of this "Mini

Trial" agreement, the pa:cties mutually agree as follows: 

1. The United States and plaintiff will voluntarily engage in a 

non-binding mini-trial on the issue of 

The mini-trial will be held on ______________________ , 19 __ , at 

(time of day] at ______ ~l~l~o~c~a~t~i~o~n~J ____ ___ 

2. The purpose of this mini-trial is to inform the principal 

participants of the position of each party on the claim and the 

underlying bases of the parties' positions. It is agreed that 

each party will have the opportunity and responsibility to 

present its "best case" on entitlement and quantum. 

3. The principal participants fer the purpose of this mini-

trial will be ____________________________________ for the United 

States and for plaintiff. The 

principal partiCipants have the authority to settle the dispute 

or to make a final recommendation concerning settlement. Each 

2 



oarty will present its position to the principal participants 

through that party's designated representative, 

for the United States, and , for plaintiff. 

4. The parties have agreed that shall 
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serve as a neutral advisor ,to the principals. The neutral 

advisor shall be compensated as set forth in a separate 

agreement with the advisor. The advisor has warranted that he 

or she has had no prior involvement with this dispute or 

litigation and has agreed that he or she will not participate in 

the litigation should the mini-trial fail to resolve the dispute. 

The neutral advisor shall participate in the mini-trial 

proceedings and shall render an opinion, upon request, on the 

following issues: 

NOTE: This 

clause is to be used only if the parties have agreed that the 

participation of a neutral advisor would be useful. 

5. All discovery will be completed in the twenty working days 

following the execution of this agreement. Neither party shall 

propound more than 25 interrogatories or requests for admis

sions, including subparts; nor shall either party take more than 

five depositions and no deposition shall last more than three 

hours. Discovery taken during the period pr~or to the mini

trial shall be admissible for all purposes in this litigation, 
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including any subsequent hearing before any board or competent 

authority in the event this mini-trial does not result in a 

resolution of this appeal. It is agreed that the p~rsuit of 

discovery during the period prior to the mini-trial shall not 

restrict either party's ability to take additional discovery at 

a later date. In particular, it is understood and agreed that 

partial depositions may be necessary to prepare for the mini

trial. If this matter is not resolved informally as a result of 

this procedure, more complete depositions of the same indivi

duals may be necessary. In that event, the partial depositions 

taken during this interim period shall in no way foreclose 

additional depositions of the same individual into the sarne or 

additional subject matter for a later hearing. 

6. No later than weeks prior to commencement of the mini

trial, the plaintiff shall submit to the United states a quantum 

analysis which identifies the costs associated with the issues 

that will arise during the mini-trial and which identifies the 

source of all data. 

7. The presentations at the mini-trial will be informal. The 

rules of evidence will not apply, and witnesses may provide 

testimony in narrative form. The principal participants may ask 

any questions of the witnesses. However, any questioning by the 

principals, other than that c.ccurring during the period set 
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_side for questions, shall be charged to the time period allowed 

or that party's presentation of its case as delineated in 

_aragraph 9. 

At the mini-trial proceeding, t~e representatives have the 

iscretion to structure their presentations as desired. The 

_resentation may include the testimony of expert witnesses, the 

__ se of audio visual aids, demonstrative evidence, depositions, 

nd oral argument. The parties agree that stipulations will be 

_tilized to the maximum extent possible. Any complete or 

artial depositions taken in connection with the litigation in 

~eneral, or in contemplation of the mini-trial proceedings, may 

Je introduced at the mini-trial as information to assist th~ 

rincipal participants to understand the various aspects of the 

arties' respective positions. The parties may use any type of 

.. ri tten material which will further the progress of the mini-

~rial. The parties may, if desired, no later than weeks 

rior to commencement of the mini-trial, submit to the 

epresentatives for the opposing side a position paper of no 

nore than 25 - 8 1/2" X II" double spaced pages. No later 

~an ___ week(s) prior to commencement of the proceedings, the 

_arties will exchange copies of all documentary evidence 

_roposed for use at the mini-trial and a list of all witnesses. 

5 
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9. The mini~trial proceedings shall take one day. The morn-

ing's proceedings shall begin at a.m. and shall continue 

until a.m. The afternoon's proceedings shall begin at 

p.m. and continue until __ p.m. (A sample schedule follows.) 

SCHEDULE 

9:00 a.m. -

10:00 a.m. -
11:00 a.m. -
11:30 a.m. -
12:00 noon -

1:00 p.m. -

2:00 p.m. -
3:00 p.m. -
3:30 p.m. -
4:00 p.m. -
4:30 p.m. -

10:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

11:30 a.m. 

12:00 noon 

1:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

4:30 p.m. 

5:00 p.m. 

Plaintiff's position and case 
presentation. 

United States' cross-examination. 

Plaintiffs rebuttal. 

Open question and answer period. 

Lunch 

United States' position and case 
presentation. 

Plaintiff's cross-examination. --

United States' rebuttal. 

Open question and answer period. 

Plaintiff's closing argument. 

United States' closing argument. 

10. Within __ day(s) following the termination of the mini

trial proceedings, the principal participants should meet, or 

confer, as often as they shall mutually agree might be pro-

ductive for resolution of the dispute. If the parties are 

unable to resolve the dispute within __ days following 
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completion of the mini-trial, the mini-trial process shall be 

deemed terminated and the litigation will continue. 
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11. No transcript or recording shall be made of the mini-trial 

proceedings. Except for discovery undertaken in connection with 

this mini-trial, all written material prepared specifically for 

utilization at the mini-trial, all oral presentations made, and 

all discussions between or among the parties and/or the advisor 

at the mini-trial are confidential to all persobE, and are 

inadmissible as evidence, whether or not for purposes of impeach

ment, in any pending or future court or board action which 

directly or indirectly involves the parties and the matter in 

dispute. However, if settlement is reached as a result of the 

mini-trial, any and all information prepared for, and presented 

at the proceedings may be used to justify anci document the sub

sequent settlement. Furthermore, evidence that is otherwise 

admissible shall not be rendered inadmissible as a result of its 

use at the mini-trial. 

12. Each party has the right to terminate the mini-trial at any 

time for any reason whatsoever. 

13. Upon execution of this mini-trial agreement, if mutually 

deemed advisable by the parties, the United States and the 

plaintiff shall file a joint motion to suspend proceedings in 

the Claims Court in this case. The motion shall advise 'the 
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court that the suspension is for the purpose of conducting a 

mini-t~ial. The Court will be advised as to the time schedule 

established fOf completing the mini-trial proceedings. 

DATED 

BY: 

Principal participant for 
the United States 

Attorney for the United States 

BY: 

Principal participant ~or 

Attorney for 
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Ssill:lnt Attorney General 

1EHORANDUIi 

'ROM: 

-UB,JECT: 
'" 

lI,':', lIeparu .\ 01 JUSIICe 

OITk\! or' L~IlUI Polky 

'"",hinxlon, D,C. ZOSJO 

August 28, 1985 

William P. Tyson 
Director 
Executive Office for~ed States Attorneys 

James M. spear~ 
Acting AssistarlirAt;orney General 

Department Policy with Respect to Local Court 
Rules Requirinq Mandatory Arbitration 

Att~~~ed is a copy of the Department's policy with 
~espect to local C~~ct rules requiring mandatory arbitration, as 
pproved by the Deputy ~~torney General. Please arrange for it 
~o be included in the next ~.~. Attorneys' Bulletin. I have 
.lready forwarded a copy to eaCh ~f the U.S. Attorneys in the 
.ilot districts now under the arbitra~:~n rules • 

• ttachment 

.. '~R . -',987 
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U.S, DepAI. at of JU!tiCf: 

Office of thF. Deputy Attornty General 

The Deputy Attorney General WQfhin,lon. D.C. 20SJO 

August 21, 1985 

MEMORANDUM FOR ALL ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL AND 
AL UNIT~C ATTORNEYS 

FROM: D. Lowe ensen 

SUBJECT: 

Deputy Attorney General 

Department Policy With Respect to Local court 
Rules Requiring Manadatory Arbitration 

In recent years, a number of district courts have 
adopted or broadened the scope of their local rules of court 
providing for mandatory arbitration of certain types of civil 
cases pending in the district. The Department of Justice 
supports efforts in numerous contexts to explore means of 
alternative dispute resolution in order to reduce the number of 
cases that must endure the expense of trial in the courts, and we 
have endorsed a limited pilot program of mandatory arbitration in 
~everal districts since 1978. However, the r~cent effort by 
additional district courts to adopt local rules for mandatory 
a;bit~ation of cases has raised several questions with respect to 
the participation by the United St~tes in arbitration under the 
various plans. These plans vary widely with respect to the types 
of cases that are sent to arbitration and to the treatment of 
cases in the arbitration process. 

The attached directive sets forth the policy of the 
Department of Justice with respect to participation in any local 
program of mandatory arbitration pursuant to court order. Upder 
this policy, the Department anticipates that many cases involving 
only money damages of a limited amount (such as $100,000) can be 
litigated under the experimental arbitration programs of the 
various districts. However, in view of the existing regulations 
of the Department with respect to settlement of cases, the 
attorney for the government in each case is instructed to take 
appropriate measures to preserve the interests of the United 
States and to ensure that a case is not settled in a manner 
inconsistent with the delegation of settlement authority under 
the Department's regulations. The Department particularly 
opposes the imposition of penalties or sanctions against the 
United States for failure to acquiesce in any arbitration award. 

The attached directive will be published as an appendix 
to the Departmentts regulations on settlement authority, 
28 C.F.P.. Part 0, Subpart Y. Please ensure that this directive 
is brought to the attention of the attorneys under your direction 
who are assigned to a case that is ordered to mandatory 
arbitration under a local court rule. 

I' 
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DIRECTIVE 

Participation by the United States in Court-Annexed Arbitration 

(a) Considerations Affecting Participation in Arbitration. 

(1) The Department recognizes and supports the general 
goals of court-annexed arbitration, which are to reduce the time 
and expenses required to dispose of civil litigation. 
Experimentation with such procedures in appropriate cases can 
offer both the courts and litigants an opportunity to determine 
the effectiveness of arbitration as an alternative to traditional 
civil litigation. 

(2) An arbitration system, however, is best suited for the 
resolution of relatively simple factual issues, not for trying 
cases that may involve complex issues of liability or other 
unsettled legal questions. To expand an arbitration system 
beyond the types of cases for which it is best suited and most 
competent would risk not only a decrease in the quality of 
justice available to the parties but unnecessarily higher costs 
as well. 

(3) In particular, litigaticn involving the United states 
raises special concerns with respect to court-annexed arbitration 
~rograms. A mandatory arbitration program potentially implicates 
the principles of separation of powers, sovereign immunity, and 
the Attorney General's control over the process of settling 
litigation. 

(b) General Rule Consenting to Arbitration 
Consistent \lith the Department's Regulations 

(1) Subject to the considerations set forth in the 
following paragraphs and the restrictions set forth in paragraphs 
(c) and (d) I in a case assigned to arbitration or mediation under 
a local district court rule, the Department of, Justice agrees to 
participate in the C}rbitration process under the local rule. The 
attorney for the government responsible for the case should take 
any appropriate steps in conducting the case to protect the 
interests of the United States. 

(2) ~~sed upon its experience under arbitration programs to 
date, ann the purposes and limitations of court-annexed 
arbitratiotl, the Department generally endo:.:ses inclusion in a 
district's court-annexed arbitration program of civil actions --

(A) in which the United States or a Depa.rtment, 
agency, or official of the United States is a party, and 
which seek only money damages in an amount not in excess of 
$100,000, exclusive of interest and costs; and 

(B) which are brought (i) under the Federal Tort 
Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. 1346(b), 2671 et seg., or (ii) under 
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the Longshoreman's and Harbor Workp.r's Compensation Act, 33 
U.S.C. 905, or (iii) under the Miller Act, 40 U.S.C. 270(b). 

(3) In any other case in which settlement authority has 
been delegated to the United State~ Attorney under the 
regulations of the Department and the directives of the 
applicable litigation division and none of the exceptions to such 
delegation apply, the United States Attorney for the district, if 
he concludes that a settlement of the case upon the terms of the 
arbitration award would be appropriate, may proceed to settle the 
case accordingly. 

(4) Cases other than those described in paragraph (2) that 
are not within the delegated settlement authority of the United 
States Attorney for the district ordinarily are not appropriate 
for an arbitration process because the Department generally will 
not be able to act favorably or negatively in a short period of 
time upon a settlement of the case in accordance with the 
arbitration award. Therefore, this will result in a demand for 
trial de novo in a substantial proportion of such cases to 
preserve the interests of the United States. 

(5) The Department recommends that any district court's 
arbi tration rule include a provision exempting any case from 
arbit.ration, sua sponte or on motion of a party, in which the 
objectives of arbitration ~lould not appear to be realized, 
because the case involves complex or novel legal issues, or 
because legal issues predominate over. factual issues, or for 
other good cause. 

(c) Objection to the Imposition of Penalties or Sanctions 
Against the United States for Demanding Trial De Novo 

(1) Under the principle of sovereign immunity, the United 
States cannot be held liable for costs or sanctions in litigation 
in the absence of a statutory provision waiving its immunity. In 
view of the statutory limitations on the costs payable by the 
United States (28 U.S.C. 2412(a) ~ (b) and 19~0), the Department 
does not consent tC' provisions in any district's arbitration 
program providing for th.e United States or the Department, 
agency, or official named as a party to the action to pay any 
sanction for demanding a trial de novo -- either as a deposit in 
advance or as a penalty imposed after the fact -- which is based 
on the arbitrators' fees, the opposing party's attorneys' fees, 
or any other costs not authorized by statute to be awarded 
against the United States. This·objection applies whether the 
penalty or sanction is reauired to be paid to the opposing party, 
to the clerk of the court, or to the Treasury of the United 
States. 

(2) In any case involving the United States that is 
designated for arbitration under a program pursuant to which such 
a penalty or sanction might be i~posed against the United States, 
its officers or agents, the attorney for the government is 
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instructed to take appropriate steps, by motion, notice of 
objection, or otherwise, to apprise the court of the objection of 
the united States to the imposition of such a penalty or 
sanction. 

(3) Should such a penalty or sanction actually be required 
of or imposed on the United States, its officers or agents, the 
attorney for the government is instructed to --

(A) advise the appropriate Assistant Attorney General 
of this development promptly in writing; 

(B) seek appropriate relief from the district court; 
and 

(C) if necessary, seek autho,rity for filing an appeal 
or petition for mandamus. 

The Solicitor General, the Assistant Attorneys General, and the 
United States Attorneys are instructed to take all appropriate 
steps to resist the impos:i.tion of such penalties or sanctions 
against the United States. 

(d) Additional Restrictions 

(1) The Assistant Attorneys General, the United States 
Attorneys, and their delegates, have no authority to settle or 
compromise the interests of the United States in a case pursuant 
to an arbitration process in any respect that is inconsistent 
with the limitations upon the delegation of settlement authority 
under the Department's regulations and the directives of the 
litigation divisicns. See 28 C.F.R. Part 0, Subpart Y and 
Appendix to Subpart Y. The attorney for the government shall 
demand trial de novo in any case in which --

(A) settlement of the case on the basis of the amount 
awarded would not be in the best interests of the United 
States; 

(B) approval of a proposed settlement under the 
Department's regulations in accordance with the arbitration 
award cannot be obtained within the period allowed by the 
local rule for rejection of the award; or 

(C) the client agency opposes settlement of the case 
upon the terms of the settlement award, unless the 
appropriate official of the Department approves a settlement 
of the case in accordance with the delegation of set~lemen~ 
authority under the Department's regulations. 

(2) Cases sounding in tort and arising under the 
Constitution of the UTiited States or under a cornmon law theory 
filed against an employee of the United States in his personal 
capacity for actions within the soope of his employment which are 
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alleged to have caused injury or loss of property or personal 
injury or death are not appropriate for arbitration. 

(3) Cases for injunctive or declaratory relief are not 
appropriate for arbitration. 

(4) The Department reserves the right to seek any 
appropriate relief to which its client is entitled, including 
injunctive relief or a ruling on motions for judgment on the 
pleadings, for summary judgment, or for qualified immunity, or on 
issues of discovery, before proceeding with the arbitration 
process. 

(5) In view of the provisions of the Federal Rules of 
Evidence with respect to settlement negotiations, the Department 
objects to the introduction of the arbitration process or the 
arbitration award in evidence in any proceeding in which the 
award has been rejected and the case is tried de novo. 

(6) The Department's consent for participation in an 
arbitration program is not a waiver of sovereign immunity or 
other defenses of the United States except as expressly stated; 
nor is it intended to affect jurisdictional limitations (~, 
the Tucker Act). 

(e) Notification of New or Revised Arbitration Rules 

The United States Attorney in a district which is 
considering the adoption of or has adopted a program of 
court-annexed arbitration including cases involving the United 
States shall --

(1) advise the district court of the provisions of this 
section and the limitations on the delegation of settlement 
authority to the United States Attorney pursuant to the 
Department's regulations and the directives of the 
litigation divisions; and 

(2) forward to the Executive Office for United States 
Attorneys a notice that such a program is under 
consideration or has been adopted, or is being revised, 
together with a copy of the rules or proposed rules, if 
available, and a recommendation as to whether United States 
participation in the program as proposed, adopted, or 
revised, would be advisable, in whole or in part. 
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THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20350 

23 December 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 
THE COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RE&S) 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP THE NAVY (FM) 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP THE NAVY (S&L) 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OP THE NAVY (M&RA) 
THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE NAVY <II<EE--~f(~ 

Subject: The Department of the Navy Alternative Disputes 
Resolution Program 

The Navy has experienced an explosion in many areas 
of its litigation over the past five years, including a 100' 
increase in contract disputes before the Armed Services Board 
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of Contract Appeals (ASBCA). We must explore alternative methods 
of resolving cases in litigation which both efficiently use 
scarce resources and adequately protect the Navy's interests. 
At the same time, eVery reasonable step must be taken to re
solve disputes prior to litigation. 

Attached are procedures for an Alternative Disputes Res
olution (ADR) Progra.m. :t describes several ADR techniques 
including the mini-t:rial, an abbreviated trial-like pro!=edure 
before business officials of the Navy and the contractor. I 
believe that techniques such as these bear great promise in 
contract disputes resolution and should be tested throughout 
the Navl' acquisition community. While they are oriented to liti
gation, they may also be helpful in resolving pre-litigation 
disputes. 

Accordingly, for the next year, and under the guidance 
and control of the General Counsel, this program will be imple
mented as a test by all Navy activities who contract with the 
private sector. Each contract dispute now pending and those 
filed during this test period will be reviewed and ADR tech
niques used if reasonable. At the conclusion of the test, 
the General Counsel will assess and report on the test results. 

Pinally, all Navy activities must ensure that appropri
ate management review is being made of proposed contracting 
officer's final decisions and that appropriate steps are 
being taken to resolve contract disputes before such decisions 
are issued. When reasonable management efforts are unsuccessful 
in achieving a resolution of a dispute, we will engage in 
litigation. 

Atts. 
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PROCEDURES TO BE USED IN NAVY'S TEST PROGRAM USING 
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES RESOLUTION 

Subject: The Department of the 
Navy Alternative Dis
putes Resolution 
Program 

The Navy has experienced an explosion in many 
areas of its litigation over the past five years, includ
ing a 100% increase in contract disputes before the 
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA). 
We must explore alternative methods of resolving 
cases in litigation which both efficiently use scare 
resources and adequately protect the Navy's interests. 
At the same time, every reasonable step must be 
taken to resolve disputes prior to litigation. 

Attached are procedures for an Alternative Dis
putes Resolution (ADR) Program. It describes several 
ADR techniques including the mini-trial, an abbreviat
ed trial-like procedure before business officials of the 
Navy and the contractor. I believe that techniques 
such as these bear great promise In contract disputes 
resolution and should be tested througbuut the Navy 
acquisition community. While they are oriented to 
litigation, they may also be helpful in resolving pre
litigation disputes. 

Accordingly, for the nen year, and under the guid
ance and control of the General Counsel, this pr.Jg:raII1 
will be IIpplemented as a test by all Navy activities 
who contract with the private sector. Each contract 
dispute now pending and those filed during this test 
period will be reviewed and ADR techniques used if 
reasonable. At the conClusion of the test, the General 
Counsel will assess and report on the test results. 

Finally, all Navy activities must ensure that appro
priate management review Is being made of proposed 
contracting officer's final decisions and that appropri
ate steps are being taken to resolve conlract disputes 
before such decisions are issued. When reasonable 
management efforts are unsuccessful in achieving a 
resolution of a dispute, we will engage in litigation. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
ALTERNATIVE DISPUTES RESOLUTION 

PROCEDURES 
I. PURPOSE. This document contains guidance for 
tbe use of Alternative Disputes Resolution tecbniques 
(ADR) for the resolution of contract disputes before 
the Al'Il1ed Services Board of Contract Appeals 
(ASBCA). 

II. APPLICABILITY. These procedures apply to all 
Department of the Navy components processing con
tract appeals before the ASBCA. 

1lI. POLICY. It is the policy of the Department of i 
Navy to utilize ADR in every appropriate case. "1 
approval of the General Counsel of the Navy or 
designee must be obtained before the Navy agrees 
utilize ADR with regard to any particular case. 

IV. DISCUSSION. 
A. In General. ADR techniques (for iustance, ml 

trials) facilitate resolution of disputes faster a 
cheaper than Is possible with litigs :ion. They provl 
a framework within which sufficien; information c 
be presented to enable the parties to make reason 
judgments regarding resolution of a dispute. Th_ 
techniques may be adapted to the peculiar requi 
ments of a particular case or cases. Their use 
voluntary, and, if unsuccessful, the underlying liti~ 
lion can be resumed. Not every ADR effort wlll 
successful. However, when used judiclously both in t 
private sector and in several Government agencies, 
variety of disputes have been efficlently resolved. 

B. Case Selection. 
1. GeneraUIl. An important initial determination 

whether the information likely to be developed usl 
ADR will be sufficient for the parties to reevalu 
their positions and to resolve the dispute. The dec!!1 
to proceed with ADR Is a business decW!on, whi 
must take into aecount relevant legal consideratio' 
The fact that resolution of a dispute Involves leg 
issues such as contract Interpretation does not nC<o~ 
sarlly eUmlnate that case from consideration. Slmll: 
Iy, the amount in dispute Is a relevant factor to use b 
should not soley control the decision. 

2. Types of Cases. The best candidates for AL 
treatment are those cases in which only facts are 
dispute, While the most difficult are those In wbl 
disputed law is applied to uncontroverted facts. TI 
types of cases have generally proven to be poor can. 
dates: those involving disputes controlled by cle. 
legal precedent, making compromise difficult, a. 
those whose resolution will baye a significant impa 
on other pending cases or on the future conduct of t. 
Navy's business. In these cases, tbe value of an a 
thoritative decision on the merits will usua. 
outwelght the short-term benefits of a speedy resol 
tion by ADR. 

3. Responsibilities. The responsibility for ideutif 
lng candidate cases lies not only with the assing 
Navy tgrial counsel as part of the periodic review 
the status of on-going litigation, but also with t 
cognizant officials of the Navy activity from whi 
contract disputes originate. Once these officials a. 
the contractor are In accord regarding use of ADR 
a given case, the recommendation to proceed shou. 

3-2-87 Fodera! eootracts RIpon 
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~ forwarded to the General Counsel of the Navy or 
Is designee for approval. 
C. Examples of ADR Techniques. 
1. The Mini-Trial. The mini-trial brings together 

n official from each contracting party with authority 
resolve the dispute (the "principals") to hear evl

entiary presentations from a representative of each 
arty (usually, the trial counsel) and thereafter to 
iscuss resolution of the dispute. While the mini-trial 
ill be tailored to the particular requirements of a 
iven case, each mini-trial will be governed by a 
ritten agreement between the parties, an example of 
hich is attached as Attachment 1. 
(a) The mini-trial stages. The mini-trial has three 

istinct stages, all of which can usually be completed 
ithin 90 days. 
(i). The pre-hearing stage. This stage covers the 

me between agreement on written mini-trial proce
ures and commencement of the mini-trial hearing. 
uring this stage, the parties will complete whatever 
reparatory activities (such as discovery and ex
hange of position papers) are permitted by the agree
lent. This stage will consume the bulk of the time to 
Jmplete the mini-trial. 
(Ii). The hearing stage. In this stage, the represen
tives will present their respective positions to the 

rincipals. Eacb representative will be given a speci!
. amount of time within which to make tbis presenta
on, and how that tlme is utilized is solely at the 
iscretion of the representative. Mini-trial agreements 
llKJ can provide for rebuttal presentations and for a 
uestion and answer period for the principals. In most 
Jell, this stage sbould take 1-3 days. 
(iii). Post-hearino discussions staoe. In this stage, 

_e prinCipals will meet to discuss resolution of the 
ispute. The mini-trial agreement should establish a 
_oe limit within which the principals either agree to 
__ JIve the dispute or agree that the underlying IItiga
on sbould be resumed. 
(b). The neutral advisor. A mini-trial agreement 

lay provide for the services of a neutral advllKJr, who 
an impartial third party experienced in government 

_ntract law and, preferably, in litigation as well. 
here is no requirement to have sucb an advisor. and, 
_ fact, in the smaller, less complex cases, the need for 
neutral advisor will be the exception. The neutral 

.. visor shall provide such services as are delineated 
I tbe mini-trial agreement and in the specific agree
lent between the neutral advisor and the parties. 
. Tbe best source of neutral advisors in the ASBCA. 
~ring the negotiation of a mini-trial agreement, if 
e use of a neutral advisor is contemplated, the 

arties sbould attempt to agree on a list of ASBCA 
dges who would be mutually acceptable. Tbereafter, 
Ie General Counselor his dp.signee will submit that 
ct and the agreed-upon schedule for the mini-trial to 
Ie Chairman of the ASBCA along with a request tbat 
Ie of the listed judges be detailed to serve as the 
_utral advisor in the mini-trial proceedings. 
.1f tbis effort is unsuccessful, then the Navy could 
gree to seek a neutral advisor from the private 
_dor. Such an advisor, in addition to the qualifica
ons and limitations noted above, and in the absence 

of special circumstances, shall not be anyone who is 
presently representing the contractor in a dispute 
against the Navy (sudl as an attorney in private 
practice). Sources of private sector neutral advisors 
include retired Trial Commissioners of the U.S. Court 
of Claims, retired Judges of the U.S. Claims Court and 
present or retired members of law school faculties. 

(c). Other participants. In general, the only par
ticipants in the mini-trial will be the principals, their 
representatives, the neutral advisor (if any) and any 
witnesses to be called by either party at the hearing. 
In a case where there are substantial legal issues, the 
mini-trial agreement should permit the presence and 
participation of in-house non-litigation counsel for 
each of the principals. 

(d). Other factors, Several other factors should be 
considered during the negotiation of a mini-trial 
agreement; 

(i). Neither mini-trial principal should have had 
responsibility either for preparing the claim (in the 
case of the contractor) or for denying that claim (in 
the case of the Navy). 

(ii). The Navy's principal must have contracting 
officer authority sufficient for the amount in dispute. 

(iii). Tbe agreement shall provide tbat the post
hearing discussions shall not be used by eltber party in 
subsequent litigation as an admission of Jiablllty or as 
an indication of willingness to agree on any aspects of 
settlement. 

(iv). Because a legal memorandum must be pre
pared to support any resolution resulting from a mini· 
trial, the Navy principal must have the right to con
sult with nonlitigation in-house counsel prior to a final 
agreement on resolution of a dispute. 

2. Other techniques. 
(a). GeneraUlI. While the mini-trial will be tbe basic 

technique most commonly used in resolving contract 
disputes outside the traditional litigation context, its 
description in the preceding section does not necessar
By limit other approaches. Further, while It is the 
linchpin of a structured settlement process, imagina
tive adjustments to the litigation process at the 
ASBCA could also be a valuable tool for the parties to 
resolve disputes at a substantial savings of time and 
dollars. 

(b). SummaTlJ bindino ASBCA procedure. It may 
not be economical for a Navy activity Involved in a 
large number of small dollar contract claims to focus 
any formal ADR technique on the resolution of a 
single such dispute. However, such may not be the 
case if a number of those disputes could be handled 
either together or sequentially in a brief period of 
time. One way this could occur is to employ a sum· 
mary procedure before the ASBCA. Such a procedure 
could have the following cbaracteristi~s: 

(i). The parties would agree to submit ii Joint motion 
to the ASBCA to permit the case to be processed under 
summary procedures. 

(ii). One element of this procedure is a bearing at 
which the parties would be given a limited amount of 
time (for instance, one hour) to make a presentation to 
the ASBCA judge, and, for instance, half that time to 
rebut the other party's presentation. How that presen-
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tation would be structured would be at the sole discre
tion of each party's representative. 

(IU). At the conclusion of these presentations, the 
judge would decide the case from the bench. The only 
document would be a binding order stating the judge's 
decision on the ultimate question whether the appeal 
is sustained or denied, and, if sustained, the amount 
awarded, if any. 

(Iv). The parties would agree to waive their respec
tive rigbts to appeal under the Contract Disputes Act 
of 1978. 

(v). An additional element of this procedure could be 
to limit the persons making the presentations to non
lawyers (for Instance, the Navy contracting officer 
and bis counterpart ill the contractor's organization). 

Under this suggested procedure, it would take balf a 
day to decide one case, and if sch~duled sequentially, 
several cases could be resolved in just a few days. 

(c). Summary non-birniing ASBCA procedure. A 
variation of the suggestion In (b) above Is to substitute 
an advisory opinion from the ASBCA for tbe binding 
bench decision. In this situation, the judge might func
tion much as a non-binding arbitrator, whose an advi
sory opinion migbt enbance resolution of the dispute. 

(d). Other considerations. 
(i). While the procedure In (e) above may not provide 

the likelihood of sufficient savings in resources when 
applied to a single case, a series of cases could be 
scheduled, some under (b) above and others under (c). 

(ii). In the event several cases are scheduled for 
seriatim disposition under summary procedures, the 
General Counselor his designee will submit to the 
Chairman of the ASBCA the motions noted in 
IV.C.2(bXi) above and a request for the assignment of 
a judge or judges depending on the length of the 
schedule. 

ATTACHMENT 1 

AGREEMENT CONCERNING PROCEDURES 
FOR MINI-TRIAL 

IN ASBCA No. XXXXX 

1. XYZ Corporation ("XYZ") and the Department of 
the Navy (the "Navy"), agree to exchange facts and 
legal positions and to engage in discussions relating to 
ASBCA No. XXXXX in accordance with the proce
dures set forth herein. 

2. XYZ and the Navy agree that the purpose of these 
procedures is to facilitate resolution of the c1aim(s) at 
issue in ASBCA No. XXXXX without resort to further 
litigation. 

3. The parties shall exchange their positions on the 
legal and factual issues involved, and the contractor 
shall provide all necessary financial documentation of 
each element of quantum, except to the extent the 
parties agree on the amounts of any or all of such 
elements. 

4. XYZ and the Navy agree that trial counsel (the 
"representative") for each party shall make an oral 
presentation of such party's position with respect to 
the ASBCA No. XXXXX in a proceeding before a 
panel (the "mini-trial hearing"). The panel shall con-
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sist of a management official of each p3rty (a "princ 
pal participant") with a neutral third party presidk 
(the "neutral advisor"). XYZ and the Navy furth, 
agree (a) that the mini-trial hearing will be preced_ 
by a prehearing period, which may include the disco 
ery as set forth in Paragraph 15 hereof, and tl 
exchange of exhibits (including documents), positic 
papers and responses, and (b) that the mini-trial hea 
ing will be followed by discussions. The parties wi 
follow the schedule set forth in Exhibit A. 

Principal Participants 
5. ___ of XYZ and ___ of the Navy sha' 

attend the mini-trial hearing and the settlement dL 
cussions as the principal participants, They shaH r. 
view the respective positions on the facts and the lall I 
including quantum, together with the supporting doc~ 
mentation. After the mini-mal hearing, they will el. 
ter into good faith discussions to resolve ASBCA N. 
XXXXX. 

6. The principal participants shaH have autltority t 
settle the ASBCA No. XXXXX. The principal partici 
pants may consult with otbers during their discussion 
and before making a final commitment to a negotia. 
ed settlement. 

7. The prinCipal participants may ask any qUesUOL 
of the representatives and any other persons partici 
pating in the presentations to clarify their understand 
ing of the matters being presented by them during th 
mini-trial bearing. 

8. Each principal participant may be accompanie 
and advised by one in-house non-litigation counsel. 

Neutral Advisor 
9. XYZ and the Navy jOintly designate ___ ~ 

the neutral advisor. 
10. The neutral advisor shaH preside or serve a 

moderator at the mini-trial hearing. The neutral advi 
sor may ask questions to seek clarification, but rna. 
not direct, limit or otherwise interfere with eithe 
representative's presentation or rebuttal, surrebuttal 
or clOSing argument. 

11. By agreement, the representatives may joint!. 
seek the advice and assistance of the neutral adviso! 
regarding any question or disagreement concernin, 
tbese procedures or the Schedule. The representative 
may also jointly discuss with the neutral advisor an. 
administrative matters necessary to arrange .lr tI 
facilitate the procedures set forth herein. 

12. Unless the representatives mutually agree, therl 
shaH be no separate communication by either part) 
with the neutral advisor on any matter relating to thL 
Agreement at any time prior to final resolution 0 
ASBCA No. XXXXX. 

13. The neutral advisor shall not partiCipate in an) 
capacity for either party with respect to ASBCA No 
XXXXX if the procedures set forth herein do no 
result in a final resolution, and neither party shal 
attempt to obtain any disclosure or discovery from thl 
neutral advisor in respect to the subject matter o! 
ASBCA No. XXXXX or these proceedings. 
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14. The written agreement between the neutral 
advisor anti the parties shall Include agreements (a) 

',that all information (Including testimony) and docu
ments received as a result of participating In this 
mlnitrial shall not be disclosed to any third party; (b) 
that all documents submitted, including copies of such 
documents, shall be returned to the submitting party 
and all notes prepared shall be destroyed within 10 
days after this Agreement terminates; and (c) that the 
neutral advisor will abide by and comply with this 
Agreement. 

Prehearing procedures 
15. All prehearing procedures shall be completed 

according to the Schedule attached hereto. 
16. XYZ and the Navy agree to respond to any 

discovery requests from the other party (including 
written interrogatories, production of documents, and 
admissions). The scope of discovery shall be governed 
by rule 26(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

17. Discovery undertaken pursuant to this Agree
ment shall not affect in any manner either party's 

; access to information or right to discovery in ASBCA 
No. XXXXX (includillg, but not limited to, its right to 

, depose any person concerning any matter) in the event 
that these procedures do not result in a final 
agreement. 

18. XYZ and the Navy further agree that the follow
ing procedures shall apply to discovery undertaken 
pursuant to this Agreement. 

(i) Either party may elect not to produce any infor
mation or document which it deems protected from 
disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, the 
work-product immunity, any governmental privI
lege, or any common law, statute, or regulation. As 
a general rule, this election will be made only under 
the mOilt compelling circumstances. 
(Ii) In the event either party determines to produce 
any information or document it deems protected for 
any reason set forth in ~ubparagraph (i) above, it 
shall designate such information or document as 
"privileged". The requesting party agrees that pro
duction of such information or document sball not 
be deemed or constitute a waiver of any applicable 
protection against disclosure of sucb information or 
document for any purpose, except for the limited 
purpose of this Agreement. The requesting party 
further agrees that It shall treat any information or 
document designated as "privileged" in accordance 
with subparagraphs (iii) and (Iv) below. 

(iii) XYZ and tbe Navy agree to limit disclosure of 
any information or document, received by them 
respectively and designated as "privileged" by the 
other, to the persons necessary to assist the repre
sentatives or the principal partiCipants, or both. No 
privileged document will be made part of or includ
ed in any file. 
(iv) Any person receiving any information or docu
ment designated as "privileged" including, but not 
limited to, copies of documents or notes relating 
thereto, shall return such document within 10 days 
after this Agreement terminates. 
19. The representatives shall exchange with each 
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other, the principal participants, and the neutral advi
sor on the dates indicated In the Schedule (a) a position 
paper which shall not exceed _ letter size, double
spaced pages in length, including all appendices and 
attachments, and (b) a response to the position paper 
of the other party which shall not exceed _ letter 
size, doubles paced pages in length, including all ap
pendices and attachments. 

20. The representatives shall exchange witb each 
other, the principal participants and the neutral advi
sor a list of persons who will be present at and 
participate In their respective presentations. 

The Mini-trial Hearing 
21. Eacb representative shall present his position to 

the principal participants and the neutral advisor on 
the dates and within the time limits set forth In the 
Schedule. Each representative may reserve for addi
tional rebuttal any time in the Schedule set aside but 
not utilized for his initial presentation. 

22. The representatives shall have complete dlscre
tion to structure their respective presentations and 
rebuttals which may include, but shall not be Ilmlted 
to, testimony by nonlawyers, audio vllual al=, demon
strative eVidence, and oral argument. The rules of 
evidence shall not apply. Neither representative may 
call persons employed by or otherwtse In tho CQIItrol 
of the other party. The representatives may use depo
sition testimony of any such person in connection with 
his presentation. 

23. No transcription, recording or other record sball 
be made of the presentation proceeding. The rep:1'Il5(!SI
tatives, In-house counsel, the neutral advisor and the 
principal participants may make notes during the 
mini-trial hearing with the understanding that such 
notes shall be destroyed within 10 days after this 
Agreement terminates. 

24. During the times set aside for thetr respective 
rebuttals, each representative may ask questions of 
the other and of any person who participated In the 
other party's presentation who shall remain available 
until excused. During the time set aside for question3 
and answers, the principal participants may ask ques
tions of any person who participated in the presenta
tions. Any time remaining after the princlpal partici
pants' questions shall be divided equally between each 
representative for any further questions and answers. 

Post-Hearing PTOcedure.~ 
25. After the mini-trial hearjng, the principal par

ticipants and their in-house counsel shall meet at the 
times set forth in the Schedule to discuss their respec
tive positions and the possible resolution of aU matters 
relating to ASBCA No. XXXXX. 

26. As part of their discussions, the principal p~r
ticipants at their discretion may request the neutral 
advisor to provide his views concerning the relative 
merits oC the parties' positions. 

Futllre Use and Confidentiality of 
Statements and Documents 

27. XYZ and the Navy agree that all offers, prom
ises, conduct and statements. whether oral or written, 
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made in connection with this Agreement or pursuant 
to the procedures set forth herein are part of a com
promise negotiation, are confidential, shall not be 
admissible as evidence, and may not be used for any 
other purpose, including impeachment, in any other 
Ilroceedlng. XYZ and the Navy further agree that all 
documents and copies thereof submitted .to each of 
them shall be returned to the submitting party, and all 
notes relating to the mini-tdal proceedings shall be 
destroyed within 10 days after termination of this 
Agreement. 

28. All documents, including, but not limited to, all 
po£ltion papers, responses, and writings of the neutral 
advisor and the principal participants, prepared in the 
COUl'Se of tbe procedures set forth herein shall be 
inadmissible as evidence and may not be used for any 
other purpose, including impeachment, in any other 
proceeding. 

29. Except for the documents described in Para
graph 28 hereof, any document presented by either 
party pursuant to these procedures to which there is 
otherwise any right to access or which otherwise may 
be discovered pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure and admitted in evidence pursuant to the 
Federal Rules of Evidence may be accessed, discov
ered or admitted in evidence in any other proceeding. 

Termination of Agreement 
30. XYZ and the Navy agree that tills Agreement 

shall terminate il-
(a) the parties rehch a final agreement resolving all 
matters relating to ASBCA No. XXXXX; 
(b) the parties fail to reach a final agreement re
solving all matters relating to ASBCA No. XXXXX 
by (give date); 
(c) either party notifies the other party In writing at 
any time that it desires to terminate the Agreement; 
31. NotWithstanding Paragraph 30 hereof, Para-

graphs 12-14, 18, and 27-29 shall remain in full force 
and effeet. 

Counsel for XYZ Corporation Counsel for the Depart
ment of the Navy 

Date: __ _ Date: __ 

Day 1 

6 

30 

EXHIBIT A 
MINI·TRlAL SCHEDULE 

Discovery requests served 

Representatives discuss discovery 
schedule, objections, and confidentiality 
reqUirements 

Complete discovery 

40 

54 

59 

73 

78 

83 

Day 84 

85 
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Exchange any proposed stipulations 

Meet to agree to fact and quantum 
stipul!ltions 

Excbange position papers, witness lists, 
and eltbibits 

Exchange rebuttal papers and rebuttal 
exhibits 

Meet with neutral advisor to resolve an 
procedural issues ~ 

Mini-trial hearing Location: ________ _ 

8:30-9:00 Principals, representa
tives, and neutral advisor meet to 
review ground rules 

9:00-10:30 Contractor presentation 

10:30-10:45 Break 

10:45-11:45 Contractor presentatiol 
(cont'd) 

11:45-1:00 Lunch 

1:00-2:30 Navy presentation 

2:30-2:45 Break 

2:45-3:45 Navy presentation 
(cont'd) 

9:00-10:15 Contractor rebuttal 

10:30-12:15 Navy rebuttal and 
closing argument 

12:30-1:00 Closing surrebuttal and 
clOSing argument 

~Lunch 

2:00-3:45 Open Q&A session 

3:45-???? Discussion between 
prinCipals 

8:00-???? Further discussions 
between principals, if needed 
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To: 

Assistant General Counsel (025) 
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Instructions for Settleaent of Contract Disputes After the 
Filing of an Appeal with the VASCA -- Role of Trial Attorneys 

VACO and District Counsel Attorneys Serving as Government Trial 
Counsel in rABCA or \'ACAB ~!atters 

1. This me~orandum was prepared to set out the General Counsel 
office policy on settlements of contract disputes cases after 
an appeal has been filed with the rABCA, and the role of Trial 
Attorneys in such settle~ents. The Government is not precluded 
from seeking a negotiated agreement to dispose of a contract 
dispute after an appeal has been filed. However, whether 
employed in Central Office or in a District Counsel's office, 
the Trial Attorney seeking such &n agreement does not have the 
independent authority to settle a case, even though he/she has 
a prominent role in settleffient negotiations and should be 
instrumental in providing legal advice and rec~~nendations to 
tontracting personnel who have the actual settle~ent authority. 
A Trial Attorney's assistance Ind advice is particularly appro
priate in connection with settlements, because his/her trial 
preparations must, of necessity, have resulted In a thorough 
review of the claiffi and its evicientiarv hases, The Trial At
tornev should undertake such a set[ler~nt-related rale when in 
his o~ her judgment a s~ttlement can be justified Dn the basiS 
of the facts and the law, and in accordance with :~e STDvi!iDns 
of the contract involved. 

2. Before any settlement is finally a,reed to br the Trial 
Attorney, he/she must be assur~d that the Contracting Officer 
is ~illing to accept the settle~ent terrs. The f~~ndation for 
such acceptance can usually best be accomplished by a thorough 
discussion of the facts and law with the Contracting Officer 
(and the Chief of Supply/Purchasing and the V . .l,..\jC [irector, as 
necessary). This discussion shOUld be followed by a presenta
tion and discussion Df the Trial Attorney's recQr~endation(s) 
for resolving the instant dis?ute. 

~. In all appeal cases where the ~atter of r05sible settlement 
is presented before con~encaren: of a trial ~nd, in the cpinioc 
of the Trial ~ttor~ey, sett:e~ent ~Er be in the test interests 
of the Govern~ent, the TTlal Att0rnev will rre~are a settlement 
~eworandum. This me~oran~um will set ftrth the facts, ~ased 
ur~n inforcation availa~le at the ti~e, End a le£al evaluation 
by the Trial Attorney indicating the ~aJi~u~ settlement figure 
which could be supported co~sldering the fair litigative value 
of the case. The sett]eD~nt n~norandur ~ust be submitted, 
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2. 

VACO and District Counsel Attorneys 

through the District Counsel (where a~propriate) and the Deputy 
Assis~an~ General Counsel (025B), to the Assistant General 
Counsel (025) for approval. This should be done not later than 
five (5) working days prior to the date of trial. 

4. After direct interviews with VA witnesses in cases where 
the Trial Attorney is in the field to commence trial of a case, 
the facts in a particular case may turn out to be different 
from those originally asserted. Any prior conclusions as to 
the outcome of the case which have been reached may have to be 
changed. If such is the situation and the value of the pro
posed settlement exceeds $10,000, the Trial Attorney will com
municate such new/changed facts and her/his views thereon to 
the ~eputy Assistant General counsel (025B), who shall obtain 
the concurrence of the Assistant General Counsel (025), before 
concluding a settlement in excess of the amount specified in 
the previously prepared settl~ment memorandum. (Where appro
priate, District Counsel attorneys shall make this communica
tion through their respective District Counsel.) In the ab
sence of such (025) concurrence in the proposed settlement, the 
Trial Attorney shall either proceed to trial or seek a delay 
from the VABCA or VAChB hearing memoer. through joint efforts 
with Appellant and Appellant's counsel, in order to make a 
further attempt at an amicable settlement. Upon return to 
his/her office after a settlement has tentatively been reached, 
whether or not a trial was held, the Trial Attorney shall pre
pare a settler-lent memorandum in the form prescribed in para
graph 3, above, foe consideration ana approval. 

5. In appeal cases where the proposed settlement exceeds 
$10,000 and where the matter of possible settlement is actively 
presented for the first time at the commencement of or during a 
hearing, and in the opinion of the Trial Attorney settlement 
may be in the best in~erests of the Govetnment, the Trial At
torney shall make an attempt at an amicable settlement. When 
the proposed settlement exceeds $10,000 ~he ~rial Attorney 
shall contact (through his/her Distr ict Counsel·, as appropr i
ate) the Deputy Ass~stant General counsel (025B) or, if the 
Deputy is not available, the Assistant General Counsel (025) 
and shall communicate all the facts which the Trial Attorney 
believes justify a settlement, and request oral guidance on and 
concurrence in .the proposed settlement. Upon return to his/her 
office, the Trial Attorney shall prepare a settlement memoran
dum as prescribed in paragraph 3, above, for consideration and 
approval. 
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3. 

VACO and District Counsel Attorneys 

6. Central Office Trial Attorneys have the authority to recom
mend settlements of less than $10,000 to procurement officials 
without first obtaining the concurrence of their supervisors. 
Such recommendations shall be memorialized in a settlement 
memorandum, as outlined in paragraph 3, above, when a settle
ment is reached. 

7. Field station ~Lial Attorneys must submit all settlement 
recommendations to VACO for approval, regardless of the amount, 
in accordance with the guidance outlined in the paragraphs 
above. 

8. Settlement of any case shall be implemented by a formal 
settlement stipulation which requests the Board tp dismiss the 
appeal with prejudice. Such stipulations shall be signed by 
the Contracting Officer, the Appellant, and Counsel for both 
parties. 

9. In cases where the dispute is not before the VABCA or 
VACAB, proposed final decisions or settlement agreements by 
Contracting Officers in certain situations are still sUbject to 
the requirement for legal review in the office, pursuant to 
VAAR 801.602-70(b). While Trial/Staff Attorneys may advise 
Contracting Officers on proposed settlements, no Trial/Staff 
Attorney is authorized on his/her own to approve settlement 
agreements in such pre-dispute cases. The legal review of such 
proposed settlement agreements must be signed off on by the 
Assistant General Counsel (025). 

10. Samples of a Settlement Memorandum and of a Settlement 
Stipulation are attached. If you have any questions please 
call or see either Gary Krump (025B) (FTS 389-3994/3997) or me 
(FTS 389-2 SllO). 

l:l/}f!d~(k--
Attachments ~ 
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SU13J: 

1. Statement of Facts: 

This hppeal is from a final decision of the Contracting 
Officer terminating the subject contract for default. The 
Contracting Officer received four (4) blds upon an invitation to 
furnish the nece~sary Jabor, ffiaterials and equipment required to 
remove an existing overhead door system ano to enlarge the 
entrance openino as specified. Bids were opened on June 25, 
1982. bid of $18,950.00 was low. The next two 
low bjds Were at ~19,09l.00 and 519,431.00. The fourth bid was 
at S'49,600.00. 

BecaUse the three lowest bids were tightly glouped, the low 
bidder was not asked to verify its bid. The contract was awarded 
Lo on JUne 29, 1982. Neither perforffiance 
nor payment bonos were requiIed under this contract. The 
conlract called for cOIrlp1etion Idthin 90 days of ]'ppeJlant's 
receipt of notice to proceed. NTP was acknowleoged on hugust 5, 
1962, thus requiring completion by November 3, 1962. 

On August 10, 1962, J..ppel]ant furnished to the v], a complete 
cost breakdown of its toLal price. In this breakdown, only 
Sl,300.00 was allocated to electrical work. There was no 
separate price included for relocation of telephone c&bles. The 
contract required, anIons ot.her things, that all utility 
relocations be accomplished '" "at the contractor's expense". 
After "Inlost two Dlonths without perforn,ance, Appellant's let.ter 
of October 5, 1982, informed the Supply Service that these 
telephone line relocation costs had not been includeo in its 
bid. The Appellant requested that its bid be reconsidered, 
citing on additional cost of approximately $13,000.00 being 
deffianded by the two involved utilities .- and 

The Appellant would not beoin construction until the 
resposiblility for contracting for utility relocation ~as 
resolved. The avajlable evidence establishes that 
",as quoting the hpeJJ ant a pr i ce at 1 east doubl e that being 
quoted to the v], for the same work. When the Appellant requested 
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~~ ~xtenEion of time i& which to Ie~olve the ~~tter, the 
ConlracLino Officer a~Led the advice of the Chief of the 
Enoineerin'; Service, who recorrill.ended a tE:rmir,ation for oefault. 
On-January"25, 1963, the cDntr~ct was terminated for default. 

Since the date of the appeal from that termination, it has 
been established that neither the second nor third bidders (at 
$19,091.00 and $19,~31.00) had inclUded the cost of utility 
(telephone) relocation in their bids. A reprocurement contract 
hdS since been awarded at a price of $39,163.00. 

2. Legal 1.nalys:i.s and Recomrr.endations: 

The undersigned has discussed the above-recited matters with 
the Contracting Officer alone and, later, with the Chief of the 
Engineering Service present. At both times, the Contracting 
Officer stated th~t he would have preferred to terminate the 
contract for convenience. The Chief of Engineering also now 
feels that this would have been the Letter course of ~ction. 
They both recognize that the telephone utility was guoting lower 
prices to the VA than to the contractor, for basically the same 
work, and admit that the Appell ant i;as prob~bly justified in 
refu~ing to deal directl~ with , considering the 
situation. 

The Government would have several hurdle~ to overcome in 
defending this default termination. The first problem is that 
the decision to terminate ,,:as not the E.ersonal decision of the 
Contracting Officer. Be, in effect, allowed the Chief of the 
Engineering Service to mate that judgment. The VA Board of 
Contr~ct 1.ppeals h~s repeatedly stated that such decisions must 
be a result of the personal ~nd independent jUdgment of the---
Contracting Officer: See, ~., the appeal of Edmund Leising 
Building Contractor, Inc., VACAB-l~28, 81-1 BCA, at pg. 73,852; 
The appeal of Byrd Foods, Inc., VABCA-1679, 83-1 BCA __________ _ 

'rhe second problem involves the 1.ppellant's allegation, 
after award, of a m~stake-in-bid. Although the contract 
provisions are fairly clear that utility relocation is the 
contractors's responsibility, the fact that two other bidders are 
willing to testify that they too failed to include such costs in 
their b~ds, lends credence to Appell~nt's claim that such costs 
were omitted from Its bid. Further evidence that these costs 
were not included is contained in the 1.ugust 10, 1982 breakdown 
furnished by the Appellant. The fact that this breakdown Io:as 
submitted only five days after receipt of notice to proceed, and 
before any mistake ~as alleged, adds credibility to the 
document. A mistake in contract interpretation (as opposed to 
judgment), even when unilateral, provides a basis for relief from 
the obligation to perform the disputed work ~ithout compensation: 
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Aydin Corporation v. The United Slates, 669 F.2d 68],£65 (Ct. of 
Ciairns - 1982). See also, 41 CFR, Section 1-2.?OE-4(b) and (c), 
allo"'-ing rescission1olhere (as here) all three 10"'- bids would have 
aler~ed the Contracting Officer to a mistake, had he been so 
informed prior to a~ard of the contract. 

In this situation, had the contracting Officer exercised his 
personal judgment, he n010l agrees that he would have rescinded the 
contract. Because the three lowest bids were so closely grouped, 
reformation would have been out of the question. 

The Appellant's attorneys agree that a contract rescission, 
rather than a convenience termination, would have been the proper 
procedure. They will agree to the conversion of the default 
action to one of recission, with no costs or damages recoverable 
by either the Appell ant or the VA. The Contracting Officer also 
agrees to the no-cost conversion to a rescission. 

For all of the above-stated reasons, the undersigned 
believes that it would be in LtG best interests of the Government 
to convert the default termine_ion to one of contract rescission, 
at no cost to either party. 

Government Trial Attorney (025B) 

Concur For 
Negotiation Purposes: 

(025B) 

(025) 

DATE 

DATE 



BEFORE THE 
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS 

n the matter of the appeal of 

'ontract No. 

A Medical Center 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) VABCA
) 
) 
) 

GOVERNMENT'S STIPULATION 
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WHEREAS, both Appellant and Respondent recognize that fur
her litigation of the subject appeal would be in the best 
nterests of neither party, 

WHEREAS, both parties desire to avoid further expense in
olved in litigation of this appeal, 

THEREFORE, it is hereby agreed and stipulated as follows: 

1. The Veterans Administration agrees to pay to the Appel
ant the sum of $2,500.00 in full settlement of all claims 
'hieh are the subject of this appeal and which arise from the 
'erformance of Contract No. at VANC, 
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2. The Appellant agrees to accept the sum of $2,500.00 in 
full satisfaction of any and all claims against the Government 
which are the subject of this appeal and which arise from the 
performance of Contract No. , at VAMC, 

3. By signing this stipulation, the Appellant hereby with
draws the above-referenced appeal with prejudice. 

DATE 
Government Trial Attorney 

DATE 
Contra~Ling Officer 

By ___________ _ 
DATE 

TITLE 

DATE 
Attorney tor Appellant 

I, hereby attest that I am the of 
and that , who signed 

on behalf of saId Company, is empow-e-r-e-;d--:-t-o--'b-'-i-n'd"-7t ;-"he Company in 
this matter. 

2. 
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5. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 



Reprinted with permission from Harvard Law Review, 
Volume 98, Ho. 2, pp. 441-459, copyright 1984 

PROTECTING CONFIDENTIALITY IN MEDIATION 

863 

As, mediation gains popularity as an alternative to adversarial 
justice, 1 it becomes increasingly important to define the degree to 
which rules of privilege should guarantee the confidentiality of com
munications made in mediation. Confidentiality fosters an atmosphere 
of trust essential to mediation. 2 Under current law, however, it is far 
from clear that a mediator can back up a promise that everything 
said in mediation will remain confidentiaP if a dissatisfied participant 
later goes to cou'rt seeking testimony regarding a mediation ses,sion.4 

Confusion about the status of confidentiality in mediation has grown 

1 In recent years, some observers have perceived a crisis in courts'caseloads and in public 
5.'ltisfaction with the judicial system. See, e.g., L. Cooke, Mediation: A Boon or a Bust? I 

(May 20, 1982) (remarks at John Jay College) (on file at Harvard Law School Library); cj. 1I.R. 
REp. No. 492 (pt. I), 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 13-14, reprinted in 1980 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. 
NEWS 3; 5-6 (recognizing need for improved methods of resolving minor disputes). Many have 
suggested mediation as a response to these problems, see id. at 14, reprinted in 1980 U.S, CODE 
CONGo & AD. NEWS at 5i cj. Barrentine V. Arkansas-Best Freight Sys., 450 U.S. 728, 747, 752 
(1981) (Burger, C.J., dissenting) (criticizing majority's lack of sensitivity to imporlance of alter
nativt) m~thods of dispute resolution), and mediation is increasingly being used to resQlve family 
disputes, small claims, and minor -criminal complaints, see ABA, DISPUTE RESOLUTION PRo
GRAM DIRECTORY (1981) (listing mediation programs in various fields). Federal labor mediation 
takes place under the auspices of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, see 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 171-172 (1982), and the National Mediation Board, see 45 U.S.C. §§ 151-188 (1982). The 
EEOC may use mediation to resolve claims of unlawful employment practices. See 42 U.S.C. 
§ 2000e-5(b) (1982). 

2 Mediation requires an atmosphere free of "restraint and intimidation," Act of July 27, 
1981, 1981 N.Y. Laws 2262 (establishing community dispute resolution centers), amended by 

. Act' of May 29, 1984, 1984 N. Y. Laws 285 (repealing sunset provision), in which parties may 
frankly discuss feelings and positions. 

J A promise of confidentiality is generally considered a prerequisite to mediation. See, e.g., 
FeIstiner & Williams, Mediation as an Alternative to Criminal Prosecution: Ideology and 
Limitations, 2 LAw & HUM. BEHAV. 223, 227 (1978). New York funds mediation programs 
only if they guarantee confidentiality. See N.Y. JUD. LAw § 849-b(3), -b(6) (McKinney Supp. 
1983-1984). Programs in "neighborhood justice centers" set up by the Department of Justice 
generally conduct hearings employing procedures used by the Institute for Mediation and Conflict 
Resolution and. the American Arbitration Association - procedures that emphasize confiden-' 
tiality. See R. COOK, J. ROEHL & D. SHEPPA..,{D, NEIGHBORHOOD JUSTICE CENTERS FIELD 
TEST: FINAL EVALUATION REpORT 18 (1980); Felstiner & Williams, supra, at 227. Reasonable 
protection or" privacy is required of any program that might be funded under the Disp'ute 
Resolution Act § 4<4l(F), 28 U.S.C. app .. § 4(4)(F) (1982); H.R. REp. No. 492 (pt. I), supra nole 
I, at 16-17, reprinted ill 1980 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS at 8. 

4 A request for testimony is the most common threat to confidentiality. See Freedman, 
Confidentiality: A Closer Look, in ABA SPECIAL COMM. ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION OF THE PuB. 
SERVS. DIV., ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: MEDIATION AND THE LAW 68, 72 (1983). 
Lawrence Freedman has said that "it wouldn't really be honest to say [that mediation is 
confidential] to people who are considering participating." ABA SPECIAL COMM. ON DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION OF THE PuB. SERVS. DIV., supra, at 57 (remarks during panel discussion). 

441 
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so serious thaf it has burdened mediation programs5 and generated 
both litigation and legislation. 

Historically, statutory protection has been granted to certain com
munications made in the mediation of labor disputes6 and family 
matters, especially issues arising in divorce proceedings. 7 As media
tion is extended to new areas, such as resolving minor criminal mat
ters, statutory protection of confidentiality is being extended as welLB 
While several recent statutes offer almost complete protection,9 others 
provide only a limited privilege. IO 

In varying degrees these statutes recognize two discrete privileges. 
The first privilege protects communications made during mediation 
from compulsory process sought during subsequent litigation.l1 The 
second privilege shields the mediator from being forced to testify.I2 
These privileges, like any others, might be limited either by legislative 
solicitude for the interests of third partiesI3 or by the need to ensure 
the integrity of mediation itself. This Note focuses on limitations 
responsive to the latter concern. It examines mediation privileges 
primarily in the context of civil disputes 14 and outlines the salient 

5 Freedman, supra note 4, at 68-69 (noting that programs often cannot bear the costs of 
defending confidentiality). 

6 See. e.g., CAL. LAB. CODE § 65 (West 1971); CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. §§ 31-96, -100 
(West 1972 & Supp. 1984). One legislature passed its confidentiality statute, Act of April 10, 
1917, 1917 N.H. Laws 646 (codified at N.H. REv. STAT. ANN. § 273:18 (1977», during litigation 
of a case that resulted in denial of a confidentiality claim. See White Mountain Freezer Co. v. 
Murphy, 78 N.H. 398, 101 A. 357 (1917). 

7 See, e.g., CAL. CPl. PROC. CODE § 1747 (West 1982) (treating communications to domestic 
conciliator as official communications covered by qualified privilege). The Oregon statute, OR. 
REv. STAT. § 107.600 (1983), which had closely resembled the California provision, was 
amended in 1981 to provide complete confidentiality. See An Act Relating to evidence, 1981 
Or. Laws 1374, 1391. 

8 See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. ANN. § 54-56m (West Supp. 1984); N.Y. JUD. LAW 
§ 849-b(6) (McKinney Supp. 1983-1984). 

9 See N.Y. JUD. LAW § 849-b(6) (McKinney Supp. 1983-1984) (providing that "[a)ny com
munication relating to the subject matter" of mediation is a "confidential communication"); 
OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1805(C) (Supp. 1983) (prohibiting disclosure of "any matters discussed" 
in mediation); OR. REv. STAT. § 107.600 (1983) (providing complete confidentiality). 

10 See, e.g., CAL. Cr.v. PROC. CODE § 1747 (West 1982) (providing a privilege in domestic 
conciliation that is subject to case-by-case balancing under § 1040 of the California Evidence 
Code); COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-307 (Supp. 1983) ("Mediation proceedings shall be regarded 
as settlement negotiations. "). The limits to the protection that can be inferred by analogy to 
settlement negotiations are discussed on pp. 447-50. 

11 See, e.g., CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 1747 (West 1982); N.Y. }uD. LAW § 849-b(6) (Mc
Kinney Supp. 1983-1984). 

12 See, e.g., COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-307 (Supp. 1983); 29 C.F.R. § 1401.2(b) (1983) (labor 
mediator). 

13 Sec 8 J. WIGMORE, EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW § 2285 (J. McNaughton rev. 
ed. 1961) (privileges are generally limited when the benefit of doing so outweighs the cost ,I 

associated with injuring the protected relationship); infra note II I. 
14 The need for confidentiality in the mediation of minor criminal disputes is discussed in 

Friedman, Protection of Confidentiality in the Mediation oj Minor Disputes, 11 CAP. U.L. 
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features of a privilege statute that would enhance the effectiveness of 
mediation as a private method for resolving disputes. Part I distin
guishes mediation from other forms of dispute resolution and under
scores the importance of confidentiality to the process. Part II con
siders attempts to preserve confidentiality through traditional rules of 
evidence and through contracts among the mediating parties. Part III 
proposes a model for the statutory protection of confidentiality and 
for a mediator's testimonial privilege. The model departs from ab
solute privilege only when necessary to preserve the integrity of the 
mediation process. 

T MEDIATION AND THE NEED FOR CONFIDENTIALITY 

Any VIew of the appropriate protection of the confidentiality of 
mediation must derive from a normative conception of mediation 
itself. This Note conceives mediation as an essentially contractarian 
process in which the mediator helps the parties exercise their right to 
negotiate agreements in order both to settle disputesIS and to structure 
future relationships. This process differs significantly from adjudica
tion,16 in that mediation is essentially a form of negotiation: 17 the 

REv. 181, 196-213 (1981), and Rice, Mediation and Arbitration as a Civil Alternative to the 
Criminal Justice System - An Overview alld Legal Analysis, 29 AM. U.L. REv. 17, ;2-81 
(1979). Though many criminal mediation programs do not provide for direct civil enforcement 
of agreements, see id. at 27, the rules developed in this Note could apply to those that do, as 
long as the rules meet any further due process requirements that might be present in a criminal 
case. 

IS The right of parties to settle claims privately has long been recognized. See, e.g., Williams 
v. First Nat'l Bank, 216 U.S. 582, 595 (1910); United States v. City of Miami, 614 F.2d 1322, 
1330 (5th Cir. 1980). 

For representative definitions of mediation, see Folberg, II Mediation Overview: History alZd 
DimellsiolZs of Practice, I MEDIATION Q. 3, 7 (1983), and Stulberg, The Theory alZd Practice 
of Mediation: A Reply to Professor Susskind, 6 VT. L. REv. 85, 88 (1981). Models of mediation 
less contractarian in nature have' been proposed to deal with disputes in which major public 
interests are at stake, such as conflicts over environmental issues. See Susskind, EIZvirolZmelltal 
Mediatio'l and the AccouIZtability Problem, 6 VT. L. REv. I, 1-8,40-46 (1981). If the mediator 
assumes a more active role, such as enforcing community norms or representing absent interests, 
further limits to any privilege may be needed to enforce the mediator's increased responsibilities. 

16 See Fuller, Mediation - Its Forms and Functions, 44 S. CAL. L. REv. 305, 307-08 
(1971); L. Cooke, supra note I, at 3. Arbitration is no more than private adjudication: "Arbi
trators are judges chosen by the parties to decide the matters submitted to them." Burchell v. 
Marsh, 58 U.S. (17 How.) 344, 349 (18S4). Like judges, arbitrators impose rules rather than 
help parties create rules for themselves. See Fuller, supra, at 328; T. McFadgen, Dispute
Resolution in the Small Claims Context: Adjudication, Arbitration, or Mediation? 69 (1972) 
(unpublished LL.M. thesis on file in Harvard Law School Library). 

17 See W. SIMKIN, MEDIATION AND THE DYNAMICS OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 30 (1971); 
Stulberg, supra note IS, at 89, 91; C. Cormick, Environmental Mediation in the U.S.: Expe
rience and Future Directions 3 (1981) (unpublished manuscript) (mediation "is nothing more or 
less than a device for facilitating the negotiation process"), quoted in McCrory, Environmental 
Mediation - Another Piece for the Puzzle, 6 VT. L. REv. 49, 53 n.16 (1981). 
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parties reach agreement voluntarily18 and thus retain the power to 
shape both the agenda for discussion and the ultimate agreement. 19 

The mediator, unlike a judge, acts primarily as a catalyst for this 
processj20 he cannot compel the production of information,21 and he 
does not render judgment by applying preordained rules to the dispute 
after hearing reasoned argument. 22 Instead, he helps the parties reach 
agreement by identifying issues, exploring possible bases for agreement 
and the consequences of not settling, and encouraging each party to 
accommodate the interests of other parties. 23 Moreover, because par
ties in mediation can discuss their dispute on their own terms without 
confining themselves to issues and facts relevant to a legal cause of 
action,24 they may discover the otherwise hidden causes of conflict 
between them and arrive at a more satisfactory and lasting resolution 
to the dispute. 2s At best, mediation can turn conflict into a construc
tive processj26 at the very least, it gives parties a chance to p.reserve 
ongoing relationships or make the termination of a relationship less 
destructive.27 

The mediator's inability to coerce the parties, however, makes it 
essential that he be able to make a simple and credible promise of 

18 See, e.g., COLO. REv. S'l'A'l'. § 13-22-302(3) (Supp. la8~): OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1804(A) 
(Supp. 1983); W. SIMKIN, supra nate 17, at 28. 

19 See Stulberg, supra note 15, at 91. 
2old. Neutrality should not be equated with passivity. See id. at 92. The mediator, besides 

attempting to further agreement, may on occasion inject his own ethical concerns into mediation. 
See W. SIMKIN, supra note 17, at 38-40; Stulberg, A Civil Alternative to Criminal Prosecution, 
39 ALB. L. REv. 359, 371-75 (1975). 

21 Arbitrators do enjoy such a power. See UNIFORM ARBITRATION ACT § 7, 7 U.L.A. 44 
(1978). 

22 "No adjudication, sanction, or penalty may be made or imposed by any mediator .... tt 
COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-305(5) (Supp. 1983); ct. Fuller, Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 
92 HARV. L. REv. 353, 363-67 (1978) (contrasting adjudication and contract as means of ordering 
social relations). 

Zl See COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-302(4) (Supp. 1983) (mediator "assists disputants .•. by 
identifying and evaluating alternatives"); CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR LABOR ME
DIATORS §§ I, V (Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service 1964), reprinted in 29 C.F.R. pt. 
1400 app., §§ I, V (1983); Stulberg, supra note 15. at 88; ct. R. FISHER & W. URY, GETTING 
TO YES (1981) (discussing the elements of principled negotiation). 

14 For illustrations of the range and unpredictability of issues that may surface in mediation, 
see ABA SPECIAL COMM. ON DISPUTE RESOLUTION OF THE PuB. SERVS. DIV., supra note 4, 
at 29, and Felstiner & Williams, supra note 3, at 229-43. 

25 Mediation's success may be measured by parties' satisfaction with the process and the 
resulting agreements, and by the rate of compliance with mediated settlements. For data 
showing that mediation compares favorably with adjudication on these criteria, see McEwen & 
Maiman, Small Claims Mediation in Maine: An Empirical Assessment, 33 ME. L. REv. 237, 
254-64 (1981), and L. Cooke, supra note I, at I I. 

2b See Smith, A Warmer Way of Disputing: Mediation and Conciliation, l6 Supp. AM. J. 
COMPo L. 205, 207-08 (1978); Stulberg, supra note IS, at 92. Although mediation may be 
constructive and educational, it remains fundamentally goal-oriented. See Folberg, supra note 
1$, at 8. 

17 S~e Fuller, supra note 16, at 308. 
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confidentiality.28 The mediator may be aided in fostering agreement 
by the force of his personality or his stature in the community, by a 
community tradition of nonjudicial dispute resolution, or by a require
ment that the parties participate in the mediation session. 29 To assess 
the possibilities of settlement fully, however, the mediator must un
derstand the "motives and possibly even bona fides of the conduct of 
each party";30 in other words, he must be apprised of the parties' real 
positions and interests. The efficacy of this factfinding process de
pends on the mediator's ability to ensure the confidentiality of com
munications made to him.31 Indeed, this need for confidentiality is 
as important to the effectiveness of mediators as it is to that of 
attorneys,32 physicians,33 or psychiatrists. 34 

Mediation demands, moreover, that the parties feel free to be frank 
not only with the mediator but also with each other. Mediation is 
not just "shuttle diplomacy"; much takes place in joint sessions35 
attended by the mediator and the parties. Agreement may be impos
sible if the mediator cannot overcome the parties' wariness about 
confiding in each other during these sessions. Accordingly, . effective 
me:diation demands that the parties be privileged not to testify about 
communications they have made to each other in the course of me
diation. 

Finally, 'protection of the mediator's status as a neutraP6 demands 

28 See Stulberg, supra note 15, at 96-97. 
29 Mediation has become mandatory in certain contexts. See, e.g., International Ass'n of 

Machinists v. National Mediation Bd., 425 F.2d 527, 541 (D.C. Cir. 1970) (labor mediation 
under the Railway Labor Act); CAL. CIV. CODE § 4607 (West Supp. 1984) (custody and visitation 
rights). 

30 International Ass'n of Machinists, 425 F.2d at 540. 
31 Of course, mediators themselves must respect confidentiality. See, e.g., CODE OF PROFES

SIONAL CONDUCT FOR LABOR MEDIATORS § V (Federal Mediation & Conciliation Servo 1964), 
reprinted in 29 C.F.R. pt. 1400 app., § V (1983); CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR 
MEDIATORS 3 (Colorado Council of Mediation Orgs. 1982) (exception for child abuse and for 
probable crime that may result in drastic physical or psychological harm to another). 

Ji See, e.g., Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 390 (1981) ("[T]he privilege exists 
to protect ... the giving of information to the lawyer .... "). 

J3 See, e.g., Hardy V. Riser, 309 F. Supp. 1234, 1238 (N.D. Miss. 1970) (interpreting 
Mississippi law in diversity). 

34 See, e.g., United States V. Layton, 90 F.R.D. 520, 526 (N.D. Cal. [981). 
JS See, e.g., Kraybill, A Procedure for Mediatillg Inter-Personal Disputes, in L. BUZZARD & 

R. KRAVBILL, MEDIATION: A READER (rev. ed. 1982) (outlining typical mediation procedures). 
36 This concern for neutrality is reflected in other practices. For example, without party 

consent, mediators generally may not serve as arbitrators in cases they have mediated, because 
combining mediation with the adjudicatory function of an arbitrator imperils the success of 
mediation and calls .into question the fairness of arbitration. See T. McFadgen, supra note 16, 
at 87, 89; cf, Fuller, Collective Bargaining and the Arbitrator, 1963 WIS. L. REV. 3, 24 (noting 
the difficulty of switching from role of mediator to that of judge). But see Stulberg, supra note 
20, at 367-68 (defending practice of combining aspects of mediation and arbitration). Statutory 
schemes mandating both mediation and arbitration generally reflect this concern. See, e.g., 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act of 1904, § 22(2),3 AUSTL. ACTS P. 231,251 (1974). Similarly, 
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recognition of a distinct privilege on his part not to testify. This 
privilege must be assertable by the mediator when necessary to protect 
his interest in neutrality, or on the motion of a party, when necessary 
to protect party expectations. Both the appearance and the reality of 
the mediator's neutrality are essential to generating the climate of trust 
necessary for effective mediation. 3 7 Recognition of a mediator's priv~ 
ilege not to testify will bolster the parties' confidence in the integrity 
of the process by assuring them that the mediator is truly a neutral 
conciliator and not a potential adversary in later litigation. 

The need to protect both mediator-party and party-party com
munications and to grant the mediator a testimonial pri'dlege has been 
recognized since the last century.38 The next section examines the 
extent to which traditional doctrine might be relied on to protect 
communications made in mediation. 

II. TRADITIONAL DOCTRINE AND ITS LIMITS 

Modern statutes creating privileges for mediation have preserved 
the confidential nature of communications both among the parties and 
between the mediator and the parties. For decades, mediator-party 
communications in labor conciliation have received statutory protec
tion,39 and recent statutes have extended this protection to mediation 
in other arenas. 40 The confidentiality of communications among the 
parties, on the other hand, has traditionally received less legislative 
regard. 41 In the absence of specific statutory treatment - the situa-

attorneys who undertake to act as mediators should not represent either party in subsequent 
litigation. See MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY EC 5-20 (1979). 

37 See McCrory, supra note 17, at 56; Stulberg, supra note IS, at 87. 95-96. 
38 All three forms of protection appear to have been present in one historical model for small 

claims courts: the Scandinavian conciliation courts. See T. McFadgen, supra note 16, at 76-
78. Conciliation was "'carried on with closed doors, and the commissioners [were] bound to 
secrecy .... Admissions or confessions made by one party [could not] be used 'lgainst him by 
his adversary should the case come to trial in the regular court. '" 1 d. at 77 (quoting Grevstad, 
Norway's Conciliation Tribunals, 2 J. AM. JUDICATURE SOC'y 5 (1918)) Early conciliation 
efforts in the United States are described in R. SMITH, JUSTICE AND THE POOR 63 (3d ed. (924) 
(discussing conciliation program in Cleveland), and in Note, Conciliation in the Municipal Court 
for the District of Columbia, .34 GEO. L.J. 352 (1946). The District of Columbia program 
showed more concern for keeping conciliation and adjudication separate, and enjoyed a higher 
rate of success, than the Cleveland program did. Compare R. SMITH. supra, at 63 (30% of 
cases settled in 1914 and 18% settled in 19(5). wit" Note, supra, at 360 (over 87% settled). 

39 See, e.g., CONN. GEN. STAT. § 3I-lOO (197~ & Supp. 1983-1984). The privilege is akin 
to that granted communications to government officials, see, e.g., State ex rel. Douglas v. Tune, 
199 Mo. App. 404, 413, 203 S.W. 465, 467 (1918) (communications to complaint board "highly 
confidential" since board members "must rely almost entirely upon information voluntarily given 
to them"); see also CAL. CIV, PROC. CODE § 1747 (West 1982) (applying .to mediation the 
qualified privilege accorded statements to government officials). 

40 See, e.g., stntutes cited SIlpra note 7 (divorce proceedings). 
41 Compare CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 1747 (West 1982) (protecting statements made to 

mediator) with MICH. COMPo LAWS. ANN. § S5~.513(3) (West Supp. 1984-1985) (protecting 
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tion in most jurisdictions - the protection extended any communi
cation made in mediation is a product of either contract or the rules 
governing admission of evidence regarding settlement negotiations.42 
Although the traditional rules fail to provide a legal framework that 

,adequately protects mediation, they nonetheless suggest policy con
cerns that any model of a privilege for mediation should take into 
account. 

A. Protection Under the Rules of Evidence 

I. ~Minimal Protection: The Common Law. - Any common law 
protection of confidentiality in mediation must derive from the exclu
sion of evidence of offers to compromise. Most American courts43 
have construed this exclusion narrowly, adopting what has been 
termed the "relevancy rule. "44 Under this rule, evidence of a proposed 
compromise is excluded because it is generally considered not to -be 
reliable evidence of the value of the offeror's claim.4s Thus conceived, 
the exclusion is foremost a means to ensure the probative value of 
evidence, not to enhance the efficacy of settlement negotiations. 46 

The relevancy rule has led to a distinction between "mere" offers 
to compromise, which are excluded, and independent admissions of 
fact, which are not. 47 This distinction has bred controversy and 
confusion.48 Courts have generally identified independent admissions 

communications made to mediator as well as "communications between the parties in the 
presence of the mediator"). 

42 See generally F.cedman, supra note 4 (discussing such protections of confidentiality in 
mediation, as well as existing statutes); Friedman, supra note 14 (same). 

43 In order to protect the confidentiality of domestic c!lnciliation, English common law courts 
have found an implied agreement that conciliation was "without prejudice" and that statements 
made in conciliation would not be used in subsequent litigation. See Pool v. Pool. 195 I P. 470; 
Mole v. Mole, 19S1 P. 21, 23 (C.A. 1950); LAW REFORM COMMITTEE, SIXTEE!'1TH REpORT, 
CMD. No. 3472, at IS (1967). 

44 See 4 J. WIGMORE, EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT COMMON LAW § 1061, at 36 (j. Chadbourne 
rev. ed. 1972); Bell, Admissions Arising out of Compromise - Are They Irrelevant?, 31 TEX. 
L. REv. 239, 241 (1953). 

4S See 4 J. WIGMORE, supra note 44, 9 1061, at 36. 
46 Despite the urgings of commentators that courts base exclusion on a broader "privilege 

theory" explicitly encouraging compromise, see Bell, supra note 44, at 251; Trac)" Evidence
Admissibility of Statements of Fact Made During Negotiation for Compromise, 34 MICH. L. 
REv. 524, 528-30 (1936), only a few courts have done so, see, e.g., Connor v. Michigan Wis. 
Pipe Line Co., IS Wis. 2d 614,622, 113 N.W.2d I2I, 125 (1962) ("[T]he overwhelming weight 
of precedent is against invoking such an all-inclusive rule of privilege even though there may 
be strong reasons of logic and public policy in favor thereof. "). 

47 See Sanborn v. Neilson, 4 N.H. 501, 508-09 (1828); 4 J. WIGMORE, supra note 44, § 1061, 
at 41; Tracy, supra note 46, at 524. 

48 See FED. R. EVID. 408 advisory committee note. Compare Harrison v. District of 
Columbia, 95 A.2d 332, 334 (D.C. 1953) (excluding evidence of offer prefaced by "absolute 
denial" of liability), with Pitts v. United States, 95 A.2d 588,589 (D.C. 1953) (admitting evidence 
of offer reserving "the right to plead formally"). 
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in one of two ways. First, they have looked to the form of the 
statement: an admission stated by a party to be without prejudice -
that is, one by which the party does net intend to be bound in 
subsequent litigation - will generally not be deemed independent. 49 

This method of analysis is unsuited to an informal process like me
diation because it protects only those with knowledge of the law50 

and discourages negotiation without counsel. 5l Second, courts have 
associated independent admissions with "explicit and absolute" state
ments. 52 But identifying such !>tatements requires an intrusive probing 
of the intention of the speaker,53 and the outcome of the inquiry is 
highly unpredictable. As a result, the "practical value of the common 
law rule has been greatly diminished, "54 and the rule can adequately 
protect neither communications among the parties nor communications 
between the parties and the mediator. 55 

2. Enhanced Protection: Federal Rule of Evidence 408. - F~deral 
Rule of Evidence 408 - and similar provisions in effect in about half 
the states56 - is another possible source of legal protection for com
munications made in mediation. The rule provides that an offer of 
compromise is "not admissible to prove liability for or invalidity of 
the claim or its amount"; it also provides that "[e]vidence of conduct 
or statements made in compromise negotiations is likewise not admis
sible. "57 Rule 408 implicitly rejects the common law version of the 
relevancy theory, in that it excludes both offers of compromise and 
evidence of conduct or statements made during compromise negotia
tions. The rule thus affords broader protection to the negotiation of 
private settlements than does the common law. Moreover, the policy 
behind the rule - the promotion of "free and frank" discussions of 

49 See III re Evansville Television, Inc., 286 F.2d 65, 70 (7th Cir.), ctTt. dellied, 366 U.S. 
903 (1961). 

50 The common law rule has been recognized as a "trap for the unwary." S REp. No. 
1277, 93d Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1974), reprillted ill 1974 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS 7051, 
7057; see G. WILLIAMS, LEGAL NEGOTIATION AND SETTLEMENT 107 (1983). 

51 See AnnoL, IS A.L.R.3D 13, 20 (1967) (advising that counsel, not party, should conduc.t 
negotiations). 

52 See People ex rel. Department of Pub. Works v. Forster, 58 Cal. 2d 257, 264, 23 Cal. 
Rptr. S82, 586, 373 P.2d 630, 634 (1962); 4 J. WIGMORE, supra note 44, § 1061, at 41. 

53 See Forster, 58 Cal. 2d at 263-67, 23 Cal. Rptr. at 586-87, 373 P.2d at 634-35; Colburn 
v. Groton, 66 N.H. 151, ISS-57, 28 A. 95, 97 (1889). 

54 FED. R. EVID. 408 advisory committee note. 
55 Statements made to or through another are subject to the same exclusionary rule - and 

the same exception. See Harrington v. Inhabitants of Lincoln, 70 Mass. (4 Gray) 563, 567 
(r855) (offer to an agent excluded); 29 AM. JUR. 2D Evidence § 632 (1967 & Supp. 1983) 
(compromises with third parties excluded). 

56 See e.g., Hatfield v. Max Rouse & Sons N.W., roo Idaho 840, 846. 606 P.2d 944, 950 
(198o) (adopting federal. rule). States adopting rules paralleling Rule 408 are noted in 2 J. 
WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, WEINSTEIN'S EVIDENCE 11 408[08], at 408-32 to -37 (1982 & Supp. 
1984). 

n FED. R. t.VID. 408. 
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settlement proposals58 - is also a goal of mediation. Thus, not 
surprisingly, commentators have argued that the more generous pro
tection of Rule 408 should extend to mediation. 59 This view has some 
judicial support,60 and the Coiorado legislature has expressly deemed 
mediation sessions to be settlement negotiations for evidentiary pur
poses. 61 

The broad protection conferred by Rule 408, however, has one 
very significant limitation: it excludes evidence of negotiations only 
when offered to prove the validity or amount of the plaintiff's claim. 
Some of the consequences of this limitation are undoubtedly desirable. 
The rule does not, for example, exclude evidence offered to prove or 
challenge the actual agreement produced by the negotiationsj62 oth
erwise, the agreement might not be enforceable and mediation itself 
would be ineffective. Moreover, the rule does not protect participants 
in negotiation who abuse the negotiation process by committingiraud 
or by violating a duty owed to another participant, such as a duty to 
bargain in good faith; presumably, this limitation would apply to 
mediation as well. Additionally, under the rule, information otherwise 
discoverable is not immunized from discovery simply because it is 
presented in negotiation. 63 Negotiation - or mediation - should not 
be a barrier to discovery any more than it should be a tool for 
discovery. 64 

Other ramifications of the rule's limited scope, however, seriously 
undermine its ability to promote the free discussion essential to me
diation. Since the exclusion applies only to proof of the validity or 
amount of the plaintiff's claim, the rule wou·!d not exclude evidence 
offered to support or rebut technically distinct yet related claims raised 
after mediation.65 As a result, the parties would be forced to assess 

58 2 J. WEINSTEIN & M. BERGER, supra note 56, ~ 408[01], at 408-9. 
S9 See Freedman, supra note 4, at 75; Friedman, suPra note 14, at 204-05. 
60 See EEOC v. Air Line Pilots Ass'n, 489 F. Supp. 1003, 1008 n.4 (D. Minn. 1980), rev'd 

on olher grounds, 661 F.2d 90 (8th Cir. 1981). 
61 See COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-307 (Supp. 1983). 
62 Such suits are not bilSed on the plaintiff's claim but on the agreement. See Moving 

Picture Mach. Operators Union Local iIIo. 162 v. Glasgow Theatres, Inc., Ii Cal. App. 3d 395, 
402, 8t Cal. Rptr. 33, 37 (1970) (evidence of accord and satisfaction not excluded by state rule 
similar to Rule 408); see o!~q infra note 84 (discussing suits on settlement agreements). 

63 See FED. R. EVlD. 408. Yet "where the document, or statement, would not have existed 
but for the negotiations," it is not discoverable, since "the negotiations are not being used as a 
device to thwart discovery by making existing documents unreachable." Ramada Dev. Co. v. 
Rauch, 644 F.2d 1097, Il07 (5th Cir. May 1981) (Unit B)j cf. COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-307 
(Supp. 1983) (allowing discovery of "otherwise discoverable" material). 

64 Of course, it is never possible to preclude all risk that mediation may result in discovery, 
since mediation may yield clues about what "otherwise discoverable" information should be 
sought. 

65 See EEOC v. Air Line Pilots Ass'n, 489 F. Supp. 1003, 1010 n.8 (D. Minn. 1980) 
(admitting evidence from conciliation proceedings as an aid in determining allocation of dam
ages), rev'd on olher grounds, 661 F.2d 90 (8th Cir. IQ8r) 
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the legal scope of their claims before deciding how much to reveal, 
and the freewheeling discussion that is the hallmark of mediation 
would thus be chilled. More generally, the rule does not prevent 
collateral use of statements made during settlement negotiations: such 
statements may be used to prove anything from bias to agency.66 As 
a result, Rule 408 does not adequately prevent communications made 
in mediation from being used by one party against another67 in sub
sequent litigation. 68 

B. Contract: Flexible Protection Without Legislation? 

An alternative method of protecting confidentiality that comports 
well with the voluntary nature of mediation is the use of contracts. 
Many mediation programs rely on contracts between participants in 
mediation in order to guarantee confidentialitYi69 others have reached 
informal arrangements with courts and prosecutors' offices to protect 
mediation sessions. 70 

Nonetheless, the validity of contracts restricting the use of evidence 
in judicial proceedings is the subject of some doubt. Although some 
commentators have argued that such contracts should be respected,71 

66 See, e.g., Breuer Elec. Mfg. Co. v. Toronado Sys. of Am., 687 F.2d 182, 185 (7th Cir. 
1982) (evidence admitted for purposes of impeachment); Lloyd v. Thomas, 195 F.2d 486, 491 
(7th Cir. 1952) (evidence admitted to rebut claim of agency). Although the dangers inherent in 
such uses may be reduced by generous interpretation of Rule 408, see 2 J. WEINSTEIN & M. 
BERGER, supra note 56, ~ 408(05), at 408-28 to -29 (rule should not be limited in a way that 
undercuts its goal of encouraging settlement negotiations), they cannot be eliminated. 

67 Furthermore, Rule 408's limitation to evidence offered to prove the validity of the plain
tiff's claim provides no protection to nonparty participants in mediation. By contrast, evidence 
rules do protect parties against some uses of evidence by nonparties. See infra note 75. 

68 Developments in two state~ suggest recognition of the inadequacy of relying on traditional 
protections for settlement negotiations to p~()tect mediation. Although Colorado extends to 
mediation the same statutory protection af<Jrded to settlement negotiations, see COLO. REv. 
STAT. § 13-22-307 (Svpp. 1983), it has be:n recommended that participants in mediation ex
pressly agree to make sessions confidential, see CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FOR MEDIA
TORS 3-4 (Colorado Council of Mediation Orgs. 1982); Freedman, supra note 4, at 83 & n.62. 
Moreover. despite an indication that its courts might protect divorce mediation by analogy to 
settlement negotiations, see id. at 72-73, the Florida legislature passed a statute to expand such. 
protection, see An Act Relating to Dissolution of Marriage, 1982 Laws 233, 235 (codified at 
FLA. STAT. ANN. § i49.01(3) (West Supp. 1984». 

69 See. e.g., Freedman, supra note 4. at 80 (providing an example of such an agreement). 
70 See id. at 81-82. 
71 See I J. WIGMORE. EVIDENCE IN TRLALS AT COMMON LAW § 7a, at 560 (P. Tillers rev. 

ed. 1983). One might argue, for example, that an agreement to exclude evidence from a 
mediation session is in effect an agreement that everything said or done in mediation was 
"without prejudice" and that the court should therefore treat the negotiation as such. See supra 
pp. 447-48. This approach is not unlike the English approach to domestic conciliation. See 
supra note 4). An essentially ;:ontract-based argument has been employed to support the 
mediator's p;:ivilege in labor mediation: it is argued that since the parties are made aware of 
the mediator's inabHity to te~tify by 29 C.F.R. § 140l.2(b) (1983), they have impliedly consented 
to that condition, see NLRB v. Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51, 56 (9th Cir. 1980); Drukker 
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there is a risk that they will be found "void as against public policy."72 
At least one court has considered the validity of such a contract as 
applied to mediation and chose to enforce it. 7J Yet the court enforced 
the contract only after balancing the traditional policy in favor of 
admitting all competent evidence against a specific statutory policy 
favoring reconciliation. 74 In the absence of such a· statute, a court 
could balance the policy in favor of admitting all competent evidence 
against only the general policy favoring compromise; since this policy 
failed to support broad protection of settlement discussions at common 
law, the contract might not be enforced. 

A further danger in relying on contracts to preserve confidentiality 
is that they may not protect the participants in mediation from all 
seekers of information. Because contracts bind only the contracting 
parties, they cannot preclude use of evidence by a non contracting 
party such as a prosecutor's office or the pUblic. 75 The problem is 
particularly acute when the mediation program is affiliate~ with a 
court or prosecutor's office that is tempted to exploit the program for 
purposes of discovery.76 Similarly, problems may arise when the pro
gram receives funds from a government entity, since its records may 
then be subject to local "freedom of information" acts. 77 Although 
agreements with prosecutors and courts may enable mediation pro
grams to provide limited protection against inquiries by nonparties,78 

Communications, Inc. v. NLRB, 700 F.2d 727, 734 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (dictum) (party knowledge 
of NLRB agent's inability to testify would be relevant to claim of privilege by the agent). 

72 Cronk v. State, 100 Misc. 2d 680, 686, 420 N. V.S.2d II3, II7-18 (Ct. CI. 1979) (agreement 
would not bar evidence even were it a contract); see also Garden State Plaza Corp. v. S.S. 
Kresge Co., 78 N.J. Super. 485, 500-03, 189 A.2d 448,456-58 (App. Div.) (disapproving 
Wigmore's position that such a contract is enforceable and holding that parol evidence rule 
governs access to evidence of negotiations), cert. denied, 40 N.J. 2~6, 191 A.2d 63 (1963); Note, 
Contracts To Alter the Rules oj Evidence, 46 HAR\,. L. REv. 138, 142-43 (1932) ("[AJ contract 
to deprive the court of relevant testimony . . • is an impediment to ascertaining the facts. '~. 
The disinclination of courts to allow parties to create their own privileges is consistent with the 
rule that "[nJo pledge of privacy . . . can avail against demand for the truth in a court of 
justice." 8 J. WIGMORE, supra note 13, § 2286, at 528. 

73 See Simrin v. Simrin, 233 Cal. App. 2d 90, 95, 43 Cal. Rptr. 376, 379 (1965). 
~4 ld. (citing CAL. CI\,. PROC. CODE § 1747). 
15 By contrast, the rules of evidence do not protect only parties in privity with each other. 

For example, evidence of an offer to compromise or of a settlement agreement is generally not 
admissible in litigation involving one of the parties and arising out of the same transaction that 
the settlement discussions were concerned with. See, e.g., Bratt v. Western Air Lines, 169 F.2d 
214, 217 (lOth Cir.), cert. do,ied, 335 U.S. 886 (1948); Brown v. Pacific Elec. Ry., 79 Cal. 
App. 2d 613. 180 P.2d 424 (1947). But see General Motors Corp. v. Simmons, 558 S. W.2d 
855, 857 (Tex. 1977) (admitting evidence for purpose of showing bias). 

76 See Freedman, supra note 4, at 70-7 I. 
77 Su Rice, supra note 14, at 76-79. The Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 

(1982), exempts certain "commercial or financial information," id. § 552(b)(4), which includes 
"negotiating positions or requirements in the case of labor-management mediations," H.R. REp. 
No. 1497, 89th Cong., 2d Sess. 10, reprinted in 1966 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS 2418, 
2427. 

78 See Freedman, supra note 4, at 82. 
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only legislation can fully protect participants against the claims of 
outsiders. 

III. TOWARD A NEW MODEL OF PROTECTION 

Recent legislative enactments in several states have provided near
absolute protection for communications made in mediation, whether 
among the parties or with the mediator. 79 Though this approach 
creates a straightforward rule suitable to an informal process,80 it is 
an overreaction to the shortcomings of evidentiary rules and contrac
tual arrangements. Any protection of mediation must recognize the 
limits imposed on confidentiality by the nature of a negotiation process 
itself, and must also articulate conditions for compelling mediator. 
testimony that adequately protect the mediator's neutrality. This Sec
tion sketches guidelines for enacting such protection into law. 

A. Protection of Communications 

Recent statutes greatly enhance the protection available to media
tion under the traditional rules of evidence and contract. These stat
utes do not limit the confidentiality of communications on the basis 
of the form of the communication, the presumed intent of its speaker, 
or the scope of the plaintiff's legal claims. Rather, the statutes in 
general grant blanket protection to all communications made in me
diation. 81 

Although broad statutory protection is important to the success of 
mediation, the recent statutes have generally failed to retain two 
important exceptions provided in the rules of evidence, exceptions that 
are cruci?l to the integrity of mediation. The first exception recognizes 
that confidentiality must yield to a demonstrable need for parol evi
dence when one of the parties to a mediation agreement sues to enforce 
or rescind that agreement. 82 The second exception guards against 
abuse of the mediation process by allowing confidentiality to be 
pierced when a party brings suit alleging the breach of a duty owed 
by another paay or the mediator in the course of mediation, such as 
an obligatior, to bargain in good faith. 83 

79 See e.g., FLA. STAT. ANN. § 749.01(3) (West Supp. 1984); N.Y. JUD. LAw § 849-b(6) 
(McKinney Supp. 1983-1984); OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1805 (Supp. 1983). 

80 Cf. Dispute Resolution Act § 4(4), 28 U .S.C. app. §4(4) (1982) (requiring that rules of 
federally financed dispute resolution programs be "reasonable, fair, and readily understandable"). 

81 At least one statute limits this protection to communications related "to the subject matter" 
of thl: mediation. See N.Y. JUD. LAW § 849-b(6) (McKinney Supp. 1983-1984). Restriction of 
protection to the subject matter. of a session, unless construed with sensitivity to the freewheeling 
nature of mediation, may chill discussion in much the same way as wquld limiting protection 
to matters related to the scope of a claim. 

82 See supra p. 449. 
8J See supra p. 449. A high threshold is often set for mediator liability. See infra p. 453 & 

note 87. 
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The failure to provide for the use of parol evidence when necessary 
to a suit to rescind or enforce an agreement reached in mediation is 
the greatest defect in the new statutes. By treating mediated contracts 
differently from other settlement agreements,84 the statutes undermine 
parties' legitimate interests both in realizing the fruits of mediation 
and in protecting themselves from fraud, duress, and mistake. As a 
result, the new statutes may detract from the very climate of trutp
fulness that confidentiality should foster. Although confidentiality is 
crucial to preserving the position of parties that have failed to reach 
an agreement, parties that have reached agreement should not be 
forced to purchase free discussion at the cost of waiving traditional 
contract law protection against unfairness. 

Moreover, all parties to mediation, successful and unsuccessful, 
have an interest in seeing that any legal duties owed them in the 
course of mediation are honored. In many areas of relatively informal 
mediation - such as small claims mediation - these "duties" may 
not reach much beyond not assaulting one's adversary. In a more 
structured field such as labor mediation, however, such duties are 
more extensive. 85 Obligations to bargain in good faith or to reduce 
an agreement to writing do not evaporate when parties enter media
tion, and enforcing these obligations may require use of evidence from 
mediation sessions. 86 Moreover, even in the course of mediation un
constrained by a legal bargaining structure, the mediator may owe 
the· parties a minimal duty of care,87 the enforcement of which may 
require waiver of confidentiality. 88 

A statute broadening the privilege protecting communicatlOns 
mad\! in mediation should thus provide for the proof of such com-

84 A settlement agreement is a contract. See Village of Kaktovick v. Watt, 689 F.2d 222, 
230 (D.C. Cir. 1982). The existence of such a contract can be proved, cf. NLRB v. Joseph 
Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51, 52-53 (9th Cir. 1980) (holding that, unlike a party's testimony, a 
mediator's testimony cannot be used to prove a failure to reduce an agreement to writing), and 
the contract may be chaliengcd on the grounds of fraud, mistake, or duress, see First Nat'l 
Bank v. Pepper, 454 F.2d 626, 632 (2d Cir. 1972). Suits to rescind settlements on the ground 
of mistake are discouraged because the agreement itself implies doubt about the claim. See 
Universal Leaf Tobacco Co. v. American Fidelity Fire Ins. Co., 388 F. Supp. 323, 325 (D.V.I. 
1974)· 

85 See, e.g., 29 U.S.C. § 158(d) (1982) (establishing collective bargaining obligations). 
86 See, e.g., NLRB v. Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51 (9th Cir. 1981) (seeking enforce

ment of order to execute written contract). 
87 Sec COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-306(2) (Supp. 1983) (providing that a mediator is liable for 

"willful or wanton misconduct"); OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1805(E) (Supp. 1983) (requiring "gross 
negligence with malicious purpose" in order to render a mediator liable for civil damages). The 
scope of any such duty is controversial. One commentator, far example, has strangly urged that 
any effart to charge a mediator with responsibility for either the substance af an agreement or 
the interests of outside parties would give him a stake in the outcome of the mediation process 
incompatible with his neutral status. See McCrory, sUfrra note 17, at 80. These concerns 
counsel strict interpretation of provisions allowing suits against mediators. 

88 See OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 180S(F) (Supp. 1983). 
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munications when necessary to enforce - or resist enforcement of -
a mediated agreement, or when needed by a party to enforce a duty 
owed him by the mediator or another party in the course of mediation. 
The statute, however, must carefully distinguish between protecting 
the confidentiality of communications among the parties themselves 
and protecting the confidentiality of private communications between 
a party and the mediator; these latter communications require broader 
protection. After all, the private caucus is an invaluable aid to the 
mediator in his effort to understand the positions and desires of the 
parties. Indeed, if mediation is to be successful, the parties must feel 
sure that anything said in private caucus with the mediator is as 
confidential as they desire. 89 Thus, any model statute must absolutely 
protect mediator-party communications when the party expects the 
mediator to preserve confidentiality. 90 Such a statute, however, 
should also recognize that when a party not only uses the mediator 
as a confidant, but also authorizes him to convey specific information 
to another party, there is no heightened expectation of confidentiality 
with respect to that information. When a party authorizes the me
diator to share with the other party particular statements made in 
caucus,91 those mediator-party statements should enjoy only the more 
limited privilege conferred on party-party statements. 92 

B . Mediator Testimony and Neutrality 

The decision to allow the admission into evidence of certain com
munications made in mediation does not determine who should be 
allowed to testify to them. In addition to recognizing the parties' right 
to maintain the confidentiality of certain communications, the law in 
some jurisdictions provides for a separate mediator's privilege not to 

89 See Kraybill, supra note 35 (recommended introduction to mediation session includes 
statement that caucus is confidential unless there is an agreement to the contrary); see also p. 
446 & note 39 (noting protection of mediator-party communications). 

I)j\ Tying protection to the expectation of confidentiality accords with treatment of the attorney
client privilege, under which communications made in the presence of third parties are not 
protected. See Barr Marine Prods. Co. v. Borg-Warner Corp., 84 F.R.D. 631, 634 (E.D. Pa. 
1979)· 

91 A prtma facie showing of fraud by the communicating party would seem to demonstrate 
such authorization. Removal of any privilege in such a case would be consistent with the 
treatment of the attorney-client privilege. See Research Corp. v. Gourmet's Delight Mushroom 
Co., 560 F. Supp. 81I, 813, 819-20 (E.D. Pa. 1983). The idea that "(tlhe privilege takes flight 
if the relation is abused," Clark v. United States, 289 U.S. I, 15 (1933) (Cardozo, J.l (dictum), 
should prevent abuse of mediation just as it prevents abuse of the attorney-client relationship. 

~l One court has taken such an approach in labor mediation. See Newark Bd. of Educ. v. 
Newark Teachers Union Local 481, 152 N.J. Super. 51, 61-62, 377 A.2d 765, 770-71 (App. 
Div. 1977) (holding that insofar as one party provided mediator with documentary counterpro
posals for transfer to other party, "they do not constitute 'information disclosed by a party to a 
mediator in the performance of his mediation function' prohibited from disclosure") (quoting 
N.J. ADMIN. CODE tit. 19, § 12-3.4)). 
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testify in regard to the parties' communications. 93 Such a privilege 
should be recognized in order to protect the mediator's status as a 
neutral. In contrast to prevailing approaches, however, it should be 
sensitive to both the mediator's and the parties' interests in such 
neutrality. 

One model of a mediator's privilege may be drawn from the En
glish common law privilege for domestic conciliation. 94 This model 
treats the testimonial privilege as a "joint privilege of all the parties"95 
that cannot be asserted against the wishes of the parties. Florida has 
apparently adopted this approach by statute,96 and the model is con
sistent with the prevailing interpretation of the attorney-client privi
lege. 97 

An alternative model of the mediator's privilege, drawn from labor 
mediation,98 conceives the privilege as a prerogative of the mediator 
that may be asserted regardless of the parties' wishes. According to 
this model, the testimonial privilege exists to protect the mediator and 
the mediation process,99 not the interests of the parties. In NLRB v. 
Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 100 for example, the Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit argued that the policy underlying this independent priv
ilege in labor mediation is the preservation of "mediator effective
ness. " 101 The Macaluso court reasoned that requiring the mediator 
to testify might impair his future effectiveness by destroying "the 
appearance of impartiality." 102 

93 Such- a privilege is the product of either contract, see Simrin v. Simrin, 233 Cal. App. 2d 
90, 94--95, 43 Cal. Rptr. 376, 378-79 (1965), or statute, see COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-307 
(Supp. 1983); OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1805(C) (Supp. 1983). 

94 See Pais v. Pais, 1971 P. Il9, 123 (privilege belongs to the spouses, not to the counselor); 
McTaggart v. McTaggart, 1949 P. 94, 96-'98 (C.A.); supra note 43. 

95 See LAW REFORM COMMITTEE, supra note 43, at IS. The committee recommended 
against creation of an independent privilege for mediators. See id. at 16-17. Bitt see ROYAL 
COMMISSION ON MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE, REpORT 1951-1955, CMD. No. 9678, at 101 (1956) 
(recommending a testimonial privilege for marriage counselors). 

'16 See FLA. STAT. ANN. § 749.01(3) (West Supp. 1983) (neglecting to recognize a mediator's 
privilege; providing only that communications are inadmissible "unless both parties agree oth
erwise"); ARK. STAT. ANN. § 81-129 (Supp. 1983) (same). 

97 See, e.g., United States v. Partin, 601 F.2d 1000, 1009 (9th Cir. 1979) (privilege belongs. 
to client, not to attorney), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 964 (;980); see also Pais v. Pais, 1971 P. 119, 
123 (recognizing similarity between attomey-client and mediator's privileges; privilege is that of 
the client or parties, not the attorney or mediator). 

98 See, e.g., N.C. GEN. STAT. § 95-3(. (1981) (providing testimonial privilege for mediators); 
29 C.F.R. § 140I.2(b) (1983) (same). But see ARK. STAT. ANN. § 81-129 (Supp. 1983) (insulating 
mediator from service of process only in absence of waiver of privilege by parties). 

99 See Speech by Daniel Dozier, Assistant General Counsel, Federal Mediation and Concil-
iation Service, delivered to Society of Professionals in Dispute Resolution (Oct. 1983). 

100 618 F.2d 51 (9th Cir. 1980). 
101 I d. at 56. 
102 I d. at 55. The court noted that the administrative law judge below had based his 

decision upon Tomlinson of High Point, Inc., 74 N.L.R.B. 681 (1947), in which the National 
Labor Relations Board stated: 
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Although the Macaluso opinion recognized that the preservation 
of the mediator's neutrality is the central issue in any discussion of 
the mediator's testimonial privilege, the court treated such neutrality 
solely as an independent interest of the mediator. The court noted 
that the mediator's interest in not testifying was not tied to any partyls 
interest in' confidentiality; in fact, the testimony sought in the case did 
not concern privileged communications. 103 Yet the court did not have 
oCl:asion te, consider the possibility that the parties might have an 
independent interest in the mediator's neutrality, a fact that renders 
its analysis of the testimonial privilege incomplete. 

The purpose of mediator neutrality indicates that it is as much an 
interest of the parties as is confidentiality itself. Unless a mediator is 
regarded as a neutral, the parties will refuse to participate in media
tion. Parties will freely confide in the mediator only if he does not 
appear to be partisan or in a position to serve interests other than 
those of the parties. 104 Neutrality becomes an interest of the mediator 
only when his ability to present himself as a neutral in the future 
would be compromised by his present testimony. lOS Specifically, the 
mediator's future effectiveness will be compromised only when he 
must work with the parties again, or when he will later work with 
others who are in a position to learn of his previous testimony. Thus, 
because there will be situations in which a mediator need not fear an 
appearance of partiality that would impair his future effectiveness, 
adequate protection of the parties' interest in neutrality requires that 
either party be able to bar the mediator from testifying without the 
party's consent. 

The effect of conceiving mediator neutrality in terms of party as 
well as mediator interests may be understood by considering under 
what circumstances the mediator should be permitted to waive or 
assert the privilege. First, the mediator should not be allowed to 

However useful the testimony of a conciliator might be .•. in any given case, ... 
the conciliators must maintain a reputation for impartiality, and the parties to conciliation 
conferences must feel free to talk without any fear that the conciliator may subsequently 
make disclosures as a witness in soine other proceeding, to the possible disadvantage of 
a party to the conference. If conciliators were permitted or required to testify about their 
activities, or if the production of notes or reports of their activities could be required, 
not even the strictest adherence to purely factual matters would prevent the evidence 
from favoring or seeming to favor one side or the other. 

[d. at 68S, quoted in NLRB v. Joseph Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51,55 (9th Cir. 1980); see also 
International Ass'n of Machinists v. National Mediation Bd., 425 F.2d 527, 540 (D.C. Cir. 
1970); Stulberg, supra note IS, at 87. 

103 Macaluso, 618 F.2d at 56 n.3. 
104 For example, parties would not likely confide in a mediator whom they suspected might 

act as a policeman reporting violations of externally imposed norms. See W. SIMKIN, supra 
note I7, at 35-

105 The consequence of the mediator's testifying in such cases would be the withholding of 
information by parties in future sessions. C/. Dozier, supra note 99, at 4-5 (mediation process 
may be damaged if future participanl~ believe it is even possible for a mediator to testify). 
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"waive" his privilege respecting confidential information without the 
consent of the parties. 106 To permit such unilateral disclosure would 
seriously lessen parties' willingness to repose trust in mediators. In
deed, proper respect for the parties' interests suggests that the media
tor should not be permitted to waive his privilege even as to noncon
fidential statements falling into the proposed exceptions to the privilege 
for party-party' communications,107 statements that either party might 
testify to without the other's consent. 108 

Whether the mediator will be permitted to .assert a testimonial 
privilege depends on the context in which he mediates and the con
sequent nature of the neutrality interest at stake. Thus, in federal 
labor mediation - in which the mediators are visible, the parties have 
access to information about mediators' reputations, and mediators and 
parties may have to deal with each other in the future -- an inde
pendent mediator's privilege would seem to be vital. 109 By contmst, 
in many civil mediation programs, the mediator's Involvement with 
the parties (or their attorneys) generally does not extend beyond the 
resolution of the particular dispute. In such cases, a mediator need 
only assure the parties that he cannot be required to testify without 
their consent; this assurance should suffice to preserve the parties' 
confidence that he is not a potential adverse witness. 110 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Mediation's growing prevalence as a means for resolving civil 
disputes has heightened the need to determine to what extent rules of 
privilege are necessary both to protect mediating parties' interests in 
free discussion and fair treatment, and to secure the parties' and the 
mediator's interests in preserving the mediator's neutrality. 1 11 To the 

106 The Code of Professional Conduct for Mediators directs a mediator not to waive volun
tarily immunity from process without party consent. Sre .CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
FOR MEDIATORS 4 (Colorado Council of Mediation Orgs. 1982). 

10; Se~ supra pp. 452-54. 
108 The Macaluso court left open the question whether the director of the Federal Mediation 

and Conciliation Service might have permitted the mediator to testify. See NLRB v. Joseph 
Macaluso, Inc., 618 F.2d 51, 56 (9th Cir. (980); see a/so 29 C.F.R. §140I.2(b) (1983) (granting 
director power to waive privilege). 

109 The importance of the privilege was made clear in National Airlines v. Air Line Pilots 
Ass'n. 92 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 3600 (D.D.C. 1976) (privilege upheld except under "most unusual 
and compelling circumstances"); see also Macaluso, 618 F.2d at 52 <mediator testimony disal
lowed despite occurrence of a "crucial fact" in his presence). 

110 The potential for a mediator who testifies without party consent to be an adverse witness 
Was implicitly recognized in McLaughlin v. Superior Court, 140 Cal. App. 3d 473, 189 Cal. 
Rptr. 479, 485-87 (1983), in which the court held that a party has the right to cross-examine a 
mediator who supplies a recommendation to a court after unsuccessfully mediating a dispute 
over child custody and visitation rights under § 4607 of the California Civil Code. 

11 t Of course, any privilege may be further limited when necessary to protect interests of 
those not privy to the mediation process. Accordingly, just as other priVileges may be curtailed 
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degree that a mediation privilege is designed to preserve the integrity 
of the mediation process, it should have the following characteristics. 
First, it should protect all communications made in mediation, except 
insofar as disclosure of those communications is necessary either to 
enforce a mediated agreement or to prove breach of one party's obli
gations to another in the course of mediation. Such a statute should 
make clear that communications made in private caucus with the 
mediator are absolutely privileged unless the party authorizes the 
mediator to disclose a particular fact to another party; a disclosure of 
this sort should be treated as a communication among the parties. 
Second, an effective privilege statute should forbid a mediator to 
testify unless both parties consent; even then, the mediator's testimony 
should not be compelled if it would impair his future effectiveness. 

These guidelines embody simple principles applicable to mediation 
in the wide variety of contexts in which it is rapidly being apopted. 
In most simple situations in which collateral duties (like the duty to 

in the face of planned criminal activity, see MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
DR 4-10r(C)(3) (1979), or child abuse, see, e.g., N.Y. CIV. PMC. LAW § 4504(b) (McKinney 
1963 & Supp. 1983-1984) (creating an exception to the physician-patient privilege in order to 
require a doctor to report if a child is a victim of a crime), similar limits have been proposed 
for mediation, see, e.g., CODE OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT FeR MEDIATORS 3 (Colorado Council 
of Mediation Orgs. 1982) (exceptions to confidentiality rule). Such proposals, especially insofar 
as they permit or require mediators to breach confidentiality, fundamentally alter the position 
of the mediator in relation to the unprotected subject. See Dozier, SltjJra note 99, at 5-6. 
Indeed, such proposals transform the mediator from simply a conciliator without the power to 
coerce into a policeman with the ability to remove the dispute from.a purely private settlement 
process. Unde: these circumstances, the mediator may no longer be welcome as a neutral by 
the parties. See W. SIMKIN, SIIpra note 17, at 35. 

To be sure, the fact that such limits inhibit the mediation of particular disputes does not 
mean that they might not be desirable in order to protect a few vitally important interests. 
Accordingly, ~everal methods have been proposed to limit any privilege accorded mediation. 
One statute suggests that limitations should be left to judicial determination on a case-by-case 
basis. See CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § '747 (West 1982). Alternatively, responsibility for pro
tecting important interests of parties or nonparties might be imposed on mediators under a 
general "duty of care." This latter course would be analogous to the imposition of such a duty 
on psychiatrists. See Tarasoff v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., Ij Cal. 3d 42S. 431, 551 P.2d 
334, 340, 131 Cal. Rptr. 14, 20 (I9(6) (en bane). Although it would be unrea',onable to eXPect 
mediators to make close judgments about, for example, dangerousness, mediators might safely 
be required to breach confidentiality when the failure to do so would be tantl~mount to a willful 
disregard of the safety of a pllrt)'. see OKLA. STAT. tit. 12, § 1805fE) (Supp. 1983) (permitting 
suit only for "willful disregard of the rights, safety or property of any party"), or of a third 
person, see COLO. REv. STAT. § 13-22-306(2) (Supp. 1983) (imposing liabilitl only for "willful 
or wanton misconduct"). 

Another alternative would be to limit the confidentiality of mediation by exempting particular 
subject mallers from protection. See, e.g., N.Y. CIV. PMC. LAW § 4508 (McKinney Supp. 
1983-1984) (listing exceptions to the confidentiality of communications made to a social worker); 
N.C. GEN. STAT. § 95-36 (1981) (exception to mediator privilege when "the commission of a 
crime is the subject of inquiry"). Although such a method of limitation would restrict the types 
of disputes capable of private resolution through mediation, it would have the advantage of 
clearly presenting the policy choice to be made and of being easily explicable to the parties. 
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bargain. in good faith in labor negotiations) are unimportant, the 
proposed rules would allow mediators honestly to assure each partic
ipant in a mediation session that no statement will leave the room lf 
agreement is not reached. At the same time, these rules would not 
shroud mediation in so much secrecy that parties signing mediated 
settlements would do so at their peril, having effectively waivedtra
ditional forms of judicial review of such contracts. In short, the 
proposed rules would make it easier and safer for parties to do what 
it has always been their right to do - settle their disputes outside the 
courthouse. 
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Protecting Settlement Negotiations 
One of the most troubling areas of case law development reject It, provides the basis for its full !ncorporation into Ex

nder the Freedom of Information Act has been the judicial emption 5 of the FOIA. As the Supreme Court has made 
.Iuctance to permit protection of sensitive "settlement" infor- clear on this point, "[tJhe test under Exemption 5 is whether 
,ation generated in connection with ongoing or potential Iitl- the documents would be 'routinely' or 'normally' disclosed" 
ation. Government agencies both generate and receive such In civil discovery. FTC v. Grolier, Inc., 462 U.S. 19, 26 
,formation. whenever they exp'~re the possible senlement of (1983). See also United States v. Weber Aircraft Corp .. 104 
.gal claims with opposing parties. There exist strong policy S. Ct. 1488, 1492-94 (1984). 
rounds for rnaintaining the confidendality of the information Moreover, protection under the FOIA of inherently sensi
xchanged during the settlement negotiation process, but this tive settlement negotiation details is strongly compelled by 
eccssary confidentiality has yet to be recognized under the the longstanding public policy favoring scttlement of legal 
'OIA by the courts. claims. As long ago as the end of the last century, the Su-

Indeed, the rew courts to consider the issue to date have re- preme Court declared that "settlements of matters in litiga
.cted the position that the information exchanged between tion, or in dispute, without recourse to litigation, are gener
dversaries during settlement negotiations Is entitled to dis- ally favored." St. Louis Mining & Milling Co. v. Montana 
,nct protection under the FOIA. In County of Madison v. De- Mining Co .. 171 U.S. 650, 656 (1898). More recently, the 
anment of Justice, 641 F.2d 1036, 1040-41 (1st Cir. 1981). D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals more expansively observed: 
, was held that settlement proposals submitted to an agency "Voluntary settlement of civil controversies is in high jUdicial 
y "pasr and potential adversaries" must be disclosed for lack favor.. •• there is everything to be gained by encouraging 
f satislying the "inter-agency or intra-agency" threshold re- methodology that facilitates compromise." Autera v. 
uirement of Exemption 5, 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(5). See also Robinson, 419 F.2d !l97, 1199 (D.C. Cir. 1969) . 
• orwood v. FAA, 580 F. Supp. 994, IC02-{)3 (W.O. Tenn. Indeed, the promotion of the settlement process through 
984) (following County of Madison) (on motion for c1arifi- protection of the information exchanged during that process 
ation and reconsideration). was expressly addressed by Justice Brennan in the Grolier 

In two other cases. district court judges have refused to ac- case, in which he emphasized that all litigants, including the 
ord settlement documentS protection under Exemption 5 be- government, "have an acute interest in keeping private the 
ause of their additional conclusion that there exists no dis- manner in which they conduct and settle their recurring legal 
inct "settlement negotiations" privilege. In Center for Auto disputes." 462 U.S. at 31 (concurring opinion). Ever. the 
'ajery v. Department of Justire. 576 F. Supp 739, 749 First Circuit Court of Appeals in the County of Madison case 
D.D.C. 1983), it was found thel such a privilege had not conceded "the logic and force" of these "sound policy argu
.en established by the courts in the civil discovery context, ments:' 641 F.2C! at 1040. The fact of the matter is that only 
.or could one be implied directly from the special federal rule with FOIA exemption protection can th~ settlement process 
f evidence (Rule 408) prchibiting the admissibility at trial of be preserved. Cf, Center for Auto Safety v. Depanment of 
.ttlement negoti"tJUn details. This conclusion was followed Justice, 576 F. Supp. at 748 (agreeing that "predicament" 
n NAACP Legal Defel!:;e & Educational Fund v. Dcpanment posed by FOIA in this regard warrants remedial attention). 
f Justice, 612 F. Supp. 1143, 1146 (D.D.C. 1985). As to the threshold requircment of Exemption 5, only an 

Yet what each of these adverse decisions failed to consider unduly harsh application of that requirement would exclude 
e th3tthere now does exist a distinct "settlement negotia- privileged settlement documents from the exemption's protcc
:ons" privilege, one that has been specifically recognized in tion merely because they were exchanged between a govern-

recent line of cases. In Bottaro v. Hatton Associates. 96 ment agency and an adverse party outside of the agency. 
'.R.D. 158, 159-60 (E.D.N.Y. 1982), the details of a settle- Many courts in comparable contexts have accorded this 
"ent were held privileged from discovery in recognition of threshold requirement a "common sense interpretation" in or
the strong pUblic policy of favoring settlements" and the der to "accommodate the realities" of !'gency functioning 
ubUc interest in "insulating the bargaining table from unnec- where necessary to safeguard valuable policy interests. Ryan 
ssary intrusions." This "settlement privilege," as recognized v. Depanment of Justice, 617 F.2d 781,790 & n.30 (D.C . 
.• BO/Mro. was then applied in a subsequent case, where the Cir. 1980): see also FOIA Update. June 1982, at 10. Most 
etails of settlement negotiations between adverse parties dispositive on this point ought to be the Supreme Court's flllll 
.ere held privileged from discovery "in order to safeguard language in Web., Aircraft. in which it obscrved that the 
he policy favoring settlements." Olin Corp. v. Insurance "contention that [a requester could] obtain through the FOIA 
·ompany of North America, 603 F. Supp. 445, 449-50 material that is normally privileged would create an anomaly 
S.D.N. Y. 1985). Cj. Chrysler Corp. v. Fedders Corp.. in that the FOIA could be used to supplement civil discovery. 
:ivil No. 7&-Civ-3393, slip op. at 4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. II, •• , We do not think that Congress could have intended that 
1983) (declining to apply privilege, based on incompiete evi- the weighty policies underlying discovery privileges could be 
ence of its applicability to particular documents at issue). so easily circumvented." 104 S. Ct. at 1494. Any rigid, lit-

Exemption 5 Protection eral application of Exemption 5' s threshold to settlement doc-
The recognition of this new privilege in these cases, espe- uments would yield the very anomaly that the Supreme Court 

cially in the absence of any civil discovery decision known to Con!'d on next page 
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Cont'd Crom prettdlng page 
has expressly recognized could not have been intended by 
Congress. 

Exemption 4 Protection 
Of course, it should not be overlooked that any settlement 

infonnation submitted to an agency may qualify for protec
tion also under Exemption 4 of the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. 
§552(b)(4). Surely most settlement negotiation submissions 
would easily meet the Exemption 4 requirement of being 
"commercial or financial" information. especially as the 
fonner tenn has been broadlY construed within the context of 
this exemption. See FOIA Update, Winter 1985, at 3-4; see 
also Note, Protecting Conjidenrialiry in Mediation, 98 Harv. 
L. Rev. 441, 451 n.77 (citing H.R. Rep. No. 1497, 89th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1966)) (Exemption 4 protects 
"negotiating positions or requirements in the case of labor
management mediations"). Hence, the very recognition of the 
infonnation's privileged status would mean automatic protec
tion under Exemption 4. See, e.g., Washington Post Co. v. 
HHS, 603 F. Supp. 235. 237-39 (D.D.C. 1985) (Exemption 
4 protects documents covered by "confidential report" privi
lege) (appeal pending). 

Other Protection 
For those settlement documents that are generated within 

an agency, there also can be found an entirely independent 
basis for their protection in Exemption 2 of the FOIA, 5 
U.S.C. §552(b)(2), which has been held to protect predomi
nantly internal documents the disclosure of which would risk 
circumvention of law or regulation. See Crooker v. BATF, 
1j70 F.2d 1051, 1074 (D.C, Cir. 198/) (en banc). As was 
noted in Crooker, the pertinent legislative history underlying 
Exemption 2 specifically suppons this application: "(A]n 
agency may not be required to make available those portions 
of its staff manuals and instructions which set forth criteria or 
guidelines for the, .. settlement of cases," Id. at 1079 
(quoting H.R. Rep. No, 1497, supra, at 7-8). Surely the cir
cumvention intended to be prevented by Exemption 2 is 

threatened, as Justice Brennan observed in Grolier, when 
an agency "fac(ing] litigation of a commonly reCUrr1fog '. 
is requested to divulge documents revealing "on what k 
(those cases] may be settled." 462 U.S. at 31. 

Additionally, it shOUld not be forgotten that the type 
documents routinely generated during settlement negotiat 
are those which may well independently qualify for p"" 
tion under the more traditional privileges already expre 
held to be incorporated into the FOIA's exemptions .• 
e.g., Cities Service Co. v. FTC, Civil No. 83-812, slip 01 
11-13 (D.D.C. July 19, 1984) (attorney working papers 
taining to settlement negotiations protected under attol 
work-product privilege) (appeal pending); Murphy v. 7 
571 F. Supp, 502, 505-06 (D.D.C. 1983) (documl 
evaluating possible seulement protected und.er delibera 
process privilege); Fulbright .r, Jaworski v. Depanmen 
the Treasury, 545 F. Supp. 615, 620 (D. D.C. 1982) (d\ 
ments reflecting details of treaty negotiations protected UI 
deliberative process privilege). 

Conclusion 
In sum, not only are there extremely powerful policy in 

ests compelling the confidentiality of settlement docume 
but there now exists ample legal authority for the accom, 
dation of those interests through exemption protection UI 

the FOIA, which the adverse cases decided to date on 
difficult issue simply have failed to recognize. These 
cases notwithstanding, agencies should endeavor to pro 
their interests in sensitive settlement documents on the b 
of the exemption positions outlined above and, if thc.~e ~ 
tions are advanced cogently in future cases present 
compelling factual circumstances, the case law ought to 
velop favorably toward such protection. Indeed, as one c 
has already phrased it in a comparable context, any other I 

come would "seriously undennine()" the negotiation pn. 
and would "defeat the public policy which favors com, 
mise over confrontation," Murphy v. TVA, 571 F. Supp 
506. 

Under Advisement 
--~~ place" the FOIA? Status: Argued before the D.C. Circui 

cases signif-
to be decided in the near future: 

It CNA Corp. v. Donovan, No. 81-2169 (D.C. 
Cir.). Decision Below: 2 GDS '82,107 (D.D.C. 198k). Is
sues: In a "reverse FOIA" context. must the agency utilize a 
fonnal hearing to detennine whether business-submitfed doc
uments should be disclosed? Is the Trade Secrets Act, 18 
U.S.C. §1905. an Exemption 3 statute under the FOIA? Sta
tus: Argued before the D.C. Circuit on December 8, 1981; 
still pending after all these years. 

• Church of Scientology v. fRS, No. 83-1856 (D.C. Cir.). 
Decision Below: 569 F. Supp. 1165 (D. D.C. 1983). Issue: 
D<les 26 U.S.C. §6103. the Internal Revenue Code provision 
governing BCCes. to and protection of tax infonnation, "dis-

April II, 1984. 
o King v. Department of Justice, No. 84-5098 (0 

Cir.). Decision Below: 586 F. Supp. 286 (D.D.C. 1983). 
sue: Does an FBI investigation of a suspected violator of 
tional security laws during the McCarthy Era satisfy 
threshold requirements of Exemption 7? Status: Argued 
fore the D.C. Circuit on December 7. 1984 • 

• Brant Construction rQ. v. EPA, No. 84-2378 (7th Ci 
Decision Below: Civil No. H-82-596 (N.D. Ind. June 
(984). Issue: Are citizen letters to the EPA alleging v",. 
doing submitted with sufficient expectations of confidenti: 
to be protectible under Exemption 7(D)? Status: Argued 
fore the Seventh Circuit on February 27, 1985. 

.. Gulf Oil Corp. v. Marshall, No. 80-1127 (D.C. C' 
Decision Below: I GDS ~79,163 (D.D.C. 1979). Issue: L 

. a "reverse FO[A t
• action remain a "case or controversy" a 

the underlying FOIA request is withdrawn? Status: Arg 
before the D.C. Circuit on September 9, 1985. 

• Washington Post Co. v. Department of Stare, I 

84-5604 (D.C. Cir.). Decision Below: Civil No. 79-2 
(D.D.C. July 3, 1984). Issue: Would it be a dec 
unwarranted invasion of privacy to conrum whether an 
nian politician is an American citizen where confirmat 
would endanger his life? Status: Argued before the D.C. 
cuit on October 1. 1985. 

4 FOIA UPDATE Fall I. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES 
2120 LSTREET, N.W., SUITE 500 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20037 
12021 254-7020 

Recommendation 86-8 

Acquiring the Services of "Neutrals" for 
Alternative Means of Dispute Resolution 

Adopted December 5, 1986 

1 CFR § 305.86-8 

The Administrative Conference has repeatedly encouraged agencies to take advantage of 
mediation, negotiation, minitrials, binding arbitration and other alternative means of dispute 
resolution ("ADR,,).l While some agencies have begun to employ these methods to reduce 
transaction costs and reach better results, many disputes are still being resolved with 
unnecessary formality, contentiousness and delay_ This recommendation is aimed at helping 
agencies begin to explore specific avenues to expand their use of ADR services. 

A key figure in the effective working of various modes of ADR, including negotiated 
rulemaking, is the "neutral"--a person, usually serving at the will of the parties, who 
generally presides and seeks to help the parties reach a resolution of their dispute. These 
neutrals, often highly skilled professionals with considerable training in techniques of dispute 
resolution, can be crucial to using ADR methods with success.2 For agencies to use ADR 
effectively, they should take steps to develop routines for deciding when and how these 
persons can be employed, to identify qualified neutrals, and to acquire their services. 

The diversity of roles played by neutrals and the uncertainty as to certain applicable 
legal requirements present complications for agencies considering uses of ADR. Neutrals 
may be specially trained and accredited, or may simply hold themselves out as having certain 
expertise, experience or credibility. They may be called on to make binding decisions, 
consistent with applicable statutory and regulatory requirements, when opposing positions 
cannot be reconciled, or they may simply render advice to the parties. Time may be of the 
essence in acquiring their services, as in many arbitrations, but in some instances may be a 
minor consideration. Costs of using outside neutrals may range from a few thousand dollars 
(for the services of a minitrial advisor) to six figures (for convening and facilitating a large
scale negotiated rule making). These differences render specific advice difficult to give in 

1 In Recommendation 86-3, the Conference called on agencies, where not inconsistent 
with statutory authority, to adopt alternatives to litigation. and trial-type hearings such as 
mediation, minitrials, arbitration and other "ADR" methods. Agencies' Use 0/ Altemalive 
Means 0/ Dispute Resolulioll, I CFR § 305.86-3. In the rulemaking sphere, 
Recommendations 82-4 and 85-5 have been instrumental in promoting agency 
experimentation with negotiated rulemaking, which involves convening potentially interested 
parties to negotiate the details of a proposed rule. Procedures for Negotiating Proposed 
Regulatiolls, I CFR §§ 305.82-4 and .85-5. See also, Negotiated Cleanup 0/ Hazardous 
Waste Sites Under CERCLA, 1 CFR § 305.84-4; Resolving Disputes Under Federal Grant 
Programs, I CFR § 305.82-2; and Case Managemelll as a Tool for Improving Agency 
Adjudication, I CFR § 305.86-7. 

2 See the Glossary in the Appendix for brief descriptions of the roles of neutrals in 
various proceedings. 
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advance. Agencies, Congress, courts, and others who employ ADR methods or review their 
use should nonetheless observe certain guidelines intended to accomplish the following goals: 

13 Supply. Broadening the base of qualified, acceptable individuals or organizations, 
inside and outside the government, to provide ADR services. 

III Qualifications. Insuring that neutrals have adequate skills, technical expertise, 
experience or other competence necessary to promote settlement, while avoiding being too 
exclusive in the selection process. 

&1 Acquisition. Identifying existing methods, or developing new techniques, for 
expeditiously acquiring the services of neutrals at a reasonable cost and in a manner which 
(a) insures a full and open opportunity to compete and (b) enables agencies to select the most 
qualified person to serve as a neutral, given that the protracted nature of the government 
procurement process is often inconsistent with the goals of ADR and the need to avoid 
delays.s 

12 Authority. Minimizing any uncertainty under the "delegation" doctrine or similar 
theories that may adversely affect the authority of some neutrals to render a binding 
decision. This consideration, however, should not prove troublesome where neutrals merely 
aid the parties in reaching agreement (as in nearly all mediations, minitrials and negotiated 
rulemakings). 

These proposals are intended to help agencies meet the challenge of reaching these goals 
in a time of reduced resources and in a milieu in which many affected interests may oppose 
change. 

RECOMMENDATION 

A. Availability and Qualifications of Neutrals 

1. Agencies and reviewing bodies should pursue policies that will lead to an expanded, 
diverse supply of available neutrals, recognizing that the skills required to perform the 
services of a dispute resolution neutral will vary greatly depending on the nature and 
complexity of the issues, the ADR method employed, and the importance of the dispute. 
Agencies should avoid unduly limiting the pool of acceptable individuals through the use of 
overly restrictive qualification requirements, particularly once agencies have begun to make 
more regular use of ADR methods. While skill or experience in the process of resolving 
disputtls, such as that possessed by mediators and arbitrators, is usually an important criterion 
in the selection of neutrals, and knowledge of the applicable statutory and regulatory 
schemes may at times be important, other specific qualifications should be required only 
when necessary for resolution of the dispute. For example: 

(a) Agencies should not necessarily disqualify persons who have mediation, arbitration or 
judicial experience but no specific experience in the particular ADR process being pursued. 

(b) While agencies should be careful not to select neutrals who have a personal or 
financial interest in the outcome, insisting upon "absolute neutrality"--e.g., no prior 
affiliation with either the agency or the private industry involved--may unduly restrict the 

S While there may be situations in which agencies can obtain the services of a qualified 
outside neutral without following formal procurement procedures, acquisitions of neutrals' 
services are generally governed by the Competition in Contracting Act, Pub. L. No. 98-369, 
Title VII, 98 Stat. I 175, which mandates full and open competition for contracts to supply 
goods and services to the federal government, and the Federal Acquisition Regulation, 48 
CFR Chapter I, Parts I-53, which sets forth detailed procedures for conducting competitive 
procurements. 
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pool of available neutrals, particularly where the neutral neither renders a decision nor gives 
formal advice as to the outcome. 

(c) Agencies should insist upon technical expertise in the substantive iasues underlying 
the dispute or negotiated rulemaking only when the technical issues are so complex that the 
neutral could not effectively understand and communicate the parties' positions without it. 

2. Agencies should take advantage of oppor!u:Jities to make use of government 
personnel as neutrals in resolving disputes. These persons may include agency officials not 
otherwise involved in the dispute Of employees from other agencies with appropriate skills, 
administrative law judges, members of boards of contract appeals, and other responsible 
officials. The Administrative Conference, Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 
("FMCS"), the Department of Justice (particularly the Community Relations Service ("CRS"» 
and other interested agencies should work to encourage imaginative efforts at sharing the 
services of federal "neutrals," to remove obstacles to such sharing, and to increase parties' 
confidence in the selection process. 

3. Congress should consider providing FMCS, CRS and other appropriate agencies with 
funding to train their own and other agencies' personnel in the particular skills needed to 
serve in minitrials, negotiated rulemakings, and other ADR proceedings. 

4. The Administrative Conference, in consultation with FMCS, should assist other 
agencies in identifying neutrals and acquiring their services and in establishing rosters of 
neutral advisors, arbitrators, convenors, facilitators, mediators and other experts on which 
federal agencies could draw wh~n they wished. The rosters should be based, insofar as 
possible, on full disclosure of relevant criteria (education, experience, skills, possible bias, 
and the like) rather than on strict requirements of actual ADR experience or professional 
certification. Agencies should also consider using rosters of private groups (e.g., the 
American Arbitration Association). The Conference, FMCS or another information center 
should routinely compile data identifying disputes or rule makings in which neutrals have 
participated so that agencies and parties in future proceedings can be directed to sources of 
information pertinent to their selection of neutrals. 

5. Agencies should take advantage of opportunities to expose their employees to ADR 
proceedings for training purposes, and otherwise encourage their employees to acquire ADR 
skills. Employees trained in ADR should be listed on the rosters described above, and their 
services made available to other agencies. 

B. Acquiring Outside Neutrals' Services 

1. In situations where it is necessary or desirable to acquire dispute resolution services 
from outside the government, agencies should explore the following methods: 

(a) When authorized to employ consultants or experts on a temporary basis (e.g., 5 U.S.C. 
§ 3 (09), agencies should consider utilizing that authorization in furtherance of their ADR or 
negotiated rulemaking endeavors. 

(b) Agencies contemplating ADR or negotiated rulemaking projects involving private 
neutrals should, as part of their acquisition planning process pursuant to the Federal 
Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") Part 7,4 periodically give notice in the Commerce Business 
Daily and in profess;onal publications of their needs and intentions,6 so as to allow interested 

448 CFR Part 7. 
5 Agencies are required to give Commerce Business Daily notice for all contract 

solicitations in which the government's share is likely to exceed $10,000. 15 U.S.C. § 637(e); 
48 CFR § 5.201(a). For procurements between $10,000 and $25,000 in which the agency 
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organizations and individual ADR neutrals to inform the agency of their interest and 
qualifications. 

(c) Where speed is important and the amount of the contract is expected to be less than 
$25,000, agencies should use the streamlined small purchase procedures of SlJbpart 13.1 of 
the Federal Acquisition RegulationS in acquiring the services of outside neutrals, particularly 
minitrial neutral advisors, mediators and arbitrators. 

(d) Agencies that foresee the need to hire private neutrals for numerous proceedings 
should consider the use of indefinite quantity contracts as vehicles for identifying r;nd 
competitively acquiring the services of interested and qualified neutrals who can then be 
engaged on an expedited basis as the need arises. Agencies should, where possible, seek 
contracts with more than one supplier. Tn fashioning such indefinite quantity . contracts, 
agencies should take care to comply with the following: 

(I) Agency contracts should specify a minimum quantity, which could be a non
nominal dollar amount rather than ? minimum quantity of services.7 

(2) Negotiation of individual orders under the contract is desirable, but should 
generally adhere to the personnel, statements of work, and cost rates or ceilings set 
forth in the basic indefinite quantity contract, so as to minimize "sole source" issues. 

(e) Agencies should also consider: 

(I) Entering into joint projects for acquiring neutrals' services by using other 
agencies' contractual vehicles. 

(2) Using other contracting techniques, such as basic ordering agreements and 
schedule contracts, where appropriate to meet their needs for neutrals' services. 

(3) Proposing a deviation from the FAR or amending their FAR supplements, 
where appropriate. 

(f) Agencies should evaluate contract proposals for ADR neutrals' services on the 
qualifications of the offeror, but cost alone should not be the controlling factor. s 

2. The Civilian Agency Acquisition Council and Defense Acquisition Regulatory 
Council should be receptive to agency or Administrative Conference proposals for deviations 
from,9 or amendments to, the FAR to adapt procurement procedures to the unique 
requirements of ADR processes, consistent with statutory mandates. 

3. In the absence of appropriate considerations suggesting a different ,f;llocation of costs, 
in minitrials and arbitration the parties customarily should share equally in the costs of the 
neutrals' services. 

reasonably expects to receive at least two offers, no such notice is required. PUb. L. No. 99-
591, October 18, 1986, Title IX, Section 922. 

648 CFR Subpart 13.1. This Subpart allows agencies to make purchases in amounts less 
than $25,000 without following all of the formalities prescribed in the FAR for ordinary 
procurements. If the procurement is for less than $10,000, the agency need not advertise it 
in advance in the Commerce Business Daily. 48 CFR § 5.201(a). None of these provisions 
relieves the agency of its mandate to obtain competition. 

1 48 CFR § 16.504(a)(2). 
848 CFR § 15.605(c), 
9 48 CFR § 1.402. 
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Glossary 

Mediator. A mediator is a neutral third party who attempts to assist parties in 
negotiating the substance of a settlement. A mediator has no authority to make any decisions 
that are binding on either party. 

Convenor/Facilitator. Negotiated rulemakings generally proceed in two phases, one 
using a "convenor" and the other a "facilitator." In the first (convening) phase, a neutral 
called a convenor studies the regulato(y issues, attempts to identify the potentially affected 
interests, and then advises the agency concerning the feasibility of convening representatives 
of these interests to negotiate a proposed rule. If the agency decides to go forward with 
negotiating sessions, the convenor assists in bringing the parties together. In the second 
(negotiating) phase, a neutral called a facilitator manages the meetings and coordinates 
discussions among the parties. When the parties request, a facilitator may act as a mediator, 
assisting the negotiators to reach consensus on the substance of a proposed rule. The roles of 
convenor and facilitator sometimes overlap, and often both functions are performed by the 
same person or persons. Nt'ither a convenor nor a facilitator has authority to make dCl'isions 
that are binding on the agency or on the participating outside parties. 

Netdral Advisor. A minitrial is a structured settlement process in which each party to a 
dispute presents a highly abbreviated summary of its case before senior officia!s of each 
party authorized to settle the case. In this recommendation, it is presumed that the 
government is one party to the dispute. In some (but not all) minitrials, a neutral advisor 
participates by hearing the presentations of the parties and, optionally, providing fUr'iher 
assistance in any subsequent attempt to reach a settlement. Typically, a neutral advisor is :m 
individual selected by the parties. Duties of a neutral advisor may include presiding at the 
presentation, questioning witnesses, mediating settlement negotiations, and rendering an 
advisory opinion to the parties. In no event does a neutral advisor render a decision that is 
binding on any party to a minitrial. 

Arbitrator. An arbitrator is a neutral third party who issues a decision on the issues in 
dispute after receiving evidence and hearing argument from the parties. Arbitration is a less 
formal alternative to adjudication or litigation, and an arbitrator's decision mayor may not 
be binding. Arbitration may be chosen voluntarily by the parties, or it may be required by 
contract or statute as the Ilxclusive dispute resolution mechanism. 
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ACQUIRING THE SERVICES OF NEUTRALS FOR ALTERNATIVE MEANS 
OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND NEGOTIATED RULEMAKING 

GEORGE D. RUTTINGER 

I. 

I NTRODUC'tI ON 

895 

Efficient resolution of disputes inv01ving federal agencies 

s often impeded by th~ formalities of the adjudication or the 

itigation process. In recent years, private parties a~d the fed

ral government have been searching for ways to streamline the 

itigation process by developing alternative means for dispute 

esolution. JJ To this end, the Administrative Conference of the 

nited States ("ACUS"j hus recommended tha.t ar.r'linistrative 

gencies, where not inconsistent with statutGry a)I~~rity, adopt 

lternatives to litigation such as arbitratior. m~Jiation, and 

dnitrials.l.I The various techniques for resolving disputes 

ithout resort to full litigation or adjudicalion are referred to 

s Alternatives Means of Disputes Resolution, or ADR. 

In the sphere of administrative rulemaking, similar trends 

lave developed. In recent years, several agen~ies have experi

lented with a technique referred to as negotiated rulemaking, 

See, ~, Harter, Points On A Continuum: Dispute Resolu
tIOn Procedures and the Administrative Process, Report to 
the Administrative Conference of the United States (June 5, 
1986). 

ACUS Recommendation 86-3, "Agencies' Use of Alternative Means 
of Dispute Resolution", I C.F.R. S 305.86-3. 
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which involves convening potentially interested parties to nego

tiate the details of a proposed rule before it is published for 

notice and comment in accordance with the Administrative Procedur 

Act. JJ ACUS has been instrumental in promoting such experimen

tation through its Recommendations 82-4 and 85-5, both of which 

are entitled "Procedures for Negotiating Proposed Regulations."~/ 

A key figure in the effective working of ADR and negotiated 

rulemaking is the "neutral" who genprally presides at the pro

ceedings and attempts to assist the parties 1n l'eaching a nego

tiated resolution or, in the case of arbitration, issues a deci-

sion on the matter in dispute. The various types of ADR neutrals 

may be summarized as follows: 

Minitrial Neutral Advisors. "A mini trial is a structured 

settlement process in which each side presents a highly abbre

viated summary of its case before senior officials of each party 

authorized to settle the case."iI In some (but not all) mini

trials, a "ne'utral advisor" participates in the minitri.al and 

subsequent efforts to settle the dispute. Typically, the neutral 

advisor is a private individual who is selected by the parties in 

dispute, namely the government agency and the private party or 

parties engaged in litigation or adjudication with the government., 

See, Harter, Neyotiating Regulations: A Cure for Malaise, 
~Geo. L.J. r 1982). 

~ 1 C.F.R. SS 305.82-4 and 85-5. See also, ACUS Recommendation 
84-4, "Negotiated Cleanup of Hazaraous Waste Sites Under 
CERCLA," 1 C.F.R. S 305.84-4. 

it ACUS Recommendation 86-3, 1 C.F.R. '£' 305.86-3. 
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role of the neutral advisor varies, but his duties may include 

siding at the hearing, questioning witnesses, acting as a 

iator during negotiations between the representatives of the 

_igants, and rendering an advisory opinion to the parties. In 

event does the neutral advisor render a decision that is 

.ding on either party to the minitrial. 

Mediators. A mediator is simply a neutral third party who 

_empts to assist parties in negotiating an agreement. A medi

r has no authority to make any decisions that are binding on 

_her party. 

~!9;trators. Arbitration is another f~r~ of litigation or 

~u'hcatjon, without some of the forma] trappings. An arbitrator 

a neutral third party who issues a decision on the arbitration 

~\Ies after receiving evidence and hearing arguments from the 

.ties. The arbitrator's decision mayor may not be binding. 

_it~ation may be voluntary, in which the parties agree to 

:olve the issues in dispute through arbitration, or it may be 

.datory, in which a statute or contract specifies arbitration as 

_ exclusive means for resolving disputes. 

Convl'3nors-Facilitators for Negotiated Rulema!dngs. Negoti

~d rulem,akings generally proceed in two phases. In the first 

~se, a RconvenorR studies the issues presented by the proposed 

~ulation, attempts to identify the interested parties, and then 

vises the agency regarding the feasibility of convening the 

terested parties in an attempt to negotiate a proposed 
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regulation. If the agency decides to go forward with negotiated 

rulemaking, the facilitator then meets with the interested parties 

and attempts to mediate their differences and develop a proposed 

rule. Under the concept put forward by the ACUS recommendations, 

the proposed rule developed through this process is then published 

for notice and comment pursuant to Section 553 of the 

Administrative Procedure Act. The convenor and faCilitator may 

be, and often is, the same person or persons. The 

convenor/facilitator has no authority to make any decisions that 

are binding on the interested parties to the negotiated rUlemaking 

or the agency promulgating the rule. 

One of the by-products of the movement toward ADR and nego

tiated rulemaking is the need for agencies to develop methods for 

identifYlng qualified neutrals ana acquiring their services. This 

proce.;s involves a number of is:sues that will be explnred in this 

report. Amllng those issues are the following: 

1. ~Jalification~. An agency dispute or rulemaking may 
involve technical issues arising under a complex regu
latory scheme. How can agencies insure that neutrals 
that are hired to promote negotiation of settlements 
are qualified to assist the parties in sorting through 
such issues? Are technical expertise and substantive 
knowledge required, or do generic mediation skills 
suf flee? 

2. Procurement proc~dures. Statutes and regulations 
governing procurement of services by federal agencies 
require competition and specify a series of procedural 
steps for ensuring that competition is maximized. In 
some cases, these procedures may be inconsistent with 
the agency's need for expedition in acquiring the ser
vices of an outside neutral. Are there other ways in 
which agencies can acquire neutrals' services expedi
tiously within the competitive system mandated by 
statute and regulation? 

3. Delegation. Most neutrals lack authority to rende~ a 
decision that is binding upon either the agency or 
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private parties. However, in the case of binding arbi
tration, questions continue to be raised about whether 
decisions delegated to executive agencies by Congress 
can be re-delegated to private parties for binding reso
lution. What are the potential "delegation" issues with 
respect to binding forms of ADR, particularly arbitra
tion? 

4. Long-term structural issues. The universe of neutrals 
who have specific experience in the experimental forms 
of ADR and negotiated rulemaking is presently very 
small. If the use of such techniques by agencies 
expands, how can agencies broaden the bdse of indivi
duals or organizations who are available and are 
experienced in the arbi tration/med i at i,m/faci Ii tat ion 
process? Should federal agencies develop a centralized 
roster of neutrals from which all agencies could draw? 
To what extent should the federal government utilize and 
expand the capabilities of government employees in 
dispute resolution? 

This report will explore these and other issues, drawing 

_avily upon the experience of agencies to date. 

II. 

ESTABL I SHIN'i._~~UAL I FleAT IONS 

Potential Criteria 

The qualifications required to serve as a neutral V31-y 

epending upon the nature and complexity of the issues, the type 

f dispute resolution technique employed, and the size and impor

ance of the dispute or regulation to be negotiated. In many 

ases, seeking an ideal combination of qualifications and experi

nce would unduly limit the pool of individuals available to serve 

,s neutrals. For example, only a handful of private parties have 

ctual experience in convening or facilitating the negotiation of 

nvironmental regulations. Thus, in determining the criteria 

pp!icable to selection of a neutral, agencies will need to 
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balance their desire for competence and experience against the 

need to avoid exclusivity. 

There are various levels of training and experience that 

could be considered adequate to perform the function of a neutral 

in a given case: 

1. General dispute resolution experience. Some of 
those contacted in connection with this report 
expressed the view that "mediation is mediation" 
-- that is, a person who has skill and experience 
in mediating disputes can perform the role of a 
neutral, regardless of the substantive issues 
involved. The Federal M~diation and Conciliation 
Service ("FMeS") has responsibility for mediating 
labor disputes under the Labor-Management Relations 
Act of 1947. jj But FMCS labor mediators have per
formed a variety of other dispute resolution 
functions. Recently, an FMCS mediator successfully 
acted as convenor of a negotiated rulemaking for 
the Feder'al Aviation Administration ("FAA") in 
developing proposed regulations concerning flight 
and duty time for aircraft crews.~ 

2. Experience in specific ADR technigu~~. ~5 noted, 
agency experience with ADR and negotiated rule
making has been relatively limited tu date. If the 
selection of neutrals is confined to persons with 
direct experience in these techniques, the fear of 
exclusivity will become a reality. 

3. Technical expertise. There is no denying that it 
would be useful in arbitrating a dispute regarding 
licensing of a pesticide under the Federal Insecti
cide Fungicide and Rodenticide Act to have a degree 
or some formal experience in chemical engineering. 
Similarly, knowledge or experience in the construc
tion industry would aid a neutral in mediating the 
settlement of a construction dispute. Depending 
upon the nature of the issues involved, it mayor 

jj 29 U.S.C. S 173. 

~ See Harter, Regulatory Negotiation: The Experience So Far, 
ReSolve, Conservatlon Foundatlon 6-7 (Wlnter 1984); Perrltt, 
Analysis of Four Negotiated Rulemaking Efforts, 1985 Recom
mendations and Reports of the Administrative Conference 637, 
712-26. 
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may not be necessary to have such technical exper
tise in order to understand and communicate the 
conflicting positions of the disputants in a way 
that will promote settlement. 

4. Knowledge of the statutory/regulatory scheme. 
particularly in regulatory negotiation, familiarity 
with the legal framework in which the regulation is 
being developed may be an important criterion in 
selecting a neutral. In the arbitration setting, 
the Supreme Court upheld mandatory arbitration of 
Medicare claims by employees of private insurance 
carriers in part on the basis that agency regula
tions required such arbitrators to possess "a 
thorough knowledge of the Medicare program and the 
statutory authority and regulations upon which it 
is based • • • ."JJ 

5. "Absolute Neutrality". Screening out potential 
neutrals who have a personal or financial interest 
in the proceeding will always be an important step 
in the selection process. But some agencies have 
gone beyond such basic conflict-0f-i~·~rest con
siderations by insisting upon neut.!.;:s wh" have 
no past or present affiliation with J-r s!1e of 
the controversy. Such insistence upn "absolute 
neutrality" could be an extremely liwlting q~ali
fication, particularly since many of l ~I" 1· ... \ ~I)ns 
who are most knowledgeable in a give~. :-eg.J!atory 
scheme have been affiliated with eith~' guvprnment 
or private industry, and sometimes bot~. 

2. Agency Experience 

1. Mini trials 

a. Corps of Engineers 

901 

The agency that has had the most experience with mini trials 

is the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. JJ In its Engineer Circular 

JJ Schwieker v. McClure, 456 U.S. 188, 199 (1982) (emphasis 
in original). 

JJ See Ruttinger, Army Corps of Engineers Settles $45 Million 
Claim at Mlnitrlal, AlternatIves to the HIgh Cost of LItI
gation, Center for Public Resources, vol. 3, no. 8 (August 
1985). 
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No. 27-1-3, dated September 23, 1985, the Corps has set forth 

detailed guidelines for the use of mini trials, together with a 

model ftMinitrial Agreement".~ The Engine~r Circular specifies 

that the mini trial neutral advisor "must be an impartial third 

party with experience in government contracting and litiga

tion."~ In the two mini trials that the Corps has successfully 

completed to date, it has used a retired judge from the United 

States Court of Claims and a university professor of government 

contracts law as neutral advisors. Corps attorneys who are 

responsible for the minitrial program have stated their desire, at 

least at the initial stages of the minitrial program, to utilize 

neutral advisors who have no present or past affiliation with 

either the government or private construction r.ontractors. This 

means that in the short term, the pool of persons who have the 

requisite neutrality and government contracts exper~.se to serve 

as neutral advisors for Corps of Engineers minitrails will be 

limited. 

b. Department of Justice 

On June 19, 1986, the Commercial Litigation Branch of the 

Department of Justice issued a "Policy Concerning the Use of 

Mini-trials,"lJ/ which encouraged Branch attorneys "to assess 

cases assigned to them for the potential for resolution by 

~ A copy of the Corps Circular, together with the model agree
ment, is reproduced as Appendix A to this Report. 

~ Engineer Circular No. 27-1-3 at 3. 

lJ/ Copy of this Policy is reproduced as Appendix B to this 
Report. 
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ni-trial •••• "~ The Policy provides that, where appropri

e, the parties may agree upon a neutral advisor to assist the 

nagement officials in resolution of the dispute. With respect 

the qualifications of the neutral advisor, the Policy states as 

llows: 

The neutral advisor should be a person with either 
legal or substantive knowledge in a relevant field. The 
neutral advisor should have no prior involvement in the 
dispute or the litigation and must possess no interest 
in the result of the mini-trial.~ 

c. Department of the Navy 

The Department of the Navy has emb"rked upon the experimental 

~e of mini trials to resolve disputes arising under Navy con

acts. The Navy has expressed a preference for utilizing admin

:tratlve judges from the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals 

"ASBCA") to serve as neutral advisors. The ASBCA is one of the 

rums designated by the Contract Disputes Act of 1978~ to 

nduct hearings and render decisions on disputes arising under 

vernment. contracts. However, in its first minitric1~. of a 

~ntract dispute, the Navy utilized the services of tllt same 

liversity professor of government contracting who had earlier 

~en employed by the Corps of Engineers as a neutral advisor. 

Commercial Litioation Branch Policy Concerning the Use of 
Mini-trials (June 19, 1986) at 1. 

rd. at 3. 

41 U.S.C. § 601 ~ ~. 
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d. Department of Energy 

The Energy Department has conducted a mini trial on a contrac 

claim in which the neutral advisor was a former ASBCA judge who 

was practicing government contracts law with a private firm.~ 

2. Negotiated Rulemakings 

Neutrals for "reg neg" procedures have come from several 

sources. In some cases, agencies have tapped the private sector 

for convenors and facilitators. In other cases, government 

personnel, including an FMCS mediator and a staff attorney for th 

rUlemaking agency, have performed these functions. 

a. Department of Interior 

In January 1986, the Department of Interior issued a Request 

for Proposals for convening and facilitation services for negoti

ated rulemaking on air quality regulations for the California 

Outer Continental Shelf ("OCS"). The evaluation factors for this 

award are detailed, and include specific ability and achievement 

as a facilitator, knowledge of the Outer Continental Shelf Oil an 

Gas Program and the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act, understand' 

ing of the needs of the Department of Interior and other parties 

~ It is also possible to conduct a mini trial without utilizing 
a neutral advisor at all.. This was done to resolve a con
tract dispute between the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration and TRW Inc. See "Mini trial Successfully 
Resolves NASA-TRW Dispute," The Legal Times (September 6, 
1982), p. 19. 

I, 
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o the rulemaking, general dispute resolution skills, and "prac

ical knowledge of the convening/facilitating process."~ 

b. Council on Environmental Quality 

In April 1986, the Executive Office of the President, on 

_half of the Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ"), issued a 

equest for Proposals ("RFP") for an indefinite quantity contract 

o supply various types of services in connection with negotiated 

ulemaking, including convening, facilitating, documenting, 

esource support, analytic support, and training. The RFP speci

ied that the overall purpose of the contract is "to assist EPA, 

EQ, and other participating agencies with joint projects in the 

rea of regulatory negotiations."~ In setting forth evaluation 

riteria for award, the solicitation states that technical propo

als will be evaluated in part according to "the availability of 

n appropriate disciplinary mix of environmental scientists and 

echnicians to accomplish tasks required under the scope of 

ork. AJ...1I 

One of the successful offerors in the CEQ procurement, the 

"onservation Foundation, proposed a team approach in which each 

egulatory negotiation would be staffed by a "s~nior dispute 

esolution professional" and appropriate technical personnel 

solicitation No. 3292, January 4, 1986, S M-2. Section M of 
the Solicitation, "Evaluation Factors for Award,~ is repro
duced as Appendix C to this Report. 

Solicitation No. EOPOA-86-05, April 10, 1986, S C.2, p. 13. 

Id. 5 M.l. Section M of the Solicitation, "Evaluation 
Factors for Award," is reproduced as Appendix D to this 
Report. 
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selected in consultation with the agency.2J/ The Foundation's 

proposal provided the following rationale for combining mediation 

and technic~l expertise: 

It is hard to imagine an environmental mediator being effec- ' 
tive unless he or she has some expertise in the substance and 
the history of the issues at hand and, therefore, some under
standing of the implications that various "process" choices 
have on the parties, e.g. in helping the affected interests 
decide how best to represent themselves, how to define the 
scope of issues to be negotiated, or what protocols to adop"t. 
The stability both of the process and of a consensus agree
ment, if reached, is increased when the parties make these . 
decisions in a well informed way.~ 

During negotiations leading up to contract award, the agen

cies (CEQ and EPA) took the position that inclusion of technical 

personnel on the regulatory negotiation team would not be accept

able. The ration~le for the agencies' position was that while 

dispute resolution process skills are critical to the success of a 

negotiated rulemaking, technical expertise is not only unnecessary 

but, in some cases, counterproductive. Officials in charge of 

EPA's negotiated rulemaking project believe that if the negoti

ating group feels that it needs the assistance of a technical 

expert, the group itself should select that expert. 

3. Surrunary 

From the foregoing, it appears that during the experimental 

stages of ADR and negotiated rulemaking, agencies have sometimes 

opted for rather restrictive definitions of the qualifications 

2J/ Conservation Foundation, Technical Proposal EOPOA-86-05 -
Regulatory Negotiation Support Services, May 28, 1986, p. 7. 

~ Id. 
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quired for neutrals. In some of the early regulatory negoti

.ions, agencies have sought neutrals vith a combination of skills 

lat only very fev individuals possess, including specific expe

ence in facilitation of negotiated rulemakings and technical 

.pertise in the subject matter of the rulemaking proceeding. In 

_me cases, organizations have been able to respond to these 

~manding requirements through a -team approach," in which the 

'.ills of dispute resolution personnel and technical experts are 

~mbined. The agency that has the most experience in regulatory 

egotiation, the EPA, has consciously eschewed technical expertise 

~ a criterion for selection of neutrals and has emphasized 

eneric dispute resolution skills as the controlling factor. 

In the case of the Corps of Engineers minitrial program, the 

orps has consciously selected neutral advisors 'ilho are both 

truly neutral" and expert in government contracts law applicable 

o the disputes. One goal of this approach is to isolate the 

.initrial process from political criticism at the early stages of 

ts development. As the program progresses and the use of mini

rials becomes more routine, the qualifications may be loosened, 

hus broadening the pool of available neutrals. 

Qualifications Reguired by Government Dispute Resolution 
Agencies 

1. Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service 

The basic statutory charter of FMCS is set forth in Section 

_03 of the Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947: 

It shall be the duty of the Service, in order to 
prevent or minimize interruptions of the free flow of 
commerce growing out of labor disputes, to assist par
ties to labor disputes in industries affecting commerce 
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to settle such disputes through conciliation and 
mediation • .ut 

PMCS employs approximately 240 mediators, stationed at 75 

separate locations. The basic qualification for employment as an 

PMCS mediator is seven years experience in collective bargaining 

and/or labor-management relations. PMCS operates an intensive in

house training program for its mediators. 

2. Community Relations Service 

The function of the Community Relations Service ("eRS") is: 

To provide assistance to communities and persons 
therein in resolving disputes, disagreements, or diffi
culties relating to discriminatory practices based on 
race, color, or national origin which impair the rights 
of persons in such communities under the Constitution or 
laws of the United States or which affect or may affect 
interstate commerce.~ 

CRS employs a total of 60 to 70 "conciliators" in its ten 

regional offices. There are no specified qualifications for 

entry-level conciliators, and most of the traini~g is on-the-job. 

D. Rosters Maintained By Private Organizations 

1. American Arbitration Association ("AAA") 

The AAA maintains panels from which arbitrators may be chosen 

by parties who have agreed to arbitrate a dispute or disputes. 

The AAA has established separate panels of arbitrators for use in 

various types of commercial disputes. For example, for disputes 

.ut 29 U.S.C. 5 173. Under the Health Care Amendments of 1974, 
PMCS is authorized to provide conciliation services to avert 
or minimize work stoppages in the health care industry. 
29 U.S.C. S 183. 

J..U 42 U.S.C. S 2000g-1. 
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arising under construction contracts, the AAA maintains a Con

struction Industry Panel. Members of the Construction Industry 

Panel are persons recommended by the National Construction 

Industry Arbitration Committee as "qualified to serve by virtue of 

their experience in the construction field."~ 

Federal agencies have from time to time used the AAA as a 

resource in establishing arbitration programs. F6r example, under 

the terms of the Superfund Statute, disputes arising out of claims 

against the fund are resolved by a Board of Arbitrators appointed 

.,by the President • .LV The Act provides that each member of the 

Board "shall be selected through utilization of the procedures of 

the American Arbitration Association.n~ 

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act 

(-FIFRA") authorizes the Environmental Protection Agency to use 

research data submitted by one manufacturer to register pesticides 

submitted by another manufacturer. The Act further provides that 

a manufacturer who depends upon data submitted by another firm to 

obtain registration must compensate that other firm, and that any 

disputes over the amount of compensation will be resolved through 

binding arbitration under the auspices of FMCS.L2I The statute 

requires that FMCS appoint an arbitrator from a roster of 

American Arbitration Association, Construction Industry 
Arbitration Rules (January 1, 1986) at 3. 

Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Lia
bility Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. S 9612(4)(A). 

Id. 

FIFRA, S 3(c)(1)(D)(ii), 7 U.S.C. S 136a(C)(1)(D)(ii). 
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arbitrators maintained by the Service, and that the procedures an 

rules of the Service shall be applicable. In turn, FMCS regu

lations have adopted the roster of arbitrators maintained by the 

AAA to resolve FIFRA compensation disputes and have designated 

that the AAA rules and procedures shall be used.~ The Supreme 

Court upheld the FIFRA arbitration provision against consti

tutional challenge in Thomas v. Union Carbide Agricultu,ral 

Products Co.L1I 

2. center for Public Resources ("CPR") 

CPR is a private non-profit organization that is devoted to 

promoting the use of ADR to resolve commercial disputes, as well 

as disputes between private parties and the government. In 

furtherance of this purpose, CPR maintains a list of distinguishe. 

persons who are available to serve as mediators, arbitrators, or 

neutral advisors in resolving disputes through ADR. The CPR 

roster is a blue ribbon group consisting largely of retired 

federal judges, former cabinet officers, and other dignitaries. 

E. Conclusion 

Because the substantive and procedural aspects of ADR vary 

significantly from case to case, it would be virtually impossible 

to develop a generalized set of qualifications applicable to all 

dispute resolution proceedings. Rather, agencies will need to 

take a practical approach to the selection of neutrals, balancing 

~ 29 C.F.R. S 1440.1. 

L1I _ U.S. _, 105 S.Ct. 3325 (1985). 
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~he demands of the specific ADR proceeding against the long-range 

leed to develop a broader base of experienced neutrals from which 

to draw. While the diversity of proceedings makes specific advice 

hazardous, certain general guidelines can be gleaned from agency 

experience to date: 

(1) Generic dispute resolution skills are an important 
prerequisite in most cases; insistence upon specific 
experience in the ADR process being pursued, however, 
many unnecessarily exclude persons whose general 
mediation skills are transferable to other contexts. 

(2) r'a:miliarity with the applicable statutory and regulatory 
sc:ileme is generally desirable, particularly in nego
tiated rulemaking. 

(3) Technical expertise should be required only when the 
substantive issues are so complex that the neutral could 
not effectively understand and cOlnmunicate the parties' 
positions without in-depth technical knowledge. 

(4) }.voiding conflicts of interest is important, but 
requiring "absolute neutrality" may unduly restrict 
the field of potential neutrals to retired judges or 
university professors. 

III. 

PROCUREMENT ISSUES 

A. The Federal ACquisition System 

In some circumstances, it may be possible for agencies to 

retain neutrals as experts, consultants, or special employees.~ 

In most cases, however, neutrals' services must be acquired 

through contracting with the private individual or organization. 

Federal procurement of goods and services is a highly regu

lated form of contracting. The principal statutes are the Armed 

~ ~ discussion in Section 111.D.4., infra. 
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Services Procurement Act,~ which governs military procurements, 

and the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 

1949,JJj which governs procurements by civilian agencies. These 

statutes have undergone substantial revision in recent years, 

principally by the competition in contracting Act of 1984 

("CICA").JLV ClCA mandates that as a general rule, federal agen

cies conducting a procurement for property or services "shall 

obtain full and open competition through the use of competitive 

procedures •••• "~ Prior to ClCA, the Armed Services 

Procurement Act and Federal Property and Administrative Services 

Act expressed a preference for formally advertised procurements, 

in which competitors submit sealed bids and the lowest "responsiv~ 

and responsible" bidder wins the contract. The prior statutes 

provided that agencies could negotiate a contract rather than 

engage in formal advertising if one of 17 exceptions were present; 

one of those exceptions was contracts for "personal or pro-

fessional ser'vices.".l...1I 

J..l./ 10 U.S.C. S 2201 et ~ (1982), as amended by pub. L. No. 
98-369, Title VIr~98 Stat. 1175. 

41 U.S,C',S 251 ~ ~ (1982), as amended by Pub. L. No. 
98-369, Tlt1e VII, 98 Stat. 1175. 

Pub. L. No. 98-369, Title VII, 98 Stat. 1175. Other major 
procurement reform statutes of recent vintage include the 
Small Business and Federal Procuremel'lt Competition Enhance
ment Act of 1984, pub. L. No. 98-577, and the Defense 
Procurement Reform Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-525. 

Id., S 303(a)(1). 

Armed Services Procurement Act, 10 U.S.C. S 230Ha)(4) 
(1982). 
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CICA mandates full and open competition in any form, whether 

t be by formal advertisirlg or l'Iegotiation • .ti.I The Act further 

rovides th~t agen~ies may use procedures other than competition 

n1y when one of seven spe~ific exceptions exists. These excep

~ons include situations when "the property or services needed by 

he executive agencies are available from only one responsible 

ource and no other type of property or services will satisfy the 

eeds of the executive agency.. "or "the executive agency's 

eed for the property or services is of such an unusual and 

ompelling urgency that the government would be seriously injured 

nless the executive agency is permitted to limit the number of 

~ources from which it solicits bids or proposals ••• • "J2J 

rocurements under one of the seven exceptions to competition are 

eferred to as "sole source." CICA eliminated the former excep

_ion for procurements of personal and professional services. 

CICA now refers to formal advertising as "sealed bids." 
Under the statute, sealed bids are appropriate in the 
following circumstances: 

(i) time permits the solicitation, submission, and 
evaluation of sealed bids; 

(ii) the award will be made on the basis of price and 
other factors; 

(iii) it is not necessary to conduct discussions with 
the responding sources about their bids; and 

(iv) there is a reasonable expectation of receiving more 
than one sealed bid. 

41 U.S.C. S 253(a)(2)(A); 10 U.S.C. S 2304(a){2)(A). See 
also, 48 C.F.R. S 6.401{a) (l)-(4). 

,ll/ Id., § 303{c) (1) Eo (2). 
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Under the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act,~ both 

military and civilian agency procurements are governed by a 

unified regulatory system, the Federal Acquisition Regulation 

(FAR").~ The FAR sets forth detailed procedures for conducting 

federql agency procurements. For any proc~rement over $10,000, 

agencies must publish a synopsis of th~ proposed procurement in 

the Commerce Business Daily ("CBD") at least 15 days in advance of 

issuing the solicitation.~ After the CBD synopsis, agencies 

must allow at least 30 days response time for receipt of bids or 

proposals.~ The agency's evaluations of bids or proposals 

usually takes a minimum of 30 days, although no minimum time is 

specified in the regulation. Thus, a competitive procurement 

under the procedures specified by FAR can be expected to take a 

minimum of two to three months. 

The FAR also specifies procedures for sole source procure

ments -- that is, non-competitive procurements conducted under one 

of the seven exceptions established by CICA. In order to conduct 

a sole source procurement, the agency's contracting officer must 

provide a written justification for negotiating with only one 

LV 41 U.S.C. S 405(a). 

~ 48 C.F.R., Chapter 1, Parts 1-53. Each agency has promul
gated supplements to the FAR to deal with that agency's 
unique acquisition problems. See,~, DOD FAR Supplement, 
48 C.P.R. Chapter 2. 

~ 48 C.F.R. S 5.201(a) and S 5.203(a). The requirement for a 
CBD synopsis is imposed by the Small Business Act, 15 U.S.C. 
S 637(c) and the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act, 
41 U.S.C. S 416. 

~ 48 C.P.R. S 5.204(b). 
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ource and must obtain the approval of his superiors in the pro

urement chain, at an increasingly higher level depending upon the 

ize of the procurement.~ The justification must contain, among 

ther things, an identification of the statutory authority for 

roceeding on a basis other than full and open competition; a 

emonstration that "the proposed contractor's unique qualifi-

at ions or the nature of the acquisition requires use of the 

uthority cited;" a description of efforts made to ensure soli

"itation of offers "from as many potential sources as practic

_ble;" and a determination that the anticipated cost of the 

overnment will be wfair and reasonable."~ In addition, the 

-ontracting officer must conduct a "market survey" to determine 

~hether other qualified sources capable of satisfying the 

~overnment's requirement exists.~ The written justification for 

a sole source procur~went is public information that is available 

for inspection by disappointed bidders, among others.j~ 

The competitive requirements of CICA are enforceable through 

a number of different actions available to disappointed bidders or 

offerors. An interested party who alleges a violation of a pro

curement statute or regulation may file a protest with the Comp

troller General.~ When such a protest is filed, the agency must 

~ 48 C.F.R. 55 6.303-2, 6.304. 

.LV 48 C.F.R. 5 6.303-2(a). 

~ 48 C.F.R. 55 6.303-2(a)(8), 7.101. 

.LV 48 C.F.R. 5 6.305(1) • 

ll/ 31 U.S.C. 5 3552. 
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suspend award or performance of the contract until the protest ha~ 

been decided, unless the head of the agency finds that award or 

performance is warranted because of "urgent and compelling cir-

curnstances."~ For procurements of automatic data processing 

equipment, such protests, with similar suspension provisions, may 

be filed with the General Services Board of Contract Appeals.~ 

In addition, under the Federal Court Improvements Act of 1982, 

disappointed bidders or offerors may seek to enjoin award of a 

contract allegedly tainted by illegal action by filing suit in the 

U.S. Claims Court.~ Traditionally, federal district courts have 

also entertained suits to enjoin the award or performance of 

federal contracts when the agency allegedly violated its mandate 

to promote full and open competition.~ 

B. Issues in Contracting for Neutrals' Services 

The overriding requirement of free and open competition, 

together with the detailed acquisition procedures prescribed by 

the FAR, raise a number of issues when agencies seek to acquire 

the services of neutrals. The first and most obvious issue is 

time. For any procurement over $10,000, a notice of the 

31 U.S.C. S 3553. 

40 U.S.C. s 759(h). 

28 U.S.C. S 1491(a)(3). 

See, Control Data Corporation v. Baldrige, 655 F.2d 283 (D.C. 
err.), cert. denied, 454 U.S. 881 (1981); Merriam v. Kunzig, 
476 F.2d 1233 (3rd Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 911 (1973); 
Scanwell Laboratories, Inc. v. Shaffer, 424 F.2d 859 (D.C. 
Cir. 1970). 
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olicitation must be placed in the CBD, the agency must wait 15 

ays before issuing the solicitation, and 30 days must pass before 

ids or offers can be received. When the time for evaluating 

roposals is added, the process consumes a minimum of two to three 

onths. Practically speaking, most fully competitive negotiated 

rocurements take several months. In the case of the competitive 

rocurement for convening and facilitating services conducted by 

he Department of Interior in connection with the California Outer 

'ontinental Shelf rulemaking, the entire procurement process, from 

revelopment of the terms of the solicitation through the award of 

he contract, took over a year. 

The protracted nature of the standard procurement process is 

.ften inconsistent with the goals of AnR and negotiated rule

uaking. The very purpose of ADR is to avoid the delays inherent 

in the normal litigation process. Introducing several months of 

_e1ay while the services of a neutral are procured cuuld be viewed 

_s self-defeating. Similarly, a lengthy acquisition process for 

~he convenor or facilitator may be unacceptable when an agency is 

seeking to expedite the development of rules affecting the 

environment or health and safety. 

A second problem is that, as discussed above, the requirement 

of "full and open competition" may be inconsistent with the 

agency's need to acquire the services of a neutral who meets a 

number of specific criteria. Particularly at the formative stages 

of ADR and negotiated rulemaking, there are only a handful of 

individuals and organizations that have the combination of speci

fic experience in the procedure plus technical expertise in the 
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substantive issues. To the extent such qualities are important t_ 

successful resolution of the issue, the field of available 

neutrals may be very limited, until further experience results a 

development of a broad~r base. In the case of neutral advisors 

for minitrials, the fact that the neutral is generally selected by 

agreement between the private party and the government may mean 

that there is only one "qualified source." Yet the market sur

veys, sole source determinations, and gamut of agency approvals 

required by Parts 6 and 7 of the FAR may make it difficult for an 

agency to proceed on a sale source basis in a timely fashion.~ 

A third issue arises with respect to the consideration of 

price in the evaluation of proposals. CICA mandates that th~ con

tract will be awarded to the "responsible source whose proposal 

was most advantageous to the United States, considering only price 

and the other factors included in the solicitation.n~ One of 

the principal purposes of full and open competition is to obtain 

the lowest available price for the federal government.~ The 

requirement of some form of price competition may be inconsistent 

with the need to obtain the services of neutrals who have the 

requisite experience and reputation, as well as the neutrality, to 

~ In addition, the Comptroller General has stated that sole 
source procurements under CICA will be closely scrutinized. 
Daniel H. Wagner Associates, Inc., 8-220633, 86-1 CPD , 166 
(Feb. 18, 1986); WSI Corp., 8-220025, 85-2 CPD , 626 (Dec. 4, 
1985) • 

~ Pub. L. No. 98-369, S 2711(d)(4), 41 U.S.C. S 253(b)(d)(4). 

~ See Control Data Corporation v. Baldrige, supra note 50, 
655 F.2d at 295. 
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gain the confidence of the parties and bring delicate negotiations 

to a satisfactory ccnclusion.~ The FAR is at least of some help 

in this regard because it recognizes that price competition may 

not be appropriate in certain circumstances, including 

acquisitions of "professional services": 

While the lowest price or lowest total cost to 
the Government is properly the deciding factor in many 
source selections, in certain acquisitions the Govern
ment ~ay select the source whose proposal offers the 
greatest value to the Government in terms of perform
ance and other factors. This may be the case, for 
example, in the acquisition of research and develop
ment or professional services, or when cost-reimburse
ment cont.racting is anticipated • .uJ 

Finally, ~9me of those contacted in connection with this 

study expressed concern that the services of neutrals could be 

considered "personal services." As a general rule, the government 

must secure personal services through employment rather than 

contract. Agencies are not permitted to award personal services 

contracts in the absence of specific statutory authorization • .uJ 

These restrictions do not appear to be a significant concern under 

the regulatory definition of "non-personal services contract": 

[A] contract in which the personnel rendering services 
are not subject, either by the contract's terms or by 
the manner of its administration, to the supervision and 

~ Acquisition of the services of neutrals is at least roughl¥ 
parallel to procurement of architect/engineer services, WhlCh 
is governed by the Brooks Act. 40 U.S.C. 5S 541-44. The 
Brooks Act provides that "the agency head shall negotiat~ a 
contract with the highest qualified firm for architectural 
and engineering services at compensation which the agency 
head determines is fair and reasonable to the Government." 
40 U.S.C. 5 544{a) (emphasis added) • 

.uJ 48 C.F.R. S 15.605(c). 

~ 48 C.F.R. 5 37.104(a), (b). 
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control usually prevailing in relationships between the 
Government and its employees.~ 

Since neutrals by definition act independently and are subject to 

no one's supervision, their services can generally be regarded as 

"non-personal.R~ 

~. Case Studies 

1. Corps of Engineers Minitrials 

The mini trial has several distinctive features that dictate 

the procurement procedures to be followed. First, a mini trial is 

by definition an extremely abbreviated hearing before senior 

executives of the two parties and the neutral advisor, if .one is 

employed. Under the Corps' model mini trial agreement, the pro

ceeding is scheduled to last two days, with a limited period for 

negotiating a settlement thereafter.~ Second, the government 

and the private party to the dispute generally share the cost of 

~ 48 C.F.R. S 37.101. 

~ See 61 Compo Gen. 69, 72-74 (1981) (agency authorized to 
contract for legal services because law firm acted as an 
independent contractor and was not subject to agency super
vision). 

~ En9ineer Circular No. 27-1-3 at A-8. The first Corps mini
trial required two days of hearings while the second lasted 
approximately three days. ~ Army Engineers Succeed in 
First Minitrial, Alternatives to the High Cost of Litigation, 
Center for Public Resources, vol. 3, no. 3 at 1 (March 1985); 
Ruttinger, Army Corps of Engineers Settles $45 Million Claim 
at Minitrial, Alternatives to the High Cost of Litigation, 
Center for Public Resources, vol. 3, no. 8 at 1 (August 
1985). 
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the neutral advisor's services.~ Third, the agency and the 

private party must agree on 'the selection of the neutral. 

921 

Given the first two factors (the abbreviated nature of the 

minitrial and equal sharing of costs by the private parties), 

acquisition of the ~ervices of the neutral advisor should seldom 

if ever cost the government more than $10,000, at least at current 

prices. This means that some of the formalities of the procure

ment process can be dispensed with. Procurements under $10,000 

need not be advertised in the CBD.JJJ In addition, the low-dollar 

amount of neutral advisor acquisitions means that agencies can 

avail themselves of the small purchase procedures (under $25,000) 

of FAR Part 13.1. These procedures allow the agencies to procure 

on a more informal basis, such as soliciting quotations orally 

rather. than through a formal request for proposals. The Corps 

used the s~all purchase procedures, without a CBD announcement, in 

acquiring the services of neutral advisors for both of its prior 

minitrials. The Department of the Navy used the same procedure in 

retaining a neutral advisor for its mini trial of a cost allow

ability dispute. 

2. Department of Interior OCS Negotiated Rulemaking 

As noted above, the Department of Interior used full competi

tive procedures to acquire convening/facilitating services for 

regulatory negotiation of environmental rules applicable to the 

~ Engineer Circular No. 27-1-3 at A-4, V 6. 

,ll/ 48 C.F.R. S 5.201(a). 
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California OCS development. This involved the development and 

issuance of a 62-page request for proposals, which detailed the 

nature and scope of the services to be provided as well as the 

evaluation factors for award. An announcement of the solicitation· 

was published in advance in the CBD. Seven firms submitted offers 

on the solicitation, followed by detailed evaluation and negotia

tions. Ultimately, a cost-reimbursement type contract was awarded 

to the Mediation Institute of Seattle, Washington. 

The evaluation factors for award in the solicitation focused 

upon the experience and technical expertise of the offerors. 

Points were assigned to each of the five separate categories, 

comprising experience (30 points), understanding of the problem 

(25 points), dispute resolution skills (25 points), technical 

approach (10 points), and personnei staffing (10 points). No 

numerical weight was assigned to the cost proposal. The solici

tation stated as follows: 

In evaluating proposals for a cost reimbursement type 
contract, estimated costs of contract performance and 
proposed fees will not be considered as controlling 
factors, since in this type of contract advance esti
mates of costs may not provide valid indicators of final 
actual costs. There is no requirement that cost reim
bursement type contracts be awarded on the basis of 
either (a) the lowest proposed cost, (b) the lowest 
proposed fee, or (c) the lowest total estimated cost 
plus proposed fee • .1. . .l./ 

The solicitation went on to state that the cost proposal was 

required to reflect a "realistic and reasonable approach" to the 

contract. 

~ Solicitation No. 3292, S M-3, pp. 66-62. ~ 48 C.F.R. 
S 15.605(d}. 
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3. CEQ Procurement of Regulatory Negotiating Services 

a. Historical Background 

923 

EPA has been one of the most active agencies in promoting 

egulatory negotiation. EPA has several Rreg negs" in process and 

las used the procedure to complete two sets of regulations: non

~onformance penalties under Section 206(g) of the Clean Air Act 

_nd pesticide exemptions under Section 18 of the FIFRA • .u./ !n the 

~ase of the nonconformance penalties rulemaking, EPA employed the 

services of ER~-McGlennon Associates as the convenor/facili-

tator.~ In the second rulemaking, regarding pesticide exemp

tions, ERM-McGlennon Associates was used as the convenor, but the 

facilitator was an employee of EPA's Office of General Counsel. 

In acquiring the services of the outside convenor/facilitator, EPA 

utilized a basic ordering agreement, which is a form of 

contracting described in FAR Subpart 16.7. 

b. The CEQ Procurement 

In April 1986, CEQ undertook to acquire convening, facili

tating and related services for use by EPA in its ongoing regu

latory negotiation project, and by other agencies interested in 

launching similar projects. CEQ did so pursuant to its statutory 

role as a clearinghouse for hiring experts and consultants in 

.u./ See Perritt, Analysis of Four Negotiated Rulemaking Efforts, 
I985 Recommendations and Reports of the Adrninlstrative Con
ference 637, 726-745. 

~ Mr. McGlennon was an experienced environmental mediator and 
former administrator of EPA Region 1. 
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furtherance of environment policy.~ The procurement was con

ducted by a contracting officer for the Executive Offi:e of the 

President (WEOP"). The EOP synopsized the solicitation in the 

CBD, and received some 200 requests for the RFP. Ultimately, 

however, only four organizations submitted offers. 

The RFP solicited proposals on seven different categories of 

convening, facilitating, and related services.~ The RFP contem

plated the award of one or more indefinite quantity contracts for 

a one-year period, plus two option years. Under the terms of the 

RFP, the agency could have awarded separate contracts for each of 

the seven different types of services. In fact, one contract was 

awarden for six categories of services to the Conservation Foun

dation, a nonprofit environmental research organization, and a 

separate contract for the seventh category was awarded to the 

National Institute for Dispute Resolution (qNIDR"). While the RFP 

described the regulatory negotiation project as arising out of the 

program initiated by EPA, the terms of the RFP made clear that the 

services being procured were for the purpose of assisting EPA, the 

Office of Environmental Quality (WOEQ") and "other participating 

agencies w with joint projects in regulatory negotiations. 

c. The Request for Proposals 

Under the terms of the RFP, offerors were to propose a roster 

of professionals who would be available to perform the various 

~ 42 U.S.C. S 4343. 

iii These services included convening, facilitating, documenting, 
reSOurce support, analytic support, and training. 
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'ervices called for under the contract. These categories included 

'professional," defined as convenors, facilitators, analysts, and 

rainers, and "administrative personnel," defined as documentors, 

ireo~ support staff, resource support staff, and management/ 

'lerical positions. For each category and subcategory of per-

onnel, the offeror was to propose a base period hourly rate, and 

ates for the first and sec~lld options under the contract. The 

.fferors were also required to propose percentage ceiling rates 

for such items as fringe benefits, overhead, general and admini

·trative expense, and profit/fee. As required by the regulations 

~overning indefinite quantity contracts,i2/ the RFP specified a 

.inimum order quantity of $5,000 and maximum of $175,000. 

The evaluation section of the RFP made it clear that each of 

the seven discrete categories of services (i.e., convening, facil

itating, document support, etc.) would be evaluated separately. 

The EOP reserved the right to award separate contracts for each 

category or more than one contract for a given category. The 

evaluation factors were stated as follows: 

The Technical proposals will be evaluated according to 
the offeroris understanding of the requirements of the 
Solicitation and the availability of an appropriate 
disciplinary mix of environmental scientists and tech
nicians to accomplish tasks required under the scope of 
work. • • • The Technical Proposal will also be rated 
as to the approach, methodology, and accuracy of Work 
Plan for the Benchmark Task Order. 

i2/ 48 C.F.R. 516.504(a)(1). 
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The Cost Proposal will be evaluated according to the 
relative costs set forth in the tables prepared in 
accordance with Section B of the RFP.~ 

The RFP contained a "benchmark task order" describing a hypo

thetical EPA negotiated rulemakin9.~ Each offeror was required 

to submit a work plan outlining the offeror's proposed approach, 

staffing, management plan, and schedule for this hypothetical tas. 

order. 

under the terms of the indefinite quantity contract, work is 

commissioned on particular regulatory negotiations through the 

issuance of task orders. The task order defines the scope of the 

work required, the estimated period of performance, and the esti

mated level of effort.~ Within the time period specified in 

each task order (expected to be e week or two), the contractor is 

required to submit a proposed work plan outlining the co;,tractor's 

objectives, approach, statement of work, deliverables, staffing 

arrangements, management plan, schedule, and cost/price assump

tions.~ The contractor is also required to submit a separate 

cust analysis providing a breakdown of costs and specifying the 

type of contract desired, i.e., firm fixed-price. cost plus fixed

fee, or labor hour. It is contemplated that the agency can 

negotiate with the contractor regarding each aspect of the work 

~ solicitation No. EOPOA-86-0S, S M.l, p. 85. 

~ The Benchmark Task Order is reproduced as Appendix E to this 
Report. 

~ Solicitation No. EOPOA-86-0S, S !i.9, p. 27. 

~ The Benchmark Task Order in the RFP states that a firm fixed
price order is anticipated. 
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plan, including the personnel who are proposed. The RFP 

specifically states that the government reserves the right "to 

award the task orders in any order, or not to award.·~ 

927 

In the eyes of the EOP, CEQ, and EPA, the principal advantage 

to this indefinite quantity contract is its flexibility. Rather 

than having to go through a fully competitive process for each and 

every regulatory negotiation, the EOP conducted a competitive 

procurement for the initial indefinite quantity contract. Under 

the terms of the contract, task orders can be issued and nego

tiated with the contractor for each separate rulemaking within a 

matter of weeks, thus shortening the period required to engage the 

services of a convenor or facilitator. By engaging groups like 

the Conservation Federation and National Institute for Dispute 

Resolution, CEQ, EPA, and other agencies have ready access to the 

rosters of experienced professionals th~t those groups have 

retained as employees or subcontractors. 

4. Use of Government "Neutrals" 

Another possibility for obtaining services of neutrals is to 

utilize government personnel. This has been done in at least two 

cases: the F~~ negotiated rulemaking regarding flight and duty 

time for aircraft crews and the EPA's regulatory negotiation 

regarding pesticide exemptions. In the former case, a mediator 

from FMCS was employed as the convenor/facilitator; in the latter 

case, an employee from the EPA's Office of General Counsel was 

~ solicitation No. EOPOA-86-05, S H.9, p. 28. 
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used. In addition, OSHA is now undertaking its second negotiated 

rulemaking with the intent of using an FMCS mediator.2J/ 

D. Evaluation of Technigues 

1. Full Competitive Procurement 

The most straightforward approach to acquiring the services 

of a neutral is that utilized by the Department of Interior for 

the California OCS rulemaking. The agency conducted an open com

petition for the contract in which seven offerors submitted pro

posals. The agency also ensured that a qualified source would be 

selected by specifying detailed technical evaluation factors, and 

making these technical factors the exclusive basis for evaluation 

of the proposals. By obtaining cost proposals but not making cost 

an evaluated factor, the agency avoided potential problems inher

ent in selecting a provider of professional services on the basis 

of cost rather than professional experience or expertise. 

However, the principal disadvantage of a fully competitive 

procurement is the time and effort required, which in most cases 

make full competition impractical for an individual dispute reso·· 

1ution or regulatory negotiation. From start to finish, the 

Interior Department procurement of convening and facilitating 

services took over a year. The successful offeror submitted a 

detailed, two-volume proposal that took months to prepare and was 

2J/ In the past, agencies that have used FMCS mediators have 
paid a P!Q rata share of the mediator's salary through an 
inter-agency transfer of funds pursuant to the Economy Act, 
31 U.S.C. S 1535. 
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~timated to cost several thousand dollars. Thus, while fully 

_mpetitive procurements are the most desirable and compliant with 

~atutory requirements, they may be impractical when time is of 

he essence. 

2. Small Purchases 

Use of the small purchase procedures provided for in FAR 

ubpart 13.1 should work for most procurements of neutral advisor 

ervices, and possibly in the case of small arbitrations and regu

atory negotiations. As noted, in virtually all cases, contracts 

-ith mini trial neutral advisors should involve expenditure of 

nder $10,000 by the government. Thus, no announcement in the CBD 

s required, and the streamlined procedures for small purchases 

an be utilized. In its two successful mini trials, the Corps of 

ngineers has contracted with the neutral advisor through a pur

hase order issued based upon an oral quotation. In each case, 

he purchase order was accompanied by a tripartite agreement among 

he neutral advisor, the government, and the private party to the 

ispute.~ 

Even for small purchases, however, agencies are required to 

btain competition "to the maximum extent practicable."~~ Soli

-itations may be limited to one source only "if the contracting 

fficer determines that only one source is reasonably 

A redacted copy of the Agreement for Services of Neutral 
Advisor utilized in one of the mini trials is reproduced in 
Appendix F hereto. 

~ 48 C.F.R. S 13.106(b){1). 
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available."~ However, unlike the procedures specified in Parts 

6 and 7 of the FAR for larger procurements, sole source purchases 

under the small purchase procedures do not require a written 

determination by the contracting officer or approvals by senior 

procurement officials. In the case of mini trial neutral advisors, 

sole source procurements should be justified on the basis of the 

need for prompt action to effect a settlement, the limitations on 

the number of qualified sources, and the fact that the selection 

of the neutral advisor must be approved in advance by the private 

party to the dispute. 

Similar factors may control the hiring of arbitrators and 

mediators -- i.e., joint selection and sharing of fees by the 

agency and private party to the dispute. In arbitrations or 

mediations of smaller disputes that take a few days to resolve, 

the small purchase procedures should be available for acquisition 

of the neutral's services. 

3. Indefinite Quantity Contracts 

As noted above, the indefinite quantity contract used by the 

CEQ to procure convening and facilitating services for the EPA and 

other agencies is a flexible procedure. Under the regulations, 

this type of contracting may be used when "the Gove.nment cannot 

predetermine ••• the precise quantities of supplies and services 

that will be required during the contract period ••• • "22j --

~ Id. 

22j 48 C.F.R. 5 l6.504(b)(l). See generally Virden! Indefinite 
Delivery Contracts, Government Contractor Brieflng Papers 
No. 78-2, Federal Publications (April 1978). 
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recisely the situation that may exist when an agency embarks upon 

., regulatory negotiation project. Full and open competition, as 

required by ClCA and the procurement regulations, takes place in 

response to the RFP for the indefinite quantity contract. Once 

the contract has been awarded, acquisition of $ervices for each 

separate regulatory negotiation is done through the task order/ 

_work plan procedure described above. The contractor can respond 

to each task order much more quickly than if full competitive 

procedures were required for each separate rulemaking. 

Use of the indefinite quantity contract for thia purpose 

raises several issues. First, the regulations specify that such 

contracts should be used only for "commercial or commercial-type 

products."2Jj "Commercial product" is defined as something that 

is "sold or traded to the general public in the course of normal 

business operations at prices based on established catalog or 

market prices. • • .~ A "co~nercial-type product" is a 

commercial product that has been modified to meet some peculiar 

requirement of the government. A case could presumably be made 

that the mediation-type services provided by convenors and facil

itators are also sold or traded in the commerical market. It is 

'less clear whether such services are sold "to the general public" 

at "established catalog or market prices". Since the "commercial 

product" restriction is not mandatory, however, it should not pose 

2Jj 48 C.F.R. S 16.504(b). 

~ 48 C.F.R. S 11.001. 
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an insuperable barrier to the use of indefinite quantity contract 

for ADR-related services. 

Second, the regulations require that an indefinite quantity 

contract specify a "minimum quantity" of the item to be procured, 

and further that such minimum quantity must be more than a 

"nominal" amount.~ This is necessary to avoid an illusory 

contract under which the govecnment has no obligation to do 

anything in return for the contractor's agreement to fill 

orders.1JJ In the regulatory negotiation and ADR context, it is 

obviously difficult to specify a minimum guantity of services to 

be procured. In a somewhat parallel context, the court of Claims 

upheld an indefinite quantity contract for various categories of 

construction work where the "minimum quantity~ specified in the 

contract was a payment of $S,OOO.~ 

Third, the task order procedure specified in the RFP allows 

the agency and the contractor to negotiate the terms of each 

individual task order, including the personnel who will be 

assigned to a particular project and, presumably, the cost of 

those services. In the typical indefinite quantity contract for 

~ 48 C.F.R. S l6.S04(a)(2). 

1JJ See Mason v. United States, 615 F.2d 1343, 1346 n.5 (Ct. Cl. 
ISBO), citing, Willard Sutherland & Co. v. United States, 26-
U.S. 489, 493 (1923). 

~ Mason v. United States, supra note 82. See also, Hemet 
Valley Flying Service Co. v. United States; 7 Cl. Ct. 512 
(1985) (indefinite quantity contracts for flying services 
upheld, although contract required no minimum purchase of 
services, because contractor was paid a dollar amount to 
maintain the availability of his aircraft for government 
use). 
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.Jrnmercial produCit. sold at a catalog price, the age'ncy issues an 

rder for a given quantity and the contractor fills the order at 

he price specified in the contract. That price vas, of course, 

stablished through competition for the initial contract. In the 

ase of the EOP/CEQ procurement of convening and facilitating 

ervices, the mix of services, the personnel supplied to provide 

he services, and even the cost of the servicps (within the ceil

ngs specified in the contract) are subject to negotiation for 

ach individual task order. Both the government and the con

ractor have the right not to go forward with the particular task 

rder if the detailed terms of the order and work plan cannot be 

greed upon. This leaves the arrangement open to the criticism 

hat each task order is in fact a separate procurement that should 

e conducted on a competitive basis, rather than through a de 

acto "sole sourc€~ process under the indef.nite quantity con

ract. 

A further problem in this regard may be that the service 

roviders in each case are subcontractors to the organization that 

s performing the indefinite quantity contract. By allowing the 

gency and the contractor to negotiate the identity of the "sub-

contractor" for each separate task order, the indefinite quantity 

~ontract may in effect allow the agency to select a sole source 

_or each separate regulatory negotiation without complying with 

~he sole source justification procedures of the regulations. 

These potential problems may be ameliorated by the fact that 

the material terms of each work plan -- including ceilings on cost 

and rates, identity of the service providers, and general approach 
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and methodology -- were defined in the proposals submitted in 

response to the competitive RFP. So long as the parties adhere to 

those terms in negotiating individual task orders, sole source 

issues should be avoided. 

In summary, the EOP/CEQ's use of indefinite quantity con

tracts is an imaginative application of an eKisting procurement 

techique to the peculiar needs of the regulatory negotiation 

setting. 

4. Other Potential Acquisition Technigues 

a. Basic Ordering Agreements 

Prior to the CEQ indefinite quantity contract, the EPA pro

cured convening and facilitating services for its regulatory 

negotiation project through basic ordering agreements under FAR 

subpart 16.7. A basic ordering agreement is not itself a con

tract, but rather an agreement specifying a product or service to 

be procured, the contract clauses that will apply to future con

tracts, and other terms and conditions as negotiated between the 

government and the contractor. The agreement contemplates that 

orders can be issued during the term of the agreement and that 

each such order will become a separate contract upon acceptance by 

the contractor. The basic ordering agreement is also required to 

specify a method for pricing future orders. 

The basic ordering agreement theoretically eliminates some of 

the formal steps required in competitively procuring services of a 

convenor/facilitator for each negotiated rulemaking. By entering 

into such an agreement with a mediation/facilitation firm, EPA was 

able to issue orders for services as each new regulatory 
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_gotiation arose. However, use of basic ordering agreements 

ccame less attractive when recent revisions to the FAR required 

lat, before issuing an order under a basic ordering agreement, a 

~deral agency must obtain competition in accordance with Part 6 

_ the FAR.~ This means that each order under a basic ordering 

_reement is, in effect, a separate competitive procurement 

_bject to the same procedures and requirements as would apply to 

new contract. Thus, some of the gains in efficiency previously 

~hieved by using basic ordering agreements have been diminished. 

b. Blanket purchasing Agreements 

Blanket purchasing agreements, which are not contracts, are 

.Ie equivalent of government charge accounts with q"lalified 

Jurces of supply.AJJ These are used for simplifying purchasing 

hen a wide variety of items in a broad class of goods is 

enerally purchased, but the exact items, quantities and delivery 

equirements are not known in advance and can be expected to vary 

idely, or where an agreement may avoid the necessity of writing a 

arge number of purchase orders.~ Blanket purchasing agreements 

re small purchase procedures and cannot cumulatively exceed the 

ollar limitations for small purchases ($25,000). Use of a 

lanket purchase agreement does not justify sole source 

urchases • .JJ./ 

48 C.F.R. S 16.703(d)(l). 

48 C.F.R. S 13.201(a). 

48 C.F.R. S 13.203-1. 

48 C.F.R. S 13.204. 
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Such agreements do not appear to be especially us~ful as 

procedures for contracting with ADR neutrals. The dollar limi

tations are too low for regulatory negotiation (but could pay for 

individual arbitrators or minitrial neutrals), the services would 

not be the sort of standard, frequently purchased item contem

plated by the regulations, and such an agreement is not a contrac 

and could not be used to bind anyone to performance. Nor does th 

existence of a blanket purchase order remove the requirements for 

obtaining competition.~ 

c. Supply Schedules 

The federal supply schedule program~ provides agencies wit. 

a simplified process for acquiring commonly used supplies and 

services. Under a supply schedule, contractors agree to fill 

relatively small individual orders from agencies at price dis

counts normally available only with commercial volume purchases, 

in return for a promis,e by the government that certain agencies 

will obtain all of their requirements for the contract items by 

purchasing from the schedule. While one of the main purposes of 

the supply schedule program is to obtain this price advantage for 

the government, a second purpose is to provide a mechanism by 

which agencies can obtain goods and services for which there is a 

recurrent need without struggling through the rigors of the normal 

~ ~ 48 C.F.R. S 16.703(d). 

~ FAR Subpart 36.1 specifies the salient legal characteristics 
of the contract device, and FAR Subpart 8.4 contains instruc
tions for use by federal agencies in making purchases from a 
supply schedule. 48 C.F.R. Parts 8.4, 38.1. 
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rocurement p,rocess. The supply schedule mechanism, or the 

.ariant thereof, presents obvious possibilities for the acquisi

.ion of the services of mediators, facilitators, arbitrators, and 

erhaps other ADFt professionals. 

A supply schedule is maintained by an administering agency • 

• ost existing schedules are managed by the General Services 

.• dministration, but other agencies can be authori zed to administer 

schedules • .AJ..I A supply schedule is often a multiple a .... ard..LV 

contract in .... hich all off~rors .... ho meet the criteria for inclusion 

are placed on the schedule. Full competition is used to select 

:iualified suppliers thrlJugh an ordinary contracting process that 

nay be by sealed bids 'Jr by proposals and negotiation,.l..l.I as 

appropriate. 

One or more "maf,\datory" agencies are designated by the 

schedule administrator as being required to purchase all of their 

requirements for the included goods or services from schedule 

suppliers.~ The designated agencies need not engage in 

competitive considerations,~Jj but may obtain th~ir needs by 

.AJ..I 48 C.F.R. S 38 .lOl{e). The GSA must authorize al.other agency 
to a .... ard a schedule contract. 

~ A single a .... ard schedule is also possible (48 C.F.R. 
S 38.102-1), and, in fact, is the preferred mechanism 
(48 C.F.R. S 8.403-1) . 

.l..l.I Multiple a .... ard schedules are al .... ays negotiated. 48 C.F.R. 
S 38.102-2(a). 

~ 48 C.F.R. S 38.10l{b). 

~ In fact, competitive procedures, such as soliciting bids from 
schedule suppliers, is prohibited. 48 C.F.R. S 8.404(b). 
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direct order from any schedule supplier. Exceptions to the 

mandatory purchase requirements are available, but do not provide 

much latitude to purchase non-schedule items. Urgent needs that 

cannot be filled by allowing a schedule contractor to accelerate 

the agreed-upon delivery terms can be obtained off-schedule.~ 

If a mandatory agency finds a schedule item available from a non

schedule supplier at a lower price, then the agency can purchase' 

off-schedule -- but only after obtaining full competition.~ 

Non-mandatory agencies, while not required to purchase from 

the schedule, have the option to do so at the specified schedule 

prices.~ A schedule contractor is not required to fill orders 

from the non-mandatory agencies, but he is encouraged to do so.~ 

If the contractor accepts an order from an optional agency, he 

must comply with the pricing and delivery terms of the sched-

ule • .LU 

Where more than one supplier quallfies under a multiple 

award, then no supplier is entitled to make any sales under the 

schedule, although the mandatory agencies are still bound to 

obtain their requirements from schedule suppliers. This entitles 

a schedule supplier to some relief in the event a mandatory agency 

.li.I 48 C.F.R. S 8.404-l(a) • 

.J.jJ 48 C.F.R. S 8.404-l(el • 

JJ../ 48 C.F.R. S 38.l0l(c). 

.1.1/ 48 C.F.R. S 8.404-2(bl • 

l..J..I Id. 
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llegally purchases "off-schedule" (which may include acquiring 

he schedule items from another government agency~). 

939 

In the context of ADR services, one salient feature of ordi-

ary supply schedules may require modification. Under current 

ules, a qualifying offeror must agree to deliver services on the 

arne terms (in particular, volume pricing discount schedules) as 

he offeror makes available to its best commercial customers. 

'his appears to have little meaning in the ADR services situation, 

~lthOU9h a requirement that offerors quote rates equivalent to 

heir commercial rates, if any, may be appropriate. This par

icular feature reportedly has caused many desirable firms to 

void supply schedule contracts, because of the possibility that 

hey would be required to sell at high-volume prices, whereas they 

light have the opportunity to fill only low-volume orders.~ 

d. Hiring Neutrals as Consultants, Experts, or 
"Special" Government Employees 

Several statutes authorize federal agencies to obtain the 

ervices of consultants or experts, either by hiring them as 

ederal employees on a short-term or interim basis, or by 

For example, the Department of Defense was held to have 
breached a requirements contract by ordering items covered by 
the contract from GSA. Inland Container v. United States, 
206 Ct. Cl. 478, 512 F.2d 1073 (1975). 

See W. Goodrich & C. Mann, Avoid Disaster in Federal supply 
scnedule Contracts, 15 Pub. Cont. L.J. 1 (1984) for a reVlew 
of pitfalls facing supply schedule contractors. 
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contracting for their services.~ The most important of these 

laws is 5 U.S.C. S 3109, which provides, in pertinent part: 

When authorized by an appropriation or other statute, 
the head of an agency may procure by ~ontract the 
temp~rary (not in excess of one year) or intermittent 
services of experts or consultants or an organization 
thereof, including stenographic reporting services. 
Services procured under this section are without regard 
to: 

(1) the provisions of this title governing 
appointment in the competitive service; 

(2) chapter 51 (civil service classifications] 
and subchapter iii of chapter 53 (pay] of this title; 
and 

(3) section 5 of title 41 (requirements for 
advertising of contracts] •• 

Section 3109 confers on those agencies that have the appro-

priate authorization in an organic or appropriation statute~ 

the ability to employ consultants or experts without regard to 

civil service competitive hiring restrictions. In the context 0_ 

ADR neutrals, experts are of most interest here as a consultant 

~ Examples: 5 U.S.C. S 575 (Administrative Conference); 7 
U.S.C. S 1642 (Department of Agriculture, rate not to exceed 
$50 per day); 21 U.S.C. S 1116 (Food and Drug Administration 
six persons may be so employed with no time limitations); 22 
U.S.C. S 290(F) (Inter-American Foundation); 29 U.S.C. S 656 
(Department of Labor, contracts may be renewed annually); 33 
U.S.C. S 569A (Corps of Engineers); 40 U.S.C. S 758 (General 
Services Administration); 49 U.S.C. S 1657(B) (Department of 
Transportation, pay not to exceed $100 per day). 

~ The Department of Defense Authorization, for example, have 
been contained in the yearly DOD appropriations acts. 
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erves primarily "as an advisor to an officer" but "neither per

orms nor supervises performance of operating functions.".l..U.I 

Agencies can retain experts and consultants on a full-time 

asis for only one year, although many of the authorizing statutes 

llow for annual renewals. Experts and consultants can be hired 

n an intermittent basis that is, from time to time, working up 

o 130 days in a year -- for an indefinite period • .l..UI The pay -is 

et by the employing agency, and may be up to the rate of pay for 

evel V of the Executive Service.~ No retirement benefits are 

ccorded, and, unless r~quired by oth~r statutes, no holidays or 

vertime are provided for. Employees in this category are "per 

iem" employees, even if their tour of duty is for one year. 

The employment of ~xperts and consultants could be used by an 

gency with an irregular need for ADR services. Professionals 

ould be brought on board in a short time, without the need for 

ither a full-blown procurement or a competitive civil service 

lacement. If a requirement for many services can be foreseen, 

ut their timing is liable to be sporadic, then the employees 

23 Compo Gen. 497 (1944); Federal Personnel Manual ("FPM") 
304-1-2(1) • 

FPM 304-1-2(5), (6). 

5 U.S.C. S 3109. Other limitations may apply under statutes 
that provide specific authorization. ~ note 101, supra. 
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could be hired on an intermittent basis, providing services from 

time to time as necessary.~ 

There are several potential impediments to hiring ADR neu

trals as special government employees. These impediments may be 

summarized as follows: 

Conflicts of Interest. Employees hired under 5 U.S.C. S 310 

are subject to all statutory prohibitions on conflicts of inter-· 

est, including ethical standards, financial disclosure, and post

employment restrictions on employment.~ To the extent that an 

expert or consultant becomes subject to conflict-of-interest 

restrictions, his professional options after serving as a neutral 

could be constrained. For example, a consultant employed by EPA 

on an intermittent basis was excluded from bidding on an EPA 

contract relating to her area of expertise because, at the time or 

the contract bidding, she was still technically an employee of 

EPA. This result was reached even though the consultant had not 

actually accepted any work for the agency for a period of time 

~ It is possible for a professional to maintain two or more 
intermittent positions with different agencies. §~~ 5 
U.S.C. S 5703. The Federal Personnel Manual states that, 
under an exception to the general restriction against being 
paid for more than one position for more than 40 hours per 
week, Ran individual is entitled to pay for services on an 
intermittent basis from more than one consultant or expert 
position, provided the pay is not received for the same hours 
of the same day.R FPM 304-6-1. 

~ PPM 304-1-9. Temporary or interim employees who serve 
less than 130 days per year may qualify for treatment as 
a Rspecial government employee R, and thereby will not be 
subject to all of the prohibitions that apply to regular 
employees. ~ FPM Chapter 735. 
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ior to bidding.~ In a recent case, the government was 

joined from proceeding with a contract awarded to a bidder who 

d been an employee of the government when he bid, but who 

signed prior to the award.~ 

Pay Limitations. Compensation for experts and consultants 

o are hired under Section 3109 is limited to the rate of pay for 

vel V of the Executive Service. The daily rate may therefore be 

nsiderably less than a highly qualified neutral could command in 

Ie commercial market. Moreover, specific authorizing statutes 

r some agencies limit the compensation for temporary experts and 

nsultants to very low levels; for example, the rate of compen

tion for Department of Agriculture experts is limited to $50 per 

y.~ Thus, some qualified potential ADR neutrals may be 

Iwilling to offer their services to government agencies if their 

mpensation is limited to an arbitrarily low level. 

Requirement to Follow Procurement Procedures. As noted 

ove, hiring a neutral through Section 3109 obviates competitive 

viI service requirements. Section 3109 also exempts such 

rings from the requirements of 41 U.S.C. S 5, which requires 

lat all procurements of contracts for supplies or services in 

.cess of $10,000 be publically advertised. However, the 

mptrol1er General has held that this exemption 

Matter of Enarco, Inc., B-218106, 85-1 CPD , 592 (May 23, 
1985). 

Speakman Co. v. Weinberger, (unpublished, D.D.C.), CCH 
Government Contracts Reports' 74,539 (October 2, 1986). 

7 U.S.C. S 1642. 
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does not relieve an agency from the necessity of 
satisfying all of the other applicable requirements 
imposed by the Federal property and Administrative 
Services Act of 1949 • • • and the Federal Procurement 
Regulations • • • on Government contracts for goods or 
nonpersonal services.~ 

Thus, it is not at all clear that hiring ADR neutrals as special 

government employees is any more efficient than utilizing procure 

ment techniques discussed above. 

e. Innovations in Procedures 

Contracting for services for multiple proceedings (especiall 

in the case of indefinite quantity contracts) can encounter pro

cedural requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulation that 

simply do not conform to the needs of the agencies. Subpart 1.4 

of FAR contains the kernel that may provide the solution to this 

sit'..lation:.LU./ 

Unless precluded by law, executive order, or regu
lation, deviations from the FAR may be granted as speci
fied in this subpart when necessary to meet the speci
fied needs and requirements of each agency. The 
development and testing of new techiques and methods of 
acquisition should not be stifled simply because such 
action would require a FAR deviation. The fact that 
deviation authority is required should not, of itself, 
deter agencies in their developme~~ and testing of new 
techniques and acquisition methods •••• ~ 

.l.l..l.I 61 Compo Gen. 69, 78 (1981) (citations omitted) • 

.ll..l/ 48 C.F.R. S 1.402. 

Revisions to the Federal Acquisition Regulationfi are prepare2 
and issued through the coordinated action of the Civilian 
Agency Acquisition Council (composed of representatives of 
the civilian executive departments and EPA, the Small Busi
ness Administration, and the Veterans Administration) and the 
Defense Acquisition Regulatory Council (representatives of 
military departments, the Defense Logistics Agency, and 
NASA). 48 C.F.R. S 1.2Q1-1. Notice and comment rulemaking 

(Footnote continued) 
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While statutory requirements cannot be waived, the FAR itself 

ints the way toward its own adjustment. Many specifications for 

ntract devices, such as supply schedules and indefinite quantity 

ntracts, were not established by statute, but rather dev~loped 

er the years largely through experience and adjudicationi' it is 

ese structural devices that are susceptible of modification. 

5. Use of Government Neutrals 

Using employees of the federal government as neutralS has 

veral advantages. First, assuming the immediate availability of 

qualified government neutral, the delays inherent in the pro

rement process described above may be avoided. Second, using 

vernment employees presumably spares the government the addi

onal expense of paying outside neutrals.~ Third, to the 

(continued) 
is used when the revision is "significant". 48 C.F.R. 
S 1.501.2. 

Deviations from the FAR are permitted "when necessary to 
meet the specific needs and requirements" of an agency, and 
require authorization by specified agency officials. 48 
C.F.R. S 1.402. Deviations for a single contracting action 
require the agency head or a delegee to authorize the devia
tion and to furnish the FAR Secretariat with a copy of the 
authorization. 48 C.F.R. S 1.403. Deviations for a class of 
civilian contracting actions require that the approprjate 
agency official first consult with the Civilian Agency Acqui
sition council. 48 C.F.R. S 1.404(a)(1). When an agency 
perceives the need for a class deviation on a permanent 
basis, the agency must submit a proposed FAR revision to the 
FAR Secretariat for consideration by the pertinent FAR Coun
cil(s). 48 C.F.R. S 1.404(a)(2). Deviations for defense 
agencies and NASA are subject to slightly different require
ments. 

However, an agency may be required to compensate the FMCS, 
for example, for the services of one of its mediators through 
an inte.-agency transfer of funds. ~ 31 U.S.C. S 1535. 
Some have argued that if one considers the fully allocated 

(Footnote continued) 
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extent that the use of private parties as "neutrals" creates 

constitutional issues under the "delegation doctrine" (See S IV 

infra), those issues are presumably avoided, or at least 

substantially reduced, when government employees perform the 

neutral function. Finally, there may be a long-term advantage to 

the extent that as government employees become expert in acting ~ 

neutral advisors, arbitrators, or convenors/facilitators, the 

process of institutionalizing ADR and regulatory negotiation 

within the government will be enhanced. 

Potential limitations on the use of government employees as 

neutrals are: first, private parties to disputes may not view 

government employees as truly neutral; and second, the most 

logical providers of neutral services, such as FMCS and CRS, may 

be inhibited by their statutory charters~ and/or manpower 

limitations from providing such services on a regular basis. 

E. Long-Term Structural Issues 

As discussed above, use of state-of-the-art ADR techniques 

and regulatory negotiation by federal agencies is still in an 

.LL!..I (con t inued) 
cost of a government employee's time, including salary and 
overhead, use of a government neutral may be more costly than 
contracting with an outsider. 

~ FMCS is authorized to conciliate labor disputes (29 U.S.C. 
S 173), while the CRS i.s charged with mediating community 
disputes relating to discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, or national origin. As in the past, FMCS or CRS 
could in effect loan an employee to another agency for a 
limited period to assist in an ADR or reg neg proceeding. 
See discussion in Section III.C.4 above. But the agencies' 
statutory charters would probably prevent them from estab
lishing an ongoing ADR neutrals services for other federal 
agencies without specific congressional authorization. 
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.perimental or formative stage. The experience of agencies is 

imited, and many agencies are sensitive to potential pulitical 

~iticism of their use of newly developed negotiation techniques. 

The dilemma created by these factors is that the growth of 

lese ADR techniques and regulatory negotiation may be limited by 

he shortage of experienced neutrals in the private sector; if 

~encies do not expand their use of such techniques, however, the 

~ol of experienced neutrals cannot expand. 

Thus, agencies must respond to the long-term need to develop 

broader base of expertise upon which to draw for neutral 

ervices. Expansion of the talent pool could occur through 

everal processes: 

Less stringent criteria for selection. The Corps of Engi

eers has conced~d that it is more sensitive about the selection 

f neutral advisors for its mini trials during the developmental 

tage, when the process is potentially subject to greater scrutiny 

y higher officials in the agency and/or Congress. As the program 

ains acceptance over time and becomes more part of the Corps' 

Qutine procedures, its visibility will be reduced. At that 

oint, the Corps believes it may loosen its criteria for selection 

o broaden the base of available neutrals. 

Training mechanisms. The proposal submitted by NIDR on the 

OP/CEQ regulatory negotiation procur~ment provided that each 

egotiation would be staffed by at least two convening/facilitat

ng professionals. One purpose of this staffing was to allow the 

enior professional to train his colleague in the process, thus 

iving the junior professional the experience needed to perform 
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convening or facilitating services for future regulatory negoti

ations. While such a "team" approach may involve some short-terl 

costs, it may be beneficial in the long run in developing a 

broader cadre of trained professionals available to the agencies 

Government neutrals. Both the FMCS and CRS were created in 

response to a specific need for mediation services within the 

government. By expanding the authority of FMCS, CRS, or other 

agencies, or creating a new "neutrals" service organization with' 

the government, agencies' ability to expand their use of ADR and 

regulatory negotiation techniques would be enhanced.~li/ 

Government Roster of Neutrals. Another device for expandiny 

the availability of qualified neutrals would be to assign a singl 

agency, such as ACUS, to maintain a roster of qualified neutrals 

from which other agencies could draw. Private individuals and 

organizations who wished to be listed on the roster would submit 

applications specifying educational background, experience, and 

techical expertise, if any. The central agency could also collec 

feedback on those neutrals who were actually employeed by agencie 

for ADR or regulatory negotiation. The establishment and main

tenance of such a roster could be patterned after the Roster of 

Arbitrators maintained by FMCS for use in voluntary arbitrations 

~ The National Institute for Dispute Resolution has a program 
for providing moderate grants to educational institutions an_ 
state governments to establish dispute resolution programs. 
Such "seed money" may be available to federal agencies that 
are interested in establishing pilot programs or policy 
guidelines for the use of ADR or regulatory negotiation. 
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disputes arising under l~bor collective bargaining 

reements • .LLU 

IV. 

DELEGATION ISSUES 

A recurring issue with respect to federal government use of 

R techniques is whether the functions performed by private 

utrals are unconstitutional under the "delegation~ doctrine.~ 

~legation" actually encompasses a number of different consti

·tional concepts, including violations of due process, delegation 

legislative power, and violation of the Appointments 

ause.-U-l/ 

~ 29 C.F.R. Part 1404. 

See Memorandum for Stephen J. Markman, Assistant Attorney 
General, Office of Legal Policy, "Administrative Conference 
Recommendation on Federal Agencies' Use of Alternative 
Dispute Resolution Techniques" (May 24, 1986). 

In addition, OMB Circular A-76, Performance of Commercial 
Activities, August 16, 1983, prohibits award of any contract 
"for the performance of an inherently governmental function." 
The Circular defines "governmental function" as follows: 

(1) The act of governing; i.e., the discre
tionary exercise of Government authority. Examples 
include criminal investigations, prosecutions and 
other judicial functions; management of Government 
programs requiring value judgments, as in direction 
of the national defense; management and direction 
of the Armed Services; activities performed exclu
sively by military personnel who are subject to 
deployment in a combat, combat support or combat 
service support role; conduct of foreign relations; 
selection of program priorities; direction of Fed
eral employees; regulation of the use of space, 
oceans, navigable rivers and other natural 
resources; direction of intelligence and counter
intelligence operations; and regulation of industry 
and commerce, including food and drugs. 
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Due Process. In a line of cases dating back to the Depres

sion era, the Supreme Court struck down legislative delegations 

public decisionmaking authority to private entities on the groun~ 

that such delegations violated due process.~ In each of thes~ 

cases, the principal due process objection was that the power to 

regulate a group of private parties was delegated to a subgroup ~ 

such parties who had an interest in the result of the regulation. 

For example, in Carter v. Carter Coal Company~ the Court was 

reviewing the Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935. The Act 

established a national bituminous coal commission and divided the 

country into districts. Within each district, the majority of 

producers and miners were authorized to fix maximum hours of labo 

and minimum wages that were binding upon all pr0du~ers and miners 

within the district. The Supreme Court h(~ld that this was an 

unconstitutional violation of due process, stating a~ follows: 

The power conferred upon the majority is, il1 
effect, the power to regulate the affairs of an unwill
ing minority. This is legislative delegation in its 
most obnoxious formi for it is not even delegation to an 
official or an official body, presumptively disinter
ested, but to private persons whose interests may be and 
often are adverse to the interests of others in the same 
busines!:l • .l..LU 

Other infirmities in the private delegations found unconsti

tutional by the due process line of cases are the lack of any 

~ Carter v. Carter Coal Company, 298 U.S. 238 (1938): Seattle 
Title Trust Co. v. Roberge, 226 U.S. 1 (1928); Eubank v. 
City of Richmond, 226 U.S. 137 (1912). 

~ 298 U.S. 238 (1935) • 

.l...U.I Id., 298 U.S. at 311. 
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pecified standards for decision by the private parties, and the 

ack of any review by a government agency or court. 

Delegation of legislative power. The principal case in this 

ine of authority is A.L.A. Schecter Poultry Corp. v. United 

tates.~ Schecter struck down portions of the National 

.ecovery Act as unconstitutional delegations of legislative power. 

n particular, Section 3 of the Act delegated to private parties 

nd the President the power to enact codes of fair competition 

hat were enforceable by injunction and punishable as crimes. The 

ourt held that this "unfettered" delegation of legislative power 

as an unconstitutional violation of the separation of powers 

octrine. 

Appointments Clause. In this line of cases, the Court has 

.u11ified delegations of decisionmaking authority to private 

arties on the basis that official government functions cannot be 

erformed by persons who were not appointed by the President with 

he advice and consent of the Senate pursuant to Article II, sec

ion 2, clause 2 of the Constitution. In Buckley v. Vale~ the 

'ourt held certain provisions of the Federal Election Campaign Act 

f 1971 to be unconstitutional on the basis that the majority of 

he voting members of the Federal Election Commission were 

ppointed by the President pro tempore of the Senate and the 

'peaker of the House. The Commission had authority to make rules 

or carrying out the Act, to enforce the Act by bringing civil 

295 U.S. 495, 537 (1935). 

424 U.S. 1 (1976). 
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actions against violators, and to teruporarily disquali~y federal 

candidates for failing to file required reports. The Court held 

that the delegation of such regulatory and enforcement functions 

to persons not appointed by the President with the advice and 

consent of the Senate violated the Appointments Clause. 

Under these various lines of delegation cases,~ consti

tutional issues should not arise with respect to the various form 

of ADR that are totally nonbinding, such as mini trials and 

mediation. In a mini trial, for example, the neutral advisor at 

most presides at the hearing and acts as a mediator between the 

principal negotiators. In no event does he render any kind of 

decision that is binding on either the private party or the 

government. The lack of any binding decisionmaking authority thus 

insolates nonbinding ADR from constitutional criticism. 

Similarly, there should be no constitutional issues with 

respect to regulatory negotiation, as structured under the ACUS 

recommendations. First, the convenor/facilitator is not a deci

sionmaker, but rather a person who identifies the issues and the 

interested parties, and attempts to mediate a negotiated reso

lution among the parties. Second, under the ACUS recommendations, 

the product of the regulatory negotiation is a proposed rule that , 

is not in any way binding upon the agency.~ At the completion 

~ See generally ~ieb~ann, Delegation to Private Parties in 
Amencan Constltutlonal Law, 50 Ind. L.J. 650 (1975). 

~ See R. H. Johnson & Co. v. SEC, 198 F.2d 690 (2d Cir.), 
cert. denied, 344 U.S. 855 (1952); United Black Fund, Inc. 
v. Hampton, 352 F.Supp. 898 (D. D.C. 1972). 
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f the regulatory negotiation, the proposed regulation must be 

ublished in the Federal Register and subjected to the notice-and

omment rulemaking procedures of the Administrative Procedure 

.ct • .1..UI 

The constitutional delegation issues arise principally with 

•• pect to neutrals who have authority to issue decisions that are 

inding upon the parties to a dispute. This is most likely to be 

hn issue in the case of arbitration. Again, however, if agencies 

olloy the details of the ACUS recommendation regarding ADR, con

titutional issues should be avoided.~LI Under the ACUS 

~.commendation, resort to arbitration is a voluntary decision of 

_he parties, unless mandated by a statute. Thus all parties 

consent to the arbitration proceeding. In addition, the parties 

,ave a role in the selection of the arbitrators, thus insuring 

~hat they will be neutral and disinterested. The decision of the 

_rbitrator is subject to judicial review under the standards of 

!~h~ U.S. Arbitration Act.~ Finally, the ACUS recommendation 
1 l>rovides that arbitration is appropriate only when the norms for 

_ecision have been established by statute, precedent, or rule.~ 

Thus, the potential due process objections to delegations of 

decisionmaking authority to private parties should not apply to 

volur.ltary arbitration, as structured by the ACUS recommendation . 

.1..UI ACUS Recommendation 82-4, 1 C.F.R. S 305.82-4, ,. 13-14. 

~~ ACUS Recommendation 86-3, 1 C.F.R. S 305.86-3, • 4. 

J...U.I 9 U.S.C. S 10 • 

. LU.I ACUS Recommendation 86-3, 1 C.F.R. S 305.86-3, ., 5(a) (2). 
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The fact that the interested parties consent to the procedure as 

practical matter eliminates the potential for due process chal

lenge. Moreover, the traditional due process objections (self

interest of the decisionmaker, lack of decisional norms, and lack 

of judicial review) are specifically addressed and resolved by th 

ACUS recommendation. 

Finally, any doubts regarding whether binding arbitration 

complies with the due process clause are probably eliminated by 

the Supreme Court's decision in Schweiker v. McClure.~ That 

case involved review of provisions of the Social Security Act 

establishing the Medicare program. The Act provided that any 

disputes regarding Medicare claims would be subject to mandatory 

arbitration by employees of private insurance carriers who had 

been retained to administer the program. Implementing regulations 

promulgated by the Department of Health and Human Services 

required that these private "hearing officers" be attorneys or 

other qualified individuals who (1) had the abillty to conduct 

formal hearings; (2) generally understood of medical matters and 

terminology; and (3) possessed a thorough knowledge of the 

Medicare program, including the statute and regulations on which 

it is based • ..u..u 

The Supreme Court held that this scheme complies with due 

process. The Court stated that there was a presumption that the 

hearing officers who decided Medicare claims were unbiased. Since 

~ 456 U.S. 188 (1982) • 

..u..u Id., 456 U.S. at 199. 
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laims were ultimately paid by the federal government, and not 

heir private employers, the hearing officers had no personal or 

inancial interest in the outcome of the proceedings. In 

ddition, the requirement that hearing officers have pertinent 

,y.perience and familiarity with the Medicare program minimized the 

isk of an erroneous decision and the probable value of additional 

rocedural safeguards.~ Under Schweiker, therefore, mandatory 

rbitration schemes are constitutional under the Due Process 

-lause, so long as the arbitrator are disinterested and possess 

dequate qualifications.~ 

Nor should binding arbitration, as defined in the ACUS 

ecommendation, involve unconstitutional delegation of legislative 

ower or violation of the Appointments Clause. Recommenda~ion 

_6-3 makes it clear that binding arbitration is inappropriate 

,~here the norms for decision are not established by statute, 

regulation, or precedent.~ Thus, arbitrators will in no event 

be making policy decisions, but rather will be applying existing 

~ecisional standards to the facts of a particular dispute. 

Certainly, an arbitrator's award cannot be fairly analogized to 

the codes of fair competition that were $truck down in the 

~ Id., 456 U.S. at 198-99. See also Thomas v. Union Carbide 
Agricultural Products Co., ____ U.s. ____ , 105 S. Ct. 3325 
(1985) (Upholding binding arbitration provisions of the 
FIFRA) • 

~ A specific statutory mandate does not a~pear necessary for 
the delegation of decisionmaking authorlty by an agency. See 
Tabor v. Joint Board for the Enrollment of Actuaries, 
566 F.2d 705, 708 (D.C. Cir. 1977) • 

.l..llI ACUS Ret;()mmendation 86-3, 1 C.F.R. S 305.86-3, , 5(a) (2). 
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Schecter Poultry case; in that case, the codes established norms 

for behavior by private parties that were enforceable through 

injunctions or criminal actions. An arbitrator's award simply 

resolves a fact-specific dispute between a private party and the 

government, or among private parties. 

Finally, arbitrators do not have the authority to promulgate 

or enforce regulations, as did the Federal Electoral Commission in 

Buckley v. Valeo.~ Thus, the Appointments Clause should not 

stand in the way of agencies' employing arbitration undp.r the ACUS 

recommendation. 

v. 
CONCLUSIONS 

The challenges facing federal agencies in expanding the 

use of ADR and regulatory negotiations include developing and 

refining procurement procedures that will streamline the 

process of hiring outside neutrals, and developing a broader 

base from which to draw in acquiring the services of private or 

government neutrals. Meeting this challenge will requlr~ that 

agencies be flexible in defining the qualifications required of 

~ In the specific context of government contracts disputes, an 
issue has been raised dS to whether binding aroitration would 
violate the requirements of the Contract Disputes Act of 
1978, 41 U.S.C. S 601 et seg. (1982). That Act expressly 
authorizes agency boards of contract appeals or the U.S. 
Claims Court to hear and decide appeals arising out of dis
putes between government contractors and federal agencies. 
Arguably, the Contracts Disputes Act would pose a barrier to 
the use of arbitration in government contracts disputes 
unless the Act were specifically amended to permit 
arbitration. 
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outside neutrals, avoiding rigid requirements of technical 

expertise or specific ADR experience unless such qualities are 

essential to the success of the proceedings. Agencies would 

also benefit from efforts to pool information about their expe

rience with ADR neutrals, ideally with the advice and assis

tance of agencies like ACUS and FMCS. Advantage should be 

taken of opportunities to train government personnel in ADR 

skills, and to utilize the expertise of existing dJspute 

resolution services within the government. Finally. agencies 

should use. existing procurement techniques in imagina:ive ways, 

and seek to develop new techniques, so that the services of 

qualified ADR neutrals can be acquired without the delays and 

procedural hurdles inherent in the normal competitive procure

ment process. 
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A~ FOR SERVICES 

OF NE:UIRAL ADVISOR 

APpendix F 

This agreema:lt, dated this __ day of executed by 

the U. S. Army Engineer District, , on behalf of the Corps of 

Engineers (hereinafter referred to as "Corps"), 

and 

WHEREAS, 00 the day of the Corps, on behalf of 

the lhited States of America, and entered into Contract lb. 

(hereinafter referred to as "Contract") for the cons truct ion of 

and 

WHEREAS, has fLled a claim with the Corps in accordance with 

the Contract Disputes Act of 1978 alleging that 

WHEREAS, in a lettel" dated 

officer issued a final decbion denying 

WHEREAS, on 

decision to the Corps of Engineers Board 

appeal has been docketed as Ei1g BCA lb. 

and 

the Corps' contracting 

claim; and 

appealed the Corps' final 

of Contract Appeals, where the 

and 

WHEREAS, the Corps has insti~ted an Alternative Contract Disputes 

Resolutioo Procedure mown as a "Mini-Trial", which procedure provides the 

parties with a volmtary means of attempting to resolve disputes without the 

necessity of a lengthy and costly proceeding before a Board of Contract 

Appeals but without prejudicing such proceeding; and 

WHEREAS, and the Corps have agree to submit Eng BCA No. 5128 

to a "Mini-Trial" and have requested 

the "Mini-Trial": 

to serve as neutral advisor foJr 
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~, '11iEREFORE. the parties hereto mutually agree as follo'\olS: 

959 

1. agrees to serve as neutral advisor for the "Mini-Trial" 

to be held in on and to lndertake those 

services set forth in the "Mini-Trial Agreement Between the United States 

Army Corps of Engineers and dated 

~lch agreement is attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference. 

shall be ,!=O!Dpensated for services rendered in the lltllp sum amount of 

• ~ich SUD shall include all fees and expenses incurred by by 

virtue of this agreement, including all travel and lodging expenses as well 

as time spent in preparation for the "Mini-Trial." 

2. and the Corps agree to share equally the fees and expenses 

incurred by in connection with his services as neutral advisor, as set 

forth in paragraph 1, above. Payment to for services rendered will be 

made separately by and the Corps upon sul:mission of an invoice to each 

of them in the amomt of 

3. further agrees to treat any information conveyed to him in 

connection with the "Mini-Trial" as cmfidential and agrees to refrain fran 

disclosing to third parties any of the information eKchanged at the Minl

Trial" or in preparation 1:herefor. 

4. The parties agree that will be disqualified as a trial 

witness, consultant, or eKpert for any patty and that his advisory response 

will be inadmissible for any purpose in this or any other dispute \.mder the 

contract". 

CDRPS OF DlGlNEERS 

By:, __________________ ___ 
By:-------
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Our "administrat.ive state" evolved in order to shift 

_ecisionmaking from the constitutional branches to 

_dministrative agencies, which were to apply expert judgment 

through speedy and informal procedures. 1 Recently, however, 

increasing formality has beset the administrative process. z 

~onsequently, agencies have begun experimenting with 

_.lternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) procedures,l which 

employ private parties to resolve issues that are related to 

federal programs and that otherwise would be decided by 

executive officers or the courts. 

This development reveals a third model for public 

decisionmaking, supplementing the traditional ones of decision 

by th~ constitutional branches themselves and delegation to 

agencies under the procedures of the Administrative Procedure 

Act" or other applicable statutes. Today, the legitimacy of 

the administrative state is generally thought to rest on the 

nature and strength of the relationships between the agencies 

See generally Rabin, Federal Regulation in Historical 
Perspective, 38 Stan. L.Rev. 1189 (1986). 

ABA Comm. on Law and the Economy, Federal Regulation: 
Roads to Reform, Ch. 6 (1979); 4 Senate Comm. on 
Government Operations, Study on Federal Regulation, Delay 
in the Regulatory Process (1977). 

For a general overview of these procedures, see S. 
Goldberg, E. Green & F. Sander, Dispute Resolution 
(1985). 

5 U.S.C. § 551 et ~. 
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and the constitutional branches. s Accordingly, concerns 

have arisen that ties to the constitutional branches become 

overly attenuated when private parties are authorized to 

determine or to apply public policies. 

In a series of recommendations, the Administrative 

Conference of the United states has urged the use of ADR 

techniques in federal programs.' Most ADR procedures 

present no serious constitutional issues because they leave 

final authority with government officers, although private 

parties influence the agency's decision. Examples include 

negotiated rulemaking 7 and mediation to aid settling 

li tigation. • These procedures do not differ sharply enough 

from other avenues for private influence on public policymaking 

Strauss, The Place of Agencies in Government: Separation 
of Powers and the Fourth Branch, 84 Colum. L. Rev. 573 
(1984). 

See generally 1 CFR § 305.86-3. 

Negotiated rulemaking consists of agency-sponsored 
negotiation among groups interested in a contemplated 
regulation. The process generates a proposal which the 
agency issues as a notice of proposed rulemaking, 
initiating the usual procedure for informal rulemaking. 
See 1 CFR § 305.82-4 and -.85-5; ~ generally Harter, 
Negotiating Regulations: A Cure for Malaise, 71 Geo. L.J. 
1 (1982). 

1 CFR § 305.86-3. See also id. §.84-4. 

-2-



~o justify constitutional distinctions, as I will explain . 

• lone among the recommended procedures, arbitration delegates 

~ecisionmaking to private individuals, with quite limited 

review by the government.' 

965 

Existing law authorizes agencies to employ arbitration in a 

variety of contexts, which comprise three broad categories for 

purposes of analysis. The first is money claims by or against 

the government. For example, claims of Medicare beneficiaries 

for reimbursement of certain medical expenses are arbitrated by 

private insurance carriers. 10 The second is disputes 

between the government and its employees, including both 

grievances under existing law or contract 11 and the 

determination of future contractual relations. 12 The third 

is disputes betw~en private parties that are related to program 

administration. Examples include claims against the 

10 

11 

12 

1 CFR § 305.86-3. 

42 U.S.C. § l395u(b)(3)(C); 42 CFR § 405.801-.872. 

See generally Comment, Federal Sector Arbitration Under 
the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, 17 U. San Diego L. 
Rev. 857 (1980). 

5 U.S.C § 7119; 39 U.S.C. § 1207; ~ generally Craver, 
The Judicial Enforcement of Public Sector Interest 
Arbitration, 21 B.C. L. Rev. 55"7 (1980). 

-3-
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~Superfund" for cleanup of toxic wastes, 13 the ascertainment 

of employers' liability for withdrawal from pension plans that 

are overseen by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation,l. 

and the determination of compensation that a pesticide 

manufacturer must pay for the use of another's data in 

obtaining federal registration. IS 

My purpose here is to analyze the constitutional issues 

surrounding these arbitral schemes, and to suggest ways to 

structure them to minimize constitutional concerns. The 

constitutional issues take several forms. First, does article 

I forbid Congress to delegate government functions to private 

deciders? Second, is arbitration consistent with article II's 

grant of executive power to the President? Third, is it 

consistent with article Ill's grant of judicial power to the 

federal courts? Fourth, if these structural concerns are 

satisfied, are there assurances of due process? 

I J 

1$ 

42 U.S.C. § 9612(b)(4); 40 CFR § 305.10-.52. 

29 U.S.C. § 1381; 29 CFR § 2641.1-.13. 

7 U.S.C. § 136a(c)(1)(D)(ii); 29 CFR § 1440.1. 

-4-
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I. A FRAME OF REFERENCE: PUBLIC PROGRAMS, PRIVATE POWER. 

A. The Nature of Arbitration. 

Arbitration, which was known to the common law, has always 

been employed in America for the resolution of some 

disputes. 16 In modern times, it has gained widespread use 

in labor relations and commercial practice. 17 Arbitral 

schemes seek to produce speedy and final decisions at low 

cost.1 8 Accordingly, they share certain general 

characteristics, although their details vary substantially. 

The arbitrator, a private individual with no personal interest 

in the dispute, is often selected by the parties, sometimes 

with reference to expertise in the subject matter. Such 

organizations as the American Arbitration Association (AAA) and 

the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service (FMCS) maintain 

16 

17 

I 8 

See generally Mann, The Formalization of Informal Law: 
Arbitration Before the American Revolution, 59 N.Y.U. 
L.Rev. 443 (1984). 

In 1984, nearly 40,000 labor, commercial, construction, 
and accident cases were filed with the American 
Arbitration Association. Meyerowitz, Th~ Arbitration 
Alternative, 71 A.B.A.J. 78, 79 (1985). 

Se~ generally S. Goldberg, E. Green & F. Sander, supra 
note 3, at 189-243. 

-5-
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rosters of arbitrators and promulgate codes of ethics and 

procedure. I' The standard for decision may be a contract 

provision or a specified body of law. Procedure is informal, 

with limited discovery and relaxed evidentiary strictures. The 

outcome is an award, perhaps accompanied by a brief recitation 

of the underlying facts and conclusions. 

The courts have developed a special relationship with 

arbitration. Until this century, hostile common law courts 

lent it little or no aid. zo The courts distrusted the 

reliability of arbitral process and perceived a threat to their 

own jurisdiction. zl Today, courts are more hospitable to an 

I' 

Z 0 

t I 

See, ~, American Arbitration Association Commercial 
Arbitration Rules, in R. Coulson, Business Arbitration-
What You Need to Know 33-40 (3d ed. 1986); Code of Ethics 
for Arbitrators in Commercial Disputes, id. 141-49. 

See Wolaver, The Historical Background of Commercial 
Arbitration, 83 U. Pa. L. Rev. 132, 138 (1934). 

Kanowitz, Alternative Dispute Resolution and the Public 
Interest: The Arbitration Experience, 38 Hast. L.J. 239, 
251-55 (1987). As Justice Story put it: 

arbitrators, at the common law, possess no authority 
whatsoever, even to administer an oath, or to compel 
the attendance of witnesses .••. They are not 
ordinarily well enough acquainted with the principles 
of law or equity, to administer either effectually, 
in complicated cases; and hence it has often been 
said, that the judgment of arbitrators is but 
rusticum judicium. 

Tobey v. County of Bristol, 23 F. Cas. 1313, 1321 (C.C.D. 
Mass. 1845)(No. 14,065). 

-6-



alternative forum that reduces large case1oads. Also, 

legislatures have endorsed arbitration and have defined its 

relation to the courts. The U.S. Arbitration Act ZZ and its 

analogues in most states Zl authorize courts to enforce 

arbitration agreements and to review awards on very limited 

grounds (such as the corruption of the arbitrator and the 

consistency of the award with the arbitrator's authority). 

969 

Modern cases often emphasize the need to honor contracts. For 

example, in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd,z< the 

Supreme Court held that the Arbitration Act required 

enforcement of an agreement to arbitrate a securities dispute, 

although the consequence was to sever pendent claims ~rom a 

suit properly in federal court. The Court thought that some 

potential inefficiency was a tolerable price to pay for the 

benefits of enforcing contracts. 

Judicial deference to arbitration has important limits, 

however. First, courts do not allow arbitrators to determine 

their own jurisdiction. Under the Arbitration Act, that 

ZZ 

Zl 

Z. 

9 U.S.C. §§ 1-14 (1982). 

These are usually based on the Uniform Arbitration Act, 7 
U.L.A. 5 (1985). 

470 U.S. 213 (1985). 

-7-
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function is for the courts,2S which resolve doubts in favor 

of arbitrability.z~ Second, the Supreme Court has held that 

certain statutes confer nonwaivable rights to federal court 

enforcement. For example, in Alexander v. Gardner-Denver 

£Q.:.,27 the CI)Urt held that a collective-bargaining agreement 

to arbitrate discrimination charges did not foreclose resort to 

a Title VII suit. Third, the preclusive effect of arbitration 

on later lawsuits is often either unclear or nonexistent. 28 

B. Delegation to Private Parties in American Law. 

Questions about the permissibility of placing governmental 

power in private hands occur throughout American law.2~ 

2 S 

2 , 

21 

2 a 

2 , 

Se~, f~' AT &T Technologies, Inc. v. Communications 
Workers of Amedca, 106 S.ct. 1415 (1986). 

Moses H. Cone Memorial Hospital v. Mercury Construction 
Corp., 460 U.S. 1, 24-25 (1983). 

415 U.S. 36 (1974). 

See generally Carlisle, Getting a Full Bite of the Apple: 
When Should the Doctrine of Issue Preclusion Make an 
Administrative or Arbitral Determination Binding in a 
Court of Law?, 55 Fordham L. Rev. 63 (1986); ~ McDonald 

(Continued on page 9) 

For an able, comprehensive review, see Liebmann, 
Delegation to Private Parties in American Constitutional 
~, 50 Ind. L. J. 650 (1975). 

-8-
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Unfortunately, analysis of "delegation to private parties" is 

hampered by a tendency of courts, confronting particular 

aspects of the phenomenon, to make broad statements that are 

inconsistent with botil theory and practice in related contexts. 

Therefore, to provide a frame of reference for analysis in the 

context of administrative adjudication, I briefly review the 

major cases and survey the public/private distinction in 

American law. 

1. The Supreme Court Cases. 

The Supreme Court has sometimes considered the 

permissibility of delegations to private parties. The most 

prominent case is Carter v. Carter Coal CO.,'O in which the 

Court invalidated a federal statute that allowed a majority of 

miners and the producers of two-thirds of the annual tonnage of 

coal to set maximum hours and minimum wages for the 

industry:'l 

2 • 

30 

1 I 

(Continued from page 8) 
v. Cit'\, of West Branch, 104 S.Ct. 1799 (1984) (unappealed 
arbitration does not preclude civil rights litigation). 

298 U.S. 238 (1936). 

298 U.S. at 311. 

-9-
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The power conferred upon the majority is, in 

effect, the power to regulate the affairs of an 

unwilling • • . . minority. This is legislative delegation 

its most • •. obnoxious form: for it is not even delegati 

to an • • . • official or an official body, presumptively 

disinterested, 

may be and often 

but to private persons whose interest~ 

are adverse to the interest of othe_ 

in the same business. 

The Court stated an absolute principle condemning delegations 

to interested private deciders to regulate others: "in the very 

nature of things, one person may not be entrusted with the 

power to regulate the business of another, and especially that 

of a competitor." Although its rhetoric suggested reliance on 

the delegation doctrine, the Court held that the statute denied 

dlJe process. 

The Court had earlier suggested the delegation doctrine 

basis, in A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States. JZ 

While overturning the National Industrial Recovery Act's 

authorization to the President to approve codes of fair 

competition generated by industry, the Court asked: lJ 

J Z 

33 

295 U.S. 495 (1935). 

295 U.S. at 537. 

-10-
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But would it be seriously contended that Congress could 

delegate its legislative authority to trade ..• groups so 

as to empower them to enact the laws they deem to be wise 

and beneficent for . . their trade or industries? • . . 

Such a delegation of legislative power is unknown to our 

law and is utterly inconsistent with the constitutional 

prerogatives and duties of Congress. 

The Schechter Court stressed the breadth of the field within 

which the President and the code drafters could roam, rather 

than the potential for interested private decisions to be 

rubber-stamped by harried bureaucrats-- although the Court was 

well aware that the administration of the NIRA posed the latter 

problems. 3
• 

Notwithstanding the New Deal Court's confident dicta, the 

path of the case law has wavered. !n some earlier cases, the 

Court had struck down land use regulations authorizing groups 

of propertyowners to control some uses of their neighbors' 

property. 3 S Yet the Court has repeatedly upheld delegations 

3 • 

3 5 

See L. Jaffe, Judicial Control of Administrative Action 
61-62 (1965). 

Eubank v. City of Richmond, 226 U.S. 137 (1912); 
Washington ex reI. Seattle Title Trust Co. v. Roberge, 
278 U.S. 116 (1928). 

-11-
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to interested private decisionmakers. '6 Distinctions offered 

to explain the inconsistencies have been thin to the vanishing 

point (for example, that a restriction is being relieved rather 

than imposed). There is little profit in reviewing these cases 

here. ' ? It is enough to say that delegations to private 

deciders are in jeopardy if the decider has an interest in the 

outcome. To see why there is no broader rule that all private 

delegations are unconstitutional, it is necessary to widen our 

inquiry. 

2. The Public/Private Distinction. 

The boundary of the public sector in American life has 

never been distinct.'8 Many "private law" arrangements bind 

persons not consenting to them. Ancient doctrines of property 

and contract allow private persons to make law, for example by 

1 6 

3 7 

3 a 

~, Thomas Cusack Co. v. City of Chicago, 242 U.S. 526 
(1917); Currin v. Wallace, 306 U.S. 1. 15-16 (1939); 
United States v. Rock Royal Co-operative, Inc., 307 U.S. 
533, 577-78 (1939). 

See generally Liebmann, supra note 29; Jaffe, Law Making 
by Private Groups, 51 Harv. L. Rev. 201 (1937). 

See generally Symposium, ~ Public/Private Distinction, 
130 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1289 (1982). 

-12-



mposing restrictive covenants on land. 39 Similarly, 

rivate groups are often authorized to exert coercive powers 

~ver others. One prominent example is the 

975 

~ollective-bargaining agreement, by which a majority of workers 

~n a bargaining unit select a representative who may bind them 

Another is the formation of 101=al governments by 

petition of some residents in a territory, against the wishes 

of the others.'· 

Formally private action sometimes becomes legally public 

for some purposes. Thus, we struggle \:0 define the kinds of 

relationships between private institutions and the state that 

suffice for "state action" and the invocation of constitutional 

restrictions. The Supreme Court has recently been unwilling to 

characterize private activity as state action notwithstanding 

substantial public financial support and close regulation; 

3 9 

• 0 

• • 

The classic exposition of this point is by Jaffe, supra 
note 37 • 

See, ~, Switchmen's Union v. National Mediation Board, 
320 U.S. 297 (1943) (under Railway Labor Act, majority of 
workers choose a representative; Board resolves disputes 
without judicial review) . 

See generally Liebmann, supra note 29, at 672-75. 

-13-
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instead, the Court looks for direct coercion or encouragement 

of the particular decision in question. 4z 

Per contra, formally public action sometimes ha~ dominant 

private aspects. Statutes sometimes authorize agencies to 

transform private industry standards into government 

regulations. 43 And federal judges enforce consent 

agreements in public law litigation, as negotiated by private 

parties."' 

A number of modern institutions are public/private hybrids. 

These often take the form of government corporations, such as 

the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Postal Service, or 

Amtrak.' 5 The most important of these hybrids is the 

Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC), which forms and executes 

•• 

• 5 

See, ~I Rendell-Baker v. Kohn, 457 U.S. 830 (1982); 
Blum v. Yaretsky, 457 U.S. 991 (1982); Jackson v. 
Metropolitan Edison Co., 419 U.S. 345 (1974). 

R. Dixon, Standards Development in the Private Sector 
(1978); Hamilton, The Role of Nongovernmental Standards 
in the Development of Mandatory Federal Standards 
Affecting Safety or Health, 56 Tex. L. Rev. 1329 (1978) . 

Chayes, The Role of the Judge in Public Law Litigation, 
89 Harv. L. Rev. 1281 (1976) . 

Tierney, Government Corporations and Managing the 
Public's Business, 99 Pol. Sci. Q. 73 (1984). 

-14-
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he nation's monetary policy.~6 The FOMC consists of the 

even members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 

'ystem, who are government officers, and five private bankers, 

In Melcher v. Federal Open Market Committee,' 7 a 

istrict court upheld the constitutionality of the FOMC. The 

~ourt noted that the private members do not have the "decisive 

{oice M in policymaking, because the Board of Governors holds a 

uajority. The court also distinguished the coercive functions 

Jf government from monetary policymaking, which is executed 

through private market transactions.· s Conceding the 

importance of monetary policy to the nation's economy, the 

court observed that many private institutions also have great 

impact. Finally, it relled partly on tradition-- monetary 

policy has been committed to a combination of public and 

private decisionmakers since the days of the Bank of the United 

States." 

• 6 

'7 

48 

• 9 

See generally W. Melton, Inside The Fed, Making Monetary 
Policy Ch. 2 (1985). 

644 F.Supp. 510 (D.D.C. 1986). 

644 F,Supp. at 523 n. 26 • 

McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819), 
which upheld the constitutionality of the Second Bank, 
did not discuss problems of private delegation. 
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Melcher is symptomatic of our lack of any satisfactory 

normative or positive theories of the public/private 

boundary.so Plainly, an a priori constitutional principle 

condemning private delegations would require wholesale 

rearrangements in our law and institutions. Nevertheless, som 

delegations are more justifiab'~ than others-- the concerns 

expressed in the cases have substance. For now, we must 

content ourselves with the articulation of principles and 

controls in particular contexts, aided by the broader 

perspective. 

C. Delegation of Adjudicative Power in Administrative Law. 

The constitutionality of delegating adjudicative power to 

administrative agencies was established by Crowell v. 

Benson. 5 
I The context was a worker's compensation scheme 

for longshoremen. Congress had authorized an agency to decide 

claims under adjudicative procedures resembling those later 

so 

5 I 

This note is sounded throughout the Symposium, supra note 
38. 

285 U.S. 22 (1932). 
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odified in the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).5Z (An 

xaminer was to conduct informal evidentiary hearings on a 

~ecord.) The Court rejected a due process assault on 

dministrative factfinding, because judicial review could 

ssure the presence of substantial evidence for the award. Nor 

id article III require that the subject matter, which was 

ithin the federal judicial power, be allocated to the courts. 

t sufficed that reviewing courts retained power to decide 

ssues of law. The Court did hold, however, that courts must 

erform independent review of issues of constitutional or 

,urisdictional fact going to the power of the agency in the 

,emises, such as whether an accident had occurred on the 

lav~gable waters. 

Although Crowell set the stage for modern administrative 

djudication, much has happened since. First, the two 

.imitations that the Court relied on to justify shifting 

rticle III business to agencies have eroded. Courts now defer 

_0 agency d~terminations of law as well as fact,S] and the 

5 U.S.C. §§ 554-57. 

Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense 
Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984); ~ generally Starr, 
Judicial Review in the Post-Chevron Era, 3 Yale J. on 
Reg. 283 (1986) (noting, however, the-ffiarked 

(Continued on page 18) 
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doctrines of constitutional and jurisdictional fact have fall~ 

into desuetude. 54 Second, administrative adjudication and 

its surrounding doctrines have evolved in ways that merit brie 

summary here. 

Crowell evinced two concerns that remain pertinent today, 

the extent of Congressional power to allocate judicial power t 

other entities and the fairness of adjudication performed 

outside court. I discuss each in detail below, and pause to 

introduce the latter now. Modern administrative law ensures 

fair adjudication partly through structure, and partly through 

procedure. Many agencies draw their membership from regulated 

groups, in stated pursuit of expertise. Typically, such an 

agency both investigates and adjudicates. The combination aid 

policymaking; problems of bias and interest, however, 

necessarily arise. These are dealt with partly by 

organizational separation of the investigative and adjudicativ 

5 4 

(Continued from page 17) 
inconsistency with which the Court has applied this 
doctrine) • 

Monaghan, Constitutional Fact Review, 85 Colum. L. Rev. 
229, 217-63 (1985). 
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taffs below the level of the heads of the agency.ss Also, 

he administrative law judges or their analogues usually enjoy 

tatutory guarantees of their independence,s6 and are 

equired to follow specified procedures designed to balance 

nformality and accuracy. 57 

The Supreme Court has upheld this general arrangement 

gainst due process attack. s8 The Court is prepared to 

,'redit the protections flowing f.rom separation of functions and 

rocedural guarantees. s , Moreo~er, the Court recognizes 

_hat obtaining the policymaking advantages of combined 

unctions at the top of t~e agency has some cost to 

_djudicative neutrality.50 Nevertheless, the Court has made 

5 S 

5 6 

57 

S I 

5 , 

60 

See generally Asimow, When the Curtain Falls: Separation 
of Functions in the Federal Administrative Agencies, 81 
Colum. L. Rev. 759 (1981). 

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 3105, 5372, 7521. 

See 5 U.S.C. §§ 554-57. 

Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35 (1975)(state board of 
medical examiners could both investigate ~nd decide 
charges against a doctor). 

See Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238 (1980) 
(administrator acting as prosecutor could make 

(Continued on page 20) 

See Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. I, 18 (1979) 
(legislature can draw administrators from an organization 

(Continued on page 20) 
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it clear that a scheme's particular characteristics can preseI 

unacceptable dangers of bias or interest. 61 

D, An Approach to the Constitutional Issues. 

At this point in the discussion, we can derive some genera 

precepts for analysis. First, both administrative law and the 

private delegation cases display a basic ambivalence about the 

decider's neutrality-- the benefits of obtaining knowledgeable 

5 , 

, 0 

6 I 

(Continued from page 19) 
preliminary assessment of civil penalties that could 
become available to the agency; administrative law judge 
adjudicated the penalties.) 

(Continued from page 19) 
sympathetic to the rules to be enforced); Hortonville 
Joint School Dist. No. I v. Hortonville Education Ass'n, 
426 U.S. 482 (1976) (school board could both negotiate 
with teachers and discharge them for ill~gal strike aft~r 
negotiations failed); FTC v. Cement Institute, 333 U.S. 
683 (1948) (FTC Commissioners could both testify before 
Congress regarding the illegality of a practice and later 
tldjudicate the matter). 

For example, in Gibson v, Berryhill, 411 U.S. 564 (1973), 
the Court would not allow a licensing board drawn from 
one-half of a state's optometrists to decide whether the 
other half were engaged in unprofessional conduct. See 
~ Turney v. Ohio, 273 U.S. 510 (1927) (town mayor COUld 
not adjudicate where fines paid his salary); Ward v. 
Village of Monroeville, 409 U.S. 57 {1972} (Turney 
controlled where fines formed a substantial part of 
municipal revenues). 
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r autonomous decisionmaking are gained at the risk of 

ntroducing unacceptable levels of bias or interest. This 

mbivalence also affects administrative law outside the 

djudicative context, in ways that are pertinent to the 

nalysis here. Traditional views of policymaking as the 

983 

.• eutral and expert elaboration of the public' s will have given 

.ay to theories that recognize and try to control private 

~nfluences. Current theories of legislation emphasize its 

~apacity to provide private goods for special interests;'Z 

vontroversy surrounds the ~xtent to which courts should try to 

offset this tendency.63 And administrative law has recently 

seen the ascendancy of an interest representation model of 

policymaking. 6 4 Here too, there are countercurrents. Some 

views of the administrative process emphasize the opportunity-

and the duty-- of administrators to seek their best conception 

, Z 

, 1 

6 4 

See generally Aranson, Gellhorn & Robinson, A Theory of 
Legislative Delegation, 68 Corn. L. Rev. 1 (1982). 

Compare, e.g., Macey, Promoting Public-Regarding 
Legislation Through Statutory Interpretation: An Interest 
Group Model, 86 Colum. L. Rev. 223 (1986), with Posner, 
Economics, Politics, and the Reading of Statutes and the 
Constitution, 49 U. Chi. L. Rev. 263 (1982). 

Stewart, The Reformation of American Administrative Law, 
88 Harv. L. Rev. 1669 (1975). 
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of the public interest, constrained as decision may be by the 

reality of private pressure.'s 

To promote public-regarding policy, modern administrative 

law relies on simultaneously fostering and controlling the 

oversight activities of all three branches of government." 

When decision is shifted from public to private hands, we lose 

some or all of these monitoring devices. If we can identify 

substitutes that will tolerably conform private decision to th 

public interest, a delegation should survive. 

It may be that in most situations where private delegation 

are upheld, the courts perceive an overall congruence of 

interest between the private deciders and the public. Thus, i1 

monetary policymaking the private bankers and the members of 

the Board of Governors share an interest in the long-run 

stability of the currency. Similarly, we allow self-regulatiol 

by securities exchanges or government regulation by members of 

professional groups because of their need to maintain public 

confidence. Manifestly, reliance on private interest to 

, 5 

6 6 

Sunstein, Interest Groups in American Public Law, 38 
Stan. L. Rev. 29 (1985). 

See generally Bruff, Legislative Formality, 
Administrative Rationality, 63 Tex. L. Rev. 207 (1984). 
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achieve public purposes produces imperfect results, but so do 

the alternatives. 

We also use shared interests within groups to promote 

fairness when they regulate themselves. For example, a premise 

of collective bargaining is that worker.s derive net advantages 

from negotiat.ing with management as a group, whatever their 

internal disagreements.'7 And the state bar is expected to 

understand the pressures that lawyers face. Here, the danger 

is that shared group interests will subordinate the interests 

held in common with the public. 

The foregoing considerations suggest that arbitration can 

find a place in the administrative state. The central premise 

of arbitration, that the parties' consent to the process and 

practical guarantees of the decider's neutrality justify 

informal and final procedure, serves the important purpose of 

neutralizing bias. The overall similarity of arbitral and 

administrative p~ocesses demonstrates the extent to which their 

purposes are the same. Indeed, the nature of arbitration calls 

to mind an observation that Judge Friendly m.ade while 

discussing administrative procedure: "the further the tribunal 

, 7 Jaffe, supra note 37, at 235. 
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is removed from ... any suspicion of bias, the less may be 

the need for other procedural safeguards.·" 

Two principles should guide our approach to the 

constitutional issues. First, the optimal level of specificit 

for constitutional rules that organize the government is low. 

This is true for several reasons. The government is vast and 

diverse; perforce, even statutes with government-wide effect 

(e.g., the APA) are phrased in generalities. Moreover, 

prediction of the effects of rules on institutions is 

hazardous, even in the short run." And the obstacles to 

altering constitutional rules are considerable, even when they 

are generated by the courts. 

Second, deference is due to agency choice of procedure, 

whether the issue is statutory authorization 70 or 

constitutionality. 71 Whether analysis of process is 

, 8 

• • 

70 

7 1 

Friendly, "Some Kind of Hearing," 123 U. Pa. L. Rev. 
1267, 1279 (1975) . 

For an illustrative account of the unanticipated effects 
of constitutional jurisprudence on bureaucracies and 
their clients, ~ Mashaw, The Management Side of Due 
Process; Some Theoretical and Litigation Notes on the 

(Continued on page 25) 

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources 
Defense Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519 (1978). 

Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976). 
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characterized as policy, statutory authority, or 

constitutionality, the acceptability of procedure is a function 

of the particular issues to be decided. 72 Agencies are 

usually best situated to weigh the factors bearing on choice of 

procedure, in search of the best alternative. 

Appraising the consistency of government arbitration with 

articles II and III of the Consitution involves separation of 

powers analysis. Here a fundamental distinction must be made 

in order to understand the cases. Separation of powers cases 

involving the aggrandizement of one branch at the expense of 

another present greater problems than those involving only a 

possible interference with the prerogatives of one branch. 1
• 

In the aggrandizement cases, the Court has favored a formalist 

approach that reasons logically from the constitutional text 

and what is known about the framers' intentions. 74 The 

6 , 

6 • 

72 

73 

(Continued from page 24) 
Assurance of Accuracy, Fairness, and Timeliness in the 

(Continued on page 26) 

See Robinson, The Making of Administrative Policy: 
Another Look at Rulemakinq and Adjudication and 

(Continued on page 26) 

Strauss, Separation of Powers in Court, A Foolish 
Inconsistency?, -- Corn. L. Rev. --- (forthcoming, 1987). 

E.g., INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983); Bowsher v. 
Synar, 106 S.Ct. 3181 (1986). 
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consequence is to draw relatively bright lines between the 

functions of the branches. 7. In the interference cases, the 

Court has used a functional approach that inquires whether the. 

core responsibilities of the branch in question have been 

impaired. 76 

There may be several reasons for the use of two doctrinal 

approaches. In cases involving the relations of the 

constitutional branches inter se, formalism offers the 

advantages of preserving clear lines of political 

accountability and of minimizing evasions of constitutional 

strictures. 77 In cases involving the distribution of 

functions within the "fuurth branch" of the bureaucracy, 

however, the simplicities of formalism fit so badly with the 

complexities of administration that the Court shifts to a 

• 9 

72 

7. 

76 

77 

(Continued from page 25) 
Adjudication of Social Welfare Claims, 59 Corn. L. Rev. 
772 (1974). 

(Continued from page 25) 
Administrative Procedure Reform, 118 U. Pa. L. Rev. 485, 
536-37 (1970). 

See generally Bruff, On the Constitutional Status of the 
Administrative Agencies, 36 Am. U. L. Rev. 491 (1987). 

E.g~, Nixon v. Administrator of General Services, 433 
U.S. 425 (1977); CFTC v. Schor, 106 S. ct. 3245 (1986). 

Bruff, supra note 75, at 506-09. 
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unctional inquiry into the overall relationships between the 

'onstitutional branches and the agencies. 78 The functional 

_est is far more permissive of diverse government structure 

~han is formalism. 

Thus, several considerations suggest that formalist 

~nalysis will prove inapposite to government arbitration. 

-"irst, the aggrandizement concerns that prompt use of the 

approach are absent. Second, we are wise to minimize 

989 

constitutional prescription in this area. And third, the need 

to defer to legislative or administrative choice of process 
I 
suggests a constitutional test containing flexibility. 

II. EXECUTIVE BRANCH SUPERVISION. 

The President's constitutional powers "are not fixed, but 

fluctuate,"7' depending on the context in which they are 

considered. His needs to supervise administration vary 

according to the subject matter. His claims are strongest 

where he has independent constitutional powers, as in foreign 

affairs, and weakest where individual liberties enjoy their own 

78 

7 , 

Strauss, supra note 5. 

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635 
(1952) (Jackson, J. concurring). 
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constitutional protection. ao In addition, Congress may 

control executive oversight within limits that are presently 

uncertain. sl For example, by placing some functions in 

independent agencies, Congress has expressed its desire that 

executive oversight be minimized. 8z 

It is possible for Congress to insulate a function from th 

oversight of all three constitutional branches in a way that 

hampers political accountability or allows arbitrariness. 

Courts often approach this question as a due process issue of 

the permissibility of private delegations, as I noted above. 

still, there is a distinct question here that relates to 

executive supervision. Some functions are neither reviewable 

in court nor readily amenable to effective congressional 

oversight. Examples include foreign ~ffairs and monetary 

8 0 

8 1 

8 Z 

Bruff, Presidential Power and Administrative Rulemaking, 
88 Yale L.J. 451, 495-98 (1979). 

See generally G. Robinson, E. Gellhorn & H. Bruff, The 
Administrative Process 117-31 (3d ed. 1986). 

Notwithstanding a current debate on the constitutional 
status of the independent agencies, see generally 
Symposium, "The Uneasy Constitutional Status of the 
Administrative Agencies," 36 Am. U. L. Rev. 277 (1987); 
Miller, Independent Agencies, 1986 Sup. Ct. Rev. 41, the 
Supreme Court continues to treat them as a viable part of 
the government. ~,CFTC v. Schor, 106 S.Ct. 3245 
(1986); ~ Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S.Ct. 3181, 3188 n. 4 
(1986). 
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olicymaking. For such functions, the nature and extent of 

_ies to the executive largely define the sufficiency of 

overnmental control. Therefore, weak ties to the executive 

re less justifiable if oversight by the other branches is 

_isabled, and more justifiable if it survives. 

991 

Agency procedure also affects presidential power. 

~djudication enjoys constitutional S3 and statutorys, 

.rotections from outside interference by anyone, including the 

resident. In contrast, rulemaking is subject to increasingly 

s;:mitious executive management. as 

Relationships between the executive and private deciders 

should fluctuate according to these variables of subject 

matter, government structure, and procedure. If ties of 

certain kinds between officers and deciders can be identified 

as consistent with the nature of the executive's supervisory 

needs for the particular context, article II concerns should be 

satisfied. 

• J 

• • 

• s 

Pillsbury Co. v. fi'C, 354 F.2d 952 (5th Cir. 1966). 

5 U.S.C. § 557(d). 

See generally Symposium, Cost-Benefit Analysis and Agency 
Decision-Making: An Analysis of Executive Order No. 
12,291, 23 Ariz. L. Rev. 1195 (1981). 
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A. The Scope of the Appointments Cfause. 

In Buckley v. Valeo,a, the Supreme Court held that 

Congress could not appoint members of the Federal Election 

Commission. The Court read the appointments clauses1 to 

govern the selection of anyone "exercising significant 

authority pursuant to the laws of the United States."s. In 

defining that phrase, the Court distinguished informational an 

investigative functions, which did not need to be performed by 

"Officers of the United States," from the FEC's enforcement 

powers, such as litigating, rulemaking, and adjudicating, whic 

could only be performed by officers or their employees. s , 

Buckley is a rather formalist opinion with no obvious 

limits to its 10gic.'o It can easily be read to require 

that all execution of the laws be kept in the hands of federal 

employees. Nevertheless, the Court's distinctions are surely 

a. 

8 1 

8 8 

• 9 

, 0 

424 U.S. 1 (1976). 

U.S. Const., Art. II, § 2, c1. 2. 

424 U.S. at 126 . 

The Court noted that employees are "lesser functionaries 
subordinate to officers of the United States." Id. at 126 
n.l62. 

Bruff, supra~ note 75, at 500. 
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related to the context of the case. The Court was considering 

whether Congress could assume the President's appointments 

power, not whether it could authorize or require the delegation 

outside the government of some functions that could be 

performed by the executive. The problem of congressional 

aggrandizement disappears when Congress allocates the 

appointment power elsewhere." The need to prevent 

interference with core functions suggests an inquiry whether 

the President is denied a supervisory role that is necessary to 

his duty to oversee the execution of the laws. 

Thus, Buckley raises but does not resolve the question of 

most interest here: what relationships between an officer and a 

decider are necessary to satisfy concerns related to the 

appointments clause? A priori, the variety of possible 

relationships between the executive and those who actually make 

policy suggests the inadvisability of a constitutional rule 

that focuses on formal appointment or employment provisions. 

This point is illustrated by Melcher, in which the district 

court declined to extend Buckley to condemn the composition of 

, 1 
Se~ Melcher v. Federal Open Market Committee, 644 F. 
Supp. 510, 520 (D.D.C. 1986) (distinguishing both Buckley 
and Bowsher v. Synar, 106 S. Ct. 3181 (1986), as 
involving "attempts to enlarge the legislative authority 
at the expense of that of the Executive Branch.") 
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the Federal Open Market Committee. Seven FOMC members (the 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System) are 

unquestionably "Officers of the united States." The ether five 

are private bankers selected by the boards of directors of I:he 

regional Federal Reserve Banks.'2 The court declined to 

characterize the private members of the FOMC as government 

officers, although the Board of Governors supervises them in 

their other capacity as officers of the various Reserve 

Banks.'l The court pointed to the absence of any clear 

authority for the supervision of these individuals in their 

role as FOMe members. 

This conclusion is consistent with any of three readings of 

Buckley. First, courts could ask only whether a decider is 

technically a government employee. Second, they could ask ,..' 

whether the decider is in substance a government employee. As 

Melcher illustrates, there are many possible relationships 

short of fUll-time employment, Courts could assess each one to 

determine whether the person is effectively under the control 

, 2 

, 3 

The boards, in turn, are composed of two-thirds private 
members and one-third Board of Governors appointees. 

The Board of Governors approves their selection and 
compensation, and can dismiss them for cause. 12 U.S.C. 
§§ 248(f), 307, 341. 
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of an officer. Third, the courts could ask a more focused 

question: is the particular activity in question sufficiently 

controlled by an officer? This third inquiry seems the most 

appropriate, since it draws attention to the precise needs of 

the executive for a supervisory role. 

The functions that Buckley denied to congressional 

appointees all involve the coercion of primary conduct by 

995 

government. Perhaps in that context the executive may never 

delegate its responsibilities. Buckley, however, distinguished 

investigation from enforcement for an unrelated reason, the 

need for Congress to investigate as an aid to legislation. 

Moreover, it is easy to exaggerate the differences between 

coercive and noncoercive governmental action. As economists 

are fond of reminding us, the carrot and the stick both 

influence behavior. Nevertheless, legal controls on government 

moni tor coercive acti vitie·s most closely.' 4 Functional 

analysis can give some weight to the degree of coercion present 

in an dctivity, without resting decision exclusively on that 

factor. The divurse sUbject-matter of federal policymaking 

suggests that all should not hinge on a single characteristic. 

94 See, ~, Heckler v. Chaney, 105 S.Ct. 1649, 1656 
(1985) . 
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Suggestions have arisen that arbitration be employed in 

some enforcement contexts, such as the revocation of permits 

for hazardous waste facilities.· 5 It should be possible to 

define a role for arbitration in enforcement, if certain limits 

are set. The executive has traditionally enjoyed wide 

prosecutorial discretion, because the component activities of 

gathering information, setting priorities, and allocating 

resources affect many of the agency's responsibilities and are 

difficult to monitor effectively from the outside." Hence 

it would divest the executive of core functions to allow an 

arbitrator to decide whom to prosecute, or to decide other 

issues that implicate general enforcement policy. 

Private neutrals could, however, playa number of other 

roles. First, they could influence enforcement in ways that do 

not formally displace executive discretion. Here, illustration 

is provided by ADR procedures other than arbitration. A 

portion of the ACUS recommendation would apply various ADR 

techniques to settlement of litigation, including negotiation, 

, 5 

• • 

Robinson, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Institutes 
Alternative Dispute Resolution in its Enforcement 
Program, 18 Dis. Res. News (ABA Com. on Dis. Res. 1986) . 

See Heckler v. Chaney, 105 S.Ct. 1649, 1656 (1985); FTC 
V:-Universal-Rundle Corp., 387 U.S. 244 (1967). 
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mediation, and "minitrials."·7 All of these techniques 

leave actual settlement authority in the hands of government 

officers. The recommendation would, however, expose 

settlements involving major public policy issues or third party 

effects to notice and comment.· s This reminds us of the 

values served by exposing deciders to outside influences-- the 

process does not rely solely on interested parties and the ADR 

neutral, whose perspective may be limited, in settling cases 

having implications beyond their facts. 

Second, it should be permissible to arbitrate fact 

questions underlying an enforcement dispute. Here, efficiency 

gains from informal process are po~sible without sacrificing 

the executive's needs to set overall enforcement priorities and 

policy. 

Finally, although the issue is more difficult, it should be 

permissible to arbitrate the application to a particular 

respondent of settled criteria for such sanctions as permit 

, 7 

9. 

1 eFR § 305.86-3, part D. Minitrials are abbreviated 
summaries of trial evidence, presented before principal 
officers of the litigants who are authorized to settle 
the case. 

At present, consent agreements are sometimes subjected to 
notice and comment procedures. G. Robinson, E. Gellhorn 
& H. Bruff, supra note 81, at 549. 
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revocation. The executive retains control of overall policy by 

formulating the standards for sanctions. still, an important 

aspect of prosecutorial discretion concerns law-applying-- the 

decision whether to compromise a charge or to take it to trial. 

And as I have noted, administrative law has accommodated the 

combination of prosecutorial and adjudicative functions in a 

single agency, with appropriate safeguards." Nevertheless, 

due process values are served by reducing the potential for 

bias that attends the selection of sanctions by the 

investigating office. 100 

Thus, government arbitration creates tension between two 

constitutional values, executive power and due process. We can 

accommodate them by retaining executive control over broad 

issues of policy, while allocating some functions of applying 

, , 

I 00 

See Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238 (1980) 
(administrator acting as prosecutor could make 
preliminary assessment of civil penalties that could 
become available to the agency; administrative law judge 
adjudicated the penalties.) 

See Hortonville Joint School Dist. No.1 v. Hortonville 
Education Ass'n, 426 U.S. 482 (1976) (school board could 
both negotiate with teachers and discharge them for 
illegal strike after negotiations failed). In 
Hortonville, provision of a neutral decider would have 
eliminated. the need for the Court to inquire whether the 
facts raised a sufficient danger· of bias to deny due 
process. 
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policy to private neutrals. The consequent reduction in 

executive power, although real, should be kept in perspective. 

Comparison of a private delegation with the government function 

it displaces should include consideration of the legal 

constraints on that function, to see how much discretion the 

executive is actually losing. 

A brief look at the use of ADR techniques in rulemaking 

will illustrate this point. Rulemaking draws the President's 

supervisory role directly into question, because it concerns 

generalized policy.IOI Nevertheless, we subject rulemakers 

to various "outside· influences. The original purpose of the 

APA's notice and comment procedures was simply to provide 

affected persons an opportunity to educate the 

policymakers. l02 Today, administrative law pursues a more 

ambitious goal-- to use diverse outside pressures to encourage 

rulemakers to follow the public interest. IOJ 

101 

~ a z 

I 0 J 

Cutler & Johnson, Regulation and the Political Process, 
84 Yale L.J. 1395 (1975). 

Nathanson, Probing the Mind of the Administrator: Hearing 
Variations and Standards of Judicial Review Under the 
Administrative Procedure Act and Other Federal Statutes, 
75 Colum. L. Rev. 721, 754-55 (1975). 

See generally Office of the Chairman, Administrative 
Conference of the United States, A Guide to Federal 
Agency Rulemaking (1983). 
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Under the ACUS recommendation on negotiated rulemaking, 

private groups negotiate a proposed rule, which then undergoes 

the usual notice and comment process. This process does not 

differ sharply from the bargaining that can occur informally 

under notice and comment procedures. 104 Final policy 

decisions remain with the government. 105 Nothing in Buckley 

suggests that an officer may not be influenced by others, as 

long as he retains the power to decide. 106 

It is one thing, however, to constrain executive 

discretion, and another to shift decisions to private hands. 

The possibility of unduly sacrificing executive responsibility 

in favor of due process values attends the use of arbitration 

in any policy-laden context, such as public employee labor 

relations and money claims against the government. Here we 

104 

1 0 ~ 

1 06 

Moreover, modern agencies often employ private 
consultants in rulemaking, and may rely substantially on 
them in the deliberative process, as long as they do not 
abdicate the ultimate statutory responsibility for 
decision. United Steelworkers of America v. Marshall, 
647 F.2d 1189 (D.C. Cir. 1980). 

1 CFR § 305.82-4: "The final responsibility for issuing 
the rule would remain with the agency." See Harter, 
supra note 7, at 109. 

See also Sunshine Anthracite Coal Co. v. Adkins, 310 U.S. 
381 (1940) (coal producers may propose minimum prices to 
agency that can approve, disapprove, or modify them). 
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uust seek appropriate and effective ways for the executive to 

~ontrol private neutrals. If such controls are available, it 

~hould be permissible for Congress or the agencies to choose 

arbitration. 

B. Selecting Arbitrators. 

The ACUS recommendations concerning voluntary or mandatory 

arbitration involve adjudication. 107 Here, as I will 

discuss, the federal courts assert a supervisory role. 

Nonetheless, Buckley retains some force. Even where the 

President's supervisory powers are limited, as with independent 

agencies and adjudicators, he retains his power to appoint the 

deciders, and a general interest in their performance. 108 

Moreover, administrative adjudication is often used for 

policymakingi '09 to that extent, the President has a 

107 

I o. 

I 0 9 

1 CFR § 305.86-3, parts B & C. 

See, ~, J. Landis, Report on Regulatory Agencies to 
the President-Elect, Sen. Comm. on the Judiciary, 86th 
Cong., 2d Sess. 33 (Comm. Print 1960): MThe congestion of 
the dockets of the agencies, the delays incident to the 
disposition of cases, the failure to evolve policies 
pursuant to basic statutory requirements are all a part 

(Continued on page 40) 

NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U.S. 267 (1974). 
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substantial claim to overall supervision, not including 

intervention in a particular pending case. l 
10 

The ACUS recommends against arbitration in cases involving 

major new policies or precedents, significant third party 

effects, or special needs to honor existing prec~dent. These 

are cast as broad generalizations; at that level, they are 

unexceptionable. I di$cUSS the last of them in connection witL 

judicial power; for the others, discretion should be exercised 

within rather than outside the government. All three 

constitutional branches have oversight claims. And affected 

third parties, who have not consented to the use of private 

deciders, are entitled to the protections that administrative 

law and government structure provide. Still, it is necessary 

to guard against overgenerality. Adjudication often has 

visible effects beyond the parties. Within limits, the 

presence of such effects should not rule out arbitration. 

Under the recommendations, agencies usually control whether 

to resort to arbitration. Mandatory arbitration is suggested 

1 o. 

1 10 

(Continued from page 39) 
of the President's constitutional concern to see that the 
laws are faithfully executed." 

See ABA Comm. on Law and the Economy, supra note 2, at 
79, 82. 
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n1y for controversies between private parties, not those 

-nvo1ving the government as a party. The need for executive 

~hoice of process is weak when the government is acting only as 

_rbiter of disputes between citizens. Where the gov~rnment's 

_wn interests are at stake, voluntary arbitration allows 

agencies to choose the use of a private neutral, either before 

or after controversy arises. For example, if an officer is 

authorized to settle claims, efficiency gains can result from 

referring some of them to a third party for expeditious 

handling. That frees the officer's time for more imp,ntant 

cases. Due process values are also served by referral of 

claims against the government-- the avoidance of undue 

interest, or an appearance of it, in the outcome. Moreover, 

voluntary arbitration can draw some support from Buckley and 

Melcher, because of its noncoercive nature. 

Where the executive has a substantial interest in the 

outcome, ~ethods of structuring arbitration and selecting 

arbitrators can reflect that incerest in a compromise with 

strict neutrality. The legality of a private delegation often 

depends on a court's judgment whether the composition of the 

deciding group is representative of the interests 
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affected. I I I Thus, the goal of arbitral schemes should be 

balance rather than unalloyed neutrality. Frequently, those 

selecting private deciders must weigh the benefits of expe~tis 

in the subject matter against the costs to neutrality from the, 

source of the expertise, for instance prior service in the 

agency or industry. The Administr~tive Conference has 

recognized the inevitability of these tradeoffs in its 

recommendation on acquiring the services of ADR neutrals. I 12 

There are several ways to pursue balance in arbitration. 

First, the choice to arbitrate can be vested with a 

public/private body. For example, arbitration of contract 

impasses with federal workers occurs on the appr~val of the 

Federal Service Impasses Panel, a part-time body composed 

partly of government employees. lll This approach responds 

to the fact that "interest" arbitration, which resolves 

distributional issues between the parties on a prospective 

III 

I I 2 

I I l 

Note, Rethinking Regulation: Negotiation as an 
Alternative to Traditional Ru1emaking, 94 Harv. L. Rev. 
1871, 1883 & n.66 (1981). 

1 CFR § 305.86-8; ~ generally Ruttinger, Acquiring the 
Services of Neutrals for Alternative Disputes Resolution 
and Negotiated Rulemaking, Report for the Administrative 
Conference of the United states (1986). 

5 U.S.C. § 7119. 
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asis, is materially more policy-oriented than "grievance" 

rbitration, which considers rights under preexisting 

rrangements. 114 

Second, if a multimember panel is used, its composition can 

.eflect affected interests in appropriate proportions. I IS 

lor example, bargaining impasses between the Postal Service and 

"ts employees are submitted to an arbitral board composed of 

~ne member selected by the Service, one by the union, and a 

~hird selected by the other two members. I 1& In another 

_xample of a mixed panel, the Department of Education 

~djudicates certain disputes with its grant recipients through 

a board formed of a minority of federal employees and a 

uajority of private members. 117 

I I • 

I 1 5 

I I & 

I I 7 

See generally Kanowitz, supra note 21, at 244-50; Craver, 
supra note 12i Note, Binding Interest Arbitration in the 
Public Sector: Is it Constitutional?, 18 Wm. & Mary L. 
Rev. 787 (1977). 

See Melcher v. Federal Open Market Committee, 644 F.Supp. 
510, 523 (D.D.C. 1986) (Buckley concerns alleviated by 
the presence of a government majority on the FOMC). 

39 U.S.C. § 1207. Failing agreement on a third member, 
the Director of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation 
Service chooses one. 

20 U.S.C. § 1234(c)i ~ generally Boasberg, Klores, 
Feldesman & Tucker, Federal Grant Dispute Resolution, A 
Report for the Administrative Conference of the United 

(Continued on page 44) 
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Third, even if a single arbitrator is employed, the 

selection procedure can take the preferences of both sides int_ 

account. In commercial arbitration, the American Arbitration 

Association sends a list of names to the parties, who strike 

those to whom they object and number the others in order of 

preference. The AAA selects the arbitrator according to mutual 

preference. 118 Federal agencies have borrowed these 

practices, sometimes by direct referral to the AAA. 11
' 

These techniques should furnish the executive sufficient 

tools to meet supervisory needs related to selecting the 

deciders. Compare administrative adjudication, usually 

performed in the first instance by Administrative Law Judges. 

In both cases, an agency can consider the overall neutrality 

and competence of the pool of deciders when deciding whether to 

utilize their services instead of alternative processes. In 

arbitration, agencies can also influence the choice of a 

1 11 

I I 8 

I I , 

(Continued from page 43) 
States, in Mezines, stein & Graff, Administrative Law § 
54.05 (1983). 

Coulson, supra note 19, at 34. The person selected is 
required to disclose "any circumstances likely to affect 
impartiality,· and is subject to disqualification by the 
AAA. lQ.. at 35. 

!L.s.:" 29 CFR § 1440 App. (pesticide !:$gistrations); 40 
CFR § 305.31 (Superfund). 
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decider for the case at hand. In contrast, ALJs are usually 

assigned in rotation. 120 This comparison does not consider, 

though, the nature of an appropriate role for executive 

supervision of adjudicators. I now turn to that topic. 

C. Supervising Arbitrators. 

Arbitration in federal programs should be subject to two 

kinds of executive monitoring. First, there should always be 

some overall scrutiny of whether it is meeting expectations. 

Like any procedure, arbitration is more successful for some 

disputes than others. 121 Especially in an era of 

experimentation with ADR techniques, the executive has a 

continuing monitoring responsibility. Federal arbitration 

1 programs often cnncern large stakes, such as milliofis of 

dollars of aggregate expenditures of public or private 

I z 0 

1 Z 1 

5 CFR § 930.212. The Supreme Court, however, has 
approved some agency discretion to match an ALJ's 
background to the subject matter. Ramspeck v. Federal 
Trial Examiners Conference, 345 U.S. 128, 139-40 (1953). 

See Getman, Labor Arbitration and Dispute Resolution, 88 
Yale L.J. 916 (1979)(emphasizing the connection between 
the collective bargaining relationship and the success of 
labor arbitration). 
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money.IZZ For some arbitral programs, then, "wholesale" 

review is more important to the executive than is "retail" 

review of a particular decision. 

Generalized oversight also helps to protect private 

delegations feom judicial invalidation. For example, many 

disputes between securities dealers and their customers are 

arbited by the self-regulatory organizations of the industry; 

courts approving this scheme have relied partly on federal 

approval of the arbitral procedures.1Z~ Oversight has its 

perils, though: when the government is a party to arbitration, 

monitoring must steer a careful course, assessing the overall 

accuracy of the process without intervening in particular 

cases. IZ ' 

I Z Z 

I Z 3 

I Z • 

A number of specific examples are discussed in §§ III and 
IV infra. 

Todd & Co., Inc. v. SEC, 557 F. 2d 1008, 1012 (3d Cir. 
1977); R. H. Johnson & Co. v. SEC, 198 F. 2d 690, 695 (2d 
Cir.) (Frank, J.), cert. denied, 344 U.S, 855 (1952); ~ 
generally Fletcher, Privatizing Securities Disputes 
Through the Enforcement of Arbitration Agreements, 71 
Minn. L. Rev. 393 (1987); Katsoris, The Arbitration of a 
Public Securities Dispute, 53 Fordham L. Rev. 2(9 (1984). 

Compare Ass'n of Administrative Law Judges, Inc. v. 
Heckler, 594 F.Supp. 1132 (D.D.C. 1984) (generalized 
executive review of ALJ performance is legitimate, as 
long as it does not skew the outcome of particular 
adjudications); see also Note, Administrative Law Jud es. 

(Continued on page 47) 
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Second, agencies need to control the conduct of particular 

rbitrations, within limits. They can do so in two primary 

.ays: by providing a standard for decision, and by reviewing 

_wards to determine fidelity to it.IZS Ordinarily, an 

~,gency can elaborate its statutory standards through 

rulemaking. Therefore, even Nhere statutes mandate use of 

_rbitration, the executive can control it. Of course, the 

~pecificity of standards should vary with the subject 

natter. I " Instructions should be more detailed for 

relatively policy-laden subjects (such as interest arbitration 

in labor relations) than for more fact-intensive ones. I • 7 

Some arbitration uses standardless norms such as 

substantial justice. Here, executive supervision would occur 

I Z • 

I. S 

I Z • 

1 Z 7 

(Continued from page 46) 
Performance Evaluation, and Production Standards: 
Judicial Independence Versus Employee Accountability, 54 
G.W. L. Rev. 591 (1986). 

Also, if an arbitrator is exceeding delegated authority 
in a pending case, an agency may seek redress by invoking 
the familiar jurisdiction of the courts to determine an 
arbitrator's jurisdiction. See text at notes 25-26 supra. 

I discuss the sufficiency of standards in § IV infra as 
they relate to fairness to affected individuals; here the 
concern is with the executive's needs. 

See Craver, supra note 12, at 566-67, for examples of 
varying standards used for interest arbitration. 
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only in the choice to resort to arbitration. Therefore, such 

standard should not be used where significant policy effects 

are present. For example, it would be inappropriate for claim 

against the government, because it could allow payments 

unauthorized by law. 

Review of arbitration can occur either in the agency or in 

court under the criteria of the U.S. Arbitration Act, which 

allows vacating awards on very narrow grounds that include 

corruption and facial illegality.I~. The ACUS 

recommendation facilitates this limited review by calling for 

brief, informal discussion of the factual and legal basis for 

an award. When the government is not a party to arbitration, 

agencies have little reason to displace judicial review. When 

the government is a party, supervisory needs may call for 

administrative review. 1z , If so, there would be no need for 

the courts to exercise duplicative "retail" review, although 

they could examine issues concerning the ·wholesale" validity 

of the scheme, as I will discuss. 

I Z 8 

I Z • 

9 U.S.C. § 10. The grounds include: (a) "corruption, 
fraud, or undue means,· (c) "refusing to hear evidence 
pertinent ..• to the controversy," and (d) "exceed[ing] 
their powers •.•. n 

AS limited by the Arbitration Act, this function would 
not threaten introducing impermissible levels of bias. 
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Administrative review under the Arbitration Act's standards 

.,ould satisfy the executive's supervisory needs. Again, it is 

_.structive to compare administrative adjudication, which is 

tructured to reflect its greater policy content. Agencies may 

verturn ALJ decisions readily, as long as the final decision 

s supported by substantial evidence. '30 Indeed, final 

djudicative authority is often lodged with the political 

xecutives at the head of the agency. \31 In arbitration, 

he execu': .. ive loses ordinary fact review, but gains the 

peedier resolution of disputes. More intensive review would 

itiate the distinctive advantages of arbitration, because it 

ould force arbitrators to provide the procedural formalities 

ecessary to build a suitable record. 

3 0 

3 \ 

II. THE SCOPE OF ARTICLE III. 

A. Allocating Judicial Power to Agencies and Arbitrators. 

To what extent may adjudicative authority that could be 

~, FCC v. Allentown Broadcasting Co., 349 U.S. 358, 
364 (1955). 

See, ~, NLRB v. Bell Aerospace Co., 416 U.S. 267 
(1974). 
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assigned to the federal courts be granted to private deciders? 

Befor.e addressing this question directly, we must consider a 

preli~inary issue: to what extent may executive officers 

exercise or supervise potential article III functions? Until 

recently, one would have thought that the latter issue was 

settled by Crowell v. Benson,13z which upheld the placement 

of adjudicative authority in an administrative agency. The 

problems stem from some implications of the Court's recent 

decision in Northern pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pie 

Line Co., 133 in which a badly divided Court held that the 

allocation of certain functions to bankruptcy judges violated 

article III. 

In Northern Pipeljne, Congress had created bankruptcy 

judges without article III status,13' but with powers 

closely resembling those of federal judges. The bankruptcy 

judges were authorized to decide all issues pertinent to the 

proceedings, including claims arising under state law, with 

1 3 Z 

1 3 3 

1 3 • 

285 U.S. 22 (1932). 

458 U.S. 50 (1982). 

Instead of life tenure, they had 14-year terms; there 
were no protections against salary diminution. 
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eview by article III judges. '3s A plurality of four 

ustices '36 signed a formalist opinion that defined some 

.atters as inherently judicial in the sense that they must be 

erformed by federal courts, rather than supervised by them. 

ankruptcy matters did not come within a set of exceptions to 

landatory arlicle III jurisdiction that the plurality 

dentified. 

The exception pertinent to us is the one for adjudication 

f ·pub1ic Lights," which the plurality defined narrowly as 

·laims against government that Congress could commit entirely 

1013 

o executive discretion, but not controversies between private 

ersons arising incident to a federal program. The public 

ights doctrine originated in a conclusory passage in Murray's 

_essee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement CO.,137 in which the 

~ourt upheld a summary procedure for government recoupment of 

'ts funds from one of its customs collectors: 

13 5 

136 

137 

[W]e do not consider congress can either withdraw from 

judicial cognizance any matter which, from its nature, is 

Review was to be by the "clearly erroneous" standard, 458 
U.S. at 55-56 n. 5. 

Brennan, Marshall, Blackmun, and Stevens. 

18 How. 272, 284 (1856). 
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the subject of a suit at the common law, or in equity, or 

admiralty; nor, on the other hand, can it bring under the 

judicial power a matter which, from its nature, i~ not a 

subject for judicial determination. At the same time there 

are matters, involving public rights, which may be 

presented in such form that the judicial power is capable 

of acting on them, and which are susceptible of judicial 

determination, but which congress mayor may not bring 

within the cognizance of the courts of the United states, 

as it may deem proper. 

The Court has never provided a satisfactory explanation of the 

public tights doctrine. Instead, the Court, groping for 

appropriate limits to the jurisdiction of legislative or 

administrative courts, has used it to label outcomes. 138 

That is unfortunate because of the difficulty of the problem. 

The Northern Pipeline plurality thought that public rights 

cases could be committed to agencies, at least with judicial 

review. 13. It appeared to be more willing to accept 

nonjudicial decision of issues of fact than of law, since it 

1 3 • 

1 1 • 

See generally Redish, Legislative Courts, Administrative 
Agencies, and the Northern Pipeline Decision, 1983 Duke 
L.J. 197. 

458 U.S. at 67-68 & n. 18. 
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_laracterized Crowell as involving only the former. 140 The 

lurality conceded, however, that the doctrines Crowell relied 

1 to preserve plenary review of issues of law had eroded in 

he interim.'" This line of analysis cast doubt on the 

ermissibility of ordinary delegations of adjudicative power to 

gencies, because the plurality did not specify the 

elationship between agencies and courts that was necessary to 

ass conCtitutional scrutiny. 

The plurality explained the dichotomy between public and 

rivate rights as resting partly on sovereign immunity. 

ongress, free to deny all relief for claims against the 

overnment, may take the lesser step of allocating the claims 

o an alternative forum. Accordingly, the plurality would not 

efine public rights as everything created pursuant to the 

ubstantive powers of Congress, because that would include some 

~isplaced private rights of action. 14
' This rationale does 

ot persuasively explain, however, why Congress may more 

4 0 

4 1 

458 U.S. at 78-82. 

rd. at 82 n. 34. 

458 U.S. at 80 n. 32. 
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readily shift federal questions out of the courts than 

diversity cases. "3 

Two concurring justices'" would have required only that 

removed state law claims be decided by an article III court. 

The dissenters"s pointed out the inconsistency of the 

plurality's formulation with the nature of much administrative 

adjudication.'4~ They thought that the bankruptcy scheme 

satisfied a functional inquiry. They were prepared to examine 

the strength of the legislative interest in placing decision in 

another forum (in this case, a heavy case load and a need for 

specialization). They gave weight to the preservation of 

judicial review. They found no danger that the other branches 

were aggrandizing themselves at the expense of the courts as 

long as the subject matter was not of special significance to 

the political branches. 

The reason that Northern Pipeline cast broad and troubling 

implications bev~?-d it~ bankruptcy context lies in the 

, 43 

, ... 
, • s 

1" , 

Redish, supra note 138, at 208-11. 

Re11\1quist and O·Connor. 

White, Burger, and Powell. 

458 U.S. at 101-02. 
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urality's formalist approach. 147 The broad sweep of 

rmalism is inappropriate for deciding how to allocate 

judicative power among the branches. The justifications for 

rmalism (preventing aggrandizement and assuring political 

'countability) are minimal here. 145 Functional analysis 

_cuses the Court's attention on the policies underlying 

ticle III, and permits the diverse procedural arrangements 

lat the structure of our government demands. Fortunately, 

_ter cases have employed functionalism to curtail t.he 

uplications of Northern Pipeline. 

In Thomas v. Union Carbide Agr. Products CO.,I •• the 

_urt upheld mandatory arbitration requirements of the Federal 

nsecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA).ISO 

nder the Act, manufacturers wishing to register a pesticide 

1017 

ust give the EPA their research data on the product's effects. 

he EPA considers the data for both the accompanying 

• 7 

4 8 

• • 

50 

Strauss, supra note 5, at 629-33. 

See Bruff, supra note 75, at 502-09 . 

105 S. Ct. 3325 (1985); see generally Note, FIFRA 
Data-Cost Arbitration and the Judicial Power: Thomas v. 
Union Carbide Agricultural Products Co., 13 Eco. L. Q. 
609 (1986). 

7 U.S.C. § l36a(c)(1)(D)(ii). 
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, 
registration and later ones for similar products, submitted by , 

other manufacturers. Later registrants must compensate earlie:c 

ones for the use of the data, in amounts determined by 

arbitration if the manufacturers cannot agree. The agency uses 

the AAA's roster of commercial arbitrators and its usual 

methods for mutual selection by the parties; there are speci~l 

AAA procedures for conducting FIFRA arbitrations. 151 The 

arbitrator's findings and determination can be set aside in 

federal court only for "fraud, misrepresentation, or other 

misconduct."152 

Justice O'Connor's majority opinion rejected "doctrinaire 

reliance on formal categories" as a guide to article Ill, in 

favor of attention to the origin of the right at issue and the 

congressional purpose behind the scheme. The majority 

characterized FIFRA as creating a compensatory right with many 

public characteristics, as in use of private data by the 

EPA. 153 It concluded that Congress could authorize an 

I 5 1 

1 5 2 

1 5 3 

29 CFR § 1440 App. 

7 U.S.C. § l36a (c)(l)(D)(ii). The EPA can enforce 
compliance with the award through sanctions including 

(Continued on page 57) 

The Court had already held EPA's consideration of the 
data to be a "public use," although the "most direct 

(Continued on page 57) 
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gency to "allocate costs and benefits among voluntary 

articipants" in a regulatory program without providing an 

rticle III adjudication. 

Justice O'Connor characterized Northern pipeline as holding 

n1y that Congress could not give a non-article III court power 

cO decide state law contract actions without consent of the 

itigants and subject only to ordinary appellate review. She 

_ejected an argument that FIFRA had created a "private right," 

~xplicit1y disapproving the definition advanced by the Northern 

_i eline plurality insofar as it turned on whether "a dispute 

is between the Government and an individual.",s4 Justices 

~rennan, Marshall, and Blackmun concurred, explaining their 

Northern pi eline position as focusing on the state law nature 

of the claims involved, and abandoning any restriction of 

I 5 Z 

153 

IS 4 

(Continued from page 56) 
denial of compensation or cancellation of a party's 
registration, as the case may be. 

(Continued from page 56) 
beneficiaries" of that use were the later applicants. 
Rucke1shaus v. Monsanto Co., 104 S. Ct. 2862 
(1984)(holding that in certain circumstances this public 
use effected a compensable taking). 

104 S.Ct at 3335-36. 
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public rights cases to those in which the government is a 

party. ISS 

In passing, the Court squelched the Northern Pipeline 

plurality's threat to the structure of the administrative 

state. The Court said that because the statute in Crowell 

replaced a common law action with a statutory one, it fell 

within mandatory article III jurisdiction. IS' Nevertheless, 

the Court recognized that judicial review of administrative 

adjudication is often limited or even unavailable. ls7 Thus 

the Thomas majority removed any question that the continued 

vitality of Crowell rests on the outmoded doctrines requiring 

stringent judicial review that the Crowell Court employed. 151 

Turning to the use of arbitration, the Court noted 

Congress' need to streamline compensation controversies. 159 

The Court perceived a close nexus between use of arbitration 

ISS 

I 5 , 

I 5 7 

I S a 

IS, 

Id. at 3341-41. Justice stevens, also concurring, 
thought the challengers lacked standing. 

105 S.Ct. at 3336. 

Id. at 3334. 

See text at note 54 supra. 

Arbitration replaces an earlier procedure by which EPA 
adjudicated compensation, subject to judicial review. 
This proved cumbersome and unworkable; in 1978 Congress 
turned to arbitration. 105 S.Ct. at 3328-30. 
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and effective administration of the pesticide registration 

program. And it emphasized the consent of affected firms: it 

considered the danger of encroachment on the judiciary's 

1021 

central role to be "at a minimum when no unwilling defendant is 

subjected to judicial enforcement power." 

The Court accepted the statute's limitations on judicial 

review, which it read to allow reversing arbitrators "who abuse 

or exceed their powers or willfully misconstrue their mandate 

under the governing law."160 The concurring Justices, like 

the majority, echoed the "manifest disregard for the law" 

standard that has widespread use in judicial review of 

arbitration. 16 I The Court also held that review for 

constitutional error was available; that alleviated any due 

process concerns about the extent of review. 16z 

Thomas suggests that common law claims must be left with 

the judiciary. The Court has since modified its stance. In 

160 

16 I 

16 Z 

105 S. ct. at 3339. 

Id. at 3344; ~ Fletcher, Privatizing Securities 
Disputes Throug~ the Enforcement of Arbitration 
Agreements, 71 Minn. L. Rev. 393, 456 (1987). 

The parties had abandoned due process objections to the 
nature of statutory review of the arbitrations, so the 
Court did not formally address that issue. 105 S. Ct. at 
3339. 
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Commodity Futures Trading Com'n v. schor,161 the Court 

upheld the CFTC's power to entertain state law counterclaims in 

reparation proceedings, in which disgruntled customers seek 

redress for brokers' violations of statute or regulations. 

Agency adjudicators were authorized to decide counterclaims 

arising out of the transactions in the complaint, if the 

respondent chose to assert them there. Schor filed a claim for 

reparations, and was met with a counterclaim for debt. 

Justice O'Connor's opinion for seven justices relied in 

part on consent-- Schor chose the CFTC's "quicker and less 

expensive" procedure, irtstead of a lawsuit. Indeed, the Court 

compared this option to arbitration, and thought that choice of 

alternate procedure minimized separation of powers 

concerns. 16. The Court then asked whether the new forum 

exercised the "range of jurisdiction and powers normally vested 

only in article III courts," and whether the latter retained 

the "essential attributes of judicial power." Only the 

jurisdiction over counterclaims differed from the usual agency 

I 6 1 

I 6 • 

106 S.Ct. 3245 (1986). 

106 S.Ct. at 3260. 
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,odel. 165 The Court saw no reason to deny agencies all 

endent jurisdiction, 166 especially where it allowed 

nformal resolution of disputes arising under the federal 

rogram. 167 Thus, Schor suggests that agencies may resolve 

cny state-law claim that is closely related to a federal issue 

.ithin their jurisdiction. 

In both Thomas and Schor the Court associated coercion with 

inherent judicial power. That casts some doubt on strictly 

nonconsensual arbitration, for example in regulatory 

enforcement. Nevertheless, the Court·s characterization of 

FIFRA registrations as "voluntary" may signal its intention to 

employ a narrow definition of coercion. Therefore, the Court's 

article III concerns may be satisfied when either participation 

in the federal program or resort to arbitration has voluntary 

aspects. The Court sometimes examines consent more closely, 

1 6 5 

" 6 

1 , 7 

The CFTC's jurisdiction ~,as specialized; its enforcement 
powers were limited; its orders received normal judicial 
review. 

Concerns for federalism were insufficient to condemn the 
scheme, since federal courts could have entertained the 
claims. 

Justices Brennan and Marshall, dissenting, argued that 
the majority was allowing the undue dilution of judicial 
authority in service of legislative convenience. 
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however, in cases directly presenting issues about the fairness 

of arbitration to affected perso~s. 168 

Another of the Court's concerns is to honor the original 

purpose of article Ill's tenure protections: to guarantee the 

independence of adjudication from political pressure emanating 

from the executive or Congress. In Thomas, the Court remarked 

that shifting from agency adjudicators to private arbitrators 

·surely does not diminish the likelihood of impartial 

decision-making, free from political influence.,,169 And in 

Schor it noted that Congress had placed adjudication in an 

independent agency, which would be "relatively immune from the 

'political winds that sweep Washington. ,.170 This suggests 

that arbitration, compared to the alternative of agency 

adjudication, promotes article III values by increasing the 

independence of the decider. 

Today, it seems unlikely that Congress will run afoul of 

Northern Pipeline unless no SUbstantial purpose is served other 

than shifting business out of the federal courts, and the 

powers of the new tribunal (and, perhaps, the tenure of the 

1'. 

I' 9 

110 

See § III. B. infra. 

105 S.Ct. at 3338. 

106 S.Ct. at 3250. 
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eciders) closely approximate those of the courts. In such 

'ituations, courts are likely to find interference with their 

~ore functions. In contrast, where expeditious process clearly 

"erves non-article III functions, such as ordinary program 

_dministration, the courts are not likely to insist that their 

~lready heavy caseload be increased. Therefore, arbitration 

should be safe from a successful article III assault as long as 

it is confined to specialized subject matter within federal 

programs that have related executive functions. Indeed, 

aliocating such matters to agencies or arbitrators can free the 

courts to perform their most important responsibilities. 

B. Nonarbitrable Subject Matter. 

Judicial deference to agreements to arbitrate has limits. 

The Court has held that certain federal statutes confer 

nonwaivable rights to federal court enforcement. The doctrine 

stems from Wilko v. Swan,171 in which the Court refused to 

enforce an arbitration agreement between a securities customer 

and a brokerage firm. The Court held that the policies of the 

Arbitration Act were overridden by a provision in the 

1 7 1 346 U.S. 427 (1953). 
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Securities Act of 1933 forbidding waiver of compliance with the 

Act's requisites. The Court was concerned that disparities in 

bargaining power could debase consent to arbitration. Nor did 

the Court consider judicial review of arbitral awards 

sufficient to protect the customer's statutory rights, in view 

of the "manifest disregard of the law" standard used by courts 

under the Arbitration Act. 172 

wilko thus demonstrates thl= potential for tension between 

the contractual values of the Arbitration Act and the paternal 

values of much regulatory legislation. Not surprisingly, the 

Court has wavered between the~e values in subsequent 

cases. 173 For example, the Court recently enforced an 

agreement to arbitrate antitrust claims. 174 It was 

unwilling to assume that arbitration was an inadequate 

mechanism to resolve public law issues, even in view of the 

minimal nature of judicial review. 

1 7 2 

1 73 

174, 

346 U.S. at 436-37. 

See generally Fletcher, supra note 123, at 404-20; 
Kanowitz, supra not;e 21, at 257-61. Another securities 
case pends in the Supreme Court. McMahon v. 
Shearson/American Express, Inc., 788 F.2d 94 (2d Cir.), 
cert. granted, 107 S.Ct. 60 (1986)(No. 86-44). 

Mitsubishi ~1otors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 
105 S.Ct. 3346 (1985). 
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Confusion and inconsistency in this body of case law 

!?rob~!;lly result from the presence of a number of competing 

consid@~ations. To sort them out, let us consider a prominent 

recent case. In Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 115 the 

Court held that a collective-bargaining agreement to arbitrate 

discrimination charges did not foreclose resort to a Title VII 

suit. 1 H The Court appeared to take a careful approach to 

consent issues: it suggested that the union's acceptance of 

arbitration should not be imputed to its individual members for 

claims of discrimination as opposed to economic issues, for 

which shared interests would make the union a more reliable 

proxy.111 The courts should examine the adequacy of consent 

in arbitration programs; as in Alexander, they can do so for 

the general context without delving into the circumstances of 

each individual referral. 

The Alexander Court emphasized that "the resolution of 

statutory or constitutional issues is a primary responsibility 

1 15 

116 

1 7 1 

415 U.S. 36 (1974). 

See also McDonald v. City of West Branch, 104 S.Ct. 1799 
(1984) (unappealed arbitration does not preclude civil 
rights litigation); Carlisle, supra note 28. 

415 U.S. at 51. Compare Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 
Yale L.J. 1073, 1078-82 (1984) (expressing concerns for 
the adequacy of representation in settlements). 
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of courts.,,11. Judge Edwards has suggested that although 

the elaboration of important public law norms should be left to 

the federal courts, the application of clearly defined rules of 

law can safely be left to arbitrators-- indeed, such an 

allocation of responsibilities might maximize the efficiency of 

public law., 11' This recognizes that the legal skills 

required to interpret statutes do not differ sharply from those 

required to interpret contracts. lao Still, there is no 

bright line between law-making and law-applying-- Alexander 

noted the broad language of Title VII, suggesting that the 

application of this norm cannot yet be readily separated from 

its elaboraticn. That suggests that courts may countenance 

arbitration only when it steers well clear of the line. 

The Alexander Court thought that the fact-finding process 

of arbitration was inferior to a trial for the resolution of 

Title VIr claims, but its "reasons" for this conclusion simply 

I 1 a 

I 1. 

I B 0 

415 U.S. at 57. 

Edwards, Alternative Dispute Resolution: Panacea or 
Anathema?, 99 Harv. L. Rev. 668, 680 (1986). 

Devine v. White, 697 F.2d 421, 438-39 (D.C. Cir. 1983) 
(Edwards, J.). But see Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 
415 U.S. 36, 57 (1974): "the specialized competence of 
arbitrators pertains primarily to the law of the shop, 
not the law of thla land." 
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_escribed the ways that arbitration usually deviates from trial 

The Court's sense that arbitration may be 

'nappropriate for claims related to constitutional rights was 

sound. In constitutional litigation generally, the Court 

exercises relatively independent review of the facts found 

below. lIZ Arbitration, ehough, leaves fact determinations 

in the hands of the arbitrator and disables intensive fact 

review. 

Perhaps, then, judicial fact-finding should always be 

pr~served for the enforcement of constitutional rights, even 

when resort to arbitration appears to be ~ruly voluntary. I 

think such a limitation could sweep too broadly. For example, 

it might be best to arbitrate some prisoner's grievances 

instead of flooding the federal courts with their lawsuits. 

Yet prisoners have proved astute at converting everything into 

constitutional claims. 183 Thus, although the presence of a 

colorable constitutional claim identifies situations where 

1 8 1 

1 • Z 

1 .3 

415 U.S. at 57-58. 

See generally Monaghan, supra note 54. 

~, Parratt v. Taylor, 451 U.S. 527 (1981) (negligent 
loss of a hobby kit as constitutional deprivation of 
property); overruled, Daniels v. Williams, 106 S. Ct. 
662, 665 (1986). 
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courts are likely to treat federal court enforcement as 

mandatory, no categorical distinction seems appropriate. 

The ACUS disfavors voluntary arbitration where precedent is 

to be set or where maintaining established norms is of "special 

importance."ls. Under present law, it is difficult to be 

much more specific than that. ISS A somewhat more 

adventuresome formulation would authorize arbitration for all 

law-applying, and might make an exception where constitutional 

rights are implicated. 

C. Limiting Judicial Review. 

Judicial review of arbitration has always been more limited 

than review of administrative adjudication. Here I consider 

the minimum level that should be preserved. Thomas suggests 

that the courts will review at least the facial consistency of 

I a • 

I IS 

I CFR § 305.86-3 B.5.(b). The recommendation on mandatory 
arbitration contains a similar limitation for 
precedential effect, and requires an ascertainable norm 
for decision. but does not explicitly refer to cases 
involving the need to maintain norms. ld. C.8. 

See, ~., Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 105 S.Ct. 
1238, 1244 (White, J., concurring) (substantial doubt and 
controversy often surround the waivability of federal 
court enforcement of particular public rights). 
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an arbitral award with statutory criteria and constitutional 

norms. The ACUS recommendation aids such review by calling for 

a brief statement of the basis of an award. Courts could 

perform these inquiries without straining the criteria of the 

Arbitration Act and without probing the factual basis of 

awards, whic~ would destroy the informality that accounts for 

~he virtues of arbitration. 

Courts often read statutes that appear to preclude all 

review to permit constitutional inquiry. IS. In that way, 

they avoid reaching troubling issues about the power of 

Congress to insulate administrative action completely. 

Nevertheless, some functions are unreviewable. Like 

arbitration programs, these functions often feature broad 

agency discretion, needs for expertise, informality, and 

expedition, a large volume of potentially appealable actions, 

and the presence of other methods of preventing abuses of 

discretion. ls7 

IS' 

I .7 

~, Johnson v. Robison, 415 U.S. 361 (1974); Bartlett 
v. Bowen, --- F.2d --- (D.C. Cir. March 17, 1987) 
(limitation on judicial review in Medicare Act does not 
apply to constitutional challenges to Act). 

Saferstein, Nonreviewability: A Functional Analysis of 
"Committed to Agency Discretion, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 366 
(1968). 
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In general, the courts seem most likely to reach issues 

that concern the over~ll structure and validity of a statutory 

scheme, rather than its application to particular facts. Thus, 

the Court recently considered whether arbitration of Medicare 

claims denies procedural due process. 188 A companion case, 

United States v. Erika, Inc.,189 found that no judicial 

review of particular awards was authorized. The Court noted 

that the preclusion did not extend to initial determinations of 

entitlement to participate in the Medicare program, but only to 

the processing of particular claims. So limited, the 

preclusion prevented "the overloading of the courts with 

trivial matters. nl90 

Since the ACUS does not recommend arbitration for 

elaborating public law norms, most arbitrations should be free 

of substantial constitutional issues. Therefore, "retail" 

review for misconduct and for inconsistency with statutory 

standards can probably be placed in the agencies when the 

I 8. 

I 89 

I , Q 

Schweiker v. McClure, 456 U.S. 188 (1982); see § IV 
infra. 

456 U.S. 201 (1982). 

456 U.S. at 210 n.13, quoting the legislative history. 
The Court did not, however, reach issues concerning any 
constitutional right to review. rd. at 211 n.14. 
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government is not a party. He~e the important goal is to have 

an outside check on the arbitrator's action.I,1 If the 

courts are ordinarily willing to defer to interpretations of 

statutes by agencies which are administering them, there seems 

equal reason to defer to an agency that is reviewing an 

arbitrator. 

The ACUS recommendation would allow parties to consent to 

arbitration under a substantial justice standard. The absence 

of standards for an arbitrator's decision may trouble the 

courts, because the check of judicial review would be less 

effective. I ' 2 In light of the recommended limitations on 

the use of arbitration, which would exclude it from situations 

involving the generation of precedent, the maintenance of 

important public rights, or the presence of third party 

effects, the recognition of a role for standardless arbitration 

should be acceptable. No interference with core fUnctions of 

the courts would occur. The courts have recognized that some 

decisions cannot be confined by meaningful standards. For 

I • 1 

1.2 

Thus, determinations of the arbitrability of particular 
issues might also be shifted from the courts to the 
agencies when the government is not a party. 

Review for misconduct or corruption of the arbitrator 
would be available, but not review for excess of 
authority. 
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example, highly discretionary executive functions are often 

unreviewable in court. 193 

IV. DUE PROCESS. 

In Schweiker v. McClure, 19. a unanimous Court upheld the 

decision of disputed Medicare claims by private insurance 

carriers, without a right of appeal. The program in question 

is a voluntary one that supplements basic Medicare by covering 

most of the cost of certain medical services. It is financed 

by federal appropriations and premiums from participants. As 

the Court noted, the program resembles subsidized private 

insurance on a massive scale: 27 million participants, $10 

billion in annual benefits, and 158 million claims in one year. 

Congress authorizes HHS to contract with private insurers, 

such as Blue Cross, to administer claims payments. 195 HHS 

pays administrative costs and specifies the claims process. 

The carrier makes an initial determination whether a claim is a 

reasonable charge for covered services. On denial, the 

1 93 

1 9. 

1 9 5 

~ generally Heckler v. Chaney, 105 S.ct. 1649 (1985). 

456 U.S. 188 (1982). 

42 U.S.C. § 1395u. 
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claimant receives a de novo redetermination on a written appeal 

to a new decider. Disputes over $100 then receive an oral 

hearing before a carrier employee not involved in the prior 

decisions, with a written decision based on the record, but 

with no further appeal. 

The Court began by rejecting a due process charge of bias 

against the deciders. It could find no financial interest in 

the carriers or their employees in denying claims. The Court 

then turned to the argument that due process required 

additional administrative or judicial review by a government 

officer. Applying the familiar criteria of Mathews v. 

Eldridge,I" the Court assumed that the weight of the 

private interest was "considerable." The weight of the 

government's interest in efficiency was unclear, but the Court 

assumed that providing ALJ review would not be "unduly 

burdensome." Focusing on the risk of erroneous decision and 

the value of additional process, the Court stressed HHS 

requirements that deciders be both qualified to conduct 

hearings on medical matters and thoroughly familiar with the 

program and its governing law and policy. The Court perceived 

I. , 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976). 
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no deficiencies in this, nor any need that deciders be 

attorneys. 

Voluntary arbitration should ordinarily satisfy due process 

criteria. In general, there is no better guarantee of fairness 

than a party's consent to a particular procedure, if the 

alternatives are also acceptable. (Here, the alternative would 

be ordinary administrative process.) Granted, somewhere there 

are limits to what we will allow a citizen to bargain away for 

the benefits of exp~ditious decision. Those limits should not 

be tested by the ACUS recommendation, which disfavors 

arbitration for decision of important public rights. 

Consent of a different kind attends some arbitration. As 

in McClure or Thomas, there is voluntary participation in the 

federal program, but not assent to arbitral techniques. Here 

one should be circumspect in relaxing inquiry into procedural 

fairness. The doctrine of unconstitutional conditions, 

checkered as its history may be, sets limits to the 

government's power to bargain for rights with benefits. 1., 
Thus, in McClure it was significant that the underlying 

" 1 See generally Kreimer, Allocational Sanctions: The 
Problem of Negative Rights in a Positive State, 132 U. 
Pa, L. Rev. 1293 (1984). 
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entitlement to participate in Medicare was not subject to 

arbitration, unlike the amount of particular claims. 
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Under the Eldridge formulation, the acceptability of 

arbitration depends on the importance of the individual's 

interest in the program's benefits. The ACUS recommends 

mandatory arbitration only for disputes between private 

parties, not for claims against the government. Since McClure 

involves de facto claims on the public purse, the 

recommendation seems unnecessarily cautious in this respect. 

It could be reformulated to invoke the Eldridge calculus. 

In rega,d to the accuracy of process and the need for 

additional safeguards, an important consider.ation is whether 

the arbitral scheme gives the parties a role in selecting the 

decider. Recall Judge Friendly's point that assurances of 

neutrality reduce the need for other procedural 

safeguards. wI9
• McClure shows that the Court does not 

regard agency de~iders as nocessarily more fair or reliable 

than private ones, as long as indicia of bias or interest are 

absent and assurances of competency are present. 

The fairness of arbitration is in part a function of the 

specificity of the governing standard. A standard should be 

1 9 • See text at note 68 supra. 
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specific enough to meet the primary needs of the parties, the 

arbitrator, and the reviewing entities. The parties need 

enough information to exercise meaningful consent to the use of 

arbitration and to present their cases. The arbitrators need 

enough guidance to make awards that will be consistent with 

each other. The reviewing entities must be able to judge the 

facial validity of awards. Consider the standard involved in 

Thomas: arbitrators are to provide "compensation" to pesticide 

registrants for the use of their data. 199 This standard is 

very unconfining-- for example, does it mean the cost of 

creating the data or the value to the later registrant?2oo 

An agency presented with such a vague statutory directive 

should elaborate it through rulemaking. 

In McClure, as in Eldridge, some guarantees of neutrality 

stem from the functions assigned to the decider. Hearings are 

meant to be nonadversary. The government is not represented, 

and the decider is charged with helping the private applicant 

1 99 

2 0 0 

The Court did not reach a delegation doctrine challenge 
to the adequacy of this standard. 105 S.Ct. 3339-40. 

See Sathon, Inc. v. American Arbitration Ass'n, 20 ERC 
2241 (N.D. Ill. 1984) (challenge to delegation not 
reached); PPG Industries, Inc. v. Stauffer Chemical Co., 
637 F. Supp. 85 (D.D.C. 1986) (upholding the standard). 
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_evelop his case. 201 In such an atmosphere, any incentive 

to favor one side probably benefits the claimant, who enjoys 

.. drect contact wi th the decider. The McClure Court mentioned 

the government's interest in avoiding overpayment of claims 

only in passing,202 in the context of rejecting a bias claim 

based on HHS attempts to encourage carriers to detect 

overpayments. This suggests that agencies should avoid 

instructions to deciders that seem to promote bias for either 

side. 203 

For guarantees of decider competency, the Court seems 

prepared to accept practical considerations of background and 

training, without regard to formal affiliation or status. 

Whether lawyers are needed should depend on the extent to which 

formal rules of evidence are to be followed, and on the need 

for other kinds of expertise in the dEcider. As the Court 

remarked in the context of upholding the Veterans 

Administration's $10 fee limit for lawyers in claims 

proceedings, which effectively excludes them: "Simple factual 

questions are capable of resolution in a nonadversarial 

2 0 I 

202 

Z 03 

456 U.S. at 197 n. 11. 

456 U.S. at 196 n. 9. 

See text at notes 25-26 supra. 
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c:ontext, and it is less than crystal clear why lawyers must be 

available to identify possible errors in medical 

judgment. HZ04 

Unde~ any particular program, the appropriateness of the 

arbitral process supplied depends on the nature of the 

participants and the issues. For example, in Gray Panthers v. 

Schweiker,zo5 the court held that the Medicare procedure for 

claims under $100 failed to satisfy due process in two 

respects. First, notice of procedural options needed to be 

adapted to the capacities of elderly and infirm claimants. 

Second, oral hearings were necessary for claims involving 

issues of credibility. Still, the court emphasized that 

process can be geared to "the generality of cases, not the rare 

exceptions."ze, Therefore, if credibility disputes were 

rare, overall process would not need to be geared to them. 

Provision for review by agency or court under the standards 

of the Arbitration Act is another check on the accuracy of 

arbitrations. It focuses on the two most important ways in 

Z 0 4 

Z 0 s 

Z 0 , 

Walters v. National Ass'n of Radiation Survivors, 105 S. 
Ct. 3180, 3194 (1985). 

716 F.2d 23 (D.C. Cir. 1983). 

rd. at 36, quoting Eldridge, 424 U.S. at 344. 
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_ecider, and an award exceeding the bounds of the ex ante 

.xpectations of the parties. And it would be difficult to 

1041 

rovide added checks without radically formalizing the process. 

The strength of the government's interest in informality 

.aries. For example, it is large in high-volume, small-dollar 

-ontexts such as Medicare. In all the situations that fall 

.ithin the ACUS recommendation, fact questions predominate. If 

expeditious process is available here, more resources will be 

eft for the formal process needed for resolution of policy or 

,ormatio~ of precedent. Insofar as the government's fiscal 

~nterest involves payment of awards as well as provision of 

rocess, however, the government's advantage is not a simple 

natter of minimizing procedural costs. Instead, the government 

~hould seek process that optimally balances accuracy and cost. 

rhis is a matter for informed judgment-- as Eldridge 

emphasizes, the agency's choice of process is entitled to 

deference by a court weighing the dictates of due process. 
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rinithed ~fith permission from Negotiation 
yr 9 t ,1anuary 1987 - - Journal, pp. 29-35, 

ThLe Unspoken Resistance 
tOi Alternative Dispute Resolution 
Nfarguerite il1illhauser 

The current effort to introduce alternative methodologies for resolving legal 
disputes into the mainstream of American corporate and legal systems seems to 

i be meeting resistance. However. much of this resistance is. unspoken and thert!
fore difficult to identi1)~ Alternative dispute resolution, or ADR as it has come to 
be known, is one of those subjects that receives almost universal endorsement in 
theory but subs,tantially less in practice. There are probably many reasons for thils 
dichotol11)~ At least some of them, however, can be traced to psychological and 
sociological traits that go to the very root of how we function as individuals and in 
societ'}~ 

These traits may be keys to understanding the unspoken resistance of 
potential users of alternative methodologies. They also may explain what appears 
at times to be a failure by various groups and individuals promoting different 
approaches to dispute resolution to handle their own controversies in the more 
constructive ways they are advocating for others. My purpose in this article is to 
identify some of the underlying barriers to use of alternative dispute resolution 
processes, particularly those that rely upon some form of consensus building or 
voluntary agreement to reach a solution. Identification of these barriers, in tum, 
may help dispute resolution professionals and potential users of alternative 
processes make provision in the newly evolving systems for the concerns that are 
at the root of these barriers and likely to change, if at all, only over long periods of 
time. 

The underlying premise of the analysis that follows is that responses to 
alternative methodologies for dispute resolution are driven, at least in part, by 
often unstated and sometimes unrecognized human needs and desires. It further 
assumes that certain of those needs and desires are created and more easily 
responded to by the individual alone, while others are more dependent upon the 
organization and larger world in which that individual participates. Two perspec
tives are considered: that of the client and that of the lawyer. 

Client Considerations 
Whether the client is a corporation or an individual, human instincts and motiva
tions are critical considerations in the process of dispute resolution. All too often, 
corporate attitudes and conduct are analyzed separately from the attitudes and 
conduct of those who are in positions of control.lf one looks closely, however, the 
two often are indistinct. 

Attorney Marguerite Millhauser i~ a partner in the \X'ashington law finn ofStt:ptoe & Johnson. 1330 
Connecticur A.enue N.\'>:. Washington. D.C. 20036. Since 19H'). she has been practicing exclusivt:lr 
in the area of alternative c.Ibputt: resolution. 

(l- IH. t'i'!() x- 1)I(H),(HI!t)::-()~ tHI (I I'JX- l'lcnum Pllhli~hinA (;IU'Pt.rJrKtn .\·l'~Ollillifl/lltlllnU/1 lCllll.Ulry I'JH~ 29 
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At this more personal level. there are a number offactors at work. one of t 
most important of-which is trust. In general. people learn to be somewhat warT 
one another. particularly in commercial and political contexts. For e::\~arnple, 0 

person or entity generally will not look out for another's interests if faced witl 
choice that pits those interests against self-interest. How far one will go 
accommodating the interests of ;l.Oother to the detriment of one's own vari 
from individual to indhidual. But at some point, even the most altruistic person 
likeh' to draw the line and act in his or her own self-interest. l Without labellil 
sucl~ action right or wrong, it is sufficient to note its occurrence and ackno\
edge that C\'en in the absence of a dispute. an ethic exists, in v:lIJing degrees, 
watching out for one's own interests and protecting them C\'en at the possi\" 
expense of another. W'hile few people would argue with tllis principle, many' 
reluctant to accept its, inC\itable consequences. 

One of those consequences is the occurrence of disputes. By the time 
dispute erupts, interests have clashed and each side t)pically has decided to a 
in what it perceives to be its best interest. Accepting the principle stated abo .. 
this should come as no surprise. Yet many people react as though there has beel 
serious breach of trust. In their minds, the opposing party is exhibiting 1 

concern about interests other than its own. Otherwise, there either would be I 
dispute or at least little or no need for outside assistance to resolve it. But, on 
the dispute has escalated to the point that litigation is contemplated. each si ~ 
tends to assume that little or no such concern exists, and mutual trust h 
disappeared. At this stage, perceptions of ha\ing been wronged or unjusl 
accused of wrongdoing begin to control. Moreover, it is probable that eJforts 
resolve the matter on a conciliatory basis already will have been attempted ar 
failed. In manv instances. lawsuits are the culnlination of a historY of unsatisfa 
tory dealings. indeed, by the time a lawsuit is filed. the disputing p~ties are like 
to view the trust they once had for each other as nlisplaced and contributing 
least in part to their present problem. 

In the face of such circumstances, it is not difficult to understand wi 
processes that ask the parties to continue to work together in some fashion =_ 
resisted. Trust and goodwill no longer exist and, in their place, are likely to _ 
anger, frustration and hostility. When a person wants something or beliC\'es he 
she is "in the right," an instinctive reaction to opposition is anger. On the heels 
the anger many times comes the urge to try to comince the other person of tl 
error of the opposing view or position. When that person ( or entity) refuses 
acquiesce, a sense of frustration is likely to develop, Out of the frustration is bOI 
a desire to challenge the oJfending party by threatening letters, lawsuit or oth 
means that have inherent in them a show of force. 

These almost instinctive reactions, whether triggered at the outset of 
dispute or at the point where eJforts to reach agreement break down, ar 
understandable. In a sense, they are forms of self protection. A breach of trust, 
perceived as such. can be painful and spur a desire to retaliate in kind. Furth_ 
the anger and frustration that accompany most disputes are likely to be driven ~ 
egos that want or need to be right, or at least appreciated. 

Beneath the egos are likely to lurk fears. For some, it is a fear of being wrOI 
and the loss of stature. respect, or affection; for others it is fear of being takt 
aJvantage of or manipulated. Whatever the fear is. as long as it is there, or a risk 
perceived, peoplc wiII go to great lengths to protect themselvcs, C\'en if th 
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cans engaging in length): costly legal proceedings. CompaJ:ed with the alterna
.'es. \vhich many view as perpetuating a more vulnerable state. the fighting 
ute will seem preferable.2 

Coupled with the internal workings of the individual are a number of 
~lernal factors over which the individual often has no control. ll1e organization 
r which one works may measure success by traditional yardsticks and value 
cover), of the last possible cent or establishment of a definitive principle over 
her outcomes. In that situation. the possibility of beating the other side and 
aximizing one's own reward is attractive. ll1e corporate executive who is 
ying to advance in such an organization will not have the flexibility to .utilize 
rocedures less likely to achieve such ends. For him or he~ litigation or other 
versarial processes will continue to provide the best opportunities.3 

Similarly, if an organization has a low tolerance for errors or misjudgments, 
ie corp,orate official faced with the choice of acknowledging liability or chan
eling the matter into a long proceeding that has the potential of obfuscating the 
riginal misdeed (or postponing the day of reckoning) will almost certainly 
hoose the latter. While allowing corporate ofllcials to retain control of the 
rocess and responsibility for the decision are cited as benefits of voluntary foffi1S 
f dispute resolution, less involvement may be preferable in cases where a patty 
.;oeks to distance itself from the conduct in question or portray it as something 
ther than it is. 

Another example of the impact of existing norms is the concern expressed 
epeatedly that proposing a conciliatory approach will suggest weakness in the 
'ase or the party's commitment to it. Because so much emphasis is placed on 
ppearances, people forget that the perception of an event need not define the 
vent. An offer of settlement or an invitation to use a more conciliatory approach 
s not, in and of itself, an indication of weakness. One can have the strongest 
ossible case and make such an offer. Regardless of how the other party chooses 
o interpret the action, a settlement offl.::r neither changes me facts of the case nor 
.n attorney's ability to prove the case. 

Yet, by allowing concern over how actions are likely to be interpreted to 
'ontrol a situation, one person allows the other's definition of me circumstances 
o become their own. By doing that, more power is given to me other person man 
Hay actually exist. and the person acting out of fear of perception is rendered far 
ess effective than he or she could be. In such circumstances the greater strengm 
nay lie in taking the action desired, recognizing how it could be perceived and 
_ eing prepared not to let that perception control.4 However; such strength is not 
.he type typically appreciated or rewarded in a corporate context where the 
appearance of dominance has come to be valued. S An individual prepared to take 
such action may be deterred out of concern over how it will be interpreted by 
superiors. 

In short, it is difficult to consider the viability of alternative methodologies 
for dispute resolution outside the context of the culture-corporate. political, or 
otherwise-in which a dispute arises. At stake are deeply embedded value 
systems which are likely to take substantial time to change. even if the desire to 
make such changes is strong, 

Lawyer Considerations 
Many of the indhidual inhibitions affecting clients are operative as well at the 
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lawyer level. By the time most clients seek legal assistance, they have establish ... 
in their own minds positions that they believe are at least defenSible, if n< 
correct. Notwithstanding the many unkind remarks made about lawyers, mo:~ 
clients, when it comes to their own matters, relish the concept of"lawyer as hire 
gun." Faced with these client expectations, lawyers are often reluctant to sugge' 
approaches that do anything but vindicate their client's position. TIlere is COl 

cern about appearing less than fully committed to their client's cause. There 
also hesitance or lack of abiUty to diffuse the emotional attachment reflected ir 
the client's position. 

It takes certain skills to help people release or channel anger and use it t 
achieve more forward-looking results, and attorneys certainly are not trained fi. 
such tasks. In fact, almost the reverse is true. Lawyers are trained to represel I 

their client's position zealousl); as long as it is anything short of frivolous. Th 
inclination, therefore, is not to look beyond the client's position to {he underlyin 
interests that COUld, perhaps, be better met in some alternative way, but t 
develop arguments and bases for advancing the client's pOSition. 

Finally; there is the ego of the lawyer who wants to think of and presel.
himself or herself as anle to deliver the result the dient seeks, or better yet t( 
exceed the client's expectations. 

The same fears ultimately are likely to lurk beneath the lawyer's ego: 
underlie the ego of the client, thereby increasing the chances of commitment t( 
protectionist strategies. What often occurs, in fact, is that the ego investment (:) 
the lawyers on both sides of a case becomes itself a driving force in strategy an 
other decisibns. 

For the lawyer on the other side of the case approached with a propositiOl 
suggesting some alternative methodolog); there is yet another consideratiO! 
Given the training most lawyers have had and the adversarial almosphere ir 
which lawyers typically work, a not surprising first reaction to ADR often i. 
suspicion. The ever-alert advocate is likely to assume, at least until pro\'en wron..: 
that some trick or trap is involved. Feeling the same ego concerns and fears as th 
opposing counsel, this lawyer will want to insure that acceptance of such : 
proposal is neither a gullible action nor a disservice to his or her client. II 
addition to assuaging self doubts, the lawyer in such a situation also mus 
convince the client of the benefits of this approach. The client is likely to hav_ 
questions as to why the other side is proposing ADR or, why, if this step is s 
advisable, the client's own lawyer did not suggest it. 

Because of self-doubts or client skepticism, the lawyer faced with a propos: 
to utilize an alternative means of dispute resolution may object or even aggressivel} 
oppose it. In that circumstance, it is incumbent on the side that initiated the ide
to continue to support it calmly and resist the temptation to fight back. In many 
cases, after this initial testing period, the lawyer and client on the other side may 
be more willing to accept the proposal on its face value and embrace it as theh 
own. 

Exploring Attitude Shifts 
Alternative methods of dispute resolution, other than those that provide a deci
sion maker with authority to bind thf" parties, appear to demand levels of human 
behavior and personal autonomy that, for the most part, are not the norm. More 
than anything else, this may be the reason tc)r reluctance to utilize these proce· , 
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ures. Recognition of this often overlooked factor. in and of itself, is likely to be a 
\elpful first step. Open acknowledgment of such concerns can lead to efforts to 
_ddress them. 

These efforts, if they arc to be successful, will require participation by both 
he legal and business communities, perhaps with the assistance ofprofessiona1s 
.rained to address more psychologically - and organizationally - rooted problems. 

The way we handle disputes reflects the way we live in the world in a host of 
Jther circumstances. It is difficult to alter one while leaving the other completely 
intact. Even if that could be done. it is likely that the new systems eventually 
would develop the same deficiencies that now burden litigation or else become 
merely additional preliminary steps to be taken before ultimately resorting to 
litigation. 

To avoid this likelihood, people should learn how to view disputes and the 
Jutcomes sought from new perspectives. At the individual level, it is possible to 
encourage a new way of looking at controversy by analyzing and, to some extent, 
redefining the context Within which the problem developed For example, if 
conduct is viewed as a breach of trust or an effort to take advantage, parties are 
likelv to seek either ,indication or retribution rather than a wav to solve the 
und~rlying problem. From this perspective, the question traditionally answered 
by litigation (Le., who is right) will appear controlling. 

But, returning to the premise that people tend to act in their own self
interest, it is possible to view the inevitable dash of interests, even if some are 
ill-motivated, as a predictable consequence of functioning in the world, not as a 
breach of trust. In this context, who among the various actors is right need not, 
and in tact would not. be the only inquiry. Among the other questions raised in 
this broadened inquiry '%uld be: Given the range of divergent interests, can a 
mutually acceptable accommodation be reached? Are there reasons why particu
lar interests cannot or should not be accommodated? Are there factors outside 
the interests of the parties that should be taken into consideration from a 
precedent or policy perspective? 

Ultimately; the parties still may conclude that what they need is a simple 
determination of right or wrong under a specific principle of law. But the 
process by which this conclusion is reached. if it is premised on a broader 
inquiry and goes beyond the sense of breached trust, is likely to be a construc
tive undertaking. Moreover, the process should lead the parties to choose and 
effectively use the dispute resolution vehicle most appropriate to their circum
stances. At this stage, the vehicle itself becomes less Significant as the parties 
will have agreed upon the critical question or questions to be answered and 
presumably will proceed, in whatever forum they choose, in an expeditious 
fashion. Attention will be focused on the investigation into the problem which 
the parties by this time will have mutually and reasonably defIned. 

To utilize such an approach. it is necessary at the outset to identifY all the 
possible factors and considerations (legal, practical, personal, political, etc.) 
affecting the situation. An effort must then be made to suspend judgment long 
enough to get a sense of the overall picture presented by the circumstances. 
From there, the indhiduals involved can identify their priorities and decide how 
best to proceed. 

Lawyers, if they are willing and able to do so. can assist their clients in 
achieving this broad \iewofthe problem. 111eyare at least one step removed from 
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the emotion and ego concerns that often blind the involved parties. 1b thc cxter 
that lawyers perceive the client's expectations as seeking this type of assistanc 
their own ego needs will be met by providing it. 

The lawyer and client should openly discuss any pressures on the client t 
seek specifk end results. In this \Va); the client will be able to separate tl 
external circumstances O\'er which it has little or no control from intern: 
aspects that may be more readily managed alone. Where e:\1:ernal circumstanc( 
are a barrier, some corporations or other institutions may wish to undertak 
efforts to modifY their corporate or institutional culture. This might enabl 
people, for example, to take responsibility for errors without fear ofunnecessaI 
ily harsh reprisals. 

From an objective standpoint. an approach premised on this broad pel 
spective can be undertaken without making unnecessary concessions so long: 
people are willing to rely on the type of internal strength described earHe 
Outcomes that are fair, just, and practical may lack the bravura of big wins. but i 
the long run may be even more advantageous. Over time, a longer-term vie\ 
may be valued as highlr as the more traditional short-term win is todar In th 
interim, if the interest is in having the longer-term view pre\'ail, it will tak 
reinforcement from those in authority to sustain the people willing to reach fo 
less than popular results. 

The shift in consciousness needed to make such new values the norm is no 
likely to occur quickly, if at all. In the meantime, it is necessary to recognize the 
various contUcting pressures inherent in almost any dispute, and to be prepare 
to respond to whichever of those pressures is dominant. In this wa): providers 0 

dispute resolution services can respect individual value systems, and not try t{ 
push their clients to change their values or world views beyond where they ar 
willing to go. Such coercive efforts not only would be unlikely to succeed bu 
also are abhorrent to the underlying principles of many of the newly emergin, 
forms of dispute resolution, certain of which are premised on not forcin, 
standards or solutions on the parties. 

Left to their own devices and instincts today, most lawyers and clients wil 
still seek to "win" in a traditional sense. Until that definition of "win" is expandec 
to include mutual gain and loss and the enhancement of relationships. alternati\'{ 
methodologies may be forced into service of ends, such as defeating the oppo 
nent, that some of them at least were not devised to meet. Alternativel); they rna, 
come to be viewed as poor substitutes for litigation, which in some people', 
minds will remain "the real thing." Measured in monetary or other similarly star~ 
terms, clients may achieve greater successes (and failures) through the tmdi· 
tional adversary process. If that is the case, there is little advantage in trying t<., 
convince them otherwise for that will only create expectations which in mos 
cases will not be met. The re~.ult then is likely to be disillusionment and an even 
greater aversion to the alternative process than had they never participated in it. 

It is preferable to outline honestly how an alternative process is admnta
geous, even if not likely to produce the same results as litigation. To the extent 
such an explanation highlights values that are of lesser interest to the parties 
involved than those vindicated through more tmditional processes, traditional 
processes should be used. Proponents of alternative mcthodologies make a 
mistake trying to substitute one for the other, and risk loss of t.redibility in the 
process. I 
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In this same vein. it is important to note that any time a mediation or 
.::gotiation breaks down and a more adversarial approach taken. it not be viewed 
; a fuilure of the alternative system. In an effort to avoid this unfavorable 
-fception. many proponents of ~ternative dispute resolution get caught in the 
Olp of pushing for resolutions at all costs. thereby perverting the process and 
fien leading to dissatisfaction with the results. 'let. if one operated from a more 
.)mprehensive \iew of the problem and had identified the drhing force. that is 
Ie ends sought. it may be obvious that use of more forceful means or imposition 
f a decision may be necessary at some point. 

ll1is sometimes is a hard lesson for advocates of alternative methodologies, 
lany of whom themselves are driven by the same bottom line considerations that 
rce their clients to take more adversarial positions. With the emphasis on 

latistics in terms of cases resolved and the need to justify the existence of the 
_ternatives in monetary terms, these advocates are not willing to leave or make 
.)On1 for competing interests and approaches. Not surprisingI); they become 
lodels of the same behavior they ask their clients to eschew. 

Again. at the core of this beh~vior are very real human needs and desires. The 
IUbility of some members of the dispute resolution community to deal with 
hese needs and desires indhidually and work effectively among themselves 
rovides another opportunity to explore the reasons why people generally may 

Ie reluctant to utilize less adversarial processes. By acknowledging our own 
eactions and recognizing our own vulnerabilities. those of us practicing in the 
ield may gain the most valuable insights into resistance to alternative approaches 
_nd be better prepared to respond effectively. 

NOTES 

1. In some absolute sense. one can assume that an~thing one does is done Out of self-interest or 
lse it would not be: done. For purposes of this comment:tr): however. a distinction is made between 
'onduct that is outwardly inconsistent with one's apparent interests and conduct that, while 
lUlW'.lCdly inconsistent, may satjs~' deep-seated p~ychological need& and from that perspective be 
O(all\' consistent. Reference in this context is to the former. 

i. In some situations. part. if not all. of the anger and frustration directed at the opposing party 
lIay more appropriately belong with oneself for mistakes made or some wholly unrelated third party 
gainst whom action is not possible but who in sume way also bat f.1ult. How(:ver. this is a subject that 
ew people like to raise with each other. let alone lawyers with their clients. L1~'ers are sensitive to 
he fact that a client's anger easily can transferto a lawyerwho is perCeived by the client to be less than 
iJllysupportive of his p<)~iti()n and thereby also in disagreement with him. Few lawye!'!; like to gt't into 
_his posture with their clients. It is easier and probably more lucrative to assume the mle of avenger of 
Jle perceived wrong. 

3. While alternative methodologies conceivably can be utilized for the same "~;ntlose objec
tives. perhaps on a less costly and time· consuming blL~is. to do so may be untbrtunate. If parties 
JPproach these alternati"es with the ~ame mindsets as they approach litigation in terms of results 
sought and tactics considered acceptable. we are likely (wer time to recreate many of the same 
problems that currendy burden litigation. For example. if par!ks agree to mediate soldy Ibr the 
tactical relL'iCm of accomplishing dela): or attempt to manipulate or deceive each mher in a mediation 
in order to achieve specific ends. mediation wm quickly lo~e its attractiveness as a meaningful 
alternative. If so abused. mediation is likely [() generate inappropriate results or else to be viewed lIS 

merely another maneuver in an already game· fraught ~1'Stem of dispute resolution. 
4. In certain circumstances. a client may be more (;oncerned aboU! cultivating a particular 

perception than about responding to the ;ituation created by the specific ~1l'>e. In such circum· 
stances. it rna,' be ;!ppropria1e to determine a course of action on the basis of pert'~'Ption~. 

5. In the legal context, efforts to create an appearance of Mrength can include an}thing Ii:om 
posturing :md bravado to pleading ' .... ars on a h()~t of wngential issues . 
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